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THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE, 
APPOINTED 
UNDER SENATE RESOLUTIO~ OF MARCH 3, 1887, 
TO 
INQUIRE INTO AND EXAMINE THE METHODS OF BUSINESS 
AND WORK IN THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS, ETC., 
AND THE CAUSES OF DELAYS IN TRANSACTING 
THE PUBLIC BUSINESS, ETC. 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY; THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
MARCH 8, 1888.-0rclercd to be printed. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
1888. 

THE DEP ARTlVIENT OF THE TREASURY. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
Mr. Cockrell to Mr. Fairchild. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 18, 1887. 
MY DEAR SIR: The Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the 
resolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, "to inquire into and examine the 
methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government," &c., 
have instructed me as chairman to request you to furnish to the committee at your 
earliest convenience a detailed statement of the methods of transacting business in 
each of the divisions of your office, and each division of each Bureau of your Depart-
ment, including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in 
each of such divisions, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the De-
partment, and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of 
such business matters through the various divisions of your office and the various 
Bureaus and divisions of such Bureaus and employes through whose hands the same 
passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and 
taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given 
to the proper party. 
I have the honor to be, most respectfully, yours, &c., 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman Senate Select Committee. 
Mr. Cockrell to Mr. Fairchild. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 18, 1887. 
MY DEAR SIR : The Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the 
resolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, "to inquire into and examine the 
methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, the 
time and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed 
therein, and generally to inquire into and report to the Senate the cause of the delay 
in t,ransacting the public business said to exist in some of the Departments," have 
instructed me as the chairman to request you to furnish to the committee at your 
earliest convenience a detailed statement showing the amount and character of 
business pending in each division of your office, and in each division of each Bureau 
of your Department on the 1st day of January, 1884, and the amount and character 
of business received, and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your 
office, and in each division of each Bureau of your Department during the said calendar 
year 181:34, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of on January 1, 1885, and the 
amount and character of business received, and also transacted and disposed of in 
each division of your office, and in each division of each Bureau of your Department 
during the said calendar year 1885, and also on hand, pending, and undisposed of on 
January 1, 1886; and the amount and character of business received, and also trans-
acted and disposed of in each division of your office, and in each division of each Bu-
reau of your Department during said year 1886, and also on hand, pending, and 
undisposed of on January I, 1887, and received, and also transacted and disposed of 
in each division of your office, and in each division of each Bureau of your Depart-
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ment during the said year 1887 up to March 1, 1887, and on hand, pending, and un-
disposed of in each division of your office, and in each division of each Bureau of your 
Department on said March 1, 1887; and also a detailed statement showing the aver-
age amount and character of business performed, transacted, and disposed of by the 
employes in each division of your office, aud in each division of each Bureau of your 
Department, and the average number of employes in each of such divisions, during 
each month in said years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 1, 1867, and also 
the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the 
employe doing the most and the employe doing the least, in each of such divisions 
during each of said months of said years, and if no account has been kept of the busi-
ness performed and disposed of by each employe in any of such divisions during said 
years, or any part or parts thereof, then the reasons why such account has not been 
kept, and also a statement showing the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and tran.:~ctction of business by the employes in 
each of the said several <livisions, and whether in person or by proxy, during each of 
said calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 1, 1887, or during such 
parts of said years, or either of them, as such employes or any of them have been re-
<leiving pay from the United States; and also the maximum and minimum number of 
days during each of said years, and up to March 1, 1887, so devoted to business by 
the employe in each of such divisions present for the greatest number of days, and 
also for the least number of days. If the data called for by calendar years can-
not be given as readily by calendar years as by fiscal years, then substitute for the 
calendar years named the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 1, 
1887, and thus save as much unnecessary work as possible. 
I have the honor to be, most truly, yours, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman Senate Select Committee. 
Mr. Cockrell to Mr. Fairchild. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 23, 1887. 
MY DEAR SIR: The Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the res-
olution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, to inquire into and examine the methods 
of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, &c., have 
instruct~d me as chairman to request you to furnish to the committee, at your ear-
liest convenience a statement of the present legal organization of your Department, 
showing the number and class of officers and employes in your office, the number of 
Bureau officers, and of officers and employes in each Bureau in your Department proper, 
and the number of sub-treasuries, assistant treasurers, an<l of employes in all the sub-
treasuries, the number of mints, and of officers and employes therein, the number 
of assay offices, and of officers and employes therein, the number of ports in each 
State and Territory, and the aggregate number in the United States, and the number 
of officers and employes in them all, designating the number of customs districts and 
the number of officers and employes in each, and also the number of internal revenue 
districts, and of officers and employes in each, and the number of public buildings in 
the United States completed, and the number under construction, and the number 
authorized to be erected by law and not in actual process of construction, and the 
number of officers and employes in such buildings. 
And the Revenue Marine Service, number of vessels, officers, and subordinaries and 
employes tl1erein, aml the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and number of officers and em-
ployes therein, and the Light-House Service, number of districts, vessels, officers, 
and employes; and the Life-Saving Service, number of districts, vessels, and officers 
and employes; and the Marine Hospital Service, number of hospitals, officers, and em-
ployes; and the Steamboat Inspection Service, number of districts or divisions, offi-
cers, and employes; all stated so as to give correctly and concisely a bird's-eye view 
')f your Department proper, and all branches of its service. 
Yours, truly, 
F. M. COCKRELL. 
Hon. C. S. FAIR CHILD, 
Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
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Mr. Dock1·ell to Mr. Fai1·child. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., June 30, 1887. 
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MY DEAR SIR: On the 18th day of March, 1887, as chairman of the Select Committee 
uf the Senate, I addressed to you two communications, asking for certain information 
and reports. I hoped to have ha(l these reports before the lOth of June, so as to pre-
sent them at the meding of the committee.on the 20th of June. Not having received 
the reports, the meeting of the committee had to be postponed. The Coast and Geo-
detic Survey have sent their reports directly to me. Please have the other reports 
furnished at your earliest convenience. 
Yours, very truly, 
Ron. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary Treasury. 
F. M. COCKRELL. 
Mr. Thompson to Mr. Cock1·ell. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 11, 1887. 
SIR: In reply to your communication of March 18 last, calling for information rela-
tive to the work received, transacted, and unadjusted in the Treasury Department, 
and the methods of performing it, during the fiscal years 1S84, 18t!5, and 1886, and 
for eight months of the fiscal year 1887, I have to inform you that the reports from 
the offices of the Treasury thus far received and examined have this day been for-
warded to you by express to Hamilton, Loudoun County, Virginia, namely: 
Chief clerk, division of appointments, division of customs, division of revenue ma-
rine, division of loans and currency, divisiou of public moneys, division of mails and 
files, Disbursing Clerk Bartlett, search service division, First Comptroller, Commis-
sioner of Customs, Register of the Treasury, Comptroller of the Currency, Fourth 
Auditor, Bureau of Navigation, Light-House Board, Life-Saving Service, and Steam-
boat Inspection Service. 
Some of the reports give information more in detail than was requested, but the 
questions asked are believed to be answered as fully as the heads of the Bureaus con-
sidered could be done, and it is not thought advisable, unless so instructed by the com-
mittee, to condense those reports. 
:Further reports will be sent to you during this week. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
HUGH S. THOMPSON, 
Assistant Secretary. 
Lincoln Post-Office, Loudoun County, Virginia. 
Mr. Thompson to Mr. Cockrell. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 16, 1887. 
SIR: In further reply to your communication of March 18th last, calling for infor-
mation relative to the work received, transacted, and unadjusted in the Treasury 
Department, and the methods of performing it, during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and for eight months of 1887, I have to advise you th,at reports additional to those 
forwarded to you on the 11th instant have this day been sent by express to your address, 
Hamilton, Loudoun County, Virginia, as follows: Division of warrants, estimates, and 
appropriations, Secretary's Office; division of mercantile marine and internal revenue, 
Secretary's Office; division of stationery, printing, and blanks, Secretary's Office; di-
visicn of captured property, claims, and lands, Secretary's Office; division of special 
agents, Secretary's Office; disbursing clerk, Treasury Department, T. J. Hobbs; Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, Supervising Architect, Supervising Surgeon-General, Marine 
Hospital Service, Bureau of Statistics, Fifth Auditor, and Second Auditor. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
Lincoln PoBt-Office, LoudoMn County, Virginia. 
HUGH S. THOMPSON, 
Assistant Secretary 
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Mr. ll'airchild to Mr. Cockrell. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 27, 1887. 
SIR: In mrther reply to your communication of March 18th last, calling for iufor· 
mation relative to the work received, transacted, and unadjusted in the Treasury 
Department, and the methods of performing it, during the fiscal years 1884, 18851 
1886, and for eight months of 1887, I have to inform you that reports additional to 
those forwarded to you on the 11th and 16th instant have this day been sent by 
express to your address, Hamilton, Loudoun County, Virginia, as follows: 
First Auditor, Treasurer of the United States, Director of the Mint, and Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue. Also letter of the Register of May 20, 1886 transmitting 
his report, and a paper belonging to the report of the accounting division of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, heretofore omitted. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL. 
C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary. 
Lincoln Post-Office, Loudoun County, Virginia. 
M1·. ll'ai1·child to Mr. Cockrell. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, August 8, 1887. 
SIR: In further reply to your communication of March 18th last, calling for infor-
mation relative to the work received, transacted, and unadjusted in the Treasury 
Department, and the methods of performing it, during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 
1886, and for eight months of 1887, I have to inform you that reports additional to 
those forwarded to you on the 11th 16th, and 27th ultimo, have this day been sent by 
express to your address, Hamilton, Loudoun County, Virginia, as follows : 
Second Comptroller, Third Auditor, Sixth Auditor, and Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing. The foregoing completes the list of reports to be made by the officers and 
Bureaus of this Department. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary. 
Lincoln, Post-Office, Loudoun County, Virginia. 
M1·. Thompson to M1·. Cockrell. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 15,1887. 
Hon. F. M. CocKRELL, 
Chairman Senate Select Committee: 
SIR: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of March 23, 1887, 
and in pursuance of the requirements of the resolution of the United States Senate 
of March 3, 1887, to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in 
the Executive Departments of the Government, &c., I have the honor to transmit 
herewith statements showing the present legal organization of this Department and 
the number and class of officers and employes under its supervision. 
Respectfully, yours, 
HUGH S. THOMPSON, 
Acting Se(Jl'etary. 
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The following is a list of the officers and employes of the Treasury Department : 
1 Secretary. 
2 Assistant Secretaries. 
6 Auditors. 
6 Deputy Auditors. 
1 Treasurer of the United States. 
1 Assistant Treasurer. 
2 Comptrollers. 
2 Deputy Comptrollers. 
1 Comptroller of the Currency. 
1 Deputy Comptroller of the Currency. 
1 Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
1 Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
1 Register of the Treasury. 
1 Assistant Register of the Treasury. 
1 Commissioner of Customs. 
1 Deputy Commissioner of Customs. 
1 Director of the Mint. 
1 Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospi-
tal. 
1 Supervising Inspector-General Steam Vessels. 
1 General Superintendent Life-Saving Service. 
1 Assistant Superintendent Life-Saving Service. 
1 Commissioner of Navigation. 
1 Deputy Commissioner of Navigation. 
1 Su~el'intendent Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
1 Chief of Secret Service. 
1 Chief of Bureau of Statistics. 
1 Chief of Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
1 .Assistant Chief of Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing. 
1 Supervising Architect. 
1 Assistant Supervising Architect and chief 
clerk. 
75 chiefs of divisions. 
9 assistant chiefs of divisions. 
• 7 chief clerks. 
2 disbursing clerks. 
1 clerk class 4, acting as disbursing clerk. 
1 clerk class 3, acting as disbursing clerk. 
4 superintendents. 
1 assistant superintendent. 
1 clerk to Secretary. 
2 private secretaries to Assistant Secretaries. 
5 book-keepers. 
3 assistant book-keepers. 
182 clerks of class 4. 
300 clerks of class 3. 
359 clerks of class 2. 
378 clerks of class 1. 
165 clerks of the $1,000 class. 
273 clerks of the $900 class. 
42 money-order assorters. 
a copyists, at $840 each. 
13 clerks, at $840 each. 
2 clerks, at $800 each. 
1 clerk, at $780. 
11 clerks, at $720 each. 
9 clerks, at $700 each. 
14 clerks, at $660 each. 
30 messengers. 
67 assistant messengers. 
177laborers. 
6 skilled laborers. 
25 paper counters and laborers. 
1 captain of the watch. 
2 lieutenants of watch. 
60 watchmen. 
4 tellers. 
3 assistant tellers. 
3 stenographers. 
2 engineers. 
3 assistant engineers. 
1 inspector of electric lights, &o. 
9 firemen. 
1 machinist and gas fitter. 
1 storekeeper. 
1 coal passer. 
3 elevator conductors. 





1 estimate a11d digest clerk. 
1 vault clerk. 
1 cashier. . 
1 assistant cashier. 
1 coin clerk. 
1 compositor and pressman. 
~ f~:J!~~n. 
3 separators . 
1 clerk to treasurer. 
1 government actuary. 
1 receiving clerk. 
1 paper cutter. 
1 foreman of bindery. 
4 binders. 
1 sewer and folder. 
3 copyists at $720 each. 
1 photographer. 
1 principal clerk. 
1 attendant in secret service. 
11 operatives in secret service. 
22 assistant operatives. 
2 clerks and accountants. 
1 topographer and hydrographer. 
1 engineer and draftsman. 
1 examiner of the Mint. 
1 computer of bullion. 
1 adjuster of accounts. 
1 translator. 
1 assistant in laboratory of the Mint. 
1 helper in the Mint. 
The following is a list of the sub-treasuries and the force employed therein: 
Place. Assistant treasurer. Employ6s. 
Baltimore, Md ............................................................... . 
Boston, Mass ................................................................ . 
g~~f:~~~!\)hi~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:::::::::::: :::::::::: 
New Orleans, La ............................................................ . 
New York, N.Y ............................................................. . 
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The following is a list of the officers and employ~s of the United States mints and 
assay offices : 
~r.?gjj?j·~~ ~~~~ ~: ~ ~: ~:~~~: ;;~u:;~:: ~ :~: ::~~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~:: :: ::~::: ~ ~ ::; ~~ .:~.1 ~:l; 
Chief clerks.......................................................................... 4 3 
Cashiers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 
Clerks............................... .................................•.............. 56 18 
Workmen........................... ...... ........................ ........•... .•.... 372 54 
Machinists, engineers, and firemen...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .. . . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . 50 2 
Watchmen, doorkeepers, carpenters, and conductors .................................. ! 82 14 
Adj•:::~ ~~-~~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I~~  
BUREAU OF THE MINT, 
Washington, D. C., July 8, 1887. 
The following is a list of customs collection districts and the force employed therein· 
Employes. 
State or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
Class. No. 
Maine. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . Aroostook . . . . . . . . Houlton .. .. .. .. . . Collector.. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 1 
Employes................... 7 
Passamaquoddy . . Eastport.......... Collector...... . . . . . .. . . . .. . 1 
Employes................... 17 
Machias . . . . .. .. . . Machias.......... Collector.................... 1 
Employes................... 3 
Frenchman's Bay. Ellsworth ........ Collector ...... ..... .. .... .. 1 
Employes................... 11 
Castine . .. . . .. .. .. Castine . . .. .. . .. .. Collector.................... 1 
Employes................... 5 
Bangor .. .. . . . .. . . Bangor . .. . .. .. .. . Collector .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 
Employes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Belfast . .. .. . . . .. . Belfast .. • • .. .. • .. Collectur. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . 1 
Employes................... 6 
Waldoborough ... Waldoborough ... Collector.................... 1 
Employes....... ............ 6 
Wiscasset . .. . . .. . Wiscasset . .. . . .. . Collector ........... _.. . . . .. . 1 
Bath .............. Bath .............. ~:Je1~lo~~::::::::::::::::::~ . i 
Employes................... 7 
Portland and Fal- Portland: ......... Collector.................... 1 
mouth. Surveyor . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1 
Appraiser . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . 1 
Assistant appraiser......... 1 
Employes, Class 4 .......... 6 
Employes, Cl:tss 2 . . . . . . . . . 1 
Employes, Class 1 . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Employes, Class A . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Employes, unclassified...... 12 
Saco . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. • . Collector.... . . .. . . .. . . . . . • • . 1 
Employe.................... 1 
Kennebunk ....... Kennebunk ....... Co!lector...... .............. 1 
Employes.................. . 2 
York ............. York ............. Collector.................... 1 
New Hampshire .•......... Portsmouth ....... Portsmouth ...... Collector.................... 1 
Employes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Vermont .................. Vermont .......... Burlington ........ Collector.................... 1 
Employes, Class 4 . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Employes, Class 3........... 1 
Employes, Class 2 .......... - ~ 5 
Employes, Class 1........... 5 
Employe:;, Class A.......... 31 
Employes, unclassified...... 18 
Massachu8etta .••...•..... Newburyport ..••. Newburyport . .. ··1 Collector.................... 1 
I 
Employes . .. . .............. ·[ 3 
Gloucester........ Gloucester........ Collector.................... 1 
Emp:oyes ....... ...... ...... 13 
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Etate or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
Massachusetts........ . • . . Salem and Beverly Salem .•••...•.•... 
Marblehead . • . . . . Marblehead •••... 
Boston and Boston .•••...•.•.. 
Charlestown. 
Plymouth ..••...•. Plymouth .•... ... 
Barnstable........ Barnstable .... ... . 
Nantucket ..•..••. Nantucket ....... . 
Edgartown . . . • • • . Edgartown .. ... . . 
New Bedford ..... New Bedford .... . 
Fall River ........ Fall River ....... . 
Rhode Island .•••••.••.•••. .Newport .. ........ Newport ......... . 
Bristol and Bristol and 
Wauen. Warren. · 
Providence. ······I Providence ...... . 
Connecticut .........•..... Stonington........ Stonington .••.•••. 
New Lomlon ...... New London .•.... 
Hartford .......... Hartford ......... . 
New Haven ..••... New Haven ..... . 
New York ......•..•..... 
Fairfield ......... . 
J Sag Harbor ...... . 
I NowYo,k ..... · .. . 
Bridegport . . . . .. 
Sag Harbor ..... .. 







Naval officer ............... . 
Surveyor .••................ 
Appraiser ................. . 
General appraiser ......... . 
.Assistant apprai~ers .....••. 
Special examiner of drugs, 
medicines, and chemicals. 
Collector's office: 
Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Employes, Class 3 ...... . 
Employes, Class2 ...... . 
Employes, Class 1 ...... . 
Employes, Class A .. ... . 




















Employes, Class4 ...... 7 
Employes, Class 3 .•••.. 4 
Employes, Class 2 . . . . . . 1 
Employes, Class 1 ...... 4 
Employes, unclassified.. 3 
Surveyor's office: 
Employes, Class 4 . • . . . . 2 
Employes, Class 3 . . . . . . 1 
Employes, Class 2 • . . • . . 2 
Employes, Class A . . . . . . . 1 
Employes, unclassified.. 2 
A.ppraiser1s office: 
Employes, Class 4 . . . . .. 12 
Employes, Class 3 . . . . . 3 
Employes, Class 2 • • • • . . 3 
Employes, Class 1 . . . . . . 15 
.Employes, Class A . . . . 5 
Employes, unclassified.. 21 









Employes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Collector ..........•.•. .••. 1 
Employes................... 3 
Collector .. . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . 1 
Employes ..... _............. 4 
Collector ................... 1 
Employes ....... : ...••...... 
Collector .................. . 
Appraiser ......... .. ••..... 
Employes .............. . ... . 
Collector ....... _ ...•...•••. 
~~p~glots: :::::::::::::::::: 
~~r~glots: :::.:::::::::::::: 
Employes . ...............•.. 
Collector .................. . 
Emplores .................. . 
Collector .........•........ 
Emplo.'le .........•......... 
Collector .... ..... ... ...... . 
Surveyor (at Greenport) .... . 
~~1"fe1g£ots: :::::::::::::::::: 
Naval officer .........•...••. 
Sur'leyor ..........•....... 
I 
Apprail:ler ................. . 
Assistant appraisers ....••. 
General appraiser ••.....•.. 
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<.::t.11te or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
NewYork ..•••.....••.••• NewYork ......•. NewYork ....... . 
Champlain........ Platt.sburg ..•.•.•. 
Oswegatchie ...... Ogdensburg ••••.. 
Cape Vincent ..... Cape Vincent ..••. 
Oswego ...•..••••. Oswego .••••••..•. 
Genesee . • . • . . . . . . Rochester ...... . 
Niagara . . . . . . . • . . Suspension Bridge 
Buffalo Creek..... Buffalo ..••....... 
Dunkirk .•.....•.. Dunkirk ......... . 
Albany ......... . 
Port Jefferson .. . 
Patchogue ...... . 
New Jersey.............. Newark ..••...•••. Newark ......... . 
Perth Amboy.... Perth Amboy ... . 
Little Egg Harbor. Tuckerton ....... . 
Great Egg Harbor. Somer's Point .... . 
Bridgeton......... Bridgeton .... . . . 
Burlington . . . . . . . Burlington ...... . 




Employ~s, Clas!l4... .. . . 100 
Employes, Clas!! 3. . . . . . . 47 
Employes, Class 2 . ..... .
1 
500~ Employ~s, Class 1. . . . . . . v 
Employes," Class A...... 189 
Employes, unclassified .. 258 
Naval office: 
Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Emplo~es, Class 3 ...... . 
Employes, Class 2 ...... . 
Employes, Cia!!~ 1. ..... . 
Employes, Class A. ..... . 
Employes, unclassified . 
Surveyor's office: 
Employes, Class 4 . . .... . 
Employes, Class 3 ...... . 
Emplo)·es, Class 2 . ..... . 
Employes, Class 1. ..... . 
Employes, unclassified 
Appraiser's office: 
Emplo~es, Class 4 . ..... . 
Employes, Class 3 ...... . 
Employes, Class 2 ...... . 
Employes, Class 1. ..... . 
Employes, Class A ..... . 
Employes, unclassified . 
Collector .... . ............. . 
Employes ................. . 
Collector .................. . 
Employee ...........• ...... 
Collector ............. . .... . 
Employes ...............•.. 
Collector ........ . .. . .....•. 
Employ~s .......•.......••. 
Collector .................. . 
Emplo.ves ................. . 
Collector .•................. 
Employes ...............•.. 
Collector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Appraiser ................. . 
~:;IFel~lo~S-: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~. ·. ·. ·.·.·.:::: 
~:r-~~io~ ·.:::::: :~. ::::::::~ 




Employe ....... . .•......•. 
Collector .............••••.. 
Employes ................. . 
Collector . . . ............... . 
Employes .............••••• 
Collector ...........•..•.... 
Employes ................. . 
Collector . .. . .... . ......••.• 
Employes .......•......•..• 
Collector .................. . 
Emuloy~s ......... . ..•..••. 
Collector ................•.. 
Employes ................. . 
Collector .................. . 
Naval officer ............... . 
Surveyor ..... . ............ . 

























































Assistant appraisers . . . . . . . 2 
General appraiser . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sp~~~i~f::.~;~dr ch~~r~a1:: 1 
Assistant collector ........ . 
Collector's office: 
Employes, Class 4... .. . . 16 
Employes, Class 3 .••••.. 
1
12 
Employ~s, Class 2. .•••.. 9 
Employes, Class 1. . • . . . . 82 
Employes, Class A...... 2C 
Employes, unclassified. 71 
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State or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
Pennsylvania .•••..•••.•••. Philadelphia •••••. Philadelphia ••••.. 
Erie .............. Erie •••• · ......... . 
Pittsburgh ..... .. Pittsburgh ..... .. 
Delaware.................. Delaware . . . . . .. . . Wilmington ..... . 
Maryland.................. Eastern district .. Crisfield ......... . 
Baltimore ......... Baltimore ....... .. 
. 
Annapolis ........................... . 
District of Columbia . • • .. . Georgetown . . • • • . Georgetown .... .. 
Virginia . . . . . .. . . • • • .. • . • • . Cherry~ tone .. .. • . Cape Charles Cit.y. 
I Alexandria. • .. .. . Alexandria. ..... .. 
I Tappahannock . . . Tappahannock .. . 
Yorktown ......•. NewportNews .. . 
Norfolk and Norfolk .......... . 
Portsmouth. 
Petersburg .••.... Petersburg ..•.... 
RicbmOI:d • .. .. .. . Richmond ...... .. 
North Carolina ............ Albemarle .. .. . .. • . Edenton: ........ . 
Pamlico .......... New Berne ...... . 
Beaufort .......... Beaufort ..•.•••... 
Wilmington .. .. .. Wilmington ...... 
West Virginia ............ . Wheeling ......... 
South Caroli.na ............ . Georgetown ...... Georgetown ..... . 
I 
Charleston ..•..... Charleston ....••.. 





Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Employes, Class 2 ..•.... 
Employe, Class 1 ....... -
Employe, unclassified .. . 
Surveyor's office: 
Employes, Class 4 ..•.... 
Employes, Class 2 ...... . 
Employe, unclassified .. . 
.Appraiser's office : 
Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Employe, Class 3 ...... .. 
Employes, Class 2 ..••... 
Employes, Class 1 ..•.... 
Emploves, unclassifieil .. 
Collector .................. . 
Employes .................. . 
Surveyor .................. . 
Employef! ... . .............. . 
Collector .................. . 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ................. .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ................... . 
Naval officer ............... . 
Surveyor .................. . 
Appraisers ............... .. 
General appraiser .......••.. 
Collector's office: 
Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Employes, Class 3 .•••••. 
Employes, Class 2 .••••.. 
Employes, Class 1 ..••... 
Employes, Class A ...... 
Employes, unclassified .. 
Navaloffice: . 
Employe, Class 4 ...•.... 
Employes, Class 3 ..••••. 
Employes, Class 2 ..••.. . 
Employe, Class L ...... . 
Employe, Class A ...... . 
Employe, unclassified .•• 
Surveyor's office: 
Employes Class 4 ...... . 
Employe, Class 1 ..•••... 
Employes, unclassified •. 
Collector ................. .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector .................. .. 
~~J;~lo~s::: ~::::::::::::::: 
Employes ................. . 
Collector ..... . ........... .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector .................. . 
Employe ................... . 
Collector .................. . 
~~J;g~~s: :::::::::::::::::: 
Employes ................. .. 
Collector ................. .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector .................. . 
~~felgi~~s:::::: ::::::::::::: 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ................. . 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ................. .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector .................. . 
Employes .................. . 
~~;fJ;ls::::::::::::::::::: 
Collector .................. . 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ................. .. 
Employes .................. . 
Collector ........... , ...... . 
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State or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
Georgia .................... Savannah ......... Savannah ........ . 
Brunswick . . . • . . . Brunswick ...... . 
SaintMary's .•.... SaintMary's ..... . 
Atlanta .......... . 
Florida . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . Fernandina .. .. .. . Fernandina ..... .. 
Saint John's...... Jacksonville ..... . 
Saint Augustine.. Saint Augustine .. 
Key West .. .. . .. . Key West and 
Tampa. 
Saint Mark's...... Cedar Keys ...... . 
Apalachicola . . . .. Apalachicola •••... 
Pensacola •........ Pensacola .•••..... 
Alabama .•....•..•..•..... Mobile ............ Mobile ........... . 
Mississippi .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . Pearl River....... Shields borough .. . 
Natchez .......... Natchez ........ .. 
Vicksburg ..•..... Vicksburg ....... . 
Louisiana .•..•.•••...... ,.. New Orleans...... New Orleans .... . 
'l'cche .•....•...... Brashear ......•... 
Texas...................... Galveston . . . . . . . . Galveston ......•.. 
Saluria.... . . . • . .. . Eagle Pass ....... . 
Corpus Christi.... Corpus Christi. .. . 
I 
Brazos de Santiago Brownsville ...... . 
Paso del Norte .... El Paso .......... . 
Kentucky.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louisville .•..••.. 
Paducah .•.....•.. 
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cincinnati .•...... 
Cuyahoga......... Cleveland ........ . 
j Sa~d~sky . . . . . . . . Sandusky ........ . 
1 Mmm1 . . . . .. .. • . . . Toledo ......••.... 
I . Employlls. 
Class. 
Collector .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. 1 
~~J~g~~s::::::::::::::::::: 1i 
Employlls................... 8 
Collector . .. . . .. . . ....... ... 1 
Employes................... 2 
Surveyor................... 1 
Employll...... .............. 1 
Collector .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . 1 
Employes................... 2 
Collector . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. 1 
Employes................... 5 
Collector . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 1 
~~J~g[o~s::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Employes................... 37 
Collector . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . 1 
~~f~glo~s::::::::::::::::::: f 
~~Jelgfo~s: :::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Employes............. . . . . .. 20 
Collector .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Employes................... 15 
Collector .. . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . .. 1 
Employes................... 4 
Collector .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . 1 
~~fe~£;,~-:: ::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Collector . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . 1 
Naval officer................ 1 
r;;r~~~r-:::::::::::::::::: ~ 
Assistant appraiser..... .... 2 
Special examiner of drugs, 1 
medicines, and chemicals. 
Collector's office: 
Employes, Class 4 ...... . 
Employes, Class 3 ...... . 
Employes, Class 2 ...... . 
Employes, mass 1 ..•••.. 
Empll)yes, Ulass .A. .•.... 








Employes, Class 4. .. . . .. 2 
Employes, Class 3....... 2 
Employe, Class 2. ....... 1 
Employes, unclassified .. 
Surveyor's office : 
Employe, Class 4. . . . . . . . 1 
Employe, Class 3........ 1 
Employ6, Class 2 . . . . . . . . 1 
Employes, unclassified.. 3 
Collector.................... 1 
Employes................... 6 
Collector....... .. . . . . . • • . . . . 1 
Employes ....... :........... 29 
Collector... ................. 1 
~~~~~lo~~ .::: :; ::::::::::::: 1~ 
Employes................... 19 
Collector.................... 1 
~~r~~lo~~ ~--·.:::::: :::::::::: 2~ 
~-~~~;~: :: .· ::::::::::::::: 2~ 
Employes................... 11 
Surveyor................... 1 
!~;E~t:_:::: ~ :_:_:_: :_ :_ :_:_:_:_ :_ ~: ~ 
~~fel~lo;~-.:·.·.·.:::: ::::::::::I 2f 
Appraiser.................. 1 
~~r~glo~~:·:.::::::: ::::::::·. 1~ 
~~1fe1glo~'~ ·::::. ·:.:: ·. ·.: ::: : :: : ~ 
Employes .. ............... 4 
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State or Territory. Collection district. Port. 
Indiana.................... . . . . . •• • . . . • . . . •.• . . Evansville .••.•••. 
Indianapolis .••.•. 
lllinois...... . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . Chicago. . . . . • • • . . . Chicago .••••.•••. 
Galena .....•••..•. 
Missouri................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • . Saint Louis ..••..• 
Kansas City .•••.. 
Saint Joseph .••... 
Michigan .•••••.••..••.•.•. Michigan ......... Grand Haven . ... . 
Superior . . . . . . • . . . Marquette . . . . .. . 
Huron ..•....••.•. PortHuron •••••.. 
Detroit .•.•....... Detroit ......•.•.. 
Wisconsin ••••.•..•.•...••..........•.......... La Crosse ...•..... 
Milwaukee ....... Milwaukee ...... , 
l:owa ..••••.••••....•...... . ...........• _ ...•... Burlington . ...••• 
Dubuque ... .. ... . 
Nebraska .•••••..........•..•.................. Omaha ........... . 
Minnesota ..••.••.•..•.... . Duluth .•.•....... Duluth .......... . 
Minnesota .•...... Saint Vincent .. . 
Tennessee ..•...•.••••..... . •••...•••.•......•. Memphis .....•••. 
Nashville . ....... . 
Chattanooga ..... . 
Montana .••..•.••.•.•...... Montana and Idaho Fort Benton .... . . 
California.................. San Diego . ....••. San Diego •••..... 
Wilmington .••.•. Wilmington ..... . 






Surveyor (Michigan City, 
Ind.). 
Appraiser ................•. 
Employes, Class 4 .........•. 
Employes, Class 3 ......•.•. . 
Employes, Class 2 ..•........ 
Employes, Class 1 ..•..•.•... 
Employes, ClaRs A ......•.•• 








~::lfe~lo~~~::: ~: ::::::::::::: 
~:le~lo~~::: :::::::::::::::: 
~::ife~lo~~:::: :: ::: : : : : :: : : :: 
Appraiser .......•••.....••. 
Employes, Class 4 ..•....•••. 
Employes, Class 3 ..••....••. 
Employes, Class 2 .•.•....•.. 
Employes, Class 1 .........•. 
Employes, Class A ......•••. 







Employe .................... . 
Surveyor .•...•.•.....••..••. 
~~~;glot~::: :·. ·.·. :·.·.::: :::::: 
~~~;glot~ ::::: ·.: :::::::: : :: : 
Employes ........•....•..... 
Surveyor . .......•...•....... 






Naval officer .....•.•.•.•.... 
Surveyor .....•.•............ 
Appraisers ...•.•........... 
Assistant appraisers _ ...... . 
Special examiner oi drugs, 
medicines, and chemicaJs. 
Collector's office: 
Employes, Class 4 . ..•... 
Employes, Class 3 . ..... . 
Employes, Class 2 ..•••.. 
Employes, Class 1. .••... 
Employes, Class A .••..• 
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State or Territory. I Collection district. Port. 
California...... ···- ·· ••••.• San Francisco •••. San Francisco .... 
Humboldt . • . . . . . . Eureka ........•.. 
Oregon • ••• • . . •• • • . . • . . . . . . Oregon . . . . . . . . • • . .Astoria ...•..•.... 
Southern district . Coos Bay .•.....•. 
Willamette . . . . . . . Portland ..•..•••.. 
Yaquina .......... Yaquina ......... . 
Washington . ..• • . • . . . . . . . . Puget Sound . . . . . Port Townsend .. . 
Alaska .••••••.••••.•••..... Alaska ......•••••• Sitka ..•..•...... 




Employes, Class 4 ..••••. 
Employes, Class 3 •..••.. 
Employe, Class 2 ....••.. 
Employe, Class 1 ......•. 
Employe, ntass A ...... . 
Surveyor's office: 
Employe, Class 4 ....... . 
Employe, Class 3 ....... . 










~::lfe~lo~~: :·.·.·.·.·.:::::: :::::: 




























The following is a list of the officers and employes of the Internal-Revenue Service 
under appointment June 30, 1887: 
Collectors (one in each district) .•.....•.... 85 Florida: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••.•..... 7 
Alabama: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......••... 14 7 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers 6 
Georgia: 
20 Deputy collectors and clerks ........... 33 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers 59 
Arkansas: 
Deputy collectors and clerks .........•. 9 92 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. ~0 
Illinois (first): 
29 Deputy collectors and clerks ...••....•. 31 
Gaugers and storekeepers ...•.•.....••. 55 
California (first) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .•••••...•. 22 86 
Gaugers and storekeepers .••••..••..... 20 
Illinois (second): 
42 Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers 2 
California (fourth) : 2 
Deputy collec,.tors and clerks ••••.•..... 9 
Illinois (fourth) : Gaugers and storekeepers ..••...••..... 10 
Deputy collectors and clerks . ......•... 13 
19 Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers 4 
Colorado: 17 
Deputy collectors and clerks ........... 9 
Illinois (fifth) : Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 4 
Deputy collec1lors and clerks ......•.... 11 
13 Storekeepers and guagers ...•••.....•.. 77 
Connecticut: 88 
Deputy collectors and clerks ........... 14 Illinois (eighth): 
G:~ae~~us;~~=~-~~~~~~·- ~~-~ ~~~:~~~~~~~~. 8 Deputy collectors and clerks ..•....•.•• 13 Gaugers and storekeepers ..•..••..•••.• 10 
22 23 
Delaware: Illinois (thirteenth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ........••.. 6 Deputy collectors and clerks .•••..••••• 10 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 5 Storekeepers and gaugers ••••••••••.••• 6 
11 16 
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Indiana (sixth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
G~~lft~~~~~-:~~~~~~~·. ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Indiana (seventh): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•.•...... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ...•...••••..••....•..•••. 
Indiana (eleventh): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .•......••. 
Gaugers ...........•.....•......•••..••. 
Iowa (second): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .•....••..• 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ......•...........•....... 
Iowa (third) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers ........•....................... 
Iowa (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks •....•••... 
Gaugers .......................•....•.•. 
Kansas: 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers 
Kentucky (second) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gau~?:ers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ......................... . 
Kentucky (fifth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ...••.•.... 
Gaugers, storekeepers. and storekeepers 
and gaugers ......................... . 
Kentucky (sixth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ........................ . 
Kentucky (seventh) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ......................... . 
Kentucky (eighth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
G~~~e~~us~~~=~-~~~~~~: ~~-~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Louisiana: 







































Deputy collectors and clerks .....••.•.. 
Maryland: 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ......................... . 
Massachusetts (third): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......•.•.. 
Gaugers and storekeepers ...••..••..... 
Massachusetts (tenth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......•.... 
Gaugers and storekeepers ............. . 
Michigan {first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers ......................... . 
Michigan (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers ............................... . 
Minnesota: 
Deputy collectors and clerka .......... . 
Gaugers ...........................•.... 
Mississippi: 
. Deputy collectors and clerks ......•.... 
Missouri (first) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ....••..... 
G~7ie~~usi~~:~.e-~~~~~·-~~~ ~~~~~~~-e-~~~~ 
Missouri (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ...•.•..... 
Storekeepers and gaugers ............. . 
Missouri (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..... , ..••• 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepera 
and gaugers ....................... - •. 
Montana: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......... .. 
Gaugers and storekeepers .. ····c- ..... . 
Nebraska: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••••..... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers .................•..•••... 
New Hamp!<hire : 
15 Deputy collecton1 and clerks ..••.... .,. 
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New Jersey (first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......•... 
Gaugers and storekerpers .........••.•. 
New Jersey (third): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••.•.•••. 
Gaugers and storekeepers ......•••••••• 
New Jersey (fifth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ...•..•••.. 
Gaugers ...................••..••.•..••. 
New Mexico: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ....•...... 
Gaugers ...........•..•...••..••.•••••• 
New York (first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks •..•..•••.. 
Gaugers and storekeepers .••••..••..••. 
New York (second): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•••.•..•. 
Gaugers and storekeepers ..•....••.•... 
New York (third): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•••••.••. 
Gaugers .....•.....................••... 
!Sew York (fourteenth): 
Deputy collecwrs and clerks ...••...... 
Gaugers .............................. . 
New York (fifteenth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••.••..•. 
Gaugers .......................•..•••••. 
New York (twenty-first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers and storekeepers ........•..... 
New Yo1·k (twenty-eighth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••..••••. 
































Ohio (first) : 
Deputy collectors ancl clerks ........... 
Gaugers and storekeepers .............. 
Ohio (sixth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .. · ......... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers .............•....... ..... 
Ohio (tenth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ........... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers ..........•.•..........•.. 
Ohio (eleventh) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......... . . 
G:~e~~:i~;:~~~~~=~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~-e-~~~~~ 
Ohio (eighteenth): 
Deputy collectors ancl clerks ......••••. 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Oregon: 
Deputy colle•;tors and clerks .... ..•.•.. 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Pennsylvania (first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 
and gaugers .....................•..... 
Pennsylvania (ninth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .....•••.•. 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Pennsylvania (twelfth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•....•••. 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gangers. 
Pennsylvania (nineteenth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ......••... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeepers 































North Carolina (fourthl: 
Pennsylvania (twenty-two) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks. . . . . . . . • • . 15 
21 Gaugerg, storekeepers, and storekeepers Deputy collectors and clerks .....•..... 
G:~~e~~~~~=~-e-~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~-e-~~~~~ ami gaugers.......................... 64 24 
45 
Pennsylvania (twenty-three): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . North Carolina (fift\)): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .....•..... 
Gaugers, and sto~ekeepers and gaugers. 
22 Gaugers, store keepers, and storekeepers 
49 and gaugers ......................... . 
71 
North Carolina (sixth): 
Deputy collectors al'd clerks........... 32 
Gaugers, and storekf 1pers and gaugers. 261 
293 
Rhode Island : 
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South Carolina: 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•........ 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Tennessee (second): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .....•..... 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Tenneesee (fifth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ...•....... 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeep-
ers and gaugers ...•...•..•........... 
Texas (first) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••••...•. 
Gaugers ............................... . 
Texas (third): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•....... 
Gaugers and SlOrekeepers and gaugers. 
Texas (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••••..... 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Vermont: 























'Deputy collectors and clerks........... 36 
Gaugers................................ 10 
46 
Virginia (fourth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and guagers. 
Virginia (sixth): 
Deputy collectors and clerks .........•. 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeep-
ers and gaugers .................... .. 
West Virginia : 
Deputy collectors and clerks .......... . 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeep· 
ers and gaugers .........•.•.•.....•.• 
Wisconsin (first): 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•••••.•• 
Gaugers, storekeepers, and storekeep-
ers and gaugers ..................... . 
Wisconsin (second) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•.. 
Gaugers .......................••..•••. 
Wisconsin (third) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..•........ 
Gaugers, and storekeepers and gaugers. 
Wisconsin (sixth) : 
Deputy collectors and clerks ..••••..... 






















Number of vessels................................................................. . .............. 40 
~=~:~ ~gftl~~r~~ ~~-1~~~-~-~~~~~~~:::~::::: ~::::: ~~ :: ::~::~:: ~:::::: :::: :~~: ::::::.:::::::::::: 2i~ 
Number of petty otncers, seamen, cooks, stewards, boys, coal-passers. and firemen.............. 750 
The above statement shows the number of vessels in the service on June 30, 1887, 
and the number of officers anu men employed on that date. 
The following statement shows the number of employe~> Coa.gt and Geodetic 
Survey: 
2 accountants. 
1 general office assistant. 
16 draftsmen. 
6 computers 
2 tidal computers. 
9 engra>"ers. 
4 contract engravers. 
1 electrotypist and photograpt ar. 
1 helper to electrotypist. 
1 apprenti0e to electrotypist. 
4 copper-plate printers. 
2 plate-printers' helpers. 
1 chief mechanician. 
6 mechanicians. 
2 carpenters. 
1 carpenter and :firem:ln. 





















46 aRsistan ts. 
9 sub assistants. 
6 aids. 
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The following statement shows the number of employes of the Light-House Serv-
ice under appointment J nne 30, 1887 : 
Clerks and others, employ6s of inspectors and engineers . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158 
Officers of light-house tenders...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .• . • . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 
Keepers and assistant-keepers of light-stations a,nd light-ships .•••.............................. 1, 052 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 321 
The following statement shows the number ~f employes in Life-Saving Service: 
Superintendents of life-saving districts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . 12 
Assistant-superintendent, life-saving districts................................................... 1 
Keepers, life-saving stations ..................................................................... 213 
Assistant superintendents construction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . 12 
Clerks, topographers, &c....................................................... .................. 4 
The following statement shows the number of officers and employes of the Marine 
Hospital Service and their salaries, under appointment April30, 1887: 
Officers and employes. 
Regular officers.* 
lfi~ir.~~]f:!~~~mm~m-::~m ::~::::~: ~\ )\\\\1\\\\m::\\\T:JIT 
Acting officer•. t 
.6.ctinf:>~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:·:::::.·.·_-_-_-_~~:-~~~~:: 
Do .................. . .•••••..•••...•..•••••.•••••.......••••....••...•..... ~o .••. 
Do .....................••••..•....•••...••.••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••..... do ..... 
Do ..............••••.......•..••...••.•.•••••...•....•.•.••••••.•••••..•••. do .••. 
Do .••••..••..........•.....•..•........•.•••••••••••....••..•••••.....•.... do .••. 
Do ........................•••....••..••••....•••••••..•...•..•..•••.•.•••.. do ... . 
Do ........•..............••.••••.•••.....•.•••••.•••...•••.•••••........... do ... . 
Do .•.....•.•.......••••....•....••••.•••.•.•••••..•••..•••••.••••.......... do ... . 
Do ..............••.•........•.••..••••..••••.•••••..••••.••••...••••....••. do .••. 
Do .•..•...........•...•..•...•.....•..•..•...•••.•.....••.•...•....•..... · .. do •••. 
Do ....•..•••••.•.•••..••••...•....••...•.•••...•.•..•..•••••.•....•...•..•• do .... 
Do ....••..............•..••..•.......•••.•...•.••.............•............ do ..•. 
Do ............ · ........•........••..•.•••.•...........•••..••.•............. do ... . 
Do .........•...................•.•....••.•.•••..•.....•......•••••.•.•..... do .. . 
Do ......•..•..••.•.•.•••........••.•••••.•••.•.••.•.....••..•........•••.•. do ... . 
Do . . ...........•............••....••..•.........•..•...•...........•. per month .. 
Mobile, Ala: 
Subordinate empZoyu. 
Attendants ...........••......••...•.•..•••••.••••......•••...••....••. per month .. 
Do ...•••..•..•.•.•..••••...••..••.••.•.•.••..••...••..•...•....••.•.•.. do .... 
Do ...•.•................••...•..•••..••..•••.•.•••••...•.•..........•.. do .• 
Do ....•......•..•........•••.•••••..•......••••..••..•.••......••...•.. do .... 
Do ...........•.•.•.•.••..••......•...•.••..•••••.•••••.••..••..•...•... do .•.. 
San Francisco, Cal. : 
Interne ...••......•.•.•••.••......••.•..•••.•...•.•.•••••.•••••......••...... do ..•. 
Attendants ...............•••••......•••••••••.•...•••..•..........••......... do .••. 
Do ...•.•.........•..•.••......•..•••••.•••••..•••..••.•.......•........ do ... . 
Do ............•..••...••••.•••.•.••.......•....••........•..•....•..... do ... . 
Do .................•••.•...•.•..•..••••......••.••...•..•.•............ do ... . 
Key West, Fla. : 
Attendants .....•••••.....••••.....••.••....•.•••.•••••.••••..••.......•...... do ... . 
Do .....•......... . ..•....••..•••••..•.•••..•••.••••••..•••.•.••.......• do ... . 
Do ................••...•••..•••.•.••..••••.••••••.••..••.•...•........ do ... . 
Pensacola, Fla. : 
Sav:!~~~.ng~· =···· ..............•.....••.••...••••••.......••••.•••••........... . do ... . 
Messenger ..............•....•.•...•.•••.••..•..•••••..•.••...•...••••••..... do ... . 
Chicago, ill. : 
Chief engineer .•..••...........•....••....•.••••••••••••••••.•••..••••••.•... do .•.. 
tii:r~~t!~~~~~-~~~~~~~ ~:::: ::::::: ~:: :::: ::: : :: ::::::::::: ~::::::::::: ~: ~: ~~ · : : : 
Do .•.....•.••......•......••........••.•••.•...•••..••••.............. do .... 
Do ........................•...........••••••.............•••........... do ..• 
Cairo, Ill. : 
~~~~f::~d~~£ ~~~st;~ctio~ ·. ::·:::.: ~ ~:: -.-. ~: ·_ ~ ·.::: ::·. :::·:. ·. ::~:: ·.:::::·::.~~: -~i~~:: 
*Two surgeons receive $500 per annu:n additional while on special duty. 


















































1, 800 00 












































THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
_________________________ o_m __ c_e_rs __ an_u __ e_m_p_I_o_y_e_s. _________________________ [Ne. 
Lo'!fl~i;~;:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: :·::: •• ::::::: :·: :::: :~~:~31'~: ·I ~ 
Do .••..........•...........•.•..•••.••••••....••...•.•••...•......... .. <.10 ••. . 1 
Do ...........•••••....•••.•....•..•••.••...••••.•...•••••........••.... rlo ... -1 
New Orleans, La.: 
1 
Poc:~~t1 j. ~ ~:. ~:. ~:::::::.::::!:: ~: ~ ~!::!!: ~:::::.:::!::::!! ~ ~ ~):: j j:. j! (!! ! l 
Bangor, :M:e. : 
Keeper of hospitaL ....... •....•.••....••...•.••••••••.•••...... . ......•.•... . .•... _ 
Baltimore, :M:d. : 
Engineer ..•..•. ••..••••.....•••.•..•••••••.••••..•••...••••••.•...••... per n1onth. . 1 
Attendant ....•• . ........••....••......•.•••••••.....••.••.••.. .. ...... . .... . . do.... 1 
Do .....••....•••..•..•••••..•..••..••.•••••..••••.••..•.......... . . . . .. t.l o. . . . 7 
Do ...••...••••....••..•.•...•.•••••••••........••••••....••••••.•.•.... do... . 2 
Boston, :M:ass.: 
Engin~e:_ ._ ._ ~ ~ -_-_-_-_-_ ._ ._ ._ -_-_-_-_-_ ~ -_-_-_-_-_ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ·:::::. •• ~ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ·:. -. ·:::::.·. -_-_ ·:_·::. pe~ ~~~~:: 
Attendant .......••.••..•...•.•..•••••....••...••..•••.....••..•........ permonth .. 
Do ............••....•..•.•••...•.•••.•.•.••.••..•••....•............. .. tlo . • 
Do ..••.. •....•......... .••••....••••••..••...•....••......••...•....... do ... . 
Do . ..••••.......•.....•.....•....•..•........•......•... . ....•.....•••. do . .. . 
Do .. .....•..•...........••.••••.....•.....•..•... .. .•......•.. . .•..... do .. . 
Do .......••••................•..•.•......... (two days each week), por diem .. 
Vineyard Haven, Mass.: 
Attendant ....•................•••...••••••••....•..•••.••••.••.......• . per month . . 
Do .......................•••...•..•••••.••.•••..•••.••••..•.•.......... do ... . 
Detroit, Mich. : 
;t~:~~:If:~- - ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~:::: 
Do . ....•.• . ..•..........•....••.••••••••••••..•• . .•.....•.....•........ do ... 
Do . . .. . .....•.. . ........•....•....••••••••••.••••••.•••...••.. . ....... . do .. • 
Do .......••.•..............•..•...••.••.•..••••.•• . •.•••... . .......... . do ..• . 
Do .......•..••..••... . ..••.•.•..••..••..••.•••..••.•••........... .. ..•. do .... 
Do ........................................................... . ....... do . •. 








~~fe~~:~i~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~~::: : ~ 
Do . ................................................................... do .... 11 
Do ..................................... -................................ do.... 4 
New York City, N.Y.: 
Internes ........... ... ........................................................ flo 
Do ............................................................... .. .... <lo ... . 
Attenuant ............................................................. . ...... do . .. . 1 
Do ........................................................... .. ...... . . do ... 7 
Do . ............................................................ . . .. .... do . .. 14 
Do ~ . .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . -..... - .... - .................................. - ...... . .. . do . . .. ") 
Do . .................................................................. . do... . 1 
Do . .................................................................... do .... . .. . 
Buft:tlo, N.Y.: 
A1.tendant .................................................................... do ... . 
Wil~~~~~~~~f·.?_·_= ___ ........................................................ -... f1o.-- . 2 
Do ..................................................................................................................... do ... ... ') 
Do. a ..... _ ..................................................................... ................... .. . !do... . 2 
Cincinnati, Ohio: 
Attendant ......... ------~-- ................................................. . do.... 1 
Do ..................................................................... do... . 2 
Do ..................................................................... do .... G 
Cleveland, Ohio: 
Janitor ............... .- ...................................................... do ... . 
Portland, Oreg.: 
Messenger ................................................................... do ... . 
Philauclphia, Pa. : 
Charwoman .................................................................. do . . . 
Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
Messenger ................................................................... do ... . 
Charleston, S. C. : 
Messenger ................................................................... do ... . 
Memphis, Tenn. : 
Attendant .................................................................... do.... 1 
Do ..................................................................... do.... 4 
Do ..................................................................... do .... 1 
Do ..................................................................... do.... 1 
Do .......................................................... ~ .......... do ...... .. 
Do ..................................................................... do .••. 1 
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I 
Officers and. employes. ~ No. Salary. 
G::~,lveston, Tex. : 
Messenger ......................••....••••..•••••••.................. . . per month .. $20 00 
Milwaukee, Wis. : 
Messenger ..............................•...............•....••••........... do .... 20 00 
La Crosse, Wis.: 
11.1:cssenger ..................................•.•••.•............•••.••••••.••. do ... . 8 00 
Hospital keeper ..••......••...•................•••••............••••••.•••.•• do ... . 
Port Townsend, 1Vash.: 
.A ttenuants ...........•..............•••...•....•••••••••.........•••••..•.... do ... . 2 30 00 
Do .••....••....•••...••.•.•••••...•••..•••.••••.••.•.•••..••••.•..•.... do .. . 2 25 00 
Quarantine stations. 
Lewes, Del. : 
Attendant .............................•...................................... do ... . 30 Ou 
Boatman ....•......................•........................................ do ... . 35 00 
Cape Charles, Va.: 
Keeper ....•..........•••...............•.....•.............................. do . 
Boatman .•.•......•..•..•.•......•.......••..•..........................•.•.. do .... 
75 00 
30 00 
Sapelo, Ga. : 
Keeper .......................................... . ............................ do .. GO 00 
Laborers ....................•.................................•............. . do .... 40 00 
Ship Island, Mi~:~s.: 
Boatmen ...............•••....••.......•••.......•••••.•.•..••••••.•.....•.... do ... . 2 50 00 
Do ......••••.•......•.•..•........•••••••••••••••..........•............. do ... . 2 30 00 
Attendant ................................•............. . ..................... do ... . 1 :.!0 00 
Do .............•........•..•...•...•.................................•. do ... . 2 15 00 
Quarantine steamer Woodworth: 
Pilot .......•..............................................•.................. do .... 1 100 00 
Do ........................................•.................•.... per annum .. 1 1, 500 00 
Quartermaster .........•.•......... .................................... per month .. 1 45 00 
Do ...............•.........•.....•.•.....•............................. do .... 1 40 00 
~~~~~f~t-::::: :::::: ~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::~::: ::::::::::::: :::::~:-_ ::::::~~:::: 1 80 00 1 50 00 
Steward .......................•.....•......................................•. do ... . 1 40 00 
Cabin boy .........••..........................•...........••...•..••...•••... do ... . 1 ~0 00 
Seamen (one as fireman) ........•...........................•..••..•.......•.. do ... . 5 ;_;:; 00 
Sanit~ ~~~~~-e_t~-r~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_-~O:r ~~~\h.:: 1 2, GOO 00 1 100 00 
Do .........••....••...........•........................................ per diem .. 1 10 00 
Do ......•..•••.•............••••••.••..•................... (at Key West, Fla.) .. 1 i*) 
* Without compensation. 
The following statement shows the Steamboat Inspection Service, with the nnmber 
of officers and employes therein : 
District. Location. How employed. 
-----------------------------1---------------------------------·------
First........... San Francisco, CaL .... 
Portland, Oreg . . . . .... 
Seattle, Wash ......... . 
Second ........ New York City, N.Y .. 
Albany, N.Y ......•.•.. 
Boston, Mass .. __ ...... . 
~bila.delphia., Pa ......•. 
Portiand, Me ......••••. 
New London, Conn ... _. 
* Super_v~sint; Inspector-General. 
Superv1smg mspector ...........•..................... 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ...... . : •......... 
Special inspector of foreign steam vessels ............ . 
Clerk .••....•••........••.....••..••••.••.••......... 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers .••............... 
Clerk ..•..•••..•..............••••..••..•............. . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers •.•••••............ 
Supervising inspector ......•...•.•.••••..•••••........ 
Local inspectors of hulls anrl boilers ......••........... 
Assistant inspectors of hulls and boilers ••....••..•... 
Assistant inspector of life-preservers .....••..•••..... 
Special inspectors of foreigr. steam vessels .•••••...... 
Clerks ..••.......•...•.••.......••.••••....••••••..... 
Clerk and messenger ...••......•...•••••.••........... 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers .••..••........... 
Clerk .•••..••................. . ...••.••••.•••••........ 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ••••••.••......... 
Assistant inspector ...•.........•••...•...•........... 
Special inspector of foreign steam vessel& •............ 
Clerk ...••....•.•........•.......••••••.•••........... 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers......... . . . . _ ... . 
Assistant inspectors of hulls and boilers .••.. _ ....... . 
Special inspector of foreigu steam vessels .. _ ......... . 
Clerk .•............................................. 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ... ... .. _ ...... _ .. 
Clerk ..•...................•.•...............•......... 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers .••..•.•••........ 
Clerk .•••••••••..•......... oLo•••················ 
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District. Location. How-employed. 
------------ ---------------------1 ------------------------------------------- l 
•rhir<l ......•... Baltimore, .Md •........ Supervisinginspector ................................ . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers .••••........•... . 
Assistant inspectors of hulls and boilers ............. . 
8f:r~~~ :~.s~~~~~~~ -~~ _t~~·~:~~ ~~~~~-~~~~~~~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ 
Norfolk, Va . __ ..•...••. Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ..••..•••....•..... 
Clerk .......•.............••••••••..••.••..•........... 
Charleston, S. C .... ... _ Local inspectors of bulls and boilers .•...•............ 
Savannah, Ga . . ___ . . .... Local inspectors of bulls and boilers ............ ____ . . 
Clerk ..... • .. . . .... ................... . .............. . . 
rrourth . . . . . . . . Sa.int LOlliS, Mo . -...... Supervising inspector . . ....... -- ..... -...... -.--- .... . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ..• _ .... _ ........ . 
t:~~~~i~t;~~~=~!~~~~::::::::::::: :::::::: ~:: ·_:: ::::: : 
Local inspect-ors of hulls and boilers . _ ............. _ .. 
~ocal i1~spec~ors of bulls and boilers ... _ ........... _ .. 
Superv1smg mspector . ...... ... ...................... . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers._ ... _ ......... _ . . 
Local inspectors of bulls and boilers ............ _ .... _ 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers . _ ............... . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers . __ ......... _ ... . 
]'ifth . . . . .. . . . . Saint Paul, Minn .. ... . . 
Galena, Ill ....... . . .. .. . 
Duluth, :Uinn .... . .... . 
Sixt-h . . . . . . . . . . Louisville, Ky ......... . 
Nashville, 'renn ....... . 
Memphif', Tenn . ....... . 
Evansville, Ind . . .... . 











Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ................. . 



















Pittsburgh, Pa ...•.. __ . Local inspectors of hull~:~ and boilers ..... ____ ... _ .... . 
*Assistant inspector .. . .... . ...... . .... _. _ ........... . 
Wheeling, W.Va .. ..... Local inspectors of bulls and boilers·---·· ..... . ..... . 
Gallipolis, Ohio.. . ... . .. Local inspectors of hulls and boilers •.•............... 
Eighth.... . .... Detroit, Mich........... Supervising inspector ... . .................. __ ........ . 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ....... _ ......... . 
Clerk--- · ·······-··· · -··· · ············-·······--······ 
Chicago, Ill _...... . . . . . . Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ............. _ •... 
Clerk······ · ··--· -......... . ...................... • ... 
Port Huron, Mich . _.... Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ................. . 
Marquette, Mich....... I.ocal inspectors of hulls and uoilers ................. . 
Grand Haven, Mich . . . . Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ....... __ ........ . 
Clerk .. _ .............. . . . .. . ........... _ .... _ ...... _ .. 
Milwaukee, Wis._..... . ~ocal iJ?S_Pec~ors of hulls and boilers . _ ............ _ •.. 
Ninth ......•. Buffalo, N.Y ........... . Superv1smg mspector . ... . ................ ·---·· ...•.. 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ................. . 
Clerk. . . . _ . . . . . . ...................•.. __ .... __ . . _ •... 
Cleveland, Ohio . .. _ .... _ Local inspectors of hulls and boil~rs ..••••.•.......... 
Clerk ............. --- __ ...........••••............... 
Oswego, N. Y ...•...... _ Local inspectors of hulls and boilers .•••••..•. _ ...... . 
Burlington, Vt . ......... Local iJ?-spec~ors of hulls and boilers ••••..•.......... . 
Tenth . . . . . . . •. New Orleans, La . .. . ... Superv1smg: mspector ..... . .........•.. _ ........... _ .. 
Local inspectors of hulls and boilers ....•...•..•... _ .. 
.Assistant inspectors of hulls aml boilers ...•... _ •... _ .. 
Special inspector of foreign steam vessels .. _ ..... _ ... . 
Clerk . ............ . .................................. . 
Galveston, :rex ....... _. Local mspectors of hulls auu bo1lers .......•••...••... 
Mobile, Al~ ..•••••..... ·1 Local ~nspectors ot: hulls and bo~lers ........ _ ........ . 
Apalachicola, Fla .... _.. I.ocal inspectors of hulls and boilers .•....••••••.••.•. 



























The following is a list of employes under the appropriation "For pay of assistant 
custodians and janitors," showing number and the places where employed: 
Place. Building. 
!}~;~Kd:f~,'"a: ::::::::::::::::: :::: ~:: :~: ~: -~~~~a~-~~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~:: 
Astoria, Oreg .............••......•••••.........•.. do ......•...•..••........ __ .....•..•••.. 
Atlanta, Ga.................................. Court-house and post-office .•.....•••......•. 
Austin, Tex ...•••........••..•.•..•...•...•..•••.. do . ....................•.•.....•••.•.• _. 
Baltimore, Md.. •. . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . Custom-house and post-office ..•....••••..••• 
Do ..••••.............•......••••....... Court-bouse ..•..••...•..••.••.•..••..••...•. 
Bangor, Me ....... . ................•••...... Custom-house .••.......•••••..•..••..••...•. 
Barnstable, Mass ...•••..........••.•••••......•••. do ..•••..•.•....•...•..••..•.•••••••.... 
Bath, Me . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .••.. do .••••..•.••......•...•••••••••.••.•••. 
t~t~: ~=~~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::~ ::~~ ::::::::::::::: :~:: ::::::::::::::::::: 
Brisw~0:R."i::~~:: :::::::::::: :~: ::~:::::: ::: 6~!~~~h~:~d. ~~~--t:~~-s-~~:: :::::.::::::::::: 
Buffalo, N.Y .••••••...........••.••.....•... Custom-house and post-office •••.••••.••••••• 
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Place. Building. 
Charleston, S.C ............................. Custom-house .............••............... 
Do ..................................•.. Post-office ............. . ................... -
Charleston, W.Va •.......................••. Court-house and post-offi.ce ......... . ...... . 
8~f~!~~.eiN.'.~. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8~~~:-~lu~~~~-::::::~::~:::::: :~~:: ::::--
Cincinnati, Ohio ..... . . ---- . . ..............• . Custom-house and post-office .............. . 
Cleveland, Ohio .....................••..•.......... do .•................•............... . . . 
Colum bi:1, S. C................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Court-house and post-office . ..... . ..... .. 
~~E~!~ft~~~~:::: :~ :: ::~:::::~: ~ ~::~: :; ~~~~q-~Li~ :: ~ :::: :~: :::::::::.::::::: ·::: • 
~~¥~(~;;~.: :::: H:::H: H ~ ::~~~ ~: : ~~~1n~~f:~ ~.: ·:. ~::: ~. :·; .. :: .•.. _: ~ •.. 
~~unr{i~~:,; ~:~~---_·_-_ -_ ~----~-- . ~-.-.::: :::::::::::: ::::: :~~ :: ::::::::::::: ·. ::: :: :::::.:::::::::: 
Frankfort, Ky . .............................. Court-house and post-otlice .. .. . ........ .. 
Galena. IlL .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . .. Post-office, &c. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
Galveston, Tex ............................. Custom-house ... .. ...... .. ........ . ..... .. 
Gloucester, Mass .................................. do ...... ... .. .. ... . - .. ................ . 
Grantl Rapids, Mich . ........................ Court-house and lJOt~t-otlice ............. .. . .. 
GrcelJSborough, N.C ...... . ........ , ........ . ..... do ........... . ............ .. .......... .. 
N:~:~1~~:e-t!o;~:: ." .":::: ."::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Indianapolis, Ind ................................. . do ...... . ............ . ................ . 
Jackson, Miss ..................................... do ................................. .. . .. 
Jackson, Tenn .............................. . ...... do .................................... .. 
Jersey City, N.J ...... . ....................... . . .. do . .. . ...... -.--- ... · ---- .. --- ... ----·· ·I 
Kansas Ci'ty, Mo................... . . .. . . .. Custom-house and post-offiee . .. .. . ....... .. 
Key \Vest, Fla .......... .. ................. Custom-house . . ....................... .. .. . 
Knoxville, Tenn............................. Court-house and }lOst-oilico ................. . 
Lincoln, Nebr ................. . ............ . ... . .. du .... .......... . . . .... . .. ... . . ....... . 
Little Rock, Ark ......... . ................ . ..... . do ... . ....... . .... . ............ . .. . ... .. 
~~~hi~!~~!:~::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::: -?.~~~d~~~~~s_e_::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~ ·::::: 
~~!~~?~.'J!~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :·. -?.~~~d~--~~~~~-~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~: :~---.:: ::·.:·.::: 
Middletown, Conn..................... .. . . .. Custom-house . .. . . . ....................... . 
Milwaukee, Wis .................................. do ....... . ............................. . 
Mobile, Ala .............................. . .. . ...... do .................................... .. 
Montgomer.v, Ala........................ . . Court-house and post-office ................ .. 
Nashville, 'rcnn . . ........................... ... .. do ............................... . .... .. 
Newark, N.J ................................ Custom-house . ............................ .. 
Newburyport, Mass ............................... do ....... . ............................. . 
~ ~~-~R~k·.t.v-~~: -~ ·_ ·_: ·. -_:: ·.: ·_-_:: -_-_ ~::: ._._._._:: ~ ·_: ._._._ : :: : :: i~ : :: ~ : ~ : : :: ~:: : : : ~ · : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
New Bedford, Mass ............................... do ..................................... . 
NcwllaYon, Conn ................................. do .............................. . ..... .. 
Now London, Conn ............. . .................. do .................................... .. 
Now Orleans, LD . .......... . .. . .................... do ............. . ....................... . 
Now York, N.Y ............................ Court-house aml post-office ................. . 
Do ..................................... Sub-treasury ............. . ................ .. 
Do . ................................... . Custom-house ... . ......................... .. 
Odgen~b~J:~; :N."Y::::~."."."."." . :::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~::::::~::::::: ::::::::::::::::: _ 
Omaha, Nei.Jr .. .. . • . .. . •• .. .. .• .. .. . . .. .. .. .. Court-house aml post-office ................ .. 
Oswego, N.Y............................... Custom-house . . . ............................ . 
~~~~~~::b!.;: w."v~·::::::::::::::::::. ::::: : . ?.~~~~~~~~~ ~~d- ~~-s_t:~~~~::::::::::::::::::: 
Peters burg, Va . .. . . .. • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . . Custom-hou.se ............................... . 
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Custom house and appraiser's stores ........ . 
Pittsb~~gh,· i;~_-_-:: --~ ----~--~ .".:::::::::: :::::::: 8~~~~!?:o~s~~~- ~-o_s_t:~~~~- :::::::::.:::::::: 
~~~t~~~d~~~--~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::. :::::: ~~ : ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 
Portland, Oreg . .................................... do ............................. . ...... . 
Portsmoutl.l, N.H .................................. do ........................... . ......... . 
Pou~rbkecpsie, N.Y ....................... . .. Court-house and post-office ................. . 
Port Huron, Mich............................ Custom-house . ............................. . 
Providence, R.I .................................... do ... . ................................. . 
Raleigh, N. C .. . . . . . .. . • .. • . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. Court-house and post -office ............. _ ... 
Richmond, Va ............................... Custom-house . .............................. . 
Rockland, Me ................................ Court-house and post-office ................ .. 
Rutland, Vt ........................................ do .................................... .. 
Salem, Mass ................................. ; Custom-house .............................. .. 
Sandusky, Ohio .................................... do ...................................... . 
Savannah, Ga . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . • . . • • • • . • . . • • . • ••••. do ..................................... .. 
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I 
Place. .Building. Number . 
~!~~~~~~MM~~: :::::~::~: :::::::::::: ::~::: .?.~~~~~~:~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 4: 
Sprine;field, m .................... ---- ....... Court-house and post-office .... --.----.----.. a 
~usnknsiKn Bridge,N.Y ..................... gust~h-house .. c···t·ffi····-············ ··· : ~ 
T~~:t~~. J.nj:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: .. -~~~do~~~~-~~~.~~~--~-.~~-:::::::::::::::::: 5 
Utica,N. Y ................................................................. do...................................................................... 5 
Waldoborongh, Me ...•.••..•.•..••••.••••••. Custom-house . ............................... 1 
;n:t~~1~: n~t :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:: :::::: ~ 
Wilmine;ton, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . do ............................. _.. . . . . . . 1 
W~ndsor, Vt .... --.· .......................... Court-house and post-office ................... , 1 
W1scassot, Mo ..............•................ Custom-house ... . ... ............. ... . .. . . . . . 1 
Total number of employes............. . . . . . . •. .. •. .••... .. .•. . . . ...••. ............... 655 
I 
REPORTS OF BUREAUS: &c. 
CHIEF CLERK. 
The following statement shows the routine in connection with the equipment of new 
buildings under the control of the Treasury Department: 
.I<'rom time to time the Supervising Architect of the Treasury informs this division, 
by letter, of the probable date upon which buildings in course of construction will be 
ready for occupancy. This letter is brought from the mail room by a messenger, who 
stamps thereon the date of its receipt in the division and delivers it to the assistant 
su periJ 1 tend en t, who passes it to the principal clerk after examination. It is then taken 
by the clerk in charge of the division files, entered upon the record of letters received, 
numbered for ready reference, and returned to the principal clerk. 
Five or six months previous to the date given for the completion of a building a 
letter is prepared by one of the clerks for the signature of the Assistant Secretary in 
charge of the appropriations, instructing a competent employe of the office to proceed 
to the building, confer with the officials who are to occupy it, make sketches of special 
articles of fnrnitnre, and take such measurements as may be necessary to prepare 
tlrawings and specifications for the work involved. This letter of instructions is ex-
amine(l and initialed by the principal clerk and the assistant superintendent, and sent 
by messenger to the desk of the chief clerk of the Department. It is examined by 
tho chid clerk, initialed, and passed to the desk of the Assistant Secretary for signa-
ture. Prom the desk of the Assistant Secretary the letter goes to the mail room of 
the Department. The messenger of this division brings it to the division, press copies 
it, and delivers it to the principal clerk, hy whom it is delivered to the party ad-
dressed. The press copy goes to the desk of the recording clerk, by whom it is t,rans-
cribed in a book provided for that purpose, and after comparison by two clerks it 
goes to the desk of the files clerk, who enters in the index hook, under the initial let-
ter of the party addressed, the date, name, and a brief summary of its contents. The 
press copy is then carried by a messenger to the mail room. 
Upon tho return of tho agent to the Department he submits a written report, giving 
in detail a list of the articles required to properly equip each room, including carpets 
and gas fixtures for the entire building. 
This report is received by the asssistant superintendent, and, after examination, 
passed.to the principal clerk, and by him to a clerk who properly indorses it for the 
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. It is then initialed by the principal clerk 
and tho assistant superintendent, anll carried by messenger to the desk of the chief 
clerk of the Department. From the desk of the chief clerk, having been initialed 
by that officer, it goes to the desk of the Assistant Secretary, who initials it, and passes 
it to the desk of the Secretary for signature. From the desk of the Secretary the 
I'eport is returned to this division, through the mail room, to the desk of the princi-
pal clerk, for action. A blank form of proposal for supplying the standard furniture 
included in the report is then prepared, usually by the agent making the report. At 
least ten copies of the form is made by the clerical force of the division and as many 
sets of drawings and specifications covering the same are put up for mail, by the 
draftsman, and held for applications from parties desiring to bid. A form of adver-
tisement is then prepared by one of the clerks, for the signature of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, inviting proposals for manufacturing and placing the furniture in the 
building. This form of advertisement passes through the same routine as narrated 
of tho letter of instruction. Forms of letters are then prepared by one of the cle1·ks 
authorizing two or more newspapers to publish the same. 'rhese letters are exam-
ined and initialed by th~ principal clerk and assistant superintendent, and carried by 
messenger to the division of stationery, printing, and blanks, where they are I'ecorded, 
initialed by the chief of that division and carried by messenger to the desk of the 
chief clerk. They are initialed by the chief clerk and Assistant Secretary, signed by 
the Secretary, and returned through the mail room to the division of printing, sta-
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tionery, and blanks, when they are press copied and returned by messenger to the 
principal clerk of this division who puts them up for mail, and they are taken to 
the Department mail room by messenger. The report is then handed to the drafts-
man for preparation of drawings and specifications for special furniture and gas 
fixtures. 
In response to the advertisement, application for drawings and specifications is re-
ceived at the Department mail room from whence it is brought by messenger to this 
division, the date of receipt stamped thereon, and then through the hands of the as-
sistant superintendent to the desk of tho principal clerk. The drawings aml specifi-
cations being sent by messenger to tho mail room, a letter is written, for the signa-
ture of the chief clerk, informing the party of the fact. This letter takes the same 
course as narrated heretofore. 
Upon the date specified in the advertisement for the opelling of the bids a letter is 
written in this division appointing the chief of another division, with two clerks 
from different Bureaus, a committee to open and schedule the proposals received, and 
certify the same to the Secretary of the Treasury. This letter passes through the 
routine narrated. At the time specified the committee meet in this division and, in 
the presence of such of the bidders as ll!ay attend, open and schedule the bids. The 
schedule is then certified by the committee and turned over, with the bids, to the as-
sistant superintendent. A clerk then indorses the schedule for the action of the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, and it is initialed by principal clerk and the assista:g.t;.super-
intendent, and by the latter carried to the desk of the chief clerk of the Department. 
Passing through the hands of the chief clerk and the Assistant Secretary, by both of 
whom it is initialed, it goes to the desk of the Secretary and is returned, through the 
mail room, to this division. A letter is then prepared by one of the clerks, accepting 
the lowest bid, or such bid as the Secretary may have determined as most advanta-
geous to the Department, and it passes, through the routine cited above, back to this 
division, and is sent to the mail room for post. The press copy of the letter of ac-
ceptance after having been transcribed goes to the desk of tho general book-keeper, 
who enters upon his books a charge against the appropriation of the amount involved. 
The press copy is then taken up by the authorization clerk, who makes in his books, 
under the building on whose account the transaction is made, a detailed entry thereof. 
A copy of the letter of acceptance is forwarded to the custodian of the building for 
his guidance. 
The draftsman having completed the drawings and specifications covering the 
special fumiture required, which are supplied for the information, of bidders, a course 
similar to that narrated in connection with the standard furniture is taken. 
The same course is pursued in the matter of gas-fixtures for tho building. As soon 
after the award of contracts as in the judgment of the Department is thought 
proper a letter is written directing a suitable person connected with the office to pro-
ceecl to the establishment of the contractor and inspect the work while in course of 
construction. This letter passes through the routine of letters as heretofore cited. 
Upon his return the agent submits a report, in writing, of the state of the work. 
Should the report rev(Jal any deviations from the requirements of the Department a 
second inspection is made at the factory before shipment to the building is permitted. 
Otherwise, at the proper time, the contractor is notified to ship to building and ad-
vise the Department of date of shipment. Upon receipt of this advice an agent is 
sent to the building to finally inspect the work. A written report of such inspection 
is submitted to the Department and reaches this division, through tho mail room: as 
stated of other communications, and is filed. Upon the presentation of contractor's 
bill this report is the basis of payment. 
Diagrams of the rooms in the building requiring carpet, as reported by the agent 
who visited the building, are prepared: by the draftsman from the building plans. A 
letter is written to the storekeeper of this Department, instructing him to deliver to 
the contractor for making carpet the necessary number of yards of carpet and carpet 
lining covered by said diagrams. A letter is written to the contractor, directing him 
to Teceivo from the storekeeper, and cut, sew, and bale the carpet, and to make on 
each diagram the quantity used. A letter is also written to the Supervising Archi-
tect directing him to have the floors of the rooms, for which carpet is to be provided, 
stained as required by Department regulations. These letters take the usual course 
of correspondence. When the carpet · is made the contractor returns the diagram to 
the general book-keeper of this division, who, with the !ltorekeeper of the Department, 
proceeds to the carpet-room and verifies, by actual measurement, the dimension as 
stated on the diagrams. The carpet is then baled by the contractor and delivered to 
the storekeeper. The storekeeper dehvers tho carpet to the shipper, taking a receipt 
therefor, and advises the principal clerk of the date of shipment. A letter is then 
written by the general book-keeper, advising the custodian of the shipment of the 
carpet and inclosing a form of receipt for the same, and also authorizh1g the incur· 
renee of expense of fr6 .ght, urayage, and laying tho carpet, if necessary. This lettet 
takes the usual course, hut the press copy is handled by Lloth the general book-keere1 
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and the authorization clerk, who make the necessary entries of the transactions on 
their books. In course of business the receipt referred to is returned to the Depart-
ment, J'l,ud, reaching this division through the mail roo.tn, is filed with the office records. 
In addition to the foregoing items, in connection with the equipment of a public 
building, contracts are made through this division, by public advertisement, in the 
manner stated, for all annual supplies, such as gas, water, fuel, ice, and miscellaneous 
articles required by the janitor and engineer for the proper care thereof. In addi-
tion, an account is opened: by the property clerk, and all articles, with the date of 
purchase and cost, is charged against the building, as well as the room in which each 
article is located. . 
The routine of payment of the expenses alluded to is as follows: 
Blank forms of voucher, iu duplicate, are ·supplied by this Department to the con-
tractors. The bill is stated thereon and forwarded t.o the custodian of the building 
to which the articles are supplied. The custodian certifies thereon that the articles 
have been received, and transmits the voucher to the Department, where it comes to 
this division from the mail room. The division messenger stamps on both the origi-
nal and duplicate the date of receipt; through the hands of the assistant super-
intendent and principal clerk it goes to the desk of the authorization clerk. This 
clerk compares the voucher with the entry on his books, satisfies himself that the 
final mspection of the work was satisfactory, writes on the same the date of au-
thority for the work, initials it, and detaching the duplicate, which he retains, passes 
the original to the general book-keeper. The general book-keeper examines the 
voucher, and attests thereon with his initials that the same is correct, and returns it 
to the authorization clerk, who passes it to the principal clerk. The principal clerk 
examines and init.ials it, as does the assistant superintendent, and it is sent by messen-
ger to the desk of the chief clerk of the Department. It is initialed by the chief clerk 
anu goes to the Assistant Secretary for approval for payment. It is returned to this 
division through ·the mail room. Upon receipt of the approved voucher a messenger 
brings to the division the check-book of the disbursing clerk, and the draft clerk 
writes out a check covering the same. The date, place of payment, and number of 
this check is written on both the original and duplicate voucher. 'fhe original 
voncher is then sent with the check-book to the disbursing clerk. The disbursing 
clerk signs and returns the check to this division. The draft clerk then writes a let-
ter, transmitting the check to the party of interest. This letter is iuitiale(l by the 
assistant superintendent, signed by the chief. clerk, press copied by the messenger, 
a.nd put np for mail by the draft clerk, and carried to the mail room by the messenger. 
SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDING. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDING, 
Washington, D. C., .April13, 1887. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit herewith a response to the interrogatories con-
tained in the communications of Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Com-
mittee, dated March, 13 and 11;, 1887, and referred to this division March 29, 1887. 
Owing to the closely-connected routine of business and the impractibility of keep-
ing records of a nature that would enable compilation of statistics, replies to several 
of the queries have had to be omitted. 
Respectfully, 
Mr. E. B. YOUMANS, 
Chief Ole-rlc, Treasu1·y Department. 
JOHN H. WALSH, 
Assistant Supt;t·intendent. 
Detailed statement showing amount and characte'l' of business received and transacted in the 
o.tfice of the chief clerk and assistant supm·intendent of the Treasury Depa1·trnent from 
July 1, 1883, to February 28, 1887. 
Detailed statement showing in consecutive order the various steps ta.ken by a requi-
sHion; the principal item of business transacted in the contingent expense division 
of tho office of chief clerk and assistant superintendent, Treasury Department, 
fi'om its inception to the final disposition thereof. ' 
A Bureau officer, desiring to accommodate the wants of his office, signs a requisition 
upon the chief clerk and forwards it to the assistant superintendent, where the date of 
its receipt is stamped upon it. It then becomes the duty of the assistant superintendent 
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to inquire into the necessity for the article req nested. If found to be absolutely neces~ 
sary, the requisition is sent to the storekeeper, who, if the goods called for are" in 
stock," marks, for the information of the chief clerk, the cost thereof upon it, and if not 
in stock that fact is indorsed. The requisition is then returned to the assistant superin~ 
teudent, who places upon it his initials and forwards it to the chief clerk for his ap~ 
proval. If approved and the goods are in stock, the requisition is sent to the store~ 
keeper, the goods delivered, and the requisition receipted and :filed for future reference. 
If the goods are not in stock the assistant superintendent prepares for the signature 
of the Secretary of the Treasury an advertisement inviting bids for the article re~ 
~nired, and the same is published in six newspapers in the District of Columbia. 
The bids received in response to tihe advertisement are opened on ·the day and at the 
time mentioned by a committee appointed for that purpose, and the bid of the lowest 
responsible bidder accepted. An order for the article is then signed by the Secre~ 
tary of the Treasury and mailed to the accepted bidder, together with a voucher and 
duplicate, upon which tho account is stated. The goods ordered and voucher are de~ 
livered to the storekeeper, who, if the goods are accepted, marks the voucher accord-
ingly, delivers the goods, taking a receipt therefor as in the former instance, and 
transmits the voucher to the book-keeper, whose duty it is to examine it and ascertain 
if tho amount charged is in accordance with the accepted proposal, and that the 
voucher is properly receipted and otherwise in due form. If found to be correct, the 
vouclwr is by him completed by the entry of the subhead of the appropriation from 
which the same is payable, and then sent to the Secretary of the Treasury for his 
approval. It is :first received by the chief clerk, who certifies that the price chargeu 
is just a,nd proper. Upon the approval of the Secretary it is returned to the book~ 
keeper, who charges the amount thereof ag:!tinst the proper app:ropriation and for~ 
wards it to the disbursing clerk for payment. If the voucher is paid the amount in 
cash, it is marked" paid at counter." If by check, the check is sent to the book-
keeper, who mails it with a letter of advice to the proper party. 
DIVISION OF CONTINGENT EXPENSES. 
The following is a statement of bnsiness received, transacted, and disposed of in 
the division of contingent expenses: 
Character of business. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Feb. 28). 
-------------------------------------
Received, transacted, and disposed of: 
Letters received, indexed, and filed ... __ ...•....••....•.•.....•. 844 
Miscellaneous letters written.......... . • . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . 637 
Check-letters written ----- ...... _ .........•...•....... ---.-.. .. 480 
Orders for purchase of supplies written ...•.•.... - - ...•.•....• - 968 
Short bids written .... _ ... _. __ . ___ _ . _ . . _ .•.......... -. -.. . . . . . 3GO 




















Binding, &c ...•.........•••••.••........ _...................... 240 241 237 144 
Investigation of accounts, &c . . . • . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 47 52 56 4 
Freight, &c......... . .......................................... 110 85 80 43 
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 41 49 26 
Horses and wagons . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114 105 120 32 
Ice .......••..•••..•.....•.•••.....•.•.••.•..•....••............. 48 39 32 10 
File-holders ............•.••.................................... ~ 91 70 85 15 
~~::ii~:::::: :::::: ::::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~ :::: :;: ,r: ,i ,fi ~ 
Miscellaneous.... • . ....•.....••......•..........•......••.• ~ ~ ·1 314 281 36 L 22~ 
Total....... . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 340 
1 
1, 220 1, 360 676 
*The items under this head are included in the appropriation, "Contingent expenses, Treasury De-
partment," as ''Accounts kept," an itemized report of which is annually transmitted to Congress. 
In the above statement actual figures are given, it being impracticable, on account 
of the work involved, to average the work by months. Statement is made nccording 
to fiscal years. 
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The following statement shows the number and attendance of employes in the tlivis~ 
ion of contingent expenses: 
Months. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
------ ------
July ..........•......••..••..••...•..••......•.......•..•.....••..... 
August ..................•.........•...•.................•..•...• . ... 
September ....•.••••......•...••.•..•••••.••••.•.•.•..••....•.•...... 
October ............................................ . ............... . 
November .••..•......•......••••••.••••.•.....••.•...••.•......•.•• . 
December .......................................................... .. 
Janu!try ........................................................... . 
ir~~~~a~-~:: _·:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ::::::::::::: 





















May ....................................... . ........................ . 2 92 102 
June ........ . ................................................ . ...... . 2 2 
1 1 absent 5 days. 
2 1 absent 3 clays ; 1 absent 2 clays. 
31 absent 12 days. 
41 absent 1a clays; 1 absent a clays. 
6 1 absent 4 days. 
6 1 to Oct. Hl ; 2 from Oct. 11. 
12 to Dec.15; 3 from Dec. Hi. 
81 sick entire month. 
91 absent 30 days. 
1o 1 absent 11 days. 









The following is a statement of business received, transacted, and disposed of in 
the public buildings division: 
Character of business. 1884. 1885. 1
1887 (to 1886· Feh. 28). 
------ ----------------------1--- ------ --- -
Letters received .................... . ....... . ..................... . 
Letters sent ...................................................... . 
"Jl~~g~:~Rtt~s:~. :::::::::::::::::::::: : .· ::::::::::::::.::::::::::: 
Check-letters sent . ........... . .............................. . . . . . 
R~ildf::~: f~~:~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 561 463 57 8 6 2 
7,179 





6, 693 6, 294 7, 763 
4, 424 4, 64[J 6, 072 
4,172 5, 014 5, 214 
a, 7551 4, 512 4, 6!)2 
2, 505 a, 204 3, 7031 
------------ --------- ----·-----'----'---- '----'-----
The following statement shows the number of employes in the public buildings 
uivision: 
Months. 1884. * 1885.* 1886.* 1887." 
---------
July................................................................. 11 1a 15 15 
August................................ . ............................. 11 13 15 15 
13 15 15 
13 15 15 
September .. ......•...•...... . ............... -.-- .. - . -- .... . ..... - . - . 11 
October ........•...•...............•.... . ......... -----· ...... ...... 11 
Novemller ...... ..•.. . ... ....•.. .. .••..• .••••..•.. ..... ... ...... . . . 11 13 15 15 
Decembe1 . ...... ...... ..•....... .... .. .••... .....• ...... .... .. .• . ... 11 1a 15 15 
13 15 15 
13 15 15 
13 15 
,January. . ......... . ................. . ................. . .. . .... . .. . . . 11 
February... . .............. . ...................................... . .. 11 




April. . . . . ... . .................. .. .. . .................... .......... 1111 I 
May ..... . . . . . ....... . . .. ......... . -- ... --.-- .... -------- ·-- - . ...... -
June...................... . .................................. . .... . . . 11 
*Each employ6 absent 30 days on leave. 
In i;he ttbove statements actual figures are given, it being impracticable, on account 
of tho work involved, to average the work by months. 
STOREROOM. 
The following statement shows the amount of business received, transacted, and 
uisposed of in the storeroom: 
1887 
(to Fe h. 28). 1885. 1886. Character of business. 1884. 
------------- ------------1---- -------------
Requisitions filled . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. number .. 2, 675 2, 682 2, 905 
Tne weighed and deliverecl .............. . ........ . pounds. . 825, 54.5 887, 857 84a, 890 
Towelslaunclerecl ancl deliverefl . ..... . ...... _ .. number .. 200, 000 200, 000 200, 000 
Voucher~:~pasAed . . . . , . ... . .... .. .......... uo... . 968 686 1,111 
Carpets, ho• der aud lining. m NHmrccl and laid ..... yards.. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 16, 843 
Paekag;es, r eceived or sluppeu .. ..... . .. . ....... number. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 1, 272 
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The following statement shows the number of employes and attendance in the store-
room: 
Months. 1884.* 1885.* 1886.* 1887.t 
--------~ 
July ............................................................... .. 3 3 3 5 
August ............................................................ .. 3 3 3 5 
Septembee ......................................................... .. 3 3 3 5 
October ............................................................. . 3 3 3 5 
November ............ : ............................................. . 3 3 4 5 
December .......................................... . ............... .. 3 3 4 5 
January ............................ . .............................. .. 3 3 4 5 
:February .......................................................... .. 3 3 4 5 




4 ....... . 
*Each employe absent 30 days on leave. 
tEach employe absent 30 days on leave except storekeeper. 
In the above statements actual figures are given, it being impracticable, on account 
of tho work involved, to average the work by months. 
A vast amount of work, in addition to the above, is performed in this branch, but 
being of such a miscellaneous nature, it would necessitate the employment of addi-
tional help, if a record of it and the amount thereof performed by each employe were 
kept. 
ADDITIONAL EMPLOYftS. 
The following is a statement of additional employes in the Treasury Department: 
Branch and number. 
Engineers, from July 1, 1887, to February 28, 
1887: 
1 en!!ineer .................... per annum .. 
1 assistant engineer ..•..•........... do . .•. 
2 assistant engineers ..... each per annum .. 
1 machinist and gas-fitter ..... per annum .. 
3 firemen ................ each per annum .. 
5firemen ....................... . ... do ... . 
1 coal-passer .................. per annum .. 
Cabir.et shop: 
1 foreman ....................... per clay .. 
1 draftsman ...................... . do .. .. 
1 cabinet-maker ............... . ... do ... . 
12 cabinet-makers .... . ............ . do .. .. 
1 cabinet-maker ................... do ... . 
Laborin~ force-stables and gardens, and 
waste-paper room: 
1 foreman . ................... per annum .. 
1 skilled laborer (male) . ........... do ... . 
3 skilled laborers (male) . .. . ..... . . do ... . 
26 laborers . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . do . . . 
10laborers ............... . .......... do . .. . 
3laborcrs ............... . .......... do ... . 
Charwomen, 80 .......... . .............. do . .• . 
Ele,ator conductors, 3 .... .. ...... . ..... do . .. . 
Repair shop: 
3 plumbers ...................... per day . . 
3 carpenters ....................... . do ... . 
1 carpenter's helper ................ do .. .. 
1 plumber's helper .... .. ............ do ... . 
~ r~t~;:~:::: ::::::::::::::::: :~::::: ~~: ::: 
Salary. A verage'time devoted to business. 
$1,400 00 
1, 000 00 
720 00 




1313 clays in each year, less 30 clays' leave, r ofwhic.h each avails himself. 
J 
5 00 } 26 days in each month. Provision for 
4 00 the pay of these men is made only for 
3 5'0 the "time actually employed," hence 
3 00 none are allowed leave of absence with 
2 00 pay. 
1, 000 00 l 
840 00 
720 00 
660 00 1 
313 days in each year, less 30 days' leave 
500 oo I 
360 00 J 
240 00 313 days in each year less 30 days' leave; 
I 
employed from 4 p.m. to about 6.30 p.m. 
720 00 313 days in each year, less 30 days' leave. 
~ g~ } 26 day~ in each month, and are paid only 
2 50 for t1me engaged. 
2 50 
2 00 
The duties of employlls ot the engmeer branch are the care of heatmg apparatus, 
enginr.':l, boilers, clocks, elevators, electrical bells, &c., which is sufficient to keep 
them husy all the time. 
The employes in the cabinet shop are continually engaged in manufacturing some 
of the articles of furniture required for use of the Department, and making such re. 
pairs to furniture as may be necessary. 
Laborers are engaged in a variet.y of duties, handling freight, taking up carpets, 
n10ving furniture, and keeping the appr9acbes to the lmilding in a suitable condition; 
the care of horses, carriages, wagons, and harness used in connection withthe public 
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service; the care of and beautifying the gardens and lawns around the building; 
and the selection and grading of accumulated waste paper. 
The charwomen are engaged in cleaning the interior of building. 
Employes of the repair shop are engaged in making necessary repairs and altera-
tions to 'Treasury building, paid from appropriation, " Annual repairs, Treasury 
building," connected with office of chief clerk since November 7, 1885. 
It will be seen that from the nature of the foregoing work it is impossible to keep 
a record of the amount thereof performed by each employe. 
APPOINTMENT DIVISION. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 27, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with the requests of March 16th and March 18th of the current 
year, made by the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, as chairman of the Select Committee of the 
United States Senate, appointed in pursuance of the resolution ofth~ Senate, adopted 
March 3, 1887, ''to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in 
the Executive Departments of the Government, the time and attention devoted to the 
operation thereof by the persons employed therein, and generally to inquire into and 
report to the Senate the causes of delay in transacting the public business said to 
exist in some of the Departments," I have the honor to submit herewith a detailed 
statement of the manner of conducting that portion of the public business of this De-
partment, which, under its rules and regulations, appertains to the appointment di-
vision of your office. 
All official communications which are to be sent to the appointment division are 
first received in the division of mail and files, duly examined, briefed, and recorded. 
Upon their reception in the appointment division they are stamped with a date. 
'rhe appointment division as organized is on a basis of the association of similar 
public business, and is composed of five principal subdivisions. 
As soon as the mail is properly stamped, the chief and his assistant carefully read 
and assort the various papers received an<l, after making the necessary directiOns on 
them, place them in the hands of the principal clerks for proper action. 
There is- · 
(1) A subdivision which has charge of the custodian's force in public buildings an.d 
incidental expenses. 
(2) A subdivision which attends to all matters in relation to the departmental 
service. 
(3) A subdivision which has charge of all matters of appointment relating to the 
customs service. 
( 4) A subdivision for the conduct of matters of appointment relating to the Internal-
Revenue Service, Life-Saving Service, Light-House Service, and the Marine-Hospital 
Service. 
(5) A subdivision in which is placed all matters of appointment relating to the sub· 
treasuries and the service under the supervision of the Inspector-General of Stearn 
Vessels. This clerk has also the examination and checking of customs estimates 
which are made at certain periods for funds to pay for expenses of collecting the rev-
enue from customs. 
Every subdivision is required to keep strictly within the confines of the laws, rule, 
and regulations which apply to the subject-matters under its superintendence. 
As to what the accomplishment of a specific item of public business involves in the 
way of clerical service, the following descriptions will suffice to show: 
A Presidential appointment requires the briefing of all letters of recommendation 
of or charges against the incumbent of and any and all applicants for a specific 
office, a nomination when the United States Senate is in session, a commission, a let-
ter-press copy, a record copy, and the posting of the nec!ilssary facts in relation to the 
appointment in the proper records. 
A departmental appointment involves generally an examination of letters of recom-
mendation or certification, and examination of the records to see whether a vacancy 
exists, the writing of a letter of appointment, the making of a letter-press copy, a rec-
ord copy, a notification to the party to appear to have the necessary oath duly ad-
ministered; seeing that the appointee makes the prescribed historical statement, the 
. posting of his name, salary, and office, the recording of the biographical history of the 
incumbent, and finally, the filing of the papers in the case with the action of the De-
partment duly noted thereon. 
A pay-roll makes necessary an examination of the records, for the purpose of certi-
fying to the disbursing officers whether the sum placed opposite the name of each em-
ploye is dne him by virtue of his appointment and the performance of duty. 
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An estimate requires an examination ot the records of tho Department to see that 
each item it contains has been duly authorized by the Secretary. A requisition is 
then prepared covering the amounts authorized, and a warrant is issued for the sum 
covered by it. A letter-press copy is taken of all requisitions. 
There is also kept in this division an account of all expenditures authorized to be 
paid from the appropriation "For expenses collecting the revenue from customs." 
Civil service appointments: 
Each civil service appointment requires the writing offive letters-
(1) A letter to the Civil Service Commission requesting the certification of four 
names. 
(2) A letter of appointment after the choice has been made. 
(3) A notification to the Civil Service Commission ofthe party chosen. 
(4) A letter of notification to the party appointed to appear, take the p~esc!';bed 
oath, and enter o~ duty. 
(5) A letter notifying the Civil Service Commission of the permanent appointment 
of the party chosen: after the probationary period of six months has been satisfac-
torily passed. 
A reference is made by indorsement upon the back of the document to be referred. 
An entry is then made in the reference book of the office or officer to whom the sub-
ject-matter is referred, and it is 1hen indexed under one or more heads, so as to afford 
easy access to the action taken. 
A time report, when received, is carefully examined and all absences duly noted 
in the absence record of the di-v-ision. J<'rom this account can be readily seen at a 
glance the actual absence of any clerk or employe of the Department. This account 
forms the ba~Sis upon which all requests for leave are considered. 
The recording of. tho letters written in the division requires good, legible penman-
ship. After the letters are recorded they are carefully compared with the originals, 
and mistakes, if any, are corrected. AU the mail of the division, before being sent 
forward for official signature, is examined and checked by the chief. 
It is of great importance to the force employed in the division that all appoint-
ments or authorizations shall be in strict compHance with laws, rules, and regula-
tions, both in view of the proper conduct of the civil service and for the reason that 
any appointment, even if made through inadvertence, without any appropriation to 
pay the compensation of the employe, would cause such payment by the disbursing 
officer to be rejected in his accounts, and the expense would ultimately fall ·upon the 
division of appointments. 
In this division · is required the highest condition of confidence and trustworthi-
ness among its employes. Should there be any failure in this regard, without being 
able to locate the lapse, all may be placed under the ban of suspicion, ancl the chief 
of the division seriously embarrassed in his successful prosecution of the work in-
trusted to his supervision. 
The foregoing is a succinct statement of the methods of conducting th!:l business 
referred to, and the data is now placed before you in the belief that it will afford to 
yo11 and the honorable chairman of the Select Committee of the United States Senate 
a clear conception of the matter. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
EUGENE HIGGINS, 
Chief Appointment DiviBion. 
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The following is a statement in detail of business in the appointment division of 
the office of t-he Secretary, for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
~~ oo bJjH §~ oo tJ)H ~~ J,b(H §;;; . lcht:JJ::.. 
::s~ ..... ~ ci! ..... ~ ci! ::s~ ..... ~ c;:j ;a.a ~~ 'di--> 'd·~jep 'de. 'd•~j C!) '"0~>. 'd•~jep '1;)~;:::<' 
J~ 
'd::Sh 
~- -g.g h J~ "g.g h =-~;..,: "t:I::S!>,-~"='- QC:S §.-,;: @ 
.(!"' .(liE 0:: ...... o(loo 0:: ...... ~iE~ ~~~~ 'd'+-< 0:: '1:1'+-<ci! '"0'+-<ci:l Character of business. ~q:l ~0<0 ~q:l ~OQ ~q:l a;>OQ "'~ 0 '1;)Q;> .... 1D '"Oa;> .... 1D 'da;> .... 11.1 +' ooO 
~-.'3 • ~~q:l • g:',.g. <0.-:::jcQ Q;>_.Q ~1Sq:l • <P,.q:':. ;;~~t:.. 
-~~! r:lgs~! 'alec~ ~~Q;>.r) -~~~ . r:lgs~! -~t;'.()f:Q 
a,w t-
~ &-s! l=l"'Q;lc.o Q~GO Q~GO Q~GO eo.=~c.o Q)•MI""'1 ~ p....,,..... ~ ·1""'4..,....j Q,)•r-('f"""' ~ p,.,..,..... Q.)•1""4.,...-4 p,....,,..... 
~ 8 p:; 8 ~ 8 p:; 8 
--------------- --·-- - -- ---
Communications received .. -.. -. - .. 16,950 16,950 26,692 26,692 30, !)66 30,966 15,042 15,042 
Communications written, press 
copied, and recorded . .. . .... . - . .. 12,602 12,602 14, 584 14,584. 20,505 2(1, 505 10,864 10,864 
Pay-rolls received and examined.-. 4,437 4, 4:37 4, 520 4, 520 4, 44!) 4,449 2, 985 2, 985 
Presidential nominations received 
and commissions written .. . -.- . . 109 109 161 151 243 242 94 94 
Expenuitmes and appointments 
posted.--- ..... __ .. __ ._ ........ .. 
Customs estimates receivell, exam-
29,827 29,827 40,305 40, 305 44.,807 44,807 25,042 25,042 
ined, and requisitions issued . .. .. 1,134 1, 134 1,113 l, 113 1, 252 1, 252 727 737 
Lette-rs and pa.per·s indexed . . . .... . 27,739 27,739 34,574 34,574 45,833 45,833 26,047 26,047 
References made and recorded . . . . . 2, 426 2,426 5, 255 5, 255 4, 580 4,580 4,225 4, 225 
Time reports examined and l'C· 
COI'ded ........... - ··-- .. ··-···-- - 1, 236 1, 236 1,26!) 1, 269 1, 272 1, 272 !)70 !)70 
Wmk reports 1·eceived and ex-
amined .••••.•.•.•..........•.... 72 72 72 72 171 171 135 135 
Total ..•....•............... ·196, 5321'96,"5321128, 535 1128, 53Sj154, 07Sj154, 07Sj86, 13l-86, 13L 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per~ 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the appointment eli vision of the office of the 
Secretary, with average number of employes during the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
C!) <PrJ:, c:l <Pai Q;> <PrJ:, Q;> Q;>. 
:Months. 
bt...; b£~ b£...; ~ 
t:JJ...; b£~ bL...; tJ)$S 
c;:j~ c;:jh ~§ ~§ c;:jh ~§ ~ ..... fijg '"'0 ~..s ~,9 ~,9 ~'a ~s ~A ~~ ~s f;o-8 ;;.8 f>-A ;;.A ~c;:j ~~ ~~ ~~ ~@ ~~ ~~ 
------- - ----------------
July .. _ .............. _........ 8, 564 17~ ll, 492 14~ 13,707 17 11,630 Hi! 
August.................... 7, 768 16! 10,463 15 13, 185 1~ 11, Oi7 15i 
September................. 8, 046 17 10,144 14 13,613 15~ 10,749 16! 
October ..... _ ..... . . _...... 8, 147 16 10,101 13! 12,813 Hi 10,597 16! 
November ................. 8,108 14~ 9,697 11 12,580 16 10,296 15! 
December ............. ... .. 8,146 16 9,982 14~ 12,721 15! 10,745 15! 
January ....• _. . . . . . • • . . . . . 8, 090 18~ 10, 917 15 12, 273 15! 10, 627 ! 51 
February._ ..... _ ... _...... 7, 836 18 11,993 14i 11,996 15i 10,440 15il; 
:March .......... - ..... . .... 8,043 1!J 10,060 14! 12,415 17 ........... . ..... . 
.ATJril •••..••••....•••.••.. 7,881 18 10,886 14! 12,762 16 ····-··--······-·· 
:May_ ........ _._........... 8, 085 19 11,132 14 12,496 16! ·-·-·· ........... . 
June.;~:~;~~~;~~~~-~~~~~~ --+~ -~~--*~ --2----*~ _ ~~ ~~ =~ 
The following statement shows the average number of days' timo and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the appointment division of 
the office of the Secretary, .in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
1884 ·-···-·····-··········· 
1885 ····-·· ·••·•·••• ···-·· 
1886 ..••. ··••·· .••...•..•. 
1887 (to :March 1) ••• _ •••••. 
305! 4, 722~ 
302! 3, 829 
305 4, 605 
201 2, 867 
0 4, 722! 
0 3, 829 







278 6 28 
273! 6 26 
288 6 42 
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DIVISION OF WARRANTS, ESTIMATES, AND A l~PROPRlA TIONS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Jnly 1, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with tho request of March 18 last, from Hon. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman of the Select Commit.tee of tho Senate, appointed in pursuance of the reso-
lution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, ''To inquire into and examine the meth-
ods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, tho time 
and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed therein, and 
generally to inquire into and report to the Senate tho causes of the delay in transact-
ing the public business said to exist in some of the Departments," I havo the honor 
to submit herewith a statement showing in detail the amount and character of' the 
lmsines::~ received and transacted in the division of warrants, estimates, aml appro-
priations during the fiscal years ended J nne 30, 1884, 18o5, and 1886, and lor eight 
months of the fiscal year 1887. 
The general duties pertaining to the division may briefly be stated as follows: 
The issuing of warrants in payment of accounts and claims certified by the several 
accounting officers of the Department to be due from the Government ; warrants for 
advances of money to disbursing officers, agents, and others on requi~itions on the 
Department by competent authority ; also warrant& for covering int( the Treasury 
all monc;ys received from the various sources of revenue, and for all moneys iu the 
hands of disbursing officers and others not required for disbursement and repaid by 
them to the credit of the appropriations from which they were originally drawn ; the 
preparation and issue of warrants based upon appropriations annually made by Con-
gress (copies of which are furnished to the accounting officers and to the several Depart-
ments of the Government) authorizing the opening of accounts on the books of the 
Department under titles designated therein, from which alone the moneys so appro-
priated are authorized tl) be drawn; the compilation. and publication in book form of 
the estimates of appropriations annually submitted to Congress, ::md of tho miscclla-
ueous supplemental estimates; the several reports of claims allowed by the account-
ing officers, and the estimates of deficiencies in appropriations, which arc also 
annually submitted to Congress; the preparation and publication of the digest of ap-
propriations made at each session of Congress; the preparation of the daily, monthl.Y, 
tJUarterly, and annual statements of receipts and expenditures by departments and 
uy appropriations, and of the public debt statement; recoroing all matters pertaining 
to the Government sinking-fund, and the interest and sinking-fund accounts of the 
various Pacific railroads; the issuing of orders for transportation over tho Pacific 
railroads of officers and agents of the Department traveling on official business; the 
receipt and reference to the accounting officers for settlement of bills for services of 
every description performfld for all departments of tbA Government by the several 
subsidized Pacific railroads; keeping a record of attorneys and agents authorized to 
practice before the Treasury Department and its Bureaus; preparing varied statistical 
intormation and tabulated statements for the use of Congress, and the table~> accom-
panying the annual report. of the Secretary; correspondence with Congress and its 
several committees, and w1th the several Departments and others upon matters relat-
ing to estimates, appropriations, expenditures, and claims; and generally the conduct 
of all business in any manner connected with the foregoing. 
All accounts, under appropriations authorized by Congress, have their origin in this 
division, of which there are at present about 4,300 upon its books. The receipts of 
money in the Treasury also are covered by warrants originating in this division, and 
are classified so as to show the specific source from which each item is derived. 
Familiarity with these accounts, as well as care, is of the utmost importance on the 
part of those intrusted with the work, as upon the accuracy of their labor in prepar-
ing the warrants, which alone indicate the proper titles under which the accounts 
are to be opened on the books of the Secretary, the First Comptroller and the Reg-
ister, depend, in a large measure, the certainty and reliability of the accounts of the 
entire receipts and expenditures of the Government. 
The receipts, appropriations, and expenditures of the Government are of diversified 
character, and the papers, accounts, and books connected therewith, and the work 
thereon, voluminous. The receipts are covered into tl•e Treasury and divided under 
the heads of Customs, Internal revenues, Sales of public lands, and Miscellaneous. 
The appropriations and expenditures arE\ classified under the beads of Treasury, State, 
War, Navy, Interior, Post-Office, Department of Justice, Department of Agriculture 
Pensions, Public Debt, and under various subdivisions of Congress and the several 
Departments for the miscellaneous expenses thereof. The employes in this division 
engaged upon the work, are the chief of the division, the assistant chief of the divis-
ion, the estimate and digest clerk, one clerk of letters received, requisitions received, 
recorded, and paid, and warrants indexed, upon a system affording ready answer to 
daily inquiries of amounts paid and tow hom; six clerks preparing the different classes 
of warrants for the receipt and payment of moneys, copying papers, and recording let-
ters sent; one clerk upon the registers of receipts of money and the repayment oj 
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money from civil sources into the Treasury ; three clerks upon appropriation day· 
books, registering warrants for the payment of money by date, number, class, name, 
appropriation from which drawn, and amount, and registering warrants for the repay-
ment of money on account of War, Navy, and Interior expenditures; three book-
keepers, who prepare appropriation warrants, keep ledger accounts of the several 
classes of appropriations assigned to them ; two clerks upon miscellaneous work of 
receipts and expenditures of back years, keeping records of attor:q.eys accepted, ad-
dressing envelopes, and mailing public debt statements, and two messengers; • .naking 
in all a total force at present of twenty-one employes. 
The following is presented as an illustration of the methods of transacting some of 
the principal items of business: 
(1) Requisitions for money from the several Departments, or from the accounting offi-
cers upon reaching this division, are first stamped with date of receipt; they are then 
recorded by class, number, date of receipt, and amount, in a book kept for that purpose; 
the appropriations upon which these requisitions are drawn are then examined, and if 
found available for the purpose specified in the requisition, the warrants are issued and 
recorded in registers by date, number, name, title of appropriation and amount, a sep-
arate register being kept of each class; the name of the payee, with number, date, and 
amount of warrant is then indexed, and the number and date of warrant entered against 
there quisition in the register in which it was first recorded; the warrant is then care-
fully examined by the assistant chief of the division and compared with the requisi-
tion, and, if found to agree in every particular, is then passed over to the chief of the 
division, who, upon satisfying himself that it is based upon a valid requisition and is 
properly drawn, places his initials upon it and presents it for the signature of the 
Secretary or Assistant Secretary, the former signing all warrants for advances of 
money to disbursing officers, and the latter all warrants issued on settlements made 
by the accounting officers. · 
(2) From the laws passed each year by Congress a digest of the appropriations con-
tained therein is prepared in this division. Ledger accounts are also opened under 
each head of appropriation entitled to be drawn against during the year, and against 
them are charged from time to time the amounts paid by warrants. The appropria-
tion accounts are created by the issuing of appropriation warra,nts by the Secretary 
carrying upon the books of the Department under their respective titles the amount 
appropriated by law, thus furnishing to the heads of Departments exact information 
as to the amounts available for the various objects of expenditure in their respective 
Departments, and to the accounting officers the t.itles of appropriations from which ex-
penditures are authorized, and other data necessary to pass upon the yearly accounts 
and settlements. The balances remaining to the credit of these appropriations at the 
end of the fiscal year for which they were made are, under the law, continued for two 
years, when, with certain exceptions specified in the law, they are carried to the sur-
plus fund by an appropriation warrant. 
(3) The revenue of the Government from customs, internal revenue, sales of public 
lands, and from miscellaneous sources, is covered into the Treasury as follows : 
When deposited with the Treasurer of the United States, the assistant treasurers 
of the United States, or designated depositaries, by the officer making the collection, 
duplicate certificates of deposit are issued, one of which is retained by the depositor 
and the original forwarded to the Secretary of the Treasury. Upon receipt of 
said certificate it is taken up by the division of public moneys of the Secretary's 
Office and compared with the weekly transcript of deposits. Lists are then made 
of the deposits, showing in each case the amount of money deposited, on what 
account received, by whom and where deposited and date thereof, which is for-
warded to this division; a warrant is then issued, based upon this list, covering 
the money into the Treasury. The warrant is issued in the name of the depositor to 
pay to the Treasurer United States the money involved, and gives full data as to the 
character of the money received and place and date of deposit, and is the authority 
for the accounting officers to credit the depositor in his revenue accounts, and for the 
Register in the preparation of the detailed receipts of the Government. 'fhe warrant 
is registered in this division and sent to division of public moneys to be checked back 
against the register of deposits; upon its return to this division it is checked by the 
chief and then presented to the Assistant Secretary for his signature. 
Respectfully, yours, 
W. F. MAcLENNAN, 
Chief of Division of Warrants, Estimates, and Approp1·iations. 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Se(Jt'etary of the Treasury. 
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The foliowing is a statement of work performed in tho division of warrants, esti-
mates aud appropriations, office of Secretary of the Treasury: 
1884. 1885. 
Fiscal year I Fiscal year 
----------------1---------
Clerical force employed, including chief, as-
sistant chief, clerks, copyists, and mes-
sengers (average) .................... .. 
Appropriation warrants: 
Number written and recorded (issued in 
triplicate) ........ - ... -.-- .. -- •. - . -.- .. 
Registry, number of pages 45lines each. 
Pay and repay ~arrants: 
Number wntten and recorded ...... .... . 
Registry, number of pages 45lines each 
Revenue coveriug warrants: 
Number written and recorded ........... . 
Registry, number of pages 50 lines each. 
Surplus fund warrants: 
N urn bcr written and recorded (issued iu 
triplicate) . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 
Registry, number of pages 45 lines each. 
Record of payments to individuals: 
Number indexed ....................... .. 
Registry, number of pages 37lines each. 
War, Navy, and Interior requisitions re-
ceived: 
Registered by date of issue, date of re-
ceipt, number and amount, with num-
ber, date, ancl amount of warrant is-
sued on each number ................ .. 
H.cgistrv, number of pages 55 lines each. 
Register o.f proceds of Government prop-
erty: 
N urn ber of wan·an ts recorded ........... . 
Uegistry, number of pa~es 45 lines each 
Register of lists of deposit, War, Navy, and 
Interior Departments: 
NumlJcr of lists rcconlecl ............... . 
Registry, number of pages !JO lines each. 
Letters received and acted upon: 
Number ................................ . 
Registry, number of pages 35 lines each 
Letters sent : 
Number written . . . . . .. . . . . . . ........ 
Registry, number of pages il7 linu~ each 
Attorneys and agents: 
Number of applications for enrollment 











































mentrcccivetlandactedupon .................................... . 
Number of circulars of instruction sent 
to attorneys . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. ....... 
Number of notifications of atlmi!lsion to 
practicu sent to attorneys . . .. .. . .. ............................. .. 
Number of schedules of notification of 
enrollment sent to accounting officers 
-average of 25 names to l~ schedule ............................. .. 
Number ofpages ofrecord bookcopieil-
average of 13 names to a page ..... 
Number of circulars written each year, 
disbarment of attorneys . . ......... ... . 
Pul>lic del>t statement,: l'l'eparerl. envel-





Fiscal year [ Fiscal year 























































Transportation orders over Pacific railroadf! : 
Numberissue!l. ........................ l 212 211 311 140 
Pre~~;~~f ;~~1P~~?!i8~~~~t~~~- ~ .. _ ... ____ ...... __ .. __ .... _______ • _.. ___ ....... _ .... ___ .. _ .... _ ...... 
Annual deficieucy estimates .... --- .............. -- ............ - ...... ----- .. - ..........•.....•. 
Annual claims estimates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . 
Annual miscellaneous supplemental esti-
mates .............. . . - . - - . -..... . ---.. - .. - · · - .. -.. · ...... - · -- · · - -.. - -- .... · · · · ·---- · .. • · -- .. 
Annual digest of appropriations . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. ......................................... .. 
Annual receipts and expenditures by De-
partments, and appropriations .............................. -- ............................... . 
[Note by Cornrnittee: The words "amounts involved" and tho many figures repre-
senting the same omitted from printing.] 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention ue-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the warrant division of the 
office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, during the years named~ 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present tho least number of days 
during said years. Department open from U a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business G! hours daily . 
.-ci ;.. ;.. ',.a 'd 'd 
Q;) <ll Q;). So Q;) Q) 
..!:4 ,o. ,o'O <1lo(S ..!:4 ,;d ;.. 8$$ s~ ~Q,I ~~ .... ~ 0 g ~· ~ ~h ~ .... ~;.. 1!:~ l'l,.S l'lo ]cS..o;; "' lit "'A "'~ h <llp. <lloo gj,'d'@ .g~ ~a o:s bfJ8 biJt;., 'd O:S<ll oilci! o;Q.>A 'd<ll 
3 ~~ ~'d ~s~ +>h +>h rn.O ~,.Q 
0 1>-'+-< ~P.'d 0 <ll H ~ ~0 ~ H 
+> <ll .s h l'l <) .0 Q;) l'l 
8 ~ 'd 'd 
~~ 
Q;). Q;) 
.0 ,!<jr=l ~~ oil_.; ;..0 
Years. p.<ll ""'~ c"' ~~ <PA 1!:~ ~0 oo 
Q;) A A 
"' p. "' "' p., ci! ~ p., .e Q;) ci! 
~ H ~ ~ 
------------ - --------
h. m. 
5, 848 22~ 258 6 1 ::l9l~ 133§ 
6, :.J05 2:H 268! 5 19 2856 2296 
6, 027 22X 272 6 20 278 250 
:.!, 8fl4 22 175! (i 11 193 120 
1884 ......................... 3(15j 279 5,848 
1885 ......................... 3026 276 6, 286 19 
1886 ......................... 305 279 5, 780 247 
1887 ......................... 201 184 3, 745 119 
DIVISION OF PUBLIC MONEYS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF TilE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., Ap1·il1, 1887. 
SIR: In compliancewith the instructions-contained in your indorsement, dated 26th 
ultimo, upon copy of communication from Hon. F. M. Cockrell, I have i·he honol' to 
submit the following report, with accompanying table, showing the amount of work 
dono in the division of public moneys, Secretary's office, during tho fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1886, and to March 1, 1887. 
The duties of this division comprise the receipt of transcripts of the Treasurer's gen-
eral account with all sub-treasury officers and national bank depositaries, and tho 
journalizing of all receipts reported therein; the receipt andjournalizing of all cer-
tificates of deposits for all receipts into the Treasury, whether deposited by public offi-
cers or private individuals; the receipt and journalizing of money returns rendered 
to tho Secretary of the Treasury by public officers engaged in the receipt atHl collec-
tion of revenue ; the comparison and verification of these returns and certifi c:t tes with 
the amounts reported by tho sub-treasury officers and national Lank depo1li: aries, the 
depositor being a check upon the depositary ; the classification of receipts deposited 
and tho preparation of lists thereof on which to issue covering warrants; the busi-
ness pertaining to designation of national bank depositaries and fixing amonnt of 
security thereof; instructions to United States disbursing officers and to public officers 
concerning deposits ; the keeping of the Secretary's special-deposit accounts on ac-
count of offers of compromise under sections 3229 and 3469, Revised Statutes of tho 
United States; the supervision of payments from appropriations "contiugeut ex-
penses independent treasury," "salaries special agents independent treasury," "trans-
portiation silver coin," "recoining gold and silver coins;" the business pertaining to 
the issue of duplicate checks under sections 3646 and 3647, Revised Statutes of tho 
United States, aml pertaining to outstanding liabilities nuder sections 306 to 310, Re-
vised Statutes of the Uuited States, and the vuluminons correspondence arising from 
these several duties. 
There are no two clerks in this division engaged on the same work. The work of 
each desk is independent of any other; usually one is a check upon the other. It is 
not practicable, therefore, to make a comparison showing which employe did tho 
most and which the least work. The business is almost entirely current, and is dis-
posed of at stated periods, the only delay being occasioned by non-receipt of certifi-
cates or returns, or by want of information concerning deposits necessitating corre-
spondence with the several public officers interested. 
I also inclose description of the principal business assigned to one of the desks in 
this division, showing the character of work done. 
Respectfully yours, 
The SBORBTARY OF THE TREASURY. 
E. B. DASKAM, 
Chief of Division of Publ·ic Moneys. 
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OUTSTANDING LIABILITIES. 
At the termination of each fiscal year all United States disbursing officers are re-
quired by section 310, Revised Statutes, to report to the Secretary of the Treasury a 
full uescription of all checks drawn by them, which have for three years or more re-
mained outstanding and unpaid. Upon receipt of such reports the depositaries upon 
which the checks are drawn are directed, in a letter written by the clerk in charge 
of the desk, checked by the chief of division, and signed by the Assistant Secretary, 
to deposit the amounts of such checks to the credit of the Treasurer of the United 
States on account of appropriation "outAtanding liabilities "-fully describing the 
checks on the certificates of ileposit-and the amounts are covered into the Treasury 
to the credit of that appropriation and to the personal credit of the payees of the 
checks, to await proper claims for their payment. A full description of such checks 
is entered upon a record book kept for the purpose. 
It is also the duty of United States depositaries, at the end of each fiscal year, to 
report to the Secretary of the Treasury all balances which have remained to the 
credit of United States disbursing officers unchanged on their books for three years 
or more. Upon receipt of such reports the heads of the Departments and Bureaus, to 
which the disbursing officers respectively pertain, are requested, in a letter written 
by the clerk in charge of the desk, checked by the chief of division, and signed by 
the Assistant Secretary, to inform the Secretary of the Treasury to what appropria-
tion such balances belong; whether such balances, or any part of them, are repre-
sented by outstanding checks, and, if so, to cause a full description of such checks 
to be furnished the Secretary of the Treasury. If the balances are represented by 
outstanding checks the amounts of the checks are covered into ·the Treasury in the 
manner above stated, and, if not represented by checks, in a letter written by the 
clerk in charge of the desk, checked by the chief of division, and signed by the As-
sistant Secretary, to deposit the balances into the Treasury to the credit of the 
'freasurer of the United States on account of the appropr~ations to which they re-
spectively pertain. 
Upon receipt of a claim under section 308, Revised Statutes, for payment of the 
amount of a check which has thus been covered into the Treasury to the credit of the 
appropriation" outstanding liabilities," it is ascertained by clerk in charge of the desk 
from the record book, above mentioned, when and by what warrant the amount was 
covered into the Treasury, and, if the claim is in proper form, it is referred to the 
accounting officer in whose office the voucher, upon which the check was issued, is 
filed for examinl'Ltion as to whether the check was properly issued in payment of a 
public creditor, and genuineness of signature, and for his recommendation rela.(,i veto 
payment. Upon return of the claim to the Secretary of the Treasury, with proper 
recoLnmendation for its payment, it is referred to the First Auditor for examination 
and settlement. 
DUPLICATE CHECKS. 
Under the provisions of section 3646, Revised Statutes, duplicates of lost, stolen~ or 
destroyed checks drawn by United States disbursing officers for $2,500, or less, may 
be issued by such disbursing officers, a.fter the expiration of six months, and within 
three years from their dates, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury 
may prescribe. All applications for the issue of such duplicate checks are required 
to be sent by the disbursing officers to the Secretary of the Treasury, and when such 
an application is received it is carefully examined as to form, and, if found to be pre-
pared in accordance with Department's regulations, the depositary on which the origi-
nal check was drawn is requested, in a letter written by the clerk in charge of the 
desk, checked by the chief of division, and signet! by the Assistant Secretary, to inform 
the Secretary of the Treasury whether the original check bas been paid, and if not 
to stop payment on it until further advised. Upon receipt of the reply of the deposi-
tary statin_g that the original check bas not beeu paid, and that payment thereon has 
been stopped, the application for duplicate check is referred, by indorsement written 
by clerk in charge of de~Sk, signed by chief C'f division, to the accounting officer to 
whose office tbe voucher upon which the original check was issued pertains for ex-
amination and approval, a.nd upon re , urn of the papers to -the Secret.ary, properly 
approved, the duplicate check is approved by th~ Secretary or Assis~ant Secretary of 
the Treasury, returned to the disbursing officer, in a letter written by clerk in charge 
of the desk, checked by chief of division, and signed by the Assistant Secretary, to be 
transmitted to its owner, and the depositary upon which it is drawn instructed, in a 
letter written by the Cllerk in charge of the desk, checked by chief of division, and 
signed by the Assistant Secretary, to pay it to the exclusion of the original check. 
In case the drawer of a lost check is dead or uo loug<Jr in the service of the United 
States, the claim for payment of amount of such check, under the provisions of sec-
tion 3647, Revised Statutes, is prepared in a manner similar to a claim for a duplicate 
check, but is referred to the proper Auditor for statement of an account in favor of 
the party in interest and payment of amount uy Treasury draft. 
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The following statement shows the number of persons employed in the divisiOn of 
public moneys and amount of work done each :fiscal year from July 1, 1t::83, and for 
the eight months ended February 28, 1887 : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 Total. (toMar.1). 
r:~~~~i :~~~OJt~~:::--::::::::::::::::: : 16 16 16 16 . ................. 509 511 610 575 2, 205 
Certificates of deposit received and jour-
nalized ................................ 71,047 71,413 69,981 47,510 259,051 
Returns received and examined ......... 25, 057 25, 308 27, 004 20,143 97,512 
Lists of deposits prepared ........... __ 
Covering warrants verified, posted, and 
15,800 16,758 15,847 9,428 57,833 
registered_ ............ . .............. - 17,924 18,678 18,143 10,873 65,618 
Duplicate checks approved, checks at-
tested, and claims for statement of ac-
counts referred ....... . ................ 698 669 791 689 2,847 
Disbursing officers' drafts and checks 
covered to outstanding liabilities ..... . 879 767 949 744 3, 339 
Claims account outstanding liabilities 
referred .............................. 171 146 135 194 646 
Checks issued Secretary's special de-
Ltft~:~-!~~~~f::d:: ::: :~::::: ::::::::::::: 587 850 585 558 2,380 5, 507 5, 989 6, 725 4, 729 22,950 
Letters written .......................... 6, 440 6, 293 7, 549 5., 764 2G, 046 
Letters indexed .... .. ................... 11,947 12,282 14,274 10,493 48,096 
Letters copied ..... .. ..... -. -... --. -.... 6, 440 6, 293 7, 549 5, 764 26,046 
Average unmber of days' devoted to 
bnsmess during fiscal year __ ... . . _ .. - . 270! 257£ I 267l6 18lt'6 ...................... 
Greatest number of days' attendance of 
any employe .. _. _ ...................... 292~ , .. ! I 296 194 ................... Least number of days' attendance of any 
employe.----·------ - ------.- .. - ..... . . 237} 241! 214 171 ..................... 
Average time devoted to business each day: 1884, G bo:urs 18 minutes; 1885, 6 hours; 1886, 6 hours 
13 minutes ; 1887, 6 hours 23 minutes. 
DIVISION m, CUSTOMS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., Apl"'il1, 1887. 
SIR: In accordance with your indorsement of the 26th ultimo on the request of 
Hon. F. M. Cockrell, United States Senate, I transmit herewith a statement contain-
ing, so far as can be furnished, the information desired in said request. 
Respectfully yours, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasut'!J· 
J. G. MACGREGOR, 
Chief Customs Division. 
Statements regarding the transaction of public business in the division of customs 
office of the Secretary of the Treasury, prepared by request of Hon. F. M. Cockre11, 
chairman of Senate Select Committee "to inquire into and examine the methods 
of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government," &c. 
CHARACTER OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED. 
The business of the division of customs embraces all correspondence of the Secre-
tary and Assistant Secretaries on questions under the tariff laws, raised by appeals 
from decisions of collectors of customs, as to the rate and amount of duty on im-
ports; the consideration of cases involving the correction of errors in invoices and 
entries; ref:1nd and abatement of duties; drawback of customs duties on exported 
articles which aro manufactured in the United States out of imported material, and 
of questions arising upon the construction of the customs laws; the preparation and 
issue of general regulations under said laws regarding the entry, appraisal, and de-
livery or exportation of merchandise, and payment of duty thereon; correspondence 
with consular officers through the Department of State in regard to dutiable values, 
qvoices, &. c, ; supervision of appraisers in securing uniformity of valuation of dnti-
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able mercl1andise at the various ports; damage allowances ; compromises in customs 
cases; and the execution, extension, and cancellation of bonds taken by customs 
officers; settlement of suits against customs officers and correspondence with the 
Secretary of the Treasury, United States attorneys, and Attorney-General concern-
ing the same; supervision of the seal fisheries in Alaska, and such other matters in 
that Territory as are .pla~ed by law in charge of the Secretary of the Treasury. Also 
questions growing out of the Chinese restriction acts. 
The work of the division consists almost wholly of correspondence arising out of the 
questions and matters and things above mentioned, and the force (23) is employed as 
follows: As assistants to the chief and assistant chief in the examination and settlement 
of cases, 5 clerks; as stenographers to chief and assistant, 1 clerk and 1 copyist; in enter-
ing and recording cases and mailing letters, 2 clerks; as copyists, 10; and messengers 2. 
As the time and labor consumed in the examination of the cases vary widely, some 
requiring but a few minutes and a brief letter, while others require days and much 
correspondence for their consideration and final determination, no record could be 
kept of the quantity of work performed by the several examining clerks. 
The character of the work can best be understood by a reference to the published 
decisions of the Department in customs cases, which are contained in some score of 
volumes, one being issued each year~ in size from 400 to 600 pages, and which contain 
only the more important of the decisions prepared in this division, the vast majority of 
the cases being unpublished. 
As will be readily seen, no record could also be kept of the work of the stenograph-
ers and the record and mailing clerks. 
The copyists, from a partial record kept during the past year, appear to have aver-
aged each from 25 to 30 pages of letter writing per day (for the signature of the 
Secretary or Assistant Secretary), or from 12 to 15 pages of record copying, according 
to tho work on which they were engaged. 
The following statement shows the number of appeals, miscellaneous cases, &c., 
which were received and acted upon during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and up to 
tlw 1st of March, 1887 : 
C-haracter of business. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
-------------------------- -----------
N nmber of appeals .................•.......•....................•... · 
Miscell:u~eous cases involving instructions to cqllectors, issuance of 
re)!;nlat10ns, &c . . . . . . . . . . ........••...........•.............. . .. 
Free entries tor Government Departments, &c ..................... . 
Cnstom-honse bonds canceled or extended ...... .... ................ . 





















Alaskan matters, about 270 c.tses; Chinese restriction act, numerous cases, not 
numbered. 
ATTENDANCE OF CLERKS, DUTIES PERFORMED, ETC. 
The "average amount and character of business performed, transacted, and dis-
posed of" by the employes of this division cannot be given. 
The following is a statement of officers, clerks, &c., employed during years stated: 
Years. Chief. Assistant Clerks. Copyists. Assistant Laborer. chief. messenger . 
. 
1884 .•••••.•••••.•••••. •••••· 1 11 9· 1 1 
1885 ........................ . 1 11 7 1 1 
1886 ........................ . 1 12 7 1 1 
1887 (to March 1) .......... . 1 12 7 1 1 
The following is a statement of attendance, &c., during years stated: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
--------------------------1---------------
Maximum of attendance of any one of force in customs division .... . 
Minimum of attendance of any one of force in customs division ..... . 
.Average attendance ................... : ...................... . 
















A.veragehours: 1884,6 honrs1+minute; 1885,6 bours37+minutes; 1886, 6honrs30minutes; 1887, 
8 hours 16+ minutes. 
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The ''maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by 
the employ6 doing the most and the employ6 doing the least" in this division "during 
said years, or any part thereof," cannot be stated, inasmuch as no account was kept 
of such matters, the reason being the nature and character of the business of the 
division as above mentioned. 
All of the employ6s of this division, as the record which has been kept shows, have 
been steadily employed during the periods mentioned, except during such times as 
they received leaves of absence and were actually sick and prevented from attending 
at the Department. 
During the periods covered by the inquiry of Mr.Cockrell but two of the clerks 
have been represented by subsiitutes, one for three months and the other for one 
month, both on account of sickness. 
J. G. MACGREGOR, 
Chief of Dit·ision. 
DIVISION OF CUSTOMS, 
Office of the &m·etm·y of the Treasury, .Llpril1, 1887. 
DIVISION OF MERCANTILE MARINE AND INTERNAL REVENUE. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., April22, Ul87. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of the resolution of the 
Senate of March 3, 1887, directing a select committee "to inquire into and examine 
tP.e methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, 
the t:lme and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed 
thereon, and generally to inquire into and report to the Senate the causes of the de-
lay in transacting the public business said to exist in some of the Departments." 
In compliance with your order of tho 26th ultimo, I submit herewith a statement 
of the character of the work performed by the division of mercantile marine and in-
ternal revenue of the office of t,he Secretary of the T.reasury, together with the 
amount of work performed, disposed of, and unadjusted from January 1, 1884, to March 
1, 1887, with a statement of the modes in which the work is performed. 
The work of this division is largely jndicial, relating to the preparation of decisions 
for the approval of the Secretary (by virtue of the powers vested in him by 'rit.lc 68 
of the Revised Sbtutes), upon petitions for remission of fiues, penalties, and for-
feitures arising under the customs, steamboat inspection, and internal-revenue laws; 
upon petitions for the release of property seized for violation of these statutes; npon 
compromises of pecuniary claims of the Government by virtue of section 3469 of the 
Revised Statutes, and compromises of civil and criminal cases arising und-::r the in-
ternal-revenue laws, under the authority conferred jointly on the Secretary of the 
Treasury, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and theAttorney·General by section 
3229 of the Revised Statutes. 
In addition to these duties, the division prepares the awards to informers author-
ized by the act of .Tune 22, 1t:l74, files the evidence submitted by applicants for a wardA, 
and records the decisions. 
It supervises the special allowances to officers of the internal revenue and the ex-
pense accounts of internal-revenue agents. 
It examines and prepares the dedsions made in cases arising under the direct-tax 
laws, as wen· as the decisions upon applications for abatements and refunds of inter-
nal-revenue taxes. 
It examines the bills for services and expenses of district attorneys, under sec~ion 
838, Revised Statutes. 
It conducts correspondence with the State Department upon miscellaneous questions 
arising under the navigation laws. 
It manages the business of the care and relief of immigrants imposed upon the Sec-
retary of the 'l'reasury by the " act to regulate immigration," approved August 3, 
1882, and examines the accounts of commissioners of immigration ; it also superin-
tends the execution of the act of February 26, 1887, forbidding the importation of 
alien immigrants under contract to labor. 
It decides upon the validity of fees levied by customs officers at the various ports 
of tho country. 
It edits monthly and prepares for pnblication a synopsis of the decisions of the 
Secretary's Office, and annually prepares a collection of the circulars of the Treasury, 
with indexes thereto and indexes of the synopses. 
Upon petitions for remission of fines, releases of seizures, abatements, and refunds 
of taxes, it is freqnently necessary to prepare exhaustive briefs, and before final action 
correspond at length with officers of the customs and internal revenue upon special 
cases. 
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TREATMENT OI<' CASES AND TIME OCCUPIED THEREIN. 
The majority of the cases actell upon by tho Department are, after examination, 
disposed of by letter, warrant, or award, and generally within the week of their re-
ception, though, owing to th~ intrinsic difficulty of man~r of these cases and the ne-
cessity of obtaining reports from officers at a distance, decisions may be postponed 
for weeks, or even months. But such cases are extremely rare, and ·bear a quite in-
significant proportion to the whole number examined. The number of cases undis-
posed of at the end of any fiscal year, for example, for June 30, 1885, would be nearly 
all disposed of within the following month. 
Upon receipt of the cases they are docketed in five books, under the heads of navi-
gation, fines and penalties, internal revenue, and immigration. To the last head two 
dockets are assigned for the purpose of discriminating immigrants needing relief 
from alien contract immigrants forbidden to land. When the cases are decided the 
decisions are entered in six record books. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LABOR AND NUMBER 01!' CLERKS EMPLOYED. 
During the year 1884 there were employed in the division 14 clerks. Owingtothe 
creation of the Navigation Bureau, 2 clerks were transferred. to that Bureau from the 
division that year. The number now employed., inclusive of the chief and his assist-
ant, is 12. The preparation of the cases for the Secretary's action is the work mainly 
of the chief and his assistant and 4 other clerks. One clerk has the keeping of the 
files of the division and the preparation of the indexes to the synopsis and circulars, 
and five have the recording of the letters and tho miscellaneous copying. Excess of 
work in any of .the branches of the division is assigned to another branch when nec-
essary. Owing to this interchange of work among the several employes, no attempt 
has ever been made to ascertain or keep account of the amount of work done by each, 
as the number of cases handled, either by examination, copying, or filing, would con-
stantly vary, and would, beside, be no criterion of the real work done hy each em-
ploye. 
For the purpose of presenting a general view of the work of the division for the sev-
eral years, 1884, 18t:i5, and 1886 and a part of the current year, tables are herewith 
submitted of the number of cases docketed and disposed Qf during that time; of the 
number of clerks employed and the branches of work assigned them; and a detailed 
statement of the work done for the months of Pebruary and March, 1887. 
Respectfully submitted. 
DARIUS LYMAN, 
Chief of Division. 
(See tabular statements A., B, C, D, E, F.) 
Ron. C. S. PAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the 1'reasury. 
[Note by Com·mittee: Tabular statements A., B, C, D, E, P were not sent to or received 
by tho committee and are not attached or printed.] 
The following statement shows in detail tho business in the mercantile marine and 
internal revenue division of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
. 
Fines. penalties, and forfeitures ••••••.....•.. 
Internal revenue ........................... . 
~~~~~~i~~:::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: 
Fines, pen all ics, and forfeitures ............ . 
~~~~~ti~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Internalrevcuue ........................... . 
Awards .................................... . 
Total ................................. . 
Transacted Transacted Transacted 
and disposed and disposed and disposed 
of during fis- of during fis- of during fis· 

































of during the 
fiscal year 
1887 
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No individual records are kept of the average amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of in the mercantile marine and internal reve-
nue division of the office of the Secretary, with average number of employes, during 
the time specified .by reason of the work being of such a character as to render it im-
possible. 
The following statement shows .the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the mercantile marine and 
internal revenue division of the office of the Secretary, in person and by proxy, during 
the years named~ with number of days during each year so devoted to business by 
the employe present for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present 
the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p 
m .• with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6i hours daily 
\ .., . ~ ~ rtl .... s~ sf rn;;., 4) 4) rnp, ...... ~g ~~ ~~ 
o.;, >:Jctl. ~.0 -45 ~.0-45 a:la;> P..p.. oQ;) J:l'O~ cD"t; 
oo ~<I> '"'"" g't~~ ~ ~'0 h 'C~ .... Years. ~ .... ~~ ~8 ~~ <Do <Do ~~~ .o~ "'"' ""'~P. ~~ rnA rnA SA ~]g '"'<I> "''"'p.. "">=~ ~~ ~~ ~s ~p, "'os alOS ~s A ... z.P p. oo ~ .~<I> ~~<I> A E-i _..q __ P=lP. 
------------ ------ ---
h. m. 
1884 .•••.. ·••····•···•····. 305~ 3,122 .............. 3,122 12! 254/!cr 5 58 298~ 221! 
1885 •••••..............•... 302! 2, 701 145 2, 846 10! 275/lzy 6 29 294! 256~ 
1886 ....•...•••.•........•. 305 3,100 ............ 3,100 11 281T8tfu 6 33 304 259 
1887 •••••....•.••........•. 201 523 .......... 523 11 47/y 6 47 48 46 
DIVISION OF REVENUE MARINE. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Jnly 7, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your directions contained in indorsement upon copy of a letter 
of Hon. :E'. M. Cockrell, Chairman Select Committee of the United States Senate, I have 
tho honor to transmit herewith a statement in detail of the aggregate amount of 
business <lone in the revenue marine division of your office for the fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1t:l86, and 1887, up to March 1, 1887, and also a detailed statement of tho method 
of transacting business in this division, as shown by the history of one item from thf:l 
time of its inception to its final settlement. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. CHARLES S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the 1''reasury. 
PETER BONNETT, 
Chief Revenue Marine Division. 
STATEMENT OF ONE ITEM OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED IN THE REVENUE-MARINE 
DIVISION. 
By direction of the chief of division, advertisements for the supplies of ship-chand-
lery, &c., required by the revenue cutters on their various stations during the fiscal 
year Hl87, were prepareJ May 9, 1886, in accordance with the regulations, by the 
clerk having this mrttter in charge, in the revenue marine division. Authority to 
advertise !laving been obtained from the Secretary of the Treasury, through the sta-
tionery division, it was transmitted through the collector of customs at New York 
city to the publishers of the World, Star, and Graphic of that city, calling for pro-
posals to furnish such supplies for the revenue vessels at that point. This letter, 
dated May 10, Hl86, aucl prepared by the clerk above mentioned, was received by the 
assistant chief and then by the chief of division, upon whose approval it received the 
signature of the Secretary or Assistant Secretary, and was returned to this division 
through the mail room, a press copy having been taken. This letter was copied in 
full in a book termed ''Letters eent," and being properly marked and numbered the 
press copy was returned to the mail room for file. . 
With this letter were inclosed ten copies of schedules of articles required, and upon 
which bids were solicited, and five printed slip advertisements, all of them to be dis-
tributed by the collector of customs, in addition to the published advertisement in 
newspapers. 
Under this advertisement the collector transmitted by letter dated June 8, 1886, 
three ship-chandlery bids and three bids for rations, which were received by the chief 
in the revenue marine division .June 9, 1886, and, after being examined by him, were 
\'ecordecl in "Letters received" book and properly numbered and marked; they then 
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were handed to the assistant chief and by him given to the clerk preparing the :first 
papers. The bids were carefully examined by him and compared with the bills of the 
previous year and a calculation made, which showed which was the lowest and most 
advantageous for the Government. The'.>e papers were submitted to the chief of di-
vision and approved by him. The bid of Slover & Tyler was then accepted by De-
partment letter dated June 10, 1886, addressed to the collector of customs at New 
York city, authorizing him to enter into contract with said :firm. With this letter 
were inclosed four blank forms of both contract and bond, together with printed in-
structions as to the manner of execution. 
Accompanying his letter to Department dated J nne 18, 1886, the collector returned 
the contract and bond executed in quadruplicate, which were received in the revenue 
marine division June 21, 1886, and upon being examined, recorded, and marked in 
the manner heretofore specified, were given to the clerk who originally prepared the 
papers, and were examined by him as to whether they were properly executed by ·the 
parties concerned. In this case it was found that the collector of customs had 
omitted signing the contract as one of the parties thereto; and thereupon, by De-
partment letter of June 21, 1886, his attention was called to the omission and the 
contract and bond returned for correction. 
On June 25, 1886, the papers were again received with collector's letter of June 24, 
and after being again examined by said clerk and found correct, were indorsed by 
him for reference to the Solicitor of the Treasury for examination, which reference, 
after being checked by the chief of division, was sign eel by the chief clerk of the De-
partment, and the papers were sent to the Solicitor. On July 27, 1886, they received 
the approval of the Solicitor (as per indorsement) and in a few days thereafter re-
turned to the revenue marine division through the mail room. These contracts be-
ing now complete were passed by the chief of division August 6, 1886, and were 
then approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, which action was duly noted in 
" Letters received" hook. 
With Department letter of August 10, 1886, two copies of the contract and bond 
were transmitted to the collector with instructions to hand one to the contractor and 
1~etain the other on :fiLl in his office. By Department letter of August 14, 1886, the 
commanding officers of the revenue steamers Grant, Chandler, and Washington were 
notified of this contract, and copies of the schedules appended thereto (comprising 
some GOO items) were transmitted to each officer. One copy of the contract was sub-
sequently :filed with the Commissioner of Customs, and the fourth retained in the 
revenue marine division for guidance in authorizing reqnisitions for supplies in-
clnded therein. As provided in paragraph 37 of the 1·egulations, the commanding 
officer of the U. S. Revenue Steamer Grant prepared in triplicate his requisition for 
ship-chandlery for said vessel for the month of July, 18B6, in the sum of $69.44, the 
prices regulated by the contract above referred to, and having submitted it to the 
collector of customs at New York, it was approved and forwarded by him, being re-
ceived at the revenue marine division June 26, 1886. Taking the same course for 
record, book marks, &c., it reached the clerk above referred to, who, after scrutinizing 
each item thereon, as to the ·necessity for the articles, and comparing the prices 
with those named in the contract above mentioned, prepared a letter authorizing the 
purchase of said articles, which letter after, being examined by the assistant chief and 
chief of division, and checked by the latter, was sent to the Secretary or Assistant 
Secretary for signature. This letter, with a copy of the requisition inclosed, was 
then forwarded the same day to the collector at New York. 
On July 20, 1886, the collector's estimate for funds for the support of the Revenue 
Cutter Service at the port of New Yorkforthatmonth wasreceived, entered, marked, 
and numbered in "Letters received" book, revenue marine division, and given to 
the clerk in charge of estimates and accounts, and after a careful examination by him 
as to whether each Hem thereon was based on proper authority, the estimate con-
taining this amount, $69.44, and with other items, aggregating $8,567.50, was trans-
mitted by the chief of the division to the Commissioner of Customs, in order that a 
requisition therefor might be drawn. This remittance having been received by tha 
collector of customs at New York, who had been previously authorized to pav the 
item referred to, the amount due was by him paid to the contractor. u 
August 26, 1886, the collector's account of expenditures for Revenue Cutter Service 
for July, 1886, at the port of New York, amounting to $6,382.5B, which included the 
above-named sum ($69.44), was received, recorded, and placed in the hands of the 
clerk having charge of estimates and accoun.ts, who, after examining the same and 
finding it correct, referred it by indorsement, signed as before, by the chief of divis-
ion to the First Auditor of the Treasury for :final examination and statement as a 
voucher to the credit of the collector of customs at New York. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the revenue-marine divis-
ion of tbe office of the Secret.ary of the Treasury for the fiscal years 1884, 188S, 1886, 
and 1887: 
~ 
ri;,bll rn ri;,bll ~ 
ri;,bll a,_s 
;a.S~ ~ . ,... ~ . .,... ~ . ~~ ~-~tQ ~-'"'(0 
bll' ~><oo bllt.r.i rc8~ bl),0 ~~~ t:ll).,_ l'le13 §.€~ l:lOO l:lOO .s~ ..... 00 • ,... 00 ~~ ..... ..... 00 ~'<;lrl ........ ... ..... c:l ... ....... ce '" ;,; ..... .§~ ~ ..... ~ :::~,. .g~ Character of business. ~c:l 'g~a5 "d~~ ~ .. .pOop .pOop 
~<l) .... "'"' ~<t> .... h '<;lCl.l ~'d~ 
r-od..-:. 
<t>h ~'Or--~ <l>h ~"0..-4 <t>h 
<1)<1)..-1 
p.,..... rnCl.lte p.,..... w <ll te -~~ oo "" Cil -~ "'"'..: •.-<c:U ~WQ ' '"'c:l 
~~~ 
l=l"'Q 
r~~ ~Q ~~~ ~Q o;>Q ~~~ Q) Q;) C1l 
~ H ~ E-1 ~ E-1 ~ 
------------ - - - - --
Letters, &c., received and recorded. 8, 412 8, 412 8, 87:! 8, 873 9, 230 !J, 230 6,154 
Letters and indorsement.s written 
and recorded . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . !J, 980 
Accounts and vouchers, collectprs 
of customs, statements of expend-
itures, certificates of deposit, 
estimates, revenue cutter service. 8, 808 8, 808 
Requisitions for supplies, &c . . . . . . 486 486 
Bills and accounts of officers for 
pay, &c.......................... 2, 361 2, 361 
9,616 
8, 048 I 8, 048 
526 536 











Weekly and monthly reports and 
journals . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 3, 854 3, 854 :1, 973 3, 973 4, 060 4, 060 2, 568 
Proposals, repairs, and supplies 
revenue vessels and boats ; con-
struction, r epairs, and supplies 
lip:ht·houses and light-vessels . ... 
Contracts and agreements, build-
ing, repairs, ::md supplies revenue 
vessels ; construction, repairs, 
and supplil·s light-houses and 
ligM-vessels .. ............... . . .. 
4!l8 498 
125 125 105 
527 1,127 1,127 614 
105 210 210 223 
Flags received from manufacturer 






















Binocular glasses, barometers, I 
charts, &c., sent . ........................ 11, 579 . . . . . .. 1, 261 . .. . . . . . I, 230 • . .. .. 604 
Totals ..................... .. ,25,052 36, ~~_l~~· m -35,856 26,041f37.'068117,84s
1
25,464 
Owing to the current nature of business, all matters of importance are practically disposed of as 
soon as received. 
All the work incident to the management of a fleet of 36 steam ancl 5 sailing ves-
sels, the regulation of a force of 1,000 men and officers, and the expenditure of about 
$900,000 per annum, together with the examination of the accounts connected there-
with, is transacted in this division. A large part of the labor cannot be expressed in 
brief statistical figures. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of iu the revenue-marine division of the office of 
tho Secretary of the Treasury, with average number of employes, dming the time 
8pecified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. ~ ~..; ~...l 
~ . ~ ~~ ~~ ~ . ~~ t:ll)"' en~ ~ c:U-<t> tel=l ~~ c:lh ali=~ ci!p., '"'~ .. ~ >-<:::~ .p,2 Q;)g '"'o '-'::I '"'o ~0 Q;)- <PO <t>- <llO ~-
"'"S p.~ I>S I>>='< ~>-S I>>='< I>S l>p. 
-<fjO! -<!j<l' <~ji:U -<!j~ -<!jci! -<!j~ -<~j<il -<!j~ 
------- ---- - --------------
July ....................... 3,141 13.60 3,036 12.04 3,417 11.00 3, 566 12.58 
t~1~:b~;::::::::::::::::: 2,861 11.88 2, 966 10.62 2, 860 11.20 3, 326 10.54 2, 923 11.16 2, 558 10.36 2, 706 9.89 3, ill51 11.31 
October .................... 2,949 14.04 2,801 11.82 3, 331 12.10 3, 608 10.50 
November ................. 3, 286 13.66 2,669 11.73 2,952 22.50 3,148 12.41 
December ................. 3,085 12.50 2, 918 11.48 2, 772 12.08 3,098 12.63 
January .......... . ........ 3, 051 13.85 2, 983 12.31 2, 751 13.00 2, 841 12.36 
February .................. 2,920 13.50 2,481 12.78 2, 623 12.87 2,561 12.65 
March ..................... 3,024 13.66 2,801 12.80 2, 819 12.52 . .. .. -... ~ ..... .............. 
April .............. . ... . .. . 2, R26 11.69 3, 061 12.77 3, 246 12.77 . ............... ............. 
Ma:r ....................... 2, 905 13.85 3, 830 12.80 3,554 13.96 ............... ... ..... . ....... 
Jnne ....................... 3, 640 13.08 3, 752 12.74 4,037 13.77 ................. .............. 
------ ----------------------
Total averages ....... 3, 050 13,04 2. 988 
I 
12.02 3, 089 12.30 3,183 11.87 
The duties of the several clerks in this division are so varied and at times interchanged that the 
maximum and minimum of work performed cannot be individually stated. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time aml attention de-
voted to tho _transaction of business by tho employes of the revenue-marine division 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, during the years 
nam-ed, with number of days during each year so devoteu to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employb present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p~ m., with half-
hour at noon for lunch. 'fime to be devoted to business 6! hours daily. 
--
Stn t:~ 'd 'd tn ..... s&- tnt>, tnt>, q). Q). I». o.,; ::sP.. ~~~ ~..0-45 ceo.> ~~ ~h ~~ r-.0 t.<l-1 ='d ~~ ~ o:l • q).,; q)0 o"' 00 '0<11 q)::'~ "' Q) i;· "'~~---> Year. ~ o.>o A.., ~fil ~~ .-.r.. ,.o.S bJJ'S~ tn<O .... ~p, ..... ~-
~~ tn~ c:so s~ ~~~ 
.... q) 
"''"'~ ~ .... Ph ~oe h~ ~~ ::sS Oo 3~~ =S .,; ..... .,;..0 ~ zq) p.,.o ~ ~P. ~~Q) A _ A _ _ _ A __ _<lj _ _ ------- --------
I 
lt.m. 
1884 .•...•.•.•• ... . . . 305~ 3, 982·:{:( 0 3, 982-l, 14,"!1 276.23 6 2 304~ 25Il 
1885 .••...•. -- -----· . 302~ 3, 632§ 0 3,6321f 13! 274.12 6 27 279~ 254~ 
1886 ......•..••.•.... 305 3, 754{!1 0 3, 754£!1 13-,_\- 286.96 6 41 300 276 
1887 ................ . 201 2, 368! 0 2, 368jl 13i 177. 07 6 15 194 156 
For eight months of the :fiscal year 1886 one clerk was absent on account of sick-
ness, and ho is not reported during that period for the reason his substitute was em-
ployed elsewhere. 
DIVISION OF STATIONERY, PRINTING, AND BLANKS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 0PFICE OF TilE SECRETARY, 
Washtngton, D. C., May 18, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt from you, on tho 28th nltimo, of 
copies of two letters from the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Com-
mi tteo appointeu to inquire into tho methods of business and work of the different Ex-
ecutive DepartmentsoftheGovernmcnt, requesting <letn.iled statements oft be business 
oftbeTreasnryDepartmcntreceived, disposed of, and unadjusted, and tho methods of 
transacting the same, &c. In reply, I have the honor to state that the work of tho 
division of stationery, printing, and blanks is current and is disposed of at once, 
leaving very little, if any, unadjusted business at any time. 
The work of the division is conveniently divided as follows: 
(1) Stationery for the entire Treasury service. 
(2) Printing, advertising, &c., for the entire Treasury service. 
(:3) Blank book&J and blank forms for tho entire Treasury service, except the In-
ternal Revenue, Light-House, Mint, and Coast and Geodetic Snrvey services. 
(4) Customs revenue stamps for importations of cigars, cigarettes, liquors, and 
opium, ordinary postage stamps, and the general correspondence of the (livision. 
(G) Engraving and printing of checks for the payment of interest on the securities 
of the United States and for the use of disbursing officers of the Government, in-
cluding United States pension agents, licenses for the Steamboat Inspection Service, 
&c. 
'l'he method of transacting business concerning these various matters is substan-
tially as follows: A careful examination is made of all stationery, books, blanks, 
cheeks, licenses, stamps, &c., when recei-.ed, to see that the work is perfect an<+ 
agrees with the orders previously gi-.en by the Secretary. 
A merchandise account of stationery and stock accounts of stationery, stamps, and 
blank hooks and blanks are kept. 
No supplies of any kind are issued except upon the requisition of the proper offt-
cers, inventories being required when deemed necessary, which are carefully scru-
tinir.ed. 
When a req_uistion is :filled a letter of transmittal is sent to the officer, which is re-
ceipted by him and returned to the Department to be retained as a voucher. 
Newspaper advertising for the Treasury Department is required by section 3828 of 
the Revised Statutes of the United States, to be authorized by the Secretary, and 
when accounts therefor are ren(lercd the rates charged are required to conform to tho 
sworn statements of the publishers, copies of the papers containing the a(l vertise-
ments being required to accompany the accounts. 
The accompanying statement exhibits tho work of the divi~ion and the at.tendance 
of employes, by fiscal years, from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 18tl7. 
Respectfully, yours, 
A. L. STURTEVANT, 
Chief Division of Stationery, P1'inting, and Blanks. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the statwnery, printing, 
and blanks division of the office of the Secretary of the 'l'rea1mry for the fiscal years 
1884, 1885, 18e6, and first eight months of 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Received Transacted Received Transacted 
during the and disposed during the and disposed 
fiscal year of during tis- fiscal year of during fis-
1884. cal year 1884. 1885. cal year 1885. 
Requisitions for stationery, printing, &c.- .. - .•. 6,185 6,185 6,400 6, 400 
Boxes and packages of stationery, &c ... ---- . --. 4, 803 4, 803 3, 852 3, 852 
Printing estimates •.•.... --.-- .. --.--- •.. - ... -- .. 6, 271 6, 271 6, 283 6, 283 
Printing bills.... . .. ------ ·---------- -----· .... 6, 271 6, 271 6, 283 6, 283 
Blank books and blanks . ------ . ............ ----- 32,207,278 32,207,278 29,904,943 29,904,943 
Stationery, newspaper, advertising, telegraph, 
and express bills ...... -- -- - .. - .. --- ... - .. - - -- . 1, 960 1, 960 1, 946 1,946 
Customs revenue and postage stamps .. - ... . .... 1, 778,300 1, 778,300 1, 678, 525 1, 678,525 
Reports and abstracts of stamps . .. ---------- ... . 2, 028 2, 028 1, 964 1, 964 
Letters .. __ ....... ---.--------------------------- 954 954 972 972 
Miscellaneous . ----- .• -..•. - - ... -- .. -.-.- -- . - -••. 139,248 139,248 136,670 136,670 
Totals - .. - • - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - 34,153,296 34,153, 29(i 31,747,838 31,747,838 
Character of business. 
Received Transacted Received Tran!'lacted 
during the and disposed during fis- anddi~pos~d 
fiscal year of during tis- calyear1887 of durmg fis-
1886. cal year 1886. (to Mar.!). c(~?:M~~:f~_7 
Requisitions for stationery, printing, &c .••..... 
Boxes and packages of stationery, &c .•••••.•••.• 
~~~~t~~ t~1~~~~~~ ~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Blank books and blanks . . .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . 
Stationery, newspaper, advertising, telegmph, 
and express bills ......... __ ......... .. .... __ .. . 
Customs revenue and postage stamps .. -......•.. 
Reports and abstracts of stamps .. ------.---- .... 
Letters ........ - - ......... -- - - - -•.. - . - - - - - - - .. - --











Totals.------ .••. ------------ .............. 34,867,764 
Business all current and disposed of at once. 
6,276 4,170 
3, 702 2, 760 
7, 064 5, 277 
8,177 6, 411 























The following statement shows the average amount and character oflmsiness per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the stationery, printing, and blanks division 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, with average number of employes dur-
ing the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
~..,.. ~ . ~ ..... ov,n oll-<". ol). oll-<". 
~~ 1:()>=1 8 • b£~ b()l=l 8 • 1:()'0> bll>=l 8 • ~ b()>=l 8 . 
r,;s§<ll~ ~""' r,;s§<ll~ ce~>-> =§ov~ ~""' ~gov~ ~ ~>"• ""8~.£ ~ .... ~ ""S""o ~.£ ""8!D.£ ~.a ~-~s~.£ ~-~.£ ~r,;sp.p. ~Po ~~~~ p.p. ~=P.P. ~=P.P. ovp. ~>-8 ~~ ~>'-8 ~>-8 ~ol) ~ol) ~ ~Q) 
July ............... 196, 144+ 151 277, 347+ 14H 190,346+ 15t; 246, 531+ 15;\ 
August ............ 223, 896+ 13H 189, 192+ 14U 185, 585+ 15! 240, 632+ 15{ll' 
September ..•.••••• 197, 936+ 14~\ 166,994+ 15/~ 207, 565+ 14/. 265, 616+ 14-f:~ 
October .•..... __ . __ 205,521+ 14} 193,206+ 14! 218, li78+ 14/11' 253,495+ 14-t 
November---··-··· 195,866+ 14l11' 184, 305+ 13i 194,242+ 1~\ 230, 737+ 14H 
December ......... 209,344+ 13H 189, 192+ 14H 185, 585+ 15i 241, 830+ 1516"3' 
January .•••.....•. 167, 558+ 16H 187, 691+ 14{~ 168, 913+ 16H 211, 984+ 16H 
February ..•....••• 166,823+ 16r\ 142, 749+ 161!6~ 186, 663+ 16U 200, 198+ I6U 
March ..••.. -·----· 197, 811+ 15-i,. 168, 788+ 161 186, 434+ 16~ .............. ............. 
April ...•••...•.•.. 198, 746+ 14U 164, 993+ 16-{ll' 179, 056+ 16U ................. ............... 
male::::::~:::::::: 217, 045+ 13/!J 163, 986+ 16 175,986+ 16J&. ................ ............... 191,123+ 14~\ 166, 934+ 16!1 185,'770+ 16 ............. ·-······ 
The lmsiness of the varlous desks in the division differs so materially (no two desks 
being alike) that no comparison of the amonn t of work performed by the clerks could 
be made that wonlcl be of any value; consequently no record of the matter has been 
kept. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the stationery, printing, and 
blanks division of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to lmsi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. 




1884 ··••••·•··••••••·•••••• .••...•. 305~ 4, 677 . ........ 4, 677 17lf 272jb6:J 6 20 297 t245 
1885 .•••••.••..••••• ••·•·• ...•..••. 302! 4, 634 . ......... 4, 634 16! 276~t 6 30 295 267 
1886 ...•.•.••••..•••••......••..••. 305 4, 753 . ......... 4, 753 17 279}¥ 6 30 ::!95 270 
1887 ..•••...•••••.••..•••••••.••••• 201 3,091 . .......... 3;091 17 181~* 6 25 194 173 
*No proxies employed. 
t Thit~ clerk was absent six weeks on account of a fract11red leg. The next year he was present 295 
days. 
I certify that this report is made out in accordance with instructions given, and is 
believed to be correct. 
A. L. STUHTEV ANT, 
Chief Division of Stationery, P1·inting, and Blanks. 
DIVISION Ol!.., LOANS AND CURRENCY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECI~ETARY, 
Washington, D. C., July 1, 1887. 
SIR: As directed by your reference of March 26, 1887, indorsed on the letters of 
Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee, dated March 18, 1887, I have 
the honor to submit the following statement respecting the business of the division 
ofloa.us and currency, accompanied by tables showing the amount of business trans-
acted during the :fiscal years 1884, 1885, and 1886, and the :fiscal year 1887 to and in-
cluding February 28, 1887. 
Tht division of loans and currency is charged by the Secretary of the Treasury 
with the supervision of the details of all matters pertaining to loans and th~ issue and 
redemption of Uni.ted States bonds, including the details of negotiating United. States 
interest-bearing securities; the preparation of orders for engraving and printing 
United States bonds; the original issue and delivery of bonds; the preparation and 
distribution of circulars designating bonds for redemption; the counting, cancella-
tion, and record of bonfls for redemption; tho cancellation and record of_ coupon bonus 
received for exchange for registered bonds, anu the preparation of vouchers for the 
issue of registered· bonds; the examination and record of transfers of registered 
United States securities; the examining and directing the payment of coupons of 
called bonds; the recording of not.ices of lost or stolen United States bonds payable 
to bearer, that the owners thereof may be supplied with information that may aid in 
the recovery of their property; also keeping a recor(l of all caveats :filed against tho 
transfer or redemption of United States registerecl bonus alleged to have IJeen lost, 
stolen, or destroyed; the preparation and distribution of circulars for the information 
and guidance of parties presenting claims for lost, stolen, mutilated, or destroyc(l 
United States bonds, and in connection therewith the procuring for the law officers 
of the Department the evidence required by law and the regulations of the Depart-
ment, and, in cases of reissue or redemption, the securing of the requisite indemnity 
to protect the Government from possible loss ; the record of issues and the redemption 
and cancellation of gold and currency certificates; also the supervision of all matters 
under the immediate charge of the Secretary of the Treasury relating to the counting, 
cancellation, record, and destruction of all redeemed and mutilated United States 
notes, fractional c·1rrency, gold and silver certificates, refunding certificates, national-
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bank currency, notes of banks that have failed or are in liquidation, or whose chart-
ers have expired or l1ave been extemled, internal-revenue stamps redeemed or mnti-
• lated in printing, and the receipt, counting, cancellation, record, antl destruction of 
redeemed District of Columbia securities. 
This division is also charged with the distinctive papf'r for United States notes, 
bonds, gold and silver certificates, checks and drafts, and nation~l-bank currency, 
embracing its receipt at the manufactory, its _count and examination, its issue upon 
proper requisition, the keeping of accounts thereof with the superintendent at the 
manufactory, with the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Comptroller of the 
Currency, the Treasurer of the United States, and the Register of tho Treasury, and 
other necessary accounts to show the disposition of said paper from the time of its 
manufacture until it8 final destruction as redeemed money and securities or mutila-
tions. A similar account of all paper used for internal-revenue stamps from the time 
of its receipt by t.he superintendent at the manufactory until its deli very to the Com-
missioner of Internal l{evenue in stamps; the comparisons of all requisitions made 
by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for supplies, to see that they conform to the 
contracts, and that they are furnished by authorized parties, and the supervision of 
the operations at the Governwent mill where the distinctive paper is made. 
The following is a more detailed description of some of the principal items of busi-
ness tr:wsacted in the division: 
REDEMPTION OF CALLED BONDS. 
Whether forwarded by express or mail or presented in person by the holders all 
called bonds arc received by the receiving clerk, by whom they are counted for veri-
fication of the amounts, and arranged according to the call~ in which they arc in-
cluded. 'l'he bonds are then passed to the clerk in charge of the record of letters 
received, who enters the letters accompanying the bonds on the register. As the let-
ters entered on this register are posted in alphabetical index, the division is thereby 
enabled at any time to trace any particular lot of bonds received for redemption. 
From the letter desk the bonds go to the clerk having general charge of the hooks ef 
the loan. Here is bad a critical examination of ·the bonds, their assignments andre-
assignments, and any incidental accompaniments of "powers of attorney," "resolu-
tions of boards of directors," decrees of courts, wills, &c., which may be ne0essiuy to 
complete the evidence of ownership. Fully 90 per cent. of the registered bonds re-
ceived for redemption require some documentary evidence of authority to assign, and 
as the evidence is frequently incomplete and sometimes omitted entirely great care is 
exercised at this stage of the examination, and whenever necessary corre:sponden0e 
is had with the proper parties. If it he found that all is in order the bonds are checked 
against tbe numerical registers, care being taken to compare the inscriptions on 
the bonds with the record thereof on the numerical register, to see that there bas 
been no previous redemption of the bonds under examination, and that uo caveat 
against the same has beeu filed. If there appear to be no impediments to tlwir re-
demption the bonds are now recorded by lots in the redemption Journal. the name of 
tho party in whose favor they are recleemeu and the number of each bond being given. 
Each lot is also assigned a lot number, aud is entered on a. schedule of redemption, 
passed to the canceling room for cancellation, entere<l on a receipt book, and finally sent 
to the Treasurer of the United States for payment by check in favor of the proper parties. 
Tmnsfer~:~ of registered bouds and exchange of coupon for registered bonds pass 
through and are recorded in this division. The processes through which the bond& 
pass vary somewhat from that described above, but in all cases the old and uew bonus 
are subjected to the same careful scrutiny. 
COUNT OF REDEEMED SECURITIES. 
Redeemed United States noteA, sHver and goid certificates, are received in the office 
of the Treasurer, and assorted by denominations and issues, separat_ed into bundles 
of 100 notes each, then inclosed in a paper wrapper, canceled, cut mto halv~s, a~1d 
divided into packages of four divisions of ten bundles each, each bundle l1earmg Its 
own letter and number. A full package of current money, of~ say, one-dollar notes, 
should contain 4 000 notes. The other denominations may vary from this sized pack-
age in accordande with the amount of redemptions, but this is the full standar.d size. 
The packages are tbe_n put tog~tber in~o lots correspond~ng ·~·itb the daily redemp-
tions. Notes of the different senes and Issues are never m1xed m the same lots. After 
the notes are bisected the lower halves come to this division for verification. A 
counter is given, say, ~package of ~otes marked as describecl above, and begins wHh 
a bundle, and counts carefully, notmg as she_ counts whetbe~ the notes are, (1) a:n of 
the same uenomination, (2) all of the same serws, (3) all genune, ( 4) altered or raised, 
and (f'1) all lower b.alvel:l: &nd so counts &nd examines to the completi01.1. of the 
bundle, 
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If, uuriug t,ho count aud examination, a defective note be found, its Lunule Jetter 
and number·, package number·, and Jot number, are noted, and the note is then taken 
ont and rotumcu to the Treasurer, where it is compared with its other half, in the 
office of the Hcgister of the T1·easury, and the error rectified. The initials of the names 
of the several connt.~rs JJy whom counted during its progress through the Department, 
being on thu package, readily provide for tho fixing of responsibility in case of error. 
This general system of counting and examining for verification,and the above arrange-
ment of notes, prevails with United States notes and gold and silver certificates; but 
with tho fractional currency, one ancl two year notes, and compound-interest. notes, now 
coming inforredemption in limited quantities, there is a slight modification, though the 
scrutiny is as rigid. The notes of national banks that have failed or gone into volun-
tary liquidation, notes of banks witu charters expired, or notes issued by banks prior 
to the extension of their charters, come to thi~:~ office for count and veritication, after 
passing through tho office of the Treasurer of tho United St.ates and of the Comptroller 
of the Currency. As soon as the count, examination, verification, and c:-tncellation 
of the notes is completed they are turned over to the destruction committee of the 
Department, who, at the same time receive the upper halves of the notes from the 
Register ofthe Treasury, in whose office a similar count is had, and both halves are 
placed in a macerator for destruction. In due course the destruction committee sign 
certificates of the destruction in the books of the respective offices concerned, and one 
(tho original, being loose) is sent to the Treasurer of the United States, and by him to 
the accounting officers with his account, and constitutes his voucher, and becomes 
the basis of his credit for redemption. 
WITNESSING THE DESTRUCTION. 
Referring to the witnessing of the destruction of securities, it may be said that the 
Secretary of the 'Treasury is always represented by an ernploye of this division, who 
is the chairman of the destruction committee. 
EXPERT EXAMINATION OF DEFACED SECURITIES •. 
In the case of notes or securities, burnt or otherwise so defaced that the printing 
is in part obliterated, or the fiber of the parer so torn or disintegrated that it is no 
longer possible to examine them except by a careful rearrangement of the charred, 
dit:lmembered, macerated, or decayed portions, the subject is referred to a special com-
mittee of experts, who replace tbe displaced fragments, and so far as J)OSSible restore 
the identity of the security for redemption. This division laways furnishes one of 
these experts, and it is only upon the certificate of identification given by this com-
mittee that it is possible to redeem annually many thousands of dollars that would 
otherwisl1 be a loss to the holders. 
A special examination is also given to such securities as are discounted prior tore-
demption, and to such as are redeemed on affidavits. In such cases, one expert is 
furnished by this division. 
GOVERNMENT MILL. 
Referring to the Govemment mill where the clistinctivepaper for the United Statel'l 
notes, gold or silver certificates, bonds, and checks Ol' drafts is made, it may be sa,icl 
that t.his mill is under the supervision of an employe of this division, detailed as 
supermtendent by tho Secretary of the Treasury. All correspondence adclressed by 
the Department to that officer is written in this clivision, and all letters ancl reports 
received by the Department from that officer are received and acted upon by this 
division. It is also the custodian of all kinds of paper shipped by him to the Treas-
ury Department. 
EXAMINATION OF DISTINCTIVE PAPER. 
Referring to tho examination of distinctive paper, it may be said that this division 
receives from the Government mill for examination the distinctive paper for United 
States securities and for tl1e printing of internal-revenue stamp!:!. The examination 
is a critical one, and results in excluding all sheets inferior in quality or weight to 
the pa11er adopted as the standard sheet, which is free from imperfections of any kind; 
and in case of silk-threaded paper the examination must exclude all paper where 
the silk is not completely inclosed between the two surfaces of the paper. 
COUNT OF DISTINCTIVE PAPER. 
Referring to the count of distinctive paper, it may be said that, inasmuch as the 
distinctive paper is th~>. check upon the production of all securities, an accurate 
count is imperative, and is exacted in all cases. '.{'o do tbis requires skill, patience, 
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and close attention on the part of the counters. Accuracy is the first consideration, 
and quantity the subordinate consideration. The initials of the counters are placed 
upon each package, in order that errors may be traced. In this connection, it may 
be proper to state that, for the first time, the distinctive paper for internal-revenue 
stamps is now counted and examined only in this division. Heretofore it has been 
first counted at the mill. 
ISSUE OF DISTINCTIVE PAPER. 
Referring to the issue of the distinctive paper, it may be said that the demand for 
all kinds of securities has its origin, so far as the Department is concerned, in the 
office from which the security is issued, and the head of that office or bureau makes 
his requisition upon the Secretary for the number of printed impressions required 
from time to time to supply the demand. 
This division is the medium through which the requisition is sent, and the order 
for the printing is prepared in this division for the Secretary's signature. The 
amount of distinctive paper required to fill the requisitions, with a percentage 
allowed for work spoiled, is placed by denominations to the credit of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, and against this credit that bureau is allowed to draw from 
time to time for printing the securities ordered. 
BOOK-KEEPING. 
Referring to the item of book-keeping, it may be stated that there are in the divis-
ion s11ch journals and ledgers as are necessary for the proper and systematic record 
of the business assigned to the division. 
EMPLOYES OF THE DIVISION. 
The force employed in the discharge of the various and important duties above 
mentioned consists at the present time of one chief, two assistants, twenty-two 
clerks, thirty-five counters, and ten messengers and laborers, the latter being largely 
employt'd in handling the paper received from the transportation companies, storing 
it in the ware-rooms, and in filling the requisitions made by the Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing. Of the employes, one has been absent, in pursuance of law, as super· 
intendent of the Government mill as before mentioned, during a considerable portion 
of the present fiscal year, and three others have served almost daily as memuers of 
committees, in conjunct,ion with associates from the several offices and bureaus of this 
Department and other Departments, in the consideration and investigation of sub-
jects to be reported on for the information of the Secretary or of Congress. Auother 
employe has devoted considerable time to the compilation and indexing of tho laws 
relating to loa us, the currency, coinage and tanking; while the time of others is 
entirely occupied with work connected with lost or stolen coupon bonds, lost, stolen 
or destroyed registered bonds, and destroyed coupon bonds. The work performed by 
these employes is important and necessary, but it is not practicable to report it in 
tabular form. 
DISPOSITION OF BUSINESS. 
The business of the division, being executive in its character and cou!listiug prin-
cipally of current work, is, as a rule, dispatched on the day of its receipt. All 
bonds received for redemption, exchange, or transfer invariably receive attention on 
the day of receipt, and all redeemed and mutilated securities received for destruction 
are immediately counted and prepared for tho macerators, and are only held in the 
division until such time as i;hey can be destroyed, which is generally within a day or 
two of their receipt by the division. In order to maintain this punctuality in the 
disposal of the business of the division, the employes are assigned from day to day to 
such work as may be most pressing, and while each has specific duties to perform 
under the general assignment of work, each or all are detailed for other special work, 
when the necessity arises, to the end that t.he current business maybe disposed of and 
the accumula.tion of work avoided. For this reason it is not practicable to state the 
maximum and minimum amount of business disposed of by the employe doing the 
most and the employe doing the least work in the division. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Sem·etary of the Treasury. 
ROBT. L. MILLER, 
Chief of Division of Loans and Currency. 
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The followiug statement shows iu detail the business in the division of loans and 
currency, office of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
aud 1887: 
Character of business. 
Transacted On hand 
Pending R_eceived and disposed and undis- Received 
July 1 1883 durmg fiscal of during posed of during fiscal 
' · year 1884. fiscf~~~ar July 1, 1884. year 1885. 
Redeemed United States securi-
ties (except bonds) ____ 5 v~lue . . $7,224,716 $232,420,892 
~ pieces . 1, 380, 705 116, 859, 077 
Distinctive paper for United States 
securities (except stamps) 
pieces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 059, 614 8, 066, 530 
Distinctive paper for internal rev-
enue stamps ........ . .. . pieces.. 13, 810, 387 15, 784, 000 
Paper, non-distinctive, for miscel-
laneous use ............. pieces.. 677, 009 699, 506 
United States securities spoiled 
in printing (at Bureau Engrav-
ing and Printing) ...... . pieces.. .. . .. . . . . . . . 35, 689, 79Q 
Letters, destruction certificates 
and circulars ............ pieces .....••..•••......••........ 
Letters received ............ do................ 11,393 
United States bonds redeemed, 
value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $93, 636, 190 
United States bond.'! exchanged 
and transferred .......... value .....•••...... $179,631,550 
Requisitionsanu bills (Bureau En-
graving and Printing examined 
and approved) .......... pieces.. . . • • . . . . . . . . 3, 412 
$235, 689, 251 







$93, 636, 190 
$179,631, 550 
3, 41:! 
$3,956,357 $229, 916, 759 
623,368 40,908,320 
10,747,445 8, 500,000 





....................... $84, 208, 270 
....................... $144, 412, 350 
....................... 3,344 
Transacted 
Character of business. 
I Transacted and disposed 
of during 
On hand and Received and disposed 
undisposed of during fiscal of during 
Redeemed United States-securities (except 
fiscal year 
1885. 
bonds) _ ................ _ ......... 'f vpl!lelcuees... $232, 420, 623 l 41, 158, 492 
Distinctive paper for United States securi-
ties (except stamps) . . . . . . . . . . . . pieces .. 
Distinctive paper for internal revenue 
9, 085,936 
stamps ...... . .. . ........ . .. . ...... pieces .. 
Paper, non-distinctive, for miscellaneous use, 
pieces ................... .. ..... .. ...... . 
20,909,304 
433,163 
July 1, 1885. year 1886. fiscal year 
$1, 452, 493 $187, 503, 731 
373, 196 25, 008, 505 
10,161,509 489,000 
8, 503,049 2a, 050, ooo 
526,627 526,746 
1886. 





United Stattls securities spoiled in printing 
(at Bureau Engraving and Printing) 
pieces .. .. . .. .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 13, 977, 235 .. . . . • • . . . .. . . 15, 751, 602 15, 751, 602 
Letters, destruction certificates and circu-
L~ti:~~~e~~i~~d::: :~ ~ ~ ~: ~:::: .· ~ ~ ::: :~.i~~~~:: --- ... ~~~·- ~~~. :::::::::::::: -..... -. 5: 4i9. 264,948 
United States bonds redeemed ....... value.. $84, 208, 270 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $106, 912, 660 · • $io6; 9i2; 660 
United States bonds exchanged and trans· 
ferred ............. . .......... -~- ... value .. $144,412,350 .............. $179,705,550 $179,705,550 
Requisitions and bills (Bureau Engraving 
and printing) examined :md approved, 
pieces .................................... . 3,344 3,222 3,222 
4405 TR-4 
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R . d Transacted 
On hand and . _ecelve 1 and disposed On hand and undisposed of du~ui]:.s(~o of during fis- undisposed of Character of business. 
July 1, 11:!86. ye Mar i) cal year 1887, Mar.!, 1887. 
· · (to Mar.l). 
Redeemed United States securities (except 
b c1 ) S value.. $3,033, 168 $121, 357,805 $121, 348, 962 
Dis~::ti~~- ·;~~~~- ~~; -~~i~~d ~~~;~sl f~:~~~- -~ 525,244 17, 996,072 17, 925,785 
ties (except stamps) .............. pieces.. 6,115,190 9,458,700 5,198,003 
Distinctive paper for internal revenue I 
P:~:~~~~=d.isti~~ti:;~,· i~~~i8~~1i~;;~E!~~ss~.-l 9' 072' 823 
uE~t;3st~t~~ · ~~~;r-iti~~ -~iJOii~a ·i;; -:P~i~ti-~g -~ 530' 535 
~~;ce~~~~~~. -~-~~~~~-~-~. -~~~-. ~~i-~~~~~~. . . . • • • • • • • . . . . 12, 305, 248 
Letters, destruction certificates and circu· 
lars. .. • . .. . . .. .. . . . . .............. pieces.. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . ............ . 




$3, 042, 012 
595,530 
10,375,287 
0, (97, 823 
686,138 
Lettersreceived ..................... do.................. 4,913 .......................... .. 
United States bonds redeemed ..... ,. valne.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $119, 760,300 $119, 760, 300 ............ .. 
United States bonds exchanged -and trans-
ferred .............................. value.. _..... . . . . . . . . $118, 750, 650 $~18, 750, 650 .....•..•..••. 
Requisitions and bills (Bureau Engraving 
and Printing) examined and approved 
pieces .................................................. . 2, 076 2, 076 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the division of loans and currency of the office 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, with average numher of employes, during the time 
specified: 
Months. 
J"uly ................................................ . 
te~1~~b~~~ ::::: ~:: ::: ·.:::: :·. ·:.: ~:::: ::·. ::::::: :·.:::: 
October ............................................. . 
November .......................................... . 
December .......................................... .. 
January ............................................ . 
February .......................................... .. 
March .............................................. . 
April ............................................... . 
May ................................................ . 
June ............................................... . 
Total averages ................................ . 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
---~1-----1-----1-----
Average A vemge Average Averag-e 





















































During the last fiscal year (1886) this division imprinted the seal of the Secretary 
of the Treasury on the 4 and 4t per cent. United States bonds amounting in the aggre-
gate to $362,600,000, and this labor required plate-printjng impressions of the seal 
on 82,500 pieces. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the division of loans and 
currency, office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
Years. 
~ .s p., .g I d ~.-d 'd ~ ~ ~ ..c ~ ~ ..c~ ~ 0. 0 
.fJ . 'd 'd 0 ~~ 3 i::~ ~~ 
:::; .... J;j~ J;jh ~ "-'~ o A· -m.S -tr.13 
w'"' F-< ~ F-< H ct:1 ° P., = ~ 8~ P.,A I» A 
g.~~~ ~8 ~ F-<3 ~tr.l ~·; ~s ~s 
A 0 ""A ""A 'd ~A bllp., 'd --=~ --=~ 
tr.l I7J tr.l <;; 'S ~~ ~ -+'> p., "t3 p., 
~ ~ ~· -+'> := ~""' 5 ~..c ~..c 
_______ _______ 
1
_A ____ A __ !:____~~~~ _~:Q __ ~ ~ 
h. m. 
1884 ................................... 305~ 21, 336 21, 336 77 277 6 27 306 199 
1885 ................................... 302~ 19, 339 50 19,389 73 265 6 14 303 234 
1886 ................................... 305 19, 310 19, 310 70 276 6 26 305 230 
1887 --·-·; ............................. 201 11, 933 42 11, 985 65 184 6 30 201 144 
MAIL AND FILES DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., .April15, 1887. 
SIR: As requested by your reference of the 26th ultimo on copy of a letter from 
Hon."F. M. Cockrell, I have the honor to transmit herewith statements showing the 
method of doing business, the number of employes, and amount of work done for 
:fiscals years 1884,1885,1886, and to March 1, 1887. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Ron. CHARLES S. FAIR CHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
H. KRETZ, 
Chief of Mail anit'. Files Divisi()n. 
Under the organization of the Secretary's office the following divisions were created 
for the proper and prompt transaction of business, viz : 
Customs, appointments, warrants, estimates, and appropriations, mercantile ma-
rine and internal revenue, loans, revenue marine, stationary, printing and blanks, 
mail and files, captured property claims and lands, special agents, and two dis-
bursing agents. 
The following statement shows th\3 character of business performed in the mail 
and files division : 
The opening, briefing, registering, and distributing all ma.U for the office of the 
Secretary of the Treasury; the registering and indexing of, all letters signed by the 
Secretary, Assistant Secretaries, and chief clerk of the Department, and preserva-
tion of press-copies of the same. 
The transportation of the mails of the Department to and from t.he city post-office ; 
delivery of the mail to the Executive Departments; stamping and mailing all official 
foreign mail. 
The custody of the general files of the office and distribution of all United States 
laws, statutes, finance reports, decisions, and such other documents as may be pub-
lished for general use. 
The custody of the seal of the Treasury Department. 
Acknowledging receipt ancl stating disposition of letters received and referred to 
the various Bureaus of the Department. 
The mail is received three times daily. A clerk of class two is designated to assort 
it, and a messenger to open it. The miscellaneous letters are then placed on the 
chief's desk, and the customs letters on that of the assistant (clerk of class three), 
who examine the contents and mark them to the proper division for action. A 
messenger then stamps them, showing the place and date received, and passes them 
to the numbering clerk, who counts the inclosures and prepares them for the briefing 
clerk (class two), who indon:es them on the first folcl, giving the place, date, name 
of the writer, and subject matter. A clerk of the $1,000 class makes an entry of them, 
showing the date received, name of writer, to what division charged, number of in-
closures, and subject matter. A clerk of class two indexes the name of the writer 
and the name of the party or parties written about; they are then again taken up by 
the numbering clerk, who numbers the inclosures to correspond with the entry.num~ 
ber and distributes them to the proper offices. 
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When letters .ue referred from one division to another, they arc returned to this 
division in order that they may be readily t.raced. After final action all papers per-
taining to this office are charged to the Secretary's files. 
The press copies of letters sent from the Secretary's office are thus disposed of in 
the mail and files division. The letters are sorted into three classes; each class is rep-
resented by a different book, viz: (a) Government officers, (b) Miscellaneous, (c) Cus-
toms officers. Each letter entered is numbered to correspond with consecutive 
numbers in the margin of these books. The date, name, and place of address, a brief 
of the contents of the letter, and the name of the record book, with the page on 
which recorded, are stated. Each letter thus entered is passed to a person keeping 
an index book. Every address is indexed under its appropriate letter of the alphabet, 
many addresses having to be indexed twice; for instance, a letter addressed by name 
to a surgeon in the Marine-Hospital Service is indexed under the surgeon's name, 
and also under the name of the place where he is stationed. In addition to this, the 
name of every person, corporation, or place forming the subject of the letter is in~ 
dexed in like manner. The press-copies are then arranged, the letters from each of 
the different divisions being kept in separate packages and arranged by date from 
the first to the end of the month. Finally, the press-copies are all trimmed with 
shears to a uniform size, and, thus prepared, are sent to the bindery. 
After being bound in volumes they are sent to the Secretary's files room. 
Much of the work of this division is of such a nature that it is found impracticable 
to keep a record, and it is, therefore impossible to state the maximum and!minimum 
amount of business performed· by any one. employe. 
The work of this division being all current, it is finished each day. 
I am present, with part of my force, from 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., and on Sundays 
from 9.30 to 11 a. m. 
Respectfully submitted. H. KRETZ, 
Chief Mail and Files Division. 
The following statement shows the amount of business performed in the mail and 
files division for the fiscal years named: 
Character of business. Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year 1884. 1885. 1886. 
Received. 
Letters entered .•.....••...•..•.•.•...•...... 
Names indexed ........•••.....•............. 
Letters recharged (estimated) .............. . 









Letters and packages distributed (estimate 
based on a count for four days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 
Letters and vouchers briefed (estimate based 
on a count for four days) ....................................... . ...... . 
Foreign letters stamped (estimate based on 
a count fur one month) ............................................... . 
Wan·ants and ship registers sealed.......... 65,079 69,767 
Finance reports, decisions in customs and 
navigation cases, laws, circulars, and spe-
c.ial reports of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury ....................................... . 
Valuable lett.ers entered (bonds, currency, 
&c.) . . . .. • • . • • . . . . .. • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 6, 515 4, 124 
Value of letters entered ...................... $86,039,426 84 $53,292,317 92 
87,316 84,039 
Returned letters entered .... .. .... ........ •• 5, 022 4, 815 
Sent. 
Letters written, copied, and compared....... 1, 054 1, 250 
Letters entered..... . . . . .. • .. . .. . .. . • • • .. .. .. 71, 501 76, 582 
Names indexed (estimate based on a count 
for four days) ........................................................ .. 
Letters and· packages sent (estimate based 
on a count for one month) ............................................ . 
Letters examined and checked (estimate 
based on a count for four days) ....................................... . 
Press copies of letters trimmed for the bind-
ery . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . 71, 501 76, 582 
Letters press copied (estimate) ........................................ .. 
Finance reports, decisions in customs and 
navigation cases, laws, circulars, and spt:>· 
cial reports of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury.... . ................................... 69,200 74,000 
Registered letters.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 020 2, 129 






















$1, 609, 822 00 
FromJaly 
1,1886, 
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Inquiries are frequently made and information furnished as to the disposition of 
letters received and sent. 
The following statement shows the number of employes, &c., in the mail and files 
division for the fiscal years named : 
"' "' ~ ~
<t>...; :,~ 1>,00 
I I 
~~ <e~ "'00 <7.1..-< oo..-< 
~ ~ 
Chief................................................................ 1 1 
Clerks............................................................... 19 20 
~a};'~;~fs~~~ ::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ·- -~. -- · ·· · ~-
Numberofworking days............................................ 30G 306 
Maximum attendance of any employ6 . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . 289 289 
Minimum........................ .................................... 223 206 
































The report of attendance is made up from the time reports submitted to the ap-
pointment division. The time actually made by the employes of this division, if taken 
from the individual reports, would show a much better attendance, because many of 
them work from 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., and on Sundays from 9.30 to 11 a.m. 
The employes of this division were steauily and efficiently employed during each 
of the fiscal years named, with the exception of the days absent by reason of sickness 
(for each of which a physician's certificate was filed), and the thirty days granted by 
law to every employe. During the year 1885 there was one substitute for three 
months on account of serious illness of employe; also, in 1886, one substitute for six 
weeks for the same cause. 
CAPTURED PROPERTY, CLAIMS, AND LANDS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., Ap1·il18, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference of the 26th 
ultimo, of copies of two letters written by Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Sen-
ate Select Committee for the investigation of the methods of doing business in the 
Executive Departments, and have to say in reply to said reference that the functions 
of this division are, in the main, of a law and miscellaneous character. Originally 
formed for the purpose of taking charge of the records of seizures and sales of capt-
ured and abandoned property near the time of the close of the late civil war, there 
have been from time to time, as the labor growing out of these transactions decreased 
by the natural effiux of time, matters of a totally different nature placed in charge 
of the division until the name by which it is commonly known gives very little indi-
cation of the real character of the work. 
The matter now devolving upon the division, in addition to the care of the capt-
ured and abandoned property records, may be briefly stated about as follows: 
The care of the Confederate archives, and their examination for the information 
of Congress and the several committees thereof for use iil the consideration of claims 
against the Government. 
To answer rules of the Court of Claims for evidence found in the records of the 
Treasury Department. 
To furnish the .Attorney-General information from the records of the Department 
for use in defending actions brought in the Court of Claims, and, in short, to transact 
all business arising between the Department and the court. 
The examining and reporting for appropriation of judgments of the Court of 
Claims presented for payment, and referring such judgments to the accounting officers 
for settlement. 
The transmission to the Court of Claims of cases under section 1063, Revised Statutes, 
the act of March 3, 1883, commonly called the "Bowman act," and under the pro-
visions of the act of March 3, 1887, commonly called the "Tucker bilL" 
The care and custody of the books and records of the late Southern Claims Com-
miesion, and the furnishing of information therefrom to Congress and other Depart-
ments of the Government. 
The custody, care, and protection of lands and other property of the United States, 
and the preservation, collection, and sale of wrecked, abandoned, and derelict prop· 
erty, onder the provisions of section 3755, Revised Statutes. 
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The preparation and furnishing to private persons and to other branches of the 
Government of duly authenticated copies of records and documents of the Depart-
ment, under the Treasury rule XII. 
The obtaining and forwarding to other branches and Departments of the Govern-
ment, for temporary use, of original books, papers, and records of the Department. 
The furnishing of information to the Attorney-General, Court of Claims, and pri-
vate persons relative to the French spoliations on American commerce, embraced in 
the act of Congress of January 20, 1885. 
The amount of work required of the division is far from uniform, and it frequently 
varies greatly from week to week. The clerks actually engaged in the division dur-
ing the current fiscal year have been as follows: A part of the time, one fourth-class 
clerk and one third-class clerk, one second-class clerk, two clerks at $1,000 each. 
In addition there has been about four months of substitute work. Of the exact 
amount of clerical force actually engaged during the previous years named in the in-
quiry I am unable to give information. No record has been kept of the amount of 
work done by each clerk, so it is impossible to give any comparative exhibit of work 
done. It would be utterly impracticable to keep such a record, and if one were to 
be kept it would not afford any valuable information of the efficiency and industry 
of the clerks engaged, owing to the irregularity in the amount of work coming in. 
The following is a statement of letters and communications received and answered 
during the period named in Mr. Cockrell's letter: 
1884. 1885. 1886. Mar.1, 1887. 
-------------------------------------------------1---------------------
Letters received and entered .... .. ....... ..... ...... .... .. ....... ... 1, 953 2, 200 3, 302 653 
(Many of the letters received were Departmental letters, contain-
ing information merely to be transmitted in reply to other let-
ters received.) 
Letters written and recorded........................................ 850 936 1, 937 349 
Nnmberofpapersunattendedto ................................. .. . 35 49 57 32 
Many of the papers unattended to, were in the hands of other bureaus of tb-e De-
partment, where the information desired was to be found. 
The following statement shows the number of letters referred from January 1, 1884, 
to March 1, 1887: 
------------------------------------------ l-1-88 __ 4.11885. 1886. 1887-
First Auditor............................................................... 61 77 10 3 
Second Auditor ...................................................... -------- 22 25 44 7 
Third Auditor............................................................... 233 315 405 40 
FourthAuditor ............................................................. 34 28 45 10 
Fifth .Auditor............................................................... 3 3 2 
Sixth Auditor............................................................... 18 5 8 2 
First Comvtroller ..................................................... ...... 66 55 58 25 
Second .Comptroller ........................................................ . 17 19 8 2 
Internalrevenue ............................................................ 71 41 28 8 
Solicitor..................................................................... 30 21 15 1 
l~egister ...... __ .... ...... .................. ...... ....... .......... .... ...... 12 19 23 2 
Treasurer United States .......... .................... ...... ............. ... 12 10 6 3 
SupervisingArchitect....................................................... 8 5 14 1 
~:~~:~:~~ gj :::~~~~·~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g ---- ~. -... ~-J:::::: 
!~~~~t:::~~!~::r~~~: ~::: ~: ::~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ! ---T :::: ~: :::::: 
~~\¥c~~~je ~~:~!~-=~~~~::~:: ~:: :::::::: =~: ::::::::::: ~::: :::::: ·:::: :::::::: .... ~- ~ ~ 
Commissioner of Customs................................................... 3 2 8 
Division of customs..................................................................... 8 
Division of warrants.............................................................. 1 3 
~~~~~~~!~~~a:Mi:f~-~~~~~~~::~::~~ ::~ ::::::::: ::::::::::~:: :~:::::: :::::::: :::::: ----~- ····i· ·····2 
Appointment division................................................................... 3 
~~::n~~ ~~Jf~e~-~~~:~-~~~~~~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ----~- :::::: ~ 1 
~fri~~!~~!~:~ii~~~f~~~~~~s~~~~~:~-~-~::~:::::~: :~:~ ::~::::-~: :::::::::::: :~~~ ~: :::::: .... ~- :::::: 
8h~fs~~~~~! ~asl~M~iu~s-: ::::: ·.:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: I ... -~- :::::: 
Chief of Secret Service Division ...... _..................................... 3 1 .......... .. 
Coast Survey ............. __ _ ...... _____ ..................................... 1 ................. . 
Assistant superintendent Treasury Department_ ....................................... -~ 1 .... .. 
Comptroller of the Currency_ ... _._......................................... 4 2 1 .... .. 
Chief of Bureau of Engraving and Printing ... . ... . ...... . .......... ... .... ...... 1 1 .... __ 
----- ------
Total.................................................................. 627 6fl9 710 107 
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()f rules from the Court of Claims for evidence in cases other than those arising 
from the Ho-called French spoliations on American commerce, there have been an-
swered in 1884, 192; in mt:~5, 1:32; in 1f:lt:!6, 132; in 1887 (to March 1 ), 47; total, 503. 
Much of the copying necessary in answering these rules was done in this divis-
ion, and in each case a letter was written transmitting the papers certified. One or 
more certificates required in answering each rule was also prepared in the division. 
Pursuant to the provisions of the act of .January 20, 1885, providing for the ascer-
tainment of claims for damages arising out of French spoliations, the Department 
caused to be forwarded from the several custom-houses the records of manifest, regis-
ters of vessels, and other papers covering the period of such spoliations, and placed 
them in the custody of this division, in which they were systematically arranged, 
numbered. and scheduled for convenient reference. There are some of the custom-
houses which have not yet fully complied with the order of the Department to for-
ward these papers, but it will no doubt be fully done at an early date. 
The numbering and scheduling of these papers was the only part of work done in 
which the work of each clerk could be ascertained, but no daily record was kept 
showing the amount accomplished by each. 
Samuel Knox, in 1885, 1886, anu 1687, numbered and alphabetically· scheduled papers 
numbering 6,416; Mrs. R. V. Robinson, 14,206; Mrs. M. D. Fessenden, 36,970; Miss. 
M. E. Powell (substitute), 1,211; total, 58,848. 
During the same period Miss M. E. Meloy copied out said schedule upon the type-
writer, making 1,956 pages of legal cap size. She has also done an enormous amount 
of other copying upon the type-writer, which has l>een used whenever practicable, 
and with the present force in the division its constant use is indispensable. Exami-
nation of these records for the purpose of furnishing information to the Attorney-
General, the Court of Claims, and to private claimants, was begun early in Hl85; 
since when there have been searches made and memoranda furnished as follows: In 
1885, 224; in 1886, 1,232; in 1887 (up to March 1 ), 40. 
Thest searches were all made by Mr. Samuel Knox, to whose untiring industry and 
thorough understanding of the subject I have been greatly indebted. 
The simple statement of the number of searches mado conveys no adequate idea 
of the amount of labor and time actually consumed in making them. Many of them 
could be made by a simple reference to the schedules, while several of them required 
over a week's constant work. 
On November 9, 1885, the first rules of the Court of Claims relative thereto were 
answered, since when there have been rules answered numbered as follows: In 1885, 
64; in 1886, 662; in 1887 (up to March 1 ), 54; total, 780. 
Rules on hand and unanswered March 1887, 40. 
In answering these rules, copies to the number of 2,340 were made in the division 
and furnished to the Court of Claims. 
Much time of the clerks has also been occupied in exhibiting to claimants and their 
attorneys documents in the custody of the division, principally spoliation papers, but 
no reasonable estimate of the amount of time so expended could be made. 
A record is kept in the division of lands, other than the public domain, which have 
been sold by or under the authority of the Secretary of the Treasury. The following 
statement shows the number of such sales and the amount realized therefrom: 
Sold by the Solicitor Sold by Commissioner 
of the Treasury. of Internal Revenue. 
Year. 
----------------1-------~-------
Tracts. Amouut. Tracts. Amount. 
1884 .••.......•.••••••..•••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••.. -.. 4 $1, 304 00 11 $1, 946 76 
1885. • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • . 2 240 00 6 426 50 
1886 ..•...•....•...•.•••••••••••.••.•••..•.•• - • --- - . . • • • • • 2 6, 738 50 4 550 00 
,.., ·;;~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:I~~==~ -3-. ~ 
Claims pending in the Department and referred to the Court of Claims for findings, 
or for final judgment under the several acts authorizing such references: In 1ti84, 3; 
in 1885, 5 ; in 1886, 2. 
Judgments of the Court of Claims and accounts referred to the First Auditor for 
settlement: Iu 1884, 54; in 1885, 82; in 1886, 422; in 1887 (to March 1), 3. 
Respectfully yours, 
Bon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
SeC'retary of the 'l'nasury. 
ALBERT W. CRITES, 
Cltief Division Captured Property, Claims, and Lands. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the captured property, 
claims, and land division of the office of the Secretary iu person and by proxy during 
the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6! hours daily: 
..... 'P 'P rn ~: ,~~-
.~ ~I>, ~l=i ~~ "'~. a;) I=! ~· S:;::: ~~ ~.4) AQ;) ~~ .,...~ ... j:~"''CI Q;)c:l s oo 'Cal r..o 'CI •-o'CI I'» 'CI'Ci~ 
Calendar years. t:d ~~ ~~ ~ Q;)- ~~~ ~a\ 
Q;)o Q;)o 
,.c~ ,!.d- ~~-a ~~~ 
rl)~ rtJp., <e~ sa ~~~ l=lp., .... .,...~ P.,j:~ ~..c ~~ ~..c il: rnoe cuos c:l•.-< pQ;) oO ~~Q;) ~il:~ Q A A ~ ~ 
~-
~'a 
---- - - - - --
h.m. 
1:: :::::::::::::::::::::::I 305 1, 601 52 1,653 6 275 6 24 299 260 3031 '· ... 
1 
., '·"''I 6 ~·I 6 28 299 260 1886 .•••••••••.••••.•.••••. 5 l,f~! .. ·--~~- 1,594 6 265 6 10 297 243 1887 ....................... 48 184 4 46 6 57 48 44 
SPECIAL AGENTS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. 0., April 16, 1887. 
SIR: Referring to the communications dated the 18th ultimo, from Hon. F. M. 
Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Committee, appointed to inquire into and 
examine the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments, and in ac-
cordance with your instructions to submit a report showing the work of the division 
of special agents, I have the honor to inclose herewith statements showing, as far as 
practicable, the volume of business transacted. 
The work of this division is of a character which requires prompt action, and all 
matters referred to the division receive immediate attention. The average number 
of clerks employed since 1884 is ten. The duties of the division are varied and em-
brace the general supervision of the customs business throughout the entire country; 
the bonding and discontinuance of warehouses for the storage of imported goods and 
the lines of railroad and steamships for the transportation thereof; the examination 
of accounts and methods of transacting business of ·the various custom-houses; con-
sideration of questions relating to transportation of freight under the provisions of 
the treaty of Washington; the investigation of irregularities in the importation of 
merchandise, and of charges preferred against customs employes, &c. 
Respectfully yours, 
Hon. C. S. F AIRCIDLD, 
Secretary of the Treasu1·y. 
L. G. MARTIN, 
Supervising Speci-al Agent. 
The following statement shows the number of accounts of special agents and other 
employes received, examined, and forwarded for settlement; number of bonds for 
warehouses approved and number of warehouses discontinued; number of routes 
bonded for the transportation of appraised dutiable merchandise in bond; also num-
ber of routes discontinued; number of routes bonded for the transportation of un-
appraised dutiable merchandise in bond; also number of routes discontinued; and 
number of letters and reports received, and number of letters written and sent : 
Character of business. 
Accounts of special agents and other employes .........•..•....•.... 
Bonds for warehouses: 
tra~~~tin%~d.-:::: :::: ==~:~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Routes bonded for transportation of appraised dutiable merchandise 
in bond: 
trs~~~1~~~d :::::::::::::::: ::::::: : : : : :: : : : ::: :: : : : :: : ::::::: :: 
Routes bonded for transportation of unappraised dutiable merchan-














5, 532 5,819 
4,308 4,103 










3, 711 630 
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The following statement shows the attendance and absence of employes in the office 
of the Supervising Special Agent during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and _T-:1,nuary and 
February, 1887: 
1884. 1885. 
Names of employes 
1886. 1887 (January an<l February). 
--------1-------------------------
Geo. W. Maher . . . . . . . 366 .. • . . .. . .. 365 354 11 59 
Lem. Towers,jr. I..... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1U 15 
S. R. Hinsdale . . . . . . . . 361 5 364 1 
335 30 59 
356 9 54 5 
L. ~.Henry........... 335 31 337 28 
M. M. Wilson. . . .. . . • . 337 29 329 36 
333 32 58 1 
343 22 57 2 
Cora B. Taylor..... . . . 329 37 300 65 
Ella Benner........... 333 33 326 39 
333 32 57 2 
340 25 58 1 
KateWing ........... 195 171 339 26 
Sophie K. Trippe2 • • .. .. .. .. • • • .. • .. .. .. • 70 2 
t~~~P':i~~~
3
::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ••••• i39' ....... 29' 
332 33 55 4 
321 44 59 
112 4 58 1 
339 26 58 1 
Samuel G. Hunter.... 366 362 3 353 12 59 
J.A.Marcho .......... 304 62 176 5 - .... ~ - .... -. --······4· ............... Samuel Birdsans...... 39 45 .. _ ..• _ ....... ___ • . • • • . . • • • • . . .................. . 
Anna M. Kalusowski7. 332 34 61 15 .. _ ................................... . 
1 Entered this office July 25, 1885. 
2 Detailed to this office October 19, 1885. 
8 Detailed to this ofi).ce September 6, 1886. 
•Detailed to this office July 16, 1885. 
o Dropped Jtme 30, 1885. 
6 Transferred to First Comptroller's officeJI!arch 24, 1885. 
7Died March 17, 1885. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the special agents' division 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
,;<1] §§* b.O ]§~ b.O' §§~ b.O' ]§ ~~ l=laci .s~ .s~ ..... 00 
"'oo 'di» '"'oo '-='~>-> ~- 'di» ~ .... ~I»~ ~:~ .... .... 1:1,..; .... .... '1;) ... -oo- '1;);.. 'do- 'd;.. ~~oe '1;)~~ 'd~~~ Character of business. 'dg3 ~]~ "' ~~~ "' -al~~ $a:>oo 't:I<P '1;)<P b~~ 
-~~ "'o<+=l • 
Q;)h 
c:l:l o<+=l • a.> I» c<so<+=l ~:g~e 
~-@'~~ .::~ §.@'~~ -~~ ~ ~b.l;g .!':;~~ §.~~~ ~~ <l.>o ~<1l~ Ow Ow ~:fl.S~ ~<+=l ~~·,....1"""'1 ~<+=l ~"''-,..-t1"""'1 ~<+=l ~~·,....M E-1 E-1 E-1 ~ E-1 
----------------------
Reports of agents, &c .............. 5, 532 5, 532 5,819 5, 819 5, 206 5, 206 887 887 
Letters written .................... 4,308 4,103 3, 711 630 
Accounts of agents and other em-
plo:vesexamined and forwarded .. 1, 308 1,308 975 975 906 906 179 179 
A~~~~:!~~~~-.~·~~·--~~~~~~~-~~~~:. 100 100 92 92 96 96 27 27 
Applications to discontinue ware-
houses ...... .. ................... 47 47 62 62 48 48 6 6 
A pp:ications of common carriers 
to bond routes ................... 30 30 17 17 18 18 6 6 
Applications of common carriers 
to discontmue routes ..•..••..... 16 16 11 Ill 7 7 5 5 I 
Character of the business is given so far as it is possible to show it by records of the 
office. There is much current work of which no record is kept, such as distribution 
of copies of reports and information to other divisions and Bureaus of the Department, 
comparison of reports of goods in bond shipped from and received at the various ports, 
&c 
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The following litatement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the special agents' division 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person, during the years named, with 
number of days' during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6f hours daily. 
~ .s .-c::l <!) 
<!) ,.!4 
.§ "C 1-1 0 
~;:i ~ 1-1 • o:!l=l ,_.o <11 Years. p,C!l om ~ C!lP< ~~ ~0 "C P< 
m <11 'B p., ~ <:1! 0 
~ ~ 8 
1884 ................................................ 305~2,684 2,684 
1885...... .............................. ............ 3021j'2, 745!2, 745A 
1886 ................................................ 305,3,177 3,177 
1887.................. .............................. 201 559 559 
DISBURSING CLERK. 
8 1-1 ~ I~ JS't:l Q;> <!) <!) ~ ~.q) s~ - o..., 
~~ 
j:j~-< 
A· ~o ~=~~ S 1>. m"P, ..... <!)~ ~s 1-10 <!lm .v- bllp., <ll"C "C<Il ,.cA O:S<i! s ~"C .... .... ..... g ~,.c i:l p...., 
~ ~0 ~ ~ 
--------
h. m. 
101 261n 6 6 
9H276N11 6 30 
11! 1280~-i 6 31 





















Washington, D. C., July 7, 1887. 
The honorable the Secretm·y of the T1·eaBury: 
SlR: I have the honor to submit herewith, in compliance with the request of the. 
Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee, and in pursuance of there-
quirements of the resolution of the Senate of March 3, 1887, "to inquire into and ex-
amine the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Gov-
ernment, the time and attention devoted to the operations thereofby the persons em-
ployed therein, and generally to inquire into and report to the Senate the causes of the 
delay in transact.ing the public business said to exist in &orne of the Departments," the 
following report in relation to the conduct of the public business under my control. 
In the first place, in order to describe the method of making disbursements, I have 
to state that-
A voucher upon presentation for payment is first examined as to correctness, and 
if found so to be and properly approved, a check ie urawn and returned to the office 
p-resenting the voucher for transmittal to the party in whose favor it is drawn, or 
transmitted directly from my office. The voucher is then entered upon the daily cash 
book and the entry posted in the ledger. An abRtract is then maue of the vouchers, 
which, with an account current showing the disbursements, is forwarded with the 
vouchers, at the end of each quarter, to the accounting officers for adjustment. 
In the payment of the employes of the Department, a monthly pay-roll is submitted, 
and after examination as to its correctness, the name of the employe, together with 
the amount of salary due, is inscribed thereon, after which the amount advanced in 
the middle o~ the month, if any, is deducted, and the balance due placed in an envel-
ope to be paid the employ6. The pay-roll then assumes the character of a voucher, 
and is disposed of in the manner described above. 
It is almost impossible to give in a general way a description of the entire work of 
the office, comprising, as it does, the examination of the monthly statements of the 
different subtreasuries where deposits are kept, the indexing of letters, the drawing 
of requisitions for funds, and the briefing and filing of duplicate vouchers. 
I deem It necessary to state in t.his connection that the force authorized by the 
legislative appropriation bill is inadequate for a proper performance of the work in 
my office, and it has only been by the detail of an additional clerk and the closest 
application to duty that I have been enabled to keep the work of my office up. 
I do not need to state that a detailed clerk is always suuject to a recall to his own 
office, and tho greatest amount of inconvenience is caused thereby, for the reason 
that every new clerk must of necessity require more or less time to become familiar 
with the methods of conducting the business of this office. 
The above description, in connection with the tabular statement submitted, it is be-
lieved will afford a clear understanding of the subject matter called for by the resolu-
tion of the Senate. 
Very respectfully, 
GEO. N. BARTLETT, 
DisburBing Clm·k. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the disbursing clerk's divis· 
ion of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal years 18t!4, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887: 
Transacted Transacted Transacted Transacted 
and disposed and disposed and disposed and disposed of during Character of business. of during of during of during 
fiscal year fiscal year fiscal year fiscal year 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887, (to Mar. 1). 
Miscellaneous vouchers received and paid .... 15,747 14,584 30,142 25,542 
Checks drawn ............................... 20,840 21,696 23,674 18,390 
Letters written and indexed ................. 4, 089 6,378 6,974 5, 375 
Vouchers entered in cash book and posted 
in ledger ................................... 15,747 14,584 30,142 25,542 
Vouchers abstracted ........................ 15,747 14,584 30,142 25,542 
Ledger accounts ............................. 41 41 57 60 
Accounts rendered .......................... 247 260 323 290 
Employes paid in cash ....................... 669 823 855 906 
7, 034 5, 242 ':~fodi~bE:!~~lnt~:~cie: :::::: :::::: :::::: 6, 321 I 7. 291 $2, 429, 387 93 $2, 439, 270 61 $2, 885, 419 94 $2, 086, 595 14 
The apparent decrease in vouchers paid in 1885 is owing to lack of appropriation 
to pay the same. 
The work in this office is currentr and is disposed of daily. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the disbursing 
clerk's division of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury during the time specified 
Month. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
----
July ........................................................................ . 3 3 3 4, 
3 3 3 4 
3 3 3 4 
3 3 4 4 
August .................................................................... .. 
~~~~b~:~~:::::: ::~~ ::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
November .................................................................. . 3 a 4 4 
December .......................................................... , ••. -···· 3 3 4 4 
3 3 4 4 
3 3 4 4 
3 3 4 4 t~~!i~~~: ~ ~: ::::: :~:=~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 3 4 
3 3 4 ~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
June ....................................................................... .. 3 3 4 
--------
Total ................................................................. .. 3 3 3! 4 
The business of my office is of so varied a character that the average amount per-
formed by each employe cannot be stated. During the first week or ten days in a 
month the whole force is employed in writing checks and letters of transmittal, and 
from this time to the end of the month in briefing vouchers and entering them upon 
the cash book. No one clerk is engaged on one particular kind of work for the entire 
month. 
The following statement shows the averaga number of days' time and attention de 
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the disbursing clerks' division 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury in person during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number of days 
duting said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6! hours daily. 
Days Days Total Numder Average Hours I Most days Least days Depart- worked in days of number employed worked by worked by Years. ment person. worked. employ~s. of days daily. employ~. employ6. open. worked. 
-------------
h. m. 
~~-----··-------- 3051 875 875 3 292 7 00 295 285 
1885 ............... 302i 836 836 3 279 6 45 282 272 
11!8iS ....... -- ------ 305 1,080 1, 080 3! 288 6 50 295 230 
1887 ....... ------·· 201 737 737 4 184 6 40 192 175 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., July 9, 1887. 
Hon. C. S. F .A.IRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury : 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement of the transactions of m:\' 
office from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, as requested by you on the 26th of March 
last. The duties of my office as disbursing clerk of the Treasury Department con-
sist in the disbursement of and accounting for (as directed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury) any money placed to my credit with the Treasurer of the United Sta.tes, or 
with the assistant treasurer in New York, for that purpose, by him. 
They comprise the payment of the salaries of thirteen Bureaus of the Treasury De-
partment, with four subappropriations for salaries connected therewith, the expenses 
of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and about twenty-five miscellaneous ap-
propriations, under control of the Secretary of the Treasury and expended under his 
directions. 
Accounts are rendered monthly under all appropriations, except for salaries, which 
are rendered quarterly. 
The force of my office consists of myself and one fourth-class clerk as assistant and 
bookkeeper. 
For the purpose of insuring the prompt dispatch of the public business, a proper 
record of all transactions, from their inception to final payment, and for economy of 
time and expense, all other clerical labor connected with this office, is performed in 
the different offices of the Department to which the disbursements appertain and 
which have the supervision of incurring the indebtedness. 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
THOMAS J. HOBBS, 
Disbursing Clerk. 
The following is a statement in detail of the business in the disbursing clerk's division 




and disposed and disposed 
Character of busine&s. of. during of during 
fiscal year fiscal year 
1884. 1885. 
Amount of disbursements ......... . ----· 
Number of checks drawn on the assist-
$3, 778, 868 91 $4, 629, 337 92 
ant treasurer, New York .............. 
Number of checks drawn on the Treas-
15,786 00 17,343 00 
urer United States, Washington ....... 528 00 997 00 
Average number of officers, clerks, &c., 
paid salaries in Treasury Defartment .. 1, 200 00 1,198 00 
Average number of interna revenue 
gaugers paid ............ --- ............ 663 00 630 00 
Average number of employes Bureau En-
graving and Printing .................. 1,174 00 1,129 00 
NuD?-ber ofvouchers paid, other than sal-
7,194 00 9, 584 00 anes ................................... 
Internal-revenue gaugers are paid monthly. 
Officers and clerks are mainly paid twice a month. 
Transacted Transacted 
and disposed and disposed 
of during of during 
fiscal year fiscal year 
1S86. 1887 (to Mar.!). 
$4, 148, 250 46 $2, 704, 597 75 
18,527 00 12,018 00 
1, 288 00 853 00 
1,104 oo I 1,103 00 
• ., ,. I 605 00 
884 00 839 00 
10,305 oo I 7, 038 00 
The disbursing clerk was ordered to disburse for Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing in June, 1884, the employes of which are mainly paid twice a month. 
The disbursing clerk has but one assistant in his office, who keeps the books, and 
assistsin the current work. The work is always ofthe same kind. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the disbursing {llerk's divigion 
of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the cmployti 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number 
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of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
1884. -- ... -... - .. - - .. - - .. - - .• -- ~ - - . - - .. --- -- --- - -. 305§ 
1885. ··--- ••••••• - ••• - •• ··-···.-- .• --- .••.•• -..... 302t 
1886. ----- . - - •. - - .. - •.. - - . - - - - - -- - - - . -- - • - - - •. - - - . 305 





2128516h. 38m. 285 2 283§ 6h. 40m. 285 
2 285 6h. 38m. 285 





The one clerk is expected to be always present, but l>'3 is allowed absence when he 
can be spared, to the extent, probably, of twenty days in a year. 
SECRET-SERVICE DIVISION. 
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
SECRET-SERVICE DIVISION, OFFICE OF CHIE1l', 
Washington, D. C., Aprilll, 1887. 
Ron. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Sem·etary of the Treasury, Washington, D. C. : 
SIR: In response to your instructions, dated March 30, 1887, I have the honor tore· 
ply to the request made by Ron. F. H. Cockrell, chairman of Senate Select Commit-
tee to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the Executive 
Departments of the Government, &c., under date of March 18, 1887, as .follows: 
The peculiar nature of the work of the division under my supervision prevents 
categorical or even concise answers to the specific requirements contained in said 
communication; still, I trust, the general statement submitted will be found suffi-
ciently full and explicit as to meet all domandsof the committee. 
In 1865 the secret service division of the Treasury Department was organized by 
Secretary Hugh McCulloch, through Edward Jordan, Solicitor of the Treasury, it be-
ing considered, after severe and costly experimentiug, as the safest and best means of 
suppressing the counterfeiting of Government obligations and detecting other frauds 
committed or contemplated against the Government. Appropriations to sustain its 
operations, commencing in July, 1866, with $150,000 were gradually reduced until, in 
188~, $70,000 was voted, and the cost of the clerical force at headquarters ($13,000) 
was transferred to the legislative bill, $67,000 being allowed in sundry civil bill for 
the expenses of the force in the field. In 1884 the latter sum was reduced to $60,000, 
at which point it now stands. 
The force in the field is paid a per diem compensation; it consists of thirty-one 
men, divided as follows: 
One operative, per diem .... _ ..... - .... -.. ----- -••• ---- ---- ---- -.-- •.• - .•. - •• 
Three operatives, per diem . _. _ ... __ ••... ---- . - ••• - .••••. -.-.-- • ----- • -- ---. 
Six operatives, per diem ... ___ . ____ ..... _ .. _. __ •••.• -- .• -.- ... -- ••.•• __ ..... . 
Seven special operatives, per diem.-----··-----·----· ..•••.•••• --------------
Two assistant operatives, per diem.·-----------------·----··-------·--··----· 
Eleven assistant operatives, per diem .... -------------------·--------··-----· 
One assistant operative, per diem .••. ------------·-·····----·------·---------








"Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes: For the expense of detecting and 
bringing to trial and punishment persons engaged in counterfeiting Treasury notes, 
bonds~ national bank notes, and other securities of the United States, as well as the 
coins of the United States, and other felonies committed against the laws of the United 
States relating to the pay and bounty laws, and for no other purpose whatever, sixty 
tho us:.. md dollars." 
The United States is divided into districts, each operative having care of a district, 
while 1.\Ssistant operatives are subordinate and report daily, in writing, to the opera· 
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tive of the district to which they are temporarily assigned. In his turn the operat,ive 
reports daily, in writing, to chief in Washington; as these agents are supposed to be 
always on duty, each report must cover a period of 24 hours. It must embody the 
substance of the report of each assistant under him, and for himself must show the 
time of each movement made, and reflect all he learned and did officially, also there-
ceipt of all property or corre~:>pondence, near or remotely in connection with his work; 
the details of service are numerous, for the performance of which he is held to strict 
accountablility. Much of his work is watching and waiting, which would cut no 
:figure in statistics. For example, three of our agents have been on the trail of :five 
men two years, and only one thus far arrested, and yet none in the service have been 
more vigilant than they. 
The work engaging our attention under the provision of law above quoted is as 
follows: The suppression of counterfeiting the obligation and coins of the Govern-
ernment ; the suppression of the production or sale of all articles in imitation of the 
obligations or coins of the Gwernment; investigation of all suspected fraudulent 
claims of back pay and bounty for Second Auditor of Treasury; investigation of all 
suspected fraudulent or excessive claims for reimbursement of expenses incurred in 
last sickness and burial of pensioners for Third Auditor of Treasury; investigating 
alleged frauds in seamen's back pay, bounty, and prize money for Fourth Auditor of 
Treasury, and much miscellaneous work relating to robbery and embezzlement of 
public funds. A copy of the annual report of Chief of Secret Service Division for the 
fiscal years ending June 30, 1884-'85-'86: accompanies this as an appendix, which 
you will :find embodies the :field work of this division for those years. • 
The clerical force of this office for the current :fiscal year is : One chief clerk, one 
fourth-class clerk, two second-class clerks, one :first-class clerk, one $1,000 clerk, one 
attendant. 
Several years since the disbursing agent of this division was allowed one second-
class clerk to assist him in the accounts. A change in the personnel of disbursing 
agent relieved from that duty the second class clerk, and as his services were not 
available to this division he was detailed to the Sixth Auditor's office, where he now 
is. By my advice, only one second-class clerk has been provided for this office in the 
appropriations for 1887-'88. 
The chief clerk opens the mail, reads all reports and correspondence, notes speci :' 1 
points therein for the action of the several clerks and chief, jackets and :files all 
papers, prepares all letters dictated by chief, supplies data from official records, keep::~ 
records of letters received and sent, exercises general supervision over clerks in office, 
and in absence of chief directs work of division. 
The fourth-class clerk acts as :financial clerk and custodian of all property, contra-
band of law or otherwise, coming into the possession of the division. He examines 
and, wHh reports, compares and adjusts the accounts of all employes; all claims for 
rewards or gratuities are investigated by him before action is taken by chief; the 
records of accounts and disbursements are also systematically kept by him. 
The second-class clerk indexes the daily reports of operatives by names, and by 
correspondence perfects the records of crimin::tls, preparing it for record clerk. 
The clerk of cla,ss one keeps the books recording the description and information 
of arrested persons and persons suspected of counterfeiting; the preparation of what 
is known as "FormE," involving much labor. 
The $1,000 clerk was found to possess superior qualifications for attendant than for 
clerical work; he is therefore assigned to that dnty, which is to receive and explain 
to the hundreds of thousands of visitors to the Treasury Department the curios, and 
show results of the secret work of the division; he also takes press-copies of all 
official letters and attends to evening mail. 
The attendant, being a young ma,n of education and native ability, acts as assistant 
custodian of' property, relieving the fina,ncial clerk of much labor by verifying in-
ventories and scheduling property preparatory to its destruction; he assists each of 
the other clerks in time of pressure, prepares all stationery for mailing, and, while he 
does general messenger work, he is qualified to perform any clerical work of the 
office. 
No cases are pending in this office at any time except perhaps a few claims for re-
wards or gratuities, and those only for a brief time. 
The average time devoted to service by our six clerk, in 1884 was 3301 days; maxi-
mum absence from office, L. D. H::trmon, second class, 42t days; minimum absence 
from office, George A. Rock, fourth class, 26 days. 
In 1855 the same six clerks averaged 334-l- days duty in office; maximum absence 
from office, Cha,rles Miller, :first-cla,ss, sick 40 d::tys; minimum absence from office, J. S. 
Knight, $1,000 clerk, 27 da,ys. 
In 1886 there were changes involving six fractions of a year, but the average of 
the regulars was 339 days of duty in office; maximum.a,bsence from office, J. S. Knight-'" 
31 days; minimum absence from office, W. H. Moran, attendant~ 1St days. 
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From November 25, 1885, to April 30, Hl86, Charles Miller, first class, being exceed· 
ingly sick, the Secretary appointed proxies of his own selection. This continued for five 
months and six days, and is the only instance of service by proxy in this division. 
Mr. Miller is not now in the service. · 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
JAMES J. BROOKS, 
Chief. 
[Note by Comrnittee: The annual reports for 1884,-'85, and '86, have already been 
printed and are easily accessible, and are therefore not printed herein.] 
OPPICE OP THE SUPERVISING ARCHITECT. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
0F~'ICE 0~' THE SUPERVISING ARCHITECT, 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY: 
Washington, June 21, 1887. 
SIR: In response to letter addressed to you by the honorable F. M. Cockrell, under 
date of March 18, and referred to this office under date of March 26, I have the honor 
to submit the following statement of results and methods in connection with the pros· 
ecution of work in the construction of public buildings under the control of this 
office, repairs and preservation of public buildings, including marine hospitals, supply 
of heating apparatus, elevators, vaults, safes, and locks, &c., therefor, repairs to the 
the same, and the preparation and duplications of plans for such buildings. 
The work of this office is of such a character that the results obtained cannot be so 
stated in writing as to convey any clear idea of the time and labor expended in secur· 
ing such results, and the same could only be fully demonstrated to the committee upon 
personal examination, as each building hal:'! a separate status of its own, and no one 
could be cited as an illustration of the whole work. 
When Congress authorizes the erectwn of a Federal building at any place, in most 
cases the limit of the cost of the site, building, beating apparatus, elevators, an'd ap· 
proaches is fixed in the law, either separately or jointly, and a portion thereof is usu-
ally appropriated for purchase of site and commencing the erection of the building. 
When an appTopriation has thus been made, the Secretary, except in cases where 
the act of Congress otherwise specially directs, advertises in the local papers for pro-
posals for the sale of the necessary land, as required by section 355, Revised Stat-
utes, United States, and designates an officer of the Treasury Department•to examine 
the property offered and recommend the selection of a site therefrom most advanta-
geous to the interests of the Government and convenient to the citizens of the place 
in which the building is to be erected. Upon the selection of the site the proposal of 
the owner of the land chosen is transmitted to the Attorney-General of the United 
States, with request that he cause the title to the same to be examined, and if found 
valid, to secure deeds of conveyance to the United States, and cession of jurisdiction 
over the site selected is then secured from the State in which the same is located. 
The sketch plans for the building, specifications, and detail estimates are next 
prepared and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of the Interior, 
and Postmaster-General; work is commenced on the working drawings and specifica-
tions for each branch of work on the builuing, which form the immediate basis upon 
which to invite, by public advertisement, proposals and the execution of contracts; 
and when such drawings and specifications are completed' action is ptomptly taken 
to place the work on the market and to secure the early commencement and rapid 
prosecution of the same. When the working drawings and definite specifications 
are sufficiently advanced to warrant the commencement of active building operations 
and securing uninterrupted prosecution of the same, a superintendent, technically 
qualified and a resident (when a competent person can be secured in the locality of 
the building), is appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury to represent the Depart. 
ment in superintending the construction and securing the satisfactory prosecution of 
all work on the building to the best interests of the Government and 'ln full compli-
ance with specification, drawings, and terms of contracts. To assist the superin-
tendent in the performance of his duties the Department authorizes the employment 
of a clerk, and, at buildings of considerable magnitude, an assistant superintendent, 
a general foreman, and watchman. 
Funds on account of the appropriation for the building are from time to time re-
mitted to the disbursing agent (who is duly appointed, in accordance with section 
8, R. S., U.S., by the Secretary of the Treasury, under a bond, at a maximum rate 
of three-eighths of one per per cent. commission), with which to pay certificates is-
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sued by the superintendent on account of the work, authorized by the Supervising 
Architect and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, and of which authority he 
has been duly advised. 
The inclosed copy of printed instructions to disbursing agents also indicates the 
character and volume of work entailed upon this office in connePtion with the duties 
of this officer alone. 
Proposals to supply labor and material are, except in cases hereinafter stated, in-
vited by publishing advertisements in local newspapers and certain technical or 
trades journals which are printed for the benefit and information of parties engaged 
in building pursuits throughout the United States. After the proposals are secured, 
in response to such advertisements, they are opened at the designated time, in the 
presence of such bidders as choose to be present, and are forwarded to the Depart-
ment (in accordance with section 3710 R. S., U.S.), and are submitted by the Su-
pervising Architect, with a specific recommendatio::1, to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, and upon his approval the most economical proposal is accepted and the bidder 
required to execute a bond or formal contract for the faithful compliance there-
with. The cases which are exceptional to this practice are those in which the 
superintendent, in view of public exigency demanding the immediate performance 
of the work or delivery of material (as provided for by section 3709 R. S., U.S.), 
recommends the employment of the labor by the day or the purchase of the material 
in open market, and such recommendations are approved by the Supervising Archi-
tect and by the Secretary of the Treasury. Under this general mode of procedure the 
superintendent is required to submit each month the following papers: 
"Requisition for authority to employ 'contingent force' during the ensuing month, 
consisting of assistants heretofore mentioned; ' estimate of funds' required during 
each ensuing month; 'abstract of vouchers' certified during each month; 'time 
report' of all contingent service, and 'monthly report' showing all transactions 
and operations during each month and from the beginning of the building to date, 
and stating the condition of the work at the end of each month, and the conditionof 
all contracts, accounts, &c., at the end of each month." 
The disbursing agent is required to forward each month to the Department "ac-
counts-current" supported by vouchers certified, and, each week, " statement of pub-
lic funds," and to report on the superintendent's "estimate of funds" of the aggre-
gate amounts of remittances, payments and balances on hand. The disbursing agent's 
accounts are examined in this office s.s to the quantity, price, and authority; and, 
after being recorded and checked, are thence referred to the First Auditor's office for 
final audit. 
The receipt, recording, examination, and correspondence in connection with the 
papers which the superintendent and disbursing agent are requirecl to submit entail 
the expenditure of much time and labor. In the Supervising Architect's office a rec-
ord is kept, and reports are made to the auditing officers and Congress, of all changes 
in all ''contingent force" employes; "the estimate of funds" is given carefnl scru-
tiny to prevent any remittance being made in excess of the disbursing agent's bond; 
the abstract of vouchers is charged in aggregate against the appropriation for the 
building, and the individual payments shown thereon are debited against the individ-
ual accounts of the public creditors on the ''appropriation ledgers"; the" monthly 
reports'' are examined as to contract accounts, prices, prosecution of work, and cor-
rectness of their method of compilation, and the final reports as to employes' time 
of service, authorities, &c.; and accounts with public creditors, and expenditures, 
and personal accounts under each appropriation are recorded in the appropriation 
ledger. This statement, as already indicated, applies to each of the Federal buildings 
authorized to be constructed under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
and, with slight modifications, to each of the Federal buildings for the repair of which 
special appropriation is made by Congress. 
'rhe inclosed copy of "Printed instructions to superintendents" sets forth in detail 
the various duties involving upon superintendents, and indicates the clerical labor 
in this office, required to properly examine and record the reports, &c., thereunder. 
The average number of drawings required in connection with the erection of an or-
dinary building are as follows: 
Drawings. 
Sketch plans .• ___ .. ___ •.. _. __ •. __ •••••••• , .••• _ •.••• _ •.•• __ . __ •.. _ •• _. ____ • _.. 6 
Scale ..• __ .. ___ • ______ . ____ •. ___ •.• _ •••• ______ •• __ .• ____ . __ ••.•••••. _ •• ___ • - _ _ 80 
Full size . ____ .. ____ .. _ • __ • _ •••.••••.• _ •• __ • _ • _ • ___ . __ • _ .. _ •••.. _____ .. ___ •• _ _ _ 40 
Sketches. _____ .•• __ •.• ___ .. _ ••••. ____ .. _____ . _________ • _ ••. __ • _ •. __ •• __ •.••• _. 20 
Total. ____ .. _ . ____ .. __ •••. ____ .. ____ ..• _ •.... _ •.....•........ _ ...••. __ . . 146 
But some buildings require from 3(10 to 400 drawings, and it is necessary that the 
scale drawings should be traced and photographed, usually to secure 10 copies of 
each, and sketches or explanatory illustrations of instructions sent from timetotime 
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to the superintendent or to contractors to show methods of construction not clearly 
understood or changes which may be required in the process of construction. Each 
branch of work renders the preparation of full and definite specifications, each bid-
der to be provided with a copy upon which his bid is based. 
In addition to the work indicated as required in connection with a puulic building 
it should be stated that there is other work necessarily entailed during the construc-
tion of a building, such as additional correspondence with private persons and officials 
regarding the same, preparing estimates of appropriation to l)e submitted during the 
construction of the building to Congress each sest:~ion for further appropriation within 
the limit (which is either done in the annual estimates or separately), preparing data 
and answering Congressional inquiries, sometimes requiring weeks of careful labor 
of one or more employes, and preparing annual reports for each and every building 
(see report for 1886, copy inclosed). 
While this statement is not ausolute in regard to each public building authorized 
to be erected, it fairly indicates what work is required in the way of securing site, 
preparing plans, estimates, specifications, and the te~hnical work for an average pub-
lic building. 
The expenditures on account of" repairs and preservation of public "buildings," in-
cluding marine hospitals, heating apparatus, vaults, safes and locks, are made from 
fixed annual appropriations upon the recommendation of this office, after careful in-
spection of buildings, or upon reports of the custocl ians of the same, and payment of 
vouchers for all such expenditures are made at the Tr<>asury Department, and the pro-
posals and accounts are treated iu the same general manner as explained in connec-
tion with accounts relating to new Luildings. 
The inclosed copy of" Printed instructions to custodians of public buildings," 
which embraces the requirements of the Department based upon the various United 
States statutes mentioned therein, further indicates the incident clerical work en-
tailed upon this office in connection with buildings after their completion. The ex-
penditures on account of "plans for public buildings" for photographic duplication of 
drawings for use at the Fcueral buildings and guidance of part.ies in submitting pro-
posals ior work, are made in like manner, and vouchers in connection therewith are 
treated in the manner already explained. 
Tl.te preparation and examination of all legal papers pertaining to any of the ap-
propriations named, such as matters of title, cession of jurisdiction, contracts, bonds, 
notices, leases of customs offices at points where no puldic Lnilding exists, and all mat-
ters of correspondence and records in connection therewith, also require the expend-
iture of much time and careful labor. 
The above will be more fully understood by an examination of the "History and 
organization of the office of the Supervising Architect," of which a printed copy is 
herewith inclosed. 
With tl.tis preface the following tabulated statement of work in this office is re-
!lpectfnlly submitted: 
Number of buildings completed subject to work payable from the appropriation for 
"repairs and preservation of public buildings," "repair and preservation of marine 
hospitals," "heating apparatus for public buildings," and "vaults, safes, and locks 
for public buildings " : 
18tl4 .•••••••• - • • • . ••••.. - • - - •. - - - - .. - - -••• - • - - • - - ••• - - - - - • - - • -- - - - .••• - • . 149 
1~5 •••••••••••••• - - •••• --- ••• - •• - .• - - - •.• - •••.•• - ••••• - ••• - - - • - - - - •• -- - • 153 
1886 ... -... -•••..•• - •..• - •... --- ... -.- •..•... -.-- .. -.- .... - .... -.- .... --. 163 
1887 ..•• - - . - • -••.•• - ••. - • - ••.•• -- •. - - - • - . - - - • - . - • - - .•• - - •• -- •.•••••• - - - - • 164 
January 1 to March 1, 1887 .......• ····-- ·-·· --·· ---· -·-· .... ·--~-· ...• .. . 164 
Number of buildings to be erected and in course of construction: 
1884 . - ••••.•• - • . . •• - •• -- • • • • • • •••••••••••••• - •• -•••• - • • • • • • • • . • . ••• -••••• 
1885 -••••••••••• - -•••• - -••.•.•• - - ••••••••• - -•. - - - • - • -••. - • - - •. - - • - -•••••• 
1886 ..... - • - •..•• - - . - - - - - • . • . • • • . ••• - •••• - •.•••••...• - •.•• - .•• - .•••.••••. 
1887 ·-·-····-····-················· ··········-· ··--······················ 
January 1 to March 4, 1887 .••••..•.•...•....•••..••••..••••......•...•••• 
Number of letters sent: 
1884 ••..••••• -•.••• -••••••••••••••• -••••••••• :. - •• - • - ••••• - -••••••.•••• - • 
1885 . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . •••••• -••••••••• - - ••••••• -•••• - •.••••••• - •••• 
1886 .... -.....•... -•.•... - - •... - - • . . .•..... - . - ... - - - ..• - - ....• - - ...•. - .•. 
January 1 to March 1, 1887 ...•...•••.. ···-·· .•••..•••......••••. ···--···· 










1884 •••••• ·---·· ·----· --·· ---· ••••••..•••••••••..••••• ··-· ·-·-·· .••••••• - 11,046 
1885. -·-- ··-··· --·· ·-·· ·-- --· ••••...•.. ·-··. .•••. ..••.. ..• . •..• .... ..••.. 16,477 
1886 .•...•••...•...••••.•• --. ' ••• - •• - ••• - •••• - •.•• - ••••• --. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27' 336 
January 1 to March 4, 1887 ...••••••••• . •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . _ 16,084 
4405 TR-5 
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To accomplish all professional, skilled, and clerical work in this office in conuection 
with buildings to be erected, in course of construction, and " completed," there was 
appropriated for services in the "classified service": 
Fiscal year ending June 30-
1884 ...............•.....•••......................................... 
1885 ...................•••.........•.................. - ...... - . -- ... -
1886 ..•• -- ... - .•..•...........•..•....•.........•.................•.. 





For services of'' skilled draftsmen, civil engineers, computers, accouutan ts, modelers, 
assistant to photographer, copyists, and such other service as the Secretary of the Treas-
ury may deem necessary: 
Fiscal year ending J nne 30-
1884 ................ - ....•• - ...••.....••....•......•...• --. . . . . . . . . . . $120, 000 
1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 140, ouo 
1886 - ..................•... :. • • • . • . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130, ouo 
1887 .........•...•..•.....•• -•................•............. - .• '..... 150, ouu 
'fhe above tabulated statement shows the items for calendar and :fiscal years for the 
reason that appropriations for the construction of buildings are available upon date 
of approval and are continuous (sec. 3684, R. S.,U. S.; Sup. R. S., U. S.,Vo1.1, chap. 4,76). 
The appropriation for repairs and preservation of public buildings for clerical force 
in the office of the Supervising Architect, for preparation of plans for public buildings, 
for vaults, safes, locks, &c., are for fiscal years. The statement also has been car-
ried to March 4, 1887, for the reason that, while the request by the Senate Committee 
is for a statement of the operations of this office to March 1, 1887, it is but proper that 
all legislation affecting this office of the second session of the Forty-ninth Congress, 
which adjourned March 4, 1887, should be considered. 
No record has been kept in this office of individual services rendered, for the reason 
heretofore indicated, that such record would be oflittle value as a means of determiniug 
the return to the Government for certain compensations paid. This can best be dem-
onstrated by taking as an illustration the preparation of a design which calls for ar-
tistic education, taste, and selection, and which might only be perfected after several 
efforts and modifications. The various legal transactions in regard to the prepara-
tion of instruments and the preparation of estimates, and schedules of quantities also 
require special technical ability and training, which, while involving much research 
and labor, may ultimately appear as a summary on a few pages of manuscript. All 
of the services rendered- are auxiliary and contingent upon these three branches of 
operations, and thus render necessary a full day's service for a full day's pay, andre-
<luces sloth to a minimum. Inclosed find list of employes in this office during the 
period from January 1, 1884, to March 1, 1887. 
It may be stated also that the aggregate amount of money appropriated for con-
struction is not a fair basis upon which to consider the percentage of work entailed, 
but that the number of buildings should be used as such basis, for the reason that a 
small building entails as much work in many particulars as a larger one, providing 
that the total cost for preparation of plans, specifications, superintendence, &c., based 
upon the total cost of the building completed, does not exceed the percentage which 
prevails for such service in private practice, making due allowance for the Depart-
ment method of ke1:1ping records and transacting public business. 
It may be stated, also, that in many eases where preparations have been made to 
commence operations and in instances where work is actually advanced, Congress 
has extended the limit of cost, necessitating the preparation of modified and often 
entirely new designs and drawings, ancl thus entailed additional labor and cost. 
A reference to the foregoing statement shows that while the business of this office 
bas practically doubled since ltl84, there has not been that increase of appropriations 
for office force adequate to secure the rapid prosecution of work; and to this fact 
must be ascribed also the delay in the commencement of active operations upon build-
ings for which appropriations have been made. 
I trust that this brief outline now submitted of the work performed and results se· 
cured in this office will furnish the information desired by the Senate Committee, and 
I regret that an earlier reply has beeh impracticable. 
Respectfully, yours, 
M. E. BELL, 
SuperviBing Architect. 
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CIRCULAR.-Instructions to public officers appointed to disburse moneys appro-
priated for construction of public buildings. Amendatory of circular No. 29, of 
1878. 
!1884.-Department No. 127. Supervising Architect's Office.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, D. C., July 31, 1884. 
I. In accordance with the regulations of the Department, issued under sections 3620 
and 5488 of the Revised Statutes, all remittance to a disbursing agent must be deposited 
immediately upon receipt thereof to his credit with the Treasurer or an assistant. 
treasurer of the United States, or a designated depositary, unless otherwise specially 
authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
II. Funds required for the prosecution of work will be advanced upon the estimates 
of the superintendent in charge, which estimates are required to be placed in the 
hands of the disbursing agent on or before the first day of the month for which made, 
for record and transmission to this Department. Upon this paper the disbursing 
agent will note in the marginal blank prepared for that purpo8e the total amount of 
funds received, the amount paid for site, the amount paid on superintendent's certifi-
cates, the amount of repayments to the Treasury, the amount retained as commis-
sions on disbursements, and the balance in hand. 
III. Moneys advanced to the disbursing agent will be paid out only upon vouchers 
properly certified by the superintendent, except in the case of the disbursing agent's 
commissions, unless otherwise specially instructed by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Disbursing agents are accountable under their bonds for the safe custody and proper 
disbursement 9f the moneys 'advanced to them. In no case will funds be placed in 
the hands of a superintendent for disbursement. 
IV. Should there be any amounts unpaid on any pay-roll when the monthly ac-
counts are ready for transmission to the Department, the names of the employes to 
whom such amounts are due, with the length of service, the dates between which 
rendered, the rates per day, and the amounts due, will be transferred to the non-
payment roll (Form4)} and they will accompany each monthly accountm this,manner 
until paid. 
V. Vouchers are prepared in favor of the person, firm, or corporation with whom 
the obligation has been contracted; the receipt for the amount must strictly corre-
spond therewith, and be made by the person, or one of the persons, to whom the 
money is due. Vouchers drawn in favor of a firm should be receipted by a member 
nf the firm in the :firm's name, and if be adds thereto his own name he should also add 
the words" of the firm." In case payment is directed to be made to an attorney, a 
duly exP-cuted power of attorney, or properly attested copy, must be furnished to ac-
company the voucher which it covers when the accounts are rendered. As powers of 
attorney are strictly construed, they should be so explicit in terms as to leave no room 
for doubt as to the extent of authority intended by the principal to be delegated. 
When the public creditor is a corporate body supplying materials or services under 
contract, the :first voucher should-be accompanied by a properly authenticated copy, 
under seal, of the vote or order of the corporation authorizing the person signing to 
so make the corporate signature and receive the money. Subsequent vouchers under 
the same contract will bear upon their face a reference to this authority already fur-
nished. When the payee is unable to write he will make his signature by mark, and 
such signature must be properly attested. 
VI. Payment will not be made to heirs, executors, administrators, receivers, as-
signees, or other successors or legal representatives (except in the case of attorneys 
referred to in the preceding section), until the account has been passed upon by the 
proper accounting officers of the Treasury. To enable these officers to acquire a full 
understanding of the subject, and to take such action as the laws and regulations 
prescribe in such cases, the account covered by full letter of explanation, must be 
sent to this Department accompanied by the original letters of administration (if any 
are issued) or properly authenticated order of the COtJrt, as the case may be, when, 
after consideration, instructions as to payment will be given. 
VII. The disbursing agent should attend personally, wherever practicable, to the 
paying out of all moneys, and receipts to the pay-rolls as well as other vouchers, ex-
cept in the case of non-resident creditors, should be made in his presence, or in that 
of some trusty person whom he may deputize for that purpose. Immediate payment 
should be made to all mechanics and laborers at the time of signing the rolls. 
VIII. In order to faciliate the examination of disbursing agents' accounts whenever 
such examination may be directed, as well as to enable them to keep their records in 
a proper manner, each voucher should be paid by a single check, the stub of which 
check should be identified with the voucher by memorandum of the voucher number. 
An entire pay-rollmay be regarded as one voucher, the am
1
ouut of which may be drawn 
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by one check, and the money paitl direct to the employes. As the superintendent's 
office is located immediately at the work, and as he is required to be present during 
all the working hours of the day, mu0h time will be saved and identification of the 
men facilitated, if the rolls are paid at his office ; and, for these reasons, this class 
of disbursements is directed to be made at that place. 
IX. The disbursing agent wi1l not regard processes of attachment against public 
funds, nor under any circumstances pay into the hands of a creditor of an employe 
in the public service any moneys due such employe except upon a duly executed power 
of B~ttorney. 
X. Before making payment of any voucher, the disbursing agent should give it 
careful scrutiny to see that it is in proper form, that its computations are correct, that 
the expenditures are incurred under proper authority, that the prices are charged in 
accordance with contract rates; and when any fact comes to the knowledge of the 
disbursing agent tending to show that the services or supplies charged for have not 
been actually rendered or delivered, or are not at fair or contract prices, or that 
the expenditure is extravagant or unauthorized, it will be his duty, notwithstanding 
the voucher therefor maJ bear the certificate of the superintendent, to withhold pay-
ment and report the case to the Department for instructions. Vouchers will bear no 
credits by way of return or sale of public property of any kind; such property when 
disposed of must be sold for cash, and the proceeds deposited according to law. 
XI. By section 3622, Revised Statutes, it is made the duty of all disbursing officers 
to transmit their accounts" to the Bureau to which they pertain within ten days after 
the expiration of each successive month." It is desirable in the case of accounts for 
construction or repairs of public buildings that the accounts therefor, with the vouch-
ers necessary to their correct and prompt settlement, be received at this Department 
at a date prior to that provided by the statut~. Disbursing agents will, therefore, 
wherever practicable, close their accounts for any month on the first day of the suc-
ceeding month, and forward such accounts on the evening of the same day to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury. 
XII. The monthly accounts comprise the following-named papers: One set of the 
vouchers (Forms 2 A and 3) paid during the month, one abstract (Form 5) of such 
vouchers, and one account-current (Form 6)-which will be sent to this Department 
as herein directed. Duplicates of the vouchers paid will be retained by the disburs-
ing agent, his copies of abstracts and accounts-current being kept in books to be fur-
nished for that purpose by the Department. One abstract and one account-current 
each month will be given to the superinteudeut for the files of his office. 
XIII. All communications from this Department to the disbursing agent should be 
acknowledged on the day of receipt if practicable. All official communications from 
him will be addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury, and all documents transmitted 
will be so indorsed as to show at a glance their purport. If there be more than one, 
the inclosures should be enumerated in the letter of transmission. 
XIV. The attention of disbursing agents is specially directed to the following-
named sections ofthe Revised Statutes of the United States: 3618,3620,2621,3622,3623, 
3624,3633,3733,5488,5491, 5496, and 5503, and the Department circular No. 107, August 
24,1876. 
CHAS. E. COON, 
Acting Secretary. 
[Note by Committee: The "Instructions to Superintendents," "Instructions to Cus-
todians of Public Buildings,'' "History, organization, &c., of the office of the Super-
vising Architect," and "Annual Report for 1886," are printed pamphlets with 65, 49, 
55, and 76 pages, respectively, and are easily accessible, and are not therefore printed 
herein. 
The "list of employes" referred to is simply a statement giving the name, desig-
nation, date of appointment, pay, and when dropped or discharged, and is not, there· 
fore, printed herein.] 
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The following statement shows the average number of clays' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by tile employes of the office of the Super-
VIsing Architect in person and by proxy during the years named, with number of days 
during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the grea"{jest num-
ber of days and by the employe present the least numuer of days during said years. 
Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to 
be devoted to business tit hours daily. 
REGULAR ANNUAL ROLL. 
Years. 
-----------1--·--J- -·--J--·--J--·- - ------------
1884 ·•·•·· ..••... ----------
1885 ...•.. ------ ·····-- .... 
1888 ....•. ·······----------
1887 ····------------- ------
1884 -------------- · ·· ------
1885 ··-········· .... ···-··· 
1886 · · ··--- -----· ---·------
1887 ----------.------ -----· 
305 1,181 




348~ 1, 595~ 
313 1,422 
41 226! 


















~41 5 36 
266 6 14 
284 6 15 


























BUREAU OP ENGRAVING AND PRINTING. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Bureau of Eng1·aving and Printing, July 6, 1887. 
SIR: I am in receipt, from the chief of the warrant division, of a telegram, dated 
the 6th instant, respecting the report of this Bureau to be made in answer to the let-
ters of the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Committee, appointed 
in pursuance of the resolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, and referred by 
you to this office March 26, 1887, as follows: "The Secretary says that your report 
should be in not later than the lOth instant, and earlier, if possible. Can it ue fur-
nished in that time'" Answering, I have the honor to inform yqu that it does not 
seem possible to finish the report by that date. The work of collating the necessMy 
information was promptly begun and has been constantly continued, with intermission 
only when necessary by the press of the current work. The exceptionally large num-
ber of working people that have been employed, and the numerous transactions inci-
dent to the business in this Bureau, involving references to upwards of one thousand 
account books to obtain the full data, and t.he comparatively small number of clerks 
of an available grade, the clerical force having been adjusted to the needs of the regu-
lar work, have delayed the report and make it appear at present impossible to finish 
it before the close of the present month. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
E. 0. GRAVES, 
Chief of But·eau. 
Secretary ()f the Treasury. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, .A:ugust 3, 1887. 
Sm: In answer to the two communications of the lion. F. M. Cockrell, chairman 
of the Senate Select Committee, to inquire into and examine the methods of business 
in the Exe~utive Departments of t.he Government, dated March 18, 1887, copies of 
whi~h yon refflrred to TUe March 26, 1887, for statements containing the desired in-
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formati m relative to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, I have the honor to sub-
mit the following: · 
The business of this Bureau is engraving and printing and otherwise preparing the 
United States notes, certificates of deposit, bonds, national currency, checks, internal-
revenue stamps, customs stamps, and miscellaneous drafts, warrants, &c., for the 
several Departments of the Government. 
The divisions of the Bureau are as follows : 
1. Engraving division. 
2. Printing division, wetting branch. 
3. Printing division, plate branch, hand 
presses. 
4. Printing division, plate branch, steam 
presses. 
5. Printing division, surface branch. 
6. Examining division. 
7. Numbering division. 
8. Binding division. 
9. Vault division. 
10. Machine division. 
11. Watch division. 
12. Cleaning division. 
13. Miscellaneous (office) division. 
METHODS OF BUSINESS. 
The business of the Bureau begins with the receipt of orders from the Secretary of 
the Treasury for the preparation of United States notes, certificates of deposit, bonds, 
checks, and customs stamps; from the Comptroller of the Currency, for national cur-
rency; from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, stamps, and from the heads of the 
several Departments and Bureaus, for the miscellaneous drafts, warrants, &e. 
ENGRAVING DIVISION. 
The work of this division is engraving new dies and plates for plate printing and 
new forms for surface printing the securities, &c., and keeping them in good printing 
order. New engravings are made only on the written order of the chief of the Bu-
reau. The superintendent directs the preparation of models, to be approved by the 
Department for which the work is intended, and also all the processes of engraving, 
until the work is finished. The engraved stock is classified as plates, forms, rolls, dies, 
shells, &c., and numbered, each piece being designated and known by its class and 
separate serial number. All the engraved stock is held in safety vaults by the cus-
todian of dies, rolls, and plates, a direct representative of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, independent of the Bureau. 'l'he custodian keeps a record of the engraved stock, 
and, on requisition of the superintendent, delivers during the day the pieces required 
for additional processes of engraving. He receives it all back at the close of work, giv· 
ing the superintendent a receipt for each piece, and makes a daily report to tbe Secre-
tary of the Treasury that all the engraved stock delivered during the day has been cor-
rectly returned. 
The engraving division keeps a record of every piece of engraving handled, show-
ing the name of the workman through whose hands each piece passed and the nature 
of the work bAs towed upon it. Each workman at the close of the day delivers to the 
superintendent the piece remaining in his hands, and is not permitted to leave the 
building at any time without a certificate that all the engraved stock handled by 
him has been returned. 
PRINTING DIVISION. 
Wetting branch.-The printing division comprises several branches under the ·gen-
eral supervision of the superintendent of printing, and· the work in the respective 
branches is under the immediate supervision of a separate superintendent. In the 
wetting branch the paper is prepared for plate printing. All the impressions repre-
senting values and thll checks are printed on a uistinctive paper manufactured ex-
clusively for, and under the supervision of the officers of, the Treasury Department. 
'rhe superintendent of the wetting branch is furnished with a copy of the printing 
orders and makes dally requisitions on the Secretary of the Treasury for the paper 
needed. The paper is received in packages, usually of 1,000 sheets each, and is counted 
on receipt to verify the filling of the requisition. It is then passed through the wet-
ting process. The wetting requires a separation and count of the paper in sections of 
frow ten to forty sheets each, according to the character of the paper and its requisite 
condition for printing. The sections, which have been placed between cot ton cloths 
saturated with water, are shifted, taken out of cloths and counted, and stacked in 
their wet condition ready for delivery to the J;~rinters. If more than one plate print-
ing is required on the same sheet, the paper is again received iu its printed form from 
the examining division to be prepared as before for the next printing. T!.!e individual 
plate printers are charged in this branch with the paper delivered to them daily for 
each job of work and credited with the paper returned unprinted. Employes are not 
permitted to leave the building without a certificate from the superintendent that 
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the work is correctly balanced. An account is kept and a daily report made to the 
office by class and denomination of the number of sheets received, delivered, and on 
hand. 
Plate branoh-Band-p,·esses.-Plate-printing on the hand-presses is executed in this 
brancl1. No work is pri11ted except on the written order of the chief of the Bureau. 
The superintendent daily assigns certain classes and denominations of print,ing to 
the individual printers, who draw from the wetting branch the paper to correspond 
with the job, and, after counting it, give their individual receipts for it. By requisi-
tion on the custodian of dies, rolls, and plates, the superintendent obtains the neces-
sary plates, and appropriately distributes them among the printers, holding each 
printer accountable for the return of his plate at the close of work. Attached to each 
press is an automatic register, by which every revolution of the press capable of print-
ing an impression from the plate in the hands of the printer is exactly indicated to the 
regJSter clerk, who makes a daily report to the office of the ad v :tnce made in the reg-
ister from the preceding day. The printing of the day is collected from the printers 
in packages of one hundred and two hundred sheets each, entered in their pass-
books, and delivered to the examining division, to be counted and recorded in the 
entry-book to the credit of the printer. At the close of work each day the accounts 
of the wetting branch, examining division, and register clerks are compared and 
checked by the superintendent of printing, to show that the paper delivered for 
printing and the printed impressions re~Jeived from the printers agree and correspond 
with the register account, and the custodian of dies, rolls, and plates reports that all 
1 he plates and forms delivered for printing during the day have been returned to him. 
No printer is permitted to pass from the building during the day without a certificate 
showing the return of his paper and a check showing the return of his plate. 
Plate branch-Steam-presses. Plate-printing on the presses operated by steam is 
executed in this branch. It is under the supervision of a separate superintendent, 
and its methods are substantially the same as those of the plate branch hand-presses. 
Su1jaoe branoh.-The surface printing on typographic presses is executed in this 
branch. No work is printed except on the written order of the chief of the Bureau. 
The presses are known by number, and in this branch the work is assigned to the 
press instead of the printer, one pressman having charge of one or more presses. The 
work consists of printing seals and charter numbers on the faces, and charter num-
bers on the backs, of national currency, indorsements, addresses, &c., on checks, and 
tints on distinctive paper for internal-revenue and customs stamps, &c. The dis-
tinctive paper iE drawn from the wetting branch, the national currency from the num-
bering division, and the checks from the binding division, and receipteu for in each 
case by the superintendent. The engraved forms from which the printing is executed 
are drawn from the custodian of dies, rolls, and plates, the superintendent making the 
requisition, and taking a receipt for each piece returned at the close of work. The 
sheets are counted on their receipt, fed on the press, examined, and counted. Auto. 
matic registers are on the presses indicating the number of impressions printed. The 
register count is checked with the superintendent's account each day, and no employe 
is permitted to leave the building without a certificate of the superintendent that 
the work account is correctly balanced. A daily report by classes and denomination~ 
is made to the office of the number of sheets received, delivered, and on hand. 
EXAMINING DIVISION. 
In this division the plate printed work is ca:.:efully examined by experts with • 
view to eliminating and withholding from the further processes all mutilated or im. 
perfect impressions. The sheets requiring no additional wetting for further printing: 
are also pressed by placing two together between pressing boards, and in lots o/ 
about a thousand, subjecting them to heavy hydraulic pressure to restore the.even. 
surface of the paper roughened by the wetting. The impressions printed in the plate 
branches come to this eli vision fresh from the press to be wet-counted, are entered to th0 
credit ofthe printers whose initials are printe~ on the margins of the sheets, spread 
on racks and conveyed to the drying-room to remain during the night. The snrface 
printed tints are also received, counted, and delivered to the vault division to be held 
as stock subject to be drawn on reqnh;ition by the wetting branch to prepare them 
fo1· additional printing in the plate branch. After the plate-printed impressions have 
been dried they are arranged in classes, each printer's work separately, and examined. 
A report is made of the number of sheets spoiled by each printer, and showing the nature 
of the defects as a basis of charge against the printer's pa.v account when the number 
of sheets exceeds a stated percentnm of allowance for spoilage. The imperfect im-
pressions are canceled and delivered to the vault eli vision for :final delivery to the 
Secretary of the Treasury for dest,ruction. The perfect plate-printed impressions re-
quired for further plate printing are delivered to the vault division to be held sub-
ject to requisition by the wetting branch to prepare them for the additional priutino·. 
Those requiring no further plate printing are pressed and (}<)anted, and, if other pr~-
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cesses are to be applied to them, they are delivered to the proper operating division. 
If no other process is required they are pack•Jd, and delivered to the vault division 
for delivery to the department for which they are intended. Employes are not per-
mitted to leave the building without a certificate from the superintendent that the 
work account is correctly balanced. An account is kept by class and denomination, 
and a daily report made to the office of the number of impressions received, delivered, 
and on hand. 
NUMBERING DIVISION. 
In this division all the securities, notes, certificates, checks, stamps, &c., requiring 
the process are, with automatic machines, numbered on each subject of the sheet. 
The numbers on the securities, notes, stamps, or checks of a particular issue or series 
begin at one.on the first issue and continue in uninterrupted sequence, and represent 
the order and extent of t.he issue of any series. The sheets are received from the ex-
amining and binding divisions and counted on their receipt. After numbering they 
are examined as to the accuracy of the numbers and again counted. The sheets re-
quiring seals and charter numbers imprinted on them by the surface process are ma-
chine-trimmed on two sides to fit them to an accurate register on the surface-printing 
presses. The sheets requiring further processes are delivered to the proper operating 
division. Those that are finished are delivered to the vault division for final delivery 
to the department for which they are in tended. Employes are not permitted to leave 
the building without the superintendent's certificate that the work account is cor-
rectly balanced. An account is kept of the serial numbers placed on all the securi-
ties, notes, certificates, checks, stamps, &c., by class and denomination, and a daily 
report is made to the office of the number of sheets received, delivered, and on hand. 
BINDING DIVISION. 
In this division all the checks and the stamps requiring the process are bound. 
Certain stamps are also gummed and pressed, and, after gumming, perforated; others 
are perforated without being gummed. There are other processes, such as needling, 
trimming, and separating. The sheets are received from the examining division and 
numbering division and surface branch. They are counted on their receipt and passed 
through the various processes by the workmen and operatives under the supervision 
of the superintendent. All the bound sheets are examined as to the sequence of num-
bers in the volnmes, and all the unbound sheets are counted. The finished sheets are 
delivered to the vault division for final delivery to the department for 1which they are 
intended. Employes are not permitted to leave the building without a certificate from 
the superintendent that the work account is correctly balanced. An account is kept 
in the division aud a daily report made to the office by class and denomination of the 
number of sheets received, delivered, and on hand. 
VAULT DIVISION. 
The superintendent of this division receives from the several operating divisions 
the unfinished work for safe-keeping when not undergoing any process, and receives 
the completed notes, securities, stamps, &c., and delivers them to the several Bureaus 
of the Treasury and other departments; and receives and delivers the imperfect im-
pressions to the Secretary of the Treasury, and takes receipts and sees that the entries 
on the receipt books are accurately made and properly signed. The receipts obtained 
by the vault division are prepared in the office from the schedules of the divisions on 
account ofwbich the deliveries are made, and are verified by the daily reports. At 
stated times each day au inclosed and locked steel-lined truck or "security wagon" 
is used by this division to carry the paper from the office of the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the wetting branch, and also to deliver the securities, notes, stamps, &c. 
Employes are assigned by the superintendent to accompany the truck for protection; 
otherwise the employes are not permitted to lea.ve the building without a certificate 
from the superintendent that the division account is correct. 
1\'IACHINE DIVISION. 
The employes of the machine division attend to running the machinery and keep-
ing the building, machinery, and tools in repair. The employes are not permitted to 
leave the building except on a pass issued by the superintendent and approved by 
the office. 
WATCH DIVISION. 
The watch force protects the premises and property and aids in the enforcement of 
the rules and regulations of the Bureau. They are under a captain during the day 
and two lieutenants during the night-one lieutenant for each relief. The officers of 
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the watch are members of tho Metropolitan police force, and are authorized to make 
arrests for proper cause. 'When relieved from duty the wathmen are not permitted 
to leave the building until given permission by the officer in charge of the relief. 
The officers of the watch force make daily reports relative to the assignment of the 
watchmen to the several posts, and forward from the watchmen reports of all occur-
rences coming nuder their observation that require official attention. 
MISCELLANEOUS (OFFICE) DIVISION. 
The employes are the officers, clerks, messengers, and helpers connected with the 
general superintendence and clerical and incidental business of the Bureau as a 
whole, comprising all the divisions. The office receives the requisitions of the De-
partments for the work of the Bureau, and in compliance therewith gives the neces-
sary order in writing to the superintendents of the several divisions and sees that they 
are promptly and properly carried out. It makes the estimates, subject to the ap-
proval of the Secretary of the Treasury, purchases the supplies, and prepares the 
designations for employment. The office receives, files, and answers communi-
cation~;~, keeps all the general accounts of the Bureau, and reports daily to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, by classe& and denominations, the blank distinctive paper 
received and delivered printed, and monthly reports compiled from the division, daily 
reports of the receipts, deliveries, and balances of paper, for comparison and check 
with the paper account against the Bureau kept in the · Secretary's office, division of 
loans and currency. 
The following is an example of an item of principal business beginning with it.s re-
ceipt in the Bureau and showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by it 
through the several divisions and hands until it is finished and disposed of: 
NATIONAL CURRENCY. 
Requisition is made on the chief of Bureau by the Comptroller of the Currency for 
a plate and impressions for a new bank. The chief makes an oruer on the engraving 
division for the new face-plate. The engraving divi sion makes the face-plate of the 
appropriate title for the new bank, daily depo~iting it, in its various stages of prepa-
ration at the close of the work, with the cqstodian of dies, rolls, and plates. The im-
pressions comprise a plate-printed tint, with a surface-printed charter number of bank 
subsequently placed on it, forming the back, a p~ate-printed face, anu surface-printed 
seal and charter number on face. The tints of each denomination of all hanks are 
alike, varying only as to the State or Territory in which the hank is located. To fa-
cilitate the preparation of the currency when ordered for the separate hanks, the tints 
are prepared and kept. in the vault division as stock iu advance of such orders. 
When the Comptroller of the Currency makes an order on the chief of Bureau for a 
new plate for a national bank, in the event of Hs being the first organized in its State 
or Territory, the order includes the tint-plates, and the tints are prepared therefrom 
to accommodate the future orders of tho same bank, and of any others that may be 
subsequently organized iu the same State. On an order of tbe chief of Bureau the 
engraving division makes the tint-plate and deposits it with the custodian of dies, 
rolls, and plates. The paper forth~ tints is furnishe<l by tbe Secretary of· the Treas-
ury on requisition of the wetting branch, and prepared for printing. On order of the 
chief of Bureau the plate branch draws the plate from the custodian of dies, rolls, and 
plates, and assigns it to a printer, who draws the paper from the wetting branch and 
prints the tints. These are passed to the examining eli vision, wet-counted, dried, 
arranged after drying, examined, counted, packed, and deposited with the vault 
keeper for safe-keeping unt.ilneeded for face printing. Pending the preparation of 
the face-plate and nearing its completion, the chief of Bureau makes an order on the 
plate branch to print the faces, and on the surface branch to print the seals and 
charter numbers on the faces and the charter numbers combined with tints to form 
the back. When the order is received to print tho faces, the wetting branch draws 
the tints by requisition on the examining division, and prepares them to receive the 
face printing. The plate branch draws tbe face-plate from the custodian of dies, rolls, 
and plates, assigns a printer, who draws the paper from the wetting branch and prints 
the faces .. The printed faces are passed to the examining division, where they are 
wet-counted, dried, arranged after drying, examined, recounted, pressed, and again 
counted. They are then forwarded to the numbering division, where they are counte<l, 
trimmed, and recounted, receive the hank number, are examined and conn ted, receive 
the Treasury number, examined and counted, and delivered to the surface branch. 
In the surface branch the work is counted on its receipt, and a requisition made on 
the custodian of dies, rolls, and plates for the charter number and seal forms. Too 
charter number is printed on the back, and the impressions examined and counted. 
The seal is printed on the face, and the work again examined and counted, and t.hen 
packed, and transmitted to the vault keeper for delivery to the Comptroller of the 
Currency, at which point the work is finally disposed of by the Bureau. 
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I also submit the accompanying tabular statements, thirteen (13) in number, of the 
transactions in the several divisions of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing during 
the prescribed period. 
The following statement, which has been compiled from the accompanying exhib-
its, shows the average number of persons employed, and the average monthly amount 
of work performed by the employes in each division of the Bureau in the fiscal year 
1885 and in the first eight months of 1887 : 
Average number Monthly average for 
of employes. each employe. 
Diviaion or branch. 
~JlW:~n-~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
t~*Eil--j:_):_jj!-1----:\--:l\j--~~-\:lll~U: 
Machine ............................................... .. 
Watch ................................................. .. 
Cleaning ................................................ . 
Miscellaneous ........................................... . 


































5, 785 6,625 










----------·- .................... J 
The average number ofpersons employed bas been reduced, and the average amount 
of work done has increased in every division except one. The reduction in force 
ranges from 7 to 58 per cent. and the increase in the average amount of work 
done from 7t to 162t per cent. The division which constitutes the exception is 
the steam-press branch, in which a number of new presses was introduced during the 
last year, causing an increase in the number of employes. As some time was spent in 
getting the presses in running order the showing is not so favorable as in tihe other 
divisions, alt.hough there is a slig4t increase in the average production. The greatest 
improvement is shown in the divisions not directly connected with the production of 
securities-the vault, machine, watch, cleaning, and miscellaneous divisions. In 
these there had been the greatest opportunity and temptation to unduly increase the 
force, and they therefore presented the best field for retrenchment. Since 1885 the 
force of these five divisions has been reduced from 241 to 1:31, a rerl.uction of 110 per-
sons, or more than 45 per cent. In the miscellaneous division aione the force bas 
been cut down from 74 to 31 persons, whHe the monthly average for each employe 
bas increased from 32,022 to 84,136. The actual effective work done by 31 employes 
in 1887 was greater than that done by 74 employes in 1885. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. F .AIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasm·y. 
E. 0. GRAVES, 
Chief of Bureau. 
MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the miscellaneous division of 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Transacted and Transacted and Transacted and Transacted and 
disposed of dur- disposed of dur- disposed of dur- disposed of dur-Character of business. ing fiscal year ing fiscal year ing fiscal year ing fiscal year 1887 (to March 1884. 1885. 1886. 1, 1887). 
U. S. notes, certificates, and 
bonds ...................... 6, 127,000 5, 216,668 2, 645,625 4, 072,959 
National currency ........... 2, 067,676 2, 478,868 2, 331,623 412,420 
Checks ...................... 507,065 467,493 548,375 183,825 
Internal-revenue stamps ..... 21, 225, 594§ 19, 541,977 20,607,750 15,770,200 
Customs stamps. 268,000 235,100 283,500 198,000 
M isnellaneous ............... 417,346 495, 656 361, 862 228, 214 
--· 
Totals ................. 30, 612, 661~ 28,435,762 26,778,735 20,865,618 
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The employes are the officers, clerks, messengers, and helpers, connected with the gen-
eral superintendence, clerical, and incidental business of the Bureau as a whole, com-
prising all the divisions. The statement gives the perfect finished sheets of securi-
ties, &c., finally disposed of, and shows the amount of business transacted under such 
supervision, &c. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the miscellaneous division of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
' 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
-
Month. 
Q;) Q;). Q;)• Q;) 
~~ 
Q;)' Q;) a:loo ~s. 
Q;) Q;). Q;)' 
bll...-l bl:~ biJS • biJ...-l :~-al bL...-l bii'Q;) biJ...-l biJ~ :~~ ~~=~ ~p., c.!Q;)~ ~§ c~P> =~=~ cl~ c.!Q;>oQ;) Coli::! ~~ ~g ~.£ ~0 ~~!- ~g ~~s 
• ::l ~"' ~ ~~0 ~- Q;s Q;)~ Q;>Q),...... ~s ~P. Q;l~ Q)Q;> ....... <P'P. Q.) ~ .. ~ p.S ~>s P.P<~ p. P,p. p.S P-8 P.A~ ~2 
p. ~Po 
<!ljcl <!ljQ) ~ <!!jell -<!j~ ~ ~ell ~Q;) ~ ~ell ~ 
- ----- - ------ ------ - --
July ............. 2, 679, 325§ 73 36,703 2, 009,707 76 26,443 2, 329,078 32 72,784 3, 144,629 33 95,292 
August .......... 3, 03il, 023 69 43,942 2, 641,756 73 36,188 il, 023,016 o1 65,258 2, 032,066 33 61, 578 
September ....... 2, 343,423 72 32,547 2, 303, 170 75 30,709 2, 565,385 31 82,755 2, 231,930 31 71,932 
October .......... 2, 624,197 74 35,461 2, 575,071 u, 33,014 2, 757,809 31 88, 961 2, 852,204 31 92,006 
November ....... 2, 178,313 74 39,437 2, 500,054 76 31,211 2, 633,873 32 82,309 2, 778,965 31 89,321 
December ....... 2, 775,371 73 38,019 2, 257,727 77 29,321 2, 317,002 32 7:.!,406 2, 537,464 30 84, o82 
January ......... 2, 737,348 74 36, 991 2,337,480 76 30,757 2, 58::!, 916 3:.! 80,716 2, 945,315 •o 98,177 February .. _ ..... 2, 783,999 74 37,621 2, 925,262 77 38,490 2, 132,778 32 65,649 2, 343,045 30 78,101 
March ........... 2, 564,877 74 34,660 2, 794,833 75 37,291 2, 579,556 32 80,611 . ............... ....... ............ 
April ............ 2, 356, 2!a 74 31,841 2, 074,787 70 29,639 2, 103,569 32 66,049 ~ ----... - ... ---· ........ May ............. 2. 231,357 77 28,979 1, 774,546 70 25,350 1, 829,609 33 55,442 ---------- . ...... ........... 
June ............ . 2, 306,207 78 29,566 2, 241,369 70 32,019 924,145 33 28,005 ---------· ...... ........... ---- - ----- - ------ --·---- --Total averages ... 2, 551,055 74 34,474 2, 369,647 74 32,022 2, 231,574 32 69,737 2, 608,202 31 84,136 
The transacLions above stated in years are here stated in months. No account or 
the amount of business performed by each employe was kept in a form available fos 
this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use for it. In lieu of it if 
given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the miscellaneous division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 7t hours daily. Prior to July 1, U:l85, the 
Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a. m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p. m., and other days a 
4p.m. 
~ .e p., rci s lil. 't:! 't:! Q;l ,c Q;l Q;l Q) 
P< ~ Q;>o 
,c't:! ~~ ~-0 rd 't:! =~ "'oQ;) g "'. Q;) 0 .... op., 0...., ~s:l 
~~ 1:: om 
P"' r.:.s ~.£ 
Years. Q;l 
~0 
rt1 "" 1::1~ rt:~A rt:IP< ~ orll ~p., ~2 ~a ~~ ~~ ~ <P,.Sl ~~ IXl Po P< 't:! .CA -o"' 
rt1 rt1 rt1 ~ ~ 
~~ .pP., .pP., p., ~ p., :g.c ~,c Col .;: 0 ~ .... 
I~ 
Q;) 
A A A 8 ~0 H 
---- - - ------------
1884 ....................................... . 304 20, 646§ 0 20, 646§ 74 279 304 240 
1885 ....................................... . 300 19, 879! 0 19, 879§ 74 268i 300 201 
1886 ................................... 304 9, 362! 0 9, 362! 32 292i 304 268 
1887 ...................... .............. :::: 201 5, 544t 0 5, 544! 31 178! 201 149 
EmJ11oyes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
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CLEA.NING DIVISION. 
Statement showing in detail the business in the cleaning division of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 18135, 1886, and 1887. 
The employes are (charwomen) scrubbers and sweepers, divided into two sets-
morning set and evening set. Each set is directed and kept employed by a separate 
forewoman until the cleaning is all disposed of each day. 
The following statement shows the average am().unt and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the cleaning division of the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
Average Average Average Average 
employes. employes. employes. employes. 
July................................................. 45 47 26 27 
August.............................................. 47 49 26 27 
September........................................... 48 49 26 27 
October.............................................. 49 48 25 27 
November........................................... 51 48 26 27 
December............................................ 48 48 27 27 
January............................................ . 50 48 27 27 
February............................................ 48 48 27 27 
March............................................... 49 46 27 ........... . 
April................................................ 49 44 27 .......... .. 
¥:,;,:;~~:~~:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::j--~ ----* __ .;, =~ 
No account has been kept of the amount of work done, for the reason that use for 
it was not anticipated. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the tran~:~action of business by the employes of the cleaning division of· the 
Bureau of Engraving and Prmting, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 7t hours daily. Prior to July 1, Hi85, the Bu-




1885. --· ···--- ·---·. :::: :~: ::::::.:. 
1886 ..... -- ....... --- .. -- .. -- ...... . 

































The day of the morning cleaners is from 6.30 a.m. to 3 p. m. with half hour for 
lunch. Time devoted to business, 8 hours. The day of the evening cleaners is from 
3.30 p. m. to 8 p.m. Time devoted to business, 4t hours. 
W A.TCH DIVISION, 
The employes are watchmen, divided into three reli~fs, covering the entire twenty-
four hours of the day. Each division was in charge of an officer of the watch, andre" 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of, with average number of employes, during the time 
specified. The business has no definite unit of measurement : 
:Month. 
July ••••••••••••••••••.••••••..•....••...•••••••••••. 
t~~~~!\;~; ~ ~::::::: --~::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: 
October .......•••••••••.••••••••••....••.•.••..•..... 
November .••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••..••••.••.••. 
December .•••..••.••••.••••.•••••.••••• --···· ••.... 
January .......•••......••.••••.••••••.•••••.••.•.... 




June ...••.•....•.•••••.••••••••••• . .•••.•.•.•••••.... 












































24 ... -.. --· ........ 
24 . ...................... 
23 ........................... 
23 . ......... -· ........... 
25 21 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of <lays 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business 7~ hours daily. Prior to July 1, 1885, the Bu-
reau opened daily at 8.40 a.m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m., and other days at 
4p.m. 
li84 ••••••••••••.••.••••••.•.•.••••. 
1885. ••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••••••. 
1886 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••. 
1887 .•••••••..•••••.•••••••••.••••.. 
366 11, 875ft 
365 11, 483t 
365 8, 904~ 
243 4, 518it 
0 11, 875~ 
0 11, 483ji 
0 8, 904~ 


















First relief from 12.30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m.; time devoted to duty, 7 hours. Second 
relief from 7.30 to4 p.m.; time devoted to duty,8t hours. Third relief from 4p. m. 
to 12.30 a.m.; time devoted to duty, St hours. 
MACHINE DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the machine division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
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This statement gives the number of orders received, dispos~d of, and pending for 
special mechanical work connected with the general business of the Bureau. In ad-
dition to the work covered by the orders, the employes of this division perform the 
general routine work incident to running and repairing the machinery, &c., and 
keeping the tools and building in order. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the machine division of the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing, with average number of employes, during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
-------1--- -----------------------------
July ........... . 
August ........ . 
September ...... . 
October ........ .. 
November ..... .. 
December ...... . 
Jauuary ....... .. 
February ....... . 
March ......... .. 
April ........... . 
May ........... . 





































































































































The transactions above stated in years arc here stated in months. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use for 
it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by tbe employes of the machine division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by tho employe present the least nnm ber of days 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. t.o 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business 7t hours daily. Prior to July 1, 1885, the Bu-
reau opened daily at 8.40 a. m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p. m., and other days at 
4p. m. 
-
Days Bureau D~ys worked Total days Number of Average Mo•t daY' I Loost day' Years. number of worked by worked by open. m person. worked. employes. days worked. employe. flmploye. 
1884 ...... au4 26, 663& 26, 663& 86 310 361 247 
1885 ·••••· 300 24, 185~ 24, 1F5fr 7!J 306k 363 264! 
1886 ...... 304 15, 475fr 15, 475~ 50 309~ 364 254f 
1887 ...... 201 10, 259! 10, 259§ 47 21flk 250! 145! 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. Firemen and hostler required to be 
on duty every day in the year. 
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VAULT DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the vault division of the 





notes, certifi· I 
cates, and bonds. 6, 449,428
1 
6, 449,428 5, 464, 730, 5, 464, 730 2, 748, 843
1
2,748,843 4, 253, 451 4, 253,451 
National currency. 2, 291, 707 2, 291, 707 2, 697, 574 2, 697, 574 2, 490, 828 2, 490, 828! 440,468 440, 468 
Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . 530, 599f 530, 599l 493, 425l 493, 425 568, 046 568, 046 189, 768 189, 768 
Internal revenue , I 
stamps .......... 21,814,917 21, 814, 917 20,000, 956,20, ooo, 956 21, 079, 128 21,079,12816,075,64116,075, 641 
Cnstoms stamps... 283,434 283, 434 245,277 245, 277 292, 144 292, 144 203,360 203, 360 
Miscellaneous..... 423 871 423, 871l 502, 804
1 
502, 80J! 370, 444 370, 444 231,356 231,356 
Totals ....... 31,793~ 31,793:956 129,404~ 29,404~~27,549~ 27,549~~21,394;o44 21, 394, 044 
This statement gives the number of perfect and imperfect sheets received and dis-
posed of, the transaction being completed daily. 
The only undisposed of balances in this division were sheets held for safe-keeping 
or the examining and numbering divisions and surface branch, and are included in 
the statements of the amounts ou hand and undisposed of in those divisions. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the vault division of the Bureau of Eugraving 
and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
July......... 2, 775, 966 6 462, 661 2, 087, 705 7 298, 243 2, 401-, 633 6 400,772 3, 188, 641 5 637, 728 
August...... 3, 150, 605 6 525, 101 2, 721, 344 7 388, 763 2, 086, 960 5 417, 392 2, 084, 055 5 416, 811 
September... 2, 434, 6511 6 40~, 7381 ::l, 382, 7~? 7 340, 398 2, 6~!i, 467 5 ~29, 093 2, 280, 177 5 456, 035 
October...... 2, 738, 096, 6 45o, 349 2, 666, 42o 7 380, 775 2, 8.8, 957 5 o65, 791 2, 910, 831 5 582, 166 




2. 561 , 380 7 365,911 2, 705,7661 5 541, 153 2, 862, 010 5 572, 402 
December . .. 2, 876, 465 7 410, 924 2, 340, 293 7 332, 899 2, 380. 948 5 476, 189 2, 620, 564 5 524, 113 
January ..... 2, 832, 837 7 l404, 691 2, 417, 641 7 345, 377 2, 655, 562, 5 531, 112 3, 033, 349 5 606, 669 
February.... :l, 888, 439 7 412, 634 3, 000, 173
1 
7 428, 596 2, 188, 3721 5 437, 674 2, 414, 417 5 482, 883 
March....... 2, 664, 138 7 390, 591 2, 874, 158
1




. ....... -. 
April....... . 2, 443, 380' 7 349, 054 2, 177, 295 7 311, 042 2, 161, 848 5 436, 369 ...•...... 
May......... 2, 314, 802 7 330, 686 1, 847, 667 7 263, 952 1, 871, 856 5 374, 371 ......... . 
June . . . . . . . . 2, 388, 9171 7 451, 274 2, 327, 8981 6 387, 98~ 967, 7941 5 193, 558 ......... . 
T~~~-~:- ~~~-;:::~  -;:~ -;:::~~~'~ ::.-:~~  5 534, 85ti 
The transactions above stated in years are here stated in months, the sheets hav~ 
ing been subjected to no working process in this division. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept iu a 
form available for this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use 
for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the vault division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person ann by proxy, during the years named, 
\Vith number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 pres• 
. 
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ent for the greatest number of days, <1nd by tbe employe present tbe least number of 
days during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4·p. m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, seven and a half hours daily. Prior to 
July 1, 1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m. 
and other days at 4 p. m. 
p 
I 
'd I ~ I <tl I s s~ a> >, I a>.., cd <D .., "'..o >->..o <D ~l=l ~~ <D p<;l ~ ~~ ..... . j:~'d . <;~ • ee • 'Q) '<1> ~g og oa> <D'+-<'d 'd'd h 'd-o h Years. ~~ ~8 -~ ~~ b.CO<D <D 0 1 -+" <D 0 p. a>P< A <110 ,.o.£ <;! ,.!<l ---~"a l a>~'a a>O 
~~ ~~8 ~~~ ~ ~~~ 1>-. h~ 6~ SA cd <;!· .... p 1>..0 ~ 
A A A ~ ~ .,q ~ H 
-- - ------------------
1884 .•••••.••••••••..•••••.••..••••••... 304 1, 980! 0 1, 980! 7 282t 304 294 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 300 ~0691 1 0 2, 069~ 7 295~ I 302 250 304 1, 508 0 1, 508 5 301! 304 279 201 953! 0 953! 
I 
5 190i 212 188! 
I I 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
BINDING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the binding division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
Character of business. 
Bonds ........................................................... . 
Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185, 145 352, 572 530. 599 
Internal-revenue stamps........ 539,776 17,291,559 17,392, 287 
CuRtoms stamps................ 3, 247 180,225 140,209 












16, 204, 179 
104, 163 
320, 6n 










Bonds .............. 1--····----Checks...... . . . . . . . 98, 531 
Internal-r even u e 
stamps .. • .. .. .. .. 570, 749 
Customs stamps . . . 7, 687 












1, 481, 584 12, 277, 151 
7' 000 66, 086 
11, 469 158, 045 
392,866 
13, 315, 699 
63,086 
161,970 






This statement gives the number of printed sheets received, disposed of, and on 
hand. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacLed, and disposed of in the binding division of the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 
July........ 5, 597, 094 62 
August . . . . . 6, 334, 192. 56 
September.. 4, 895, 578 58 
October... . 5, 263, 845 64 
November .. 4, 576,687 63 
December . . 6, 230, 057 67 
January . . . . 6, 718, 395 67 
February.. . 6, 359, 547 68 
March . . . . . . 6, 254, 424 65 
April . . . . . . . 5, 022, 590 61 
May . . . . . . . . 5, 183, 343 54 
June . .. . . . . 4, 517,87153 
Total av-
1885. 
90, 276 4, 593, 557 56 
113,111 5, 334,740 55 
84, 407 4, 824, 898 54 
82, 248 5, 383, 440 56 
72, 646 5, 016, 686 57 
92, 985 5, 524, 111 60 
100, 275 6, 309, 546 62 
93, 523 5, 081, 352 60 
96, 237 5, 546, 449 59 
82, 337 (), 044, 052 57 
95,988 3, 846, 523 53 
85, 243 5, 504, 350 53 
1886. 
80, 242 5, 853, 7l9 47 
96, 995 5, 479, 881 49 
89, 350 5, 806, 867 54 
96, 133 4, 866, 661 51 
88,012 5, 677,517 51 
92,068 5, 587, 334 52 
101, 767 7, 310, 212 54 
84, U89 6, 164, 030 55 
94,008 6, 358, 347 49 
106, 036 5, 631', 579 47 
72,387 5, 672,747 47 
103, 852 2, 760, 132 49 
1887. 
124, 54 7 8, 363, 702 48 17 4, 242 
111, 834 4, 865, 405:46 105, 770 
107, 535 5, 363, 839.48 111, 788 
95, 425 6, 508, 153 52 125, 734 
111, 324 7, 331, ti62,60 122,194 
107, 448 6, 527, 415 60 108, 790 
135, 374 7, 271, 454 58 125, 456 
112, 073 5, 591, 528 54 103, 546 
129,762 · ·•····••· ..•.••••••• 
119,969 .•••••.••...•.••••••. 
120,697 ..•..•••••....••••••• 
56,329 .••... ·-·· .••..•.•• , . 
erages . . 5, 579, 385 61+ 91, 465 5, 250, 809 57- 92, 119 5, 598, 002 50+ 111, 960 6, 477, 895 53+ 122, 224 
In this statement tho average amount is the number of sheets multiplied by the 
number of principal processes through which they were passed, viz., counting, nee-
dling, stitching, binding, gumming, perforating, pasting, and examining books. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
torm available for this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use 
for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the binding division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present thA least number of days 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business seven and a half hours daily. Prior to July 
1, 188!>, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a. m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m. and 
other days at 4 p.m. 
~ 'd 
Ul s 'Ul Ul!>, UlJ>, Q) I» ~~ P:rC P:rC Q) ~g Q) 1-< <il-cJ "". ~'d • <il .4) ~~~ ~~ 'd<ll o: ~'Cjal 'd~ h Years. ~~ ~ 1-<p.-. ,.!<l.S ,.!<l.s ;::1, <t>o ~ ... ~ llDO ll!)p, c;o _:,,.... ""~o<P. ""1-<P. 
P-o P-o~ .. ~::: SP. ~$ ~ ~~~ ~~§ <il 
~--- 0 I:! I A ~ z -<li ~ H 
------------- ------
1884 .•..•...•.......•...•..••••.•••••.•••••••. 304 16,974 16,974 61 278:i 320~ 203 
1885 •.•••..•...•..•......••..•••.........•••.. 300 15, 847! 15, 847i 57 278-k 301 222I 
1886 .......................................... 304 14, 410! 14, 410! 50 288§- 304 23li 
1887 .......... ·••··••· ..•••••••. ·····- .•.•.... 201 10,6351 10,6351 53 201 2081 1271 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted .to business. 
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NUMBERING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the numbering division of 
'the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1E86, and 1887 : 
.... ~ &,b.O rb~ ,;, mbl! ;a.s . ;a ~ .... s:l 





= .... oo o;S'd .... 'd~ 1-1 .... = .... Character of business. ~<;';) .g~ >'04-4 ~ ~~ .g~ >'0'+-<~ 00 QOQ;> a)0Q;> 00 'd<O> ..... 1>-. 'dal ~'d!' bi).-t ~~ ~>'0- -g'al . -~.? .s 171Q;>o;S .,..,c;s ro -~~ =1710 ~~i s:l<l20 = c;s0<12 oo ~~ .., .., 1-/P<e+:l c ~ .... .., 
p, ~ E-t 0 ~ E-t 
United States notes, certificates, 
and bonds ..................... 96,807 12,554,665 12,511,689 139,783 10,294,377 10,392,881 
National currency .............. 22,130 2, 165,688 2,148,560 39,258 2, 640,228 2,598, 051 
Checks ......................... 16,000 436,975 452,975 ·-· ...... -.. 534,293 516,493 
Internal-revenue stamps ........ 38,212 3, 279,551 3, 295,487 22,276 3, 029,742 3,010, 976 
Customs stamps ................ 3,200 140,900 142,000 2,100 64,500 66,500 
Miscellaneous .................. 386,315 386,315 ······---· 2i15, 916 285,928 ----
Totals .................... 176,349 18,964,094 18,937,026 203,417_ 16,859,056 16,870,836 
,n,...r 
~ 
&,b.O .!....r rn.s I ,;, b(t- I ~.-: ;.a ;a.~ cQ ~~ e;:~~ :0-~~ §.a- bii.Q b.Or:- §:0 
-~~ -g.g~ =>=~ -~~ 
"01:1 
'd.., Cl! ..... 'd~ ~'d ~..:. 'd~ = ..... >'0<+-<~ = .... Character of business. ~~ 'd'"' =<+-< >'01-1. 
"0'+-<Q;> ..... = .... 
'OS! QO~ aiO $01»~ <l!o !'d~ 'ic;s~ ]'al.o -~~ 
'd'd ........ ~a$ -a~ 'd'd 
~~~ t;~.Q 
.e;~»~ ~ ... ,.: 
..=~~ 8o -: 8.~ ~13~ ~~! .CI~~ = A.-t ~ ~~ s:l A~ 
0 ~ E-t 0 ~ E-t 0 
United States notes, cer-
tificates, and bonds .•.. 41,271 2,638, 218 2,674,908 4,581 '· 189,204 4, 099,117 94,668 
National currency ......•. 81,435 2,352,405 2, 403,357 30,483 414,758 423,725 21,516 
Checks ................... 17,800 583,625 579,425 22,000 316,650 332,150 6,500 
Internal revenue stamps. 41,043 3, 494,827 3,496, 571 39,299 2,460, 624 2,426, 241 73, 68J 
Customs stamps .•••••.... 100 114,650 105,450 9,300 55,100 64,300 100 
Miscellaneous .•••••.•••.. 9,988 268,267 'lJ17,666 589 129,760 127,721 2,628 ---- ---
Totals .............. 191,637 9,451, 992 9, 537,377 106,252 7, 566, Oil6 7, 473,254 199,094 
This statement gives the number of sheets received for numbering, &c., disposed 
of, and on hand. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the numbering division of the Burec1.u of En-
graving and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
I 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 





a). ~ a). ~a · . ~~ b.O..,l b.O~ ~~ ~~.4) ~..,l 
b.O., 
c;sp.. c;ss:l o:lp.. co~. c;s-al c;ja)-a) 
I-I.,S '"'o ~t~ I-I.,S '"'o ~t1" l-lo ~t~ ~-~§ 
l-Ip.. 1-1 I» 
alO a) .... alO a) .... Qg al-a alO a)~ alfil~ 
~a ~A ~AA ~s ~A I>AA ~a ~>-a 1>-AA ~~ 
~A 1>-~A 
..qc;s ..q~ ..q ..qo:~ ..q~ ~ ..q= ..qQ ..q ..q~ ~ .- ------- - ---------------- ---
J 
July ••.•.... 4, 909, 044 87 56,426 4, 483, 878 86 52,138 4, 625, 580 64 72,275 112, 440, 341 60 40,672 
August ..... 5, 607, 516 91 61,621 5, 581' 233 87 64,152 3, 558, 024 59 60,306 3, 049, 527 58 52,578 
September .. 5, 257, 791 86 64,491 4, 622, 331 85 54,380 3, 683, 892 60 61,398 2, 980, 827 59 50,523 
October ..... 5, 546, 385 84 G6,028 5, 347, 791 85 62,915 5, 301, 099 66 80,319 5, 494, 125 65 il1,448 
November .. 4, 695, 000 84 55,892 5, 032, 692 88 57,196 5, 015,334 66 75,990 5, 355, 636 66 81,146 
December ... 5, 129, 358 87 58,958 5, 632, 134 87 64,737 4, 821, 879 63 77,014 5, 709, 231 69 82,743 
,January .••. 5, 843, 484 89 65,657 5, 803, 866 88 65,953 3, 650, 466 62 58,878 5, 666, 463 70 80,949 
February ... 5, 274,666 88 59,939 4, 711, 059 86 54,779 3, 105, 195 60 51,753 5, 435, 034 71 76,550 
March .••... 5, 738, 193 87 65,956 5, 234, 115 85 61,578 2, 113, 371 60 *35, 223 ···-····-· ...... ................ April ....... 5, 164, 914 89 58,033 5, 874,417 83 70,776 2, 392, 299 59 *30, 160 .................. ....... ........... 
May ........ 4, 936, 098 93 53,076 2, 607, 621 78 33,431 1, 779, 465 60 *29, 658 ................. ....... . ......... 
nne ........ 4, 128, 840 89 43,391 2, 802, 417 75 37,365 2, 203,758 60 *36, 729 . ~ ......... -... ........ . ....... , 
---- - ------------~---- - ---
Total av-
erages .. 5, 187, 441 88- '58, 948 4, 811, 129 84-1-j 57, 275 3, 520, 864161+1 57, 719 4, 516, 398 61>- 69,483 
I 
u~?od ~~~k.fonr months the operatives were on furlough part time, wit~out pay, on account of re; 
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In this statement the· average amount is the number of sheets multiplied by the 
number of principal processes through which they were passed, viz, counting, trim-
ming, numbering, and examining numbers. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employ6 was kept in a 
form available for this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use 
for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employ6. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employ6s of the numbering division 
of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 
present for the greatest number of days and hy the employ6 present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half-hour 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 7t hours daily. Prior to July 1, 
1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a. m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p. m., aud other 
days at 4 p. m. 
i -= -= CD s s~ ODf>. ODf>. <P <P r>.. p.,.O ~ <P 
~§ ~~ 
<P ;:sc:IS 
"" cil'd ...... !:l'd • ~ast ~ast ~~ -=~ o"' ~'E] Years. ~~ ~g t~ ,.!:d.Sl ,.!:d-9 p. <P p. 
-<0 ..o.S ~t~ ~~~ ~'-<P. ODO tiiP. ~$' ~~ SP< i~~ ~ ~.s 0 ;:I 1>-..0 ~ of:::"' 
A A A ~ ~ < ;:;1 H ------------------
181K •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••. 304 2(,325 0 24,325 88 276J 302& ~61 
1885 •••••• ··-- •••••••••••••••••••••••••. 300 22,6511 0 22,6511 84 269§ 300 = 1886 ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 304 15,739 0 15,739 61 258 (;04 1887 •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••. 201 12,0271 0 12,027 65 185 207i 145J 
Employ6s at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
EXAMINING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the examining division of 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
i .;, ,i,bll _s..; .;, .;,toG q:= ;a.~~ q:= .... l::l ..-4 
~;i 
'gr>-: 
~:2 ~-~; .... ~.g~ ::s;:l 
f>. 'l::OO 
aS "" -cl-:l -~~ 
~'d,...; 
= =""' 'd .... ~ Character of business. 'd~ 'd ..... ciS ~'E 'd~ 1-:l <PO<P $0"' bll 'd<P ~ f>. '8-g . 'd<P ~1~ <Pf>. ~l~ <PI>. l::l ~~ .~-; ;a ~~i §~~ 5:1 ~0 ~OOD ~0 <P '"'s::o.~ !:ls::o. .... <P '"'Po<R 
ll-4 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ------------~-
United States notes, certificates, and 
374,780 bonds .•••••.•.•.•.••••••.•••••.••.••.. 13,025,570 13,058,825 M1,525 11,546,176 11,105,463 
National currency ••••••••••••.••.••.••. 476,113 6, 647,407 6, 314,203 809,317 6, 189,597 6, 114,519 
Checks ......••.•.•.•••••.••••••••.•••.. 9,420 357,797 364,185 3,032 604,787 593,169 
Internal-revenue stamps .•••••.•••...••. 576,287 '1:7,842,846 27,763,905 655,228 26,652,699 25,904,622 
Cnst.oms stamps ••••••••••••.••..•••.•.. 24,607 510,6(j() 471,250 G3,957 226,556 266,632 
Miseellaneous ••••••.•••••••••••.••..... 1,600 366,935 359,085 9,450 386,299 367,759 -------------------
Totals •••••••••••••••••••••. •••••• 1,'62,807 48,751,155 48,331,453 1,882, 509 45,606,114 44,352,164 
c..; .;, .;,t>«~ d:l...r ri:.S ~-ag ~....r ;af>. q:= :a.f!.c ;af>. c;:l- :6.= 
~= 
bt,P -ccgil l::l- bll,_ '8~~ §~ l::loo ~= .Sgil 
-cl-:l -c~ ~'d .... -cl-:> '-<,....; cil'd_, 'd);j 
~ ... c'"' <C .... ~ ~ .... = . 'i~~~ Character of bnsineaa. ~""-- ~'E aSo -=~ _so cilo 1=--=-= 'ir>. g f>. 'd'd <P..cl ~ !>..= '8-al . g'd-; 0 ~"'i ~;; =1'5 ~~~ I> 1>->0 a:~g~ 'Gi-~ ;l~~ -=~ ~o- f~ ..clooo ga! ~~)! =~ Q = s:;o. .... g;)Q =~ 
0 ~ E:-4 0 ~ ~ 0 ----------------------
United States notes, certifl· 
4,804,227 74,744 8,845, 227 319,091 cates, and bonds .••••••••••• 782,238 4,096, 733 9, 089,574 
National currency-~·-·· .••••• 884,395 4, 791,249 5,028,491 647,153 675,251 873,378 '-49, 026 
Cheeks .•••••.•.•.•.•••.•...•. 14,650 542,594 550,650 6,594 354,488 356,548 4,534 
Internal-revenue stamps .••.. 1,403,305 28,563,4U 28,351,934 1, 614, 795118, 488, 278 18,950,525 1, 152,548 
Outoms stamps .•••••.••..... 23,881 310,444 320,001 ,~ ... 1 22'1,080 197,160 43,344 
Kiaoellaneous .•••.•.•..•..••. 27,990 287,258 304,049 11, 199 236, 189 244,250 3,138 
Totals .•••••.••••••.•••• 3,136,459 38,591,702 39,360,252 2, 367, 009 29, 070, 860 29,467,088 1, 971,681 
1his statement gives the number of printed sheets received, disposed of, and on hand. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of bnsiness per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the examining division of the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing, with average number of employes, during the time specified: 
1884. 
July .. - .... 10, 181, 112 105 
August.... 9, 065, 476107" 
September. 9, 400, 815,106 
October .... 11,403,9821 02 
November. 10, 133, 962 108 
Decem her . 10, 629, 777 107 
January ... 11, 040, 712105 
February .. 10, 309, 182 104 
:March ..... 10, 626, 167 101 
April .••... 9,887,810100 
:May ....... 9, 214,028100 
June ....... 8, 240,953 99 
Total aver-
1885. 
96, 963 9, 723, 796 98 
84,274 9, 868, 322 96 
88, 687 9, 658, 498 95 
110, 823.10, 998, 130 95 
93, 833 9, 576, 148 94 
99, 344 10, 590, 041 94 
105, 14910,740,159 98 
99, 127 9, 186, 322 99 
105, 209 10, 373, 266 97 
98, 878 9, 616, 6t7 89 
92, 140 7, 001, 853 92 
83, 242 7' 864, 668 87 
1886. 
99, 222 9, 339, 764 75 
102, 795 6, 868, 402 76 
101, 668 10, 027, 325 75 
115, 770 10, 203, 489 75 
101, 87410, 481, 672 73 
112, 660 8, 293, 298 72 
109, 593 7, 401, 230 70 
92, 852 7, 889, 641 73 
106, 941 8, 132, 696 72 
108, 052 7, 749, 902 72 
76, 107 5, 978, 516 72 
90, 398 6, 502, 940 73 
1887. 
124, 530 8, 660,517 72 120,285 
90, 374 8, 409, 625 72 116, 800 
133, 698 8, 770, 591 72 121, 814 
13G, 046 11, 300, 520 70 161, 436 
143, 584HY, 766, 504 j72 149,535 
llG, 185 12, 704, 250 71 178, 933 
105,747 9, 964, 079 70 142,344 
108, 077 9, 323, 781 71 131, 321 
*112, 954 
*107,638 .................... . 
*83, 055 ............. - ...... -
•·91,176 .................... . 
ages ..... 10, 011, 164104- 96, 271 9, 599, 808 94-102, 126 8, 239, 073 73+ 135, 456 9, 987,483 71+ 140, 669 
"'In these four months the operatives were on furlough part time, without pay, on account of reduced 
work. 
In this statement the average amount is the number of sheets multiplied by the 
number of principal processes through which they were passed, viz, wet counting, 
examining, and pressing. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement, for the reason that there was no anticipated use 
for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the examining division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each yea.r so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of 
days during Aaid years. Bureau open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, seven and a half hours daily. Prior to 
July 1, 1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m. and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m. 
and other days at 4 p. m. 
Years. 
--------1-----1-------------------- - -------
1884 ............... . 304 29,-556! 
1885 ............ ... . 300 26, 322~ 
1886 ............... . 304 19, 97~ 
1887 ............... . 201 14, 132! 
0 29, 556! 
0 26,32~ 
0 19, 972~ 

















Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
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SURFACE BRANCH, PRINTING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in deta.il the business in the surface bra.nch, pri:nting 













United States notes, certificates, 
and bonds . . .. .•.••. ...• .. . . •. 35,700 
National currency............. . •..•..... 
Checks .........•.......................•. 
Internal-revenue stamps .••.......•....... 
Cnstomsstamps .••••..•...•••.......•••.. 
Miscellaneous • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . 47, 000 
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75, 735 5, 090, 124 
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~~~ = p.,... 
0 
-----------1------------------------
United States notes, certifi-
cates, and bonds 0 ••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
National currency...... . . . • . . 35, 8·.U 2, 309, 832 2, 331, 623 14, 050 405, 580 412, 420 7, 210 
Checks ..•..•............•••.......•.... 1, 035, 066 1, 035, 066 . • . . . • . . • . 619, 919 619, 919 .••..••••• 
Internal-revenue stamps .... 0 •••••••••• 5, 701, 602 5, 701, 602 .....••••. 4, 008, 395 3, 9<!3, 583 64, 812 
Customs stamps............. . . . . . .. . . . 2, 300 2, 300 0 ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• 
MiRr.ellaneous ............. . ........... 0 501, 969 501, 969 0 ••••• 0 ••• 420, 492 355, 674 64, 818 
Totals .•.....•.•.•...... 35,841 0,550,769 9,572,560 14,050 5;454~~5,331,596136,84o 
This statement gives the number of sheets received for surface printing disposed of 
and on hand. 
The following statement shows the a.verage amount and character of business per-
formed, transactetl, a.nd disposed of in the surface branch, printing division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, with average number of employes during the 
time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. ~: ~s . ~~ ~: ~s . ~~ ~ I ~s . ~~ ~ ~e . 
dP., =Q)~ =~=~ dh =Q)~ dl=l d~ =Q)~ ci!>:l dl» e~<~~-4> 
~~ ~p.p. ~~ ~~ ~p.p. ~~ ~~ ~p.p. ~~ ~~ ~p.p. 
~.a :;; ~~ :;; g ~% :;; ~.s· ~ g ~.al ~ ~~ ~ g ~% ~ t~ 
----1°---tl--------------------------
July........ 5, 008, 410 36 138, 123 4, 104, 174 30 136, 806 2, 937, 138 27 108, 783 2, 688, 2.55 17 158, 153 
.A.ugnst..... 4, 826,910 33 146,270 4, 568, 772 30 152, 292 3, 140, 817 22 142,76412,446, 197 17 143, 8!» 
September.. 4, 623, 117 34 138, &71 4, 787, 1.56 31 154, 231 3, 748, 557 25 149, 942 2, 443, 668 17 143, 745 
October..... 5, 131, 212 33 155,488 5 211 963 33 157,6:35
1 
4, 266, 816 22 193,946 2, 077, 335 17 122,196 
N OVPmber . . 4, 047, 345 33 122, 647 4: 590: 492 32 143, 453 3, 375, 348 21 160, 73112, 612, 097 17 153, 653 
llecembl·r... 4, 474, 01134 131, 580 4, 902, 891 34 144,402 3, 170, 595 21 150,98112, 635,410 17 155,024 
January·--· 4,548,91234 133,762 4 625 28934. 136,038 2,030,91320 101,5462,500,590 17 147,093 
February . . . 3, 754, 197 30 125, 140 a: 715: 311 33 112,495 2, 484, 234 20 124, 212 2, 352,003 17 138,353 
March o ••••• 4, 136,658 30 137,882 4, 064,067 33 123,154 2, 555,016 20 *127, 751 .••...••..•••••••••• 
April . • • ••• . 3, 863, 646 30 128, 788 4, 765, 881 30 158, 863 2, 889, 876 20 *144, 494 
May . . . .. . • . 3, 728, 8.53 31 120, 286 2, 812, 464 30 93, 782 2, 676, 162 20 *133, 808 ..•.•....••••.•••••• 
June........ 2, 845, 791~~ 91,800 3, 345,069 30 111, 502 2, 627,292 ~ *131, 365 
Total av-
erages .• 4, 249, 089l32+ 132,784 4, 291,127 32- 134,097 2, 991,897 21+ 142,4712,469,444 17 145,261 
*In theRe four montl1s tbe operatives were on furlough, part time without pay, on a.cconut of reduced 
work. 
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In this statement the average amount is the number of sheets multiplied by the 
number of principal processes through which they were passed, viz, counting and 
feeding on press. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement for the reason that there was no anticipated uso for 
it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the surface division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Bureau opeh from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business 7i hours daily. Prior to July 1, 1885, the 
Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a. m. and closed Saturdays at 3 p. m. and other days at 
4p.m. 
Years. 
______________ , ___ ---- ----------------
1884.................................. 304 





























Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. · 
STEAM PRESS, PLATE BRANCH, PRINTING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the steam press, plate 
branch, printing division, of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
«» tilbfl .:l -~bi) til tilbfl til.S til biJ.S c= ;a.~""' re·~.O <;::1 :S-~<D c= ...... ... ~-
~ci rg.g~ bflod re=~ bfl<D rg.g~ bflt- :·pl',O ... 00 s:IOO [ire,... .s~ s:loo ~re~ 5-< .... .a ...... -~~ a-;: o:l 5o< ,:;oo Character of bnsi- .g~ re""'~ real re .... ~ re""'"~ p.-1 re""' ~ ~0~ Q;>OQ;> re= ..,o~ re~. ~0 ~. ness. re~ .... In re~ .... In re~ .... In re=-- ~ ~;:::;-
_;~ ~l~ 
Q;>!n ~'i~ -~~ ~~1 
~~ ..... 
-~~ ~In· ~11~ ~.a s:~r:oo ..... ~ 
00 ~Qrtl 8o ci!Qrtl 8o [ior:o ~1::;t ~~::;t ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 5-<~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------- ---------------
United States notes 
and certificates . . .. ·-· ........ .... .... .. 872,263 872,063 ··-······· . .......... 789,043 789,043 Internal-rev on u e 
stamps ......... . 5, 734,490 5, 734,490 4, 757,081 4, 757,081 5,543,150 5, 543,150 3,398, 341 3, 398,341 --------------------------
Totals ....... 5, 734,490 5, 734,490 5,629, 344 5, 629,344 5,543,150 5,543,150 4,187,384 4, 187, 38& 
This statement gives the number of sheets of paper received for printing, and the 
number of backs and faces printed thereon and delivered. There was nothing on 
hand Ull(lisposed of at the end of any day. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the steam press, plate branch, printing divis-
ion of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, with average number of employes dur-
ing the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
cp 
~ ~a 
cp <tl • cp• cp cp. cp• cp cp. 
~~. Month. b.l).l b.l).l !)JIIO b.IIEl bl.~ b.ll~ ~~~ tlll...,; b.ll~ ~g =~ cii<P • .p ~g cil~ ciiQ;),.P =~ =~ cill'l cil~ cil ~ ~~ fp~~ ~0 ~~~ ~or:l ~0 ~~~ ~r:l ~0 fp~,S' ~"A cpO ~'a cpO ~'a :~ <l>p. cps p~ p.S ~>a I>P.P. ~cil <lj~ I>P.P. <lj~ I>P.P. <lj~ I>P.;:I.o <lj ~Q;) <lj <lj <lj ~ ~= <lj -----------------------
~~~~£:: :::::::::::: 494,161 27 18,302 420,853 27 15,587 513,978 ::!6 19,768 521,500 26 20,058 611,774 29 21,097 489,132 27 18,116 479,172 26 18,430 487,100 26 18,735 
September ........... 479,681 27 17,766 473,437 27 17,534 424,300 26 16,320 410,100 26 15,773 
October ...•.•... -- ... 516,994 28 18,464 531,072 26 20,810 504,457 26 19,402 393,162 26 15,122 
November ..••••.. --- 355,620 27 13,171 415,998 26 16,000 444,643 26 17,102 462,500 26 17,800 
December ........... 479,523 26 18,433 426,672 26 16,411 414,142 26 15,930 53'7, 573 29 18,540 
January ............. 482,619 24 20,109 488,845 26 18,8()2 427,603 26 16,446 609,283 32 19,040 
February ............ 438,704 24 18,279 396,596 26 15,254 367,807 26 14,146 766,166 38 20,162 
March ............... 500,830 25 20,033 520,659 26 20,024 531,348 26 20,437 .. .. -.... - ~ ........ .......... 
April ... -............ 490,990 26 18,884 569,830 26 21,918 499,000 26 19,192 .............. ........ ............ 
May ................. 460,994 26 17, 731 411,269 26 15,818 432,200 26 16,623 -......... ·- . ......... .. -- --· 
June ................. 422,600 26 16,254 484,981 26 18,653 504,500 26 19,404 .............. .......... --------------------------------
Total averages. 477,874 26+ 18,380 469,112 26+ 18,042 461,930 26 17,766 523,423 29- 18,050 
There is only one principal procesH in the transactions of this division, viz, plate 
printing. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement for the reason that there was no anticipated use 
for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attentioh,de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the steam press, plate branch, 
printing division of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Bureau open from 8 a. m. to 4 
p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 7-l hours 
daily. Prior to July 1, 1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m. and closed Satur-
days at 3 p. m. and other clays at 4 p. m. 
r:l <'d <'d 10 .... '10 «<~ 10~ 
cil cp cp ~ 0 ai ~~ 1>->,Q 1>->,Q cp ~d ~~ cil't:i cil • cil • S!. ~~ j;lrC. <'d'i~ <'d.-c~ 0~ <'dQ;) cp~ ~~] Years. IXl~ ~~ ~8 ~ ..0~ ~~.a p. ..~-lOP< P< 3~ aP< ~~r:s IO~oP. 100 ~~ ~ ~~ r:l~ o 0 S =os cil• ... 0 1>..0 ~ ::;lli';cp cl)~Q;) 
A A A ~ ~ ~ t-=1 --------------------
1884. .................................. 304 7, 5011 0 7, 501f 26 2881 2971 240i 
1885 .................................. 300 7,524! 0 7,52q 26 289i 2921 2441 
1886 .•••••••••.••.•••..•••.••••••••••• 304 7,541 I gl 7,541 I 26 290 303 218 1887 .••••• -- ...................... - • -- 201 5, 7811 5, 7811 29 199j 2081 1671 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
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HAND PRESS, PLATE BRANCH. PRINTING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the hand press, plate branch, 
printing division of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, for the fiscal years 1884, 




United States notes, 
certificates, and 
bonds . ........... 13, 025, 570 13, 025, 570 10, 673, 913 10, 673, 913 4, 096, 733 4, 096, 733 8, 300, 531 8, 300, 531 
National currency. 6, 647, 407 6, 647, 407 6, 189, 597 6, 189, 597 4, 791, 249 4, 791,249 675,251 675,251 
Checks .. .. .. .. .. .. 357,797 357,797 607, 787 604, 787 568, 541 568,541 354,488 354, l88 
Internal revenue 
stamps ........... 16, 452, 543 16,452, M3 16,479, 11816,479, 11817,314, 822 17, 314, 82211,165, 81211, 165, 812 
Customs stamps . . . 510, 600 510, 600 226, 556 226, 556 310, 444 310, 444 227, 080 227, 030 
Miscellaneous...... 391,885 391,885 464,192 464,192 283,714 283,714 210,024 210, ou, 
Totals ..••... 37, 385,802 37,385, 802 34, 638, 163 34, 638,163 27, 365, 503 27, 365,503 20, 933, 180 20,933,186 
This statement gives the number of sheets of paper, backs, and tints, received for 
printing, and the number of backs, tints, and faces printed thereon and delivered. 
None of them was on hand undisposed of at the end of any day. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, ·transacted, anu disposed of in the hand press, plate branch, printing division 
of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, with average number of employes during 
the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
-------1- --------------------------------
July.-- .. --.- .. --- 2, 996, 961528 5, 676 2, 903, 040 521 5, 582 2, 571, 343 423 6, 079 2, 217,627 394 5, 630 
August ........... 3, 398, 881 514 6, 612 2, 845,291 523 5, 440 2, 161, 968 418 5, 172 2, 239,891 392 5, 714 
September ........ 3, 205, 266 518 6, 800 2, 734, 826
1
526 5, 199 2, 669, 5171420 6, 35512, 431, 336 390 6, 234 




2, 905,892 392 8, 427 
November ........ 2, 920,544 521 5, 605 2, 768, 613 521 5, 314 !:!, 857,491425 6, 723 3, 042,777 399 7, 626 
December ........ 2, 937, 116 525 5, 594 3, 168, 222 518 6, 117 2, 250, 984 429 5, 271 2, 970, 671 411 7, 228 
January ........ __ 3, 334, 051 527 6, 327 3, 163, 538!517 6, 138 2, 275, 020 433 5, 254 2, 732,556 395 6, 918 
February ......... 3, 223, 509 521 6, 187 2, 639, 429
1
510 5, 175 2, 142, 255.431 4, 9712, 392,436 387 6, 182 
March ............ 3, 294, 014 322 6, 310 3, 040, 719 507 5, 997 2, 010, 789:423 *4, 753 ..•...... 
April ............. 3, 954, 510 532 5, 534 3, 081, 034 442 6, 9711,785, 942 417 *4, 283 ...... . . 
May .............. 2, 946,955 524 5, 624 2, 441,953 436 5, 6011,711,243:414 *4, 133 ....... .. 
June .............. 2, 652,401523 5, 0812, 746, 9201434 6, 3291, 638,2481407 *4, 02.5 .... .••• . 
Total averages. 3, 115, 522 523+ 5, 927 2, 886, 514 499+ 5, 785 ~o;-4591421+ 5,4172,616;6'64 395 6, 625 
,. In these four months the printers and their assistants were on furlough part time, without pay, on 
account of reduced work. 
There is only one principal process in the transaction of this division, viz., plate 
printing. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement for the reason that there was no anticipated use for 
it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per em ploy e. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the hand press, plate branch, 
printing division of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business 
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by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by t;he emplo~re present 
the least number of days during said years. .Bureau open from o a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half-hour at noon for lunch. 'I'ime to be devoted to business, 7t hours daily. Prior 
to July 1, 1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m., 
and other days at 4 p. m. 
~ "=' "=' rn s ~~ rnp., ~ "" "" I» p.,.c "" ~§ ~~ "" "" ~..,j ...... ~"='..,j ~ '4i ~ '4i ~.i "='C) orn "='"='!>. "='"='!>. 
Years. P=la.> I:=~ ~:::e ,.!:d ~~ <1>'<-<<1> Qo a.>o A "" A .-<l'o4 bL'O,..!<I """~P. ~..!:d-rno rnA 
~~ 
~0 .o.S ~~~ rnl'o4A 
~ ...... ~ ~~::: SA ~~~ ~os ell·"' 0 1=1 ~.0 J::: a.> I::: a.> 
A A A 8 z ~ ~ H ---------------------
1884 .•••.•..•.••.•••••.•.•••.......••. 304 147,5151 0 147, 515i 523 ,, I 308g 223i 1885 ....••.•••••..••.•.•••............ 300 138, 457i 0 138, 457if 4!!9 277i 306i 223 
1886 ...•••.•••••..•••• ··•••• .••...•••. 304 107, 131! 0 107, 131! 421 2M~ 301! 2201 
1887 ...•.•...•••.•••••..•..••...•..••. 201 78, 531g 0 78, 531g 395 198! 210! 164 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
WETTING BRANCH, PRINTING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the wetting branch, print-
ing division of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
United States notes, certificates, 
and bonds .................... . 
National currency ....•......... 
Checks ...............•.•....... 
Internal revenue stamps ...... . 






































Totals . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . •. . . . 822, 476 48, 552, 508 48, 762, 984 612, 000, 4S, 66 8, 699 45, 666, 999 
Character of business. 
United States notes, 
certificates, and 
bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70, 350 
National currency.... 111,262 
Checks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 150 
Internal revenue 
stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . 397, 358 
Customs stamps ..... 
Miscellaneous . • • . . . 15, 580 






28, 576, 987 28, 563, 424 
327, 504 312, 744 


























Totals.......... 613, 700 38, 493, 063 38, 607, 191 499, 572 29, 336, 665 29, 074, 737 761, 500 
This statement gives the number of sheets of blank paper, printed backs, and 
printed tints received, disposed of, and on hand. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed 'of in the wetting branch, printing division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, with average number of employes during the 
time specified: 





~ 4). 4), 4) 
~ ~. llonth. ~ tlllS • bl)..,:l tlllS • bl)..,:l ~ tlllS • bll..,:l tlllS· 
~g cilr» ci14)'4> cill:l ciiP, ~:~ cil§ ciiP.. 
ci14)'4> ~§ ciiP.. ~~~ ~o<O ~iiJ$' ~g ~o~O ~o<O ~ iiJ$' ~-s. 4)-a 4)-a l-lo 4)-a 4)0 :~ 
QQ .... Qs ~ep-
~>S !>P<P< ~>s ~'-S l>p.p. ~ciS ~~ 
l>p.p. ~~ l>S I> PoP. < <ep < <cil <Q < < <ep < - ----- - - - --- - ------- - --
July ........ 16, 523, 238 52 317,754 13, 887, 854 40 347, 196,12, 610, 059 34 370,884 11,587,185 34 340,799 
August ..... 16, 515, 720 50 330,3U 12, 704, 652 37 370,396112,023,320 33 364,343 11, 552, 7 44 33 350,083 
September .. 15, 326, 372 50 306,527 13,514, 532 40 337, 863112,809,617 34 376, 7~: 11, 823, 654 33 358,293 October ..... 16, 818, 188 46 365,613 15, 194, 628 39 389, 597115, 781, 587 34 464,16 13, 360, 586 32 417,518 
November .. 13, 998, 231 47 297,835 13,004,132 40 325, 103 13, 903, 616 35 398,107 14, 448, 588 32 451,518 
December .. 14,347,581 48 298,908 14,802,908 41 361, 046:12, 652, 304 34 372, 123 13, 921, 624 33 421,867 
January .... 15,727,140 45 349,492 14,980,960 40 374, 52412,718, 189 34 374, 06413,860,272 33 420,008 
February ... 14,284,522 45 317,434 12,342,923 40 308, 573J12, 396, 812 32 387, 400 13, 088, 408 33 396,618 
llarch ...... 15,543,176 46 337,895 14,569,756 39 373, 583112, 61~. 918 34 *371, 144 .......... 
April ....... 14,127,050 46 307,110 14,964,592 
.. "'· 707 11, 555, 27~34 *339 861 ...... -- .. llay ........ 14,076,071 45 312,801 14,742,818 41 359, 58111, 044, 40 34 *324,541 .......... 
June ........ 12,531,315 41 305,642 13,365,129 41 325, 978 11, 129, 692 32 *347, 802 .......... 
-------
381, 008112, .... 383 
Total aver-
agee ..... 14,993,217 47- 319,005 14,006,240 39-\- 359, 134 12, 603, 650 33+ 33- 392,588 
*In these four months the operatives were on furlough part time, without pay, on account of re· 
duced work. 
In this statement the average amount is the number of sheets multiplied by the 
number of principal processes through which they were passed, viz : Counting on re-
ceipt, counting in sections, shifting, and wet counting. 
No account of the amount of business transacted by each employe was kept in a 
form available for this statement for the reason that there was no anticipated use for 
it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the_•wetting branch, print-
ing division of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and. by proxy, during 
the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by 
the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Bureau open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half-hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 7t hours daily. Prior 
to July 1, 1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m., 




1884..... ............................ 304 
1885 .................................. 300 






























Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized overtime devoted to business. 
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ENGRAVING DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the engraving division of 
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
7il ~~ 'd 7il ~~ Q;) 0 a.><tl .... 0 .... 





-~~ ;ai ~- .!!(; 'do 'do ~ -El~ -g:l ~ ..... .al2 -g:l ...r l=l.,.r Character of busi- El~ 5-<CO 
~ 
c:<s 'gP.. =~ cilbL ness. 'd5-o 
'dgf 'd~ Ol == ~-9 1-:1 Q;) Q;) ..... Ill ~ 'dP, ......... -cl-:1 ~p.. +"5-o Q;) Op ~ .... UP 
~ -~ ~"'""' 0$0 .!:: ~'d.,; e<s! ,.t;l Ill ~'S! ~ Q Ill Ill ~ Ill 
Pot ~ ~ 0 ~ E-1 ----- - -----
United States notes, 
certificates, a n d 
bond plates .....••. 12 158 170 . .... 37 37 
National currency 
plates ..•...••..... 7 499 479 27 1,944 1, 756 
Check ~lates ........ 1 9 9 1 26 24 
Interna -revenue 
stamp plates .••••• 1 170 171 ..... 67 67 
Customs stamp~lates 568 568 ·-·· 383 354 Miscellaneous p ates 
and dies .•••.• _ .•.. 5 3 2 28 30 
- ---- - -----
Totals .•••..••. 21 1,409 1,400 30 2,485 2, 268 
I I I 
'd -; 1~ 'd Ill Ill Ill 0 Ill 
0 .... OP, 0 
~~ 
<R ~ ~-:8] ;g~ ~· ~co .El~ ~co l=l .... ~ 'dtr} = .... ~ 
'd;, 
t; ..... ~<R ..... cil 'dp, 
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This statement gives the number of plates and dies commenced, engraved, and on 
hand unfinished. 
The following statmpent shows the average amount and character of business·per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the engraving division of the Bureau of En-
graving and Printing, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
'Month. 
------1-------- ----------------------




November ...... . 
December .••.... 
























































































































The transactions above stated in years are here stated in months. The separate 
processes covered in the finished transactions were so varied and numerous that they 
are here omitted. The records of the engraved stock show all the employes through 
whose hands each piece had passed; but no account was kept in a form available for 
this statement of the amount of work performed by each person, for the reason that 
there was no anticipated use for it. In lieu of it is given the average amount per 
employ~. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the engraving division of the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest nnm ber of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Bureau open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch; time to be devoted to business, seven and a half hours daily. Prior to July 1, 
1885, the Bureau opened daily at 8.40 a.m., and closed Saturdays at 3 p.m. and other 
days at 4 p. m. 
"d '0 til 8 8~ til~ ~ ~~ 
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1884 •••••• ---------- -· ------ .... -----. 304 14, 495! 0 14, 495! 50 28~ 311i 242i 1885 .... -- ------------- ----·- ••. ------ 300 15,852 0 15,852 52 30 33711 211 
1886 .•••••.•••••••. - ••.•••••. --. --· •. - 3()4 10, 974k 0 10, 974! 36 304 314! im 1887 ...... ----- ..... -- ... ---------.--. 201 6, 421! 0 6, 421! 31 207g 227! 
Employes at per diem and piece rates, except superintendents and clerks, credited 
with authorized over time devoted to business. 
OFFICE OP SUPERVISING INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF STEAM-
VESSELS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF SUPERVISING INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF STEAM-VESSELS, 
WaBhington, D. 0., .April6, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a copy of a communication 
from the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, United States Senator, chairman Senate Select Com-
mittee ''to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the Execu-
tive Departments of the Government," &c., referred to this office by indorsement for 
early report in the form of statements by fiscal years, containing the information 
sought by the select committee of the Senate. 
I have the honor to report, first, that there are no divisions in this office, t,he 
whole working force consisting of but one chief clerk, one clerk of the third class, and 
two clerks of class one, all working under the immediate direction of the Supervising 
Inspector-General. 
TLe standard work of the chief clerk is keeping the files of the office and the prep-
aration of outgoing correspondence. · 
The clerk of the third class has charge of the examination of inspectors' and collect-
ors' accounts; one of the two first-class clerks has charge of copying all Secretary let-
ters into the standard files book, the other being miscellaneously employed wherever 
his services are most needed. The other clerks also engage in miscellaneous work 
when needed, so that the work of the office is never behind. 
All correspondence with the office goes directly to the Supervising Inspector-Gen-
eral, who personally examines it and dictates the replies. 
No special record has been kept of the work of individual employes, as before in-
dicated, each doing his fair share of the whole work. 
Second. 'fhere was not pending or undisposed of any business at the termination 
of either the fiscal years of 1884, 1885, or 1886, except perhaps business that might 
possibly have reached the office on those days too late to dispose of it, but which was 
certainly disposed of before the end of the ensuing day, it being the practice of this 
office to clear up its work.daily. 
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Following is a detailed statement of the work of 1i,his office during t .he three last 
fiscal years and up to March 1 of the present fiscal year: 
Description of work. 
Fiscal year .Fiscal year Fiscal year July 1, 1886, 
1884. 1885. 1886. to~:~: 1, 
Letters received. .................................... 2, 738 
Letters sent (manuscript) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 002 
Circulars prepared . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 7 
Circulars mailed....... . . . . . ......................... 30,000 
Reports, examination of pilots....................... 444 
Reports, receipts, and deposits licenses issued. . . . . . . 468 
Money deposited on account licenses issued......... $12, 424 
Quarterly statements of collectors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 548 
Inspection fees ........................ . ............. $171, 340 60 
Collectors' account, current and abstract............ 2, 370 
Quarterly reports supervising inspector steamers in-
specte(l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 40 
Personal monthly accounts received................. 1, 248 
Personal monthly money involved....... . . . . . . . . . . . . $44, 904 51) 
Monthly salary vouchers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 764 
Monthly salary voucht:>rs salaries paid .............. $240, 495 56 
Applications for remission of fines . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 55 
Applications for change of name steamers .•...... ·.. 49 
Reports of casualties . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 
Reports of excursion permits . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . 195 
Returns of public propert.y.......................... 106 
Monthly reports foreign steamers inspected . . . . . . . . 72 































$95,470 96 *$~!. 540 70 
3, 240 200 
40 20 
1,158 748 
$39,503 43 $21,240 04 
I, 728 1,152 








*Fees abolished June 30, 1886. 
None of the clerical work of this office has been done by proxy, and all absences of 
clerks during regular office hours have been duly charged against the annual thirty-
day leave authorized by law and Department regulations, and the absence of any 
clerk has in no case exceeded such authorized limit of time. 
Salaries paid clerks. 
Y.eE1!J!d'rf:~~ii :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~: 8: .f.a~~~~fs: ::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Messenger .............•...........•.•.............. 
Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year m~fh~t of 





















In addition to the work heretofore mentioned, it may be proper to state that this 
office has to prepare for the printer and to revise the proof of the proceedings of the 
Board of Supervising Inspectors, a book of 842 closely printed pages, containing, be-
sides the actual proceedings of the board, a list of names of 5,638 steam vessels, with 
their tonnage, gross and net, where built, date and place of inspection; also the 
names of 25,119 licensed officers of steam vessels, grade, number of license issued, 
date of issue, and fee. 
During the decade last passed the number of steamers inspected has increased 1, 759; 
number of officers, 10,245; number of pages of the proceedings caused thereby, 442; 
notwithstanding which the number of clerks in this office remains the same as ten 
years ago. Neither is any increase of such force now necessary, the work, by proper 
systemization, being cleared up daily, while ten years ago, when the work was one-
third less, the examination . and verification of inspectors' reports were invariably 
from six to nine months in arrears. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon, C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of t\e Treasury. 
JAS. A. DUMONT, 
Supervising Inspector-General. 
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BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF ~TATISTlCS, 
Washington, D. C., April :28, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of two communications from Ho:r;. 
F. M. Cockrell, United States Senate, under date of the 18th ultimo, referred to this 
Bureau, asking for reports in regard to the methods of transacting the work of thii 
office, amount of work received, performed, on hand, time employed, &c. 
The first inquiry which I will endeavor to answer asks for the following: 
''A detailed statement as to the methods of transa-cting business in each of the divis-
ions of your office and each division of each Bureau of your Department, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in each of such divis-
ion, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the Department, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters through the various divisions of your office and the various Bureaus and divis-
ions of such Bureaus and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by 
whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each 
until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper 
party." 
In order to answer intelligently as to the methods of transacting the business of 
this office a brief description of the Bureau organization seems to me to be necessary. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 
Salaries. 
Chief of Bureau .• ---- .•••••••••••• __ •.••••.• __ •.•••••.•••••.••••••••••• __ • $3,000 
Stenographer---- •••••. ·----·.............................................. 1,200 
Chief clerk ..••••.....•. __ ••.•••• _. . • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • 2, 000 
One male clerk ..••••••••.•.•.••••.••••••.••••••..••..•••••. _.... . • • • • • • • • • . 1, 400 
In the room of the chief clerk is kept the record of all letters received and sent 
out, other than those relating to the customs mail, record of distribution of publica-
tions, of property, the time accounts of employes, the letter files, &o. 
DIVISION OF EXAMINATION. 
Salaries. 
1 male clerk, chief of division .............................................. $1,800 
3 male clerks .••.••••• -..................................... - •.••••••••••••• 1, 200 
1 female clerk .•••••.••••.••..••••••.•••••.••••.•. -·---· ••••••.••••••••••••• 1,200 
1 male clerk .. - ••.... -•..• - - - •. - - - •.• -••••• - - ..• - -••.••• - ••• - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 900 
The principal duties of this division are, in brief, to record and examine all returns 
received from collectors of customs, prior to their entry in record books in the com-
piling division, to test their accuracy arithmetically, conformity to regulations, &c., 
to conduct and keep the records of correspondence had with collectors of customs in 
regard to errors or other informalities found therein, and to forward the returns when 
examined to the division of compilation ; to revise all statements prepared for the 
printer by the division of compilation prior to publication, to aid the chief clerk in 
the revision of schedules, circulars of instructions, &c., to collectors, and to perform 
other miscellaneous work which it may be found necessary to assign to it from time 
to time. 
DIVISION OF COMPILATION, 
Salariee. 
1 male clerk, chief of division ............................................... $1, 800 
4 male clerkl!l .•••••. --- . -. -- •••.•. --.-. -- •••• -••••••• -- •.• - •••••• - ••••• -... . 1, 600 
4 male clerks •.•••.•••. ··---·---·---· ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 1,400 
1 male clerk •••••••••• ·----· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---· •••••••• 1,200 
3 female clerks .• ---· ••••••.•••••••••••••••••• --· .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,200 
1 male clerk . . . • • . • • • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 900 
1 female clerk............................................................... 720 
The principal duties of this division are to enter in the record books the returns 
of collectors of customs received from the examining division, and to compile there-
from the statements required for publication in the monthly, quarterly, and annual 
reports, to aid in the compilation of miscellaneous tables furnishing the commercial 
information asked of the Bureau by correspondents and others, and such other dutief! 
of a miscellaneous nature as the exigency of the Bureau work may require to be as-
signed to it from time to time. 
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MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
Salaries. 
1 male clerk, chief of division .•••••.••••...••••..•••••••••••••••••••••.••••• $1,800 
1 male clerk............................................................... 1,000 
1 female clerk.............................................................. 1,000 
1 female clerk . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . . • • • . • • 720 
The principal duties of this division are the reading of proof of the published re-
ports ; to aid in the compilation of the miscellaneous information asked for by corre-
spondents or needed for publication in the quarterly and other reports; the care of 
and distribution of the stationery ; the pay accounts of the Bureau and the pay of 
employes; the preparation of addresses necessary to be written (the greater portion 
are printed) in the work of distributing the Bureau publications, and such other du-
ties of a miscellaneous character as may be assigned to the division from time to time. 
LIBRARY AND FILES. 
Salaries. 
1 female clerk, in charge ...•.•• o ••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •••••••••••••••• 0 $1, 000 
1 female clerk ..••..........••.•••.••••..•••..•••..••••..••.....•... 0 • • • • • • • 720 
The principal duties of this branch are the care of the books and other publications 
of the library, numbering now about 10,000 and constantly increasing, and of a por-
tion of the records and files of the Bureau ; the filing of newspapers, cataloguing, re-
cording and arranging the books received; the acknowledging of books, soliciting 
exchanges, &c.; reading of a portion of the proof; and the performance of such other 
duties of a miscellaneous character as the exigencies of the work of the Bureau may 
require. 
MESSENGER AND LABORING FORCE. 
Salariee. 
1 messenger . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $840 
1 assistant messenger ..•••..••••.•....••••.•• o •••••••••• o ••••• o •• o •••• o o • • • • 720 
1 male laborer ...••..••• o •••••••••••• 0 •••.•••••.•.••...•••.....•..• o ••••• 0.. 660 
1 female laborer ..••..•••.••.•.•.•••••••••..•••...•• o • o •••• o ••• o ••••• o •••• 0 • 480 
ORDER OF BUSINESS. 
Four mails a day are received, which are opened by the messenger, and comprise 
the following classes of matter : 
The first class of mail consists of exchanges and contributions, embracing news-
papers, periodicals of this and other countries, reports of trade bodies and associa-
tions; statistical publications of the National Government, and State ~overnments, 
and of foreign Governments. (This Bureau exchanges statistical pubhcations with 
nearly every civilized foreign nation.) This class of mail is placed on the desk of the 
chiefofthe Bureau, who examines it with the view of selecting for special reading 
and investigation by himself of the most important publications. When he has com-
pleted his examination, he turns it over to the chief clerk, who makes a cursory ex-
amination of the most valuable reports, takes notice of important articles and informa-
tion of a statistical nature, and forwards the publications to the library, where, with 
little delay, the newspapers are filed, the book and pamphlets are acknowledged, cata-
logued, and placed in their propflr places in the library, convenient for reference. 
The second class of mail is the customs mail, consisting of statistical returns and 
letters from collectors of customs. This mail is placed on the desk of the chief clerk, 
who examines the returns cursorily, reads carefully all letters from collectors in order 
to keep thoroughly conversant with the corre&pondence, and transmits the letters and 
returns without delay to the division of examination and revision, where the returns 
are carefully examined and corrected by correspondeuce(seepageslOto 14formethods 
of examination), and are forwarded with as little delay as possible to the compiling 
division. In the latter division they are entered in the records books, and the monthly, 
quarterly, annual, and miscellaneous statements are compiled therefrom for publica-
tion. These statements thus prepared for publication go from the compiling division 
to the chief clerk, who transmits them to the division of examination for revision, 
their accuracy being tested in the latter division by adding, pricing, comparison, &c., 
after which they are put in the proper shape as to titles, headings, &c., for printing. 
They are then returned to the chief clerk, who reviews them to see if in proper form, 
makes out the requisition for printing, and transmits them to the printer. 
On the return of the proof and manuscript from the printer the chief clerk trans-
mits them to the miscellaneous division for proof reading, dividing portions among 
other divisions when haste is required. After the proof is read it returns to the chief 
clerk, who submits it to the division of examination for curBory examination as to 
general style of printing headings, indexing, &c., thence it is returned to the chief 
clerk, who examines it and returns it to the printer. 
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The chief clerk supervises all the stepA of the printing, dividing proof, when dis 
patch is needed., among the divisions of the Bureau in order to expedite as much as 
possible the issuing of the publicat,ions, especially those which are monthly. 
The third class of mail consists of miscellaneons communications asking for reports, 
information, statistics, &c., and communications in regard to t~e work on internal 
commerce. 'rhis class of mail is laid on the desk of the chief of the Bureau, who 
carefully examines it, answers at once such portions as demand his personal attention, 
and turns the remainder over to the chief clerk, who, with the aid of the type-writer, 
answers the greater portion of it personally from his books of reference, the statistical 
reports of the Bureau, &c., or from memoranda obtained from the various divisions 
of the office. All letters and inquiries containing matter deemed of value or in any 
way affecting the records are briefed and recorded on the day of receipt. When an-
swered, a brief memorandum of action is noted thereon, after which they are placed 
in the vermanent file according to file number, capable of ready reference. If the 
inquirer cannot be answered at once he is informed as to the probable time in which 
he will receive his reply or report. In the case of requests from Senators and Repre-
sentatives for reports for theiJJselves or correspondents, the report is almost invari-
ably mailed to its destination the same day, and if desired for a correspondent he is 
informed by a printed card at whose request it has been sent, and the Senator or Rep-
resentative making the request is so advised. 
The Bureau is fully alive to the fact that being in the main a Bureau of information 
the more promptly it furnishes replies to inquiries the more fully it will subserve the 
purposes of its creation and organization. Therefore, all calls for information, so far 
as consistent with the regular work of the Bureau, are made special, and answered • 
with as little delay as possible. Calls for reports, or information which can be an-
swered by reports, being almost invariably m3Jiled the day of receipt of request, and 
calls requiring considerable labor in compilation being assigned at once to the divi-
sion where the data can be best prepared or are divided among two or more divisions. 
The chief clerk notes the assignment of the work of collecting the information to the 
division or divisions, sees that it:is promptly prepared and returned to him, and trans-
mits it with a letter of explanation, if needed, to the applicant. 
Especial pains are taken to furnish Senators and Representatives and public offi-
cers with the information asked for as completely and expeditiously as possible, the 
answel'ing of such calls taking precedence of inquiries from private persons. Some-
t,imes the answers to inquiries from Senators and Representatives, and from private 
persons also, require the labor of sevtlral of the best clerks of the Bureau some days, 
and the result, when reached, may be embraced in a table so small as to cause the 
recipient to wonder at the delay in answering the inquiry. 
This class of the Bureau work-the answering of requests for reports, information, 
&c., called miscellaneous, as distinguished from the regular work of preparing and 
publishing tlte monthly, quarterly, and annual reports-is very large and rapidly 
increasing. The demand for information in regard to our commerce increases more 
rapidly than the growth and development of the country. The indefinite name of 
the Bureau also unnecessarily increases its labor. The public appear to be of the 
impression that this office is what its name purports-a Bureau of general statistics, 
prepared to furnish information in regard to all subjects and upon every branch of 
statistical inquiry, instead of being what the power conferred upon it by law makes 
it, namely, a Bureau of commercial statistics. The labor of the Bnreau would be 
greatly decreased by changing its name to ''Bureau of commercial statistics." 
Speaking generally, this office endeavors to furnish information requested of it, aR 
far as can be done with the force and means at its command without retarding the 
so-called regular work, where the information asked for is clearly within the scope 
of its duties, or can be readily given from publications in its possession. If the data 
are not accessible, or can be better furnished by another office of the Govel.'nment, or 
from reliable unofficial sources, the inquirer is referred to the best known source of 
information. 
As before stated, the correspondAnce in regard to the returns of collectors and other 
officers of the customs is conducted in the division of examination and revision, where 
that class of letter records are kept. All other correspondence, such as letters seek-
ing information, replies to inquiries, letters transmitting and explaining tabular mat-
ter furnished, and the entire correspondence in regard to the work of internal com-
merce, which is very large, is conducted by the chief of Bureau or the chief clerk, and 
the chief clerk examines and checks all outgoing letters before they are signed by the 
chief. , 
The records of incoming and outgoing letters, other than those relating to customs, 
are kept in the room of the chief clerk, and the mailing records and printed sheets are 
prepared therefrom, which the messenger's paste on envelopes for outgoing publica-
tions. The addresses necessary to be written are prepared by the miscellaneous 
division. When the publications are received from the printer the messenger and 
laboring force prepare the same for mailing. 
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INTERNAL COMMERCE. 
The course of work in preparing and publishing information with regard to internal 
commerce is as follows : 
The law which imposed upon this Bureau the duty of collecting this information 
appropriates a sum in gross for that object. Unlike the system provided for the col-
lection of statistics in regard to foreign commerce, there is no law providiug f"or rn · 
turns from any sources of the movements of internal commerce, such informat.ion h~ ­
ing collected by experts appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury upon tho recom-
mendation of the chief of the Bureau. 
In collecting the information in regard to internal commerce it has been tho cus-
tom to select some section of the country, or some principal line of trade and trans-
portation to report upon. For instance, the chief of the Bureau for his last annual 
report selected the commercial, industrial, and transportation interests of the ten 
Southern States east of the Mississippi River and south of the Ohio. One o.·pert was 
appointed in each State. The entire plan upon which tho statistics were to he col-
lected was laid out in detail by the chief of the Bureau for each expert. About all of 
the work in connection with the preparation of the reports on intcrual commerce, 
other than that prepared by the experts, is done by the chief and the chief clerk. 
The work of proof reading, in connection therewith, is mainly llerformed h,y the mis-
cellaneous division, and portions of the revising of reports of experts oy tho revising 
division. The preparation of this work involves a very l:1rge amount of corrm;poncl-
ence with experts, such as issuing instructions and aiding them with sugge:::tiom;, 
from time to time, as to the matter which shall be included in their reports. This 
work is done under the immediate supervision of the chief of the Bureau, aud much 
of it directly by him. 
EXAMPLES OF COURSE OF WORK. 
In reply to that portion of the above communication asking for one or more Hems 
of the principal business matters transacted, beginning with its receipt and showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each through the various divisions of 
this office, I have selected two typical examples. 
(1) A return of imported commodities into the port of Boston for the month of 
February, 1886. (See exhibit marked A.) This return, immediately on its receipt hy 
by the Bureau, is referred to the division of examination and revision. 
The following is a statement of the action taken upon it in that divisiou: 
The treatment of the statement of imports by the examining division. 
The date of receipt of the statement and the fact whether the same returns trans-
actions or not are recorded on the roster (Mr. J. H. Stone). The return is ne.·t passed. 
to the home consumption desk (Miss H. F. Wyman), who notes tho total values of 
free and dutiable merchandise returned as entered for immediate consumption, for tho 
purpose of comparison with like transactions returned on the quarterly statement of 
home consumption. 
Mr. S. H. Galloway then examines the statement as to its completeness in infornm-
tion required to be returned, and particularly as to the classification of commouities 
returned as "unenumerated," viz, not returnable under one of 286 cnumerate<l claf3se:; 
in the schedule (.A) governing the classification of monthly statement..- of forPign 
merchandise. Any errors in the classification, if palpable, are at once corrected hy 
transfer to the proper classes in the general statement; if doubtful, arc noted for cor-
respondence. 
The statement next goes to the adder (Mr. G. A. Eversole), who tests its m~ttlH·mat. i ­
calcorrectness, noting any errors found. He passes the return back (to l\fr. Galloway; 
for comparison with the warehouse statement as to the total value of merchandi:so im-
ported and entered for warehouse and the classification of commodities so rotm·rw•l. 
The same clerk (Mr. Galloway) examines the due proportion between quani.iti«'s nn•l 
values of articles of merchandise returned, so as to detect any marked departure front 
the market quotations in the foreign countries of exportation. 
Then follows a comparison (by J. W. Daniel) of the import statement, with the ton 
nage returns, reporting American and foreign vessels entered from foreign countrie .. 
This examination tests whether, if merchandise is rP,turned as imported from n e<·1· 
tain country, the carrying vessel, and its corresponding nationality aml mot.i ,•e power, 
appears in the tonnage return, and that imports of merchandise correspond genera ll3 
with entrances of vessels with cargo as to the countries from which the merchandisn 
was imported. 
The statement is then passed to the chief of division (E. J. Keferstein), wlw P . -
amines the notes made thereon by the several examiners and decides upon their meri t . 
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When necessary, a letter is addressed to the collector of customs, specifying the errors 
and supposed discrepancies. The letters are usually written by Mr. Keferstein and 
copied by Mr. Stone. 
The letters written are press copied and their contents transcribed in a letter-book, 
in which are also entered the substance of the replies made by the collectors and sur-
veyors of customs. 'l'his book is kept by Miss Wyman. 
·The statement is then corrected, or explanation noted thereon, in accordance with 
the reply received, and, after being charged forward on the roster (Mr. Stone), sent to 
the compiling division. 
(The import statements from each district and port are, at the end of the quarter 
of each :fiscal year, returned to the examining division for comparison with the quar-
terly statement of home consumption as to the classification of the articles of imported 
merchandise returned as entered for immediate consumption.) 
The following is a statement of 'the action taken upon this typical return in the 
division of compilation: 
The treatment of the statement of imports by the compilation divisimt. 
On receipt of the import statement from the examining division it is referred to 
Miss Spencer. The total value of imports is recorded on the" petty register" to obtain 
the results which appear in published preliminary monthly statement of commerce 
and immigration. (See Exhibit Q-3.) 
The total line of the return is then entered in the record of "imports by months," 
and the entries are proved. The average number of customs districts reporting im-
port transactions each month is about 82. The imports into these ports added to-
gether give the total figures for each class of merchandise to be drawn off for the 
"summary statement of imports and exports." (See Exhibit marked G4.) 
In order to gain the totals of transactions for several months the total line must be 
transferred to an abstract (compilation) and added to the amount of previous months. 
The total line of the abstract is next eutereu by Mr. Evans in the import books. 
"by districts" and proved. At the close of tho first six months of tho fiscal year the 
entries by districts are added and the total line of each district is copied on a large 
abstract. All the lines (averaging 90) must be added, and the total is compared and 
balanced with the total of the six months entries "by months" for the same period. 
At the end of the year the total lines for tho twelve months are treated in a similar 
way, allll give :finally the material for the statement of "imports uy districts,'' as 
shown in the annual report on commerce and navigation, Table No.4. (See Exhibit 
marked GB.) 
The statement goes next to Mr. Caldwell to be entered in the imports records "by 
countries." Each line of the abstract is credited to the respective country and dis-
trict. The district lines entered under each country are added after the entries of the 
first six months are made, and the totals of all districts reporting transactions with 
each country are a<l<led together and give the total transactions of the United States 
with e2Jch foreign country for the six months. The books are balanced after the en-
tries for the first six months are made and at the cn<l of the year, and the total lines 
of each country for the year give the statement of "imports by countries," as shown 
in the annual publication" Commerce and Nav1gation," '£able No. :3. (See Exhibit 
markecl ae. ) 
The totals on the last page of the abstract are used by Mr. Stratton to make up the 
account by "total imports and exports by countries and districts" and furnish the 
material to the tstatcments Nos. 1 an<l 2 in the annual publication of" Commerce and 
Navigation." (See Exhibit marked GB). 
The "unenumerated" (Form 2) is entered hy Mr. Evans, :first in "petty register" 
and further by districts and items. They are balanced against the entries by months. 
The second example selected is a letter from Hon. William Lawrence, of Ohio, ask-
ing for information in regard to imports, &c., of wool. (See Exhibit marked B.) 
Immediately upon the receipt of this letter inquiries 1, 2, 5, and G were referred to the 
chief of the division of compilation, with instructions as to the number of years for 
which he should compile the data and the form in which they should be prepared, 
and questions 3 and 4 were immediately referred to the Department of Agriculture. 
On the 14th instant the information in reply to questions 1, 2, 5, and 6 having been 
compiled in the division of compilation and examined as to accuracy in the division 
of examination and revision, was transmitted to Judge Lawrence, with a letter of ex-
planation, signed by the chief of Bureau. He was also informed of the reference of 
questions·3 and 4 to the Department of Agriculture, and of the inability of this Bu-
reau to answer question No.7; but he was referred to a gentleman in Boston, who, 
from his long practical experience in the matter of wool-manufacturing, would most 
likely be able to afford him the information asked, or put him in the way of procur-
ing it. There was also transmitted to Judge Lawrence other printed matter from the 
reports of the Bureau bearing upon the subject of the imports and manufacture of 
wool. 
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These two examples illustrate the regular an(l miscellancouR worl of the Bureau. 
A portion of the second inquiry proponndefl by Senator Cockrell i& as follows: 
"A detailed statement showing the amount and character of lmsinet~8 pending in 
each division of your office and iu each division of each Bureau of your Department 
on the 1st day of January, 1884, and tho H.mount and character of business received 
~nd also transacted and disposed of in each division of your office and h1 each divis-
ion of each Bureau of your Department during the said caleuda.r year 1884, and on 
hand, pending and undiRposed of, on January 1, 1885, and the amount, and character 
of business received and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your of-
fice and in each division of oach Bureau of your Department during tho said calendar 
year 1885, and also on hand, pending and undisposed of, on January 1, 1886; and the 
amount and character of lmsine~:~s received and also trausactcd and disposed of in 
each division of your office and in each division of each Bureau of, your Department 
during tho said year 1886, and also on hand, pending atHL undisposed of, ou January 
1, 1&:!7; and received and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your of-
fice and in each division of each Bureau of your Department during the said year 
1887, up to March 1, 1887, and on hand, vending aud undisposed of, in each division 
ofyour office and in each division of eacll Bureau of your Department on said March 
1, 1887." 
Replying to this inquiry I have to state: From the nature of tho work of this Bu-
reau a complete tabular statement cannot be given which will embrace all the infor-
mation asked for. 
There is no work pending on hand at tho commencement of any year, nor at the 
close of any year. The work is of such a natnre that it has to be kept up to date in 
order to issue the publications within the timo prescribed therefor. I will endeavor, 
however, to present data which will afford some idea of the amount of work per-
formed during the period covered by the inquiry. 
Before presenting such tabular statement.s I will state briefly the general nature of 
the work of the Bureau. 
THE WORK OF THE BUREAU. 
The work of the Bureau of S tatir->tics, as prescribed by law, is divided into two kinds: 
(1) The preparation and publication of information iu regard to foreign commerce, 
navigation, and immigration. (2) The collection aud publication of data in regard 
to internal commerce. 
The methods of collecting aud preparing for publication theso two classes of in-
formation are so different that I deem it best to treat of them separately. 
WORK IN CONNECTION WITH STATISTICS OF FOREIG~ COMMERCE. 
The sources of the statistics of our foreign commerce, navigation, and immigration 
are the monthly and quarterly returns, rendered in accordance with law to this Bu-
reau by collectors and surveyors of customs. 
There are 115 customs districts having a bead officer called a collector of custome, 
and 19 interior ports having a head officer called a surveyor, who is designated col-
lector. These collectors and surveyors are required by law and regulations to make 
reports and returns to tllis Bureau montllly antlq uarterly, as follows : From the po;rts 
of Portland, Boston, New York, Plliladelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans, San Francisco, 
and El Paso all returns (except statements of imports entered for consumption, Nos. 
14 and 15) within twenty days after the close of the month or quarter to which tho 
respective returns pertain, aud from all other ports within eight days after the close 
of the month or quarter. The returns of imports entered for consumption, Nos. 14 
and 15 above named are required to be forwarded from the ports named within 
thirty-five days and from all other ports within fifteen days after the close of the 
quarter to which they pertain. 
The returns are divided into reports of transactions and no transactions, oacll col-
lector being required to report each month and each q uartor in regard to each form, 
whether transactions have occurred or not. 
The returns of transactions vary from the magnit111le of a return showing one arti-
cle imported to the large bound import blank used by New York, comprising 22 pages, 
19 by~~ inches in size, showing imports averaging each month about $:-3fi,21:Z,OOO, 
brought from upwards of seventy separate foreign countries, and embracing about 
64.5 per cent. of the imports of the country. 
The table (marked Exllibit C) shows the number of reports of tran~:~actions andre-
ports of no transactions which were received from custons officers examined, entered 
in record books, and the results thereof issued in published form during the period 
covered by the inquiry. 
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The following is a recapitulation of the number of returns received, examined, re-
corded, &c., in the division of examination and revision and in the division of com-
pilation: 
During the calendar year: 
1884 ·-···· ····--- .••••• ·-·--· •••• ·----- --···· ••••.••••.•••• ·-··-· ·-···· 19,931 
1885 ••••••.•••••• - - - • - - - - • - - . - - - -•• - • - . -•••... -••.• - • - ..• - - - .•• - •. - - - - . 18, 426 
1886 -.- •. ---- •. - • -- .. - - -- ••• - • --.- . - --- •.• -.-- •. ----. - - - - •. - .... -- • ---- 17, 786 
1887 (January and February) ....••••.•••••••••.••••.......•.••...•..... 2,581 
The monthly average of returns received and examined was as follows: 
1884 - - • - - •• - - • - • - - - ••.. - - - - >. •• - • - - ••• - • - • - •• - - - • - •••••• - - - • - - - •••• - - •• - • - - • 
1885 .••• ---- ··---· ···--· •••••• ·--·-· -----· ·-·-. ·----· ·----- ----------------




A portion of the second inquiry propounded by Senator Cockrell is as follows: 
"A detailed statement showing the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of by the employes in each division of your office 
• • • and the average number of employes in each of such divisions during each 
month in said years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 1, 1887." 
Replying to this inquiry, I have to state that the force of the various divisions 
has continued during tho above period substantially as indicated in pages 94 and 95 of 
the foregoing. 
From the nature of the work no complete and accurate account could be kept of 
the amount of work performed in each division, but the following affords the best 
presentation that can now be given: 
THE DIVISION OF EXAMINATION AND REVISION. 
The following are the only data obtainable from the records of this division as to 
the amount of work performed: 
Calendar years. 
1884 •••••••••••• ·······-···························--· ··········-···-- .••. 
1885 ••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••• --······················ .••.••.••• 
1886. ·-· •••••• - ....••...•.•• ····-· .••. ··-··· ........ - .•..•••••.•.... ·--·--
1887 (January and February) ...............................••........... 
Returns exam- Letter 
ined and for- pages of cor-
warded to com- responde.uce 









The large mass of miscellaneous work performed by this division, such as prepara-
tion and revision of schedules, compilation of miscellaneous tables, revision of the 
statements prepared in the compilation division for the annual, quarterly, and 
monthly reports, the revision of miscellaneous statements prepared in other divisions, 
cannot be tabulated so as to convey any idea of the magnitude of the work involved 
in their compilation and revision. 
THE COMPILATION DIVISION. 
The table (marked Exhibit D) shows the number of collectors' returns which have 
been received, recorded,' &c., in the books of this division. 
The table (marked Exhibit E) shows the force of the compiling division, the num-
ber and size of each book kept by each clerk, together with the time occupied in the 
regular and miscellaneous work. 
There has been no material change during the period mentioned in the force of 
this division, and the books and records kept therein have been substantially uniform 
during said period. 
MISCJ:LLANEOUS DIVISION. 
No tabular statement can be given showing the work performed in this division. 
For the duties of the division and the force employed therein see page 95 of this re-
port, 
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THE LIBRARY AND FILES. 
The only tabular statement which can be given of the work performed in this di-.. 
vision is the number of p'.lblications received, filed, catalogued, &c., during the fol-
lowing years in the library of the Bureau of Statistics, as follows : 
Description. 
Newspapers and periodicals received and filed: 
~'tt.~~~t~ii~~i~~~i)ij~~jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj~ 
Books and pamphlets received .•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••. 
Books and pamphlets catalogued .••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••• 







































The library embraces between 8,000 and 9,000 publications, located in six rooms on 
three different stories of the building. Books received are forwarded by the chief 
clerk to the library, stamped, registered, entered upon catalogue cards by title, topic, 
and author, then placed in the proper compartment, which is lettered, numbered, and 
sublettered, e. g., E-2-a, signifying compartment, section, and shelf. 
Among the current publications in charge of the librarian are 2:21 newspapers, 
trade circulars, &c., of which there are-
~~~kiy:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::~:::~:::~:::~::::::::: ~ 
Monthly---------···--··----···----··-········--------·-···--·-··-···-··-·--·· 47 
Other .••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···························--·······---· 45 
Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• ·----· 221 
Of these 167 are filed. At the end of a convenient period, month, or quarter, the 
filed papers are taken from the sticks, packaged and labeled and stored accessible for 
reference. 
Letters of acknowledgment or requests for reports averaging about fifty a month 
are written, proof of Bureau reports is corrected when the pressure of publication 
demands it ; translations of foreign letters and articles are made, the various re-
ports are examined for data to facilitate the work of other divisions, and many other 
duties performed incident to the care of the books which cannot be definitely speci-
fied. 
CHIEF AND CHIEF CLERK'S ROOMS. 
Of the correspondence transacted in the rooms of the chief and chief clerk, the 
number of pages of outgoing letters written were as follows: 
1884 •••• ··-··· ··-··· ---- ----·· ---- -----· ·----· --·- ··-· -----· ---- --·· -··· ---- 4, 827 
1H85 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3, 527 
1886 .. -••.. --.-- ------ •• --- •.. -.-. ---- • ----. ---. -- •• - .•• -. ---. ---- -- ---- ---. 3, 948 
1887 (Jan. and Feb.)-----· ••••.•.• -----·------ .••••. ------.................. 695 
Since April, 1886, the correspondence is in type-writing instead of manuscript writ-
ten by the pen, therefore the record of correspondence during 1886 and the two months 
of 1887 should be increased at least one-third to allow for the difference in pages be-
tween pen-writing and type-writing. 
Another portion of the second inquiry propounded by Senator Cockrell is as fol-
lowb: 
"The maximum and the minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least in each of such di-
visions, during each of said months of said years." · 
Replying, I have to state that the reasons before given which preclude me from giv-
ing in any unit of measurement the quantity of work performed by the Bureau in any 
given period renders it impossible for me to indicate which clerk has performed the 
maximum and which the minimum of work; but while I can readily state who are 
my best clerks and who are the least valuable, I cannot measure the amount of work 
each performed with exactness, for the best are not equally skilled and rapid in all 
classes of work. 
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Another portion of the second inquiry propounded by Senator Cockrell is as fol-
lows: 
''A statement showing the average number of days, and the time and attention 
devoted to the consideration and transaction of business by the employes in each of 
the said several divisions, and whether in person or by proxy, during each of said 
calendar years 1884, 1885, Hl86 and 1887, up to March 1, 1887, or during such parts 
of said years or either of them, as such employes or any of them have been receiving 
pay from the United States; and also the maximum and mimmum number of days 
during each of said years and up to March 1, 18tl7, so devoted to busmess by the 
employe in each of such divisions present for the greatest number of days, and also 
for the least number of days." 
This information is shown in table marked Exhibit E. 
In conclusion I have again to state that the peculiar nature of the work performed 
by this Bmeau is snch that it is impracticable to measure the amount performed dur-
ing the period covered by your inquiry by any known unit of quantity. There are 
not, as in many offic.es, cases or claims which can be numbered and measured by the 
number of accompanying vouchers. On the contrary, the returns received from col-
lectors (which are examined and entered in the records) are so extremely diverse in 
magnitude-some returns not demanding one-five-hundredth part of the work of ex-
amination and entry of others-that the number examined and entered in the record 
books affords no idea of the amount of work involved. Then again the statements 
prepared for printing, or as answers to inquiries, are equally impossible of measure-
ment, a small statemont not more than G inches square often involving more labor in 
preparation than one which >vill make a dozen printed octavo pages. For these and 
other equally wei~hty reasons, while the chiefs of divisions are required, and do 
make, to the chief of the Bureau monthly reports of the work performed in their di-
visions, they are by force of circnmstances confined mainly to a statement of the con-
dition and progress of the work of the month, quarter, or year to which the work per-
tains. 
In my opinion, as the results of the labors of the Bureau are in great part printed, 
an exhibit of the amount of matter published during one year, say during 1886-if 
the labor and care of preparing statistical matter, as described in the foregoing pages 
be carefully weighed and considered-will convey to the inquirer a better idea of the 
amount of work performed than could be procured from most of the Government 
offices where work is measured by the un eq nal standards of cases, claims, and vouchers. 
I therefore submit the following reports published for the calendar year 1886 as a 
portion of the result~ of one year's labor: 
Monthly statements of exports of breadstuffs (Exhibit G) .. _ •.......•• - •..•. _.. 12 
Monthly statements of exports of petroleum and cotton (Exhibit G1) ··---· •••• 12 
Monthly statements of exports of provisions (ExhibitG2 ) ---- ···--· •••• •••• •••• 12 
Monthl)· sta.tementsofexportsof foreign commerce and immigration (Exhibit G3 • 12 
Monthly summary statement of imports and exports (Exhibit G-t) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Quarterly statement of foreign commerce, immigration, and navigation (Exhibit 
G5) _ • ____ ••• _ •••• _ •••• _ • _ • _ • _ •••••• _ • • • • • ••• __ •• _ ••••••••••••••••• _ •••••• _ • • 4 
Annual report on commerce and navigation (Exhibit G6 ) •••• _ ••••• __ •••• _...... 1 
Annual report on internal commerce (Exhibit G7 ) •••••••••••••••• --· •• ____ • ••• • 1 
Statistical ab&tract of the United States(Exhibit G8) -----· ···-·· --~··· •••• •••• 1 
The number of pages of these reports published during the period covered by your 
inquiry will be found in exhibit marked F. 
In add\tion to the work required to prepare and publish these reports from ca.refnl 
estimates made in this Bureau it is believed that the preparation of miscellaueous in-
formation for Senators, Representatives, Secretaries of the Treasury, and others re-
quires the labor of fully one-fourth of the cJerical force of the office. This branch 
of the work of the office (the miscellaneous work) I deem the most useful in its re-
sults, and I should be glad if the requisite clerical force and money were allowed me 
to so equip the Bureau as to answer more fully and exhaustively the demands for com-
mercial information. 
I will add that the general terms in which the duties of this Bureau are enumerated 
in the laws leave it largely discretionary with the Secretary of the Treasnry as to the 
manner and form in which commercial information shall be prepared and published. 
Therefore it has been found necessary, in laying out the work as to the extent of the 
schedules of articles of imports and exports of countries, &c., and the variety of 
other commercial information to be collected from collectors and pnblisherl in the 
annual reports, also in the preparation of information for the use of the Secretary of 
the Treasury and Congress, to be guided by the 1:1mount and character of the for_ce 
allowed by law for that purpose. I am now working my present force beyond Its 
capacity in my efforts to supply information mgently needed. 
If this Bureau had an increased force, or a force more largely composed of men 
trained in statistical work (upwards of one-third of my present force being composed 
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~f females), I could enlarge the scope of the commercial information which I furnish, 
and prepare valuable data for the Secretary of the Treasury and Congress on a greater 
vari~ty of commercial subjects. 
Speakil\g of the condition of the regular work, I have to state that it is fully up to 
date and as far advanced as it can be. The publications have never been issued earlier 
than during the last two years, and their early publication is a complete index of the 
condition of the regular work. Miscellaneous inquiries arA promptly answered and 
in such manner as to call forth frequent commendation for promptness and dispatch 
and the full and satisfactory character of the data furnished. Few complaints have 
reached me of dilatoriness or want of care and attention in furnishing information 
asked for, and in most cases an examination into the facts showed the cause of com-
plaint not well-grounded. 
I have tried to answer your inquiry so as to convey the best idea which the circum-
stances permit of the amount of work performed by this Bureau. 
Hoping that I have in a fair measure succeeded in my endeavors, I am, 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. C. 
WM. F. SWITZLER, 
Chief of Bureau. 
[Note by Committee: Exhibit A is a copy of "Form No.1, Part VII, Customs Regu-
lations, Hl84." Contains 24 pages, each about four times as wide as any ordinary 
book page, with ruled lines, headings, and indications for a "general statement" by 
articles and countries of imports of commodities brought in American and foreign ves-
sels and vehicles into the customs district of Philadelphia, Pa., during the month 
ended February 28, 1887 ,and is contained in the publications of the Bureau, and is not 
printed here. This exhibit is not a return of imported commodities into the port of 
Boston for the month of February, 1886, as indicated in report.] 
(Exhibit B.J 
BELLEFONTAINE, OHIO, .April9, 1887. 
DEAR SIR: Permit me to tender you my thanks for valuable statistics sent me 
through your kindness. May I add a request for some more, as follows: 
(1) Statement of wool imported for a series of years, going as far back as practi-
cable, a.nd lloming down as nearly as possible to date. 
(2) I desire this statement to show in separate columns each of the three classes of 
wool, clothing, combing, and carpet, and the value of each. 
(3) 'rhe number of sheep and location in United States, so far as you have it for a 
series of years. 
(4) The number of sheep in each country from which woolis imported, through as 
many years as you can conveniently give. 
(5) The cost of each class of wool so imported when laid down in United States, 
and the tariff added. 
I am invited to deliver an address at the National Wool Manufacturers, &c., con-
vention at Saint Louis, May 11~ 12, 13,1887, and hope to have the information as soon 
38 practicable. 
Also-
(6) Woolen goods imported in United States for series of years. 
(7) Amount of foreign wool in such gooda so imported of each of the three-classes. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. LAWRENCE. 
lion. WILLIAM F. SWITZLER, 
Chief of Bureau of Statistics, Washing'Um, D. C. 
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'.rhe following statement shows the number of returns received at the Bureau of 
Statistics, Treasury Department, distinguishing the number of returns oftransactiOJlS 
from the number of reports of no transactions received of each kind of statement, 
during each year ending December 31, 1884, 18 85, and 1886, and the two months· end-
ing Fobmary 28,1887: 
[Exhibit 0.] 
1884. 1885. 1886. Two months, 1887 • 
eli 0 ...; 0 ., 0 . I. § .. ·~ ~ § ell ~ ell Description of statements. tO Ill .., . 0 rtl ~ =.o =IIi ~ ="' +l ~ ai 0 ~= ~ ~-~ ce§ g =§ al ~-~ ., ] ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ It" 3 ~ .., .... .... .... ~ ... 0 0 0 z ... 0 0 8 tzi 8 (-1 ~ 8 8 8 8 tzi 8 ----
Monthly statements. 
General statement of imports. 
::-;tatoment of commodities 
1, 568 675 2, 243 947 545 1, 492 944 550 1, 494 159 99 250 
not enumerated in the gen-
er~Ll statement of imports .. 425 
General statement of ware-
1,143 1, 568 486 461 947 505 439 944 89 70 159 
house transactions . ........ 878 7!)3 1, 671 823, 786 1,609 772 831 1,603 138 131 269 
Clf'neral statement of exports 
of J'oreign commodities .... 
fitatement of eommodities 
278 1,126 1,404 274 1,105 1,379 273 1, 076 1, 34!) 46 187 233 
no1 enumerated in the gen-
eral statement of exports 
276 of forf'i)!;n commodities .... 49 227 55 219 274 62 211 273 !) 37 46 
Statement of tot,al values of 
imported commodities en-
tered and transported with· 
253 out appraisement .......... 106 147 119 
General statement of the in-
283 402 112 114 226 19 19 38 
transit and transshipment 
1,401 tratle ............ ··-·---·-- 230 1,171 211 1,241 1,452 237 1,128 1, 365 45 186 231 
General statement of exports 
of domestic commodities .. _ 727 682 1,409 786 689 1,475 704 688 1, 392 !)6 138 234 
Statement of commouities 
ml 
not enumerated in the gen-
eral statement of exports 
of domestic commouities .•. 186 541 195 591 786 197 507 704 33 63 96 
Genmnl statement of entmn· 
CCI:! of vessels of the United 
States engaged in the for-
G !~~~~aY~:t~~~~;t" ~"i -~1~~~: · 576 816 1, 392 557 843 1,400 561 825 1,386 81 154 235 
ances of vessels of the 
United States engaged in 
the foreign trade ........... 655 733 1, 388 628 75:i 1,383 605 757 1, 362 75 155 2BO 
General statement of entran-
ces of foreign vessels . _ .... 
General Rtatement of clear-
688 710 1,398 655 716 1,371 685 678 1, 363 79 153 232 
ances of foreign vessels .... 
Special monthly statements 
of-
681 697 1, 378 653 721 1,374 687 676 1, 263 76 152 228 
Certain domest.ic com-
moclities exported _ .... 206 13 219 272 30 302 313 41 35i 47 9 56 
Domestic petroleum ex-
(I) ported .•••.•..•...... -. (l) (l) 24 ····-· 24 46------ 46 8 -····- 8 
The quantities and kinds 
48 of wool imported ..•••.. 3/l 12 40 10 50 35 11 46 9 1 10 
The number, sex, and 
nationality of ini m i -
140 145 grants .. ___ . - .•.••..... 5 135 5 140 78 4 82 12 .•••. - 12 
Vessels entering a n d 
clearing on voyages be-
tween Atlantic and 
Pacific ports, by way 
of Cape Horn .••.••.... (l) (I) (l) (I) (I) (I) 32 51 83 13 1 14 
Quarterly statements. 
, eneral statement of imports 
135 569 400 140 540 383 entered for consumptiOn- __ 434 155 537 ...... --- ... ......... 
Statement of" commodities 
G
not enumerated in the gen-
eral statement of imports 
entered for consumption .. _ 137 ............ 137 125 . ......... 125 115 .. ......... 115 . ........ ........ ......... 
tat ement of the product of s 
the fisheries taken b y 
American vessels andfisli.-
ermen ---·-------------·--· 93 374 467 91 358 449 71 319 390 ·--·-. ........... . ...... 
1 Not required. 
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[Exhibit C-Continued.J 
-- --
1884. 1885. 1886. __ _I 
Two months, 
1887. 
.;, 0 ~ 0 a3 0 I u3 0 1=1 ci! ci! 1=1 ci! 1=1 <G Deecription of statements. 0 "'. ~ "' i I1J. I 
0 
"' ~ l=trn l=l:ti ~=trn ~ ~=ta3 
~ c§ Q c§ ~-~ 
Q ci!§ ci! ~ I1J t~ ~ 
I1J f-1•.-o ..... 3 ~-.... s ~ ~ -+" ..... «S 1=1 -+" .... fi -+"-+" -+" C':l 
"' 0 0 "' 0 0 1-1 0 0 "' 0 0 E-1 z E-1 E-1 z E-1 E-1 z E-1 E-1 z E-1 
--------------------
Quarterly statement8-Cout'd. 
Statement of guano brought 
from islands, &c., mper-
16 345 334 tainingtothe United tates. 13 358 371 329 21 313 ........... ........... .. ........ 
Statement of lumber of 
Maine sawn or hewn in 
New Brunswick ......... _. 70 136 206 68 119 187 60 119 179 ---·-- ............ .......... 
Statements ·of commodities 
shipped between Atlantic 
and Pacific ports, by way 
of the Isthmus of Panama. 17 3 20 15 2 17 H 2 16 ·--··- .. .... .. .. ........... 
Statement of passengers and 
immigrants arrived from 
121 453 foreign countries .......... 121 344 465 332 83 303 386 ............ ............ ----· Statement of passengers de-
parted for foreign coun-
65 450 tries ..................•... 57 306 363 385 66 328 394 .......... .......... . ....... 
List of merchant vessels sold 
toforeigners,lost, wrecked, 
&c.-------····----··-··-··· 95 163 198 (I) (l) (I) (I) (l) (I) ............ ............. .. .. --· 
AnnuaZ statement. 
List of merchant vessel be-
longing to the custom dis-
trict ............. ---··· .... 206 9 215 (1) (I) (I) (1) (1) tl) ............ ........... ....... 
------------------,---- --
Total-····-··---- ...... 8, 672 11,259 19, 931 7, 76110, 665 18, 426 7, 660 10, 126[17, 786 1, 034 1, 547 2,581 
1 Rendered to Bureau of Navigation, Treasury Department. 
[Note by Committee: Exhibit D does not show the number of collectors' returns re-
ceived, recorded, &c., in the compilation division, as stated in reference to it, but it 
shows the force of the compilation division, the number and size of each book kept 
by each clerk, with tho time occupied, &c., averaging 23 days for each employe, and 
is omitted, not being considered important. Exhibit E was not found with the re-
l10rt, but the following partially filled blank was found without any mark or designa-
tion, and doubtless contains the information referred to in the second reference to 
t.able marked Exhibit. E.] 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
d.evoted to the transaction of business by the clerks of the Bureau of Statistics, in per-
son and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so 
devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by 
the employe present the least number of days during said years. Department open 
from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to 
business six and a half hours daily. 
t:. 't:1 't:1 "' .... 
I 
•rn 
s~ "'""-<I) <I) ..., 0 ~~ ~ ci!J:I ~§ ~~ 
ci! • rt3 A<V rc::l't:l '41 ~=trc::l. <Pee ci! oG5 <PA cp fil~ 6V'S] 't:1 rc::~'t:l~>-> Years. ~.;; ~~ ~e ~ 't:1 a:>o p. .o- ala;) ,.t;~ .... 
lll&j r~~A 
~~ 3~ ~i ~fil~ g~ ~~a-~13 ""-!=! ~.0 ~ c;s ..... 0 ~~~=<I) 
~ A ~ E-1 z <j IJ:lA 
---------------------
1884 ----········-····--···· 305~ 8, 215 29 8, 244 33.5 247 5. 73 300 
1885 ·····--·····-·······--- 302! 7,838 50 7,888 31.5 250 5. 90 2911 1886 ···················-··· 305 7, 297 446 7, 743 30.5 256 5.91 86 
1887 ···-·····-············· 201 1, 260 51 1,311 30.5 43 5. 82 48 
*Miss K. G. Crane, represented by substitute fr~m March 20 to December 31, 1886. 
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The following statement is a list of reports, and number of pages thereof, prepared 
and published by the Bureau of Statistics, Treasury Department, during the calendar 
years 1884, 1885, and 1886 : 
[Exhibit F.] 
----------------~-----------~----
1 1884. Publications. 1885. 1886. 
--------------------------------------------------------1- ---- ----------
Annual publ-ic&tions. 
Pages. Pages. Pages. 
Commerce and Navigation (bound in cloth), 8vo .... --. ---·.... .... •. . .•. . •. . 1,158 1, 030 1, 051 
Internal Commerce, with maps (bound in cloth), 8vo . ....................... 172 562 830 
Statistical .Abstract of the United States (pamphlet), 8vo* ..•... _ ...• •• •.•••• . .•. . . .. 214 200 
List of Merchant Vessels of the United States (pamphlet), 8vo t......... .. . .. 460 .. ...........••• 
Quarte1·ly publications. 
Quarterly report on impetis, exports, immigration, and navigation (pamphlet), 
Svo ...•..........••.......•........................••••.....••.••••••..•••• 728 753 969 
Monthly public&tions. 
Summary statement of imports and exports (pamphlet), 4to .•••••..••..•.•.• 
Total values of foreign commerce (pamphlet), 8vo§ ......................... . 
Immigration into the United States I.Jy customs districts (pamphlet) 4to§ .... . 
Exports of provisions and dairy products (large sheet) .•••........•.....•.•.. 
Exports of breadstuffs (large sheet) ....... _ .... _. __ ..•.•......•...•.•.•.•••.. 
Expot·ts of petroleum (large sheet) ...... _. _ ... _ ......•..............••....... 
Merchant vessels numbered (pamphlet), Svo.t ..•..•.•••.••••.••••••••••••.... 
t60 344 33G 
20} 42 72 12 
12 12 12 
12 12 12 
12 12 12 
20 ............. .............. 
--- -------
Total. ................................................................ .. 2,6661 2, 981 I 3,488 
"Printed by ot·der of Congress ; none issued for 1884. 
t By the act of July 5, 1884, the preparation and publication of this report were transferred to the 
Commissioner of Navigation of the Treasury Department, created by that law. 
§ Consolidated in 1885, and issued under the title of " Foreign Commerce and Immigration." 
t Discontinued under the act approved .r uly 7, 1884. The publication of the summary statement was 
resumed by order of the Secretary of the Treasury in 1885. 
[Note by Comrnittee: Exhibits G, G1, G11, G3, G•, G-6, G6, G7, and G8 are the publications 
of the Bureau as inu.icated in the report, are easily accessible, and are not therefore 
printed herein.] 
THE LIFE-SAVING SERVICE. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE 011' GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT U.S. LIFE-SAVING SERVICE, 
Washington, D. C., Jnne 27, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of two letters from Hon. F. M. 
Cockrell, chairman of the Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance 
of the resolution adopted by that body March 3, 1887, "to inquire into and examine 
the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, 
the time and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed 
therein, and generally to inquire into and. report to the Senate the cause of the delay 
in transacting the public business said to exist in some of the Departments;" which 
letters were referred to this office by your indorsement of March 26 last. 
To the communication requesting that the committee be furnished" a detailed state-
mont of the methods of transacting business in each of the divisions of your office 
and each division of each Bureau of your Department," including one or more of the 
principal business matters considered therein, beginning with its receipt, and showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each such item of business, through 
whose hands it passes, by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action had 
thereon by each until finally disposed of, I beg to submit the following reply for this 
office: · 
' 
The Bureau of the Life-Saving Service, as at present organized, was established 
July 1,1878, in pursuance of an act of Congress, approved June 18, 1878, entitled "An 
act to organize the Life-Saving Service." 
By this act the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, is au-
thorized to appoint a suitable person, familiar with the various means employed for . 
the saving of life and property from shipwrecked vessels, as General Superintendent 
of the Life-Saving Service, to have general charge of the service and of all adminis-
trative matters connected therewith under the immediate direction of the Secretary 
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of the Treasury. The same act defines the duties of the General Superintendent as 
follows: 
"SEc. 7. That it shall be the duty of the General Superintendent to supervise the 
organization and government of the employes of the service; to prepare and revise 
regulations therefor as may be necessary; to fix the number and compensation of surf-
men to be employed at the several stations within the provisions of law; to supervise 
the expenditure of all appropriations made for the support and maintenance of the 
Life-Saving Service; to examine the accounts of disbursements of the district super-
intendents, and to certify the same to the accounting officers of the Treasury Depart-
ment; to examine the property returns of the keepers of the several stations, and 
see that all public property thereto belonging is properly accounted for; to acquaint 
himself, as far as practicable, with all means employed in foreign countries which 
may seem to advantageously affect the interest of the service, and to cause to be prop-
erly investigated all plans, devices, and inventions for the improvement of life-saving 
apparatus for use at the stations which may appear to be meritorious and avail-
able; to exercise supervision over the selection of sites for new · stations, the estab-
lishment of which may be authorized by law, or for old ones, the removal of which 
may be made necessary by the encroachment of the sea or by other causes ; to pre-
pare and submit to the Secretary of· the Treasury estimates for the support of the 
service; to collect and compile the statistics of marine disasters contemplated by the 
act of June twentieth, eighteen hundred. and seventy-four; and. to submit to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, for transmission to Congress, an annual report of the expendi-
tures of the moneys appropriated. for the maintenance of the Life-Saving Service, and 
of the operations of said service during the year." · 
The foregoing general statement of the duties of the head. of the Bureau conveys 
a Yery inadequate idea of the multifarious details of the work of his office. 
The following is a partial enumeration of these details, which, together with the 
description of the specific action taken upon the items of business selected for illus-
tration hereinafter, will, it is trusted, show, satisfactorily to the committee, the 
methods of transacting the business of the office. 
The briefing, recording, and indexing of all letters and papers received, and giving 
to each its proper official number. 
The authorization of the employment of crews at the 8everal stations. 
The examination each year of the articles of engagement of the crews of all the 
stations. · 
The examination of the annual certificates of medical inspection of each surfman 
in the service. 
The consideration of and action upon all requests for authority to make changes in 
the crews. 
The examination of all reports of changes in crews. 
The examination of all applications and nominations for superintendents of dis-
tricts and keepers of stations, and the preparation of the indorsements referring 
them to the Secretary of the Treasury for action. 
Tho consideration, in conjunction with the chief of the revenue marine division, of 
all.matters touching the detail of officers from the Revenue Marine Service to act as 
superintendents of construction, inspectors, and assistant inspectors of stations. 
The assignment of such detailed. officers to duty. 
The keeping of the record. (official history) of the officers and. employes of the 
service, by districts and stations, and a general index to such record. 
The establishment of new stations, the work in connection with which is herein-
after particular described.. 
The repairs to and reconstruction of old stations, and their removal when made 
necessary by the encroachment of the sea or other causes. 
The preparation of all advertisements soliciting proposals, the examination of the 
bids received in response to such advertisements, the awarding of the contracts, and, 
in all cases where formal contracts are entered into, their preparation in triplicate. 
The examination of all requests for authority to incur expense on account of the 
Life-Saving Service. 
The examination of the property returns from all the stations. 
The examination of the reports of boards of survey, and. the preparation of the 
necessary instructions concerning the action to be had thereon. 
The examination of the quarterly reports of the assistant inspectors of stations 
a.nd. t.he taking of the proper action thereon. 
The examination of the quarterly reports of the district superintendents and the 
taking of the necessary action thereon. 
The preparation of the annual estimates, including the appropriation for the main-
tenance of the Life-Saving Service, that for the establishment of new stations, and 
that for the salaries of the officers and employes in the office of the General Superin-
iendent. 
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The keeping of the accounts in detail of all appropriations made for the service, 
and of all expenditures for its support and extension. 
The examination and verification, item by item, with the original authorization of 
all accounts of disbursements from any of the appropriations for the service, includ-
ing the station pay rolls, &c., before certifying them to the accounting officers of 
the Treasury for settlement. 
The examination of all bills and their preparation for the action (approval or dis-
approval) of the Secretary. 
The examination and verification of all certificates for moneys deposited on ac-
count of any of the appropriations of the service, and the preparation of the indorse-
ments referring the same to the Secretary of the Treasury for his action. 
The examination and approval or disapproval, in whole or in part, of the quarterly 
estimates of the district superintendents for the funds required to defray authorized 
expenses of the service in their respective districts. 
The reference of all plans and models of devices and inventions for the improve-
ment of life-saving appliances, and all communications relating thereto, to the board 
on life-saving appliances. 
The consideration of the reports of the board on life-saving appliances with a view 
to determine the action to be taken upon its recommendations, and the promulgation 
of such instmctions as are necessary in relation to such of its recommendations as 
are approved. 
The examination of all applications, and the accompanying testimony, by disabled 
keepers of stations and surfmen, for the benefits provided by section 7 of the act of 
Congress approved May 4, 1882, and the preparation of such claims for the action of 
the Secretary. 
The examination of all applications and accompanying testimony, presented in 
behalf of the widows and minor children of deceased keepers of stations and surf-
men, for the benefits provided by section 8 of the same act, and the preparation of 
such claims for the action of the First Auditor of the Treasury. 
The examination and reference to the committee on life-saving medals of all claims 
for such medals. 
The examination of the reports of the committee on life-saving medals and their 
preparation for the action of the Secretary thereon. 
The providing, ready for delivery, of all medals awarded, and the preparation for 
the Secretary's signature of the letters transmitting thetn to the persons entitled to 
them. 
The authorization of investigations under section 9 of the act of Congress ap-
proved June 18, 1878, of shipwrecks attended with loss of life, within the scope of 
the Life-Saving Service, and the preparation of the necessary instructions to the 
officers selected to conduct such investigations. 
The authorization of investigations into any alleged incompetency or misconduct 
of the officers or employes of the Life-Saving Service, and the preparation of the 
necessary instructions to the investigating officers. 
The examination of the reports and accompanying evidence of the investigations 
referred to in the two preceding paragraphs, and the taking of the proper action 
thereon. 
The examination of the transcripts of journals, or log-books, received from all the 
stations, weekly. 
The examination of all reports of casualties, within the scope of the operations of 
the Life-Saving Service, received from the keepers of stations, their classification and 
tabulation for publication in the annual report of the service. 
The examination of all reports of marine casualties collected under the provisions of 
sections 10, 11, and 12 of the act of June 20, 1874, from the owners and masters of 
vessels, through the custom officers, and from other sources, and their compilation into 
statistical tables. 
The preparation and promulgation, from time to time, of official circulars. 
The revision and modification of the regulations governing the service when 
necessary. 
The preparation and publication, annually, of the official register of the service. 
The preparation of the various blanks used in the work of the Bureau, a list of which 
is here given for the reason that their mention conveys considerable informn.tion as to 
the manner of conducting the service: 
Application for, and certificate of, medical inspection of surfmen. 
Oath of office. 
Articles of engagement for surfmen. 
Articles of engagement for volunteer life-boat crews. 
Report of change in crews. 
Inspector's report of inspection of stations. 
Quarterly report of district superintendents. 
Requisition for supplies. 
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Requisition for repairs. 
Inventory of public property, 16 pages. 
Requisition for stationery. 
Requisition for books and blanks. 
Record of receipts and expenditures of property. 
Shipping letter and receipt. 
Estimate for funds. 
Voucher for general expenses. 
Voucher for services in attending drill and exercise. 
Voucher for compensation for special services. 
Voucher for actual traveling expenses. 
Voucher for services of volunteer crews. 
Voucher for payment to disabled keeper or surfmen. 
Voucher for compensation of temporary surfmen. 
Certificate to accompany bills for the annual supply of fuel. 
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Certificate to accompany voucher for subsistence furnished to persons rescued from 
wrecked vessels. 
Pay-roll. . 
Abstract of disbursements. 
Account current of disbursements. 
Statement of public funds. 
Receipts for traveling expenses. 
Preliminary wreck report. 
Wreck report, 4 pages. 
Report of resuscitation of the apparently drowned. 
Journal. 
Weekly abstract of journal, 7 pages. 
Blank forms of proposals, of bonds, of contracts for the construction of new stations 
and repairs to old ones, for annual supplies, for forage, fuel, telephone supplies, of 
leases, conveyances, oaths of non-interest in sites selected for stations, letter forms, 
and the various blanks used in the preparation of the annual report. 
The conduct of the correspondence of the Bureau including press copying and mailing 
the letters and transcribing them upon the permanent records of the Department. 
The indexing under the proper subject or name of each letter so recorded. 
The exchange of book marks between original papers and records; and finally: 
The arrangement and keeping the :files of the office. 
The following list shows the number of _districts and stations referred to in the 
foregoing enumeration, and their location upon the sea and lake coasts of the United 
Staties: 
First district (coast of Maine and New Hampshire) ..•••• ---................... 8 
Second district (coast of Massachusetts)·-····----··.......................... 19 
Third district (coast of Rhode Island and Long Island) .••• --·· ••...••• ·----·.. 38 
Fourth district (coast of New Jersey) ...••........••.....••.••...••• -----·.... 41 
Fifth district (coast from Cape Henlopen to Cape Charles) ...••. •••. .••••. •••• 15 
Sixth district (coast from Cape Henry to Cape Fear).......................... 27 
Seventh district (eastern coast of Florida and coast of Georgia and, South Caro-
lina) ...........•....•..• -: •... - • • . . • . • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . 12 
Eastern district (Gulf coast) ...•..••...•••••••• --· •.••.....•.•..•••••••• --·- .. 6 
Ninth district (Lakes Erie and Ontario) ...••• •••• .••••. .••••. •••••• •••• .••••• 10 
rrenth district (Lakes Huron and Superior) •••• ·----- ------ •••• ..•••• .••••• •• . 13 
Eleventh district (Lake Michigan) ...•..•••...•••••••.•••• -- ••••••••••• __ . ·--. 22 
Twelfth district (Pacific coast) ..• -- •• -- •..•••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••.• ·.. 7 
Total .........•.•......•.••..•••••• -.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . • . . 218 
In compliance with request for illustration of the methods of transacting the official 
business by the selection of one or more items of the principal business matters trans-
acted in each of the offic{JS of the Department, and, beginning with their origin, show-
ing in consecutive order the various steps taken in connection w1th them until :finally 
disposed of, the method of furnishing the stations with their annnalsupplies, the steps 
taken in the settlement of bills against the service, and the action had in connection 
with the establishment of new stations are submitted. 
The first step taken in furnishing supplies is the preparation of a form of 28 pages, 
embracing a title page; the form in blank of the advertisement published by the of-
ficer soliciting the proposals; full instructions for the information and guidance of the 
bidders ; a blank form of proposal; a schedule of the items of merchandise required, 
numerically arranged under proper heads, with a detailed description of each article 
for which competition is invited, and a column for prices. Another column is left 
blank for the entry, opposite e~ch item, of the name of the successful bidder when 
d~termined, 
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The form in use this year embraces 413 items, arranged in ten general classes. 
A form of bond, bondsmen's oaths, and a certificate of solvency are also incluoed 
in the pamphlet. The acceptance by the general superintendent, with the approval 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, of a proposal submitted upon one of these forms, 
and a notification in writing to the bidder of such acceptance and approval, com-
plete the contract, and no further agreement is entered into. 
The form ready, a requisition is made upon the Public Printer for bhe necessary 
number of copies. The work of comparing the proof with the original copy, and of 
verifying the revise with the proof is done in this office. 
When the office is ready to issue advertisements a conference is had with the chief 
of the division of stationery, printing, and blanks of the Secretary's office to deter-
mine the newspapers in which such advertisements are to appear. This decided a 
letter is prepared in this office for the Secretary's signature, upon forms provided for 
that purpose, addressed to the publishers of each of the papers so selected. A letter 
is also addressed to each district superintendent, who is to receive and open the pro-
posals for his district, transmitting the letters of authority to the publishers and the 
form of advertisement in blank, with instructions to complete the latter, by dating 
and signing, and to forward both papers without delay to the publishers. 
The work, up to this point, is done by a clerk of class 3, assisted by a clerk of the 
$900 class, who performs miscellaneous services under the directio~ of the principal 
clerk of the office. 
At the time and place fixed in the advertisement all bids received are pqblicly 
opened by the officer who invited them, and a schedule of them is prepared and mailed 
with all the papers to this office. 
The package is :first received in the division of records, mails, and files of the Sec-
retary's office. Here it is placed in the post-office box assigned to the Life-Saving 
Service, where it is found by the assistant messenger or the laborer, brought up to 
the office, the envelope or wrapper cut, and the package placed with the official mail 
upon the desk of the general superintendent, who gives it a casual examination and 
carefully reads the letter of transmittal. 
The assistant messenger or the laborer then takes the package with the other of-
ficial mail, which has been examined by the general superintendent, and stamps upon 
the outer briefed fold of the letter of transmittal, and upon each inclosure, the date 
of receipt and delivers the papers to the clerk who keeps the record of letters and 
papers received (a clerk of class 1), who examines them to see that nothing except 
what relates to the case is with it. The letter is carefully read by this clerk, who 
indorses upon it a brief of its contents, and makes the proper entry in the record of 
"letters received." This entry shows the date of the receipt of the papers, the date 
of the letter of transmittal, by whom it was written or forwarded, a brief of the con-
tents or purport of the communication, and the number of inclosures. The official 
number, called the "L. R." (letters received) number, and the volume and page in 
which the record of the receipt of the package is entered, are then noted upon each 
paper above the brief. Under the head of remarks the action had upon the paper is 
noted at the proper time, or reference is made by volume and page to the record 
which shows what such action was. The proper entries under tho name or official 
title of the writer, and the subject-matter, are made in an index which is kept in each 
volume of the record of "letters received." 
The papers are then placed upon the desk of the principal clerk, who examines all 
incoming official mail and causes it to be distributed to the proper desks. 
The examination of the proposals and all other clerical work connected with them 
up to the completion of the contracts, is conducte(l by the clerk of class 3 before 
referred to, who is assisted step by step bythe clerk ofthe $900 class, also mentioned 
before. ·Occasionally, when more than two can work with advantage in making 
comparisons, assistance, is rendered by other clerks in the office. 
'l'he first step is to determine whether any informalities exist in the papers. If 
any are found the general superintendent determines what action shall be taken in 
regard to them. The next step is a comparison of all the proposals received for a 
district with each other, item by item, for the purpose of determining the lowest bid-
der for each item. To facilitate this comparison a printeu blank form is prepared 
showing the number of each item, describing each exactly as it is described in the 
schedule of the proposal, and so arranged that when completed the prices submitted 
for each item by twelve different bidders can be shown, as also the name of the suc-
cessful bidder for each. 'fhe form contains seventeen unbound sheets. 
The price of each item is now .transferred from each bid to the form just described, 
the work being afterwards carefully compared to see that no errors have been made 
in the prices and that they have been placed opposite the proper items and to the 
credit of the proper bidders. When thus completed and verified the statement is 
carefully examined to see whether the price fixed in the lowest bid for each item is 
reasonable, and whether there are any tie bids. In determining the reasonableness 
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of bids resort is had to the contracts of previous years, to published prices current, 
and frequently to inquiries from dealers. 
A statement of the result of this examination is submitted to the general superin-
tendent, who, in consultation with the principal clerk, determines what bids should 
be accepted, which rejected as excessive, and to whom tie bids should be awarded. 
These questions having been determined, the awards are made and the name of the 
successful bidder is recorded opposite each item in the form. This last step is also 
carefully verified. 
A copy of the proposal, so far as accepted, of each successful bidder for one or more 
items is then prepared and transmitted to him in a letter of acceptance signed by the 
general superintendent and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury. This com-
pletes the contract. Similar copies of each accepted proposal for the several districts 
are also prepared, and one of each is· transmitted to the inspector of life-saving sta-
tions, and to the superintendent or purchasing officer in each district, with a letter 
advising those officers of the award and completion of the contracts. 
The original proposals are required to be forwarded to the Commissioner of Customs 
for file, and a letter is accordingly written transmitting them to that officer, copies 
being first made for the use of this office. 
The letters mentioned form a part of the daily official mail which is gathered up by 
the assistant messenger or laborer and placed upon the desk of the principal clerk, who 
examines and reads all official communicat.ions and, in the absence of the assistant 
general superintendent, checks the same, first causing such corrections to be made in 
any case as in his judgment are necessary. The principal clerk, after completing his 
examination, sends the mail to the assistant general superintendent, who carefully 
reads and checks it and sends it to the general superintendent, by whom it is again 
very carefully examined, and, if found correct, signed. The letters are then taken by 
the assistant messenger or laborer, press-copied, and delivered to the clerk whose duty 
it may be to put up tbe mail. 
In the performance of the duty last mentioned care has to be taken to see that the 
letters are properly dated, that all have been signed, and, when inclosures are to ac-
company a letter, that they are in the envelope, and also to see that the address upon 
eaeh wrapper corresponds with that of the letter. 
The next day the press copies of these letters are transcribed in the permanent 
records of the office, of which there are two classes, viz, those addressed to officers 3nd 
employes of the service, and those to private citizens. The record of the first-mentioned 
class is kept by a clerk of class 1, and the other by a clerk of the $900 class. The 
clerk last referred to is also cha,rged with the care of the files of the office, except such 
as relate to wrecks, &c. The record and press copies are then carefully compared with 
each other, another clerk of class 1 assisting, who, when this duty is completed, 
takes the press copies and indexes each in a general index in which all letters so 
transcribed upon the records of the office, except such as relate to wrecks, are indexed. 
The entry in the index for one of the letters above described would be placed under 
the title " Supplies," and \<Yould O'ive the date of the letter, indicate the officer or 
person addressed, recite very briefly the purport of the letter, and give the page and 
volume of the record in which the press copy was tmnscribed. The copy of the letter 
having been transcribed and compared as stated before, the clerk of class 1 who 
keeps the record of "Letters sent to officers and employes'~ notes upon the margin 
of the book opposite the recorded letter the "L. R." (letters received) number of the 
original paper to which the letter refers, and indorses upon the outer fold of such 
original paper the volume and page of the record of "Letters sent" in which the 
communication referring to the case has been transcribed as above set forth. The 
})apers then go to the clerk of t.he $UOO class before mentioned who has charge of the 
files, who :files them with ''Proposals." 
The award of the contracts and the work in connection therewith having been 
completed, the consideration of such requisitions for annual supplies for use at the 
stations as have been received from the several district superintendents is proceeded 
with. 
A requisition, which is submitted, in duplicate, upon the printed form designated 
"Requisition for supplies" in the list of b1ank forms hereinbefore mentioned, is first 
considere<l and examined by the clm·k of class 3 before referred to, item by item, 
and station by station, to see whether the quantities asked for are necessary and 
reasonable, and such reference to the inventories of public propeqy from the several 
stations, and to previous requisitions, are made as are necessary to aid in determining 
the question. This done, the superintendent of the district is called upon to explain 
all questionable items which are net fully explained. The examination of the 
requisition is then proceeded with, sometimes by the clerk mentioned, and sometimes 
by the clerk who assists him, as the condition of the work under the charge of the 
former may require or permit. The next step is to affix to each article purchasable 
under contract the contract price, if this has not already been done by the superin-
tendent. The necessary computations are theu made to determine the cost of the 
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quantity allowed of each item, and also as near as possible the cost of all the articles 
allowed. In the case of many articles that are not embraced in the contracts, and 
which must be purchase in open market, it is not known what the exact cost will be. 
This is true also of such as are purchasable by weight, and the weight of which ca.n-
not be determined, whether bought under contract or otherwise. These items make 
it impossible to do more than compute approximately the total expense of the requi-
sition. . 
Opposite each contract item is noted on the form the name of the contractor from 
whom the purchase is to be made, and opposite such items as are to be furnished 
from the storehouse or purchased in open market the proper note is made, and in 
the latter case the entry indicates the officer who is to make the purchase. No pur-
chases are authorized to be made in open market until the fact has been established 
in every case that the immediate delivery of the articles is necessary. Unless this is 
made to appear an advertisement is issued soliciting bids for the article!! desired, and 
the purchases are made from the lowest responsible bidder. 
If any question arises during the consideration of the requisition it is brought to 
the attention of the general superintendent, who directs what action shall be taken. 
The original requisition perfected, the duplicate is completed exactly like it, and 
they are then compared with each other. Letters are then written to the officers 
who are to make the purchase. The duplicate is forwarded to the officer having the 
greater number of items to purchase, aud a copy of so much of the requisition as re-
fers to the articles to be purchased by the other officer is prepared and transmitted 
with the letter to him, or in the latter case if there are but a few items, their descrip-
tion is made a part of the letter itself. These officers are the superintendent of the 
district to be supplied, who makes the purchases of any local contractor, and the in-
spector oflife-saving stations, whose office is in New York City, who makes the pur-
chases from contractors residing there. 
The letters referred to authorize the purchase of the articles and give such instruc-
tions in regard to the several items, and their inspection and shipment, as in each 
case is necessary. The superintendent is .advised of all suspensions and disallowances 
and the reasons therefor. 
The labor in connection with a requisition, which is all done by the two clerks be-
fore mentioned, is greater or less according to the number of stations in the several 
districts, and according also to the care and accuracy of the superintendent present-
ing it. 
The inspection and delivery of the supplies having been completed, the officer 
charged with making their purchase causes properly receipted and certified bills in 
duplicate therefor to be submitted to this office. Bills for the expense incurred in the 
delivery of the supplies at the stations, such as freight, cartage, &c., are also submit-
ted in like manner. 
The action had in the consideration of bills against the service will now be de-
scribed. 
On the receipt of a bill all communications, remarks, or recommendations accom-
panying it are carefully read for such information as they may contain, and the ex-
amination is proceeded with, unless from some of the papers reasons are found which 
call for delay. The examination is such as will ascertain when the service charged 
for was rendered, or the merchandise delivered, so as to determine whether there is 
an appropriation available fi:om which the claim, if a valid one, can be paid, and 
whether the expense has been authorized either by letter or regulation. 
If it is found that the expense has been authorized, the date of t.he letter, or the 
paragraph of the regulations under which it was incurred, is noted upon the face of 
the bill, if that has not already been done. The next step is to determine whether 
the terms of the authority have been complied with. 
If the bill is for supplies furnished under one of the annual contracts, the descrip-
tion of each item and the price charged for it is carefully compared with the sched-
ule of the contract. Then such computations are made as are necessary to prove 
whether the proper amount has been carried out for each item, and whether the 
total footing of the bill is correct. The certificate of the purchasing officer is 
also examined to see whether it is executed by the proper officer; whether it 
shows that the items charged for have been actually inspected, accepted, and de-
livered, and, if so, when; whether it recites that they were in every respect accord-
ing to the terms of the contract, and, if not, wherein there is any deviation there-
from, and such deviation is required in all cases to be satisfactorily explained. Care 
is also taken to see that the bill is in favor of the contractor who is to furnish the 
items described for the particular district to which they were sent, and to see 
whether the bill has been receipted in duplicate, and, if so, whether the signature to 
such receipt was made with black ink, as required by the regulations of the Depart-
ment. 
If the bill be one for expenses incurred in open market it must be seen that the 
certificate states tha.t the prices charged are just ancl reasonable, and that the e:ti-
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gency was such as to require tho immediate performance of the work or deli" ory of 
t.he articles. 
In connection with tho examination and verification of the bills for expenses au-
thorized upon a. requisition from tho superintendent of one of the districts, and as 
a safeguard against the possibility of paying twice for any item upon such a requi-
sition, a check is made upon the requisition, opposite each item, as it is found to be 
correctly charged for on the bill, which indicates that each item so checked bas been 
paid for. 
Again, the press copies of all ]etters written on. the preceding day are carefnlly 
examined each morning by a clerk of class 4, under whose immediate supervision 
all work in connection with the accounts of tho office is done, who makes in a blot-
ter a memorandum of all authorizations for the expenditure of money. W"l10never 
but few items are named in such a letter, a memorandum in detail of the articles to 
be purchased and the prices to be paid for each, when known, is entered upon this 
blotter, and, when the bill for the purchases made under this authority is receive«l, 
the check to indicate that the items so authorized have been paid for is made oppo-
site each such item upon the blot;ter instead of upon the requisition. Wilen, how-
ever, the purchases authorized by such a letter are too numerous to be stated in de-
tail npon the blotter, the total cost only is recorded and such reference made as 
will indicate tho paper or reconl with which the bill is to be compared whe~ re-
ceived. This blotter also enables the office at any time to determine not only wh~tt 
sums have actually been expended, as shown by tho accounts, bnt also to ascertam 
the additional amounts for which the appropriations of the service are liable by rea-
son of work or supplies contracted for or authorized, but not yet delivered or paid 
for, so that it may be able to show accurately and by appropTiations just wliat 
amounts are available ancl the purposes for which they can be used. 
In the case of bills for serv icetl rendered, or articles furnished under circumstances 
which would not admit of the delay incident to securing authority previous to incur-
ring expense, and which are not authorized by the regulations of the service, it is not 
only required that the attending circumstances be fully set forth, but it must be shown 
that the necessity was urgent, and of such a nature as to demand immediat;e action. 
If upon examination tho bill is found to be in every particular correct in fonn, the 
tit.le of the appropriation from which it is payable is written upon its face. If tlie 
hill has been receipted, and is one in connection with which it is obvious there are no 
questions to be determined by the accounting officers of the Treasury in advance of 
payruen t, and no otlier reason appears why it should be referred to them for considera-
tion, it is prepared for payment by a disbursing clerk's draft. To this enct the receipt 
is completed by entering the name of the disbursing clerk to whom it is to be for-
warded for payment, the place, month, and year in which it is to be paid, and if the 
amount for which the bill has been approved has not been stated in the receipt, by 
writing it therein. 
The work in this office upon the bills, up to this point, is generally all done by a 
clerk of class 2, under the immediate direction of the clerk of class 4 alluoed to. 
The bills, originals, aml duplicates are now carefully examined in detail by tho 
clerk of class 4 mentioned, who initials such as, in his judgment, are correct ~tud 
proper. The originals are then submitted to the General Superintendent, who per-
sonally carefully inspects every bill in all essential particulars, and initials, for action 
by the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, such as he finds to be proper. They, the 
originals, are then reviewed by tho principal clerk of this office, to see that nothing 
requisite has been omitted, and sent by messenger to the Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury for consideration. '!'hey are again returned to this office, and are once more 
examined by the clerk of class 4 just referred to, to see that none of them failed to I'e-
cei ve approval. 
If all have been approved, they are separated into gr0l1ps, and upon each group is 
indicated tho assistant treasurer of the United States upon whom it is desired that 
the drafts in payment therefor shall be drawn. '!'his done, they leave the office for 
the last time, and are sent by messenger to the disbursing clerk who is to draw the 
drafts for their payment. 
A. bill of this class, after being paid by a cliRbnrsing clerk, is retained by him as a 
voucher, and l,>ecomes a part of an account of disbursements, which account, in its 
turn, is forwarded to the proper accounting officer, examined paper by paper, for-
warded to the revising office, settled, aml is finally sent to the Register of the Treas-
ury for file. 
The drafts drawn by a disbursing clerk in payment of such bills are sent to this 
office, carefully examined, and, if found to be correct, are transmitted with a letter 
to the several payees. If any errors are discovered, the drafts are taken to the dis-
bursing clerk and the necess<try corrections mado. 
If the bill is one which, tor any reason, shoulcl be referred to the accounting offi-
cers for examination and certification of the amount due and payable thereon, in ad-
vance of payment, it is so re1~ne<l by an jnQ.orsernent u:pon the btU :pre:pa.re4 for tho 
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signature of the Secretary or Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, recitlng the amount 
for which the bill is approved, the appropriation or appropriations from which it is to 
be paid, and when there is more than one appropriation the amount which is paya-
ble from each. The post-office address of the payee is also given. 
In most instances bills which are so referred are for services or supplies furnished 
under a formal contract, and, when this is tlile case, the original contract has to be 
forwarded with the first bill approved thereunder, unless it has been previously filed 
with the proper accounting officer. Copies of all papers necessary to a complete un-
derstanding of the case are also prepared to accompany the bill. The papers are all 
1·eviewed by the clerk of class 4 mentioned, and then submitted to the General Super-
intendent, who takes the same action as heretofore described in relation to bills pa1d 
by a disbursing clerk. 
After being approved by the Secretary or Assistant Secretary, the bill is forwarded 
to the First Auditor of the Treasury, who causes it to be examined, and an account to 
be stated, showing what amount is due thereon, to whom it should be paid, where 
the draft should be sen-t, and the appropriation from which the payment is to be 
made. This account, with the bill and accompanying papers, is forwarded to the 
Commissioner of Customs, in whose office the work of the Auditor is reviewed, and a 
certificate prepared, showing the amount found due upo:q the bill by the Commis-
sioner of Customs, to whom it should be paid, &c. 
All the papers are then forwarded to the Register of the Treasury for his action. 
The Register retains the bill and account in the files of his office, but after taking the 
necessary action upon the certificate sends the latter to the Secretary of the Treasury 
(division of warrant, estimates, and appropriations), who causes a warrant to issue 
thereon, which passes to the l!'irst Comptroller of the Treasury, to be examined and 
countersigned, after which it is sent to the Commissioner of Customs for record and 
to the Register of the Treasury for registration. When thus completed, the warrant 
is forwarded to the Treasurer of the United States, who causes a draft to issue for the 
proper amount in favor of the payee named upon the warrant. This draft, after being 
signed by the Treasurer or Assistant 'rreasurer, is sent to the Register of the Treasury 
to be recorded and countersigneu. It is then 1·eturned to the Treasury for transmis-
sion or delivery to the payee. The action in detail, step by step, in each office in re-
lation to the matters which pertain to the settlement of a bill need not be particu-
larly described here. 
The duplicates of all bills are retained in this office and become a part of its per-
manent files, being completed up to the point of submission to the General Superin-
tendent for his consideration, exactly like the originals, for the reason that the work 
upon the journal, which is not taken up until after the originals have been approved 
and sent forward for payment, is prepared and done from the duplicates. 
In the case of all bills which have been favorably acted upon by the General Su-
perintendent and forwarded· to the Secretary of the Treasury for consideration, the 
clerk of class 2, last mentioned, prepa,res from the duplicate bills the letters notify-
ing the payees of such bills as have been approved and referred to the accounting of-
ficers of the Treasury for examination and settlement of that fact, which letters are 
mailed as soon as it is known that the bills have been approved; and prepares also 
the letters for the transmission of the drafts, so that they can be completed and t·he 
drafts mailed as soon as the latter are received from the disbursing clerk. The lettem 
last referred to, when complete, describe the draft, and give a general description of 
the service or article which it is to pay for. Both classes of letters are reviewed in 
the same manner, and with the same care as the bills themselves. They are sent with 
the official mail to the General Superintendent for final consideration and signature. 
The date of each letter written in relation to any bill is indorsed upon the outer fold 
of the duplicate of the bill. 
If at any stage of the examination or review of any bill, or any subvoncher filed 
therewith in support of one or more of the items charged for, any irregularity is de-
veloped about any item, or the necessity and reasonableness of any bill or item thereon 
are not plainly manifest and fully understood, action upon such bill is postponed, until 
by correspondence, which is at once opened, or, when necessary, by 1·eference to the 
local officer for inquiry and report, such irregularity has been satisfactorily explained, 
or the necessity for and reasonableness of the expense, or the contrary, has been fully 
established. 
It is the invariable practice of the office, each week, to act upon all bills received, 
and to submit such as are found to be correct and proper to the Assistant Secretary 
of the Treasury on the following Monday for his consideration; to deliver to the dis-
bursing clerk such bills as have been approved by the Assistant Secretary on the follow-
ing morning, and to transmit the drafts in payment of such bills, if they are received 
from tho disbursing clerk in the afternoon of the same day, Tuesday. 
The requisite information concerning such bills as it is necessary to correspond 
about is usually promptly furnished and is generally received in time to enable the 
office to proceed with their consideration, and dispose of them with those received 
during the next week. 
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The work of making the proper entries upon the journal from the duplicates is now 
taken up. Snch an entry will show under the proper date the class an<l year to which 
the expense is properly ehargeable, as, w hetherto ''Apparatus, 1887;" "Labor, 1S87 ;" 
"Eq nipments, l8S6;" "Jt,reight, 1885;" "Traveling expenses, H:l86," &c. If it is an 
item payable from one of the appropriations for the maintenance of the service, or, 
if payable from one of tho appropriations for tho establishment of life-saving sta-
tions, it will show the station or purpose for which the expense was incurred, aml to 
which it should therefore be charged, as the "Cape Elizabeth Station," the" North 
Scituate Station," the "Frankfort Station," "Assistance to superintendents of con-
struction," &c. The entry will also show what disbursing clerk is to pay the bill aml 
rcceiv~ credit therefor, the appropriation under which he should receive snch credit 
being indicated by the years before given, viz, "1887," "188G," and "1885," if it be 
one of the current appropriations for the service, or by the name of the appropriation 
in fnll if it be one o~ the appropriations for the establishment of stations. 
If the original of the bill has been referred to the accounting officers of the Treas-
ury for ex:Lmiuation and settlement, and the amo~mt found duo is to be paid upon a 
Treasury warrant, the entry is the same as before described, except that tho credit is 
given direct to the appropriation from which the payment is to be made instead of to 
a disbursiujj officer in account with such appropriation. The entry will further show 
the'' L. R.' (letter received) number of the bill, the name and post-office address of 
the payee, give a brief description of the articles furnished or work done, state tho 
district, and, if practicable, the stations for which the expense was incurred, whether 
under a contract or not, and, if so, tho date thereof, and tho authority for incurring 
the expense. The number of tho draft by which payment of the bill was made, mul 
the dato of tho letter transmitting the same, if the bill is one paid by a disbursing 
clerk, or the date of the letter to the payee advising him of tho approval of the bill 
and its reference to the accounting officers for examination and settlement, if it be of 
that class, are also afterwards entered upon the jonrnal. All this work is ca.refnl Jy 
compared with the duplicates. The duplicates are then delivered to the proper clerk 
to be filed, the ne~essary exchange of book-marks first bejug made. 
The entries upon the journal are subsequently posted to the ledgers, the account of 
the office being kept by double entry. 
An index is kept in each journal, in which the names of all persons whoso hills have 
been adjusted are recorded, and following each name therein is noted the page or 
pages of the journal upon which the record in relation to the bill or bills in favor of 
any 11erson or firm may be found. These indexes assist in tracing the history of :tny 
adjusted claim whenever it is desirable to do so. They also serve as a protection 
against the payment of any such claim a second time. 
The work performed iu connection with the establishment of new stations will he 
understood from the following enumeration of the several steps requisite-the specific 
action taken upon all papers received in this office and transmitted therefrom as de-
tailed in connection with the examples already gi veu being remembered. 
'l'he organization from time to time of commissions to select sitos for stations au-
thorized hy law and the preparation of instructions necessary for the guidance of 
such commissions. 
'l'he Jlreparation of the necessary papers and other work incident to the procure-
ment of the proper title to the sites. 
The making of such examination and surveys of the promises as is necessary for the 
suitable location and construction of tho stations. 
'fhe preparation of plans and specifications for the new structures, including de-
tailed drawings, when required. 
'l'he preparation of advertisements inviting proposals for the work an(l of the let-
ters transmitting the plans and specifications to the proper officers for distribution to 
person~ who may wish to submit bids. 
The examination of the proposals received, the making of awards to the successful 
bidders, and the preparation of contracts (in triplicate) with them. 
The transmis!lion of one of these contracts to t,he superintendents of construction 
(two captains of the Revenue Marine-see section 4249, Revised Statutes) and another 
to tho contractor for their guidance. 
Tho authorization, during the course of construction, of such modifications in tho 
Ilbns and specifications as are found advisable. 
'l'he authorization, upon the recommendation of the superintendents of constrnc-
tiou, of the employment of persons, immediately under their dll:ection, to superviso 
the work. 
'l'he examination of the weekly reports of these supervisors. 
'l'he examination and settlement of the monthly bills for the payment of tho com-
penRa.tion and necessary traveling expenses of these employes. 
'l'he preparation of tho necessary instructions to the officers selected to make final 
inspection of the stations. 
The examination and settlement of the bills of tho contractors upon the completion 
of their work. 
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The determination of the character aml amount of apparatus, ontfits, and supplies 
to be fumi::;lll~d th11 new stations and the authorization of their purchase. 
The cxaminatioa ancl settlement of the bills for such apparatLtg, &c., and for their 
transpodation. , ' 
Ahont the samt~ steps arc taken in connection with the rebuilding, repair, and im-
provement of stations already established. 
In reply to the communication from the committee requesting information in rela-
tion to the character and amount of business performed in each division in your 
office and in each division of each Bureau of your Department during a series of years, 
and the time and attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business 
by the employes in each of the said divisions, &c., I herewith submit for this office a 
tabular statement upon a form furnished by the Department for the purpose, pre-
pared in accordance with certain instructions which have been handed me, and which 
I have been informed have been approved by the chairman of the committee. 
In the explanation of the absence of any entries under the severa.l columns in the 
form headed " On hand and undisposed of, &c.," I would say that the business of the 
office is almost cnt.in~ly cnrrcnt in its na.tnre, a large proport.ion of it originating 
here, and therefore the cohunns referred to are not applicable to a statement of its 
condition. 
Respectfully, yours, 
The S!!.:CRETARY Ol!' TilE TREASURY. 
S. I. KIMBALL, 
General Snperintendent. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the office of the General 
Superiutendent of United States Life-Saving Service for the fiscal years 1884, 18i::l5, 
11:!86, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Letters received, briefed, regis-
tet·ed, numbered, and filed•·.... 18, 774 18, '174 20, 418 20,418 '/-7, 323 27, 322 15, 515 15, 515 
Letters written, press-copied at 
length, and mailed t. .. -- .... ___ . --- .. __ 6, 098 7. 53!) 7, 364 4, D16 
Entries made in indexing ..........••.. _. 44, 1G1 46, 920 47,737 32, 990 
Certificates of medical inspection 
of surfmen, articles of enlist-
ment, and reports of changes!in 
crews examined ........... .'. _. 1, 532 1, 532 2, 255 2, 255 2, 411 2, 411 1, 811 1, 811 
Transcript of station ,journals, 
each 7 pages, examined . . . . . • . . 9, 672 D, 672 10, 279 10, 27!) 10, 234 10, 234 ' 7. 057 7, 057 
Wreck reports examined and 
compiled into statistical tables. 3, 161 3, 161 3, 125 3, 125 3, 341 3, 341 2, 632 2, 632 
Inspection reports, reports of in-
vestigations and boards of sur-
vey received, examined, and 
acted upon ................ - . . . . ·142 442 793 793 688 688 376 376 
Advertisements issued, proposals 
examined, and contracts mado. 489 489 492 492 403 403 208 208 
Vouchers of disbursing officers 
and bills examined aml pre-
pared for settlement. . . . . • . . . . . 2, 163 2, 163 2, 280 2, 280 4, 717 4, 717 2, 984 2, 984 
Miscellaneous+---··············· ~~~~~518 ~039 ~039 .2::_340 ~MO ~865 __ 6,865 
Totals . . . • • • . • . • . . • . • • . . • • . 44, 751 94, 950 49, 681 104, 140 60, 456 115, 557 37, 448 75, 354 
*Of these tho following numl1cr in the respective years were inclosures, which were num bored, reg, 
istered, and filed, but not briefed: 1883-'84, 11,582; 1884-'85, 13,217; 1885-'86, 18,091; 1886-'87, 10,080, 
total. 52,970. 
t Of these the following number in the respective years were not copied at length: 1883-'84, 2,021 
1884-'85, 3,715; 1885-'86, 3,039; 1886-'87, 2,281; total, 11,056. 
t Including claims for b6nefits of sections 7 and 8, act of May 4, 1882 ; applications for medals; con-
veyances and leases; entries in service, register, and storehouse book ; requisitions for supplies, &c. ; 
copies of wreck reports sent to the State Department; book-marks exchanged; certificates of deposit 
examined and acted upon; open accounts on books; pages journalized; quarterly estimates for funds 
examined and acted upon; references made and record of same noted on books of office; drawings and 
specifications; inventories of public property examined; oil reports examined; disbursing officers' 
accounts examined, verified, aml certified to accounting officers for settlement; lett{}t'3 of a.utbority, o~ 
w mch a synopsi~ was made for ACCOlliltin~ vurpo~es ; cinm~a.r~ pre~a.r~q~ · · · ' · · · 
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'rhe following statement shows tho average amount and character of business per-
\(>rmed, transacted; and disposed of in the office of the General Superintendent of 
United States Life-Saving Service, with average number of employes during the time 
specified: 
181:!4. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
Average Average Average Average Avemge I Ave"><• Average Average 
amount. employes. amount. employes. amount. employes. amount. employes. 
--------
July ............... 50..68 13.76 580.46 15.42 488.86 20.15 548.82 17.76 
Atigust ·--········· 682.80 12.29 601.52 14.88 549.40 17.24 535.8:; 18.19 
September ..•...... 508.50 1.5. 28 484.60 17.76 525.92 18.73 533.79 18.26 
October. .. . ....••.. 604.58 13.88 505.16 18.40 528.36 19.55 4.99. 08 19.53 
November ......... 486.55 15.65 470.62 17.19 424.70 21.41 443.33 20.29 
December ......... • 487.84 15.29 520.97 16.52 502.74 18.84 479.15 19.56 
Jar:uary .....•..... 506.31 15.96 506.54 17.69 442. GO 21.40 485. 10 19.32 
Fellrt•ary .......•.. 476.62 15.65 458.18 16.53 431.20 20.21 443.28 19.00 
March .........•... 496.97 16.26 483.51 17.80 476.{;9 21.48 ········-· .................. 
~~;J_:::::::::::::: 520.33 15.53 467.40 Hl.15 480.30 20.53 ................. . .................. 487.67 16.57 438.21 19.64 454.4{: 20.84 ................. ................... 
June .•............ 436.51 17.80 475.09 18.84 514.39 19.15 ................. ... ............ 
--------------------------
:rotal averages. 521.61 15.34 499,35 17.48 484.97 19.96 496.05 18.98 
The" maxireum." and "minimum" are not gjven, because no ' individual monthly 
reports of work covering all the items inclndecl in this statement have been kept by 
the employes of the office until recently. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of the General 
Superintendent of United States Life-Saving Service, in person and by proxy, during 
the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe prese1:t for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
----------- ----- ------ ----- ---- --- ---
11!84 . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . • . . • . • • • . . . . 305~ ... 676! 
1885 . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . • . . 3026 4, !J37 
1886 .•.•••..•.•••.••.• ·-··...... :105 5, E76 
1887 . . . •. • . . .. •••• •. • .• . • . .•• . . . 201 3, 681 
. ..... 4, 676~ 
339 5, 276 
214 6,090 
133 3, 814 
h. m. s. 
18 259. 80 6 2 24 
18! 287. 78 6 44 24 
2U 283. 25 6 35 24 
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OFFICE OF THE FIRST COMPTROLLER. 
Reports on the 'methods of bt£siness and work in the several divisions of this office, as re-
quested by the Senate Select ConLmittee and called for by circular letters of Hon. F. M. 
Cockrell, chairman, dated Ma1·oh 18, 1887. 
TREASURY DEPA.RTMEN1'1 
Office of the First Comptroller, April 28, 1887. 
SIR : In response to the several inquiries contained in the circular letters addressed 
to you on the 18th ultimo lly Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Com-
mittee, appointed" to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in 
the Executive Departments of the Government," &c., copies of which were referred 
by you to this office on the 26th ultimo, with a request for a report by fiscal years, I 
have the honor to submit herewith: 
1. A consolidated statement showing the aggregate amount and the character of 
business on hand and undisposed of, and the aggregate amount of•the several items 
of business performed, transacted, and disposed of in this office for the several periods 
of time specified in the circular letters above referred to. 
2. The accompanying statements from the six divisions into which this office is 
now arranged furnish the information required in said circular letters as to the meth-
ods of transacting business in each of said divisions, the character and amount of 
business on hand, and the amount transacted and disposed of during the several 
periods; also the average amount performed by each employe during each month of 
the said periods, together with maximum and minimum amount perfcrmed by any one 
clerk or employo. 
3. A statement showing the average number of days devoted to business by each 
employe in the several divisions during each year of the several periods specified, 
and the maximum and minimum number of days by any one employe is also sub--
mitted. 
With the exception of accounts, all the other items of business transacted in this of-
fice are current, and are necessarily disposed of from day to day as received; hence, 
accounts constitute the only item of business reported on hand. In relation to the 
ma.ximum and minimum amount of work performed by any one employe, such a re-
port can only be made in numbers; yet numbers do not always indicate the character 
and value of the services rendered. One clerk may work more faithfully, intelligently, 
and efficiently in the examination and settlement of one or two large and difficult 
accounts in a month than another, who examines and passes in the same time a large 
number of accounts which are simple in their nature and require but little time in 
their examination. While the law allows but four chiefs of divisions to this office, 
owing to the large amount and diversified character of its business it has not been found 
practicable to or~anize the entire clerical force of the office into four divisions. At 
present, in additiOn to four regular divisions, with a chief in charge, the division of 
foreign intercourse and the division of District of Columbia accounts are each placed 
in charge of a clerk. In my opinion another chief of division, in addition to the 
number now allowed by law, is needed in this office for the proper supervision and 
dispatch of the public business. I beg to suggest that the printed form adopted by 
the Auditors has not been found suitable or adequate for properly reporting the 
various items of business which are performed and transacted in this Bureau, and it 
has been thought advisable, after mature consideration, to select the form he1·ewith 
submitted, as more fully conveying the information required by the Senate com-
mittee. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
M. J. DURHAM, 
First Comptroller. 
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The following is a consolidated statement from July 1, 1883, t~ March 1, H:l87: 




~ h~ p,co.g....:. ce..d 
Character of business. ~J ~~ ~~ 
Q 
QOO ~~~~ ..d~~ 
mOO .$~ -~~ ~,-i~r-t ~=~~~ .......... 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
------------
Accounts on hand at begining of eiwh year ..•.••••••.•....•. 2,333 3,693 2,449 1,361 972 
Accounts receivecl during each year .... ; •..•...•.••.•••••.. 26,915 26,567 22,746 25,116 
Accounts examined and passed dliring each year ....••..... 25,555 27,751 23,834 25,555 
Official letters written and forwarded . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •...... 13,558 15,978 18,744 13,046 
Requisitions for advances of money examined and passed .. 3, 572 4, 023 4,759 3,630 
Requisitions of First Comptroller issued in payment of 
consular drafts ...•.....................•...•.•..••••.•.... 694 757 834 543 
Warrants examined and registered ....••...........•••...... 57,863 66,367 59,940 59,601 
Warrants posted in appropriation ledgers ......••...••••.... 43,094 52,472 47,477 52,493 
Wan·ants checked on registers of accounts .•...•....•••. 0 •• 13,239 15,957 12,568 l!l, 024 
Accounts registered and referred .....•........••..•••••.... 25,203 25,265 24,972 25,529 
Accounts indexed ....•.....•.•........••.•...•••..•..••..••. 20,055 22,411 29,788 15,619 
Letters received, registered, and referred ..........••.....•• 5,794 6,473 7,163 5,880 
Official bonds and contracts received, registered, and filed ... 861 1,028 1,350 1,795 
Powers of attorney received, registered, and filed ....••..... 837 2,546 1,773 4, 999 
Copies of accounts and reports made and transmitted. , ..... 2,808 2,967 3,735 986 
Number of folios of copying performed ..................... 11,781 8,083 14,445 14,672 
Collectors' special allowances examined, registered, andre-
ferred ..............•......... 0 •• 00 •••••••••••• o ••••••••••• 320 173 217 169 
Tax-lists receipts (form 231) registered and referred ........ J, 080 1,163 993 678 
Internal revenue stamp books examined and counted ...... 26,125 30,730 31,199 19,863 
Certificates of deposit examined, indorsed, and referred .... 520 565 744 455 
Bonds of indemnity examined, approved, and referred ....•. 162 152 165 96 
DIVISION OF JUDICIAL ACCOUNTS. 
FIRST COMPTROLLER's OFFICE, 
Division of Judicial Accounts, April14, 1887. 
SIR: In this division of your office all accounts pertaining to the courts of the 
United States are examined and finally adjusted. These accounts are more particu-
larly classed under the following heads: 
1. Accounts of United States marshals, uhich are for-
(1) Their own fees and expenses and for moneys which they disburse under the 
appropriations for-
( a) Fees of jurors. 
(b) Fees of witnesses. 
(c) Support of prisoners; and 
(d) Miscellaneous expenses United States courts; as also for moneys ad-
vanced to them to pay-
( a) Supervisors of elections ; and 
(b) Special deputy marshals. 
2. Fees of district attorneys. 
3. Compensation of assistant attorneys. 
4. Fees of clerks, United States courts. 
5. Fees of United States commissioners. 
6. Salaries of district attorneys. 
7. Salaries ofmarshals. 
8. S<tlaries of judges. 
9. Excess of official emoluments. 
10. Payment of judgments of Court of Claims. 
11. Various accounts of a miscellaneous kind connected in some manner with the 
administration of the courts, or payable from an appropriation pertaining to the 
judicial branch of the Government. 
All accounts embraced in the above description are stated by the First Auditor 
who reports them to this office. Immediately on reaching the office they are enterAd 
iu books prepared for the purpose, in which a record is kept of all accounts that 
cone to the office. The proper entry having been made in these books the accounts 
are referred to this division; the books, of course, showing such refere~ce. Immedi-
ately on reaching the division they are entered, according to subject-matter and the 
judici~l district from which they come, in books arra:nged for the purpose. The entry 
madean these books shows the number of the Aud1tor's report, the period embraced 
by the account as shown in the Auditor's report, the name of the claimant, alld the 
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date the account is received in the office. These books also contain columns, whicl1 are 
filled after the account has been atljusted, showing the balance cm·tilled thereon and 
the date of the certificat~on, with the post-office address of the claimant, or the place 
to which the draft is directed to be sent. The accounts, after they have been entered 
in the books of the division, as above indicated, are distributed among the clerks for 
examination. The work of examination is done under the immediate and personal su-
l>ervision of the chief of the division, who, in cases requiring it, communicates with 
the Comptroller, ascertains his wishes in the matter, and receives instructions in the 
premises. 
All differences made in the adjustment of the accounts, whether they be disallow-
ances or suspensions and whether they originate in this office, or, originating in the-
Auditor's office, receive the approval of this office, are shown in the Treasury state-
ments of the accounts. These statements, or, more properly speaking, so much of them 
as are taken up with a statement of the reasons of the office in making disallowances 
or snspensions, are known as the ''statement of differences." These statements ex-
plain how the differences arise, if any exist, between the claimant's figures and the 
Treasury figures. 
When the examination of an account is completed, the proper certificate to the Au-
ditor's report, showing the balance found, is prepared for the signature of the Comp-
troller. Simultaneously with his a letter is prepared, notifying the claimant of t.he 
arljustment of his account and inclosing a copy of the Treasury statement thereof. 
The Comptroller being authorized to sign everything but accountahle warrallts by 
the deputy comptroller, the certification of accounts and the signing ofletters iii usu-
ally done by the deputy in the name of the Comptroller, the initials of the chief of 
division being supposed to indicate that the matter is all right and ready for signature. 
The claimant having been apprised of the action taken on his accounts is at lib-
erty to make any statement, furnish any a<lditional information, &c., that ho may 
desire in reference to any of the items of dilference. If his explanations submitte1l as 
to these matters are deemed sufficient to warrant the allowance of the suspended 
items, either in whole or in part, it is so indicated on the explanations, and the papers 
are referred to the Auditor, with the request that he state an account. 
The foregoing description outlines in a very general way the business that is trans-
acted in this division of the office, and indicates to some extent the method punnted 
in transacting it. Of course much is necessary to be done which is merely incitl~Jutal 
or ancillary to the work as above set forth; such, for instance, as procnriug and 
furnishing information, &c., in answer to the calls, requests, and inquiries ofva.rions 
kinds, personal, departmental, Congressiomtl, and Court of Claims, pertaining to 
judicial accounts and referable to the chief accounting office in such matterH; di-
recting and supervising the preparation of the proper transcripts when, in the judg-
ment of the office, suits should be institnted against delinquent marshals. 
I attach hereto a couple of tabulated statements, marked A and B respect.i vely, 
showing the clerical force, work, &c., from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887. These 
statements will be found to be self-explanatory. 
Perhaps it will be proper for me to say, with reference to the requisitions of mar-
shals, of which mention is made in these statements, that when a marshal wants an 
advance of money he makes his requisition or request to the Attorney-General, indi-
cating the amount that he needs and the appropriation from which he needs it. This 
requisition the Attorney-General refers to the Treasury Department, where, after 
passing through other hands for certain purposes, it comes finally to this office, when 
the Comptroller makes his recommendation in the matter, and returns the requisition 
of the marshal to the Attorney-General. The Attorney-General thereupon, in the 
event an advance is to be made, draws his requisition upon the Secretary of the 
Treasury, whereupon tho proper warrant issues in favor of the marshal. 
Very respectfu ll? 1 
Hon. M .. J. DURHAM, 
FiTst Comptt·ollet·. 
J. ALTHEUS .JOHNSON, 
Chief of Division. 
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The following statement shows the clerical force employed ancl the amount of busi-
ness transacted, performed, and clisposecl of in tho division of judicial accounts dur-
ing each month, from .July 1, 1~83, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal years; the 
average amount of such lmsinesl3 performed by each clerk during each month of said 
period, and the maximum and minimum amount of such business performed by any 
one clerk: 
ctJ-d 
Number and classi- ~ ~ Accounts examined Official letters writ-
ficatiou of clerks §·Q.; and adjusted. ten and forwarded. 







St>pt.Pmber .... . 
October ....... . 
November .... . 




0 3 3 
0 33 
o a 3 
1 0 1 8 
1 0 1 8 
L 0 1 8 
1 0 1 8 
1 0 1 8 
1 0 1 8 
1884 . 
• Tanuary ...•... 0 3 3 1 0 1 8 
February . • • . . . 0 3 3 1 0 1 8 
March. . . . . . . . . 0 3 3 1 0 1 8 
April . • . . • • . . . . 0 3 3 0 1 1 8 
:May . . • . . . . . . 0 3 3 0 1 1 8 
June ........... 0 3 3 0 1 1 8 
1884. 
.July .......... . 
An~ust ...••... 
Snpt,('lll ber _ . . . . 
October ..... . 
November .... . 
December .... . 
1885. 
.January ...... . 




.June .... . ..... . 
1885. 
.July ... ...•.•.. 
Au~ust ....••.. 
September .... . 
October ....... . 
November .... . 
D('cember .... . 
1886. 
.January ...... . 
.Feb•·uary ..... . 
March ....•.... 
~~;i~:::::::: :: 
.Ttme ......... . 
1886. 
July .......... . 
August ....... . 
Sertember .... . 
October ...... i 
November ... 1 
December ... 1 
1887. 
January •••. 1 
l!'ebruary ..•. 1 
0 33 0 1 1 8 
g ~~~ ~ ~~ i ~ 0 33 1 0 1 8
0 33 1 0 1 8 
0 33 1 0 1 8 
0 33 1 0 1 8 
o 3 3 1 1o 1 8 
o 313 1 /o 1 8 
0331 10 29 
0 3 3 1 10 2 9 0 33 1 0 2 9 
0 32 1 0 2 8 
0 32 2 0 2 9 
0 32 2 0 2 9 
0 31/t2g0 2 8U 
o3131R29lt 
0 3 1 2 1 2 9
3 
0 31 13 J 2 9 
0 31 :l 0 2 9 
0 22 3 0 2 9 
0 22 3 0 2 9 
0 22 3 0 2 9 
0 22 3 0 2 9 
0 14 0 0 
~ ~~~i ~ f~> 
0 3 3 2 0 
0 3 3 2 0 
0 33 2 0 
0 33 2 0 211 
































































































113 0 284 
76 0 224 
49 9 152 
80 17 186 
131! 11 232 
116 32 241 
107 0 249 
12~ 1 304 
10() 5 278 
124 l4 29!l 
10 I 34 295 
7(1. 41 294 
89 3!l 310 
95 0 235 
82 3 212 
78 7 149 
83 20 225 
79 12 232 
96 62 319 
G5 o 193 
82 23 313 
181 14 386 
98 0 355 
!)81 0 273 
110 44 284 
69 0 264 
63 Hi 210 
94 9 320 
82 6 267 
68 l(j 310 
103 18 367 
90 5 381 
100 11 370 
81 10 326 
99 33 354 
10J 0 267 
75 51 2S4 
82 7 330 
91 30 696 
113 46 M2 
1!9 24 430 
79 41 473 
118 36 51!0 











































81 0 ·•••·••••• 
56 0 .••••••••. 
38 7 .•••••.••. 
43 6 .••••••••. 
60 10 ··•···•••· 
58 19 ···•••· ... 
50 0 .•••.••••. 
77 2 .•••••.••. 
6L 1 .•••••.••. 
5!l 9 ..•• .•.••. 
50 25 ..•....• .. 
67 25 ··••·•·•·· 
58 23 ......... . 
60 0 
55 3. ·•··••••· 
43 5. ·•··•••·· 
51 12- ... ·••••· 
46 5 ··••·••••• 
49 23 ..•••••••• 
50 0 ·••··••·•· 
55 0 .•••••..•. 
64 16 ....••.... 
74 26 41 




































71 20 4 
67 7 115 
119 6 67 
96 26 75 
76 23 62 
89 30 55 
96 26 61 













































*The nnm ber of clerks as herein given is with reference to tho pay-roll, aml not with rcfPrence to time 
actually commmetl in work at the office. I h~we regarded the annual leavP, absence on account of 
siekness, and time spent away from tl1e office on official duty ns incide11ts oftlle service, and proper to 
ho considered as entering into the wl10lo wlwn the work accomplished by tlw division is under review. 
This clasRification does not include the chief of the divh>ion. 
tIn making tlds average, no regarci iR l1ad to copyistR who clo not examine accounts. Prior to Oc-
tober 18, 1HR6, there was one copyiRt; sinee that date there hav<• been two. 
tIn m:tkiu~ thiR avora~e, no regard iR h:t(l to copyiRtR who do not ill(lict, lettArR. See prccPding note. 
~No record was kept in a work-report prior to ~'{ay, 188!i, of tl10 number of requiRitionR cxaminecl, 
and it iR not dt'emed worth wl1ile to ransack the books, in ·whkh they were registered according to judi-
cial d1striots, to obtain the information. _ 
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The following statement shows the clerical force, the amount of business on hand 
and undisposed of~ the anwunt received, and the amount transacted and disposed of, 
in the division of judicial accounts, from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 18877 reported by 
fiscal years : 
Period 
-d ,;,~ ~ 
~ ~~ ~ 
• ;; ,£~.....; b.Q 
~ r/J ~ ~ .s 
~~Q) ..., 
] ~ .;!§~ 8 
~ ~ [;;"'~ ..... 
Q) ..... sil)~ o'a$ 
.s ~ ..... s ~ -~ ~ s !11 0 s ......... 0 
Number and classHication of clerks 
employed . 
~ ... ~ ~~ <2 ... 
2 ~ .s Q)~ ~ gj ~ g) 
8 ·a = §~ s O ~ ~ ~ ~ g 0
0
° 3 
~ ~ ~h~ ~ i 5 5 5 5 <; ~ ~ 
§ I ~ :~ ~~ $ I ~ ..,; Cl:i C'i ,....; <3 ~ 
F-i,;j-c-al_y_e_a_r_1-88-3--'-84-. ----.• -.---•. -.--.- .·j-4,- 7-8-3
11
_4_,-73- 7 3, 0381 . . .... 11, 781~~ - 0 - 3 -3 - -~-~ ~ -;-
Fiscal year 1884-'85 . . . . . • • . . . . . . 4, 958 5, 111 3, 202 .. .. .. 8, 083,.... 0 3 3 H i 11 8! 
Fiscal year1885-'86 . ............ 5, 777 6, 522 3, 732 58914,445
1
.... 0 2P~+ 2§ + t+ 2 8U 
Fiscal year 1886 to March 1, 1887. 5, 023 4, 983 3, 769 499 14, G72[ *1 o 21 3n + tl t+ 2 9U 
*After October 18, 1886. 
Accounts on hand: 
~~}~ ~: }~~! ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::: ::·: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~: ~~~ 
July 1, 1885 ................................................ . ................................. 1,109 
July 1, 1886. ......... •••.•••••.•••.•• ...... .•.••• •••.•• ..•.....•. .... ..•••• ...... ...... .•.... 364 
March 1,1887. .•.•••••• •••• •• •••••• •••. .• . . . . . . .... .. . •• . • ••• .......... .... .. . •• . ...... .... . • 404 
.... ..., 
s.bi .... ..., S.hi a~ om s~ o rn 0 0 
... ~ i=l~ p~ ~q;-tc l=l'"' l=l:i) 
$ t?:S !=l'Q l=l'Q 'S~g 
~=~~ ;::l-<:) <:) 
13"'"' 8~ ell s~ 0 Periods. ::lb.l)i=l Sl=l Periods. p tlJII"l Sl=l 
_::~$ 
pO ::50 ~=~~=~~ !=lO Po 8~ sP-. ...... ;g.o 13~ s..., .... .o .... .o .... ,o o;:;.,o:! 1>1;.. i=l'"' c:e ... c:e ~ ... .... .o 
~~~ o:!Q) Sj$ ~~~ c:eQ) .s ~ ~.0 ~.0 ~.0 
--------
1883. 1885. 
July ............... tl 5 0 July .............. 39 16 0 
Au~~;ust ............ 21 18 0 August .......... 27 8 0 
September ......... 55 28 0 September ........ 32 13 0 
October ............ 32 11 0 October ........... 25 17 0 
November ......... 8 5 0 November ........ 14~ 9 0 
DeccmlJer ......... 32 12 0 December ....... . 18 5 0 
1884. 1886. 
,Tanuar,y . _ ......... 13 12 0 Janua,ry .......... 0 0 0 
February .•......•. :; 2 0 l<' ebrnat·y ......•.. 23 21 0 
March .•.•••••••••• 5 3 0 March ............ !l 4 0 
April .........••••• 0 0 0 April ............. 2 1 0 
May ............... 0 0 0 May .............. 7 7 0 
June ... - ........... 2 1 0 June ... . .......... 6 4 0 
1884. 1886. 
July ......... ...... 0 0 0 I July .............. 23 10 0 August ............ 34 25 0 August ........... 34 20 0 
September ..•..•••• 52 28 0 I September ........ 35~ 18 0 
October ............ 108 28 0 October .......... 11 7~ 0 
November ....•.••. 35 10 0 November ........ 12 6 0 
December .....•••. 5 3 0 December ........ 13! 5 0 
1885. 1887. 
January ........... 13 12 0 January .......... 16 9 0 
February .......... 5 3 0 February . •....... 28 14 0 
March ............. 10 7 0 
April .............. 3! 2t 0 
May ............... 5 5 0 
June .............. 32 30 0 
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RECAPITULATION . 
........ 
a.lol s.!oi ..= Q~ Q 
"'- =t =al a! $~ ... ell R'Q R'Q p.,. 
a~8 a~ 
Cl) ,.Q~ 
~ bllaJ SR Cl)CII =Q =Q ~0 ... ]~ .§£ ap., ..... .c "' <ill" ~"' R"' C1l ~Op., ~$ ~$ "" E-l~,.Q ~
Period11. 
---------
179 49 0 22i 
302! 85 0 31if 
. 202! 31 3 22tH 
173 42 1 17~R~\ 
Fiscal year 1883-'84 ......................................... . 
~:~:~ ~:~~ }~~t:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
l!'iscal year 1886 to March 1, 1887 ............................ . 
*Tho word "lost," as bore used, includes time absent on leave granted by the Secretary. 
The statements herein made as to the number of clerks employed in the diviF~ion, 
and the number of working days lost by abseuce, the maximum, minimum, and aver-
age number of StJ.ch days lost by any one clerk, are absolutely correct, as appears from 
the time and w6rk reports of the various clerks that were connected with the di-
vision. These statements should, therefore, be accepted, and for the variance there-
from that is found in the report that is made in another place for the office, 'regard 
should be had to the explanations that accompany that report. 
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DIVISION OF INTERNAL REVENUE 
The following statement shows the clerical force employed and the amount of bnsi-
miscellaneous accounts during each month from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, rc-
during each mouth of said period, and the maximum and minimum amounts of such 
I 
Number andclassi- Accounts examined Official letters Requisitions ex-ftcation of clerks written and for-
employed. and passed. warded. a.mined and passed. 
-d ~ 
Q;) a;. .IIi Q;> Q;> ~ 
Q;> Q;) .. .. .. .. = = 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 £ Q;) $ Q;) 
Periods. ~ '0 I» I» 0 I» I» ,;, '0 I» I» .. = = ~ .. = -~ p. ,.q = ~ ,.q ~ = ,.q ~ CG 0 0 ~ 0 rtl ell ~ l>..!<l C!$ ~>-...!oi l»..li = p.,' ~:-,.IIi -~ ~ Q;> .,; Q) Q) .c~ .ct .c~ .c~ ·s .c~ 0 ~ ~» · .CQ) ,.. h I» Q;) ;a ~g 0 .c s'O a'O Q) .c s'O so .c ~'0 s'O 0 Q;) ~ Cl) 0" Q;) ..... ...... C) 0 ~ ~ ~ 
:I 
Q) 
0 .... c-.)<:-1 '""6V*- C!$ t:O .§ .§ ~ 
t:O s ,.. ~ -~ 
~ 






Cl) rtl rtl rtl rtl rtl Q) ~ 
~ 
Cl) Q;> 
~ ;a~ oS CG ~ ell ~-+" p. ciS p. p. ~ ,...... 0 0 0 oo 66 66 OE-1 8 ~ ~ E-1 ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ 
------------- - - - -- - - -- - -
1883. 
Jnly •...•....••••••. 1 2 2 3 .... H2 695 *69.5 307 0 340 34.0 194 0 267 133.5 230 37 
August ..••••••••••• 1 2 2 3 .... 513 503 50.3 183 0 326 32.6 198 0 144 72. 111 33 
September ...••••.••. 1 2 2 3 .... 513 464 46.4 127 0 159 15.9 49 0 120 60. 92 28 
October ..••..••••••. 1 1 2 3 1.. 412 597 30. 204 0 267 26.7 185 0 33 16.5 24 9 
November ..••..••••. 1 2 2 3 .... 412 614 30.7 246 0 297 29.7 190 0 123 61.5 81 42 
December ..•.•....•. 1 2 2 3 .... 513 893 44.6 464 5 300,30.0 193 0 25 12.5' 19 6 
1884. 
January .....•.•..••. 1 2 2 3 ...• 513 741 37.0 324 11 322 32.2 181 0 121 60.5 90 31 
February ..••....••. 1 2 2 3 .. -- 614 658 32.9 178 3 314 31.4 195 0 106 53. 80 26 
March .•.••••.•••.... 1 2 2 3 1.. 514 2,503 125.0 1,150 7 31031.0 51 0 108 54. 86 22 
.April .••••.•.....•••. 1 2 2 3 1.. 514 864 43.2 443 0 300.30.0 51 0 106 53. 85 21 
May ...• · ••..•••••.••. 1 2 2 3-- •• 614 515 26.2 122 0 312 31.2 167 0 107· 53.5 84 23 
June ...•....•..•.••. 1 2 2 3 .... 513 820 41.0 278 20 318,31.8 154 0 110 55. 83 27 
1884. 
July ................ 1 2 2 3 .... 412 810 40.5 278 20 368 36.0 179 0 134 67. 87 57 
August ..•..•.•••••. 1 1 2 3 ..•. 412 1, 358 67.9 480 7 3o9:a8. 6 96 0 114 57. 94 20 
September .••••••••• 1 1 2 3 .... 411 405 50.6 137 0 311,39.0 140 0 126 63. 87 39 
October .............. 1 2 2 3 ..•. 614 462 51.3 197 1 429,47.6 247 0 ~~~~ 59.5 84 35 November ••••••••••. 1 1 2 3 1.. 614 564 62.6 258 0 286,31.8 118 0 54. 85 23 
December ............ 1 2 2 3 1.. 615 433 31.1 95 0 27124.6 175 0 126 63. 84 42 
1885. 
January •.••••••••••• 1 2 2 3 1.. 413 677 67-7 139 0 333133.3 178 0 109 54.5 84 25 
February .•••..•..•. 1 2 2 3 1 .. 413 423 42.3 76 1 28r8.5 142 0 liO 55. 83 28 March ..•.••...•...•. 1 2 2 3 1 .. 514 656 65.6 154 0 558 55.8 263 0 187 93.5 105 82 
April .•••••.....•.••• 1 2 2 3 1. 514 699 69.9 158 1 40140.1 174 0 120 60. 84 36 
May ..•..•......••••• 1 2 2 3 1.. 615 576 52.:1 141 7 459 41.8 170 0 122 61. 83 39 
June ..............•. 1 2 2 3 1 .. 615 552 50.1 144 2 439 39.0 2311 0 141 70.5 99 42 
1885. 
July ................ 1 2 2 2 .... 512 452 56.5 126 11 345 43.1 1351 5 172 86. 101 71 
.August ............. 1 2 1 2 1 .. 613 469 52.1 162 0 514 57.1 30 0 130 65. 95 35 
September •...••..•.. 1 1 2 2 1 .. 512 378 42. 90 4 300 37.5 155 0 135 67.5 88 47 
October .....••..•... 1 2 2 2 1.. 614 5G7 56.7 132 1 695 69. !i 2111 0 149 74.5 86 63 
November ..••..••••. 1 2 r 1.. 614 457 4!i. 7 95 1 468 46.8 199 0 127 63.5 86 41 December ........... 1 2 2 2 1.. 614 377 37.7 104 0 390 39.0 192 0 119 59.5 86 33 1886. January ..•••••.••••• 1 2 2 2 1 1 413 447 49.6 107 8 338 37.5 177 0 128 64. 87 41 February •..••••••••. 1 2 2 2 1 1 413 475 52.7 90 5 309 34.3 170 0 115 57.5 84 31 
March ....••••••.••. 1 2 2- 2 1 1 413 504 56. 110 3 429 36.5 205 0 114 57. 86 28 
April .••...•••••••••• 1 2 1 2 1 1 513 327 36.3 82 1 361 40.1 136 0 127 63.5 85 82 
May ....••••........ 1 2 1 2 .. 1 512 441 55.1 100 12 285 35.6 183 0 124 62. 82 42 
June .•••..••••••.••. 1 2 1 2 1 1 513 443 49.3 112 2 423 47.0 173 0 114 57. 79 35 
1886. 
July ................ 1 2 l 3 .. 1 513 365 40.5 111 4 388 4:1.1 36 10 127 63.5 78 49 
.August ............ 1 2 1 3 .. 1 513 452 50.6 1f>8 4 335 37.2 149 0 147 73.5 95 52 
September ........... 1 2 1 3 .... 513 480 87.6 108 8 411 45.6 175 0 131 65.5 90 41 
October ............. 1 2 1 3 .. 2 514 519 51.!) 143 0 381 38.1 220 0 142 71. 8fi 57 
November ••••••.•••• 1 2 1 3 •• 2 5 14 448 44.8 85 0 375 37.5 225 0 139 69.5 85 54 
December ........... 1 2 1 3 .. 2 514 404 40.4 87 1 365 36.5 166 0 135 67.5 85 50 
1887. 
January •.•.•.••••••. 1 2 1 3 .• 2 514 496 49.6 109 0 351 35.1 157 4 124 41.3 85 12 
February •..••.•••••• 1 2 1 3 .. 2 514 532 53.2 107 3 391 39.1 162 2 132 44. 85 10 
*The disproportionately large number of accounts passed between July 1, 1883, and June 30, 188£., is 
embracting 46,762 claims, and about 7,000 accounts jor redeml\tion of internal-revenue stamps were 
this Department, but reported as tho work of this division. In order, therefore, to properly ascertain 
assistance received out of the division-we increase the nnmbor of clerks during the above specified 
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AND MISC];LLANEOUS ACCOUNTS. 
ness transacted, performed, and disposed of in the division of internal revenue and 
ported by fiscal years; the average amount of such business performed by each clerk 
business performed by any one clerk : 
Certificates 
Offic~al bonds Co~~~~g!o~:J'~rts a~E:.~\~ ~~~~!;t. ~~~lls~1~::~~~tse st;~tpe~~~~~:~~~~ted ~:~~~:fx~~A~ 
registered made and trans- ors registered rerristered aud JD!lorscd 
and filed. mittecl. and referred. ~ filed. aud counted. and re·' 
ferTell. 
----------- ---;-·-;--,----1·--,...------1---:- ---·------
24 24 24 24 80 80 80 80 129 129 
ww w w 00 00 00 00 ~ ~ 
18 18 18 IS 205 205 205 205 45 45 
129 129 125 125 
45 45 105 105 
45 45 87 S7 
12 12 81 81 
10 10 76 76 
125 125 932 932 932 
105 105 2, 297 1, 148. 5 1, 357 
87 87 1, 575 787. 51, 275 
~~ 81 2, 502 1, 251. 1, 549 
761,977 88S. 51,477 
932 4444. 
940 2222. 
300 33 33. 
953 6 6. 
500 2 2. 




7 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 12 12 6 6 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 10 10 
0 0 0 0 115 115 115 115 1 1 119393 93 93 1, 481 740.51,174 
0 0 0 0 76 76 76 76 
7 7 7 7 1G6 78 82 74 
1111 11 11 24 24 24 24 
0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 
0 0 0 0 145 145 145 145 
0 0 0 0 103 103 103 103 
0 0 0 0 130 130 130 130 
13 13 13 13 50 50 50 50 
7 7 7 7 27 2i 27 27 
5 5 5 5 141 141 141 141 
22 2 254545454 
0 0 0 0 73 73 73 7il 
31 31 :.n 31 S7 87 S7 8713,070 1, 535. 1, 540 1, 530 6 6. 
0 0 0 0 73 73 73 73 2, 7351,367.5 1, 370 1, 365 7 7. 
9 9 9 9 9G 95 95 95 2, 000 2, 000. 2, 000 2, 000 8 8. 
0 0 0 0 99 99 99 99 1, 758 1, 758. 1, 758 1, 758 5 5. 
32 32 32 32 71 71 71 71 3, 290 1, 096. 3 1, 503 394 4 4. 
6 6 6 6 S8 8S 8S 88 2, 5081,254. l, 2541,254 4 4. 
99 99 99 9!l 
23 23 23 23 
3 3 3 3 
8 8 8 8 
0 0 0 0 



















89 1, 850 925. 1, 206 644 20 20. 
90 1, 685 842.5 1, 106 579 1515. 
911,444 1, 444. 1, 444 1, 444 20 20. 
91 4, 647 1, 549. 1, 5621, 535 6 6. 
67 2, 642 1, 321. 1, 523 1, 119 15 15. 













0 0 0 0 100 100 100 100 Hi 16 16 16 83 83 83 83 2, 375 1, 187. 51, 210 1, 165 5 5. 5 5 
5 5 5 5 


























14G 2, 5491,274. 51,2851,264 8 8. 8 8 
61 2, 920 1, 460. 1, 473 1, 447 6 G. 6 6 
GS 2, 634 1, 317. I, 34S l, 286 4 4. 4 4 
79 2, 430 1, 215. 1, 2181, 212 47 23.5 40 7 
94 1, 894 947. 1, 1011 793 59 29. 5 47j12 
129 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1001 14 14 14 14 
0 0 0 0 103 0 0 0 0 
42142 42 42 152 7 7 7 7 
~~ ~ ~ :~ ~ 













57 102 102 102 102 
53 19 19 19 19 
108 2 2 2 2 
70 70 70 70 2, 3651, 1S2. 51, 1861, 179 60
1
30. 48112 
95 95 95 95 2, 0171,008.51,754 363 2l j10. 517 4 
84 84 84 841,844 1, 844. 1, 8441,844 23111.517 6 
84 84 84 84 3, 502 1, 751. l, 850 1, 652 25 12. 5 22 3 
78 78 7S 78 3, 0011, 500.5 1, 5411,460 3819. 32 6 
89 89 89 89 3, 098 1, 549. 1, 552 1, 546 9 4. 5 7 2 
9 9 9 9 
3 3 3 3 
5 5 5 5 
1oo l1 n 11 11 
107 19 19 19 19 
123 1 1 1 1 
4 4 4 4 113 113 113 113 
4 4 4 4 8! 84 84 84 
3 3 3 3 114 114 114 114 
66 6 650505050 
9 9 9 9 102 102 102 102 
40 40 40 40 89 89 89 89 
43 43 43 43 50 50 50 50 
36 36 36 36 66 66 66 66 
4 4 4 4 102 102 102 102 
3 3 3 3 149 149 149 149 
5 5 5 5 124 124 124 124 
2 2 2 2 91 91 91 91 
7 7 7 7 74 74 74 74 2, 0681,034. 1, 474 594 30 15. 25 5 
9 9 9 9 86 86 86 86 2, 6011, aoo. 5 1, 595 1, ooo 20 10. 16 4 
2 2 2 2 95 95 95 95 2, 6811,340.51,474 1, 207 13 6. 5 7 6 
24 24 24 24 78 78 78 78 2, 089 1, 044. 51, 200 889 25 12. 5 20 5 
11 11 11 11 82 82 82 82 2, S411, 42.0. 5' 1, 536 1, 305 2412. 15 9 
10 10 10 10 78 78 78 78 3, 0921, 546. 1, 5511, 54124 12. 17 7 
11 11 11 11 93 53 93 
93 93 93 93 93 93 93 
17 17 17 17 77 77 77 
111 186S686 
30 30 30 30 93 93 93 
11 11 11 11 79 79 79 
93 2, 676 1, 838. 1, 4il0 1, 246 66 33. 33 33 
93 2, 447 1, 223. 5 1, 695 752 44 32. 29 15 
77 2, 4411,220. 51,776 665 5 5. 5 5 
86 3, 255 1, 127. 5 1, 265 990 36 18. 31 5 
93 2, 677 1, 338. 5 1, 3611, 316 22 11. 19 3 
79 2, 494 1, 24S. 1, 252 1, 242 25 12. 5 23 2 
9 9 9 9 57 57 57 57 6 6 6 6 88 88 88 8812, 407 1, 203. 5 1, 226 1, 181 12 6. 7 5 
2 2 2 2 100 106 100 100 0 0 0 0 6!) 69 69 69 2, 466 1, 255. 1, 255 1, 211 31 15. 5 24 7 
duo mainly to the fact that during that time 8'J1 sclledules of claims fer rebate of tol1acco tax, 
passed by this division with the assistance of the other division!! of this Bureau and other Bureaus of 
he actual work performed by the average clerk-as no individual report was ruadc or kept of ~he 
me, b~ tqe nqml)er we ~4in~ were ~ctually emplo~e!l on an ave~age !lurin~ tha~ t4u~, · 
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The following statement shows the amount of business on hand and undisposed of 
at the beginning of each year, the amount received during each year, and the amount 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during each yeaJ:, in the division of internal 
revenue and miscellaneous accounts from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, reported 
by fiscal years: 
Periods. 
"" .... "" <01'< ~ .. ,.....-<11 ~ ~ OO<ll 
<l) <l) <l) ~..0 ~..q r.--...; h.,; p.,~ Ms ~Q 
~ 00 00 ~~<6 ..... "" I 
:~j -;~ >~d ~<Q hQJ~ 
~~r:.: Q~ c:;,OO c:;,OO ~~: m.-< .~~ .~~ §$~ .~ ...... CQ 
r.t r.t ;:'>:;t r.t ~ 
------------------- ---------------
.Accounts on haml at the beginning of each year ••..•....... 
.Accounts received during each year .•.....•...••••......... 
.Accounts examined and passed during each year .•....•••••. 
Olllcialletters written and forwarded ..•..•..•.............. 
Requisitions for advances of mm::ey examined and passed .. 
Official bonds examined, registered, and tiled .......... . .••. 
Copies of reports on accounts made and transmitted ....... . 
Collectors' special allowances examined, registered, and filed. 
Tax-list receipts (Form 23~) registered and filed .........•.. 
Internal revenue stamp books examined and counted . ...•.. 

























































:IS" umber and classification of clerks employed: 
Chief.................................................... 1 1 1 1 1 
Class 4 . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • . . . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . 2 2 2 2 2 
Class 3 .•••••.••.••.................•.....•........ --... . 2 2 2 1 2 
Class 2 .•••••.••....•.....••• ---- .. .••••• .• •. .•... .. . . •.. 3 3 2 3 2 
Class! ..• . ..•.•••..••......•••••.••..•••....•.....••.•.. 1 1 1 1 
Class $1,000. ••••••. ••. .... .. .... .. . ••. .•... .• ..•... •.. .. . ... . . .. . .. . . . .. 1 . . . . . . 2 
Class$900............................................... 5 51 41 51 5 
Total.................................................. tl4 ti4 13 13 14 
*On .Tan nary 1. 
tOn March 1. 
tThe <lisproportionately large number of accounts passed from July 1, 1883 to June 30, 1885, is dne 
mainly to the fact that during that time 801 schedules of claims for rebate of tobacco tax, embracing 
46,762. claims, and about 7,000 accounts for redemption of internal-revenue stamps, were pas8ed by this 
division, with the assistance of the other divisions of this Bureau aml other Bureaus of this Depart-
ment, but reported as the work of this division. In ordel·, therefore, to properly ascertain the actual 
work performe<l b_y the average clerk, as no individual report was made or kept of the assistance re-
ceived ont of tho divisions, we increase the number of clerks during the specified time by the number 
we think were actually engaged on an average during that time. 
The above statement shows in detail the character of the business transacted in the 
division of internal revenue and miscellaneous accounts as far as the same can be 
conveniently c1assified. A large amount of work of a miscellaneous character is also 
performed, such as preparing cases for snit, answering call~:; for information from 
Congress, from the Court of Claims, and from private individuals. 
Two of the principal items of business transacted and performed in this division are 
the examination and settlement of internal revenue and miscellaneous accounts, and 
the examination and passing upon requisition for advances to disbursing officers 
whose accounts are settled in this division. 
The several classes of the accouuts referred to are as follows : 
Fi1·st. Internal-revenue accounts, viz : 
( 1) Accounts of collectors of internal revenue ; accounts of same acting as disburs-
ing agents. 
(2) Accounts of internal-revenue-stamp agents. 
(3}" Accounts of direct-tax commissioner. 
( 4) Accounts for rebate of tax on tobacco schedules. 
(5) Miscellaneous internal-revenue accounts, including direct-tax accounts with the 
States. 
(6) Accounts with collectors for disbursements under appropriation for punishment 
for violation of internal-revenue laws, and for expenses of seizure and sale of property 
for violation of said laws. 
(7) Seven different monthly accounts with Commissioner of Internal Revenue for in-
ternal-revenue stamps. 
(8) Accounts with the Secretary of the Treasury for deposits made in compromise 
cases, and for fines, penalties, and forf(}itures. 
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(9) Accounts with Treasury Department for stationery furnished internal-revenue 
officers. 
(10) Accounts with disbursing clerk of the Treasury for payment of internal-reve-
nue agents and gaugers, and for disbursement under three other appropriations. 
(ll) Accounts for refunding taxes illegally collected and tax on spirits destroyed, 
and for the reuemption of internal-revenue stamps. 
(12) Accounts for rewards for information and other expenses of detecting and sup-
pressing violations of internal-revenue laws. 
(13) Expense accounts of internal-revenue agents and distillery survevors, also 
drawback accounts and accounts for paper for internal-revenue stamps, vfor trans-
portation of stationery, and for purchasing hydrometers, and stamps, and dies, aml 
locks, &c. 
(14) Requisitions for advances of money from the Treasury examined and advances 
recommended. 
(15) Official bonds examined; official letters written and folios copied. 
(16) Internal-revenue special-tax tobacco and spirit stamp books examined, counted, 
and certified. 
(17) Collector's tax-list receipts (Forms 23!) registered, scheduled, and referred; 
copies of reports on internal-revenue accounts made and transmitted. 
Second. Miscellaneous accounts, viz: Accounts of salaries, contingent and miscella-
neous expenses for the following-named Executive Departments, Bureaus and onices 
thereof, namely : 
(1) Treasury Department (except the Bureau of Agriculture and the office of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue), War Department, Post-Office Department, De-
partment of Justice, and the Department of the Interior, and tbe following miscella-
neous accounts, viz: 
(2) Salaries and contingent expenses reporter United States Supreme Court; re-
porting decisions United States Court of Chtims. 
(3) Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes. 
( 4) Maryland Institution for the Instruction of the Blind; American Printing House 
for the Blind. · 
(5) Salaries and expenses National Board of Health. 
(6) Protection and improvement of Yellowstone National Park and Hot Springs 
Heservatwn. 
(7) Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
(8) Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
(9) Geological Survey. 
(10) Bureau of Ethnology; Smithsonian Institution. 
(11) Washington Monument; monument at Washington's headquarters, Newburgh, 
N. Y.; monument to Lafayette and compatriots; Statue of Liberty Enlighteniug the 
World. 
(12) Care, protection, and improvement of Capitol and Capitol terraces and grounds. 
(13) United States Fish Commission. 
(14) World Industrial Exposition at New Orleans, La., Louisville, Ky., and Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 
(15) Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb; Freedmen's Hospital and Asy-
lum; Howard University; Garfield and Providence Hospitals. 
(16) Salaries and expenses United States Civil Service Commission. 
(17) Salaries and expenses Interstate Commerce Commission. 
(18) Government Hospital for the Insane; sale of nautical books and charts. 
(19) Erection, repair, and other expenses of court-houses, post-offices, custom-houses, 
and other public buildings. 
(20) Salaries and expenses National Museum and Smithsonian Institution. 
(21) Public buildings and grounds, Washington, D. C. 
(2'2) Salaries and expenses State, War, and Navy Department Building. 
(23) Transportation over bonded and land-grant railroads; postal transfer accounts. 
(24) Education of children in Alaska; salaries and traveling expenses of seal-Jisher-
ies agents. 
(25) Preventing the spread of epidemic diseases. 
(26) Contingent expenses Steamboat Inspection Service; salaries and expenses 
special inspectors of foreign vessels. · 
{27) Wages and expenses assay office, Saint Louis, Mo.; contingent expenses United 
States mint, New Orleans, La. · · 
(28) Accounts for stationery and proceeds of sales of old materials for all Depart-
ments, Bureaus, offices, and public buildings. 
(29) Accounts for private-relief acts under all the above heads. 
(30) Requisitions for advances of money from the Treasury examined and recom-
mended to disbursing agents, &c., and official letters written in reference to ac-
counts examined. These accounts are audited by tbe ~,irst and Fifth Auditor, then 
f.Jent tQ Comptroller's office, and there registered, the entry showing the number of 
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Auditor's report, date thereof, c;late received in Comptroller'H, the name of officer 
period covered by account, its nature and character, also tu what division the 
same is referred. The accounts are also registered in like manner, as above stated, 
in this division and distributed among the clerks for examination. They are taken 
up and passed in the order received, careful scrutiny being given each voucher, the 
law, regulations made in pursuance of same, and Comptroller's decisions being strictly 
observed. All questions arising as to the legality of an account or any portion thereof 
are submitted by the chief ·of division to the Comptroller, or irregularity requiring 
correspondence with the officer or claimant, during which time the same is held for 
settlement until all the required information is given. After the exa.mination bas 
been completed the balance found due in the acconut is certified on the Auditor's re-
port. The date of the certificate and the amount found due are entered in the afore-
mentioned register kept in this division, and the certificate is then signed by the 
Comptroller, or his deputy in his name, as providetl by law. 'rhe account is then 
regist~red in the aforementioned general register for the Comptroller's office, giving 
the date of certificate and the amount of the balance certified, and the account is 
then transmitted to the office of the Register of the Treasury. A letter of advice is 
also written to the officer or claimant ad vising him o:f the settlement of the account, 
the balance found due, or of any disallowance or suspension made in the adjust-
ment. 
All of which is most respectfully reported. 
S. A. WALTON, 
Chief of Division. 
DIVISION OF WARRANTS AND RECORDS, PUBLIC LANDS, TERRITORIAL, AND 
STEAMBOAT INSPECTORS' .ACCOUNTS. 
The following statement shows the clerical force employed and the amount of busi-
ness transacted, performed, and dispo~;~ed of in the division of warrant.s and records, 
public lands, territorial, and steamboat inspectors' accounts during each month, from 
July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, reported by :fiscal years; the average amount of such 
business performed by each clerk during each month of said period, and the max-
imum and minimum amount of such business performed by any one clerk when such 
maximum and minimum can be ascertained : 
Clerlrs em- Account!< exam-
ployed. iued and passed. 
rs Ollicial lette 
written and £ 
warded. 
or-











July ........ _. . . 3 2 2 3 Sill 
August ...•••... 3 2 3 3 400 
~~~~b:~~~-::: :: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
November .• -- .. 3 2 3 3 561 
December ...... 3 2 2 3 625 
1884. 
January·--··· .. 3 2 2 3 576 
February . •• . .. 3 2 2 3 502 
March ......... 3 2 2 3 668 
~ril.. ......... ~ ~ ~ ~ g~~ 





































165 41 56 
176 44 67 
133 33 50 
181 45 98 
217 36 151 
177 59 158 
162 32 96 
188 38 86 
253 55 163 
227 45 135 
150 30 72 














"' Warrants ~ .. 
-~od examined 
+"<1> and regis-
:~ ~ tered. 
>;:;<~ 
~'g ++ ,.d 
.; 0 ~~ <1l ~ 
.C'd .0 <1l 
s~ s ~:; 








E-t E-t ..,q 
- ----
71 4, 783 1,196 
65 5, 326 1, 332 
78 4, 145 1, 036 
82 5, 966 1, 492 
63 4, 877 1, 219 
75 4,197 1, 049 
70 4, 973 1, 248 
67 6, 657 1, 664 
60 4, 012 1,003 
65 4, 234 1, 059 
73 4, 451 1,113 








++ ,.d ... 0 
<1l ~ 
.0 <1l s p,++ .C.!li 1:::! <1)1-1 
~ bJJ<l> 




3, 736 943 
4, 09!1 1,024 
3,016 754 
4, 586 1,147 
3,647 912 
3, 272 818 
3,698 925 
5, 337 1, 334 
2, 777 694 
3,214 804 
3,156 789 


















*Only one clerk being employed on this work, the average, maximum and minimum are necessarily 
included in the total. 
t This is current work, so many warrants each day, and the maximum and minimum cannot vary 
from the daily averag:e. 
; ~his work must kee!J pac~ by months with th~ registr;r of the Wllorrants1 and t}le ma~imum auq 
Ul}DIIJHUll cannot V!!ory l!ll!2!! !r!!!ll t4e av~ra~~' 
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----- -,---------- -------.----
Clerks em- .Accounts ex :t m. Otlicial 1 e t t or s J ~ 
ployed. iued aud pasHtd. writtenandfor- 1 .s~ 
·warrants Warrants $'-C; 
examined postNl !n ~ ~ 
aiHl rois- approprm- t ~ ______________ 
1
_w_arded. ___ :§ ~ 
1-g 2 ~ ~~ 









jc; Oil c:;l '-<'"0 
~ v h~ ;..-,~ t § 
'S E~ ~] :] ~~ 
~ ~£~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ .s 
~ <.) .§ § .§ § .... ~ 
3 ~ ~ s ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ H 
~ ._.)£ 
2 ~-~g. 
~ £~ §~~ 
.... ~] ~~ ~ 
~ ~ '-' $Jl g 
o ~ oO<Il 
H ~ H 
------1--1------- - ---------------
1884. 
July ........... 3 2 2 2 
.August . . . . . . . . 3 2 2 2 
September .. , . . 3 2 2 2 
October . . . • . . . . 3 2 2 3 
November ..... 4 2 1 3 
December.... . . 4 2 2 3 
1885. 
January. . . . . . . . 4 2 2 3 
Februal'y ...... 4 2 2 3 
March . . . . . . . . . 4 2 2 3 
April . . . . . . • . . . 4 2 3 4 
May . . . . . . . . . 1 3 2 :. 4 














July .......... 1 4 2 3 <> 424 
August ...... . .. 4 2 3 4 513 
September ... 1 4 2 3 4 445 
October . . . . . 1 4 2 3 4 505 
November... 1 4 2 3 4 356 
December . . . . 1 4 2 3 4 435 
1886. 
January ...... 1 3 3 2 4 526 
February . . . . 1 3 3 2 4 370 
March . . . . . . . 1 4 2 2 4 482 
Aprll........ 1 4 2 ::! 4 400 
May...... . . . . 1 4 2 2 4 478 
June ......... 1 4 2 2 4 561 
5,495 
July .......... 1 3 3 2 3 621 
Au~ust ....... 1 3 3 2 4 403 
September . . . 1 4 3 '' 4 44Ci 
October . . . . . . 1 4 3 '' 4 4U5 
November .... 1 4 3 2 3 472 
December . . . . 1 4 3 2 3 398 
1887. 
January .... . . 1 3 il 2 3 33!l 
February. . . . . 1 4 3 2 3 369 
3, 538 
1791 24'i 130 
140 229 82 
148 3!)!) 11 
2301 274 26 
10!) 239 6 
176 408 37 
1861 235 16 
1421 226 57 
195 34~ 50 
172 370 7 
IH 184 1 
92 197 18 
10 27 48 9 67 6, 487 
12 31 49 21 n 6, 608 
12 32 60 13 70 4, 830 
u 24 45 13 63 5, 980 
12 25 37 13 6!) 5, 046 
14 2G 46 13 75 G, 459 
14 25 37 
195 32 ()!) 
270 45 110 
387 48 119 
281 35 127 
271 34 97 
2,30 
6 72 5, 222 
16 61 4, 540 
2:1 GO 5 292 
15 65 a: 042 
3 6!) 4, 055 
6 78 5, 71G 
822 66,367 
I , 622 5, 031 1, 258 1, 594 
1, 675 ~· ~t~ 1, {04 2, 583 
1, 20R "• ,,lJ.> Btl!) 1, 366 
1, 495 4,6GO 1, ti65 841 
1, 2G:! g. 7~11 ~!~ 835 1, 015 OJ, 4_.) l 
1 
,l,J I 1, 000 
1, 306 3, 9971 UOU 1, 415 
1, 135 4, 100 1, 51 !i 877 
1, 323 4, 163 1, 04 J l, 560 
1, 511 4, 8 1~ ' 1, 203 I, 582 
1, 0!4 2, 760! 6!)0 l, 174 
1, 67!) 4, 4801 ] ' 1~0 1, J 3(} 
52, 472 15, !)57 
61 129 8 204 30 70 8:) 4, 525 1' 223 3, !()!) 
7H 4, 892 ;, 271 3, 6l!7 
73 5, 085 1, 3:19 4, 1.01 
79 5, 357 1, 287 4, 813 
8li 5, 149 1, 079 3, 977 





























24 287 30 106 
15 357 45 201 













3l!J 40 110 
248 31 so 
340 43 124 
3!)5 50 20:! 
315 40 Hi!l 
627 78 200 
4, 038 
7 75 4, 849 
4 81. 4, 551 
7 80 5, 265 
10 77 5, 531i 
3 8:: 4, 040 
3H 79 6, 374 







65 178 39 
31 72 18 
37 1[J:JI 6 
55 153 
67 2521 a 
55 108 16 
10-t 5 785 
oo n; 474 
103 11, 571 
100 7, 444 
97 6, 617 
120 5, 081 
1, 163 4, 104 
1, 316 3. 421 
1, 384 a; 985 
1,010 4,507 
1, 131 2, !)10 
1, 594 5, 168 
47,477 
1, 440 4, !)02 
2, 869 10, 670 
2, 8!)3 10, :![)7 
1, 8til 5,! 08 
1, ():)4 5, 6fi7 
1, 270 4, 651 
!.JOG 
f:t>D 
1 'NO ) 874 
1, 024 
1, ~~~ 1, ~~~ 
!)!)(i 1, OG9 
1, 127 u:~o 
7281 1, 045 
1, 292 . 1, 18~ 
12, 568 
1, 2~6 696 
2, 6!il-: G, 3S!l 
::!, 574 4, 57!) 
1, 7 17 1, !Jl5 
1, 407 1, Hl!J 
1, JG:J 1, o:a 
67 110 21 377 63 203 
62 114 13 2!)!) 43 132 
98 5, 577 1, 394 4, !)18 1, 230 J, 540 
89 6, 052 1, 513 5, 480 1, :HOI 1, 082 
3,038 810 59, 601 52, 493 119, 02'1 
------'----'-----'--'---~----_;__ ______ --- ----- ·------ --
. *Only ono clerk being employed on this work, the average, maximum and minimum are necessarily 
mclullcd in the total. 
t This is current work, so many warrants each day, and the maximum and minimum cannot vary 
from the daily average. 
t This work must keep pace by months with the registry of the warrants, and the maximum and 
minim11m cannot vary much from the average. 
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o"<:f'"g Q .. +-.,jb1J !fl'"g.tl~ ~~'ti'"g ~~en~ 
dl~dl as._; ~ ~ ~ 
cp,_,...,i:l 
o as bt~ ,.o+>~dl ..0 g.~:~~ ........ ~-oct> ... .... '0 ... ~- s "cl.!::; ~ $~"<:f .. QJ~ <l)<l)i:l Qlrn'"'<l=l S<lll=l+> ,.oct> -a e as_ .. _ ..O'Orn.-o .... cp.-o Ol~~'"g"": Periods. s~~.e S'"g s 1=1..., 1:1 !=lO<Jc.l prn~~ .::: ..... p .-o.-o g2~~ 1:1 ~ ~.s .. =rn<Jol'O !:~ ............. i:lrn ~:~rn~~ _.·~ ~~~ 1:1"''"' ~ "' . 
:§ §"£~ ~"'i:i ~~-~~ ~~~~ 3 ~ ~-~al as§<~:~ as .... -PP ~·r-1011) o<::>..,.., 00 o+>..O· ... o<::><J..., 0 p, ~:~ ... ~ ¢<JoSS 
E-1 E-1" E-1 E-1 E-1 E-1 
1883. 
July ........................ 1, 778 (§) 470 88 129 36 
t"e~~~~b~;::: ~:::::::::::::: l, 512 3,102 
504 44 72 85 
1,328 1, 760 367 50 72 30 
October .................... . 1,856 3, 080 443 55 65 90 
November ...••............. 2, 232 2, 2!J5 435 120 62 323 
December .......•....•..•.. 2,362 904 384 15 58 213 
1884. 
January ............. . .•... 2, 331 (~) 524 99 46 191 
February ................... 2, 506 () 496 15 87 172 
March .............•........ 2,243 6,175 576 26 40 120 
April ...................... 2,476 2, 739 554 19 69 166 
May ........•............... 1, 919 (~) 538 12 42 225 
June .......•..........•..... 2, 660 () 503 64 95 142 
----------------------------
25,203 20;055 6, 794 607 837 1, 793 
========== ===== 
July .•.....••..........•.... a, 247 
l 
643 84 50 99 
August . .................... 2, 416 () 530 35 30 58 
September ....... . .......... 1, 760 () 563 32 26 7 
October ...•........... . .... 1, 594 () 466 40 700 7 
November .................. 1,017 () 405 70 268 145 
December .................. 2,027 2,200 484 86 19·1 54 
1885. 
,Tanuary .................... 1, 950 2,860 560 9 41 144 
February . .................. 2, 073 5,060 538 150 50 165 
March ..................... 2, 350 2,200 581 61 50 230 
April .............. .. ...... . 2,450 1, 320 525 40 587 476 
May ................ . ....... 2, 261 6, 261 572 154 407 195 
June .•.........•............ 2,120 2,510 606 12 143 229 
-----------------------· 
25,265 22,411 6, 473 773 2, 546 1,819 
July ....................... . 2,198 (§) 582 27 70 108 
August ...................•. 1, 741 4,542 567 125 60 273 
September ...............•.. 2,193 I 3, 745 499 126 279 200 
October ..................... 2, 070 1,991 620 168 130 309 
November .................. . 2, 049 4, 789 535 60 158 104 
December ............••.... 1, 872 1, 872 582 19 44 270 
1886. 
January ......•............. 2, 206 2,206 618 52 210 277 
.February ...... . ............ 2,125 2,125 575 66 90 173 
March ...................... 2,181 2,181 659 126 90 256 
April ....................... 2, 081 2,081 6~5 120 269 247 
:¥~::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
2,219 2,219 625 37 319 109 
2,037 2, 037 676 38 36 309 
1----------------------------
I 24,972 29,788 7,163 958 1, 773 2,635 
July ........••........•..... 3,396 (§) 606 28 672 75 
August ..................... 9, 266 3, 396 803 59 217 107 
September .................. 2,322 (§) 843 105 575 49 
October ......•... . ......... . 2, 274 2,569 725 69 1,418 16 
November .................. 1, 877 3,473 674 403 616 (~) 
December .... ..... 1, 990 1, 877 674 225 704 () 
1887. 
January .....•...•...•...... 2,314 1, 990 820 329 528 (~) 
February ...•....•.•.••..... 2, 090 2,314 735 331 269 () 
------------------
25,529 15,619 5,880 1, 549 4, 999 247 
• Only one clerk being employed on this work, the average, maximum, and minimum are neces-
sarily included in the total. 
tWork mostly in the hands of one clerk and therefore cannot be averaged. For the four months 
marked (~) letters wefe wp~~en to o~eers informing them of adjustment, and no copies were necessary. 
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The followinl.{ statomeut shows tho amount oflmsiness on hand and undisposed of 
at the beginning of each year, tho amount received during each year, and the amount 
performed, transacted, aud disposed of during each year in the division of warrants 
auu records, public lands, territorial, anu steamboat inspectors' accounts from July 
1, ltl83, to March 1, 1887,reported by fiscal years: 
"' "' "' 0,...;- r:....;-
..Q 
ciS dl ce .... eQ ~..Q ~ <P<t <Pod <P<ci ~] ..: """00 ~1 
~o ~,..: 
~~ '"'"' Character of business. ~~ =-~ . f:'ciS ~~ Ci!OO ..... 00 ~::;a&5 = .... ~~ o>:oo p..,g~ ..: ~ 000 ~ .... ..Q'"' ~ .... ~A~ =ooo if: if: cil ....... = ~ ~ 0 
Accounts on hand at the beginning of each year ... 132 391 310 69 35 74 
Acco1mts received during each year ...........•••.. 6,636 7,090 5,254 2, 796 747 
&ffi~~~~l~t~~~~~i~~~~~n~af~~~a~d~t~. ~~~ -~~~:: 6,377 7,171 5,495 2, 834 704 2,154 2, 304 4,038 2,362 676 
Requisitions for advances of moneys examined and 
~~:.~;; ~6~6i~~-(i,·6~;~i~~~i. -~tiii"i-"~g{;tc;;e"d •::::: 851 822 942 623 187 57,863 66,367 59,940 47,972 11,629 
Warrants posted in, appropriation ledgers t ........ 43,094 52,472 47,477 42,095 10,398 
Warrants checked on registers of accountsl······ 13,239 15,957 12,568 16,402 2,622 
Accounts received, registered, and referred or set 
tlement .•••...........................••••...••... 25,203 25,265 24,972 21,125 4,404 
Accounts indexed .•••••...•.•.•.•••.••.••.•••••.••. 20,055 22,4ll 29,788 11,315 4, 304 
Lott.ters received, registered, aml referred .•...•.. . 5, 794 6,473 7,163 4,325 1,555 
Official bonds and contractsreceived, registered, and 
filed .............................................. 607 773 958 889 660 
Powers ofa.ttorneyreceivcd, registered, and :filed .... 837 2,546 1, 773 4, 202 797 
Copies of accounts made and transmitted § ....... 1, 793 1,819 2, 635 247 .......... ................ 
------------------
Number and classification of clerks employed:ll 
Class 4 .......................................... ........... 1 1 1 1 
Class 3 .....•.•••••.•......•...••••••....•.•••••• 3 3 4 4 4 
Class 2 .......•.•.•...•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••• 2 2 2 3 3 
Classl ...........•...•..................•..••••• 2 3 2 2 2 
Class $1,000 .••..•.••..••••••••••...••.•..•...••. 1 2 2 1 1 
Class $900 .•.••.••••.•.••••.••.•••.••.••..•.•••. 2 2 2 2 2 
------------------
Total .........•....•....•••••••••.•••••.•..•.. 10 13 13 13 13 ............ 
* The number of warrants does not always indicate the amount of work performed, as some wa1. 
rants in their registry cover a great deal more space than others. 
t:Jo'rom ten to twenty thousand covering warrants are received annually. These aro not posted in 
our ledgers; hence the difference between tho number of warrants received and the number posted. 
t Only those warrants issued on adjustments made in this office are ehecked on our general register 
of accounts, hence the difference between the number of warrants received and the number checketl. 
§In January and February, LS87, and part of December, 1886, forms were printed and snbstitued for 
copies. 
II The lowest number of oler ks employ ell for any one month is ten; the highest number for any part 
of a month is fourteen. Of these, two or three did not work continuously, oeing detailed to other du-
ties, and one, the stenographer of the office, has always been employed more than half his time on 
stenographic work. 
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The following statement shows iu detail the methods of transacting business in the 
division of warrants and recorus, public lands, territorial, and steamboat inspectors 
accounts. • 
When an account reaches this office it goes to the record clerk, who places upon 
it the official stamp and enters it in the general register of accounts, the said entry 
giving the number of the report as settled in the office whence it came, date when 
received in this office, name of claimant, period covered by the account, its nature, 
and the division to which it is referred. This is, in part, the work of tbe record 
desk of this division. More than two thousand accounts per month are thus received 
and disposed of. 
This office is one of revision. Accounts that have been stated and reported upon 
in the auditing offices are here re-examined and revised, and the balances certified 
by the Comptroller are final. The work requires not only knowledge of accounts 
and of law, but close attention and careful scrutiny. 
In this division the following classes of accounts are examined: 
I. PUBLIC LANDS ACCOUNTS.-(1) Accounts of receivers of public moneys; (2) 
accounts of registers; (3) accounts of surveyors; (4) accounts of surveyors-gen-
eral; (5) accounts of deputy-surveyors; (6) accounts of timber agents; (7) accounts 
of States; (a) percentage on sales of public lands; (b) indemnity for swamp lands. 
(8) accounts for hearings; (9) transportation accounts; (10) repayment accounts; 
(11) refund accounts; (12) Indian accounts. 
·II. TERRITORIAL ACCOUNTS.--(1) Legislative expenses; (2) contingent expenses; 
(3) salaries. 
III. STEAMBOAT REGULATION ACCOUNTS.-(1) Salaries j (2) Incidental expenKes j 
(3) Judicial and other miscellaneous expenses. 
The adjustment of all these accounts involves, besides the actual examination, 
much time in answering letters of inquiry and writing letters of instruction allfl ex-
planation, preparing cases for suit, making estimates of appropriations for deficiencies, 
making statements for Congress, looking up old accounts in revived cases, examin-
ing and filing bonds and keeping a record of the same, and a variety of miscellaneous 
correspondence. 
In the examination of an account every voucher is scrutinized, computed, and 
checked on the abstracts and accounts-current. 'l'he law and the regulations made 
in accordance therewith, the decisions of the Comptroller on points involved, and the 
appropriation out of which tho account is payable are all subjects of examination. 
rl'he number of vouchers accompanying an account varies from one to one thousand. 
In any matter of doubt concerning the legality of any item in an account, the chief 
of the division submits the question to the Comptroller for his decision. In any ir-
regularity discovered, correspondence is held with the officer or claimant whose ac-
counts are under consideration. Such correspondence is frequently necessary, and 
necessary delay is thereby entailed. rrhe examination being complete, the balance 
found due is certified on the Auditor's report, the date and amount of certificate a,re 
entered on the registry books of the division, the certificate is signed by the Deputy 
Comptroller in the name of the Comptroller, as provided by law, and it is transmitted 
to the Register of the Treasury for tile. A letter of advice or copy of report is sent 
to the claimant. 
In that branch of the division including warrants, four clerks are employed in the 
registry and posting on appropriation ledgers of the warrants issued on the settle-
ments made by the accounting officers, as above indicated, and on requisitions for ad-
vances made by disbursing officers. rrhere are twenty-seven kinds of warrants, and 
an average of sixty thousand pass through this office annually. Much miscellaneous 
work that cannot be embodied in a report, but is of constant recurrence, falls upon 
this branch of the division, such as making up tables and statements, necessary cal-
culations, comparison of books with other book-keeping departments of the Govern-
ment, recapitulations, opening new ledgets, &c. rro be accurate in entry, and to 
keep exact pace with tho appropriations, so that there shall be neither mistake or 
overdraft, requires careful and constant attention. There is no delay in the passing 
of warrants. Special attention is given to the prompt and immediate forwarding of 
them, even if extra work is required to do so. 
The entire work of the division has been thoroughly reduced to system and is in 
excellent order. A large volume of lagging work has been recently brought up, so 
that none is now behind, and each clerk is trairied to do the work of another, so that 
by extra effort no desk is behind even in the absence of its regular occupant. 
L. H. MANGUM, 
Chief of Division. 
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DIVISION OF LOANS, RECEIPTS, &C. 
The following statement shows the clerical force employed and the amount of 
business transacted, performed, and disposed of in the division of loans, receipts, and 
expenditures, &c., during each month from July 1,1883, to March 1,1887, reported by 
fiscal years, the average amount of such business performed by each clerk during 
each month of said period, and the maximum and minimum amount of such business 
performed by any one clerk: 
Number and classi· Official letters R:~:~!~~n:xa:: 
~ 
Accounts exam . ~'i fica.tion of clerks ined and passed. written and employed. forwarded. ined and passed. ~!:: 
"C~ 
~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
-~ 1-< 
~ ~ ""'"C 0~ 
~ ~ 
Cl) Cl) mal 
~ <3 .!ol CJ <3 ~ <3 <3 "C -Cl) Cl) 1-< Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) ~"C 
Perio<ls. Cl) 1=1 1=1 Cl) 1=1 1=1 ~ ~ 1=1 0~ 0 0 0 <3 0 0 Q 0 0 ,cl> 0 
-§ I» I» ,.Q I» I» ,.Q I» a 'S~ 1=1 § 0 1=1 ~ 0 1=1 ...; as as ...; as CIS = as 1=1 Cl) I» ~ 1=1 ~ I» I» ...; ~ I» ...,as ~ h 1=1 p I» .c .c p h .c .c p I» .c .c g.-a-
ai 0 .c s s 0 .c s ~ 
0 .c s 
rfl s Cl) ~ Cl) s Cl) s s"' p p s p as·§ ..;. ~ c-i ,...; CIS = bll s .§ bO s as bll s p rn rn gj gj 0 ..... ~ ~ $ ~ ] as .§ 1-< -~ -~ 1-< -~ 3~ rn ~ g as Cl) .s Cl) ~ 
Cl) as as d .,.:> ~ ~ = I> as I> as 
p 
6 6 6 0> 0 ~ ~ 0 ..q ~ 0 ..q ~ ~ 
0(1) 
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- - ---- - - ---- - - - -- - - --
1883. 
16 July--------- 1 1 --- --- 2 4 100 25 26 6 44 11 7 0 32 8 5 14 
August ....... 1 2 1 -- - 2 6 186 31 37 29 09 11.5 30 0 24 4 u 5 15 
September ... 1 2 1 --· 2 5! 99 17.2 17 8 42 7. 6 13 3 28 5 10 5 HI 
October ...... 1 2 1 -- 3 7 140 20 43 7 72 10.2 19 0 31 4.4 15 5 12 
November .... --- 2 1 -- - 3 0 127 21.1 31 15 44 7. 3 15 1 27 4.5 16 3 14 
December .... 1 2 1 --- 3 7 99 14.1 31 18 51 7. 2 15 o I 22 3.1 10 4 10 
1884. 
January ...... 1 2 1 --- 3 7 220 31.4 42 16 114 16.2 26 1 36 5.1 17 5 10 
FclJruary .... 1 2 1 ·-- 3 7 130 18.5 21 15 64 9.1 21 0 24 3.4 11 4 12 
March ........ 1 2 1 --- 3 7 98 14 30 16 42 6 21 0 21 3 10 3 13 
A~l::::::::: 
1 2 1 -· - 3 7 127 18.1 30 19 49 7 18 1 33 4.7 16 5 1!l 
1 2 1 ... 3 7 130 18.7 33 17 02 8. 7 21 0 24 3.4 12 5 11 
1 2 1 --- 3 7 163 23.2 38 16 109 15.5 19 1 24 3.4 14 5 13 
1884. 
July ....•.... 1 2 1 1 2 7 122 17.4 37 12 40 5.7 14 6 30 4.2 15 5 10 
August .•••... 1 2 1 1 2 6! 09 10.6 21 9 58 8. 9 14 1 22 3.3 11 5 13 
September ... 1 2 1 1 2 7 130 18.7 24 17 77 11 24 2 27 3.8 15 5 9 
October ...... 1 ... 1 3 4! 187 41.5 38 6 107 23.7 14 0 32 7.1 16 5 16 
November. ... 1 2 1 1 3 8 170 21.2 58 12 79 9. 8 26 1 27 3. 3 15 4 10 
December .... 1 2 1 1 5 10 109 16.9 30 19 109 10.9 20 0 19 1. 9 11 3 9 
1885. 
January ....•. 1 2 1 1 5 10 159 15.9 32 26 68 6.8 26 1 36 3.6 17 5 16 
February .... 1 2 1 1 5 9f 171 17.7 20 19 115 11.9 20 1 22 2. 2 10 5 14 
March ........ 1 2 1 1 5 10 244 24.4 25 17 157 24.4 25 3 19 1. 9 8 5 If> 
A~~::::::::: 
1 2 1 1 5 10 232 23.2 25 22 154 15.4 22 4 31 3.1 16 3 9 
1 2 1 1 3 8 215 26.8 44 17 119 14.8 26 1 25 3.1 15 4 Hi 
1 2 1 1 3 8 201 25.1 35 17 103 12.8 20 0 26 3. 2 13 5 15 
1885. 
July ......... 1 2 1 1 2 7 138 19.7 24 15 65 9.2 15 0 31 4.4 15 3 13 
Angnst ....... 1 2 1 1 2 0~ 135 30 23 19 77 11.4 16 4 21 3.5 12 3 12 
September ... 1 2 1 
l 
61 152 24.6 33 20 92 12.4 17 1 25 4 14 3 18 G 
October ...... 1 2 1 1 3 7:1 136 18.7 21 4 88 12.1 23 0 31 4.2 16 2 14 
November .... --- 2 1 1 3 7 137 19.5 24 20 76 10.6 18 0 20 2. 8 9 3 11 
December .... 1 2 1 1 3 8 134 16.7 33 10 94 11.5 33 4 19 2. 3 10 4 12 
1886. 
January ...... 1 2 1 1 3 7! 104 13.6 38 18 57 7. 6 25 0 25 4. 6 18 5 14 
February .... 1 2 J 1 3 8 165 20.6 37 20 78 9. 7 24 2 22 2.7 11 3 15 
March ........ 1 2 1 1 3 8 184 23 39 17 121 15.1 29 0 26 3.2 13 6 11 
ApriL. ..•.... 1 2 1 1 3 8 210 26.2 38 29 124 15.5 30 1 36 45. 10 8 15 
r:J'e::::::::: 
1 2 1 1 3 8 182 22.7 33 20 103 12.8 26 3 23 2.8 9 7 14 
1 2 1 1 3 7f 223 20 41 13 152 19.8 32 0 29 4.1 13 6 16 
1886. 
July-······-- 1 2 1 1 2 0! 194 30.6 42 30 97 15.3 24 0 30 5.6 14 8 9 
August ....... 1 2 1 1 1 5~ 173 30.5 28 25 86 15.1 24 7 49 8. 6 21 11 15 
September ... 1 2 1 1 3 7i 148 19.3 20 18 87 11.2 18 1 43 5. 5 15 14 11 
OCrober ...... 1 2 --- 1 3 6~ 210 32.3 26 17 97 14.6 19 3 34 5. 2 15 9 10 
Novombel". ... --- 2 1 1 3 7 191 14.2 30 22 91 13 17 0 34 4. 8 16 9 12 
December .... 1 2 1 1 3 8 208 20.6 42 24 124 15.5 33 1 33 8.1 17 5 10 
1887. 
January ...... 1 2 1 1 3 8 202 25.2 38 2::! 103 12.8 18 3 40 5 16 11 14 
February .... 1 2 1 --- 3 7 196 28 29 14 117 10.7 20 0 27 3.8 10 7 15 
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The following statement shows t.he amount of business on band and undisposed of 
at the beginning of each year, the amount received during each year, and the amount 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during each year in the division of loans, re-
ceipts, and expenditures, &c., from July 1, 1i:l83, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal 
years: 
Accounts on l1and at the beginning of eacl1 year.... . . . . . . . . 122 323 
Accounts received during the year ......................... 1, 820 1, 900 
Accounts examined and passed during the year .....•...... 1, 619 2, 096 
Official letters writt.e11 and forwarded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 762 1, 186 
Requisitions for advances of money examined and passed.. 326 316 
Bonds of indemnity examined, approved, and referred - .. . . 162 152 
Number and classification of clerks employed-
Class4 ...............••••......••.....••....•.......... 1 l 
Class 3 . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 
Class 2 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
Class 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
$1,000 class .......•••.•.............•............•.•.............. . 
$900 class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 3 *3 
Total................................................. 7 8 
























... .......... . . ...... 
3 3 -····· 8 8 ...... 
In submitting the above detailed statement of the bnsiness of the division of loans, 
receipts, &c., during the period given, it may not be improper to observe that the 
addition of various miscellaneous accounts at various times, the differiug methods 
of keeping the records of work done in the diffe1·ent years, and the changing character 
of the work itself render the figures which it contains of slight value as showing the 
comparative efficiency or inefficiency of the division as a whole or of the employes as 
individuals. 
In addition to the examination of these miscellaneous accounts it may be said that 
a large amount of work of a miscellaneous character is also performed such as the 
preparation of cases for suit, answering calls for information from Congress, from the 
Court of Claims, and from private individuals, which makes no figure in the numerical 
presentment of accounts adjusted and time consumed. 
The several classes of accounts received and settled in this division may be classi-
fied as follows: United States bonds called for refunding, bonds called for the sink-
ing fund, bonds purchased for the sinking fund, gold certificates, silver certificates, 
refunding certificates~ certificates of deposit issued to national banks, old demand 
notes, legal-tender notes, fractional currency carried to account of sinking fund, 
1·egistered stock of the District of Columbia, accounts with the Pacific railroad for 
bonds issued and interest on same paid by the United States, one-year notes of 1863, 
two-year notes of 1863, seven-thirties of 1861-'64, sinking fund Union and Central 
Pacific Railroad Companies, coupons of United States bonds ancl Treasury notes and 
bonds of the District of Columbia, bonds and interest on Louisville and Portland 
Canal Company, quarterly checks on the funded loans of 1881 and 1891 and consols 
of 1907, interest on the 6 per cent. bonlis of 1861-'63, interest on the Navy pension 
fund, sinking fund for 3.65 bonds District of Columbia, general accounts of the 
United States Treasurer for receipts and expenditures, accounts for the support of 
the United States mints, accounts of bullion deposits and purchases, accounts for 
parting and refining, accounts for coinage, and accounts for the transportation of 
moneys and securities. 
In addition to the above clasS~ of accounts the following miscellaneous accounts 
are examined and adjusted in this division: Outstanding liabilities, salaries and 
mileage of members of the House of Representatives, salaries of officers and contingent 
expenses House of Representatives, salaries and mileage of Senators, salaries officers 
and employes and all contingent expenses of the Senate, ~:~alarles in Executive Man-
sion, salanes and contingent expenses of Navy Department, salaries and contingent 
expenses of State Department, salaries and all expenses, contingent or otherwise, of 
the Department of Agriculture, salaries and contingent expenses of the Congressional 
I ... ibrary, and contingent expenses of the Library Committee of Congress. 
These accounts are (with tho exception ofsome few transportation accounts) au-
dited by the First Auditor, and when reported to this office are entered on the general 
registry books of the Bureau, their number and nature being recorded, the dates on 
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which they arc received, and the name of the chief of the division to whom they are 
referred for examination. 
The accounts thus refeiTed to this division are, in like manner, :first entered on the 
registry books of the division, and are then distributed by the chief of division to 
the several clerks by whom they are taken up for examination and settlement in the 
order received, unless there are special reasons for advancing an account in settlement, 
which reason must be stated by either the Secretary of the Treasury or the First 
Comptroller. 
In the examination each voucher is carefully scrutinized, computed, and checked 
on the schedules or abstracts, as the case may be, and on the accounts-current, dne 
regard being had always to the provisions of law relative to these classes of accounts, 
regulations made in pursuance oflaw and the decisions of the Comptroller applicable 
thereto. 
In cases where a question arises as to the legahty of any charge made or allowance 
claimed in an account under examination, such question is submitted by the chief of 
division to the Comptroller, and the account is held pending his decision, and so in 
like manner, if any irregularity is developed which requires correspondence with the 
officer or claimant whose account is involved, asking further explanation or evi~ 
deuce. 
After the examination has been completed the balance found. due on the account is 
certified on the Auditor's report, the date of the certification and the amount of such 
balance are entered on the division register, and the certificate is then signed. by the 
Comptroller, or by the deputy comptroller, in the name of the Comptroller, as pro-
vided by law. 
The account is then taken to the proper book-keeper, who enters the date of the 
Comptroller's certificate, the amount of the certified balance, and is then transmitted 
to the Register of :the Treasury. A letter is then written to the officer or claimant 
ad visinH him of the adjustment of the account, the balance found due, and of any 
suspensions or disallowances made in the Department. 
In conclusion, I beg to say that these miscellaneous accounts, under the appropria-
tions for Congress, the State and Navy Departments, the Department of Agriculture, 
&c., show single vouchers involving questions of law and fact, some that a single 
signature may settle, but many that are difficult of solution and that require labor 
of brain and body for their investigation. 
If it were a question of shoveling coal, a given number of tons during a specified 
time, the max·imum and minimum would be exact as to comparative results produced 
by different employes, but with operations calling for intellectual work, not purely 
clerical in character, the :figures in the above statement, though correct as far as 
given, are as di1l'erent as regards comparative results and values as the nature of this 
class of work differs rom the regular work of the division. 
E. P. SPEER, 
Okief of Division. 
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DIVISION OF FOREIGN INTERCOURSE. 
The following statement shows the clerical force employed and the au.:onut of busi-
ness transacted, performed, and disposed of in the division of .foreign intorcourse dur-
ing caclt month from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal years, the 
average amount of :such business performed by each clerk during each month of said 




.July ... -·· .................. 
August . -- ..... -- .. ------ ... 
September ........ --·. --- .. 
October .. - .. _ .. ------ ------
November.---- .. --- ... --- .. 
Decem her .. -- ...... -- .. ----
1884. 
.T::tnnary ........... -- ..... --
February ................................ 
March .................... - . 
ApriL ............ -.. - --- ... 
May .......... ------ ..•.. ---
.June-----------------------
1884. 









M::trch.- .............. ...... 
ApriL ........ --------------
May ............ --- .. - .. ----
,Tune-·-------------------·· 
1885. 
.July.------ ...... --------·· 
to;;~~ be~-::::::: :::::::::: 
October .................... 










.JnlJ.--.-- ...... - ·- -- .. -- ·--
August ........ ---- ..... ---
September ........... -----. 
October .................... 







Number and classification 




eQ <="i ..... ~ 
"' "' "' "' 
0 0 
0 .;g "' ~ 111 rn 0 g ell ell ~ ...... 0 6 5 5 0 "' E-1 ;JT ;JT - - - - - --
1 --- --- --- 1 --- *3 
1 --- --- ... 1 --. *3 
1 --. --- --- 1 --. t*2t 
1 --- ... tl 1 --- P2~ 
1 --. ... ... 1 --- *3 
1 --- ... --- 1 --. *3 
1 --- --- --. 1 --- 2 
1 ... --- .. - 1 ... 2 --- --. ... 2 --- ... *3 --- --- --- 2 --. --. t*2! 
2 --- --- ~a 
2 --. --. *3 
--- --- --- 2 --- --. *3 --- --- -- . 2 ., - --- *3 
--- --- ... 2 ... --- *3 --- --- --- 2 ... *t2 
--- --- ... 1 1 --- *t2 ... --- 1 1 . .. *3 
... --- ... 1 1 --- *3 ... --- --- 2 --- ... *3 
2 --- --. *3 
--- 1 2 --- --. *t3 
1 1 3 ... ... t4 
1 --- 1 3 ... ... f4 
1 --- 1 2 1 ... t4 
1 ... 1 2 --- --- f21 
1 ... 1 2 --- --- 3 
1 --- 1 2 ... --- 3 
1 ... 1 2 ... - 3 ---
1 ... 2 2 -- . ... 4 
1 ... 2 2 .. . ... 4 
1 --- 2 2 --- ... 4 
1 --- 2 3 ... ... 5 
1 ... ,, 3 --- --. 5 
1 ... 2 2 .. . ... 4 
1 ... 2 1 --- --. 3 
1 1 --- 1 -- . ... t5 
1 1 1 --- ... --- t5 
1 1 1 --- ··· - --. t2 
1 1 1 1 --- ... t3 
1 1 1 2 --. ... t3~ 
1 1 1 2 .. --. 4 
1 1 1 2 --- --. 4 
1 1 1 2 .. . --- 4 
Accounts examined Official letters writt-en 
and passed. and forwarded. 
..q h h .g I h 1>. 0 l'l l'l l'l .. 
,; ell ell ell ell ell ell a:> 
~~ h.J<l 
~ a:> 
~~ h.!<i a:> <D .0 h• .o ... .0 h· .o-.. s .0~ s~ <D s .0~ s.Z <D ~ <D<D ~0 So ~ Q.)Q.l S'Q 
l'l b{J-
.§ § ~Q.l "' bl, ..... ~<D ~<D i 
ello Sl=l 
3 
ello -~ § Sl=l ... .... 0 ... :§ 0 <D M .. Q.l 
0 I> ell 
~ 0 
I> ell 
E-1 -<11 ~ E-1 -<11 ~ ~ 
------ - --__ , __ -
I 
207 G9 89 58 235 78! 127 65 
270 90 148 76 202 07?1 168 50 
205 87~ 117 88 234 100¥ 150 82 
80 32 41 11 100 4o 1 40 21 
150 53 77 25 370 123:\- ~10 78 
219 73 104 30 205 9St 124 51 
I 
157 78~ 81 76 227 113& 132 05 
215 107~ llG 00 251 125~ 133 118 
289 9G;\- 153 43 375 125 1 178 43 
344 137~ 15G 03 305 ]58 I 152 95 
247 821 104 ()6 310 106,\ 130 79 
302 lOOt 143 72 37G 125k 152 70 
577 l!J2?J 215 ](i4 443 147~ 158 130 
1, OOG 335~ 392 246 232 771 103 65 
260 8Gf 98 66 308 102~ 114 96 
242 121 151) 38 259 120~ 17f> 42 
135 67~ 88 47 178 89 101 77 
464 154~1 178 139 288 I 96 129 55 
I 532 177!- 203 147 567 189 212 173 
487 1()2! 181 132 391 130?r l4H 105 
465 155 201 131 482 HiO§ 213 132 
542 180! 243 32 408 136 171 30 
470 117~ 104 52 405 123! 191 52 
331 82i 117 13 292 73 118 51 
272 68 130 43 246 61~ 93 52 
361 151¥ 188 1()8 416 178¥ 215 183 
383 127~ 172 72 402 1:!4 162 90 
303 101 I 120 67 330 110 121 97 395 l3li 206 58 422 140g 173 120 
329 82! 142 45 376 94 158 77 
339 84i 161 30 38R !J7 158 21 
418 104-t 208 32 467 ]16~ 206 4 
362 72j 129 34 41G 83i 135 32 
410 82 14G !)3 460 02 158 85 
404 101 161 45 401 100! 161 76 
299 09~ 116 80 300 100 107 84 
946 189! 269 ...... 132 26j 65 . ... 
7,879 1, 575f, 2,$81 •w• • 75 15 39 
155 77~ 135 20 2G7 128! 128 89 
827 275! 168 58 233 77! 153 80 
504 144 118 81 257 73~ 122 81 
525 131! 193 8 474 118~ 183 8 
442 110~ 184 101 422 105! 173 109 
37.1 92t 212 54 390 97~ 206 82 
t This clerk copiell letters only. As she perform ell no work mentionell in the ::tlJOve schedule she 
is not considered in arriving at the average. '.rbis work was discontinued April I, 1885. 
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si ............ ·1 
January ................... . 
February ...............••. 
March .................•..•. 
Apl'iL ..................... . 
May ....................... . 




Septcm ber ................ . 
October ................... . 
November ....... ... ....... . 
December ...... ........... . 
1885. 
January ................... . 
February .................. . 
March .................... . 
ApriL ..................... . 
May ...... .. .............••. 
June ....••................. 
1885. 
July ·· -······ ........... . 
August .................•••. 
September ............•.••• 
October ................... . 
November ..•..........••... 
December ................. . 
1886. 
January ...........•...•... 






August . ......•...••.•.•. ---
September ..........•....... , 
October ......•......•...... 
November ..........•....... 
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24 3 1 3 .••. 
1 ..................... . 
·-··. 28 9! 28 ..•• 
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The following statement shows the amount of business on hand and undispostd of 
at the beginning of each year, the amount received during each year, and the amount 
performed, transacted, aud disposed of during each year in the division of foreign in-
tercourse from July 1, 188"3, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal years: 
Periods. 
"' "' "' 0 ~ 
...Q .,.: 
<I! ~ as ...,c;;; .... C) "' 00 ~?i Q)lQ :,f£ g~ ~ ~ ~~ 00,0 ,.; 
I ,....J, ,....6 '""'~S c~ 0 • -""' j:l+'_&:; ,<:I ~ao ~00 d«l .-<Q). C) 
C)CQ C)OO oao ~<.>"' ~t-OO 00.-i ~ "''""' ~ .... ~..-< ::;Ai::l oeao -if; 1-:> .... ~--:>'""''""' );1 
--------
Accounts on hand at the beginning of each year ... 54 98 11 *313 90 t75 
Accounts received during the clear ........ -........ 2, 738 5,424 4, 577 10,619 792 
Accounts examined and passe during the year . .. . 2,694 5, 511 4, 275 10,836 813 
Official letters written and forwarded .......... . . . .. 3, 469 4,343 4, 579 1,42H 812 
Comptroller'& requisitions in payment of consular 
drafts issued and recorded ........................ 694 757 834 411 132 
Requisitions of the Secretary of State examined, re-
corded, and referred ...................••....•.... 927 1, 230 1,255 765 233 
Bonds of consular officers examined, registered, and 
filed .......................•......•............... . 115 167 211 109 23 
- - --- - - - - --- ---
Number and classification of clerks employed: 
Class 4. ..•.. ... . . . ... . .. .•.• .• .••••• ...... .•. . .• tl tl 1 
Class 3 ......... . ..........•....••••• . .•.•.•.••..••.......•..•....•..... 
1 ········ 
1 ....... . 
Class 2 . ....... .. .•..•• •....... .. . .. .. ....•.. .. . . ... . ... ...... . . 1 1 ······•· 
~i.~~lci~~~::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · · · · · · i - ~ - ..... ~. , f 1··· .. -~-~---·. -~-~::::: ::: 
$900 class ..................•............................ . ....................••.......•......... 
------------Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 3 3 J 4 4 4 .•...... 
*Of these 258 could not be settled on account of the exhaustion of appropriations. 
t Thirty-three of these cannot be settled because of exhaustion of appropriations. 
t And a chief. 
The estimate, owing to frequent changes, cannot be strictlw accurate. This classi-
fication is as correct as it can be made. 
The above statement shows in detail the character of the business transacted in this 
division as far as the same can be conveniently classified. A large amount of work 
of a miscellaneous character is also performed, such as preparing cases for suit, an-
swering calls for information from Congress, from the Court of Claims, and from pri-
vate individuals. Two of the principal items of business transacted iu this division 
are the examination and settlement of diplomatic and consular accounts and the pay-
ment of drafts based thereon. 
The several classes of the accounts received and settled are as follows: 
(1) Accounts of salaries of diplomatic and commlar officers. 
(2) Accounts of contingent expenses of missions and consulates. 
(3) Accounts relating to the relief of American seamen. 
(4) Accounts ofthe United States bankers at London fordisbursementsfor our for-
eign service. 
(5) Accounts of the disbursing clerk of the Department of State relating to our 
foreign service. 
(6) Accounts arising under treaties and conventions. 
(7) Accounts of agents and commissioners of the United States to international ex-
positions and congresses. 
(8) Accounts of estates of American cit,izens dying abroad received and accounted 
for to the Treasury by United States consular officers. 
The foregoing described accounts are audited by the Fifth Auditor and reported to 
this office, when they are at once entered on the general register of accounts kept by 
the proper book-keeper; the entry giving the number of the Auditor's report, the date 
thereof, the datA when received in this office, the name of the t•fficer, the period cov-
ered by the account, and its nature, also the name of the chief of division (or clerk in 
charge) to whom the account is referred for examination. The accounts thus referred 
to this division are in like manner first entered on the proper register kept in this 
division, and then dietributed by the chief of divisiOn (or clerk in charge) to the sev-
eral clerks. They are taken up for examination and settlement in the order received, 
unless there be special reasons for advancing an account in settlement, as in the case 
of accounts on which payments are made for amounts due for services rendered or 
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supplies furnished, and accounts made special by order of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury or the Comptroller. 
In the examination every voucher is carefully scrutinized, computed, and checked 
upon the abstracts and accounts-current ; due regard being had to the provisions of law 
relative to this class of accounts, regulations made in pursuance of law and the decis· 
ions of the Comptroller applicable thereto, also the several appropriatians unuer 
which the accounts come and the various subheads of such appropriations. If any 
question arises as to the legality of any charge made or allowance claimed in an ac-
count under examination it is submitted to the Comptroller by the chief of division, 
and the account is held pending the Comptroller's decision ; and so in like manner if 
any irregularity is developed which requires correspondence with the officer or claim-
ant whose account is involved, seeking further explanations or evidence. After the 
examination has been completed the balan'ce found due on account is certified on the 
Auditor's report, the date of the certificate and the amount of such balance are en-
tered on the proper register kept in this division, and the certificate is then signed by 
the Comptroller or the depnty comptroller, in the name of the Comptroller, as provided 
by law. The account is then taken to the proper book-keeper, who enters on the gen-
eral register the date of the Comptroller's certificate and the amount of balance cer-
tified, and the account is transmitted to the office of the Register of the Treasury. A 
letter of advice is also written to the officer or claimant advising him of the settle-
ment of the account, the balance found due, and of any disallowances or suspensions 
made in the adjustment. · 
Drafts of consular and diplomatic officers upon the Secretary of State and upon the 
Secretary of the Treasury come to this division. Some are paid by means of requi-
sitions of the Secretary of State upon the Secretary of the Treasury. In these cases 
the drafts, having been presented by the holder to the Secretary of State, are attached 
to his requisition, which is dated and numbered, and which asks that a warrant be is-
sued in favor of the last holder for the amount of the draft to be charged to the officer 
who drew it, payable out of a named appropriation. Requisitions of this character 
are sent to this division, where they are scrutinized, entered in a book, and referred 
to the division of warrants of the Secretary's office. Other drafts, being drawn as the 
consular regulations direct, on the Secretary of the Treasury, are referred to this di-
vision and paid by means of requisitions, substantially similar to those just described, 
issued by the :First Comptroller, and addressed to the Secretary of the TreaRury. 
EDWARD I. RENICK, 
Clerk in charge. 
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DIVISION OF DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ACCOUNTS. 
The following comparative statement shows the clerical force emvloyed and the 
amount of business transacted, performed, anrl disposed of in the division of Dis-
trict of Columbia accounts, during each month, from Ju]y 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, 
reported by fiscal years; the average amount of such business performed by each 
clerk during each month of said period, and the maximum and minimum amount of 
business performed by any one clerk : 
Clerical force employed. Accounts examined Official letters written. and passed. 
I ~ I» ~~ t~ ~ I» ~ $''iS Periods. 
"' ::::! 
.o.;S Ql ::::! .0~ Ql Cl) 
"' ~ 
0 s~ s~ 0 ~ s~ s~ «< ~ 
Cl) s CI)CI) Cl) ....... ::::!0 ::!.v .,;. ~ c-.i ,....; 'Q «< bi)O ::!Cil «:1 biJ'Q ::!Cil 
"' 17) "' "' 
0 'Q 3 ~ ~.g 
s~ s ~ 
~ ~...c= 
s~ s~ ..... 0 ..... 0 ·~ 0 ..... 0 en en "' (/} g g "'0 ~~ .s h """ Q)C) ~~ .s I» «< «< «:1 «< p.«< p.c.: 6 6 5 6 ..... - cr> 0 .,qQ) ~§ 0 .,q.v ~~ I fh fh E-1 E-1 ~«< E-1 ~«:: 
------ - - ·----- - - - ------
1883. 
July ........... .- ....... AI ---· 1 1. ..... ....... 2 17 8! 17 0 28 l4 28 0 August ....•••••..•••.. 1 ...... 1 1 .. ...... ....... 3 7 21 4 0 33 11 21 0 
September ............. 1 ....... 1 1 . ..... ........ 3 24 8 12 0 56 lSi 36 0 
October .••••••••••••... 1 . ... 12 1 ....... ....... 3 7 21 6 0 29 9~ 28 0 
Noven1ber .............. 1 ---· iJ 
1 ..... ...... 3 11 3t 8 1 49 16~ 22 8 
December._ ............ 1 ....... 1 . .... ....... 3 30 10 25 0 54 18 32 0 
1884. 
January ................ 1 ....... 1 .. 1 .. ...... ....... 3 35 u~ 25 0 . 58 191 30 0 
February .............. 1 ....... 1 1 .. ..... ........ 3 34 111 26 3 61 201 35 8 
March ................. 1 ... 1 D3 ...... .. . ..... 2 17 8! 14 3 31 15~ 17 14 
~~~: :::::: :~:::::::::: 1 ...... 1 D3 ...... . ..... 2 31 15~ 2-t 7 54 27 29 25 1 ---- 1 D3 ...... ... 2 20 10 17 3 34 17 19 15 June ................... 1 ...... 1 1 ...... 3 26 s~ 14 2 53 171 36 2 
July .................... 14 :::: 
3 
1 1 3 36 12 23 5 65 21 1 32 6 
August ................ 12 .... 1 Ro ....... ...... 2 15 7! 13 2 17 ~ 13 4 
September ............. 1 1 ...... ........ ...... 2 23 11§ 15 8 48 24 31 17 
October ................ 16:::: 1 ........ ...... . ..... 2 13 6~ 13 0 20 10 20 0 
November .............. ],6 -- -· 1 ...... ....... 2 28 14 20 8 46 23 26 20 
December .............. 1 ..... 1<::: .. ..... ..... 2 17 SA 15 2 32 16 29 3 
1885. 
January ................ 1 ..... 1 . ..... ...... ..... 2 18 9 11 7 36 18 21 15 
February .............. 1 ...... 1 ...... .. .... ....... 2 20 10 16 
I 
4 55 27~ 37 18 
March ................. 1 1 ....... ..... ....... 2 26 13 24 2 78 39 52 26 
April ................... !?:::: 1 I' ... ........ .. ..... 2 21 10! 14 7 50 25 36 14 May .................... 1 ...... 1 .. ...... 2 10 5 10 0 12 6 12 0 
June ................... 1 1 2 20 10 20 0 35 17! 25 10 
July .......................... ].8 :::: 1 . .... ......... ~ .. -.. 2 20 10 20 0 27 13~ 27 0 
August ................ J2 .... 1 .... ....... ....... 2 20 10 18 2 24 12 19 5 
September ............. 16 .... 1 ....... ....... ....... 2 25 12§ 23 2 24 12 24 0 
October ................ 1 ....... 1 ....... ...... ..... 2 29 14§ 17 12 29 14! 17 12 
November .............. 1 ....... 1 ...... ....... ..... 2 2 1 2 0 2 1 2 0 
December .............. 1 ..... A• 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1886. 
January ................ 1 ...... 1 ..... ...... ..... 2 22 11 22 0 36 18 23 13 
February ............... 1 ...... 1 ...... ...... 1 3 13 4i 11 0 15 5 13 0 
March ................. 1 ....... 1 ..... ...... 1 3 B9 13 23 0 39 13 1 23 
I 
0 
April. .................. 1 ..... 1 .. ..... ....... 1 3 25 8!- 13 0 53 17fr 34 0 
May .................... 1 ...... 1 ....... . .... . 1 3 48 16 33 1 104 34:; 79 6 
Juno ................... 1 ....... 1 . ..... 1 p9 3 48 16 33 3 50 I6 R- 34 0 
Jul.v .... ................ 1 ....... 1 ..... . 1 . ..... 3 23 7! 22 0 24 8 22 0 
August ................ 1 1 p9 1 pn ... 3 1 Ot 1 0 1 on- 1 0 
September ............. I2 1 ..... 16 .. -- . 3 35 11} 32 0 39 1B 34 0 
October ................ 16 1 ...... 1 .. ... 3 11 3j 6 0 19 6i 12 0 
November ........ · ...... 1 1 1 ... ... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (! 
December ...........•.. 1 A• .... 1 ... ....... 2 30 15 26 4 36 18 30 6 
1887. 
January ................ 1 1 
1·--· 
1 ...... ...... 3 50 16} 28 0 58 19t 34 0 
February .............. 1 1 ..... 1 . ..... ........ 3 17 51 11 1 23 7§- 17 1 
1 Absent on leave. 
2 Absent on leave for greater portion of month. 
3Detailed for work in division of internal revenue accounts in this office. 
4 Detailed for work in division of internal revenue accounts in this office for a portion of the month. 
6Resigned. 
6 Absent on leave for a portion of month. 
7 Assigned to take charge of diplomatic, public land, and Territorial accounts in addition to District 
of Columbia accounts. 
s Relieved of' charge of public land and Territorial accounts. 
9Promoted. 
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Requisitions examined and !Certificates of deposit exam-
passed. ined, indorsed, and referred. 
..,; p, p,,.i>l ~ ~ p, ~ P>.!<l Periods. l=l ..c.!ll ,.0~ ,.0~ ..c.,.; ,.0~ 1=:1 1=:1 




s~ -~ § -~ 0 ..... 0 -~ 0 
+" ~o:l <Ill» .s p, alQ <lSI» 0 0 l>o:l ~i E-1 ~ ... ~~ ~~ E-1 ~<!) ~~ 
-------------------
1883. 
July ....•........•••••...•....••...•.•••. 5 2! 5 0 0 0 0 0 
August ......•.•..••••..••.•••.....•..•.. 18 6 13 0 62 20f 62 0 
September ....•......•..•••...•••...••.•. 7 2t 7 0 30 10 30 0 
October ....•••••••....•••..•••.......••. 13 4! 13 0 30 10 30 0 
Novemoer .•.....•.......•..•............ 6 2 6 0 27 9 27 0 
December ..•..••...............•........ 6 2 6 0 26 Sf 26 0 
1884. 
~!~~~~~y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10 3! 10 0 45 15 45 0 7 2:} 7 0 29 9f 29 0 
Maroh .........•.............••.••.••.•.. 3 li 3 0 32 16 32 0 
Apl'il. .................................... 10 5 10 0 33 16i 33 0 
May ..................................... 9 4~ 9 0 2U 14! 29 0 
June .................................... 4 1! 4 0 33 11 33 0 
July ..................................... 23 7f 23 0 28 :t 28 0 August .................................. 12 6 6 6 •17 17 0 
September ............................... 11 5! 11 0 46 23 46 0 
October ................................. 1 Oi 1 0 0 0 0 0 
November ........ . ...................... 19 9! 18 1 58 29 58 0 
December ............................... 8 4 8 0 43 216 43 0 
1885. 
January .................................. 15 76 15 0 33 16! 33 0 
February ................................ 9 46 9 0 30 15 30 0 
March .................................... 13 6! 13 0 33 16~ 33 0 
April .................................... 11 5! 11 0 33 16! 33 0 
May ..................................... 7 3! 7 0 0 0 0 0 
June .................................... 10 5 10 0 34 17 34 0 
July .................................. "' .. 14 7 12 2 24 12 24 0 
t~i;~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 12 6 7 5 29 14! 22 7 6 3 6 0 20 10 20 0 13 6i 13 0 51 25i 31 20 
November ............................... 11 5i 11 0 58 29 36 22 
December ............................... 12 12 12 12 39 39 39 39 
1886. 
January ................................. 19 9! 19 0 36 18 21 15 
February ............................... . 1 Ot 1 0 5!) 19! 35 0 
March ................................... 0 0 0 0 19 6! 19 0 
April. ................................... 0 0 0 0 32 10J 21 0 
May ..................................... 9 3 9 0 34 lli 25 0 
June .................................... 4 1:} 4 0 31 10! 31 0 
July ..................................... 0 0 .o 0 24 8 24 0 
t~~~~ba~·.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10 3ft 10 0 27 9 27 0 12 4 12 0 27 9 27 0 
October ................................. 4 1! 4 0 37 123- 37 0 
November .............................. 5 lf 5 0 20 6Jt 20 0 
December ............................... 6 3 6 0 31 1~ at 0 
1887. 
January ................................. 6 2 6 0 24 8 24 0 
February ................................ 7 2i 7 0 24. 8 24 0 
It will, perhaps, be proper to mention here that it is almost impossible to determine 
the diligence or efficiency of the clerical force of this division by a comparison of 
the figures herein for several reasons, among them : 
Some of the accounts settled involve very considerable sums of money, consist of 
many vouchers, and cover a large number of pages, hence often requiring any one 
clerk to occupy more than a month of his time in their examination and certification. 
While the minimum of a clerk who has passed no accounts may be zero upon that 
work, he may have examined and passed upon a large number of requisitions and 
certificates of deposit. 
It should also be noticed that the clerk of class 4, who was in charge of this and 
another division, necessarily occupied most of his time in superintending the work. 
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The following statement shows the amount of business on h,and alHl undisposed of 
at the ueginning of each year, the amount received during each year, and the amount 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during each year, in the division of District 
of Columbia accounts, from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal years: 
Character of business. 
--------------------------1----------
Accounts on hand at the beginning of each year . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 48 33 36 4 53 
Accounts received durin~ each year .......... -........................ 244 250 267 149 26 
Accounts examined and certifieu during each year.................... 259 247 299 100 67 
Official letters written aml forwarded............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 540 494 411 119 81 
Requisitions for advances of money examined and passed............. 98 139 101 37 13 
Certificates of deposit examined, indorsed, and referred ...••.... -... . . . . 376 355 43:3 166 48 
Number and classification of clerks employed: 
8}::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~-~·-·· ~-~·-·· ~-1 ~ i 
Class 3 .... .. .......... ....... .. . .... .. ........ .. . . .. ....... ... . . .. 1 1 1 ........... . 
Class4 ...............•...•.•.....•..........•.•.........•......... 1 ...... ...... 1 1 
*Twelve accounts on hand March 1, 1887. 
Prior to the fiscal year 1886 no perfectly accurate reports were made in this divis-
ion of the accounts on hand at the beginning of, and the accounts received during, 
each year ; hence, the figures herein were gathered by a careful inspection of the 
general records of the division, and will be found very nearly correct. 
The above statement shows in detail the character of the business transacted in the 
division of District of Columbia accounts, as far as the same can be conveniently clas-
sified. A large amount of work of a miscellaneous character is also performed, such 
as ·the preparation of cases for suit, answering calls for information from Congr£~ss, 
from the Court of Claims, arnd from private individuals, and the presentation for the 
consideration and decision thereon of the First Comptroller of questions of law aris-
ing in the adjustment of accounts. Two ofthe principal items ofbusincss transacted 
and performed in this division are the examination and settlement of the accounts of 
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia and the examination of and passing 
upon requisitions for advances of money to said officers out of the various appropria-
tions for said District. 
The several classes of accounts received aud settled are as follows: Accounts of the 
Commissioners of the District of. Columbia for disbursements under the various ap-
propriations for said District ; accounts of the collector of taxes · of the District of 
Columbia, being his (1) general account and (2) account for water rents ancl taxes; 
general accounts between the United States and the District of Columbia; accounts 
for purchase and reconstruction of Aqueduct Bridge, District of Columbia ; and ac-
counts for increasing the water supply of Washington, District of Columbia. The 
main portion of the work of a miscellaneous character examined and passed upon 
may be classified as follows: Requisitions for advances of money out of tho varions 
appropriations for the District of Columbia to the proper disbursing officers thereof; 
certificates of deposit of moneys by the officers of the District of Columbia account-
able therefor; the daily returns of the collector of taxes of the District of Colum-
bia, &c. 
The foregoing described accounts are audited by the First Auditor and reported to 
this office, where they are at once entered on the general register of accounts kept by 
the proper book-keeper, the entry giving the number of the Auditor's report, the date 
thereof, the date when received in this office, the name of the officer, the period cov-
ered by the account, and its nature and character, also the name of the clerk in charge 
of the division to whom the account is referred for examination. The accounts thus 
referred to this division are in like manner first entered on the proper register kept 
in this division, and then dit;tributed by the clerk in charge of the division among the 
·several clerks. The accounts are taken up for examination and settlement in the 
order received, unless there be special reasons for advancing an account in settlement, 
as in the case of accounts on which payments are made for amounts due for services 
rendered or supplies furnished, and accounts made special by order of the Secretary 
of the Treasury or the Comptroller for good reasons appearing to them. In the ex-
amination every voucher is carefully scrutinized, computed, and checked upon the 
abstracts and accounts current, dne regard being had to the provisions of law relat-
ing to this cla,ss of ~cco-qnts, :regul~tions m~de ill pursu~ncf3 of law, a.nd thf3 decisions 
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of the Comptroller applicable thereto, also to the several appropriations under which 
the accounts come and the various subheads of such ap]H·opriations. If any question 
arises as to the legality of a charge made or allowance claimed iu an account under 
exatnination such <fuestion is submitted to the Comptroller by t.he clerk in charge of 
the division, and the account is held up pending the Comptroller's decision, and so in 
like manner if any irregularity is developed which requires correspondence with the 
officer or claimant whose account is involved, requesting further explanations or evi-
dence. After the examination has been completetl the balance found due on the ac-
count is certified on the Auditor's report, the date of the certificate and the amount 
of such balance are entered on the proper register kept in this division, and the cer-
tificate is then signed by·the Comptroller, or by the deputy comptroller in the name 
of the Comptroller, as provided by law. The account is then taken to the proper 
book-keeper, who enters the date of the Comptroller's certificate and the amount of 
the balance certified on the general register, and the account is trausmitt,ed to the 
office of the Register of the Treasury. A letter of advice is also written to the officer 
or claimant advising him of the settlement of the account, of the balance found due, 
and of any disallowances or suspensions made in the adjustment, with the reasons 
therefor, 
ED. GRAHAM HAYWOOD, JR., 
Clerk in charge of Division. 
'l'he following statement shows the average number of days devoted to the con-
sideration and tmnsaction of business by the employes of the several divisions of the 
First Comptroller's office, and also the maximum and minimum number of days so 
devoted to business by the employe in each of such divisions present for the greatest 
and least number of clays from July 1, 188:3, to March 1, 1887, reported by fiscal years: 
~ ~ s ~ ~ Q;) Q;) Q;) .0· ,Q ,Q s:s s ~00 s 
a.i ~h ~a3 o::l~ ~a3 h~ ~ o::l.£ o::lh 'd o::lh ,o...-
Divisions. ~ ~ s .... s~ Remarks. Q;) Q;)p. ~ a:>'d ~0 ~E h boS ~~ ~ .... ~ ~ Q;) s~ So ,om 
~~ 
.... Q;) 
~ Q;) ~,Q ~ 
s 
I> f':l if: <!j <!j ~ z 
1884 1~ 
--- ----
Judiciary ........•..... 289.5 306 277 .... . 
1885 10. 28 281.8 295 254 . ... Absent by reason of sickness 32 days. 
1886 8. 86 283.7 302 255 . ... . Absent by reason of sickness 15 days. 
*1887 10.3 189.4 203 168 17 
Loans, receipts, &c ..... 1884 9 284 299 279 ·- --1885 9 276 305 251 ...... Absent by reason of sickness 29 days. 
1886 9 282 295 274 . .... 
*1887 8. 7 185.5 203 171 13() 
Internal revenue .••... 1~4 15 269.2 300 174 ...... Absent hyreason ofsickness132 days. 
1885 14.3 275.7 291 240 ..... . Absent by reason of sickness 52 days. 
1886 12.1 291.4 304 267 --- · *1887 14.25 186. 7 202 171 14 
Warrants, records. &c. 1884 12.1 279.4 290 254 --- · Leaves of absence being at this time 
allowed by calendar years, two 
leaves were granted in one fiscal 
year. 
1885 11.87 284 303 261 ........ Absent by reason of sickness 21 days. 
1886 12.2 283 305 271 ........ 
*1887 12.5 183 l!J9 168 . ..... . 
Foreign intercourse ... 1884 3. 3 298 294 293 ..... . 
1885 3. 08 295 282 ------ ........ Only one clerk continuously employed 
for the entire year, the' others be-
ing fimployed and paid for fractions 
1886 2. 7 281 
of the year only. 
281 ............ ....... Do. 
1887 3. 6 186.6 187 179 ----District of Columbia .. 1884 4 278.5 281 273 
1885 3.1 282.2 286 279 1 .... 
1886 3.4 283.5 282 279 · ·-· 
*1887 4 179.5 185 177 1···· 
*To March I. 
This statement is compiled from the books of the clerk who keeps the time of all 
the e~ployes of this office. ; the computations have been carefully made, and are sub-
stantially correct. The '·average number" of clerk~S given to each division in this 
s~a~e~ent will not enth:ely agr~e with the number of clerks actually employed in each 
diVISion for the respecttve periods, as shown in the wo.rk reports herewith, for t.he 
:reason th~t a pu:Qlber of Ple~·ks regularly employed iq t4e office b~ve J!Ot rew~ined 
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continuously in one division, but have been assigned from one division to another as 
the needs of the public business required. In arriving at the average number of 
clerks in each division, as given in this statement, the whole period of service of each 
clerk is counted as having been rendered in the division in which he was employed 
March 1, 1887, although he may have serveu portions of his time in other divisions of 
the Bureau. It may also be added that prior to the order of April24, 1885, reorgan-
izing this office, there were, in addition to the four regular divisions, eight or nine 
separate and indepenuent desks. 
The followiiJ.g is the average number of hours per day: 
Divisions. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
--------------------------------------------------------1----l----- ---- ----
H.M. H.M. H.lf. H.M. 
Et~~:t~~~? 1~:~~~~t :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~ ~ g~ ~ ~~ g ~~ 
Divisionofinternalrevenue . ...•••.•••••....••••••••.•••••.•••••....•••••••• 616 6 29 (i 47 6 35 
Divisionofforeignintercourse .......•••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••..•••..••. 6 .'i6 6 57 G 33 6 35 
Division of warrants .....•.....•.••.••...•.•..••••••••••.•.•••.•••••..•..... 6 31 6 41 6 36 6 28 
Division of District of Columbia . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • . • . . • . . • • • • . 6 29 6 39 6 36 6 20 
This report is calculated on the basis of 306 working days for the fiscal year ending 
June 30,1884, and :~05 working days for the remaining years. Three substitutes were 
employed to supply the places of clerks absent on account of sickness during the fiscal 
year ending June 30,1887, their whole time aggregating 170 days. 
OFFICE OP THE SECOND COMPTROLLER. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND COMPTROLLim's OFFICE, 
' Washington .• D. C., May 18, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with the instructions contained in your indorsement of March 
26, upon the letter of Hon. }<.,_ M. Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select ComBJittee, 
dated March 18, 1887, I submit to you, herewith, statements showing tho trammction 
of the public business in each division of thits office during the fiscal years 1i:l84, 18t-5, 
1886, and up to March 1, 18t:l7. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secreta1·y of the Trectsury. 
SIGOURNEY BUTLER, 
Comptr~ller 
LA. W AND MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS DIVISION. 
This division has charge of certain claims and accounts arisi.ng in the War Depart-
ment, namely: 
(1) State war claims, under acts July 17 and 27, 1861. 
(2) Claims for stores taken by the Army (4th July claims) under the act of July 
4, 1864. . 
(3) Lost-property claims, under act March 3, 1849. 
( 4) Army-transportation claims, under appropriation acts. 
(5) Oregon and Washington war claims, under act March 2, 1861. 
(6) Soldiers' clairus for property dest,royed, &c., act March 3, Hl85. 
(7) Miscellaneous claims, not classified. 
(8) Accounts of disbursing officers of Ordnance Department. 
(9) Accounts of disbursing officers of Medical Department. 
(10) Accounts of Army recruiting officers. 
(11) Claims arising iu Ordnance, Medical, and Recruiting Departments. 
To illuBtmte the process of the settlement of claims in this division, take claims for 
Army transportation, for instance. Such claims come to this division from the Thiru 
Auditor, with a statement of the account and his report and recommendation as to 
legal or other questions involved. They are stamped and entered in the office reg-
ister. Here the revising clerk takes up and examines the whole account and the 
papers connected therewith. For personal transportation he sees that the "request" 
was properly countersigned and receipted, and that the party issuing it was entitled 
to do so under the law and regulations. If for freight, be must examine the "bills 
of lading," see that they wern properly accomplished1 &c. i if on r~ilroads? exam:uw 
tQ.rifl' rates, s.pecial a~reements, dtc, 
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If he reach the same result as the Auditor, he prepares the Comptroller's certificate 
accordingly, and submits it to the chief of division for his indorsement. If he differs, 
he changes the result accordingly. He then designates the appropriation from which 
the claim shall be paid, and what requisitions shall issue, and how the amount found 
due shall be applied. In the case of subsidized and land-grant roads the appropria-
tion is sometimes complicated. Take, for example, a settlement made-settlement 
No. 8713, of 1887-of a claim of the Union Pacific Railroad for services in August, 
1886: 
Whole amount allowed.-----·----·· ..•.•. ·----·------------------·----- $16,820 77 
Earned on subsidized porti-on of Union Division, $16,335.67, which is pay-
able out of two appropriations, viz : 
Out of Army transportation, Pacific railroads (a fictitious appropria-
tion) ..••...........•...........•.........•• -- •... -•.. -. . . . . • . • • • 16, 323 80 
Out of Signal-Service transportation, 1887 (a real appropriation).---- 11 87 
Earned on nonsubsidized portion of Union Division, $34!:J.l1, payable out 
of two appropriations, viz: 
Army transportation, Pacific railroads __ . . ••••..••••....•••••••••••• 
Signal-Service transportation, 1887. ---··· ---· ---- --·--· -·-- ---- ---· 
Earned on subsidized portion of Kansas Division, $110.72, payable out of 
two appropriations, viz: 
Army transportation, Pacific railroads . _ .•.....••.....•. -. .•••• _ ..••• 
Signal-Service transportation, 1887 ........•...........••...•••.•••• 
Earned on nonsubsidized portion of Kansas Division, $25.27, payable out 
of two appropriations, viz: 
Army transportation, Pacific railroads ...•. _ .......••.. _. __ . ____ ••.. 







The revising clerk then states for the information of the Secretary of the Treasury 
bow the several accounts are to be credited under the various acts of Congress and 
agreements between the Government and companies, or paid, if payment in money is 
to be made, stating who is authorized to receive and 1·eceipt for the company, and 
who is recognized as attorney, &c. If any new legal questions arise, he submits 
them to the chief of division, who reports fully to the Comptroller, by brief or memo-
randum, for his consideration and dedsion, after which the chief prepares and in-
dorses the settlement, and sends H to the Comptroller. The Comptroller examines 
the certificate as prepared by the revising clerk and indorsed by the chief of division, 
and, if he approve it, signs it, and a record of such action is made on the office and 
division registers. The settlement and papers are then returned to the Auditor, as the 
law directs, in order that he may enter on his books any changes made by the Comp-
troller, and file the papers. 
In the accounts settled in t,his division the routine is practically the same as in the 
other divisions of the office. 
The following statement shows the business transacted in the miscellaneous claims 
division of the Second Comptroller's Office during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
to March 1, 1887: 
1885. 1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
Character of business. 
---------1--------- - ---------------
Act of July 4, 1864 . . • . . . • . 920 920 
ActofMarch3,1849...... 755 755 
Army transportation... • • . 850 850 
State claims----···-·-·--· 3 3 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 242 1, 242 



















Total. ••..•••.•... . . 3,770 3,770 4,342 4,342 11,406 
Claims enterecl on general 
office register . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . - . . . • . . . - ... - . • . . . . . . . •..•••. 
Claims entered on general 
officedivision ......•.... -------· --··--·- ..... . . . 6,932 ....... . 
Requisitions entered ............................. - ... _ ........... . 
Lctterswrittenandcopied -------· ........ ..•..... 312 ....... . 
1, 628 5 
1, 914 
1, 016 38 
19 2 
2, 738 21 
4, 018 7 
11,333 73 
3,409 ...... 
8, 788 ........ 
3,270 .. ..... 
421 ...... 
Total .••. --- ....... . 3, 110 I 3, 110 4, 342 11, 586 
1























6, 425 49,173 
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The individual1·eports which were made for the fiscal year of 1884 cannot be found; 
the consolidated work therefore is all that can be given. From the nature of the 
work no report of vouchers was ever made. 
The following statement shows the average amount of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of in the miscellaneous claims division of the Second Comptrol-
ler's Office, with average number of employes, during the time specified: 
1885. 1886. 1887. 
<1> <1>• <1> <1> • <1> <1> 
:Months. biJ...; bl)~ bll.,3 bl)~ bl)...; bl)~ 
=~ OlP.. =~ OlP., =~ <llh 
>-<P ~-a ~ 1-<P 1-40 ~ 
._.p >-<0 




~ ~:-S ~>-s ca ~:-S ~>-a o:$ ~>-a ~"' ~<l) ~ ~o:$ ~<l) ~ ~"' ~<1> ::;t 
-------------------- -
July ·······-----·······-·· 45 4 173 12 160 4 394 2 205 5 458 7 Aujlllst .................... 40 4 76 27 118 4 341 30 132 5 249 2 
September ............•.... 90 4 140 2 110 4- 224 58 123 5 237 18 
October .................... 4-3 4 166 13 139 4 292 92 136 5 274 18 
November ................. 56 4 92 26 174 4 360 35 160 5 281 51 
December·----·--·------- 69 4 201 8 234 5 357 10 168 5 304 33 
January ................... 90 4 198 69 106 5 221 34 189 5 aM 66 
February .................. 66 4 132 25 113 5 241 5 161 5 295 24 
:March ..................... 83 4 149 73 258 5 708 10 ............ ............ ............ ----April ...................... 107 4 215 51 216 5 461 25 ............ .......... ............ ...... 
:May ...... ------ ........... 88 4 2l4 12 267 5 4-63 18 ........... ........... .. .......... .. .... 
June ....................... 129 4 332 22 370 5 908 51 ............ -----· ........... .......... --------------------
310! 128i Total ............ ----1 76 4 174 30-t~ 189 4{~ 414h 30& 159! 5 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time devoted to the 
transaction of business by the employes of the miscellaneous claims division of the 
Second Comptroller's Office, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from!) a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
~~ 
'd 'd rtl ""' s~ s~>. rtlP., rtlP., <1> <l) h 0 a5 !>? >r:> ~§ ~I>, pea ~<1> Ol"tl 1-<'<1> ~;::.g <l):a ca-o'd5 ~-g't. <1>~ 0~ 'd<l> <1>h rtl'd 'd<l)~ Years. Ao I!=~ ~ ... -~ ..a.£ ..., rtl~ a~ ~~~ ... -o ~P. ~,.9 rtl~ rtl~ cao ~=~~ ..., ... ~ p..<1> ~-S ~.t' ~~ ~=~~ ~$~ ...,oa !~~ As oo ~1!:<1> A A 8 z ~ ~P. ...:1 
---------------------
h.m. 
1884 -~---·-------·--------·------ 305! (*) ......... (*) (*) (*) (*) ("'") (*) 
1885 ------------ .................. - 301! 1, 411! ·-·--· 1, 411! 5! 275! 6 30 301! 269~ 
1886 ............................... 303~ 1, 721! 26 1, 747! 6!- 276 6 28 291! 264 
1887 ............................... 201 1,815 . ...... 1,815 10 181i 6 25 201 172§ 
... No record kept. 
NAVY DIVISION. 
John Smith files a claim in the office of the Fourth Auditor for a difference ofpay. 
The date of receipt by the Auditor is stamped on the application and recorded in a 
book kept for that purpose. It is examined by the Auditor, and his findings are trans-
mitted to the Second Comptroller, with all the papers, for his decision thereon. The 
date of receipt by the Comptroller, is stamped on the papers, by the messenger, and it 
is then sent to the chief of the division to which it pertains, who hands it to the clerk 
who is to examine it. If the clerk, in the examination of the claim, finds it correct, 
he places his initials on the statement and the certificate, so as to indicate that he hal:! 
examined and found it correct. If in his examination he finds that the Auditor has 
made a mistake in the calculation, or the evidence is not satisfactory, he calls the at-
tention of the chief of the division to the facts, and the chief submits the question to 
the Comptroller for his decision thereon. If the account is correct it is entered in a 
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book and properly indexed. It is then placed on the desk of the chief of division, who 
examines it, and, if correct, initials it. It is then sent to the Comptroller for his sig· 
nature. After being signed by the Comptroller it is returned to the chief of division, 
who transmits the certificate to the Secretary of the Department to which it pertains, 
and returns all the papers to the Auditor for file. 
If the settlement is one requiring a payment by draft, the Secretary of the Navy 
issues his requisition on the Secretary of the Treasury for the amount as certified by 
the Comptroller (stating number of the settlement). The requisition, with the cer· 
tificate attached, is returned to the Second Comptroller's office. The chief of division 
examines it, and, if correct, initials and sends it to the book-keeper, who enters it in 
a book, and dates and initials, and sends it to the Comptroller for his signature. It 
is then sent to the Fourth Auditor, where it is registered, dated, and initialed by the 
clerk. It is then signed by the Auditor. The certificate of the accounting officers is 
detached from the requisition and filed in the Auditor's office. 
The requisition is then sent to the Secretary of the Treasury, and if he finds that 
there is an appropriation available for its payment, issues his warrant on the United 
States Treasurer, which is signed by the Secretary or Assistant Secretary. 
The warrant and requisition are then sent to the First Comptroller, who registers, 
signs, and sends it to the Register of the Treasury, where it is registered and signed 
by that officer and sent to the Treasurer, who issues his draft for the amount and sends 
it to the person named in the warrant. 
When payment is to be made by a disbursing officer the certificate is sent by the 
Secreretary of the Navy direct to the officer designated in the certificate, who is to 
pay it to the claimant. 
Every person who acts on a claim, from the time it is received by the accounting 
officers, must place his or her initials on the papers. 
The following statement shows the business transacted in the naval division of the 
office of the Second Comptroller during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 to 
March 1: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to :March 1). 
Character of business. 
-----------1·- --------------------
Navy paymasters' accounts . 23 
Pension accounts............ 3 
Financial accounts . . . . . • • • • • . ... 
Marine Corps accounts...... 1 
Miscellaneous accountil ..... 
Back pay and bounty ac-
counts .......••••..••......... 
Rejected claims . . • • • • • . . • . . . (*) 
326 331 18 224 223 19 327 
52 51 4 25 27 2 35 
3 21 1 21 4 
ll ll 1 u u 1 ~ 






1, 466 1, 466 . . . . 2, 108 2, 107 . . . . 1, 366 1, 365 1 















Total...... . • • . . . . . • . • . 27 1, 994 1, 997 24 4, 537 4, 538 23 3, 003 2, 975 51 1, 720 1, 726 45 
~~~::ri~~t}~~ ~~i::::::·:: ::::1 ...... 1 18~ ::::I::::::~---~~~ ::::1::::::1 27~ ::::1::::::1 21il:::: ---------------------
TotaL........... . • • • • . 27 1, 994 2, 188 24 4, 537 4, 804 23 3, 003 3, 249 51 1, 720 1, 939 45 
• No record kept. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business trans· 
acted and disposed of in the naval division of the office of the Second Comptroller 
during each month of the fiscal years specified, together with the average number of 
employes during said time: 
1884. 1885. 
1-1 o..;, .... ~ .... 0 . 1-1 1-1 Q) Q) Q) Q) Q) 
:Months. ~ ~1-. ~ ~ ~ ~: 
~ ~ 
CJ~ 
s . s . c;~.!oi ~ s . ~~ c;~,S s~ ::i~ ~.s ::i~ ~~ bll~ s~ ~] ~~ s~ 8~ ~Q ~~ .M o ..... Q 1-<Q -~ Q ..... Q .s Q) Q)c;l .s p. 1><+-< ~ I> ~~ ~ ..q ..qo ~ ~ ..q ~ ~ 
----- -------------
July.-----·-----··-----------------··-··- 1, 332 4 2, 729 212 604 4 1, 772 195 
tif~f.~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,417 4 3,160 154 594 4 1, 703 158 1,149 4 2,883 112 855 5 2,003 227 1,119 4 2,119 110 843 4 2, 281 68 
November··········------· ........•..... 800 4 1, 749 110 979 4 1, 718 161 
December .........................•..... 713 4 1, 203 152 1,180 4 2,539 181 
January··--·----------·-····-----······· 812 4 1, 695 166 548 5 1, 222 1~4 
February .•.......................... ---· 416 4 756 127 429 5 859 90 
March .....•.•............................ 698 4 2,079 230 850 5 2, 222 22 
~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 885 4 1, 936 264 1, 845 5 4, 356 293 866 4 1, 592 180 1,110 5 2,527 139 
June ..•........•••......•................ 324 3 859 218 364 5 1,117 121 
-----------------------
Total average ...................... 877{'1 au 1, 813!- 169{'1 8501; 4{'1 2, 026/'1 148a 
1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
1-1 ori> .... 1-1 .... orli .... 1-1 Q) CJ <!) <!) <!) <!) 
:Months. ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~~ ~ ~ 
<!),J.l 0 s . s . <!).!<i 0 s . s . <!)- >).!4 >l~ a::~ >).!4 >l~ bll'"' bll~ 8~ bl)l-l boA< s$ ~<!) <:~~8 82 ~Q) o~~S 82 
~'0 ~Q) -~ Q ~Q ~'0 ~Q) -~ Q :a Q I> 1>'+-< CIS I> I>'+-< dl 
..q ..qo ~ ..q ..qo ~ ~ 
--- --- ----------
July .••.•..•..........•.................. 832 4 1, 752 296 996 4 3,156 204 
August----·- .••••....•...•.............. 1, 512 4 2, 775 250 1, 082 3 1, 990 341 
September ........•..... . ...........••... 1,425 2 1, 820 264 1, 519 4 3, 202 507 
October .................................. 1, 066 3 1, 592 232 1, 346 2 2, 372 214 
November .....••.............•.......... 1,808 4 3, 946 375 487 4 750 242 
December ..........•......•............. 1, 567 4 5, 253 153 1, 253 4 2,450 261 
January ..... - .. ---.--- .. -....... - ... -•.. 1,862 4 5,122 205 1,503 4 4, 701 340 
February .•........... . •...•............. 1, 619 3 2, 229 176 1,591 4 ·• 5,163 248 
March .....•.....•..............•.....•.. 1,127 4 2,100 169 ...................... ................ ......... 
April.----·······---·······-·--·- ........ 1,439 4 2,471 251 ........................ ................. ....... 
May .......•......................••..... 1,186 4 5, 669 230 .. ................ ....... ................ .......... 
June .•••.......•..........•.........•.... 1, 264 4 2, 799 354 . ....................... ...... . ....... ......... 
---------------------
Total average ..•..•.•...•.......... 1, 392! 3?, 3,127!- 246i 1, 222i 3f 2, 973 294f 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the naval division of 
the office of the Second Comptroller, in person or by proxy, during the years named, 
with the number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of 
days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half an hour 
at noon for lunch. Time devoted to busjness, 6t hours daily . 
~~ 
I'd I'd ~Ill .... ord s.& all>, Ill~ CJ CJ 0 1».0 1».0 
~§ ~~ 
I» Ill ~CJ 
~CJ <i!. l-lo,<!) .!4 <!)"d asrd-4i <i! '4i 
<!)~ I'd~ <1>1» 
.... 
!llrd rd<!)f;' rdrd""' Years. Ao ~~ ll:8 ..c.S 
CJO Cl)o 
~ CJ ~ 0 ~~ I-I I'd ~~15. -<'>.!4-!llr=l Ill~ :§~ s~ r:l~ all-<~ ~~ 
l-l!l) 
~~~ a: OS ~Q) ~-S =~ CJr>, ~a 0 l><i! 00 Cl)ll:CJ A A 8 ~ ..qrd ~15. ~ H 
-----------------
h.m. 
1884 .• -· •••.•••.•••••• --···- -···-· -·-. --·· 305! 1, 365 0 1, 365 4-U~ 287 6 41 289 243 
1885 ·······--······-·····--·--···-·· ·---·· 30ik 1,405 0 1,405 5 281 6 38 295 267 
1886 .••...• . ·--······--······-·-····-··-·· 303t 1, 298 0 1, 298 4{4\ 288 6 45 281 265 
1887 (to March 1) ••••••..•.••••••.••...••. 201 902 0 902 4U& 189 6 41 187 173 
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INDIAN DIVISION. 
t;tatement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the Indian divis-
ion of the Second Comptroller's office, in the Treasury Department, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the Second Comptroller's office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted 
upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally dis-
posed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper part.y. 
CLAIM FOR SUPPLIES FURNISHED THE INDIAN DEPARTMENT-BEEF CATTLE. 
Upon receipt of the claim from the Second Auditor's office the elate and name of the 
office (Second Comptroller's) is stamped on the outside wrapper by the office messenger. 
After being referred to this division, it is registered in a book alphabetically ar-
ranged, showing date of receipt, name of claimant, article purchased, and amount 
claimed. A brief of the same is written on a blank or slip and furnished to the office 
clerk who keeps a general register of all claims and accounts received from the 
Second, Third, and Fourth Auditors of the Treasury. 
The claim is considered in the order of its receipt in the office, unless marked ''special" 
by the Second Comptroller or his deputy, in which case it is immediately considered. 
It is the duty of the examining clerk to see: 
(1) That the claim has been considered by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the 
SecondAuditorofthe Treasury; that it has never been paid; that the papers filed in sup-
port of the claim are ''originals" and not'' duplicates"; that the price claimed is in ac-
cordance with the terms of the contract between the claimant and the United States; 
that the calculations and amount claimed are correct; that the officer receipting for the 
l'iupplies was a bonded officer of the Indian Department; that his signature is genuine, 
and that the appropriation designated f<:n·payment is applicable for the purchase of sup-
plies for the particular tribe or band of Indians for whom the supplies are intended. 
(2) The number of pounds of beef furnished is entered upon the contract book, and 
the examiner enters the amount allowed, name of claimant, and number of vouchers 
in a book kept by him as a record of work performed. 
· (3) The claim is handed to the recorder, who numbers it and dates the official papers, 
entering a brief abstract of the contents thereof on the report or record book. 
The report is examined and initialed by the chief of division, and, after being 
signed by the Comptroller, is sent for requisition to the Interior Department. 
The official statement and vouchers are sent to the Second Auditor for file after the 
amount "allowed" and date of confirmation have been entered by the recorder in 
the register mentioned in paragraph number two above. 
The following statement shows the business transacted in the Indian division of 
the office of the Second Comptroller during the fiscal years 1 884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, 
to March 1: 
cQ .a ci:Jcb ~ "' 0000 or) "' ri;rh <6 rD ri:Jrh r,.: 00 ..... ~ 00 ~ ...... ~ 00 ~ ..... ~ 00 ~ ...... ~ 00 
~ 
~~ 





...... l~~ • .. r ~~ §-~g ...... 1J.s cO ...... l~&3 .-r ...... 00 ...... 00 ...... 00 ..... a;, t>, ~';: t>, '-<,...; t>, ......... ~ 1-<t:O ~ '-<,...; ~ .-e.g~ "3 .g~ ::!oo "3 .g~ ::!00 .g~ ::!00 Character of '3 rC'Orl .-c.-c.-t ::! .-c.-c....., «! 
business. ~ 'de: .£~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ .£~ ;e ~ a:>,._,._. ~ rCa:> rea:> .-ca:> rea:> ~0<11 bl) 
.;~ ~.-c a:> 
bl) a:>l» ci:S'da:> 




.~ .s -~~ ~ ~- .s ~- ~ aJQJI» ma:>l» ...... ci:S ma:>l» ....... ci:S ;a .-c ~0 ~"'- .-c ~m ...... ~0 ~"'- "' ~0 ~"'-~ <1$00<! ~ oo ~Oci:S ~ ci:!Oci:S ~ o:!Oci:S ~ a:> a:> '"'P.o a:> a:> I'< P,O a:> a:> '"P.o a:> a:> '"'P.o 
P; ~ 8 P; ~ 8 P; ~ 8 P; ~ 8 ~ 
----- - ----- - ----- - ----- -
Disbursing agents' 
counts ......... ··-··· 36 222 219 39 452 412 79 343 342 80 198 260 18 
lndian claims ....... 32 2,429 2, 395 66 2,428 2,464 30 2,486 2,473 43 2,158 2,130 71 
- ------ ----- - ----- ---- -
TotaL .......... 68 2,651 2, 614 105 2,880 2, 876 109 2,829 2,815 123 2,356 2, 390 89 
- ----- - ---- - ---- - ---
Indian contracts .... ·-·· 130 130 322 322 ...... 398 398 344 344 
Accounts and claims 
recorded .............. ....... .......... 2,614 2,876 2, 815 2,390 
Vouchers examined. 53,589 57,443 67,689 49,173 
Rolls examined ...... ....... ............ 186 531 :.!, 078 2, 351 
Letters written ..... ...... ·--- .. - 1,179 1,198 1,311 694 
Pages difference re-
COTded ............. ........ ............ 1,310 1, 214 1, 062 575 
Transcripts pr a-
61 43 58 14 pared .......•..... ....... ........... 
Rehearings, ranted 
and refuse ..••••• ( ... ) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 4 19 
- ----- ---- - ---- - -----Total. .. .., •••.. ...... ............ 61,683 ....... ........... 66,503 .. ...... .. .......... 78,230 .. ...... ............ 57,950 .. ..... 
*No record kept. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of b\tsiness 
transacted and disposed of in the Indian division of the office of the Second Comp-
troller during each month of the fiscal years specified, together with the average 
number of employes during said time: 
1884.* 1885. 1886. Fiscal year 1887. 
"" Sai "" Sai "" "" "" ~;j "" ~ '"' ~;j '"' '"' ~ ~ "' "' 411 "' Ql 
Ql Ql 
~=~~ ~=~~ Po Po Po Po Po Months. Po. Po. 
~.Ill 





S.bl ~ ~~ Ql.bl ~~ ~Q Ql-< <D- ~~ ~ l=l~ ~.Sl bll'-' bile;) 8~ i:l'-' bile;) bll'-' 8~ ~ .... ce<D ce .... .§-a =- =""" 8-Sl S.Sl c:e<D ~~ Foe;) '-'0 a;C3 '-'0 -~ c;) ale;) F-<0 -~ 0 ..... 0 to -~ 0 8'0 ~ Q)Fo< ~~ ~ ~a; .s "''"' ~ ~ ~$ ~ ~ 
ce ~ ~<!) 
...q ...q,.o ).1 ...q..o ~ ~ ...q ...q..o ).1 
- -- - -------- ------- - ---
July ..•••....... 712 8 870 6 1, 703 132 866 7 2,823 152 781 7 2, 566 170 
August ..•...... 1, 039 8 473 6 1,525 79 718 7 1, 726 228 769 7 3,206 60B 
September .••... 724 8 952 7 2,452 220 1, 000 7 3,544 336 1,126 6 2,584 281 
October ...•..... 785 8 1,208 7 4, 588 113 1, 080 7 1, 953 256 1,344 6 2,368 419 
November .•••.. 883 8 591 7 1,424 132 1,128 7 2,376 161 1,995 6 3,051 332 
December ...... 895 7 1,120 7 3,952 91 1, 011 7 3,413 135 1,178 6 2,025 344 
January ..•..... 777 7 1.,296 7 4,367 182 959 7 3, 054 124 1, 083 6 2,201 516 
Fabruary ....... 542 7 594 7 1, 084 86 1, 049 7 ~.900 292 1,120 6 2,735 733 
March .......... 427 7 677 7 2,695 106 716 7 1,695 402 . ............ ....... ---··-·· ---· 
April ......•..•. 581 7 389 7 1,123 221 558 7 1,780 1~ ............. ---· ................ ........ 
May .•.....••... 497 7 769 7 2,245 266 820 7 2,836 152 ............ . ..... . ................ ....... 
June ............ 334 6 893 7 2,209 178 1,246 7 3,486 182 .. ............. ........ ................. ........ 
-- - -- - ------- - ------ - ----
683 7i 819 6i 2,522 150 929 7 2,632 21G 1,174 61 2,592 425 
* Individual reports for this year not on file. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the transaction of business bytbe employes of the Indian divisiou 
of the office of the Second Comptroller, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with the number of days during each year so devoted to business by the em-
ploye present the greatest number of days and by the employe pret:lent the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. t,o 4 p.m., with 
half an hour at noon for lunch. Time devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
_.!, rc ~ <ll 
.... '<ll sp; <ll~ <Ill>,~ 
~~ 
Ql I» 0 ~~ t>...o~>, t>,.Qt>, ~§ ~~ 
,;, Ql~ Po"' ~.g '"'~ ~rc • d! .s ~~~ Qlp. O!ll Qll» ~~] <llrc rcrc P< Years. ~.:; ~~ I!;~ ~ ..o.S Fore:! .... ~ ~ ,.t<8 
<ll~ <llp. 
Po -'-' 
sp. ~~~ ~~ ...,Fo<<D ~~ 
djO 
~~~ !g§ t>,Gl ~>->= .... I!; ~~ ~a =· .... 0 ~..0 11:: oo ~ ~ Eo! ~ ...q ~'a >1 H 
-------------------
h.m. 
1884 ................................. 305~ 1,882 0 1,882 7t ~56 5 57 277! 233 
1885 ................................. 301! 1,849 0 1, 849 6! 271 6 24 280 241 
1886 ............. ------ .............. 303! 1, 970 0 1, 970 7 281- *6 35 287! 243! 
1887 ................................. 201 1, 038 0 1,038 6i 166 5 52 186 1161 
* The difference in " hours employed daily" between the years 1886 and 1887 arises from the fact 
that the leave due for the calendar year ending December 31, 1886, was generally taken after ,June 30 
1886. 
ARMY PAYMASTERS' DIVISION. 
The work of this di vil3ion is principally the examination of Army paymasters' ac-
counts. The steps taken are as follows: 
Army Paymaster John Doe pays officers and enlisted men during the month of June, 
1887; within ten days after the 30th of June he forwards the vouchers, abstract of 
disbursements, abstract of collections, abstract of deposits, and the account current 
for June, 1887, to the Paymaster-General, who exan.ines the same and transmits them 
to the Second Auditor of the Treasury for examination. 
The Auditor makes a record of the receipt of tho same, and, after examination, his 
findings, together with all the papers and vouchers relating thereto, are transmitted 
to the Second Comptroller of the Treasury for his decision thereon. 
The date of the receipt of the account by the Comptroller is stamped on the papers 
~y the messenger, and it is then sent to the chief of the division, who records thA dato 
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of its receipt by him in a book kept for that purpose. It is then h:-tnded to the clerk, 
who examines it, and if correct places his name on the statement of the account and 
his initials on the certificate, and returns it to the chief of division, who, after au ex-
amination by him, initials the certificatA and sends the same to the Comptroller for 
his signature. 
But if in the examination of the account the clerk is of opinion that an error ex-
ist!:!, either in calculation or in the legality of an expenditure, he directs the attention 
of the chief of division to the matter, who submits the question to the Comp'trol1er 
for his decision, and the account is corrected and confirmed in accordance therewith. 
The said certificate when signed by the Comptroller is returned to the chief of di-
vision, and the account is entered by the book-keeper, after which it is transmitted to 
the Second Auditor of the Treasury, with all the papers and Vl)uchers in the account, 
for file and preservation. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the Army paymasters' di· 
vision of the office of the Second Comptl'oller of the Treasury from November 1, 1885," 
to March 1, 1887 : 
1886.* 1887. 
...... ·<D .;, ...... ~ rhbll l~ l>oo 
000 ;a ~ ;a.s 00 
~ 
~ ....... 
.a- bJl -gEl 
...... 
'd ,...; 
0 a ...... ~~ 1':1 Character of business. ~lt) o.!::' ~ ·~:: ='d ~ ~p '1:1-o <D .§~ al~~ ~ 'dgs "'~ (l;l(l;l "g~ 1)~ as~» ~ o:j 1':1 ...... ~~ ~al ~ 'd as ~p. o:j -~ 1':1 ,.t:l ]~ ,.t:l ~g;~ o:j 1':1 ~ ,.t:l 
"' 1':1 0 ~ p.~ 1':1 (l;l~ ... (l;l .. 0 ~::.,- 8 0 ~ 8 0 ------ - --- -
Armypaymasters'accounts............................ 859 723 1,256 326 698 890 134 
Soldiers' Home accounts .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 28 93 121 0 21 18 3 
Accounts of National Home for Disabled Volunteer 
Soldiers.............................................. 20 68 68 20 15 . ....... 35 
Special accounts not involving present expenditure.... 118 250 277 91 176 258 9 
_______ ! __ -------
Total...... . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . 1, 025 1, 134 1, 722 437 910 1, 166 181 
Muster-rolls examined................................. ...... ...... 7, 756 ...... . .. ... 6, 475 .... 
~~ri~:ci~~:~~=~:~~~~::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: 7~Ji~ :::::: :::::: 6~; ~~~ :::: 
~~t~~~sa~r~f~~k~-~~~~~~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::~ ~~g :::::: :::::: ~~~: ::: 
Total.................. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 1, 025 1, 134 86, 216 437 910 77, 750 181 
·•The division was organized November 1, 1885. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Army paymasters' division of the office of 
the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, with average number of employes, during the 
time specified : 
1886. 1887. 
Month. 
~ ~ . ~ ~ . 
b£~ bll:5 bll~ bll:5 




~0 :'a .s ~0 ~'a ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
-----------------·1---------- ---------
July ..................................................................... .. 
te~~~!\;~~:::: :::::: ::::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::.:: 
October ................................................................... . 
November ........................ ,.............. 627 13 1, 618 322 
December....................................... 612 12 1, 871 413 
January.......................................... 1,112 11 3, 992 523 
February........................................ 1,116 11 3, 799 398 
March .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. • • .. • .. .. .. . . .. . . 929 11 2, 596 552 
¥u~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: i~~ H l !~~ i~~ 
1,142 8 
894 8 
1, 283 8 
832 8 
1, 400 8 
1, 331 8 
1, 304 8 
1, 526 8 
2, 883 58i 
2, 379 834 
3, 006 368 
2, 642 377 
3,123 403 
2, 486 401 
3, 891 529 
3, 634 931 
982 11 3, 204 433 1, 214 8 3, 005 553 
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The following statement shows average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Army paymasters' di viA-
ion of the office of the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, in person and by proxy, 
during the time specified, with number of days during each year so devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during the time specified. Department open from 
9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch. '.rime to be devoted to business, 
6l hours daily. 
~- "' 'd 0'2 ""' ~~] ·P:, 0'2P.. 0'2P.. Q) Q) ~~ ~§ ~~ ~-
o..; ~:a P..~-ci ~~i p.Q) ~ Q)A "'as ~l;' ~ ...... "' ~~! "'Q)o ~0 1:::~ 1:::8 .!:<I ~$~ O'l't;l .. ~'a ~~ Q'JP, ........ ,.c ..... ... Q) ~~a-0'2~ ~0 SA p.~~ ~~~ h~ p,t>, , ~1::: :::S ::lt>, ~~Q) dSQ) ~~ A..c oo ~s ~· .... E-1 ~Q) ~~~ ~'a H 
---- - - ------------
Nov. 1, 1885, to June 30, H. M. 
1886, inclusive ...•...... 200 2,154~ ·--·---· 2, 154~ 11! 194 *6 53 200 179 
1887. -·--- ..... - .. ----- ··-··· 201 1,402 32 1,434 8 179 *6 19 192 169. 
*In the eig:.ht months, November!, 1885, to June30, 1886, inclusive, very little leave was taken by the 
clerks; in the eight months, July 1,1886, to February28, 1887, nearlv all the leave due was taken, mak-
ing the difference in the average number of hours employed daily for the respective periods. 
ARMY PENSION DIVISION. 
Statement in detail of the manner of transacting business in the Army pension divis-
ion of the Second Comptroller's office. 
The work of this division consists of the examination and revision of the accounts 
of the agents for the payment of pensions, and the accounts of claimants, under sec-
tion 4718, Revised Statutes, for reimbursement of the expenses of the last sickness 
and burial of pensioners. 
The accounts are forwarded by the Third Auditor to this office by messenger. The 
papers are immediately stamped with the office stamp, giving the date of receipt, aud 
a record of each ac9ount is made upon the office register by the book-keeper, giving 
the name of the agent, or claim~nt, and his post-office address, the nature of the ac-
count or claim the action of ·the Auditor, the name of the auditing clerk, and the 
date when received in this office. 
The accounts, together with all the vouchers and papers, are then delivered to the 
chiefofthe division, who has them placed in cases prepared for them, where they re-
main until given out by the chief for examination. The accounts are revised in the 
order in which they are received, and for that purpose are a~signed by the chief to 
the clerks of the division, each clerk being charged with the accounts and vouchers 
delivered to him. 
A careful examination is made of each voucher filed with an acpount to determine 
if it has been properly executed, and if the correct amount has been paid to the pen-
sioner; the vouchers are then compared with the abstract of payments furnished by 
the pension agent, and the abstract is compared with the records in the Third Audit-
or's office to determine whether the names of the pensioners, together with the period 
for which as well as the rate at which they were paid have been given correctly in 
the voucher. The footings of the abstracts are compared with the accounts-current 
of the agent, and the accounts-current are, in turn, verified, to see that the agent has 
made correct charges of his disbursements; that he has properly accounted for the 
G.overnment funds placed to his credit upon the requisition of the Secretary of the 
Interior, and has correctly brought forward the unexpended balances remaining in 
his hands at the close of the preceding month. 
The next step in the examination of the pension agent's account is to take up the 
statement of said account prepared by the Third Auditor, and his report of same to 
this office, to see that said statement corresponds with the returns made by the agent, 
or, in case there is a difference between them, to see that the difference found by the 
Auditor is correct. All the official papers connected with or relating to the account, 
together with all correspondence bearing thereon, are carefully examined, and if, 
upon such examination, it is found that the Auditor's statement of the account is 
correct, it is approved by the Comptroller. If~ on the other hand, the result, as found 
in this office, differs from the Auditor's report, the statement is corrected, and the 
certificate is amended and made to show the result found in this office. A statement 
of the difference found is also prepared, showing in detail the items which go to make 
up the said difference, as well as the causes for which vcmchers are SU'ipenden, a.nd 
the reasons for disallowing auy portion of the agent's disbursements. 
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If, in the judgment of the Comptroller, further evidence or information, in addi-
tion to that filed with the account, is needed to justify his approval of same, action 
in the case is suspended, and a letter written for the Comptroller's signature, by the 
chief of the division, calling for the necessary data. If the evidence called for is 
furnished within sixty days, the case is reviewed in the light of the new evidence and 
such action taken as all the evidence in the case will warrant. If no further evidence 
is furnished within sixty days, the case is again taken up and disposed of in accord-
ance V~-'ith the evidence on file. 
Where the action of this office differs from the action ot the Auditor, in a case re-
ported by him, a memorandum is prepared for Comptroller's signature, by the chief 
of the division, stating in detail the reasons why, in the Comptroller's judgment, such 
change is necessary. 
When the examination has been completed, the papers are made up for the Comp-
troller's signature by -the chief of division; the proper record is then made upon the 
books of the office, and the entry completed upon the register, showing the action 
of the Comptroller, the amount allowed, the name of the revising clerk, and the date 
when the account was approved. 
The account, together with all the vouchers and papers, is then immediately re-
turned by messenger to the Third Auditor. 
The following statement shows the business transacted in the Army pension divis~ 
ion, office of the Second Comptroller, in the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 to 
March 1: 
1884. 1885. 
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J:l Q curd ;::l Q curd 
Q;) Cl) .... Cl) Cl) .... 
fl.j ~ ~ fl.j p:j ~ 
--------------1----1-----------------
Pension agents' accounts ........•....•. 
Claims of deceased pensioners ........ .. 







Total . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. 159, 643 97 4, 381 
±~~~:~: ;:~~!dd_~:::::~::::: :::::::: ~::::::::: :::::::::: 
~=~~i~!t~h~~ke~~~~:~. :::: ::~::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 











17 159 151 
2 1, 341 1, 340 
455, 411 1. 822, 445 1, 383, 379 







Total..... .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 159, 643 97 4, 381 681, 937 455, 430 1, 823, 945 1, 388, 033 
1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
..... bll 'd ..... b.C 'd ..... . s 
~'S 
J:l s= 
€ ~- .... p., -~ <\lc,.; 
Character of business. "i3 ::s~ "i3 .g~ 0 ~ . 'd<\1 
1-.:1.0 Cl) 'd'd 1-.:1.0 Cl) 'd'd ~~ 00 'dp., ~~ 00 'dp., QJCI) 
bfJOO blloo -+"rn QJCI) 00 QJCI) oo bf;..-i J:l .... 
-~~ 
<\lA .s .... -~~ ~~ J:l ;a moo :a J:l•.-< 'd J:l .... 
J:l 0 CIS'd J:l Q <\I'd J:l 
QJ QJ .... Cl) Cl) .... QJ 
fl.j ~ ~ fl.j ~ ~ fl.j 
-----------------------
Pension agents' accounts ....... 25 522 531 16 288 297 7 
Claims of deceased pensioners .. 3 2, 066 11,700 369 1, 781 2,133 17 
N urn ber of single vouchers ...•. 894,477 1, 987, 169 2, 378,940 502,706 832,997 1, 074,885 260,848 
------------------------
Total.. ... .'............... 894, 505 1, 989, 757 2, 381, 171 503, 091 835, 066 1, 077, 285 260, 872 
±=~~~=~=~~~~e::~.:~::~:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ~:~~~ :::~:::::: :::::::::: i:~~ 
~~;:f~!t~:~ke~~~~;~:::::::::: ·::::::::~ :::::::::: i~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ~~ 
i::e~~r~:M~~s-~~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: 94g :::::::::: :::::::::: 6i~ 
Total ...•................. 894.5o5i1,9s9,757. ~358 5o3,091835,' 066 1,082:'598 260:872 
*No record. t Passed, 1, 535; rejected, 165. 
I 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Army pension division, of the office of the 
Second Comptroller, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 
.., ..,. .., .., . 
Month. bll.> 01)2 bll.> bll2 
=~ teh =~ oZh 
s:..S::: s:..O s:..::S 1'-<0 
M ..,o ..,'a ~ .s ..,o ~"a = ~f:l ~s <>I ~~ <e >1 ~«< ~<l) ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
--------------------------
July ..••..•••••....•••. 5, 323 12 12,807 4,168 7, 335 11 13,566 6, 665 
August ...••........... 6, 804 10 11,289 5, 742 7,197 10 13,876 6, 691 
September ..••......... 5, 651 10 11,330 5, 235 6,842 10 11,022 6,000 
October ................ 6, 824 10 12, 016 5, 754 6, 370 10 10,807 5, 019 
N ovem bar .••.......... 6, 099 10 10,368 5, 015 6, 284 10 11,547 5,165 
Decem bar ............. 7, 255 10 12, 164 5, 292 7,482 10 11,204 5,080 
January ..•.•.......... G, 251 11 12,601 5,150 6,641 13 12,000 6,067 
February .......•...•. 5, 956 12 13,000 4,168 7, 234 12 12, 35o 6, 000 
March ...•............. 7,192 13 14,555 2, 585 7, 967 12 12,000 7,000 
April .•.•••.•.......... 6,423 12 13,974 4,591 10,059 15 16,878 5, 814 
May ...••••..•......••. 7, 237 12 13,610 5,000 11,070 21 19,602 7,556 
June ...•••.••....•.... 7,104 11 14,412 6,147 15,063 21 20,672 8,875 
----------------------·-
Total averages ... 6, 509+ llil'l 12, 677+ 4, 903+ 8, 295+ 12g 13, 794+ 6, 327+ 
1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
<D .., . .., .., . 
Month. 01).-i ~ 01).> bJl2 




~ ..,o .., ...... 
~ 
..,o ~"a ci ~;-S ~i ca ~~ ca ~oj ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
---------------
July ..•..••••.•.•...... 15,263 20 23,529 9, 883 16,463 10 21,646 11,451 
.August ..•...........•. 15,279 16 24,528 11,710 16,013 10 23,505 13,963 
September ............. 12,024 13 20,888 9,480 17,391 8 27,501 14,064 
October ..........•..... 16,893 13 26,685 10,471 18,582 8 27,116. 17,985 
November ...•......... 12,831 13 20,212 8,119 18,505 10 21,650 17, 661 
December ............. 13,590 11 20,889 11, 839 19, 100 9 25,509 18,243 
January ..••........... 13, 158 14 20,000 10,376 17,951 10 28,488 13,703 
February .............. 12,073 18 18, 200 10,528 18,627 10 25,731 13,947 
March ................. 13,102 16 IS, 850 11,087 ................... .............. ................... .. .................. 
.April ................•. 13,440 14 23,125 12,951 .................. .................. ................... .................. 
May ..••..•.•.......... 14,136 13 20,628 12,896 ..................... ............ .................... ................... 
June .••..•••.......... 14,327 10 25, 5!}3 12,903 ................... ................ ................... ...................... 
------------- -------------
Total averages ... 13,843 14! 21, 927+ 11,020+ 17,829 9R 25, 144+ 15,127 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Army pension division, 
of the office of the Second Comptroller, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 




1884 ..................... .. 305! 3,148 0 3,148 
1885 ..................... .. 301! 3, 787 0 3, 787 
1886 ..•...•.••••.•••..••••. 30~ 4,197 94 4, 290 






262 (l 6 
270~ 6 23 
286 6 42 
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ARMY PAY DIVISION. 
The principal business matter transacted in this division is the revision of claims 
for pay and bounty in the cases of officers and enlisted men who were in the mili-
tary service of the United States at any time during the period from Jt..ly 1, 1815, to 
the present time. 
Claims of this class are acted upon in the first instance by the Second Auditor, 
who, after his examination of the same, transmits each caso, with the vouchers and 
his certificate, to this office for the decision of the Second Comptroller. 
The date of receipt in this office is stamped by the messenger on the wrapper of 
each case, and in the book-keeper's room the number and description of each case are 
written by a clerk in the "Register of claims and accounts," the names of the persons 
on account of whose services allowances are claimed being entered in alphabetical 
order. 
These cases are then brought to one of the rooms occupied by this division, where 
a clerk keeps a record of the number received each day, and arranges them according 
to date of receipt. The cases are distributed to the clerks for revision in the order 
in which received. 
When a claim for pay and bounty is taken up by a clerk for revision, it is his duty 
to carefully examine all the papers of the case, the vouchers, and the statement of 
account prepared in the Second Auditor's office. If upon such examination he dis-
covers an error, he submits the case to another clerk for review, and the proposed 
settlement is corrected in accordance with the law and the facts in the case. If the 
error involves a question of law, the construction of which is unsettled, the case is 
submitted to the Second Comptroller through the chief of this division. lfupon such 
examination it is found that the evidence is not sufficient to make a final disposition 
of the claim, the additional evidence required is called for by letter, and, when re-
ceived, the statement of the account is made up and signed by the clerk, who also 
makes up the certificate for the signature of the Second Comptroller, and makes an 
entry of the settlement on the vouchers pertaining to the case. The papers of the 
case are then examined by the chief of this division, who causes to be corrected the 
errors, if any, undiscovered or inadvertently made by the clerks, and after the 
statement of the account and the certificate are found to be correct, the latter is ini-
tialed by the chief and submitted for decision to the Second Comptroller, who makes 
and signs a certificate allowing or disallowing the claim as the law and the facts may 
seem to require. 
The final action of the Second Comptroller on the claim is noted in the "Register 
of Claims and Aocounts" by the clerk who has charge of said register, and the papers 
of the case, the vouchers, and the certificate are returned by the chief of this divis-
ion to the Second Auditor, who notifies the claimant of the settlement, and (if the 
claim has been allowed) as soon as funds for the payment ofthe certificate are avail-
able transmits said certificate to the Paymaster-General of the Army for payment. 
If the payee dies before paymen.t of certificate, the certificate is returned by the 
Paymaster-General to the Second Auditor, who forwards it and the papers of the case 
with a letter setting forth his action in the matter to this office for the Second Comp-
troller's action, and if a claim is asserted by one or more persons entitled to take all 
or a part of the amount stated in the certificate, the latter is amended so as to au-
thorize payment in accordance with the law and the facts in the case; but if, after a 
reasonable time has been given, no such claim is asserted, the certificate is canceled, 
and all papers of the case are returned to the files of the Second Auditor's Office. If 
a check for the amount allowed has been issued and ·the payee dies before receiving 
the money, said check is returned to the Second Auditor, who forwards it with papers 
of the case and a letter setting forth his action in ·the matter to the Second Comp-
troller, and if a claim is presented by one or more persons entitled under the law to 
the amount stated in the check, said check is referred to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, with the recommendation that it be made payable to the order of said person 
or persons and returned to him, her, or them, through the Second Auditor; but if, 
after a reasonable time has been given, no such claim is presented, the check is 
returned through the Second Auditor to the Paymaster-General, with directions that 
the same be canceled and the amount thereof returned to the Treasury to the credit 
of the appropriation or appropriations from which drawn. 
If the claimant is dissatisfied wit.h the settlement and asks for a reconsideration of 
the claim, the request is first considered by the Second Auditor, who reports his action 
thereon to the Second Comptroller and transmits all papers of the case. The request 
is then duly considered by the Second Comptroller and granted or denied, as the right 
may require, the papers being then returned to the Second Auditor. When such a 
request has been granted and the case reopened, the subsequent action thereon is 
similar to that taken in a case where no settlement has been made. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the Army pay division of 




,..;- b.ll 'd~ ,..;- b.ll 'd~ .s s:IP = s:IP p., I-< ci!;;: p., -~ c.s'd 
Character of business. 'a ::l 'a c .... 
~c:i 
'd ..: 'd~ • ~..; 'd ..: 'd~ • 
00 'de;! ~~~ 00 '"g~ .25<1)~ b.I)OO ~~ b.I)OO OaJil) .s ..... c;sop., 1=1 ..... I>"" ci!O.._ 
'd ·a:; §.~~ ;a 'ij) ~~b.ll = <;) = C) ci!''"'l=l <I) <I) I-< 'd.,.., <I) <I) $..4~~~ p., ~ E-l p., ~ E-l 
------------ -- -----
Army pay and bounty claims....................... 2, 092 12,932 13, 122 1, 902 18,317 19,594 
Army pa.ymasters' accounts........................ 360 418 246 532 167 100 
Soldiers' Home accounts.................................... 112 112 125 125 
Accounts national home for disabled volunteer sol-
diers.............................................................................. 432 432 
Special accounts .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. 374 374 357 357 
Miscellaneous accounts, including ordnance, medi-
cal, and recruiting accounts...................... ........ 773 773 ..... ... 499 499 
Miscellaneous claims ............................... .:..:.:.:.= __ 426 ,--426 .:..:.:..:.:.::
1 
__ 343 _ ____::: 
Total . .. .. . .. . .. .... .. . .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 452 15, 035 15, 053 2, 434 20, 240 I 21, 450 
Muster-rolls examined.............................. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 2, 414 .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 2, 911 
Single vouchers examined . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . 55, 289 . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . 33, 223 
Letter;:t~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 5:: :~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ::::::~I 3~: :~ 
Grand total..... . .. .. .. • .. . .. • . • .. .. . • .. .. . . ~. 452 15, 035 74, 375 2, 434 20, 240[ 59, o02 
1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
,....;- b.ll 'd~ ..... - b.ll ,'d~ ,....;-.s s:lt:S 1:) s:IP ,.d 
.t> I-< ce'd .t> -~ ce'd 0 
Character of business p 
p .... 
~ 
p .... I-< 
'd 'd~ • 'd al~..: 
c;! 
~.Q ..: ~?il ..: ~hi 00 '"g~ .s<l);a '"g~ ~Q;l~ b.I)OO <;)l1.l<l) b.I)OO 0l1J<I) b.llOO .s ..... I> ... ceop., ~:) ..... -~ .... ci!O ... 1=1 ..... 
'd 'ij) §.~gf ;a <I) ~~b.ll ;a = 0 1:) u ci!''"' Q ~ <I) <I) ~--<"'''"" <I) <I) ~--<"'''"' <I) p., ~ E-l p., ~ E-l p., 
-------------· 
Army pay and bounty claims ...... ........ 625 15,966 15,137 1, 454 15,546 14,831 2,169 
At·my paymasters' accounts................ 599 *435 208 ....................... . 
Soldiers' home accounts............................ *37 37 ............................... . 
Special accounts . ... .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. • . .. *221 221 .............................. .. 
Miscellaneous accounts, including ord-
nance, medical, and recruiting accounts.. . • . .. .. . *80 80 .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. ............. . 
Miscellaneous claims....................... ...... .. *108 108 ........ , ...................... .. 
Total.. ..... :......................... 1, 224 16, 847 15, 79l 1, 454\15, 546 14, 831 2, 169 
M~:~:r;~~~t!~sa:~!~n'~d.:::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 2;; ~~~ :::::::: ::::::::I:::::: ::1:::::::: 
Rehearings granted and denied .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 93 .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. . 138 ...... .. 
Letterswritten ............................................ 3,305 ................ 2,855 ...... .. 
Total. ................................................ 31,160 ................ 2,993 ...... .. 
Grand total ............ ...... ........ 1, 224 16,847 46,951 1, 454 15,546 17,824 2,169 
I 
*Army paymasters' accounts, soldiers' home accounts, accounts of national home for disa.bled vol-
unteer soldiers,_ and special accounts were transferred to Army paymasters' division, Nev. 1 1885; 
miscellaneous accounts and claims were transferred to miscellaneous division in July, 1885. ' 
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The following statement shows the average amount J-tnd character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Army pay division of the office of the 
Second Comptroller, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (toMarch1). 
Cl) <1). <1) <1)• <1) <1). <1) <1). 
Month. bt-P ~ bll.P bll: bt-P ~ bll.P b(: 
~g e\!h =~ e\!h eel=l e\!h =~ e\!h -..,9 
1-4 ... = -..o 1-4 ... = -..,9 1-4 ... = ~~ 1>1 Cl)a <llA .i :a <ll'a .s <1)0 <llA .s <1)0 ~ ~dl ~~ e\1 ~ 1>8 e\1 I>~ ~~ e\1 I>~ 1>8 ~ ~ ~= ~<1) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~<1) - -- - --- --- --- -- - -- - -- -
July-----·----- 93 16 137 70 123 16 225 37 116 20 233 55 156 15 259 51 
August ........ 96 15 297 52 82 19 159 38 108 19 261 64 186 13 186 54 
September ..... 100 16 203 52 84 19 166 42 120 19 233 79 184 14 298 71 
October ....•••. 102 18 143 45 89 19 236 45 110 20 214 69 135 14 203 87 
November ..... 101 22 173 48 80 21 236 45 8fl 11 102 62 131 14 176 71 
December ..... 85 18 142 37 109 18 184 74 106 11 138 83 142 15 190 74 
January ....... 91 20 180 49 139 20 230 78 114 15 273 57 147 16 243 82 
February ...... 84 19 204 40 108 20 324 69 118 15 168 50 152 15 248 74 
March ........ 103 20 217 49 136 23 246 43 146 15 180 67 ........... ....... ........... .. ·-· 
April .......... 116 19 203 45 97 23 247 53 112 15 256 53 ....... ............ .. --· May ........... 100 18 268 44 136 23 298 46 104 18 177 57 ............ ---- ------ ....... 
June ........... 134o 17 211 37 154 23 346 100 139 17 200 50 ........... ........ .. .......... ---· -- - -- - -- - -- - --- -- - -- - -- -
Totals ...•. 100 18 198 47 111 20 241 56 115 16 203 62 154 14 227 70 
In this table the examination of twenty single vouchers is estimated as equivalent 
to the adjustment of one claim. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Army pay division of the 
office of the Second Comptroller, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for ~he gr~atest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
durmg said years. Department open from 9 a. ru. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6! hours daily. . 




.... ... . 
'd 'd 0 0 o-<D o-<D <1). <I> 1::: 8 8~ ....... 1:::1;> 1:::1;' ..: . ~~ ~.; A~ ... o ... 14 Cl) ::s>-< s-~ rn'a m'a Years. cpCD o"' oo "' ..... ~0 Hg< ~:::ai I:::~'< ~ 0 Cl)l::: <1)~ ..-.a ~~ ... e\!CI) A A 'd CD bf)m 'dl» 
:s ..0 <\II» "' ~I» ao ao "' I'< <\I ... ~..0 ~ .... I» ~ ~"' ::l ~..0 e\1 e\1 0 ~ 0 Cl) A A A E-t ~ <11 ~ H 
-· ---------------------
h. m. 
1884 ....................... 305§ 5, 5981 0 5, 59% 211 260 6 3 287 197! 
1885 ....................... 301§ 6,131 0 6,131 24 255 6 2 276§ 201} 
1886 ....................... 303! 4, 935! 221 4, 958 18! 268 6 17 296 250 
1887 ....................... 201 2, 896 26 2, 922 16 182 6 26 197§ 153§ 
*Some of the employes of this division worked prior to 9 a.m. and after 4 p.m. The time so em· 
ployed is not included in this table. · 
QUARTERMASTER'S DIVISION. 
The following are the successive steps in the revision of a quartermaster's account 
in the Second Comptroller's office : 
Verify "the charges." 
Ascertain the correctness of the names of all officers given, and of the designations 
of all the appropriations involved, toget,her with the fiscal year, and the date of the 
proper bond of the officer. 
Ascertain whether the officer debits himself em his first account-current with his 
last acknowledged balance, which will be found on the difference sheet if there is 
one. If no difference arose on the last settlement of the officer's accounts, the ac-
knowledge<l J):1lance coincides with the aggregate balance shown on the verified 
,cha.rse§: 
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Ascertain whether the officer is or has been debited under the proper heading with 
every item with which he debits himself on his account-current. If he has been so 
debited, the fact will appear on the last difference sheet. Money received from sales 
should be debited under" general account of money advanced,'' under the various 
appropriations under which it is covered into the 'l'reasury. 
Ascertain whether the officer furnishes a receipt for every amount transferred to 
other officers, and allow him credit according to the receipt. 
Allow the officer credit under "general account of money advanced" for the amount 
of any "miscellaneous revenue-covering warrant" which may have issued in his 
favor for money deposited by him to the credit of the United States and covered into 
the Treasury, upon any duly certified copy thereof filed with and pertaining to th" 
account. Proceeds of sales required to be covered into the Treasury will be credited 
to the officer making the deposit by a "miscellaneous revenue-covering warrant." 
Ascertain from an inspection of the last difference sheet whether the officer is or has 
been credited with the amount of any refunding requisition issued in his favor for 
any other money deposited to the credit of the United States. Proceeds of sales which 
revert to the appropriation with the funds of which the articles sold were originally 
purchased will be credited to the officer making the deposit by a "refunding requisi-
tion." 
Examine the miscellaneous papers filed with the account. 
Examine any " vouchers heretofore suspended now admitted," and allow the officer 
all proper credit. 
All "outstanding differences " should be carried to the new difference sheet. 
Examine any '' suspended vouchers" in the account in connection with the grounds 
of suspension noted on the difference sheet. 
Every item on "the charges" with which the officer has not charged or credited 
himself on his accounts-current should be entered on the new difference sheet. 
Examine all the allowed vouchers in the account and ascertain whether the officer 
is credited with the proper amounts, and under the proper appropriations, upon each 
abstract and for each month, for the disbursements made by him. 
Credit for disbursements is given under "general account of money advanced." 
If a"!l account is paid in obedience to the orders of the commanding officer, and the 
expenditure is disallowed as not authorized by law, the amount is not to be passerl 
to the credit of the disbursing officer as a regular disbursement, but by a separate 
entry raising a "personal charge" on the books of the Third Auditor against the 
officer issuing the order. 
If an account is paid upon the certificate of an officer, and the expenditure is diA-
allowed for error of fact in the certificate, the amount is not to be passed to the credit 
of the disbursing officer as a regular disbursement, but by a separate entry raising a 
"personal charge" on the books of the Third Auditor against the officer making the 
certificate. 
Place in pencil on the statement of the account the totals transferred to or by any one 
officer under each appropriation, and also the totals of the sales, the debit requisi-
tions, the credit requisitions, and the allowed disbursements. 
Verify the balances. 
All accounts are registered, as soon as received, in a book kept for the purpose, and 
are examined, in turn, by the clerks of the division. 
As soon as a clerk in charge of a given account has completed its examination he 
signs his name tv the foot of the statement, and places the same on the desk of the 
chief of the division, who, having ascertained the correctness of the Auditor's report, 
places his initials upon it, and sends it to the Comptroller for signature. 
The account, with all the papers pertaining thereto, is then returned to the Auditor 
or for file. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the quartermaster's division 
of the office of the Second Comptroller for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1F387: 
~ 'dl':< 'd ~ 'd~'< 1 ...... 'dl':< 'd ...... 'd~'< 'd Q)"' ~ Q)<IS <11 Q) ;o<S ~ <11 cp"' ~ 0 ltlQ) 0 <DQ) 0 rn<P o-:. rn<P 
rD 0~ 0 rD 0~ 0 rD on 0 :t>""' 0~ 0 ,Q 
<1=1 
p. 
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p. P<. 
00 -~~ rn.-. -~.0 -~~ -~cO ;8~~ ;8&-; •-<<1$ ci! ~ bll· 'do 'g~ bll· 'do "000 bll<D 'do "000 bll~ 
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~ 0 ~0~ 0 0 :]5~ Q) Q) ~ Q) ;..0.-< ~ Q) ~ = ~ ~ E-l 0 ~ E-l 0 ~ E-l 0 ~ E-l 0 
- ----- ---------------------
Quartermasters' ac-




Engineers' accounts. 12 93 91 14 89 94 9 85 86 8 72 49 3 
Subsistence accounts 26 494 479 41 812 75~ 101 654 721 34 422 425 3 
Signal accounts ..... 25 58 83 ..... 120 105 15 29 16 28 36 50 1 
Washington and Ore-
gon war claims ..•. ....... 11 11 . ..... 19 10 9 16 25 ....... 5 5 . .. 
- ------~ ------· ----- - -----
TotaL ......... 202 2,305 2,148 359 2, 962 3, 053 268 2,156 2,334 90 1,121 1, 073 13 8 
Single vouchers ex-
amined. -- ......... ........ 330,379 .. .. .. ~ ............ 327,618 . ..... ............ 236,258 ...... ........... 124,829 . .. 
Pay rolls examined .. 17,918 ---· ............ 14,811 ...... ........... 11,157 .. ..... ............ 6, 720 . .. 
Contracts received 
and filed .......... ...... ............. 1,134 . .. ............. 2, 904 2,463 ........ ............ 3, 591 . .. 
Letters written ..••.. ........ ............ 387 . 673 ---·1··---· 1, 072 809 . .. 
Total. ......... 202 2, 305 351,966 359 2, 962 349,059 26812,156 253,284 90 1,121 137,022 13 8 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the quartermaster's division of the office of the 
Second Comptroller, with average number of employes during the time specified : 
-------~------~-------~------~-------------
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
--------1---1-- --------------------- ------
.July ...•••......... 2,692 11 
August .....•.••••. 3,376 12 
September ..•...... 3, 284 11 
October ...•........ 2, 920 12 
N ovembar ..•...... 3, 064 13 
December ......... 2, 663 12 
.January ........... 3,161 13 
February .•........ 3, 345 13 
March ......••.•... 4, 029 12 
April ..•........... 3,887 12 
May ...••••.•....•. 3, 607 12 
.June •••••••••.•••. 3,644 11 
3, 9091,527 3, 510 
5, 575 1, 754 3, 230 
5, 182 65513, 680 
4, 207 1, 70013, ] 84 
4, 456 1, 160 2, 305 
3, 841 791 3, 155 
4, 781;1, 42412, 924 
5, 370 1, 137 3, 066 
6, 125 ), 503·3, 867 
6, 155 2, 013 3, 636 
5, 162 ] ' 080 3, 009 
4, 557 1, 131 4, 045 
12 6, 1461, 945 4, 664 12 8, 9011,866 2, 932 9 3, 752 824 
11 5, 265 1, 800 4, 305 11 6, 595 2, 635 3, 577 8 5, 326 3, 157 
14 5, 346 1, 628 4, 196 10 5, 363 3, 494 2, 996 7 3, 388 1, 704 
10 5, 204 552 3, 677 9 4, 393 1, 74414, 055 7 5; 1861, 267 
12 2, 99!? 1, Oli3 2, 253 11 3, 969 1, 623 2, 722 9 4, 301 718 
11 5, 1781,438 2, 142 1l 4, 335 13612, 949 8 3, 294 874 
13 4, 715 1, 240 1, 614 12 2, 303 904 3, 562 9 5, 093 2, 043 
]3 5, 3741, 5301,854 12 2, 923 447 3, 201 9 5, 296 814 
12 7, 397 321 2, 302 12 4, 869 963 .... - ---- . -- .... -.-
13 6, 353 1, 007 1, 645 13 2, 248 587 . --. - . --. . --. - -... . 
12 4, 772 1, 219 2, 499 13 3, 858 787 . --. . . - ... -.- .... . 
12 6, 704 1, 908 2, 6J 9 8 2, 829 566 . - - . -
Total averages. 3, 306 12 4, 943 1, 323 3, 301 12 5, 454 1, 229 2, 814 11 4, 382 1, 313 3, 249 81 <l, 4M 1, 425 
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The following statement shows the average number of dayf:!' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the quartermaster's division 
of the office of the Second Comptroller, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ.S 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
..... ,.s tl 
..0 s I ~..0 ~ ,~ 'd §3 Q;> Q;> Q;> Q;> 
~ 
Q;> ,CQ;> p., ,!<I. ~'4i § I al . a ..a~ 0 ... '4) "0 rti g ~ ...... 0~ ~~ .... ,!<I~ ~ A~ ~SJ 
Years. 
ce~ .,.o rll ~ ~ s:;::l ..,A ~:a AQ;> o"' oo p., Q;>·ce ~s Q;>A ~fil t;:-.. d ... 0 ~~ asS ~0 Q;> ..... rll't:l 'd Q;> '1:1<1> rnA A 't:l ,cA cecil rll l s fil't:l ... +>h ..... ~ p., p., ~ ;:l rn,c ~,.0 d d ce 0 = 1> .... 0 0 Q;> ~ ~ ~ ~ :z. .,qo ~ ~ ~ 
------------------
h.m. 
1884 ····-----------------·-···--------------- 305i 3,644i ........ 3, 644~ 13 280 6 31 299 230& 1885---------------------------------------- ., ... t 3, 609i 3,80911 13 ,,. I ... 286! I 248i 1886------.---------------- ...... ------------ 303 3,366 3, 366 12 280 6 34 286i 271! 
1887 (to March 1) .••••• --.---- •••..••.. - •• • • . 201 1, 612~ 1, 612i 9 179 *6 19 201 153t 
I 
* 1'his decrease is owing to the fact that the leaves of absence dne the employes for the calendar 
year, 1886, we1·e taken, with one exception, after Jnly 1, 1886. 
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS, 
May 16, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report by fiscal years of the work 
of the two divisions of this office from July l, 1883, to February 28, 1887, and such 
other information as is understood to be called for by letters of Hon. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman of the Select Committee of the Senate, appointed under Senate resolution 
of March 3, 1887. 
I have not adopted the blank form, printed and furnished for the purpose, because 
on careful examination it was found not fully to -meet the scope of the inquiry asap-
plicable to all the work of this office, and therefore the form used was prepared, 
which I trust will be equally acceptable. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY • 
. 
JOHN S. McCALMONT, 
Commissionm· of Customs. 
The following statement shows the progress of an account from the time of receipt in 
the customs division until finally disposed of: 
All account.s adjusted in this division are received from the office of the First 
Auditor. Taking a customs collection account as an example, it passes through the 
following routine from the time it is received from the Auditor until it is finally trans-
mitted to the Register of the Treasury. 
Upon receipt of the account, the messenger puts upon the back of the Auditor's re-
port accompanying the same the impression of the receiving stamp, showing the 
date of its receipt in this office. The messenger then carries it to the registry clerk, 
who enters the number of the account, its character (as customs, expenses of collec-
tion, &c.), in whose name stated, the collection district to which it belongs, the time 
covered thereby, and when stated by Auditor, in a register prepared for the purpose. 
It then passes to the desk of the clerk who examines the accounts for that collec-
tion disjrict. He is to go over the entire account as made up by the Auditor, and 
verify the same in every particular. In order to do this, he must examine each entry 
of duitable goods as made by the importer or consignee, to ascertain if it is in proper 
form and properly attested, to note the valuation of the merchandise, and to see 
whether the proper rate of duty has been assessed, and whether the reduction from 
foreign to United States money is at the rate fixed by law, and whether any penal 
or additional (lut y has accrued. If found correct it is checked on the abstract of 
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correspondence, and unless satisfactorily explained, the deficiency, if any, is charged 
against the collector. The total amount of duty collected or which should have been 
collected, as shown by the entries, is charged to the collector, and he is credited by 
the amount of the covering warrants therefor. The difference, if any, between tho 
collector's account and the clerk's statement is noted in full on the statement. Tho 
account then goes to the stub room for comparison, and if found to agree in amount 
with the stubs forwarded by the collector at the time of assessing the duty, the stub 
clerk places his check upon the statement as made by the examining clerk, and re-
turns it to him. The examining clerk then places his name upon the statement with 
tbe date of the passage of the account by him, and fills up the blank upon the report 
prepared for the Commissioner's signature, with the date of the passage of the ac-
count, and declaring the balance due either to or from the collector, as the case may 
be. The report and statement are then delivered to the chief of division, who ex-
amiues them, and if they appear to be correct, he places his initials upon the report 
and passes it to the book-keeper, who enters tho number, time covered and time 
passed, and each and every item thereof, under its proper head, in a ledger prepared 
for the purpose. If the account runs to the end of a term of office, and a balance is 
shown, he also enters the amount of the balance on his balance-book. From tho 
book-keeper it is taken to the correspondence clerk, who writes the adjustment letter 
therefor to the collector, giving the status of the account as adjusted, showing the 
balance, if any, and giving the statement of differences between the account as 
rendered by him and the adjustment as reached by this office. The account and let-
ter are then returned to the book-keeper, who compares the two, and enters in his 
blotter the number of the account, the district to which it belongs, its character, and 
the date of the adjustment letter. It then goes to the desk of the deputy commis-
sioner, who examines again the report and statement, and compares the adjustment 
letter with them. If found correct in form and matter, he sends ·the report to the 
Commissioner for signature. After which it is returned to tile registry clerk, who 
makes opposite to his entry of receipt of the account the date of its passage by the 
Commissioner. The report and statement are then tied together with tape and placed 
with the papers belonging to the account and transmitted to the Register of the 
Treasury. 
The following statement shows the course of business connected with au estimate 
for money: 
Tile process relating to the issuance and recording of requisitions for advances of 
money is, in the main, as follows: 
The estimates for funds needed by the disbursing agents are received monthly in 
some cases, and quarterly in otherR; and upon reaching this office those coming by 
mail are stamped with tho date ofreceipt. Estimate& for the Light-HouseEstablisment, 
the Life-Saving Service, as well as those coming by mail, go to tho registry clerk. Es-
timates for the Revenue Marine Service are recei vod from the revenue~ marine division 
of the Secretary's office, and those for the Marine Hospital Service from the Supervis-
ing Surgeon-General M. H. S. Customs officers, estimates, after being registered, go 
to the desk of the clerk who examines the accounts of the officer makin~ the esti-
mate. He examines and checks it if found proper, and it then goes to tne chief of 
the custo~s division for examination and approval. Then it passes to the division of 
appointments, refunds, bonds, and records, where it is recorded, and its nature, amount, 
purpose for which the money is required, period during which it is to he expended, 
specified. Upon the basis of the approved estimate, a requisition is then prepared, 
addressed to the honorable Secretary, which, after receiving the check of the deputy 
commissioner, goes to the Commissioner for approval and signature. The requisition, 
if it be for expenses of collection, is returned 1 o the appointment division, but all 
others are sent to the warrant division, except in cases of requisitions for expenses of 
collection letter~ are written to the collectors and surveyors notifying them of tbe 
action taken upon their estimates. 
The following statement is in relation to official bonds : 
When the appointment of a collector or surveyor of customs is made by the Presi-
dent, his commission is received in this office from the appointment division of 
the Secretary's office, and is delivered to the chief of the division of appointments, 
refunds, bonds, and records, who at once records in a book the name of the ap-
pointee, his term of office, and penalty of the bond required. A blank bond is 
then prepared, a letter of notification of appointment and instruction as to the 
manner of executing his bond is written to the appointee, which letter is copied 
into a special book. The bond and letter, together with blanks for affidavits of sore-
ties, are then mailed to the appointee. After he has executed his bond it comes back 
to this office and is registered and carefully examined. If found insufficient or in-
correct in any particular it is returned to the official, and he is instructed to execute 
a new bond which shall avoid the objections raised to his first one. If upon examin-
ation the bond is found to be in accordance with requirements, and of sufficient amount, 
the names of the sureties, their occupation anu post-office address, are entered upon 
the book first mentioned, together with the date of bond and oath of office. A letter 
4405 TR-11 
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duties made out by the collector; if apparently incorrect, it becomes a subject of 
is then written to the late collector or surveyor, noti(ying him that his successor ha-
uuly qualified, and instructing him to turn over his office, with all the public props 
erty in his hands, to the new official. To the appointee is also addressed a letter in-
forming him of the approval of his bond, and authorizing him to take charge of the 
office. These letters a.re duly copied in the book heretofore referred to. A circular is 
also addressed to the outgoing official containing instructions as to the disposition of 
public funds in his hands. The bond and letters then go to the deputy commissioner, 
and from him to the Commissioner, who approves the bond and signs the letters. 
The bond is filed, and the commission and accompanying letters are transmitted to 
the new official. Upon receipt of these and upon assuming duty he informs this of-
fice of the date thereof. 
When a bond is approved, notification of the fact is sent, by letters, to the honor-
able Secretary of the Treasury, the First Comptroller, the Register of the Treasury, the 
First Auditor, the Commissioner of Navigation, the Supervising Inspector-General of 
Steamboats, and the Supervising Architect. 
In cases where, after the confirmation of an official, or for any other reason, a new 
bond is required from an incumbent, substantially the same process is followed, and 
the official is instructed as to the time for closi.ng his old and commencing a new series 
of accounts. 
CUSTOMS DIVISION. 
The customs division is the final settlement office of all accounts of the collection 
of duties on imports and tonnage dues, and miscellaneous fees and fines and forfeitures 
under the customs and navigation laws; the disbursement accounts covering all the 
expenses of collecting the revenue from customs, the accounts of the Revenue-Cutter 
Service, the Light-House Establishment, the Life-Saving Service, and the Marine-Hos-
pital Service; also the accounts of tran~portation companies for freight and travel 
for the above-mentioned services, the accounts of agents at the seal-fisheries in Alaska 
and for the protection of the sea-otter hunting grounds, and the accounts of the mar-
shals, district attorneys, and clerks for fees in civil customs cases, the accounts of 
shipping commissioners and the various boards of immigration, together with such 
miscellaneous accounts .as pertain to all of the above. This includes, in addition to 
·the examination and settlement of the accounts, correspondence with the collectors 
and disbursing agents and instructions to them as to the rendition of accounts, and 
the opening and keeping of an account with each of them. 
Time. Averages. 
-+=> s Dals actually em-~ Statements Letters 
_§ 
4:) p oyed by any (accounts).l written.3 
Period. a5 1>. one clerk. 0 .... ~.g ... =~ 8 8 .. <E >=l;<l:) 8 ~ s ~ <l:>>=l; ~~ cD a5 a5 'd Ao ='a ::I ::I bll ::I bll ::I ~ ·d ttl ttl s _§ ~ .§ s oil .§ .§ -~ ... ~ 1>. 1>. .s 4:) ~ ~ 
4:) ~ 4:) ~ ~ oil p. p. .s p. 5 A A ~ ~ -<lj ~ -<lj ~ ~ -<lj ----------- - ---- -
1883. 
~t~~~~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::: 
16 25 386 25 20 24 66 4 28 255 5 38 
16 27 379 27 10 24 61 2 27 334 4 40 
16 25 349 25 14 22 59 3 29 198 8 40 
October ................... __ . 16 27 336 27 11 21 107 8 42 339 8 4~ 
Novemb~r ----·-·------------ 16 25 334 25 12 21 67 10 28 418 6 45 
December ................... 16 24 307 24 1 19 80 1 27 321 1 35 
1884. 
January············----····· 16 26 414 26 24 26 73 1 32 387 2 45 
Febrnary .•.•..........•..... 16 24 366 24 12 23 73 2 23 248 3 27 
March ....................... 16 26 369 -26 0 23 77 9 31 365 6 45 
April .•••••.••.••.•••....•.•. 15 26 349 26 0 23 95 3 36 300 6 39 
May .••••.....•.•............ 15 26 347 26 0 23 70 5 28 280 3 30 
June .......••••.............. 15 25 308 25 0 21 70 3 31 278 2 32 
- ------------- - ------ -
Total fiscal year 1884 .••.• ..... 306 4, 2444 295 169 269 793 55 363 2,865 88 459 
- === == -- - -- =====.= -
1 Eleven usually employed ; sometimes less. 
2 The minimum accounts passed, in nearly ever,y instance, represent the accounts fr9m the district 
of New York, and the amount of work required upon them is largely in excess of that upon accounts 
from any other district. 
3 Usually 11 accountu,nts and 1 correspondent. 
4 No proxies employed; average time employed each day, 6 hours 16 minutes. 
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Time. Averages. 
.... a Days actually em- Statements Letters l=l 
<I) <I) ployed by any 
~ a !>, one clerk. (accounts).
1 written. a 
Psriod. 
~ ~- :are 
~ a "' a .s Po~ E~ ~ 4) a Gi s ~ "'Po o.S = r:l = "; Ao alp, -~ bll -~ = ~ -~ 
bl) 
0 a ~ 8 8 al aD aD ~ ""' ""' -~ !>, ~ ~ :s M :§ <I) ~ 
Q.l 
~ ~ ~ 01 ~ 
<:1 
~ 0 A Q ~ ~ <lj ~ ~ ~ 
------------- - ----- - -
1884. 
July ..••.•••.•••••. ------ .... 13 26 297 26 0 23 74 11 30 175 5 29 
ti~~:~~~: :::::: ~ ::::::::::: 14 26 258 26 1 19 82 3 21 134 1 22 13 24 265 24 11 21 80 9 39 41 4 16 13 27 316 27 17 24 142 3 44 200 5 30 
November ................... 14 24 253 24 6 18 74 2 25 107 4 30 
December ................... 14 26 276 26 4 20 98 3 37 195 3 42 
1885. 
January ..................... 15 26 376 26 16 25 112 9 49 284 3 5!J 
rr~~~ha~:::::::: ::::::::::::: 15 22 326 22 20 22 73 4 26 315 4 40 15 25 342 25 13 23 102 7 47 406 8 56 
~;~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 15 26 379 26 22 25 111 5 45 452 6 58 15 25 360 25 :n 24 98 5 36 393 7 50 
June ........................ 15 26 367 26 12 24 89 3 41 400 4 51 
- ------------- - ---- - -
Total fiscal year 1885 .••. ..... 303 3, 8154 280 240 268 1, 030 64 442 ~.459 82 483 
- -------- -- - ----- - -
July------ ................... 15 26 376 26 21 25 96 2 39 438 6 63 
August ...................... 15 25 334 25 13 22 98 4 36 326 2 64, 
September .•••••.••..••..••.. 15 26 310 26 8 21 90 7 35 314 4 47 
October ...................... 14 27 333 27 3 24 92 9 36 467 1 57 
November ................... 14 24 277 24 9 20 101 5 36 437 2 49 
December ................... 12 25 246 25 10 21 55 2 25 280 4 45 
1886. 
January ..................... 13 25 318 25 23 24 111 5 41 456 4 62 
February .................... 13 23 292 23 21 22 95 4 40 381 2 58 
March ....................... 13 27 348 27 25 27 107 5 40 500 2 65 
~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 13 26 319 26 21 25 131 3 43 464 10 69 13 25 309 25 16 24 98 7 38 4G2 9 69 
June ....................... 13 26 321 26 20 25 86 9 37 522 8 6:'. 
- -------------- ------ -
Total fiscal year 1886 •••. ...... 305 3, 7835 390 264 279 ], 107 66 445 5,047 86 708 
- ----· --------- ·- ---·----
July ................ ---- ..... 13 26 297 26 4 23 936 4 28 457 8 52 
August ...................... 11 26 265 26 18 24 70 5 32 241 4 50 
~~y~b:.~~:·::: :::::::::::::::: 12 26 251 26 15 21 57 4 33 258 2 50 12 26 275 2G 12 23 83 8 38 439 5 59 
November ................... 13 24 289 24 9 22 93 10 44 487 4 53 
December ................... 13 25 297 25 19 23 113 10 41 624 0 71 
1887. 
~:~~~i:: :::::::::::::::::: 13 25 317 25 21 24 125 4 45 532 3 69 13 23 292 23 20 22 69 2 31 431 1 54 
- --·----------- - ---- - --
Total part year 1887 ..... ..... 201 2, 2837 195 174 183 676 51 291 3,401 29 457 
1 Eleven usually employed; sometimes less. 
2 The minimum accounts passed, in nearly every instance, represent the accounts from the district 
of New York, and the amount of work required upon them is largely in excess of that upon accounts 
from any other district. 
3 Usually 11 accountants and 1 correspondent. 
4 No proxies employed; average time employed each day, 6 hours 18 minutes. 
& Of this, 88 days worked by proxy; average time employed daily, 6 hours 30 minutes. 
& Average about 12 employed. 
7 Of this, tiO days worked by proxy; average time employed daily, 6 hours 28 minutea. 
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Work received. Work performed. 
._j "d"l:i 'd~ "d .... j tO!'< ._j ~~ 1=1 0 • i'<C 
Q) !=!"' Q) .... ti!"d-'" 1=1 Q) § !=!"'"' -~ ·s ~ l'<"d ..<:l~§ ::;l ~ ..<:l p::;l 0 Q til A Q)~ =~S Q ti!~ Period. = ~ J><~'d Q Af:: 0 ~ P'l§ ~0 0 ~ o:l $ G) ...., 
~ --- -------------- g~ Q .5 .5 ..; ... .s ... tO "' ._j ~ .s ~ rD ~ ~ 1=1 ~ 
-;:; ..; ~ rD ~ "d~ ~ = -"; ~ ~ ~ ~ -;:; ~ ~ ~ tO c:U"d s s s s s :::=ll:>· Q ::s p ::s ::;l ~ 
~bli § ~...,"d -~ ~ 0 ~ 0 .s 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 
-+""d oo~ 
Q Q Q ~ Q Q tO~ ~=<a ~ Q Q .s Q Q Q ~ 0 ...... ~ 5 r/1 ~ rh ~ ~ 00 ~ ..., ~ ~ P-4 H w. w. 
--------1------------------------
1883. 
J nly - ---- -- - - - . - - - - 16 79 
August .........•.. 16 20 
September--------. 16 87 
October ............ 16 50 
November ......... 16 49 






































January ... . ....... 16 76 374 356 -·----- 3 .... 91 387 541 33 
February •...••... 16 91 ..•. 236 ...... 258 --····- ....... 69 249 319 37 
March _ ............ 16 69 _ .•. 369 ...• -- 336 1 .... 101 4151540 74 
April .••........... 15 101 408 400 ....•.. --- ..•. 109 369 468 34 
May ..•............ 15 109 .•.. 320 307 - --------- .... 122 282 359 28 
J nne • • • • • . . . . . . • • . . 15 122 _ . . . 361 343 5 . . . 135 336 379 207 
------------------------
Total fiscal year 
1884 . --------. ---. ---- - --. 4, 056 ------ 3, 991 
July .•••........•.. 13 135 
August ............ 14 73 
September ... -.... - 13 238 
October ............ 13 273 
November .......... 14 238 














9 ---. 135 -- •. 6, 178 4, 138 5, 503 
------- -- --·· 73 
------- --- ---- 238 
------- --· ---- 273 
. ------ 1 ----238 
------- --- ----285 

























January ............ 15 376 469 544 ------- ....... 301 519 4"4 710 101 
February . . . . . . . . . . 15 301 292 288 . ........ ___ .. 305 324 328 477 83 
March . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 305 477 515 ........ _ ..•.. 267 527 499 669 107 
ApriL. ............. 15 267 435 499 ....... 1 .... 202 482 517 692 120 
May ............... 15 202 368 399 .............. 171 400 406 601 71 
June ...•........... 15171 4!)7 456 ....... 3 .... 209 540 449 612 217 
T1r.~~~~~-~~- ... = = 4, 946 = ~ 865 =--;-=1209 = 4, 711 4, 713 5, 79~  
July .•.........•.•.. 15 209 ..•. 322 ...... 427 \475 ....... ,104 .... 336 417 751 =393 
August ............ 15 104 .... 372 ...... 400 1,396 2 2 74 .... 406 366 763 204 
September ......... 15 74 485 383 1,341 --· .... 176 320 408 568 230 
October .....•...... 14 176 432 394 1,335 1 1 213 455 208 689 82 
November .......... 14 213 346 395 1,334 ....... 164 il65 455 584 91 
December.......... 12 164 311 280 636 2 2 193 325 304 536 142 
1886. 
January ............ 13193 409 447 1,026 55 450 402 740 322 
February . • • . . . . . . . 13 55 440 445 1, 137 1 1 49 452 425 692 214 
March .•••......... 13 49 433 436 1,291 1 1 45 527 488 779 164 
April ............... 13 45 472 ·470 1,423 2 2 45 510 477 823 293 
May .........•••••. 13 45 451 414 933 1 1 81 483 417 831 129 
June ............... 13 81 369 402 973 3 5 145 395 366 740 508 
Totalfiscalyear ------------------~------
1886 .•........... . ---- .... 4,842 14,0624,893 14,300 13 15 145 263 5,024 4,733 8,496 2,772 
======================= 
Joly ..••••......... 13 145 263 354 914 336 832 2 2 161 343 335 340 626 125 
An gust . • . . . . . . . . . . 11 161 343 370 1, 020 379 1,_ 096 ....... 152 267 395 404 601 111 
September ........ _ 12 152 267 435 1, 341 393 1, 268 2 2 192 338 327 295 604 229 
October . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 192 338 487 1, 809 456 1, 270 2 3 221 874 501 376 702 209 
November .......... 13 221 874 504 1,469 526 1,812 ....... 199 531 479 510 631 91 
December ....•.... _ 13 199 531 505 1, 110 494 1, 230 ....... 210 411 511 513 848 131 
1887. 
January . • . . . . . . . . . 13 210 411 530 1, 259 534 1, 363 1 3 205 384 533 556 829 
February • . • • . . . • . . 13 205 304 360 1, 024 376 945 •...... 189 383 399 392 644 
173 
91 
Total part year 
1887 •••••••••......••..•.. 3,545 9,946 3,494 9,816 7 10189 383 3,<l80 3,386 5,485 1,160 
1 Not reported by months. 
Seventy-nine days' extra time were made by the employes of this division during 
October, 1885, by working nights on special work for the Secretary, which are not 
included in this report. 
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DIVISION OF APPOINTMENTS, REFUNDS, BONDS, AND RECORDS. 
The duties of this division consist of the issuing and recoruing of requisitions for 
all money advanced to collectors and surveyors of customs, and to officers of the 
Light-House Establishment, the Life-Saving Service, and t.he Marine Hospital Service; 
issuing requisitions on settlement of customs officers' accounts; adjustment of ware-
house and bond accounts, of accounts of bonds for the repair of machinery imported 
under section 2511 Revised Statutes, of accounts of entries of horses with wagons, 
&c., for temporary purposes, and accounts of unclaimed goods; adjustment of all 
certified claims for refunds of excess of duty collected from importers; receiving, ex-
amining, entering, summarizing, and registering of all stubs of receipts for duties and 
fees and tonnage from the various customs districts, and comparing and checking 
therewith the collection accounts, and supplying all customs officers with blank re-
ceipts; recoruing, referring, and filing of statements and reports relative to publi 
funds, seizures, fines, remissions, compromises, returns of money, &c.; registering oc 
appointments of all collectors and surveyors of customs, the preparation, examinaf 
tion, and recording of their official bonds, and the transmittal to them of their com-
missions; recording of all appointments and changes in the customs, light-house-
revenue marine, marine hospital, and shipping services, and seeing that the officia, 
oaths of all appointees under the foregoing heads are properly executed and are filedl 
in this office; filing of all letters which remain in the office; writing all letters which 
may be necessary in transacting the business C'f the division, and the copying of all 
letters written in the office; besides a large amount of other work of a miscellaneous 
character. 
Time. Averages. 
l=l -d Dals actu-~ (I) ~ 
A aly em-.s Statements Letters 0 ployed by Stubs summarized. s ..., A (accounts),! written. 2 
Period. 1=1 s any one (I) (I) 
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A-
Q 
"" cl -~ m m p., ~ ~ ciS ciS 
A A ~ 
- -- -
25 343 25 
27 321 27 
25 303 25 
27 389 '!.7 
25 371 25 
24 308 24 
26 398 26 
24 321 24 
26 331 26 
26 368 26 
26 373 26 
25 355 25 




26 312 26 
26 267 26 
24 259 24 
27 300 27 
24 272 24 
26 322 26 
26 325 26 
22 277 22 
25 311 25 
26 334 26 
25 290 25 
26 295 26 
- ---
303 53,564 281 
- -- -
1 Four usually employed. 
2 Seven average number employed. 
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ciS ~ ciS .s 
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55 11 29 114 2 45 ........ ---··· 
114 5 34 141 8 39 .•••.••. -----· 58 6 25 92 11 35 ........ .......... 
57 6 27 112 4 48 ..••.••. 
206 21 66 148 4 48 ........ ·-----llfi 20 46 99 1 30 ........ ·-----
101 22 45 177 2 56 ........ ......... 
91 20 38 134 5 37 ........ ......... 
75 16 34 117 2 42 ..•..••. ...... 
62 15 32 85 2 32 ........ ...... 
112 19 41 152 (! 40 ........ ........ 
116 17 50 108 8 37 ........ .......... 
--- - --- - -----
1, 091 201 467 1, 383 223 485 
-- - - -- - - ----
143 20 58 183 7 80 7,940 2,690 
113 29 49 127 10 63 15,443 12,895 
16 6 11 163 9 83 11,833 3, 532 
46 21 31 165 3 50 13,317 2,466 
60 6 26 22 0 14 10,771 5,576 
81 5 27 70 10 50 16,723 12,143 
b2 17 29 151 5 43 8, 813 6,880 
37 19 28 164 12 47 7, 666 6, 632 
52 2 24 86 9 35 7, 909 6,fi94 
55 20 36 86 19 45 13, 176 3,817 
58 26 37 120 15 43 10,199 7,400 
54 19 33 106 15 45 16,602 6, 200 -- - - -- - - - - --
6 502 135 383 1, 085 121 599 133,230 83,987 
--- - - --- - ----
4 No p~oxies employed (average time employed each day, 6 hours 15 minutes). 
6 Of thls, 215 days worked by proxy (average time employed daily, 6 hours 7 m.iimtes). 
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Days actu-<P <P p., 
~ 0 ally em- Statements Letters 0 'A ployed by Stubs summarized. s ..., (accounts). 1 written.2 
~ a any one Q;l clerk. 
~ f b <i .s ~ .e s s ~ ~ s s Q) 8 s <i Q;l 0 ::s Q) ::s .p ::s ::s <l5 A ::s b.() b.() ::s b.() ::s b.() 0 ce a a ce .§ .§ ciS 8 8 ~ .§ .§ ciS ·~:: Cll rD -~ ~ .... -~ ·a .... Q;l ~ ~ ·a g: 
= 
1':::1 Q;l Q;l M .s Q;l 6 ~ ~ I> ~ ~ 
ciS I> A A ~ ..q ~ ..q ~ ~ ~ ..q -- - - - -- - - -- - - --------
1885. 
July .......•.......•. 12 26 285 26 5 24 56 32 ' 97 5 41 14",..65 8,312 11,388 
August.--·........ 11 25 244 25 8 22 52 6 28 96 12 45 10,09810,590 10,644 
September .......•. 11 26 220 26 7 20 48 20 36 135 8 50 14,788 3,961 9,374 
October............ 12 27 275 27 9 23 44 8 28 130 2 39 13,751 4, 044 8, 897 
November .......... 12 24 264 24 15 2i 76 25 43 100 3 55 9,564 2,597 6,080 
December.......... 13 25 288 25 15 22 33 30 32 124. 1 42 12, 254 4, 199 8, 226 
1880. I 
January............ 12 25 293 25 22 24 55 39 44 105 2 55 12,126 8, 055 10,090 
February.......... 12 23 263 23 15 2 47 18 32 80 5 48 9, 80!) 7, 554 8, 681 
March .......•..•... 12 27 312 27 22 26 44 34 3!) 122 5 53 9,253 6,830 8,041 
April ..•.......•.... 12 26 305 26 23 25 49 19 32 70 5 36 9,220 6,282 7,751 
May .••..•.. -.-. . . . 12 25 288 25 22 24 40 33 37 232 11 60 12, 207 7, 655 9, 931 
June ...•....•...... 12~~~~~~~~~-7~~ 10,88010,339 10,610 
1886.......... 30543,338 304 268 280 558 339 418 1,359 721 580 136,21983,214 109,716 
Total fiscal year I 
July ............... 13 20 304 26 15 23 41 101 27 142 4 52 10,65411,213 13,!)33 
August ...... ...... 15 26 322 26 12 21 37 12 25 26<J 1 64 7, 237 5, 073 6,155 
September . . . . . . . . . 14 26 292 26 101 21 44 10 27 73 1 34 8, 185 7, 041 7, 613 
October ............ 14 26 323 26 14 23 46 6 18 73 4 35 9,275 8,488 8,881 
November ...•...... 14 24 306 24 16 22 40 23 28 113 1 44 8,837 5,229 7,035 
December.......... 14 25 324 25 20 23 47 30 35 71 2 36 4, 747 3,158 3, 952 
1887. 
January............ 14 25 335 25 18 24 
February .......... 14 23 309 23 20 22 
46 30 33 191 1 02 10, 729 6, 999 8, 864 
20 16 16 101 1 40 7, 188 4, 874 6, 031 
-----------------·-----
Total part year 
1887 .••••••••. 1··-· 2011l2,515 188171 180 315 141 208 909 16 367 72, 065 52, 862 62, 464 
I Four usually employed. 
2 Seven average number employed. 
a Two usually employed. 
4 Of this, 147 days worked by proxy (average time employetl daily, 6 hours 31 minutes) . 
' Of this, 201 days worked by proxy (average time employe(l daily, 6 hours 21 minutes). 
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Work received Work performed 
.,:;; • ...., <I) <I) .... 0 l:i 0 . ..... 0 
~ -~ .s ~ e ;g .ere .s ~. <t.i l=l 8 
,.q <I) ~~ ::s::s,.q~§ as.g .e Po_ 
...: re-d ~~,.,..."'"'; ;l Ire :c~-< 
~ ~ 1>1re ~..q 0~~ s : ~t; "'· re"'· ~as 
Period. 0 P:: 1 ~ ~ P:: .3 <I) ~ ,.q ~ as ~as t:: 
a) -- ~ ~.<;:: .... 'E ·a·~ g;~ 
~ ~ <t.i $ ~. 2 11 . ~ <.>ill' ~ g de$ g~-< 
~ ..... !3 1:l $ g .;£ l=l ~ ~ ~ .s .g-as ~ ;:: ~ ~ ~ 
~ s § El § e § 8 § s 1 § re .s~ f ~ ::s ;§~:d 
"!:: ~ g .s g ~ g .s 8 ~ •
1 
~ ~ ~15 ~ ~ $ :C ~ 0;~ 
~ Q ~ Q ~ Q ~ Q .. - o 1>1 Q <I) <I) E ..... ~-
0 w ~~~ ~ rn <Q rn <Q w I <Q ~ l'il H r-:1 rn ~ 
-1·8-83-.--tl- -------,-------
July............... 16 14 ... . 120 ..... 117 1 .. 16,... 29. ... . 312 774 22,066 3, 74 
August ... . . . . . . . .. 16 16 . . . 129 . . . . . 135 10,. .. 83 . . . . . 273 630 20, 241 3, OH7 
September ......... 16 10 ... 114 ..... 102 1.. 21 /--- 15 .... 242 524 18,071 2,4:J4 
October . . . . . .. . . . .. 16 21 . . . 98 . . . . . 109 101.. . 114 . . . . 334 929 ~4, 60! ~· 0?7 November ....•..... 16 10 ... 274 ..... 263 1 .. 20
1
... 50 ..... 336 712 27,992 3,9.l4 
Decembf~84~........ 16 20 . . . 199 . . . . . 184 35
1
... 57 . . . . 210 651 27, 788
1
1 2, 911 
,January .........•.. 16 35 ... 173 .••. 181 .......... 27 ... 129 ..... 390 875 19,908 3,991 
February .... . • . . . . 15 27 . . . 143 . . . . . 151 19
1
. .. 51 . . . . 261 616 l:J, 945 1, 607 
March.............. 15 19 . . . 148 . . . . 136 31 . . . 64, . . . . . 295 905 11, 245 1, 856 
April............... 15 31... 118. .. . . 126 1.. 22, ... 51 .. . . . 226 817 16, 875 1, 659 
May................ 15 22 . . . 169 .. . . . 162 29''.. . 55
1
. .... 281 691 17, 035 1, ti81 
June . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 15 29 . . . 191 . . . . . 200 20 ... ~ .:...:.:..:..::~·~ 10, 849 1, 6:l0 
Total fiscal year ------- I I 
1884 ... - ....... -......... 1, 876 .. -.. 1, 866 4 . . 201... 788 ..... 3, 392 8, 856 240, 019 32, 69 
July··············· -14 20 ... 231 .... - 219 32i·· · 9 _____ ._560 ;1' 783 .10,630 2,lo 
August ............ 14 32 ... 195 .. .. 19~ 29 ... 107 ..... ~40 _496 2~,~38 1,84 
September ......... 14 29 ... 98 .. .. 43 84 ............. o84
1
314 1<>,365 1,69 
October ............ 14 84.. 137 .... 123 98 ... 141. .... 350 047 15,783 1,56 
November ........•. 14 98 ... 119 .... 105 112 .•. 84 ..... 96 80816,3471,294 
December...... . . . . 14
1
112 . . . 98 . . . . 107 1 .. 102 . . . 11 . . . . . 348! 810 28, 866 3, 671 
1885. 
January ............ 14102 .. . 104 .... 118 .......... 88 ... 258 ..... 3031,233 15,693 4,583 
~~~~ha~:.:::::::::: ~~ ~~ ::: 1~L::: 1~L::::: :: :: ~~ ::: 1~~ ::::: ~~~~ ~g~ ~!:~~g !:~~i 
ApriL............. 13 60 ... 97 ..... &108 1 .. 48 ... 160 ..... 3131,008 16,993 4, 384 
May .......••..•.... 12 48 ... 92 ..... 110 30 ... 272 ..... 304 861 18,599 5,0il5 
June .........•.•... 12 30 ... 97 ..... 98 ~~~~~.:..:..:.:..:~1~ 2::!,802 !,958 Total fiscal year ------- I 
1885 ...•.•.. -- .. - ........ 1, 450.-- .. ~439 2 .. ~~~ 1, 344,-..:.:.::.:. 4,193 9, 604 217, 2171~~. 385 
July .....•.......••• 12 29 ... 121. .... --w--w71154-:-=:--s9
1
TI6 - 287----s43 2:.!,7773,66 
August·······-···· 11 54... 94 ..... 83 163 65 ... 28 246 315 660 21,288 4,00 
September ....•...• 11 65 ... 91.... 107 149 49 ..• 79 205 351 55718,740 4,09 
October ............ 12 49 ... 75.... 84 121 40 ... 100 252 275 686 17,795 5,62 
November .••...•.. 12 40 ... 139.... 130 44-1 49 . .. 55 202 383 87512,1615,78 
December .. ·-······ 13 <19 ••• 78 .... 95 130 1 1 31... 56 240 294 713 10,453 5,07 
1886. 
January .•.•...••..• 12 31 ... 127 .... 133 189 .... 25.'!. 90 295 383 675 20,1815,243 
Febmary ..•....••. 12 25... 83 .... 97 276 .... 11... 61 328 337 616 17,363 5 034 
March ..•....••.... 1211 ... 134 .... 118 176 .... 27 ... 115 197 371 74016,083 5:5()4 
ApriL ..•.....••• -. 12 27 ... 103 .... 95 152 .... 35 ... 79 281 2551,022 15,502 5,454 
MJunay
6 




.·.·.·.·· 110 304 32 ... 115 215 4191,201 19,862 4,513 
12 32... -~~.I~J:~~~~ 386 714~2191 6,309 
Total fiscal year -- - ---- I I I 
1886.----.-.--•.......... 1, 237 2, 391 1, 244, 2, 413 ~ ~...!!! ~ ~ 2,2_6~ 4, 656 9, 302 219, 433:60, 597 
July ...•.•..•.•..•. 13 19 25 78 205--sil--w71115122--IT-rn:365!f58 -27,867r6,844 
August .....•••••.• 15 15 22 9fi 257 741 159 371120 93 232 451 878 12,31015,367 
September......... 14 37120 107 134 82 134 2 2 60,118 68 150 235 551 15,226 5, 677 
October .....•••••.. 14 60118 93 90 55 03 981'115 18 302 248 797 17,763 5,548 
November.·-······· 14 98115 46 249 83 292 6172 28 299 305 812 14,069 5,442 
December •.•••.... 14 61 n 81 141 105
1 
149 37 64 94 161 252 792 7,905 5,447 
1887. 
January ..•...••••.. 14 37 64 68 74 08 j 125 7 13 83 171 4361,504 17,728 5,077 
February .•.•...... 14 7 H 44
1
191~;~ ~~·~--8 123 2791,176 12,062 5,646 
Total part year ------- I 
1887 .•......... ······· ... 6131,341 0261 1,360 3 3 3 3 4631,5892,5717,468124,92745,94 
1 One usually employed. . 
2 Two; sometimes three employed 
3 U snally two employed. 
4 Under'the head of· .. Miscellaneous" i~ inclmled the estimates received and examined, requisitions 
issued, let tors receivell, entered, and fi.lod, or referrell, moue,y r·eturns .re?eived and ~xamined, public 
funds, statements, oaths 1·eo-istered appointments entered and comm1sswns transmitted, bonds pre-
pared and forwarlled, stu.l/' statem~nts matle up, and such minor work as cannot conveniently be 
assigned to separate columns. 
6 Only three employed for April, May, and June. 
Eleven clays' extra time were made hy the employes of this division during Octo-
ber, 181:l5, by workin~ nights on special work for the Secretary, which are uot in-
cluded in this report. 
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REGISTER OF THE TREASURY. 
TREASURY DEPAHTMENT, REGISTER'S OFFICE, 
May 20, 1~87. 
SIR: In compliance with the indorsement of the Department of March 26, 1787, 
upon the letters of tho chairman of the Senate Select Committee, appointed to inquire 
into the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Govern-
ment, I transmit herewith-
(1) Report of the loan division of this office, consisting of a carefully prepared 
tabular statement and explanation in full of the methods of lmsiness in that division. 
(2) Report of the coupon and currency division, consisting of a tabular statement 
in the form prescribed by the committee and another tabular statement marked "A," 
with an explanatory report giving in detail methods of business in that division. 
(3) A detailed statement of the operations and methods of business in the division 
of receipts and expenditures, with accompanying tables, and the tabular statemen-
in the form required by the committee, with explanatory remarks more fully exhibitt 
ing what cannot be shown in that table. 
It may, perhaps, be proper in this letter of transmittal to advert to the fact that the 
improved efficiency and dispatch in the operations of the Bureau, which have arisen 
from an introduction of the system of daily record of work done by each class of em-
ployes, appear imperfectly in the tables. It is especially perceptible in examining the 
details which are submitted in the reports, auxiliary tables, and columns· of remarks. 
It may be convenient to refer the committee to the enumeration of special work 
contained in the Register's report of the year ended.J nne, 1886, page 7 and following, 
and also on page 11, last paragraph, and following. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
W. S. ROSECRANS, 
Register. 
NOTE, COUPON, .AND CURRENCY DIVISION. 
Report of the note, coupon, and currency division, Register's Office, Treasury Depa1·tment, 
on the methods of business and work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Committee and called 
for by Department ci1·cular of March 26, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business in the note, coupon, and currency 
division of the Register's Office, Treasury Department. 
Coupon bonds of United States and District of Columbia, of various issues, redeemed, 
exchanged, or transferred. 
Coupons from bonds of United States and District of Columbia, of various issues, 
redeemed. 
Checks for interest upon registered bonds of United States and District of Colum-
bia, of various issues, paid. 
Currency certificates of deposit redeemed. 
Compound interest notes redeemed. 
Gold certificates (act March 3, 1863) redeemed. 
One and two year Treasury notes redeemed. 
Seven thirty Treasury notes redeemed. 
Four per cent. refunding certificates redeemed. 
Currency redeemed and destroyed. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the note, coupon, 
and currency division of the Register's office, Treaaury Department, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the Register's office and then show-
ing in, consecutive order, the various steps taken by each of such principal busi-
ness matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The note and coupon division was organized June 30, 1864, to supply a ready and 
accurate means of information in regard to the individual and collective redemption 
of all coupon bonds, coupons, certificates of indebtedness, interest-bearing Treasury 
notes, gold certificates, &c. Records are kept, in which each note, bond, coupon, and 
certificate is entered, so as to indicate the redemption of the same; the records also 
showing by number those outstanding in any particular issue. These securities are 
all carefully examined and arranged by loan, denomination, and number, and, after 
registration, the coupon bonds and interest notes are destroyed, but the redeemed 
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coupons, gold certificates, and certificates of indebtedness, are retained and placed on 
file in this division. 
This is the only division in the Treasury Department where a record is kept of re-
deemed coupons, by loan, denomination, date of maturity, and number. 
There were on July 1, 1886,91,644,468 coupons on :file, amounting to $1,167,341,526.87. 
By the system of accounts used any particular coupon, which has been redeemed, 
can be produced at a moment's notice, and information can be given in any case if a 
coupon is paid or not. Whenever payment of a coupon is refused by the Treasurer 
or any assistant treasurer of the Unit.ed States on account of the mutilation of the 
same through the loss of its date or number, by 1·eference to the books the necessary 
information is given by which such coupon can be paid. This division is also the 
:final depository for all interest checks issued by the Department in payment of inter-
est on registered bonds. 
A record is made of them as of notes, bonds, coupons, &c., and they are placed on 
file for reference. 
Schedules are prepared of redeemed, exchanged, and transferred coupon bonds, 
showing in detail the amount of each case, by loan and denomiPation, and the num-
ber of coupons attached to each bond, and accompany the bonds in their transmittal 
to the destruction committee. 
Pursuant to departmental order, dated September 6,1866, a schedule is prepared in 
like manner, of each account of redeemed coupon, which is retained in this division. 
An account is also kept, in addition to the numerical registers, showing the number 
and amounts redeemed and outstanding, in aggregate, of all certificates of indebted-
ness, interest-bearing Treasury notes, and gold certificates coming to this division. 
The redeemed, exchanged, and transferred bonds are received from the loan divis-
ion of this office, and coupons, interest notes, gold certificates, certificates of indebt-
edness, and interest checks from the :First Comptroller's office. There are eight hun 
dred and thirteen books used in this division for the purposes of record and account 
of the foregoing work. By departmental order, dated September 30, 1885, the cur-
rency division of this office (on account of reduced work in that division) was con-
solidated with this division, which is now designated the note, coupon, and currency 
division, and the following duties pertaining to the redemption and destruction of 
worn aud mutilated United States notes, gold and silver certificates, fractional cur-
rency, and other mo~ey securit.ies of the lJnited States, including revenue stamps, as 
have been found mutilated or Imperfect m the process of manufacture before being 
put into circulation, are also performed. 
The authority to redeem and destroy the above-named money securities of the Gov-
ernment is derived from the act of March 17, 1862 (12 Stat. 370, Sec. 4). The regula-
tions governing their destruction require that they shall :first be counted and assorted 
by series and denominations in the Treasurer's office, where they are put in small 
packages, arranged in regular order, according to series and denomination, of either 
fifty or one hundred notes each, and strapped by the counter lengthwise and across; 
the date of the counting, the amount contained in the package or strap, the number 
of the case showing from whom received, and the name of the counter are noted upon 
the strap. They are then canceled in the presence of the counter by punching four 
crescent-shaped holes through• each package, two near each end, about an inch apart; 
these are then put into bundles or packages of ten or twenty packages each and let-
tered A, B, C, or D, each sub-package being numbered from one to ten, or twenty, as 
the case may be; the packages of notes and certificates thus lettered and numbered 
are then cut in two lengthwise and put up into bundles or lots of four thousand half-
notes each, there being one thousand half notes in each ofthe packages lettered as 
stated. The upper halves of the notes thus prepared or cut in two are delivered by 
the Treasurer to the Register of the Treasury and the lower halves to the Secretary. 
The fractional currency is cut into right and left halves, the right being sent to the 
Register and left to the Secretary. 
The halves so sent to the Register's office are recl)unted and examined by the note, 
coupon, and currency division (those sent to the Secretary's office being recounted 
and examined there), for the discovery of any errors that may have occurred in the 
first count or the existence of counterfeits that may have escaped detection. If a 
hundred half-note package is found by the recounter to contain less than one hun-
dred halves, any number over, a note of any other series than that of the lot, or a 
counterfeit, the label of the package is taken off, the shortage, excess, wrong series, 
or counterfeit which has been discovered is noted on it, and such label, with the notes 
representing such excess, wrong series, or counterfeit, is returned to the Treasurer 
for correction. If any error discovered in the recount of either of these halves by one 
office bas escaped detection in the other, the labels sent to the Treasurer by the office 
of the discoverer enables the other office, without delay, to re-examine and find its 
corresponding half. A record of the count and of the errors found is kept in both of 
the recounting offices,·and by them reported to the Treasurer. When all three offices, 
after discovery, correction, and report of errors, agree as to their count, the Treasurer 
notifies the Register and Secretary of such fact. Then the money is canceled by 
punching another hole through each end~ after which it is destroyed by being placed 
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in. a macerater of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in which, by the action of 
steam, alkalies, and knives, it is reduced to a pulp. This macerater is fastened by 
three different locks, the keys of which are separately kept by the three members of 
the committee who witness the destruction, and it cannot be opened except when the 
three members of the committee are present. In addition to these three official wit-
nesses, each representing one of the above-named offices, a citizen, specially appointed 
by the Secretary, is also present at these destructions as a witness for the people. 
After the destruction is completed, a certificate setting forth the fact, and signed by 
each of the witnessing committee, is furnisheu to the Secretary, the Register, and the 
Treasurer; whereupon the Government redeems the loss thus occasioned, and reim-
burses the last-named officer by reissue of the amounts of the securities so destroyed. 
Besides witnessing the destruction of securities that have been in circulation, this 
committee also witnesses the destruction of all such-including revenue stamps-as 
have been found mutilated or imperfect in the process of manufacture and which 
have likewise been previously examined and counted by a committee appointed.for 
that purpose and selected from offices of the Secretary, Treasurer, Register, and 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, which committee so selected keeps a tabulated 
statement, recording the number of sheets destroyed, their character, value, and de-
nomination, and such other data as are held to be necessary in copnection therewith. 
For full information printed forms of daily and monthly reports of work performed 
in this division are filed herewith. The monthly reports are made up from the actual 
issue of work to the employes, of which an accurate record is kept. The present 
chief of division was appointed in October, 1885, previous tow hich date no individual 
record of work done was kept. 
Respectfully submitted. 
L. W. REID, 
Chief Note, Coupon, and C1tr1'enmJ Division, Registm·'s Office. 
NOTE.-For some reason the destruction of the redeemed coupon bonds was sus-
pended when 2,363,052 bonds, representing $1,421,687,450, had been destroyed. Since 
which time all (1,514,045 bonds, representing $905,828,400, on June 30, 1886) that 
have been received are on file in the division. 
None of the redeemed seven-thirty notes have yet been destroyed. 
To the REGISTER : 
[Daily report of work.j 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, REGISTER'S OFFICE, 
----,188-. 
SIR : I have the honor to report the following work performed to-day : 
Bonds. 
Entered in blotter ••••••••••••••...•.. 
Compared with blotter .........•..... 
Tracsferred to numerical registers ... 
Schedule, pages of, entered----------
Schedule, pages of, eopied ..... -.-.- .. 
Schedule, pages of, compared with 
blotter. 
Schedule, pages of, compared with 
original. 
Schedule, pages of, footed •••••• -.-.-. 
Interest checks. 
No. Coupons. 
Examined and counted to verify 
schedule. 
Arrane;ed intolO's ofl,OOO's ....... . 
Arranged numerically and counted. 
Registered in numerical registers ... 
Examined registration .....•........ 
Schedule, pages of, entered ....•.•... 
Schedule, pages of, transferred to 
ledger. 
Error slips arranged .......•••••.••. 
Error slips corrected in boxes ..... . 
Error slips corrected in numerical 
registers. 
No.J Cn,.,ncy, &c. 
a5 ~ a5 ai 
~ 0 -~ <P No. d A ~ 0 <P Q) 
H ~ A A 
- - -
-......------------1--l-------------1---------
Counted to verify schedule .....•. -- .. 
Tied in lOO's and l,OOO's --------····--
Registeretl in numerical registers.--. 
Examined registration ..••. -- ..•. ---. 
Errorslips arranged.-----··-·---··-· 
Error slips corrected ..••••••••••• ----
REMARKS: 
Very respectfully, 
! No. currency certificates of deposit. 
No. Treasury notes---------·-· ..... 
No.4 per cent. refunding certificates. 
No. silver certificates .......... ___ .. 
No. gold certificates._ ......•••.•••.. 
No. United States notes---····-··-· 
No. fractional currency . --· •••••••.. 
-- --, Clerk. 
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The following statement shows the work performed by the division in the month 
of March, 1887: 
~ ~ @ M'd ~ . ..<:lri;, Scheduled. 'd <II 0 ~=~$ f~ § ~..; ~ ll: <111'1 0~ .s .<\I l'!rD 'd'"' Pages. 'drd -+"::;j ]~ 'd ·~·bb 'd'd >r;j. ~-. 'd<ll <II,.... <IIQ) '"'o:! 
~8 Character of work. Q)Q) Q) ... CJ:::3 >l<ll>r;j Q) ... o:!o I~ .... .q ;..Q) p.O ......... p. ..... ~ rd Q) >lo Q) .... s~ ~>l$ <II<\! s~ .... rd §~ ::;jrD ~ ........ ~'! +>o ,0 Q) 'd Gil 8.t> 0 e\ls::;j 1'1· .... 8§~ ... Q) p. $ 0Q) Q) 0 <llii} s Q) ..... s .'d • 0 o~$ ~ 0 o·,..C 0 0 0<:\10 ~s ::;j ~ 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fi1 0 0 ~ ~ 
------------- ---------
Bonds,variousloans ........•.••. 6,97610,0!!7 ......... 48,413 ...•... ······· 3054304t 88!-·-······ 
Coupons, various loans ... 104, 145 .... _ . . . • • . 181, 323 150, 432 375, 575 636, 647 130 35 ..........•..•••• 
Interest checks, various 
loans ................... 24,759 ......•......•...... 14,122 41,536 ....••.................•.•.••• 
1 ancl 2 year 5 per cent. 
Treasury notes......... 1..... .•••.. 1 1 ....••..•.....••...•...••••.•• 
3-year compound-interest 
notes ................... 19 .••...••... 19 19 19 ..••••..••....•...••..••.•.... 
3-year 7-.J?IJ Treasury notes ..............••••..••....... , •....••••••..•••••.•••.........•.••••••..• 
Gohl certificates, March 
3, 1863- ....... - .. - . -. . . . . . .• - • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . - . . . . • . . . • • . • . . • • • . . . -. . . • . . . • - . . . . • . . . . • . . ••• -... . 
Currency certificates of 
deposit ....... _ . . . . . . • . . 162 . . • . . . . . . . . 162 162 162 . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
United States notes ........•..•....•...••... 1, 589, 295 .•.•......••...•••••..••....•...... 1, 589, 295 
Silver certificates_........ ••• . . . . . . • . . • •• • . . 127, 339 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. • . • . • • • . . . . • • . . • • . 127, 339 
Gold certificates.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 4, 877 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . 4, 877 
4 per cent. refunding cer- 200 .........•.••• 
tificates ................ · ······• · ···· •••••· ·•·••• · ·---~-- ·---~---· 200 
Fractional currency . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . 9, 900 . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . • . . . . . . • • . 9, 900 . 
Oldfu~~~~st checks ..••.•..••••....•.•.•••••••••..•...••.... 43,156 .•••••.•.•....••..••....••.•... 
Reports to Treasurer United States on currency received .•...........•...••••......••••.•• 
No. entries in numet"ical registers examined to find No. outstanding notes, certificates, &c. 
No. of clerks in the division ...•......•••.••••...••...•••...•.•....••.••.••••. ·-···· ••••••.. 






G. W. REID, 
Chief Note, Coupon, and Cu,rrency Division. 
To the Ron. R~GISTER OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the note, coupon, and cur-
rency division of the office of the Register for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
Coupons: . 
Arranged numerically and counted. 
Registere(l. ....................... .. 
Examined ......................... . 
Scheduled* ..•..•••.•..•.•••••••..•. 
Interest checks : 
er.i U1 aibll -~,..; U1 .7Jbll 00 
00 q:::l "'"'~"~. q:::l • ..... !=!. ,..... 
bll" "t:l-~~ 'dp, bllll') 
"t::S•r"""'l.Q 
,.....- ~=~~ 'dpoo ........ 1'!00 'g~~ p, ..... 00 >l'd .-1 Pp ..... ao ... .-I <\I ... >r;jl-:> ... ...-~ <il ... 





~'d~ <liP, ~'d ...... Q)P, 
~ ~ ...... oo<D<il ~ ....... wQ)C:S "'"'o:! >lrDO ,0~~ ...... ~ 1'1"'0 1'1 ~0 ~ &oa ~Q <\lorn <II Q) 8 P..-1 Q) .... p.q:::l 
~ ~ E-i ~ E-i 
------------------------
~~m~~~~mrn~~m~~~~~m 
3, 591, 483 2, 019, 350 2, 235, 028 3, 375, 80fl 1, 958, 022 2, 537, 182 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m 
0 0 0 .o 0 0 
Registered...... . •• • • • . • . • • .. • • • • • • • 531 370, 161 370, 152 540 609, 429 370, 753 
Examined . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . • . .. • . • . . 823, 081 370, 161 0 1, 193, 242 609, 429 0 
Bonds: 
Entered in blotter .................. 1, 044,314 
Registered ........•................. 1, 044,314 
40,706 
40,706 
72, 383 1, 012, 637 





Currency counted, canceled, and de-
stroyed . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 0 22, 086, 062 22, 086, 062 0 25, 583, 099 25, 583, 099 
Copying accounts ancl warrantst .•.••• - -~ 01 01 0 0 0 0 
Total ............................. 13, 114, 598 28, 965, 846 30, 144, 785 11, 935, 659 32, 735, 645 33, 168, 440 
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I rn,...; rt:l U.,bll -~,...[ u.,,s , bl)O 00 ..... 
;a!» ~ 
•.-<!=! ~~ -~ =:e ;a..c= 
~=~- bllcO ~-§g 'gb bllt- 'CI·~t- ~=to 
~~ '""" I=I'CI~ ~~ ~=too §.8~ =~ ·o"'" ..... 00 .-o"'" ..... 00 ......... ciS ... ... ..... 'g~ 
Character of business. §~ 
~ ... 'CI'+-<c<S ~=t..., ~ . 'CI'+-<~.....:. 'Cicl$ a;>Oa:> c<So .-o~;:::t a;>Oa;>,..., o:!'o-< 
'ga; . 
'd<l) "" I» 'g.-g . 'Cia:>..c= 1) p.,A 'CIO a:> I» ~alee P..-. ~ P..o o:~'CI- 0 §~.,.: 
~~~ •.-<ciS §~~ ~~~ ·r-1~~ 
rna:>o:!>-< 
gso ~g~ ~[~~ Ao~ • 1=1 p.,..., <I) ... ~ 1=1 p.,.... >::1 p.,... 
0 ~ E-t 0 ~ E-t 0 




and countecL .......... 1, 747,456 1, 427,009 2, 736,026 438,439 859,585 946,303 351,721 
Registered ............... 2, 796,645 1, 427, 009 2, 902,440 1, 321,214 859,585 l, 659,866 520,933 
Examined ............... 3, 696,078 1, 427,009 3, 087,313 2, 035, 774 859,585 1, 463, 931 1, 431,428 
Scheduled* ..•............ 2, 825,179 1, 427,009 1, 682,706 2, 569,482 859,585 2, 045, 633 1, 383,434 
Interest checks: 
Registered ............... 239, 216 334,140 481,299 92,057 131, 863 223,920 0 
Examined ................ 
Bonds: 
1, 802,671 334,140 1, 404,478 732,333 131, 863 500,408 363,788 
Entered in blotter ....... 610,399 24,208 452,899 181,708 25,694 187,790 19,612 
Registered ............... 610, 399 24,208 452,899 181,708 25, 694 116,977 90,425 
Currency counted, canceled, 
and destroyed ...... . ... . ... 0 15, 885, 489 15,885,489 0 13, 198, 941 13,198,941 0 
Copying accounts and war-
rantst ................ ......... 0 0 0 0 17,668 17,668 0 
-----------------------
TotaL .........••....... 14,328,043 22, 310,221 29,085,549 7, 552,715 16, 970,063 20,361,437 4, 161,341 
*No record kept until .July 1, 1885. 
tif any of this work was done previous to .July 1, 1885, no record was kept. 
The business of this division cannot be classified and intelligibly shown within the 
limit of "ten items;" to consolidate would but confuse; hence the more prominent 
items have been selected for this report, as shown in this table. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the note, cou-
pon, and currency division of the office of the Register during the time specified: 
Month. 
Average Average Average Average 
July-----·-·····································--·-
~~~~~b~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::·. :::::: 
October ........•..•.•...••.••........••.......•...... 
November .•.•.•...•...•...............•..•••••.•...• 
December .......................................... . 
t~~~i~~~ _:~-~-~-~--:_:::: ::_:::: ~-:_:::: :~: ~=:: :~:: :::::: ~:::: 
April ..................... - ............... ···------ · 
May ................................................ . 
.June ............................... . ..... ·•••·· .... .. 















































To aggregate the above and attempt to get a monthly ''average amount" for this 
table would give no accurate idea of the work, especially as no record was kept of 
two of the items previous to July 1,1885. The "maximum" and'' minimum" head-
ings are understood to refer to the amount of business transacted and disposed of by 
the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least, which, from the varied 
character of business handled by the same person, cannot be given, but the record of 
each one of each class can be, as on another form. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the note, coupon, and cur-
rency division of the office of the Register, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present tho least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6! hours daily. 
Years. 
-----------1---1------------------ ------
1884 . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . 305~ 13, 504 
1885 • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . • • . . • .. . .. 302! 12, 732 
1886 ........................ - 305 12, 658 
1887 .................. --..... 201 6, 141 
217. 5 13,721.5 51.7 
747. 5 13, 479. 5 51. 4 
84 7 13, 505 49. 3 
593 6, 734 37. 2 
h. m. 
265.4 *6 11 
262.2 6 10 
273.9 6 23 





*Division closed for ~en days on account of repairs, painting room, putting down ~arpets, &o. 





Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the division of re-
ceipts and expenditures of the Registers' office, Treasury Department. 
This division is subdivided into the following sections: (1) Copying and records; 
(2) Book-keeping; (3) Files. 
COPYING AND RECORDS SECTION. 
All accounts adjusted by the First and Fifth Auditors, and the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, after certification by the First Comptroller or Commissioner of 
Customs, are transmitted to the copying and records section of this division. Also all 
pay warrants issued in the settlement of accounts or as advances to disbursing offi-
cers, together with all War, Navy, and Interior (Indian and Pensions,) repay war-
rant's and certain miscellaneous covering warrants. The accounts as received are 
stamped with the current ·date, and the reports examined to see that they are prop-
erly signed, and those upon which warrants are to issue separated from the others. 
Copies of these are made, certified by the Register and forwarded either to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, Interior, War, or the Attorney-General, as the appropriation may 
require. All finally reach the office of the Secretary of the Treasury (warrant divis-
ion), where warrants are drawn for their payment. 
The accounts are numerically registered by series in appropriat;e books, and each 
day transmitted to the book-keeping section for posting in the personal and receipt 
led~ers. 
All civil warrants as received are copied. The originals, after being signed by 
the Re~ister are sent to the Treasurer's office, posted in the ledgers of that office, 
drafts Issued thereon, and finally returned with drafts attached to the Register's 
office, and filed away in this divililion. The copies of the civil warrants, after being 
registered, are sent to the book-keeping section, to aid the book-keepers in making 
their journal and ledger entries. 
From the re?isters kept in this section, and from other sources, quarterly state-
ments of the ' receipts and expenditures" of the Government are prepared, requiring 
the entry therein of all pay and repay warrants issued during the quarter. 
Certified copies of the miscellaneous covering warrants, made by authority of the 
act of March 3, 1875, are furnished to the Second, Third, and Fourth Auditors, to be 
used by them in the settlement of accounts stated in their respective offices. 
BOOK-KEEPING SECTION. 
The duties of this subdivision are, keeping the personal journals, ledgers, and ac-
counts to which they pertain, &c. The work may be classified as follows, viz: 
(1) Journalizing accounts and warrants, and keeping in the ledger debit and credit 
accounts with disbursing officers of the Treasury Department, receivers of public mon-
eys, collectors of the revenues, and a.U others having civil accounts with the Govern-
ment. 
(2) Keeping ledger accounts with the various appropriations, crediting each appro-
priation with the amounts authorized by law and debiting it with the amounts in de· 
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tail drawn upon it by authority of warrants issued by the Secretary of the Treatmry 
countersigned by the First Comptroller. 
(3) Certifying requisitions for advances of moneys, and issuing certificates for stating 
accounts by the accounting officers. 
(4) Compiling for publication the annual statements of the receipts and expendi-
tures. 
(5) Preparing and furnishing·the warrant division of the Secretary's office with 
quarterly statements of the receipts and expenditures. 
(6) Answering and certifying inquiries relative to balances due to and from officers 
and individuals. 
(7) Preparing annual statements required by law, and such other statements as may 
be called for by Congress, the Departments, and others, and performing such other 
duties as may be assigned to the Register.in his official capacity as book-keeper of the 
United States. 
There are 40 current ledgers kept, as follows, viz : 10 personal ledgers, together with 
their accompanying journals and auxiliaries; 9 appropriation ledgers; 16 receipt ledg-
ers, with their accompanying auxiliaries; 5 covering-warrant ledgers. 
FILES SECTION. 
This subdivi!:!ion is the depository of reports and statements, with their accompany-
ing vouchers, warrants, and other documents appertaining to acconnts required to be 
preserved. 
The work performed is: (1) Receiving, registering in appropriate records, and filing 
away in numerical order, by series, all accounts, warrants, &c. (2) Giving out on 
proper requisitions reports, warra~1ts, and other documents to accounting officers and 
others, and receiving the same when returned for refile. (8) Preparing certified trans-
cripts of accounts for suits. 
In addition to the daily current business, the following work has been performed 
within the last two years, which from its character cannot be tabulated, viz: 
(1) The annual reports of the receipts and expenditures, making octavo volumes of 
nearly 400 pages, don ble columns, have been complete(l and published for the years 
1881, 1882, 1883, an<l 1884. The report for 188;) is nearly finished, and that for 1886 is 
well under way. This work was five years behind. 
(2) Preparing and publishing a complete statement of the public debt from 1789 to 
1885, inclusive, and a statement of the receipts and expenditures, by quarters, from 
1855 to 1885, making a printed quarto of 109 pages. 
(3) Making a general receipt ledger, with appropriate heads, showing the various 
sources of receipts from 1789 to June 30, 1886. 
( 4) Opened a similarly arranged expenditure ledger covering the same space of time, 
which is progressing to completion. 
(5) Making a miscellaneous auxiliary ledger for the records of captured and aban-
doned property, :fines, penalties, and forfeitures, customs official emoluments, marine 
hospital moneys, internal revenue stamps, &c. 
(6) Considerable work performed and progress made in examining, correcting, and 
balancing old ledgers and indexing the same. 
(7) Making for Congress a report of all balances due to and from the Government 
remaining on the books of this division, comprising 204 printed pages, showing 18,526 
balances, involving $26,810,788.35. 
(8) A large part of the work on the history of the payments on French spoliations, 
covering 202 printed pages, made for the State Department by t.he Register's office, 
was done in this division. 
To illustrate the character of current business performed a copy of tbe monthly re-
port for January, 1887, is appended. There is much miscellaneous work done which 
cannot be incorporated in the monthly reports in tabular form. 
THOS. HOLLADAY, 
Chief Receipts and Expenditures D~ision, Register's Office. 
The following statement shows the work performed by this division in the month 
of January, 1887: 
Accounts received and registered in copy room .... - ..•••.. -- •• - • - •••.. -. _ .• 
Accounts copied for warrants in copy room . ----- -•.•. -.- _. _ •.••••••••.•••• 
Warrants copied in copy room.-. ___ . _________ • --- -- •• -••.•••••••••. - •••••• 
Civil warrants registered for expenditures.---- .. - .•.• -- ••.• --- ...• --.- •• _. 
War, Navy, and Interior warrants registered for pay and repayments- •••••• 
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Number. 
Accounts and warrants posted in ledgers.... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8, 040 
Ledger entries in posting accounts and warrants...... . . • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . •• • • 15, 461 
Journal pages covered .•••••...•...•....•....... ---· ••.• •••• •••• •••• ••.••• 721f 
Certificates and requisitions furnished .......•.. --------................... 2,037 
Current accounts received in files room registered and filed . • • • • • ••• • . . • •• • 2, 378 
Pages of transcripts made for suits............ .• • •• . . . • • • . • • • ••• . •• • • • • ••• • 684 
Accounts withdrawn from the files rooms . . . . . • . . . • . • . •• . • . . . • . . . • •• • •• •. •• 6, 036 
Accounts returned to files rooms ........•. ---·............................. 6, 925 
Pages certified for suits copied in this office.... . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 706 
Number of cases of transcript matter ....•••••••..•••••••••••.•.••.•••• ---~ 55 
Revenue stamp books received and filed . . . •• . • •• • .• • ••• ••• • . • • ••• •• • • . •••• 1. 442 
Accounts examined for journalizing ......... --. .•• . . • . • • . •••• ••• • ••• . . • • ••. 2, 046 
Accounts journalized...................................................... 1, 290 
Entries made in journalizing accounts..................................... 9, 374 
Warrants registered in journals .•.........•..•••. ----...................... 2, 204 
Warrants charged in journals.................................... .• • ••• ••• • 1, 038 
Warrants credited in journals . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 230 
Transfer drafts registered . • . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • 57 
Number of clerks in this division ,. . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • • . • . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 37 
Aggregate number of days engaged, actual attendance..................... 866 
Daily average attendance................................................. 23.4 
Clerks engaged in keeping the personal ledgers . • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • . ( 
Clerks engaged in k eeping the appropriation ledgers.... . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . 3 
Clerks engaged in keeping the journals to the personal ledgers...... . • • • • • . . 3 
Clerks engaged in keeping the receipt ledgers (kept by me).... . . . . . . . • . . . • 0 
Clerks engaged in making statements of receipts and expenditures for publi 
cation . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • 4 
Clerks engaged in the file rooms . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • 9 
Clerks engaged in copying accounts for suits............................... 3 
Cle;ks e~gaged in ?OPY room, copying accounts, warrants, &c., and recording 
same m a ppropr1a te records . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 8 
Clerks engaged in registering receipts and repay warrants . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • . . 1 
Clerks engaged on statistical work.... • • . • • • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 1 
Total • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 37 
Of those employed in the files rooms, 3-viz, Dement, Diemar, and Farns-
worth-are messengers, classified above as clerks. 
Number days present, including Sundays and holidays .......•••.•..•.••••• 
Number days absent .•••.••••..•••••.••••••••.••••...•••••••.••••••••.•••• 






Chief Receipts and Expenditures Division. 
The REGISTER OF THE TREASURY. 
*This embraces those performing clerical duties, and does not include the chief and messengers. 
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[Daily report ofwork.j 
To the REGISTER : 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, REGISTER'S OFFICE, 
--- --, 188-. 




Personal ledger : 
Disbursements .....•.......•••••.••••..... 
Receipts .............. - ....•...•.......... 
Register of covering warrants .••..••.•••..•.. 
Appropriation ledgers .............•.•••.••... 
.T ournals to personal ledgers .•• , .••.•••••..••..•.•.. 
STATISTICAL WORK. 
Appropriation titles written .................................................................... . 
Warrants-names and numbers: 
Indexed ................................................................................... .. 
Transcribed ................................................................................ . 
Warrants-dates and amounts-written ........................................................ . 
Extensions and footings .................. -----· ................................ ' ...••..••.••••. 
Condensed-titles, names, amountg, and additions for printers' manuscript pages .•...........•. 
Ledger of 188-, No. of pages, -; now completed pages ......................................... . 




--- ---, Chief of Division. 
----, Clerk. 
This form is transmitted to show how the record of the work is made up. 
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The following statement shows in detail the current work performed in the division 
of receipts and expcnditur3s of the Register's office, Treasury Department, from July 
1, 1886, to March 1, 1887. A statement cannot be made for prior tim~:~ as no record 
was kept. This does not include the large amount of miscellaneous work which can-
not be tabulated. 
1886. 
July ... - .• - . - . 2, 336 
August ..••... 10,509 
September .... 2, 646 
October ...• _ . . 2, 903 
November . . . . 2, 805 
December . . . . 2, 670 
1887. 
1886. 
July ........ .. 
August ..... .. 
September . - •. 
October.---··· 
November .... . 








































































1, 29412, 174 
1, 407 4, 048 
2,193 2, 425 
1, 525 3, 873 
1, 698 2, 734 



































January....... 6, 036 6, 925 1, 442 2, 046 1, 290 9, 374 2, 204 1, 038 230 57 60, 787! 
February . . • • . 6, 935 6, 373 2, 733 1, 836 986 8, 384 2, 381 921 185 98 4-8, 838! 
TotaL. --144. "036,45, 243 21, 895 23, 231 js. 344- 72, 863 26, 114 7, 840 1, 965 6671545, 884! 
*Have no data by months. 
4405 TR-12 
!,.; ----
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the receipts and expendi-
tures division of the office of the Register of the Treasury, for the :fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Accounts received, registered, journalized, and 
posted .................................•........ 
Accounts copied for warrants ................... . 
Civil wal'l'ants copied, registered, journalized, 
and posted .-......................... _-_ -. -·-· .. 
War, Navy, Interior (Indians and pensions), pay, 
and repay warrants registered, journalized, 
and posted .. ___ . ____ .. _ ... ____ .. ___ . ___ . _ .... _. 
Treasurer's urafts countersigned and registered*_ 
Covering, repay, and connterwarrantsrcgistered. 
Certificates furnished and requisitions passed .. _ 
.Tournai pages covered in entering accounts, &c .. 
Transcript pages of accounts compared and cer-
tified for suits t _ ..• _ . - .•... - __ . ___ •.. _ .. ___ .. __ . 
Internal-revenue stamp books cut, registered, 
and filed t ...•.•.•••....•....•••......... -•...• -
TotaL ..••••.•••........•...•..........•.... 
Character of business. 
Accounts received, registere(l, journalized, and 
posted_ .•.. _ .. ___ ..... _ . __ •...... ___ .... __ . _ .. . 
Accounts copied for warrants_ •.•..... - -- _ - -- ... _. 
Civil warrants copied, registered, journalized, 
and posted ........ _ - _ ..... _ .. ----- _---.- .... - .. 
..... ..., -~ bl) .~.-.~- ..., O,bll q::j ro-~~ '+:! ·.-<>=l. p.., b!J~ 'Cp.., .s~ ~-~::g ~00 'CI:lOO §;j ;j ..... co §'"0~ l=l'C~ 
~ro 
........ ro~ ~~ "' l:l;... 15~~ ~ ..... 'd'+-<~ 00 'CC;I o:so ro"' <1)0<1) biJOO ro<ll 1) ~ "g'a$. 
roQ:> -+J p.., 
l=l ...... <llh Q:>P.., 
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28, 924 28, !l24 
15,606 
23,178 23,178 
0 29, 030 29, 030 
0 20,187 
26, 649 26, 64!) 
War, Navy, Interior (Indians and pensions). pay, 
and repay warrants registered, journalized, 
andposted ............... ---·-·········--····--· 0 17,08217,082 0 16,12316,123 
Treasurer's drafts countersigned and registereu * _ . ________ . ___ . ___ .. __ . . ... __ . __ . _ . _____ . . __ 
Covering, repay, and counter warrants registered. 0 17, 537 17, 537 0 10, 501 10, 501 
Certiflcatea furnished and requisitions passed __ . 0 -.. -.--. 19, 301 0 . --. ___ . 13, 4!J3 
Journal pages covered in entering accounts, &c.. 0 . ---... . 7,104 o . - _.---. 5, 491 
Transcript pages of accounts compared and cer- • 
tifiedforsuitsf ·-----------------·------------· ····---· 9,447 0 ·---·-·· 10,143 
Internal-revenue stamp books cut, registered, 





Total. ..................................... . 0 118, 194 169, 652 0 1104, 198 153,512 
* The registration of drafts was discontinued in 1886. 
tNo record kept prior to 1886. 
Accounts and warrants when journalized and posted are sent to the files rooms, 
where they are registered in appropriate books and filed away. Frequent references 
are made to them. The number of accounts withdrawn from the files rooms by 
the accounting officers from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887, was 44,036, and the num-
ber returnerl during that time and refiled was 45,243. Number of cases transcribed 
in 1884 was 109; in 1885, 138; in 1886, 178; from July 1, 18~6, to Marcb 1, 1867, 194. 
Number of accounts, books, warrants, and miscellaneous matter received, withdrawn, 
refiled, transferred classified, and numbe:J."ed in only one files ro<'m from July 1, 1886, 
:to March 1, 1887, was 270,793, 
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Tho following statement shows the average amount and character of bu~Siness per-
formed~ transacted, and disposed of in the receipts and expenditures <livision of the 
office of the Register of the Treasury, with average number of employes during the 
time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. ~...,; ~<6 ll)~ ~en ~J)~ ~w 
<1l. ~ai 
~§ 
b.()~ b.()~ bl;~ bl;~ b.()~ bl;~ 
t;sh t;s~ t;sh t;s !=l ~h t;s~ c;:h 
~0 ~0 ~0 ~ 0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ,..o 
~~ :-a <1lS :-a <1l s :-a <1lS ~'a 
~ ~~ .!i~ ~~ ~~ ~~ .!i~ ~~ 
- ------- ---------- --
July ....•.•.••••• ·······-················· · *434.15 t37 264.08 37 387.50 38.5 557.78 35.2 
~~~~~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
468.89 32.7 264.08 30.5 372.60 33. (j 557.78 34.2 
443.15 35.5 243.77 37.5 387.50 35. G G57. 78 31.1 
468.89 37.8 274.24 37. !) 402.41 36 557.78 34 
November ..•.•...••••.................... . 434.15 40.8 243.77 36.!) 357.69 35.5 514.87 37.3 
De,~ember ................................. 416.79 34.7 264.08 35.3 372. GO 32.3 536.32 38.2 
Jam1ary -·--·--·······-···················· 451. 52 41. 8 264.08 44.2 387.50 30.2 536.32 37.7 
ire!:~ha~!.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 416.79 42.1 223.45 43.5 342.79 40.2 493.42 37.8 451. 52 42.3 253. !)3 41.9 402.41 41.2 ...... ~ ....... ........... 
April ..................................... . 451.52 45.3 264.08 40.2 387.50 41 ............ ............. 
May ................... ..................... 451.52 45.8 253.93 40.4 372.60 36.9 ............. ............. 
June ...................................... 434.15 41.9 264.08 41 387.50 37 ................ ............ 
------------ - ---
Total averages....................... 442.84 39.8 256.46 3~. 8 380. 05 37. 2 539 35. 6 
*The average amount of business performed is obtained by dividing the total transacted (Table 1) 
by the number of days the Department was open during the year, dividing the quotient by the average 
employes for the year, and multiplying tho result by the number of working days in each month. No 
reoord was kept of work done by each employe. 
i Average obtained by ascertaming t.he actual number of days' work performed, and dividing by the 
working aays in each month. 
In addition to the daily current work the following has been performed within the 
last two years, viz : 
(1) 'llhe annual reports of the receipts and expenditures, making octavo volumes 
of nearly 400 pages, double columns, have been completed and published for the years 
of 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884. Year 1885 nearly completed, and that for 1886 well under 
way. 
(2) A complete statement of the public debt from 1789 to 1885, inclusive, and a 
statement of the receipts and expenditures by quarters from 1855 to 1885, making a 
printed quarto of 109 pages. 
(3) A general receipt ledger, with appropriate heads, giving the receipts from 1789 
to June 30, 1886. 
(4) A similarly arranged expenditure ledger opened and well under way. 
(5) A mi~cellaneous auxiliary ledger of the records of "captured and abandoned 
property," "fines, penalties, and forfeitures," "customs, official emoluments," "ma-
rine hospital moneys," "internal revenue stamps," &c. 
(6) Considerable progress made in work of examining, correcting, and balancing 
old ledgers and auxiliaries. 
(7) Making for Congress a report of balances due to and from tho Government 
standing on the Register's books, comprising 204 printed pages, showing 18,526 bal-
ances, involving $26,810,788.35. 
(8) A large amount of the work on the history of payments on French spolia,tions, 
covering 202 printed pages, made for the State Department by the Register's Office, 
was done in this division. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the receipts and expendi-
tures division of the office of the Register of the Treasmy, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. 








306 12, 181 12, 181 *45. 1 
303 11, 612 146! 11, 758! 44. 9 
306 11, 413~ .•.. " . 11, 4-13! 41. 5 


















*Number of employ6s obtaJned from time book. 
t The number of hours employed daily is obtained by dividing the average number of days worked 
b.v tbe following divisions, viz, 279 for 18~ 276 for 188\ 279 for 1886, and 184- for the eight months of 
1887. These divisors represent number of days the clerK ought tt• have been employed, exclusive of 
the thirty days' absence allowed each year. 
t The largest number of leaves is taken in .July, August, September, and October. This accounts 
for the small showing for the last eight months. 
The figures under the head ''average amount" do not exhibit the actual amount of 
work done in the division. 
They show, for instance, an account or a warrant as handled only once by one em-
ploye, whereas each is, in fact, handled a number of times and by different employes. 
An account when received is entered in a book kept for that purpose and staw.ped 
with the date of receipt; it is t.hen copied by another clerk for warrant; it then goes 
to the journal clerk for entry by him; then to the ledger clerk to be posted; and finally 
to the file room, where it is registered and filed. It is thus handled by five or six 
different persons. 
The same may be said of a warrant, which is entered in four different books by as 
many persons. 
LOAN DIVISION. 
Repm·t of the loan d;ivision, Register's office, Treasury Department, on the /methods of busineslf 
and work, as requested by the Senate Select Committee, and called for by the Secretary, 
March 26, 1887. 
The principal items of business transacted in the loan division are as follows: 
The issue of all coupon and registered bonds. 
The transfer and exchange of bonds. 
The recording of bonds redeemed and the preservation of the registered portion. 
A record of the ownership of all registered bonds. • 
The custody of unissued bonds. 
Action upon and record of all authorities for the assignment and transfer of bonds. 
The preparation of interest-dividend lists or schedules. 
The preservation of the records of the early loans of the Government. 
The necessary correspondence connected with the above. 
RECEIPTS OF NEW BONDS,, 
All United States bonds are printed by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Of 
late years the estimates of the number of bonds needed for beginning the issue upon 
a loan have been made in the office of the Secretary; but the Register annually trans-
mits to the Bureau an estimate of the number of bonds, of current issues, for the 
printing of which it will be necessary to ask an appropriation at the next session of 
Congress. From time to time the Register makes requisition upon the Secretary ask-
ing for the printing of such bonds as he may deem nocessary. 
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The bonds when printed are delivered to the Secretary of the Treasury, who, after 
adding a printed seal, delivers them to this office, and takes a receipt. The bonds 
are stored in the reserve vault of the office, from which deliveries are made in smaller 
quantities to the clerks engaged upon the loans for use in daily issues. A record is 
made of the name of the person counting the bonds received, and a journal and ledger 
account is kept of bonds received into and delivered from the vault. In deliveries 
from the vault the bonds are counted both by the custodian and by the clerk receiv-
ing, and the receipts of the latter are taken upon the record of delivery. 
Bonds of the Pacific railroad issues are an exception to the foregoing, in that they 
do not pass through the loan division of the Secretary's Office, but are delivered to 
this division directly. 
Bonds of the District of Columbia, of the two loans authorized by the General Gov-
ornment, have been received from the Commissioners of the District, and from the 
'.rreasurer of the United States as custodian of the sinking fund. 
The number and amount of bonds received by this office are as follows: 
United States bonds. District of Colum-bia bonds. 
Fiscal year. 
Number. Amount. Number. Amount. 
1883-'84 .•••• -- ••••• •••••• ---- •• --·· •. ·--. -- ••••••• -----.. 33,000 $123,650,000 
1884-'85 .••••• ------ ·--- -- -----· ............ ·------ ... -... 16,000 80,300,000 
1885-'86.................................................. 122,250 446,400,000 
1886-'87 (to March 1) ............................................................. . 
510 $805, 500 
600 1, 800, 000 
420 1, 201, 000 
350 950,000 
As custodian of these bonds the Register becomes responsible for larger amounts 
than almost any other officer of the Government. The bonds on hand at the follow-
ing dates represented values as follows: 
United States United 8tates District of Co-
coupon bonds. registered lumbia bonds. Total amount. bonds . 
.July 1,1883 .................. $1,116,950 $896, 675, 850 $3,773,800 $901, 566, 600 
;ruly 1, 1884 .................. 1, 091,200 536, 771, 300 3, 034,500 540,897,000 
.ruly 1, 1885 .................. 1, 071,700 472, 680, 450 2, '165, 750 476, 517,900 
July 1, 1886 .................. 1, 057,200 739, 456, 400 2, 618,050 743, 131, 650 
The average amount delivered from the vault for each day the Department haa 
been open, since July 1, 1885, is about $592,000. 'fhe vault is of great strength, and 
no effort is spared to make the protection of the Government from loss perfect. 
SURPLUS BONDS. 
When issues cease upon a loan on acount of its maturity or because all of it has 
been called for redemption the Register reports to the Secretary in detail the number 
and amount of bonds left on hand in excess of the issue, and the latter thereupon 
directs the delivery of the bonds to the destrnction committee for maceration. This 
committee makes a minutely detailed statement of all its transactions in connection 
with the destruction upon a book specially kept for the purpose, with copies of all 
correspondence, and with certificates of destruction signed by each member of tho 
committee. 
The only deliveries of this character occurring during the time concerninO' which 
inquiry is made are those under the instruction of the Secretary of June 6°and 16 
1H84, as follows :• ' 
Number. Amount. 
Unitecl States registered bonds ............................................ .. 
District of Columbia bonds ................................................. . 
52, 31JO $303, 949, 500 
33 26,700 
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AUTHORITIES FOR ISSUE. 
Issues of bonds arc divided into three classes, founded upon the varying character 
of the authorities for issue. They are termed original issues, exchanges, and trans-
fers. 
An original issue is one made on a deposit of money in the Treasury. This may 
either bo the cash itselt~ or the money value of bonds of a different loan, which are 
to be funded into tho new issue. Upon the statement of the Treasurer that the money 
has been received, a certificate is prepared in the office of the Secretary, and trans-
mitted to this office, which directs the issue of coupon or registered bonds of the 
proper loan, denomination, number, anti amount, with instructions for forwarding to 
the owner. In the case of registered bonds, the name of the payee is given and the 
address to which interest checks are to be forwarded. 
An exch:tnge (oft he common kind), is the issue of registered bonds in lieu of coupon 
bonds of tho same loan. The coupon bonds are received by the Secretary, cancel~a 
in such a manner as to perforate the uond several times, and each coupon one or more 
times. The bonds and tho accompanying letter from the party forwarding are trans-
mitted to this division, together with a certificate similar in character to that used 
for an original issue. The uonds having been rece\ved, and the fact recorded, thoy 
are carefully counted and the coupons re-examined. If any coupon is lacking and 
its place has been made good by a deposit of money, tho fact is noted. The certifi-
cate accompanying the bonds is clelivered to the clerk in charge of the registered por-
tion of the proper loan for issue. . 
A registered transfer is the issue of registered bonds in lieu of other registered bonds 
which have been duly assigned. The bonds aro received in this office directly from 
the owners or agents. .After a record of their receipt has been made, the bonus are 
examined to seo if the assignments have been made and witnessed in accordance with 
tho official regulations; also, to see if the bonds and the letter of instructions agree. 
The bonds are compared with the caveat list to see that none of those received are 
therein included. Caveats are ordered and removed by the Secretary, who informs 
this office by letter when changes occur. Additions to, and removals from the list 
occur several times each mouth. The changes in the caveat list have been as follows: 
Year H38:i-'86, ~18; year 1886-'87 (to March 1), 93. 
The certiiicatP.s received for original issue, and for exchange, are each inclosed in a 
blank form (technically called "a jacket"), on which is placed a brief of the prin-
cipal facts contained in the certificate, and on which is space for such additional facts 
as are to be made matters of record. Suitable indorsements are also placed upon the 
registered and the canceled coupon bonds received. 
BRIEFS AND INDORSEMENTS. 
Fiscal year : 
1883-'84 . - . - ... - • --- .. - -- •• -- -- • ------ • - - - - •.• - •••• - -.- •• - - . -.• -- •• - --- .. 
18!::1:i-'85 •.••...••••.•••••••••.••••.....••.•••...•••••••••••••.••••..••••. 
1885-'86 . - - - ..... - . - - -- • - - - • - - - - . - - - - • -. - - . - . - - - - . -- - - - - • - - - - • - - - - - - - • - - -





Canceled bonds arc also divided into three classes-redemption, exchanges, and 
transfers. The lnttor two have been already sufficiently described in connection with 
tho issues in place of them. 
A redemption is the purchase of a bond by the Government for money or its equiva-
lent. 
The calling in of the 5 and 6 per cent. loans of 1881, and tho issue in lieu thereof of 
3t per cent. bonds, on which the date of maturity bad ueen extended, was somewhat 
anomalous and out of the ordinary elassification. It was a simple exchange of bond 
for bond, accomplished without the aitl of a settlement by the 'l'reasurer of the United 
States. The effect was that of redemption, though the transaction much resemblell 
a transfer or exchange. 
Redemptions are received in tho office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and tram'l-
mit.ted to the 'rreasurer for payment. He, ju tarn, forwards them as vouchers with 
biB account first to the Auditor, aud then to the Comptroller, and tho latter returns 
them to tL.is division. The assignments are re-examined, a number is assigned to 
each case or lot, and an indorsement it:> placed upon it showing its amount and mak-
ing a reference to the papers connected witb its payment. The bonds are also entered 
on the numerical register as descriued later in this report. 
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The following tables will show the amounts of each class of bonds issued, and of 
each canceled, which were entered upon the books <luring the time specified: 
Bonds issued. 
Fiscal year. ~~~~8~ Exchanges. Transfers. Total. 
1883-'84 ..••••...•.•••••••..••••.••••.•••..•.. $1,430,750 $8,092,650 $161,650,808 75 $181,174,208 75 
1884-'85...................................... 86,900 14,388,500 132,042,157 62 146,517,557 62 
1885-'86 ...•.•.•.. -- .••• -- .••• - •. ----- .. - .. --. 62,550 9, 623,150 171, 318, 271 14 181,003,971 14 
1886-'87 (to March 1).... •••••.•. .•..••••• .••. · 30,150 13,167,350 106,473,407 17 119,670,907 17 
Bonds-canceled. 
Fiscal year. Rti~:~p- Exchanges. Transfers. Total amount. 
1883-'84 .•••••. ----- .••• --------.-- .... -- •.••. $65,096,550 $18, 092, 650 $161, 650, 808 75 $244,840, 008 75 
1884-'85 .•• - ••... - .•. -----.---- .. -----.-- .. -.. 81,889, 150 14, 388, 500 132, 042, 157 6~ 228,319, 807 62 
1885-'86 ...................................... 10,'1!3,250 9,623,150 171,318,27114 191,684,67114 
1886-'87 (to March 1)......................... 90, 022, 300 13, 167, 350 106, 473, 407 17 209, 663, 057 17 
A very large proportion of all assignments, both of bonds to be transterred and to to 
reueemed, are made by attorneys, trustees, executors, administrators, or others holding 
in a fiduciary character, and by the representatives of banks or other corporations. The 
examination and record of the papers conferring authority of this character employs 
tho whole time of one clerk. Many authorities which apply only to certain specified 
bonds are filed with those bonds, but about three-fourths of the whole number re-
ceived are general in their character, and may be called for at any time; they are con-
sequently recorded, :filed, and indexed. The whole number recorded and indexed 
March 1, 1887, was 42,652. 
· Tho third column in the statement below is intended to show the number of calls 
which were maue for information concerning authorities. 
Authorities for transfer of bonds. 
Fiscal year. 
1883-'84 .... --. --- ·----· ·--- -- ............ ·-----.--.-- ---- .... -- ···--- . - ... --. 
1884-'85 .............. -----· . ---·· ....... --- ........ ..................... - . . .. . 
1885-'86 ........ ------ ...... ---- ...... ------ .......... -- .... -- .... ---. 3, 959 





7, 265 350 
5, 297 222 
The questions involved in this class of papers are often quite intricate and require 
considerable acquaintance with law. Assignments made in foreign countries often 
present special difficulties. 
Registered bonds are next entered upon the numerical registers. Numerical reg-
isters are books in which a separate line is set aside for each bond which has been 
issued. Whenever a bond is canceled the number of the exchange, transfer, or re-
demption of which it forms a part is entered upon the line belonging to tho bond, 
there to stand and prevent the acceptance of a second bearing the same number. 
Bonds are entered at this stage to demonstrate before proceeding further that no 
other of the same number has been presented. 
All the foregoing matters having been decided favorably, the issue of the new bonds 
follow. 'l'hc first step is "cutting out," i. e., laying the necessary number of bonds 
of each denomination with the "jacket," or transfer. All issues are made upon each 
denomination in consecutive order of number, aud as any variation from the consec-
utive order would cause inconvenience, care is requisite to preserve the order un-
broken. At this time the first and last number of each denomination is entered upon 
the jacket, or, in case of transfer upon the accompanying letter. The bonds, if reg-
istered, are next handed to a clerk, who writes upon them the name of the person or 
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corporation who is to be their future owner. A letter of transmittal is also prepared 
to accompany the bonds, in which they are described by loan, denomination, uumber, 
and amount. A receipt is also prepared for the signature of the party to whom they 
are to be sent, in which the bonds are descriLed with the same particularity as in 
the letter. Both bonds and letter are examined in regard to every detail of name, 
spelling, number, address, &c. 
The annexed table gives the statistics of the preliminary examinations and prepam· 
tiona of the work for record during the periods and at the dates specified: 
Bonds for issue (coupon 
and registereu) " cut 
out." 
No. Amounts. 
Received,year1884 ...••......•...... 48,172 $181,174-,208 75 47,880 
Transacted and disposed of 1884 .... 48,172 181,174-,208 75 47,880 
On hand July1,1884 ...... --.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ... . .. . . . . . . .......... . 
Received, yein 1885 ....... __ ......... 39, 926 14-6, 517, 557 62 39, 734 
Transactecl and disposed of 1885 . . . . 39, 926 146, 517, 557 62 39, 734 
On hand July 1,1885 ..................... . ... .. .......... . ............... . 
Rl·eeived, year 1886 ............ .. ... 39,178 181,003,97114 39,030 
Transacted and disposed of 1886.... 39,178 181,003, 971 14 39, 030 
On hand Julyl,1886 ........................... .. . ....................... . 
Reeeive1l, year 1887...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2il, 693 119, 670, 907 17 23, 617 
Transacted and disposed of to March 
1,1887 ............................ 23,693 119,670,90717 23,617 
On hand March 1, 1887. • . • • • • . • .. . . • . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .......... . 
Canceled bonds (coupon 
and reg-istered) counted 















$244, 840, 008 75 
244, 840, 008 75 
14-, 166, 950 00 
214-, 657, 057 62 
228, 319, 807 62 
[i01, 200 00 
209, 870, 271 14 
191, 684,671 14 
18, 689, 800 00 
218, 970, 807 17 
209, 663, 057 17 
28, 003, 550 00 
The bonds and amounts reported above as ''on hand" at various dates are not 
new work awaiting action, but are bonds, the assignments of which, having already 
been examined in other offices, were awaiting re-examination. A portion ofthem 
had been temporarily laid aside in favor of more urgent work, aml another portion 
came into the office too late in the month to receive the necessary attention before 
the report of the year closed. 
JOURNALS. 
The bonds having passed through the preliminary examination and preparation 
are ready to enter on the journal. 
&eparate journals are set aside for the coupon and the registered bonds of each loan; 
and in some cases the record is still further divided, as, for example, into journals of 
issues and journals of canceled bonds. 
An entry of a coupon exchange or redemption gives the number of the lot or case 
and its amount, the number of bonds of each denomination, and the number of each 
individual bond, also the date when interest on the coupons begins, and the number 
of coupons attached to each bond. In a case of redemption, reference is made to the 
papers connected with its payment in the office of the Treasurer of the United States. 
In case of an original issue, the name of the party to whom the bond is issued is given, 
anci on recent loans his or her address. 
On registeredjournals an entry of an issue includes the name and address of every 
vay~e, with the number, denomination, and amount issued to each name, and the date 
at which interest begins. An entry of a canceled registered bond omits the address 
of the payee. As in coupon bonds, references arc made from redemptions to the papers 
in the 'freasnrer's office. 
'fhe clerk making the entry on the journal places his initials o:n the bonds against 
the word "Recorded," as evidence to the Register, who is subsequently to sign the 
bonds, that they have been duly entered. After a careful comparison both of the is-
sued and of the canceled bonds and of the jackets with the entry, the bonds are dis-
patched i11 locked boxes to the loan division, Secretary's office. There the assign-
ments or other authorities and the inscriptions aro re-examined in regard to every 
detail, and a second record of the bonds is made. This is certified to by the clerk in 
the Secretary's office placing his initials against tho word" Entered" on each bond. 
The seal of the Department is impressed on the bonds, and they are then delivered 
to the Register for signature. As will appear hy th•~ summaries of uonds issued, the 
average number of bonds to be signed is over forty tbotrHarHl annually. After signa-
ture the bonds are transmitted in a sealed packag11 to the owner, accompanied bythe 
descriptive letter, tho receipt, and au addressed envelope in which to return the re-
ceipt. They are' forwarded by regist,ered mail, or, upon the request of the cwner and 
at his expense, by express. 
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The receipts for tho Post-Oillce Department and for the express company are pre-
pared for signature in the d1vision. 
The receipts of the party to whom the bonds are sent, when returned, are checke(l 
oft' upon the record, bound in volumes, and filed away. In case a receipt is not re-
turned with sufficient promptness, a duplicate receipt is forwarded, with a request 
tl1at it be signed~ and returned. 
It is the rule of tho office that returns shall be made tho same day for all bonds 
which have been received for exchange or transfer as early as two hours before the 
time at which the Department closes. 
Work on journals. 
Entries on journals. Examination of journals. 
Bonds re-
ceived. 
Bonds on- Bonds to be Bonds 
tared. examineu. examined. 
Rcceivedyear1884 ---------·······-····-···- 164,035 --····-······· 164,035 .••..••..••••• 
Business transacted. and disposed of 1884. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160, 003 . . • • . . . • • . . . • . (*) 
Onban<l July1,1884......................... 4,032 ·-·--·····--·· ...••.........••..••.•.•••• 
Received year 1885. _ ..... --·.......... .. . . . . 131,018 .... •. . . . . . . 131,018 . -·· ......•..• 
Business transacted and disposed of 1885. __ . . . .. .••.••.. .. 134,823 . -...... .. . . . . (*) 
On hand July 1,1885 ....................... _. 227 ........ ------ 2at, 3!6 ............. . 
Received year l 886 . __ ... . . _ ...• _ •... _ . . . . . . . 112, 681 . __ . . . . . . . . . . . 112, 681 ....... - - .. - - . 
Business tranRact.ed and disposed of 1886 ..•..• : ..... _..... 109, 936 ..•••... -..... 281, 878 
Ou hand-July 1,1886 ...... ....... ............ 2, 972 ............. 82, 18!) .......... ----
Received year 1887 to March 1. ..... ___ .. . . . . 98,085 . ... .... ...... 98,085 ............. . 
Business transacted and disposed of 1887 to 
March 1 ........................... ·---. ... ....... .•..••. 96,163 .......... .... 172,323 
OnhandMa.rch1,1887....................... 4,894 .............. 7,891 ............ .. 
*Not reported. 
NUMBERING BONDS. 
On the 3 per cent. loan, all bonds not includecl in the original issue bear number of 
· a different series, called "substitute numbers." In order to comply with the provis-
ions of the authorizing act, directing the order in which bonds shall be called for 
pavment, it is necessary to placo tho original numbers upon the substitute bonds 
which may be issued in place of them. This is done with a numbering machine. 
'l'he number of the case is also in the same manner placecl on all canceled registered 
bonds received for transfer or redemption. 'I'his numbering of transfers and redemp-
tions has been carried backward, so as to include many bonds" which were on filo be-
fore the introduction of the machine. 
The number of bonds numbered on the machine is as follows : Year 1885-'86, 280, 12G; 
year 1886-'87 (to March 1), 46,714. 
NUMERICAL REGISTERS. 
For convenience, coupon bonds are usually entered on the numerical registers after 
tbe journal entry, instead of before, as is the case with registered bonds. 'l'ho entries 
are in a.ll cases mado from the bonds themselves and not from an intermediate record. 
Prom time to time the registers aro examined, either by a comparison wi.th the 
!Jonds or by a comparison of registers and journals. When this is finished, a test is 
made of tho accuracy of the work. The number of vacant lines on the register (which 
ropresent outstanding bonds) is counted, and if these represent bonds of the exact 
amount which is known from other sources to be outstanding, the work is assumed 
to be correct. 
Work on numerical regi8ters. 









~~~:t;~~ ~:;II:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~f: ~~~ :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Onhand.Tulyl,l835........................................ 41,050 ........................... . 
Rccoh·ed yearl886 ..... ...... ...... . . ............ __ . ... 73,503 ........................... . 
Business transacted and disposetl ofl886 .............. _ .. _ ... ____ ........ 113, 523 13, 104 
~~c~~~;~~ h~~8~o"M~~~hi·:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: 1!: g~g :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 
Business transactetl and disposed of 1887 to March 1. ....... _ ..... _...... 70, 163 5, 464 
On handMarch1,1887 .................. .................... 5, 259 .......................... .. 
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LEDGERS. 
The ledgers of the division upon current loans comprise 108 vGlumes, containing 
seventy thousand large folio pages. In addition, there are a much larger number of 
ledgers of the ms.tured loans. upon which no dividends are being declared, but to 
which reference is frequently made. Upon the ledgers an account is opened with every 
holder of registered bonds; coupon bonds being payable to bearer, pass by delivery, 
and no attempt is made to keep a record of their ownership, except so far as it may 
appear from the record of their first issue. Upon an account on a registered ledger, 
the individual is credited with all bonds issued to him and debited with all bonds 
canceled. The difference between the two sides of the account will at any time show 
the amount standing to the credit of the payee, and on which he is entitled to inter-
est. Dividends are prepared by taking off the balances on these accounts and calcu-
lating the interest upon them. Consequently, it is essential that the posting must be 
kept well up, as it must bA completed before a dividend can be declared. Perhaps 
the most arduous work ever performed in the office was the keeping up of the post-
ing during the great refunding operations. 
The great number of holders of bonds increases the difficulty of correct posting. 
For example, there are over 80,000 names upon the indexes of the 4 per cent. loan 
(including both those who are and those who have been owners of bonds of this is-
sue). In a considerable number of cases the names of different individuals which 
appear there do not merely resemble each other, but are identical. The different 
manner in which the same person from time to time often directs his bonds to be is-
sued increases the c1ifnculty of identification. Both the journals and ledgers of the 
Pacific railroad issues demand unceasing vigilance. Although there are nineteen 
different issues, which are distinguished from each other only by small differences, 
and although they are all entered on consecutive lines on the same journals and on 
the same pages of the same ledgers, they must on no account be confounded. 
As its name implies ''the loan accounil" was, in the early history of the office, an 
account kept in what was probably the solitary ledger of the loan. It was intended 
to show the amount of transactions on the loan, and the amount at any time outstand-
ing. On the large loans of to-day this account has grown till it fills s_everal volumes 
and covers several thousand pages. 
Work on ledget·a. 
Fiscal year. Ledger items Loan account Examined posted. items posted. items. 
1883-'84 .................................................... . 
1884-'85 .••••• ·-···· •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••. 
1885-'86 .................. ••••••·••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••. 










The work caused by a call of bonds for redemption involves some peculiar features 
and considerable extra work upon the ledgers. A large portion of the bonds included 
in any call will not be presented by their owners for payment until a long time after 
interest has ceased, and until one or perhaps many dividends become due on the un-
callecl portion of the loan. It is important to distinguish on the ledgers bonds which 
no longer bear interest from those on which dividends are still payable. The neces-
sity is. still greater from the fact that the same person may, and often does, hold at 
the same time bonds of both classes, the numbers of which intermingle in the same 
account. It becomes necessary to find, first, the name of the owner of a bond which 
has been called~ then the volume of the ledger and the page where his account is kept, 
afterwards to find the account itself, and, finally, to make a memorandum showin~ 
that the bond is called. This process must be repeated for each bond which has been 
called. The calls are made by "original numbers" without reference to the subst.i-
tute numbers. A large portion of the bonds included in a call will be found to have 
been transferred from their first owners, in which case it will be necessary to trace 
tho bond from the original to tho present owner, before this process can be under-
taken. 
The annexed table shows the number and amount of bonds, concerning which 
memoranda have been made, as just described. 
Fiscal yoar. 
1883-'84 ..................................................................... . 
1884-'85 .................................................................... . 
1885-'86 ..................................................................... . 
188ti-'87 (to March 1) ...................................................... .. 
Number of 
bonds. Amounts. 
27, 779 $80, 916, 850 
6, 380 30, 421, 650 
10, 3iJ9 54, 125, 750 
17,808 107, Olii.l, 000 
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FINAL DISPOSITION OF BONDS. 
As the assignments upon registered bonds are legal papers which are evidence and 
authority for th"' transfer of immense values, and as reference to these bonds is fre-
quently necessary, they are bound up in volumes. 
Finding that the force in the Treasury bindery was insufficient to keep up this work, 
a special detail was obtained from the Government office, and 450 volumes bound 
during the year ending June 1, 18136. At present bonds accumulate to form about 90 
volumes a year. The canceled bonds are examined before delivery to the binder to 
see that no bond is missing, and r~counted on their return, to verify the fact that all 
have como back. This examination and verification required the handling of 287,409 
bonds during the year ended .l!"'ebruary 28, 1887. 
At the same time a large amount of work was done in repairing and rebinding the 
records of the office, some of which, especially those of the last century, were in a 
very dilanidated condition. 
Canceled coupon bonds, when the necessary records have been completed, are de-
livered to the note and coupon division of this office, where a record is made of the 
cancellation of the coupons attached to the bonds. From that division after a time 
they are delivered to the destruction committee for maceration. 
CANCELED-COUPON BONDS DELIVERED, NOTE A..."iD COUPON DIVISION. 
Fiscal year : 
1883-'84 -- - - - - -- - --- -- - -- - -- - - -- --- - -- - -- - -.- --- - - - • -- ------ -- ----
1884-'85 -- - --- --- --- ---- -- - --- ~--- • ----- ---. ---- ---- ---- -- - -- . --- -
1885-'86 --.--- -----. -- ••. ----. -.- .. ----. --- •.. ---. ---- . ---- •. ----. 






A large part of the work ofthe division consists in the preparation of dividends of 
interest upon the various loans. These are made up quarterly on all loans except 
those of the District of Columbia and on Pacific Railroad issues, which are prepared 
semiannually. The dividends are printed from forms which are kept constantly in 
type at the Treasury Branch of the Govemment Printing Office. These forms, amount-
ing to about 2,800 folio pages, show the full name and address of every one of the 
55,000 holders of registered bonds, with the amount held by him at the date of de-
claring the dividend and the amount of interest due thereon at that date. They 
also give the volume and page of the ledger where the account is kept, and the num-
ber of the check to be issued for the interest. On the principal loans the books are 
closed to transfer for one month prior to the declaration of dividend, to give the neces-
sary time for its preparation. As soon as possible after the closing of the books, the 
necessary examinations of the journals, ledgers, and auxiliary records are completed. 
A copy of the last dividend is then carefully compared with the ledgers, and all 
changes which have occurred during the quarter are noted. These consist in striking 
out the names of those who have sold out, the addition of new names and amounts, 
and the marking of changes in the amounts of principal and interest where there has 
been an increase or decrease. In so large a body as is constituted by the holders of 
United States bonds there must occur very many changes of residence during every 
three months, and each involves a chango upon the schedule of the address to which 
interest checks are to be sent. 1'he changes during the last eight months were at 
tho mte of2,700 per annum. 
The corrected proof, with the manuscript containing new names, is sent to the 
printer as rapidly as he can use it, and after he has made the necessary changes and 
examined the proof, the whole is returned to this office for re-examination. The new 
names are revised a second time. The next Atop is the footing of both principal and 
interest, involving in some dividenus as many as 2,000 folio pages, each page con-
taining two columns, one of principal and one of interest. Not more than eight to ten 
working days can well be allotted to the footing, which is usually done by one clerk 
Tho preparation of every dividend requires the balancing with absolute exactness 
of the whole set of ledgers for the particular loan. As the time within which the work 
must be done is so limited it becomes necessary to use some plan for determining, 
within small limits, where any possible mistake which may arise is located. Other-
wise it might become necessary to re-examine the whole number of open accounts, 
which on the 4 per cent. loan amount to forty thousand scattered through 54 ledgers 
of 700 folio pages each. To meet this need a series of sheets are prepared called "Dr. 
and Cr. abstracts," and these must be examined carefully before they can be used. 
They show the additions and deductions which have been made during the quarter, 
to and from, each ledger of the loan to be balanced. Taken in connection with a 
statement of tho footings of the open accounts on each ledger at the time of tbo next 
preceding dividend, 1t renders it possible to ascertain the correct amount wlli~"" .Qhould 
be found on each ledger. 
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The number of items entered on these abstracts and examined during the year end-
ing April 1, 1887, was over 32,400. 
The schedules of dividends are delivered to the Treasurer of the United States, each 
section as fast as it is completed, in order that he may draw checks to forward in pay-
ment of the same. 
The whole of the schedule is usually in his hands from ten to eleven days before 
the dividend is due. · 
The. annexed statement gives some of the principal fact·s concerning dividends: 
Proof ex- Footed blntkerest folio pages, Ledgers c ec s cer-Fiscal year. foi~:::~s. double col- balanced. T~:-a~~~~r 
nmns. UnitedStates. 
1883-'84- ·-· •••••• ---- ••••••••••• ··-. ---.- .. -- -· --·---
1884-'85 •••••• ····- ••··••••••••• .•...••.•• -....... -- .. 
1885-'86 ····-- ....................... ----- ........ . .. . 

















Interest checks not called for by their owners are retained by the Treasurer of the 
United States, in whose office the account of them is kept. 
MAIL. 
All mail, upon its receipt, is immediately entered upon suitable books. The number 
of folio page is shown in the first column of the following table. 
For letters received with bonds for transfer or exchange the indexes of the various 
loans are considered sufficient, but all others are briefed, recorded, and indexed. 
Record 
Fiscal year. 
ofma.il re- Letters 
c~~}~g· sent 
pages. 
Letters received. Forwarded 
by regis-
tered mail 
N or express, 
Number. ind~~!d. Referred. number 
packages. 
-----------1----------------1----
1883-'84. ···- ··----· •••. --···· ........ . 691 15,090 15,072 .............. 516 ....... ···--· 
576 14,225 13,676 482 
····~- ·;;;724 529 13,478 1~:~~f ,----4;739'1 443 358 8, 572 293 3,478 
1884-'85 ............ - ................. . 
1885-'86. ···- .. ·--·-· -----· ------ ..... . 
1886-'87 (to March 1) ................. . 
Since April, 1886, monthly reports have been prepared, giving, with some fullness, 
summaries of the .work done in tho division, and from this source anu the meager re-
ports of earlier dates, most of the facts given in this statement have been taken. 
But it also appears that a considerable precentage of the work of the division is out-
side of the classification which has been adopted. 
The following additional facts are given for the twelve months ended February 28, 
1887: 
Unissued bonds in vault and safe counted ..••............. _ ....... number .. 153, 708 
Unclassified work .••••.••••..•••........ ·---·· .....•.....•.......... days.. 499 
Miscellaneous footing ..........•. ·-·--· .. _ .................... folio pages.. 2, 862 
The following statement shows the average number ot employes in the loan divis-
ion of the Register's Office, during the periods specified: 
Fiscal year. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr., May. June. Year. 
-------1------ - ------------------ -
1883-'84...... • • • • • • 36. 0 36. 0 35. 5 34. 0 34. 0 34. 0 34. 0 34. 0 31. 7 31. 0 31. 0 28. 1 33. 3 
1884-'85 ............ 28.7 28.3 27.0 26.1 25.8 26.5 27.0 27.5 28. 0 24.7 22.0 J2. 0 2G. 1 
1885-'86 ............ 22.0 21.9 22.0 19.9 20.0 20.0 18.4 18.0 18.0 17.4 17.0 17.0 1!l.3 
1886-'87(toMar.1). 17.0 16.7 16.6 16.8 16.0 16.7 17.1 17.0 ........................ 1G.7 
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Statement showing the total number of days' work performed in the loan division, 
the average number of days worked !Jy each employe, and the maximum and mini-
mum number of days an employe was present during the periods specified: 
Total work performed in days. Department open. Days worked per employA. 
Fiscal years. 
Hours Ill person. By proxy. Total. Number Average. Maximum. Minimum. of days. daily. 
--------
' 
1883-'84------ 8, 772! 0 8, 772! M~~ 6! 
263.4 301! I 198 
1884-'85 ------ 7,032 0 7,032 302! 66 269.4 298 2376 
1885-'86. ----- 5, 392 0 5,392 305 6! 279.4 299 273! 
1886-'87 ------ 2, 919 0 2,919 201 6§ 174.8 184 I 145! 
Throwing out the absence from the division of one clerk during his last illness, the 
average time present in 1883-'84, would be 267.9 days. It has not been found practi-
cable to state a maximum and minimum of work transacted by clerks in the division, 
as no two clerks perform work sufficiently alike to render a compari.<Jon possible. 
Neither would a comparison of months be valuable, as certain kinds of work cease 
during some months, and other work takes its place. 
ORGANIZATION OF DIVISION. 
As at present organized, the division consists of a chief, four clerks at $1,800, two 
at $1,600, two at $1,400, three at $1,200, two at $900, and two messengers. These are 
assigned as follows: 
Chief • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • 1 
Clerk in charge of the registered 4 per cent. and District of Columbia loans, with 
four assistants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • . • • • • • 5 
Clerk in charge of 4-! per cent. and Pacific Railroad loans, with one assistant.__ 2 
Clerk in charge of registered 3 per cent. and all matured loans, also of all cou-
pon bonds, and of the vault, with two assistants ..........•••. ------ •••. ·--- 3 
Clerk in charge of authorities for transfer .......•.••.••.. _ ....••..••••. _ ••••. _ 1 
Clerk recording and indexing letters ....•........•.•....•....•.•... __ ••..•• __ . 1 
Clerk copying and miscellaneous work ....•..........•...•.....••...••• __ • • • • • . 1 
Messengers .••••. -.- •.•..... -.•. - •....•.••...•••..••••..••••.•..••.••...••••• _ 2 
Total • . • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . • . . • • . . . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • 16 
Respectfully submitted. 
J. R. SNEED, 
Chief of Division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the loan division of the 
office of the Register for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
,;, ,;,bll .~ ....... - "' rhbil m~ ~ ;s,::ri ]~· ~ ''"'!=~ ;sl>. b£-.t< bll.Q 'd .... .0 'di-<co rc;;j,_.CO §~ ~co ;::li=l .s~ l=!;:j~ -~~ ~;::l ...... ~~ ~rc;;j .... .... ..... ~rc;;j .... rc;;j~ 









a:> I>. g~-; 
a;>c:il ];g! .~~ ~~;3 ~~~ ~=low ~Q QQ 
~A~ e~ 
Oco 
<l) ~ p.,...., <l) ~ p.,...., 
p:j 8 0 p:j 8 0 
------------------
Bonds issued-------------··------------····· 48,172 48,172 39,926 39,926 
Canceled bonds examined •••..•••••• -- •... -. 115, 863 111, 831 4, 032 91, 092 94, 897 227 
New bonds received and surplus delivered . . • .. . . . 85, 933 . . • . • • • . . . • .. • • • • • 16, 600 
destruction commission •••••••••••• ---·----
Journals, bonds entered .•••.•.••••.•.....••. 164,035 160,003 4,032 131,018 134,823 227 
Ledgers, items posted .•...•. ---------·--.... .••.. .••• 40,117 -------· •••. .•. .. . 37,789 
Numericalregisters, bonds entered .•••.•.... 115,863 ··-------- ------·- 91,092 .•.•..•••• 41,050 
Called bonds marked on ledgers ................... ---- 27,779 ........ •••••• .••. 6, 380 ..•...•. 
Dividends of interest, checks ordered ........•... -·-- 268,304 .••• ..•. . ••. .••••. 244,346 .•....•. 
Authorities fortransferrecorded............ ..•...••. 2,573 ---·---- ---------· 2,187 .••..•.. 
Letters sent and received .............. -·---- - .... ---- 30,162 . --·---- ---------- 27,901 •••..•.• 
Totals.................................. . • . . . . . . . *774, 874 . • •. • ••. •••••• •••• *60i, 849 .••••••• 
""In part. 
' --·- ......... "":7- ~ 
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"' 
J,b.O rn.....r ~~ m b.OO ;8'"": ~ ''"';::!. ;ap., •r--4 ~.:::. ~-~~ "" ..... t-blloO b£.,_ ;::~"" ;::~ ...... """""' ;::!00 PP .Sgs ~~ §p;!:l~;:::,....; -~~ o:!"'F-< "0~ ~rl 
Character of business. .g~ ]~~ o:i<+-< "0:::~ 
.:::ltt-1 
o:so """" o:!O "'o:~...:.. ~O~;:i "'<ll 
l~.o -g~ . -~~ ~l~ 
..,..,rl 
.!::; p.,~ ~1~-< Cl)o:! o:looo ..-:loooo ~~~ e~~ ~~~ oo s~«=l Ooo .., ;:I ~rl ;:I ~rl 
~ E-1 0 p:; E-1 0 
- - - - ------- - ------
Bonus issued .•.................••.... --·.--- 39,178 
Canceled bonds examined ...... ------ ..... --. 
New bonds received and surplus delivered 73,503 
destruction commission .............. ------ . __ . .. --· 
Journals, bonds entered ..•....•••........... 112,681 
Ledgers, items posted .......................... . .... . 
N umericalrogisters, bonds entered...... . . . . 73, 503 
Called bonds marked on ledgers ..................... . 
Dividends of interest, checks ordered ............... . 
.A,uthorities for transfer recorded .................... . 












2, 962 74, 392 72,470 4,894 
350 
2, 972 98, 085 96,163 4,894 
25,060 





Totals................................. . . ... . ... 768,505 . ••. . .• . .••••• .••. 449,052 .••..••. 
The following statement is a summary by amounts: 
Received, ex-
New bonds re- changed, and 
Year: Bonds issued. Bonds canceled. ceive d and transferred, surplus de- delivered note 
stroyed. al?~ coupon di-
VISIOn. 
1884 .•.•••••.•.•.•.••. ------·- $181, 174,208 75 $244, 840, 008 75 $428, 431, 700 00 $73, 059, 500 00 
1885 .••••••..•..•••••• ·••··••· 146, 517, 557 62 228, 319, 807 62 82, 100, 000 00 13,446,050 00 
1886 ......... ·········--- - --- · 181,003,971 14 191, 684, 671 14 447, 601, 000 00 220, 146, 500 00 
1887 (to March 1) •••••...•••.. 119, 670,907 17 209, 663, 057 17 950, 000 00 77, 326, 450 00 
Average amount and character of business performed, transacted, and dh;posed of 
in the loan division of the office of the Regi~ter, with average number of employes 
during the time specified : · 
Month. 
July------~--········------------------.--.---·---· 
t~~~~b~;: ::::~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::-::: 
October . ..........•.......•.•....•.................. 
November .•••.•..••..••.•...••....••....••....••... 
December---·· .•.•.•••.•.. , .•.•...••. -- .......••... 
January •••••••••• ---- •..•...................•...... 
February .•••.••.•••..•......••....•............... . 
March .••.•.••...••.•...•..••. -· .•.•.. -·····--- .. -- . 
April .••.•..••••.••••••.....••••..............•..... 
May .•••••••.•.•.••................••......• ---·---. 
June .•••••.••....••••. ---- .. ---- ..•••••• -···-~- .. --. 
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21.1 2, 377 
21.9 4,181 
22.8 2, 945 
22.2 2, 566 
22.7 3, 909 
25.7 2, 607 
25. 8 2,802 
26.6 3, 616 
22.9 3, 218 
20.9 5, 992 
21.3 5, 390 
-----
23.2 3,645 
"' rn .., .,.: ell .... .... 




~ p-,rl ~~ 0-+" p .-<;::! 
A<ll 0 A<V s s s 
~ .:1j ~ 
---------
20.6 3,103 15.1 
17.9 3,281 12.8 
17.3 6,485 12.1 
17.8 4,444 13.3 
18.9 3, 575 13.9 
18.0 4, 280 15.2 
17.7 3, 532 16.4 
17.6 3, 027 16.7 
17.6 ...... -- ~ ... ..... 
15.9 ...... -- ~ . -.. --- .. 
16.4 .. ............ ............ 
16.4 .......... ............ 
---------
17.7 3, 966 14.5 
In this division a maximum and minimum of work cannot be stated, as no indi-
vidual monthly reports of work covering the items in this statement have been 
kept. They were not required by the chief of the Bureau. During certain. months 
some kinds of work entirely cease and other work takes its place. 
The average amounts cannot be given for the years 1884 and 1885 on account of 
the incompleteness of tho records of work performed. · 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and atten-
tion devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the loan division of 
the office of the Register, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with num-
ber of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6! hours daily. 
t · as . 
~~ 'i:l § 





1R84. • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • 305! 8, 772. 5 
1885 .•••••..•••••.••••••••• 302! 7,032.0 
1886-. .•• •• .••••• .••••••• •• 305 5, 392. 0 
1887 .•••••..•••••••••••.• - 201 2, 919. 0 
0 8, ?72. 5 
0 7, 032.0 
0 5, 392.0 


















One clerk was absent 151 working days in the year 1884, during his last illness. 
Average hours employed daily for whole fiscal year, 6 hours 27 minutes. 





TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOH.'S 0Ir:I!'ICE, 
Washington, D. C., July 16, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the report of my office, made in obedience 
to the resolution of the United States Senate of March 3, 1887. 
I seriously apprehend that the report will not meet the expectations of the honor-
able Senators composing the committee of investigation. It was made up during 
my recent illness under the careful supervision of the Ron. E. P. Baldwin, deputy, 
acting as Pirst Auditor. He, I am sure, brought to bear on the work great patience 
and industry, and, as near as it is in the power of expert knowledge, the demands of 
the committee have been satisfied. 
It is a matter of impossibility to write the work of this office in figures. One ac-
count, such as that of the collector of New York or Treasurer of the United States, 
represents weeks, sometimes months, of labor of an expert clerk, while mere salary 
accounts can be stated, many of them, in a day by an ordinary clerk. 
I have, from the commencement of my administration of this office, demanded of 
my clerks a thorough investigation and auditing of accounts, thinking it best to 
make a good showing in the accuracy of my work rather than in the number of trans-
actions reported. It will give us great pleasure, and we will be honored, if the dis-
tinguished committee of Senators will call at our office, and in person examine the 
character of our work and the manner in which it is executed. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, &c., 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
JAS. Q. CHENOWETH, 
AudUor. 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
July 9, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your request for the history of some one account from the miscel· 
laneous division of this office from the time of its receipt to the time of its transmit-
tal to the revising officer, I respectfully submit the following report of the examina· 
tion and settlement of a United States gold and silver bullion account. 
This account is one of a class rendered for the purpose of adjustment to the MiiLt 
Bureau by the mints and assay offices of the United States. After unde1·going a 
preliminary examination in that office it is referred to this office. 
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Upon its receipt in this office it is stamped and dated by the receiving clerk aud 
charged upon the entry recOI'd to the clerk having the examination of these accounts. 
It is then sent to the chief of division, who in turn refers it to the clerk to whom it 
is charged. 
Gold and silver bullion accounts are rendered quarterly by each mint and assay 
office, ten in number, and comprise a system of doubJe-entry accounts, showing all 
the transactions in bullion and coin of the quarter of the particular office rendering 
it with depositors, with the Government, and with the operative officers of the in-
stitution-such as the weight, fineness, value, and disposition made of the bullion 
received; charges and deductions upon deposits; loss and wastage of bullion by the 
operative officers; payments to depositors in coin or bars of the net value of the de-
posit; the depositing in the Treasury of moneys arising from charges and deductions 
on and from gold and silver bullion ;·profits on silver coinage, &c. 
They embrace twenty general accounts at each institution, except at the mint at 
Philadelphia, where minor coinage is executed, which embrace a much larger num-
ber, and are rendered in standard ounces and values. 
The auditing of one of these accounts includes : 
First. An examination of the vouchers, which consist of a mint receipt issued to 
the depositor of bullion, giving the weight of the deposit, the indorsement upou 
which receipt must be technically correct; the assayer's report of the fineness of 
the bullion and the charges to which the deposit is subject, which is the basis for 
the calculation of the standard weight and value of each deposit; and a certifi-
cate of payment, signed by the superintendent, or other officer in charge of the in-
stitution, countersigned by th~ assa.yer, and receipted by the party to whom the value 
of the deposit is to be paid. These vouchers, of which there are many, are volumi-
nous and specific; for example, the gold and silver bullion account of the United 
States assay office at New York for the fourth quarter 1886 contains 6,700 of these 
vouchers, which are separate and distinct papers, involving $57,597,803.28 in receipts 
and expenditures, and each of which requires handling and a careful examination. 
Second. An examination of the abstract sheets, on which each deposit is entered in 
detail; the gross weight; the fineness of the gold and silver, which is expressed in 
thousandths; the standard weights and values of the gold and silver, the charges in 
detail-melting, parting and refining, toughening, alloy and bar charge; the net value 
of the deposit, and the modes of payment in gold and silver bars and gold and silver 
coin. 
These abstract sheets, usually about 50 pages, have to be examined in connection 
with the original vouchers and the mint regulations, the standard weights and stand-
ard values thereon stated calculated, requiring about 100 different calculations to a 
page, the charges verified. and the modesof payment checked and the sheets footed. 
The account above referrefl to has 13 columns to a page, 14 inches in length, hav-
ing from 2 to 8 rows of figures. 
Third. An examination of the accounts themselves, usually from 15 to 20 pages, 
from the footing of the abstract sheets, the receipts of the operative officers, tho 
statement of the Treasurer of the United States, and the bills of the express company 
for shipping coin, the latter comprising a record of a large number of shipments to 
different places, the distance to which and amount paid for each shipment having to 
be compared with official tables and checked. 
Fourth. The making of a statement and a report of the account, charging the offi-
cer with all receipts in the way of bullion or coin, and crediting him with the disburse-
ments, for which he furnishes proper vouchers, and a certification of the balance due 
from him, in detail-gold bullion, silver bullion, gold coin, silver coin, &c.-which 
are then compared and checked by the chief of division, signed by the Auditor, re-
corded and numbered in the record room, returned to the clerk stating it, and then 
entered upon his register of accounts by number and name, giving the total amount 
of receipts, total expenditures, and the balance. 
The account is then transmitted to the First Comptroller of the Treasury for his 
action thereon. 
Respectfully, 
The FmST AUDITOR OJ!' THE TREASURY. 
A. F. McMILLAN, 
Chief of the Mi8cellaneOUB Division. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the miscellaneous division 
of the office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and H:l87 : 
( Jharacter of business. 
------ ·-- ----1- -----------------------
Mintsandassayoffices . .....•.....•..... -------- 53 715 
District of Columbia.. . ......... 124 726 
Construction of public buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262 706 
UnitMStatesTreasurer..... . ... 4 80 
Salaries aud expenses of execu-
tive and legislative depart-
ments, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238 5, 668 
Territorial andjudiciaL......... . ....... ........ 7 117 
Benevolent institutions . . . . . . . . . 31 88 
.Acknowledgments ......... . ........ . .......... . ............. . 
J .. ~tters written and recorded.... 1, 721 1, 694 .... .• 





































Totals .••....••............ ll,5o3 1l2,166 776 11,083 13,843 """"7848,346 8,109 1,405 
The accounts in the miscellaneous division are very voluminous and diversified in 
their character, requiring in their examination and settlement a thorough knowl-
edge of the many laws and regulations governing the same. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the miscellaneous division of the office of the 
First Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~ ~ - ~ ~ . ~ ~.,; s 8 ~ ~.,; a 8 
Months. b.IJ~ bl;~ b.IJ~ ~ b£~ b.l~ ~ ~ b.IJ~ bi:..P ~ ~ .;sl=l cilh .;sl=l cj!P., .;s§ c;:h 
·a .§ 
as= c;:P., E3 El ~!:I ~0 ~-~~ ~.s ;...,.9 ~g ~0 
~s ~A ~s 
~0 fa .H ·s ~p, ~s ~p, ~ ~ ~- "'"e !1= I> 8 ~s ~~ ~ ~ ~= ~= ~~ ~~ ~ ~= ----------------------
July·········--· · ·----····· 85 11 78 13! 78 14 362 16 55 17 112 8 
.August ...•••....•......... 92 11 78 13! 62 14 218 12 69 17 539 13 
~~¥~t'::~-~~ ::::::::::::::::: 85 11 75 13! 84 14 234 3 56 18 267 2 !J2 11 81 13! 71 13 266 17 47 18 153 13 
November .......•.••..•..•. 83 11 70 13! 74 12 305 5 57 18 152 9 
December ........•••.....•. 82 11 75 13! 62 14 322 15 64 18 301 10 
t~~ii!~·:::: :::::::: :~:::: 88 11 78 13! 78 14 225 10 46 19 173 20 82 11 66 13:} 76 16 203 12 66 17 293 7 88 11 75 13! 83 17 289 12 ~.- -... .......... . ... 
April .....•.•.•.•..•....•.. 88 11 78 13! 76 20 133 11 ..... -.. ........ ...... . ...... 
May ..••••.•••.•..•..•..... 88 11 75 13! 73 18 115 1 ........ ....... ......... ...... 
June ..•.••..•...•..•....... 85 11 78 13i 8!J 17 208 28 ........... ........... .......... ·-·· ------------------· ---- -Total .•••.•.•••••.•.. 861 11 '15{~ lli 75i 15! 240 lli 57l 17i 2481 10! 
'fhe following statement shows t.he average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the miscellaneous division of 
the office of the First Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days, auc.l by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6-9- hours daily. 
-e- 't:S 't:S 00 ~ ~ 
~al ~g ,.bl~ ~-= I-IH ~p, oo 't:S~ Years. ~~ II:~ ~~:~ ~~ ooP. "'= ~p, p.,P., ~~ ~-S ~II: As cii,.Q A E-1 
---
Days. h. m. 
1884 ---···· --·-·· ····-- ...... 305~ 2, !l17 3 15 0 2, !J17 
1885. ·•···· ·····-······ ····-- 30:!~ a, 6:!!J :.1 10 0 3, 6:.10 
1886 --····· ···•········ .•.•. . 305 4,166 0 0 0 4,166 
1887 .•••••. ·····- ···--···-··· 201 3, 027 6 12 0 3,028 
.... ~ .... -= a~ o.,; :o~ '<P ~as 
~~ ~$ ~ 
't:S 
oo't:! 'S"A ~~ ~s~ g~ ~s 
~~ ~g~ p:jA ------
h.m. 
11 265 6 10 
13! 292 6 53 
15! 273 614 
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RECORD DIVISION. 
Tho following statement shows in detail the business in the record di fision of the 
office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 1~84, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
Character of business. 
----------------------------------------------1-------r·------- ------- ------
Certificates of accounts recorded....................... . .... 20, 106 19,985 
Letters recorded (copied)....................... . ............ 5, 381 5, 295 
Number of letters indexed ...................................................... . 
Number of pages written .............................................. . ........ . 











The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the record division of the office of the First 
Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
I 188,, 1885. 1886. 1887. 
ell ell. :1:1 ell. ell <D. s s ell, ell. a 8 l£onths. bll.-l bl.~ bll!ll bll_.;; b£~ b£~ ~~ ., ., bll-+" ., 1::1 =~ ="" =., =l=l = ... .§ .§ =§ ~~ -~ .§ ~g ~-~.s .v.S ... = 1-<0 ~-<o ~8 '"'o c-S <D~ ova I>'~ ~P. ~ ~ ovs 
a;)~ 
~ c. a = ~>s ~= ..qa;) ~CIS ..q~ ~= ..q~ ~ ~= ..q<l) ~ 
------- ------ --- ----- --- ------ --- ----- ---
July ......... 348 6 421 51 3, 561 5 7, 942 655 1, 034 4 1,126 630 
August .••.•. 375 6 421 5A 1, 260 6 2, 886 706 1,054 5 1, 827 526 
September ... 347 6 404 51 905 6 2, 281 618 573 5 960 507 
October .•••.. 375 6 437 51 988 5 2, 958 1, 005 860 5 1, 259 60:3 
November ... 341 6 380 53 559 6 1, 316 555 980 4 1, 028 746 
December ... 334 6 4Q4 51 907 5 1, 536 390 818 4 1, 042 679 
January . .... 362 6 421 5! 851 6 1, 424 418 7!i1 5 1,132 370 
February ..•. 334. 6 353 511 1, 904 6 7,962 469 892 6 1,124 460 
:March ....... 362 6 40i 53 1,440 5 4, 351 1, 023 ........... .......... . -------- .......... 
April ........ 361 6 421 53 1,128 5 1, 645 722 ........... - · ............ . ............ ............. 
:May ......... 362 6 404 51 1, 503 5 2,218 892 .............. ............ ................ ........... 
June ........ 348 6 421 5! 1,133 5 1, 536 811 ................. ----- - ...... . ...... ........... ----------------------------
Total aver-
ages ..••. 354/, 6 •o1.;, 51 1,3lUH 51:\ 3,171! 688! 871 41 1, 187i 5651 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the record division of the 
office of the First A:uditor, in person and by prox~, during the years named, with 
n.umber of days durmg each year so devoted to busmess by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. rn. to 4. p. m., with half hour a.t noon 
for lunch. Time to be d.evoted to business 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
1884 ............ ................. 305! 
1885 ............................. 302! 
1886 ............................. 305 





0 1, 517 6 
0 1,402 51 
24 1,494 51\ 
78 812 41 
h.m. 
253 5 53 
271i 6 23 
275! 6 25 
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WAREHOUSE AND BOND DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, l!)RST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
July 9, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to report the following as the process of examination, &c., 
of a warehouse and bond account from its reception into this office until its certifica-
tion to the Uommissioner of CuBtoms, viz.: 
It is received through the mails from the collector of customs, opened, stamped, en-
tered in record book, and initialed in the room of the de]Juty auditor, then sent 
to the desk of the chief of division, where it is stamped with the date of ita re-
ceipt by him, turned over to a clerk, who acknowledges its receipt to the collector of 
customs, enters it upon the record book of the division, and turns it over to the clerk 
who has tho examination of the accounts from the collection district to which it per-
tains. 
The clerk gives the account a careful examination to seo that the warehouse, re-
warehouse, transportation, and exportation entries are properly made, the proper 
amount of duty charged against the merchandise; keeps track of the merchandise and 
duty thereon until it is withdrawn for consumption, transportation, or exportation, 
and, in the case of transportation and exportation bonds, sees that the bonds are prop-
erly canceled, as required by the regulations; compares the amount withdrawn from 
warehouse for consumption with the amount accounted for by the collector of cus-
toms in hid customs account to see if he has accounted for tho full amount of duty 
for which the merchandise was bonded. Should errors be found in the account, cor-
respondence ensues between the office and collector. When the account is correct the 
clerk makes up an Auditor's report, to be signed by the Auditor, and a statement signed 
by himself, in which the collector is charged with balance on warehouse bonds per 
last report; the amount of duty on merchandise warehoused, rewarehoused, construc-
tively warehoused, and constructively rewarehoused and bonded; increased duties 
ascertained on liquidation; duties collected in excess; additional duties under sec-
tions 2900 and 2970; decreased duties on liquidation of export and transportation 
entries; bal::tnce of duties on transportation bonds per last report; duties on tr::tns-
portation bonds taken during the month; increased duties ascertained on liquida-
tion; balance of exportation bonds per last report; duties on export bonds taken· dur-
ing the month, and increased duties ascertained on liquidation. He is also credited 
with the following, viz: Duties on merchandise paid and credited in customs ac-
count, sold, having remained in warehonse over three years; withdrawn for trans-
portation; withdrawn for exportation; withdrawiJ. under sections 2510 and25ll,Re-
vised Statutes, and section 16, act of June, 1884; decreased duties ascertained on liq-
nidat,ion; on bonds delivered to district attorney; increased duties on liquidation of 
export entries; increased duties on liquidation of transportation entries; and showing 
balance of duty on bonds remaining on hand at close of month; duties on transportation 
bonds canceled; on bonds delivered to district attorney; decreased duty ascertained 
on liquidation; balance of duties on bonds on hand at close of the month; duties on 
export bonds canceled; on bonds delivered to district attorney; decreased duties as-
certained on liquidation; balance of duties on bonds at close of the month. 
The clerk's statement and Auditor's report, when made up together with the col-
lector's geneml :1ccount of bonds, are laid on the desk of the chief of division, who, 
after a careful comparsion, checks the Auditor's report for his signature ; after being 
signed it ~ocs to the record room to be recorded, when it is given an official number. 
It is then returned to the division and entered in full on the record book of the divis-
ion under its official number, and together with the account transmitted to the Com-
missioner of Customs for his revision. 
Respectfully, 
The FIRS1 AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY, 
JNO. P. TORBERT, 
Chief of Warehouse and Bond DiviBion. 
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The following statement shows in detail tbe business in the warehouse and bond 
division of the office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
00 bJ) I 00 bJJ en...; rn .il ~JJ .~ .... •o 
•J""'' ~ •...-1 = ;sp., q:l ~~ 'd·"""' • "d ....... 'Q·i:: .0 'g~ ~""" ~In b£.0 bJJr:-.-r;;:pac .-r;;:poo §~ -g.g~ §.-r;;:~ §.-r;;:~ .~gs Pp >:100 '"' 00 'd~ ~ ...... <;! ~ 'd~ ::; ...... 
=~ Character of business. rd"-' oz "0"-' ~ r:: .... rdO$ rd .... <'$ ~ ..... ~~....:. Q) 0 Q) Q) 0 Q) a:o Q)0Q) 0$0 
~rd~ ~rd~ "'Q) ~""= ]13 . 'g~ . Q)P., 
Q)Q) ..... 
~o- ..... ~~-»· rnQ.lo:S rnG.>o:S 
~gs~ ·~ ~ 
ITJQ.>o:S 
,g~~ "(D_.. ~ ~ 8,~ ~ [~ 
rTJO 
~A.-. Q) ~~ r::A,..., an'3~ 
~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ 
----------------
,Accounts adjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 103 1, 139 4 j 1, 585 1, 579 
Number of transactions received, 
examined, and referred....... 491 502 .............. .. .................. .. 
10 703 
t~~~;;~~~:~t_s_~::::::::::::: ·.--·27o · .... 265. :::::: :::::::: 1'~~g :::::: :::::::: 
































During the :fiscal year 1886 the number of accounts adjusted were 981 and the ''Num-
ber of transactions received, examined, and referred" were 598. 
You will also observe that the acknowledgments are included in the column of 
"Transacted and disposed of during the fiscal years 1886 and 1887," and not in those 
of 1884 and 1885. 
The following statement shows the average amount aud character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the warehouse and bond division of the office 
of the First Auditor, with average number of employes during the time speci:(ied: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
<I) <DiJ <I) 
~ 
<I). <I). a 8 ~..; ~~ s s :Month. b(~ bJJ'<D b)J-o;\ bJJ"" bJJ~ p p p p 
<il~ ~f;> ~~ <il .... ~g <i!P.. 8 .~ a:§ 
<ijP., 
-~ .§ ... = ........ ,_.p ,..o ~-<..9 -~ 1-<0 ~-<..9 Q;>o Q;>A Q)o <D'A Q)8 Q;>A ~ Q)8 Q)A .s t>EI P-8 H3 ~>-8 ~<il P-8 ~ >:J ~~ P-8 0$ ..qa: ..q<D <!l~ ..q<D <!JQ) ~ ..qQ) ~ ;::;:1 
---------------------· 
.Tuly ----·-- ---------------. 30 5 32 5 60 5 ... --- ... --- 72 4 202 8 
August .................... 32 5 32 5 46 5 ...... ...... 49 4 154 6 
September ................. 30 5 31 5 46 5 ...... ...... 89 4 89 10 
October .................... 32 5 34 5 45 5 . ..... ...... 88 4 74 8 
November ................. 29 5 29 5 87 5 ...... ...... 75 4 136 3 
December-------------·-·· 29 5 31 5 54 5 ..... . ...... 84 4 80 6 
January .•••••...•.•....... 31 5 32 5 95 5 ...... ...... 74 4 70 6 
February ................. 29 5 27 5 57 5 ..... . ...... 66 4 27 5 
March ..................... 31 5 31 5 52 5 .................. ------ ........ .. 
April ...................... 31 5 32 5 87 4 314 11 .................... .. 
May . . . . • . . • . • • .. . . • .. • . . .. 31 5 31 5 50 4 69 15 .. ! . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . 
.Tune ...................... 30 5 32 5 78 4 256 6 ...... . ............. .. 
Total ••••••.•.....••. 30/:-5 ~\ --5- 62{; 4!2i31o}l7q --4-}04 '6i 
The following statement shows tbe average number of days' time ::tnd attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the warehouse and bond 
division of the office of the Fhst Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest rmm ber of days aud by the employe present the least number 
of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with half hour 
at noon for lunch. 'l'ime to be devoted to business 6-§- hours daily. 
Years . 
...._ ___________ --------------------------
1884 -··--- ------. -----------· .. -. 305~ 
1885- -··---·---- ......... -- ...... 302!' 
1'886 ·--. ------------------------- 305 
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PUBLIC DEBT DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
July 9, 1887. 
SIR: In answer to your request for a succinct statement of some of the most prom-
inent classes of accounts devolved upon this division to examine and adjust, I would 
beg leave to mention that in addition to United States securities and the interest ac-
crued thereon, this desk is charged with the duty of auditing the accounts growing 
out of the bonded indebtedness of the District of Columbia, and the examination and 
settlerr.ent of the annual installment of certificates of Spanish indemnity, under the 
provision of the act of June 7, 1836. 
UNITED STATES BONDS. · 
United States bonds of the various issues, whether matured, called, or purchased 
in open market for redemption, are received of the Treasurer of the United States 
monthly, or at longer periods of time, accompanied by schedules denoting the loan, 
number of bond, date when redeemed, amount of principal, accrued interest, and 
premium, when paid; are critically examined, together as to the proper transfer made 
to the Secretary of the Treasury of the bonds as required, either by the original holder 
of the certificate or by his legal and constituted representative. After the examina-
tion of each item as mentioned, a statement is prepared of the account presented for 
redemption, upon which a certificate of the Auditor is issued, recorded, and trans-
mitted, together with the vouchers thereon, to the First Comptroller for revision and 
decision as to the correctness of the statement; after which the account, with the ac-
companying papers, is deli"fered to the Register, and the proper credit carried to the 
account of the Treasnrer on the books of the Register, "On account of advances here-
tofore made by public debt warrant No. -," for the month in which disbursements 
were made. The number of accounts of this class audited during the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, Hl87, was, viz: United States bonds redeemed, 9 accounts; number of 
bonds, 14,461; principal, $87,281,900; interest, $465,!:!46.65. For sinking fund, 6 ac-
counts, 11,875 vouchers; principal, $56,071,550; interest, $256,257.71. 
INTEREST ACCOUNTS ON PUBLIC LOANS. 
The interest-bearing bonds of t,he United States are comprised at present of 4 
per cent. coneols of 1907 and 4t per cent. funded loan of 1891, both under acts of July 
14, 1870, and January 20, 1871. The interest of these bonds is paid quarterly upon 
checks issued by the Treasurer to the constituents thereof or their attorneys at the 
close of each preceding quarter from schedules furnished and provided by the Regis-
ter of the Treasury. These checks are made payable to the order of the holder, as 
registerecl on the bond, and are paid on due presentation at the several offices of the 
Treasurer and assistant treasurers of the United States, when properly indorsed, in 
accordance with the rules and regulations of the Treasury Department, and returned 
weekly or monthly to the Treasurer's Office, numbered in lot and scheduled, and are 
tra11smitted by the Treasurer with his account for examination and settlement. 
The diversity of signatures and the fact that most of the loans are held by institu-
tions, trustees, executors, administrators, guardians of estates, attorneys, &c., ne-
cessitates, in the examination of these checks, a critical scrutiny of the signatures of 
each check presented, to see that the number, amount, and name of the holder of the 
bond, together with the authorities on file for ·proper indorsement correspond. After 
completing the examination and comparing the Treasurer's account with the sched-
ules of the paying office the checks received are noted by check-mark as paid, and 
statement of the account made, upon which the Auditor issues a certificate of the 
amount due the Treasurer. This certificate is recorded, and, together with all papers 
aml vouchers, is transmitted to the First Comptroller for revision and decision thereon. 
If found correct it is passed to the credit of the Treasurer on the books of the Register 
on account of advances heretofore made to him on public debt warrant No.-, for the 
month in which the expenditures were made. The number of accounts of the 4 per 
cent. loan audited during the fiscal year just passed was 150; vouchers, 181,381 ; in-
terest, $25,148,996.50; and of 4-! per cent. funded loan of 1891, accounts, 141; vouch-
ers, 54,492; interest, $10,688,808.79. The number of accounts of 4 per cent. conso1s, 
1907,on hand at the end of the year was 13; 30,147 vouchers, amounting to $5,813, 799.50. 
Of the 3 per cent. loan of 1882, now called for redemption, there were 93 accounts, 
2,336 vouchers, and $3,152,739.53 interest. The number of Pacific railroad accounts 
stated was 60; vouchers, 5,817; interest, $5,800,876.08. 
These comprise the principal accounts of the division, so far as relates to Govern-
ment securities, and for a more detailed statement the annual report of the business 
of the (Uvision w1U show that, comparing the work and labor accomplished with the 
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limited number of clerks employed, the office has been well represented in this part 
of its t·csponsibilities. 
The accounts are received in tho room of the depnty auditor, opened and stamped 
by the receiving clerk, and delivered to the entry clerk, who enters them on the reg-
ister, charging them to the chief of this division; after which they are delivered by 
the messenger to the chief of divisiou, by whom they are examined and delivered to 
the clerk who is to have charge of them. The clerk, after examination, returns to the 
Treasurer or other proper person or officer all not correct for correction. When they 
have been corrected and returned the Auditor's certificate is ma,dc up by the clerk 
and by him initialed and handed to the chief, who also examines the same as to form 
and also as to disallowances and the reasons therefor. The chief being satisfied that 
the work has been done correctly, initials the report and sends the sa,me to the Auditor 
for signature. After being signed by the Auditor the report is sent to the record room, 
where it is recorded and numbered, and it is then returned to the chief of division a,nd 
the number of the account entered, and the report and all vouchers and papers a,re 
delivered to tho Pirst Comptroller for revision. 
The same process of recording is observed in this division that is required in the 
other divisions of the office. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. ,J. Q. CHENOWETH, 
Fi1·st Auditor of the T1'easury. 
JNO. P. BENTLEY, 
Acting Chief Public Debt Division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the public debt division of 
the office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 1t384, 18t35, 18!::l6, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
--------------1--- ------------------------
Interest accounts ........... --". 717 607 1 449 428 22 362 351 33 
Redemption accounts ...... -.... 107 174 ............ 96 96 62 62 
~=~~~!~iit~~;:~~::: =~~: ~: ~~::: . .. ~ ........... ............ 53 53 30 30 1, !>60 1, 535 ............. 2,491 . ............. ................. 88R 
Miscellaneous ................... 2,339 2,125 ............ 2,643 2,643 2, 000 5,463 
Totals ..... --.............. 4, 723 4, 441 3,241 5, 711 22 2, 454 6, 794 33 
Accounts of notes and securities destroyed are included in the "Redemption ::w-
counts" for 1884 and 1885, and are separated for 1886 and 1887. 
Letters written in 1884 and 1885 are estimated, and those for 1886 and 1887 are 
actual. 
The following statement sh~ws the average amount and character of busmess per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the public debt division of the office of the 
First Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
<I) <1).,; <I) <ll<>) <I) Cl). s a <I) <I). 8 s Months. bll~ b.IW bll~ b£-<ll bll~ bf),gl i:::l ~ 1:.0...; bll,gl = = ~g ceP> ceCI ceP> ,;eel C:Sh s .§ ce§ ceP> .§ s ~-<.8 ~5 ~.a .... ~ ...,o ~-<.8 <llp. ~s ~P. -~ "'o . ~ :§ <l)s ~s Cl <l)s <Dp. .!;= ~s ~s c:s ~ .!;<ll ~s c:s ..q<D ..q= ..qCI) _,q<ll ..q~ ~ "11<l.l ~ ~ 
------------- --- -
July ........••............. 39 9f 42 9 74 6i ............ ............ 159 6 748 21 
t"e~~~!!\;~;::::::::::::::::: 43 !li 42 9 47 6i ............ ............ 115 6 573 7 39 9j 40 9 59 6ll .......... .......... 115 6 1, 258 14 
October .................... 43 9f 44 9 84 6! .......... .......... 97 6 :.!0 1 
November ................. 39 9f 38 9 64 61 .......... ............. 179 6 952 3 
December ................. 38 9lJ- 40 9 85 61 .............. ........... 192 6 994 1 
January ................... 41 9f 42 9 77 6ll ............ ......... 124 6 592 0 
ir~~~ha:!. ::: : : :::: : : : ::: :: ~ 38 9! 35 9 50 61 ............... ............ 121 6 603 2 41 9f 40 9 64 6! .......... . ......... --·· ..... -...... ....... April ...................... 41 9! 42 9 101 61 750 1 .......... ........ . ............. ...... 
May ....................... 41 9i 40 9 73 61 794 3 ........ ....... ........... . ... 
June ......•..•............. 39 9£ 42 9 68 6i 810 7 ....... ·-·· ............. . ..... ------------------ - --- -
Total averages ...•.•. 40l! 9~ 40-i'z 9 70~ Gi 784£ 3£ 141§ 6 7111 ';f 
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Tho following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by tho employes of the public debt division of 
the office of the First Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by tho employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by tho employe present the least number of days 
dul'ing said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
~g 
'1:1 '1:1 
17> ..... a:> ..... rd .p:, alP., ltlP., Ql Ql 
~~ ~~ 
h. o.,; t:.floj:l S:;::; ~,.0. .g~~ §'Po <il't:l -4:> ~~ 0~ '1:1~ "-'h ~~f:l 't:l"g~ Years. A~ !::~ ~::8 ,!<1 "'o m't:l "'~ -"" ,.0..-. ~,.0 1::: """~P. ..,:~,!<!..-< aoQ mp.. oaP. <:ilO SP< """' oai'-<P.. n<l:> ~Q ~p, ~I:; 1:> s e;, Ph aaos c:!OEI As ~=lEI <lj::ld 00 ~~Q;) ~i:::<l:> A .... A.o E-1 ~Q;) o:l'1;l ~P. 
----- - ------- ------H.M. 
1884 ............................ . 305A 2, 508 75 2, 583 9! 268 6 14 279 173 
1885 ........................ .. .. . 302! 2,149 279 2, 428 9 ~69 6 21 279 0 
1886 ............................. 305 1, 828 50 1, 878 61 278 6 28 287 227 
1887 ....................... .. .... 201 1,054 . ........ 1,054 6 175! 6 14 185 169 
' 
JUDICIARY DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
July 9, 1887. 
SIR: As requested by tho chairman of the Select Committee of the Senate, I here-
with submit a statement of the business assigned to the judiciary division of this 
office. 
The accounts assigned to the division consist of the accounts of marshals for all ex-
penses of United States courts, accounts of Unite:l States attorneys, accounts of clerks 
of United States courts, accounts of United States commissioners, accounts for rent of 
United States court rooms, accounts of penitentiaries for support of United States 
convicts, and all miscellaneous accounts payable from the appropriations for expenses 
of United States courts. Of the accounts enumerated above the most important are 
those of United States marshals under tho following appropriations, viz: 
For fees and expenses of United Stat,es marshals, United States courts. 
For fees of jurors, United States courts. 
For fees of witnesses, United States courts. 
For support of prisoners, United States courts. 
For miscellaneous expenses, Unite<l States courts. 
An account under each appropriation is rendered for each term of a United States 
court. When an account is received at this office the same is opened by the receiving 
clerk and is stamped with the office stamp showing the date of its receipt. It is then 
registered on the books, and is checked by the registering clerk and sent to the desk 
of the chief of division, who delivers it to the clerk in charge of accounts for the dis-
trict represented by the marshal. The clerk's :first duty is to examine each account 
and see that it is in proper form, that it is properly verified, approved by the court by 
an order placed upon tho minutes of the court as required by act of February 22, 1875, 
a copy of which order must accompany each account under the certificate and seal of 
the clerk of the court. If found correct in this preliminary examination, the receipt 
of the account is acknow !edged by the clerk, the letter of acknowledgment is initialed 
by the chief of division and sent to the Auditor for his signature. Then a requisition 
is forwarded to the Register of the Treasury for a certificate showing the balance due by 
his last account adjusted, and all advances made to the marshal since said adjustment. 
When this certificate is received the clerk proceeds to examine the account critically, 
the disbur&ements :first and then the accounts for fees and expenses. The account for 
fees and expenses of marshals, in which is charged all the fees and travel of the marshal 
and his deputies for the service of process, &c., is the most important and consequently 
requires more labor to the clerk in charge than any other account rendered. Every 
chargeineach voucher has to be examined, the mileage charged for travel to be verified. 
This necessitates the examination of maps and railroad guides. When the clerk is not 
certain of the legality of the charge, he submits the charge to the chief of division, who 
if not certain that the same is correct, or where it is doubtful, it is his duty to submit 
the question to the deputy auditor, who also often submits the same to the Auditor for 
his decision on the point raised. In the adjustment of these accounts large suspensions 
and disallowances are made, which are written out in detail, showing in every in-
stance the charge that is suspended, and giving fully the cause of suspension or dis-
allowance. When the clex·k has thoroughly examined the account he prepares a state· 
ment in which the marshal is charged with the balance due from him per his last 
account, and all advances made to him since said last settlement, and crediting thQ 
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amount nharged, less amount suspended or disallowed. The clerk -then prepares tho 
certificate to bo signed by the Auditor, from the statement made, initials it, backs 
both the statement and certificate and submits the same to the chief of the division, 
who examines the same as to the form and correctness of each, places his initials on 
the same, which is sent to the Auditor for his signature thereto. The certificate is 
then sent with all the papers to the record room to be recorded and numbered, then 
it is returned to the clerk who takes the number, which is put upon a register kept 
by the division showing each account audited, the amount allowed, the balance due, 
the last warrant charged against the marshal, &c. The account is then reported to 
tho Comptroller for his action thereon. 
Respectfully, 
0. B. HALLAM, 
Chief of Judiciary Division. 
Ron. JAS. Q. OHENOWETII, 
First Auditor OJ the 1reasury. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the judiciary division of 
the office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
------------1---- --------- - --- - --------
Marshals' accounts*------------- ------- -------- 316 2,666 2,508 
Compensation ofattorneys*----- -------- -------- 2 746 745 
Compensat~onofclerk!J* .----··;· ------ · · ----·-·· 1 628 617 
CompensatiOnofcommissioners. ------·· -···--·- 4 1,579 1,563 
Miscellaneous •...... -----····-·· 5, 863 5, 913 2 803 792 
Judicial emoluments f.---------- ........ ----·· .................. ... .. . 
Acknowled!!lllentst. -----· ------ ........ --··-· ........ ------. . 3,143 



















TotaL ..•.•..............•. 6,777 6,814 325 6,422 §10,828 522 4,679 §7,553 563 
•Prior to 1886 included under miscellaneous. 
t Prior to 1887 included under miscellaneous. 
t No record prior to 1886. 
§Including acknowledgments and letters. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the judiciary division of the office of the First 
Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 





~: s ~ <!) <!). a s Month. bf)~ b£...; b.O...; "" bf)...; ~ = ciSh == Cllh == cah 8 ca§ caP-o "" Cllr;:~ ... _s: ...  ... _s: ,_.r::l ..,o .§ ,..o 8 :~ '"'o <!)0 ~s ~P. -~ '"'o -~ <l)a <l>P, ~~ <l>p., .s <!)8 f~ ~~ ~>a Cll ~ ~Cil ~<l) ~Cil ~~ ::.1 ::.1 ~col ~~ ::.1 ·-------------- - - --------
July ..••• . --·-····· 92 6 97 6 216 6 261 165 158 8 201 119 
August ............ 99 6 97 6 105 5 158 20 93 8 205 17 
September ..••..... 92 6 93 6 92 6 122 2! 74 7 95 14 
October .... -- ..•• -. 99 6 101 6 155 6 208 108 116 8 175 73 
November ........ 90 6 88 6 129 · 6 182 92 119 8 172 72 
December ...•..... 88 6 93 6 115 6 124 80 192 7 192 54 
January---···---·· 96 6 97 6 198 6 267 112 155 8 249 80 
l!,ebruary ..••.• -••. 88 6 82 6 167 6 214 118 123 8 176 93 
March .....••..•••. 96 6 93 6 148 6 232 62 ----·· ·----- ....... ............ April .....•..•...•. 96 6 97 6 181 6 202 93 . ----· ........ .......... .......... 
May ......•..••.•.. 96 6 93 6 145 7 269 75 . ........ ....... .......... .......... 
June ..•.•••.•••..•. 92 6 97 6 126 7 247 84 . ........... ........... ......... ........... --------------------------
Total .•.•••.. 93-fll' 6 94 6 148h 6lll' 207llf 86/ll' 121i 71 1831 65J 
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The following sta.tement shows the average number of days' time ancl attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the judiciary division of the 
office of J,he First Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with num-
ber of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days during 
said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
~~ 
0::: 0::: rn '+-< Q;)<i-<.-d a.S CZJ!>. CZJ!>. (1) (1) 
~g ]~ 
».. o,; 
::~ ~~ ~~ p.<l> <il"' ~ Q;l·~ Q;>A "'<l> ~ .... 'd •"C'd !>. Years. l=lo ~~ f.:B ,.t.j <1>0 ~<l>f.: rn'd J.l~ <1>0 
~~ 
,.0.-< +>~'A ~~ ~~ rnA sA :'8 ~ El~ +>~P< h>. ~~ ::sS rnos ~oe A a A.s A ..a -<!j::S<il oO ~f.:Q;) ~f.:Q;) 8 lzl<l> ~0::: l:tl'A ----------------------
h. m. 
1884 ..••••• ·••••• .•••••••••••.••. 305! 1,539 0 1, 539 6 256l 5 58 274 229 
1885 ..•••••••••••.••..••..••..••. 30!?.j 1,561 0 1, 561 6 260# 6 7 273 261 
1886 ··••••• .•••••.•••••.•••••.••. 305 1, 713 0 1, 713 6l~ 281*ll 6 32 284 260 
1887 ..••..••..•••••.••••• ······-· 201 1, 386 0 1, 386 7r9~ 178i 6 18 188 173 
CUSTOMS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
J1~ly 9, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following statement of the process of auditing 
an account of "Expense of collecting the revenue from customs:" 
Receipt by mail. 
Stamping and entering of record in deputy's room. 
Acknowledging receipt and entering in division record books. 
Obtaining certificate of Register showing balance found by Commissioner of Cus-
toms from previous account, together with all advances made to the collector for the 
period to bo stated-usually one quarter. 
Obtaining from the appointment division a list of all changes in the personnel of 
tho collectors' offices and entering them in books kept for the purpose, together with 
the oaths received from the Commissioner of Customs. 
Obtaining also from the appointment division a list of all expenditures authorized 
by t.hc Department, buildings leased or rented, and making a record of same. 
The account consists of an account-current, abstracts, pay-rolls, and vouch&s, 
showing the expenses under the various headings, viz: Collector's office, inspectors, 
&c., revenue boats, official expenses of weighers and gaugers, appraiser's department, 
contingent expenses, storf'keepers in bonded warehouses, traveling expenses of ex-
aminers, naval office, surveyor'e office, merchant appraisers, night service of inspect-
ors, &c., as well as the receipts from storage, drayage, and labor, weighing and 
gauging, official fees, services of merchant appraisers, night service of inspectors, 
overtime of inspectors, traveling expenses of examiners, storekeepers of bonded ware-
houses, c01·ding and sealing, reimbursements by railroad companies, costs in custom 
snits, &c. 
All vouchers are examined as to computation, date, appropriation, receipt, signature, 
oath, and certificate required by the Department and compared with the records of 
tho office above mentioned. 
'l'he amounts of the vouchers and pay-rolls are checked against the amounts charged 
by tho colLector. Receipts from importers to cover expenses of appraisements, night 
service of inspectors, and traveling expenses of examiners are entered in books for 
tho purpose and the disbursements and refunds under each head charged against the 
same. The receipts, as shown by the abstracts, are checked against the amounts 
credited by the collector, under the various headings, and advances as shown by the 
Register's certificate are checked against the remittances credited by collector. When 
all the amounts from the various abstracts, with the remittances certified by the 
Register, are checked on the account-current and warrants received for deposits 
charged by the collector, a statement in duplicate is made, one signed by the clerk 
in charge and the other, called the Auditor's certificate, signed by the Auditor. The 
Auditor's certificate is copied into a book in the record division of the office and num-
bered, which number and its date is entered in the division book of entry, and tha 
statement, with the accounts, is forwarded to the office of the Commissioner of Cus4 
toms for revision. 
Very respectfully, 
H. K. LEAVER, 
Chief Customs Division, First Auditor's UjJice. 
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TnEASURY DEPARTMENT, FIRST AUDITOR's OFFICE, 
July 9, 1887. 
SIR: The following report on the manner of examining the account of customs 
from the port of New York is respectfully submitted in compliance with your request: 
This account, as received at the Department, consists of an account-current, ab-
stracts, and a few vouchers. No entries are received from this or any other port where 
a naval officer is employed. 
The merchandise imported for immediate consumption is entered on two abstracts, 
to separate that paying simple rates from that paying compound rates of duty. 
'rhe first is the most extensive abstract of the account, and contains some 200 
pages of 40 lines each, with from one to fifteen it{'ms on each line, and includes 
merchandise aggregating from five to seven million dollars in duties. This abstract 
is first examined as to the rate of duty imposed on each article, and in cases where 
the rate of duty depends on the value, a computation of value is made. After this 
examination the columns are added, and the footings carried forward to the last page 
of the day's transactions, where they are aggregated under each separate rate of duty. 
Great care is taken here to see that the sums are correctly carried forward, each to 
its appropriate column. 
After this work is completed two clerks call off the aggregates from the daily foot-
ings to the summary, the first calling the rate of duty at the head of the column in 
the summary, and the other giving him the sum at the foot of his column at the 
same rate of duty. Each day's transaction thus occupies one line on the summary. 
'l'his sheet being added, and tho footings carried to a recapitulation sheet, brings the 
aggregate imports at each separate rate of duty into one item, on which the duty is 
computed by simple multiplication, and the aggregate of all these separate duties 
carried to the account-current. 
The examination of the compound-duty abstract is in every way similar to the fore-
going, but this abstract usually contains 40 or 50 pages, and the duty approaches, but 
seldom reaches, $1,000,000. A much larger proportion of the imports are dependent 
on value for t.he rate of duty imposed, requiring careful computations in each case. 
Merchandise withdr~wn from warehouse at simple rates of duty comprises the ab-
stract second in importance, averages 150 pages, and includes from two and a half to 
three millions of dollars in duties. In addition to all the examination of the preced-
ing abstracts, the dates of arrival and withdrawal are examined to see if tho goods 
have remained in warehouse over one year, in which case an additionallO per cent. 
on the duties paid should be collected. 
The corresponding abstract at compound rates averages about 40 pages and covers 
about half a million dollars in duty, and requires all the examination of any of the 
preceding abstracts. 
The abstract of duties on books received through the mails requires only the addi-
tion of the column of duties on about 75 pages. These duties, usually aggregating 
fifteen to sixteen hundred dollars in a month, are collected in very small sums and 
all at the same rate, and there are no data for other examination. 
There are two abstracts (simple and compound) of goods withdrawn from ware-
house, and two for consumption on arrival, which are transferred from other districts, 
and require the same examinations as those previously described. These are much 
smaller in amount than the other abstracts. 
There are three abstracts of increased duty ascertained on liquidation (for direct 
importations, warehouse withdrawals, and rewarehouse withdrawals, respectively,) 
in which the amount of duty originally paid is to be deducted from the liquidated 
duty, showing the increased duty to be collected, and the addition of this increased 
duty is carried to the account-current. 
Separate abstracts, three or four in number, contain the merch::tndise which has 
remained in warehouse more than one year, and on which the additional duty of 10 
per cent. is collected. In these abstracts a few cases of specinl computation occur, 
where, in consequence of overpayment on partial withdrawals the regular duty ac-
crues only on part of the goods still remaining, while the additional 10 per cent. 
applies to the whole. · 
Two or three other abstracts contain accounts of merchandise on which a penal 
duty of 20 per cent. has accrued in consequence of undervaluation by the importer. 
These abstracts require the computation of the 20 per cent. on each item, and addition 
of the results. 
The abstract of tonnage duties requires examination of the ports from which the 
vessels reported have arrived to verify the rate of tax, computation of the tax on 
each vessel, and addition of the results. 
When goods which have remained in warehouse over three years, or unclaimed 
goods are sold, the auctioneer's account of sales and vouchers for all expenses ac-
company the abstracts, and are axammed in detail to see that all computations are 
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corrr.ctly made, expenses duly authorized and accompanied by sufficient voucher8, 
anti all money received by the collector properly accounted for. The duty accruing 
ou each item is computed and this and United States storage deducted before any 
surplns is admitted, and the correct amounts of all such duty and surplus, if any, are 
carrietl to the account-current. The amount realized for United States storage is 
compared with the account of " expense of collecting the revenue from customs" to 
see that it is properly accounted for. 
Sums received for duti~s in compromise or discontinuance of customs suits are 
veritied by the collector's receipt to the United States district attorney, or the clerk 
of tbe United States court, which is transmitted to this office by the Solicitor of t.he 
Treasury. 
Credits are allowed on warrants in favor of the 'rreasurer of the United States, 
covering the amounts deposited in each month. As these seldom agree with the 
amounts charged by the collector, ·the different deposits are checked off from the 
public moneys division of the Secretary's office. These discrepancies usually arise 
from deposi te made at the Department in favor of the collector in cases of compromise, 
&c., which were covered into the Treasury before the collector takes up the collection 
in his account, and correct themselves in the next account. 
Credit is also given for drawback certificates received in payment of duties, which 
accompany the account, and reference is made to the account of debentures and 
drawbacks, and the certificates paid are checked off from the list of certificates out-
standing. 
After the above examination, and checking into the account-current of all the re-
sults, the footing of the account is made and a balance struck, when the account is 
stated, and if dilfering from the collector's statement the differences are accurately 
explained. Three copies are then made, ono of which (the blotter) is retained hy 
the clerk for reference in stating future accounts. The second (the statement) is sim-
ilar to the blotter, and contains a complete statement of'difi'erences. 'l'he thirtl is 
the Auditor's certificate, which is a statement oftho account as corrected in this of-
fice, and after being compared with the statement by the chief of division, is signed 
by the Auditor, and becomes the official statement of the account. After signature 
it is recorded in the record books of this office, and receives a number by which it is 
afterward identified. It is then returned to the clerk who stated it, who enters its 
number on his blotter, and on the record book of the division, and transmits it with 
the abstracts and vouchers to the Commissioner of Customs. 
In an account of such magnitude a number of discrepancies will always be found, 
and these are always referred to the collector for explanation, even when the expla-
nation may reasonably be anticipated, for nothing in relation to an account is" as-
sumed" or taken upon probability only. 
In the examination of the accounts the clerk is guided first by the law, and in all 
points on which. decisions have been rendered by the Department (now numbering 
over eight thousand) by these decisions. Yet in a port of such magnitude as New 
York many delicate questions arise, owing to importation of entirely new materials 
or under unusual circumstances, and neither the law nor any previous decision seems 
to be clearly applicable, or, still more frequently, two or more provisions seem to be 
equally applicable. All such cases are referred to the chief of the division, who, in 
case of any doubt in his own mind, refers it to the Deput.y Auditor or to theAuditcr, 
and the clerk is governed by that officer's decision. In some cases the question is 
so evenly balanced that it is deemed desirable to refer it to the honorable Secretary 
of the Treasury for au official decision, but in no case is an item passed upon which 
there rests a reasonable doubt. 
Very respectfully, 
The FIRST AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
H. K. LEAVER, 
Chief of Cu<~toms Division. 
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The fo11owing statement shows in detail the business in the customs div·ision of the 
office of the .l!'irst Auditor, for the fiscal J ears 1884, Hl85, 1886, and H:l87: 
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~om ..clw ~ 8.~::<1 ~ A<l=l ~0 Q) e A<l=l ~0 ~0 
Eo; Eo; oA ~ E-1 oA ~ E-1 oA 
--- ------------------
Accounts of receipts .•••.. 8,450 6,248 1,141 5,139 4, 737 898 2,034 2,131 658 
Accounts of disbursements. 6,394 6,560 2,462 6,415 6, 680 2,096 4, 988 4,994 2,079 
No. of transactions .....•.. ............. ............. .. ............. . ............. 746 . .............. . ............. 154 
Acknowleclgments ..••.... 2,577 . ............ ............ 1, 679 
Letters written ...•...•.... 916 900 1,460 ............. .............. 715 
-------------------
Totals .•••.••••..•••. 15,760 13,708 3,603 11,554 16,200 2, 994 7, 022 9,673 2, 737 
The reduction in number of accounts arises partly from the abolishing of steamboat 
fees, Marine Hospital tax and shipping-fee collections, the change in t.he manner oi 
paying refunds of duties at naval-office ports, and chiefly from the different manner 
of making up reports of Rervice performed, whereby mouthy official reports of collect-
ors are not counted in work performed, unless there is an actual collection or dis-
bursement of money, or a balance to be accounted for. 
The amount involved in the settlement of accounts for 1887 will exceed those for 
1884 by more than $6,000,000. 
For fuller explanations see report to the auditor herewith. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the customs division of the office of the First 
Auditor, with the average number of employes during the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Q) Q). Q) .v,;, Q) ~,;, s ~ 
Q) .v,;, s s :Months. bl)~ bl)$ bl)...z b£-Q;> b£~ b£-Q;> b£~ b£-Q;> ~§ c:sh ~§ tijh dl~ ~~ ~ a:§ =~ 
::s ::s 
J.<.S ~.s ~= s F-<0 ~.9 -~ s ~~ CliP, ~s IVA ~s QJP., ~ 
Q)s ~A ·a ~;-s ~~ ~s til ~= C':! ..qQ) ..q= _,q<ll ..qQ.) ::a ..q~ ~ :il ------------------------
July ..••••..•.•..•••..•.. 98 133 76 15~ 78 15 142 20 55 15 106 28 
August ........•••....•... 106 1Bfi 76 151 108 14 369 51 99 15 • 278 30 
September .•••....••..•.. 98 in 73 15! 128 15 276 40 132 15 281 41 October .................. 106 79 15! 132 14 318 80 R5 15 234 28 
November ..••.•..••..... 96 13a 69 151 69 15 122 29 88 15 271 9 
December ............... 93 13b 73 15! 64 15 133 :18 62 15 126 25 
January .........•....... 102 13.} 76 15! 102 15 169 61 75 14 164 11 
~ea~~~a~:.:::::::::::::::: 93 133 65 15! 95 15 153 39 58 14 141 12 102 131 73 15! 94 15 li4 45 .......... ·----- ......... ........... April ...........••..•..•. 102 HI! 76 15! 85 Hi 176 35 ........... .......... ........... .......... 
May ......•..••••...•••.. 102 13fi 73 15! 71 14 150 20 •••••. ............ .. .......... .. ......... 




Total.............. 99£ 15! 91A 14! 1941 41! 81! 14! 237& 23 
The following statement shows the average m1 m bcr of days' time aud attention de-
votetl to the transaction of business by the employes of the customs division of the 
office of the First Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, withnum-
bor of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 present for the 
greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days during 
said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
~- 'C "' aD .... <D'+-<rd .~ "'h ~~~ ~al ~g ~~ h. o,;, b()o ~ S:;:~ ~~t ~1-1 C':!"C ~t-
Q)C<$ 
A! ~~ oo 'C<V t<l~~o< 'C rc"C ~ Years. ~s. ~ ~o<<VO "''C Q).s QJO -F-< ,.o..., .v..O ~ ~~ S' ..,:.rUlP. llDs;:l rnA ~~ co:o SA F-<<D rnF-<s h.v hl=l - 0~ =8 ~;-Elm l:lh ill~Q) A a til"'"' _,qP~ 00 )1i!:Q) ~ ~ Eo; ~Q,I -~~ !Il'P. H ------- ------
h. m. 
1884 .• - •••••••••• - ••••••• - •• - - ••. 305~ 3,527 0 3, 527 131 267 6 14 283 242 
1885 ··-······················ .... 302! 4, 216 0 4, 216 151 274 6 28 290 256 
1886-- •••••••••••••••••••.••• - ••. 305 3, 771 0 3,771. 14! 255 5 57 287 267 
1887 ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••. 201 2,65i 0 2,654' 14! 180 6 21 193 153 
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Reply of the First Auditor of the Treasury to the resolution of the Uuited States Sen-
ate of March :3, 1887. 
The following is a consolidated statement in detail of business iu all of the divis-
ions ofthe office of the First Auditor for the fiscal years 18tl4, 1885, 18t3 . eb7: 
.hbll ~-s. rDtd .a «> b.t rnce •o en bllr-.. "' w., <ll .... ;:l ""'00 .... ;:l .... 00 ~- .... >=lao 'd·;:::~ ;...tO 'l:loo b() "d·~ cO 'Ooo ~-g~ ~r:-= rg.g~ >O:;:lOO t:l.-1 = . rg.g~ l=l.-1 bl:r- P.'X) §"'~ P.-i' -~;;] P.-i' ~00 §: ~;::;. woo ~ .... 'd.t;> • ... 00 -~ ..... 'd .... ~ ,_, ..... ~ :;:jOO tU ... 'OP.. E; ..... 'g,_;-Character of business. l=lp ,_, ..... 'd'+-<ctl ~-<llO<Il <llo<ll ~"':> 'd~ <llO<Il .uP "'""' ~0~~ :::: .. p., ~~;:~ .. p., "':> 'do:s....::. roo~ ~l~ 
._,.,... 
<ll<J.> 'd'+-< r; ~.-; .. cl ;:lO -~ p., ~'d ..... ;:lO ~]";;~ §~ w<ll~ '"'d u;<l>O:S '""' "$- ~ >=lwo <!) ...... ="'0 ~~~~ ~=low ~ 8.~ ..da> Qd ~ 8.~ ..d<ll asg~ ..d.,... ~~ 88. Q.>O ~=~"' ;:lO ~ 8 p:; 8 o8. ~ 8 0 
- -- - ---- --- - --- -- ----------
Customs division .............. . 15,760 13,708 3, 603 11,554 16, 200 2, 994 7, 022 9, 673 2, 737 
.r udiciary division ......... . ... 6, 777 6, 814 325 6, 422 10,828 522 4, 679 7,553 563 
Public debt division .......••••. 4, 723 4, 441 1 3, 241 5, 711 32 2, 454 6, 794 33 
Warehouse and bond division .. 1,864 1, IJ06 4 1, 585 3,594 10 899 2,402 87 
Record division .... . ........... 25,487 25,280 .... -~ - .... . ........ 86,839 .......... ............. 33,109 . ........ 
Miscellaneous division .•.•..... 11,503 12,166 7'i6 Jl, 083 1'1,843 784 8,346 8,109 I, 405 
---------------------------
Total .................... 66,114 64,315 4, 709 33,885 *137, 015 4, 332 23,400 *67, 640 4, 825 
•The total footings of these two columns represent theworkon hand amlreceived during the years 
stated, and also the transactions arising immediately in the office and more especially in the record 
division. 
The following statement shows tho average amount and character of business ver-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in all of tho divisions of the office of the First 
Auditor with average number of employes during tho time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
q) Q;~rn q). Q;~rn q). Q;~rn q)..J Q;~rn b()..J b{J~ b£~ b()-4) b()~ b()-4) bt>q) 
~§ .u~ ti!;:l .u~ .u>=l <'!~ 
b.O~ ~~ 
t6 t6 .u= ......... ...- ......... ~o~o ......... ~s <llA <llA <llA <lls <llA I>S l>s I>S i>S I>S ~~ ~>-S <tjo:l <lj<ll <lj~ <lj<ll <tj<'! <lj<ll <lj<ll 
------
.July··············----------·····-----------------· 115 50& 124 53~ 678 51! ~~~ 
t*~~~~~:-::~:::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ ~~~ }~~ i~i ~I: !U ~rg 
November ........................................ 113 50~ 112 53~ 164 50! 249 
December • • • • • .. .. . • .. . .. . • . • • • • .. • • • • . . • • • • . .. . .. 111 50~ 119 53S 214 51! 225 
.January ............... -........................... 120 50ij 124 53~ 234 52! 206 
Febmary .. • .• .. • .. .. • .. .. • . • • . . • .. • .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . 111 50% 105 53& 391 54! 221 









¥u~:-_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_::~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~g g~J Hi gH ~rg g!f :::::: :::::: 
Total average ••..•••.•••... - .............. --lillil5oil ""12o!j53i" .299 53j224i -55 
'rhe following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction ofbusiuess by the employes of all of the divisions of 1he 
office of the First Auditor, iu person and by proxy, during th0 years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe preseut the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noou 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business 6t hours daily. 
t:= 'd "' "' '+-<,.; <t>'+-<.-d .~ lllP., lllP., <i!<ll J.l;:i J.l~ ~-. 0'4) b()OJ.l !3:-;:l P...c • ~.C_,p AA ... o ~-~~ tU'O 
~~ <I>~ ~'g~ <llO ~~ oo 'd<ll tU '"' "'"' !.-, Years. A-+> ~::a ~-~ ~] ~ "'"' 
Q.lo 
.CA .... ~p, ~~-II)= lilA 
~~ 
<1!0 ss 1-o<ll w~o~P. p.,<ll I» I=! ~p: I>S~ ::::h wos «lOS .uS .e-.-. ::::<ll <tj::l"l oo ~P:<Il ~rs:<ll A A A 8 :z; ~'d ~'A --------------------
h. m. 
1884 ··················-·········· 305! 13,389 75 13,464 50jj 265 6 10 300 20~ 1885 ............................. 302! 14,334 279 14,613 53~ 271 6 23 303 2:!6 
1886 .... -- - --. ---- ...•••••• - -- . -- 365 14,280 74 14,354 53 270 6 17 305 244 
1887 ------------ ..... ------ ...... 201 9,565 78 9, 643 55 175 6 11 193 89 -
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THE SECOND AUDITOR. 
TREAsuRY DEPARTMENT, SE_coNn AunrToR's Ol?rw~_ 
WaBhtngton, D. C., J 'uly 12, lt;t!7. 
SIR: By your reference of March 26, 1887, I recived copies of two letters addressed 
to you by Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Select Committee appointed in pur-
suance of the resolution adopted by the Senate March 3, 1tl87, "to inquire into and 
examine the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Gov-
ernment," &c. 
The first letter calls for a detailed statement showing the amount and character of 
business in each division of this Bureau during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and up to 
March 1, 1887; also the average number of employes in each mouth of said periods, 
the time they devoted to business, "and also the maximum and the minimum amount 
of business transacted and disposed of by tho employe doing the most and the em-
ploye doing the least during each of said months of said years, and if no account has 
been kept of the business performed and disposed of by each employe * " • then 
tho reason why such account has not been kept." 
The second letter calls for a detailed statement of the methods of transacting busi-
ness in each of the divisions of this Bureru, showing in consecutive order tho various 
steps taken by one or more items of the principal business matters until finally dis-
posed of. 
In accordance with your request I have the honor to transmit herewith, on the 
printed blanks furnished for that purpose, all the information called for by the first 
letter except the maximum amount of business transactecl by tho employe doing the 
most and the employe doing the least. That information it is impracticable to fur-
nish, because the records do not afford the necessary data. There is no law, so far as 
I am aware, which requires an account to be kept of the business performed by eaclJ 
employe. The regulations of the Treasury Department (Rule V) require that heads 
of Bureaus shall submit to the Secretary by the 5th of each month a statement of 
the work performed in their offices during the month previous. 'These reports are 
made upon printed blanks (E'orm No. 40), a copy of which is hereto attached. The 
only business reported under the above-mentioned rule is: Accounts and claims re-
ceived, settled, and remaining on hand; amount involved in accounts and claims; 
inquiries received, answered, and remaining on hand; number of claims, additional 
evidence, letters, &c., received, registered, and briefed; number and amount of re-
quisitions registered and passe<l; letters written in each division. 
Under the above-mentioned captions it is not po~<sible to report more than 50 per 
cent. of the work performed in this Bureau. Tho maximum and the minimum under 
those heads would not only not represent the maximum ~Lll(l minimum· amount of 
business transacted and disposed of, but in the majority of cases t.he maximum would 
represent one cl~ss of business and the minimum another. Tho record would there-
fore be incomplete, misleading, and useless for purposes of comparison. 
It is impracticable to record and express in figures the multifarious work done by 
the clerks of this office •in such a manner as to show who did the most and who did 
the least during any given period. For example, the senior clerk in the Indian di vis-
ion, whose ordinary business was to keep records, adjust claims, &c., was engaged 
from .April to November1 1884, in preparing a statement called for by tho Court of 
Claims in the matter ot the Western Cherokee Indians against the United Sta.tes. 
(Congressional Case No. 14.) That statement involved a critical examination of all 
Cherokee accounts, embracing 30,000 vouchers, under their treaties of 1835, 18:36, and 
ltl46, with special reference to disputed questions arising out of alleged irregularities 
iu the fulfillment of those treaties. While engaged on that work he transacted no 
business that could be reported in the "Monthly statement," and his record would 
therefore be the minimum one (of 0), though in fact he not only performed at least as 
much work as was represented by the maximum record of other clerks, but the work 
was of such a character as could be intrusted only to the most experienced clerk in 
f;he division. 
I also transmit detailed statements of the method of transacting business in each 
division, called for by the second letter herein referred to. With the view of making 
these statements as intelligible as possible, and for the purpose of supplying informa-
tion required by the first letter, but which could not be embodied in tho tabular forms 
furnished for the replies to that letter, I have described in some detail the character 
of the work performed in each division, and have added such other items as in my 
judgment will enable the Select Committee of the Senate to arrive at a correct esti-
mate of the business transacted in this Bureau. It is, however, impracticable to con-
vey, either by tabulated statements or in descriptive form, an adequate idea of the 
work necessa,rily involved in conducting the affairs of an accounting Bureau, the de-
tails of which cannot even be appreciated or properly understood except by thoee 
who have given long and close personal attention to the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. A. DAY, 
,J.:uditor. 
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Statement showing the amount of business transacted in the office of the Second 
Auditor of the Treasury during the month of---, 188-, prepared in accordance 
with instructions of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Number of accounts settled during the ntonth of---, 188--, and number of accounts re-
maining at the close of the month unsettled : 
Description of accounts. 
Paymaster's division: 
§~!die~:~e:r~~"r;::::::::::::::::::::::.::::: ~:::::: 
oru~~;;ci~; ~6ilica.i: ~~d.- ~i8cieil~-;;6o~~-di~i8i~~; · · · · · · 
Ordnance, medical, aml miscellaneous . . . ........ . 
Recruiting service, enrollment, and draft ....... . 
Paymasters', (colored bounties, &c ••.•.•.••...•. 
Local bounty ........•............••...•••.•.•.... 
Indian division : 
Indian agents-cash ...........•.•...•.•....•..•• . 
Indian agents-property ...........•..•••.•.••••• 
Pay and bounty division: 
Bounty, arrears of pay, &c ......••....•••...••••• 
Soldiers' Homo ..•..•....•....•.....•..•••••.••••• 
Property division : 




p Q) : '1::! .-o- Q) 

































Division of inquiries and replies : 
Inqu~r~es on h~nd a:nd unanswered --1st ..•..••.••.•...••......•........•••.•••.. } 
~~~ia!! ~~~:a¥Jdl~swe~~~:: :::~ ::i~i: ~:: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ::::: ~ :::::: 
Division of records : 
Number of claims, additional evidence, letters, &c., received, registered, and briefed . . 
Book-keeper's division: 
Number of requisitions registered and passed, -; amount involved, $-- ...... . 
* Division of archives ... .. ..............•.............•............•••...•.....•....•..... 
*Division for investigation of frauds ..•...•..•.......••..•••.......•............•....•••. 
* Miscellaneous .•.....•••...........•••••....•.••.•...••..••...•.....•...•.•.........•.... 
Total .•...•.••••••••••..•.•.•.....•........•..•••.•.....••.....•.......•••••....•... 











Statement showing the character of, and the method of, transactin-g busmess in the 
book-keepers' division. 
Four classes of accounts are kept on the books of this division, namely: Paymas-
ters', Indian, and miscellaneous disbursing accounts and claims, and general aJlpro-
priation accounts. 
The :first class consists entirely of the accounts of paymasters of the Army. 
The second class embraces the money accounts of Indian inspectors, agents, special 
agents, superintendents of Indian industrial schools, and other disbursing agents of 
the Indian service ; also claims of contractors and others for supplies furnished and 
services rendered. 
The third class includes the accounts of officers of the ordnance and medical de-
partments, recruiting officers, assistant adjutant-generals, who disburse the contin-
gent fund of their department ; the disbursing clerk of the War Department, who 
makes payments from the appropriations for "contingencies of the Army," " pub-
lication of Official Records of the War of the Rebellion," and other special funds; 
officers who disburse the appropriations for "expenses of the commanding general's 
office," "Artillery School, l!'ort Monroe, Va.," and "maintenance of the Army and 
Na.vy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.; also the accounts of the treasurer of the National 
Home for Disabled VoluQ.teer Soldiers, and an account with the Soldiers' llome, near 
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Washington, D. C. It also includes charges and credits to officers and men for over-
payments, double payments, refundments, &c., and all other accounts settled in this 
office and not specified as belonging to the first two classes. 
The fourth class comprises the accounts of all appropriations for the Indian serv-
ice, including trust funds, interest accounts, proceeds of Indian lands, &c., and of 
such war appropriations as are indicated by the accounts which constitute class 1 
and class 3. 
HOW ACCOUNTS OF DISBURSING OFFICERS ARE KEPT. 
Accounts are kept with a disbursing officer as follows: He is charged, under the 
proper head6 of appropriations, with all requisitions issued in his favor and with all 
sums transferred to him by other disbursing office-.a or received from any other source. 
He is credited, in accounts stated by this office, half yearly, quarterly, or oftener, 
if necessary, and certified by the Second Comptroller with disbursements made in 
accordance with law and with authorized transfers to other disbursing officers. He 
is also credited, by requisition in the manner hereafter described, with unexpended 
balances and other moneys deposited by him to the credit of the Treasurer of the 
United States. 
The accounts of paymasters, Indian agents, and other disbursing officers who are 
required by law (sections 1191, 1192, and 2057, Revised Statutes) to give bonds, which 
are liable to be increased or renewed as often as the President may direct, have to ue 
kept as separately and distinctly under each bond, as if they were the accounts of 
different individuals, in order that the transactions under one bond may not be con-
fused with those under another. 
APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS. 
When appropriations have been made by Congress the Secretary of the Treasury 
issues his warrant directing the Comptroller a11.d Register to credit each appropriation 
with the sum appropriated. The warrant is sent to this office for record, and the 
appropriations are credited accordingly. Unexpended balances deposited by dis-
bursing officers and Tefundments on various accounts are also passed to the credit 
of designated appropriations uy means of credit or repay requisitions issued by the 
Secretaries of War and the Interior, upon which the Secretary of the Treasury issues his 
warrant, technically called a'' covering warrant," for the amount to be covered in 
to the credit of the proper appropriation. (The 1nodu8 operandi of covering money 
into the Treasury is explained in detail under the caption of "How moneys are cov-
ered in.") 
There are 750 appropriation accounts on the books of this division, excluding old 
accounts that now stand balanced and closed, but may be reopened by deposits or by 
transfers under the act of March 3. 1875. 
'l'he books kept in connection with these appropriations are: Warrant books, in 
which all appropriation warrants are recorded; requisition books (debit and credit.), 
in which all requisitions on the Secretary of the Treasury are registered, appropria-
tion ledgers, showing the amounts debited and credited to each appropriationt with 
the ualances remaining unexpended at the close of each fiscal year; list books, in 
which certificates of deposits made by disbursing officers and others are entered, and 
indexes. 
It should be stated that under the present system of making appropriations the 
keeping of the appropriation ledgers involves twice as much work as nuder the sys-
tem that obtained prior to 1870. The act of July 12, 1870 (section 3679 Revised Stat- · 
utes), prohibits any Department of the Government from expending in any one fiscal 
year any sum in excess of appropriations made by Congress for that year. Since 1870 
appropriations have therefore been designated by fiscal years-a distinct appropria-
tion for each year. Section 5, act March 3, 1875, enacts that whenever it may be 
necessary in the settlement of the accounts of disbursing officers for expenditures 
made in pursuance of law to use appropriations carried to the surplus fund, the Sec-
retary of the Treasury may make the necessary entries on the books of the Depart-
ment. Under the operation of this law "transfer accounts" are opened from time 
to time and closed at the end of each fiscal year by counter warrants. 
Moneys are withdrawn from the Treasury through this office by requisitions of the 
War and Interior Departments for advances to disbursing officers and for amounts 
found due individual claimants. Upon these requisitions the Secretary of the Treas-
ury issues his warrant to the Treasurer of the United States, who thereupon gives his 
draft payable to the order of the party designated. 
HOW MONEYS ARE COVERED IN. 
As the work of this division has been considerably augmented by the covering in 
of deposits, the following description is given of the steps necessary to cover in de-
posits made by Army paymasters. It applies substantially to all other deposits cov-
e.red in throu.gh this office. 
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Since .April, 1871, paymasters have been required to deposit monthly, with desig-
nated depositaries of the United States, all amounts stopped from the pay of officers 
and men, taking duplicate receipts, or "certificates of deposit," therefor, and for-
warding the original to the Secretary of the Treasury. On its receipt by the Treasury 
Department (public moneys division), the certificate is recorded and referred to the 
Secretary of War for designation of the appropriations to which the deposit should l)e 
credited. The Secretary of War refers it to the Paymaster-General, who obtains the 
necessary information from the accounts of the paymaster making the deposit, in-
dorses the appropriations on the eertificate, a.nd returns it to the Secretary of War . 
.As the majority of paymasters' deposits embrace moneys pertaining to the Quarter-
master's and Ordnance Departments, the certificate is then referred to those Depart-
ments in order that they may keep a record of repayments to their appropriations. 
The Secretary of War then returns the certificate to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
who refers it to this office with a request that the amount be properly listed and 
covered into the Treasury. 'fhe "list" is made out on blanks prepared for the pur-
pose, and shows the date and place of deposit, the name and rank of the depositor or 
other individual to who~e personal credit the amount will be passed, and the items 
under each head of appropriation. The list, after being press-copied for reference, is 
sent to the warrant division of the Treasury Department and referred to the Treas-
urer's office for comparison with the returns of the designated depositary who received 
the money. If found correct it is so reported and returned to this office, after having 
been recorded in the warrant division. .A requisition is then made out in the follow-
ing form: 
rneposit requisition.-War Department.] 
TotheSECRETARY OF THE TREASURY: 
SIR: Please issue your warrants on the persons named below, in favor of the 
Treasurer of the United States; for --- dollars and --- cents, being amount de-
posited to the credit of the said Treasurer per list No.-- herewith, and to go to 
their credit on account of the undermentioned appropriations. 
Given under my hand this -- day of---, 1876. 
$- --- ---, Secretary of War. 
Countersigned, --· - ---,Second Comptroller. 
Registered, ------,Second Auditor. 
Name and rank. Appropriation. .Amount. Total. 
The requisition is forwarded to the Secretary of War for signature, referred to the 
Paymaster-General for record, sent to the Second Comptroller to be countersigned, re-
turned to this office to be registered and signed by the Auditor, and finally transmitted 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, who issues his warrant as requested, which, after 
being countersigned by the First Comptroller and registered by the Register of the 
Treasury, is passed. to the Treasurer of t,he United States, who indorses his acknowl-
edgment on tho warrant and charges himself with the amount . 
.After all these formalities have been complied with, the amount deposited, which 
very likely has been act1~ally in the Treasury six months, is at last formally in the 
Treasury to the credit of the appropriation from which it was originally drawn. In 
other words, it has been ''covered in." 
In addition to !he copying, registering, &c., done in this division, as shown by the 
foregoing statement, each "list" is properly indexed and each requisition is journal-
ized and posted to the credit of the depositor, to the debit of the general account of 
appropriations, and to the credit of the specific appropriation on the appropriation 
ledger. 
METHOD OF TRANSACTING BUSINESS. 
In addition to the foregoing details it may be stated that the books of this division 
are kept by double entry, and that every account and claim (claims for arrears of pay 
and bounty alone excepted* ) certified since 1873 has been properly journalized, 
posted, and indexed. Prior to that year only accounts of disbursing officers, claims 
under special acts of relief, and a few exceptional cases were treated as " book ac-
counts." The others were neither entered on the journals nor posted, so that the 
*Claims for arrears of pay and bounty are adjusted by '' certificate settlements " and paid by the 
pay department, the certificates being file<l as vouchers in the account of the paymaster. In all other 
cases settlements are made so as to credit the claimants on the ledgers of this office with whatever is 
found due them, aml they are debited with the amounts of the requisitions issued in payment of the 
credit balances, thus closing their accounts. 
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ledgers of the office from its organization under the act of March 3, 1817, down to 
1873, contain an imperfect record of what may be called the financial transactioiDJ 
of the Bureau. 
Accounts and claims (other than pay and bounty claims) after being certified by 
the Second Comptroller and returned to the division of this office in which they were 
audited, are transferred to the book-keepers' division, where they are journalized, 
posted, and indexed. Tbe certificates are examined by the chief of the division, and 
all .the vouchers, statements, and othdr papers are then sent to the archives divisioc. 
as soon after the end of each calendar month as possible, to be placed in the perma-
nent files. 
Requisitions issued by the Secretary of War and Secretary of the Interior are re-
ceived ·from the Comptroller's office every morning. The appropriation accounts are 
consulted in order that no overdrafts may occur. Those requisitions which are issued 
in payment of balances certified by the Second Comptroller are compared with his 
certificates, and those which make advances to bonded disbursing officers are com-
pared with the record of official bonds. They are then registered and indexed by the 
requisition clerk and examined by the chief of division, who personally submits them 
to the Auditor for his signature, after which they are immediately forwarded to the 
warrant division of the Treasury Department. After a requisition leaves this office 
it has passed beyond the control of the accounting officers, by whom it has been 
countersigned and registered, and whose official action is sufficient evidence to the 
Secretary of the Treasury that it is correct in every respect. It is therefore essential 
that the chief of this division, being the last person through whose hands a requisi-
tion passes before going to the Secretary for a warrant to issue thereon, should exer-
cise constant care and vigilance, and bring specially to the attention of the Auditor 
any fact or circumstance that seems to be inconsistent with the correctness or regu-
larity of such requisition. 
PAYMASTERS' DIVISION. 
Statement showing the character of, and the method of, transacting business in the 
paymasters' division. 
The principal work of this division is auditing the accounts of Army paymasters, 
but a large amount of miscellaneous work, growing out of those accounts, has to be 
performed. For example: 
(1) An account is stated monthly in favor of the Soldiers' Home for the amount as-
certained 'to be due said home under section 4818, Revised Statutes, on the examination 
of the paymasters' accounts. 
(2) Numerous accounts are stated to effect transfers from the appropriation for 
"pay, &c., of the Army" to the appropriations of. the Quartermaster's and Subsistence 
Departments on the Third Auditor's books for amounts stopped from the pay of officers 
an~ enlisted men to cover their indebtedness to those Departments. 
(3) Charges are raised against officers for overpayments to themselves, and for im-
proper payments to their men, caused by errors on the muster rolls. 
( 4) After the amounts of such charges have been collected the accounts of the offi-
cers must be formally closed by other settlements. 
NEW METHOD OF AUDITING ACCOUNTS. 
For twenty years or more prior to September, 1885, Army paymasters' accounts were 
examined in this office and sent to the Second Comptroller with a list of such errors 
as had been discovered. They were then revised in the Comptroller's office and re-
turned to the Auditor to be formally stated and reported to the Comptroller under 
section 277 Revised Statutes, to be by him certified under section 273. After certifi-
cation all papers were returned to the Auditor, who notified the paymaster, through 
the Paymaster-General, of the result of the settlement, and furnished him with a 
"statement of differences" containing a detailed exhibit of suspensions and disallow-
ances, with the reasons therefor. In November, 1885, the old practice was changed 
in accordance with ''rules regulating the practice between the Second, Third, and 
Fourth Auditors' offices and the Second Comptroller's office," approved by the Secre-
tary of the Treasury. (See Exhibit A.) Under the new practice a statement of differ-
ences is forwarded to the p~tymaster as soon as the accounts have been examined in 
this office and he is a~lowed sixty days to perfect his vouchers by explaining the ex-
ceptions that have been taken to them. (See Exhibit B.) At the end ofthat t.ime the 
accounts are formally stated and reported to the Comptroller for his action. 
The following is the method of examining and stating a paymaster's account : 
(1) Each item on a muster and pay roll is verified by computation or otherwise. 
If there be a charge for mileage, the distance charged for is checked by reference to 
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an official table of distances published by the War Department. In examining 
muster and pay rolls the auditing clerk must sea that no more than the legal com-
plement of non-commissioned officers and men are borne on the rolls, that the pay and 
allowances charged are correct, that all stoppages, fines, and deductions of all kinds are 
duly made, that the roll is properly certified; in short, that the law and regulations 
have been fully complied with. He must verify all calculations and see that the 
amount of each voucher is correctly carried to the abstract of payments. 
(2) When all the vouchers, abstracts, &c., have been examined the auditing clerk 
calls upon the book-keepers' division for an itemized statement of amounts that stand 
charged and credited to the paymaster on the ledgers of the office. These statements 
are technically called :t charges.'' 
(3) He then prepares the following papers: 
An" abstract of disbursements" made by the paymaster, showing under what heads 
of appropriations such disbursements belong. 
An abstract of" suspensions admitted"; that is, suspensions made in former settle-
ments, but now credited to the paymaster. 
An abstract of "refundments"; that is, amounts refunded by men who' have been 
overpaid. 
An abstract of amounts deposited by the paymaster to the credit of the Treasurer 
of the United States. 
An abstract of amounts due the Soldiers' Home, under section 4818, Revised Stat-
utes. ' 
An abstract of the effects of de<:eased soldiers turned over to the paymaster in ac-
cordance with the one hundred and twenty-seventh Article of War and paragraph 229, 
Army Regulations of 1881. 
A ''statement of difference&," formerly called a ''reconciling statement," which ex-
hibits all the items that make up the difference between the balance certified by the 
Auditor and the balance shown by the paymaster's account-current. 
(4) An account is then stated between the paymaster and the United States. The 
items on the book-keepers' charges are first copied on the "statement" (Exhibit C); 
the paymaster is then charged with all amounts transferred to him by other paymas-
ters and all receipts from other sources, and is credited with sums properlytran:;ferred 
to other paymasters, with disbursements legally made, as shown by the "abstract of 
disbursements" referred to above, and with any other items which should be passed 
to his credit. A balance is then struck and the statement is dated and signed by the 
auditing clerk. 
(5) Finally a certificate, commonly called a "report" (Exhibit D), showing the net 
result of the settlement is prepared for the Auditor's signature. 
When the accounts have been acted upon by the Second Comptroller the papers are 
returned to this division. The number and date of the settlement and the balance 
declared by the Comptroller are recorded; the paymaster is notified through the Pay-
master-General of the result of the settlement and a copy of the "statement of differ-
ences" is furnished him (see Exhibits E and F). All the papers are then turned 
over to the book-keepers' division. 
WHAT CONSTITUTES A PAYMASTEI~'S ACCOUNT. 
An Army paymaster's account consists of account-current, abstract of payments, 
abstract of collections, showing each amount collected or stopped from the pay of 
officers and enlisted men; abstract of deposits made by enlisted men under section 
1305 Revised Statutes; muster and pay rolls of troops, batteries, companies, hospitals, 
detachments, &c.; single vouchers for payments to officers (officers of the Regular 
Army are never paid on muster-rolls, but always on individual vouchers); single 
vouchers for payments to discharged soldiers; separate vouchers for payment of 
mileage, telegrams, commutation of quarters, fees of citizen witnesses before general 
courts-martial, &c. 
Specimens of the above-mentioned vouchers may be found on pp. 1133 to 1165, 
Army Regulations of 1881. 
EXHIBIT A. 
RULES REGULATING THE PRACTICE BETWEEN THE SECOND, THIRD, AND FOUUTH 
AUDITORS' OFFICES AND THE SECOND COMPTUOLLEU7S OFFICE. 
I.-Rehearings. 
Applications for rehearing must first be made to the Auditor, and his decision 
thereon will be certified to tho Comptroller, with the papers, for final action. Such 
applications will not be entertained unless it is shown that some nrrors of computa-
tion had been made upon the former hearing, or unless, in the case of a rejected 
claim, some newly discovered material evidence is produced. 
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H.-Papers to be transmitted to Comptroller. 
When a claim or account has been passed upon or adjusted by the Auditor, all the 
papers in the case will be immediately transmitted to the Second Comptroller's Office. 
In case of voluminous I'ecords, the original need not be sent unless called for by 
the Comptroller, but the abstract thereof, if any is made by the Auditor, will be sent. 
All statements of unadjusted differences will also be forwarded with the papers. 
III.-Papers not to be returned until final action. 
After the receipt of the papers in a case by the Comptroller, they will not be re-
turned to the Auditor until final action has been taken thereon, when the Comptroller 
will certi(y to the head of the Department in which the claim or account originated 
the result of such action, and immediately transmit to the Auditor all the papers in 
the case for file and preservation. 
IV.-Unofficial communications prohibited. 
All written communications between the different offices must be addressed to the 
head of the office, and must pass through his hands. 
V.-Comm1mications wrongly addressed. 
Communications received at one office which should have been addressed to an-
other will be immediately inclosed, without note or comment, and forwarded to the 
latter office, where they will be disposed of in the same manner as if originally ad-
dressed to that office. 
VI.-Charges not to 1Je raised in volunteer service. 
Where, in the volunteer service, payments have been made by a proper disbursing 
officer, and his accounts, including such payments, have been passed upon and ap-
proved by the proper accounting officers, no charge will be made, or raised, in any 
case, upon the ground that such payments were unauthorized. 
This rule has no application to the case of a claim for arrears of pay alleged to be 
due while engaged in the volunteer servi~e, or to horse claims. 
VII.-" Special" cases. 
Cases will be taken up and disposed of in the order in Which they are filed, and no 
case will be made '' special" upon personal request. 
VIII.-Suspended items. 
When items are suspended in the settlement of an account by the Auditor, be will 
cause a copy of the suspended items, with the reason for suspension, to be serve(} 
upon the claimant, or mailed to him, with notice that he may, within sixty days 
submit evidence or statements in explanation, at the expiration of which time th~ 
Auditor will proceed to adjust the account. 
Settlement of the account will not b~ delayed by the Comptroller for further expla-
nations, and it' new suspensions are made in his office a statement thereof will be 
transmitted to the Auditor, with the papers in the case upon the adjustment of the 
account, who will serve a copy of the same upon the claimant, who may furnish ex-
planatory evidence upon the settlement of his subsequent account or upon a supple-
mental settlement. 
IX.-Corresponllence. 
The records and files being required by law to be kept by the Auditor, all letters 
of inquiry or other correspondence, on the part of claimants or their attorneys with 
reference to their cases, should be addressed to the Auditor, except when the papers 
in a given case are in the office of the Comptroller for examination; and with this ex-
ception all such letters and correspondence addressed to the Comptroller will be trans-
mitted, without note or comment, to the proper Auditor, under Rule V. 
Adopted November 9, 1885. 
Approved November 10, 1885. 
DANIEL MANNING, Secreta,ry. 
WM. A. DAY, 
Second Auditor. 
JNO. S. WILLIAMS, 
Third Auditor. 
C. M. SHELLEY, 
Fourth ..cluditor. 
I. H. MAYNARD, 
Second Comptroller. 
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EXHIBIT B. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0.1 ----, 188-. ----, 
----, ----. 
SIR: Your attention is invited to the inclosed abstract of items suspended on the 
examination of your accounts from ---, 18-, to ---, 18--, under your bond of 
----, 18-; also to the following rule approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
November 10, 18~5, and adoptud by the accounting officers: 
''RULE VIII.-SuBpended items. 
"When items are suspended in tl.Je settlement of an account by the Auditor, he will 
cause a copy of the suspended items, with the reasons for suspension, to be served 
upon the claimant (disbursing officer), or mailed to him, with notice that he may, 
within sixty days, submit evidence or statements in explanation, at the expiration of 
which time the Auditor will proceed to adjust the MCount. 
"Settlement of the account will not be delayed by the Comptroller for further ex-
planations, and if new suspensions are made in his office, a statement thereof will be 
transmitted to the Auditor with the papers in the case upon the adjustment of the 
account, who will serve a copy of the same upon the claimant (disbursing officer), who 
may furnish explanatory evidence upon the settlement of his subsequent account, or 
upon a supplemental settlement." 
Under this rule, any evidence or explanation you desire to submit must be for-
warded to this office within sixty days from thie date. 
Respectfully, WM. A. DAY, 
A.uclitor. 
By-----. 
Respectfully forwarded through the office of the ----. 
DR. 
ExmBIT C.-Form used in stating acccmnts of disbursing officers. 
(Office of the Second Auditor of the Trea.sury.-Form 52.] 







EXHIBIT D.-Sample of "Report" used in settlement of accounts of disbursing officers. 
TREASURY DEF-ARTMENT, SECOND AuDITOR's OFFICE, 
----,188-. 
I certify that I have examined and adjusted the account of 
and find that 
as appears from the statement and vouchers herewith transmitted for the decision of 
the Second Comptroller of the Treasury thereon. 
------, 
Second Auditor. 
To the SECOND COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE. 
I admit and certify the above balance this -- day of--, 188-. 
------, 
Second Comptroller. 
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ExHmiT E. 
[Form 7.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
. --- ---, 18.-:-. 
SIR: A settlement of the account of------, embracing the period from--., 
18-, to---, 18-, inclusive, under his bond, approved---, 18-, made in this 
office,---, was confirmed by the Second Comptroller,---, wit.h the balance of 
$---due the---, differing from the balance acknowledged by him,$--, 
which is accounted for bythe statementofdifferencesaccompanying the letter to him 
herewith transmitted to you, under paragraph 1042 of the Revised Hegulations of the 
Army. 
Very respectfully, 
PAYMASTER-GENERAL, U.S. A., 
-- Room No.--. 
EXHIBIT F. 
fForm 45.] 
WM. A. DAY, 
Auditor. 
By----. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C.,--- ---, 188-. 
SIR: A settlement of your account, embracing the period from ---, 18-, to 
---, 18-, inclusive, under your bond approved ---, 18-, made in this office, 
was confirmed by the Second Comptroller,--, with the balance of $--due the 
---,differing from the balance acknowledged by you, $---, which is accounted 
for by the accompanying statement of differences. 
Very respectfully, 
------, 
Paymaster U. S. Army, 
-- RoomNo.--. 
WM. A. DAY, 
Aud-itor. 
By-----. 
ORDNANCE, MEDICAL, AND MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
ordnance, medical, and miscellaneous division. 
The following classes of accounts and claims are adjusted in this division : 
(1) Monthly accounts of ordnance storekeepers and other disbursing officers of the 
ordnance department. 
(2) Monthly accounts of medical purveyors and storekeepers. 
(3) Monthly accounts of superintendents of the recruiting service. 
( 4) Monthly accounts of assistant adjutant-generals, the military secretary of the 
Lieutenant-General, a disbursing officer at Fort Monroe, Va., and Hot Springs, Ark. 
(5) Quarterly accounts of the disbursing clerk of the War Department and the 
treasurer ofthe National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. * 
(6) Claims for military stores furnished to the Ordnance Department. 
(7) Claims of sundry penitentiaries for keeping military convicts. 
(8) Claims of soldiers and others for extra-duty pay, services, &o., in hospitals dur-
ing the late war, boarding sick soldiers, transporting recruits, &c. 
(9) Claims under special acts of relief. 
(10) Claims for the return of local bounty and other moneys taken from soldiers 
under t,he provisions of General Orders No. 305, series of 1864. (See section 422, Sec-
ond Comptroller's Digest, vol. 2.) 
A number of consolidated settlements are made every year to adjust special ac-
counts rendered by Army officers for the proceeds of sales of Government property 
(section 3618, Revised Statutes), and to effect transfers from appropriations on the 
books of this office to other appropriations on the books of the Third Auditor's office, 
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on account of disbursements made by quartermasters and others, which are properly 
chargeable to ordnance and medical appropriations, contingencies of the Army, &c. 
A complete record of payments to officers of ths Regular Army since 1812 and to 
officers of the Volunteer Army of 18Gl-'65 is kept in this division. It comprises 125 
volumes, with 10 indexes. There is also a record of payments to individual colored 
soldiers of amounts found due them by tho accounting officers since 1867. 
The method of adjusting accounts is substantially the same in this division as in 
tho paymaster's division, and the same disposition is made of them. 
The method of adjusting claims is as follows: 
A claim is registered immediately upon its receipt and handed to a clerk for exam 
ination and settlement. If it has received the necessary administrative action in the 
Wax Department, and is found to be otherwise correct, an account is stated in favor 
of the claimant on Form JS'o. 51 (Exhibit A), and a balance is certified to be due him 
as per Form No. 131 (Exhibit B)-payment to be made to him at his given address. 
(See copies of Forms No. 51 and 131, herewith.) All the papers in the case are referred 
to the Second Comptroller, who returns them to this office with his certificate, the 
number, date, &c., of which is entered in the register. The certificate is then for-
warded to the Secretary of War for the issuance of a requisition in favor of the 
claimant, who is notified to that effect (Exhibit C), and the papers are turned over 
to the book-keeper's division. 
EXHIBIT A. 




The United States to ----, Dr. 
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, ----, 188-. 
------, 
Clerk. 
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EXHIBIT B. 
[Form No. 181.) 
Appropriation for--- ---. 
No.--.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
----,188-. 
I certify that there is due from the United States to 
the sum of 
being the --- of--- account 
as appears from the statement and vouchers herewith transmitted for the decision of 
the Second Comptroller of·the Treasury thereon. 
To the SECOND COMPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE. 







TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
----,188--. 
SIR: A settlement of 
has been reported by this office, and confirmed by the Second Comptroller. A report 
of the settlement has been forwarded to the War Department for a requisition on the 
'l'reasury. When the requisition is issued the United States Treasury will send you 







WM. A. DAY, 
.Auditor. 
By----. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
Indian division. 
Three classes of accounts are settled in this division, namely: 
(1) Money accounts of Indian agents and other disbursing officers of the Indian 
service; also the accounts of the Secretary of the Interior as trustee of Indian trust 
funds. (See report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1885, pp. 285-297.) 
(2) Property accounts of Indian agents and snell other officers as may be respOillsi-
ble for public property. 
(3) Claims of contractors and others for supplies furnished and services rendered. 
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MONEY ACCOUNTS. 
All Indian agents and other disbursing officers (except Army officers detailed by 
authority of section 2062, Revised Statutes) are required to give bonds. Their ac-
counts are rendered quarterly, although section 3622, Revised Statutes, directs that 
every officer of the United States who receives public money which he is not author-
ized to retain as salary shall reuuer his accounts monthly. The money accounts of 
agents embrace annuity payments to Indian tribes, under their treaties with the 
United States, salaries of agents, physicians, clerks, farmers, teachers, mechanics, and 
other agency employes, payments for such goods, &c., as may be purchased by agents 
under contract or in open market by special authority of the Secretary of the Interior; 
also accounts for traveling expenses. In reporting an account to the .second Comp-
troller, after it has been examined, checked, &c., in this division, the following state-
ments and papers are required: · 
(1) "Charges" from the book-keeper's division. 
(2) An abstract of all disbursements embraced in the acco!lnts und~r examination. 
(3) Abstract of suspensions removed. 
(4) A" consolidated statement" of the entire account. 
(5) A "recapitulation." 
(6) A "consolidated account-current." 
(7) An "'analysis of receipts, disbursements, suspensions," &c. 
(8) A statement of account substantially the same as the one used by the paymas-
ter's division. · 
(9) A. certificate of settlement signed oy the Auditor. 
(10) A "statement of differences." 
After an account has been certified by the Comptroller the number and date of the 
certificate are recorded in the register of agents' accounts, the agent is notified, and 
all the papers are sent to the book-keeper's division. 
An ordinary agency account consists of the following papers: 
Account current, abstract of disbursements, annuity pay-rolls, pay-roll of regular 
employes, pay-roll of Irregular (or temporary) employes, separate Touchers for open-
market purchases, for purchases under contract, traveling expenses, transportation 
of supplies, &c., statements of receipts (cash and property), disbursements, issues, 
&c., and a record of all con tracts made and certified vouchers issued during the q uar-
ter; also a report of regular employes aud one of irregular employes in service during 
the quarter. 
PROPERTY ACCOUNTS. 
The law does not require that property accounts shall be certified to the Second 
Comptroller. They are therefore finally disposed of by the Auditor. As public prop-
erty may be considered public money in another form, agents are held to a strict ac-
countability for it. Shortages of any kind, unless satisfactorily explained, are reduced 
to a cash basis and charged to the agent on the settlement of his money accounts. 
The system of checks adopted by this office and the satisfactory working of the sys-
tem are shown by the following extracts from recent reports : 
"A. new set of books has been opened in which a record is kept of all articles pur-
chased for the Indian service and paid fur through this office, showing the date of 
purehase, the description and price of goods, the amount paid for transportation from 
the place of purchase to the place of delivery, the agency for which the articles are 
intended, and the name of the agent who receipts for them. This record answers 
a double purpose. It enables this office to prevent any overpayment on account of 
the transportation of Indian goods and supplies, and it shows exactly what articles 
each agent must account for on his property returns." (Second Auditor's report, 1877.) 
"This division has for several years been perfecting a series of books showing the 
purchase, transportation, and delivery of Indian supplies to enabl.l} goods to be 
traced with certainty and to fix the responsibility in case of non-delivery. It is, grat~ 
ifying to be able to state that while formerly hundreds of packages were lost to the 
service owing to defective records there were but ~ix undelivered during the past 
year, and the value of these was promptly charged to the contractors." (Second 
Auditor's report, 1885.) 
"Owing to the late date at which the appropriaion bill is passed the shipment of 
goods and supplies must be hurried through in a few months. * * * [Last year 
there was] a total shipment in five months of 6,510,239 pounds, and, as in every year 
since 1878, not one package remains unaccounted for." (Report of Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs. 1885.} 
Property returns are rendered quarterly, with the following abstracts and veuch-
ers: 
(A) Articles purchased in open market. 
(B) Articles received from contractors. 
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(C) Articles received from various sources. 
(D) Arrticles issued to Indians, supported by consolidated receipt rolls. 
(E) Articles sold to employes. 
(F) Articles expended, supported by vouchers, requisitions, &c. 
Quarterly return of medical property certified by the agency physician. 
INDIAN CLAIMS. 
The greater part of the money appropriated by Congress for the Indian service is 
now paid directly from the Treasury on requisitions issued by the Secretary of the 
Interior, based upon accounts stated by the Second Auditor and certified by the Second 
Comptroller. Formerly the bulk of the money was advanced to Indian superintend-
ents and agents for disbursement. Accounts for Indian supplies, &c., were then 
paid :first and audited afterwards. Now they are audited prior to payment. To show 
how the business of the office has been affected by the change in the method of dis-
bursing Indian appropriations a statement is appended of the number of claims set-
tled and requisitions issued annually since July 1, 1869. 
Fiscal year. Claims set- Requisitions Amount. tied. issued. 
584 560 $2, 750, 539 75 
635 625 1, 307, 083 96 
962 1,006 2, 973,705 72 
996 977 3, 108, 160 49 
984 1,386 4, 730, 749 34 
1,101 1,462 3, 050, 552 94 
1,678 1,867 4, 422, 865 55 
1,236 1,488 3, 556, 269 38 
2,248 2,194 3, 575, 641 22 
2,966 2,873 3, 398, 813 00 
2,937 3,019 3, 795, 366 05 
3,220 3,351 4, 146, 681 39 
2,970 2,505 4, 087, 805 51 
3,026 3,026 4, 340, 688 71 
3,527 3,564 5, 187, 425 03 
3,091 2,762 4, 406, 955 85 
3,077 3,545 4, 050, 446 68 
3,184 3,096 4, 388, 700 75 
1869 ....................................................... . 
1870 ··-········· ------·--··· -------··· .................... .. 
1871 ...................................................... . 
1872 ........................ ------ ......................... . 
1873 ....................................................... . 
1874 ............................ ·-···· ...... ------ ......... . 
1875 ....................................................... . 
1876 ··--·- ...... ------ ...... ------ ......................... . 
1877 ...................................................... .. 
1878 ------ ...... --··· .................................... .. 
18~ ..... ------- ...... ---- .. -------------------- .. ----------
1880 ------------ ..... --------------- .. ------- ... -- .. - ....... 
1881 ...... ------------------- ....... -- ...... -------------- .. 
1882 ------------------------ .. -· ------------------ •. - ..... .. 
1883 ------------------------.--------- ········--·· ........ .. 
1884 ------------······ ------ .......... -~--------------·-----
1885 --·-·· --------------------- ........... -- ....... --.-----. 
1886 ......................... - -------- .................... .. 
The large increase in the number of cases settled in 1883 is attributable to the fact 
that in that year many old claims were audited under a special act of Congress (sec. 
22, Stat., 345). 
HOW INDIAN CLAIMS ARE AUDITED. 
No account or claim connected with the Indian servi'be can legally be considered by 
the accounting officers until it has been administratively examined by the Commis-
sioner (section 464, Revised Statutes). On the receipt of a claim-say for sugar pur-
chased in New York under contract for various agencies-it is :first entered in the 
"claims register" and then entered in the "journal of supplies," the use of which is 
described below. It then goes to an auditing clerk, who must see that there is a " cer-
tificate of inspection," signed by the person appointed to inspect sugar purchased in 
New York, and that the goods have been receipted for by the transportation con-
tractor to whom they were delivered for transportation to the agencies. He must 
also prove the correctness of the calculations on each invoice, there being a separate 
invoice for each agency. As the sugar was purchased for various agencies it will be 
chargeable to various appropriations, and the clerk must not only see that it is prop-
erly charged, but he should ascertain from the book-keeper whether the balances to 
the credit of those appropriations are sufficient to meet the claim. He then states 
the account on form No. 155 and makes out a certificate on form No. 179 fortheAud-
itor's signature. On the return of the claim from the Comptroller's Office the number 
and date of the Comptroller's certificate and the amount allowed are entered in the 
claims register, and the claimant is notified as per form No.104. (See Exhibits A, B, 
and C.) (In cases of Indian claims the certificate is forwarded to the Indian Office by 
the Second Comptroller in order that a requisition may issue in the claimant's favor.) 
The following records are used in connection with the adjustment of Indian claims: 
(1) A" Journal of Supplies," which shows the purchases made under each con-
tract, and traces the goods to the proper transportation contractor. 
(2) A" ~ecord of Transp6rtation," by which goods are traced while in the hands 
of successive carriers until delivered to the Indian agent, usually at some railway 
station near the agency. 
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(3) An "Agency Transpo:I:tation Record," which shows when they actually reached 
the agency. The law requires that, whenever practicable, transportation from rail-
road stations and steamboat landings to agencies shall be performed by Indians (19 
Stat., 291). 
FILES. 
Partly for convenience of reference and partly for want of space in the archives 
division, four or five years' settlements are kept under the immediate charge of the 
Indian division. No record has been kept of the number of accounts and vouchers 
withdrawn from and returned to these files. 
EXHIBIT A. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury.-Form 155.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
Appropriation: 
The United States to ----, Dr. 
For 
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, --- ---, 188-. 
------, 
Clerk. 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
----,188-. 
I certify that there is due from the United States to 
the sum of 
being the 
as appears from the statement and vouchers herewith transmitted for the decision of 
the Second Comptroller of the Treasury thereon. 
----, 
Second Auditor. 
To the SECOND COl\IPTROLLER OF THE TREASURY. 
SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE. 





No.--.] TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., -- --, 188-. ------: 
Your claim for $ 
was allowed by 1ihis office ---, 188-, and confirmed by the Second Comptroller 
--,188-, 
After the Interior Department issues the requisition 1he United States Treasurer 





-- room No. --. 
PAY AND BOUNTY DIVISION. 
WM. A. DAY, 
.Auditor, 
By----. 
Statement showing the character of, and the method of, transacting business in the 
pay and bounty division. 
This division takes cognizance of claims for bounty, arrears of pay, and allowances 
growing out of military service that have accrued since the war of 1812; also claims 
of sutlers, post traders, laundresses, tailors, and shoemakers for amounts enteted on 
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muster and pay rolls as due them from enlisted men. There are several classes of 
claims for arrears of pay and bounty, the principal ones being enumerated below: 
ARREARS OF PAY, ETC. 
For services in the regular Army since the war of 1812. 
For services in tbe Florida war, the Black Hawk war, the Rogue River and other 
Indian wars, the war with Mexico, and the war of the rebellion. 
Three months' extra pay for services in the Mexican war (regulars and volunteers). 
Three months' extra pay to certain volunteer officers for services in the war of the 
rebellion. 
Traveling expenses of California and Nevada volunteers and First Michigan Cav-
alry. 
Claims of officers out of service and the heirs of deceased officers (regulars) for addi-
tional longevity allowances under recent decisions of the Supreme Court. 
Claims of soldiers relieved from charges of desertion, under the act of July 5, 1884. 
BOUNTIES. 
Claims are occasionally presented for unpaid bounties to which the claimants are 
entitled under acts of Congress long since obsolete, but the important bounty claims 
are those that have accrued since April 11, 1861, under various laws, orders of the 
War Department, decisions of the Supreme Court, and rulings of the Second Comp-
troller. Following is a full statement in relation to bounties: 
BOUNTIES TO VOLUNTEERS. 
All volunteers who enlisted prior to July 22, 1E61, for three years, and who were 
mustered into the senice before August n, 1861, are entitled, by act of April 22, 1872, 
to $100 bounty if they have been honorably discharged, and have not received the 
same for such service. If the soldier died before receiving said bounty, his heirs are 
entitled, viz: 'Vidow, children, father, mother, brothers, and sisters, in the order 
named. 
Those two and three years' men who enlisted after April 11, 1861, and before De-
cember 24, 1863, or after April1, 1864, and before July 18, 1864, are entitled to $100 
bounty, under act of July 22, 1861, provided they served two years or more as enlisted 
men, or were honorably discharged as such on account of wounds received in line of 
duty before two years' service. If a soldier enlisted under this act was discharged 
before serving two years, on account of disease, or by reason of promotion, he would 
not be entitled to bounty. 
If a soldier died in the service, his heirs became entitled to any bounty which the 
soldier would have been entitled to under the terms of his contract. The order of heir-
ship and payment is-first, to the widow; second, to the children; third, to the 
father, if he has not abandoned the support of his family ; fourth, to the mother. 
In the absence of the above named, the brothers and sisters of the whole and half 
blood inherit equally. If the father, mother, or more remote heirs of a deceased sol-
dier were not residents of the United States at the date of soldier's death, they are 
only entitled to such ·instalments of bounty as had accrued and remained unpaid at 
the time of his death. 
By the act of July 4, 1864, these rules of d~scent and heirship are varied, the father, 
brothers, and sisters, and the mother, unless a widow at the date of the soldier's 
death, being excluded from the provisions of said act. 
The time for filing claims under the act of July 28, 186ti, known as the" adfli-
tional bounty act," expired July 1, 1880. · 
Drafted men, enrolled after March 3, 1863, for three years, or men who, after March 
3, 1863, enlisted for three years as substitutes for drafted men, are entitled, by act of 
March 3, 1863, to $100 bounty, if they served two years or ·more, or were discharged 
by reason of wounds received in line of duty befo1e two years' service. 
Drafted men or substitutes, entering the military service for a less period than three 
years, are not entitled to bounty under any law. 
All volunteer recruits who enlisted after October 23, 1863, and before December 24, 
1863, for three years, in an organization already in the field, or who enlisted after De-
cember 23, 1863, and before April 2, 1864, for three years, were entitled to $300 bounty, 
payable in installments during the term of service, as follows: $60 in advance, and 
$40 after each two, six, twelve, eighteen, twenty-four, and thirty-six months, respect-
ively. If the soldier served his full term, or was discharged prior thereto by reason 
of wounds, or uncler any of the general orders for the reduction gf the Army because 
of termination of the war, he was entitletl to the full amount. If discharged by rea-
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son of disease, ur by way of favor, or to accept promotion, he was entitled only to the 
accrued unpaid installments actually due him at the time of his discharge. 
NOTE.-General Order No. 77, War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, April ~8, 
1865, was the first order issued by the War Department discharging men by reason of 
close of the war. 
Soldiers who were discharged after nine months' service in the Army prior to April 
2,1864, were permitted to re-enlist and become veterans, and were entitled to $400 
bounty, payable in installments during the term of service as follows: Advance $25, 
(or $60 after September 28, 1863), and $50 after each two, six, twelve, eighteen, twenty-
four, and thirty months, and the balance at the expiration of term of service. If 
they were discharged to re-enlist into the same regiment, they must have previously 
served two years in order to become veterans, and these were probably paid all bounty 
due for first service. 
All non-commissioned officers mustered out after April 28, 1865, by reason of being 
rendered supernumerary on consolidation, are regarded as mustered out because their 
services were no longer required, and are entitled to full bounty. 
Volunteers who enlisted after July 17, 1864, and before May 1, 1865, for one, two, and 
three years, were under act of July 4, 1864, promised $100 for one year'R service, $200 
for two years' service, and $300 for three years' service, p:1yable in equal installments 
as follows: One-third of the amount on muster in ; one-third at the expiration of 
half the term of service; and the balance at the expiration of the full term of service. 
If the soldier was discharged'' because of wounds received in the line of duty," or by 
reason of expiration of term of service, he thereby became entitled to the full amount 
of bounty; but if he was discharged'' because of services no longer required," or by 
"close of the war," he has no claim for the balance of this bounty. Nearly all those 
enlisting under this act were paid all due them at time of discharge. 
The members of the First Corps, U.S. Veteran Volunteers(" Hancock's Corps"), 
were paid $300 in advance, in addition to the above bounty. Soldiers who enlisted 
subsequent to January, 1865, are not entitled to this extra bounty. 
Colored soldiers and their heirs, under act of March 3, 1873, are entitled to the same 
bounty as white soldiers and their heirs. 
Enlisted men discharged by reason of wounds received in battle, or in line of duty, 
are entitled, by acts of March 3, 1863, March 3, 1865, and joint resolution of April 
12,1866, to receive the same bounty they would have received if they had served their 
full term of enlistment. 
The word wound, as used in the foregoing, is to be understood in the sense of injury, 
hurt, damage, as contradistinguished from disease or sickness. The bounty does not 
depend upon the wound, but upon being discharged by 1·eason of the wound. 
The loss of a soldier·s discharge certificate does not prevent the collection of bounty, 
provided its loss or destruction is accounted for. A duplicate discharge is not ac-
cepted as evidence to establish a claim against the Government. If a duplicate is 
desired, application must be made to the Adjutant-General, United States Army. 
Bounty is only payable to the enlisted mau or his heirs. Commissioned officers for 
services as such aro not entitled. No law n.uthorizes payment of bounty to soldiers 
for enlistments of less than two years prior to July 181 1864. 
No bounty is paid to volunteers who enlisted after April 30, 1865. 
No bounty is paid for enlistments or re-enlistments in the Veteran Reserve Corps, 
but men transferred thereto from other regiments are entitled to the bounty they 
would have received in their old regiments when discharged after two years' service 
or at the expiration of the full term of service, or by reason of wounds. 
An honorable discharge is a condition precedent to the payment of bounty; but 
when the discharge papers are silent on this point then the question is one of fact to 
be determined by the soldier's military history. 
BOUNTY TO REGULARS. 
Soldiers who enlisted into the Regular Army between July 1,1861, and June 25, 
1863, were entitled to $100 bounty, under the same conditions as volunteers. 
All men enlisting into the Regular Army for five years, within ninety days from 
June 25, Hl63 (tho date of General Order No.190, A. G. 0.), were entitled to a bounty 
of $400, payable in installments, as cited in section 8. 
All soldiers who enlisted or re-enlisted into the Regular Army for three years, under 
joint resolution of January 13, 1864, and General Order No. 25, are entitled to $400 
bounty. By act of June 20,1864, regulars serving under enlis1ments made prior to 
July 22, 1861, and re-enlisting between June 20, 1864, and August 1, 1864, under this 
act, into their old regiments for three years, are also entitled to $400 bounty, payable· 
in installments. 
No bounty is paid for enlistments in the Regular .Army before July 1, 1861. 
No bounty is paid to regulars who enlisted after June 30,1865. 
~Claimants making application to this office for either arrears of pay or bounty 
should state all the service the soldier ever rendered1 i.e., each company and regi-ment in which he served after.the.eleventh day of Apr1l, 1861. 
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The method of examining and settling claims for arrears of pay and bounty is de-
scribed at some length in the foJlowing statement, in order that an intelligent esti-
mate may be made of the work involved in this important branch of the business of 
the Second Auditor's Office, which absorbs nearly one-half of the entire clerical force. 
To elucidate the subject specimens of the blanks used by the examining and settling 
clerks are attached as exhibits. But no written statement, however minute, can 
convey a complete idea of the work that must be accomplished before a claim is 
ready for payment. 
METHOD OF EXAMINATION AND SETTLEMENT. 
On the receipt of a claim for arrears of pay and bounty it is first placed in an 
envelope, on which is indorsed the name of the soldier, his company and regiment, 
date of discharge or death, nature of claim, in whose behalf it is made (whether 
soldier himself or his legal representatives), number of inclosures, and the name of 
the attorney or other person by whom it was filed. (See Exhibit A.) 
It is then recorded in the book of letters received in the name of the person pre-
senting it, claimant or attorney, and sent to the registering room, where it is entered 
in alphabetical order (in the name of the soldier) in the volume pertaining to the 
soldier's regiment. This regimental system of registering claims has been found to 
answer remarkably well, although it is of no use for reference unless the soldier's 
regiment be known; but, given the name and regiment of a soldier, the fact whether 
or not a claim has been filfld since 1860 can be ascertained almost at a glance, and the 
claim itself can be obtained in a few minutes. 
IN THE EXAMINING BRANCH. 
After being registered the claim is sent to the examining branch of the pay and 
bounty division, where its receipt is acknowledged. (See Exhibits B, C, and D.) If 
there be an attorney in the case, the record of attorneys admitted to practice before 
the Treasury Department must be consulted. The claim is then filed to await its 
turn for examination. 
In examining a claim the clerk must see that the application is in proper form, 
that the identit~ of the soldier and claimant is proved, &c. (See Exhibits E to P.) 
He must obtain the soldier's military history from the Adjutant-General of the Army, 
and, in the case of an officer, certificates as to indebtedness or non-indebtedness from 
the book-keepers and property divisions of this office, and from the Third Auditor, 
Commissary-General, Surgeon-General and Chief of Ordnance ; also a statement from 
the Pay~aster-General and the miscellaneous division of this office. (See Exhibits 
Q,R, S.) 
If any defect be found by the examiner, the claimant or his attorney is notified 
thereof, and the claim is then technical by said to be" suspended" pending the com-
pletion of evidence. 
When completed, the claim, enveloped in a "jacket," upon which is indorsed a 
brief'. in the case and the examiner's report (see Exhibit T), is ready for the settling 
branch, but must await its turn for settlement, unless made special by the Auditor. 
IN THE SETTLING BRANCH. 
The settling branch obtains :from the archives division all the rolls and vouchers 
needed in the settlement of the claim, for each o:f which a check must be given (Ex-
hibit U). In the case of a claim for arrears of pay the rolls and vouchers covering the 
entire period of the soldier's service are requirerl. 'l'hese rolls have to be examined 
and the rates of pay and allowances as well as the calculations carefully verified. An 
account is then stated, in which the soldier is credited with what arrears may be due, 
also with the amount of any errors in his favor that may have been developed by 
an examination of his pay record, and he is charged with any overpayments discovered 
in said examination. (See Exhibit V.) This statement is signed by the auditing 
clerk of this office, and tho revising clerk of the Second Comptroller's office. A cer-
tificate embodying the results of the settlement is signed by the Auditor and sent to 
the Second Comptroller with all the rolls, vouchers, and other papers in the case. (See 
Exhibits W, X Y.) 
If the claim bas been properly examined and settled, the Comptroller's revising 
clerk has nothing to do but check the calculations and sign·his name, the real work 
having been performed in the Second Auditor's office. After the claim has been cer-
tified by the Comptroller the papers are returned to this office. Then a letter is 
written to the claimant (see Exhibit Z); the number of the settlement is recorded 
against the case in the claims register; the muster and pay rolls are returned to the 
archives division; the certificate is sent to the pay department for payment (if funds 
be available, if not it is held back), and the claim itself is sent to the files. 
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The foregoing statement conveys an inadequate idea of the work involved in the 
examination and settlement of claims for arrears of pay, &c. It may properly be sup-
plemented by a memorandum showing what was done in a sin~le case taken at ran-
dom from the :files of the division. This case happens to be a very simple one, and 
not by any means an average specimen of its class: 
AN OFFICEk's CASE. 
March 13, 1885: The widow of a volunteer officer :filed, by attorney, an application 
for difierence of pay under the act of June 3, 1884. 
March 18, 1885: Sent Form 180. (See Exhibit D.) 
July 18,1885: Claimant asks condition of claim. Reply: Waiting for attorneys to 
procure amendment of officer's record. 
October 24, 1885 : Received notice that record bas been amended ; widow :filed claim 
for travel pay on discharge;· wrote Adjutant-General for military history; wrote 
Third Auditor, Commissary-General, Surgeon-General &c., as to indebtedness. 
Oct 31, 1885 : Claimant asks that case be made special. 
.November 18,1885: Wrote her for evidence as to necessity, &c. 
January 14, 1886: Member of Congress sends letter of cla.imant stating that evidence 
of her necessitous condition is on :file in the Adjutant-General's office. 
January 14, 1886: Referred letter to Adjutant-General. 
January 28, 1886: Evidence received ; case placed on special list under Department 
circular of April12, 1884. 
February 1,1886: Returned military history to Adjutant-General for report as to 
officer's station when discharged. \This information is requi:red to determine amount 
of travel-pay.) Wrote Commissary-General for cost of rations . . (Same as above.) 
Wrote Postmaster-General for dh;tance by shortest mail route, New Orleans, La., to 
Oswego,N. Y., in July and August, 1863. (Same as above.) 
February 11,1886: Wrote Surgeon-General: Did officer leave servi('.e on account of 
disability incurred in line of duty Y (Question as to advance bounty of $2!1 involved.) 
Surgeon-General does not know; wrote attorney, who replied : Cannot give infor-
mation. 
April 8,1886: New power of attorney filed. 
April20, 1886 ~ Affidavit from lieutenant-colonel of officer's regiment. 
Claim settled as follows : 
CREDITS. 
Claimed: 
Pay and allowances, May 27 to June 14,1863 ........•••...••...•.•..•... $49 80 
Travel-pay and allowance .............................................. 275 40 
Not claimed : 
Short paid on discharge as second-lieutenant-entititled to this as shown 
by military history.. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 39 
330 59 
DEBITS. 
Overpaid as corporal . . • • • . . • • . • . • • . • • • . . .. . . .. . • • . . . . . . . • .. .. . . . • • • • . $7 09 
Overpaid adva,nce bounty ............................................ 25 00 
Deduct pay received as enlisted man, May 27 to June 14, 1863 ..••..•..• 13 65 
Internal revenue tax .................................................. 8 91 
54 65 
Balance due.. . • • • . • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . ~75 94 
Eight muster-rolls withdrawn; officer served less than a year; seven letters from 
claimant, mostly in relation to her extreme need of money. 
PAY AND BOUNTY FILES. 
The pay and bounty division has charge of the :files of certificate settlements. 
(Technically a ''certificate settlement" is one in which the certificate t!igned by the 
Auditor and Comptroller is sent to the pay department to be paid by a paymaster's 
check. A" report settlement" is one in which the balance certified by tho account-
ing officers is paid through tho Treasury Department by draft.) It has also charge 
of the suspended and disallowed files. The entire files fill eight rooms in the Winder 
Building and part of one in No. 610 Seventeenth street. 
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The files of settled claims from 1832 to date embrace 838,000 settlements, 812,000 of 
which have been made since 1862. 
Claims are said to be in the suspended files when they are helcl for information, 
either from the Aujutant-General of the Army or the claimant himself, and also when, 
having been examined and found correct in form by the" examining branch," they 
are awaiting their turn for settlement. 
Prior to Hl82 claims for arrears of pay, &c., were, for cause, summarily disallowed 
by the Auditor and sent at once to the "disallowed files." If the claimant appealed 
from the decision of the Auditor his case was referred to the Comptroller, under sec-
tion 278, Revised Statutes. But in 1882 the Second Comptroller decided that when 
an account is presented to the Auditor section 277 requires him to certify the balance 
to the Comptroller. If the balance be nothing it must still be certified. (Section 
388-'89, Second Comptroller's Digest, vol. 2.) The summary disallowance of claims 







No. of inclosures 
EXHIBIT A. 




-- --, Attorney. ------. ------. ------. 
EXHIBIT B. 
[Form 28.] 
[All official letters to this office must be addressed to the '' Second Auditor of the Treasury," and in 
replying to letters from this office the initials on the upper left hand corner should be referred to. 
The name, company,' and regiment of the soldier must also be given.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., ---, 188-. 
SIR: Action upon the claim filed by you in this office for--- bounty, &c., as 
--- in the case of--- ---, Co. ---, is deferred until the wcessary official 
information called for from the War Department shall have been obtained, upon the 
receipt of which the claim will in its order be taken up for examination, and should 
additional evidence be required you will be advised. No unnecessary delay will oc-
cur in the final disposition of this claim. I<'requent inquiries in relation to individual 
claims, by the examination necessary for a reply, only delay final action. The ina-
bility of the clerical force at this time to keep up with the current work makes this 
communication necessary. 
N. B.-This notice must be accepted as the true condition of the claim until you 






WM. A. DAY, 
.Auditot·. 
By-----. 
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EXIDBIT C. 
{Form 164.] 
(All official letters to this office must be addressed to the "Second Auditor of the Treasury," and ln 
replying to letters from this office the initials on the upper left-hand corner should be referred to. 
The name, company, and regiment of the soldier must also be given.] 
----: 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., ---·, 188-. 
The claim :filed by you in this office for pay, bounty, &c .• as---, in the case of 
------,Co.---, Reg't, ---will be investigated in connectio~ with ap-
plication heretofore :filed in the same case, and a report made as early as practicable. 
Respectfully, 






[All official letters to this office must be addressed to the Second Auditor of the Treasury, and in reply 
ing to letters from this office the initials on the upper left-hand corner should be referred to. The .name, 
company, and regiment of the soldier must also be given.] 
------: 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S 0FFICE1 
Washington, D. C.,--, 188-. 
Action upon the claim :filed by you in this office for pay under "An act to provide 
for the muster and pay of certain officers and enlisted men of the volunteer forces," 
approved June 3, 1884, in the case of 
is deferred until the muster into the service of said officers shall have been amended 
under the provisions of said act to show that he is entitled to be recognized in the 
grade as claimed. 
All applications for such amendment of muster, and all correspondence relating 
thereto, must be addressed to the Adjutant-General, U. S. Army, Washington, D. C. 
Respectfully, 
------, ------, .----. 
EXHIBIT E. 
WM. A. DAY, 
Auditor, 
By----. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury-Form 8.] 
APPLICATION OF DISCHARGED OFFICER OR SOLDIER FOR ARREARS OF PAY, &c. 
STATE OF ---, 
County of---, 88: 
Personally appeared. before me, a ---- in and for the county and State 
aforesaid, --- ---, of ---, in the county of--- and State of---, who, 
being duly sworn according to law, declares that his age is-- years, and that he :}.s 
the identical person who was a--- in Company-- of the--=- regiment of ----=:o 
!tnd wl.tC? was discharged from tP.~ E;~ryj9~ of the United Stat~i at · «,... ___ ?U. th~ - .... ~~1 
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of --, 18--, by reason of-- ; that he was last paid at --- by --- ---
on or about ---, 18-; and that there is pay due him for services as aforesaid from 
the -- day of--, 18-, to the -- day of--, 18-, and also.* 
That his discharge is t 
His post-office address is ---. 
[Signature of claimant:]----. 
Witnessed by-
------, 
Also personally appeared before me-----·and -----,of the county 
of-- and State of---, who, being duly sworn according to law, declare that 
they have been for--- years acquainted with------, the above-named ap-
plicant, who was a --- in Company-- of the--- regimeut of---, and know 
him to be the identical person named in the foregoing declaration; that he enlisted 
and served as above stated; that they have no interest whatever in this application; 
and their post-office address is---. 
[Signatures of witnesses :1--- ---. 
------. 
Witnessed by-
Sworn to and subscribed before me this-- day of---, 188-. 
[Official signature:]------. 
I certify that --·- ---, before whom the foregoing declaration and affidavit 
were made, is a ---, duly authorized to administer oaths, and that the abov~ is 
his signature. In witness w!:J.ereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this 
-day of--, 188-. 
[L. s.] ------, 
Clerk of the--. 
NOTE.-AU signatures by mark must be attested by two disinterested witnesses who can write. 
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*If anything other than pay proper be claimed, such as bounty, clothing, &c., state here fully the 
nature o'f the claim. 
t If the dischar~e certificate is lost, claimant must state the full particulars ofits loss-when, where 
p.nd under what crrcumstances. 
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EXHIBIT F. 
[Second Auditor's office-Form 91.] 
APPLICATION OF WIDOW FOR ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY. 
STATE OF --- ---, 
County of--- ---, 88: 
Personally appeared before me, a--- in and for the county ana . State aforHsaid, 
--- ---, of---, in the county of --- and State of ---, aged -- years, 
who, being duly sworn, declares that she is the widow of-------, of---, who 
was a --- in Company--, --- Regiment --- ; that this soldier was born at 
---, in the State of ---, on the -- day of ---, 18- ; that he was -- feet 
--inches high, ---complexion,--- eyes,--- hair, and by occupation, when 
enlisted, a---; that he died in the service of the United States, at---, on on 
about the-- day of---, 18-, that her maiden name was------, and·that 
she was married to said --- ---, deceased, on or about the -- day of ---, 
18-, at 
This application is made to recover all arrears of pay and other allowances due the 
deceased from the United States, and any bounty to which she may be entitled under 
existing laws. 
Her post-office address is ---. 
Witnessed by 
[Signature of claimant:] ------. 
Also personally appeared before me ------ and-- ---, of the county of 
---and State of--, who, being duly sworn according to law, declare that they 
have been for --- years acquainted with the above-named applicant a~nd with said 
--- ---, deceased, who was a --- in Company--, ---Regiment --, 
and know that she is the widow of the above-named soldier; that th•~y lived together 
as man and wife, and were so recognized by the community in whi,eh they resided; 
and their post-office address is ---. 
[Signatures of witnesses:] ----. 
Witnessed by ------. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this -- day of.---, 18-. 
[Magistrate's signature:] ------
1 certify that------, before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a ---, duly authorized so administer oaths, and that the above is his sig-
nature. 







Clerk of the-'--. 
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NOTES. 
1. Record evidence of marriage, duly authenticated under seal, rnust be furnished 
when in existence. If such record evidence cannot be furnished, it should be so stated 
in the application, and a certificate of marriage, sworn to by the officer or clergyman 
who officiated to be the original, or a correct copy thereof, duly authenticated, will 
be received. Should the claimant not be able to produce either record evidence or 
marriage certificate as aforesaid, let her say t.hat ''she is without a certifiP-ate of mar-
riage, and is unable to procure record evidence of the same"; and, in addition to her 
own statement as to her marriage, and the number, names, and ages of her children, 
if she has any, there must 1Je a statement, by two disintereste<l witnesses, that will 
fully satisfy the accounting officers that they are well acquainted with the history of 
the family, and know the claimant to have been the lawful wife of the deceased. -
2. In cases where a mark is substitute<l for the written signature, two disinterested 
witnesses are required who can write their names. 
EXHIBIT G. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury.-Form 115.] 
APPLICATION OF CHILDREN FOR ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY. 
STATE OF ---, 
County of---, 88: 
Personally appeared before me, a--- in and for the County and State aforesaid, 
who, being duly sworn, declare that-- child- of--- ---, late of---, 
County and State of--, who was a -·- in Company -- , --- Regiment 
---; that this soldier was born at ---, in the State of---, on the -- day of 
---, 18-; that he was -- feet -- inches high, --- complexion, --- eyes, 
-- hair, and by occupation, when he enlisted, a ---; that he died--. - the 
service of the United States, at ---, on or about the -- day of---, 18-, leav-
ing no widow. 
That said soldier's wife and --- mother died at ---, on the -day of---, 
18-; that besides the above-named, who are the only surviving children, and whose 
post-office address is correctly stated below, the soldier had the following children, 
now deceased, viz:---, who died at---, on the-- day of---, 18-, leav-
ing-- children, -- of whom are minors; ---, who died at---, on the--
day of---, 18-, leaving-- children, --of whom are minors;---, who 
died at---, on the-- day of ---, 18-, leaving -- children, --of whom 
are minors; ---, who died at ---, on the-- day of---, 18-, len,ving --
children, --of whom are minors; ---, who died at---, on the-- day of 
---, 18-, leaving-- children,-- of whom are minors. 
This application is made to recover all arrears of pay and other allowances due 
said deceased from the United States, and any bounty to which they may be entitled 
under existing laws. --post-office address is as follows: 
[Signatures of claimants:] 
------. 
Witnessed by-
NOTES.-State, in the declaration, the name, age, and residence of each of the claimants, and the 
names of guardians, if any, with the names and ages of their wards. In ca11e of guardianship, certi· 
fi<'d copies of lettors of guardianship must bo appended to the de ::lara1ion. 
WAll signatures by mark must be attested by two disinterested witnesses who can write. 
Also, at the same time and place, personally appeared----- and---
---, of --- County, and State of ---, to me well known as credible persone, 
who, being duly sworn, declare that they have been for ---years acquainted with 
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the above-named applicant , and with the said-----, deceased, who was a 
--- in Company -- of the-. -- Regiment of ---, and know said applicant 
to be the child-- of said deceased; that his wife died at ---, nn the -- day of 
--, 18-; and he had no other children than those above named; that they have 
no interest whatever in this application, and their post-office address is ---. 




Sworn to and subscribed before me, this -- day of --188-. 
[Official signature:] 
----. 
I certify that --- ---, before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a --, duly authorized to administer oaths, and that the above is his sig-
nature. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this -- day of 
--,188-. 
------, 
(L.S.] Clerk of the--. 
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EXHIBIT H. 
[Form 75.] 
APPLICATION OF FATHER FOR ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY. 
SlATE OF ---, 
County of--, ss: 
Personally appeared before me, a --- in and for the county and State aforesaid, 
------,of---, in the county of--- and State of---, aged-- years, 
who, being duly sworn, declares til at he is the fa,ther of-- ---, of---, who 
was a --- in Company--, --- Regiment ---; that this soldier was born at 
---, in the State of---, on the-- day of---, 18-; that he was-- feet 
--inches high, ---complexion, ---eyes, --hair, and by occupation, when 
he enlisted, a ---; that he died in the service of the United States, at ---, on or 
about the -- day of---, 18-, leaving neither wife nor child. 
This application is made to recover all arrears of pay and other allowances due the 
deceased from the United States, and any bounty to which he may be entitled under 
existing laws. 
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Also personally appeared before me --- --- and --- ---, of the county 
of--, and State of ---, who, being duly sworn according to law, declare that 
they have been for-- years acquainted with the above-named applicant and with 
said---, deceased, who was a--- in Company--,-- Regiment---, 
and know said applicant to be the father of said deceased, and that said deceased left 
neither wife nor child; that they have no interest whatever in this application, and 
their post-office address is ---. 
[Signatures of witnesses:] 
Witn,essed by 
------. 
~worn to and subscribed before me this-- day of---, 188-. 
[Magistrate's signature:] 
------. 
I certify that------, before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a---, duly authorized to administer oaths, and that the above is his sig-
nature. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this-- day of 
--,188-. 
------, 
[r,. s.] Clerk of the--. 
NOTE.-In all cases where a mark is substituted for the written signature, two disinterested attest-
ing witnesses are required who can write their names. 
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EXHIBIT I. 
[Second Auditor's Office.-Form 90.] 
APPLICATION OF MOTHER FOR ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY. 
STATE OF--, 
County of---, 88 : 
Personally appeared before me, a--- in and for the county and State aforesaid, 
----, of ---, in the county of--- and State of---, aged -- years, 
who, being duly sworn, declares that she is the mother of --- ---, of---, 
who was a-- in Company--, ·-- Regiment ---; that this soldier was 
born at --, in the State of ---, on the --, day of ---, 18-; that he was 
--feet -- inches high, --- complexion, --- eyes, --- hair, and by occu-
pation, when he enlisted, a ---; that he died in the service of the United States, 
at--, on or about the -- day of ---, 18-, leaving neither wife, child, nor 
father. 
This application is made to recover all arrears of pay and other allowances due the 
deceased from the United States, and any bounty to which she may be entitled under 
existing laws. 
Her post-office address is ---. 
Witnessed by 
----. 
[Signature of claimant:] 
------. 
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Also persoua1Jy appeared before m~ --- ~-- and --- ---, of the county 
of--- and State of ---,who, being duly sworn according to law, declare that 
they have been for--- years acquainted with the above-named applicant and with 
said --- ---, deceased, who, was a --- in Company --, --- Regiment 
---, and know said applicant to be the mother of said deceased, and that said de· 
ceased left neither wife, child, nor father; that they have no interest whatever in 




[Sign a tures of witnesses:] 
----.--. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this -- day of---, 18-. 
[Magistrate's signature:] 
I certify that------, before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a ---, duly authorized to administer oaths, and that the above is his 
signature. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this-- day of 
---,18-. 
[L. s.] 
NOTE.-ln all cases where a mark is substituted for the written signature, two disinterested attest. 
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EXHIBIT J. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury.-Form 38.] 



























Personally appeared before me, a--- in and for the county and State aforesaid, 
--- ---, of---, in the State of---, who, being duly sworn, declares that 
he is the legally appointed guardian, as appears by the letters of g-aardianship here-
unto annexed, of 
minor children of------, who was a--- in Company --, --- Regiment 
---; that this soldier was born at ---, in the State of---, on the --day of 
---, 18-; that he was-- feet-- inches high, --- complexion, --- eyes, 
--- hair, and by occupation, when he enlisted, a---; that he died in the serv-
ice of the United States, at---, on or about the-- day of ---, 18-; that 
--- ---, the mother of the children aforesaid, died at ---, on the -- day 
of---, 18-; tha.t the names and dates of birth of all the soldier's children an'~ as 
follows, to wit : ---, born on the -- day of---, 18-; ---, born on the 
-- day of---, 18-; --,born on the -- day of---, 18-; ---, born on 
the-- day of--, 18-. 
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-- furtbcr decbrcs that, except those just named, the soldier had no other chil-
dren, and that the said wards now reside with ------, at ---, in the county 
of-- ancl State of--. 
This application is made to recover all arrears of pay, bounty, or other allowances 
due tho deceased from the United States. 
--post-office address is ---. 
[Two attesting witnesses who can write:] 
------. [Signature:] 
Guardian. 
Also, at the same time and place, personally appeared --- --- and ---
---, residents of ---, in the county of --- and State of---, who, being 
duly sworn, depose and say that they are personally acquainted with --- ---, 
who signed the foregoing declaration in their presence, and know -- to be the legal 
guardian of the minor children of--- ---, deceased, late --- in Company 
--,---Regiment---. 
They further swear that they knew the said soldier before he enlisted, and know 
that 
are his only children ; that their names and ages are correctly stated by the claimant; 
that his wife, --, the mother of these children, died at ---, on the -- day of 
--, 18-; that the soldier had no other children except thos~ named ; a.nd that 
their knowledge of the identity of the soldier as father of the said children is derived 
from 
They further testify that they have no interest whatever in this claim, and their 
post-office address is---. 
Withessed by 
[Signatures:] ------. ------. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this -- day of--, 188-. 
[Official signature:] 
I certify that --- ---,before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a---, duly-authorized to administer oaths, and that the above is his 
signature. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this -- day of 
--,188-. 
[L. s.] ------, 
Clerk of the--. 
NOTEs.-In case there are adult children, they should apply in their own name, with proof of 
identity and heirship. 
Win every case where a mark is substituted for the written signature, two disinterested attesting 
witnesses are required who can write. 
Where the claimant resides in a city, the street and number must be given. 
N. B.-The letters of guardianship which aceompany this application must show that the applicant 
is, a,t the present time, tho lawful guardian. 
(Across the face in red ink:) No attorney's foes are allowed if this blank is used. 
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ExmBIT K. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasur.v.-Form 37.) 
APPLICATION OF BROTHERS AND SISTERS FOR ARREARS OF PAY AND BOUNTY. 
STATE OF ---, 
County of---, ss : 
Personally appeared before me, a --- in and for the county and State aforesaid, 
who, being duly eworn, declare that --- the brother and sister of--- ---, 
late of--- County and State of---, who was a--- in Company--, --
Regiment --- ; that this soldier was born at ---, in the State of ---, on the 
-- day of---, 18-; that he was -- feet -- inches high, --- complexion, 
--- eyes, --- hair, and by occupation, when he enlisted, a ---; that he died 
---the service of the United States, at---, on or about the-- day of ---, 
18-, leaving neither widow, child, father, nor mother. 
That the father of said soldier was named--- ---, and that he died at--, 
on the -- day of ---, 18-, and that said soldier's mother was named ---
--, and that she died at --, on the -- day of --, 18-; that besides the 
above named, who are the only surviving brothers and sisters either of whole or half 
hlood, and whose post-office address is correctly stated below, the soldier had the fol-
lowing brothers and siste1·s, viz: ---,who died at---, on the-- day of---, 
18-, leaving -- children, -- of whom are minors; ---, who died at ---, on 
the -- day of---, 18-, leaving-- children,-- of whom-- minors; ---, 
who died at ---, on the -- day of ---, 18-, leaving -- children, -- of 
whom are minors;---, who died at---, on the-- day of---, 18-, leav-
ing-- children,-- of whom are minors;---, who died at---, on the--
day of---, 18-, leaving -- children, --of whom are minors. 
This :tpplication is made to recover all arrears of pay and other allowances due 
said deceased from the United States, and any bounty to which they may be entitled 
under existing laws. -- post-office address is as follows: 






NoTEs.-State, in the declaration, the name, age, and residence of each of the claimants, and the 
names of guardians, if any, with the names and ages of their wards. In case of guardianship, certi-
fied copies of letters of gu~trdianship must be appended to the declaration. 
[if" All signatures by mark must be attested by two disinterested witnesses who can write. 
Also personally appe::tred before me --- --- and --- ---, of ---
County and State of---, to me well known as credible persons, who, being duly 
sworn, declare that they have been for--- years acqnaintecl with the above-named 
applicant , and with the said--- ---, deceased, who was a--- in Company 
--of the--- Regiment of---, and know said applicant to be the brothor 
and sister of said deceased, and that he left neither widow, child, father, nor mother, 
and had no other brother or sister than those above named; that they have no inter-
est whatever in this a,pplication, and their post-office address :!s ---. 





Sworn to and subscribed before me this -- day of --, 188-. 
[Official signature :] ----. 
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I certify that----, before whom the above declaration and affidavit were 
made, is a --, duly authorized to administer oaths, and that the above is his sig-
nature. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and official seal this-- day of 
--,188-. 
(L.S.] ----, 
Clerk of the --. 
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EXHIBIT L. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasnry.-Form No. 66.] 
STATE 01!' ---, 
County of--, 88: 
Personally appeared before me --- --- and -- ---, of -·--, in the 
county of ---, and State of ---, who, being duly sworn according to law, de-
clare that they have been for--- years personally acquainted with------, 
who was a--- in Company -- of the-- Regiment of --- Volunteers, and 
know that he enlisted in the above company and regiment on or about---, 186-, 
for the period of-- years, and that he was discharged, died, was killed, while in 
the service of the United States, at ---, on or about ---, 186-. 
We also state, from our own personal knowledge, that the said------ did at 
no time since April19, 1861, enlist into or render military service in any other company 
or regiment, or at any other time than as above stated. (See note.) 
We also declare that we have no interest whatever in the pending application for 
bounty in this case. 
[Signature of witnesses:] 
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this --day of---, 18-; and I certify that 
the claimant and witnesses are credible persons, and that the foregoing declaration 
and affidavit were carefully read to them by me before signing. 
L Official signature :] --- ---. 
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STATE OF ---, 
County of ---, 88 : 
I hereby certify that------, before whom the foregoing declaration and affi-
davit were made, is now, and was at the time of the execution thereof, a·-- iu 
and for the county of ---, and State of ---, duly authorized to administer 
oaths; and that his signature thereunto is genuine. 
[Official signature:] --- ---. 
NOTE.-Erase in line eight was discharged, died, was killed, while in the service of the United States 
&c., so as to conform to thefar.ts in each case; and if discharged, state cause of discharge. 
In case the soldier had rendeted service prior to that for which bounty is claimed, give the particu-
lars in regard to such service in blank space, giving name of company and regiment, date of enlist· 
ment, date and cause of discharge. 
In all cases where a mark is substituted for the written signature, two disinterested attesting wit-
nE~sses are required who can write their names. 
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[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury-Form 32.] 
ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE. 
STATE OF ---, 
County of --, 88: 
Personally appeared before me --- ---, of---, in the county of--- and 
State of---, who, being duly sworn according to law, declares that he was a---
in Compan;y -- of the --- Regiinent of--- Volunteers; that he enlisted into 
the above-named company and regiment on or about the -- day of---, 186-, for 
the period of-- years, and that he was discharged at --, on or about the --
day of---, 186-; and that he again enlisted as a -- in Company-- of the 
--- Regiment of --- Volunteers for the period of --- years, and was dis-
charged from the service at ---, on or about the -- day of---, 186-; that he 
has received bounty from the United States as follows: $--under act of ---, 
186-, and$-- under act of---, 186-; and that be has not received bounty ot,her 
than as above stated. He further declares that he did at no time since-Apr..il19, 1861, 
enlist into or render military service in any company, regiment, or organization, or 
at any time than as above stated; that his post-office address is---. 
------. 
[Two attesting witnesses who can write their names.] 
------. 
Sworn to and subscribed before me this -- day of --, 188-, and I certify tlle 
above affidavit was carefully read to him by me before signing. 
. [Official signature:]--~--. 
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STATE OF--, 
County of --, 88 : 
I hereby certify that----, before whom the fm·egoing declaration and affi-
davit were made, is now, and was at the time of the execution thereof, a -~- in 
and for the county of-- and State of --. -, duly authorized to administer oaths, 
and that his signature thereunto is genuine. 
[Official signature :] -- --. 
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I, --- ---, of ---, in the county of --- and State of ---, of ---, 
deceased, late a ---, in Company --, --- Regiment---:-, do solemnly swear 
that I have never borne arms against the United States since I have been a citizen · 
thereof; that I have voluntarily given no aid, countenance, counsel, or encourage-
ment to persons engaged in armed hostility thereto; that I have neither sought nor 
accepted, nor attempted to exercise the functions of any office whatever, under any 
authority, or pretended authority, in hostility to the United States; that I have not 
yielded a voluntary support to any pretended government, authority, power, or con-
stitution, within the United States, hostile or inimical thereto. And I do further 
swear that, to the beRt of my knowledge and ability, I will support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I 
will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation freely, 
without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion. This oath to be filed in the 
Second Auditor's Office, with my application now pending for the pay and bounty 




Sworn to and subscribed before me this -- day of--, 187 • 
------. 
NoTE.-Attach the certificate and seal of court showing that the notary public or justice of the 
peace is duly authorized. 
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§; I ~ ~ s· g 0 her post-office address after signing ~ II • « ~ A S S" ~ these forms, such change must be ~ ~ 't:1 
.,:: 0 CP '"l promptly reported to the SECOND Au- ~ o ~ 
et- • ~ DITOR, and, in doing so, the name, com- 8 ... 
'
.. g' I et- I pany, and regiment of the soldier must I '" ... l=l p. !i; i 
'"l s· be stated; and if in volunteer service, g. ~ 00 1ll 
.. ~ S .. the State to which the organization be· • :3" ~ .,.1 g-
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EXHIBIT R. 
[Form 29.J 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C.,---, 188-. 
SIR: Please give the last payment and any ordinary bounty payments, when and 
by whom made, to------ late---, Company--,--- Volunteers, who 
was discharged on the -- day of ---, 18-, 
Very respectfully, 
To the PAYMASTER-GENERAL. 
WM. A. DAY, 
.Auditm·, 
By----. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C.,---, 188-. 
SIR: It appears on record that------, late---, Company--,--- Reg-





To the SECOND AUDITOR OF TilE TREASURY. 
EXHIBITS. 
[Form 13.] 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Ord., Med., and Misc. Division,---, 188-. 
To CHIEF OF PAY AND BOUNTY DIVISION : 
The following are all the payments of record made to ---·---, Co. --, ---
Reg't, --- Vols. 
No stoppages. 
-----·, 
Chief of DiviBion. 
EXHIBIT T. 
Examined and found correct in 
form, in favor of 
for arrears of pay and bounty under 




Examiner, Room No.-. 
'188-. . 
lForm 137.] 
SECOND AUDITOH'S OFFICE, 
PAY AND BOUNTY DIVISION, 
EXAMINING BRANCH. 
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EXHIBIT U. 
rOffice of the Second Auditor of the Treasury.-Form 30.] 
No.-.] 
Appropriation : 
Stoppages on account of: 
1[::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::: 
$ .••••• -··· 
$ ...••••••• 
$ •••••• --·· 
$ .••••••••• 
$ .••••••••• $ ••••.••••• 
$ .••••••••• 
$ ..•••. ··-· 
$ .... ·----- $ .•.• ··-·-· 
Balance due . . . . • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . • . . • $ ...••....• 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 7 SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE,_ 
Wa8hington, D. C., ---, lt;8-. 
I CERTIFY that I have examined the claim for 





and find that there is due to said payee from the United States the sum of--
dollars and ·-- cents, the same being for 
as appears by the account and vouchers herewith transmitted for the decision of 
the Second Comptroller of the Treasury thereon. To be paid to 
by the Paymaster-General of the Army at Washington, D. C. 
$ ...•.. ···-·· 
------, 
Second .Auditor. 
SECOND CoMPTROLLTR's OFFICE, 
WaBhington, D. C., ---, 188-. 
I admit and certify the above balance of--- dollars and --- cents. 
------, 
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EXHIBIT V. 
roffice of the Second Auditor of the Treasury.-Form 16.] 
Voucher No .... ·----· ••••.....•...••••........•.• 
Service: .••••..•• __ ••..••.•..•• _ •.....••.• _. _ •• __ • 
Acc't of ...... __ ............•. _ ..••.....•• _ ...• __ • 
No. acc't: ...••.....•....•... _ ..•••••........••..• 
Taken by ................•••..•••••..•••....•.... 
Date : ....................•........•. __ ......... __ 
No. of room: ........... ··---··---··--···---·· ..•. 
EXHIBIT W. 
[Office of the Second Auditor of the Treasury, Form 150.1 
Claim for------. 
Settlement in favor of--· 
Fees,$--. 
Recognized attorney, --- ---. 
Statement of account. 
CREDITS: 
For Bounty per Act July 22, 1861. ................................................. $ 
" Bounty per Joint Resolution January 13, 1864 ............................... .. 
" BountyperActJuly4, 1864 .................................................. . 
Bounty per Act July 28, 1866 ................................................. . 
" BountyperActApril22,1872 ................................................ . 
Pay from-- to--, --mos., --days, at$--................. . 
" --Servant ............................................................... .. 
" Servants' clothing ........................................................... .. 
" Subsistence .................................................................. . 
:: 5:t~:~~ i ~~~~:::::::: ~::: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::::::::::::: :: ~:: 
" i~:~:~ ~~bsr~t~ce fror~;::.::.:.::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
DEBITS: 
Deduct for Clothing due U. S ....... . ................... , ................ $ 
" for-- installment of Bounty paid ........................... . 
" for Tobacco... .. ....... . ...................................... .. 
for dues to Sutler .............................................. .. 
BALANCE DUE CLAIMANT ..................................................... . 




Pay of two and three years' volunteers ............................................ $ 
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war (Army) ........... . 
Pay, &c., of the Army ............................................................ . 
Traveling expenses of First Michigan Cavalry (Act of July 28, 1866) ............ . 
Bounty to volunteers and their widows and legal heirs ........................... . 
Bounty, .Act of July28,1866 ...................................................... . 
Bounty to 15th and 16th Missouri Cavalry ........................................ . 
Bounty ........................................ .................................. .. 
Traveling expenses California and Nevada volunteers ............................ . 
It is found that there is nothing due under claim for 
for the reasons following : 
Vouchers, --- ---. 
Other settlements, ---, ---. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
---, --, 188 . 

















SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE. 
Received 
Revising clerk, 
Action of Comptroller: 
Certificate issued 
EXHIBITYl. 


















SECOND COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE. 
Received 
Revising clerk 
Action of Comptroller: 
Certificate issued 
EXHIBIT X. 
(Second Auditor's Office.-Form 22.) 
No. 
ACCOUNT. 
Late a ~Co. 
Regiment 
Pay, &c., from , 18 , 
to , 18 . 
SUMMARY. 
Bounty, act $ 
Bounty, act $ 
Pay of Volunteers, $ 
Pay of Army, $ 
$ 
$ 







































TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., --, 188-. 
A settlement, No. --, for --- --- , amounting to $--- has been made in 
favor of------, as--- of ---late--- of Co. --, --- Vols., but 
no appropriation for its payment has been made by Congress. 
Your attention is invited to the following extract from an act of Congress approved 
July 71 1884: 
"That the Secretary of the Treasury shall at the commencement of each session of 
Congress report the amount due each claimant whose claim has been allowed in whole 
or in part to the Speaker of the HouseofRepresentatives and the presiding officer of 
the Senate, who shall lay the same before their respective Houses for consideration." 
Under this provision oflaw the above-named settlement will be reported to Congress 
Respectfully, 
------, ------, ------. 
WM. A. DAY, 
A.uditor. 
DIVISION FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF FRAUD. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
division for the investigation of fraud. 
This division owes its origin to the frauds that were attempted, often successfully, 
in the prosecution of claims for arrears of pay and bounty during the latter part of, 
and immediately after, the war of the rebellion. As neither claimants nor witnesses 
had to undergo the ordeal of a personal examination (claims being supported entirely 
by documentary evidence), it was a comparatively easy matter to fabricate spurious 
claims. Without going into details it is enough to say that perjury. forgery, and the 
personation of soldiers entered largely into these fraudulent claims, and that, in sev-
eral cases, clerks of courtf;l aided in the manufacture of false· testimony by affixing 
their signatures and the seal of the court to blank forms of application for arrears of 
pay and bounty. 
When colored soldiers were placed on an equality with white troops, as regards 
bounty, their general ignorance and defenselessness placed them at the mercy of 
unscrupulous persons, and frauds were perpetrated wholesale. Even the agents of 
the Freedmen's Bureau, which was established for the protection of colored people, 
were charged with victimizing hundreds of colored soldiers or their heirs, whose ap-
peals for redress remain unsatisfied to this day, although attention has been repeat-
edly called to the matter during the last ten or twelve years. 
Since the division was organized, about twenty-two years ago, all cases in which 
fraud or other irregularity was apparent or suspected have been referred to it for 
examination, investigation, and prosecution through the Solicitor of the Treasury, if 
necessary or expedient. It was deemed advisable that this kind of work should be 
specially assigned to one division, rather than that each division should attempt to 
investigate its own doubtful cases. This plan left the accounting divisions free to 
attend solely to the settlement of accounts and claims and secured uniformity of prac-
tice in dealing with clouded cases. Besides it was necessary that investigations 
should be conducted by clerks having some legal knowledge, while such knowledge 
is not essential to the proper adjustment of ordinary accounts and claims. 
About 17,000 cases have been nuder investigation since 1867 (prior to which year 
no record was kept), including the following cases: 
(1) Fraudulent and contested claims in cases of white soldiers. 
(2) Cases of overpayment, double payment, fraudulent vouchers, non-rendition of 
accounts, &o. 
(3) Charges againgt attorneys and claim agents of unlawfully withholding money 
rom their clients. 
(4) Fraudulent and contested claims in cases of colored soldiers. 
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(5) Claims of pretended widows of colored soldiers, and cases involving disputed 
questions of consanguinity, lawful inheritance, identity, &c. 
(6) Cases in which evidence of heirship was believed to have been manufactured by 
claim agents. 
The amount collected or secured for the Government during the last twenty years 
through the instrumentality of this division reaches nearly $300,000, and upward of' 
$41,000 has beensecured .to claimants from attorneys and others unlawfully withold-
ing the same. It is impossible to estimate how much has been saved to the Govern-
ment by the breaking up of organized ·bands of swindlers in Washington, New York, 
Memphis, and elsewhere, and by the detection and frustration of individual designs 
unon the Treasury. 
-The method of transacting business is as follows: On the receipt of a case from the 
pay and bounty division-say a claim for a.rrears of pay and bounty which the records 
show was paid years ago, but which the claimant avers has not been paid-an abstract 
of the material facts is made, such evidence as may have already been filed is duly 
considered, additional evidence is called for if necessary, confidential inquiries are 
made as to the character of the claimant and his witnesses, and he is given an oppor-
tunity to explain any doubtful points there may be. When the case is deemed to be 
complete it is submitted to .the Aduitor, who decides upon the evidence presented 
whether the claim shall be reported to the Second Comptroller for allowance or dis-
allowance. , In either case an al?propriate entry is made upon the docket kept in this 
division and the papers are returned to the pay and bounty division for final action. 
DIVISION OF INQUffiiES AND REPLIES. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
division of inquiries and replies. 
The necessity of devoting the services of a number of clerks to the special work of 
answering inquiries or calls for information from the files of this office was made mani-
fest nearly twenty-one years ago by overwhelming demands from the Pay Department 
of the Army for information required in the settlement of claims for additional bounty 
under the act of July 28, 1866, 166,000 inquiries having been received in one day. One 
hundred additional clerks were employed, and the inquiries, which aggregated more 
than 600,000, were disposed of by May, 1869. Since then about 400,000 mquiries have 
been received from various sources. 
As the bare report tlmt a certain number of inquiries have been replied to does not 
convey any idea of the work involved, a statement showing the character of· the in-
quiries now before the office is appended, with the remark that a case is sometimes 
met with which occupies the entire time and attention of a diligent and experienced 
clerk for more than a week. 
CHARACTER OF INQUIRIES. 
From the QuartermaBter'B Department.-Chie:fly requests for the verification of signa-
tures of persons having claims before that Department, and their witnesses, by com-
parison with signatures on muster and pay rolls. 
From the SubBiBtence Department.-Same as above. Also evidence of death of sol-
diers, and whether prisoners of war having claims in that Department for commuta-
tion of rations have not already been paid through this office. (Prior to 1877 such 
claims were adjusted by the Second Auditor; since then, by the Third Auditor.) 
From the Third Auditor's Office.-Veri£cation of signatures, post-office addresses of 
officers, and other information to be used in settling claims for horses lost in service. 
In these cases the regular inquiries are: Was soldier paid for use and risk of hors('l 
while dismounted Y Do rolls show that he lost a horseY Is he charged on any ac-
count on Second Auditor's books f (See section 3482; R. S.) 
From Fourth Auditor's Office;-Inquiries are confined to claims for arrears of pay 
and bounty due persons transferred from the Armyto the Navy under the act of Feb-
ruary 24, 1864 (13 Stat., 27.) The Second Auditor is required to certify the amount 
due such persons as shown by the muster and pay rolls at date of transfer. 
From the General Land Office.-Verification of signatures incases of persons who 
enter lands under soldiers' homestead law. 
From the Pension Office.-This office calls for information on a variety of points con-
nected with a soldier's personal, military, and family histol"y, from the marriage of . 
his parents to the remarriage of his widow. A few of these points are indicated be-
low: Marriage and death of. parents; evidence as to their dependence on soldier; 
soldier's age at date of enlistment, and his personal description (height, complexion, 
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&c.) ; celibacy or marriage of soldier, cohabitation, birth of children, non-support of 
wife and family, divorce, remarriage, &c.; date, cause, and place of soldier's death, 
discharge, &c. ;-:remarriage of widow; date and place of last payment; nature, origin, 
and duration of fatal disease; information as to absence from his command; names 
and addresses of all persons who have applied for arrears of pay in specified cases ; did 
soldier receive transportation to his home when discharged Y names and ad(lresses of 
all officers and soldiers on duty with applicant for pension on a given date, or during 
a given peried; names of officers' servants; verification of signatures; copies of final 
statements, surgeon's certificates of disability, furloughs, &c. 
From the Adjutant-General's Office.-Verification of signatures. Evidence of identity 
of soldiers. Dates of first and final payments. Whether paid in full while absent 
without leave. Whereabouts of absent soldiers. Changes in soldiers' records as 
shown by muster and pay rolls. Payments to soldiers on detached service, in hos-
pital, &c. Did soldier sign by mark Y The Adjutant-General also frequently requires, 
to complete his records, copies of muster-rolls, final statements, furloughs, descriptive 
lists, certificates of death, disability, &c. 
Miscellaneous inquiries are received from other divisions of this office for information 
that can usually be more expeditiously obtained by the clerks of this division than 
by others. 
METHOD OF TRANSACTING BUSINESS. 
On the receipt of an inquiry it is registered and, unless made special, replied to in 
its turn. If it be a simple request for the verification of a signature, the clerk mn.st 
first find the muster-roll or other voucher upon which the soldier was paid. Usually 
it is necessary to refer to several rolls before an intelligent opinion can be formed 
as to the genuineness of a recent signature by comparing it with one that was written, 
perhaps, twenty-five years ago. An indorsement, giving the result of the examination, 
is then made upon the letter of inquiry, which is returned to the office from which it 
was received. 
In connection with this matter it may be remarked that the answermg of such in-
quiries as are addressed to this office is not a very simple thing. It involves a careful 
and often protracted examination of numerous records and frequently determines the 
granting or withholding of a pension, or the allowance or rejection of a claim against 
the United States. 
Ten years ago a large quantity of descriptive lists of deserters, soldiers on detached 
service, and others, which had been received from the Pay Department and stored 
away without order or arrangement, were turned over to this division to be examined, 
briefed, assorted according to States and organizations, and properly filed for refer-
ence. There were probably a quarter of a million of these lists containing informa-
tion necessary to complete the military history of the soldiers, but which was lost in 
a confused mass of papers. About 200,000 have been examined, briefed, &c., and the 
remainder are being similarly disposed of. 
Attached hereto are specimens of the blanks used in this division chiefly to save 
time in replying to inquiries. 
(Forml23.) 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., , 188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Commis-
sary-General of Subsistence. 
The signature to the inclosed 
in the case of 
late Co. Reg't 
Vols., 





SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., , 188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Commis-
sary-General of Subsistence. 
The signature to the inclosed applica-





The records of this office do not show 
any payment in his case on account of 





• SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., , 188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Commis-
sary-General of Subsistence. 
The records of this office du not show 
any payment on account of commutation 































SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., , 188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Commis-
sary-General of Subsistence. 
In this case this office has issued Treas-
ury certificate No. , dated 
, 18 , in favor of 
of the soldier, allowing 
• on account of commutation 
of rations for days, 
from , 186 , 
to , 186 , at 
cents per day. 





SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., , 188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Commis-
sary-General of Subsistence with the re-




He signs the rolls by X mark. 
The records of this office do not show 
any payment in the case on account of 





SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
,_188 • 





was last paid on Form 5 to include 
, 18 






























SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
'188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Assistant 
Adjutant-General, with the information 
that , late 
, Co. Vols., 
was last paid to include 
18 , on individual muster-out roll, a 
copy of which is herewith inclosed. 





SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
'188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Assistant 
Adjutant-General, with the information 
that there is no record of final payment, 
nor evidence of 
in caRe of 
, Co. , 
on file in this office. 
By 
Vols., 




SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
,188 . 
Respectfully returned to the Assistant 





was last paid to include 
18 , on muster-out voll of company, 
date to which company was paid on dis-
charge. 
By 





























SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
'188 • 
Respectfully returned to the Assistant 
Adjutant-General, with the information 
that, in the case of 
, late 
Co. R13g't, 









OFFICE 01!' THE SECOND AUDITOR 01!' THE 
TREASURY. 
, Co. . Vola. 




Wrote P.M. G., ,188 
(Form 153.) 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
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(Form 54.) 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
----,188-. 
SIR: The signature of -- --to the papers in the case of -- --, 
which are herewith returned, have been compared with -- signature to records 
on :file in this office, and -- believed to be genuine. 
Respectfully, 
To the----, 
--Room No. --. 
(Form 174.) 




SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
~ashington, D. C.,--, 188-. 
Respectfully returned to the Hon. Commissioner 
of Pensions. 
The muster-roll of Captain 
company, 
reports 
age years, enrolled 
discharged 
, and 
No record of wounds, sickness, or disability. 
Remarks: 




TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., ---, 188-. 
SIR: Please give the last payment and any ordinary bounty payments, when and 
by whom made, to-----, late--, Company--,-- Volunteers, who 
was discharged on the -- day of--, 18-. 
Very respectfully, 
To the PA YMASTER-GENERA.L. 
By 
WM. A. DAY, 
Auditor. ----. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C.,--, 188-. 
SIR: It appears on record that-- ---,late--, Company--,--





To the SECOND AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY. 
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(Form 132.) 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 




WM. A. DAY, 
.Auditor. 
By ----. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
· property division. 
Prior to 1871 the property division was charged with the settlement of property re-
turns rendered by Army officers responsible for ordnance and ordnance stores, but in 
December, 1870, the Secretary of War directed that snch returns, after rigid examina-
tion by the Chief of Ordnance, should be filed in the Ordnance Department and not 
transmitted to the Treasury. The legality of that order is opes. to. question in view 
of section 277 Revised Statutes, which makes it the duty of the Second Auditor to 
"receive and examine all accounts relating to * * * military * * * stores." 
(See 13 Op., 483.) 
Since July 1, 1871, the work of the division has been confined to the examination 
and settlement of returns of clothing, camp and garrison equipage, and to the issu-
ing of the certificates of indebtedness or non-indebtedness, as the case may be, with-
out which no claim preferred by any person who has held a commission in the mili-
tary service can be settled either in the Third Auditor's office or in any division of this 
office. (See Form No.6, hereto attached as Exhibit A.) 
In accordance with paragraphs 1783 and 178~ Army Regulations 1881, returns of 
clothing, camp and garrison equipage are rendered witbin twenty days after the ex-
piration of each quarter to the Quartermaster-General, by whom they are transmitted 
to the Second Auditor for settlement. As the law does not require that these returns 
shall be reported to the Second Comptroller the Auditor's action thereon is final. 
Specimens of quarterly returns, abstracts, invoices, vouchers, receipts, &c., will be 
found on pages 612-628,487-490, 498-500,565-568, and 597-608 of the Army Regulations 
for 1881. · 
The returns are registered when received from the Quartermaster-General's Office, 
and taken up for settlement in their turn. The examining clerks must see that the 
vouchers, &e., are in proper form; that all property on hand as per last return, or 
received since last return as per invoices, abstracts, &c., is regularly accounted for, 
either by transfer to other officers (who must account therefor), by issue to troops, 
or by expenditure, loss or destruction in the public service. Vouchers in the form pre-
scribed by regulations and orders must be furnished in every instance. If the returns 
are found to be correct~they are so indorsed by the chief of division, the necessary 
entries are made in the register, and the Quartermaster-General is notified. (See 
Exhibit B.) If any articles have not been properly accounted for, the officer is called 
upon to explain the discrepancy, or account for the articles on his next return. If 
he fails to do either, it is the duty of the chief of division, under the direction of the 
Auditor, to see that the money value of the articles, as fixed by general orders, is de-
posited in the Treasury or stopped from the officer's pay. 
The property division has charge of its own files, which comprise about 24,000 
bundles, part being on the fourth 1loor of 610 Seventeenth street, and the remainder 
in the building corner of Seventeenth and F streets, in which the division itself is 
located. 
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EXHIBIT A. 
(Form 6.) 
rREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, --, 188-. 
CERTIFICATE 
IN CASE OF 
PROPERTY ACCOUliTS. 
------, 






TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
--,188-. 
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, u. s. A.: 
SIR: The returns of clothing, camp and garrison equipa~ appertaining to ---
--, for the following quarters --, ---, rendered by 















00 <l:> 00 




(() r'd .-1 ;:::1 
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ARCHIVES DIVISION. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the 
archives division. 
This division was organized in 186~ as the ''division in charge of archives." Cor-
rectly speaking, it is a division of files. The archives of the Bureau are not and can-
not be confined to one division, but are necessarily distributed among all the divisions. 
The archives division has charge of the greater part of the permanent files of the 
Bureau, namely: 
(1) Army paymasters' accounts. 
(2) Indian accounts-in part. 
(3) Ordnance, medical, recruiting, and miscellaneou~ accounts. 
(The other files not in charge of this division are referred to in the accompanying 
statements relative to the pay and bounty, Indian, and property divisions.) 
The records kept in this divison are : 
(1) A register of payments "'o volunteer organizations in the Mexican war (1 vol.). 
(2) A register of payments to volunteer organizations iu the war of the rebellion 
(14 vols.). 
(3) A register of payments to paroled and exchanged prisoners of war, 1861 to 
1865 (3 vols. ). 
(4) A register of payments by mustering and disbursing officers of one month's ad-
vance pay during the war of \he rebellion (1 vol.). 
(5) A register of payments to regiments, detachments, &c., of the Regular Army 
since 1861 (5 vols. ). 
(6) A register of payments on hospital rolls since 1861 (5 vola.). 
(7) A register of paymasters' accounts received from the pay department since 
1861 (2 vols.). . 
(8) A register of settlements of paymasters' accounts since 1817 (1 vol.). 
(9) A register of the stations of Army paymasters, 1861 to 1874. Since 1874 the 
Pay Department has printed quarterly station lists which renders the keeping up of 
this record unnecessary, but it is useful for reference and is in frequent demand. 
The most important of the above-described registers is the set containing a record 
of payments to volunteer organizations during the late war. 
The following extract from the record of the Tenth Massachusetts Volunteers shows 
exactly how it is kept: 
KASSACHUSETTS. 
Regiment. CompaBies paid. Name of pay- Period embraced FileNo. Paymaster's master. in payment. No. 
lOth illfaatry .•••.. Staff, A to K .••. . Merrill, E .••••..•. November 1, '62- 252 2078 
Febrnary 28, '63. 
With the aid of this register the voucher on which an enlisted man was paid for 
any given period can be found in a few minutes. (The register of payments to com-
missioned officers, who were not always paid on company rolls, is kept in the ord-
nance, medical, and miscellaneous division.) 
The general work of the archives division consists of: 
(1) Receiving from the Pay Department, registering, and preserving the accounts of 
Army paymasters until the p~tymaster's division is ready to take them up for settle-
ment. These accounts are usually received four months after their date. There is 
no room for them in the paymaster's division (except such as are undergoing exami-
nation), and they are being constantly referred to for information by settling clerks. 
(2) Arranging and filing settlements confirmed by the Second Comptroller, whicll 
are received monthly from the book-keeper's division of this office. Prior to filing 
they are carefully examined to see that no vouchers are missing. 
(3) Withdrawing vouchers for the use of settling clerks and returning them to the 
files when no longer required. In withdrawing a voucher from the files the clerk 
must indorse thereon the number of the settlement to which it belongs, the surname 
of the disbursing officer, and the number of the file-box from which it was taken. 
This not only facilitates the return of vouchers to their proper places, but leaves no 
excuse for misfiling. . 
(4) Repairing with tracing muslin vouchers and abstracts that have become worn 
and torn by repeated handling in this office and in the office of the Second Comp. 
troller. 
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(5) Copying muster and pay rolls that are beyond repair. (See remarks on this 
subject in the Auditor's reports for 1885 and 1886.) 
(6) Care and issue of stores and stationery, including upward of 200 varieties of 
blanks and 50 different sizes and kinds of envelopes. 
FILE-BOXES. 
Prior to 1865 the files of settled accounts were arranged in bundles of convenient 
size and secured by cord. Iu 1865lea.ther straps were substituted for cord at con-
siderable cost. Both the cord and the strap systems were open to serious objections. 
The unloosing and refastening of the .·bundles occupied too much time. When care-
lessly refastened the bundles fell apart the next time they were handled, and the 
lower part of the papers, being in contact with the shelves, soon became abraded by 
being pulled out and pushed back. To overcome these objections file-boxes were 
procured, and all the money accounts (except about 170 bundles) from 1817 to the 
present date are neatly and securely filed. The boxes are stenciled as shown in the 
subjoined diagram: 
No.1. No.2. 
7266. 7288. 6206. 6220. 
INDIAN. 2d AUDITOR'S SETTLEMENTS. 
2325. 5234. 
Al>RIL, 1886. FEBRUARY, 1886. 
'n. 30. 20. 28. 
No.3. No.4. 
252. 
1439. 2078. 252. 
E. :Merrill, P. M. 2 R.L Vola. 
7 Mass. " 
1152. 10 " 
37 .. 
oft 1 26 N.J. " YlC 
36 N.Y. " 
Pd. Jan.-M~, '63. 
To Oct. '62- eb. '00. 
Figure No.1 shows the front of Indian file-box No. 2325, containing settlements No. 
7266 to 7288 inclusive, confirmed by the Second Comptroller from April 27 to April 
30, 1886. 
Figure No.2 shows the front of file-box No. 5234 containing ordnance, medical, re-
cruiting, and miscellaneous settlements No. 6206 to 6220 inclusive, confirmed by the 
Second Comptroller from February 20 to February 28, 1886. 
Figure No.3 shows the front of file-box No. 1152, containing settlement No. 252, 
accounts of Paymaster E. Merrill. The numbers 1439 and 2071; are the numbers 
given to Merrill's accounts in the Paymaster-General's office. The numbers :h and 
1 h show that vouchers 1 to 32 of Merrill's account No . . 1439, and No. 1 to 131 of his ac-
count No. 2078 are in the box. The dates indicate that said vouchers cover payments 
made from January to May, 1863, for amounts due on muster-rolls for the period from 
October, 1862, to February, 1863. 
Figure No. 4 shows the rear of the last-mentioned file-box, from which it appears 
that Merrill's payments, January to May, 1863, were made exclusively to certain New 
England, New York, and New Jersey troops. 
In ccmnection with this matter it may be remarked that the files of this office oc-
cupy about six miles of shelving, and consist of 50,000,000 vouchers, which are the 
only evidence the Government possesses of payments exceeding $2,100,000,000. 
The method of transacting one kind of business may be illustrated as follows: 
A clerk in the pay and bounty division, which is on the third floor of the Winder 
building, in settling the claim of a soldier of Company F, Tenth Massachusetts Vol· 
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unteers, requires, among other vouchers, the muster and pay roll of that company for 
January and February, 1863. To obtain that roll he must send a check to the archives 
division on the fifth :door, naming the regiment and period of service. (See Exhibit 
A.) The file clerk refers to the register of payments, hereinbefore described, and 
finds that the company in question was paid by Paymaster Merrill in his account 
No. 2078, settlement No. 252; a card suspended over the desk on which the register 
is kept shows him in what room he will find settlement No. 252. He can therefore go 
direct to the file-box and withdraw the required muster-roll, leaving the auditing 
clerk's check in its place, first completing it as shown per Exhibit B. If the name of 
the paymaster, number of settlement and number of file-box be not already indorsed 
on the muster-roll, he must make the necessary indorsement. The voucher-is then 
sent by messenger to the clerk who called for it. 
EXHIBIT A. EXHIBIT B. 
[Oftlce of the Second Auditor of the Treasury- [Oftlce of the Second]Auditor of the Treasury-
Form 16.] Form 16.] 
Voucher No. 
Muster and pay roll. 
Service: "F,71 10 Mass. Vola. 
Jan. and Feb., '63. 
Acc'tof 
No.acc't: 
Taken by J. Smith. 
Date:July 1, 1887. 
No. of room: 70. 
Voucher No.120, 
Muster and pay roll. 
Service: "F," 10 Mass. Vols. 
Jan. and Feb., '63. 
Acc't of Merrill. 
No. acc't : 252, Box 1152. 
Taken by J. Smith. 
Date: July 1, 1887. 
No.ofroom: 70. 
MEMORANDA. 
If the auditing clerk can give the number of the settlement, &c., he of course sends 
a complete check to the archives division. 
The registers of payments are kept in the southeast room, fifth floor, Winder's 
building. The files extend over the entire floor, and into the adjace'Dt building on 
Seventeenth street. The file clerk may therefore have to walk the whole length of 
the building, 220 feet, to obtain a voucher. 
MAIL DIVISION. 
Statement showing the character of and the method of transacting business in the mail 
division (formerly division of correspondence and records). 
This division was organized as the "registry division" in October, 1869, and its 
duties were then described as follows: 
"To keep a record of the claims, accounts, vouchers, letters, &c., received in the 
office; to brief the same and distribute them to the various divisions to which they 
pertain; to record and index letters sent from the office; to register licenses of agents; 
to examine, keep account of, and mail all pay, bounty, and miscellaneous certificates 
issued; to keep a record of and forward all matters referred to other offices; to attend 
to miscellaneous correspondence, &c." 
These duties have been modified from time to time. They are now, and have been 
since June 1, 1886, confined to opening, assorting, stamping, and distributing the in-
coming mail, and to examining and checking the outgoing mail. A detailed account 
of ·the method of transacting this business does not seem necessary1 but it may be noted that all letters, &c., leaving the office are required to be deposited in the mail 
room unsealed, and that it is incumbent upon the clerk in charge, whose duties are 
analogous to those of a chief of division, to see that the letters are properly addressed, 
that they contain such inclosures as may be called for, and, generally, that the cor-
respondence of the office is properly conducted. He must also note and report all 
errors and irregularities. 
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Tho following is a consolidated statement in detail of ·business in the office of the 
Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
[From annual reports.] 
..... 
~ 






"0::::100 l'l- ].5~ .9~ §'0~ ::I ::I '0~ ..... 00 ;:..,M ~M ~«:> ,g~ "0'+-<~ ~ .... -o"-' ~ Character of business. ~ 'l;j;:.., ..,o.., ~0 '0~ ..,o.., b[M 'l;l.p ~rc.::~ 'gal . 
...., h 
~ -~~ -~~ ~'dr-• ;a w<P~ ~~~ 
.,a.>~ 
..,c:s l'l"'Q ..,~ >'l"'Q 
= QO ~ 8,~ QO ~&E Q) Q) Q AM .., 
ill ~ 8 0 ~ 8 
--------
Requisitions (War and Interior) ..••••.•.. 4,909 4, !109 5, 263 5,263 
Accounts of disbursing officers .•••••••••• 1,313 ' 3, 289 a, J24 1,176 il,520 3,547 
Claims: 
War ...•.•.•••.•....•• , ••.••.•.••••••. 36,112 18,923 17, 841) 37, 187 23,699 22,238 
Indian .........••..••••••••••••••••••. 68 3,108 3, 091 85 3, 005 3, 007 
Pro~~7. ~-c·c-~~~~ _: ____ •••••••• ___ ••••• ~ •• 4,356 3, 759 4, 089 4, 026 3, 797 4, 370 
Indian ..•..•••••••.•••••.••••••••••••• 79 666 538 207 718 793 
Letters written ..•... 169,132 •• ~ ... w - - - .......... 200,068 
.All other items in divi~i~~-;.ep~~t~:::::::: 7,663 151,165 1, 227,138 7,471 154,370 1, 812,213 --- ----------------------
Totals ••••••.............••••..••... 49,591 185,819 1, 430, 169 50, 15~ 194, 372 2, 051,499 
.,,...., 
"' 00 
bU rn~- ~~ 
• C(t:- -~,....r 
;sl>. <1=1 ..... ~ ;g,t> ;8.~~ "C1·r:~ '0 
~- grg rgr§gs bl),_ '0::::1 ~....; ::I ::I ::I ::I .e~ ;:l~ "0~ ..... 00 ~ ...... '0~ §'0 ~ _..:_ '0~ 5M 5 ...... 
Character of business. l'l'+-< '0;:.., "0 ..... ~ l'l ..... 'l;l;:.., 
'0 .... .., ..... ~ .... 
~0 QJOQ) c:so Q.)on. c:!o '0~ .... h al~;::;- .... ... "0-o 
-~~ ~-o- ]al.c ~-o--~ 'gal . §~trl wa.>~ -~~~ ~~~0 ,g~~ .J:lo~ <l,lc:! ="'Q .J:l~~ Q<.l ~0<11 g~~ =A,.., Q) ;:..,A<I=I = Ar-1 ~~~~ Q AM 
0 ~ 8 0 ~ 8 0 
-----------
4, 046 4, 046 
1, 7~7 1, 835 1, 716 
Requisitions (War l\Pd Interior) .. 5, 039 5, 039 
Accounts of disbursing officers .. 3, 034 3, 009 4,179 1, 764 
Claims: 
War .•••••.•••••••••••••.•••.. 39,648 25,687 22,403 42,932 18,997 22, 03! 39,905 
Indian .......•.••••••••.•.••. 13 3,176 3,184 5 2, 9'29 2, 839 95 
3, 412 2, 638 3, 073 
396 367 155 
Property accounts: 
War ..•••..•.•••.•••••••••.••. 3,453 4,606 4, 758 3, 299 
Indian .••..••..••••••..•..••. 132 824 830 126 
Letters written .........•........ 219, 579 15!), 640 
All other items in division reports. 8, 562 170,860 1, 080,588 9, 673 53, 530 1, 848,351 8, 690 
Totals...................... 54, 842 213, 201 2, 240, 560 57, 799 85,097 I I ~ 037 7;)9 I 53,634 
Amounts involved in accounts and claims : 
1884 .••..••••••••••••••.••.•.•..••..••••••••••••••..•••••.•••••....•••••••........... $27, 722,527 95 
t:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:~:::::: ::::::::::::::: ~:::::::: ~:::: ~~; ~~~; ~!~ Ii 
4405TR--17 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the office of the Second Auditor, with average 
number of employes during the time specified: 



























126 1, 123 
129 1, 005 
130 1,123 
142 1, 070 







142{~ 1, 005~ 
154 1, 011 
157 1,148 
162 1, 240 
163 1,188 
149 1, 049 
158 1, 088 
185 1, 038 
181 955 
179 1, 133 
182 1, 091 
183~ 1, 055 
193 1,117 













1, 555 1691 
1, 560 169 
1, 541 171 
1, 440 183 
1, 208 193 
1,184 197 
1, 190 213 
1, 095 213 
171-! 1, 346! 188i1J 
For explanation of omission to report the" maximum" and "minimum," see Auditor's 
letter to Secretary ~fthe Treasury, July 12, 1887. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of the Second Auditor, 
in person and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each 
year so devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days, 
and by the employe present the least number of days during said years. Department 
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to 
business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-------------- ------ - ----- ----------
1884 •••• •• • •• • •• ••••••••••. ............ 305l 43, 561 . • ••. • •. 43, 561 165,1 262I6J0 6{ujr 305§ 
1885 ....................... •••••• ••• • • . 302} 50,774 714 51, 488 1!)3 266{~~ 6Iifu 302§ 
1886 ................................... 305 150,71411,779152, 4931187! 1279-fiT9ul6lJol 1305 





In comparing the time record of 1887 with that of previous years, it should be noted 
that between July, 1886, and February, 1887, the majority of clerks took all the leave 
they were entitled to for the entire fiscal year. If the time record was made up to 
July 1,1887, it would show, as compared with 1887, a greater "average number of days 
wor~ed" and "hours employed daily.'' 
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BOOK-KEEPERS' DIVISION. 
The fQllowing statement shows in detail the business in the book-keepers' division 
of the office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
[These :figures are taken from the annual reports of the Second Auditor.] 
oil ri!bll rD .i>tlll .;, .i>bt rn.s ~~! ~ ;a.s~ q:a ;a.s od ~ ;a.so c;::a~ 
bli• "='El~ .a~ rgE;gs 
b£. "dEl~ blit- "d b£1:-s;:-dt ~=leo s;:ao ~-~~ "i=:gs i=l"C..-< ·~~ i=l"d..-< ..... 00 d! ... ... 00 <I:I'C ...... d! ... ........ ~ ..... p-t "C'+-< ~ p..-< ::::1 a;.a~...:. Character of business. "'='"' "d'+-<<1:1 'C~ "'='"' 'C ..... <I:! rd ... ...:. "d<l:l Q;>OIP <l:>OQ;> al~ wo<1> a~..-< ~ ,.... "CQ;> ~'C~ ~ p., "diP~ 
~~a,}_, 
~~ ~a;-; <l:>p., .!: .:- ~l3 g:ho ~~~~ -~-;; UJ Q,) ~ -~r; ~~~ ~"'Q <P<I:I ~=low -~~ ~ s::<l:><l:l ... oo ~ p,q:a oo .;sOW oo ~ p,c;::a ~g~ <1:1"'0<1:1 Q;> Q;> ... p.q:a Q;> H~~ ~ E-1 ~ E-1 ~ E-1 ~ 
---------------------
Settlements journalized and posted. 3, 670 3, 670 3, 985 3, 985 4,283 4, 283 2, 937 2, 937 
Requisitions ·registered, journal-
4, 909 4, 909 5,263 5, 263 5, 039 5,039 4,046 4, 046 ized, and posted ................. . 
Certificates of deposit listed for 
1, 200 1, 200 1, 264 1, 264 836 836 cover in ......................... 1,307 1, 307 
ReKay requisitions prepared for 
t e War and Interior Depart-
481 298 298 ntents ........................... a••••••• 514 432 481 
Certificates of non-indebtedness 
issued ........................... .............. 2,069 4,022 5,602 5,122 
Bonds of disbursing officers re-
corded ........................... ................ 61 75 95 77 
Appropriation warrants recorded 
43 43 83 42 38 38 and posted ....................... 53 42 
Miscellaneous settlements made ... 164 138 157 131 
Letters written .................... ............... 795 901 1, 277 976 ------------------------
Totals ....................... 9, 929 13,532 10,501 16,069 11,109 18,240 8,155 14,461 
Amount involved in settlements : 
1884 ...•••.•...•.•••.•.•.•••.•.•••. - .•••. - ••.•.•••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••. - - .. - •••• - $133, 203 26 
1885 ..••••.•••••.•••••••••••.••••• ·••••• .••••••.••.•••••••.••.•• ·••••· ·••••• ..••••.. -... 3tS8, 044 03 
1886 .•••••.•••..•••••••••••• ·-················ ••·••• ••••••••••••.••••• •••••• .••••• .••••• 178,033 12 
1887 ••••••••••••.•••••••••••...•••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••.••••..••••• 298,929 99 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the book-keepers' division of the office of the 
Second .Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Months. 
«) 
:~ <P ~ <P <P.,; 
<P <P!J3 
bi;..J bll.P bli-P bli-<P bt-P bli-<P 
cs§ asP.. cijl=l cijh ~§ cijh o;~l=l Cjh ~.9 ... ::::1 ~.9 ~.a ~~ ... .s ~0 <Po g:s <Pp. I> a l>p. 1>8 i>p. ~~ ~~ ~>a -<t1<il ..q~ ~<1:1 ..q~ ..qcil ..q<P 
--------------
July ...•.••........•••.......••••..•.......•....... 183 6 230 6 312 6 312 6 
August .......................•...•..............•. 235 5 275 5 300 5 372 5 
~~t!t~:~~:: ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::: ~ ::~ ::: ~:::::: :::::: 220 5 318 4 312 5 41S8 4 238 5 286 5 324 5 374 5 
November ...••...•.•••......•..••.....••.•....•... 150 6 249 5 250 • 6 288 6 December · ....•...•...•.....••..........•....•..... 264 4 265 5 288 5 345 5 
t~~i~~: ::~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 191 6 252 5~ 375 4 300 6 175 6 212 5~ 276 5 331 5 191 6 221 6 324 5 ........... ........... 
r:az:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 229 5 230 6 260 6 .......... .......... 191 6 234 5f 250 6 ........... .......... i83 6 230 6 260 6 .......... ............ ----------------Total averages ............. -.. -- ............ -- ... 2041 56 250i 5t 294i 5t 3481 51 
The clerks of this division have never been required to make montly reports of 
work performed; hence the ''maximum" and'' minimum" cannot be stated. 
See remarks on " consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de· 
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the book-keepers' division of 
the office of the Second Auditor, in person and· by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of 
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days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour 
a.t noon for lunch. Time devoted to business, 61 hours daily. 
------------------~----~----~----~-----~----~----~----~----~-----
Years. 
------------------1----- - - - ---------------------
1884- •••.. ·-- •. --. --. ·----· 

































The following statement shows in detail the business in tl1e paymasters' division of 
the office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
Character of buslDeJSs. 
---------------------1---- ---- -------------
Armypaymasters'accounts •......•. . ....••... . .... 616 662 054 624 559 
Longevity claims t..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 70 80 144 6 832 
Deposits by enlisted men recorded t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 665 .•..... . .••..••. 
~c?r:.-~~~:ee~cs;:ts~!~!!dt~~~~-~:~:::~::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 6'~~! :::::::: :::::::~ 
Miscellaneous settlements made t...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235 .••......... . ... 
Letters received and recorded t. . .......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 966 . • • • . • • • . • • . . • • . 860 
Letters written t.............. . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 212 ............••.. 
Muster and pay rolla and other vouchers exam· 
in641 t- ................................................... . ...... - 64,904 -.- .... ' ...... . 
---------------
Totals ••••••.....•.••••••••..•••••.••••..•••.. 686 1, 708 19,038 630 2, 251 
-~~ ,;; ci,bll ·<6 ci>E a,cho ~ .... ~ ;8~ ~-- ;a~:t:. ~ ..... ~ ~~ 
"0·~<6 ~ .... bllt-= ..... ~.§~ :::~ ..... ~ -~~ l~~ 
'g~ "§~ 
<iS ..... 't:l~ 
IQ'+-< ~ d .... = ..... Character of business. ::I :::I "C""' ~~ =~ ~<i:l Q;)Ocp =~ ~'0~;:; "0 .... 't:l<l) ..., I» "0 .... -ga'3;::;. 
~0 ~I» ~'t:l- ::~o ~""· ~'g ""~-< "8'~ 
oo<P<i:l <il>Q ·@~ ~ ,.Q'E ~CflO ~Q;) ~[g~ 8& Q;) E! &.a 8& g~)l ~ ~ ~ ~ • ----------------
Army paymasters' accounts . .. . . . . ..••.. *2, 068 514 1, 480 1,102 297 653 
Longevity claims t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 14 24 4 7 7 
Deposits by enlisted men recorded t . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 9, 623 . • • • . . .. • • • • . . . 3, 797 
Repayments of enlisted men record edt. . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 3, 512 . • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . 4, 304 
Officers' service records revised t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . 28 . . . • • • • . . • • . . • . . 49 
























Letters received and record edt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 096 • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • . 544 ...........•••..•. 
Letters writtent... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2, 008 . • . • • • . . • • • • • • . . 881 .••••••• 
:Muster and pay rolls and other vouchers 
examinedt ••••••..•••••.••..••••.•.................... . 68,749 .••. ••. ••••.••. 4.1,707 •••••••• 
Totala...... .... .. .•.... ...... .... .. 2, 082 1, 6~ 17,031 l, 106 848 
* See annual report for 1886, page 5. 
tTheseflgures are taken from the annual rel?orts. 
t The figures on these linea are not included 1n the totals. 
Amount involved ill accounts and settlements: 
~.860 •••••••• 
1884 ................... -· •••••••••.••••••••• - .•••••••.••••.•••••• : ••.•••.•••••••••••• $15,851,126 98 
1885 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 14,327,967 30 
1886 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···-·· ••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ·- •• . • •. . 23,485, 035 65 
1887 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -·... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Q, 6115, 098 53 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 261 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the paymasters' division of the office of the 
Second Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Q;> <llai Q;> Q;>. Q;> <lloo Q;> <llrl., Months. ~~ ~'<1> ~~ ~ ~~ ~-4:> ~~ b£,-4:> 
~~ ~"' ~~ c<s"' «!~ c<st;' ~~ c:il~ ~g ~.s ...,::l ~-o..8 ~-o::l ........... ~-o::l ~-o..8 ellO ellp. ellO ellP, ellO ellP, 1>8 l>p. 1>8 ~>s I> 8 ~>-8 1>8 ~>-8 
~~ ~g ~0: ~ell ~Oil ~ell ~~ ~ell 
----------
.July ......................•..••••.•................ 155 10 170 11 112 13 182 7 
!i!t!f.~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 167 10 208 9 175 8 255 5 163 8 216 8 182 8 142 9 167 10 176 11 151 10 127 10 
November .......•....... ......•.•..••..•.......... 116 11 216 9 127 11 118 10 
December ............... ·--- ... ---- ............. -.. -. --- .. 135 11 164 11 134 10 118 10 
January ..................•........................ 134 12 156 12 127 11 111 11 
~~{c'h::.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 149 10 132 12 143 9 102 11 147 11 138 13 168 9 .......... ........ 
April ..•.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••. _ ••••.....••. 147 11 156 12 182 8 ........... .......... 
fnie:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 147 11 138 13 233 6 .......... ............ 152 11 156 12 243 6 .......... .......... ------------· -----
Total averages................................... 148t 10~ 1681} 11! 164! 9r''J 144~ 9§ 
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the paymasters' division of 
the office of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily . 
. s 
Years. 
----------1----1---- - - -------------------
1884 ...................... . 
1885 ...................... . 
1886 ..................... .. 
































262 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
ORDNANCE, MEDICAL, AND MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the ordnance, medical, and 
miscellaneous division of the office of the Second Auditor for the :fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1886, and 1887 : • 
[From annual reports.] 
.e "1::!• ""' "ai "1::!• "1::! "1::!· "1::! ce-=- "1::!1-1 "1::! Q;)~ 0 Q;)lf:> ~ ~ <Dco ~ <D~ <D 0 mOO "1::! 0 mOO 0 ~~ 0 ...... m<D ttl ~ ooo ~ ~ ooo 0 0 m,q OP., 8.r_-; ,:; A,...., A,...., .~g ttl A'"" A. ~0 ~~-00 biJ .~ ~ 0 - .~ ~ ~ ;8~ aJCO !>{,~ .:!lie A· b() ..... 00 •1"""1 = . ~ ~~ "t:!<D 00~ ~tci "1::!4> "t:!oo b.t<J:i "Cloo .;;~ "Cl 0 ...... "Cl'"" "1::!.., ..... 00 "1::!.., ~ ...... .., ~ ...... §,..; ,....;- ..... 00 "ClOO ..... 00 l=l .s~ -g5 l=l,..; "t:!<tl,q 1-IW ~<t ~""" ,..oo ~.e ,..; ... z ~~ ~ Character of business. .., l=l ...... ~0 l=l - p'"" ... """ 'd~ "Cl~ 00 "Cl ...... ~;;s "Cl~ l=l,.. «~oo =~ '3 "d~ "1::!~ ~- "1::!~ ~'3 'db()~ 'd'l=l s::~ 'd~ o:Sp 'de<~ -cr:-: ~~ 1-:l <D <Db() ='3 a.> ..$bll -ct-:1 <D <Db£ -ct-:1 00 ~-~_g b() 'dP., ~-S 'd~ 'dP> l~ -coo "Cl~ <D -g~-:~ Q;) 0~ ~""' <D ~""' <D'"" . s -~ ~~ -~ =· .... c<~O .!::; 0 t>-.. ==~ !'<) «< oo'"' OOp <tl'd t-'d §.8 ,q • <D ~"Cl ~ . .... «< f't:;~ «<'d ~ <D<D ~ 0 0 0 ~'<) as~ a.> <D '"'""' ~ <D '"'""' ~ <D = = p.. ~ E-lo 0 ~ E-lO 0 ~ 0 ~ E-l 0 
-- - - ----- - - -- - - - - - - --------
Accounts of disburs-
ing officers .......... 511 1, 888 
Payments to officers 
2, 044 355 1, 583 )., 642 *650 1, 374 1, 559 365 937 650 652 
recorded .................•.•.• 
Letters written ..........•....... 
Statements furnished 
96, 500 ... - . . ••••. 51, 724 . . . . . . -.••. 50, 937 . - • .. . • - .. 24, 959 -. --. 
10,136 ···-- ....•. 8,033 ..... ···-·· 8,224 .......... 4,14fi ··--· 
other d i v is i o n s , 
namely, ex tracts 
from records of pay-
ments to officers . . . . . - ....... . 284 ····- .••••. 21,207 ..... ······ 23,764 ..... ··-·· 12,315 ··-·· 
Total.._ ........... 511 1, 888 108, 964 355 1, 583 82, 606 650 1, 374 84, 484 365 937 42, 070 652 
*Actual count. See Report for 1886, page 6. 
Amounts of disbursements in accounts audited: 
1884 .................................................................................. $4,035,988 63 
1885 .••... ·----- ................................................................ ------ 3, 703,725 34 
1886 ............................................................................ ·----· 3, 759,863 87 
1887...... .................................. .......................................... 2, 688,483 94 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted and disposed of in the ordnance, medical, and miscellaneous divis-
ion of the office of the Second Auditor, with average number of employes during the 
time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
<l) <Dm 
~~ 
<Dai Q;). ct~ai ct). ct~,; 
Month. b£..,; b£-ct~ bl:-ctl bl:"" b()'ctl bll"" b.t-ctl 
~= o;!P., til~ t~~P> til= c<S t>. til= =~ ,..l=l -..o ,..p ,..o ,..l=l ~-o.$ ,..l=l 1-1,$ <Do ~';5. ct~O ct~'P, ~s ct~A ct~o ~>a t>S I>~ ctiA 1>8 >S I>S ~~ ~~ <ljo;~ <!jet~ ~~ <~jet~ <lj <!jet~ 
-----------·-·--!------------------
July ....................................... 989 9 710 10 720 10 679 8 
t"e~~~:~~; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 068 9 710 10 769 9 906 6 1,112 8 655 10 1,029 7 1,087 5 
October .................................... 1,373 7 819 9 935 8 776 7 
November ................................. 1, 090 8 917 7 769 9 836 6 
December .................................. 1, 068 8 853 8 739 9 836 6 
t~~~i~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 028 9 789 9 989 7 1,045 5 4854 10 600 10 708 9 801 6 1,028 9 683 10 748 10 ·--··--· ........ 
Ap~il ...................................... 926 10 710 10 900 8 . .......... ·-----
~e::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1, 028 9 683 10 769 9 -------- ··--·-989 9 789 9 1,029 7 . -- .. --· ------
Total.: .............................. 
1
1,046{lf 842 8701 
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 263 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the ordnance, medical, and mis-
cellaneous division of the office of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during 
the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half-hour a.t noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, tit hours daily . 
..... . . , 
.... .a 1>. 1 "'-d '!:I '!:I '!:I ~ ,Q s .8~ q) ~ ~ <II ,1111 1>. .1111· ~.4) s 'd '!:I ... <II ~~ Q ... '41 ~. <II q). Q ... .a -a . Of>, ~~=~ ciS~ ~g 'iS~ II: 0~ =II: sr>. 11:.9 Ill ~~~~ ID.,... Yeal'!. P,Cil OQ Q)~ ~·S' Q;>P, ~~=~ 1>. ... o <IIIII r>.a AO ~~=~ dl ~'a bill>. .,'!:I ~Q) Q) "C == 'CCII Ill lt)P. Ill i a ... 'd ... ..-.r>. iA' 1>. 1>. ~ Q) .... 1::1 ~,Q cil ciS ~ l>o 0 A A A 0 ~ IJ:j :::.1 Q,) ~ ..:I --- ------------------. 
1884 ·-····-················ 305j 2,666 ·••···•· 2, 666 l~ I 266t ~!I 284! 204! 1885 .• ~ •. - ••• - • - ••••••... - . ·~~~ 2,830 j····-··· 2,830 .,. I I11ll .... I 273t 1886- •••. --- --· ••••.••.•••. 305 2, 573 33 2,606 9y6ll 277!71 6J1fl> 290 234 
1887 •••••••••••• ·---·· ··--· 201 1,215 13 1, 228 6i 185y\ 6-fh&u 200 171 
' 
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
INDIAN DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the businesM in "the Indian division of the 
office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
[From annual reports. J 
.a-






accounts ........ 186 739 728 197 1,378 1,259 316 1,121 1,140 297 553 532 318 
Quarterly property 
79 666 538 207 718 793 132 824 830 accounts ........ 126 396 367 155 
Claims of contract. 
ors and others 
!rl~::.r~~~~!~: 
ices rendered .... 68 3,108 a, 091 85 3,005 3,007 13 3,176 3,184 5 2,929 2,839 95 
Transcripts of ac-
counts prepared 
49 23 61 foc suit .••..•.••. ... --. ........... . ........ ........ ........... .. ......... . ....... ........... 16 . ........... 
Letters written .••. ...... ......... 3,592 4,056 3, 548 . ......... ........... 2,658 .. .......... ------------------- ------
Totals .•.•.•. 333 4, 413 7, 998 489 5,101 9, 138 461 5, 121 8, 763 428 3, 87S 6, 412 568 
264 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows the averag-e amount aml character of business per· 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Indian division of the office of the Second 
Auditor, with average number of employ6s during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
------ ----
Cl "'a6 Cl) ~:i "' Cl). "' "'. Month. bt~ ~ r:.t..> bl~ ~ t.H.l ~~~~~ ·= == olli--> .. = =~ =§ ell I>. ~g ... o ...  ... ~ ... ~=~ ... ~ ... ~ <P-;5. :a ~s '"'o C)~ "'~ "'a cPI=I, p.El ~>-a ... e ... s ~til ~>a ~ .. ~"' -q= -cjcP -qdl ~"' -cjcP --------------
e~~~~:::::::~:~~~::::~:~;;;:~:~~~~:::::::::~:: g 11 r: * H !i * ~ 
November ....................•...•...........•.•.. 30 18 35 20 45 16 55 13 
December ....... . ............... . ............. . .. . SD 16 44 17 44 16 64 12 
~1~i~~::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::~:::: ii ~i i! ~~ ~: ~~ ·--~- ·--~;-
~:::·: :::::::::::·: :·::::: :·:::::: ::::::::::::::::: i! H Po l! E !i 1:::::: :::::: 
Total averages.............................. 37{'1 17l'l 28r\ 19l 44{'1 16{!11 59i 13f 
See remarks on u consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de 
voted to the transaction of bns,iness by the employ~s of tbn Indian division of the 
office of tho Second Auditor, in person und by }lroxy, dnring tbe years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business lJy the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employ6 present tho least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon 













1884 .••..•••••••••••••••••..•.••..•.... 130!)615,3311 •••••• 5,33112oa 1255Ji ~5~!jy 1290! 11861 
1885 ••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••.••. 302t 5,626 376 6,002 2215y 267~ 6fd"cr 298! 236i 
1886 •..•.•..................•..•....... 305 4,852 190 5,042 18/~ 278U 6/-J'lJ 290 187 
1887 ••••••..•..••...•••.••.•••••.•••••.. 201 2,679 .•...• 2,679 15 l78i 6flJ\ 185 153 
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 265 
PAY AND BOUNTY DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the bnsiness in t.he pay ancl hmmty divis-
ion of the office of the Second A1.1ditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1tl85, 188t:i, and 1~87: 
[From annual reports.] 
Charooter of business. 
_________________ , ____ - - - ---·-- -------
Claims for arren.rs of pay and bounty (examin-
ing branch). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 35, 362 14, 839 13, 997 36, 204 l 8, 930 17, 446 
Claims for arrcurs of pay and bounty (auditing 
branch). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i:i80 4, 004 3, 707 977 4, 937 3, 968 
Soldiers' Home cases under section 4818 Revised 
Statutes . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 3, 840 4, 200 
Letters wlitten . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126, 216 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157, 67'1 
Claims received, briefed, and registered* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . ...............••. 
Miscellaneous vouchers received, stamped, and 
distributed ~............ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ............... . 
Letters containiug aclditional evidence re-
ceive<l, briefed, an<l registered *...... . . . . . . . . . . .....•..••..••......•..... .'. . . . . . . ............••• ~. 
--
Totals ................•......•....... . .... 30,042 
•1:-, b.t 
~- ~cO pP 
'0~ 
·~oo 
El~ >=~'S ";::$~ 
Character of business. "'-c c<l 
'g~g '"CJQ;> Q)..., t>-,..... <llAoo 
~ctl.-t """<::! Q)<::> 
=~ ...... ~~ 0 
------
ClaimR for arrears of pay and bounty 
(examining branch) . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 37, 688 19, 908 
Claims for arrears of pay and bounty 
(auditing branch) . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . 1, 946 5, 765 
Soldiers' Home cases under section 4818 
Revised Statutes ...... ...... . ...................... . 
Letters written . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ........ . 
Claims received, briefed, and regis-
terd* ............................... . .... . .......... . 
Miscellaneous vouchers received, 
stamped, and distributed* .............••..........••. 
Letters containin"' additional evidence 




37, 181 23,867 183,293 
.-c·-. i;.t• brt- 'g ~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~00 ~=~= pP -~~ drr_: ~ ~ c:~~s.: 'C:?.l 
""' ..-;:::~ ~~~ .... ti 'Co,..... 1':0 al~c;~ ~'S 
JSal~ «l-c Q) • 'C 
'g ~iil ~ ~; 1J ~ ~.3 'g ~~ ~&~cO -~2~ 
o;jO~~ 
d 8.~ <::! Aoo ~ Fn't.l~ !=lrr.b.too ~ " ..... ~"' ..... Q;>wo 
<::S'"" ~ CX) =;a,..;- ~<~=~e ~~.s~ =~ ...... ~"'Co...-j.....-4 
H 0 ~ H 0 
--- ------ - - - ---
15, 920 41,676 13,378 15,534 39,520 
6,459 1, 252 5, 612 6, 483 381 
5, 600 -------- . ........... 2, 448 
176,957 ............. ............. 131,567 
2,0!17 ............... ............ 13,440 
1, 935 .............. ............. 16,313 
2, 068 .............. .............. 13,648 
Totals...... . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 39, 634 25, 673 211, 036 42, 928 18, 990 199, 433 39, 901 
*This work was transferred from the mail division to the pay and bounty division June 1, 1886. 
Amount involved in claims allowed: 
1884 •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••• $715,431 40 
1885. -·... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . 768, 798 38 
1886 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -. •••• •• • ••• •• • • • • • • •• ... • • • ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . 929, 067 21 
1887 •••••• ··················-··········· ·······--····· •••••••• •••••• ••••••• ••• •••••••• •• 727,691 45 
266 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the pay and bounty lli vision of the office of the 
Second Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
e;;::::::::: :::::: ~:::::::::::::: :::::::::: 217 58 258 61 237 76 296 87 277 49 254 62 279 62 311 83 242 52 214 68 273 66 331 ~8 256 53 248 66 263 71 315 82 
November ......................................... 205 60 230 62 237 73 262 91 
December ......................................... 228 53 220 69 242 67 265 90 
~~i~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 201 65 205 77 216 80 240 99 189 64 173 77 194 82 228 100 214 61 202 75 228 82 . ...... ......... 
April .............................................. 211 62 205 77 228 79 ............ ......... 
~[e· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 211 62 199 76 214 81 ....... .......... 203 62 195 81 214 84 ............ ........ ----------------
Total averages .............................. 2211 58/, 216H 7GH 235r"11 76{~ 281 sst 
See remarks on" consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of tho l)U.Y and bounty flivis-
ion of the office of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during tbo years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and hy tho employe present the least numlwr 
of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour 













1885 ................................. .. 
1886 ....... · .......................... .. 






















THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 267 
FRAUD DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the division for investiga-
tion of fraud of the office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and Hl87: 
[Taken from annual reports.) 
,...;- Ia. ,n bf) ,n,..;- .n l.n bf) [.n..;- .n .n bf) · .n...< ,no a. bf)o -~ ~ 
~ -~-- ~ -=.- ~ -~-- ~e -~e ~~ 
bflC1J ::::·§(1:; ~~ bll.Q ~ -§~ ~ ~ b~<O ~-g~ ~~ b~.,_ ~-g~ §,.. 
~ .Soo ~.-c~ ::l~ .s~ ~.-c~ 1 ~~ .s~ ~.-c~ :::1~ .s~ ~~oo ~~ ~ ~ ~-: ~ .... ~ -g..... ~-;: ~ .... ~ I~..... t:~ -;:: ~ .... ~ ~..... ;, ~ ~ .... ~ ~ 
Cbaracterofbusiness. ~ 1'0~ OJoOJ «lO '"'<:<: a;>OQJ ~ 0 'Oo= a;>OOJ o= 0 .-o~. a;>O~. ell'S 
b!~ ~~!'~-o~~'t;! ~~-~.-o~,~.-c ~~- ~'1;1.:--g.-o as~~~.-o~~-g 
~ .e ~ en ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ 00 ~ ~ ce ~ ,r:) .e; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r.O· .e ~ C1l ~ ~ ~ ~~a:-= 
§ ~ 0 ~ 8.~ ~ 8.~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 8.~ ~ 0 ~ 8.~ ~ &~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &~ ~ ~ &~ 
ll; ~E-1 0 ~E-1 0 ~E-1 0 ~ E-1 0 
Cases received and --~---------- - -------------
dispose(l of. ........ 6, 353 739 559 6, 533 719 337 6, 915 545 360 7, 100 400 654 6, 846 
Cases examined and 
Abrs~::c~~~r:ate:;i~i- ...... 
1 
.... 5,317 .••.•...•. 5,526 ..•....... 4,821 ....•• .•••.. 3,508 •••••• 
facts prepared............ . .. 328 .•.... .••. 333 ...... ... . 320 .••... .••••• 178 .•••.• 
c~~i~ .:~~~~~~~--~~~- ...... .... 35 .•••.. .... 27 .•••.• . .•. 12 .••••. .••••. 22 .••••• 
Letters written ............ i" •.. 5, 284 .•••...... 5, 643 .••....••. 5, 083 ... ••. .•.•.• 3, 249 .••••• 
Totals ............ 6.353;mli,523 6:523 m1ll.866 6,915 545 10,596 1Yoi> 400 -7 :Gil 6,"846 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, ancl disposed of in the "fraud division" of the office of the Second 
Auditor, with average number of employes dming the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886 . 1887. 
.Tnly .........•.......•.....•......•••.•••••. 1,885 5 2,038 5 2,255 4 3,276 3 
August ..................................... 2,545 4 2,548 4 2,169 4 4,914 2 
September ..............••.................. 2,356 4 3,136 3 4,511 2 4,914 2 
October .. ............... . .................. 2,545 4 2,117 5 4,684 2 4,914 2 
November ................................. 2,809 4 2,303 4 2,892 3 3,024 3 
December ..........................•••..... 2,262 4 2,450 4 2,776 3 3,024 3 
.Tmmary .............••....••..•••.••..•.... 1,960 5 2,038 5 2,892 3 2,362 4 
rre~~i~~:~:~:::~~::::::~::::::~:~::::::::::: i:~~~ ~ ~:~;g ~ i:~g~ g - -~·-~:~----~ 
A.pril. ..................•••..........••..... 1,960 5 2,038 5 3,007 3 .••..••..••. 
May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3, 267 3 2, 450 4 2, 802 3 .••..••...•. 
.r nne . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 885 5 2, 038 5 3, 007 3 . • • . . . . . . .•. 
-~tal a~erages._······················J2.266i-4ij~77b"4AJ3.072!_3_J3.575il2f 
See remarks on ''consolidated statement." 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of lmsiness by the employ6s of the .ti·a-ld division of the 
office of the Second Auditor, iu person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 present for 
the greatest number of days, and by the employ6 present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from \J a. m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to lmsiness, tit hours daily. 
1884. •••••• ·••••• .................... --. 30~ 1, 324 1, B24 264~ 6h'h 281i 258i 
1885 ................................... 302i 1, 252 85 1, 337 5 267f. 6iJ'lJ 282i 243i 
1886 .. ---- . ----.-.--- ... ----- ... -- ..... 305 866 51 9Yi' 3h 289ft} 6{lJ"o 300 280 
1887 ................................... 201 577 577 3;J; 177-{'J 6I'o'!1 1!~7 175 
See remarks on " consolidated statement." 
INQUIRIES .AND REPLIES DIVISIONS. 
The following statement shows in deta.il the hm'liness in the inquiries and replies 
division of the office of tho Secontl Auditor for tile llscal ycttrs HJ84, U!85, 1886, and 
1887: 
[From annual reports. j 
,...; rh rhbll 00~ rh rh b~ -~~ ,;§ JJJ; ,;.;.,.....; rn.s ~.e~ rn..; q:l .... ~ ;sh q:l .... ~ ;sq:l • ;g~ 
q:l~ ;a. -o-,:::~ ro·c·r5 'Op., 
~ ~~ -g.g~ 
~~ bO~ 'r;!pOO ~ ...... br..O '0 br.~ bll,_ -oEl!o §~ p::l ~00 1'<'0~ PO ~00 :::1:::1 -a~ 13. -~~ .... 00 .... 00 ~l=lOO ~'r;\00 'O::a t\1 ;.. '01-:> ........ 0: ... -o'":l .... ..... ee·t::~ -ol-:> ce ,...; 1-:1&3 ~@ Or-. :::1,...; Character of '0~ -o"-< o;$ ~ .... -o"-<~ ~ .... 'Oo;$ 'r;!;:lF-< ~"'" '0 r-. • '0"-< ~ 1=1<!-< business. 00 <l)O<l) Cl$0 <l.IO<l) ~0 s-o~ Cl$o Q,)OcV....!.. Cl$0 bll ..... 'r;\Q) -+'> h '0-o ~ ~~ ~rc~ ]as,r; 
'OQ) 
11~ . 
-o"'~ t) h.-< 
lal.-: -~= 
~-o ...... <l.lh ~~'""' 
Q).., ..... 
.9 ~ Q) • f;o.-< ·~'"te -~~~ ~l~~ ~~~ ~~~ ..... ce 
cna:l~ "'Q)- ~g;~ '0 Q)d <l.l<:.> l'l"'"-' ..<:<"'00 l'l"'t\1 ..c:l~~ 1=1 QQ ~P;q:l Q ceo"' Oro QQ <i!OQ gg;:a ~~~ <l) 
~ 
~ P,,...; <I) ;..,P;q:l Cl Po.-< <I) ._.p. l'l p.,...; = p.,...; 
~ H 0 ~ H 0 ~ H 0 ~ H 0 
----------------------- --
Inquiries from 
va,rious offices .. 1, 31015,60415,976 
Rolls and vouch-
938 14, 42513, 716 1, 64718, 13817,212 2, 57312, 753 12, 732 2, 594 
er!'! copied .. _. . . . . . . .. . . .. 429 ........... . 
L e t t e r s, affida-
218 .. -- . - .. -- .. 189 ........... . 
vits, &c, copied. . .......... 1, 824 ............ 1, 303 ............ 1, 546 ........... . 
Letters written ............. 3,584 ----~- ...... 2,816 ............ 3,756 ........... . 
Signatures c o m· 















Totabl ... • ... 1, 310 15, 604,49, 534 038 114, 425,63, 062 1, 647 18, 138 72, 74812,573,12, 753 74, 653 2, 5M 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacteu, and disposed of in the inquiries and :replies division of the office 
of the Second Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
<P ~ . <P <P. <P <P. 4l ,P• 
Month. bll.P bllr1J bll.P bll~ bll...O b£!1> to~:+> ~ 
.;sl=l d~ ~g d!J;>. <i!l=l <I!~ .;sl=l <i!lo>. ... ::l Fo40 ... 0 ... ::s F-40 ... ~ F-<.9 <Po ~-a <P'A :s <P'A :s ~~ <Ps 
<P~ 
~>-s ~<II ~a ~s ~a ~Q;) -<!jep -<lj~ -<!j,p -<ljdl -<lj<P 
--------------
July ......•. ---·--····--·-------·----------------· 289 14 361 15 387 16 804 12 
August ...... ·-·--- ....•• -----·-------···--------- 336 13 361 15 397 15 689 14 
~~~~t!r~~~ :~ ~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: 289 14 357 14 413 15 643 15 364 12 432 13 428 15 603 16 
November.-- .... -........• - .. .. ......... -........ 277 12 376 13 397 15 556 16 
December .................................... .. ..................................... 278 14 400 13 408 14 556 16 
January .......................................... 248 17 338 16 397 15 580 16 
February ....................•.................••. 228 17 305 15 421 13 534 16 
March ............... -.- .. - ......... - .. - .. -.-.---. 248 17 325 16 494 13 ........... ............ 
~~~:::: ~ ~::: ~:: ~:: ~: ~ ~: ~::::::: ~:::::::::: :::::: 248 17 318 17 387 16 ............ ............ 248 17 347 15 372 16 ............ ............ 
June .•............•..•. .. ......•..••...... ----·· 270 15 300 18 413 15 ......... .......... 
Total averages . -- .. -- ... -...• -- ... - ..... -.. 276U 151 351! 15 409§ 14j 620i lSi 
See remarks on "consoliuated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business uy the employes of the inquiries and replies 
divisiou of the office of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
preseut for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least number 
of days during said years. Department ouen from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m, with half hour 
at noou for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
Years. 
1884 ••••.. ------ ...•... ··-··· ·-···· ... . 305~ 4, 540 
1885 ................... ··-· ...•....... . 302! 4, 510 
1886 ___ . _______ . ___________ .. ______ . _ _ _ 305 I 4, 004 
1887 ··-···---·---------------·--------· 201 2,869 
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PROPERTY DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the property division of 
the office of the Second Auditor for the :fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
[From annual reports.] 
w ,Db.C <1>..-4 .b ,hb.C .~,...; .., oobll <1>..-4 •o ,bb.CO m...r 
q:l ..... s:l ;.;;h 
q:l ..... ~ q:l ;a.~~ ;a ~e ;a.ee ;a. "0·1""1~ "'C·~If'5 '8~ h bll· 'g~gs -~~ 
b.C· =~» b.C,._ '8~~ =~ =C1l s:l ..... 'd::!oo s:I<O 'd::~gs == ...... :::!;:! §'d~ Pp -~~ s:l'd .-4 s:loo !::;t :::! -~~ ~'d .... 'di-;) ~i 'di-:l J$.-4 Qj r-o 'di-:l -~~ 
~'d..-4 
1-;)m 'd'+-<~ s:l<t-< ~~~ s:l.,... 'dr-o 'd<t-<~ 'd r-o • 'd'+-< ~ s:l .... -vO<l.l -voQ:I <l)O Q:l • ~0 'd~ §~ Character of busi- 00 ~0 =o 'd~ 'd~~ bJJ..-4 'dQ;~ b ..., 'd'd 'dQ:I ~ h ]~u-5 
"b ..., 
]~.o 
Q;l<l) .... "b ~»;::::;- 'd'd ness. -~~ ~'d-
<l)P., 
~~g .~.:- a: 'd ..... p.h· ~~g~ .s .,-ve<! §~.;; -~~ .,<P~ ..... ~ ~~.,; 'd s:lmo 
~&~ ~0 §om 
~g;gs <l)C<! =1110 -'=lg;gs ~~~ a~::;t ~0~ s:l oo ~om oCJ ~&~ Q;) <l.l .. ~ Q;) .. ~c= ~=~~ ..... Q;l s:l~..-4 s:l p.,.., 
p.; ~ E-1 0 ~ E-1 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ E-1 0 
--------1--------------------------------
Quarterly returns of 
clothing, camp and 
garrison equipage. 4, 35613,759 4, 089 4, 026 3, 797 4, 370 3, 453 4, 606 4, 758 3, 299 3, 412 2, 63tl a, 073 
CertiJicates of non-
indebtedness is -
~::Se:s -~- ~~~~-r~: ...... 1 ..... 1 1,274 ........... 1 2,791---···1--··· 3,399 ...... ..... 3,886 ..... . 
Letters written ........•. -~- .... 2,112 ........... ,2, 405 ........... 2, 509 ...... . .... 1, 972 .....• 
Letters recorded .... ~.:.:.:..:...:. 1, 374 ~.:.:.:..:...:. 1, 542 ~.:.:.:..:...:. 1, 641.:.:.::.:.::..:...:..:..:... ~ .:..::..:= 
Totals ......... 4, 35613, 759 8, 849 4, 026 3, 797,11, 108 3, 453,4, 606 12, 307,3, 299\ 3, 412 9, 441 3, 073 
I - I I I I I 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of busiueRs per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the property division of the office of the Second 
Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
a:> a:>. a:> a:>. a:> <l). <l) Q;). 
bll~ b.C~ ~~ b.C~ b.C~ bll~ bll~ b.C: 
~~=~ ~""' ~= dlh ~~=~ ~""' ~= ~h 
~~ ~~ ~g ~~ ~g ~~ ~g ~~ 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
--------------1-------------- ---
181 4 240 4 260 4 407 3 
320 2 321 3 250 4 4(}7 3 
181 4 296 3 347 3 1, 222 1 
261 3 333 3 540 2 306 4 
July .............................. . 
~~~~~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
November ........................ . 178 4 290 3 250 4 376 3 
December ........................ . 348 2 308 3 320 3 282 4 
188 4 240 4 333 3 294 4 
232 3 203 4 307 3 270 4 
188 4 333 3 360 3 .............. .. 
January ......................... . 
February ....................... .. 
March ........................... . 
251 3 240 4 347 3 .............. .. 
188 4. 231 4 334 3 .............. .. 
181 4 240 4 346 3 .......... -- .. .. 
~~:::: ::::: ::·:::::: ::::::.:::::: 
June .............................. . 
Total averages............... 224! 3-& 372U 3323 
See remarks on rc consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the property division of the 
office of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present t,he least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
t: .s ""' liD a ~~ 'd :.a :.a -'=! - ""' a:> ". 'd "d G;j h ~= Q;l 
~~ 
Cl. s:l'd ..::: CIS<l) cs<P <l)<l) 
~g 'd~ "C.:j ~~ 
'd~ 'd~ 
Years. A€' oH -~ ~~ ~'E.g "d ~~. ~ 1::~ ~~:e e ~ ~~~ :.~ !I:: ..o- Cll'd ~~ ..,~ s~ ~ 
IID,.bii-<D 
~ ~]~ csr-o~» ~a " ¢ ~ 
oo.s Q:loo 
A A A E-l ~ IIl ::;til:~ Hll:'P. ----------------------------
1884. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 30~ 1,044 .... ·-·· 1,04-4 4 262 :Xo: 2786 237§ 188fi ............ ••••••••••· 302 1,055 ... - ... --. 1,4155 4 263! ~~gt ~ 1886 ............. ~ ......... 305 960 ...... -- . 960 3~ 274; 6lo\ 
1887 ...................... 201 615 47 662 3! 176! 6i'll"o- 105 161 
See remarks on " consolidated statement." 
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MAIL DIVISION. 
[From annual reports.] 
Tlte following statement shows in deta.il the business in the mail (formerly corre-
spondence and records) division of the office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 
1tl~4, 1885, 1886, and 18~7 : 
riJ JJ!.>D riJ .~ bJJ riJ 00 bD I.D 0 riJ !.>DO <R .... s:~. <R 'l:l-!:1.,.; <R ;;;.ace c=e ;as=~t::. 
~~ ~-~;1; btl!') 'g~~ 
blcc) 'l:l(:i~ ~f,Q ·ct-s:~oo .9~ 'l:lr:;IOO .... oo s:l'l:l~ """00 l=l'l:l.-<1"~00 ;j'l:l~ ~ ..... as F-< ~ ..... as ~ ~ ..... ~ .... ~ = ..... 
Character of business. =~ 'l:l'+-<as .g~ '1;l'+-<as .g~ 'l:l"-'~ 'l:l<e (1)0(1) QJ0<l) ~ 0 ~ ~ ~...:. <l)O ~ • 'l:l"' ~'l:l!' 
'1;l<l) ..... ~ 'l:l~ 
~'l:l!'~ <l)~ (!)~ ~l~ 
(!)~ ~ale;; I~~~ ~- rtl<l)c:jl -~<i ~~ rn<l>a!~ -= l:lrtlO .... ce .. T ~ ~&a:; ~0 ~0 l=lol7l ~0 e~ ~](I) ~~ (I) ~ P.<R 
~ ~ E-l ~ E-l E-l ~ E-l 
Letters received and distributed .......... 35,040 35,040 40,163 40,163 57,897 57, 897 31, 370 31,370 
Letters received and referred elsewhere ... 279 279 304 304 465 465 531) 538 
Letters returned uncalled for and filed, 
with cases to which they refer ........... 
Claims received, briefed, rel!istered, and 
1,114 1,114 1,057 1, 057 1, 008 1,008 488 488 
distributed .............................. 20,748 20,748 24,011 24,011 22,788 22,788 ........... ............ 
Miscellaneous vouchers received, stamped, 
and distributed .......................... 47,879 47,879 42,890 42,890 37,738 37,738 ............ ............... 
Letters with additional evidence, ditto .... 17,211 17,211 19,334 19,334 20,082 20,082 ........... ................ 
Letters written ...................••..••••• ........... 15,201 ---···· 13, 5J1 ........... 16,217 . .......... 8,055 ------------------------
Totals ............•...•...•.•.••...•. 124,271 139,472 127,759 141,290 139,978 156,195 32,3961 40,451 
This work was transferred to the pay and bounty division June 1,1886. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the mail division of the office of the Second 
Auditor, with average number of employes-during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
llonth. 
----------------1----1---1------------------
ii~; ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ;~ ~~~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 
2,289 5 2,433 5 2,662 5 3,484 1j 
3,078 4 3,042 4 2,560 5 5,226 1 
3,800 3 2, 808 4 6,656 2 2,613 2 
3,078 4 2,527 5 2, 764 5 2,613 2 
November .•••...•.....•...••.•..•••....... 1,870 5 2, 749 4 2,560 5 2,412 2 
December···········~···················- 2, .736 4 2,340 5 3 072 4 2,412 2 
January ................................... 2,371 5 2,433 5 2, 560 5 1,675 3 
:~r~::!.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2, 736 4 2, 574 4 2,35fi 5 1, 541 3 2,371 5 2,340 5 2, 764 5 .................. ·-----April ...................................... 2,371 5 3,042 4 2,662 5 .............. ··---· 
May··-···············-···· ................ 2,371 5 2,340 5 3, 200 4 .............. .......... 
June.--; ••...••. -·············-···········-·· 2,850 4 3, 042 4 6,656 2 ................ --------------------------
Total averages---·······-·············· 2, 6591 4& 2,639 4j 3,372ill 4! 2,747 2-h 
See remarks on " consolidated statement." 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the mail division of the office 
of the Second Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years:named, with number 
of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the great-
esi number of days and by the employe present the least, number of days during said 
years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. 
Time to be devoted to business, 6! hours daily. 
2 .s p., 'l:i a J.< rr;; rr;; 1 .c ~ $~ ~ 4) ~-~ 4) .!:4. 
~-
rr;; rr;; ~~ .s ~'41 ~i-~ 4) 0 ...... ~~ ~g ~~ ~ om a't:. Years. p.l=l 10 '41 =~ rn'a, "''a. p., ..-:; t;oa A~ ~~ ~e p., la <Prn ~a c<l bilp., ..,rr;; r04) <Op. p. rr;; 't:l'"' Ill rn ~ s ~,'los F-< ~""' ~I» ""' ""' h ep't:l = ~.c OS Cl OS ~ = ~~ 0 o.C ... 0 :a A A A ~ ~ ~ ....:l ----------- --------
1~ ................................... 305i 1, 349 ........... 1, 349 5 269! 6/J'jJ 279i 25 
1885 ................................... 302i 1, 367 ......... 1,367 5 273i 6lu\ 2891 20il 
1886 ................................... 305 1, 243 67 1,310 4! 275! 6\\ 288 273 
1887 ................................... 201 413 ......... 413 21 183i 6\-'b 192 174 
-
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
.ARCHIVES (OR FILES) DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the archives (or files) 
division of the office of the Second Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
Paymasters' accounts re-
ceived and entered . . . . . . . 665 
Confirmed settlements en-
tered, indexed, and :file!L. • 4, 000 
Accounts and vouchers 
withdrawn for nse of set-
~lf~;~.r~~·- ~~~~~~~:~~~- .... -- .. 
Vouchers, &.c., examined, 
briefed, and verified ........... .. 
File-boxes briefed and sten-
cUed ............................ . 
:Muster and pay-rolls re-
paired ........................... . 
Pages of pay-rolls, a. b-
stracts, &.c., copied, and 
lettere written . . . • . . .. .. . . ...... . 
l Taken from annual reports.] 
665 505 505 514 514 354 
4, 000 3, 944 a, 944 4, 519 4, 5191 2, 974 




764, 189[........ 1, 313, 576 . • • . • .. . 1, 395, 608 -....... 1, 477, 872 
13, 3721........ 4, 938 . • • . . . • . 4, 815 • -- .• --. 2, 458 
10, 208 . • . . . .. . 14, 761 .. .. . .. . 23, 571 . • • . . • • . 2, 879 
3,588 ........ 13,504.-- ...•. 1.(, 267 ...... .. 11,861 -------------------- ----
Total................. 4, 665 917,499 4, «9 1, 511, 304 5, 033 1, 649, 160 a, 328 1, 633, 367 
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Tho following statement shows the average amount and characto· of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the archives division of the office of the Sec-
ond Auditor, wit;h average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
July ............................... 5,005 15 6,495 20 3, 905 36 7,546 28 
August ........................... 5, 791 14 4,811 27 4, 686 30 5, 86!) 36 
~~'lo~:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 5, 775 13 4, 796 25 4, 535 31 5, 030 42 6, 237 13 5,620 25 4, 7U!J 31 5,153 41 
November ........................ . 4, 390 14 5, 337 22 3, 932 33 4.535 43 
December ......................... 5,147 14 5, 430 23 4, 360 31 3, 980 49 
January ........................... 5, 205 15 4,995 :w 3, 769 33 3.906 52 
it!~ha_r!.:::·.·:.::·.: :·.::::: ::: :::::: 4, 504 16 4, 070 28 4, on 31 3, 738 50 4, 880 16 4, 804 26 5, 213 28 ............. " .. -...... 
April ............................. 4,880 16 4, 639 29 4, 534 30 .............. ............. 
May ............................... 4,880 16 4,163 31. 4,360 31 .............. ............. 
June ........................................... 4, 593 17 3, 820 34 4, 686 30 .. ........... .. .. .. .. . .... 
-------------------
Total averages .. .................... 5,107! 14g 4, 915 26I\ 4,39f 3ll 4, 9691 42i 
See remarks on "consolidated statement." 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of busine~:~s by the employes in the archives division of 
the office of the Second Auditor, in person aud by proxy, during the years named, 
with the number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe pres-
ent for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of 
days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half-hour at 




1885 ........•.... ------ ..... - ..... . 
1886 ............................. .. 























Tm~ASURY DEPARTMENT, 'l'num AuDITOR's OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., July 8, 1887. 
Sin: Referring to the resolution of the Senate of the United States, adopted March 
3, 1887, "to inquire into and ex::tmine the methods of business and work in the Execu-
tive De11artments of the Government, &c.," I have the honor to transmit to you a fulJ 
and complete report of tho working of this office during the period mentioned in the 
resolution, so far as I was able to furnish tho same from the officialrecordR. 
In view of the largo volume and diversifiml character of the business transacted in 
this llurea.u, it was impossible to present tho work in a different or more condensed 
form than has been done in the accompanying report; and while nothing has beer! 
omitted that was calculated to throw any light upon the subject, nothin~ has been 
added that did not seem necessary to answer in an intelligent manner the inquiries 
of the Senate Committee. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron, C. S. F AIROHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
4405 TR--18 
JNO. S. WU .. LIAMS, 
Auditor. 
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CL.AIM8 DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOU'S OFFICE, 
WaBhington, D. 0., .April2, 1887. 
Hon. JOHNS. WILLIAMS, 
Third .Auditor : 
SIR: In pursuance of your instructions to prepare, in respect to this division, the 
data called for in the communications addressed to the Secretary of \he 'l'reasury, on 
lRt,h ultimo, by the chairman of the Select Committee of the Senate, appointed under 
Senate resolution of March 3, 1887, I respectfully submit tabular statements, first, of 
the business transacted in this division during each of the four periods indicated ; 
and, second, of the attendance and absence of clerks in said periods. 
The nature of the work in this division does not admit of keeping statistical records 
of the amount accomplished by each clerk. No two clerks are engaged upon sub-
stantially the same kind of claims, and even between claims apparently similar in 
character there are great differences in respect to the labor requisite to a proper in-
vestigation. 
It is not possible to give more than a very general outline of the moduB operandi iu the 
investigation of claims. Each case has its own peculiarities, and offers its own pos-
sibilities for examination and scrutiny. If a claim l>e presented to this office in tb.e 
first instance, it is at once referred to the staff-department of the Army in the business 
or province of which it is alleged to have accrued. It is there scruti.nized in connec-
tion with any records or reports in which information might be found. Frequently 
extended correspondence is had with the officers of the Department, or with others 
who might have knowledge in respect to the transaction alleged. Officers are fre-
quently sent to the locality to make personal observation and inquiry. The papers 
are returned to this office with whatever data has thus been collated. In this office 
any examinations which seem useful are made in the money and property accounts of 
officers; the testimony is carefully scrutinized, and further evidence demanded from 
the claimant when proper; calls are often made upon the War Department for informa-
tion or research in specified directions; correspondence is frequently had with tJnited 
States officers, or with persons not in the public service, who may perhaps bo able to 
give information bearing upon the case. When the facts seem to ha,ve been fully 
::tscertained, or when all avenues for information seem to have been explored, the case 
is taken up for final consideration of the questions of law or fact arising therein. If 
the Auditor's conclusion be adverse it is expressed in a decision in which the legal 
questions and the character and tendency of the evidence are discussed in such detail 
as may be necessary to show the grounds on which the conclusion rests. If the con-
clusion be favorable, in whole or part, an " account" is certified by the Auditor in 
the claimant's favor. In cases where the papers are voluminous, or where complica-
tions may render such course useful, the "account'' is accompanied by a decision in 
which the Auditor's views in respect to the law or fact are set out. The papers, with 
the Auditor's action, are then certified to the Second Comptroller. 
When the ~econd Comptroller's decision is wholly adverse, a copy thereof is sent 
to tbe claimant or his attorney, and the case ends. If the Comptroller certify a bal-
ance in favor of the claimant, the certificate of settlement is transmitted to thE\ Sec-
retary of War, that he may be able to make requision upon the Secretary of the Treas-
ury for the issuing of a warrant for payment. If, however, the balance certified be 
chargeable to an appropriation which has been exhaused or covered into the Treasury 
(vide sec. 4, deficiency act of June 14, 1878) the certificate is not so transmitted until 
the balance shall have been certified to Congress by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
and an appropriation made which is available for payment. 
' 
Working days .•••••.•••••..••••.••••.••....•••.••••• ·---·· 
Average number clerks each year .••••••.• -•• - .•• - ..•..•.•. 
Total days present in year •.•••••••••••.•.••••• ·--··· .••... 
Total days absent in year··-·······-·········-·-······-··· 
Average days present per clerk .••....•••.••••• ·----···-· 
Average days absent per clerk •.••..•.•••.•••••• -.- ••.••••. 
Greatest attendance by anyclerk ..•..••..•.••..•••••.••... l 
Least attendance by any clerk .••..•••...•.•...•••...••••• 











































*As leaves of absence are almost without exception taken in the summer and fall months, nearly aU 
the absence in the entire fiscal year would be in this period of eight months. 
All absence, whether by leave, sickness, or other cause, is included. 
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I Part of fiscal Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year year-July 1, emlingJune emling June ending .'tune 
30, 1884. 30, 1885. 30, 1886. 1886, to Mar. 1, 1887. 
M iscellaneous claims: 
On hand at commencement of ytar ..•.. 15,328 21,620 22,239 9,652 
Received durin~ year ................... 8, 745 4,259 7,623 4, 900 
Disposed ofdurmg year . . ... . .......... 2,453 3, 640 20,210 10,315 
On hand at end of year .... . ..........•.. 21,620 22,239 9,652 4, 237 
easels, &c., lost in military service: 
On hand at commencement of year ..... 
v 
0 
75 83 59 18 
Received during year ----------···----- 17 None None 1 
Dislftose(l of during year ......... . . ____ . 9 24 41 l 
On and at end of yoar ...............•. 83 59 18 18 
regon and 'Vashington Indian war claims : 
On hand at commencement of year . ..•. 699 702 700 719 
Received during year .......•. ------ .••. 18 26 44 13 
Disposed of during year .••. ------.----- 15 28 25 28 
On hand at end of year----------------- 702 700 719 704 
BOOK-KEEPERS' DIVISION. 
THIRD AUDITOR's OFFICE, BooK-KEEPERs' DIVISION, 
April, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor herewith to hand you my report of the busine~:~s of the 
book-keepers' division of you:r office for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and to March 1, 
1887, as requested by the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee. 
Respectfully, 
REUEL WILLIAMS, Chief. 
Hon. JOHNS. WILLIAMS, 
Third Auditor United States Treasu1·y, Washington, D. C. 
BUSINESS OF THE DIVISION. 
The work of thisdivi~:~ion is confined to keeping a full record of all the business of 
the Third Auditor's office, said record being kept in the following sets of ledgers, 
journals, and books of accounts: 
Pirst. Appropriation accounts (ledgers and journals), comprise those accounts which 
are authorized by acts of Congress that come under the jurisdiction of the Third Au-
ditor. 
Second. Personal accounts (ledgers and journals), which are the accounts of disburs-
ing officers and agents of tho Government who are disbursing funds belonging to the 
Quartermaster, Commissary, Engineer, Signal Service, and Pension Bureaus. 
Third. Blotters for registering requisitions (debit and credit) made by the Secre-
taries of the War ancl Interior Departments, also fair copies, so called, of the same. 
Fourth. Register of settlements, containing a description of all the settlements made 
in the various divisions of this Bureau, and by this division forwarded to the Second 
Comptroller of the Treasury Department for his action, after which they are returned 
to this division for completion of its record. 
Fifth. Record of settlements contains the names of the same settlements as the 
register, entered in numerical order. -
Sixth. Record of certificates of settlements, in which is entered a description of 
the certificates sent to the Secretaries of the War and Interior Departments for requi-
sitions to be issued for amounts called for by said certificates. 
Seventh. Record of certificates of deposit received from the Secretary of the Treas-
ury via, the division of public moneys, also those received from the Seeretary of the 
Treasury via the division of public moneys and the Second Auditor of the 'l'reasury. 
COURSE OF BUSINESS. 
All settlements made in the various divisions of this Bureau are received in this 
division for entry in both the Register and Record of Settlements. Said settlements 
are then sent to the Second Comptroller of the Treasury for his certification or other 
·-
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action; after which they are returned to this division, and if dertified as correct the 
record as to date and number of settlement is completed and the certificates of settle-
ment (excepting those pertaining to personal accounts) on which allowances have 
been made are then forwarded to either the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the 
Interior, as the case may be, for requisition to be issued, and that fact entered on the 
record of certificates sent for requisitions. 
On said requisitions being issued, they, with the certificates, are returned to this 
division via the Second Comptroller's office, and duly registered in blotters, and 
charged against the proper appropriation, on what is called a "Dissection balance 
sheet," which shows the amount of balances available for draft, under each head of 
appropriation. 
The requisitions are then signed by the 'fhird Auditor and forwarded to the warrant 
division of the Treasury Department. 
The certificates of settlement, the number and date of the requisition having been 
indorsed thereon, are filed in this division, and the papers in each case are returned 
to the division of this office from which they were originally received. Settlements 
of disbursing officers and agents·when returned from the Second Comptroller to this 
division, after record is completed in the Register of settlements, are passed to the 
book-keepers of the division for posting and journalizing, and unless requisitions are 
called for by the • 'report" on the case for payment of amounts found due, or for reim-
bursements of appropriation and adjustment of balances, the work on them is con-
cluded and they are sent to the files of this office for safe-keeping. 
The credit requisitions are made up from certificates of deposit (see sec. 7) received 
in this division from the Secretary of the Treasury via the division of public moneys 
or received in this division from the Second Auditor of the Treasury, he having re-
ceived the same from the Secretary of the Treasury via the division of public 
moneys, and having "listed" the amount on the certificate pertaining to his Bureau, 
forwards the certificate to this division for requisition to be made for balance of face 
of said certificate. Credit requisitions are also made up i'rom the counter of trans-
fer pay requisitions; upon receipt of the certificates of deposit they are entered 
in the record of certificates and ''listed," and the lists are forwarded to the United 
Sta.tes Treasurer to be checked against the "bank transcript" io. his possession; they 
are then returned for certification through the warrant division of the Treasury De-
partment to this office, and when received a credit form of requisition is made for each 
list, and having been attached to the list, they are sent either to the War or Interior 
Department, as the case may be, for execution by the Secretaries of said Departments; 
after which the requisition and list are returned to the division via the Second Comp-
troller's office, and are registered in blotters, as in the case of pay requisitions before 
described; the appropriations are credited and personal credits are passed to the credit 
of the individuals with whom the office has an account. 
The requisitions having been signed by the Third Auditor, are sent with the lists 
to the Secretary of the Treasury. 
NUMBEH OF CLERKS, ATTENDANCE, AND DUTIES. 
Fiscal year ending J nne 30, 1884 : 
Number of cle1·ks employed in this division.................................................. 10 
Longest absence from duty of any one clerk ............................................ days.. 65 
Shortest absence from duty of any one clerk ..••••. ·-· .••••• ·-·-·· .................... do.... 13 
Average absence from duty of the ten clerks .•. - ••.••••• ··--·- ...... ·-···· ............ do.... 35{0 Fiscal year ending June 30, 1885: · 
Number of clerks employed in this division·----···-··-···········--····-·······-············ lO 
Longest absence from duty of any one clerk .• - ..••.....••.•.•..••...•.•.............. days.. 65~ 
Shortest absence from duty .of any one clerk .....•.........•.•••••.•...•...........•.. do.... 5 
Average absence from duty of the ten clerks ...............••••..•••••.••...........•. do.... 32H 
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1886: 
Numberofclerksemployed in this division .••.......... ·-···························-······ 9 
Longest absence from duty of anyone clerk, ........•....•......•. ·-········ .......••• days.. 286 
Shortest absence from duty of any one clerk.·-··· .....••. ··-·····-··· ..............•.• do.... 6 
Average absence from duty of the nine clerks ...•••.•••.•.••••...•••.....•.....•....•. do.... 20y711 Fiscal year ending March 1, 1887 : 
Number of clerks employed in this division .•••••........•.•...•.............. _ ....... _..... 9 
Longest absence from duty of any one clerk ····-············-·········-··············days.. 34 
Shortest absence from duty of any one clerk .••...•..•••••.•••.•..•.•••••.....•.••... do.... 3 
Average absence from duty of the nine clerks·······-·· ................ ·-···· ·-······do.... 2IJ[11 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the book-keepers' division of 
the office of the Third Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
\he greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of da.ys 
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duri1.1g said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted. to business, 6t hours daily. 
1 cb~ "=' I Ill .... I 4:>'+-<'t:i Sro 1.., ~ Ill~ ~ 
A~ ~= ~'t:i 
Ort.i 
~:~ <l:l4) ~~ 
P....O • 
..,a= oi 'dQ;> ~~ ..,~. "='~o ~as; Years. ~~ -~ .c.£ ~Q;l~ ~ 0~ ,!<j ..... -+"~~ ~t: ~ lllp.. ~0 SP< ~~~ ~-~ ~~S' ~~~ c:a§< ~-S "'0~ pS ~A'd ~~~ A E-1 ~Q;l ~~.a H 
----------------
h. m. 
1884 ................................... 305! 2, 698 2,698 10 26:1.8 6 17 292.5 240.5 
1885 ................................... 302! 2,699 2,699 10 269.9 li 21 297.5 217 18'86 ................................... 305 2,558{'lJ 2, 558{'0 9 284.3 37 299 276.5 1887 ................................... 201 I 1, 616it 1, 616H 9 179U 23 198 167 
I I 
Owing to the character of the work done in this division, it is impossible to com-
pm·e the work done l'y any one clerk with that of another. While each and every 
clerk has specific work, which be is expected to do, one and all, press of business 
occurring, are ealled upon to aid and assist in forwarding such business, even if it 
does not belong to the particular class of work upon which they are regularly em-
ployed. 
AMOUNT OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED, ETC. 
The amount of business transacted in this division depends on the amount re-
ceived, first, from other divisions of this office, and, second, on amount of business 
received from the various divisions and Bmeaus outside of this office. All such busi-
ness received, according to the records of this division, has been duly recorded and 
forwarded, as a rule, on the same day as received, but in no case has a delay occurred 
of more than 24 hours. 
Work performed. 
Number of pay requisitions, engineer, quartermaster, and subsist-
ence enteretl, copied, and charged np against appropriation ac-
counts ........................................................... .. 
Number of credit requisitions, en~ineer, quartermaster, and sub-
sistence entered, copied, and credited ott appropriation accounts .. 
PENSIONS. 
Number of pay requisitions (pensions) entered, copied, and charg~d 
up against pension appropriations ................................ . 
Number of credit requisitions (pensions) entered, copied, and 
credited to pension app1·opriation accounts ....................... . 
Number of settlements received ancl recorded ...................... . 
Personal accounts : 
Charges remlercd and settlements posted ..............•......... 
Pages ,journalized .............................................. . 
Appropriation accounts-pages journalized ..............•.......... 
Certificates of deposit entered, listed, and disposed of .............. . 
*Includes only to March 1, 1887. 
Respectfully submitted. 
~~ ~<!) 
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2, 332 7, 510 
1,282 1, 318 
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367 528 
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4, 659 6,399 
1, 260 553 
1, 965 1, 767 
505 347 
10,339 5, 816 
2, 816 1, 352 
1, 285 742 
439 366 
3, 244 2,007 
REUEL WILLIAMS, Chief. 
ARMY PENSION DIVISION. 
To this division is assigned the settlement of tho accoufl.ts of the agents for pa.ying 
Army pensions and the adjustment of all matters relating to payments from the .Army 
pension funds. This involves the keeping of an account with each pensioner from 
the time the name is entered on the rolls until the pension ceases by reason of death 
or otherwise. The roll-books in this division contain the record, of all payments to 
pensioners from March 4, 1789, to the present time. 'l'hey comprise three hundred 
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and thirty-four large volumes, and are a complete index to all the pension vouchers 
in the files. 
Upon the issue by the Department of the Interior of a pension certificate, whether 
"original," "increase," "reissue," or "restoration," a notification is sent to this 
office, giving name, number, rank, service, date of commencement, rate per month, 
agency at which payable, and all other data material to the proper adjustment of 
payments to be made in the case. These notifications-now averaging about seven 
thousand per month-are, as received, assorted and entered alphabetically on the 
rolls of tho proper agencies in this office, "so that they agree with the rolls kept by 
the several pension agents, to whom similar notifications, or "orders to inscribe,"-
as well as the certificates for transmission to the pensioners, have been sent. 
The pension agent, after entering each case on his roll, prepares a voucher for the 
amount due to last preceding quarterly pay-day, and transmits it with the pension 
certificate to the post-office address of the pensioner as given in the "order to in-
scribe." Upon the return to him of such voucher, properly executed by tho pen-
sioner (who retains the pension certificate), the agent draws his check upon the 
ussistant treasurer, or designated depository, to the order of the pensioner for tho 
amount due, and transmits such check, together with prepared voucher for the next 
quarterly payment, to the address given in the executed voucher, and continues to 
make quarterly payments to the 4th day of March, .June, September, aml December 
of each year, so loJ!g as the pensioner's name is borne on his rolls. The number, 
date, and amount of check is noted on each and every voucher paid. 
At the close of each month, or as soon thereafter as practicable, the several pension 
agents forward to this office their accounts-current, showing amount of funds in thell' 
possession at the beginning of the month; the amounts received from the United 
States, or rather, placed to their credit in the several depositories, subJect only to 
their official checks; the amounts dislplrsed in payments to pensioners, fees of exam-
ining surgeons, salaries, clerk hire, arrd office expenses, and balances remaining on 
hand at the end of the month. These accounts are accompanied by all the vouchers 
paid during the month, and abstracts of such payments, arranged alphabetically and 
by classes, corresponding with the roll-books of the agencies and of this office. 
As funds are drawn from the Treasury upon requisitions of the Secretary of the In-
terior and placed to the credit of the pension agents, the amounts of the requisitions 
are charged to the agents on the books of this office, and, upon receipt of the monthly 
accounts of the agents, they at once undergo a preliminary examination to ascertain 
whetl1er the amounts "on hand" at close of the previous month and the amounts 
placed to thei.r credit during the month have been properly accounted for, and that 
vouchers in proper form are furnished for all sums claimed to have been disbursed. 
The accounts are then posted in the "pension agents' accounts" book, the receipt of 
the same acknowledged, the vouchers (in some accounts over thirty thousand in num-
ber) put up in uniform packages convenient for handling, labeleu, and filed, awaiting 
the examination in detail of each and every voucher. 
WORK OF THE EXAMINING SECTION. 
In this detailed examination each voucher is carefully examined as to its proper 
execution; the identity of the pensioner; the amount due for the period paid for, 
which, in a large number of cases, particularly "reissues," requires intricate calcu-
lations; the sufficiency of the receipt; the description of the check, and that the 
voucher is properly abstracted. Also, that the abstracts are correctly footed, and 
the total amount paid each class of pensioners properly entered on the account-cur-
rent. After the exttmination of the vouchers, each se1)arate payment appearing on 
the abstracts is entered against the name of the pensioner on the rolls, care being 
exercised to see that the payment is made at the proper rate and:;.for the period due. 
All in complete or defective vouchers are returned to the agents for correction: and all 
improper payments or "overpayments" are disallowed against them, and they are im-
mediately notified of such disallowances, so that they may recover the amounts over-
paid from subsequent payments which may become due in the cases or in any other 
manner. If they cannot, they or the sureties on their bonds must refund to the 
United States the amounts erroneously paid. Statements of the accounts are then 
made, usually by quarters in each case, the agent being debited with all sums which 
l1ave been placed to his credit, and credited with all proper disbursements. The 
statement, with all the abstracts and vouchers, is transmitted to the Second Comp-
troller for his revision, accompanied by a "statement of differences" between amounts 
claimed hy the agent and those allowed in the settlement, the differences consist-
ing of amounts improperly paid, or for which proper vouchers have not been fur-
nished. Upon the return of the papers from the Comptroller they are placed in the 
permanent files of the office for read.v reference at any future time. When all 
amounts overpaid by an agent in any fiscal year have been refunded and all errors 
corrected, his accounts for that period are closed by a supplemental settlement. 
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WORK OF TilE RECORD SECTION. 
Besides the entering and recording in the roll books of all issues of pension certifi-
cates and changes made in the pension rolls, to this section is referred, for reply, all 
communicaiions from the Commissioner of Pensions, pension agents, pensioners, and 
others requiring information as to amounts paid, post-office addresses of pensioners, 
dates of death or remarriage, an(l all other info~mation obtainable or supposed to be 
obtainable from the pension rolls. In each case a transcript is made from the roll 
books, and, for the purpose of vflrifying the records, the necessary vouchers are with-
drawn from the files. A large amount of miscellaneous work is performed in this sec-
tion in connection with that enumerated. The notifications, &c., from tho Pension 
Office are arranged alphabetically, by classes, agencies, and months, and prepared 
for binding. 
WORK OF THE MISCELLANEOUS SECTION. 
Besides the receipt and registry of the accounts of the agents already referred to, 
and the preliminary examination of the same, this section conducts the general cor-
respondence on all subjects except inquiries for information from t.he rolls; keeps tho 
records of settlements, time, and work of the division, and has charge of all matters 
relating t.o p~nsion checks, certificates of deposit, rendition of accounts of pension 
agents, and settlement of all claims or accounts payable from the pension funds (ex-
cept reimbursement claims under section 4718, Revised Statutes, which were trant1 
ferred from this division to the miscellaneous division in November, 1885). Applica-
tions for statements of accounts in lieu of lost pension checks, where the drawers are 
out of office, accompanied by bonds of indemnity, are received from the Secretary ofthe 
Treasury. Examination is made as to proper execution of bond and affidavit of owner-
ship ; the voucher upon which the check was issued is withdrawn from the files to verify 
the description of the check and the signature of the payee, and an account in favor of 
the payee or owner, and charging the amount to the drawer, is then stated, and the 
papers transmitted to the Second Comptroller. Upon their return they are registered 
and filed. Checks outstanding four months, where the drawer is out of office, are 
also received from the Secretary of the Treasury, for verification before payment. 
Upon comparison with the vouchers upon which they were issued, and corectness ver-
ified, they are returned to the Secretary and payment recommended. All checks where 
the payees have died without indorsin~ them are referred to this office for proper ac-
tion. Upon satisfactory evidence that tne payee left a widow or minor child, or whero 
a claim for reimbursement has been established, or if check is iu possession of payee 
at time of death and is part of his esbte and an administrator or legal representative 
makes claim therefor, the check and papers are forwarded to the Second Comptroller 
with reco.:nmendation that it be made payable to the widow, guardian of minor, 
claimant for reimbursement, or legal representative, as the case may be. 
At the close of each fiscal year the several agents are required to furnish this office 
with a list of all checks issued by them which have been drawn three years or over 
and are outstanding and unpaid, and at the expiration of the term of office of any 
agent he is required to furnish a list of all checks drawn by him which are then un-
paid. Lists of all such checks known to be outstanding three full fiscal years are for-
warded by this office to the Secretary of the Treasury in order that the amounts may 
be withdrawn from the depositories upon which the checks were drawn, but where 
they are no longer payable, and covered into the Treasury to credit of appropriation 
for" outstanding liabilities," a list of balances standing to credit of pension agents 
in the several depositories is received weekly from the Treasurer of the United States. 
A comparison of this list is made with each agent's accounts, from time to time, to see 
that the amount to his credit is not unduly diminished, and at the expiration of his 
term of office that he has sufficient funds to his credit to meet all outstanding checks. 
All certificates of deposit for repayment of moneys into the Treasury to the credit 
of'' Army pensionsll are received at this office from tho Secretary of the Treasury. 
They are examined, verified, analyzed, and desi~nated for "listing," the proper ap-
propriation and personal or " no personal" credit being given, with full explanation 
on the back of each, and referred to the book-keepers' division. When the amounts 
have been "covered into the Treasury," they are returned to this section, with num-
ber of requisition noted thereon, and filed. 
The entire division has been engaged in current work since August, 1885, and the 
work is kept practically up to date. 
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[Note by Committee: The following table is substituted for the table given in re-
port, and contains same figures, &c.] 
of issue of Accounts 
Character of business. 
Notifications I 
pension cer- for Vouchers. 
tificatos settlement. 
Amount pending .Tuly 1, 1883 ............... ~ ................. . 
Received <luring 1lscal year 1884 .•••••••••••••••..••.•••.••.... 
Disposed of in fiscal year 1884 .. .. ........ .... ..... ... ......... . 
On band pending July 1, 1884 ................................. . 
Received during fisca.l year 1885 ............................... . 
Disposed of in fiscal year 1 RR:'i ................................. . 
On band pending .Tuly 1, H!85 .................••..••..•......•. 
R~ceived du~·ing fiscal year 1886 ......•....••••.•••...•.......•. 
Disposed of m fiscal year 1886 ................................ .. 
On hand pending July 1, 188li ................................. . 
R~ceived up 1 o l\farclt 1, I R87 ............................... .. 
D1sposed of up to March 1, 1887 .....•.•...•....•..•... •. ... . ... 









































Average number of clerks employnll-
lnfiscal year 1884...... •••••••••. .• ..•.•.. ••. ............ ............ ............ .... ... .. . 5-l 
1885 ...................... . ....................................................... 52 
1886 .............................................................................. 41 
1887 ...................................... : ....................................... 34 
[Note bJI Committee: Attached to the foregoing Army pension rlivision roport werA 
folH.'teen hLrgc sheets of tables, twelve of which were for tho throe t-!ectiuus; there be-
ing foo r.for each section, one for each ;fiscal year, 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 to March 1, 
for each section. These four for each section contained twenty-nine, fifty-three, and 
forty separate columns, with headings, respectively, and from ·thirteen to fo-r:ty-nine 
lines on each sheet, and gave the names of the clerks, and opposite each name in the 
1·espective columns the amount of business or work of each kind performed by each 
during each month of said fiscal years, and gave dates of appointments, transfers, 
deaths, &c. They did uot gi vo the amount and character of business ''on hand" and 
"undisposed of" at the times indicaterl. The other two sheets contained uamcs of all 
clerks, and opposite to each na1;11e the number of days present, on leave, sick, and 
absent for each of said fiscal years iu said division. For these fourteen sheets the 
following three tables have been substituted, and contain all the information con-
tained in saicl fourteen sheets as called for by the committee. J 
The following statement shows in <leta.il the bm~iness in the three sections of the 
Army pension division of the office of the Third Auditor for tho fiscal years 1884,1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Examining section: 
Vouchers examined ............................. . 
i!lt~res":J~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Accounts settled ................................ . 
Uecord section : 
Notifications recorded .......................... . 
Changes noted ................................. .. 
Letters written ................................ .. 
Letters copied ................................. .. 
Miscella.neous section : 
Letters received ................................ . 
Letters written ................................. . 
Vouchers examined ............................ .. 
Pages copied ................. . ... . .............. . 
Checks verified . . . . .. .. . • .. .................... . 
Accounts r·eceived .............................. . 
Accounts settled ................................ . 
During During During I Dnriug 
fiscal year fiscal year fiscal year flscf~s~ear 
















1, 61!l, 893 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the three sections of the Army pension division 
of the office of the Third Auditor, with average number of employes during the time 
specified: 
~ 
Fiscal year 1884. Fiscal year 1885. 
-i4 ·-I !i ... .~I Months. ~~ -+"a:! ~~ ci!-Q bill=! bi)P., G;>= e1;> ++ ++ eg G;>O ++ ++ ~0 M ~- ~ blla ~'a .s gga bi)PI .s oj bOS as ~= -<!j~ ~ ~ -<!jci! ~G;> ~ ~ ------------- - ------
i~~i:::::: :::::: ::~::::::: :::::: 15t:, 919 38 14,119 3 229, 807 47 13,888 83 163,319 40 17,962 75 232,711 47 14,085 15 
Settomber •........••..•......•.•.. 155,184 42 14,662 27 230,293 47 15, &86 55 
Oci ber ..•.....•.........•......... 151,797 43 12,298 11 164,219 45 13,262 123 
November ......................... 187,843 48 13,!U3 127 195,801 46 14,311 45 
December .....•................... 170,950 47 10,963 29 207,772 49 14,653 34 
:s~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 229,547 51 16,069 6 264,153 49 19,845 5 251,818 48 14,543 126 233,352 48 17,162 106 265,519 bl 15,741 41 274,914 51 16,617 7 
April ..........•................... .. ~.,.I 48 16,287 12 382,604 54 23,4331 5 May .•..•••••...•.••.•...•...... ~ .. 216,382 49 11,628 46 420,491 51 20,487 5 
June .••••••••••••••••••.••••• ·-·- •• 209,695 50 14,465 31 489,557 56 26,000 4,9 
Fiscal year 1886. Fiscal year 1887. 
G;> I .~ I !i· ~-~ Months. 
.....,. +>a:! 16a:l 
~ ..... ci!-Q ~~ bOP., ~!-eg ilJO ++ ++ ++ ++ ~- ~ ~g ~- ~ gga bOP. ci b.CP. ci bOS ciS ~ bOS bOS 
oj 
~ <!jci! -<!jQ;> ~ <tjci! <!jG;> ~ 
--------------------
~~iEH~UH~~::HU: 
473,035 56 25,000 57 186,235 29 22,505 90 
554,608 53 30,250 36 268,573 30 18,603 42 
4,66, 908 52 30,649 70 257,289 33 22,562 65 
434,597 42 30,045 42 211,304 32 16,239 204 
357,897 41 24,053 3 254,444 32 18, 4!3 54 
December ......................... 268,576 37 23,300 15 214,705 33 22,360 2 
January ......•.................... 1ti9, 937 38 13,233 6 203,618 30 23,040 92 
~~~~~a_r:_: ::::::: :::·. :·.::::::: ::::: 233,797 32 20,412 67 190,747 31 21,075 147 272,017 
~I 
25,238 34 ............... 
--··r···-----
.......... 
April .............................. 259,170 21,678 30 .......... .. ............... 
May .•••...•....................... 294,722 35 22,217 10 ............................ 
June .................. ---·-···.··· 247,782 31 18, 630 3 ........................... 
*The aggregate amount of all the various kinds of business for each month is given, except the two 
items, "letters written" and" accountfl settled," in the examining division, aggregating 711 in 1884, 
1,073 in 1885, 1,480 in 1886, and 659 in 1887, which were not stated monthly in tho tables of that section, 
but only by the year. 
t Under ''aggregate employes" is given the number of all clerks performing any work in each 
month, as shown opposite the name in tables for each ~ection. 
t Under "maximum" and "minimum" is given the grea,test and least amount of work or business 
performed by any one clerk in either of the sections in each month. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes in the three sections of the 
Army pension division of the office of flhe Third Auditor, in person and by proxy, dur-
ing the years named, with the number of days during each year so devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present 
•he least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. 
m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, Gt hours daily. 
Fiscal y('n.rs . 
.. -------------1-- -------------------------
1884 ........... -..................... 305! 15, 381 ...•.. 
1885 .••..• -· .•••. ·-· --. ···- ••.••.. ·-. 302! 14,394 
1886 ............ - ••...•••••••••• -.... 305 p2, 418! 152 














269 6 ]6 
265 6 14 
286 6 39 





*Under "number of employlls" is given t.he number-of all shown to have performed any work in 
that year. 
t Several clerks in each year worked only a few days, because recently appointed, or died early in 
the year, or were transferred or dismissed, and their days are not considered, but only the days of 
clerks properly on duty during the year. 
tOne substitute worked from July 1 to December -31, 1885, and his days worked (152) are included in 
the 12,418! days. 
§One substitute worked from July 17 to October 1, 1886, and another from October 1 to October 31, 
1886, and another from Decem8er 16, 1886, to January 18, 1887, but their work is counted in the 6,485! 
days. 
HORSE CLAIMS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., July 27, 1887. 
SIR: On the 8th of April, 1887, the former chief of the horse claims division, Third 
Auditor's office, in compliance with your instructions, transmitted to you a detailed 
statement of the methods of transacting business in said division, accompanying it 
with tabulated exhibits of work done, the number of clerks employed, and the number 
of days the clerks were at work during the fiscal years of 1884, 1885, 1886, and the 
portion of 1887 up to and including February 28, 1887. This report is now placed in 
my ha.nds, as the present chief of -the division, for a more specific statement of the 
methods of conducting the business thereof. I therefore beg leave to submit, in lieu 
of that made AprilS, 1887, the accompanying report, with the statistical statements 
heretofore prepared appended thereto. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Bon. JNO. 8. WILLIAMS, 
Third Auditor of the Treasury, Washington, D. 0. 
AUSTIN H. BROWN; 
Chief Horse Claims Division. 
In the horse claims division claims are examined and settled (1) for compensation 
of losses of horses and equipments sustained by officers and enlisted men engaged in 
the military service of the United States, and (2) for losses sustained by any person of 
horses, mnles, oxen, wagons, sleighs, and harness while such property was in the 
United States service by impressment or contract. The authority under and by which 
these classes of claims are settled is the act of Congress of March 3, 1849, and the sev-
eral acts amendatory thereof. . 
Congress, by act of January 9, 1883, fixed the date of limitation for filing such claims 
one year from that date. Therefore no claim could be legally filed after January 9, 
1884. Supplementary papers for perfection of proof of these claims have since come 
and are now coming to hand for filing and for action thereon. 
The work of this division consists in the filing, recording, and referring to auditing 
clerks of these papers; the examination of all .the papers on file in a claim prelimi-
nary to allowance or rejection; the examination of certain militia rolls on file in this 
office; correspondence with claimants and their attorneys and with officials in charge 
of records bearing upon the service of claimants and their witnesses; of claimants' 
accounts with the Government, and the genuineness of signatures to affidavits filed 
in support of claims; the stating of accounts and preparation of certificates for allow-
ance or rejection, and of opinions favoring the reopening and reconsideration of claims 
once rejected, and the approval or rejection by the chief of the division, when sub-
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mitted to him, of all correspondence, certificates, or opinions before their presenta-
tion to the Auditor for his approval and signature. 
The routine work of the allowance or rejection of a claim is as follows: 
All papers that come to the mail-room of the Third Auditor's office are stamped 
with the rubber date-stamp by the clerk in charge of that room. On reaching him 
they are again stamped by the chief with the rubber date-stamp of the division. 
Distribution is then made of them by the record clerk to the clerks in charge of the 
claims to which they refer, as shown by a register kept for that purpose. 
Whenever satisfactory evidence justifies an allowance under the law the clerk states 
an account for settlement, showing the balance due claimant, and also prepares a cer-
tificate for its allowance. These, with all the papers, go to the chief of the division 
for examination. His initials on the face of the certificate and on the indorsed fold 
of the statement of account evidence his approval. If the chief disapproves, the 
papers are returned to the auditing clerk to be rejected or held for additional testimony. 
When satisfied that a claim should be rejected, the auditing clerk prepares a certifi-
cate of rejection, which, with all the papers, 'go to the chief of the division for exam-
ination. If approved, he places his initials on the indorsed fold of the certificate ; if 
disapproved, the papers go back to the clerk for further investigation. When cases 
have once been rejected and new and material evidence justifies a reopening and re-
consideration, an opinion to that effect is prepared' by the clerk in charge of the case, 
which passes to the chief of the division for his examination. If approved, he places 
his initials on the face of the opinion. All of the certificates and opinions then go to 
the Auditor for his approval and signature. This being done, the fact of approval or 
rejection, with the date thereof, is entered on the record books of the division. All the 
papers are then transferred to the Second Comptroller's office. When the Second 
Comptroller has noted thereon his concurrence or non-concurrence, the papers are 
then returned to t~e chief of this division who causes the Comptroller's action to be 
noted on the record books of the division. All certificates of a1lowance before going 
to and after being returned from the Comptroller are taken to the chief of the book-
keeper's division, Third Auditor's office, who causes entries to be made on his books 
of the Auditor's action and the Comptroller's concurrence or non-concurrence with the 
dates thereof. Rejected cases go directly from the chief of the division to the Comp-
.troller and are returned directly to the same chief of division. "Vhen the record 
clerk has made his entries, as aforesaid, of final action, the claimants and their at-
torneys are notified and the papers theu placed in the files of the division. When 
Congress has made the specific appropriation for the allowed claim, the certificate ot 
allowance and statement of the account are taken from the files for recommendation, 
for requisition for warrant by the War Department, and for issue of warrant in pay-
ment. The dates for requisition and of transmittal for warrant are indorsed on the 
statement of account and a record made of these facts. The papers are then filed 
away among the completed settlements of .the division. 
The work of this division is completed when the claim is ready for recommenda-
tion for appropriation by Congress, which IS made by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
The work subsequent to Congressional action is that of the book-keeper's division of 
this office, of other divisions of the 'l'reasury and War Department. , 
[Note by Committee : To the report of the horse claims division were attached six 
sheets or tables, giving names of oach employe and 1ihe character and amount of busi-
ness· performed by each during each month in each of said fiscal years; and for all 
these the following tables are substituted.] 
The following statement sho7ls in detail the business in the horse claims division 
of the office of the Third Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
I» ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
..... !>, ..... 
~ ..= .£~ 
..= 
-a 01.1'5 -a <D O<D 0 0 Q • 0 • ~ 
~~ :!(1j ~~ci!l 
tl)lt:> 00 00 00 ~ '+-<,-4 
~..; ~00 00 ~1.1'5 00 00 ~.0 ciS. 0 - ~t.! Character of busi- ~ 
00 r:;:jOO 00 
rd .... 
'8~ 
.-4 r:;:j..-! r:;:jOO ~&> "1:1 ..... ..... ·~~~ bll ..... <l>b!J <l>b!J "='~ 
-~~ 
~00 biJ ~00 00 ~'@ ne11s. .8 ..... ,; .... -~ ~ [·§ -~ [·§ .a~ 
0 ..... ~ ..... 
r:::! - 8:~ ~ ..=...r ]l,...; ..., ..... - ,; -s:l.-4 ~<l) co ::Ill) g,g g,g P..c<s ..= ..... 0 ::::.-. iS"t;j p, ~ ::IP> i=l ::1 i=l p., ~~ c:l Pot A 0 A 0 A 0 p 0 --------- -- ------------
Claims received".... 8, 07!> 6, 834 762,1, 447 452 93513, 664 188 2, 81:: 11, 039 91 1, 585 9 545 
g:I::~~~~:e~\ :::: :::::: 7~~ :::::: :::::: 8:~: ::: :::::: 1, g~~ :::::: :::::: 1, g~~ :::::: :::::: 
Letterswrittent. .......... 17,330 ··---- ...... 16,824 -- . ..... 14,571 ............ 11,026 ......••••.• 
~f!r:t~:¥:~:g L::: :::::: ~: *!~ :::::: :::::: s. g~i :::: :::::: 1• ~~ :::::: :::::: 6~~ :::::: :::::: 
*These figures are the aggregates of each item of business performed during the times indicated 
and are taken from the five tables or sheets. 
t The above items and figures are exactly copied from tl1 e table on sixth sheet. 
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The following shows the average amount and character of business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of in lhe horse claims division of the office of t,he Third 
Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
Month. 
i~~~i·:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~¥~tr::.~l~ : : :::: ::::: : : : :::::: : : : :: 
November ........................ . 
December .......•.................. 
t;~~~~~~:~~ ::::~~:::::::::::::: 
ti~~~:::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :: 





























































































*The ~tg~regate employes include the whole number performing any work f1uring each month and 
tho chief of division. 
t Tho aggregate amount includes all the work performed in each month by all employes working ex-
cept chief of division, whoso work was given by1he year and not monthly. 
The following shows the average number of days' time and attention devoted to 
the transaction of business by tho employes of the horse claims division of the office 
of tlte Third Auditor, in person and by proxy, during tho years named, with num-
ber of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and Ly tho employe present t.he least number of days dur-. 
ing said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with ha.lf-hour at noon for 
lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6! hours daily. 
.... ~ .... .,... ~.~.§ 
.... .... s .... .... s:l Q;) ~<S 0 0 1=1 • 1=1. Q;) A .... .... . Q;) Q;j-4> <P-4> 
~ 
Q;) '0~ cD Q)"' rn~ 
rnh rnp, .s ,.c .... ~.§-g ,.c. ,.CQ) ,.co ~~ ci!. '0 ~ ~ . s.gs s~ ~:; ci!P, As:l Q). w.!<l rn~d Ph PO 0'1;! rnS rnS Years. Q;)Q) ,!<js:l I=I.C""' r;.,Q)rn s:l.£ ~=~~ ..c1-o p,<D ~:, A§' ...,o Q)d~ d I» om 
...., Q)~ • 
ct>P< <Prn Q;)Q) clit;., 
!!; ~rfl,J:1 bllS bllp.. blih '0!=! "'~=~ 
3§§~ fel d<i! ~0 <6 .... ce rn rn ~ ~~ ~'0 .... - "t3h ~~ ~ ~ Q) cPA P.'l:I<D 0 · rnW"' p. p. p. ~,.0 A A <1j E-' <1j <1j <1j H 
------------ ---------------. 
1884 ••••••·••··••··••······ 305~ 1, 664.5 44.42 266.5 6 277.42 6.27 62.5 27.5 
1885 .••..••••••••..••...... 302~ 1, 983 41.75 334 8 247.87 5.50 76.5 10 
1886 .•••.••••..•.••••.••••• 305 1, 702 24.17 145 6 298.67 6.57 28 6. 5 
1887 •••••••••••..••...••... 201 1,421. 5 23.56 188.5 8 177.69 6.16 32 13.5 
The figures in this table are copied from table on sixth sheet. 
COLLECTION DIVISION. 
TREASURY D;EPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April5, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request to be furnished a statement of the work of 
this division of your office, the methods pursued in its transaction, and the amount 
disposed of during each fiscal ye::tr since July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, as desired by 
the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Committee, in his letter of 
March 18, 1887, to the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, I have the honor to sub-
mit the following reply: 
Claims against the United States arising under the act of July 4, 1864, are referred 
to this division from the vVar Department, as also claims of various kinds from the 
claims and horse-claims divisions of this office, for an examination of the property re-
turns and money accounts of certain quartermasters and commissaries of subsistence, 
who, from the locality in which they clislmrsed, might already have paid for the prop-
erty or services c ·aimed. 
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The necessary examinations generally covered voluminous accounts of a large num-
ber of officers, and their accounts for months, and sometimes for years, but the num-
ber of payments found to have been made claimants fully indicated the necessity of 
the work. . 
This division furnishes from the records on :file in this office the military service of 
soldiers of the war of 1812; of the Missouri State militia, for whose service during the 
late war that State was reimbursed by the United States; and of seamen, marines, 
and employes on vessels owned or chartered by the Government in the employ of the 
Quartermaster's Department, as well as the employes of the same branch of the Army 
in the Mexican and Indian wars. 
This information is given at tho request of the Commissioner of Pensions or of pri-
vate citizens, to be nsed for claims for pensions. 
The replies are promptly made, generally within three or four days from the receipt 
of the request, and are only delayed beyoud that time when it is necessary to ask the 
Quartermaster-General's office for the name of the quartermaster who reported the 
service, which in many cases must be had to enable the examiner here to give the de-
sired information. 
In all cases of suit oraered by the honorable Second Comptroller against pension 
agents or officers of the Army, whose accounts are audited in this office, or failing 
contractors for supplies for the Army, this division prepares transcripts of the ac-
counts of such delinquents upon which ap1·ima facie case is made for the United 
States. They are forwarded to the honorable Second Comptroller, with a brief for 
the information of the United States district attorney, after being authenticated as 
provided in sections 882 and 886 of the Revised Statutes. 
Prior to the preparation of a transcript for suit this division ascertains through cor- . 
respondence whether or not the principal or sureties are :financially responsible, aud, 
if favorably informed, a demand is then made upon them for payment within a speci-
fied time. If no satisfactory reply is received the United States district attorney is 
directed to bring suit, and a transcript is prepared and sent him. 
The payments into the Treasury from this source during the calendar year ending 
April1, 1887, amounted to $28,764.05, while judgments have been recovered within 
the same period in favor of the United States in the additional sum of $49,677.02; 
and in every instance against parties who are? as the United States district attorney 
has informed this office, solvent. Most of those claims were of long standing, running 
back in some instances :fifteen years. • 
At the request of the Secretary of the Treasury made upon this office, this division 
furnishes copies of rejected claims or so much of them as may be required for the use 
of the Attorney-General in cases pending in the Court of Claims. · 
It also gives copies of papers on :file in this office to private individuals when a call 
has been made upon the Treasury Department by the Court of Claims, or when rule 
12 of the rules and regulat.ions of the Treasury Department has been complied with. 
For some years past so much of the clerical force of this div1s10n as could be spared 
from its current work has been employed in copying the receipt rolls of the war of 
1812 upon slips, showing name of soldier and period of service, with a view to their 
alphabetical arrangement by States and by paymasters' accounts, not only for con-
venience of examination, but also as affording the only opportunity to give the serv-
ice of a soldier of that war. In the great majority of instances the certificate of dis-
charge has been lost or the name of the captain of the company has been forgotten, 
if ever known, by the applicant for pension under the act of March 9, 1887. 
The above-mentioned matters, together with recording in proper registers the cor-
respondence and the status of the business of this division, bas constituted the work 
performed by its clerical force. 
I herewith append a statement by months and years as requested, so far as the 
nature of the work will permit its classification. 
It must be stated that the tables of average work performed, as shown herewith, 
do not always represent the real labor performed, nor can comparison be justly made, 
since many cases under the same classification require far different periods of work to 
properly dispose of them. 
A few minutes' search will sometimes enable an examiner to report a case, whereas 
in other instances days of honest work must be given to dispose of some case under 
the same classification. 
I am unable to give the amount of business remaining unfinished in this flivision 
July 1, 1883, as its records afford no information on that subject prior to July 1, 
1884. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. JNo. S. WILLIAMS, 
ThiTd Auditor. 
JOS. R. OWENS, 
Chief Division. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the collection division of 
the office of the Third Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of 
business. 
- - --- 1------------- ---------------- - ------
1, 976 Cases . . . . . . . 2, 250 5, 227 1, 894 5, 417 4, 912 2, 399 4, 013 6, 100 306 1, 888 
Letters writ· 
312 





diers of war 
14 ------ . •.••. 46 ···--· ·••·•••· 17 
1812 a b-
•":::::[~~~~~~~~cii~~F~~~,?,~=i, 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the collection division of the office of the 
Third Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 
July ........••..•...... 473 22 2,353 
August .....•.. -- ·- · ·-- 497 21 2, 500 
September ........... -. 483 21 2, 240 
October .......•.•.•.... 400 20 2, 500 
November .•...•........ 490 23 2,871 
December, ..••....•.... 398 20 2,106 
January ......•.•...... 451 25 2, 536 
February .•....•..•.... 437 25 2 530 
March ..........•.••... 496 24 2;506 
April .......•.....•.... 402 25 2, 500 
May ...........•..•..•. 462 24 2, 363 
June .........••.•...... 456 25 2,617 
1885. 
34 500 22 2, 529 
36 412 18 1, 867 
10 463 23 1, 679 
24 307 22 1, 500 
26 389 25 1, 500 
26 161 19 1, 400 
31 511 26 2, 513 
27 335 25 1, 800 
16 351 25 2, 246 
32 376 25 2, 500 
32 424 22 2, 727 
36 549 22 2, 239 
1886. 
28 424 25 
4 264 25 
10 193 22 
23 225 24 
10 93 19 
18 64 18 
19 80 17 
12 70 18 
14 74 16 
52 76 16 
48 84 15 














67 331 15 4, 000 22 
40 453 17 5, 000 20 
50 83 17 600 10 
18 215 16 2, 525 13 
29 248 15 1, 876 10 
8 25 19 128 10 
6 39 18 290 8 
24 250 18 2, 240 12 
30 .....••..•••...••• 
8 ................•• 
26 .••.........•. · ·-· 
26 . .......•......•. 
Total averages ... 454 23 2, 468 27 398 23 2, 042 23 145 19 678 28 205 17 2, 082 14 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the tram;action of business by the employes of the collection division of 
the office of the Third Auditor, iu persou and by proxy, during the yearsn am ell, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least mimber of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m. 1 with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily . 
. s 
Years. 
L----------·------1--- ---- --- ------- ---- - --- ----
1884 . ------- ................. --... 305?; 6, 672;! 
l~~~ ::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::: ~~~t ~: ~~!t 
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MILITARY lJIVISION. 
'l'm~ASURY DEPARTMENT, Tuum AUDI'l'OJ{1S OFJriCE, 
Washington, D. C., April1, 1B&7. 
SIR: In order that you may lw enabled to answm· a "resolntiou of the Senate 
adopted March 3, 1887," I h<we the honor to h:m<l you hero with a report or statement 
of tllC method. of t.rammctiug t.llO businoss in the mili tat"y division of your office ; also 
another exhibiting the amonnt. of ln.siness <lispatch<'<l during t.he fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 188(-i, and 1887 to Ma.reh 1, 1887. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. JNO. S. WILLIAMS, 
Third A udUo1·. 
WM. S. KISEH., 
Chief of Milita1·y Division. 
TREASUltY DJ~PAitTI\lENT, THIRD AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April 6, 18S7. 
Chamcter of work and anw1utt on hand. The settlement of 1nilita1·y accounts and propm·ty 
Teturns. 
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* See note at end of rt'port. 
Accounts and Teturns ·received. 





During the fiscal year-
1884 ·-------------······ · .. . . . . ... .••.. . ---· .... . .. . .•........ .. ...••..•••.• 
1886 .. -- -- . -- ... --- •. - ... --- -- .. -- -- . - ....... - - ... - --- . - ... -- ... - .. - --- - -- - -- . 
1886 ... - -- . - -...... -- .. - .. - .. -- - -- . - . . -- - ... -.... - - -- -- .. -- --- .. -- - . - - -- .. - •. 
1887 (to Mar()h j) . .. .. • . ..... . ........ ..................................... .. 













Dnring the fiscal year-








1885 .. -•••. - .... -- -•. -- ... -- ...... - •. - .. - - -. -- - ••• -- -.-- ---- - - -- -- . - . - - . -- -- --
1886 - •••. ---. ----· ------- .... - ....... ----------- ........ ------- ... ·----- ---.--
1887 (to March 1) ...... . ......... . .......... . ............................... .. 
Period. Letters written. 
Second 
Pa•.,.os Auditor's 
Vouchers manu'Script calls for 




1~ ...................................... --·---- •. 
1885 .................... -- .. --. ------ ..... -- .... - •. 
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Average nuntber of clerks employed. 
During the fiscal year-
1884 ••·••• ..•••• ·••••• ·••···•·•··••••·•···•· .••.•••..•••••.•••••.••••••••.•••. •·•••• ..•..••. 28j 
1885 ....•......•..•..••. ··•••• .•.•••..••••••••••.•••••••••••••. .•••..•...•. ·-····. .•. .•••. ••. ~ 
1886 ·······-···· .•••••.•••••.•••••.••..•••.•••••.••• ··••••··•• .•.••• .••••••••..••.•••.•••••• ..... 
1887 (to March 1) .••..•••••.....••...••••••••..••........•••.••.. . :....... •••..••..••••••••. 24 
Maximunt and minimum antount of business transacted and disposed of by the clerk doing 
the most a'lld the clerk doing the least du1'ing each of the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
H:l87 to March 1, 1887. 
It is impossible to show in a tabular statement the average amount of labor per-
formed by the clerks in the military division during any month or year; the labor is 
of such character that only the res~lt of the labor can be shown, and that is exhibited 
in the above statements of settlements, &c. One clerk's work cannot be compared 
with another's, nor can the result of his labor in any period be compared with there-
sult of his labor in any other period of equal duration, for the reason that the work is 
mainly that of investigation and skill. He may work ten days or more on a single 
voucher, or he may examine two hundred in a single day, and each of the two hun-
dred involve a greater amount of money than the one he worked ten days on. There 
is an account now in the temporary files of the division in which the disbursements 
amount to $300,000, which will be taken up for settlement at an early day; in the 
aecount is a voucher for $250,000, which will not require but a few minutes' labor, 
and the remaining $50,000 will probably require about a month of. hard labor to ex-
amine it. Within the period covered by the inquiry of the Senate Committee, one of 
the best examiners in the division worked a full month on accounts involving only 
$9,000. And the same facts exist in the miscellaneous work of the division. It at 
times require5 onA or two days' labor in obtaining facts which will be stated in a let-
ter requiring five minutes' time in writing, or the same person may write a number of 
letters in one day. The chiefs of sections ares elected from the best clerks, and yet no 
tabular statement can be made which will show the value of the service performed, 
their labor being that of experts, and to a considerable extent supervisory. The force 
employed is efficient, industrious, and faithful, each of whom may be considered ex-
pert in their particular duties. 
Average mmtber of days the force ~vas entployed (out of a possible 243 days). 
During the fiscal year-
1884 ..•......••. ·-···· .•••••.••...•..•...••..••...........•...•....•...•..•••••.••......•.. 274.12+ 
1885 . . . .. . • • . • .. .. . • • • . . • • . • • . . . • • • • . • . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . .. . • .. 268.77 + 
1886 ........... --· ........... - ............................................. ·•••··· ....••..• 281.66+ 
1887 (to March 1) .•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••• 176.8+ 
Average number of days the force was absent. 
Greatest and least number of days any of the force was present for duty. 
Period. 
During the fiscal year-
1884 ......................................................................... . 
1885 ....................... . ...................... ••·•••·••··· .............. .. 
1886 ........................................................................ .. 
1887 (to March 1.) .•••••.....•••••.•••••..•.••••••••.•••••.....••...•••..••••• 
Greatest. Least. 
304. 0 t 248. 8+ 
291.5 228. 5 
293.0 *265. 6+ 
201.0 158. 7+ 
NOTE.-Priorto the last half of the fi.Rcal year 1886, neither subsistence returns nor engineer returns 
had been examined or adjusted in the Treasury Department for several years ; their examination and 
settlement largely increased the amount remaining on hand, the receipts and the settlements, as well 
as the labor. 
WM. S. KISER, 
Ohief of Military Divuwn. 
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Statement of the method of adjusting accounts and returns in the military division 
of the Third Auditor's office. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April 5, 1887. 
The military division examines and adjusts all money accounts and property re-
turns of the Quatermaster's Department, Subsistence Department, the Corps of Engi-
neers, and the Signal Service; also tbQse of the Military Academy, and Military 
Prison, and those on account of the national cemeteries, an~ Mackinac National 
Park, e:~pbracing, as they do, every possible expenditure necessary for the comfort, 
support, and subsistence of the Army in.the field and in quarters; the construction 
and repair of military roads, barracks, quarters, and hospitals; the improvement of 
rivers and harbors; the construction and preservation of fortifications and breakwa-
ters; surveys on lakes, coasts, and rivers; Army signaling; the construction, main-
tenance, and repair of .Qlilitary telegraphs; the observation and report of storms for 
the benefit of commerce; everything necessary for the support of tbe Military Acad-
emy, and of the military prison, and for the care and preservation of thp national 
cemeteries in the United States and in Mexico, and the care of soldiers' graves in 
private cemeteries. *It is believed tho accounts settled in this division cover a wider 
range of disbursements than those settled in any other division in the Treasury De-
partment. 
The expenditures embraced in the above-mentioned classes of accounts and returns 
are all adjusted in conformity "'"ith the Revised Statutes of the United States, legis-
lation embraced in appropriation acts, Army Regulations, General Orders of the 
War Department, Field Orders, Special Orders, and rulings and decisions of the ac-
counting officers. Long experience has shown that the best results are obtained in 
the adjustment of the accounts by the division of labor, hence the force at present 
employed, viz, a chief of division, who has general direction and supervision of the 
business transacted and of the force employed, and twenty-five clerks. The force is 
subdivided into three sections. 
Section 1 consists of three clerks, and has charge of the miscellaneous business of 
the division, such as registering all accounts and returns received from the proper 
military Bureaus, officers' explanations, letters, querie.<1 from other Departments and 
Bureaus, queries from officers and others, settlements as made and forwarded to the 
Second Comptroller for revision and of the findings thereon by the Comptroller, write 
all letters relating to accounts and returns, reports to the Second Auditor balances 
to be withheld from officers' claims for final pay; also all other business of a miscel-
laneous character necessary in the settlement of accounts. The business is dis-
patched under the immediate supervision of a clerk in charge, who is also the a~:~sist­
ant of the chief. 
Section 2 consists of twelve clerks, who examine and adjust the accounts and re-
turns of all officers from A. to L, inclusive, and all signal accounts by whomsoever 
rendered. The clerk in charge has immediate supervision of the business transacted 
under the general supervision of the chief. 
Section 3 consists of ten clerks, who examine and adjust the accounts and returns 
of all officers from M to Z, inclusive, and make all transfer settlements. The clerk 
iu charge has immediate supervision of the business transacted under the general 
supervision of the chief. 
In order that the system of accountability of officers whose accounts are adjusted 
in this division may be better understood, it is deemed proper to give a synopsis of 
the mode in which they obtain money for disbursement. 
Congress having made appropriations for the support of the Army and for other 
purposes, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War1 allotments, based on reports of the chiefs of the staff departments, are made by h1m to there-
spective geographical departments. 
Officers of the Quartermaster and Subsistence Departments are required to give 
official bonds, before their requisitions to have funds placed to their credit for dis-
bursement will be honored by the Treasury. 
Funds appropriated can only be applied to the objects for which the appropriations 
were respectively made (vide R. S., sec. 3678), and the amount expended in any 
fiscal year must not exceed the amount appropriated for that year, nor can an officer 
involvetheGovernmentin any contract for the future payment of money in excess of 
such appropriation. (Vide R. S. , 3079.) 
The method of obtaining funds from the Treasury for disbursement being about the 
same in the respective staff departments, the following outline of the mode of pro-
cedure in 1he Quartermaster Department will answer for all. 
When an assistant quartermaster needs funds for disbursement he makes an esti-
mate of the amount under given appropriations he will require for a given period; 
4405 TR........_l9 
*Opinion only. 
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this estimate he forwards to the chief quartermaster of the division or geographical 
department, with request that the amount be placed to his credit in such designated 
depository of the United States as will be most convenient for him; the chief quar-
termaster generally combines a number of such requisitions in one, which be trans-
mits to the Quartermaster-General, by whom it is revised, and if approved be trans-
mits it to the Secretary of War, with request that he will make requisition on the 
Treasury for funds. The Secretary of War then makes request on the Secretary of 
the Treasury for a warrant in favor of the disbursing officer, or of the chief quarter-
master as the case may be, the amount to be deposited in a designated depository, 
subject to said officer's official draft; the requisition, if approved, is countersigned by 
the Second Comptroller and registered by the Third Auditor as required under the 
provisions of tJection 3673 Revised Statutes. The Secretary Of the Treasury then 
issues his warrant, which is charged on the books of his office against t,he appropria-
tions out of which the funds are drawn; it is also charged against the appropria-
tions on the books of the First Comptroller and the Register of the Treasury, as re-
qmred under the provisions of section 3675, Revised Statutes. 
The requisition is then returned to the Secretary of the Treasury, by whom it is 
placed on- file; on reception of the warrant t,he Treasurer sends his draft to the desig-
nated depository and the amount is then placed to the disbursing officer's credit, and 
he is so informed. 
The larger part of the actual disbursements are made by regimental quartermasters 
and officers of the line of the Army who have been detailed as acting ass!stant quar-
termasters; none of said officers being bonded they obtain funds by transfer from 
bonded officers; the transferring officer, however, does not transfer currency, nor does 
he place his official check in the hands of the receipting officer, but he draws his 
check and sends it to the depository on which it is drawn, with request to place the 
amount of it to the credit of the officer named, the receiptor; at the same time he 
informs the receipting officer the funds have been placed to his credit as requested. 
Officers are held to a strict accountability for all public funds which may come into 
their bands, whether by reqmsition, by transfer from proceeds of sales, or from any 
irregular tJource whatever. 
Quartermaster accounts and returns reach the Third Auditor through the office of the 
Quartermaster-General, wherethey undergo administrative examination and are re-
tained until other accounts cofmected with them through interchanges of money and 
property have been received and examined, and until objections noted against them by 
the Quartermaster-General have been answered; this generally consumes considerable 
time, often several months, as will more fully appear from the fact that it is found that 
the accounts remaining on band February 1,1887, the average length of time between 
their rendition and reception in the Third Auditor's office for settlement is ten months 
and nine days. Quartermaster accounts are rendered monthly and returns quarterly. 
During the fiscal year ~86 six hundred officers rendered accounts and returns. The 
average number of classes of articles borne on a quartermaster's return is about six 
hundred and ninety-two, and they embrace everything the officer is responsible for, 
from buildings and steamboats to needles. 
Subsistence accounts and returns are received through the Commissary-General of 
Subsistence, in whose office they undergo administrative action, and are retained untH 
other accounts connected with them through interchanges of money and property are 
examined and any objections raised by the Commissary-General have been satisfacto-
rily answered. On this account several months at times intervene between their rendi-
tion and reception for settlement. The accounts are rendered monthly and the re-
turns quarterly. During the year 1886 four hundred and fifty officers rendered ac-
counts and returns. The average number of classes of articles borne on a provision re-
turn is four hundred and sixteen, and embraces everything the ration is composed of, 
and everything kept for sale to officers and enlisted men. Engineer accounts andre-
turns are recieved through the Chief of Engineers where they undergo administrative ac-
tion, and are retained until objections raised by him have been satisfatorily answered. 
Engineer officers do not make transfers of money or property except when relieved 
from duty, consequently their accounts are received for settlement much sooner after 
rendition than either quartermaster or subsistence accounts; but as they do not gen-
erally render complete property returns but once a year, they cannot be adjusted with 
the dispatch they otherwise would if· they rendered complete returns quarterly and 
the returns were received with the accounts for the same period ; as they are now re-
ceived it is necessary to suspend all vouchers for purchases until the final return for 
the year shall have been examined and it is ascertained whether the property paid for 
bas been accounted for and the Government has had the benefit thereof. During 
the year 1886 forty engineer officers rendered accounts and returns. The average 
number of classes of property borne on an engineer return is 1,117. 
Signal accounts and returns are received through the office of the Chief Signal Of-
ficer, where they undergo administrative action and are retained until objections 
raised in that office have been satisfactorily answered. They ~re usually received 
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within a few months after rendition. The papers are quitA voluminous in proportion 
to the total amount of the disbursements; the purchases are made over nearly all the 
United States and mostly in small amounts. The accounts are rendered monthly 
and the returns quarterly. During the year 1886 one hundred and ninety officers ren-
dered accounts and returns. The number of classes of articles borne on the returns 
of the principal officer is 1,023. 
The accounts for the care and preservation of national cemeteries and Mackinac 
National Park are received from the Quartermaster-General after administrative ac-
tion in his office. 
The accounts of the Military Academy and of the Military Prison are received from 
the Adjutant-General after administrative examination in his office. 
Accounts and returns are taken up for adjustment as early as practicable after their 
reception. During the past year the average length of time between the reception of 
accounts and the time they were taken up for settlement was as follows, viz: Quar-
termaster accounts, two months and eighteen days; subsistence accounts, three 
months and fifteen d:otys; engineer accounts, four months and seventeen da:vs; and 
signal accounts, eight months and eleven days. The extra length of time signal ac-
counts remained in the files before settlement was occasioned by certain investiga-
tions being made by the Second Comptroller relative to the mode o:r their rendition, 
and setllements could not be made while the investigation was pending; usually 
they are taken up for settlement soon after their reception. 
·when an account is received from any of the military Bureaus a note is made of 
its reception, the number of accounts received, and the amount of money involved 
therein. Such memorandum is necessary in order to make up the monthly report of 
business transacted. A memorandum card exhibits the name of the disbursing 
officer, where he made his disbursements, the number of accounts received, the fiscal 
year to which the funds disbursed pertain, and the amount of the disbursements as 
shown by the officers' accounts current, no note being taken of transfers to other offi-
cers or deposits made. Such memorandum card is attached to the papers; the account 
is then entered in the proper place in a book designated "Accounts received." The 
entry in this book is made to correspond with the memorandum card above mentioned. 
The "account is then turned over to the chief of the section who would have charge 
of its settlement, and is placed by him in temporary files until it is reached for adjust-
ment. 
Similar record is made of property returns. 
When an officer's accounts are reached for settlement all the unadjusted accounts he 
then has in the files of the division are taken up. As existing law prohibits the ex-
penditure of funds except for expenses i~curred within the year for which t.he appro-
priation was made, accouats are necesanly settled by fiscal years, so that settlements 
of an officer's accounts for the same months for two or more fiscal years may be made 
at the same time although a separate settlement is mad_e for each fiscal year; also, a 
settlement for any fiscal year may and generally does mclude accounts received at 
different times from the Military Bureau-this on account of saving time and labor; 
thus, as hereinbefore stated, officers render their accounts monthly, but the accounts 
for any six months may be received from the Military Bureau in, say, three or six in-
stallments; the six accounts, however, would be included in one settlement, for the 
reason that it would generally require but little more time to prepare the papers for 
a settlement embracing six months than it would to prepare them for any one of the 
months. During the progress of the settlement the examiner consults with the chief 
of his section as to the sufficiency of any voucher upon which he has any doubt, and 
the chief, if unable to determine to his own satisfaction, refers the case to the chief 
of the division, who, if unable to determine, lays the whole case before the Auditor for 
decision. When the examiner has completed the settlement he turns it over to the 
chief of section, ancl after being scrutinized by him it is delivered tothe registry clerk, 
who gives the "difference sheet," if there be one, its proper number, and then enters 
the settlement in a book designated ''differences and correspondence," or settlement 
book; his entry exhibits the number of the difference sheet, the name of the officer 
whose account has been settled, his rank, the period embraced in the settlement, the 
fiscal year, the elate when forwarded to the Second Comptroller, the official balance, 
the amount of the difference between what the officer acknowledges on the last ac-
count-current in the settlement and the official findings. The official papers are ex-
amined by the chief of division to see if they are in proper form and whether the ob-
jections raised against the accounts have been well taken or proper credits allowed; 
if found satisfactory the official "certificate" is initialed and presented to the Auditor 
for signature. After it has been signed it is placed with the settlement, .and the papers 
are delivered to the book-keepers' division, where a memorandum is noted of the set-
tlement having been made the papers are immediately forwarded to the Second 
Comptroller for revision and certification of the findings as required under the provis-
ions of section 273, Uevised Statutes. When the settlement has been re.vised by that offi-
cer he certifies the balance, gives the settlement a number by which it is ever afterwards 
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known, and he then returns the papere to the Third Auditor for :tile. When received 
back the registry clerk makes record in the settlement book of the date of the Comp-
troller's certificate and the official number of the settlement. The disbursing officer 
is then notified of the adjustment of his accounts, arid at the same time he is furnished 
with a copy of the difference sheet. The original difference sheet is withdrawn from 
the settlement and placed in the difference files until the next settlement of the same 
officer's accounts, when it is considered in connection with the officer's replies. The 
settlement book is so arranged that the entire record for any one settlement appears 
on one line of the book. As soon as the final entry is made on the settlement book 
the settlement is turned over to the book-keeper's division, by whom it is journalized 
and posted on the ledgers. 
Similar action is taken in registering the settlement of returns, except that the 
settlement is not revised by the Comptroller, nor posted by the book-keeper's division, 
the action and findings in this division being final when approved by the Auditor. 
When an account is taken up for settlement the book-keeper's division is called 
upon for a transcript of any ·charges standing on the ledgers against the officer; the 
transcript exhibits the balances found on the last settlement, if a prior one of the 
officer's accounts had b~en made, together with such debit and credits as may have been 
entered in his ledger account since the last settlement of his accounts; his accounts-
current are then examined in connection with said transcript and the items wherein 
they agree are checked, and notation made of disagreements; the accounts-current 
are also carefully examined with the abstract of sales filed with his property returns 
to ascertain whether the officer debited himselfwith the proceeds of sales made by him, 
a.nd notation made of any discrepancies; his vouchers for purchases are then taken up 
and each one cntically examined as to the accuracy of the computations and the 
il.mount paid, the validity of the receipt, the sufficiency of the authority to make 
the purchase, and whether the purchase was made in conformity with existing Jaw, 
regulations, and orders governing the case ; his property return is also examined to 
ascertain whether he charged himself with the property paid for, and whether the 
Government has received the benefit of the same; if the property is not accounted 
for he is not allowed credit for the payment made for it; so with the respective vouch-
ers for purchases until all have been examined; then the vouchers for expenditures 
other than purchases are taken up and examined as to the accuracy of the com-
putations, the validity of the receipt, the authority for the expenditure, whether 
exuting laws, orders, and regulations governing the case have been complied with, 
whether expenditures prohiOited except upon the special approval of the Secretary 
of War or other competent authority have received such approval; whether the 
"reports," and other checks devised for the prevention of double payments, and as 
an estoppel against the payment of fraudulent claims had been filed in the proper 
office, and evidence thereof noted on the vouchers in that office; and in case of 
transportation, whether the original bill of lading exhibiting the number of articles 
transported and their weight is filed in support of the voucher, and whether the 
consignee acknowledged the reception of all the property in good order and con-
dition, and, if not, whether the proper dedication had been made when payment was 
made; in case the transportation service was rendered under contract, the contract 
is obtained from the Second Comptroller, and examined to ascertain if its terms havA 
been complied with; if the service was rendered by steamer its tariff of rates is ex-
amined to ascertain whether an overcharge was made for the service; if the service 
was rendered by railroad, its tariff of rates is examined to see if any overcharge was 
made and whether the troops or stores were carried over any land-grant road, and, if 
so, whether any payment should have been made, or if only partial payment should 
have been made, the disbursing officer being held for all over-payments of every de-
scription; if ·the expenditure is found to be an improper charge against the appro-
priation out of which payment was made, the necessary papers are withdrawn from 
the account and referred to the Bureau having charge of the settlement of accounts 
for expenditures out of the appropriation properly chargeable therewith, and re-
quest made for the transfer of the amount allowed to the appropriation out of which 
payment was made with credit to the disbursing officer on the books of this office. 
In like manner all vouchers for expenditures are examined, and all vouchers for pur-
chases and expenditures are further examined as to whether the payments were made 
out of funds appropriated for the particular fiscal year in which the purchase was 
made or the expense was incurred; should payment have been made with funds be-
longing to another fiscal year than that to which the payment was properly charge-
able, the voucher is suspended against the officer who made the payment until a set-
tlement is made charging the appropriation in the proper fiscal year with the expendi-
ture, and that out of which payment was made is reimbursed by transferring to it 
the amount erroneously paid out of it; when the transfer is:completed, the disbursing 
officer receives credit for the amount of such suspended vouchers. 
In case an office:~;' pays for property on the certificate of another officer that he, the 
certifying officer, has accounted for the property, such officer's property returns for 
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the period in which the purchase was made is examined, and if it is found the prop-
erty is accounted for, the voucher is placed to the disbursing officer's credit in like 
manner as if he had accounted for the property himself. If, however, it is found the 
purchasing officer has not accounted for the property as certified by him, the dis-
bursing officer receives credit for his voucher by making the amount of it a "personal 
.charge" against the purchasing or certifying officer, and unless said officer eatis-
factorily accounts for the property in a reasonable time after notification of his neg-
lect, he is called upon to refund the money value of the property, and if he neglects 
or fails to do so, the amount of the personal charge is reported for stoppage against 
his pay. The same course is pursued in the case of expenditures other than purchases, 
where payment is made on the certificate of another officer that he has made certain 
"reports," required as checks against double payments for the same service. If the 
reports have not been filed as required, the vouchers are charged to the• certifying 
vouchers until such reports are filed, aittl in case he neglects or refuses to file them, 
the amount of the vouchers are reported for stoppage against his pay. 
In case an officer makes a purchase or an expenditure upon the order of his com-
manding officer, and if upon examination it is found the same is not authorized by 
law or Army Regulations, the disbursing officer receives credit for the payment, and 
the commanding officer is charged therewith and is :t('quired to refund a like amount. 
In case credit is claimed for a transfer of funds to another officer, credit is refused 
until the receipt of the officer to whom the alleged transfer was made is furnished, 
when such receipt is furnished the account of the receipting officer is examined, and 
if it is found he has charged himself with the amount received it is checked if, how-
ever, he has not charged himself with the amount, notation is made and the proper 
charge made. In making the various examinations above mentioned, it is frequently 
necessary for the examiner, in order that the settlement may be expedited, to examine 
the records and files of the"prqper military Bureau, the proper Auditor's office, and 
the Second Comptroller's office. 
All the vouchers and other papers in an account having been examined, the examiner 
then makes an ''official statement" of the account; on the statement he brings for-
ward the balances on the last settlement of his accounts, and he is debited with all 
public funds which came into his hands from any source between the date of the last 
transcript from the ledgers and the date of the transcript on which the new settle-
ment is based; he is also credited with all transfers supported by good and sufficient 
receipts; all deposits supported by satisfactory evidence, and all vouchers which 
have been allowed, also all suspended items in former settlements which have been 
satisfactorily explained by new evidence or corrected vouchers; the respective debits 
and credits are entered under the proper heads of appropriation; the balance is then 
struck, and when the. balance differs from that acknowledged by the officer a sheet 
of difference is prepared; the sheet exhibits in detail the vouchers suspended or dis-
allowed and the reasons therefor, also all items he failed to debit himself with and 
all "personal charges" which have been raised against him for any cause whatever. 
A certificate is also prepared, in which the Auditor certifies to the Second Comptroller 
that he has audited the account and that he finds certain balances due the United 
States; this certificate is signed by the Auditor and is filed with the settlement when 
it is forwarded to the Second Comptroller for revision and certification as herein-
before stated. When the settlement has been revised and certified by the Comptroller 
it is returned" to the Auditor, and the officer is then notified that a settlement has been 
made of his accounts; at the same time he is furnished with a copy of the difference 
sheet and an opportunity is afforded him to file such additional evidence, explana-
tions, and corrected vouchers as may be proper and necessary; if, after a reasonable 
time, varying with the circumstances of the case, the officer fails to make a satisfac-
tory answer to the items of difference, a special notice is given him that unless satis-
factory replies are :filed with the Auditor, or repayment made within a given period, 
the amount of the differences then remaining unsatisfied will be reported for stoppage 
against his pay, and, after a reasonable delay beyond the time specified, the amount 
is reported for stoppage, under the provisions of section 17ti6, Revised Statutes. 
Property returns are scrutinized with the same particularity as money accounts, as 
the property in the hands of officers largely exceeds in money value the amount of 
funds appropriated in any one year, or several years, for the support of the Army. 
Officers are held to a strict accountability for all property placed in their hands from 
any source whatever, from the time of its reception until worn out, consumed, sold, 
or otherwise disposed of; there being of necessity very extensive interchanges of prop-
erty between officers, it requires the utmost vigilance on the part of the examiner to 
trace it and hold the proper one accountable; in case of failure to account for property, 
or in case of loss or destruction of it through his negligence, he is charged with the 
money value of such property and he is required to pay for it. 
The papers in officers' provision returns for any given period aro generally three to 
five times as voluminous as his money accounts for the same period, and the labor in 
examining them is even proportionately greater; yet a complete audit of an account 
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cannot be made unless both the money accounts and the property returns are exam-
ined, it being quite as important to know that the Government received the full ben-
efit of all the property purchased as it is to know there was competent authority to 
purchase, and that the proper amount had been paid. 
Except in the military service, nearly all disbursements of the public funds are by 
persons who obtain the funds disbursed directly from the Treasury, and then their 
operations have no connection with any other disbursing agent or officer; conse-
quently there are no complications, nor are they fettered with so many rules and 
regulations. in regard to their expenditures, and when their accounts are made up they 
are transmitted at once to the Treasury for settlement, so that the account ca•1 be 
settled as soou as received without risk of omitting proper debits and credits, so that 
the settlement of such accou.p_ts is a simple matter; but in the case of military ac-
counts very different conditions exist on account of tho necessary peculiarities of the 
service, which will be readily observed by any one on a moment's reflection and from 
the foregoing synopsis of the mode in which military officers obtain funds for disburse-
ment, the varied character of the expenditures they are obliged to make, and that 
property purchased or an expense incurred by an officer in one section of the coun-
try may be, and often is, paid by another officer hundreds and even a thousand or 
more miles distant, and that the purchase, payment, and accountability must always 
be connected and adjusted by the examiner; and the further fact that the accounts 
are :first transmitted to the military bureau and are not received for settlement until 
many months after rendition, it will be seen they are the most intricate accounts in 
the public service; and from the synopsis of the niode of transacting the public busi-
ness in the military division, it will be observed that the mode of examination and 
settlement is the most expeditious, consistent with the public interest, that can be 
devised under existing law and regulations of the War Department; the nature of 
the military service renders it a matter of necessity that public funds and public 
property should be transferred from one officer to another with facility, but to keep 
trace of the same through the papers of the transferring and the receipting offi-
cers, so as to hold the proper ones responsible therefor, requires close scrutiny and 
patient research through the accounts and returns of the interested officers ; and to 
properly adjust such accounts and returns requires a skill iu applying law, regula-
tions, orders, rules of evidence, as well as a familiarity with the Army methods of con-
ducting their business, which is constantly changing, that is acquired only after 
special training and unremitting labor. 
WM. S. KISER, 
Chief of Military DiviBion. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the military division of the 
office of the Third Auditor for the fiscal years 18'd4, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
l
'a! ;,'a! ~ 'a! ~Oil -g -.e ~~'a! -g ~;:;-a5~ Ja5 
• Q ·~Q rn o •1""'40 rn o .,....o ct1 o mQ;I rn 
&5 ~ "d~ 8. . ~ 'd~ 8. . ~ "d~ 8. . ~.g 8.p.,...:. 8.~ 
~ biJ • "d gf -~ ~ biJ • 'd ~ -~ ~ biJ • 'd ~ -~ ~ bO ~ ;8 ~ ~ -~ ~ 
....i" .~ ~ ""·~ 'g,..... .S ~ ""·~ "8'"' .S ~ ""·~ 'g'"' .S ~ 'd rn Q 'g -
Character of ,to §~ o:s >:l ::::1..-i" ~~ as >:l >:l....i" 8~ o:s ::I >:l,...f 8.3 .. ~ ~ :::'"' 
business. ::: 'd ~ 'd~..;; 'g~ 'd ~ 'd~ot:i -g~ 'd ;e a5:::;g "g,t> 'd;::' ~ ~1~ 'g~ 
1-:l 'dQ;) .2So~ c:e::: 'dQ) ~o~ o;s::l 'dQ:> ~o<Xl ca::: 'dCX) Q;>·~o c:ee;s 
bll Q) p., Q'd'"' '0'7:> Q) p., Q._,,.., 'dl-:l Q.1 p., ~"''"' 'dl-:l Q;)~ 13 ::::t:. "'::;! 
~ -~ ~ ~ ~ § 'S -~ ill ~ne ~ ~ .e; ;g ~ ~ ~ 'S .e: ~ ~"' 1:- §,... 
£ ! I! 8.~ ;§ j ~ 8.~ 8 ! ~ 8.~, 8 -I!~ ~~~t 
Work porlonned:: a, 96810, 87511, 703 3,140 10, 542 11,034 2, 6<8 ~ ~-;:;; --;,;:~~~ -
* See accompanying report for further particulars. 
The f4"lllowing statement shows the average number of employes in the military 
division of the office ofthe Third Auditor during the time specified: 
A>erage Average Average Average 
employes employes emplo~es employes 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Total averages .••.••.....•........ ·--··· ............ 28k 291 24 24 
The average number of clerks employed during the four :fiscal years designated is 
given as compiled from the annual reports of the Third Auditor, instead of for the 
respective months, as contemplated by this blank, for the reason that the military 
division was formed in the autumn of 1885 by consolidation of the quartermaster's 
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division and the subsistence and engineer divisions, and the data obtained from such 
of the subsistence and engineer division reports as were found were so incomplete as 
to be unreliable. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the military division of the 
office of the Third Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of daye 
during said year. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily . 
.... . s .-d s .... I "CC rC rC .:: <l) $.-d ""' Q.l <l) <l) ~ <l) p., ,!od ~ s rC ... SQ;l 0 ~'4i .... -¢ 
"t:· 
<l) 0 ....... =~ 'A .. Op., Op., 
~= ~g ~ oco .::o ~~ 
~0 ~Sl 
Years. p,Q;> co 
-4) I!> co'j5. ltlp, 
Q:>A I!>~ ~ ....r;- <llco ~s ~a ~0 <l).-< ~f;' 
·a; 
cop, "CC ,.cA ~"CC 
"CCQ;l "CC<ll 




<l)"CC ::I ~,.Q 
~ 0 ~ 
,.. ...... 0 <l) 
~ ~ E-1 ~0 iJ:l ~ H 
.. --.. ---------- ------ ------· 
h. m. 
1884 .••••• ------ .•• -- ...... -- . 30~ 7, 713. 28+ 7, 713. 38+ 28,125 274.12+ 6 23 304.5 248. 8+ 1885 ......................... 302 8.017. 38+ 8, 017. 38+ 29, 83+ 268. 77+ 6 19 291.5 228. 5' 
1886 ....... - ................ -. 305 6, 759.84+ 6, 759.84 24 281. 66+ 6 33 293 265.6+ 
1887 .. -.. - .. -- -- .... -- ...... - . 201 4, 243. 94+ 4, 243.94 24 176.8+ 6 15 201 158. 7+ 
* Departmental hours. 
Statement concerning the files of the Third Auditor's Office for the fiscal years 1A84, 
1885, and up to November 9, 1885, during which period the clerks in charge were 
not attached to any division, but were under direct control of the Deputy Auditor. 
Beginning in March, 1817, the files consist of settled money and property accounts 
of quartermasters, commissaries, engineers, and signal officers of the U. S. Army; of 
miscellaneous claims; claims for horses lost in Government service; claims for reim-
bursement in cases of deceased pensioners, and vouchers showing disbursements on 
account of Army pensions. The aggregate bulk of papers is very large, filling more 
than half of the attic room of the east wing of the Treasury building. The settlements 
are numbered in series of, usually, ten thousand each, and are so arranged that when 
the class, number, and date of any one is given it can readily be found. 
Upon receipt of new settlements, which come from the book-keepers in a ''loose" con-
clition, the first thing to be done is to ascertain, by comparing abstracts with vouch-
ers, whether all the papers are present; next, to a1;range them, according to their 
respective dates, in the most convenient forms for reference; then tie them securely, 
and put upon them the necessary labels; and finally place them in order upon shelves 
or in boxes whinh are properly stamped. About twelve thousand wooden boxes, each 
17 by 5 by 9 inches, are in use and contain the settlements received since February 1, 
1878. Before that time the vouchers were tied in small parcels with tape, then placed 
tn. larger packages and tied with cord, with boards upon the fronts properly labeled. 
The work is continuous, and all new settlements, borrowed vouchers, and miscel-
laneous matter are disposed of soon after being received; no work of that kind has 
been allowed to accumulate. But most of the abstracts of pension accounts received 
since 1863 are yet unbound. There are now on hand enough for oue thousand volumes 
or more. The clerk in charge of the files made frequent efforts to get permission to 
send the abstracts to the bindery, but was unsuccessful until the first of the fiscal 
year 1885, the former chief of the pension division claiming that the document'" 
could not be spared for the time necessary for binding. Since that time one hundred 
volumes have been bound and other abstracts have been prepared and sent to the 
bindery as fast as the book-binders were ready to receive them. 
The amount of labor perfoDmed by each clerk cannot now be given, because the 
work, be.ing of a miscellaneous nature, has not been parceled out among the clerks; 
but each one has been required to learn as much as possible of the whole business 
and to make himself generally useful. 
It is the duty of the file-keepers to furnish to clerks of the Third Auditor's and Sec-
ond Comptroller's Bureaus such papers as they need, taking receipts therefor, andre-
place the said papers when returned; to show certain records tCJ emyloyes of other 
Bureaus or Departments, by special authority given by the Third Auditor; to assist, 
when necessary, clerks who come in person to consult tho files; to renew the labels 
' 
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upon very old accounts; to see that improper persons do not have access to the records; 
to prevent smokiug in the rooms, and keep things in order generally. 
Four clerks have been employed during all the time covered by this statement, and 
another one for the last forty-nine working days. The time .devoted to business and 
the time absent by each for each month is given in the table herewith ; also the num-
ber of new accounts filed each month and fiscal year. 
Respectfully submitted. 
ALFRED W. ROWELL, 
Clerk in Charge of Files. 
Hon. J. S. WILLIAMS, 
Third Auditor. 
[Note by Committee: To this report was attached a large sheet containing names of 
employes, number of working days, and number of days present and absent of each 
employe during each month from July 1, 1883, to November 10, 1885, with 13 columns 
of figures, and not of sufficient importance to print. 
The following contains all that is material on said sheet: 
New settlements placed on file-
During fiscal year 181:34 ...•.. ·----· ...... ·-·--· ........................ 10,1120 
Dnring fiscal year 1885 ............................................... 13,712 
From July 1 to November 10, 1885 ...... ...... ...•.. .... .... . ...... .... 5,00~ 
Total from July 1, 1883, to November 10, 1885 ... -- ......... - ...... 29 335] 
Most days Least days 
worked by worked by 
employe. employe. 






Fiscal year1885 . ........ -................................................... .. 
From July 1 to November 10, 1885J ......................................... .. 
[Note by Committee: The following table is substituted for 4 large sheets, contain-
ing statement of work by the copying section in Third Auditor's officer from July 1, 
1883, to November 10, 1885, attached to report of miscellaneous division of Third 
Auditor's office, and giving names of each employe and kind and amount of work dur-
ing each month of said period.] 
During fis- During fis- From July 
cal year cal :>ear 1• 1885• to 
1884. V385. November 
JO, 1885. 
Character of business. 
' ------------------ -------------- ------
Copying section: 
Miscellaneous papers registered . ... . ........................ . 
Difference sheets registered ........•............••........•.. 
Pages miscellaneous papers copied .•.•.•.••••..........•..... 
Pages miscellaneous pap erR compared .............•......... 
Names indexed .............................................. . 
Letters recorded ... . ...................................... .. 









5,469 1, 653 
931 320 
18,824 5, 370 
17,405 5,470 
............. -.. ~ 16,571 
............ . .... . 314 
··········-- 127 
The following statement shows the date of formation of division, and how formed; 
the sections into which divided; the duties of each section; the method of transact-
ing business in each section, from its receipt until finally disposed of, &c. 
APRIL 9, 1887. 
J. A. SWARTZ, 
Chief of Division. 
This division was formed November 10, 1885, hy consolidating the" records and 
files" and ''copying" sections (previously unassigned to any division) of the Third 
Auditor's office with that of the ''reimbursement section" of the pension division. 
This division is now divided into three sections, viz: "Reimbursement," "records 
and files," and "copying sections.'' 
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REIMBURSEMENT SECTION. 
The duties of this section are to receive and adjudicate claims arising and presented 
under the latter clause of section 4718, Revised Statutes, viz: '' * * * to rei~­
burse the person who bore the expenses of the last sickness and burial" of a deceased 
pensioner from the accrued pension due at death of such pensioner. 
Upon receipt of a claim for reimbursement the date of receipt is stamped upon each 
and every paper composing the claim wiiih division stamp; jacketed; acknowledg-
ment of receipt of claim made to claimant, and "inquiry card" sent to United States 
pension agent upon whose roll the name of pensioner was inscribed, requesting rate 
and date at which and to which last paid and at the same time notifying the agent 
of the death of the pensioner. A similar'' inquiry card" is sent by hand to the chief 
of pension division, this office. Qpon return of both such inquiry cards, and they 
are found to agree as to rate and date of last payment, the claim is entered upon a 
"register of reimbursement claims." This register shows the pensioner's full name, 
cl3rtificate number, pension agency at which paid, date of receipt of claim, date upon 
which reported to Second CoQ:Jptroller, elate returned to Second Comptroller, settle-
ment number, amount allowed in settlement, and name of claimant. 
After entry upon register the claim is turned over to the '' examining clerk." If the 
evidence filed is not deemed sufficient to warrant an immediate settlement, the 
claimant is called upon to furnish additional evidence needed to complete his claim. 
To establish a claim for reimbursement under section 4718, Revised Statutes, it must 
beshown-
Pirstt. That the deeeased left no widow. 
Second. That the deceased left no child under sixteen years of age at the date of 
his death. 
Third. That the deceased did not leave sufficient assets to meet such expenses. 
Pourth. That each and every item of expenditure for which reimbursement is 
claimed was necessary, and connected with the last sickness and burial of the person 
to whom, if living, the pension would be payable. 
Fifth. That no part of the sum claimed has been refunded. 
It is held that the last sickness contemplated by the law is the immediate atta.ck 
which ends in death. If the attack is not acute it is regarded as commencing at the 
time the pensioner became so ill as to require the regular and daily attendance of a 
physician or nurse constantly until death. If the death is from some acute attack, 
the beginning of the attack is taken as the commencement of the last sickness. 
The claimant must submit a detailed account showing the several sums of money 
which he claims to have expended, stating for what purposes each item was expended 
and to whom paid. The bill must be verified by the oath of the claimant; the char-
acter and duration of the sickness for which the expenses were paid must be shown, 
and if there was an attending physician, his certificate that the several items were 
reasonable and necessary should accompany the account. 
The claim should be presented in the name of one person. 
Sworn receipted bills of all the expenses of last sickness and burial should be filed 
in each case, also the pension certificate of the decedent, or the absence of the latter 
satisfactorily accounted for. 
Where a portion only of the expenses of the last sickness and burial of a deceased 
pensioner has been paid and reimbursement is sought therefor, before the claim can 
be allowed the claimant must procure from the parties unpaid a waiver of an claims 
upon the United States. It should be also bome in mind that it matters not what sums may 
have been e:rpended in the above connection, no greater amount can be allowed or paid than 
that of the accrued pension remaining unpaid at the date of pensioner's dea-th. 
Further proof will be required when deemed necessary. 
(The aboveis embodied in a circular letter sent claimants in all cases.) 
If the evidence originally filed is found to be in accordanc6 with above, a "state-
ment of an account" is made in favor of the claimant, which is fOrwarded (after sig-
nature of Auditor), together with the papers in the claim, to the chief of book-keepers' 
division of this office, after entry of date of allowance anu amount allowed is made 
upon the regrster above mentioned. (See report of chief of book-keepers' division.) 
After action by Second Comptroller and upon return of claim to this division, the 
date of its return is noted upon the register, together with settlement number. The 
claim is then sent by hand, to the Pension (livision, this office, i·n order that note of 
death of pensioner and that final payment in his case has been made, may be placed 
upon the pension-rolls. The elaim is again returned to this division; the pension 
agent upon whose roll the pensioner's name was inscribed is again notified of the 
pensioner's death, and that final payment, by Treasury settlement, has been made in 
his case. 
The claim is finally disposed of by filing, in numerical settlement order, in the 
"records and files section," and is so tiled that it can be withdrawn, without trouble 
or delay, at a moment's notice. 
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When it is found necessary to call for additional evidence to complete a claim, it 
is now (and has been since July 1, 1886) the practice of this division to wait thirty 
days for such evidence to be filed. If not received in that period a second letter is 
addressed to clailliant calling his attention to the requirements of first letter, re-
peating them, aud requesting him, if he intends to complete his claim, to forward 
such additional evidence without further delay. If no reply is received within fif-
teen days from date of second letter, a third letter is addressed to claimant, rel]lind-
ing him of the requirements of first letter, and req:uesting him to advise the office as 
to cause of delay in furnishing the additional evidence called for. If no reply is re-
ceived within fifteen days from date of third letter, a fourth letter is addressed to 
claimant notifying him that if the additional evidence called for is not ·received 
within sixty days from date of such fourth letter, his claim for reimbursement will be . 
rejected on account of insufficiency of proof filed and for failure to comply with the 
requirements of the office. 
If within such sixty days the additional evidence desired is not received, the claim 
is rejected, ancl the papers in claim, together with reasm1s of this office for rejection, 
are forwarded to the Second Comptroller for his action. If the Comptroller concurs 
in the rejection, and upon return of the claim to this division, proper entry of dis-
position of the claim is made upon the register of reimbursement claims and upon 
a register of "rejected'' reimbursement claims, and also upon the pension rolls in 
pension division. 
The claimant is notified of the rejection of his claim and the reason given for such 
action. The claim is then filed in the "records and files section'' in numerical (re-
jected claim numbers) order. The rejection of such a claim does not finally dispose 
of it, as, upon the claimant applying to have the same reopened and a rehearing 
granted, and upon his furnishing the necessary evidence in proof of his claim, may have 
an allowance granted him, with the concurrence of the Second Comptroller. There 
are now in the files about 700 rejected claims for reimbursement, such action having 
been taken for various causes, the principal among which are: 
1. The decedent's claim for pension had been rejected. 
2. Sufficient evidence had not been filed showing that pensioner left no legal widow. 
4. Sufficient evidence had not been filed showing that pensioner left uo child under 
sixteen. 
4. Sufficient evidence had not been filed showing that the assets left by pensioner 
were not sufficient to meet the expenses of his last sickness and burial. 
5. Refusal of claimants to further prosecute. 
6. On accvunt of death of claimant. 
7. On account of fa1lore of claimant to fm nish his post-office address. 
8. For presenting claim with fraudulent intent. 
9. On account of claimant's failure to comply with office requirements. 
(For complete statement of business received, transacted, and disposed of by the 
employes in this section see Schedules A 1, A 2, and B.) 
It is impossible to make a statement showing the maximum :\mount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most, or a stii.!ement showing 
the minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing 
the least, during each of the months from November 10, 1885, to March 1, 1887, for the 
reason that the business performed by each employe was entirely different in its nature. 
That they were well employed the annexed schedules will surely show. 
RECORDS A.J."'"D FILES SECTION. 
The duties of this section are to receive and properly label and file all records, ac-
counts, settlements, &c. No separate account is kept of the work performed by each 
clerk, and it is, therefore, impossible to give the maximum or minimum amount of 
business transacted and disposed of by the employes in this section. (See Schedule C.) 
COPYING SECTION. 
To this section is assigned the duty of making copies of all papers required by the 
several divisions of this office, or required from this office by the Secretary of the 
Treasury; also, the copying and proper indexing of the letter-press books of the vari-
ous divisions of the Third Auditor's office. 
Upon receipt in this section of any papers from such divisions they are registered in 
the different books to which papers uf their class respectively belong; each paper 
separately (with inclosures, if any) giving the name of the person from whom re-
ceived; the date and time when received; the name of the employe to whom it is given 
to be copied; the date and time when so given; the d•e and time when compared; 
the number of pages contained in such papers, and the date and time when returned 
to the person from whom received. 
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The same system applies to copies of " official" papers called "Statement of Differ-
ences," to l>e sent to officers of the Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments, 
and the Engineer and Signal Corps, U. S. Army, and United States pension agents, 
showing the difference between the account for a certain period as rendered by the 
officer and the account for the same period as shown by the books of the Third Au-
ditor's office. 
Various kinds of indexing and ruling are also done in this section for the division 
of the office requiring such work. 
Occasionally other kinds of work may be required performed, of which it is impos-
sible to give any specific description. 
It is also impossible to make a statement showing the maximum amount. of busi-
ness transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most, or a statement show-
ing the minimum amount of business of the employe doing the least, for the period 
from November 10, 1885, to March 1, 1887, for the reason that the business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of by each employe in this section was entirely different in 
its nature. For report of work performed in this section see Schedules D 1 and D 2. 
For statement showing average number of days, and the time and attention devoted 
to business by each of the employes in this division ftom November 10, 1885, to March 
1, 1887, &c., see Schedule E. 
All of which is most respectfully submitted. 
Hon. JOHN S. \VILLIAMS, 
Third Auditor of the Treasury. 
J. A. SWARTZ, 
Chief of Div·iBion. 
[Note by Cornmittee: The following table is consolidated from and substituted for 
some seven large sheets atLached to report of miscellaneous qivision of Third Aud-
itor's Office, which gave names of employes in each of the three sections indicated, 
with amount and character of work performed by each during the periods named 
below; said sheets being referred to in said report as schedules A1, A2, B, C, D1, D2, 
and E.] 
Character of business. 
Reimbursement section: 
Letters receh·ed .......••.................. . 
Letters written ................ . ........... . 
Sets of blanks mailed to applicants ... . 
Inq Lliry cards mailed to pension agents ... . 
Reimbursement vouchers examined ....... . 
Claims examined and completed .......•.... 
Claims reported to Second Comptroller ..... 
Claims received November 10, 1885, from 
pension division, 1,167 ; claims received 
from November 10, 1885, to June 30,1886, 
1,122 .................. • .................. . 
Files and record section : 
New settlements added .................... . 
Copying section: . 
Miscellaneous papers registered .•.......... 
Difference sheets registered . .. . .•.......... 
Pages miscellaneous papers copied . . ...... . 
Pages miscellaneous papers compared .•.... 
Names indexed ............................ . 
Letters recorded ......................... .. 






























.............. 1 ............. . 
1, 599 690 1, 17 4 1, 638 226 
It is utterly impo~sible to give the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the miscellaneous division of the office of the 
Third Auditor of the Tnasury. The work of each employe is entirely different in 
its nature, and each employe's work shows the "maximum" and "minimum" attained. 
It is impossible to give the average number of clerks employed, they having been 
changed from one division to another whenever their services were particularly re-
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quired, and would be assigned for a period ranging from a day or two to months at 
a time, the division to which they were assigned receiving credit for work performed 
by them, and keeping a record of such work, time, &c. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the miscellaneous division of 
the office (If tho Third Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
h.m. 
1885 (Nov. 10) ....••••..•.•••.••.•.... . } 194 3, 222§ 43§ 3, 266 21 t55H 5 28 193§ 155§ 1886 (June 30) ...••.......•...•..•••••. 
1887 .....•..•..•.••..•••...•.••••••.••. 201 3, 050§ 107 3, 157§ 22 143i£ 5 4 1"96§ 74 
I I 
THE POURTH AUDITOR. 
TREASURY1 DEPARTMENT, FouRTH AUDITOR's OFFICE, 
Ma.y 22, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with the letter of the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of the 
Select Committee, &c., referred to this office, I have the honor to submit herewith 
tabulated statements of the amount and character of business transacted in this Bu-
reau during the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 18'36, and to March 1, 1887, together with a 
detailed statement ofthe various processes through which said business passes from 
the date of its receipt until its final disposition. 
It is impossible to comply with that portion of the chairman's letter requiring a 
stat>ement of the maximum and minimum amount of business disposed of by "the 
employe doing the most and the employe doing the least," for the reason that the 
clerk who settles ten claims in a day may do no more, or perhaps not as much, as 
the clerk who settles only one. 
For example, in the settlement of a claim for longevity pay, where the claimant 
has served during two or more intervals embracing in the aggregate twenty years, 
it is necessary to examine the files for the whole of that period. 
It is apparent how much longer it would take to adjust a claim of that character 
than one where the claimant's period of service was only five years, or a claim where 
no examination of the files was necessary. 
The apparent delay in the settlement of claims in this office is due principally to 
the neglect or inability of claimant.s to present the required evidence to complete 
their cases; and in many instances there are questions of law involved that are be .. 
fore the courts for decision, and the claim is suspended until the question is adjudi-
cated. · 
With these exceptions the claims are promptly disposed of after they reach this 
office. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary. 
C. M. SHELLEY, 
A1tditor. 
The following detailed statement, beginning with the receipt of business matter in 
this Bureau, shows the various forms and hands through which it passes until final 
settlement: 
The mail is opened by the deputy, and, after having been examined and marked by 
him to the division to which it belongs, it is stamped with the date of its receipt, taken 
to tl1e key-room, where a brief of its contents, the name and address of the claimant, 
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and name and address of the attorney, if there be one, and the date of its filing are 
entered in a register kept for the purpose. 
If it be a claim for mileage arising under the act of March, 1835, it is sent to the 
general claims division and it passes through the following forms: 
The chief of the division examines it and hands to the clerk employed on that class 
of work, who examines the papers, acknowledges their receipt, and calls for such ad-
ditional evidence as may be necessary to complete the case. 
The claim is then put into a jacket or envelope and an indorsement made on it, 
giving the name and address of the claimant and attorney, if there be one, the 
nature of the claim, and the date of the call for the additional information. It is then 
entered on a register kept for the purpose and all the information contained in the in-
dorsement recorded, and also the initials of the clerk who has it ior settlement. After 
the additional evidence has been received, recourse must be had to the files-room 
in order to obtain the naval history of the claimant. The time required in the exam-
ination of the files will vary according to the number of journeys performed by the 
claimant and the arrangement of the vouchers of the disbursing officers who paid the 
transportation. 
After the claim has been settled, a report or certificate is prepared, setting forth the 
action of the Auditor, which is recorded in the register of claims. The case is then 
reviewed by the chief of the division, and, if found to be correct, he initials it and sends 
it to the deputy, who examines and initials it. It is then signed by the Auditor and 
transmitted to the Second Comptroller. · 
After it has been returned from the Second Comptroller, showing his action thereon, 
which is also recorded in the register of claims, the claimant is notified of the dispo-
sition of his claim. 
The Navy pay division examines and adjusts the accounts of the disbursing officers 
at the Navy pay offices at Boston, Philadelphla, Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, San 
Francisco, and New York. 
Sixty days is allowed a Navy pay agent in which to make his returns to this office 
after the expiration of the quarter for which they are made. 
The accounts of the Navy pay officer at New York for the quarter ending Septem-
ber 30, 1886, consist of an account-current, abstract of receipts and expenditures, ar-
ranged under fifty-three heads of appropriations, and 1,829 cash vouchers, supported 
by the necessary orders, requisitions, proposals, bills of lading, &c. 
When the accounts are received they are marked by the deputy to the Navy pay 
division. The clerk who has this pay officer's account for settlement counts the 
vouchers and compares them by number with the abstract. 
The date of receipt and period embraced in the accounts are noted on the record 
book of that division. He then writes a letter of acknowledgment to the pay officer . 
. The account is taken up in its order for examination and set"5lement. The pay-
ments on account of allotments aggregating 1,3a7, are charged to the accounts of the 
allotters on the books of this office. The advances made by order of the Secretary of 
the Navy to officers ordered to sea-going vessels are charged to the paymasters at-
tached to such vessels. 
The payments on account of mileage are examined to see if they are supported by 
proper orders, and that the distances conformed to the official table of distances. 
The vouchers are all examined to see if they are supported by the necessary or-
ders, bills, &c., and that they have the approval of the proper officers and duly re-
ceiptea, that the articles or services for which payments were made had been re-
ceived or rendered, that the calculations are correct, that the prices paid agree with 
the proposals or contracts on file in the office of the Second Comptroller, that com-
pliance with all the requirements of the forms prescribed by that officer had been ob-
served, that the terms of all contracts as to tim~ and place of delivery, quantity, 
quality, inspection, &c., had been complied with, that the 20 per cent. reservation 
had been retained to secure the Government from loss, or that the contract had been 
completed, that an approP,riation for the expenditure had been made by Congress, and 
that the amount expended had been properly entered against the appropriation. 
The pay officer is then given thirty days in which to make explanations and supply 
such additional information as may be required. At the expriation of that time an ac-
count is stated between the pay officer and the United States, in which the former is 
debited with all moneys received by him during the quarter, and credited with such 
disbursements as in the judgment of this office are proper and rigbt, under the re-
spective head of appropriation to which they severally belong. 
A certificate in which the result of the examination is given, setting forth the bal-
ances which may have been declared under the different heads of appropriation, and 
a ;'reconciling statement" in which all errors and suspensions are shown, are then 
prepared, signed by the Auditor, and transmitted, with all the papers on file pertain-
ing to the account, to the Second Comptroller. 
Upon the return of the account after revision by the Comptroller, the Secretary of 
the Navy is advised of the result of the settlement, and a copy of the statement of 
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differences transmitted to the pay officer, and the settlement posted into the ledgerll 
of the office. 
Settlements of subsidized railroads transportation claims are settled by this divis· 
ion. 
The Central Pacific Railroad Company claims for transportation of navigation stores 
from Ogden to San Francisco the sum of$37.96, divided into $33.78 and $4.18, earned 
on the subsidized and non-subsidized parts of the line respectively. 
The account is examined to see if it is supported by a Government bill of lading, 
giving the number of packages, contents and weight, bearing a certificate of the as-
sistant quartermaster at Ogden that he shipped the freight as described, and are-
ceipt of the assistant quartermaster at San Francisco for the property in good con-
clition and of the specified weight. 
The company's account is ins-pected to see if it bears the agent's certificate that it 
is correct, and that the rate charged does not exceed that charged private individuals 
for similar service. 
The Quartermaster-General's letter forwarding the claim to the Bureau of Naviga-
tion is examined, and shows that he has found the company's account "clerically 
correct." 
The letter of the Bureau of Navigation referring the claim to the Fourth Auditor is 
examined to ascertain if the Bureau acknowledges the service and suggests the ap-
propriation from which payment should be made. 
The company's account is then compared with the published tariffs and classifica-
tion lists. In this case the company classes the shipment as $6 from Chicago to San 
Francisco, and charges $2.35-fJio- from Ogden to San Francisco. The correct rate is 
$1.551¥<1 (class $3.97) per hundred, and this is allowed. 
The company's division of t:he total claim into amounts earned on the bonded and 
non-bonded parts of its line is found to be on the basis of 742.61 miles bonded and 
90.74 miles non-bonded. It is divided by the Second Comptroller on the basis of 851 
miles bonded and 32 miles non-bonded. 
The difference between the company's claim and the official statement is exhibited 
thus: 
Claim: 




1,610 pounds, at $1.55-M-, $25.~5. 
Bonded, $24.19. 
Non-bonded, $0.96. 
The account is stated, a balance of $25.15 found due the company, $'24.19 certified 
as payable to the United States Treasurer under act of May 7~ 1878, and $0.96 certified 
as payable to the company, unless withheld Ly the Secretary of the Treasury under 
act of March 3, 1875, to cancel any indebtedness of the company to the United States. 
The account is then sent to the Second Comptroller for revision. ·when returned 
the company is notified of the balance found to be due, the disposition that will be· 
made thereof, and is furnished with a full explanation of the difference between the 
claim presented and the amount allowed. 
It frequently happens, by reason of delay in filing these claims, that the appropria-
tion from which payment should be made is exhausted, in which case the amount is 
reported to Congress for an appropriation and the reason for the deferred payment 
communicated to the company as was done in the present case. 
The paymaster's division is charged with the settlements of the accounts of disburs-
ing officers of the Navy, on vessels and at navy-yards and stations. 
The accounts as rendered to this office, quarterly, for settlement, consist of pay-rolls, 
embracing the names of officers, crew, and marines on board the ship, and the various 
officers, mechanics and laborers of the navy-yards, together with necessary pay-roll 
vouchers, cash vouchers for the purchase of authorized supplies, and account current 
of receipts and expenditures. 
When the account, cash vouchers, and all orders pertaining to the same are received 
they are sent to the paymaster's division, where tbe receipt is noted on a book kept 
for that purpose. 
The letter of transmittal is acknowledged and filed with the account. 
The clerk to whom an account is given for settlement makes an examination, as 
follows: 
(1) The pay-roll.-Upon this roll is borne the name and account of each o'fficer, 
enlisted man, and marine included in the ship's complement. 
'rhe names, ratings, and balances are checked from previous roll to ascertain if 
they are brought forward ;orrectly. If new names are entered for pay they are 
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taken up; if officers, by order of the Navy Department; if enlist.ed men, by transfer 
from other paymasters and order of the commanding officer. 
All orders for iuc1·ease of pay, ratiugs, disratiugs, transfers, discharges, dates of 
enlistments are examined and care is taken to see that each man is credited with the 
authot.i.zed pay of his respective grade. 
The amounts of credit for pay, rations commuted, &c., also debits for hospital 
fund, issues of clothing, small stores, aud money are calculated, errors noted, and 
each individual account on the roll is examined, to see that it is properly signed and 
witnessed. 
From a general recapitulation of the roll a dissection of items of debit and credit 
is taken, to be used in the statement of the account. 
(2) The cash rouchers.-These are the vouchers upon which the paymaster claims 
credit for all amounts expended aside from the disbursements per pay-roll. They are 
carefully examined to see that they conform to regulations aud that the calculations 
are correct. 
(3) Bills of exchange.-If a ship is in a foreign country the moneys used are ob-
tained by negotiating bills of exchange, and the reduction of foreign moneys to the 
value of United States money requires careful calculation. 
(4) The account cu.rrent.-This 1s the condensed statement of all receipts and dis-
bursements by the paymaster. 
The aggregate amount of money expended per pay-roll and vouchers is compared 
with the amount claimed on his account current; also the clothing and small stores 
items with the report from the Bureau of Provisions and Clothing, Navy Department, 
fo~ the same period. • 
The account is now entered, in itemized form, on the office blotter, from which a 
detailed office statement is made, showing all balances on hand from last accuunt, 
all moneys drawn and disbursed under each head of appropriation, anu the condition 
of the paymaster's account with the United States at the end of the quarter of the 
fiscal year under settlement. 
Should there be a difference between the account as rendered by the paymaster and 
the statement as made by the Auditor, it is noted in a reconciling statement, and, 
finally, a report is made, showing the net balance due from or to the disbursin~ officer 
under each head of appropriation. 
This report., together with the reconciling statement, is certified hy the Auditc~ 
and transmitted with the account, voucher.--, and office statement to the honorable 
Second Comptroller for revision and approval. 
From the Comptroller's office the account is returned to the Auditor. 
The office statement and report go to the book-keepers' division of the Fourth Audi-
tor's office. 
The teconciling statement is returned to this division, where it is copied into a book 
of record. A copy is also sent to the paymaster. 
The condition of the account is then reported to the Secretary of the Navy. 
When a claim for prize money is received it is marked by the deputy to the 
PRIZE AND RECORD DIVISION. 
The application states that at a certain date he served on the U. S. S. San Jacinto. 
Upon reference to register of prize money it is found be is entitled to share in three 
awards. These awards having been made years ago, it takes a long time for the claim-
ant, who frequently is the widow or heirs of the man, to prove his case to the satisfac-
tion of the accounting officers, and for this reason long delays are unavoidable in some 
cases. Every six months the letters received in this office are bound, of every letter 
written a press copy is taken, which is registered and filed for reference, ard finally 
all are copied into books. 
In the book-keepers' division ledger accounts are kept with the pay officers of the 
Navy, and others having transactions with the Government pertaining to naval affairs, 
and journa.l entries made of all accounts. 
A general expenditure aceount stated in detail, under the several appropriations, 
is compiled from the monthly returns of the Navy pay officers, and an adjustment 
made between the various appropriations and the general account of advances. 
All Navy requisitions are registered in this diviaiou, and ledger accounts kept with 
the naval appropriations; also the Interior requisitions issued for payment of Navy 
pensions. Certificates of deposit are registered and listed, and the requisitions drawn 
for the repayments. Extracts from the ledgers are furnished as the basis of the office 
statement of accounts. A st~tement as to whether there is an open account on the 
ledgers is furnished for all claims taken up for settlement. 
All letters or certificates of settlement issuing from this office are initialed by the 
clerk who prepares them, examined and initialed by t.he chief of the division and by 
the deputy, and then signed by the Auditor. 
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All settlements made in this office are transmitted to the Second Comptroller for 
revision and examination, and after he has acted upon them the papers are returned 
to this office with his action indorsed upon them, and are filed for reference and 
preservation, and the claimant notified of the final adjustment of his claim. 
GENERAL CLAIMS DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the general claims division 
of the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, H:l86, and 1887 : 
• 
379 7, 426 7, 410 39b 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the general claims division of the office of the 
Fourth Auditor, with average number of employes, during the times specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 
----
a:> :$ a:> a:><r.i a:> a:>. Months. b(+'> t£~ !:>£~ bll...; bll.gs 
~§ ee..., =~ <eh ee~ eep, ;....£ F-45 F-<,.9 ;..::l F-40 
~s alP, a:>o alP, a:>o r~ "S 1>-- ~>s l>s ~ee ~a:> ~ee ~a:> ~ee ~ ... 
-- - -- - -- -
July ...................................................... . 118 7 111 7 100 11 
August .................................................... 136 6 113 6 87 10 
September................................................ 103 7 99 8 104 10 
October ................................................... 113 7 127 6 90 13 
November................................................. 97 7 121 6 106 10 
December................................................. 91 6 126 7 97 11 
January ................................................... 93 8 110 8 103 12 
































ApriL..................................................... 128 7 119 9 83 17 
¥::~:::::::::::::·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~M ~ ~g~ ~~ 1g n :::::: :::: 
Totalaverages ...................................... -11,362 8411,395 9811,119 150 j717aa 
There is no record showing the amount of work performed by each individual 
clerk. One may have a claim to settle that requires an examination of the files of 
the office for one or more days to enable him to obtain the information necessary for 
a correct settlement, while another may be able to settle several cases within the 
same time, where they are more simple, and require less investigation. 
The increased number of clerks from September to May of the fiscal year of 1t!85-'86 
is due to the temporary detail of those employed in other dbisions of this office to 
assist in the settlement of the large amount of business accumlated in this division. 
TLo following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the general claims division of 
the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to busiuess by the employe present 
fot the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
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during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6~ hours daily. 
~ 'd 'd rtJ ""' sr:. il.b rfJh rtJh ~l=i Q;) Q;) h 0 h..O h..O 
'"'Q;) ,!<l.l ..tt~:,.; <3.-d ~'~ oo:l <1)"; o:l'd~ ce ~ '"o ~~ ~'d • Q;>A Om 'd~ Q;>;;.-, ~"013 rn'd 'dQ;)~ 't;l '!::! ;-, Years. A~ i:=="' ~ .... ..0.8 Q;>o Q;) .... ~!'-<~ 1'-<'t;l ~~'§. 
,!<l.-< 
"'~ rnA A .-<0 SA =~ """"'A ~s .... ~ ~~ ~l$ p~ g;:]~ 0£ o~P *~~ <3·.-< 0 ~ Q;) A A A ~ z <11 P=lA H 
----------- - --------- -- - --
h.m.s. 
1884. ·••••••••·•••·•••· .•.. 305~ 1, 996i 0 1, !)96! 7 285 6 38 17 28n 2741 
1885- .•..••••••••••••••.••. 302~ 2,177 0 2,177 8 272 6 24 21 286! 2361 
1886 ...................... 305 3, 476 0 3, 476 1~ I 290 6 45 23 296 271 1887 ·••••••••••••••·•··••·· 201 1,137 0 1,137 162 5 43 22 196 149 
NAVY PENSION DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the Navy pension division 
of the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years Ul84, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
---------·1--------- --------------- ------
Disbursing agents, Navy 
pension .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 26 94 
Arrears of pension, Navy. ...... 3 
Reimbursement, Navy 
pension................ ...... 26 









67 l 30 59 69 20 
1 -------- ..................... . 
24 ........ -·--·· .............. .. 
92 30 59 69 20 
Navy pension accounts remaining on hand May 1, 1886, and whioh were transferred 
to the Navy pay division. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Navy pension division of the office of the 
Fourth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
Months. 
July······························· ..........••.••• 
August ............................................ . 
St3ptember ........•••...........•......•.........•.. 
October ..•.......••••....••..••.•••..•.•.•...•..... . 
November ....•..••••••.•••.......••••••.•.....•.... 
December ......................................... . 
January ........................................... . 
February .............. ·-· ........................ .. 
March ............................................. . 
April ............................................. .. 
May ............................................... . 







g;:8 Q;)A >-s ..,qc:s <ljQ;) 
-----
100 1. 56 
87 1. 70 
95 1. 36 
97 1. 85 
92 1. 87 




87 1. 96 
92 1. 84 







~g F-<.8 Q;)A .,.s >-s ..q«~ ""iQ;) 
-------
97 1. 73 
78 2 
105 1. 69 
131 1. 51 
92 1. 65 












o:l~ c:s;-, ... = F-<,8 
g;:8 Q;>A >-s ..qc:s ..qQ;) 
--- ----
101 2 
82 1. 24 
103 1. 80 
104 1. 66 
113 1. 95 
107 1. 75 
102 1. 96 
98 2 
103 1. 92 
100 . 92 
............ ............. 
·--·-·· . .... _ ...... ------
1, 013 17.20 
One clerk was transferred to the "general claims division" Aprill, 1886. No rec-
ord is kept of each clerk separately, for the reason that the time necessary to ex-
amine and settle different accounts varies according to the class of the account. 
4405 TR-· -20 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Navy pension division of 
the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, dnring the yean~ named, 
with number of da.ys during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6! hours daily. 
..,. .a s ~ 'd 'd 'd Q;) 1=:1 .s ~ Q;) Q;) Q;) ~ Q;) ,.a ,.!:t:l Q;) ,.a~ h ~~ ~~ .§ 'd 'd 1-< s~ ..8 Q;). 0 "" o:o-. ~~ t;ici ,.!:t:ll=l Q;) e:: o.; g~ sh 1:::.£ Years. ... o ~h rn 1-< '<l> rnA rn"a ACl.l om ~~ ~ .vh Q;)~ Cl.l::::l ~s ~s <J:>A !:::~ ,.a.S ~ Ao b.C rn rn"d ~Q;) "'Cl.l rnA rnA 'd SA ff;' rn 
~ ~ 
1-< ~~ +>p., ... f;' 
~ p ~~ ::l ~,.a ~,.a cil A 0 .., A A H :z; "'j" tii ~ H 
----------------
h.m. 
1884 ·••••••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••• 305! 550 0 550 2 275 6 23 285~ 264i 
1885-. ·•·•••••• .............................. 302! 551 0 551 2 275i 6 29 277~ 273i 
1886- ........................................ 305 430 0 430 2 215 *6 07 267 163 
1887 .••.•••..••. - ........... - ••. - •.•••.•••••• 201 .......... ........... ............ . .......... ........... ........... ........... .. ......... 
*Caused by the transfer of clerks and consolidations of Navy pay and allotment division. 
NAVY PAY AND ALLOTMENT DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the Navy pay and allotment 
division of the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
---------!------- - ------------- ----
Disbursing officers ac-




counts, Navy_ ... _.... 48 161 106 103 150 84 169 186 346 9 170 166 ., 
:Miscellaneous accounts, 
Navy ................. 107 566 181 492 46 532 6 481 485 2 244 240 6 
Disbursing agents, ac-
counts,Pension ........................................... 30 17 13 55 60 8 
Reimbursement ac-
counts, pension ........................... -··· ...... -·--·: 9 6 23 22 
- ·------------------------
Totals •••.•..••.•. 174 770 319 625 241 783 183 795 945 33 550 552 31 
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The following statement shows tlw average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and dispose1l of in the Navy pay and allotment division of the 
office of the Fourth Auditor, with average number of employ6s during the time speci-
fied: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
~ Q)..; Q) Q),j, ~ <Paj ~ Q).n bl:.._; bl;-dl Qt..; b(-dl bli.._; bL~ bli~ b(i-dl 
e;st:l e;sh <Ut:l eel>. ca~=~ <Uh «Sa .,;;;-~g .... .s .... ~ ~r-9 ~g .... .s es '"'O ......... ~s <Pp. Q)p. Q)s Q.lp. ~«$ ~>s 1--p. ~;.8 ~>a ~<U ~>s ~Q) ~«$ ~~ ~«$ ~Q) ~Q) 
---------------------
.July ............................... 73 ().32 88 6.42 74 5.85 123 6.85 
August ............................ 50 5.7 ()9 6. 120 ll.62 109 6.62 
September ......................... 57 6.52 58 ll.08 85 5.58 83 ll.89 
October ............................ 76 5.11 94 6.44 89 5.33 105 6.34 
November......................... 7~ 6. 06 74 6 ll9 5. 33 125 G. 71 
December .. .. .... .. ... .. ... ....... 66 6. 4() 54 6. 48 109 5. 53 83 7. 48 
.January........................... ()8 6. 67 69 6. 65 85 5. 72 68 7. ()8 
February.......................... 67 6. 25 51 6. 64 86 5. 74 56 7. 82 
March .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 53 6. 81 58 6. 88 99 5. 89 .............. .. 
~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~r g:~~ ~g ~:~~ I ~~* ~:~~ ·::::::: :::::::: 
.June .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. 68 6. 8 80 6. 77 113 7. 73 .............. .. 
Total ........................ -796 74~ -837 77:31fl,i90 ?2:-ol -752 -56.39 
No record is kept of each clerk separately, for the reason that the time necessary to 
examine and settle different accounts varies according to the class of the account. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Navy pay and allotment 
division of the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with the number of days during each year so devoted to business by the em-
ploy6 present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
.... .s p., I 'd s '"' Ia; 'd 'd t:l .0 Q) $.-d Q) Q) Q) 
~ Q) .... ,hj. 1'!-ci .§ 'd 'd s~ 0 '"'-d) Q). Q) 0 ..... .n ;:I'"' P.. on on 
~ci ,hjl':i .h1h ~ 0~ t:l~ s~ ~..8 ~..8 ,..o '"'1-1 til tllP. tllP, Years. p.~ o..., h cpP. ~~ Oo h ,..o ~til O)'d ~>.S ~~ Ao [:::'"' cU Q) ..... btip., tll'd «$~ p. p. 
"' ,oA "'oe ~~ ..., til til a ~"' '"' .... p., p., h h .5 ::i gj.O cU cU cU ::i ~>- ..... 0 0 




1884 .......................... . 305! 1, 8!J6. 5 . -- -. ~ 1, 8!J(). 5 , ,,_,I, 10 283.5 4!l 
1885 ........................... 302~ 1, 926.5 .. ........ 1, 926.5 7 275.21 () 2!l 285.5 265.5 
1886 ........................... 305 1, 672 ........ 1, 672 6. 5 257.23 6 283 
I 
11 
1887 ........................... 201 1, 362 52 1, 414 I 8 1176. 75 6 15 198 142 
P .A. YM.A.STERS' DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the paymasters' division of 
the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
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The following statement shows the a\'erage amount and character of business per-
:iormed, transacted, and disposed of in the paymasters' division of the office of the 











July............................... 14 11 12 9 14 11 25 8 
August............................ 19 9 17 9 22 9 23 8 
September......................... 18 11 11 11 20 9 21 8 
October . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . 17 11 14 10 24 9 22 7 
November......................... 15 10 13 10 15 10 25 7 
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 10 14 9 27 9 21 8 



















8 FeiJruary.......... .. •. . . . . . . . .. . . . 29 
March............................. 12 11 15 10 33 1 8 · ···· · ·· ·• ··•••· 
April.............................. 15 10 21 10 29 6 .............•.. 
May............................... . 16 9 16 10 38 5 ..........•..... 
June . ... .. . . . . . ..... .. .. . •. . ... . .. 12 10 18 10 20 9 ..........•..... 
Tota!' ........................ -177 --125-rn--119 -289 1-103 -18o -63 
No record is kept of the work of each clerk separately, for the reason that the time 
necessary to examine and settle the different accounts varies according to the class 
of the vessel, or the business of the navy- yard from which the account is rendered. 
The work of a clerk who settles· during the month three accounts is frequently 
greater than that of another who settles eight or ten. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de· 
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the paymasters' division of 
the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each yeat so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. rn. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon 




8 ---------------- --- ---------------------
1884 .....•.•••.••••... ·•••··• ••. . ...... 279 
1885. ..... .......•.... ••••••.•..• ...... 276 
~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::j i~: 
3, 246 
3, 276 















276 6 26 1298:1-
273 I 6 24 2~;8£ 
2ti91 6 15 285 
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PRIZE, RECORD, AND FILES DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the prize, record: ~~d :files 
division of the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885: 1t~86, and 
1887: 
~ I ' I '~ I ·~ riJbll .~~ thb.C ·<.6 oil~ ~~~ .~&3 oo ~ .~ 9 -~oo ~ ....... ~ . ~ .,.... = . ;8~ 'd· .... lf":) '1;;100 rr;::!·!"""'~ ~r; ~- ~ . :·;:;;i ]~_ b.Cu-5 'dd~ "",...., b.CcO 'd~~ "",...., bit- 'd b.C,_ r:~oo ::l..< """' p,....; """' !'l-9~ ;, i ·~f2 ~'0~ !;, .... <X) !=l'drl ..... 00 !=l'd,..., '' ' ' ....... ell .... re~ ....... ~ ~ -ch ...... o::;:;,..., 'd~ of busi- .§~ §~ .§~ §~ p r:ic<l Character ~ I ,g .... .-o~ ell l ""-a 'd'+-< ell 'd'+-<ell 'd ... ]~@. 1-:l .. <l) <l) ellt-:J 0)00) Q.JOQ) rOg5.-:.. til~ ness. ~ as~ ~.-o~-g~ '1:;j<l) _..., h .-c .... 'd<lJ .... h .-c .... 'd'+-t -~.:- ~~~ l'lO -~~' ~]~ !=lO ~ ~~~ ~~~~ !=lO .... -~ t;., U1 ~ ~ tll'd ell.-o O::.-o ·:v~ ~ _g~ '§ gg ~g.~-:~ <l)tll $:looo ~<l) l'lo., ,.C<l) ~g~ r:lrn-~ <:.)<:.} s p,~ a& <:.)<:.} s p,~ r:loo ~~i§~ a& <l) <l) ~ ~ ~ Cp, ~ ~ ~ ~ 0~ ~ 
--- ----- - ----~ ------ -
Prize-money claims .. 227 215 214 228 2, 254 2, 224 258 368 502 124 201 245 80 
Let~e!~ received by 
dlVlSIOll . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 1, 739 . • • • • . • • • . 7, 427 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 529 . • . . . • • . . • • • • . 1, 428 .••.•••...•. 
Letters written by 
division ................••••. 1,866 .••..••••• 5,433 ..•..••••• 2,469 .•••..•••••. 1,338 ..•• 
Letters received, 
registered, and 
distributed .............•.... 17,907 ..•. •••••• 27,408. ... .••••• 23,374 .•••.. .••••• 14,843 .••• 
Letters written and 
registered ................... 18, 609 . . . . . . •• •• 25, 637 . • . . .•••.• 24, 753 .••••. .•••.. 14, 793 .••• 
Letters copied in l I I 
record books ................ 22, 688 . . . . . • • • • . 18, 117 . . . . . . . • . . 18, 221...... . • • • • . 7, 843 .••• 
Letters (received 
Accounts registered, 
d~~ed":~~t-t~-~)-. ~~~ .: ... ·1· .... -130, 666 . . • . . • • • . . 25, 235 . . . . . . • • . . 28, 721...... • • • • • • 12, 173 .••• 
indexed, ttnd filed I 
ln ·~::.~~~~:::: ~~~T,;~~iisi~ ~ ~~~~~~ 
This division has also furnished all reports and tabular statements called for by 
Congress, the SeCl'etary of the Treasury, and the courts; it is charged with the pres-
ervation and care of the :files, the keeping of all appointments, resignations, removals, 
and absences, providing and issuing all blanks and stationery used in the office, and 
the payment of salaries to employes. 
'fhe following statement shows the avera.ge amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the prize, record, and files division of the office 
of the Fourth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 




<l) <l). <l) "'r:D <l) <l). Months. bll...; u...; b.C::S b.()...; bl)-QJ b.()...; bLZS ellr:l ell .... ell~ ell .... c:e"" c:er.>, ellr:l ell .... ._p ... .s ~5 .,o ~5 ... .s ._.P ~.s "'o <lJp. "'A <lJP, <l.>o '"~ ~>s p.S '"s p.S I> a I>S '"p, <!'j <!'j<l) <tjO: <!'j <l) <tjtll <!'j<l) <!'jO:: <!'j~ 
·---~-- -~~- -~-- -~~---~ 
July .....•..••..•••..••......... . .. 1,008 8 1, 138 8 1,191 7 













October............................ 1, 210 7 1, 347 0 1, 238 8 
November......................... 1, 059 8 781 9 993 8 
December......................... 924 8 951 8 1,104 8 
January. .......••...•..••........ . 1,129 8 880 9 1, 082 9 
February......................... . 924 9 1, 032 8 1, 087 7 
10 
10 
10 March ..•.......................... 923 8 1,156 9 1,195 7 
~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ ~ i:~~g ~ 1,~~~ ~ :::::::::::::::: 
June.................. . ............ 760 8 1,304 8 1,070 7 ............•••• 
Total ...•...•••.......•..•.... . ll;905,--9514,054,-9813,527j--90-6,5i2j-6s 
Since August, 1886, two and often three employes of this division have been con-
stantly employed in cleansing, rearranging, and Loxing the files of the office, two 
thousand :five hundred Loxes having been examined and completed; this work can-
not he shown in the table. The diversity of the work is so great that no comparison 
has been attempted. The records of the (1iffcrellt kinds of ·work do not furnish data 
for comparison between individuals; therefore it is hnpossible to state which clerk 
performed the maximum and whid1 the 111inimnm amount of work. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the prize, record, and :files 
division of the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number 
of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
--------------- 1-- - ----- - ---------------
1884 . -· •••••• - ·-·- ·-- •••••••.•• -- •••• -. 305! 
1885 - • - ••• - •••• - - ••••••. -- •••. - - . • • • • • . 302! 
1886 - •••.•.••• -.- .••••.••••••. --....... 305 
1887 ••••••. - •..••.•••. - ••..••••.•. -.-.. 201 
2, 422 .... ,. 
2,4951 ..... . 
2,411 -----· 























The following statement shows in detail the business in the book-keeper's division 
of the office of the Fourth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1~85, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
--------------1--------------- ---------
Pay requisi~i<;n~s ..•••.•...•...••..... 
Repay reqms1twns ..........••....... 
Monthly returns examined ancl acl-
justecl .••...•...................... 
Accounts journalized and llOStecl ... . 
Tmnsfer accounts ...... . ......... - .. 
Letters ..•.•......................... 
Extracts from ledgers for settlement . 









































3, 306 2, !J70 
360 257 
931 580 
a, 118 1, 010 
32 30 
4, 094 1, 876 
51<! 388 









The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, aml disposed of in the book-keeper's division of the office of the 
Fourth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~ ~ ~ 
<ll • Q) Q) . Q) <llri:J Months. bli-P ~.p b(~ b.().P b(~ b.()-P bC~ til~ 03h 03h 03~ 03h 03~ ce~>-> ;..,::::: ~~ ~§ ... ~ ._.::l ... ~ ,..::l ... ~ Q)O <llo ~s ~>-S 1>- 0 ~p.. 1>-~ 
Q)P., <llP., 
1>- s <1j~ ~>-s ~>-s P- s <1jo:l <lj<ll <lj<ll <lj <lj<ll <tjtll <1jQ) 
--------------
July .••.....••..•......•.•..•••....•...... . 224 4 197 5 225 5 177 5 
August ........••••••••.••••••..••....•.. -. 184 4 203 4 302 4 298 4 
September ..................•...•••...••... 221 3 207 5 245 4 328 4 
October .....•...••....•••.•.•.••••......... 172 4 266 4 344 4 171 5 
November .... . --·. "' ......... "' ................... ---. 174 5 173 5 265 5 159 5 
December ..•....•..••••..•••••.•...•.••... 1!)0 4 188 5 204 5 167 5 
January .....•....•.••..•.......••.•....... 176 5 236 5 201 5 181 5 
February •••••..•..••...•..••.•••..•...... 163 5 277 6 161 5 186 5 
March ......•.....•••.••...•.......•....... 160 5 406 5 120 5 ............ ............ 
April .•••....•...•......••.••...••.•.•..... 202 5 495 5 213 5 .............. ·-----May .••.••••...•••..••..••.•••.••••••...... 237 4 268 6 190 5 ............. ·----· 
June ·- ............ -... -- ..... ---·. --- ............... ---- .... 187 5 250 5 218 5 .. .............. ........... ---------------------
Total ..•.••••.•••..••••...••......... 2, 290 53 3,166 GO 2, 688 57 1, 667 38 
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The diversity of the work performed by the clerks in this division is so great that 
no comparison has been attempted. 
The records of the different kinds of work do not furnish data for comparison be-
tween individuals, therefore it is impossible to state which clerk performed the maxi-
mum and which the minimum amount of work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de· 
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the book-keeper's division of 
the office of the Fourth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with 
number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for 
the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of <lays 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half-hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
Years. 
1884.. •• . • • •• • ••• •••••• •••••• ••••••.••. 005~ 
1885 ................................... 302~ 
1886 ................................... 305 
1887. ....... ............. ........ •••• •• 201 
THE FIFTH AUDITOR. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIFTH AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, Ap1·il 26, 1887. 
SIR: Agreeably to your instructions regarding the circular letter of the Select 
Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the resolution of the Senate "to 
inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the Executive De-
partments of the Government, the time and attention dev-oted to the operations 
thereof by the persons employed therein, and generally to inquire into and report to 
the Senate the causes of the delay in transacting the public business said to exist 
in some of the Departments," I have the honor to transmit herewith the reports of 
the various divisions of this Bureau, giving the desired information as far as prac-
ticable. The methods of business ancl work in the internal revenue and in the mis-
cellaneou~:~ division are similar to those of the diplomatic ancl consular division, 
except when the nature of such business necessitates oeviations therefrom. 
There is no "delay in transacting the public business" in this Bureau. 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Sem·etm·y of the Treasury. 
ANTI-I. EICKHOFF, 
Fifth A ttditm•. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIFTH AUDITOR'S 0FFIClt, 
Washington, Ap'ril25, 1887. 
In connection with the statement herewith submitted, it may be proper to remark 
that, with two exceptions, the clerks in this division do not have any particular class 
of account~:~ assigned them for adjustment, or any particular work to perform. 
'fhe adjustment of one account, in some instan Cils, involves the services of one clerk 
from ten to twelve days, while in others twenty accounts can be disposed of in one 
day with equal facility. 
All internal revenue accounts emanate from the office of the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, and are referred to this office for adjustment. A report and state-
ment is made upon them, and referred to the First Comptroller of the Treasury for his 
revision. 
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The disbursing clerks' accounts from the State, Treasury, Interior, and Post-Office 
Departments, and from the Smithsonian Institution, when examined and reported 
upon, are also referred to the above-named officer. 
MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
ENDICOTT KING, 
Chief of Division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the miscellaneous division 
of the office of the Fifth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 18tl5, 1886, and 1887 : 
---------1----- - ---- ------- - --- --------
0 h a r acter of busi-
ness.-Work per-
formed ..... _ . . .... 843 52, 147 52, 382 608 3, 936 4, 490 54 2, 3221 2, 332 44 1, 619 1, 624 
No separate record of the different classes of accounts has been kept. 
39 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the miscellaneous di vision of the office of the 
Fifth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 
Months. 4). <1) 00 s s 4). .voo s bl:""' b(,-<D :::1 p b.O"'"' bi.-<D :::1 c:si=l c:sh s .§ c:! i=l <ilh s ..,:::~ ... o ._,p ... o <1)0 <I)~ ·~ <1) 0 <1) - ' [;1 
>-S ~>-""' i=l .. 8 ~>-""' 
<18 c:! ~ ..qS 
<il 
<jell 
<1.> ~ <jc:! <I) ~ 
- -- - -- ----
July.·····--·····---······· · ·· 236 6 444 1194 6 409 
August . ............... . ..... . 247 3 344 66 53 5 86 
September ............... . . .... 425 5 1, 7l4 20 80 5 231 
October .................... . . . 201 5 781 15 80 5 238 
November ............. . ...... 297 7 821 15 41 5 81 
December .................... . 677 11 1, 2il4 128 56 5 117 
January ...................... 736 11 1, 506 30 61 5 133 
February .................... . 518 11 2, 289 22 41 5 92 
March ...................... . . 240 5 535 1 59 5 155 
April ............. . .......... . 305 6 422 78 6!) 5 176 
May . ...................... . .. 350 5 577 16 54 5 143 
June .......................................... . 185 6 329 43 72 5 181 
----- ---- --- -- -
Total averages ... . ..... . 4, 417 81 860 61 
Average per month . .... 3681\ 6 f :z n ,s:z 5-/:z 
1886. 
I 
s 4) · i <D u, l s 8 <D. 
:::1 ~§ ~~' s :::1 b.O~ .§ s ~g ~ 0 ~,9 \ ..... ·a -~ ~~~~~ 10-8 ~ ~ <qc:s 
- -- - - - -
20 47 5 94 13 58 
17 48 3 56 25 68 
23 60 4 146 10 53 
9 46 4 78 18 56 
11 48 4 90 8 40 
3 43 4 80 }!) 43 
2 69 a 136 2G 66 
6 45 4 136 G 42 
11 58 4 112 12 --- -
30 42 4 72 17 ... 
8 64 4 135 11 
13 39 4 76 3 .... 
- 609-147 - - -426 





;;.. ~ ~ 
..qg~ 
- -
3. 5 81 
3 71 






....... .. . 
























During the fiscal year 1884 this division had assistance from the other divisions, for 
which time is not reported herein. 
Dnring the fiscal year 1887 assistance was rendered the diplomatic division, for 
which work is not reported herein. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business l>y the employes of the miscellaneous division 
of the office of the FHth Auditor, in pel'Son and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
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during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half-hour at noon 









1885 ··•••• ------ .•••••••••. 





















269 6 16 2 
265 6 14 4 
272.5 6 19 6 









In December, 1883, January and February, 1884, extra hours' services were required 
and performed which do not appear in this statement, no record having been kept. 
INTERNAL-REVENUE DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
INTERNAL-REVENUE DIVISION OF THE FIFTH AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Washington, April 21, 1887. 
SIR: In submitting the report-on the blank furnished for that purpose-of the work 
performed by the force employed in the internal-revenue division of this office, some 
explanation seems proper. 
The principal business of this division is to audit, state, and report the accounts of 
tho collectors ofinternal revenue for the eighty-five revenue districts into which the 
United States are divided. 
The accounts are received from the Internal Revenue Bureau, and when audited 
and stated are forwarded with the vouchers and the report of the Fifth Auditor to 
the honorable First Comptroller for his approval. 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, 2,302 accounts of collectors of internal rev-
enue were stated and reports made by this division, in which the amount involved 
was $346,91:l5,203.93, the actual amount of money collected and deposited to the credit 
of the United States being $116,807,500.09. 
This difference is largely made up by abatement orders for duplicate charges and 
the return of stamps and coupons which are canceled. 
The statement of an account of a collector of internal revenue involves the exami-
nation and audit of the accounts of all the <leputies, clerks, gaugers, and ~:~tore keepers 
of his district, the accounts for rents, expenses of offices, the examination of the cer-
tificates of deposit issued by designated national banks, for daily deposits rcq uired 
by law, made by the collector or his deputies, the examination of abatement orders 
for duplicate charges, the examination of the collector's accounts with the Internal 
Revenue Bureau from which he receives tax-paid stamps of all kinds, and the count-
ing and examination of stubs, coupons, and stamps returned and canceled during the 
period for which the account is stated. 
When it is understood the vouchers which accompany one quarterly account of a 
collector often exceed half a ton iu weight, some idea can be formed of the amount of 
labor performed in auditing, stating, and reporting the 3ame. 
The work of this division requires skilled clerks; it has therefore not been the 
custom to employ substitute labor. In case of sickness the work has usually been 
kept up bythe extra exertion of the r-emaining force employed. 
For extra hours worked and for some miscellaneous work done by the clerks of this 
division no record has been kept. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. ANTHONY EICKHOFF, 
Fifth Auditor. 
JAMES C. TRUMAN, 
Chief of Division. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the internal revenue di-
vision of the office of the Fifth Auditor, for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886~ and 1887: 
Transacted On band Transacted 
Pending Received and and Received and 
Character of business. .July 1, during dis£os_ed of undis~osed 
during di~os_edof 
1883. fiscal year urmg of .Ju y 1, fiscal year fiHc~I~~ar 1884. fiscal year 1881-. 1885. 1884. 1885. 
I 
Accounts of internal-reve-l 
uue collectors ............ 110 2,4.80 2, 537 53 2,193 2,197 
Vouchers examine(l ....... . 
Letters written and items 
1, 883 107,270 lOS, 653 500 182,437 182,645 
copied ............ ···--- . . 260 4-,4-4-5 4, 605 100 4-,763 4,858 
Coupon books counted .. _ .. 835 32,703 31,018 2,520 25,815 27,777 
Coupon books scheuuled . 3,135 27,270 30,305 100 28,735 27, !135 
-------------------
Totals .......•.•. ---_. 6, 223 174,168 177, 118 3, 273 243.943 245,412 
;8~ 
rn chbJl ch,.-i oo.s rh be,: ch !"""(-
~ ;.c .s"' ;a~ ~~ ..... !=lC() ;.a,.Q 
§'3 ~~ '0;:;~ i=l.-. ~~~ :·g~. !=lO ::l::l ::l~ 
'Of-:> 
..... 00 ~~M 
'Of-:> 
..... 00 §'t:i ~;::;-
~~ co ... 
........ 
§~ ::l • Character of business. l=l'+-< 't;i'+-<O:S i=l<+-< ~~~ as'S ~~ coo o:s ~0~ OlO 11'0 't;i<ll 1las . 
-+" ~ .-.;;0 
<l)~ 
~l~ _; ~~ ~--g~~ §a5,; coo:>.C ·~~ ..<:I "'oo ~=lorn ~~~ g@~ ~ia~ ..c:~"'oo Ooo oo ~ p..~ Ooo l=lp..,...., <ll l=lp..,...., l=lp..,...., 
0 P:i 8 0 ~ 8 0 
---------------- ----- ---
Accounts of internal-reve· 
nue collectors ............. . 49 2, 347 2, 302 94 1, 737 187 1, 644 ... . 
Vouchers exannned. ____ ... _ ·1 ..,921164, 0071164-, 2041 951136, 2391 136, 0131 321 
Letters written and items 
copied . .....•............•. , 5 4,268 4,256 17 4,239 4,245 11 
Coupon books counted . ...... 558 33, 385 32,194 1, 74!1 20,492 1 19,8241 2, 717 
Coupon books scheduled..... !JOO I 32, 7471 32, 8271 820 I 20, 199 18, 388 2, 631 
Totals ...••• _ .....•.... ~-1, 804 "236, 754 "235, 783 -2,775 ls2, 9o6j1so:ll4j~ 
While the business of this division is almost exclusively the auditing and stating 
the accounts of the internal~revenuo collectors, there is during each year much work 
performed by the clerks of a miscellaneous character. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the internal~revenue division of the office of 
the Fifth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~------- ---~ ----
.r ul.v.-- ... . .....•... - .. 1, 191 
August.---···· - ---· - -·1, 707 
Soptember ··-······--· 3, 242 
October ......•..•..... 1,696 
November ....•....... . 1, 337 
December . ............ 741 
January .......•...... . ,2,66. 2 
February._ .•.••.••.... 2, 646 
Marcl1. .••••........ _ .. 3, 219 
April.····----- ........ 2, 701 
May ....... ---------- -- 2, 993 
J =· ;~~~·~;:;,:~;::: I~::: 
7 201 71 982 6 106 25 2, 407 7 2!J8 55 1, 943 7 273 45 
7 277 106 2, 079 6 616 6 3, 957 7 455 75 3, 318 7 375 64 
7 4-4-4 G3 3, 147 7 378 42 3 1')5 7 350 35 3, 656 7 441 98 
7 211 98 a, 265 7 4oa 86 1: 188 7 2oo 10 1, 215 7 212 75 
7 102 60 1, 560 7 352 45 3, 065 7 288 60 1, 435 7 245 65 
6 lR4 20 4, 884 7 675 160 3, 079 7 2!JO 55 3, 686 7 414 98 
6 393 50 1, 241 7 180 40 1, 211 7 180 20 1, 199 7 202 75 
7 318 67 3, 558 7 360 67 3, 370 7 375 71 . -......... -.. -. 
7 42!) 60 3, 113 8 325 35 3, 50!) 7 390 69 . . . . . . - . . .. 
7 1328 72 1, 356 8 200 107 1, 194 7 1160 36 -·· ....... --. 
7 400 154 4,627 8 491 ll5 4, 489 1 7 '415 80 · ·-··· ····1·--· 
6 291 81 1,na !:! 2so 5o 2,786 7 1323 45 --··· -·-T··· 
6;} 12(,8 75[2, 712 7!; 355 . 62 12, 781 -7 13101-ii5 1, 371 4y1; 1177 4 
The followincr statement shows 1he average nnmbcr of days' time and attention de-
voted to the tr~nsaction of bnsinesH by the employes of the internal~revenue division 
of the office of the Fifth AlHlitor, in person, and hy proxy, dnring the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devotell to business by the employe present 
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for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the leas~ numb~r of days 
durirw the said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., w1th half hour at 





A ------------------------------ - -
1884 - --•.•..••• -. - •• - -• • . . • . • • • • • • .•• -- - 305~ 
1885 - - -..••.•••••••• - -- - . . • . . . . • • • • . . • -- 302! 
1886 -- .•. --- •••.••• - •• ---- •••• --- ••• -... 305 





-•. - . - 2, 138! 
..... 2,117! 






251 5. 51 29!J! 162~ 
248 5. 52 287! 183~ 
268 6. 15 291 245 
173 6. 6 184 168 
One clerk was absent 114 days by reason of siclmess. One clerk was absent 119 days 
by reason of sickness. As it has not been customary in this division to employ a sub-
stitute in case of sickness the average number of days worked is correspondingly re, 
dnced. 
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, FIFTH AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR lJIVISION, 
Washington, April25, 1887. 
The following is a statement of the methods of transacting business in this division, 
giving as an e:11:ample the operations in the matter of the two principal items of busi-
ness, namely : 
1. 1'he adjustment of accounts; and 
2. The posting of consular certificates to invoices returned by collectors of customs 
under section 4213 of the Revise<l Statutes. 
Accounts are received partly by mail directly from the officers or claimants, and 
partly through the Department of State. Those received from the Department of 
State are accompanied by a book in which they have been entered, and in which they 
are first checked off in t.his division, and receipted for. Those received by mail are 
delivered from the Auditor's room to the chief of the divh;ion, who examines and turns 
them over to a clerk, who arranges each kind separately, notes the deficiencies, and 
writes for any vouchers which may be wanting. These, together with those received 
from the Dep<.trtment of State, are by the same clerk briefed, stamped with date of 
receipt, and entered on a register of accounts received. They are then taken by the 
chief of the division and placed with the clerk who is to adjust them, except those 
relating to fees, which are previously sent to the head clerk of the posting room, who 
tests their correctness by a comparison with postiugs made from the returns of col-
lectors of customs. The adjusting clerk enters them on his desk record as received, 
tabulates the fees, procures Register's certificates showing the status of tho accounts 
on the books of the Department, examines the vouchers, makes a statement of the ac-
count, and also of the differences arising in the adjustment, makes a certificate or re-
port setting forth the result of the settlement for the signature of the Auditor, notifies 
the officer of the adjustment, makes a memorandum of the datarequiredfor his monthly 
work report, stamps each paper with date of adji1stment, and ties the vouchers and 
statement in a bunUle together, with red tape, aud hands them, with the report, to the 
chief of the division, who examines them, initil>lls the report, and sends it to the Au-
ditor for signature. After being signed it is put in the bundle with the statement 
and vouchers, and passed to the copying clerk, who numbers the statement and report, 
anll copies the report into a book. The bundle of papers, then styled an account, is 
registered by number, name, and date of leaving the office, and is then delivered by 
messenger at the office of tho First Comptroller of the Treasury. 
After having passed the office of the Comptroller and become a matter of record in 
the office of the Register of the Treasury the account is returned to this division, 
when the Comptroller's certificate showing his action thereon is copied into the rec-
ord in connection with the copy previously made of the Auditor's report. The ac-
count is then sent to the Register's files. 
The returns of collectors of customs of certific2.tes to invoices are received by mail 
monthly, in the form of abstracts, directly from ilhe collectors. They are stamped by 
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the chief of the division with the date of their receipt and then sent to the he~ 
clerk of the posting room, who notes them on a register as received, and passes them 
to a clerk who compiles or posts the numbers of the invoices from the abstracts into 
a book to the respective consulates where the certificates were issued, for comparison 
with the consul's fee reports. In cases of duplications of numbers or other irregu-
larities the certificates themselves are procured from the collectors for inspection, and 
when irregularities in the fee reports of consular officer are revealed, measures are at 
once taken to have them corrected. The abstracts, when the posting has been com· 
pleted, are placed on file in this office. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the diplomatic and con-
sular division of the office of the Fifth Auditor for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887: 
Character of business. 
-----~----------1------------------
Diplomatic, consular, and miscellaneous 
accounts .... -- .. _.----··................ 185 
Letters written ...... _ .... _ .. _ . _ ..•...•... _ ...... . 
Fifth Auditor's reports copied ............... _. _. _ 
Comptroller's certificates copied .••....... 
Letters copied ........ _. ___ ....... _ ...... _ 241 
Pages of consular fee returuR tabulated . _ 
NumberR of consular certificates to in-



























lectors of customs returns __ . ____ ...... _ ....... _ 174, 130 174,130 .•• _ ••••• _ 289,247 289,247 
ConRular fee reports proven ___ . _ ... __ . __ ... .. ___ . 998 998 _ ..•...• _. 2, 166 2, 166 
Letters and r~cconnts briefed and entered. 5, !55 5, 155 _ ••. _ ... _ _ 6, 376 6, 376 
Miscellaneous .......•••••.•.•........ _... 41, 312 27, 129 39, 831 28, 610 40, 752 54, 868 
Totals ........•••..•............... _ 41,7381 238, 908 "25o, 803~~ 843 375, 176~-387, 144 
Character of business. 
--------------·~---------------------------
Diplomatic, consular, and miscellane-
ous accounts----··-···········-···- 181 
Letters written ......•.....•...•......•...•. . 
Fifth Audit.or's reports copied . . . . . . . 845 
Comptroller's certificates copied _.... 845 
Letters copied .......... . ..... ____ .. _ 1, 510 
PageR of consular fee returns tabu-

































Numbers of consula:r certificates to 
invoices and debentures posted 
from collectors .of .customs returns ...... _ _ _ 321, 876 321, 876 _ .. _... 243, 576 229, 176 14, 400 
Consular fee reports proven ................. _ 2, 148 2, 148 • __ .••. 1, 388 1, 388 •. _ .••. 
Letters and accounts briefed aml 7, 100 _____ . _ 4, 905 4, 905 . __ ... _ 
entered .......... --·--······-·-····........ 7,100 
Miscellaneous .....•• -.... -........... 14, 494 35, 738 50, 232 ___ ..•. 66, 494 66, 494 _ .. _ ... 
Totals .....••.••••..•.......•••. 17,875 j4ot, 204 tl6, 188 2, 891 M2, 011 J331, 490 [33, 412 
1. The large number of accounts shown to have been adjusted in 1884 includes 8,832 claims for re-
~ate of taxes on tobacco. The force of tb!s division was required to work principally on these claims 
m December, 1883, and January, 1884, ~lurmg_the hours of the day and for four uigbts weeldy. 
2. Tbe large number of accounts adJusted m 1887 is accounted for by 9 176 of Alabama juflgmeuts 
be_ing in.clttde~ .. Tbe settlement of these judgments involved much of ~xtra labor, and was accom-
p~Ished, m addttwn to the regular work, only by the extraordinary effort of the clerks working day and 
mght. 
3. The tenth item of business, styled "miscellaneouR," comprises six different kinds of work, namely . 
.A ccountR and letters indexed, reports registered, copies compared reports and statements numbered 
ships' bills assorted, and accounts posted. ' 
4. Much of labor has I.Jeen performefl in addition to that herein represented, such as preparing 
annua~ monthly and specia:l report~, cxa111ining tlrafts for payment, registering attorneys, assorting 
and fi.hng paperA, and sendmg off circulars and reports. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the diplomatic and consular division of the 
office of the Fifth Auditor, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Months. 
---------------1--------------------------
July--------- .. --------------·----- ... -----
August ..... -- .............. --------- .... .. 
September ................................ . 
October .... ---............. -----· ......... . 
November ............. ----· ......... ---- .. 
December ................................ . 
January .................................. . 
February ..... . ........................... . 
March ................................. ··• · 
April ..................................... . 
May ...................................... . 










































































3, 352 12§ 
7, 976 10 
3, 635 10! 




2, 564 10! 
It would be impossible to furnish the maximum and minimum of all the monthly 
transactions performed by each clerk. It could be furnished in the first six items of 
business, but in the last four items a numerical account was not stated in the monthly 
reports of clerks. 
The following statement shows the average number of clays' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the diplomatic and consular 
division of the office of the Fifth Auditor, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by tbe employe 
present for the greatest number of clays and by the employe present the least number 
of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
'-+" 
, '0 '0 
"' ""' ..,""' .0 ·h "''"' mh .., ~ ~l':l ~§ ~ h h. o,;, blloJJ s~ h.O • h.O • A.., cii<O ~ ~c;s ~as~ ci!-o~ s - o m oi>< 'OQ) ><;.., ~~8 '0 '0~0 Years. ~t ~8 ,!XI ..,0 ,.!4.8 "'--"l':l .0.- ..,..o ~ m-o ~aS' --"~P. p.,><~ "' ~ rJ)~ ......... ... ~ c;s~§' h;::~ hp., ci~o s~ ~ s ~ :::lp., "'os A ... A.o ~f::: :::lS ~:::lc;s oo ~r:::~ ~~Q) A H ~~ l'=l-o ~P. H 
----------------------
H.M. 
1884--------------- .. -------. 305~ 2, 583 ~ --.. -- 2, 583 11:! 229;} 5 20~~ 274! 19~i 
1885------- ............ ------ 302! 3, 608 101 3, 70!l 13H 266}J 6 17/J;\ 2!l2~ 222! 
1886- ...... --- ... -------- ... - 305 3, 329 78 3, 407 12b 280;\- 6 31N~ 295 269 
1887 - ------------------------ 201 2,133 81 2, 214 12i 179H 6 2l~H 187 169 
The averages of employes given in this table are in excess of the monthly averages 
stated in table above, for the reason that these are based upon the time inclusive of 
absences, and those ahove, upon the time actually worked. That was necessary in 
order to show the correct average of work performed by those who were present. 
THE SIXTH AUDITOR. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT 
Washington, D. C., J1tly 21, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith detailed statements of the methods of 
transacting business in each of the divisions of this office for the fiscal years ending 
June 30, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 1, 1887. I also inclose a comparative state-
ment showing the work of this office from 1861 to 1886, inclusive. 
This information is for the use of the Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in 
pursuance of a resolution of the Senate, adopted March 3, 1887. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the T1·easury. 
D. McCONVILLE, Auditor. 
1:· 
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The following statement shows the work of the Sixth Auditor's Office other th31l 
money order from July 1, 1860, to June 30~ 1886: 
[Number of accounts and entries affecting accounts during each fiscal year (postal).J 
Year. 
--------1----1-- ------- ------------
1861.-------- ••••••• -- 105, 066 21, 316 22, 353 148, 735 83, 551 3, 948 9, 2&5 147, 760 
1862 ......••••••••••.. 77,109 14,740 20,801 112,650 61,083 2,534 7,102 113,632 
1863 ...•••..••.•.••... 78,239 16,656 2<l,365 117,260 61,151 2,396 5,396 86,336 
1864 .•...••.•••••••••. 78,400 16,890 24,534 119,824 60,146 4,064 4,713 75,408 
1865.--.-----.--- ·---- 76, 342 16, 046 24, 875 117, 263 53, 906 5, 392 5, 447 91,952 
1866.................. 80,813 17,547 27,527 1 125,887 58,596 3,788 10,074 Hil,184, 
1867 .. --.-- .. -- .. -.-.- 90, 567 2!:!, 973 27, 287 140, 827 66, 352 2, 637 9, 744 155, 91K 
1868 ........ , ......... 97,169 24,646 30,281 152,096 75,546 2,607 8,665 138,640 
1869 .. - ........... --.. 102,358 25, 336 28,079 155, 733 84, 173 3, 445 8, 734 139,744 
1870...... ............ 105,734 24,981 26,322 157,037 87,773 4, 690 8, 410 134, 56() 
1871 ....... --- .... --.. 111' 325 27' 456 28, 246 167 027 92, 559 5, 546 8, 370 133, 920 
1872.................. 116, 817 28, 364 3 L, 099 176: 280 96, 177 10, 993 8, 260 132, 160 
1873.-.- •••••..• - ... -. 125, 139 29, 336 34, 969 189, 444 100, 465 12, 758 8, 788 140, 608 
1874 .................. 131,299 31,113 38,6<l4 201,036 102,761 10,091 9,424 150,78. 
1H75.................. 136, 683 32, 413 40, 005 209, 101 116, 554 12, 299 9, 871 157, 936 
1876 .................. 142,887 35,601 40,970 219,458 126,748 9,832 •8,762 140,192 
1877 .. .. .. .. ......... 146,464 36, 803 43, 509 226,776 131, 593 9, 832 7, 948 127,168 
1878 .................. 152,211 39,773 44,138 236,122 129,938 12,094 9,171 146,736 
1879 .................. 158,552 45,868 47,332 251,752 119,541) 28,297 9,426 150,816 
1880.................. 166, 428 57 702 47, 469 271, 599 105, 328 48, 116 11, 391 182, 256 
1881. ................. 174,450 64:631 53,117 292,198 160,367 10,753 172,048 
1882. -............... 179, 570 73, 611 54, 218 307, 399 190, 799 12 343 197, 485 
1883...... ............ 189,869 80,838 58,605 329,312 199,564 12:502 200,032 
1884 .................. 197,035 85,455 61,158 343,648 170,959 11,953 191,248 
1885 .................. 214,434 89,762 ll9,589 373,785 180,838 11,203 179,~48 
188ll .................. 218,206 97,204 72,077 387,487 .......... 196,384 22,747 363,952 
1887.................. .......... ........ .......... .......... . ............................ . 
Year. 
1861.. .... .. .... ........ ... • .. 87,499 26, 503 135,372 68,464 
1862 .......................... 63,617 28,584 117,317 82,875 
1863 ...... ----.. •••••• ........ 63, 547 2~. 651 103, 028 74,164 
18G4 .. - ................ -...... 64, 210 23, 846 103, 208 78, 620 
18G5 .. . .... • .. .... .. .... • .. • .. 59, 298 23, 965 103,427 85, 876 
1866 ....................... -.. 62, 384 30, 895 100, 444 107, 791 
1867.- ........ ...... ... ..... .. 68, 989 30,372 156,602 108,923 
1868 .................. ........ 78,153 28,541 145,396 no, 350 
1869 .. .. .. • ... .. .. • •• .. .. ... .. 87, 618 27, 349 175, 700 121, 930 
1870 ................. -........ 92, 463 26, 900 205 7G1 123, 644 
1871 .......................... 98,105 27,856 223:472 14G,996 
1872 ...... ...... .... .. .. ...... 107, 170 28, 3()! 254, 127 154,901 
1873 .......................... 113,223 29,997 292,315 168,090 
1874 .......................... 112,852 51,011 293,652 168,694 
1875 .. ---- ------------ .. -----. 128, 853 33, 351 321, 729 2ll, 514 
1876 .......................... 136,580 36,216 350,977 201,800 
1877 ----.----.-- ... -- ... ------ 141, 415 32, 226 344, 771 180, 567 
1878 .......................... 142,032 31,650 338,904 186,70'7 
1879 .......................... 147,837 38,578 329,639 263,288 
1880 .... ---- .. ------ ...... --.. 153, 447 45, 611 351, 562 211, 596 
1881.----. ------ ------ ... ----- 160, 367 49, 584 301, 170 204, 059 
1882 ...... -- .. - ••• ------ .. --.. 190, 799 56, 520 227, 433 177, 866 
1883 .... ------ .. ---- --·-- -- · -- 199, 564 55, 978 227, 930 155,285 
1884 .. ---- ... -------- ...... --. 170, 959 79, 853 240, 806 165, 602 
1885 .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 180, 838 80, 084 246, 62G 169, 068 
1886 .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. 196, 384 78, 061 30G, 603 227, 022 

















1, 052, 923 
1, 082,151 







*1 703 276 
t232: 946 
130 4, 725 
134 3, 871 
134 3, 492 
135 3, 445 
134 3, 595 
135 4, 359 
132 5, 012 
12~ 5,102 
131 4, 642 
125 5, 923 
115 6, 934 
115 6, 721 
125 7, 469 
12B 8, 057 
134 7,"929 
143 7, 595 
139 7, 575 
134 8, 299 
139 8, 574 
139 8, 748 
150 7, 863 
156 7, 429 
171 6, 831 
182 6, 551 
212 5, 809 
191 8, 917 
*Includes investigation 6,000 accounts. Includes review 137,767 accounts. 
tReview and investiga-tion to March 1, 1887. 
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OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF TIH<~ TREASURY 
FOR THE PosT-OFFICE Dl<~PARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., J1tly '27, 1887. 
SIR: For the use of the Select Committee of the Senate, ''to inquire into and ex. 
amine the methods of business and work in tho Executive Departments of the Gov. 
ernment, &c.,'' of which Ron. F. M. Cockrell is chairman, I have the honor to make 
the following statement of the different examinations, comparisons, record, and filing 
through which the principal accounts and papers submitted to this office are passed, 
in the course of auditing and settling the accounts of postmasters, mail contractors, 
and officers and employes of the postal service with whom accounts are kept. 
The quarterly accounts-current of postmasters, to the number of about :fifty-five 
thousand per quarter, are received by mail in the opening room, where they are stripped 
of their wrappings, properly folded, each tied with twine, and tho date of receipt en-
tered in books kept for the purpose. They are next passed to the stamp clerks, who 
examine and correct the stamp account on the face of the account-current, make the 
necessary re.cord and pass them to the examiners, who complete the examination, and 
from whence they are taken to the registering division for the purpose of re-examina-
tion and of having the different items registered in books for permanent record 
and for posting to ledgers. Such of the accounts as show errors of postmasters are 
passed to the error clerks of the examining division, who notify postmasters of the 
errors, after which they are sent, with all other registered accounts, to the archives 
and .filed alphabetically throughout the United States for future reference. 
This statement of the course of the acc(:mnt-current through the office to its final 
.filing omits, for the sake of brevity, the various manipulations of the large number 
of vouchers and papers, receipts, &c., which accompany the accounts, and which a.re 
finally filed with them. 
The general postal accounts of postmasters at post-offices of the first, second, and 
third classes are received a.nd opened in the mail-room and referred to the stating di-
vision, where they are carefully examined, audited, and corrected, and finally filed 
with the jacket of the account of the postmaster from whom received. They number 
about 2 :l90 per quarter. 
Certificates of deposit for moneys deposited by postmasters with their designated 
depositor·ies, to the number of about :fifty thousand each quarter, are received by the 
book-keeping division from the finance office of the Post-Office Department. They are 
examineu and checked with the transcripts received from the depositories, posted and 
passed to the stating division to be :filed in the stated accounts of the postmasters to 
which they pertain. 
Weekly transcripts of depositories, to the number of about ninety-throe, are received 
each week by the book-keeping division, examined and checked with the certificates 
of deposit, posted, and :filed in the division. 
Daily orders of the Postmaster-General affecting mail contracts, contracts for mail 
service and post-office supplies, and certificates of mail service performed, with re-
ports of fines and deductions for failures, amounting to four or five thousand papers 
quarterly, received from the Post-Office Department by the pay division, together with 
par-rolls of letter-carriers and rail way postal clerks, a.nd vouchers for miscellaneous 
payments, to the number of about two thousand quarterly, are examined and audited, 
and such as are needed for use in the review division passed to that division, and 
finally filed in the archives of the pay division. 
Iu addition to the above there originate in the pay division, pass through the re-
view division, and are finally filed in tho archives from ten to twelve thousand re-
ports of the Auditor to the Postmaster-General, certifying balances for payment. 
About 22,000 warrants originating in the Post-Office Department each quarter are 
passed through the pay and book-keeping divisions of this office and are filed in the 
archives when returned paid. 
About 15 postal accounts, forwarded from foreign countries, showing balances due 
from the United Sta.tes, 40 postal accounts of the United States with foreign coun-
tries indebted to the United States for balances, ~40 open and closed mail accounts, 
and about 1,500 statements of weights of mails are received by the foreign division, or 
originate upon that division, are there audited, and payments made and received by 
means of bills of exchange, and are :finally :filed in the archives. 
About 8,000 weekly money-order statements, each consisting of from one to eight 
hundred sheets, are received each week by the inspecting division, there inspected 
and compared with the vouchers accompanying the same, errors indicated, and the 
statements passed to the recording division in which tho errors are corrected and post-
masters advised thereof, the totals of the different items for the week regis\ered, and 
the statements pasted into "guard" or file books. 
About 270,000 paid money orders and postal notes are received each week by the 
inspecting division as vouchers to the weekly statements, inspected in connection 
with said statements and passed to the checking division where they are assorted by 
States and into offices of issue, and checked by the statements of the issuing offices. 
The domestic oruere and notes are then passed to the recording division for :file, and 
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foreign orders and coupons, to the number of about 176,000 per quarter, are sent to 
the foreign division, where they are examined in connection with the international 
exchange office lists, checked, and filed. 
About 628 international exchange lists of foreign issue and about 524 such lists of 
United States issue are received quarterly by the foreign division, and about 375 
notifications of changes in said lists examined with their vouchers and files. Also 
950 notifications of void and repaid orders. 
About 20,000 per week of money-order certificates of deposit, notifications of trans-
fers of money-order funds, and coupons of money-order drafts are received by the 
recording division, audited, and filed. 
About 50,000 letters and other miscellaneous mail packages exclusive of postmasters 
quarterly returns are received quarterly and assigned to the several divisions for 
action and file in the accounts to which they pertain. 
This statement comprises the principal papers and accounts received at this office, 
and shows the disposition made of them without entering closely into the detail of 
the manner of auditing, which appears in a more extended form in the several divis-
ion reports herewith. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
H. A. HARALSON, 
Acting Auditor. 
COLLECTING DIVISION. 
OFFICE Ol!' THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARMENT, 
Washington, D. C., August 3, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a synopsis of the work of the collecting 
division: 
The work of this division consists of-
I. Adjustment of general postal accounts of present postmasters at offices of the 
fourth class. 
II. Settlement of general postal accounts of all late postmasters. 
This work is carried on under the following branches : 
(1) Correspondence. 
(2) Drafts for col1ection from postmasters and late postmasters. 
(3) Drafts for payment to postmasters and late postmasters. 
( 4) Making copies of accounts. 
(5) Records of all changes of postmasters and post-offices reported by the First As-
sistant Postmaster-General. 
(6) Files in which accounts of late postmasters are kept until closed and sent to 
archives. 
DUTlES 01!' THE CHIEF OF DIVISION. 
In addition to distributing thf~ mail each morning the chief of the division reads and 
initials all correspondence of the division, forwards the same to the chief clerk for a 
further examination, by whom it is passed to the Auditor and deputy auditor for sig-
nature; he attends to correspondence arising from the filing of powers of attorney, 
settles the accounts of deceased postmasters with their legal representatives, and de-
cides questions arising in the general business of the division. 
Further details of the two principal classes of work mentioned above are as follows: 
(I) Balances due the United States on the accounts of present postmasters are col-
lected by this division when postmasters fail to deposit atthepropertime. Balances 
in favor of postmasters are paid by draft when such balances cannot be retained from 
the proceeds of their respective offices. Statements of general postal accounts are 
sent whenever such action is necessary. 
(II) The following is a brief statement of the several steps taken in the collection 
of the balance due the United States on the account of a late postmaster: 
Account of W. G. Perry, late postmaster, Clinton, N.C., opened by the stating 
division at the time ofhis appointment, stated, and held on that division until about 
seven months after his successor was commissioned to be fully and finally stated, then 
handed to this division for settlement. Mr. Perry was commissioned June 8, 1883, 
and rendered from the 9th of July following; his successor was commissioned August 
3, 1883, and rendered from the lOth of that month; Mr. Perry's account therefore ran 
from July 9, 1883, to August 9, 1885. His general postal account as finally stated 
showed a balance-of $59.96 due the United States; it was ascertained that his money-
order account stood closed. A statement of his general postal account was sent June 
24, 1886, in a circular requiring him to deposit the balance due the United I;Hates and 
informing him that a collection draft would be issued against him should he fail to 
do so. Mr. Perry wrote, under date of July 27, 1886, claiming that one B. 1<'. Boykin 
had been in charge of the office as acting postmaster from June 4 to August 9,1885, 
and should be held responsible for $38.41 of the indel>teduess; in answer thereto h~ 
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was informed that Boy kin could not be recognized as acting postmaster for the reason 
that no such appointment had been certifia<l to this office by the First Assistant Post-
master-General. August 23, 1886, a draft was issued against him for $59.96 in favor 
of C. P. Johnson, postmaster at Clinton, N.C. September 7, 1886, the holder of the 
draft reported that he had demanded, but had not received payment; he was then 
directed to demand payment of the sureties of the late postmaster; September 22, 
1886, the holder reported that $40.00 had been collected and asked for instructions; 
October 7,1886, he was directed to renew demand for the payment of$19.96 remaining 
due; no further reports having been received, he was, under date of January 14, 1887, 
required to report what had been done in 1·elation to the collection of the draft, and 
on the 22d of that month the holder reported that he had demanded payment of the 
sureties and that payment had been refused. 
On the ~7th January, 1887, he was directed to make peremptory and final demand 
on the late postmaster and his sureties for the payment of the balance due the United 
States and to inform them that if payment was not made within thirty days from date 
of demand suit would be brought against them in the United States courts ; a similar 
demand was made on the sureties from this office. 
February 15, 1887, the amount was paid in full and the holder forwarded the re-
quired receipt to this office, when 1;he account of the late postmaster was closed and 
sent to the files. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. D. McCONVILLE, 
Auditor. 
P. CUNNINGHAM, 
Chief Collecting Division. 
'fhe following statement shows in detail the business in the collecting division of 
the office of the Auditor of the 'freasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
cQ 
ca ri;rb ~ ... rh men 00 ;a'e <1=1 .... q:~ UJ 'dbfJ ..... biJ 'g-S;i §~ biJ 'dl=l• ... ·a(JJ 1=1 • ~-~~ ~ <il~oo 'd~ ·§~ 
13 pOO -o-o.-t = ..... 'd"d ...... Character of business. 1-;) 'd ..... CI) .... J.< oso 'd ...... OJ""''"' 
b(; 'd'"' ...,OtiS -gas . -o"" ...,Oc:S cDCII ~1~ Q)c:S ~as~ ~ 1>-CI) .e;~ ..... ~ ~~~ Q) ~&~ Q) l=lm,.... = Q Q c;soas Cl) Q) = p.,..... <I> '"'P.u 
~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
----------.-----
1. Settlement of general postal accounts of late 
postmasters ................................. 27,586 11,381 9 594 29 373 10,492 
2. Correspondence: 
Letters received .................................. 27,976 .................. 30,009 
Letters written........................... ........ . ... .. . . 15,633 .............. .. 
Circulars filled and sent................... ........ ........ 19,093 ............... . 
3. Collection drafts on late postmasters . . .. .• . • . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . 11, 736 .............. .. 
4. Pay drafts.................................... ........ . ... .. . . sa, 051 .............. .. 
5. Accounts copied............................................. 13,333 ............... . 









Totals ....................... -.... -... -.. 27,586 39,357 84,159 29,373 40,501 82,821 
§~ ~cO ~§~ §~ 
b(t-
~§~~ §~ ...... 00 ·~~..:. "d~ "d~ '"'oo c;s"d"' '8~ ~;;:~[;l .,,.... ..... .,"" ..... ~~ .-o.,. as~] 'd«s,::~ 'do~:a ~=~~ as CIS-o Q)Q c:S-o Character of business. 
'8~~ 
oo<~> +>cDm '8~<6 
'0 ~[;l -t'!~~ 'g~.,: Q)~ ~ ~<1=1 • -~~~ c;so<d ~go~ -~~ §.~~! 
~ p.~ CD P,b£1:- til~ ,.Qm,..... ~~.s ~;8.s~ 
.::I<DM 
=;a,....; Om =;a,....; =:::; ...... ~<!=I 1-<.-o ......... CI)CI:l-0 ~ 0 ~ 8 0 
1. Settlement of general postal accounts 
of late postmasters . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . 26, 337 20, 503 24, 683 22, 157 24, 055 30, 000 16, 212 
2. Correspondence : 
Lettersreceived .......................... 33,852 .................. 31,198 ................. . 
Letters written................................... 21,605 ........ ........ 21,376 .••••••• 
Circulars fllled and sent.......................... 17,357 ........ ...... .. 14,741 ...... .. 
3. Collection drafts on late postmasters .. . . • . .. . . • .. . . . 61, 292 . .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. 6997 ....... . 
4. Pay drafts.......................... ........ ........ '4,510 ..•....• ........ 84,463 ....... . 
5. Accounts co~ied ..................... ........ ........ 11,893 ........ ........ 16,011 1 ....... . 
6. Post-officec angesrecorded ......... .:..:.:.:=.:....:.:..:..:1~1==1==~170 :.:..:..:.:..:.:.: 
Totals .......................... 26,837 54,355 105,796 22,157 55,253 97,758 16,212 
lAtnonnt, $105,374.60. 3Amount, $121,232.31. 
1Amount, $107,941.46. ~Amount, $145,336.07. 
6 Amount, $135,841.55. 7 Amount, $125,780.02. 
'Amount, $99,002.53. BAmount, $126,871.40 
4405 TR--21 
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The work of this division includes (1) settlement of late accounts and (2) adjust. 
ment of current accounts; numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 in this table are in part supple-
mental to No. 1, but the work done under the two branches cannot be separated, as 
it was all reported together. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the collecting division of the office of the Au-
ditor of the Treasurer for the Post-Office Department, with average number of em-
ployes during the time specified : 
Month. 
1884. 
~ ~ . 
~1=1 ~! 
F-<P -..o 
~ s :P. ~ 
~~ ~~ ~ 
1885. 1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
------1-----------------------------
July ........... 437.5 17H 19 16 474.5 12H 18 15 64.4.8 15-/'a 15 14 777.4 16,!'3 17 12 
August ........ 472. 5 13l, 19 10 465. 4 131il 19 12 620. 0 111'.1 16 11 778. 4 13-l-g 16 11 
September._ .. _ 437. 5 13H 19 11 447. 1 13U 19 13 644. 8 11-r'!I 16 10 777.4 13/ll 18 8 
October .•.•.... 472.5 12~ 18 16 492.8 16??, 19 16 669.6 13! 16 11 777.4 16-ih 18 12 
NovembtM: .... 428.75 16U 18 17 438.0 16{"2 19 17 570.4 14H 16 13 717.6 15U 18 12 
December ..•... 437.5 15U 18 13 465.4 14H 19 17 644.8 13~9ll 15 12 747.5 17! 19 13 
January ....... 455.0 17r":J 18 16 474.5 15t/i 18 14 620.0 12"2\ 13 11 747.5 18l-, 20 16 
February _ .... _ 402. 5 17M 18 Hl 401. 5 15 17 13 570. 4 12H 13 12 687. 7 l!l"2\ 21 15 
March ......... 455.0 17U 18 15 456.3 l6l1r 17 13 669.6 13H 14 12 ................ .. 
April .••....... 455.0 16U 18 14 474.5 1513 16 14 644.8 15I":~ 16 13 ................. . 
May ........... 455. o 15H 18 16 456. 3 14H 15 13 620. o 16! 18 15 .. . .. . . .......... . 
June ........... 492.5 14H 18 15 474.5 14ii 15 14 644.8 16l:~ 17 14 ...•.. .... . ... 
-------------------------------
Total aver- I 
ages ...... •45. 5 151 181 '... 460 15 17-l?I . . . . 6301 14 15!! . . . . 751. 216! lSi 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the collecting division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in 11erson and 
by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted 
to business by the employ6 present for the greatest number of days and by the em-
ploy6 present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m., with half-hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 
6!- hours daily. 
Years. 
----------1- ---1----l- ---1------.-----------
lr·--------·----·-----·-· 1 5 ...................... . 
1 86 ...................... . 
1887 ...................... . 
3Q!i! 4, 827i 
302! 4, 532H 
305 4, 215:r'~ 
201 3, 271i 
0 4, 827~ 
o 4,532U 
0 4, 215:r'~ 
0 3, 27li 
h.m.11. 
lSi 264. 5 6 9 43 
17[~ 260.0 6 7 23 
15:r\ 273. 4 6 21 57 










OFFICE OF THE AUDIEOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., July 27, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following statement, to accompany the tabular 
statement prepared for the use of Senator Cockrell's committee, showing the work 
done by the stating division. 
The stating division has charge of and states the general postal accounts of all 
postmasters which are handed over when stated to the collecting division for' final 
adjustment. The work performed by this division, in detail,. is as follows: 
Keeping a record of all post-offices established, re-established, and discontinued, 
and of all changes of postmasters, and of nO\'Y bonds given by postmasters, the uata 
for ,this record' being obtained from weekly reports furnished by t4e First Assistant 
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Postmaster-General. The book in which this record is kept also shows when the 
general postal account of each postmaster is handed over to the collecting division 
and the condition of tl1e account at that time. 
The postmasters at Presidential offices render general postal accounts, which are 
audited and statements of differences kept. The postmasters at fourth-class offices 
do not render general postal accounts, but the stating clerks open and keep said ac-
counts. All accounts are stated quarterly, and those of Presidential postmasters are 
balanced and the postmasters notifiecl of the condition of their accounts each quar-
ter and instructed as to the corrections made in their accounts, and how to account 
for them in the succeeding quarter. All postmasters are notified when their accounts 
show a balance due the United States of $5 or more at fourth-class offices and $25 or 
more at Presidential offices, and they are instructed to deposit the same. When a 
postmaster fails to comply with the instructions to deposit the amount clue, a report 
of the delinquency is made to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, and a further 
failure by the postmaster to deposit the balance due is reported to the Postmaster-
General. 
The following items are entered in the general postal account and are received by 
this division from the divisions named: 
Balance due on account current ; in Presidential accounts received on slips from 
examining division; in fourth-class accounts received from registering division. 
Auditor's collection draft, taken from draft register made by collecting division. 
Postmaster-General's transfer drafts, taken from draft register made by book-
keeping division. 
Deposits received at depository offices, taken from transcript register made by 
book-keeping division. 
Money-order transfers, taken from notifications made by postmasters received from 
book-keeping division. 
Miscellaneous items of debits and credits by day-book entry, received from book-
keeping division. 
Payments to mail messenger, receipt for payment received from review division. 
Payments to railway post-office clerks, pay-rolls received from review division. 
Payments for incidental expenses of railway mail service, vouchers received from 
review division. 
Payment to letter carriers, pay-rolls received from review division. 
Payments for incidental expenses of free delivery, vouchers received from review 
division. 
Transfer drafts paid by draft offices, taken from transcript register made by book-
keeping division. 
Deposits made by postmasters, certificates of deposit received from book-keeping 
division. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. D. McCoNVILLE, 
Aud,itor. 
'I'. STOBO FARROW, 
Chief Stating Division. 
The following example will serve as an illustration of the method of transacting 
business in the stating division: 
E. F. Babcock was appointed postmaster at Elmira, Chemung County, New York, April14, 1885, notice 
of which was received from the First Assistant Postmaster-General through the chief clerk of this 
offict~. From this notice a record of change was made in what is known as the '' change book,'' by the 
statilig clerk having charge of section A of this division, and from this record the stating clerk pre-
pared a jacket for the postmaster's account, and indorsed the jacket of the late postmaster showing the 
date he became " late," the cause of the change, and the name of his successor. 
At the close of the quarter ended June 30, 1885, the postmaster rendere(l his general postal account 
from April 21, 1885, the date he took possession of the post-office at Elmim, N.Y., up to and including 
June 30, 1885. The account wasreceive(l in the mail room of this office July 10, 1885, and sent to the 
chief of the stating division. By the chief of the division it was passed to the clerk in charge of the 
section to which it belonged, and the items pertaining to it were entered therein as soon as received 
from the other divsions of the office. 
The transcript register made up by the book-keeping division was compared with the amounts en· 
tered by the postmaster in his account. This transcript register is made up by the book-keeping di-
vision from the transcripts of deposits received direct by this office by mail four times a , month from 
depositor:v offices. 
On the hth of July, 1885, pay-rolls for payment to letter carriers and vouchers for incidental expenses 
of free-delivery service were received from the pay division, by which division they are received direct 
from the postmaster, first going through .the mail room of the office. Credit was allowed in the ac. 
count for these payments. On the 31st of August, 1885, pay-rolls for the amounts paid to railway post-
office clerks were receiverl from the pay division, by which division they are received direct from the 
postmaster, first going throu~h the mail room of this office. Credit waR allowed in the account for 
these payments. A. voucher for amount paid to mail messenger was also receivou from the postmaster 
through the pay division. An examination of the voucher for this payment showed a difference of 
$0.75 in favor of the postmaster between tho amonnt in tho voucher and the amount in tho general 
postal account, and investigation showed that ho first p:1icl the mail messenger less than he should by 
that amollilt, and a now voucher was sent by tho postmaster for tho right amount. The three vouchers 
above named are, under the present system, received from the review instead of the pay division. On 
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May 21, June 20, and July 27, 1885, certificates of deposit for amounts deposited by the post.master with 
the Assistant Treasurer of the United States at New York were received through the Post-Office De· 
-vartruent from the book-keeping uivision and credit was allowed tor them in the account. On August 
17, 1885, a slip showing the balance due the Unitecl States on the postmaster's account current from 
April21 to June 30, 1885, was received from the registering division (they are now received from tho 
examining division). The account current from whwh this balance is taken is received from the post-
master by mail by the examining division and passed to the registering division. An ex:tmination of 
the amount reported on the slip from the rel?iistering division showed a difference between that amount 
and the amount entered by the postmaster m his general postal account of $0.01. To ascertain the 
cause of this difference the account current was obtained from the files of tt1e examining division, whicb 
showed <that the postmaster hacl overpaid himself tor salary $0.01. The general account exhibited a. 
balance of $0.74 due the postmaster, which was explained by the increased amount allow ell for pay-
ment for mail messenger $0.75 and the overpayment by the postmaster of his own salary $0.01. These 
iLems were entered in the statement of differences filed in the account, and a similar statement matle 
out for the postmaster on September 2, 1885, and submitteu to the chief of the division, passed by him 
to the chief clerk of the office, and by him sent to the mail room for press copy. On the day the statement 
of differences was made out the jacket of the accoant was indorsed, showing the balance due the post-
master and the number and date of the statement sent to him. 
A similar routine of business was gone through with on this account each quarter until the close 
of the fourth quarter, 1886. · 
On December 8, 1886, the postmaster gave a new bond, which fact was certified to this office by the 
First Assistant Postmaster-General on the wee!:ly record of changes. A new account was preparetl 
to begin January 1, 1887, the records made, and the routine of business being the same as t.hat de-
scribeu when the account was first opened . 
.By reason of this new bond, the postmaster's account under his old bond ended December 31, 1886, 
at which time it showed when audited a balance (lue the United States of $0.l0, which amount was 
found to have been taken up by the postmaster in his account rendered for the first quarter, 1887; ancl 
on June 24,1887, a ·slip was made out by the stating clerk transterring this amount from the old ac-
count to the new, and the sliv sent to the chief of the division and by him forwarded to the collecting 
division, where it was entered on a book called tho ''transfer journal." 
The general postal account of Mr. Babcock under his bond ending December 31, 1887, having been 
finally stated, the condition of it was entered in the change book hy the statin{;\ clerk and the date 
at which Mr. Babcock commenced to render his account under the new bond inuorsed on the jacket 
of the old account, and the date of handing the account to the collecting division (July 31, 1887) having 
been also indorsed on the jacket, the account was handed over to the collecting division for final au-
justment, after which it will be sent to the archives, where it will remain on file. 
The following statement shows in deta.il the business in the stating division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
"=' .-c- ~~~ 1::1 Q)c.'J c<l. ~Q ...::1l2 c.'J'"d h +'<IJ ""' 1::100 <D~-.t< al~~ or-~ Character of business. !S~ <D 00 +' btJOO 1)~~ 
l::lh l::l;:l..-4 «10~. "'- "'·~ ~ §.~~i 0"' o~«18'"=> Q"'Q) Q<O h ~rc.,..,..... 
~ ~ E-l 
- -----
Accounts of postmasters, stateu quarterly. _ 47, 602 195, 643 
Accounts of late postmasters, stated quar-
terly ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 848 37, 565 
Changes of postmasters recorded .. . ......•........ _ . .. . , •... _ 
Circulars of instruction sent postmasters . .. _ ·- . __ . . . . ........ . 
Balances of Presidential offices, compared 
B~~~~~e:1!i f~~~th:~ia:;; -~ffi~~~.- ~~~i;~;~ci · -· ·- · · ·- · · · · · · · · ·-








Totals .......•.•••.•••••.•.. ·---~- •••. 59,450 233,208 320,618 
.-c .-c ...... ~.-c~~ "=' 1::1 Q)c.'J l::l::l~ ;:l c.'S tO ~Q c.'J'd h c:<S • ,..:::100 ...::~2£ 
1::1~ 
...... w 
""' "'~.o a5~~ 
1::100 
0 o,....._ 
Character of business. "',...;- 2bJ:~ w ..... §.t-
.._,Q)w 
-::;~ 1::1!=!..-4 ~~~. 
g~ g·~ ~ §.~~~ 
d::l 
Qi=l<l) 81-:> 
Q Qo;:l h ~rc.,..,..... Q 
~ ~ E-l ~ 
---
Accounts of postmasters, stated 
.-c .-c- .-c·~ 
;:l Q)c.'J l::l~&'l c<l. 
~~ ...::1~ c<S'"d h 
""' ;:lOO <D~l(;) reo ..... or-~ 
$...-i- r12 00 a;.rd ~ +' bLOO -+"llloo 
l::lh 1::1!=! ..... ~~~ 
f5'i3 "' .... ~ "'p., "" o~o:s 1=1 r12 blloo <Ji-:> Q::l<l) c.'S""' !=!00 
Q Qo;:l h ~.-c ........ 
~ ~ E-l 
------ - - --
50,036 203,773 203,773 
9, 678 32,658 34,573 
................ ................... 11,797 
................. ...................... 16,639 
.............. ........................ 9,380 
-------- ............... . ..... 48,942 ----------
59,714 236,431 325,104 
rc-o ~§~~ -e ~~~ ;:l c:;s'"d h..< c:<S. ..::I&'; ....,w.,._ 
""' c:<S (/1~~ .-co-;::a ~::~oo o.-4 
r12 ....... ~1~s ~ri ~ ~{)~~ c:;so<~=~~ 
g~ r;·g ~ ~ 02 p., t-
g'd .,..)1 ~-~~~ g::a ~"0.,....,...; 
~ 8 ~ 
------- ---
quarterly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 287 209, 854 209, 854 53, 594 108, 096 108, 096 54, 503 
Accounts of late postmasters, 
stated quarterly.................. 7, 763 541 667 47,760 14,670 20,888 25, 259 10,299 
Changes of postmasters recorded • . . • • . • • • . . • • . . • . . • . 35, 465 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 11, 518 
Circulars of instruction sent post-
masters . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . • . . • . • . . 12, 086 .........•••...... 
Balances of Presidential offices, 
compared quarterly ...... _ .........•..•............ 
Balances of fourth-class offices, 
compared annually ....................... _... . . . . . . 51, 352 ..............•...........•......... 
5, 790 
8,968 5,583 
Totals .....•.........•...•.••• 5r,"05Q ~-264, 5~j365.48516f264128,9s4146,246 64,802 
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The following statement shows the average amount and cllaracter of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the stating division of the office of the Auditor 
of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employes, 
during the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 
Cl) Cl) ., Cl) Cl) ., Cl) 
Month. bC~ b.ll"' t.o...-; ~ bC~ 
<el'l ~~ ci!r:l ci!P, ~g ~o<P ~-<,S 
~ 
~o<P ~o<O 
H :a ~P< s:l cPo cPA s:l Cl)El 
~~ 
<e 
~ ~~ ~>a cil ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~CIJ ~ 
----------------------
i~~~~s·t·.-:.".".".".".:::::::::::::: l 2, 730 S ~~~ *3, 065 *2 450( 2, 566 S ~~~ *3 086 *2, 503( 3, 059 
September .............. . ... 5 { 215 t636 't29!5 l 23 't539 tl815 
October ..................... l 5 21~ *2,908 *2,227{ S 23 *3,214 *2,592( 
N ovomber ................... 5 2, 734 l 21~ t636 t298 5 2, 562 { 23 t559 ... 1805 !• 318 ¥:~::~~r_:::::::::::::::::::} 1 ~~~ *3,016 *2,448( { ~~~ *3,274( *l,!Hl( 3,393 
February .•.•.........•...... 2,672 21 t525 u785 2,546 23 tS525 t1795 March .. ". ................... 21 23 
April.······················· } { 21 ~a, 086 *2 503( { 23} *3, 312 *1 957( May......................... 2, 752 ~1 t539 'u815 2, 563 23 t557 'n785 3, 384 June........................ 21 23 










July···································· · ··· .. 20~ *3,800 
te~'l!:b"e;;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ig5 t786 
October................... ...... .............. 20} ~a. 833 November..................................... 20 t750 December...................................... 20 
~~~i~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~gl *\~~g 
April.......................................... 20 *4, 040 






~ .s :a cPA cl ~>a ~ ~ ~aS ~Cl) ~ 
- ----- - - - - --
*2·tt~g} 3, 479 1 ~g~ *\~~~ *\~~~ 
k\~~~l 3, 339 1 ~g} *\~~ *\~i~ 
*2, 732( { 20 *4, 047 *2, 826 
tl875 3• 344 20 t726 t218 
*\~~~} ........ t::: :::::::: :::::::: 
Total. ••..•.•.•..•...................... . 19j\""""4,64ii 2,852£ 2,54i)i m ~ 2;276i 
* Fourth class. t Presidential. 
The accounts of postmasters being stated quarterly, the clerks of this division are 
engaged three months in said work, and consequently tho average maximum anrl 
minimum business cannot be shown by months. 
Maximum and minimum numbers of accounts are given of fourth class aud of 
Presidential offices, as Presidential accounts represent from ten to twenty times as 
much work as fourth-class accounts. 
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'fho following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the stating division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and by 
proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to 
business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. 





1884 ..•.•..•••.•• ------ .••.....•. 305!; 5, 742~ 
1885 .. ----- ..... . ..... --- ..... --. 302i . 6, 124;! 
1886 . ---- .. -- .. -- •• - .. - .. . .. .. .. • 305 5, 523! 
1887 ............................. 201 3,449! 
0 5, 742k 
0 6, 124! 
0 5, 523! 









h. m. s. 
6 21 38 299;! 
6 11 55 299;! 
6 32 30 305 






OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-0:1!'FICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., A1tgust 4, 1887. 
SiR: In compliance with your request I have the honor to submit herewith a de-
tailed statement of the manner of settling the accounts current of postmasters in 
the examining division. 
· Respectfully, 
H. A. HARALSON, 
Acting Auditor. 
A. S. HOWELL, 
Chief of the Examining Division. 
The following will more fully explain the various stages through which the account 
current passes: 
The account current of the Kansas City, Mo., post-office, of which the inclosed is a 
copy, is received in the mail room of the office, and sent unopened to the opening 
room of this division (in which three clerks are employed), by whom it is opened, 
folded, and tied up, with all its accompanying vouchers and transcripts. The date 
(Octol1er 13, 1886) of its receipt is entered by the recording clerk in a book of record 
containing the names of all post-offices in the United States alphabetically arranged. 
The account is then sent to the stamp clerk (at present fourteen are employed), 
who compares the $50,841.92, entered in article 3, by the postmaster with his stamp 
record; the $58,377.60, in article 4, with the receipts by the postmaster for the same, 
and with the amount sent by the Post-Office Department. The amount claimed in 
article 5 as on handis generally accepted as stated by the postmaster. The amount 
claimed in article 6, if for damaged stamps or envelopes returned, is allowed only 
upon authorization furnished by the Third Assistant Postmaster-General. If for post-
age-due stamps canceled on matter not delivered and returned to the Dead Letter 
Office, upon dead letter bills received from postmaster and approved by the 'fbird As-
sistant Postmaster-General. Articles 3 and 4 are added, and from the total is deducted 
article 5, and from the difference $65.719.06 is deducted article 6, leaving$65,713.30, 
amount entered in article 7. These additions and subtractions are then gone over by 
the stamp clerk in his book, and the balance on band, article 5, brought forward for 
the next quarter. 
The account is then sent to the examiner (20 are employed), who examines the 
transcript (Form No. 1537) of the box rents; additions and subtractions of articles 3, 
4, 5, 6, and 7; adds up tho stamp receipts, and compares the total with the amount 
entered by the stamp clerk in article 4. The amount claimed by postmasters in 
article 8, as salary, is compared with amount authorized by the Firsb Assistant Post-
master-Genera.! and corrected. 'fhe receipts for ship and steamboat letters, article 9, 
are examfned and the number of letters paicl for (.Ompared with the amount of re-
ceipts submitted. (In tbis case nothing is claimed.J The amount entered in article 
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1 is generally accepted by this office. Accounts wherein no difference occurs are 
checked in red ink, and those wherein differences occur are restated entirely, like 
the inclosed account current. 
The account is then sent to the rooms of the chief of division, where two clerks are 
employed-one who examines the vouchers submitted for clerk-hire, light, fuel, rent, 
advertising, office furniture, stationery, miscellaneous expenses, and special-delivery 
messenger service, to see if they are properly made out, receipted, and all computa-
tions are correct. He then schedules them and sends them to the other clerk, who 
makes up (see Form No. 112) the allowances as authorized by the First Assistant 
Postmaster-General, transfers the total to article 10 of the account current, and bal-
ances the account. (See article 11.) 
The account, with all vouchers and transcripts pertaining thereto, is then sent to 
th..) registering division, which re-examines, reregisters the accounts in books, showing 
th3 amounts received and paid under their respective headings. The account is then 
returned to tho chief of the examining division and sent to the error clerk (three in 
number), by whom the account is again re-examined, a statement of differences (Form 
205) is sent to postmaster, and the balance (Form 207) sent to the stating division. 
All questions of doubt as to the settlement of the account are referred to the chief 
of division and Auditor. 
[Form207.] 
Reporting Presidential registm·ed balance. 
OFFICE OF THE .AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, August 4, 1887. 
The quarterly account of Geo. M. Shelley, P. M., KansaH City office, Mo., for the 3d quarter, 1886, 
has this day been re-examned, and circular forward()(]. toP. M., showing a balance of $54,737y6l1°l1 due 
thereon to tho U. S. 
K. K., OlwJ:. 
To the CHIEF OF STATING DIVISION. 
(Form 1537.] 
Quarter-yearly return of all1·eceipts for boxes and drawm·s by me received as postmaster of 
Kansas City, State of Missouri, for the quarter endin{l September 30, 1886. 
No. Rate. Amount. 
-------------------------------------------------------1---- -----------
Call boxes rented for full quarter ....... . . . ------ ..•. - ----- .•.. ------........ 398 $0 50 $199 '00 
Lock boxes rented for full quarter . .. . . . .•........... --- .• .... •. .•••... •••••. 4 2 00 8 00 
Lockdraworsrentedforfullquarter..................... . ................... 12 1 00 12 00 
Call boxes rented for part of a quarter . . .. ....... .. .......................... 8 25 2 00 
Lock boxes rented for part ot' a quarter .................. ·----~- .•.......... ·- 6 50 3 00 
Lock drawers rented for part of a quarter.................................... 4 1 00 4 00 
- 1==1== ~8 00 
I, Geo. M. Shelley, postmaster of Kansas City, do swear that the above and foregoing is a true and 
correct account of all receipts for rent of boxes and drawers for the quarter ending Sept. 30th. 1886. 
GEO. M. SHELLEY, 
Postmaster. 
----and subscribed before the undersigned, a------ for the-- of---, this-- day 
of---, A. D. 188-. 
[Indorsement. J 
BOX ACCOUNT. 
Postmaster at Kansas City, State of Missouri, for the quarter ending Sept 30th, 1886. 
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[Form No. 112.] 
.Adjustment of expense account. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. a., ---, 188-. 
Geo. M. Shelley, postmaster ai( Kansas City, State of Mo., for the quarter ended Sept. 30th, 1886. 
Vouchers received. Amounts allowed. 
Clerk hire . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . • . $9, 532 61 9, 532 61 
~:~~~~~~~~~~::~~:::::~ :::::: ~~:~~ .... --'~-~~-
Office furniture.............. 6 00 6 00 
Stationery................... 33 79 33 79 
Miscellaneous . • • • • • • . • • . . . • . 539 20 5S9 20 
S.D. M •••..•••.•.••..• .•••.. 131 04. 131 04 











Correcting postmasters' accounts-current. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. a., December 28, 1886. 
SIR: In auditing your account-current for the quarter ended Sept. 30th, 1886, the following correc· 
tions ha.ve been made, viz : 
In art. 4 you undercharged stamp supplies $201.20, as follows: 
(1) You failed to charge receipt No. 153, sp'l req. env'l. for C. T. L. & Co., dated 
Julyl2, underchargeof.... .. ............................................ 246 40 
(2) ReceiptNo.162, env'l.,dated July24....................................... $22 40 
" " 163, " " " 26....................................... 22 40 
Were charged in preceding quarter's account (included in amount $976.00, ordered 
to July 1). 
Overcharge of ................................................................... . 
(3) Ordered to Oct. I .......................................................... .. 
Of this amount $22.40 is allowed at the new rates as $22.00, per order Third As· 
sistant Pm~tma.ster-General under dare of Oct. 1, '86. 
Overcharge of .................................................................. . 
Total undercharge ....................................................... . 
Stamps sold as audited, $65,713.80. 
In art.10, expenses, you are allowed $59.85 less than claimed, as follows: 
$58 40 
Amo"!lllt claimed ................................................................. $10,380 49 
Voucher No. 9, to W. H. Bean, lamp chimneys . . • • • • . • • .. • • • • . . .. . . . . . .. . • • . .. . . . 30 
Allowed in settlement of 1st qr., account (see statement inclosed) .........•..... 
Voucher N o.16, to W. H. Wood, desks .......................................... .. 
Is not considered in this settlement (referred to carriers' account.) 
Voucher No. 22, to Union Depot Co., rent Station A ............ . ................. . 
Of this a.m't, rent Station A for June considered in 2d qr. (see statement) ....•••. 
Voucher No. 23, to H. J. Latshaw, jr., janitor. $4.35, allowed as per voucher, 
submitted a.s $5.45 (by direction of First Ass't P. M. Gen'l). . 
Under credit of ................................................................. .. 
Total' amount allowed, as audited .......................................... . 
$104- 00 












D . McCONiVILLE, 
.Auditor 
GEO. M. SHELLEY, P.M., 
Kansas Oity, Jackson ao .• JJ[o. 
' 
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FREE-DELIVERY O~'~'ICE. 
CLASS 1. 
Post-office at Kansas City, county of Jackson, State of Missouri, in account-current with tl!~ 











1. Amount receivecl for waste paper, dead newspapers, printed matter, and 
twine sold during the quarter .••••••..•. ----- ...•..•.••.. --- -... ---- ..•. 




3. Amount of postage stamps, postage-due stamps, 
stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers. news-
paper and periodical stamps, and postal cards 
$50,841 92 on hand at close of last quarter ..• _ ••.•.....••. $50,841 92 
4. Amount of postage stamps, postage-due stamps, 
stamped envelopes, newspaper wrappers, news-
paper and periodical stamps, and postal cards 
58,578 80 58, 377 60 received from the Department this quarter .... 
----
109,420 72 
5. Deduct amount of postage stamps, postage-due 
l!ltamps, stamped envelopes, newspaper wrap-
pers, newspaper ana periodical stamps, and 
43,701 66 postal cards now on hancl. ...................... 43,701 66 
----
65,719 06 
6. Deduct damaged stamps and st.amped envelopes 
returned, and amount of '' ]Jostage-due '' stamps 
canceled upon matter not delivered and re-
turned to Dead L etter Office, as per dead let-
terbillherewith, $5.26 .......•••...••.••....•.. 5 26 5 26 
7. Leaving amount of postage stamps, postage-due stamps, stamped envel-
opes, newspaper wrappers, newspaper and periodical stamps, and postal 
















8. By salary •..•••.....•..•••••.••..••........••.••••••••••••.••. ---... ..• . . . $900 00 $900 00 
9. By-- ship and steamboat letters paid for this quarter, as per receipts 
herewith, at-- cents cash ... . .............. _ ................................ ___ . __ . __ ..... _ ... 
10. By expenses, pervouchers herewith ........... . .......................... 10,380 49 10,320 64 
11. BybalanceduetheUnitedStates ......................................... 54,476 55 54,737 60 
65,757 04 65,958 24 
I, Geo. M. Shelley, postmaster of Kansas City, Mo., do swear that the accounts which I have rendered 
to the J>ost-Office Department for the quarter ending Sept. 30th, 1886, exhibit truly and faithfully the en-
tire receipts of my nost-office which have been collected thereat, and the entire sum which could have 
been, by clue diligence collected thereat, during the period above stated, and that the credits claimed 
in the said accounts are just and true, as I verily believe; and, furthermore, that during the said periou 
I have not knowingly delivered, or permitted to be delivered, to any person any mail matter on which 
the postage had not been paid by postage-due stamps at the time of such delivery, in accordance with 
the provisions of section 26 ot' tho act of Congress approved March 3, 1879, and of sections 270-274 of 
the Postal Laws and l{egnlations, edition of 1879. GEO. :M. SHELLEY, 
Postmaster. 
Sworn and subscribed before the undersigned, a notary public, for the county of Jackson, this eighth 
day of October, .A. D. 1886. · 
JOHN M. P .ARRY, 
(Commission expires Sept. 24, '89.) Notary Public. 
[Inclorsement.] 
FREE-DELIVERY OFFICE. 
Post-office at Kansas City, State of Missouri. 
From July 1 to Sept. 30, 1886. 
Class1. 
GEO. M. SHELLEY, 
Postma•ter. 
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The following statement shows in detail the bnsiness in the examining division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post Office Department for the fiscal 




!>C 'CJ~I-4 !>Ct- ~~~~ !=l::S.;s .~g !=led j::p::! ~ -~~ -~~ =;;:;~ =~p., -~~ ,;s'd p., c:e;;: p.,~ ::s,.., l=l~ !=l,.., ..... .g~~ 'Cl;.. "Co,... 'd;.. o- "C~ 'i~~ 'i~~)l Character of business. c:il Q)'t:l ~ c:il ]'i~ c:il 'd ~~ 'CJQ) -+">Q)Q 'OCl.> 'CJCl.> ~~~. ~G) !DO Q)P., Qal<ll Q)h Q "'<l=l Q.>P.. ~~)! ~~'l=le -~~ ~o<l=l -~~ ~ ~bL~ I> .... ~~!>C! ..... ~ ~ ~bt~ ·:p ~ 0 ~~bi:~ Cl.>o ~~-S~ Cl.>o Om c:il" ... j::l Om ~;a.s~ ~q::l~ e;a.s~ ~c;::l .,..-c ......... <!)"' ~c;::l ~ ~c;::l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
---- ----------------
0 •••·•••· 2,610 0 .••.•••. 0 ··•····· 
Quarterly returns received 
and opened.............. 197, 031:i 197, 035 214,434 214,424 218,206 218,206 163,411 163,411 
Quarterly retm·ns passed 
by stamp clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 192, 301 . • • . . . • . 203, 024 . • • . . . . . 216, 988 . • • . • • • • 157, 085 
Quarterly returns passed 
by examiners...... . •. . . . . . . . . . . . 192, 301 . . . . • . • . 203, 024 . • • . . • . . 216, 988 • • • • . • • . 157, 085 
Quarterly returns passed 
L~"L~~r~~~1~i;~~i~~8 ·a~~i · · · · · · · · · 
out .............................. . 17,481 .••..... 23,308 ·••·•·•· 60,906 .••.•••. 40,604 
Quarterly returns filed in 
archives . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 192, 301 . . • . . • • . 203, 024 . • • . . • . . 216, 988 . • • • . • • . 144, 659 
Quarterly returns with. 
drawu and returned to 
archives . . . . . . . . .• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295, 550 . • • . . . • . 300, 500 • . . . . • . . 218, 530 . • • • • • • . 212, 353 
Orders received to charge I I I illegal cancellations...... . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . 88 88 158 158 
Totals . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 197, 035 1, 086, 969 214, 434 1, 147, 314 218, 294 1, 248, 694 163, 569 877, 965 
The following statement shows the average amount of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of in the examining division of the office of the Auditor of the 
Treasury for the Post Office Department, with the average number of employes, dur-
ing the time specified : 
Months. 
July ........................ . 
August ....... . ............. . 
~~~~b!r~~~:~ ~ --~ ~ ~: :~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~--
November ................••. 
December ................... . 
~!~~~ :::::::::::::::::::: 
































































104, 057. 83 50§ 73, Iim.751~ 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the examining division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post Office Department, in person 
and by proxy; during the years named, with number of days during each year so de-
voted to busineAs by the employ6 present the greatest number of days and by the 
employe present the least number of days during said years. The Department open 
from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with one-half hour for lunch. Time to be devoted to busi-
ness, 6i hours daily. 
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Years. 
----------1------------------------
1884 ·········-· ........ .. 
1885 ................ -----
1886 .................... . 









43 259. 74+ 
51 259. 64+ 
















SIR: I have the honor to state that all paid money orders and postal notes are re-
ceived by the Auditor from the office of the Superintendent of the Money-Order Sys-
tem, and first passed to the inspecting division for inspection, and next to the check-
ing division, where they are assorted by five employes, who have round tables with 
divisions or compartments labeled with the names of each State and Territory in tho 
Union. These gentlemen assort the money orders and postal notes by States and 
Territories and tie them in parcels containing from 2,300 to 2,500 each, which are 
transferred to lady assorters, by offices, who have slips for each post-office in the 
United States furnished them. These ladies first assort them numerically, or, as it is 
termed, "into letter," and secondly, into "offices," and place them in boxes of 2,300 
to 2,500, designating each post-office by its appropriate slip, and the boxes are then 
banded over to ladies, who number them, arranging them consecutively by number, as 
they were issued. 
Tho boxes are t;hon turnecl ovor to the checkers, who have books furnished them 
by the recording division, containing tho weekly money-order statements of each 
postmaster in the United States. The duty of the checker is to examine and see that 
the number, date~ amount, signature of payee, and office of issuance and payment 
correspond with the postmaster's statement. Any irregularity in either of the fore-
going particulars is noted in pencil by the checker on the face of the money order or 
postal note, and tho orders aud notes so marked are assorted iu parcels, dosignatin(J' 
the character of the errors, and are handed to the chief or his assistant, who send~ 
them to the recording division for such action as will eventuate in their correction. 
The orders and notes after being checked are stamped with the name of the checker, 
to fix the responsibility for any errors in checking. They are then sent to the files of 
the recording division 
The duties of the chief of the division are to apportion the work to each employe, 
aml see that he faithfully attends to it during business hours; also to make any 
transpositions on the face of the postmasters' weekly statements, so as to make them 
correspond with the money orders and postal notes as issued; to examine and check 
the weekly reports of work done by the assorters and numberers, and apportion the 
work to the checkers, according to their sections; to examine the checker~' report of 
work done during the week, and see that it agrees with the amount of work t.rned 
in. 
The following will serve as an illustration of the manner of checking a paid money 
order, with tho weekly money-order statement of the postmaster who issued the 
money order: 
Staternent of jJOBtrnastet of New York, as rendered. 
Date of No. Name of remitter. Name of payee. Where payable- State. Amount. issue. post-office. 
--- ----
Feb. 7 6261 F.P.Freeman ---·-· .r ohn R. Reddick ___ Salem ............. . Mo .... $1 39 
M onfY!J ordm·, as it appears on its face. 
Date of No. Name of remitter. N arne of payee. Where ·~t.-yable. State./Amount issue. 
~--
Feb. 7 6261 F.P.Freeman ------ .T.R.Ryley ·-------- Salem ..... __ .... _ .. Mass-- $159 
Error in name of payee; .John R. Reddick should be .J. R Ryley; St::tt~. "Mass.," in>~tead of • • Mo.," 
and amount should l)(l$1.59 instead of $L39. 
The checkers note on tl.Je order-'' Payee," "State," and ".Amount ent. $Lil!J," anclsaid money order 
Is sent to recording division. · 
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The following statement shows in detail the business iu the checking division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
.$.-i ~ 
rnrD tO....r •o ~~e m~ 11:1.._. ..... ~ ;g~ 
~~ ;a.cl '8~ .s~ 
.-ctlll bl!t- .-c bl!t-
l~.o 
i=lQ 
l=l::l l=ls::l -~~ l=l-S~ =~ .-cl-:> ~';:; =00 .-cl-:> = ~~:. ~);! Character ofbnsineRs . §~ .-ere~ §~ .-c~-<....:.. .-cce 
-t~ ~ .-ceil.-< ~~ce;:t 
a~ .... 
'd 'd<ll .-c QO<Il..c:l reo <Ill» <ll<ll..c:l 
>:l'd" -~"@ c:il'"CQ l=lrc- .::~>->~ ~al h~ j]~ ~~~ Wq;, .... c:I!Q.lcd ~-- ;::aJ_... ..c:1 ~~ ~~~ §~";as c:I!Oc:~S c3 8.~ c5 p.~ <ll t1 P,Q c3 p..-j t1 P,Q)il ~ p:; 
-------------1------- --------------
Domestic money orders assorted, 
examined, checked, and filed ............ . 
Postal notes assorted, examined, 
checked, and filed ....................... . 
Domestic money orders repaid, as-
sorted, examined, checked, and 
filed ...............•...•.•........ ········ 
Postal notes repaid, assorted, exam-
7,877,313 7,877,313 ---·---· ·······--- ........... ··-····· 
5, 872, 616 5, 872, 616 . - - .. -- . . -- • -.. - - . ---- -.. - .. • - - ..... 
58,847 58,847 -···-··· -------·-- ·----··--· ----·--· 
ined, checked and filed.·-·------· ....... . 79
' 
584 ta. oZ~: Z~~ : : : : : : : . §9: 82s: 97o §9: 82s: 97o · --· • ·-• 
Totals ................................ 13, R88, 360 16,888,360 ........ 9, 828,970 9, 828,970 ....... " 
*The amount of money orders and postal notes on band, about 3,000,000, the accumulation Qfprevi 
ous years; which figures are accepted as correct. 
tOn current work. 
tOn hand July 1, 1885. 
§Money orders and postal notes. 
The money-order division was subdivided into three divisions July 1, 1885. This 
and the following two statements show the work of the checking division since such 
subdivision. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the checking division of the office of the Auditor 
of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employes dur-
ing the time specified : 
Months. 
July.·········· .•.•.•...•.• ··---------- ..•. -------·----······· 
t*~~:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
November ..•...............•....•....•...•..•• ------- .... --. 
December ...... ------. --·- ....... ------ --··---. ---- ...... ---
January .............................. ----·-········---------· 
February ........•.........•.....•..........•.•....... -.-- ... . 
March .........•.........•.•............. -.-.--- .. ----- ..... -. 
April ..•.....................•••.•.....••. -··------· .... --···· 
May ..•..................••...................•..........•••.. 
June .....................•.........••......................... 
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~ I>S c:ll ~<ll >a 
- ---- -
64 65 63 
78! 80 77 
82 85 79 
81 83 79 
75 76 74 
7~ 77 74 
78 79 77 
66! 67 76 
. ............. ........... ----............. ........... ........ 
.. .......... ............ ....... 
.. ............... ......... ....... 
-----
75l6 76j 731 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and ai;tention de-
voted to the tiransactiou of business by the employes of the checking division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and by 
proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to 
business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the ]east number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 
4 p. m., ith half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6-! hours 
daily. 





w'P, "'....., he ~§' 
~ ~ '1;l ~ 
~~ ~~ 
~ ::1 --------;:;;- 1-
~g~ ::::::::::::::::::::. :::::::: ~~fi :::: : ::: :::: :::: : ::::::: ::::: ::: :::::::: : ::::::: :::::: :::::: 
1886 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305 23, t90 1, 116 24, 8061 87U 282+ I 6 34 2831 206 
1887............ .. . . . . .. . . . .•. . . . 201 13, 647 1, 130 14,777 751'-a 196+ 6 55 190 156 
*Monthly average. t Compiled upon basis of monthly average of employes. 
Persons temporarily employed upon division do not enter into this computation. 
INSPECTING DIVISION. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR 01!, THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., .August 4, 1887. 
Sm: The method of transacting business in this division may be briefly described 
as follows: 
This division receives all the weekly money-order statements from the Supm·in-
tendent of the money-order system of the Post-Office Depa1·tment, and when so I'e-
ceived they are distributed to the inspectors, who open the statements, and then the 
inspection of the statements is proceeded with. 
This division inspects the weekly statements of all money-order offices, both domes-
tic and international. 
Inspecting a money-order statement consists in comparing money orders, both do-
mestic and international, paid and repaid, and postal notes paid and 1·epaid by the 
postmasters during the week, with the descriptive lists, and checking the same in the 
statement; detecting and correcting errors ; make a complete addition of both the debit 
and credit sides of tho statement, and in the case of international issued compare the 
coupons with the corresponding entries, and should they be correct check the same as 
in the case of an order paid, and when the inspection of a statement has been com-
pleted the statements are passed to the recording division, where they are formed into 
books for preservatien and for the use of the recording and checking divisions. 
·'fhe vouchers belonging to the statements inspected, that is, domestic money-orders 
paid and repaid, postal notes paid and repaid, are passed to the checking division, 
where they are assortecl by States and offices, numbered and checked, after which 
they are passed to the recording division for file and preservation. 
The international money orders, paid and Tepaid, and coupons belonging to the in-
spected statements are passed to the fOl'eign mail division, where the coupons are 
compared with the international exchange list and filed. 
It is thought that a statement pTOperly inspected would be the best guide to the 
report of the inspecting division. 
Schedule .A.-Represents the descriptive lists of the money orders paid, and the 
checking by blue pencil shows the method of checking by the inspector and the cor-
rection made in the postmaster's entries. 
Schedule B.-Represents the descriptive lists of the postal notes paid and the man-
ner of checking the same. 
Schedule C.-Represents the descriptive lists of international orders paid and the 
manner of checking the same by the inspector. 
Schedule D.-Represents the descriptive list of domestic money orders issued and 
the method of verifying the values and fees of the same. 
Schedule E.-Represents the descriptive list of postal notes issued and the inspec-
tion and verification of the same. 
Schedule F.-Represents the descriptive list of international issued and the method 
of treating tho same. 
Schedule G.-Represents a proper recapitulation and treatment of the same by the 
inspector. 
The chief of the division has general supervision of the details of the business, ex-
amines the correspondence, and decides all questions or refers the same to the Auditor 
for his consideration. 
Respectfully, G. HOUGH, 
Chief of Inspecting Division. 
Ron. D. McCONVILLE, 
.Auditor of the T1·easwry fm· the Post-01lice Departrne'!"t· 
Statement No. 25. ~ 
P.M. must fill up blanks. 5 
J. H. Coleman,postrnaster at Decatu1·, State. of Maryland, credit:or.-By money orders and postal notes drawn upon this office 
paid and 1·epaid {luring th6 week ended July 9, 1887. 
{l1-1structionsjor entering payments.-First, enter in the sequence of payment all domestic money orders paid durin~ the week, add their amounts, and nlace the total on the 
line following the last domestic money order entered. Second, leaving two or three blank lines, write the headmg, "Money Orders Repaid," and under it enter and add 
all domestic money orders repaid during the week. Third, leaving two or three blank lines as before, write the heading, ''Postal Notes," and under it enter all postal 
notes paid during the week, m the sequence of payment; add their amounts aud write the total on the line following the last postal note entered. Fourth, leaving two 
or three blank lines, write the heading, • • Postal Notes Repairl," and under it enter all postal notes repaid during the week ; add the the amounts and write the total under the 
last entry. Fifth, leaving three or four blank lines as before, write the heading, "International," and under it enter in the sequence of payment all international money 
orders paid during the week; entering the nationality in the column headed, "\Vhere issued;" add the amounts and write the total on the line following the last inter-
national money order entered. Lastly, make a recapitulation of all international money orders paid under the heading, "Recapitulation International" giving the 
total number and total amount of each nationality in the order of nationality as printed in the summary. Do not add together the totals of domestic m'oney orders, 












Where U..n•d. I In case of international orders enter 
the exchange office number under 
head of tlie original or inland 
number. 




July 1129160 I Anoka ........ ........ 13 
2 4692 Fairfield ............. . 1~ 
3 4691 " 
4 2861 New Haven ............ .. 
6152070 I Station B, New York ~3 
9 51631 Danbury ............. . 1 0 
6 
B. 
Postal notes paid. 
June 2213630 1 Litchfield .............. 1 
c. 
International paid. 



















§ Summary of the week's business. 
s 
Amount of ~ 
order or P< 









po4l "' ......... 
~~ 
No. 24, $189.11. .......... J$189 11 
$3 05c I 7-1 II To cash received since 
3 25c 7-4 date of last statement, as 
8 95c 7-5 follows: 
5 OOc 7-6 For 19c t Domestic money 
l 7-7 orders issued No.13088c 120 001 tO 00 I' toN o. 13106c inclusive . ·1 216 94c -- Ord. For fees on the same...... 1 72c 
75 OOc 7-9 For J18ll '1 c postal notes I 
1115 251 issued, No. 2861c to No. 
103 ~3c I I 2878c.................... 32 24c 
lout. J 
For fees on the same...... 51c 
For fees collected on du-
59c I 7-7 
plicate postal notes paid ...•..... 
For lc Canadian money 
orders issued .. • .. .. . . . . 10 OOc 
For fees on the same...... 10c 
For :?c British money orders 
issued .................. _ 38 96c 
For fees on the same...... 50c 
47 75c I 7-5 For 1c German money 
orders issued........... 14 61c 
<D • • ~ • 
~i ~~ ~i 
~s a:>§. ~= 
~t; . Cr. ~ ~_£ ~~ 
~~ ~ 1:1~ E~ 
~A AI ~~ ~A 
IAm't. 
By 6c domestic orders 
paid ............... ,1115 2511 $103 23c 
By1c postal notes paid 59c 
By Canadianorders 
paid .............. , ....... , ........... . 
By British orders 
paid .............. ........ , ........... . 
By German orders 
paid .............. ........ , .......... .. 
By . Swiss orders 
pa1d .............. , ....... , ........... . 
By Italian orders 
paid ......•....... , ....... , .....•...•.. 
By French orders 
paid .............. ................... .. 
By 1c Swedish ordersJ 
paid .............. 1 47 75~ 
By domestic money 






























Grand total. •......•. 1 ... • .... , ...... 
For fees on the same ...... \ SOc 
Fi~sn~;r~~-~~~-~~ -~~~~=~ ........ . 
For fees on the same ............ .. 
For Italian money orders 
issued ......................... . 
For fees on the same ............ .. 
For French money orders 
issued . .. ......................•. 
For fees on the same . . . . . ...... . 
For money orders 
issued .......................... . 
For fees on the same ............ .. 
To amount of draft No. 
, onP.M.atNew York ......... 
To amount of premium 
received on the above 
drafts ............ . ...... , ....... . 
To cash this day trans· 
ferred from postage ac· 
count .......................... .. 
To errors, as per Audi-
tor's circular of , 
188 , ............................ . 
504 89 
orders repaid ............ 
1 
.......... .. 
By Canadlanmoney\ I 
By cash transferrt.d to post-
age account, by order of 
Supt .................... . 
Bv cash deposited atN ew 
York, as follows: 
Cert. No. 55522, dated --, 
188 ..•......• - .. - - . • • . • . . 15 00 
Cert. No. 55624, dated--, 
188 ...................... 65 00 
Cert. No. 55735, dated--, 
188 ...................... 9 00 
Cert.No. 55890, dated--, 
188 .......... .... . ...... 50 00 
Cert. No. 56257, dated--, 
188 ....... ....... ... ... 120 00 
Cert. No.--·, dated--, 
188 ................................. .. 
By incidental{ on domestic 
expenses as per account· · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · 
vouchers here· on P 0 s tal 
with. note ac-
count ................ . 
By total amount of my 
commissions, adjusted 
and allowed by the .A.ud- . 
itvr. a~ r:~· ~~~~~~~]: ~-~~~~ .. ____ . ______ 
1 
By errors, as per Auditor's 
circular of--, 188 ....••....•..•.. 
Balance, cash on hand, car- I 
ried tonextstatement .... -~~ --· 
Grand total........... 504 89 
Memorandum of deposits jar which credit has not been taken. Important.-Postmasters are strictly re- ;I Amount of-- adv~ces on ~ahnd less 
quired to make their deposits in compli· than two weeks, as per llst herew1t trans· 
--, 188 , remitted toP. M. at--,$-, R. P. E. No.-, at- o'clockp. m. (ora. m.) ance with sections 1080 and 1081, Postal mitted, $--. LEMAN 
--,188 , remitted toP. M. at-,$-, R. P. E. No.-, at- o'clock p.m. (or a.m.) Laws and Regulations of 1879. In depos· J. H. <JO p • te 
-, 188 , Will,remit toP. M. at-,$-,-----, at- o'clock p.m. (or a.m.) iting, cents must be omitted. Remit· ostmas r. 
tances in money must be registered. 
~OTE.-Italic letter (c) indicates a blue check mark in original; title figures and words, and rules inclosing figures, indicate blue pencil marks in orifjinal. 
*In case of Canadian orders, the name of the exchange office through which the advice was received must be inserted in the column headed "State. 






























i::itatement No. 25. ~ 
W'Fill up blank spaces. S 
[NOTICE.-This form is to be used by international money-order offices after September 3, 1883.] 
J. H. Coleman, postmaster at Decatur, State of Maryland, debtor.-For money orders and postal notes issued, and fees received therej01·, du1·ing the tveek 
encled July 9, 1887. 
[lnstruc~ionsjor e1~tering issues.-First, Enter in the sequence of th~ir numbers all domestic money orders issued, add their amounts and fees, and plac~ t~eir sum totals on 
the hne followmg the last money order entered. Second, Leavmg three or four blank lines, write the heading " Postal Notes," and enter under It, m the sequence of 
their numbers, all postal notes issued ; add their amounts and fees and place their sum totals on the line following the last postal note entered. Third, Under the heading 
"International" enter in the sequence of their numbers all international money orders issued during the week, writing the nationality in the column headed "Where 
Payable;" add their amounts and fees and place their sum totals on the line following the last international order entered. Should no money orders or postal notes be 
issued, write the words "No Business" under the appropriate heading. The running numbers of each list must be written in by the postmaster, commencing each week 
wi~h NC!.1. La~tly, r~capitulate the international money orders, giving the total. number, total amount, a~d total fees of each nationality separately, an~ in the order of 
natwnahty as prmted m the summary. Do not add together the totals of domestiC money orders international money orders, and postal notes. In entermg postal notes 














Jnly hI 13088 Mh<• Mi=io Blair .••..•••••.••••. , 9 Mr . .James Cole ................... 
" 90 " .John Dodson ................. 
?. 1 " H. E. Davis ................... 
Ri 2 " D. E. Smith ................... 3 " C. H. Harris .. .. .. . .. . . . ..... 
4 " B.E.Moses . .................. 
5 " .James Pitts .................. 
. ~I 6 Miss .Julia Purnell ................ 7 " .JaneCole .................... 
8 Mr . .J.D. Cross .................... 
9 " H. D. Smith ................... 
100 " S. B. Pitts .................... 
~I 
1 " H. A. Lewis .................. 
2 " Peter Cross ................... 
3 " G. D. Mos" .. ................. 
1 
" .... i I 
" M. M. Netts .................. 
" P. D. Coleman ................. 
" .J. H. Landis .................. 
























Name of payee. 
Where payable. 
In case of international orders, enter 
here the word "British," "German," 
"French," or "Canadian," &c., as 



































Miss Mattie Shadd .......••.....• ·1 Chicago...... .. .. • . . . . .. . . . . Til -- ·-- · 
" Minnie Diets................ " . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . " 
~r·~·.i1'.~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: Ne~ York:::::::::::::::::: ~; Y .. .. 
" .J. E. Cross.... . ....... .. . .. . .. " .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . " .. .. 
" H. C. Smith . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. Danville...... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . Va .... .. 
" .J. W.Cole .................... " .................... " .... .. 
" C.E.Moses ................... Dallas .................. 1.4 Tex .... . 
" D.E.Smith................... " ...................... " .... .. 
;; Goe.Coots,. .................. Me~phis ............... ~9 ~~nn .. . 
Moses Twine...... . . . . . .. . . . . ................. . 
" .James Dix.................... " .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. " ... 
" P. E. Stone .................... Boston .................. ~6 Mass .. . 
" J'.E.Davis.................... " ...................... " .. . 
:: :: :: :::::::::::::::::::: .A.u~usta::::::::::::::::~~- ~~:::::: 
W.E.Miles ................... l Raleigh ..................... N.C .. .. 
.J.D. Seats.................... " ..................... " .. .. 
M. M. Landis ................. Roston ...................... Mass ... 
I 
110 00 I I ~I ~ 1 5 ~ .., 12 50 10 A 
5 00 5 q) 
1 75 5 ~ 
10 12 10 .... 
11 52 10 d 9~ 
50 00 25 q) 
30 00 15 = 8 00 8 "" J.'f 45 00 25 ~
3 00 5 -~ 
5 00 5 ~ 
6 00 8 8 
2 40 5 ~ 
2 15 51 
0 
, 00 I • rtl 1  5 :E 
5 00 5 ~ 







































" 5 .. 6 
6 7 .. 8 






July .~ 432 




" James Rumy .••......•....... 



























Postal notes iuued. 
I 
G. 
I nternationaZ recapitulation. lei German ........... . 


























23 [ 163 57c 
6 



















*In case of Canadian orders the name of the exchange office through which the advice was sent must be inserted in the column headed "State." 





Important.-In adjusting the money-order accounts of each day, postmasters who have no "fixed reserve" are not allowed to retain more than the amount of the1r un· 
paifil advices on hand less than two weeks; and they are required to deposit, daily, every dollar in excess of that amount. P<-'stmasters who have a" fixed reserve" must not 
retain more than the amount thereof, unless their unpaid ad vices exceed the ''Reserve." See sections 1080 and 10S1, of the Postal Laws and Regulations of 1S79. In depos· 
iting, cents must be omitted. Remittances in money must be registered. The advices of all orders that have remained unpaid for twelve months after the date of their 
issue must be forwarded, at the close of each week, inclosed in a separate envelope marked "Ad vices of Invalid Orders," to the Superintendent of the Money-Order System, 


























338 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the inspecting division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal 
years 18!:!4, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Money-order statements inspected and passed to 
the recording division··----- ...•.. ------·----· .... 
Domestic money orders issued ..... . ................ . 
Postal notes issued ................................ . 
Domestic money orders paid and repaid ............ . 
Postal notes pa.id and repaid ........................ . 
International money orders issued, paid, and repaid. 
Letters written to :postmasters ............ . ........ . 
























13 0 b.C~ 




























Postal notes distributed and returned to superin-~ 
tendent of money-ordor system ......... . .... ·-··.. 2, 733 2, 733 1, 190 
.-o'+-<-o 
~oo:s..., = Q~ 
"0"' 
"'a;>~&j...:. 
o.J<D oo'"' 13 oct..-~ 













504 Coupons and postal notes returned for correction .................... ----. - - ~ 504 
Total ••••••......•..•.•••.•.•••••..•........•.. , 28, 558, 066 28, 558,066 -2-0-, 3-7·6-,_3_9_0 ·l--20-,-3--,6-, 3-90. 
'fhe money-order division was subdivided July 1, 1885, into three divisions. 
On number of money orders and postal notes issued fees are verified and an entit·e 
readdition of values and fees, as well as a complete readdition of values of money 
orders and postal notes paid, is made. In cases of money orders and postal notes paid, 
a strict comparison is made between the voucher and the entry in the statement. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, · transacted, and disposed -of in the inspecting division of the office of the 
Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of em-
ployes duriJ?g the time specified: 
1886. 1887. 
~ ~al ~ ~ai 
Month. !>.()~ b.t-Q> b{joP bli-41 
~§ = .... =~ ,;sP.. ~~ H ~g ~.s M Q)o QlA .s ~ A l'l p.~ P-S = l>s ~~ Oil ~ <lj <QQ) ~ )1 ..,q= ~ ----
July ....•..••••..•.•...•••..........•.. 2, 434,458 40 41 39 2, 635,752 42 43 41 
t~re:;b~;::::::::::::: :::: : : : ::: ::: : : : 2, 340,825 41 42 40 2, 534,377 41 43 39 2, 434,458 38! 43 34 2, 635,752 41~ 44 3!1 
October ......•................••....... 2, 528,091 45 46 44 2, 635,752 44 45 43 
November ............................. 2, 247,193 44 45 43 2, 534,377 44 45 43 
December .•..•...•...............•.... 2, 340,825 40! 41 40 2, 534,377 44 45 4ll 
January .••...•..........•...•...•..... 2, 340,825 41} 42 41 2, 534,377 4o! . 41 40 
February .................•.....••..... 2, 153,559 49 50 48 2, 331,626 43i 44 43 
March ...............•....•••.......•.. 2, 528,091 45~ 46 45 .................. ------ ............ 
April .•.•...................•.•........ 2,434, 458 37t 38 37 ....................... ............ ........ .. .. . ......... 
fu~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2, 340,825 42 43 42 ................... ............ ............ ........... 2,434,458 45 46 44 ... - .... --~ .. --. ......... .......... ......... 
-------------------
Monthly average per total year .. 2, 379,838 42~ 431 41!:!" 2, 547,049 42/lJ 431 41i 
NO'l'E.-These averages are based on number of working days per month per year. 
The labor of the mail clerk is not included in this statement, but his services are a 
necessity to the division. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the inspecting division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and 
by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted 
. to business by the employe, present. for the_greatest number of d~ys and ~y the .em-
THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 339 
ploye present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m., with one-half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to busi-
ness, 6t lwnrs daily. 
...., 'd 'd l1) ""' s~ Sh ~ l11P., ~.1 a> a> I» 0 t;>..o. ~g ~~ 
c:<l .,; p<i$ <l)~ ciS • A a> 'd.-ci -.•a> ~:.g o:l 'da5~ 'd'd~ a> A a> ¢>1>. l1)'d Years. ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ..o.8 b.(J0,!4 -.'d -:~P. -:~-a !1)~ l11A A sA ~~~ p~ p.,a> !>,~ ~~ ~~ p~ ~~s ciS OS 00 a>~Q;) As o:l· .... P...O ~ t:I:1'A ~ ~ Q ~ ~ z ..q H 
---------~~---- --------------------------.. 
h.m. 
1884 ............................ . 305! ......................................................... . 
:~~~ 1· i2: 34o ·1--- i4 ·1· i2; 354 ·1·--43·1· · · · 29o · · 6. 45· ·-- ·ao4 · · ·· · ;2ii5 




s, 426 43 I 198 1 o3 199 159 
1885 ............................ . 
1886 ............................ . 
1887 ............................ . 
;\'Sef-enty-five days by substitute; but substitute performed no work in this division. 
RECORDING DIVISION. 
Synopsis of the character of work performed by the recording clivi~on, office of the 
Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department. 
The work upon which this division is engaged comprises the registering and adjust-
ment of all money-order accounts of postmasters in the United States, ancl the final 
adjustment and settlement of all money-order accounts of late postmasters. 
FILES OF WEEKLY MONEY-ORDER STATEMENTS. 
The transactions of money-order offices are rendered by postmasters in weekly 
statements, exhibiting the number of domestic and international money orders and 
postal notes issued and the corresponding fees on each transaction and the number 
and value of similar transactions paid; the amounts deposited daily at first-class of-
fices, and the amounts transferred to and from the money-order account. 
These statements, numbering about 96,000 quarterly, are received by this division 
from the ''inspecting division" and are permanently filed unfolded in skeleton books, 
which work requires the services of 4 men. 
DRAFTS, DEPOSITS, AND TRANSFERS. 
The drafts of postmasters on the postmaster at New York on money-order account 
are recorded in bound journals, and the particulars and amount of each is verified 
with the corresponding coupon, and checked upon the weekly statement. The daily 
remittances of postmasters for balances of money-order funds on hand in excess of 
ad vices are entered in deposit Journals, and the particulars and amounts of the same 
verified and checked with the certificate of deposit in the statement of the office de-
positing as also the office receiving the same. The transfers of funds by postmasters 
to and from money-order account are also verifiecl with the notification of such trans-
fer transmitted to and approved by the superintendent of the money-order system, 
and checked on the statement. This work requires the services of 12 clerks. 
REGISTERING AND ADJUSTMENT OF ACCOUNTS. 
The registers consist of 34 accounting clerks, whose duty it is to record the number 
and value of the total money-order transactions of each week, both debjt and credit, 
and audit quarterly the money-order accounts of each postmaster. It is their duty 
to calculate the quarterly commissions accrued to postm~sters, which is based upon 
the number of transactions both issued and paid in each office, other than Presi-
dential offices, the salary of which is $2,000 and upwards, who receive an allowance 
for " clerk-hire" designated by the Postmaster-General. The commissions due post-
masters are written in printed circulars and transmitted to each postmaster, with in-
structions as to the manner of claiming credit for the same. It is also the duty of 
the registers to re-examine and verify all errors indicated in the weekly statements of 
postmasters by the "inspecting division," and include these with all other errors 
that may occur in the postma~t~.r's accouut in a circular lette:r trail-emitted,. to each 
340 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
:oostmastcr, with instructions as to the manner of correcting the same. It is their fur· 
ther duty to debit or credit aU errors that may occur in the issue or payment of money 
orders and postal notes in entering the amounts of the same by the postmasters on 
their weekly statements, and notify postmasters of each error, and instruct 1;,hem as 
to how they shall be corrected. All credits claimed by postmasters for the payment 
of money orders or postal notes which are invalid or defective in any particular are 
disallowed by the registers, and postmasters are so notified, and the defective voucher 
returned to them. A quarterly and annual recapitulation is made by each register, 
exhibiting the total number and value of the transaction in each office during each 
quarter and fiscal year. 
ACCOUNTS OF LATE POSTMASTERS. 
If the balances of late postmasters exhibit an indebtedness to the United States, a 
demand is made for its payment, and in case of failure to collect, a similar demand 
is made upon the sureties on his official bond. If these methods fail, the register is 
required to make a detailed statement of the account of such postmaster, to be sub-
mitted for suit. When the balance is in favor of the late postmaster, a circular letter 
is filled up by the regist,er, instructing the present postmaster to pay the amount, 
claim credit for the payment in the summary of his next weekly statement, and trans-
mit therewith a receipt for the amount. In either case, pending the final settlement 
of these accounts, the condition of the general postal account of saicl postmaster is 
ascertained by this division, for the purpose of transferring any portion or the entire 
credit balance that may exist in either account to the credit of the other. 
:FILES OF MONEY ORDERS AND POSTAL NOTES. 
Fourteen clerks are employed in assorting, numbering, and filing in packages all 
domestic money orders and postal notes received by this office after payment, amount-
ing to about fourteen millions annually. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
:E'ive clerks of this eli vision are engaged in sending for the ad vices of money orders, 
and returning the same with the order in cases where the signature of the payee fails 
to aO"ree with the name as written in the corresponding ad vice, and upon miscellane. 
ous ~orrespondence with postmasters upon subjects of this nature. 
CONCLUSION. 
The entire correspondence pertaining to the money-order accounts of present and 
late postmasters is performed by the registers of this division. 
A .quarterly report of the entire money-order and postal-note transactions of the 
United States is made by this division, exhibiting the number and corresponding 
values of each transaction and the quarterly revenue derived therefrom, the total 
transfers to and from money-order account, the drafts, deposits, commissions, and in-
cidental expenses, and the balances in favor of or against the United States, and the 
condition of the account with the Assistant United States Treasurer at New York. 
An annual report is also made of the same transactions, exhibiting the total revenue 
from each source for the fiscal year. 
Special du.ties of t~w. chiPf of tl~e 1·eco_1·ding ~ivision .an~ his assi!IB,tant.-T~e special. du~y 
of the chief of diviswn and his assrstant IS to 41stnbute to the sectwn to which 1t 
pertains all correspondence received, and to revise and sign with the initial letters 
of his siO"nature all outgoing mail matter, to verify and check all commission, error 
circular~ and other communications prepared in his division. 'rhese are then trans-
mitted t~ the chief clerk of the office, where they are re-examined, and all such as re-
quire it are passed to the Auditor for his signature. TJ;te qt~arterly and annual re-
ports of the entire money-order and postal-note transactiOns IS also made up by the 
chief of division and his assistant, exhibiting the total number and amount of each 
character and the revenue accrued thereon. • 
Illustration of the method of registering, adjusting, and auditing quarterly the 
money-order account of a postmaster, exhibiting the details of one of the most im-
portant transactions of this division. · 
When the twelve weekly money-order statements of a postmaster, covering one 
quarter's transactions, are received by this division from the inspecting division, 
where they have been examined, their treatment by said division is indicated by a. 
l>lue ;pencil check, verifying the E?taternent in every partiQular1 or indi<;:ating errors&a 
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present therein. The statements arc then passed to the clerk having charge of the 
section in which the transactions of drafts, transfers, or deposits made by the post-
masters are included, and the particulars of these transactions are verified and checked 
with a red lead pencil after comparison with a journal recora made up from the origi-
nal certificates of deposits, coupons of drafts, and notifications of transfers to and from 
money-order accoun"t. 
The statements are then passed to the filing clerk, where they are posted, in regu-
lar order, in a skeleton book. This book is then passed to the registering clerk, who 
enters on the debit folio of his register the total number, amount and fees of all 
issueJ money orders and postal notes, debit transfers and drafts; and on the credit 
folio the number and amount of the paid and repaid money orders and postal 
notes; deposits and credit transfers combined in each statement of the quarter. 
This completed, these entries are combined and exhibit the balance due United 
States, or the postmaster, at the close of said quarter. A circular, exhibiting the 
commissions on the total number of each transaction, as authorized by law, is then 
made up by the registering clerk, as also a circular indicating all errors, of whatever 
character, existing in the account, and the balance, as audited on the books of this 
office, adjusted with the final balance of the postmaster at the close of the quarter, 
and a record of such adjustment is spread on the face of the account. The statements 
are then passed to the clerk having charge of the :files of the current year, for use of 
the checking division, engaged in verifying and checking, with a black lead pencil, 
the particulars of the original entry for the issue of a money order or postal note, 
with the order or not~ itself. The statements are then passed to the clerk having 
charge of the permanent files, in the custody and under the control of this division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the recording division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal 
years 1886 and 1887: 
Character of business. 
Weekly money-order state-
ments received, regis-
tered, aml filed . ......... . 
Mouey-ordcr acconuts reg-
istered and ad.i LU'Ited . . .. . 


























thbll rn,.; W£ ·-"' :a~ <l=l~ 'C•.-< c6 
'C~~ l=l ...... bllr-p::l -~~ l=l~ ...... ~'":> = ... "C""'= !=l.._. = ....... ~0~ =o "'0~~ 
~ .... ~'d 
.-cce..c:~ 
<'l'C"; ~ ~Q 
§~~ §~<6 .... 1e ..c:lo~ ~i~ .... P.<l=l !=lA.-. 
8 0 ~ 
383, 916 . ----- . - . 0 303,630 
31, 982 . -- - . - .. - 0 25,242 
culars Wl'itLeu aml mailed . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 221, 557 ......... . ......... . 
Letters written and trans-
c~if~~~t~s" -~r d~p~~iL· ~"a·: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -~ 
ceived, regiPtered, com-
pared, aml checked . . . . . . 767, 890 
Transfers received, regis-
ter e d, compared, and 
checked ... . ...... . . . ......... . .. . 
Drafts receh7 ed, registeted, 
compared, and checked ........... . 
Money-order advices seut 
for, examined, aud re-
10,337 
32,153 
turued . .......... . ..................••••.... . 
Money orders and postal 
notes returned to post-
masters for correction ... . ................... . 
Money orde!'s aud postal 
notes rec• •ived. assorted, 
14, 296 . ----- 0 .. 0 0----- . -- 0 
767, 890!.... . . .. . . "''· 4701 
10, 337 0----- .. -. 6,030 
32, 153 0 - - - - - • - •• 24,315 
18, 000 .. - .. -- - - . 0 -- - - •• - - 0 
65, 525 . --- - - . - - 0 0 - - 0 • - - - - • 
,;, b.(t- -~l'""t-
:a-~~ 'gr.: 
].§~~ == 'C~ 
'C .... ~ ...... 
~~ .s 0 p.,~ 
]~~ ~~~~ 
§~~.s ..c:l~~ 
..,A<l=l~ l=l ......... 
H 0 
303, 630 0 • - • - - - - - • 






13, 500 . - - . - -- - - -
49,143 ·---------
numbered, and filed . ............... 13,883,360 19, 492,500 .••.•..... 9, 828, 970 14,619, 500 .••.••.... 
Unassorted, uuchecked, un-
numbered, an<l not filed : 
Money orders .......•.. 10,289,725 . --- .•....................................•.......•......•.••• 
Postai notes ............ 8, 269,976 ...............••....•. . .................•.••..•......•....... 
~~:~~~~~l~~~~o;.p;:s~:-~2, 117,2791 ...... . .....•........•.........•......•........... __ .••. ------
alnotes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•..•.............. 12, 991, 561 ..•••..........•...••. *8, 2Dt, 031 
• These orders and notes have been inspected and checked, and by September 1,1887, the entire 
number wil'l be filed. 
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'fhe recording division was organized by a subdivision of the money-order division, 
July 1, 1885. The business included in the first nine items is performed by 68 clerks, 
who do not perform any business covered by item No. 10, nor do the 13 clerks em-
ployed on item No. 10 in any way assist the clerks engaged in the first nine items. 
The work is in every way distinct, although equally important to the money-order 
business of the office. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the recording division of the office of the Au-
ditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employes 





October ..................................................... . 
November .................................................. . 
December ................................................... . 
January ..................................................... . 
~~~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
June ........................................................ . 









































M :-a c;s ~ ~~ ~ 
------
78! 80 77 
82 84 80 
82 84 80 
76 78 74 
l 77i 79 76 
77i 78 77 
71 72 70 
76! 78 75 
........... .......... ...... 
............. .......... ..... 
............... ............. ....... 
............. ........ .. ...... 
---- -
77~ 79g 76g 
The diversity in character of the work performed, the difference in classification 
and capacity of those employed in the various branches of the division, renders any 
average based upon total transactions and total number of employes valueless for com-
parison. 
Reference on this sheet to the unassorted money orders and postal notes refers simply 
to that work performed by the recording division, and should not be taken as relating 
in any way to the work of the checking division. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the recording division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and by 
proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to 
business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. 




1886 ...................... . 








296 6 53 297 
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FOREIGN DIVISION. 
The method of tri\nsa.cting the business of this division may be briefly described 
as follows: 
1. FOREIGN POSTAL ACCOUNTS. 
This division prepares these accounts in duplicate and after being registered in a 
book kflpt fo!' the purpose they are transmitted by letter to the foreign country in-
terested for examination ancl acceptance, coupled with the request that one copy be 
returned certified. 
Postal accounts received from foreign countries are carefully examined and their 
correctness certified by this division, and one copy thereof returned by the letter to 
the country from which received. As a~l the countries forming the Universal Postal 
Union possess the same data with regard to their accounts, each country acts as a 
check upon its correspondent, and therefore these accounts are not verified by any 
other division of this office. 
After a balance has been finally established between the United States and a for-
eign country, if the debtor office be the United States, the amount thereof is reported 
to the Postmaster-General giving name of country, amount due, and period of time 
covered by the account. 
In due course this office is notified by letter of the purchase and transmission of a 
bill of exchange in payment of the balance reported. On receipt of this notice 
(which contains the cost of the exchange) the account is closed by the entry therein 
to the credit of the United States of the amount paid. Bills of exchange received 
from foreign countries in payment of balances due the United States are transmitted 
by letter to the Postmaster-General, giving name of country from which received, the 
amount of the balance due the United States, and the period covered by the pay-
ment. Upon being ad vised by the Postmat1ter-General of the amount of the proceeds 
of the bill of exchange, the account is then closed by entering therein to the credit 
of the foreign country the amount received for the exchange. See details attached. 
2. REPORT OF STEAMSHIP SERVICE. 
The weights of all mails dispatched to foreign countries by the various exchange 
post-offices are regularly received by this division weekly, and are examinedand ver-
ified as received. At the close of the quarter the weekly reports of each steamship 
company are consolidated and the weights of mails carried to each country stated in 
the form of an account, which is submitted to the superintendent of foreign mails 
for verification. After being verified the account is returned to this division and a 
smooth copy thereof made for the signature of the Auditor. After signature, the 
account is press-copied, and transmitted to the Postmaster-General, who thereupon 
prepares a schedule of those accounts received up to a given date; this schedule being 
in the form of an order for the payment to the several steamship companies named 
therein the amounts previously found to be due. Upon receipt of this schedule, 
signed by the Postmaster-General, the amounts therein stated for payment are com-
pared and checked and the schedule handed to the pay division. of this office for pay-
ment. 
3. INTERNATIONAL MONEY-ORDER ACCOUNTS. 
'rhese accounts are received in duplicat~ quarterly, through superintendent money-
order system, from all those foreign countrie1:1 with which international money-order 
business is transacted. They are examined and all necessary corr<ilctions made, and 
one copy duly certified and returned to the foreign country interested. As soon as a 
balance has been established it is reported by letter to the superintendent money-
order system, giving the amount due and the quarter upon which the same accrued, 
as well as the name of the countrv with which the account was stated. If the bal-
ance be due t() a foreign country, a remittance of the amount is made by the superin-
tendent money-order system. These remittances are credited to the United States on 
receipt of the acknowledgments of payment from the foreign country, and the ac~ 
counts thus closed. Should the balance be due the United States the superintendent 
money-order system notifies this office of the fact of payment and the amount re-
ceived for the exchange, and upon receipt of same credit is allowed in the account of 
the country making payment, and the same thereby closed. 
4. INTERNATI*NAL MONEY-ORDER LISTS. 
These lists ·are prepared at the various exchange post-offices, and show the orders 
issued and certified in the United States for payment in foreign countries, and the 
lists from foreign countries of all orders payable in the United States are received 
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from the superintendent money-order system, examined, amounts verified, and the 
lists filed for ready reference. The number and date of each liRt, together with the 
number of orders represented therein, and their value in United States currency and 
foreign money, are recorded. 
Coupons of all international money orders issued in the United States and the money 
orders issued abroad and payable in the United States are received from the inspect-
ing division of this office, assorted and numbered and compared individually with the 
entry corresponding thereto in the respective lists in which they were certified. Af-
ter verification by the lists they are filed by offices, States, and countries in numerical 
order. 
The superintendent money-order system reports to this office all international money 
orders declared void by reason of non-payment within the stipulated period, or which 
have been repaid. A record of all such is made in this division, and the disposition 
made of the same is noted on the lists wherein certified in red ink. All payments 
made on account, as reported by the superintendent money-order system, and all ac-
knowledgments made by foreign countries of payments made by the United States on 
money-order account, together with the bankers' bills corresponding thereto, are re-
corded with the rates of exchange and filed. The examination, checking, and settle-
ment of international money-order accounts, and, in fact, all the work connected 
with the business, are performed by this division exclusively. 
Example showing one of the principal business matters transacted in the foreign 
division of this office. 
FOREIGN POSTAL ACCOUNTS. 
This account is received from a foreign country in duplicate originals, through the 
office of the Postmaster-Goneral, reaching the desk of the chief o.r the division from 
the mail room. Both copies of the account are handed by the chief to his assistant 
for examination and registration. The assistant carefully examines both copies, and 
after registering one of them in a book briefs and files it for reference. The other after 
examination is banded back to the chief, who carefully re-examines it, and if found 
correct he writes on its face the formal acceptance of the account by this office, which 
acceptance is dated and signed by the Auditor. The chief then writes a letter for 
the signature of the Auditor, n1turning the accepted copy of the account to the 
foreign country. The chief of the division next prepares a letter for the signature 
of the Auditor addressed to the Postmaster-General reporting for payment the balance 
found to be due the foreign country, giving name of country, amount due, and period 
covered by the account. The Postmaster-General then directs the postmaster at New 
York to purchase a bill of exchange covering the amount due by the United States, 
which bill, together with the receipt of the banker acknowledging payment from the 
postmaster at New York for cost of exchange, are received by the chief of the foreign 
division from the hands of the chief of ·the finance division of the office of the Third 
Assistant Postmaster-General. Upon receipt of these vouchers the chief of the di-
vision states an account in favor of the postmaster at New York for the cost of the 
exchange thus purchased. This account, being signed by the Auditor, is turned over 
to the office of the Third Assistant Postmaster-General, along with the bill of exchange, 
which is then transmitted to the foreign country by that office. The Postmaster-Gen-
eral thereupon causes a warrant to be issued on the subtreasury at New York in favor 
of the postmaster at that place to reim bursa him for the cost of exchange. This war-
rant being signed by the Postmaster-General, and countersigned by the Auditor, is re-
ceived from the finance division, Third Assistant Postmaster-General's Office, by the 
pay division of this office, duly registered, and transmitted to the Treasurer of the 
United States for his action. When returned to this office the amount of the war-
rant is compared by the chief of the foreign division with the balance due on the 
account and, if correct, checks it in red ink, and enters the amount thereof, and the 
number of the warrant, upon the postmaster's account, previously stated by him. The 
warrant is then taken to the pay division, from whence it is returned to the Third 
Assistant Postmaster-General, who transmits it to the postmaster at New York. 
An acknowledgment of payment in the form of a letter, is, in due course, received 
from the foreign country, through the mail room, by the chief of the foreign division, 
who thereupon closes the account by entering therein to the credit of the United States 
the amount naid by the bill of exchange. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the foreign division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the 
:fiscal years 1884, 18!:!5, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
Foreign postal accounts a'\justed . ······I 
Number of statements of weights of 
mail!! examined and registered and 
reports of steamship service made to 
the Postmaster-General ............•. 
International money-order accounts ad· 
~ .... = 0! • 
~~! 
<PcC .... 













~'; . ~~ ~~. 
0!~~ ~~~ 
oott:i 
rt;!<o:IOO rt:l~ .... 
<Pee .... cP b£~ 
~ ~..r ·t b(~ ~-a""' .1:1'"'1» 
~-S~ ~=~ rt:~-Art:~~» 8~~ ~ 
152 152 
4, 654 4, 654 
justed ........... . .................................................................... --·--·------
International -money-order lists exam· 
ined, recorded, 11-nd checked ......... . .............. • · .. -- .. · · ................................... . 
Notifications of changes examined and 
entered in lists .................................................................................. . 
:Notifications of repaid and void inter-
national money-orders recorded, &c ............................................................ .. 
Number of coupons of internatiox:al or-
ders assorted, examined, checked, and 
file(l............ ............ ......... . ...... ...... ............ ...... ...... ...... ...... 2, 117,279 
Number of pai(l international orders 
assorted, examined, checked and filed ......... -........ - .. --.. .. .... -- .......................... .. 
Numberot'letterswritten.............. ............ 481 ............ 590 ........... . 
Number of circulars sent out. ............... -...... --- · .---- ... · ........ --- ...................... .. --------------------
Total. ........ ... ................. 5,016 5,497 4,806 5,396 2,117,279 
~'; . 
......... rt:~'C:i t.- .s ~~~ -g~..r 0~ ~'1;1c0 = =~ 
'1;10~ rn • a;>OQ ...; o,_ ...;"'r:- ~~ .. rt;lc;:l~ wOO rt:~C:~;:;. 'o:ioo • rt:~rria) a:> b((J) rt;~O,... : bL~;:t =~ Chamcter of business. ~ce-;:: "' ...... §.~;: ~ -;::"' o·S""'.; ~·~ r:...: -~ ~~ o·~ ~ .ca-g~ -~~~<'iS -~~l~ .ca-g ..... ~ P::S<P ~- ... ~» -~.-;j I» 8=~-:~ g .... ~}1 ~:t::::S0..-1 ~ A ~ A 0 
- ------- -------- - -------
Foreign postal accounts a~usted ...... . 168 168 ............. 38 38 . ................. 
Number of statements of weights of 
mails examined and registered, and 
reports of steamship service made to 
4,740 the Postmastex--Geueral ....... . ...... 4, 740 4, 557 4, 557 
International money-order accounts ad-
justed ............................... . 85 85 46 46 
International money-o1'der lists exam· 
ined, recorded, and checked ..... . ..... 4,1108 4, 608 3, 072 3,072 
Notifications of changes examined and 
entered in lists .... . .... . ............. 1,495 1,495 1,081 1, 081 
Notifications of repaid and void inter-
national money-orders recorded, &c ... 3, 804 3, 804 2, 637 2,637 
Number of coupons of international or· 
dere assorted, examined, checked and 
filed.... .. . . . . . .. .. .... . ............. 493,423 508,766 2, 011,926 425,506 571, 145 1, 866,387 
Numl:ler of paid international orders 
assorted, examined. checked, and filed. 211,214 211,214 137,935 137,935 
Number of letters written ............. . 1, 501 ............ ............ 1, 018 
Number of circulars sent out ......... . . 1, 214 ............... . ............ 903 
---------------------
Total. ........................... . 719,537 827,595 2, 011,926 574, 91l2 722,432 1, 866,387 
No coupons of international orders issued since 1880 (including that year) were 
checked previous to the incoming of the present administration ; and -of t.he 1,866,387 
undisposed of March 1.1887, 1,168,934 have been assorted alphabetically into offices 
and numerically arranged preparatory to checking. No account taken of this work, 
although performed by the clerical force herein given. 
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The following statement shows the n;vera.go amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the foreign division of the office of the Audi-
tor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employes 
during the time specified: .. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Months. . I .. I Ill Ill. Ill ~'~ b.O~ b(~ b.O.; b.O~ bll...; 
~§ ~5' . o:i::l CO:>-> c:e~ ~p., ~~ ~0 
1>-i 
~~ F-JO 
1>-i .:: Q;>a Q;>~~ ~-< ci Q;>o ~P- .s ~8 ~P. ci 
~ ~c; ~g _!_ s;j p. 2 c;: c:e ~ ~c; -<lj~ ~ ~ ~c:e <lj~ ~ 
-- -------~ ---- - ----
July .. --.... 151 153 :270 32 259 2:09 259 7, 852 6?n- 8, 1 G6 7, 538 6, 229 10~& 8, 754 3, 704 
August..... 292 2 202 2n :!49 2.i4 2H 5, 4!l6 7i 7, F52 3, 141 6, 060 11l~ 8, 754 3, 367 
September .. 141 1!~ 271 11 244 244 244 4, 555 7,•., 8. 166 042 6, OliO 10a~ 8, 754 3, 367 
October..... 292 2 292 29~ 159 15~ 2li9 50 5 il3U 8> 1; 480 2, 199 6, 565 llb 8, 754 4, 377 
November.. 265 " 265 265 194 l' 3 229 159 4: 8GH 9}-b 7 2·J4 2, 513 6, 731 UJ 8, 081 5, 3!'7 
December ... 2:J3 1~3 238 227 25-1 220 254 :!54 7, 224 91't& s; 166 6, 282 9, :J97 111 8, 417 4, 377 
January . --. 271 lf,\33.· 281 2()0 259 259 259 7, 753 9& 7, 852 5, (if\3 5, 892 nn 8, 417 3, 367 
February ... 200 IH 249 152 219 219 219 6, 596 !)~~ 7, 224 5, 967 7, 244 11~~ 7, 744 6, 734 
March ...... 2EI 2 281 281 249 249 249 7,095 9a~ 8,480 6,910 .•.••.......••.••••••• 
April. ••••.. 281 2 281 281 2;,9 2 259 259 ,7,69.1 9jh 8,Hi6 7,22<1 .••••.....•.•••.•••.. 
May ..•..... l233 l,?rr 281 UH 249 2 249 24!1 15,967 95! 7,852 4,083 ............•....•.•. 
June ........ 271 1 271 271 259 2 259 25917,5il8 jlOfif, 8,1G6 u,910 ........•......••••••• 





The international money-order business was trausferrecl to tho foreign division 
July 1, 1885. 
The following statement shows 1he average number of days' time and atten-
tion devoted to the transaction of business l>y the e111ployes of the foreign division 
of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person 
and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so de-
voted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by tho 
employe present the least number of days dnring s:1id years. D~partment open from 
9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon for lunch. Time. to be devote1l to business, 
6i hours daily. 
Years. 
1884 ..••.•. ·······----- •••·•· .••••....••. 
1885. -----· -----· ------ ·••••· .•••••.•••.. 
1886 ----------------· ··-······· ..•...•••. 
1887 ··-·--···---------------······· ----·· 
~ a ~ . ~ ~ rg 
~ <I) ..0,!4 ;.-, ,!4. ~. 
~ s~ o ~~ ~~ 
~ ~i ~~ ~h ~~ ~ 0 
~ ... ~ Q;> ~"' <lJ ·;;; [;' ~ ~ ~ 
~ 2~ ~~ "'~ ~- ~Q;> n s ~~ ~ -;;;t- ~t 
~ ~ ~0 ~ ~ ~ 
.s 
------------- rr.-M. -- ---
305~ 508 o 508 ~ 2r.4 5. 55 21n 2:Jo~ 
302~ 542 0 54:.! ~ 271 6. 23 274 269~ 
305- 2, GB5 0 2, 635 11 280 2;: (i. :J2 286 258 
201 2, 116 0 2, 116 12 178 r'b- (i. 15 199 150 
REGISTERING DIVISION. 
Supplemental statement of the manner of transacting the l.lnsiness of the registering 
division. 
The work of the registering divi~ion pertains entirely to the re-e:s:amiua1ion and 
registration of postmasters' qnarterly accounts, inclnding special-delivery business, 
each item of receipt and expenditure being registered separately in registration books, 
giving the name of each office and postmaster in the United States, which books are 
closed quarterly and recapitulated l.ly States and for the United States. It conducts 
all correspondence arising from the correction of errors of postmasters in their quar-
terly accounts, and keeps the auxiliary books of record of allowances for expenses 
authorized by the Postmaster-General ior use in the auditing of accounts ; the record 
of the compensation of postmasters at fourth-class offices, kep.t for the purpose of re-
porting to the Postmaster-General for assignment to higher classes such offices as 
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from time to time uecorue legally entitled to such classification, and the record of 
changes of postmasters and post-offices for use iu the division. These books are en-
titled as follows: 
Clerk-hire, third-class offices. 
Salaries, third-class offices. 
Expenses, first and second class offices. 
Expenses, authorizations of Post-Office Department. 
$'250-fourth class, for assignment to higher class. 
Changes, appointments, &c. 
Special-delivery account; special-delivery business for United States. 
The work of the division for each quarter closes (except as to correspondence) with 
the recapitulation of the totals of each registration book, the recapitulation by 
States, and the general recapitulation of the United States, after which the registra-
tion books are passed ·to the book-keeping division for the posting to the accounts of 
the postmasters of the balances shown to be due from or to them, the posting of the 
general results, and the use of the stating division in stating the accounts of post-
masters. 
The following is an example of the manner of registering the quarterly account of 
a postmaster : 
The quarterly returns, comprising the accou:ct-current and accompanying state-
mentsand vouchers of the postmaster at Chicago, Ill., an office of the first class, for the 
quarter ended June 30, 1887, was received by mail July 15, 18e7, passed by the open-
ing-room, stamp clerks, examiners, and expense clerks ofthe examining division, and 
sent to the registering division for registration. The items of expenses in the account 
were compared with the expense records of this division, which give the amount au· 
thorized by the Post-Office Department to be expended under the severaJ heads of 
expenditure. If correct as to calculations, vouchers, and amount of allowance, were 
passed; if incorrect, were returned to the examining division for correction. An ab-
stract of the amount expended 'and allowed was then recorded in the expense regis-
ters. The items of the account are then re-examined, the statements and receipts, 
&c., pertaining to each item compared with it, and the account-current registered 
in the registration book for the State of Illinois, under the following heads : 
"'Post-office. 
Postmaster. 
Period of returns. 
Debits: Waste-paper and twine sold. 
Box rents. 
Stamps sold. 





Balance due the United States. 
The account was then forwarded to the "error room" of the examining division 
for notification to the postmaster of the correction of errors detected in auditing, and 
the certification to the stating division of the balance found due upon the account. 
From the error clerks the account reaches the files, where it remains. 
The work of registering is performed by clerks known as "registers," and the re-
mainder of the work by miscellaneous clerks. The duty of the chief of the division 
is to have general oversight of the work of the division, to settle questions of doubt, 
to examine the correspondence and perform a portion of it, and to take charge of the 
record of fourth-class offices for higher classification. Questions arising between the 
registering and examini'.lg divisions as to the manner of auditing and registration of 
accounts, are submitted to and decided by the Auditor. 
The registration of an account of a postmaster at a fourth-class post-office is similar 
to the instance given, except as to limiting the compensation to $250, based upon 
commission upon the business done, and reporting to the Post-Office Department 
when it attains that amount for four consecutive quarters. 
Many of the minor, though important, details of the work of the registering divis-
ion are necessarily omitted from the above, as to give them would require a more 
lengthy statement than is deemed admissible. 
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The following statement shows in uetan the business in the registerii:g G.iviaion of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, for the :fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
------------1------------------- ---
Number of postmasters' quar-
terly returns registered ...... 122, 301 122, 301 203, 024 203, C24 214, 038 214, 038 144, 7f:l 144,761 
Totals ..................... 192,301 192, 301 203, C24 203, 024 214,038 214, 038 144, 7Cl 144,71:1 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of lmsines~ per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the registering divieion of the office of the Au-
ditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with the average number of 
employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
JrJy.............. 942 15 17 13 ~21 21 22 20 1,009 17! 19 16 1,1Cl 1~ 17 14 
tugus\;····--. ... :4~ ~~~ ~~ g ~; ~~Hi ;~ ~· g~~ ~~! }~ ~~ i; ~g~ igD g i~ 
~~~~e;:_:_:_~~~~~ !i~ ~~! ~~ H !~g ~~ !H f~ . ~~~ ~! ~~ H t ~~~ ~~t H H 
Jan nary . . . . . . . .. . 1, 068 15. 16 14 755 21 22 20 272 19~ 20 19 1, C78 15~ 17 14 
February. .. .. . . .. 1, 068 15 16 14 755 22 22 22 272 Hi~ 20 19 1, 078 166 17 15 
March............ 1, 068 15~ 16 15 755 22 22 22 272 l!i~ 19 18 ................. . 
April ............. 1,068 15 16 :>.4 780 !::1~ 2 21 900 l8 19 17 ................. . 
Jcne.... .......... 1, 068 15 16 14 780 2H 22 21 990 17~ 19 16 
May . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 1, 068 15! 16115 780 21 122 20 990 18~ 19 18 
Totalaverages 971! 16+ 17Jl4-f2 811! 20!21tP9H 990!1&+ 18~17l2 1,086jll5i 17 14!f 
The following statement ehows the average number of days' time and attention C.e-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the registering division of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the PoEt-Office Department, in persou 
and by proxy, during the years named, with number of dayE d.nring each year so 
devoted to business by the employe present- for the greatest number of days and by 
the employe present the least number of <!ays during said years. Department- open 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with ha!fhour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to 
business, 6]- hours daily. 
Years. 
----------------1--·- --------------------
1884 ••••••• ···--- ------ ................ 305! 
1885 ....... ·············-······-- .. ••• 30~t 
1886 ................. ~···· ............ 305 


















5 36 300! 268t 
6 42 302! I 272. 
6 50 305 231 
6 48 201 158 
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PAY DIVISION. 
0F1'' ICH: OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMEN'l', 
Washington, D. C., .August 5, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request of recent date I have the honor to make 
the following report relative to the duties of the pay if.tvision and its methods of 
auditing accounts. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. D. McCoNviLLE, Auditor. 
J. M. LEACH, JR., 
Chief of Pay Division. 
The duties of the pay division consist in auditing accounts for the transportation 
of the mails and for post-office su pplics. 
The pay of railroa<ls for transporting the mails is fixed by law, adjusted in the 
office of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General, and reported to this office in the 
form of orders, which become the basis of payment. 
Star and steamboat service are performed nuder contracts, executed in duplicate, 
one of which is forwarded to this division and is made the basis of payments of these 
branches of service. 
Mail messengers are designated by orders from the Post-Office Department, in 
which the rate of pay per annum is stated, and which becomes the basis of pay-
ment. 
The pay of special mail carriers employed to supply offices not located on any 
regular mail route is fixed by law, which provides that the amount of pay shall in 
no case exceed two-thirds of the postmaster's compensation at ·the office supplied. 
The postmaster's salary therefore is the basis of pu.y for this branch of the service, 
and is obtained from the quarterly returns of postmasters. 
All changes in tho service and pay (except special mail service) are made by orders 
issued by the Post-Office Department, abstmcts of which are daily furnished this 
office. 
The different kinds of service named are settled quarterly, after the receipt of cer-
tificates from the office of the Second Assistant Postmaster-General that the service 
has been performed, ~d, in case of fail nre, a report of fines and deductions covering 
such failures, except special mail F>ervicc, which is certified direct to this office by 
postmasters. 
Post-Office Department warrants, in payment, are issned in the office of the Third 
Assistant Postmaster-General, based upon reports from this division, certifying the 
balances due, numbering about twenty thousand for each quarter. 
Railway postal clerks and letter carriers are appointed by the Postmaster-General, 
and are paid a salary fixeu by law. All such appointments are reported to this di-
vision, and the offices designated at which t.hey are to be paid. Postmasters who 
are authorized by law to pay such employes lll,ake payments monthly, but only at 
the close of each quarter arc thoy required to fon-mr<l pay-rolls and vouchers to this 
division, covering disbursements on account of this service. The pay-rolls and other 
vouchers, when received, are carefully audited by comparing the same with the rec-
ords and adjusting all mistakes and differences. 
The pay oft he foreign mail service is reported to this division in orders from the Post-
Office Department, and the balances found due are certified to the Postmaster-Gen-
eral for payment, and warrants are issued as in the case of railroad, star, and steam-
boat service, &c. 
'fhe sala-ries of post-office inspectors, superintendent · and assistant superintend-
ents railway mail service, employes at the postage-stamp agency, stamped-envelope 
agency, and postal-card agency arc fixed by law, and are paid by warrants from this 
division when the account, accompanied hy proper vouchers, has been audited. ' 
All miscellaneous items in the office of the Postmaster-General and in the offices of 
the First, Second, and Third Assistant Postmasters-General are paid by warrants 
after the receipt, in this division, of proper vouchers approved by the Postmaster-
General and after certification of the same for payment. 
All supplies for the postal service, such as stationery, wrapping paper, letter 
balances, marking andrating stamps, mail locks and keys, mail bags, postage-stamps, 
stamped envelopes, official envelopes, and postal cards are furnished under contracts, 
and payment for the same arc made by warrants, based upon reports, or certified 
statements of balances due, from this division, accompanied by vouchers. 
The adjustment of the accounts of falling bidders and failing con tractors, and the cor-
respondence growing out of ante-bell~£m mail service claims, together with duties of a 
miscellaneous nature, engage the eerv"ices of one clerk, 
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This division has charge of the archives, which contain all papers and books per~ 
taining to the whole office except those relative to the money. order divisions of this 
office. The services of one clerk are required in the proper filing and labeling of re-
ports, warrants, transfer drafts, receipts for drafts, certificates of service, letters, 
accounts of late postmasters, &c., and the filing of pay books, ledgers, journals, day 
books, stamp books, examiner's books, foreign postal books, books of contracts, reg-
isters, Postmaster-General's orders, &c. 
In response to that part of the call of the Secretary requesting that one or more 
examples of the methods employed in settling the most important accounts of this 
office be given, I beg leave to submit the following minute description of one class 
of accounts audited by this division, viz: 
Those for transportation of the mails (star route services). Contracts on star 
routes are usually for four years~ the pre::>ent contract term begining the 1st ultimo 
(July 1, 1887) and ending June 30, 1891. Contracts are executed in duplicate, one 
being filed in this office and the other in the Post-Office Department. 
'rhe pay clerk enters in the pay book, under the appropriate number, the name 
and residence of the contractor, the annual (divided into quarterly) pay, the dates 
of commencement and termination of service, and the termini of the route. In case 
there is a subcontractor on a route, his name, pay, and address are also entered. 
All changes in the service arc reported in tho daily orders of the Postmaster-
General, which, coming to this eli vision after having been verified by the review 
chvision, are entered in the pay books. 
A certificate of service for each route is furnished each quarter by the Post-Office 
Department, which, tog•jther with tho contract and orders, becomes the basis of pay-
ment ; aml when there have been failures to perform services according to schedule, 
or where there have been any violations of the contract, fines and deductions are 
made by the Post-Office Department, and entered on the certificate, which is verified 
by the review division by comparing it with the ''blue sheet" (a Post-Office De-
partment term), before it is transmitted to this division. 
A check, indicating that the certificate has been received, is made by the pay 
clerk on the pay book, wbo also enters tho amounts of all fines and cleductions on the 
same book. 
Settlements are made quarterly, and accounts are adjusted and stated on a report 
to the Postmaster-General as soon as possible after the receipt of certificates of 
service. · 
On this report the contractor is creclited with amount of pay accrued during th"e 
period for which the report is mado, and charged with fines and deductions, amount 
paid for temporary service, and amount paicl subcontractors. 
Duties of the chief of pay division, assistant chiof clerk, Deputy Auditor, and Au-
ditor, in connection with contracts, orders, certificates of SPrvice, reports of balances 
due, aHd warrants. 
The contracts (more than 4,000 in number per annum) are sent from the Post-Office 
Department to the Deputy Auditor, who forwards them to the chief of pay division, 
under whose supervision they are compared with the schedule accompanying them,and 
if it is found that tbey agree with .it in number of the route, name of the contractor, 
and amount of pay, they (the contracts) are handed to the star pay clerks (12 in num-
ber) for entry as heretofore described. 
The orders of the Postmaster-General are sent daily to the Deputy Auditor, trans-
mitted to the review division, and after verification forwarded to the chief of the pay 
divisions who stamps the date of their receipt upon them with the pay division stamp, 
and sends them to the pay clerks for entry in tho pay books. 
The certificates of service are sent from the office of the Deputy Auditor and take 
the same course as described above for the orders of the Postmaster-General. 
Reports, or Auditor's statements of balances due, are made by the pay clerks, veri-
fied by them and sent to the office of the chief of division, who examines the state-
ments with regard to date, name, and address of contractor, name of pay clerk, and 
register number, and verifies subtractions and additions if any deductions or remis-
sions are made. 
Owing to the immense number of these reports which pass the chief of division 
each day (averaging 700 per day during the first month after the close of each quar-
ter) his examination must needs be hurriedly made, and hence the review division 
was established as a check on any error made by the pay clerk and not noted by the 
chief of division ; and to the review division the reports are forwarded after being 
checked by the chief of pay division. 
If any error is discovered by the review division the report is returned to chief 
of pay division, who causes the clerk to make the necessary correction. If any ques-
tion of doubt arises as to any part of the report, the question is submitted to the Au-
ditor for his decision. The report is then marked C, meaning ''corrected," by chief 
of pay division, and returned to the chief of review division, who forwards it to the 
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Deputy Auditor for hiti signature, after placing review check upon it. After being 
signed by the Deputy Auditor it is sent to the honorable Third Assistant Postmaster-
General, in whose office (finance division) it is again verified in every important par-
ticular, and if balance is .found correct, a warrant for that amount is drawn in favor 
of the contractor and signe<l by the honorable Third Assistant Postmaster-General. 
Warrants, arranged serially, or in the · order they are numbered, accompanied by a 
schedule giving number and sub treasury on which drawn, are sent with the Audit-
or's certificate, or report, to the chief of the book-keeping division. 
In the last-named d.i vision t.he report and warrant are separated. The Third As-
sistant Postmaster-General having placed the name of the subtreasury on which the 
warrant is dmwn on the certificate, the clerks of the book-keeping division put the 
date on which the warrant was drawn on the same certificate, thus completing the 
data necessary for ptopsr registration of the warrant, on the warrant register of that 
division. As soon as the warrant can be registered from the data on the face of the 
report (this usually takes from 7 to 10 days) the reports, or certificates, are for-
warded to the clerk in charge of the files of this division, and by him are filed in the 
archives of this office. 
The clerk in charge of warrants in the book-keeping division compares the name 
of the payee, amount and number of Auditor's certificate, appearing on the face of 
the warrant, with the Auditor's certificate, and if they agree respectively, amount, 
name, and number are checked in red ink, initials of pay clerk who adjusted the 
account, and number of the route on which payee is contractor, are placed on war-
rants by clerk passing it, and they are then sent to the chief of pay division (usually 
in batches of considerable size), accompanied by above-described schedule. They are 
examined in the office ofthe chief of pay division, andifthey agreeinnumberwith the 
schedule they are forwarded to the pay clerk, who enters them under appropriate 
route number and under name of contractor, giving number, amount of face of war-
rant, date of issue, and subtreasury on which drawn, and checking his own initial, 
put upon the warrant as heretofore described, as evidence that the warrant is prop-
erly drawn and has been entered in his pay book. After entry the warrants are sent 
to the desk of the chief of the pay divir:;ion, who sees that they are all checked, ar-
ranges them serially, and transmits them, the ~chedule having been signed by him, to 
the assistant chief clerk, who entocs them by number and subtreasury (as a matter 
of convenience in giving information to persons inquiring for warrants), and who 
notices that there is a payee, that warrant is dated, and that the amounts as written 
and put in figures cin its face agree, which serves as an additional check against 
errors. 
The warrants are then signed by the Deputy Auditor or Auditor and returned to 
the honorable 'l'hird Assistant Postmaster-General, who forwards them to the Assist-
ant Treasurer of ·the United States, who signs the order making it payable at a sub-
treasury, and after proper records are made of them in the office of the Treasurer 
of the United States, they are returned again to. the office of the Third Assistant 
Postmaster-General, whence they are mailed to the contractor. 
About one year after a warrant is paid at the subtreasury on which it is drawn it 
is returned, through the office of the honorable Treasurer of-the United States, to this 
office (book-keeping division), accompanied by the Treasurer's quarterly account, 
with which it is compared as to number, date, and amount, and, if found correct and 
the indorsement of payee is satisfactory, the warrant is sent by the chief of the 
book-keeping division to the files of this office. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. D. McCoNVILLE, 
.Auditor. 
J. M. LEACH, JR., 
Chief of Pay Divi~ion. 
• 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the pay division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal years 
1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
Accounts of-
--------- - - -1----------- ----~--------
Railway companies for t.rans-
portingmails ..•••............. 6,730 6,730 7,132 T,132 7,305 7,305 5,970 5,970 
Mail contractors and subcon-
tractors, steamboat service.... 461 461 504 504 503 503 370 370 
Mail contractors and subcon-
tractors, star service........... 78, 046 78, 046 81, 959 81,959 89,203 89,203 70, 978 70,978 
Ocean mail and consular postal 
service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 218 218 167 167 193 193 156 156 
Mail messengers................. 20,576 20, 576 21, 543 21, 543 22,477 22,477 16, 949 16,949 
Special carriers.................. 4, 234 4, 234 4, 236 4, 236 3, 471 3, 471 3, 094 3, 094 
Railway postal clerks............ 17,731 17,731 18,882 18,882 19,769 19,769 15, 330 15,330 
Free-delivery system............ 15, 984 15, 984 22, 246 22, 246 23,·940 23, 940 20, 343 20, 343 
Superintendent and assistant sn· 
perintendents railway-mail ser-
vice and post-office inspectors.. 1, 213 I, 213 1, 230 1, 230 1, 110 1, 110 881 881 
• Miscellaneous payments......... 1, 420 1, 420 1, 452 1, 452 1, 310 1, 310 1, 097 1, 097 
Totals ..•.....•••.•........ 146, 613 146, 613 159, 351 159, 351 169, 231 169, 281 135, 168 1 135, 168 
From July 1, 1885, three clerks who were employed in reviewing the accounts of 
this division were transferred, to form what is known as the review division. This 
report is made to include the month of March, for the reason that the accounts are ad-
justed quarterly, and to render a statement for a fractional part of a quarter would 
be impracticable. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the pay division of the office of the Auditor of 
the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employes, dur-
ing the time specified: 
Months. 
July .............................................. . 
~iffi~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::: 
November ...........•..•...•.... . ............ . ... . 
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ala3 al ~~ be'4l btl_.;; 
~h ~= ~h 
;.0 ~-o= ..,o fA ~8 ~'a 
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24!1 651 24 24 651 20 
20 651 20t 
24 651 24! 
23 601 25 
22 626 24l 
26 626 25 
25! 576 25 
24l 676 24l 
25~ .•••...• . ... 
25! ... . .. 
25! .••......... 
Tota.laverages............................... 4721 ~-5091 -----w- 583i 2~1 ~ 634! 23! 
It iM not feasible, to give the maximum and minimum of work performed by each 
clerk monthly in this table, as the character of the work is such that it cannot be 
cletermined upon the basis of the number of accounts audited, 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de. 
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the pay division of the office 
of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business 
by the employe present for tho greatest number of days and by the employe present 
the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
. s 
Years. 







~ ~ ----------- ---------- --- - - ------- --------
1884. •••••. -.-.- ·-----. --- .... ·- ..... -. 305! 7, 582 152 7, 734 
h. m. B. 
28 276/4 6 26 11 





1885 .•..........•.•..•....... ·-· .... -.. 3u2t 7, 278 480 7, 758 
l~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::j ~~~ ;:~~: 1---~~- 1 ;:~~g 251286 16 39 47 26 205! 6 29 08 
This report is made up to and including March 31, 1887, the end of the first quarter 
of 1887. 
BOOK-KEEPING DIVISION. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C .• July 27. 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request, accompanying letter from Senate Committee 
of which the Hon. Francis M. Cockrell is the chairman, I have the honor to transmit 
herewith a brief statement of the routine work, accompanied with a tabulated state-
ment of the volume of business, in this division. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. D. McCoNVILLE, 
A/.filitor. 
ISAAC G. PEETREY, 
Chief of Book-keeping Division. 
This division has charge of the revenue, appropriation, depository, and other gen-
eral, special, and miscellaneous accounts of the Post-Office Department ; keeps a 
ledger account with each postmaster and mail contractor, registers the Post-Office 
Department warrants and drafts; receives and audits the certificates of deposit of 
postal revenues; states the account against the general Treasury; prepares the quar-
terly and annual reports of postal receipts and expenditures. 
The chief of the division keeps the general revenue, the expenditure and appro-
priation accounts with foreign countries, TreasQ.rer of the United States and Execu-
tive Departments, prepares and registers all covering warrants and requisitions on 
the Treasury, and the quarterly report to the Secretary of the Treasury and the 
Postmaster-General; also the annual report, examines all warrants sent from tho 
Treasury Department for verification of signature of payee on the warrant, and pre-
pares and initials the reply for the Auditor's signature; reviews and initials all re-
quests for journal entries, examines and initials all letters written by the clerks of 
this division relating to the business of the Department before sending them to the 
Auditor for his signature; ::~.1so supervises the work of the division. 
The items of revenue are obtained from the register of postmaster's quarterly ac-
.counts current, letter-postage, fines and. penalties, dead letters, money-order busi-
ness and miscellaneous. 
The item& of expenditure are obtained from the register of Postmaster-General's 
warrants, mail messenger register, disbursement register by postmasters, railway 
J)OSt-officeclerks' register, special agents'" fare book," free delivery register, and regis-
ter of postmaster's quarterly account current. 
One. of the "items of principal business" transacted in this division relates to the 
Post-Office Department warrants. The basis of the warrant is a certified copy of re-
port of service performed by the contractor forwarded to this Bureau from the Post-
()ffice Department and received in the pay division, stating amount due to the con-
tractor or subcontractor and for what service. The report is then drawn by the pay 
.clerk, specifyingthenameof contractor, route, amount, and what appropriation charge-
.able; said report is signed by the pay clerk, passed to the chief of the pay division, 
W).l9.~hecks and forwards the report to the review division, where the report is care-
4405. TR-~-23 
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fully compared; if found correct is initialed and forwarded to the .Auditor for his sig-
nature on the certificate attached to the report; after signing, the Auditor forward8 
the report to the Third Assistant Postmaster-General's office, where the warrant is 
drawn by a clerk in the finance division of the Post-Office Department, and signed by 
the Third Assistant Postmaster-General. 
The warrant, accompanied by the report, is sent to this division by the Third Assist-
ant Postmaster-General to be passed and registered by the warrant clerk, whose duty 
it is to carefully examine and -check amount, number of the report, payee's name, ad-
dress, and date, and, if found correct, he enters on the face of the warrant the number of 
the route and initials of the pay clerk who made the report. Thew arrant is then regis-
tered in the warrant register, noting the number of the warrant, number of the report, 
date of the warrant, in whose favor, amount, and charging it to theproperappropri:ttion. 
The reportisthensenttothe archives, and the warrant is sent to the pay division, where 
the clerk who made the report charges the amount to the contractor. The warrant is 
then forwarded to the Auditor for his signature ; after being signed it is passed to the 
Third Assistant Postmaster-General and by him to the Treasury Department for the 
signature of the assistant treasurer of the United States; after signing the assistant 
treasurer returns the warrant to the office of the Third Assistant Postmaster-Genera], 
where it is mailed to the address of the payee. After payment at the sub-treasury on 
which drawn, the warrant is returned to the Treasury of the Unitecl States, and by 
the c\erk in charge of the Post-Office Department account entered. iu the quarterly 
account of the Treasurer with the Post-Office Department, and returned to this di vi-
sion as a voucher with the Treasurer's quarterly account. The warrant is then, by a. 
clerk of this division, checked as to the number and amouJLt, to see if correctly ac-
counted for in the Treasurer's account, also as to the proper indorsement of the payee, 
and if found correct is finally sent to the archives. 
The Postmaster-General's transfer drafts are examined and registered the same M! 
the warrants, and after payment are returned to this offiee, compared with the reg-
ister, and if found correct are sent to the archives. 
The general registers of disbursements are received from the: pay eli vision. After 
the items are posted to their respective account, the registers remain in this division. 
Certificates of deposit on account of the post-office service are received from the 
Third Assistant Postmaster-General's office, after which they are assorted and then 
checked with the transcripts of deposits received from the post-office depositor ies; 
the certificates are thell' posted to the account to which they belong, and are then 
sent to the stating division. 
The book-keepers of contract accounts keep a general ledger account with railroad, 
star, and steamboat, also the foreign mail service. 
The book-keepers of accounts of postmasten• keep a general ledger account with 
all postmasters. 
The work of this division in the several sections is up to March 1, 1887. 
The book-keeper of accounts of late postmasters is aSJ far advanced :1s the settle~ 
ment of accoun.ts will adm i1i. 
The following statement shows in detail the business ilil the book-keeping division 
of the office of the Auditor of ~ho Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the 
fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: • 
Character of business. 
Revenue and appropriation account . _____ .•.. _. . . 12, 416 
Warrants and Postmaster-General's drafts 
received, passed, and registered ...... _ .. __ ..... 79, 858 
Certificates of deposit received and twice 
assorted •••••...••.•.•.•••.•...•. __ . ___ .. _. _ . _ . . 170, 959 
Mail contractors' accounts .•••••.•.•...... -----·.. 23,900 
Postmasters' accounts .........•.•. __ .. _ ... __ .. _ _ 200,432 
Entries to dispose of postmasters' a c- 1~ 
counts ..••.. ·----------.·--- .• ---- ... _ . . . _ ......... _ .... _. 
Late postmasters' accounts .. _ ... __ . __ . __ . 2, 911 11, 734 
Journal entries, requests. ___ .•.. ___ ._ .. _ .. ___ .. . . 10,828 
Stamp journal entries, requests ... _ ..... .. ___ .. . . 3, 417 
Miscellaneous, annual, and qnarterlv re-
12,416 ---~------ 12, 626 
7!), 858 . ---- •. --. 80, 054 
170, !)5!) I-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 180. 83$_.. 
23, 900 . - - - - - . - - . 22, 584 
200, 432 . - - •. - - - - - 204, 904 
450,!li2 .••••• :c. 
11 I 445 3, 200 12, 280 
10, 828 - 11, 789 










ports, claims, and deficiencies sched-
uled, and all special statements required. . . . . . . . . . . _ .... _. . 082, 244 . __ • __ . __ . 733, 09,1, 
Total .•••••••••••••••••. :. _ •• _ • ___ •. 2,9il5i3,5441,646,2911-a;200 530,:435 ·1, 733,236 
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Revenue and appropriation account.. . .. . •. . . 12,842 
Warrants and Postmaster-Generals' 
drafts received, passed, and .regis-
tered............................... . .. .. . . . 78,061 
Certificates of, deposit received and 
twice assorted...................... .•... ... 106,384 
Mail contractors' accounts . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 23, 328 
Postmasters' accounts . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 214, 096 
Entries to dispose of postmaster's ac-
counts . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Late postmasters' accounts . .. . . . . .... 3, 700 25, 148 
J om-nal entries, requests. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 468 
Stamp journal entries, requests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 728 
Miscellaneous, annual, and quarterly 
reports, claims, and deficiencies 
scheduled, and all special state-
ci,bll til~ 
-~ ~ ;a~ '1;)-~.:; 
'g~~ ~-;:l::l 
~"d.-. "d"';) 
'd'+-< ;; ~ .... 
<»OQ) ~0 +> _... 
~"g. ~'d-Cll<:J~ 
1lg;~ ~C1}Q 








474,238 . ......... 
23,148 3, 900 
6, 468 
3, 728 
rile <il«>g ciJ~ ;a-=- ;a~ bill_ '1;) ~t- §;; ~00 =·~::00 -~~ ==~ ~~ 
'd;;~ "g'dl-<....:. <1$'+-< 
1~~ ~'S~ ... ~~ ~a!~~ ·see~ ~~~ ~~~~-= 
~Q~ fl8.~~ = p..-. 
P:i ~ 0 
---- ------
8, 773 8, 773 
59,721 50,721 
140,890 149,890 
20, !)54 20,954 
145,960 145,060 
.............. 323,608 
17,215 12,295 8,820 
9, 893 9,893 
2,480 2,480 
ments required...................................... 860,505 .•••••...•••••..•. 529,557 -----· 
Total ...•.•........•.•.......... 3,700 I 560,055 1,892,888 3,900 "414,886 1,263,131 8,820 
Work on this division being current, none " pending (except late postmasters' ac 
counts) July 1, 1883," and none "on band and undisposed of." 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the book-keeping division of the office of the 
Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department with the average number of 
employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Q)+>..!oi ~~ 
Q) Cl).,j ~~ ~ Cl) ~.i Months. blll=l"" bll~ b.t-c> bll~ c;~p,! ~,S' =~ cilh == r:Ch cil= cilh ""oQ ~p .,.o -..= -..o ,..::: 1-<0 
~~~ 
4lp. Cllo ~-a Q)O ~e. Q)o ~-a 
~~ ~~ 
~>-El ~>-s ..q Pt ..q~ ..q<~~ ~~ ..q<~~ ..q~ 
---------------
July ...•...•....••....••................... 6, 821+ 17i 7, 267+ 20t 7, 252+ 23! 7, 748+ 23 August .................................... 7, 366+ 16! 7, 127+ 15 6, 974+ 21! 7, 748+ 20 
:September ..•..........•................... 6,821+ 19}! 6, 847+ 18! 7,252+ 18~ 7, 748+ 19! 
October ..•................................. 7, 366+ 19-{u 7, 546+ lSi 7, 531+ 22 7, 748+ 20J 
November ................. . ............... 6, 783+ 21-t~ 6, 708-- 19 6,415+ 23! 7,152+ 21!} 
December ................................. 6, 821+ 19\l 7,127- 19! 7, 252+ 21 7,450+ 19~ 
January ................................... 7,094+ 19§- 7,267+ 22~ 6, 974+ 23! 7, 450+ 22! 
February .................................. U,275+ 191'-o 6, 149+ 22 6,415+ 23~ 6,854+ 22! 
March ..................................... 7,0~ 201 6, 987+ 21! 7, 531+ 22t .................... . ............. 
April ...................................... 7, 0 21~ 7, 267+ 221 7, 252+ 23 . ...... . ........ ................ 
May ....................................... 7,094+ 2lt 6,987+ 22~ 6,074+ 22a . ................. ............. 
June ....................................... 6, 821+ 21t 7, 267+ 23 7,252+ 23 ............... . .............. 
------------------
Total averages ...................... 6, 954+ 19rV<r 7,046- 20~ 7, 089+ 22! 7,462+ 21b 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the book-keeping diTisian of 
the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and 
by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to 
business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employ6 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. 
to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t 
hours daily. 
Years. 
1884. ··-··· ........................... -. 
1885 ...... ··-···· .................... ---
1886 ................................... . 
1887 ····-· ···········- •••••••••·• ••••••• 
305~ 6, 0331611 6, 033l<r 
3021 6, 20l?t 6, 201i 
305 6, 786 6, 786 
201 4, 237! 4, 2371 
h. m. 1. 
2~ 274'!18~ 6 23 20 2851 2411 
23 269/<r 6 20 57 288t 2011 
24 2821 6 35 16 2971 266 
24 176~ 'If 14 6 188 H8 
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REVIEW DIVI:3ION. 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
August 4, 1887. 
It is the duty of this division to r~view the work of the pay division and the orders 
of the Postmaster-General rolating to mail transportation and the deductions imposed 
for failure to perform se,rvice according to contract. 
All contracts for mail service received from the Post-Office Department are exam-
ined and recorded, and all order8 of the Postmaster-General affecting the same verified, 
recorded, and forwarded to the pay division. 
All orders of the Postmaster-General, on account of transportation of the mails by 
railroad companies, on account of railway postal clerks, free delivery, and mail mes-
senger service, special mail service, superintendents and assistant superintendents of 
the railway mail service, and on account of miscellaneous items, are verified and re-
corded. 
Certificates of inspection are received from the Post-Office Department, examined 
and recorded, and forwarded to the pay division. All deductions imposed by the 
Postmaster-General for violations of contract are verified as to their clerical correct-
ness. 
All reports for payment of mail transportation received from the pay division \ex-
cept on account of ocean mail service) are examined, verified, and recorded, and if 
correct forwarded to the chief clerk for the signature of the Auditor or deputy audi-
tor. If incorrect, are returned to tho pay divh;ion, corrected, and again sent to this 
division, recorded, and forwarded to the chief clerk. 
All pay-rolls for railway postal clerks and letter carriers received from the pay di-
vision are re-examined and recorded, and if correct are forwarded to the stating 
uivision. If incorrect, they are returned to the pay division for correction. 
All reports from the pay division for the payment of mail messengers, special mail 
carriers, superintendents and assistant superintendents of the railway mail service, 
post-office inspectors, and reports of miscellaneous items follow the course of reports 
for payment of mail transportation. In case mail messengers are paid by the post-
masters where employed, which is the case at money-order offices, the receipts of the 
messengers, after being examined and recorded by the pay division, are re-examined 
and recorded by this division, and sent to the stating division for credit on postmas-
ter's account in which they are finally filed. 
The following illustration will show the method of reviewing the account of a star-
route mail contractor and subcontractor. This duty is performed by clerks known 
in t.he organization of the office as "review clerks," under the supervision of the 
chief of the review division. 
E. J. Melton is contractor for the period from July 1., 1886, to June 30, 1890. The 
contract was received by the deputy auditor of this office from the Post-Office De-
partment, sent to the chief of the pay division for record and returned to this division, 
where the name of the contractor, number of the route, State, ancl annual and quar-
ter!~ pay were recorded for use in verifying the reports to be made for payment for 
servwe under the same. On tho route book were entered the annual pay, the num-
ber of trips per week, and the value of the half trip. The contract was then returned 
to tl.e pay division for file there. In due course there was received by this division 
from the Post-Office Department a circular giving the distances from office to office 
on the route, which was recorded in the route book, which book is used in verifying 
the deductions imposed by the Postmaster-General for failures to perform proper 
service. The distance circular was then returned to the Post-Office Department. 
On the ~th of May, 1886, an order was made by the Postmaster-Gen-eral and for-
warded in duplicate to -this office, through the desk of the deputy auditor, notifying 
the Auditor of the filing of tho subcontract of S. N. Canfield, of Utica, Ness County, 
Kans., at $114 per annum for the period from July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1890. The 
name of the subcontractor and his rate of pay were duly recorded and the duplicate 
order returned to the pay division. 
On tl1e lOth of August, 1886, an order was made by the Postmaster-General as fol-
lows: ''From September 1, 18~6, increase service to twice a week, allow contractor 
$138; subcontractor, $114 per annum pro rata." The routine pursued by this order 
was the same as that of the preceding, namely, it was recorded, and increase of 
pay and change in trips per week with value of half-trip noted. 
The following is a brief history of the settlement made for the period from July 1, 
1886, to September 30, 1886: 
On the 16th day of October, 1886, a certificate of inspection, stating performance of 
service on said route without failures or delinquencies, for the quarter ended Septem-
ber :10, 188ti, was received, through the deputy auditor, from the Post-Office Depart-
ment, noted in all the necessary record hooks and forwarded to the pay division. On 
the 25th of October, 1886, a report was made by the pay division in favor of the sub-
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cohtractor (a copy of which is hereto attached), and was forwarded to this division, 
examined as to the number of the report, number of the route, State, rate of pay, and 
increase of service, date, period of service covered, calculations, record of certificate 
of eervice performed, fines and deductions for failures, subcontractor's pay, discon-
tinuance of subcontract, and suspension of pay .. RecQrd was then made in the 
proper books of the correct amount due, and the report returned, through the chief 
of the division, to the chief clerk, for the signature of the Auditor or deputy auditor, 
by whom it was sent to the Post-Office Department. 
On the 3d day of November, 1886, the report in favor of the contractor on this route 
was made by the pay division. The routine was the same as in the case of the sub-
contractor, with the addition that note was taken in reviewing the account that the 
amount paid the subcontractor was duly charged. 
There is attached hereto a leaf from the record book of the review division, which 
shows the appearance of the record as to the route under consideration after review--
ing the reports for payment above enumerated. 
[Pay division.-Form 649.] 
STAR SERVICE .. 
Report for payment of subcont1·actors of E. J. Melton, contmcto1· in Kansas. 
To S. N. Canfield, subcon., Utica, Ness County, Kansas: 
$28 50 Per quarter per contract from July 1 to September 30, 1886 _ .••••• $~8 50 
No.33544 ~ 
$28:50 Per quarter more per order No. 13086 from September 1,1886 ...... _ 9 29 
No.--. Fines and deductions ..•.•...••.. ---· ........•. ·----· .••••• ·-----. 
37 79 
Adjusted and stated by George W. Balsley, pay clerk. 
No.46024.] OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
To the PosTMASTER-GENERAL: 
Washington, D. C., October 25, 1886. 
I certify that there is payable to the above-named su bcontracto.rs the amounts speci-
fied, agreeably to the provisions of the act of Congress approved May 17, 1878, and 
information received from the contract office. 
H. A. HARALSON, 
Deputy Auditor. 
[Office of the Auditor of. the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, pay division.-Form 646.) 
STAR SERVICE-REPORT FOR PAYMENT FOR TRANLPORTATION OF MAILS. 
The United States, Dr., to E. J. Melton. 
For carrying the mails in Kansas on route-
No$- }Per quarter per contract from July 1 to September 30, 188-...... 
-- per order No. --- . _ .... _ ......•.. _ .•..•.•••...........• 
No. $~~5~~ ~Per quarter per contract from July 1 to September 30,1886 ...... . 
$~4:50 SPer quarter more per order No.13086 from September 1, 1886 .... . 
No.---. Fines and deductions ................................... . 
No. --. 'femporary service ... _ •...........•... _ •....• __ ......... . 
No. --. Subcontractor's pay .....•.••••..•••••.. _ ••.•. _ •.•••.. _ • _ 
No. 33544. Subcontractor's pay ..................................... $37 79 
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No.48870.] OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR OF THE TREASURY 
FOR THE POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
November 3, 1886. 
To the POSTMASTER-GENERAL: 
I certify that there is payable to E. J. Melton, Marionville, Lawrence County, 
Kansas, the amount above specified on account, agreeably to contracts, books, and 
other vouchers filed in this office, reserving the right to correct all errors and omis-
sions. 
-.--series, warrant No.--. 
No. of 
route. 
33544.-- •••• $138 00 132 25 1 
Sept. 1, 1886 276 00 132 25 2 
(Leaf from route book.] 
NoTE.-This page bas three more blank spaces in the original. 
[Leaf from record book.J 
D. McCONVILLE, 
Attdito1·, 
By H. A. HARALSON, 
Deputy Auditor. 




Remis- Dednc- Quarterly 
sions. tiona. pay. Quarter. 1-------, Report 
23544 E. J'. Melton ............................... -1- •• 
13086-1886 From Sept. 1, 1886, more $34.50, 
snb. $28.50 .................... _ •... 
5456-1887 S. N. Canfield ........................... ~ .... . 




















1886- 87. passed. 
$45 75 Nov. 9. 
37 79 Oct. 30. 
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REVIEW DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the review division of the 
o:ijice of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department for the fiscal years 
1884, 1885, 1886~ and 1887 : 
.. 
Received Transacted Received 
Transacted 
and disposed and disposed 
Character of business. during fiscal of during fis· 
during fiscal of during fis· 
year 1886, cal year 1886 year 1887 cal year 1887 (f1·omJan.l). (fromJan.1). (to :March 1). (to March 1). 
Number of accounts reviewed, em bracing 
all accounts of the pay division except 
such as relate to ocean mails .......... $83,337 tiO $83,337 00 $129,797 00 $129, i97 00 
Number of orders affecting the accounts 
examined and entered on the records .. 16,572 00 16,572 00 29,581 00 29,581 00 
Number of certificates of inspection re-
ceived and entered on the records ...... 37,780 00 37,780 00 55,620 00 55,620 00 
Number of contracts examined and en· 
tared on tho rooo'd' .•••••..•••••••••. ·1 46 00 46 00 3, 516 00 3,516 00 
N ~~~~r. ~~ -~r~~~~~~~~~~~~-:~~~-~t~-~~~~~ _ 32 ClO 32 00 32 00 32 00 
This division was organized Jallllary 1, 1886, and the record here submitted begins 
with that date. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the rev-iew division of the office of the Auditor 
of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number of employ6s 
during the time specified : 
1886. 1887. 
Average A verag(\ Av-eu.g;e Average 
amount. employes. amount. employes. 
:Months. 
July ........................................................................ . 
August .................................................................... .. 
:5eptember .................................................................. . 
October .................................................................... . 
'November .................................................................. . 
December ...................................... _ ............................ . 
tl~~i~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::: :~ :: !: ~}i i 
5, 520 4 
'· 34,5 4 
1, 031 4 
(, 258 4 
a,g31 5 
1,970 5 
3, 740 5 
(, ft4Q 4! 
~!!:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t: !H ~ ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: 
Total averages ............................... . 3,132 3, 682 
The monthly record here given is a record simply of -aecounts reviewed as per No. 
1 in character of business. No monthly record has been kept of the other four items. 
The bulk ofthe accounts are :reviewed during the first two months of each quarter, 
the last month being occupied by the entering on the books 6f @rders affecting the 
service and the examination of the transportation reports. No fair mo.ximum o.r 
minimum can be given. 
The following statement sh.ows the averag-e number of days' time and attention,de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the review division of the 
office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person and 
by proxy, during the years named, wi:th :mumber of days during each year so de-
voted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of da.ys and by 
the employe present the leaflt number of days duriug .said years. Departmeu.t 011on 
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from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half an honr at noon for lunch. Time to be de•roted to 
























During January, February, and June, 1886, this division had four clerks. During 
March, April, and May, 1886, there were five. During July, August, September, and 
October, 1!:!86, and March, 1887, there were four. During November and December, 
181::36, and January and February, 1887, there were five. 
MONEY-ORDER DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the money-order division 
of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for tho Post-Office Department for the 
fiscal years 1884 and 18t!5 : 
Character of business. 










tered, and filed ....................... . 
Number of money-order ac-
counts adjusted . ...........•.••.•...•. 
Number of money orders 
and postal notes received, 
ex am in e d, assorted, 








checked, and filed . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 11, 419, 398 
Number of certificates of 
deposit received, regis-
ter e d , compared, and 
checked ................•. . .......••.. 
Number of drafts and trans-
fers received, registered, 
compared, and checked ........ . ..... . 
Number of letters writteu 
645,864 
37,327 
and transmitted .................••••..••••••.•... 
Number of commission and 
error circulars written 
and transmitted .............•...•..•...........•• 
Number of money ordersre-
t.nrned to postmasters for 
correction ....................................... . 
Number of ad vices of money 
orders sent for, examined, 
and returned . • .. .. . . . .. . . . • . . . . .. .. . . .. ........ .. 
Number of "international 





























7, 842, 375 . • • • • • . . . . • . 12, 929, 387 
645,864 ·-- ... ·-·- ... 682,143 
37,327 ....................... 40,477 
7, 750 .................... .................. 
197,425 .................. ........ ......... 
36,875 .............. ·-·- ... --- .. 
15,120 ................. ...... .... .. 
tered, and checked. . .. . . . . .. .•••.••••. 4,714 ....................... . 3, 742 
'"g ~ ~ 
=~ .... 
a$~1 














Total. .. . • . • . ••• . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 12, 462, Hi9 9, 138, 592 . . . . . . . • .. • . 14, 053, 7 41 9, 099,517 
*Number of unchecked international coupons,1,356,239. Many money orders, in addition, remained 
unassorted, unnumbered, and unchecked, but no record exists of the exact number-certainly more 
than 5,000,000. 
t Number of unchecked international coupons, 1,834,387. Number of postal notes nnassorted, un· 
numbered, &c., 3,398,416. Many money orders, in addition, remained. unassorted and unchecked-cer-
tainly more than 12,000,000. 
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The money-order division was snbdivided into the three divisions of '"'record-
ing," " inspecting," and '' checking" July 1, 1885. This sheet shows the work of 
this division prior to such subdivision, and the transactions recorded as disposed of, 
embraces tbe work of inspecting, checking, and recording; in short, exhibitM in a 
consoli-iated form the (luties of the Bureau relative to the money-order and postal-
note business. 
The following statement· shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the money-order division of the office of the 
Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, with average number ofem-
ploy~s during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 
.Months. Average Average 
omploy~s. 
.Maximum. .Minimum. employ6a. .Maximum . .Minimum, 
July ........................ 142 143 141 147 149 145 
August ..................... 143i 144 143 158 160 156 
~~t,~~r~~~ ~::::::::::::::::: 143~ 145 142 154i 166 163 143i 145 142 161 164 158 
November .................. 143! 145 142 160i 172 167 
December .................. 144 146 142 179 181 177 
~:b~~~y::::::::::::::::::: 142~ 143 142 176 177 175 143i 144 143 177i 178 177 
March ....................... 141i 141! 141 185 186 184 
April ....................... 145 146 144 181i 182 181 
¥u~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 143i 146 141 185 186 184 144 1411 142 219 220 218 
----
Total averages ..•..... 143! 144f 142l 174/~ 176! 1731 
The diversity in character of the work performed, tho difference in classification 
and capacity of those employed in the various branches of the division, render any 
average based upon total transactions and to talnumber of employes utterly valueless. 
It may be added that tlw greater amount of work performed during the months of 
April, May, aud June, 1884, would, if stated by a montllly average, based upon the 
entire transactions of the year, be doing an injustice to the employes of April, May, 
June, 1'385. 
The following statement shows ·the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the money-order division 
of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, in person 
and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year so de-
voted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the 
employe present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 
9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 
Ut hours daily. 
Years. 
--------·--------1--- --------------------
1884 .. • .. • • • • .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. • • • .. . .. . • .. . 30~ 139, 201 
1885 .... .. • .. .. • • .. .. • • .. • .. • .. • • • • .. • .. . 302i 48, 463 
h.m. 
267139, 46811461 276 6 25 
403 49, 046 220 281 6 37 2871 291 
192 
207 
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MISSING AND UNACCOUNTED-FOR MONEY-ORDER DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the missing and unac-
counted-for money-order division of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the 
Post-Office Department for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
. 
Received On hand Rooeivod I On hand 
Character of business. Pendin~ during and undis- during and undis-.Tuly 1, 1883. :fiscal year posed of :fiscal year posed of 
1884. .Tuly 1,1884. 1885. .T uly 1, 1885. 
Orders recounted .•••••••••••.••••••••••. 75,316,203 7, 835,694 ll3,151, 8971 7, 725,893 90,877,790 
Entries examined ••••••.••••••••••••.••. 75,316,203 7, 835,694 83,151,897 7, 725,893 90,877,790 
Transacted Transacted 
Recei\"ed and dis- On hand Recei.ved and dis- On band 
during posed of and undis- during posed of and undis-Character of business. fiscal year during :fis-:fiscal year during fis- posed of 1887 (to cal year ~osed of 1886. cal year .Tuly 1,1886. Mar. I). 1887 (to ar.1, 1887. U!86. Mar.1). 
Orders recounted •••........ 7, 940,302 2, 096,080 96;722, 012 6, 000,922 3, 823,047 98,899,887 
Entries examined ........... 7, 940,302 831,937 97,986,155 6, 000,922 2, 935,396 101, 051, 681 
No record kept of transcripts and stateme.nts examined, records examined for dupli-
cate orders and for repaid orders, filing orders in archives, preparing statements of 
missing orders for examination, as it is simply the preliminary work preparatory to 
counting and examining. 
The following statement sl10ws the average amount and character of business per· 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the missing and unaccounted-for money-order 
division of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for the Post-Office Department, 
with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1886. 1887. 
IP.,. q) ~P.,. q). 




~ 4)0 q)· - ~ 
<PO ep- .s ~s ~~ ~s ~i ~= <!j~ ~ <fjci! ~ ~ 
---------------1---· ~----------------
July .............................................. . 
August ........................................... . 
September ........................................ . 
October ........................................... . 
0 0 0 4! 5 4 
0 0 0 4i 6 3 
0 0 0 6 7 5 
0 0 0 7 7 7 
November ........................................ . 3 4 2 6 7 5 
December ......................................... . 4 4 4 4 4 4 
January .......................................... . 
~~~~a~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
3! 4 3 5 5 5 
2 2 2 4i 5 4 
2 2 2 ............. ............ .. ..... ....... 
April ............................................ .. 
May .............................................. . 
June .............................................. . 
2 2 2 ................ ............... ····- -···· 2 2 2 ............... .............. ........ ....... 
3 3 3 ................... ............... ......... .. ........ 
Total averages ..................... 2,928,017 21i 23 20 6,758,443 41~ 46 37 
Monthly averages................. .......... 2. 68 2. 87 2. 50.......... 5.18 7. 50 4. 62 
*Record of work only kept by the year. 
NOTE.-This work was suspended from July 1, 1883, to October 31, 1885. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention cle· 
voted to the transaction of busine-ss by the employes of the missing and unaccounted-
for money-order division of the office of the Auditor of the Treasury for Post-Office 
Department, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with the number of 
days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest 
number of days and by the employe present the least number of days during said 
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years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at noon for lunch. 
Time to be devoted to business, 6! hours daily. 
Years. 
1886.-- .•••.• - •..• -- ----- .• -
1887.--- ---· -------- ----·-.-
Cl~ rc rc ell '+-<ri:J :~:,. ·rc ell I>. ell I>. A~ 
<!). Q>. 
~>.· 0-Q.l ~~ .g~~ .i~~ ,.!4~ ,.!41» ..,o o;:'<:l ~~ c:e~c;e'g s . oell ... ~ "'~ • 6-.& <PS Q/1;"-ell~~ ~:ds oo ..,.o_,,.!4 .... ~ ~s. ........ .OP, ~s .. ~~P. ~..!4-l»c:ep. ell Po c:eo ss ~~·a cni-4P.. c:e P.o ~-S ~"" 0~ ::lQJ p. a'O ~ 0 Po'<:! ~as <llOS A c;e·.o ~ z --4 ~ )11:eQJ ~~<!) ~ .8._ --- ------ -----------
H . .11!. 
186 518~ 0 518~ 5 103~ 3 37 197 25 
184 1, 010 0 1, OlO 8 126! 4 27 1994 48 
REPORT OP THE TREASURER. 
TREASURY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, July 18, 1887. 
SIR: Agreeably to your request of March 26th last, referring type copies of two 
Letters addressed to you on March 18th last by the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Sen-
ate Select Committee, appointed in pursuance of Senate resolution March 3, 1887, "to 
inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the Executive Depart-
ments of the Government, the time and attention devoted to' the operations thereof 
by the persons employed therein, and generally to inquire into and report to the Sen-
ate the causes of the delay in transacting the public business said to exist in some of 
the Departments," and in answer thereto, and also to the req nest for information in 
said letters growing out of said resolution, I have the honor to herewith respectfully 
stlbmit statements and accompanying explanations and letters from each chief of di-
vision of this Bureau, giving a history in detail, and conforming as nearly as was 
found practicable to the forms submitted to this office for that purpose, for the fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 to March I, HlB7. 
In replying to that part of the resolution ''referring to the causes of delay in trans-
acting the public business said to exist in some of the Departments," it may be said, 
in justice to this office and its officers and employes, that it has been the policy and 
practice for years past, and still continues to be, to have each day's work completed 
on the day the work is received, and no work is permitted to go over to form the work 
of a succeeding day. 
The force of this office is so organized as to efficiency and adaptability to certain 
lines of duties that this practice is carried out from day to day. In support of this 
statement the head of this Bureau is willing~ submit, aside from this report, to any 
investigation that may be found proper by the committee having this matter in hand. 
In so far as the methods of performing the business of the office are concerned and 
now in force, they are the result and outgrowth of years of experience and of the ne-
cessities that contact with the business public made it necest:~ary from time to time to 
adopt. 
The proper handling and management of large sums of money, both of currency 
and coin, which go to make up the public funds of the Government, and for the hand-
ling of which the head of this Bureau is held personally responsible, has a natural 
tendency to conservatism of treatment, and as a consequence new methods are neces-
sarily slow of adoption until their safety, as well as expedition, can at the same time 
be fully secured. 
The miscellaneous character of the duties devolving upon the force of some of the 
divisions, notably that of the cash room, division of accounts, national banks and 
loans, and also of the chief clerk, has made it difficult, if not almost impossible, to 
show the average amount and character of business performed, transacted, and dis-
posed of by the employes in those divisions. 
In the divisions of issues and redemptions the work performed, after great extra 
labor to that end, has been shown by the piece as well as by the aggregate amonnt 
of money handled. 
As relating to the business on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the close of each 
fiscal year named thereon, and as will appear on the report from the chief of tho di-
vision ofloans, it may be explained in passing, this division being the only exception 
to the rule cited above, that the interest checks and coupons only reach this office 
after payment by the several sub-treasury offices at the close of each month, and, as a 
matter of course, at the close of each fiscal year; and therefore there is no time to de-
vote to their examination within the current year when received. In the opinion of 
this office this kind of work should be considered as forming part of the work strictly 
belonging to the ensuing year. 
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In explanation of the small balance of money as appears on the report of the re· 
demption division at close of each fiscal year as uncompleted work, it simply repre-
sents currency that has already been counted and completed, but not in time to form 
part of the work of the last day of each year before the books are closed, and for 
which an account must be rendered for payment by the cash division. 
It will be readilyJ3een from the above that the business of the office is promptly 
and energetically pushed to completion each day as far as it is possible within the 
limit of time fixed for its performance by the rules of the Department, which, by the 
by, are almost daily overstepped by many of the employes of this office remaining 
after office hours, that its business may be successfully dispatched. 
Trusting that this will meet the approval both of yourself and the chairman of the 
Senate Select Committee, Mr. Cockrell, I am, 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. FAIRCffiLD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
JAMES W. HYATT, 
Treasurer U. S. 
Two examples of the manner in which 'U'ork is performed in the chief clerk's room, Treas-
ut·er's office. 
In compliance with letter of March 18, last, of Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Sen-
ate Select Committee, requesting, in connection with detailAd statement of methods 
of transacting business, several examples, which are hereby cited, of the character of 
the transactions in the division of chief clerk, who has charge, among other duties, 
ofthe daily receipt and dlistribution ofthe mail of the Treasurer's office, which being 
opened, is counted, each letter and inclosure receiving the official stamp of 1he office, 
giving time of receipt, whether received in the morning or afternoon mail. The let-
ters received are divided into three classes: Letters advising remittance of coin or 
currency by mail or express, letters of inquiry, and letters of request: Letters of in-
quiry and request are placed in the hands of a clerk to be briefed, and then turned 
over to the registering clerk and are entered in a journal alphabetically and receive a 
letter and number to correspond with the brief, after which they are delivered by 
messenger to the proper division for action and reply. The date of reply is noted 
thereon, and the letters are again returned to the chief clerk, where they are, after 
the lapse of a year, finally bound in volumes arranged alphabetically and by number 
for convenient reference, and are then placed in the Treasurer's files as matter of 
official record. 
Replies to letters are first type-written, then press-copied, and afterward tran-
scribed in a journal kept for that purp~e, in order to their more certain preserva-
tion in the event of the post;Jible destruction of the press copy. 
MODE OF ISSUE OF A DUPLICATE CHECK OR DRAFT. 
Upon notification from the holder of an interest check, transfer check, or draft, 
that it has been lost or destroyed, or that he has failed to receive it after the lapse of 
a proper time, the payment of said check or draft is stopped-in case of an interest 
check, at all the sub-treasuries, and in the case of a draft or transfer check, at the 
office on which it is drawn. 
Upon the receipt of returns from these offices stating that the check or draft has 
not been paid, a blank form of bond of indemnity is sent to the applica.nt for dupli-
cate, upon the return of which, properly executed, and the approval of the same by 
the First Comptroller of the Treasury, a duplicate of the check or draft is immediately 
issued. 
CASH DIVISION, TREASURER'S OFFICE. 
The business of the "cash division," Treasurer's office, is princially the receipt 
of moneys deposited on various accounts, including all the United States notes, 
gold, silver, and currency certificates made and issued by the Government; also 
moneys transferred from assistant treasurers' offices and United States mints; the 
redemption and exchange of currency and coin; the collection of drafts; the trans-
fer of currency to the various sub-treasury offices; the payment of disbursing of-
ficers' checks, Treasury and post-office drafts, coupons, and interest checks; the ship-
ment of currency and coin to banks; the certification to the destruction of United 
States and national-bank notes and securities; the drawing of checks and certificates 
of deposit, and the keeping of the various accounts connected therewith. 
Owing to the character of the work, it is impossible to show the amount performed 
on the special blanks furnished for the purpose. The nature or kind of work is shown 
in part by stating in dollars the amounts involved in the transactions. 
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The maximum and minimum work performed by employes cannot be stated, for the 
reason that a daily settle,ment of the business requires the completion of the work 
each day, as received, making it nece~>sary to change the working force frequently, 
as the business may require. 
A statement in detail of the methods of business is given in two items, the first be-
ing the payment of disbursing officers' checks. The paying teller receives the checks, 
examines t.hem to see if properly drawn and signed and correctfy indorsed, when, if 
the individual credits are found sufficient, payment is made. An assistant then en-
ters the checks by amount in a blotter, cancels and hands them to a book-keeper, 
who charges them to the individual accounts in a journal, entering the number and 
amount of each check, afterward posting the total amounts to the individual accounts 
in a ledger. The checks are then stamped with the date of their payment, and at the 
close of each month a statement of the individual accounts is rendered, showing the 
date, number, and amount of each check and the balance to the credit of the ac-
counts, after which the checks are marked by name and date of settlement and then 
filed for reference. 
Second example: ''A deposit into the general Treasury.'' The money is received 
and counted by the receiving teller or his assistant, and upon the depositor's letter 
of advice, a certificate of deposit (in duplicate or triplicate) is issued showing the 
name of the depositor, the amount, and the character of the deposit. The certificate 
of deposit is then examined by two individuals, who initial it in certification of being 
correct. The deposit is copied in full from the stubs of the book from which drawn 
into the receipt book, and afterwards posted to the general Tre-asury ledger, from 
which two transcripts are made. Lists of individual deposits showing the same as 
the certificate are also made out and forwarded to the office of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, that the amounts may be properly covered into the Treasury. 
The certificates of deposit are disposed of by sending the original to the Secretary 
of the Treasury and the duplicate or triplicate to the depositor, prior to which they 
are registered by date, number, name, and amount in a delivery book, showing the 
final disposition of them. 
The duties of the employes of the division of issues are as follows: 
The counting, sealing, and separating of United States notes issued under the acts 
of February 25 and July 11, 186~, and March 3, 18o3, of silver certificates issued under 
the acts of February 28, 1878, and August 4, 1886, aud of currency certificates issued 
under the act of June 8, 1872. 
The redemption of failed national-bank notes under act of June 3, 1864, and notes 
of national banks in liquidation previous to July 1, 1882. 
The counting of standard silver dollars other than those received from United States 
mints. The exchange of standard silver dollars for silver certificates was authorized 
by act of February 28, 1878. 
'The counting of fractional silver, the exchange of which for lawful money was ap-
proved June 9, 1879. 
The counting of all minor coins received a·t this office for redemption, under act of 
March 3, 1871. 
The counting for retirement and recoinage of trade dollars, under act of February 
12, 1887. 
United States notes and silver certificates are received from the Bureau of Engrav-
ing and Printing in sheets of four notes each, and currency certificates in sheets of 
three each. 
These sheets are counted and proven, then taken to the press, where the Treasury 
seal is printed upon each note. 
They are then recounted, separated, and arranged numerically in packages of one 
hundred notes each. 
After being examined, they are sealed in packages of four thousand notes each, 
ready for issue. 
Notes of national banks failed and in liquidation are assorted, counted, and sched-
uled by banks for delivery to the Comptroller of the Currency. 
Silver dollars, fractional silver, and minor coins are received, counted, and put up 
in convenient form for use in shipment. 
Manner in which the work of the redemption division of the Treasury of the United 
Sta~es is transacted. 
Moneys for redemption are received by express, by mail, by hand, and by reference 
from other offices of the Department. It is received and receipted for by the express 
clerk, each package case-numbered and entered in a "register of receipts" with cor-
responding numbers, and is then ready to be distributed to the counters. 
On receiving a package the counter signs her name opposite the entry of the pack-
age in the register. The money is then carefully examined with a view to detect any 
~onnterfeits that may be found in it, counted, discounted, if necessary, assorted by 
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denominations and issues, and put up in packages of one hundred or fifty notes, and 
canceled by having four holes punched through it. The result of the count is then 
entered upon a statement showing the amount claimed, discrepancies of any kind, 
such as counterfeits, shorts, or overs, and showing the net amount after such deduc-
tions or additions are made, for which the depositor is entitled to be reimbursed. A 
similar statement is made in a book prepared for that pnrpose, in which a receipt is 
given the counter by the receiving teller on delivery of the money to him. From the 
statement, as above described, the teller makes a corresponding entry in a register 
kept by him, and makes a daily delivery of the money thus received to the delivery 
clerk, taking his receipt therefor. The delivery clerk then takes the money to the 
cutting room, where it is cut into halves, lettered, and numbered for purposes of iden-
tification, done up in separate packages, and the amount, by denominations and is-
sues, entered in a receipt book and delivered, the one-half to the office of the Secre-
tary and the other to that of the Register for recount. When recounted, and any 
errors that may have been found adjusted, it is taken in hand by a committee repre-
senting the offices of the Secretary, Register, and Treasurer, and one not connected 
with the Department specially appointed by the Secretary, and placed in a macerator, 
where it is changed into pulp and its final destruction as money is completed. 
After the entries are made in the books of the receiving teller, as before explained, 
the statements are passed to the clerk in charge of the" register of receipts," together 
with the letters of advice accompanying the remittances. This clerk then checks 
them against the original entries in such register, and passes them over to another 
clerk in charge of the "register of result of count and mode of payment," who first 
examines the letter of advice, in order to ascertain what may b"' wanted in return, 
then enters under tho proper heading the amount due the depositor and the manner 
of payment to be made. It may be by transfer check, United States notes or silver 
certificates of specified denominations, standard silver dollars or subsidiary silver coin 
by express or registered mail., by credit in 5 per cent. semi-annual duty, or general ac-
count, or credit to the service of the Post-Office Department. Accordingly requisi-
tion tickets for shipment, accompanied with schedules, are made and delivered to tho 
shipping clerk, aud requests for the requisite credits delivered to the proper divisions 
of the United States Treasurer's office. and the work proper of the redemption divis-
ion is completed. 
In response to the request addressed March 18, 1887, to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury by Hon .. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of Senate Select Committee appointed to in-
q nire into the methods of work in the Executive departments, the following detailed 
statement of the methods of transacting business in the loan division of the United 
States Treasurer's office is submitted : I' 
1. Redemption of UnitP,d States bonds.-United States bonds, matured or called, are re-
ceived in th1s division for redemption from the loan eli vision, Secretary's office, sepa-
rated according to loans and calls into lots or cases, and accompanied by the sender's 
letter. A memorandum attached to the bonds states loan, number of case, call, amount, 
and name of sender. 
Upon delivery of the bonds, which are canceled in the Secretary's office, each case 
is counted, and, if found correct, receipted for by the receiving clerk, who records re-
ceipt. The letter, after verification of amount, is stamped with date of receipt and 
passed to a clerk, who prepares the "transcript," noting the essential points contained 
in the letter, viz.:: Number of case and call, amount of principal, name and address of 
remittor, name and address of party to whom remittance is to be made, date of letter, 
and designating the sub-treasury on which check is to be drawn. If~ in cases of na-
tional banks, proceeds are to be applied in part to the redemption of their circulating 
notes, the amount as certified by the Comptroller of the Currency is noted on tran-
script, deducted from the remittance, and reported on "deposit ticket" to national 
bank redemption agency and cash division. 
The bonds, each case in a separate envelope, are examined as to loan, denomination, 
numbers, call, assignment if registered, and, if coupon, as to proper complement of 
coupons, and the result noted on "statement," giving loan, number of case and call, 
principal, whether registered or coupon, by denominations, date to which interest is 
computed, number of days, and amoun.t of interest allowed, with name of bank or 
party to whose order, according to the assignment on registered stock, check for pro-
ceeds is to be made payable. In case of coupon bonds the value of extra coupons at-
tached is added to, and the nominal value of missing coupons, a full description of 
which is made, deducted from the case. 
In like manner a duplicate "statement" is prepared dire~tly from the bonds by 
another clerk, and after comparison with original, entered in book designated " rec-
ord of bonds redeemed, loan of---," which registers the call, number of case, de-
nomination, coupon or registered, principal, date to which interest is computed, num-
ber of days, amount of interest, coupons over or short, and total principal and in-
1 terest. 
I l!'rom the original "statement" the " transcript" is completed by the insertion of 
the interest and other essential itemt>, !:l>Jld, u.fter examination~ t:~!J1t~r~q lll talbuar form 
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on book "retirement of loan of ---," which, under the following heads, records the 
transaction in each case, viz : Date of redemption ; number of call; number of case; 
received-when, from, with letter dated; int~rest computed to; coupon; registered; 
principal; interest; coupons over; coupons short; deposit on account of outstanding 
circulation; .check on New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other sub-treasuries. 
"Transcript" as soon as entered is passed to check clerk, who stubs and fills out the 
check, placing its number on the transcript. "Letter transmitting check," contain-
ing a statement of the case, is then prepared and envelope addressed. Check and let-
ter having been examined, the former is registered in check column on book "retire-
ment of bonds," signed by the Treasurer, and inclosed with letter of transmittal. At 
the close of the day reports of checks drawn and of bonds redeemed are compared, 
and if found correct the letters containing the checks are sealed and mailed. 
The report of bond redemptions, giving principal and interest by loans, is sent to 
the cash division to be entered as a charge on the books, and the reports of checks or 
other disposition of the proceeds of the bonds are entered as credits on cash division 
books. Final record is then made from "recapitulation of daily redemptions" on a 
book intended to show the aggregate daily and monthly transactions of each call by 
amounts of principal and interest only. 
At the end of each month a statement of bond redemptions, after comparison with 
books of the cash division, is sent to the warrant division, Secretary's office, to be 
used in the preparation of the public debt statement. 
The cases are then prepared for delivery to the First Auditor, by canceling each 
bond, by inclosing the duplicate statement with each case, and furnishing an abstract 
of cases redeemed, the aggregate footings of which must agree with the amounts for 
which the Treasurer was reimbursed by warrant on his monthly requisition. 
Before delivery to the Auditor the cases, each in a separate envelope, marked on the 
out,side with number, amount, and call, are compared with the abstract, and entered 
on the receipt book in the aggregate, and receipted for, after count, by the First Au-
ditor. Lett~r, transcript, and original statement pertaining to each case are kept on 
file, assorted by calls, in the office of the Treasurer. 
2. Convm·sion into 4 per cent. consols of 1907 oj1·ejunding certificates issued ·under act of 
February 26, 1879.-Upon receipt of the letter written by the remittor, accompanied 
by the report of the chief of the redemption division, that he has received and counted 
the refunding certificates referred to in letter, and by "transcript" giving case num-
ber, principal, whether registered or payable to bearer, and name and address of sender, 
interest is computed and noted on transcript, with directions as to the disposition of 
the proceeds. 
For the aggregate of principal and interest, if equal to a multiple of $50, certifi-
cates of deposit are issued, which, after examination and signature by the Treasurer, 
are delivered to the loan division, Secretary's office, and furnish the data for the issue 
and forwarding the United States 4 per cent. bonds. · 
For the balance of interest, not convertible into a $50 bond, check is drawn and 
mailed, after comparison of reports, to the remittor, with a letter containing a state-
ment of the case. 
All cases are enterell from the " transcript" on a book called "record of conver-
sions of refunding certificates," and two reports are made :£rom this record at the close 
of the day and sent with check report to the cash division. On the report of certifi-
cates issued on account of 4 per cent. bonds, 'credit is made in general account, and 
for checks drawn credit entries are made in transfer accounts on the books of that 
division. 'l'he report of principal and interest allowed on refunding certificates is 
recorded as a charge in agency. 
At the end of the month the refunding certificates are canceled and delivered, with 
schedules giving princip.al and interest of each lot, to the First Auditor for credit of 
the Treasurer in his account of moneys advanced to him by the Secretary's warrant 
for payment of refunding certificates. 
The letter of remittor and the transcript are kept in the Treasurer's files. 
3. Interest checks.-The interest on registered United States bonds, including bonds 
issued to the Pacific .Railroad Companies, and on 3.65 bonds ofthe,District of Columbia, 
is paid by checks drawn in the loan eli vision from schedules furnished by the Register of 
the Treasury during the months preceding the dividend dates, giving the number of 
the check, name and address of payee, principal of bonds owned, and amount of inter-
est for which the check is to be drawn. 
··rhe schedules, divided into sheets covering 250 checks, are distributed with num-
bered check books to the writers, who fill out the payee's name and the amount. The 
examiner then compares checks with schedule, and, if correct, passes them to the clerk 
in charge of the "numerical register" for entry of amounts opposite their respective 
numbers. A comparison of the aggregate footings of this register, with the amount of 
interest, payable on the total principal of registered bonds outstanding, furnishes the 
test for the correctness of the checks drawn. After a second examination, checks 
bearing the printed signature of the Treasurer United States, viz, checks for inter~ 
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est on United States and Pacific Railroacl bonds, are countersigned by the persons des· 
tgnated and authorized by the Treasurer ; aud checks for interest on 3.65 bonds of the 
District of Columbia are handed to the Treasurer United States or his assistant for 
signature. So far checks have remained in the form of sheets of five checks each. 
They are now separated, arranged carefully in numerical order, and placed in bundles 
of 500 each, to be inclosed in addressed envelopes similarly arranged. Until mailing 
day, the checks, in sealed envelopes, are kept in a case so subdivided tllat access may 
be had to any check without delay. On the day next preceding the dividend date, 
or sooner, upon the Secretary's order, the letters containing the checks are delivered 
nuder the charge of au employe of the office to the postmaster at Washington. 
The envelopes are addressed from the Register's schedules for the preceding dividend, 
and examined and re-examined with the schedules covering the checks intended to be 
mailed. The force employed in counting coupons, when not so engaged or wanted 
for other current work, attends to the writing of envelopes. 
Checks for interest on United States bonds and , bonds issued to Pacific Railroads, 
are payable by the Treasurer United States at Washington and any sub-treasurer; 
checks for interest on District of Columbia 3.65 bonds are payable only at the offices 
in Washington and New York. 
When paid, checks are stamped with name of office and date of payment, andre-
turned canceled in this division, monthly shipment by registered mail being made in 
time to reach this office on the day prece(ling the last working day of the month. 
Abstracts, one for each loan, giving date, number, and amount of each check, ac-
company the remittances, and are entered, under a serial number, which is also noted 
on a ticket placed with each package of checks in a book, recording date of receipt, 
name of office, and total amount of checks. The receipt of the remittance is acknowl-
edged and the amount reported to the cashier for credit on the books of the office, 
subject to count and verification. The checks are then compared with the abstract, 
and, if found to agree, entered as paid on numerical register, by placing the serial 
number of the remittance and a letter designating the office(" Y" for New York, 
"B," Boston,'' P," Philadelphia, &c.,) opposite the amount and number of the check. 
The footmgs of abstracts and the aggregate amount of the remittance having been 
verified, note of payment is made from the checks on the printed schedules furnislled 
by the Register. The indorsements are then examined, and if found legally and tech-
nically perfect, an account will be stated and sent with t,he checks to the First Auditor 
for settlement in favor of tile Troosurer United States. At the close of Aach month a 
warrant is issued by the Secretary, on the requisition of the Treasurer, reimbursing 
him for the amounts of interest checks paid and credited. Until the vouchers have 
been examined and reported on b,y the accounting officers, the warrant appears as a 
charge against the Treasurer on the books of the Register. 
Checks paid on imperfect indorsements, and to parties for whom no authority to 
indorse has been lodged with the First Auditor or Register, are returned for perfection 
of indorsements or for reclamation of the amounts to the sub-treasuries where they 
were paid. Registers conveniently indexed, containing the names of corporations, 
societies, institutions, lodge, banks, &c., with the names of the officers authorized to 
indorse according to the evidence filed with the J<'irst Auditor, are kept and referred to 
in the examination of interest checks. In like manner, powers of attorney given by 
· iudividuais for collection of interest are recorded. 
Periodically checks which, according to the record on" numerical register" and on 
"register's schedule," have not been presented for payment within two years from 
date of issue are carried to the ''register of outstanding checks," which furnishes a 
convenient and ready means of ascertaining the amount and character of such sus-
pended items. 
Indices containing the names of holders of registered bonds, and supplying the key 
to the checks issued for interest, are completed quarterly from the schedules pre-
pared by the Register. 
4. Coupons.-Coupons from United States bonds and 3.65 bonds of the District of 
Columbia are received by express in the division of loans from the &ub-treasurer, by 
whom paid, being already canceled. Each box is marked upon the outside with the 
amount, character of contents, and name of the shipping office. The receiving clerk 
notes condition of box, receipts to the expre.'ls company for amount marked thereon, 
numbers the remittance, enters in coupon book date of receipt, date of shipment, 
name of office, and amount, and if, upon receipt of the letter of advice and schedule 
forwarded by mail, containing a detailed statement by loans, dates, and denomina-
tions, the amounts are found to agree, a letter acknowledging receipt is mailed to 
the sub-treasurer, and the cashier is notified to credit him, subject to C()unt, with 
the amount claimed. The box is given to counter, who examines and arranges the 
coupons by loans and denominations, fills up the " inventory" from the amounts 
marked on straps, and proves the aggregate. The packages are then unstrapped and 
verified, each coupon being examined as to loan, denomination, and date, and again 
placed in wrapper, with number of coupons, denomination, and initials Q:f CQU:Qter 
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noted thereon. The result of the count and examination is recorded in detail on a 
schedule, which is handed to clerk in charge of coupon registers. 
A recount is made by another clerk and reported on a schedule prepared in like 
manner, to be compared with schedule of counter. If both agree in detail and aggre-
gate, the remittance is considered correct, entered on coupon registers, and ready, 
after recancellation, for delivery to the First Auditor. 
A record is kept showing when boxes are given out for count and recount, and 
when returned, with the names of the counters. At the close of the month a state-
ment by loans of all coupons received during the month is sent to the warrant di-
vision, Secretary's office~ with requisition of Treasurer asking for reimbursement of 
moneys paid out on account of coupon interest. 
As soon as the count of monthly remittances has been completed, an account is 
stated and trammitted with the coupons and counters' schedules to the First Auditor 
for credit of the Treasurer Ur..ited States. The recount schedule remains on file in 
this office. 
5. Miscellaneous redemptions.-Gold certificates, act of March 3, 1863, and currency 
certficates of deposit, act June 8, 1872, redeemed by Treasury officer~, and United 
States Treasury notes on which interest has ceased, viz, compound interest notes, 
one and two year notes of 1R63, seven-thirties of 1861, 1864, and 1865, paid in the 
cash division of the Treasurer's Office, are received for record and examination in the 
loan division, and delivered monthly to the First Auditor for credit of the Treas-
urer's account. 
DIVISION OF NATIONAL BANKS. 
Method of transacting the business of the division, as required to be set forth in the 
letter of the chairman of the Senate Select Committee, of March 18, 1867. 
(1) Bonds that are held as security for the circulation of national banks are first. 
received from the Comptroller of the Currency, issued in the name of the Treasurer 
United States in trust for the bank making the deposit. The bonds are received by 
the chief of the division and entered upon a book kept by him, and handed to the 
book-keeper, who enters them upon the journal and register and makes a receipt in 
the prescribed form, which is initialed by the book-keeper and examined and initiated 
by the chief of the division. 'l'he bonds are then sent in a locked box to the Treas-
urer DnitP.d States, who counts them, signs the receipt, and returns them to the divis-
ion. The bonds are delivered to the vault clerk, who counts them, enters them upon 
his books, a journal and a register, and files them in a printed envelope in the vault, 
and the receipts are delivered to the Comptroller of the Currency. 
(2) Bonds are withdrawn upon a letter from the Comptroller of the Currency re-
questing such withdrawal, setting forth the circulation of the bank outstanding, the 
amount of bonds required to secure the same, and the amount in excess, which letter 
is accompanied by the receipts for the bonds to be withdrawn and a resolution of the 
board of directors of the bank covering the transaction. 
(3) Bonds held for the security of public moneys are received on authority from and 
by direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, and go through a similar process, but 
without reference fi·om or to the office of the Comptroller of the Currency. 
(4) Bonds held for the sinking funds of the Pacific Railroad Companies and other 
trusts are received on authority and by direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
with the exception of the Indian trust fund, which was transferred to the custody of 
the Treasurer United States from the Interior Department under the act of June 10, 1876. 
All bonds are received and entered substantially as stated in the foregoing items, 
and a daily statement of such receipts and withdrawals is made to the Treasurer 
United States, giving total amount held at the close of each day. 
(5) Collections of interest are made by the Treasurer United States on bonds of the 
miscellaneous trusts, as required by the acts and regulations under which the deposits 
are made. 
(6) The bonds held for the national banks are examined for each bank once or oftener 
in each year. The examination is based upon a statement from the bank, verified 
in the office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and is made by an officer or agent of 
the bank, a joint certificate is issued in duplicate, one of which is retained in the 
office, and one forwarded to the bank. These examinations are made without previ-
ous notice, and now average about ten per day. 
(7) Semi-annual duty.-Under section 5214, Revised Statutes, national banks pay 
a duty of one-half of 1 per cent. each six months on the average amount of notes in 
circulation for that period. Blank returns, for the purpose of making this collection, 
with instructions attached, are forwarded to the banks in the month preceding that 
in which the return is to be made. When the returns are received they are examined 
in detail, to verify correctness of average circulation and duty thereon. When pay-
ment is made by draft on New York, the drafts are forwarded to New York for collec-
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tion, and when collected, certificates of deposit are issued in triplicate, the original 
of which is filed in the division of public moneys in the office of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, the duplicate is filed in this division, and the triplicate is forwarded to the 
bank making the payment. Payment is made by a large number of banks through 
national-bank depositories, which issue certificates as previously named. When pay-
ment is- made by deposit of money in the Treasury, certificates are forwarded to the 
banks, as when payment is made by draft. On the examination of the returns those 
found incorrect are returned for correction, and all are placed upon the books, which 
are a memorandum book and a register, in which a full record is made of receipt of 
return, payment, manner of payment, average amount of circulation, and duty there-
on. The clerk in charge of the work pertaining to the report and payment of semi-
annual duty, with an assistant, examines all returns, checks, certificates, and other 
papers, and makes up the records. The writing of letters concerning the payment of 
duty, and matters pertaining, is done by the chief of the division, who also attends 
to all other correspondence of the division. 
Detailed statement of the methods of transacting business in the division of ac-
counts, United States Treasurer's office. 
Pay tvm·rants.-Under the provisions of section S05, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, the "Treasurer of the United States is required to receive and keep the 
moneys of the United States, and disburse the same upon warrants drawn by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, countersigned by either Comptroller, and recorded by the 
Register, and not otherwise." 
The pay warrants of the Secretary of the Treasury are drawn on the Treasurer of 
the United States, directing him to pay to the party named therein the warrants, 
specifying the appropriation to which the expenditure shall be char~red. These war-
rants are of twelve classes, viz: War, Navy, Interior Indians, Interior pensions, In-
terior civil, customs, Treasury, diplomatic, public debt, internal revenue, quarterly 
salaries, and judiciary, and a separate account is kept with each class. 
When pay warrants reach this division, the requisitions accompanying and at-
tached thereto are detached, kept separately by classes, and disposed of as follows, 
viz: The Interior civil, customs, Treasury, diplomatic, public debt, internal reve-
nue, quarterly salaries, and judiciary are returned to the office of t.he Secretary of 
the Treasury, and the War, Navy, Interior Indians, and Interior pensions to the Reg. 
ister of the Treasury. 
The place of payment of the draft to be issued upon the w arrant-either the Treas-
urer United States, or assistant treasurer United States, or a national bank designated 
as a depository of public moneys of the United States-is entered on the warrant, 
the warrants entered in the warrant journal by classes, number, and amount, and 
from which the number and amount of each class of warrants entered therein each 
day is reported; they are then passed to the numerical register of warrants by classes, 
when th~ number, name of payee, number of draft, amount, and place of payment 
is entered, and from which a daily report of the number and amount of each class of 
warrants paid each day is made, for a comparison with and a check upon the correct-
ness of the warrant journal; the warrants then pass to the draft clerk, who draws a 
Treasury draft upon the Treasury office or national bank depository designated 
to pay the warrant, there being a distinct draft for each class of warrants, and the 
number of the draft is entered upon the warrant, and the n urn ber of the warrant 
upon the draft, the warrants are then passed to the" notice desk," where a notice of 
the number, class, payee, and amount of each draft issued is made and forwarded to 
the office or bank on which it is drawn, and a report of the number of drafts and 
the amount drawn on each Treasury office and bank each day is made for a compar-
ison with and check upon the draft register; the warrants are then passed to the 
draft register, in which an account is kept of the draft drawn on each Treasury office 
and bank. and from which a report is made each day of the number and amount of 
drafts drawn on such office and bank for comparison with and a check upon the 
notice desk. 
In these draft registers the full description of the date, number, and class of each 
draft drawn, and the class, number, payee, and amount of the warrant is entered 
from the warrant. 
NoticeR of the issue of drafts in satisfaction of the requisition on the Secretary of 
the Treasury are also made and forwarded to the Secretaries of War, Navy, and In-
terior. 
The warrants and drafts are then pasRed to two examiners, who, following one the 
other, compare the draft with the warrant as to number, class, date, name of payee, 
place of payment, and amount, after which the drafts are signed by the Treasurer 
and then mailed to the address given in the warrant, and the date of mailing entered 
on the warrant with the initials of the mailing clerk. 
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When these drafts are paid by the offiee or b:>.nk on which they are drawn, they are 
returned to this office in their transcript of the Treasurer's general account, the date 
of their payment entered in the draft. register, and are then filed until the quarter in 
which they were issued is closed, when they are attached to the warrant as the Treas-
urer's voucher upon which he receives credit on the books of the Register. 
Covering or receipt warrants.-The revenues of the Government are covered into 
the Treasury of the United States by covering or receipt warrants issued by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury and receipted by the Treasurer of tJ.e United States. 
Unexpended balances of moneys a.dvanced to United States disbursing officers for 
current expenditures of the United States are deposited in the Treasury and covered 
back to the credit of the appropriations from which they were drawn by repay war-
rants issued by the Secretary of the Treasury, and receipted for by the Treasurer of 
the United States. 
Receipt warrants are divided into four classes, viz: Miscellaneous, customs, inter-
nal revenue, and lands. 
Repay warrants are divided into four classes, viz: Miscellaneous, Navy, War, and 
Interior. 
When the covering (or receipt) and repay warrants reach this division they are first 
entered in the warrant journal-of which they form the debit side as charged to the 
Treasurer of the United States-by class, number, and amount; each class and kind 
separately are then passed to the journals of receipts by the Treasurer United States 
and assistant treasurers United States, and by national banks designated as deposi-
taries of the United States, when the lists of deposits accompanying each warrant.-
the sum of which makes the amount covered by the warrant, one warrant frequently 
covering the receipts of a cu~toms or internal revenue officer for an entire month or 
quarter-are compared with the entries in the journal, checked, and the number of 
the warrant entered opposite the several entries covered, the amount so covered be-
ing entered in a column for its class. 
The lists of deposits are then detached from the warrants and placed in the files of 
the office as an evidence of the deposits covered by the warrant to which they were 
attached, and the warrants passed to and entered in the Treasurer's quarterly ac-
count for the quarter for which they were issued, and then pas:sed to the register of 
covering and repa.y warrants, and entered therein by classes, number, name of de-
positor, when deposited, whether a receipt of the past or present quarter, then dated 
and signed by the Treasurer, and distributed to the accounting officers for use in the 
settlement of accounts, or to the Register's files. 
The Treasurer's quarterly account.-Section 305, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, requires the Treasurer to render his "account of receipts and expenditures" 
quarterly, and section 311 (ibid.) requires the Treasurer on the " third day of every 
session of Congress to la.y before the Senate and House of Representatives fair and 
accurate copies of all accounts by him from time to time rendered to and settled with 
the First Comptroller." 
In the Treasurer's quarterly account that officer charges himself with moneys cov-
ered into the Treasury by covering and repay warrants, and credits himself with 
moneys paid on the pay warrants of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
All pay warrants drawn on the Treasurer are included in this account, but those 
not paid are entered as outstanding and are accounted for as outstanding drafts, which 
must agree with the general Treasury draft account. 
The paid drafts are attached to tha warrants on which they were issued and are 
the vouchers of the Treasurer for the payments with which he credits himself. The 
payee's indorsement of each draft is compared with his signature to the original pa-
pers in the case filed in the Department, and when not satisfactory or not genuine, 
are returned for an explanation or a new indorsement. 
Four copies of this account are made, two of which are for transmittal to Congress, 
one for the accounting officers, and one retained by the Treasurer. 
In this quarterly account the treasurer debits himself with the covering and repay 
warrants by classes and credits himself with the warrants paid by classes and as past 
or current quarter warrants. The unpaid pay warrants are also stated and the amount 
to the credit of the Treasurer with the Treasury offices and banks subject to draft, so 
that the outstanding drafts as shown by the draft register, must be the difference be-
tween the transcript balances in the various offices and banks, and the balance sub-
ject to draft as shown by the general ledger account. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF THE TREASURER'S GENERAL ACCOUNT. 
Transcripts of the Treasurer's general account are received daily from ten su b-treasucy 
offices, weekly from ten mints and assay offices and all national banks designated as 
depositories of the United States. 
The receipts are entered in the transcripts in detail, giving the name and title of 
depositor, account on which the deposit is made, and the amount thereof. 
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Disbursements are likewise entered, the number of draft, kind and number of war 
rant upon which issued, name of payee, and amount being given in each instance, 
and the paid drafts are inclosed therein as vouchers for the debits. 
Transfers of funds made upon authority from the Treasurer United States to and 
from the offices are entered in detail, giving the number of the transfer order or letter, 
the kind of money it covers, and the office from which or to which forwarded, and 
amount. 
The transcripts pass the following named desks in this office, at each of which such 
items are taken off as enter into the accounts and records kept thereon: 
Chief book-keeper: Takes off issues, redemptions and destruction of United States 
notes, silver and gold certificates, and certificates of deposit, act of June 8, 1872; de-
posits for exchange and shipments of standard silver dollars and fractional silver; 
receipts, disbursements, and balances on hand in national bank depositaries. . 
Quarterly account: Checks drafts paid, with transcript in which they are charged, 
and retains drafts to attach to warrants for entry in ihe quarterly account. 
Draft registers: Enter in the registers the· date of payment of each draft, and make 
such other entries as may be necessary to the keeping of a correct account of the 
drafts outstanding with each office. 
Daily cash: Verifies the transcript and proves the correctness of same by tabulat-
ing receipts, transfers, and adding same to balance of previous transcripts and then 
deducts drafts and transfers paid to prove balance as reported. 
Daily statement of liabilities and assets: Takes off transfers of funds between sub-
treasury offices, and transfers from and to national bank depositaries, and such other 
items as affect the keeping of a correct daily transit account, or that enter into the 
_preparation of the daily statement of liabilities and assets. 
General Treasury transfer account : Enters in detail by offices every item of trans-
fer credited or debited in the transcripts, that a correct statement may be made at 
ihe end of each period (four periods per month), of the amount and kind of funds in 
-transit between the various offices and depositaries. 
Genera] Treasury journal and ledger of receipts and disbursements: Enters all re-
ceipts and disbursements by sub-treasury offices and national bank depositaries, and 
any item that affects the Treasurer's general account or his account with any sub-
treasury office or national bank depositary. 
Journal of receipts: Enters in detail and by office the date of deposit, name of de-
positor, account on which deposited, and amount deposited, preparatory to covering 
the same into the Trea~ury upon receipt of the Secretary's covering warrant. 
The transcripts are then placed in the files of this office. Sometimes it becomes · 
necessary to return transcripts for correction, but generally they are correct. 
Statements of liabilities and assets.-Daily statements of liabilities and assets are re-
ceived from the sub-treasury offices and mints in which they are reported as a liabil-
ity, the balance to the Treasurer's general and transfer account, to the post-office ac-
count, to United States disbursing officers, to the Secretary's special deposit accounts, 
and to redemption accounts of the various moneys of the United States, and as assets 
report the amount of the va.rious kinds of moneys on hand, paid interest checks and 
coupons, and any other items carried as cash. l!..,rom these statements the Treasurer 
obtains the amount of the various kinds of moneys in the Treasury offices and Rlints, 
the payments on account of interest, called bonds, and balances of disbursing offioers, 
for the purpose of making up a general statement of the liabilities and assets of the 
United States, which is made daily and published monthly. 
Daily 1·eports of classified receipts and disbursements.-Reports of classified receipts and 
disbursements are received daily from the ten sub-treasury offices, showing the classi-
fication of every dollar received and paid out, and the account upon which such re-
ceipts and payments are made. These reports are consolidated by offices for each 
month, and a statement, showing the entire movement in and out of the various sub-
treasury offices and of the various kin-ds of money, except minor coin, is made each 
six months, or oftener if required. 
Daily 1·eports of the shipments of silvm· coin.-Reports are received daily from the sub-
treasury offices and mints, showing the shipments of bQth standard silver dollars and 
fractional silver coin from these offices, giving the number of the certificate of deposit 
and the office issuing the same, the amount shipped, and to whom. 
Bills of express companies for tmnsportation of funds.-,-The bills rendered by express 
companies for the transportation of funds from the various sub-treasury offices, are 
referred to this office for comparison with the transcripts of the Treasurer's general 
account from those offices for which the bills are rendered (the shipments being en-
tered therein in detail), and when such comparison has been made said bills are re-
turned to the office nf the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Certificates of deposit for Bales of exchange.-Deposits are made at New York for ex-
change on;the various subtreasury offices, principally Cincinnati, Chicago, Saint Louis, 
New .Orleans, and San Francisco, and the certificates therefor are forwarded to this 
office, where, after comparison with the transcript of the Treasurer's general account 
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from the office where the deposit was made, the payment of the exchange is ordered 
by telegram from this office. 
Certificates of deposit on account of tmnsfer of ftmdR from national-bank depositm·ies to 
sub-treasury offices. -National-bank depositaries transfer all funds received, in excess of 
the amount they are allowed to hold, to the Treasurer or an assistant treasurer United 
States, who issues certificates therefor, and credits the amount in the Treasurer's gen-
eral account, reporting the same to this office in the transcript of said account; the 
certificates, when received, are compared with the transcript to see that they agree, 
and are then placed in the files of this office. 
Reports of the redemption of United States notes in gold coin, and of the clearing-honse 
tmnsactions at New Ym·k.-These reports are made by the assistant treasurer United 
States, New York, and forwarded to this office where they are tabulated for use in 
the preparation of the Treasurer's annual report. 
Certificates of deposits of standard silver dolla1·s and fractional silver coin.-Certificates 
for deposits received by national-bank depositaries for standard silver dollars and 
fractional silver coin, are forwarded to this office, and shipment of the coin is ordered 
from the sub-treasury or mint nearest to the destination of the coin. 
Daily reports of national-bank 1·eceipts.-N ational-bank depositaries report daily, by 
postal or form letter, the receipts to credit of the Treasurer's general account and 
balances to credit of disbursing officers; these reports are used by the book-keeper 
in charge of bank accounts, and be is enabled thereby to draw transfer letters upon 
the banks whenever the balances on hand exceed the amount they are allowed to 
hold . 
.Daily nwvement of standard silver dollars.-Sub-treasury officers render daily to this 
office a statement showing the movement into and out of the Treasury of standard 
silver dollars. These reports are tabulated and aggregated. 
Drafts received for verification of indorsements.-Treatmry drafts payable by the Treas-
urer United States, when presented for payment, are referred to this division to have 
the indorsement of the payee thereon venfied, by comparison with his signature ~o 
the original papers in the case. The drafts are then returned to the parties present-
in~ them, and, if satisfactorily indorsed, paid. The indorsement of Treasury drafts, 
pa1d at another office or by national-bank depositaries, are also compared o~Vith signa-
tures on original papers. 
Transfer orders.-Transfer orders, dhecting the transfer of funds from one office to 
another, as may be needed for use, are issued from this division. 
Notices of transfer orders.-Notices are sent from this office to the offices upon which 
transfer orders are drawn, giving thenumberofthe order, to whom shipment is to be 
made, and the amount and kind of moneys covered. They are also sent to the offices 
to which the funds are to be transferred, giving same particulars. 
Miscellaneous statements issued.-In transacting the business of this division, it has 
been found necessary to prepare the following-named statements daily, weekly, or 
monthly, as indicated: 
Daily statement of the cash in the Treasury; redemptions to date; classified receipts; 
classified receipts at port of New York; excess of assets over demand liabilities; 
total classified cash in Treasury, including the amount held for redemption of gold, 
silver, and currency certificates outstanding; standard dollars and silver certificates 
and circulation of the same; warrants journalized; warrants registered; drafts 
issued ; drafts registered. 
Weekly statement of movement of standard dollars, and also of movement of frac-
tional silver coin. 
Monthly statement ofliabilities and assets of the Treasury. 
United States disbursing officers' acoounts.-The sub-treasury officers and national-
bank depositaries at the end of each week and at the end of the month, when it does 
not end on Saturday, report the balances standing to the <'redit of each United States 
disbursing officer having account.s on their books. Each Executive Department fur-
nishes this office with an abstract of the officers under its control who have moneys 
advanced to them for disbursement, upon which is entered the amount reported as 
being to their credit with the sub-treasury or bank with which the officers have ac-
con!lts; these abstracts are then returned to their respective Departments, where the 
balance claimed by the disbursing officer in his report to his Department is compared 
with the amount stated in the abstract as standing to his credit with the sub-treasury 
or bank. 
Detailed statement of the methods of transacting business in the national-bank re-
demption agency, office of the Treasurer of the United States. 
The business of the national-bank redemption agency consists in carrying- into 
effect the provisions of the acts of Congress approved June 20, 1874 (18 Statntel'l, l:J:~), 
and July 12, 188:l (22 Statntt>s, 16~), relating to the redemption of national-bank 
notes at the Treasury of the United States. 
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The notes are received for redemption mostly through the Adams Express Com-
pany, under the Government contract for the transportation of public moneys and 
securities. Small sums are received through the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany, and also by mail, and from other divisions of the Treasurer's office. 
The notes forwarded through the express companies are received and receipted for 
by the suverintendent of the agency, in ~ealed packages. These packages, with all 
sums comntg from other sources, are dehvered to the express clerk, and are by him 
entered upon a register, the entry consisting of the name and address of the sender, 
the amount marked on the wrapper of the paclmge, the date of the sender's advice, 
and the serial number of the remittance. The footing of this register for each day 
shows the amount received for redemption. 
The packages are delivered by the express clerk singly to the counters, who receipt 
for them on the register. It is the duty of the counters to open the package, count 
the contents, rejecting all notes not the genuine issue of a national bank, put up the 
notes, each denomination separately, in straps marked with the remittance number, 
the amount in the strap, the counter's signature, and the date of the count, and to 
prepare a report of the result of the count by filling in a blank form. The notes, 
with the counter's report, are then delivered to the first assortment clerk, who verifies 
the amount by inventorying the sums marked on the straps, and gives his receipt on 
a book supplied to the counter. When the count of one package is completed, and 
the money delivered, the counter receives another package, and so on until all the 
remittances on hand have been disposed of. 
The first assortment clerk, from the counters' reports, makes entry of the result of 
the count of each remittance upon a register, setting out the number of the remit-
tance, the amount claimed by the sender, the amount of the proceeds, and by items 
the additions and deductions reconciling the count with the amount marked on the 
package. The footings of this register show the result of the whole count tor each 
day. The counted notes remain in the custody of the first assortment clerk, being 
placed in a safe, which is locked up by the superintendent until the morning of the next 
business day, when they are apportioned among the first assorters, who give their 
receipts on a book. 
The first assorters severally verify the amounts receipted for by making an inven-
tory of the parcels and counting the notes in each strap. Their next duty is to assort 
the notes into groups of banks, according to an alphabetical arrangement of all the 
banks that have circulation outstanding. The number of groups at this time is fifty-
five, averaging about sixty-seven banks each. The assortment being finished, the 
notes in each group are counted and put up in straps, each strap being marked with 
the number of the group, the amount, the assorter's signature, and the date. Finally 
an inventory of the straps is made to reconcile the total with the amount receipted 
for, and the notes are delivered to the second assortment clerk, who also makes an 
inventory by strap, and gives his receipt on a book in the assorter's hands. 
The groupQd notes are locked up in the custody of the second assortment clerk in 
the manner already described, and on the next business day this clerk assorts the 
notes by groups in the assorters' straps, makes into bundles the amounts in the groups, 
severally, and prepares a schedule of these amounts. The notes are then transferred 
by the teller to the vault ~f the agency, when; the bundles are checked oft' by the 
superintendent and placed m compartments assigned to the groups severally. 
Each day the notes that have accumulated in a number of groups-usually six-
are taken out of the vault by the superintendent and the teller and delivered to the 
second assortment clerk, who opens the bundles, verifies the contents of each by in-
ventory, and assorts the notes of each group in the as8orters' straps by denominations. 
He enters the several sums by denominations and groups in a book, and the money is 
locked up in his custody in a safe by the superintendent. The following day the ac-
cumulations in the next consecutive groups are taken out of the vault in the same 
way, and so on. The intervals between successive handling of moneys in the same 
group depend upon the number of groups handled each day. 
Next morning the second assortment clerk delivers the notes in ·his hands, arranged 
by denominations as described, to the second assorters, taking receipts on ~is book. 
The second assorters first verify by count the correctness of the sums receipted for, 
then assort the notes by banks of issue, and finally count out the amounts found for 
each bank. In the final count the notes that under the various provisions of law are 
required to be destroyed are separated from those fit for circulation that are to be re-
turned to the banks of issue, and those of the series of 1882 from the old series. The 
notes in the varwus lots are put up in different straps, which are marked with the 
number of the bank in the group, the amount, the assorter's signature, and the date. 
The correctness of the count is then verified by an inventory and the notes are deliv-
ered to a maker-up, who receipts for them after satisfying himself that the inventory 
is correct. The amounts delivered to the several makers-up are placed under lock in 
a safe until the next business day. 
It is the duty of a maker-up to assort the notes of the group in his charge accord-
ing to the mar'ks ou the ~;traps, to make a !>chedule for each class of the notes of each 
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bank, showing the amount of each denomination and the total, and to fill in a printed 
list of the banks in the group with the totals shown by the schedules. The footings 
of the resulting columns of figures enable him to test the correctness of his work. 
The notes thus prepared in packages, with the schedules accompanying, are then 
transferred to the delivery clerk and reoeipted for. A book in which the amounts of 
the packages have been entered also goes with the money. 
The delivery clerk places the packages in the hands of the provers, one or more at 
a time to the same person, taking receipts, for verification of the work of the assorter 
and maker-up. This completed, the prover signs and dates the schedule, securely ties 
the notes that are to be returned to the bank of issue, and carries the parcel to the 
desk of the sealer, who wraps and seals it under the prover's eye, first canceling the 
notes that are to be destroyed by cutting off the lower corners. The package is then 
returned by the prover to the delivery clerk, who gives his receipt. On the day fol-
lowing the making up of a group the notes are delivered from the agency to the 
Adams Express Company, the Comptroller of the Currency, or the cashier of the 
Treasury, according to the classification of the parcels, the delivery clerk taking re-
ceipts in favor of the Treasurer of the United S~ates as redemption agent on blank 
forms previously prepared. The exceptions to this course are ·in the case of banks 
whose redemption account is overdrawn, and of amounts less than the minimum sum 
put into a package. In the former case the delivery is suspended until the account is 
made good, and in the latter the notes are returned to the vault until the group is 
again reached. 
The counters, assorters, and provers are severally responsible for the correctness 
'()f their work. Any discrepancy, of whatever nature1 must be reported immediately 
to the teller, who at once investigates the case and ascertains the fact. The express 
clerk, the assortment clerks, the maker-up in charge, the delivery clerk, and the 
vault clerk, at the close of ·business for the day, each render to the teller a balanced' 
statement of receipts, deliveries, and moneys on hand, from which the teller makes 
in the general cash book the entries, showing in detail the aggregate transactions 
and the total amount of notes remaining in the custody of the agency. 
The moneys that go into the redemption fund are received at the several offices of 
the Treasury. The certificates or other evidences of deposit are transmitted to the 
agency, and upon them are based the credits given to the banks. An acknowledgment 
of deposit in favor of the bank whose account is credited is issued for every sum received. 
Each day the total deposits are lodged with the cashier of the Treasury for credit of 
the Treasurer of the United States as redemption agent, subject to his check in that 
official capacity, a certificate of deposit in agency account being issued for the 
amount. Deposits under section 3 of the act of June 20, 1874, are credited in 5 per 
cent. redemption account; those under section 4 of the same act in reducing redemp-
tion account; and those under section 5222 of the Revised Statutes and section 6 of 
the act of July 12, 1882, in liquidating redemption account. 
When a remittance of notes for redemption has been received and counted, as al-
ready described, the counter's report, with the sender's letter of advice attached, goes 
to the settlement clerk, who prepares an advice of returns sett.ing forth the result of 
the count and the disposition made of the proceediS. For return remittances by the 
Treasurer's check on an assistant treasurer, the settlement clerk prepares the checks 
for signature, and for return shipments of currency or coin wriies an order on the 
cashier of the Treasury. This clerk also keeps a register showing the items and 
amounts of the returns made for every remittance received. The footings of this 
book show the total redemptions for the day, agreeing with the register kept by the 
first assortment clerk. 
The checks issued in payment for redemptions are chargeable against the Treas-
urer's transfer account, and the moneys sent ont are taken from the cash in the Treas-
ury. The total amount is made good after each day's business by the check of the 
Treasurer as redemption agent, payable to the cashier of the Treasury out of the re-
demption fund. . 
The lists of the assorted notes delivered from the agency are passed to the book-
keepers, who charge the several amounts to the respective redemption accounts of 
the banks, and also for each redemption on 5 per cent. account prepare an advice no-
tifying the bank of the amount redeemed and of the state of the account, with di-
rections for making deposit of the sum due. The boolts are kept on the double-
entry system. The general accounts are balanced daily and individual bank accounts 
monthly. 
The expenses of tho agency, including the charges for transporting the nott>s to 
Washington in sums or multiples of $1,000, and for the return of the notes fit for cir-
culation to the banks of issue, are passed upon by the accounting officers of the Treas-
ury, and paid in the first instance out of regular appropriations. After the close of 
each fiscal year the amount so expended is reimbursed to the Treasury, as provided 
in section 3 of the act of March 3, 1875 (18 Statutes, 399), by deposit as a miscella-
neous receipt, and assessed upon the several banks in proportion to the circulation 
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redeemed. The assessments are computed in the agency and charged on its books to 
the 5 per cent. account of the banks. An advice is sent to each bank assessed, show-
ing the amount of its notes redeemed and the rate and amount of the assessment. 
Besides the books of record, the agency preserves in U.s files all letters received by 
the Treasurer relating to the redemption of nat.ional-bank notes and press copies of 
all communications sent out. 
The foregoing statement is in response to the request made in a letter addressed, 
March 18, 1887, to the Secretary of the Treasury, by Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman of 
the ielect Committee of the Senate appointed in pursuance of the resolution ofMarch 
3, 1887, "to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the Ex-
ecutive Departments of the Government." 
CHIEF CLERK'S DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the chief clerk's division of 
the office of the Treasurer of the United States for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
Letters and telegrams 
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~ 0,-i "'rn .E~ "'='"-'. c;:l oeca "d~~ 
bli• ~!:{) b.(cil ~b.(~ ~~ ~-s .s~ ~-= 0 ·c &5 ... ;..o ... .., 
l::lr-i ~-6.o :=- oe='~ "'='""' "'='~ <l)"t:l t-oe= ....... 00 oet- .w .... oo Cl)<ll oooo g:~ oooo .!::;""' ~~~ ~"g';: Cl) ~rs~ ·~ ~ ~~* 0 o<e <l) 
8A""' 
:;.><l) 
~Ah ~ ~;;.., 
-------
Amount. No. Amount. No. 
uted ..••.•...........••••••••••. 121, 523 .......•.••. 118, 489 ..•.....•... 128, 390 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90, 892 
Letters and telegrams 
briefed and regis· 
tered • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 29, 453 . . . • . • . • • • • • 22, 394 . • • • • • • • • • . . 28, 983 . • • • . • . . . • . . . 24, 462 
Letters referred to 
other offices for at-
tention •••••• ..••... .••••..••••. 3,701 .••.••.••.•. 3,486 .••....•.••. 4,173 .•.......••.. 2,972 
Lettersmailed .........••••••••••• 269,310 ..••...•.••. 227,620 .•••.•..••.. 251,333 .••...•...... 188,044 
Letters and telegrams 
type-written, press-
copied, and copied in 
manuscript.. . . . . . . .•• • • • •••• •• 5, 374 . .• • . . •.. . . . 5, 746. .. • • . •••... 6, 053 . .. • . . . •. . . . . 5, 283 
Letters, printed forms, 
filled in and mailed. ••• • • • • •• • • . 4, 643 .•• • . . • • • • • . 4, 551 . •• . • • . •• • . . 3, 987 . . . . . . .• • • . • . 3, 026 
Bonds of ind"mnity 
partially filled hi, 
duplicate c he c k s 
and drafts issued, 
and checks and 
drafts returned 
820 ···•·•••••••• 800 briefed, and entered. •••• •• •••••. 1, 090 .••• •• ••••.. 1, 083 .••.••.••... :Money disbursed for 
salaries of office..... $344,296 11 .•• • •• . $344,759 88 . .. • . • . $330, 876 06 .•• • •. . $225,021 41 ..•••.• 
United States bonds 
received for proper 
324 5, 122, 500 00 2f:2 6, 426, 100 00 197 10, 376, 400 00 265 disposition •......... 4, 566, 000 00 
:Mutilated currency 
cases for redemption. . • • • • • . . . • • . 2, 886 . . . . . . • . • • . . 2, 897 . . . • . . . . • • . . 4, 010 . • • • • . . . • • . • . 2, 616 
Total .•••.•.•••. 4, 910, 296 11438, 304 5, 467, 259 88 386, 518 6, 756, 976 06 427, 946 10, 601, 421 41318, 360 
The principal duty of the chief clerk is the receipt and distribution of the mail. 
The figures on this statement but feebly represent the labor performed in the daily 
routine of duties devolving upon the force in this division. The transactions are 
ahown as well as it is possible for figures without explanation. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the chief clerk's division of the office of the 
Treasurer of the United States, with average number of employes during the time 
specified: 
1884-. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
Average Average Average Average 
employes. employes. employes. employes. 
July······------ .. -- ..•.. ------------------ .•.•.. -... 8. 32 5. 76 
~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :::~ :::::: ~:::: ~ :::::: !: u i: !~ 
5.84 5.34 
4.61 4. 30 
4.88 4.92 
5.44 6.42 
November........................................... 7~2 4. 70 
December........................................... 7.66 4.65 
5. 62 6. 75 
5.92 6. 65 
~ii~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: i: !~ i: ~~ 5.28 6. 92 5.90 6.60 5. 96 ............... 
~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~g :: ~g 
June ••••••••••••••••.•••..••.••••••••••••...•••..••.. 6.32 6 
5.88 ................... 
5. 92 ................... 
5.88 ...................... ,. 
1---------1--------1---------·1--------
Total averages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5. 55 5.59 5.98 
No account has been kept of the service each clerk has performed. The character 
of the work makes such a course quite impracticable. The work is current work and 
must be completed each day, be it much or little. 
The messenger service, it is needless to state, cannot be represented by figures. 
The fbllowing statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the chief clerk's division of 
the office of the Treasurer of the United States, in person and by prox.y, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
1884 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••. 
1885 ................................ . 
1886 ............................... .. 














1, 676 6 
1, 718 6 





6 26 305j 
6 33 286 
6 40 301 
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FILES ROOM. 
The following statement shows in detail the businese in the files room, under the 
supervision of the chief clerk of the office of the Treasurer of the United States, for 
the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
P>C. §~~ I>Jl• "''"" bl:· ~~~ 
bJ)t- -g ~ ~~ = ... l=li.Q ~~~ !=leo ·~~ ·~~ ~~ -~~ 
"'~= 
·;::!~ 
"'~~ .g;;g~ "';.;~"' :;:s .... ::s .... :::! ..... ~~~~ "'"" 
roo,.... 
"'"" "d~ Character of business. "'"' ~~~ rc= ~~~ "'<OJ ~~~ as~~ t ~ ~.s Q)<Ol .~~ ·~~ """"' ~ o<;:l • ~ o<d • ~ o<d • .!:::<;~ ~ o~~ ·s~ =~I>Jl~ <OJ<:e = 1t~o.t~ = 1t~>JJ1€ ~~.s = ~b.Ofi:i <:,;><:,;> ~;a.s~ c.;> c.;> ~;a.;:;;?:l c.;> c.;> ~;a.S;?:l ~;a.s~ Qlrn Qlrrl Q)rrl ~<+=~--~<+=I ~<+=I ~:= ------------------
Journals, ledgers, records, press-
276 178 178 copy books, &c .•••.............. 334 334 312 312 276 
Stubs of checks, certificates of de-
75 posit. &c .•..••................... 150 150 140 140 119 119 75 
Transcripts from assistant treas-
11,762 1, 998 urers and national banks ........ 10,562 10,562 10,658 10,658 11,762 1, 998 
Letters from every source ......... 68,862 68,862 70,745 70,745 65,762 65,762 45,827 45,827 
Statements of liabilities and assets. 4, 815 4, 815 4,815 4,815 4, 540 4,540 790 790 
Reports of balances due disbursing 
officers .......................... 6, 900 6, 900 8,040 8, 040 8,400 8, 400 1,432 1,432 
Certificates of deposit from assist-
ant treasurers ................... 37,655 37,655 41,388 41,388 85,287 85,287 16,510 16,510 
Paid transfer checks and disburs-
ing officers' checks ............... 113,581 113,581 110,491 110,491 108,108 108,108 73,236 73,236 
Redemption statements of called 
bonds ............................ 6,508 6, 508 3, 228 3, 228 1, 684 1, 684 2,880 2, 880 
Semi-annual returns from national 
banks ...........•................ 4, 947 4, 947 5, 302 5,302 5,460 5,460 3, 739 3, 739 
Daily reports of movement of stand-
ard silver dollars ................ 3, 050 3, 050 3, 050 3,050 3,050 3,050 486 48 
Lists of deposits on account of war-
rants •.••••......•............... 19,085 19,085 20,316 20,316 18,672 18,672 3, 219 3, 21 
Receipts for minor and fractional 
silver coin redeemed ............. 2,407 2, 407 2,479 2,479 2,454 2,454 932 93 
Receipts for United States and na-
tional-bank notes for redemption. 1, 631 1, 631 1, 591 1,591 2,464 2,464 1, 046 1, 04 
6 
2 
---------- --------- -Totals ....................... 271,487 271,487 282,555 282,555 318,038 318,038 152,348 152,34 
REMARKS. 
Synopsis of the various duties to be performed in the files room of the Treasurer of 
the United States: 
To receive, classify, register, and number journals, ledgers, registers, press-copy 
books, stubs of transfer checks, certificates of deposit, &c.; to arrange in numerical 
order checks, semi-annual returns from national banks, daily reports of the move-
ment of standard silver dollars, receipts for minor and fractional silver coins re-
deemed, United States and national-bank notes redeemed, and to arrange in proper 
order by dates the transcripts from assistant treasurers and national banks; letters, 
statements of liabilities and assets, reports of balances, redemption statements of 
bonds, and other books, papers, &c., are sent to this room to be cared for and soar-
ranged that they may be readily referred to. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in -the files room of the office of the Treasurer of 
the United States, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. <Ol ~.,; <OJ <Ol.,S <OJ <Ol.,S <OJ ~ I>Jl~ t>.Ml I>Jl.,l b.O~ I>Jl.,l bl;~ bl;.,l .el>-. .e§ .el>-. .e§ .el» .e= .e~ ~., ... .s ... .s ... .s ~g ~0 ""O ""O ~-Qlj:l; <Ols <OJ A <0)8 <Olp. I>S' ~~ ~~ ~.e ""S ~.e ""S ~~ ~<OJ ~ ... ~Q 
--------------------
July ............................... 22, 623U 2 23,5461 2 26, 507! 2 19,0431 2 
ti~~~b~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 22, 623U 2 23,5461 2 26, 507! 2 19, 043! 2 22. 623B 2 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043i 2 22, 623U 2 23, 546! 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043! 2 
November ......................... 22, 623H ~ 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043! 2 
December ...... ": ................... 22, 623H 2 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043! 2 
t~~!i~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 22,623H 2 23, 546! 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043i 2 22,623U 2 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 19, 043i 2 22,623H 2 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 ·········· ....... 
r:J~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 22, 623U 2 23,5461 2 26, 507-k 2 ............ ....... 22, 623H 2 23,5461 2 26, 507t 2 ........... ...... 22, 623H 2 23,5461 2 26,507 2 ........... ....... 
-------------- -------Total av.erages ................. 22. 623H 2 23,5461 2 211, 507i 2 19, 043j 2 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the files room of the office of 
the Treasurer of the United :States, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe pres-
ent for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of 
days during the said years. Department -open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-------------1----1----1---·1--- -----------------
1884 . ·-··-·········· ···-···!' 1885 . ·--· .•.• -· ···--· ~ -.----
1886 -·-········-······--··· 






































There are 2 messengers in thi<~ room, performing sucJ>. work as messengers usually perform. 
CASH DIVISION, 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the cash division of the 
office of the Treasurer of the United States for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
1884. 





U. S. notes, silver and gold certificates, 
and gold, silver and minor coin re-
ceived ..••••.............•..............••..•..•..... $178,497,863 67 
Redemption and exchanges of currency 
and coin............................... ..•• .• .•• . . ••. 23,421,805 97 
U.S. notes, silver and gold certificates, 
and gold, silver and minor coin paid 
out ....•........................ . ..........• 
Shipments of U. S. notes, silver and gold 
certificates, and silver and minor coin 
packages ....••..................... - .. 
Treasury drafts, post-office warrants, dis-
bursing officers' checks, Speaker's cer· 
tificates, redemption rece~ pts, coupons, 
interest checks, and interest-bearing 
notes paid .....•.......•.• --···· .••..•. 
Certificates of deposit issued for credits 
into the general Treasury, post-office, 
and disbursing officers' accounts ..... . 
Transfer orders, drafts, and post-office 
warrants registered, scheduled, and 
forwarded for collection .............. . 
Transfer checks drawn and receipts is· 
sued for currency and coin received 
for redemption ...................•.•.• 
Certificates of destruction of U.S. secu-
rities examined and signed by a repre· 
sentative of the Treasurer U. S ....... . 
Miscellanema.s items, including ledger 
and journal entries, &c .••••••••.••••••. 
Total• ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.• 
177, 922, 253 87 
ll3, 888 119, 341, 868 72 






828, 876 536, 965, 887 98 
1885. 












$169, 098, 232 52 
22, 465, 517 49 
166,932,964 63 
96, 863, 051 62 
41, 797, 008 88 
846, 108 497, 156, 775 14 
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1887. 1886. July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887. 





U. S. notes, silver and gold certificates, 
and gold, silver, and minor coin re-
ceived ..............................•.....•......•... $199,623,992 32 
Redemption and exchanges of currency 
and coin............................... ....•.. •. . .•. . 26,949, 695 84 
U.S. notes, silver and ~old certificates, 
and gold,silver.~.andmmorcoinpaidout ..•.•...•.•..•. 130,214,331 36 
Shipments of U. ;::;. notes, silver and gold 
certificates, and silver and minor coin, 
packages ............................. . 
Treasury drafts, post-office warrants, dis-
bursing officers' checks, Speaker's cer-
tificates, redemption receipts, coupons, 
interest checks, and interest-bearing 
notes paid ............................ . 
Certificates of deposit issued for credits 
into the general Treasury, post-office 
and disbursing officers' accounts ..... . 
Transfer orders, drafts, and post-office 
warrants registered, scheduled, and 
forwarded for collection ..•............ 
Transfer checks drawn and receipts is-
sued for currency and coin received for 
redemption ........................... . 
Certificates of destruction of U. S. secu-
rities examined and signed by a repre· 
sentative of the Treasurer U.S ....... . 
:Miscellaneous items, includin)! ledger 
and journal entries, &c .........•...... 
15,147 52, 934, 105 38 


















$111, 528, 108 84 
18, 147, 453 66 
110, 497, 275 79 
69, 865, 215 03 
28, 149, 362 51 
Totals .•••••..•..•..•.............. 934, 944 446, 592, 005 33 673, 187 338, 187, 415 83 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the cash division of the office of the Treasurer 
of the United States, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
:Month. 
July .•.•...•....•....•.••............ 
.August .•••.••..••.•..••...... -..... . 




ri·::::: ::·::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 

































Average em- .Average em-















The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the cash division of the office 
oftheTreasurerofthe United States, in person and by proxy, duriugthe years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to bus mess by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num bt·r of 
days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half-hour at 
noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
..... 't:! 't:! Oil .... ~~..g . .,:. Oil;>, Olll>o ~ . ~ 
~~ ,.Oj= -g~ ~._; 
Qoo s~ ~,.c'4i ~..:::>~ c.. c. ._.Q ...., !:lt ,.Oj ~~ Q~ ""~ ... h ~~~ 't:!'t:li» 't:!'d I» Years. ~Q lit:~ ~8 ,.to~ ~Q Oll-c ~0 ~0 'd..., 
ei~ ..c- ~,.c ~ 
,.Oj..-. ~~~ Oil= Oil Po Oil Po s""' ... ~ ....... c.. h~ ~»= I»;>, ~~ l>sr; ~I» IOQS ..,os ~s as .... ~,.c ~:~8 ~== QQ ~~~ ~lit:.., A ~ z~ ='d ~'A --------------
h. m. 
1884, ••••••••••.••.••••••••••••. 305t 9,415 0 9,415 34.20 275. 6 24 292.5 241.5 
1885 .••••.•••••.••••.•••.•.•... 302i 8, 779 0 8, 779 32.33 271.51 6 23 283.5 235.5 
1886 .••••• ····················- 305 7, 445 0 7,445 26.50 280.94 6 32 299. 201. 
1887 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 201 5,100 0 5,100 28.63 178.13 6 17 195. 108. 
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ISSUE DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the issue division of the 
office of the Treasurer of the United States, for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1887: 
Character of business. 
Number. Number. 
U.S. notes counted, sealed, and separated........ $87,016,000 19,804,000 $66,880,000 19,440,000 
National-bank notes counted.................... 3, 543, 935 403, 083 2, 576, 089 290, 233 
Currency certificatescounted....... ............. .... .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 80,040, 000 8, 004: 
Silver certificates counted................. . . . . . . 64, 500, 000 4, 400, 000 33, 580, 000 1, 256, 000 
Gold certificates counted . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . • .. . . 39, 680, 000 .. . .. . . .. . 60, 320, 000 24, 000 
Standard silver dollars counted.................. 2, 743,755 2, 743,755 5, 26~, 297 5, 2t12, 297 
Fractional silver coin counted.................. 3, 801, 686 , 14, 113,218 3, 232,981 11,781,453 
Minor coin counted .. • • .. .. • • • .. • . . .. . • .. • • .. • .. • 95, 680 3, 695, 040 94, 849 3, 543, 591 
Totals ..................................... 2o2, 281, 056 I 45, 159, 096 251, 986, 216 I 41, 605, 578 
-
"' -~ bfJ ~s 
m bi)O 
~ ";l·S.o ..... =~ ";l .... .,.. bt.O "g~~ bllt- "g~~ J:IOO .sgs -~oo =";l .... .......... 
~~~ 
.......... = .... ::s ";l ..... ;;. Character of businese. ";ldj ";l .... ,....; oOo.-4 rc:::O ...., .... ";l~,.CI ~ ~»..= ol» 
~~~ p.,.... ,; .... ~ =";l- 0 ..,oca..., ..... ~ J:~CIIQOS 
~Q >=~o.., ~~~ Q;) e~ e &:l~ 
~ H ~ H 
Number. Number. 
U.S. notes counted, sealed, and separated....... . $83, 100, 000 9, 793, 500 $29, 860, 000 3, 486, 500 
National-bank notes counted.................... 1, 818,774 195,842 708,595 77,647 
Currency certificates counted.................... 30,000,000 3, 000 30,015, 000 4, OOZ 
Silver certificates counted....................... 4, 600, 000 420, 000 20, 632, 000 12, 800, 000 
Gold certificates counted . . .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. .. . .. .. 640, 000 32, 000 . .. • .. .. ... 
Standard silver dollars counted.................. 14, 03tl, 030 14, 039, 030 . .. 953,' 758 - 953,' 758 
Fractional silver coin counted .. .. .. .. . .. . ...... 2, 082, 975 6, 403, 439 1, 721,642 5, 595, 061 
Minor coin counted. . . . . . .. .• .. .. . . .. .. • • .. • • .. .. 96, 540 3, 600, 754 59, 380 2, 110, 051 
Totals ..................................... la6,377, 319 \35,487,565 83,95o,375 125,027,019 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the issue division of the office of the Treasurer 
of the United States, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 
Month. 
<!) ~ori Q <Da'i Q;) <Da'i 
bl)~ ~Q;) ~ bi)>O bl).,:; b(;>O 
~g ~~ f; =~» ca>=~ =~» ...,o ,_.;:::s ,_.o Q;)s <DA os ~~ oO ~-a P.s p.S ~cil ~Q;) ~cil ~~ ~= ~~ 
-------
July ................ 204,894 19.68 171,700 19.80 61,021 22.65 
August .............. 231,324 16.51 203,311 17.11 58,367 21.12 
September ........... 336,239 16.60 252,095 14.32 90,204 23.92 
October .............. 241,742 17.48 252,463 16.81 88,374 25.00 
November ........... 156,421 19.12 203,540 19.44 126,558 25.75 
Decembel' ........... 163,795 18.91 252,574 16.51 ' 193,464 24.84 
January ............. 181,749 21.15 20{1, 554 18.53 117,582 25. 72 
February ............ 159,678 19.45 183,391 18.99 142,469 26.52 
March ............... 169,195 18.76 227,343 19.40 136, 117 27.70 
April ................ 196,022 19.30 230,566 18.00 51,635 27.53 
May ................. 214,511 17.88 74,285 19.24 126,812 26.12 
June ................ 192,852 19.08 93,469 14.88 146, 295 28.26 
-·----------------
Total averages... 2, 420, 101 
Monthly average 120i:675+ 
18.66 2, 343,976 17.75 1, 356,709 25.42 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and atten-
tion devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the issue division of 
the office of the Treasurer of the United States, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.1 




1884 ....................... 305~ 5, 700.5 5, 700.5 21.58 264.11 6 9 279.5 246.5 
1885 ....................... 30'~~ 5,362. 5 ...... 5, 362.5 20.13 266.39 6 16 281.5 247.5 
1886 ....................... 305 7. 542 I 213 7, 755 27.03 286.90 I 6 u 305 266 
1887 ....................... 201 5, 984 128 6,112 32.51 188 6 38 201 171 
REDEMPTION DIVI8ION. 
The following statement shows in detail the b nsiness in the redemption division of 
the office of the Treasurer of the United States, for the fiscal years 181'34, 18tl5, 18861 
and lt:l87: 
Fisoal yoar 188<. I Fi"ol year 1885, Fiscal year 1886. To March 1,1887. 
Source. 
Contents. Pack- Contents. Pack- Contents. ages. ages. ages. ages. P'"'k· ContenM. IPaok·[ 
By express ..... 13, 141 $118, 410, 075 20 14, .,$118, 506, 573 " 12.240 $78,388,508 5'1'0, 589 $68, 191,270 17 
From cashier ... 2, 268 17, 098, 855 28 2, 522 13, 966,407 &6 2, 170 39, 585, 044 76 1, 903 20, 512, 507 85 
National-bank 
redemption 
312 429, 739 05 237 314, 279 43 183 270, 853 13 163 254,106 70 agency ........ 
By mail ......... 6, 860 615, 950 73 6, 450 5l5, 173 68 7, 745 518, 521 461 5, 303 419,817 15 
Byhand ........ "\ 10,128 ao "I 119, 151 90 90 31,597 81 17 8, 970 55 -------- --------- ·~ 428, 118, 794, 525 "117, 975 ----22, 647 136, 564, 748 56123, 723 133, 421, 586 73 89, 386, 672 42 
Transa~ted l On hand Transacted 
Pending Received and diS· I d d' Received and dis-p o s e d of an un IS· posed of Character of business. July during fiscal during f.osed during fiscal 
1, 1883. year 1884. fiscal year 0 July 1• year 1885. 
during 
fiscal year 
1884. 1884. 1885. 
----
Work .. _ .. ___ .. __ .. _ ...... [$31, 335 401$136, 564, 748 561 21,{;;, 3831$69, 416 741$133, 421, 586 731 ,.,f5'4, 162 
Transacted Transacted On hand and dis- On hand Received and dis- On hand 
Character of andundis- Received posed of and undis- during fiscal posed of and undis· 
business. posed during fiscal during rsed year 1887 during posed of July 1, year 1886. 
, .. oal ye"' 
o July 1, (to Mar. 1). fiscal year ot Mar.!, 1885. 1886. 1887 1887. 1886. 
(to~ar. 1).
1 
Work ......... ~ $2,424 03 $118, 794, 525 70l 
No. No. ) 
15,576,066 $163,335 26 $89, 386, 672 42 13, 262, 3021~:0~£~9~ ~ 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, a nd disposed of in the redemption division of the office of the 
Treasurer United States, with average number of employes, during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. I 
Cl) Cl). Cl) cPti;, 
Months. bll~ ~:~.: !:..()..,; 1:..(;-Q;> 
~~ ~l>o ce~ ce~» ... g ... .9 ... g ;...,$ 
cPS Cl)~ ~s 0~ 
~ce ~=-s ~ce ~>a ~ctl ~ctl ----
July ---··········· No. No. August ........... 1, 593,652 44.24 2, 013,054 45.15 
September ..•..••. 1, 478,350 44.44 1, 662,646 39.23 
October ........... l, 549,367 43.72 1, 792,414 42.88 
November .• ••••••. 1, 737,268 48.55 2, 782,124 44.29 
December .......•. 1, 934,987 50.22 2, 285,682 44.42 
January ........... 1, 905,113 45.33 2, 090,959 44.52 
February .••....••. 2, 617,578 52.65 2, 153,406 50.34 
March ............. 2, 271,152 51.08 1, 783, 609 51.72 
*!~;:::::::::::::: 
1, 744,728 51.84 1, 716,974 48.48 
1, 568,626 52.46 2,402, 009 50.96 
1, 836,072 49.84 2. 381,180 I 51.36 




ce;::l ~~ ;;5 .......... 




1, 158,409 38.92 
1, 279,699 37.80 
1, 140,443 40. (4 
1, 099,626 42.50 
1, 208,102 42.64 
1, 568,365 44.12 
1, 310,967 44.78 
1, 372,030 45.88 
1, 352, 822 43.11 
1, 541,307 42.96 










































. .. . , . --· .......... 
------~0,105 -~~ ------------
6 Total averages . 21,887,383 48.91 24. 754, 162 I 46. 62 15, 576, 066 42.50 13,262,3021 47.3 
Monthly aver-
ages ......... 1, 823,948 . .......... 2,062,847 1 ........ 1, 298,005 . ........ 1, 657,787 ........ 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the redemption division of 
the office of the Treasurer United States, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num-
ber of days during said year. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. · 
~ * ] d ] ~ ~. ~~ 1 ~ ~. s~ ;~~~~~~ 
g.o 8 ~ o ~ ,;-g ~ ~ ct> ceal cP p., • -d'g ~"O'g ~ 
I 
A~ 11: ~ 11: ~ 'd~o;.. ..015, ;{-c~ "'ob 1:15. ...,1!15. 
"' ctl "' ~ "' ..:> s 8 ~ ..... 8 .. -·a ~ o 8 ~ o s 
-------------1 -A:....~_s __ g_.s __ A_~_~_ --~-11:- _z_ctl_ -~-o-11:_ -~-~-·_ ~-~-~-ctl ~ ~t Q) 
Years. 
I 
1884 ................................ ,130lij 
1885 ........... -- .. --- ........ - ... -.. 302! 
1886 ................................. 305 
1887 ................................. 201 
h. m. 
14, 9471 ...... 114, 947 155.75 . 268.10 6 19 296~ 14,088 .... .. 14,088 52.41 268. 80 6 20 299! 
12, 799 164 12, 963 46. 41 279. 31 6 20 303 
9, 466 •••••. 9, 466 53.30 177.60 I 6 16!195 
201 
~~~· 141 
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ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the accounts division of 
the office of the Treasurer of the United States for the calendar years 1884,1885,1886, 
and 1887: 
'"CC"" '"CC"" '"CC"" • 'd ... al<D~ al<D~ lll<D~ "'.u as • 
j:la><D j:la><D j:lal<D ~~~~ ~Oh ~0"" ~~:-... ~4:) ... ~4:) -..w<Po 
~;ai'J ........ ,.cl ~-.... ,.cl ~-... .=l ... "CC-+" 'd~ '0-+"t\l 
Character of business. ~ls 
-'d bll ils -d~ ~)l rOj:lj:l .p~ ..... <Pas .... o 
-~t~~ -~"i ~ . -~'i~.c ·$t~~ <D 'd .t:l 
o13'+-<33 o13'+-<33 o13..,.33 o13 ..... oo 
~as o.-< ~ C:SO.-< ~aso,...; ~=o~ 
------------
Pay and receipt warrants of the Secretary of the Treasury 
141,221 and Postmaster-General ......................... ------·--· 136,397 152,123 29,858 
Drafts issued, delivered, or mailed on pay warrants of the 
Secretary of the Treasury and Postmaster-General, re-
turned to the division in transcripts of the Treasurer's 
accounts, and indorsements thereon verified ...... -.-- ..... 169,039 117,253 137,447 27,114 
Transcripts of the Treasurer's general and post-office ac-
counts, of liabilities and assets, and of classified receipts 
and disbursements from Treasury offices, mints, and na-
tional-bank depositaries ............... - .................. . 15,377 16,740 19,352 3,243 
Daily reports of receipts by national-bank depositaries of 
shipments of silver coin and of the movement of standard 
silver dollars ............................................ --. 43,250 45,506 54,041 9,182 
Reports of disbursing officers' accounts and lists of balances 
to credit of the same ....................................... 69,602 74,113 76,639 13,269 
Certificates of deposit for sales of exchange, transfer of 
funds, gold and silver coin ................................. 25,268 27,300 68,318 13,701 
Transfer orders, transfer letters, and notices in relation to 
the same issued ............................................ 5, 501 5,131 6,065 611 
Quarterly accounts, general and post·office, of the Treas-
urer United States rendered to the accounting officers ... -. 20 20 20 ·········· Notices to Treasury offices and national-bank depositaries 
of drafts drawn upon them, and to the Secretaries of War, 
Navy, and Interior of drafts issued upon warrants in sat-
isfaction of their reqmsitions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•...... -. 18,075 14,965 15,010 2,875 
Miscellaneous items, mcluding manuscri~t letters written 
and telegrams sent in relation to public usiness .......... 13,713 15,473 12,269 1,837 
---------------
Totals ................................................. 501,066 452,898 541,284 101,690 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted and disposed of in the accounts division of the office of the Treas-
urer United States, with average number of employes during the time specified: 




<I). <I). <I). 
~~ ~ Month. bll$ bll$ bll~ bll$ 
~~:~ ~ ..... as~:~ as,., t\11:1 t\1,., as~:~ ~..., ... o ..,o ... o ... .,:: ... o ..,o ... o ... .,:: 
<DS :P. ·<D· s <Pp. <DS ~P. ~~ <Dp. ~= ~~ ~t\l ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
--------------------
January ................. - .. -...... 1, 040. 8 41 903. 8 43 1, 119. 1 37 1, 261 42 
fr~~ha~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~- 1 :~ ~~~:: !i ~:nt~ !g --~:~~~·.:. --~~--
April .............................. 1,124 38 947.9 41 1,2t4.2 38 .............. .. 
May ................ -............... 1, 067. 8 40 934. 2 40 1, 193. 1 37 ............... . 
June .. .. .. • .. . • .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. . 1, 110 37 972. 6 4() 1, 214. 2 38 ............... . 
July ............................... 1,017 42 1,079.5 36 1,167.5 38 ............... . 
ti~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~J!l~ i! tH~J ~! ~J~~j i! :::::::::: :::::: K ovem ber .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. • . . 1, 066. 3 37 996. 5 36 1, 064. 8 40 ....... __ ..••••• 
ecember ......................... 1,124 38 1,009.9 37 1,073 43 ............... . 
Total averages .•••••••••••••• 1, 098. 91---ag ~ --a8 1, 196. 7 37. 8 1, 197.142.'5 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the accounts division of the 
office of the Treasurer United States, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
1884 .................. . 
1885 .•..•••••...•...... 
1886 .•••••.•.......••.. 





























The following statement ' shows in detail" the business in the loan division of the 
Office of the Treasurer of the United States for the fiscal yea~s 1884, 1885, 1886, and 18t;7: 
Character of business. 
Paid interest checks re-
corded, proved as to 



















to indorsements........... 28, 544 271,634 
Paid coupons counted, re-
counted, and scheduled.. . 103,444 11 666,316 
United States bonds re-
ceivedfor redemption, ex-
amined as to " call," as-
signment, and interest al- . 
lowance. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 27,987 
Miscellaneous United States 
securities redeemed...... . 129 ' 10, 515 
Interest checks issued, ex-
amined, entered, ad-
dressed, and mailed...... . .. ..................... . 
Checks and deposit certifi-
~ftlj nl~:de~l~e~a~~::I! 
redeemed or exchanged . .......•.............•.... 
Manuscript letters written .....•...•................ 
Printed forms filled in and 




















~~ b.C ~~ ~ .:1. ;:s;:s -~~ 
.-o~ oerd~--> ;:soo ..... 
~0 "C .... .-co,... <e.-o ... «! 1S'al ~ 
'"§l~~ rd<l:l <DI--> g 2J3 . 
<:<$ p.gs -~-a ~-@'~~ .elm,... <Do ~;fi...r ~J3 ._..-c ......... 0 E-1 
23,005 246,425 255,897 
80,314 1,516, 277 1, 562, 7l{l 
........................ 12,142 12,142 . 
245 9, 713 9,684. 
..................... ........................ 244,249 
.................... ·----------- 3,644 ··---------- ·-----·----- 577 
.................. .................. •!,080 
1-----1-----1·--·-- ----------------
Totals .............. .. 132, 117 1, 976, 452 2, 290, 158 103, 564 1, 784, 557 2, 092,936 
4405 TR--25 
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Character ofbusiness. 
Paid interest checks recorded, 
proved as to amounts, and exam-
ined as to indorsements .......... 13,533 236,909 226, 67!1 23,763 157,220 174,751 6, 232 
Paid coupons counted, recounted, 
and scheduled.................... 33, 878 1, 406, 415 1, 386, 785 58, 508 928,475 962, 029 19,954 
United States bonds received for 
redemption, examined as to 
"call," assignment, and interest 
allowance............. . .......... 8, 579 8, 579 1'i, 372 17,372 
Miscellaneous United States se-
curities redeemed...... . . . . . . . . . . 324 10, 008 9, 998 334 5, 712 5, 855 191 
Interest checks issued, examined, 
entered, addressed, and mailed.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 235, 230 . . • . . . • . . • • . . • . • . • 125, 041 
Checks and deposit certificates 
issued in payment of United 
States bonds redeemed or ex-
changed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1, 996 . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2, 948 .••...•. 
Manuscript letters written .... _ . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . 692 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 533 ..•...•. 
Printed forms tilled in and mailed.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2, 356 . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . • . 3, 177 .....••. 
Totals ....................... 47,735 1, 661,911 1, 872,315 77,605 1,108, 779 11, 291,706 26,377 
In column "pending," items practically completed, but held for the return of sus-
pended vouchers, are not reported. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the loan eli vision of the office of the Treasurer 
United States, with average number of employes during the time sp ecifi.ed: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 
~ ~ril ~ ~ril ~ ~ . 
Months. b.l:~ b.t~ bl)~ bl:~ bl:...; b.t~ 
~§ o::h o::§ o::~>-> <~~§ ca~>-> 
~a 
~.s ~0 ~..!; ~-oo ~.s ellA ells p.~ ells ellp, 
~c;J 
P.a ~o;j ~~ ~o;j P.s <Qa:> <jell 
-----------
July .........................•..•.......... 6,B74 21.3 8,261 23.4 11,56-i 18.8 
August .. .. .. .... .. ...... .... ........ •... .. 8,134 20.3 9,113 22.9 8, 212 17.6 
~~¥~b~:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: tf:!ig ~:g i:gb~ ~~:~ 11g::~~ ~~j 
November ..................•.............. 8,449 23.2 8,630 22.2 7,965 19.6 
December .. . . • . . • •• • • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 5, 587 24. 8 4, :.wo 22. 9 4, 75~ 20. 8 
Jan nary...... .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 796 26.2 14, 899 24. 6 11,445 20. G 
Feb mary...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 680 25.1 5, 953 24. 6 6, 620 21. 9 
































r:t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:: Hli ~: !:~ ~u ~!l! jJ. ~ ~~~: ::::: 
'J'otal averages. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95, 423 24. 0 90, 9!!7 23. 0 93. 6 W :w. u ti7 . U!l~ 19. 0 
Monthly averages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 041 . . . . .. 7, 539 ...... , 7, !l5l . . . .. . 8, 492 ..... . 
No record has been kept of the amount of work performed by each clerk, for the 
rea>5on that clerks were assigued to various dLtties as would best expedite the current 
'business of the division. 
The following sta.tement shows the average nnmper of days' time and attention 
devoted to tho transaction of business by the employes of the loan division of the 
office of the Treasurer Uniterl States, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during eaeh year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days .a.nd by the <'mploye present the least number of 
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days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with. half hour at 
noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
~ ~ .6' .g a ~ ~ ] ~ 
a ~ ~ . ~ ~ J;~ ~ ~-4i ~-4i 
] ci ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~-! ~ ~ P.h ~~ ~~ 
g.~ ~ § ~ ~. ~ C) o <~>-al ~] g~ ~·s 
A ~ rn ~.... -c .=>'a ~~· oo- ... ..., -c..., 
; ~ ; 3 s ~"d ::; -:;;..=> -:;;~ 
-:.: oil .. 0 p ~ 0 0 ~ 
A A A E-1 ~ <t1 ~ ::<1 H ________ l _______ 
h. m. 
1884 ..••• ·••••• •••••• .••••• .••• •• .••••. 305~ 7, 175 ...... 7, 175 26. 5 271 6 18 300! 227~ 
1885 .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . • 302,\ 6, 959 . .. .. . 6, 959 26 268 6 18 293~ 177 
1886................................... 305 5, 955~ 163 6, 118~ 22 277 6 27 303~ 254 
1887 .. •• • • .. • • .. • • • • • . ••• .. .. • • .. . .. .. • 201 3, 781~ 33 3, 814~ 21 181 6 23 200 166 
NATIONAL-BANK DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business m the national-bank division 
of the office of the Treasurer of the United States for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887: 
.f!~ "d'"" .SO~ ]§~ grcO 




p,...., al'O<e p ...... al'O~~ "d~ -c .. "d~ "d~,.c:l 
Character of business. ~l~ oil 1)al~ 
CIS "0-c<~> Q)Q "0-c<~> 
"d~ -c<~> -c<~> c,$Q)<D "d ..... ~ OSQ)rllO Q)h ......... CIS<D~ Q)P.. (IJ(IJ~ 
.;~~ rn~~:!:.. .e;ca ~&.b.(~ ~- rllo ~- 0 • .... oil ~-~~~ .... <II ~-§'~~ ~ P< b.Ct-<1)0) oil.~ ~gs Q)Q Q)Q ~ca~ oil.~ ~gs Qal Q<IJ O)(IJ 
~~ 
.. -c ........... 
~~ 
.. -c ........... 
~~ 
~-c .......... ~"0-r-4~ 
E-1 H E-1 ~ E-1 
No. No. No. No. 
Cases of U. S. bonds depos-
ited and withdrawn .....• 2,199 $116, 897, 850 1,898 $92, 065, 950 1,400 $87, 967, 300 2, 487,$131, 141, 550 
Semi-annual duty assessed 
and collected ............ 4, 947 3, 109,572 5,302 2, 910,300 "5, 542 2, 695,415 3, 739 1, 680,411 
Examinations of securities 
of national banks ......•. 2,132 .................. 2, 664 ...................... 2, 350 ·-----··---- 1, 796 . .................... 
Letters and forms written 
(not included in above) .. 480 ...................... 526 ...................... 512 ................... 87 . ...................... 
--------------
00,662,71518,1091 !32, 821,961 Totals . • • • • • . . . . . . .. . 9, 758 120, 007, 422 10, 390 94, 976, 250 9, 704 
Average per day.. 33 392,823 36 313,961 31 297, 255 40 655, 830 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the national-bank division of the office of the 
Treasurer of the UniLed States, with average number of employes during the time 
specified: 
Years. 
~.,; s s bl)~ p p <II.., .... o s s 
~~ 
·~ ·a ..,.P< 
..qS 
~ ~ Q -----
1884 ·············-··· •••• •••••• ................................................... .. 8 8 8 
1885 ............................................................................... . 7 7 7 
1886 ............................................................................... . 6 6 6 
1887 .............................................................................. .. 6 6 6 
From the fact that semi-annual duty is paid in January and July of each y£~ar, 
and the preparation for the returns and disposal of the returns after they are received 
constitute the greater part of the work during each. six months, averages by mouths 
cannot be expressed. 
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The following statement shows the averagt~ number of days' time and attention 
uevoted to the transaction of business by the tlmployes of the national-bank division 
of the office of the Treasurer of the United Sta.tes, in person and by proxy, during the 
ye~~rs named, with number of days during ooch year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the cmploy6 present the 
least number of days during said yea,rs. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 61 hours daily. 
.... .s 
~~I 
-d I· I~~ 'd 'd 'd ~ a;> a;> Q) a;> Q) ~ a;> ,.Qa;> h ,!4. ~~ § 'd ~:t ~1 0 ~-.a;> Q) 0 ~h OP, 0!>. ~ . ~~· ~ ~.s ~.s Years. ~~ ~~ , U>A rllA oo h Q):a ~>-.S ~~ ~g. ~fi) ~~ ~01 a;lrll al a;>.-< QJJh rll'd <iii a;> 
rllA 
A 'd ,.cA al<ii! 
~~ ~ r1l 'd s fi)'d ~ -+"h ~ h p ~,.Q al I 
<iii .... c p. .... 0 0 





1884, ·----· -·---- •• - --· .• -· .••.. --· .••. - .. 305t 
~"'I 
0 2,134 8 200! 
1
. " 296l 190! 
1885 ••••••.••••••.•••.•....•..••..••..... 302 1, 709~ 0 1, 709~ 7 241-!- 5 41 280! 25 
18S6 .•••.••••••••.•••.•••.•••.••..•...... 305 1,655 0 1, 655 6 276 6 25 29l 213 
1887- ••••••••• --.-- .. - •.. -- ..• -.-- .••.... 201 1, 055 0 1,055 6 176 6 12 181 171 
The following statement shows the Unitecl States bonds deposited and withdrawn 
by national banks during the fiscal years from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887: 
Cases of bonus Cases of bonds .-.0 fi3 ~ ~ § fi3 
deposited. withdrawn. l"'i a1 ~ a;~ ..c:l A A.verage 
Date. ~ bll ~ ~ ~ 'd • amount 
--------,---- ] i:3 ~ ~ S5.~ §$ ~ perday. 
No. Amount. No. Amount. ~ ~'d ~ A.-0'1:5'"1;1 
------------1 
July 1, 1883, to June 30, 1884 .... ,1, 1~6 $47, 1~6, 6zo,l, 023~$~~· 701, 250,2,199
1 
7+ I 49 
1
$382,644 35 
July 1, 1884, to June 30,1885 .•.. 9;J2 35, 2a5, L)O 946 o6, 810, cOO 1, 898 6+ 43+ 304,350 25 
July 1, 1885, to June 30, 1886 . . •. 641 26, 924, 900 759 61, 042, 400 1, 400 4~ 32+ 288,417 38 
July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887.... 1, 074 36, 066,450 1, 413 95, 075, 100 2, 487 12+ 56+ 652,444 43 
In ''cases" of deposit of bonds to secure circulation, the bonds are examined and 
counte(l at three desks, and receipts made in duplicate and delivered to the Comptroller 
of the Currency. One receipt is ~iven for each case of bonds for security of public 
moneys, copied, and forwardecl to the bank. Withdrawals of bonds to secure circu-
lation are made upon a letter from the Comptroller of the Currency, accompanied by 
receipts and authorization of the bank. Au assignment is printed on each bond ; the 
receipts are canceleu or indorsed. A letter to the Comptroller is written in each case 
and copied, and the bonds are cleliverecl to the Comptroller. 
Bonds to secure public money are withdrawn in a similar manner, without reference 
from or to the Comptroller. 
The following statement shows the semi-annual duty assessed upon and collected 
from national banks during the fiscal years from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887 : 
Date. No. of Amount paid. Date. No. of Amount banks. llanks. paid. 
July 1 to December31, 1883. 2,426 $1, 564, 521 59 January 1 to June 30,1884. 2, 521 $1, 545, 050 63 
July1 toDecember31, 1884. 2, 618 1, 479, 617 61 January 1 to .rune 30, 1885. 2,684 1, 430, 682 73 
July! toDecember31, 1885. 2, 721 1, 363,702 27 .January 1 to .June 30, 1886. 2, 731. 1, 331,712 84 
July! toDecember31, 1886. 2, 804 1, 260, 308 49 / .r anuary lto March 1, 1887 ·j 935 420,102 83 
Date. Total Total amount 
Average .Average 
No. paid. number amount per day:.· · per day. 
,July 1 to December 31,1883 ••••••.•••.••••.••••••.••••• 4, 947 $3, 109, 572 22 16-1- $10,178 63 
July 1 to December 31,1884 ...•.•...•.•.....•••••...... 5, 302 2, 910, 300 34 17+ 9, 260 83 
July1 toDecembcr31,1885 ...............•.......•.•.• 5,452 2, 695,415 11 18+ 8, 837 43 
.Tulv 1 to December 31,1886 .••••••••...••.....•.....••. 3, 739 1, 6HO, 411 32 18+ 8, 360 25 
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From 5, 000 toG, 000 semi -annual return blanks are printed each six months, numbered, 
folued, and forwarded to the banks. When returns are received, they are assorted 
alphabetically and numerically, and entered upon the books, with entries of payments 
by lawful money, cashier's checks, certificates of deposit, each requiring different en-
tries and courses of transmittal. Each return is examined and verified as to aver-
ages, percentages, signatures, and correctness of form, and all are entered upon a 
register showing average of circulating notes, dnty thereon, and amount assessed and 
collected, &c. 
The following shows the examinations of securities of national banks during the 
fiscal years from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887: 
Date. Number. 
July 1,1883, toJune30, 1884 .. .......... ·----- .•••••.••••..••... . •.. ------·--· ............. . 
July 1, 1.884, to June 30,1885 . ............................................................. . 
July 1,1885, to June 30, 18..86 .... . ........ . .............................................. . .. 





.Average per day, 8+. 
The examinations are made without previous notice on statements from the banks, 
verified in the office of the Comptroller of the Currency. 
Much work is done in the division that cannot be mea!mred ot· estimated by" av-
erage amounts," nor described in the table under the head of "received, transacted, 
and disposed of," as, for instance, making occasional reports of irust fnnds, book-
keeping, letter copying, :filing returns, writing cbeck~, countersigning certificates, 
and work done for other divisions needing temporary assistance. 
One clerk on tbe roll of this ciivision,employedas a printer, did work for all thedi-
visions in the office and also for the Comptroller of the Currency. 
N.A.TION.A.L·BANK REDEMPTION .AGENCY. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the national-bank redemp-
tion agency of the office of the Treasurer of the United States for the fiscal years 
Hl84, 1S85, 1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. Pending July 1, Received during Disposed of dur- Undisposed of 
1883. fiscal year 1884. ing fiscal year July 1, 1884. 1884. 
Redemption and assortment 
of national-bank notes ..... $6, 679, 963 85 $126, 158, 638 64 $125, 928, 150 46 $6, 910, 452 03 
Character of lmsiness. Received during Disposed of dur- Undi,pooed of I Reooivod dnrlng 
fiscal year 1885. ing fiscal year July 1,1885. fiscal year 18&6. 1885. 
Redemption and assortment 
of national-bank notes ..... $150, 226, 189 08 $150, 345, 553 18 $6, 791, 087 931 $130, 322, 135 79 
Disposed of Undisposed Received <lu.r- Di•po•od of I Undisposed 
Character of business. during fiscal of July 1, ing fiscal durin.g fiscal of Mar. I, 
year 1886. 1886. year 1887 (to year 1887 (to 1887. Mar. I). 
M=l.) I 
Redemption and assort· 
ment of national-bank 
no"'· •.••.•••••..•••.. 1$133, 2'12, 821 671$3, 840, 402 ••I $60, 101, 183 741161, 086, 946 51 I $2, 854, 639 28 
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The following statement shows the average amount aml character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the national-bank redemption agency of the 
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2, 501, 206 03 
----
1885. 
~$ ~...; sl;' d!~ ~o<::l 
~P. 4)0 ~>-a ~~ ~d! 
46.52 $214,340 19 
43.93 227,036 17 
42. 207,399 77 
48.56 218,759 28 
52.57 210,362 28 
49.17 226,881 80 
53.15 241,069 38 
53.54 247,607 04 
53.81 212,280 48 
54.81 195,975 57 
54.35 213, 109 90 
51.96 286,649 23 
-------
50.35 2, 712, 200 25 
------
1886. 1887. 
~.i i~ ~~ 
4). ~~ 
s~ el;' ~~ s~ ~-o::l ~-o::l 4>p. Q:>O ~P. Q:>O Q:>p. ~>-s ~>-S ~>-8 ~'-S 
~Q;> ~= ~~ ~= ~Q) 
---
51.46 $235,641 09 57.77 $177,766 18 53.88 
46.77 234,183 29 44.28 172,522 12 41.54 
47.12 2t4, 069 40 41.50 156,355 74 39.50 
52.04 182,336 68 52.85 93,790 00 51.65 
55.17 141,729 66 58.67 124,917 27 52.83 
53.20 102,717 30 56.68 135,569 01 54.92 
60.19 215,268 82 58.08 181,727 29 55.04 
60.32 256,492 21 57.17 171,87170 53.96 
59.52 246,807 50 56.67 - ~ -- .. "' -"' ........ -. ............. 
60. 137,656 72 58.54 ........................ ................ 
60.24 183, 218 44 56.76 . ........................ ............. 
59.96 205,939 36 57.88 . .......................... ............. 
---------------
55.43 2, 436, 504 86 54.70 1, 214, 608 39 50.29 
------
~~~!~s 208,433. 83+1-------·1 226,016. 68+1----· --·1 203,042. 07+1· .• . .... ,151, 826. 04+1·-···--· 
No account,, other than as shown incidentally by the daily records, has been kept of 
the business disposed of by each employe, for the reason that there haslleen no prac-
tical need of one. The different classes of work done do not admit of the comparison 
that wonld be necessary to fix upon the employe doing the most and the employe do-
ing the least. 
The following statement shows the average numller of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the national-bank redemp-
tion agency of tho office of the Treasurer United States, in person and lly proxy, dur-
ing the years named, with number of days during each year so devotell to business by 
the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., 
with half-hour at noon for lunch. Time to bo devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
H.M. 
1884-----------·----· 305! 15,381 0 15, 381 56.84- 270.58 6 15 305! 199 
1885----------------. 302! 16, 768~ 0 16, 768! 61.62 272.13 6 24 302§ 238 
1886 ............ ----- 305 16,683 0 16,683 60.30 r6.65 6 28 305 231 
1887----.-----.----- - 201 10,109 0 10,109 57.23 176.62 6 15 194! 14-7 
No account has been kept of the number of hours employed daily. 
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY, 
Washington, D. C., May 27, Hl87. 
SIR: Herewith I have the honor to transmit the information as to the business of 
this office, called for in the letter addressed to you by Ron. F. M. Cockrell under date 
of 18th March last and by you referred to me. 
The public business transacted in the office of the Comptroller of the Currency re-
lates to the organization, supervision, and liquidation of the national banking asso. 
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ciations; to the preparation, custody, and issue to such associations of circulating 
no1es, upon the security of interest-bearing registered bonds of the United States fie-
posited with the Treasurer of the United States; to the destruction of such national-
bank notes as are withdrawn from circulation under existing laws, and the issue of 
new notPs in place of those that are worn or mutilated. 
The otlice of the Comptroller of the Currency occupies rooms in the Treasury build-
ing, as follows: 
Room No. 43: 
Comptroller of the Currency . _ ••...•••... --- ...••.•••.•••••.•••••.••••• $5, 000 
8~: ~=~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,~gg 
Room No. 45: 
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency ...•...•...•.....•••.•••••......... 2,800 
Chief Clerk ••••••••••.•• _. , . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . . 1, 800 
One Ia borer .. __ •• • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • 660 
Bond section: 
One clerk of class 3 ($200 per annum additional as bo:nd clerk) ......... . 
One clerk of class 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ------
One clerk of class 1 ..............•••.............................•..... 
One assistant messenger ..•••......•.••.•..•......••••...•...•••...•.•.. 
Room No. 30, organization division: 
Chief of division .•••...••••.......•.•...•..••••..•...•.•. _ ...••••..... 
One clerk of class 4 ••••••.• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One clerk of class 3 ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One clerk of class 2 ••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• _ ••.••••••••• 
One clerk._ .•. _ .••... _ ••....••..•••••.•.••..••••.••••.•••••.•••••.••••. 
Three clerks, one employed as type-writer, each .•••.•••••••••.••••••••• 
Room No. 49, division of reports: 
Chief of division ......••••••••..••••••.••••.•...••..•.•••.•.••..•••••• 
Two clerks of class 4, each ............................... M ••••••••••••• 
Four clerks of class 3, each ...•..•••..•••••.••••••••••.••••••••••...•••. 
One clerk of class 2 ••••.•••••••••.• _ ••.••.•••••.•••••.•••••••••••• _ .••• 
Seven clerks, one employed as stenographer (two vacancies, including that 
of stenographer) ...•.•...••.••••.•••...•.........•....•...••••.•••••. 
One laborer .........•...••..••••.•.•...••...••••• _ ......• _ ••.••••..•••• 

















One chief of national bank-examiners (teller)............ . • • • •• •••• ••••. 2, 000 
One clerk to chief of bank examiners .. _... . • • • • • . . • . • . . . . • • . . • • • . • • • • . . 1, 800 
One stenograpner to bank examiners.................................... 1, 400 
Room No. 41, section of insolvent and liquidating banks: 
Chief of section (assistant book-keeper)................................ 2,000 
One clerk of class 4 ................................. . ............ _. • • • • 1, 800 
One clerk employed as stenographer ........ _... . . . • .. . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • 900 
Room No. 118, division ofissues: 
Chief of division ...................................................... . 
One clerk of class Zl ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Three clerks of class 3 (two employed as vault clerks), each ..•••.•••••••. 
Two clerks of class 2, each ............................................ . 
One clerk of class 1 ......... _. _ .. _ ....... _ ..........................••••. 
One clork .........••....•••...••....••••.•••...••••••••••••••••.•••••.. 
Ten clerks, one employed as type-writer, each ........................ .. 
One watchman, acting as messenger .................................. . 
Room No. 36, division of redemption: 
Chief of division ........... _ ...•..........•••..•.•••.•••..••••.••••.... 
One superintendent ...... -----·------ ........••...•••.•••..•••..••••••• 
One clerk of class 4 ... -------- ....•....••••• ·--··· .••.•••••••.••••..•••• 
One clerk of class 3 ............••..•..••..•.•.....••••..•.••..•••••.•••. 
Five clerks of clasR 1 (one vacancy), each .............................. . 
Twelve clerks of class $900, each ................ _ ••..•••.•.•.•.••••••.•. 
Two assistant messengers, each ........................................ . 
One laborer .•.•..•....•...•••..... _ .' •....••. _ .....•••.••••••..••••••••• 
One engineer ••••..•••..••••... _ • _ ..• _ .. _ •• ~ •.••••...••••.•••••••• __ ... 
One fireman ...•.•.....••••....•.........•••..••••..••.•••••..••••..•.. 
Room No. 32, accounting section: 
One chief book-keeper ..•..••••...• · ••. ·---·· .....•••••••••••••••••••... 
Three clerks of class 2 .....••..•..........•. _ .....•.....•..•..••••••.... 
One clerk of class 1 ............ _ ............•• _ ......•. _ ••..•....•...... 
One clerk of class $900 ............................. __ ................. .. 
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The detailed information called for is given by divirsions and sections of the Bureau, 
and is presented for each calendar year instead of each :fiscal year. This mode of 
presentat.ion is rendered necessary because nearly all the data obtainable f'rom the 
records of the office are arranged according to calendar years, and their tll'ansposition 
into terms corresponding with the :fiseal•year would not only greatly increase the 
labor of compilation but would also, probably, lead to errors. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. S. F .AIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
DIVISION OF REPORTS. 
W. L. TRENHOLM, 
Compt1·oller. 
In this division the reports of the condit~ola. of the national banks (made at least 
five times each year at dates :fixed by the Comptroller of the Currency), reports of 
earnings and dividends (made semi-annually or more frequently if dividends are de-
clared more than twice each. year) are received, examined, abstracted, and .filed; 
publishers7 certificates of reports of condition received, exa!llined, and :filed; reports 
of bank examiners received, examined, and :filed, and all correspondence relating to 
these subjects conducted. A register is also kept of bonds deposited and transferred. 
Much of the statistical material appearing in the annual reports of the Comptroller 
of the Currency to Congress is here prepared. The work of tke division is all cur-
rent, none being carried beyond the time :fixed for its completion. Each employe 
being more or less familiar with the entire scheme, and having a portion of all to 
transact, it is impossible to make a statement of the maximum or minimum amount 
of individ u8!l labor. 
The specified items in the tabulated statement represent the important features, 
and those scheduled as miscellaneous the ''odds and ends "-an essential part, but 
clifficult of classification in the space allowed. 
A history of the action had on a report of condition of a national bank is substan-
tially that of all reports disposed of by this division except reports of bank examin-
ers (which are not abstracted), being as follows: Coming from the mail room there-
port is checked as ''received;" delivered to the clerk designated to dispose of the re-
ports of banks from the same State, city, or Territory, by whom it is again checked, 
thoroughly examined by him as to irregularities, violations of the national-bank laws, 
&c., tho same being noted on the face of the report; abstracted as a whole and for 
specie, and then consigned to the correspondence clerks. After the necessary correc-
tions have been made, as called for by the examination, the report is briefed and 
:filed for future reference. 
Appended hereto is the tabular information called for. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the reports division of the 
office of the Comptroller of the Currency for the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1SB7: 
Character of business. 
_____________ , ____ ---------------------
Reports of condition....... . . . . . . . . 13, 105 
Reports of earnings and dividends. 5, 242 
Reports of bank examiners....... 2, 626 
Publishers' certifi.cat.es........... . 13, 105 
Circular letters, &c., mailed . . . . . . . . . . . . -
Hectograph letters mai.ed ................ . 
! ... etters written...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • -- -. - - - . 










5, 3!)4 5, 394 
2, 7!)5 2, 795 
13,484 la, 484 
- --. - -- . 102, 783 
476 
8, 645 
7, 781 7, 781. 
14, 153 14-, 153 
fl, 662 5, 662 
2, 790 2, 790 
14, 153 14, 153 
. . . . . . . I 03, 205 
776 
9, 340 














.Annual reports prepared and de-
livered .......................... 10,400 10,400 10,400 10,400 10,500 10,500 ..•..... 0 
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 76, 194 . . . . . . . . 82, 6:H . . . . . . . . 56, 328 . • • . . . . . 7, 860 
Totals ............. ·········-151,7021;8,"582153,"338 247,863 55,(i(J4225,313ll,ill39;3o{i 
The work pending Jan nary 1, 1884, and clispose(l of during the years 1885, 1886, and 
1887, and und:posed of March 1, 1887, js current. 
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Prior to andiucludinJ the "call" made October 1, 188::>, all reports of condition anu 
bank examiners' reports were copied iu full in books, though the work was not com-
pleted until about June 1, 1886. That work was then discontinued. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the reports division of the office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
----------1--- -----------------------
January ................... 1, 370.94 14.19 1, 241.61 17.13 1, 217.42 15.17 1, 181. 79 17.32 
February .••••........••... 1, 197.15 15.00 966.00 18.63 1, 166.95 14.56 l, 107.72 17.00 
March ..................... 1, 307.37 14.88 1, 197. il5 17.08 1, 45!5. 89 13.70 . .. . ... .. .. .. -- .. .. ............... 
April ..................... 1, 317.11 14.77 1, 223. 75 17.33 1, 407.10 13.05 .................. .. ............... 
May ....................... 1, 317.11 14.77 1, 253. 11 lG. 32 1, 168. 87 15.80 ..................... . .............. 
June ...................... 1, 315.44 14.22 1, 461. 77 14.55 1, 207.98 15.90 ................... .. ............. 
July ....................... 1, 415.84 13.74 1, 472.90 14.44 1, 341.26 14.32 .................... .. .......... -~ 
August .................... I, 877.77 10.36 1, 916. 65 10.67 1, 770. 23 10.85 .................... .. ........... 
September . ................ 1, 863.09 10.04 2, 144.03 9. !)2 1, ORI. 47 17.76 .................... .. - ...... ---
October .................... 1, H83. 69 14. GO 1, 851. 37 11.93 1, 12fi. 84 1'/ 06 .................... . ............... 
November ................. 1,098. 95 16.00 1, 539. 82 12.75 994.36 1'1. 83 .................. .. .............. 
December ................. 1, 097.74 17.04 1, 436.14 14.24 932.74 ]:J. 80 .. ................... ----·---
Monthly averages . . . 1, 380. 18 14. 13 1, 475. 37 14.59 1, 239. 18 15.53 1, 144. 75 17.16 
No record is kept of amount of individual work. 
The following statement shows the average number of da.ys' time and attention 
devoted 1 o the transaction of business by the employes of the reports division of the 
of.fice of the Comptroller of the Currency, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to busiuess by the employe 
present for the greatest number of clays and by the employ6 present tho least number 
of days during said years. Department open fi·om 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., with half hour 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
""' .s p., -d s ~-ci 'd 'd 'd ~ ..c .., .., .., .., .., 
~ 
.., h .!4 .!4 s "d "d s~ .9 E)~ '-<-¢ 
~= 
<l) <l) 0 i:::l'-< ~~ 
0~ 
~g ~~ I!: 
...... A. ~0 oJS ~~ Years. A.., rn p., SP.. WA ~';3.. ..,A I!:~ ~::8 ~ .. o ..,rn <l)~ ~s <llS Ao bJJ .... 
rnA A "d ~'a ~d! rn"d "d.., "d.., (f) (f) 3 s t'd '"' ...,p., ~E p., p., h ~ f[S..C .., d! d! 0 ~ I>""' 0 0 A A A ~ z ~~ ,~ i~ J.J 
--~---:-,-i_ 
1884 ............................. 305~ 4, 313.16 .... -. 4, 313. 16 15. 375 280. 53 b. 91 286 256 
1885 ............................. 303 4, 197. 83 207 4, 404. 83 17. 01 2fi8. 95 5. 55 2891 247 
1886 .......................... - .. 305 4, 480. 83 300 4, 730.83 16. 90 279. 93 5. 96 304 278 
1887 ............................. 48 824. 
1
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REDEMPTION DIVISION. 
In this division is received for redemptiol!l. national-bank currencey, either direct 
from the bank of issne, the United States Treasurer, or the national-bank redemption 
agency. There are daily receipts of packages of currency, which come sealed, suoject 
to count. Packages as receivecl are entered on the register kept for that purpose ar-
ranged alphabetically and numerically, and entered in counters's receipt-books for their 
verification by the clerk in charge. A schedule is made of each package ano series of 
currency contained therein, which gives charter number and name of bank and number 
and value of notes. After verification the currency is returned to the clerk in charge, 
who gives his receipt therefor to the counters. The schedules are examined and 
name of agent marked on face of package and face of schedule. The packaO"es 
are then checked by the register and !ihe schedules delivered to another clerk, wh~se 
duty it is to make t,he certillcate of destruction, which contains the aforementioned 
information. After checking, the packages are arranged according to agents, counted 
and verified by nnmber of certiticate for each agent, and placed in boxes in the vault 
preparatory to destruction the next day. The schetlu~es made by the counters are 
used by the book-keepers of the division to make their entries, aud after being veri-
tied are filed. The certificates are used by the clerks in making up each clay's de· 
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struction, and are finally forwarded to the hanks of issue. The manner of destruc-
tion is as follows : The currency iii delivered to the clerk representing the office of 
the Secretary of the Treasury, detailed in this office for the purpose of verifying the 
count made by the Comptroller's office, canceled with the Secretary's cancellation 
stamp, under the supervision of this clerh;, and delivered to the agentHor tbl'ir count-
ers for verification. At 2 p. m., daily, representatives of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, the Treasurer, the Comptrol1er of the Currency, and the banking associations 
interested are present to witness the checking by certificates of destruction; in their 
presence, also, the currency is placed in locke<l boxes and carried to the macerator 
in the basement of the Treasury building, transferred from the boxes to the macerator, 
and at 4. m. the work of destruction, which requires about an hour and a half, be-
gins. After the currency has been deposited in the macerator the certificates of de-
struction and also the originals (kept in book form as the office record) are signed by 
each of the representatives named. 
The work of this division is practically current, as the receipts of each day are 
counted and verified (except when unusually large) before going to the vault. An 
interesting featnre is the identification of charred and otherwise badly mutilated 
currency, a work devolving npon the clerk who has charge of the counters. A 81lC-
cessful issue requires an intimate k:r:owledge of all national-bank notes as to individ-
ual characteristiCs placed thereon by the engraver, to which must be added pa.tience 
and experience. 
The appended table gives the number and value of packages of currency receive<l 
and redeemed, and the miscellaneous work of the division for the time indicated. 
The following statement shows in (letail tho business in the r edemption division of 
the office of the Comptroller of the Currency for the calendar years 1884, 1B85, 1886, 
and lt:!87: 










Transacted and dispose<l 
of during year. 
No. Amount. 
Packages (and value) mutilated currency re-
ceived for destruction ...... . ............. -.-.. $903, 739 42, 322 42, 322 $102, 294, 494 50 
CertificuteR (and value) of' destruction of iosolv· 
ent. reissuable, aml liqnidatio~ currency . ....... . ··-· · ·-·............ 44,527 101,884,4:!9 50 
Certificates {and value) of destruction of non-
issued vault currency ............... -... - .. - ....... - ... - ... -- ....... -. 128 2, 737, 710 01) 
Packages (ancl value) Stat. national-bank cur-
l'ency destroyed ·---·· ...... ··- ... ·-·--·- ·----· .•.•.. ·--·-· .•.•.. ...... *493 8,235,190 00 
Letters received (estimated) ................. ·--· ·····- ·----· 600 000 ••••.. ·--- ....... . 
Certificates of destruction mailed .. -... . .. -... -.. -.- ... -- .... -....... -.. 44, 527 101 884 439 50 
Power of attorney (number) received, &c. (es- ' ' 
timated .•• _ .• ·--- --------. ·-- ... ·-- ... -- ... ·--· ----- .... _ .. ·---- __ . _ ·1 (II) .......... __ ···- __ 
Totals·-----·-·---·-----·-----·---- .. ·-----· ----mi3, 739 ~922 132,597 -317, oa6,27aso 












Packages (and value) mutilated currency re-
ceived for destruction .... -- ........ -.- .. . .. -.. $R51, 350 63, 316 
CflrtificateR (and value) of destruction of insolv-
ent; reissuable, and liqui(l:1ting currCincy... -.. -. _ ... _ ........... _ .. 
Certificates (and value) of destruction of non-
issued vault currency---·-- ......• ·-··-·.·--- .... -· ...••... ···--- , ___ , 
Packages {and value) Stat. national-bank cur-
L!:t~~! ::~:[~JJ1 ~~ti~;~~<ll _-~:: ~::::: ~::::: ~:::: :::::: :::::: ... -.... ~~~. 
Certificates of destruction mailed . ..... . . . ... _.. . . _ ...... _.. . .......... . 
Power of attorney (number) received, &c. (es-
timated) ................................... _ ... ---··· ----·· . -- ..... . .. . 
Totals ........ . ................. . ......... .. 851,350 63,976 
Transacted and disposed 
of-during year. 
No. Amount. 
63,316 $95, 722, 300 00 
68,927 95, 546, 325 00 
762 16, 499, 120 00 
t562 8, 544, 400 00 
660 .......... . .............. .. ....... 
68,927 95, 546, 325 00 
(II) ·-- .... -...................... 
203,154 an. 858,470 oo 
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Character of business. 
1886. 
Pooka,!!'es (and value) mutilated currency re-
On hand 
and undis-








ceived for destruction.... . • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . $928, 397 89, 756 
Certificates (and value) of destruction of insolv-
vent, reissuable, and' liquidating currency ... . ... _ . . . _ . . __ . . __ .. __ . . . _. 
Certificates (and value) of destruction of non-
issued vaultcurrency ......................... . ..... __ . . __ . .. .. ....... . 
Packages (and value) Stat. national-bank cur-
rency deEtroyed _ .......••........•••............... __ . ___ . ....... __ . _. 
Letters received (estimated). ..... , ...... _ •.. _._ . ...... _____ . 700 
Certincates of destruction mailed.--- ... . _ . .. __ . .•....... __ . ---- ...... . 
Power of attorney (number) received, &c. (cs-
tirr..ated) ---------------·-·· ------------ ......... _ ... _. __ .. .. . . ...... _. 
Transacted and disposed 
of during year. 
No. Amount. 
89,756 $73, 673, 173 50 
107,899 75, 458, 400 00 
52 960,800 00 
t503 4, 702, 410 00 
700 .............. ~ . .... - - . . 
107,899 75,458,400 00 
--------------------
Totals ................................... .. 928,397 90, 456 306, 809 239,253, 183 50 
Character of business. 
1887 (to March 1). 
On hand 
and t!ndis-








Packages (and value) mutilat-ed currency re-
ceived for destruction .. _ ....... _.......... .. .. $638, 667 16, 151 
Certificates (and valne) of destruction of insolv-
er.t. reissuable, and '•liquidating· currenc, ...... ------------ ------------
Certificates (ar.d value) of destruction o · non-
is!!ued vacit ct:.rrency _ ......... ---- _ ..... ______ .................. ---- .. 
Package~ (and value) Stat. national-bank cur-
rency uestrcyed. __ . _ ..................... ___ .. . ............... _ ...... . . 
Letters rece:ved (cEtiir.ated) .... _ ............. _ .. ___ ....... _. 125 
Cert~f.cates of destruction mailed ... __ ...... _. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ........ .. 
Power of attorney (number) received, &c. (es-
timated) ...................... , .................. - -· . .... - ...... -.------
Transacted and disposed 
of during year. 
No. Amount. 
16,151 $14, 487. 402 50 
18,688 14, 566, 985 00 
30 368,080 00 
§82 499,270 00 
125 . .......... . ................... 
18,688 14, 566, 985 00 
112,875 ................................. 
----------------
Totals ................... -- ... ------ .... ---. 638,667 16,276 56,61!9 
"Represents 28 macerations and 56 tripe. to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
f RepreseJ:ts 27 rr..acerations and 54 trips to the Bur-eau of Engraving and Printing. 
1 Represents 35 ma.cerat:ons ana 70 tnps to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
~Represer.ts 4 macerations and 8 trips to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
II No record kept pnor to 1887. 
44, 488, 722 50 
There were on hand and undisposed of March 1, 1887, packages and mutilated cur-
rency valued at $577,948.50. 
Practically the above work is current, as the receipts of each day are given im-
mediate attention. Occasionally it is necessary, owing to unusually large rPceipts, 
to delay the maceration of a small amount until the next day. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the redemption division of the office of the , 
Comptroller of the Currency, with average number of employes: during the time 
specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Months. <D...,s C!)rD C!). <Doo ~~ 
<Doo C!). <Drn 
bl:l::i blJ-C!) ~~ b(.-C!) b.C-C!) ~§ b_c-C!) ~~ c.sh t:ilh <liP-. t:ilh F-<0 F-<:::l F-<0 ._.::; 1-0 ~0 ... o C!)O (!)...-< (!)0 <D.-< C!)O <D.-< 
~1 P-S p.>=:. P.S p.A P.8 p.A P.8 
..Q<~~ ..q8 ..Q<~~ ..qS ..Q<II ..q~ ..Q-<11 <ljQ) 
C!) <D 
----------1---------------------------
January·--------------- .. . 
February ................. . 
March .....•...... ------ .... . 
April ....... _____ ------ ... . 
431. 04 26. 18 614. 25 28. 38 949. 70 26. 48 1, 208. 99 24. 60 
409. 14 25. 46 490. 21 30. 09 868. 15 26. 65 1, 120. 54 24. 22 
4fi2. Jl 24. 96 633. 72 26. 45 1, 024. 13 26. 52 ---.----- ... - .. - .. 
440.47 25.62 627.74 2'1.77 997.11 26.23 ---------- ...... .. 
May ...................... . 
J nne ..................... . 
J nly . __ ...... _ ............ . 
te~~~\;~~ ~:: : :: ~:: ::: ~: ·_: : 
October .................. .. 
415.64 27.15 600.36 27.92 954.03 26.36 ..... ..... ---- ---
43(.58 25.20 681.49 2fi.58 1,000.16. 26.15 . ............... .. 
528.56 21.35 681.49 25.58 1,101.69 23.74 ---------- -------· 
521. 23 ·21. 6fi 726. 26 n OS 1, 121. 53 23. 32 ................ .. 
505. 62 21. 46 807. 81 21. 58 1, 275. 81 20. 50 --------- ... ---- .. 
November ... __ .......... . . 400. 14 25. 49 732. 76 21. 96 883. 36 27. 33 .. ------ ...... ----
December ............... .. 431. 27 25. 16 675. 89 24. 80 895. 59 28. 08 .... - .. -- ...... .. 
481. 66 24. 33 760. 31 23.81 1, 082.54 1 24. 16 . ---- .. - ... ------. 
Monthly avetages .... ~:95 24. ~0 669. 34 25. 5S 1, 012~~ 25. 46 1, 164:76" ~41 
No record is kept of amount of individual work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the redemption division of 
the office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in person, and by· proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to businesA by the 
employe present the greatest number of day·s and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. The Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-----------1---------------------------
1884 ------------------------- 305i 7, 482. 06 
1885 ------------------------- 303 7, ~2. 33 
1886-------------------- ----- 305 7, 734.78 
1887 --------- .. ---- ...... -.-- 48 1, 167. 
·----- 7,482.06 
30!l 7, 740. 33 
20 7, 754.78 
----.. 1, 167. 
DIVISION OF ISSUE. 
The duties of this division are as follows: 
27. 99 267. 31 5. 60 
27. 96 276. 83 5. 94 
27.66 280. 36 5. 97 









To make requests on the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, in compliance with 
o.xders from the banks, for the preparation of engraved plates for tho national banks 
and the printing of their circulating notes therefrom to supply not only tho .first issue 
to them but also to replace the destructions of their notes as they occur. 
To examine, test, and count this "incomplete currency" when received from the 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, making a record of the same on the books, and 
to store the reserve supply in the vault'3 in ~:;ealed packages. 
To issue the required amounts to the banks, after counting and recording the same 
in the proper books, putting them up in packages, sealed and addressed for shipment, 
making out receipts for the same, which are forwarded to the hanks, signed andre-
turned by them, and filed away. 
To keep such books of account and record as show the capital stock, bonds to secure 
circulation, and circulation of each bank, and the receipts and issues of ''incomplete 
currency" for each, and such other books of record and statistics as are necessary. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the istme divhdon of the of-
ficeoftheComptrollerofthe Currency for the calendar years 1884, H:l85, 1886, and 1887: 
s!. .:.. .:. §~ p p ::s 
rT;;1 '"d 'd 'd 
~ri ~g ~g '+-<t-Ooo 
Character of business. -ooo ...;::oo -ooo .-coo.....:.. <D.-; <D.-; <D.-; ~~~ tDbl) rn bll "'bll 
01=1 0 .. 0 .. 0 bf)~ 
~·r-t ~-~ ~- .... .~.S;:;;l 
~ i:i i:i A 
------------------- !--------------
Packages national-bank currency received, examined, and 
counted ...... ------ ------ ..... ---- ... ---- __ ............... . 
Packages national-bank currency counted for issue, strapped, 
andmarked ... "-· .................. ------ ................. . 
Packages currency withdrawn from vaults, opened, resealed, 
and replaced in vaults ........ --- .. ------ .... -- ........ . -- . 
Packages of currency made up for shipment, sealed, and ad-
dressed ...... -.... -- ... ------------.--------- .. -· ---------. 
Letters written and addressed ...... _ .... --- .............. -. 
3, 552 3, 960 2, 2ii0 217 
31,914 42, 127 53,005 6, 805 
33,066 43,332 53,506 6,809 
27,419 36,408 43,009 5,499 
36,465 43,065 40,16<1- 1, 061 
Blanks filled out, briefed, and filed away .................. --. 
Entries made on journals, ledgers, and other books of record . 
30,498 39,730 45, 013 5, 827 
520,886 654,092 755,021 89,885 
---------------
Total .....•..•.. __ .. _ . _. ___ ......... _ . __ . __ .. ___ . __ .. .. 683,800 862,714 991, 9{l8 116,103 
The work performed in this division is transacted and disposed of each day as it is 
received. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the issue division of the office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
<D <D. <l) <D. <l) <D. <D ~~ b.C~ bll:r5 bl)~ bl:.gs bl)...; b.C.gs bfj~ 
ell .. c<lh .;:>:l C<lP.. c<l>:l e;sh c<l>:l c<lh 
~::s ~0 ~5 ~~ ~5 ~0 ~::s ~.9 ~s <DP.. ~--s <DA l>s <D'P. ~s <DA ~>s ~>s I>S ~>s ~«< ~<D ~«< ~<l) <tlc<l ~<D ~o:S ~<l) 
- - - - ----- ------ - -----
January ............. ··-··---------
• February--- ... --- ............... .. 
March---- •• ------.----------------
1, 951 25.35 2,222 24.87 4,695 20.12 2,451 23. 
2,406 24.25 2, 339 25.68 4,458 20.62 2,667 22.39 
2, 711 24.40 2,656 25.65 4,724 21.48 ............. ·--··-- · April ................. __ ......... __ 
May ..... ---.---- ........... -------
June ....... ----------. __ ... _______ _ 
2,748 24.04 2,845 24.81 3, 646 22.27 ............. . -· ....... 
2, 523 24.92 2,675 24.72 4,109 21.56 ................ . .... -...... 
2, 784 24.04 3, 081 24.35 4,4S8 21.50 ............... .............. 
July.------------.-----------------
te~~;:;b~~: ~: ::: ::~:: ::::: ~:: :::::: 
October ...................... ---- .. 
2, 761 21.81 3, 209 24.12 4,498 19.50 ............... .. ........ --. 
2, 867 17.29 3, 317 21.72 3, 984 17.77 ............. ............... 
2,158 20.28 3,202 22.08 4,210 16.68 ............... ............. 
2,314 23.52 3, fi82 23.85 3, 454 18.50 ............. ............... 
November ........................ . 2,177 23.15 2, 603 26.71 3, 60!) 22.08 ............ ............... 
December ..................... .. .. . 2,407 23.04 3, 501 25. 68 2, !)20 22.76 ................ ............. 
------ _____ __.;,._ ------------
Monthly averages ..•........ 2, 484 23. 2,941 24.52 4, 062 20.40 2, 550 22.69 
The nature of the work performed in tbis division makes it impossible to keep a. 
separate record of the amount perform C(l by each employe. The distribution is as 
nearly equal as possible. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the issue di·vision of the office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency, in person and by proxy, during the years named, 
with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present 
for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present the least nnmber of days 
during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon 
for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
1884- ......... --- ·--- .......... 305~ 
1885 . ---- .... -- -- .. -- .. -- -- . - -- 303 
1886 . ---- -- ---- -- -- .. - • ---- -- . - 305 








7, 028 26. 270. 31 
7, 420 26. 944 275. 38 
6, 217 22.423 277.25 
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ORGANIZATION DIVISION. 
The information called for by those interested in establishing a national bank and 
the official papers incident thereto are furnished by this division. Here, also. the 
miscellaneous correspondence of the Bureau, not personally answered by the Comp· 
troller or Deputy Comptroller, is disposed of. 
The organization of national banks is the main work of the division, and the method 
is as follows: When any person advises the office that he contemplates organizing a 
bank, he is written to and requested to file here a formal notice setting forth the 
name of the place in which it is proposed to locate the bank, the title by which the 
bank is to be known, and the names of five or more of the persons who propose to 
take stock therein. The object of this notice is to enable the Comptroller to reserve 
for the persons the title selected so as to prevent the confusion and difficulties that 
would arise from the selection of a title which could not be approved. When this 
notice is filed, the persons, if they desire, are furnished with blank forms to be used 
in effecting an organization, and the title which they have selected, if it is approved, 
is reserved for them for a reasonable period. The forms sent include articles of asso-
ciation, organization certificate, certificate upon which officers and directors are to set 
forth the facts of which it is necessary for the Comptroller to inform himself before 
authorizing the bank to begin business; oaths of directors, and order for circulating 
notes. When these papers are returned to this office executed, they are carefully ex-
amined to see that they are in due form, and if any errors are found therein these 
errors are pointed out and the papers sent back to the corporators for correction or 
completion, as the case may be. If all the papers are found duly correct, this fact 
is certified to the bond clerk, who then sends to the Register of the Treasury, for 
transfer upon the ·books of the Department, the bonds which have been forwarded 
to this office for the account of the hank. When this transfer has been made, and 
the bonds have been deposited with the Treasurer, the certificate of the Comptroller, 
authorizing the bank to begin business, is issued. 
The information in detail of the work of this division accompanies this statement. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the "organization division 
llf the office of the Comptroller of the Currency for the calendar years 1884, Ul85, 
l~tJ6, and 1887 : 











Letters written .•..•..•..........•. 
Application and organiza-
tion papers ....... --. . . . . 1, 895 
Increase and reduction 
(capital stock) cases .••. 405 
Voluntary liquidation 
cases ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . 120 
Extension (corporate ex-
istence) papers ... --- . . . . 1, 510 
0aths (directors') examined 
and<filed .•.... .......... 5,550 
Lists (stockholders) ex-
amined and filed . . . . . . . . 2, 650 
Circulars, "Instructions," 
&c., mailed ..................... . 
Letters copied in books .. . 
Certified· copies of official 
douuments (installments 
~~il~~t_t~l-. ~~~~~:. ~~-: ~ . ....... . 
7,575 
1, 895 1, 543 
405 475 
120 96 
1, 510 3, 990 
5, 550 l.l,198 
2, (l50 2, 874 
17,028 
4, 050 
































6, 520 6, 392 6, 392 35 




2,125 .... .. .. 3, 472 .. ·--·-· 
Totals .. ---- •. --..... 12, 130 42, 131 15, 176 54, 532 12, 492 44, 7 40 10, 409 26, 358 46 
Upon receipt of all necessary documents, from the organizers of a bank, the case is 
immediately disposed of, any delay being due entirely to failure to comply promptly 
with the requirements of the law. Practically the work is c'urrent. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the organization division of the office of the 
Comptroller of the Currency, with average number of employes, during the time 
specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Months. 
() • ~ a5 4) • 4) a5 4) • 4) <15 C) • 4) <15 
:§ ~ :§ ~~~ :§ :~. :§ :~ 
~ 0 .... 1""'""1 ~ 0 ;......-.~ ~ 0 ~~ ~ 0 ~-
1
, 4)s 4)P, 4)s 4)P, ~s 4)P, 4)s ~P< 
~<U ~~ ~~ ~@ ~<U ~@ ~~ ~@ 
--------------- ---------------------
.January ................................. 437.81 8.19 584.90 8.00 526.90 6.96 1,769.0.7 7.76 
February .... .. .... .. • .. • .. ..... • .. .. .. .. 420. 56 7. 87 494. 92 8. 00 485. 45 6. 95 1, 596. 68 7. 91 
March . . .. ... ••• .. • • ..... .... .. ... .. • . .. . 427. 88 8. 38 570. 97 7. 88 569. 05 6. 06 .............. .. 
April .................................... 398.41 9.00 584.90 8.00 547.98 6.96 .............. .. 
May ..................................... 459.70 7.80 520.74 8.64 529.05 6.92 ............... . 
June ............. . ....................... 407.53 8.46 550.49 8.;;o 644.85 7.00 ............... . 
July .. .. • .. .. . . .. • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • . • . 432. 01 H. 30 533. 54 8. 77 635. 66 6. 00 ...... --.. . ... .. 
August . • . • • .. .. • .. ... .. .. .. • • .. .. . . . .. .. 405. 16 8. 85 653. 96 6. 88 566. 70 6. 73 .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 
September............................... 408. 50 8. 44 660. 90 7. 08 573. 52 6. 65 ............... . 
October .................................. 447.0l 8.33 869.26 5.50 688.44 5.54 ............... . 
November ............................... 405.11 8.00 791.08 5.46 456.62 7.71 .............. . 
December .. . .. . .. . ... . . . .. . . •• . .• . . . .. .. 408. 50 8. 44 760. 01 5. 92 485. 08 7. 56 .............. .. 
Monthly averages .. ....... .. .•.• .. 421.51 8. 34 631. 31 7. 39 550. 85 6. 83 1, 682. S7 7. 83 
No record is kept of amount of individual work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time an.d attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the organization division 
of the office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days a.nd by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half-hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours daily. 
1884 •••••• ............. •••·•• 305! 12,519.50 30 2, 549.50 19.29191274.3815.841 
1885 ....... .... •• ............ 303 2, 177. 00 63 2, 240. 00 7. 916 2R2. 97 6. 05 
1886 ......................... 305 2, 080.00 ...... 2, 080.00 7. 25 286.80 6.11 









The work of this section is the disposition of United States bonds held, or to be 
held, in trust for national banks to secure their circulation and keeping the booktS to 
show such transactions; the assessment and collection of amounts from banks neces-
sary to pay examiners' fees and the payment and keeping of those ac9ounts ; the ac-
count with each bank showing capital stock, bonds deposited, transferred, and with-
drawn, circulation and lawful money deposited for the reduction of circulation antl 
redemption of circulating notes, and the receipt, stamping, and delivering of the mail 
addressed to the Bureau. 
The principal feature is the manipulation of bonds. The bonds are received either 
by express or mail (registered), packages opened, bonds counted, and a record maue 
of the number of the package; they are again counted and the accompanying papers 
granting authority from boards of directors to deposit, withdraw, sell, or assign, are 
examined, as also the assignments on the back of each bond. If found correct, the 
bonds, with instructions, are sent to the Register for transfer. (If not correct the 
bonds and accompanying papers are returned to this division, which conducts the 
correspondence with banks with reference to the proper authority for such transfer.) 
When so transferred, they are returned to the bond section by the Register, a memo-
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randum is made on the back of each bond stating the object of its deposit with the 
Treasurer, and tho signature of the Comptroller or Deputy Comptroller attached. If 
bonds are to be substituted for others already on deposit, the request is made by let-
ter from the Comptroller, his action being based upon the authority granted by 
boards of directors. The release of bonds consists in their reassignment by the Treas-
urer of the United States to the bank owning them (if called bonds to the Secretary 
of the Treasury for redemption), and when countersigned by the Comptroller they 
are forwarded as req nested. 
Accompanying this is the detailed information called for. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the bond section of tbe 
office of the Comptroller of the Currency for the calendar years 1884, 1885, 18136, and 
1887: ' 
During 
1884. Disposed of in 1884. 
During 
1885. Disposed of in 1885. 
Character of business. 
-------------,----I--N_o_. ___ N_o_. __ , __ v_al_u_e_. -I--N_o_._ ~~ Value. 
United States bonds, cases............ 1, 345 1, 345 ... . . . . .••... 451 451 .•••••.••••• 
Value of loan of July 12, 1882,3 per 
cent• .........•.................. ·-.. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $71, 724, 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $22, 270, 450 
Value of con sols of 1907, 4 per cent*.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 24, 984, 800 . . . . . .......... _. 16, 924, 350 
Value of fundeflloan 1891, Hpercent*. . . .. . . . . . ... . .. . . . . 17, 852. 1!50 . . . ...... . . .. . . ... 8, 090,900 
Value of Pacific Railroad, 6 per cent*. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 000 
Letters received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 363 11, 363 . . . . . . .. . . . . . 11, 253 11, 253 ...•.••••... 
Letters (hektograph, &c.) written .... .... .. ... 22,698 ...................... 17,943 ....•••.•••. 
Authorities (boards directors') copied, 
&o .......•...•........••............ 1,166 1,166 
Accounts kept........................ ....... •. 2, 993 
Letters opened, stamped, and deliv-





Total ..•••.•..•......•..••••.••. 13,874 138,191 114,711,250 12,150 127,020 47,311,700 
During 
1886. Disposed of in 1886. 
During Disposed of in 1887 . ~ 
1887 (to (to Mar. 1). 
Character of business. 
Mar. I). 
-----------------I--N_o_. _ ~~--v_a_lu_e_. __ 
1 
__ N_o_. ___ N_o_. -I - V"'7"'al_n_e_. _ 
I 
224 1,189 !······- ..... . United States bonds, cases............ 1,189 
Value of Joan of July 12, 1882, 3 per 
224 
cent* .................................................. $94,322,100 ................. . 
Value of consols of 1907,4 per cent*... . . . .. . . • . . .. . . . . . .. 26, 280, 850 ................. . 
Value of funded loan, 1891, 4~ per cent*. . . • . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . 24, 968, 050 ................. . 
Value of Pacific Railroad, 6percent~.. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 165,000 ................ .. 
Letters received . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 15, 188 15, 188 . . . . . . .. . . . . . 2, 262 2, 262 
Letters (hektograph, &c.) written.... . ...... •. 17,678 .•......•.•...... _. ... 3,102 
Authorities (boards directors') copied, 
&c................................. . 1, 676 
A<.counts kept .................•.............•. 





ered, and miscellaneous work. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101, 282 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 455 
Total........................... 18,053 140,311 145,736,000 ~-2-, iii2 ""'"34,456 
$15,474,150 
4, 944,750 . 
4, 274,200 . 
521,000 
25,214,100 
"These bonds vary in denomination from $50 to $50,000, the majority, the smaller, being more con-
venient for commercial purposes. 
The work is current. The deposit and withdrawal of bonds require immediate ac-
tion; delay occurs only when there is an improper execution of "authorities," re-
quired of all national banks. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
ormed, transacted, and disposed of in the bond section of the office of the Com p-









1885. 1886. 1887. 
- ------------1- -- - - - ------------ - - ---
January-----·----·- ...•.•...••.... 1,960.14 6 1, 816. 58 6 2,300. 20 5 2,702. 67 6.64 
lt'ebroary ..•..•...•••.•.•••.••...•. 1,809. 36 6 1, 537.10 6 2,116.18 5 2,417. 29 6.83 
March ..•••• ----··-----·· .•••••.... 1,960.14 6 1, 746.71 6 2, 481.21 5 
April .....•.•..••....••.•••.•.....• 1,960.14 6 1,81ti.58 6 2, il92. 21 5 .................. ------
May ..•.••...•••......•.••••...... ~.410. 4. 88 2, 104.47 4. 98 2, 889.69 3. 98 . ................... ·-----
June .....•...•••......•...•....•••. 2, 298.47 4.02 2, 179.89 5 1, 993.51 6 -----··-·· .......... 
July ..••...•... .' ..••....••• ·---·- .. 2, 445.08 4. 81 2, 711. 31 4. 02 1, 993.51 6 .............. ------
.August-----· ..•.••................ 2,248. 72 5. 23 5, 234.65 3. 24 2, 030.74 5.89 ---- .... -... ··----
September ..•••••.••••• -----· .••••• 1, 884.75 6 2,304. 33 4. 73 1, 993.51 6 ............... ·-----
October ...•••.••••• ---··· ...••••.•. 2, 102.09 5. 81 2,549. 25 4.44 1,993. 51 6 ................... ........... 
November ...•••..•••••.•••••.• 1 ••• 2,290. 95 4.64 2, 028. 43 4. 96 1, 60!. 79 6.88 ............... ............. 
December .•••••..•••••.•••••.•••.. 1,990. 93 5. 68 2,495. 29 4. 20 2, 145.71 5. 36 ................... ............ 
---------------------
Monthly averages .•••••..•.•• 2, 113.39 5.49 2, 210.38 4. 96 2, 161.48 5.51 2, 559.98 (). 73 
No record kept of :!.mount of individual work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the bond section of the 
office of the Comptroller of the Currency, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6-f hours daily. 
d>~ 
't:l 't:l rn .... <~~'Cl~ ''t:l rn~>-. <II Q;l rll~>-. 
~§ ~~ ""'· o.,; ~<II ~~~ ~>->..o. A<~~ ol't:l 'IV ::~~ ~~~ 8 . 't:l<!l """"' ~>'>· Years. rnt; l=l ~~ ~8 .!<1 <PO ... ..o- rno~ 't:I<P~ <P ......... ..o- <~~S~ ~~P. ~.!<I-~~~ rn~ "'~ olO a~ t:;-·a "'""~ ~l=l ~t- 0~ ds ~>odol ~os <'lOS ..ql=l't:l 0~ A A"'"' A E-1 ZIP ~ ~~<II ~~<II 
- -----------------------
1884 ·-····-··-··· ··---· 305~ 1,671 0 1,681 6 280.16 5. 96 304 273 
1885 ·-··· ··-· ---·----·- 303 1,501 0 1,501 5.42 276.93 5. 94 285 252 
1886 ·-····----···-··--· 305 1,680. 50 0 1, 680.50 6 280.08 5. 97 302 275 
1887 ·-·-·--··········-· 48 323 0 323 7 46.14 6.24 48 39 
! 
INSOLVENT .AND LIQUIDATING SECTION. 
The official duties of the three clerks employed in this section consist of keeping the 
accounts of the Comptroller with the Treasurer of the United States and assistant treas-
urer at New York; accounts with insolvent national banks; examining and adjust-
ing the quarterly reports of receivers; consolidating reports of book-keepdrs, show-
ing daily balances of bonds, cirenlation, &c., recording, by States, the deposits of law-
ful money, and preparation of tabular statements for and the compilation of the 
Comptroller's annual reports. '!'hey also conduct all correspondence incident to this 
work-a very important feature-amounting to an average of about 4,000 letters an-
nually. This work is entirely current. 
The number of failures of national banks in the years indicated, ending on Jan nary 
1, was: 1884, two; 1885, fourteen; 1886, two ; 1887, nine. 
The length of time and amount of work req nired to terminate the affairs of one 
failed bank sustain no comparative rela.tion to similar requirements of another; one 
may be closed within twelve months, while others will demand the attention of the 
Government authorities twelve or more years by reason of litigation and other causes. 
At present the a.ffairs of twenty-six insolvent banks are in process of settlement, 
No detailed statement can be furnished as to the work of this section, 
4405 l'~-26 
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INTERNAL REVENUE BUREAU. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL H.EVENUE, 
Washington, July 18, 1887. 
SIR: In reply to the reference to this office, under date of March, 1887, by the honorable 
Secretary of the Treasury, of the let.ter of Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select 
Committee, of the same date, requesting tbat a detailed statement of the method of 
transacting business, &c., in each vf the divisions of this Bureau be given, I have the 
honor to report that, as an item of lmsiness in this tlivision in the appointment of a 
gauger, the following details are observed: 
1'he collector of internal revenue forwards by mail his recommendation for the ap-
pointment of a gauger, naming him. The letter is received, taken to the mail room, 
where a force of clerks detailed to open all official correspondence open it, then it is 
sent to the room of the general register, where two clerks are oceupied registering all 
letters, it is numbered and registered, sent to the eli vision where it belongs; it is again 
registered on the register of the chief clerk, and given to the clerk who has charge of 
the appointment of gaugers. This letter, containing the application of the person t.o 
be appointed and such testimonials of fitness as he may furnish, is examined ·by the clerk 
after consulting the records to see if the collector is entitled under the ln.w ( circula.r 
279) to an additional gauger, and also to note if the applicant states his age, occupa-
tion, legal residence, whether he has relatives in Government employ, service in Army, 
or Navy (circular 84). If the appointment is to be made, the collector's recommenda-
tion is then referred to the honorable Secretary of tho Treasury by indorsement, ini-
tialed by the chief clerk, signed by the Commissioner, with the request that the persdn 
recommended be appointed United States gauger. It is then registered on the reg-
ister of letters sent to the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, and forwarded to the 
mail room of the Treasury. 
'rhe commission is issued by tho Secretary and sent to the Commissioner of Internal 
H.evenue. When received at this office the name of the person appointed is entered 
upon the record of g(Lugers, with the date of his commission; notification of his ap- · 
pointment fuitiaJed by the chief clerk, signed by tho Commissioner, together with a 
blank bond, is maileu to the care of the collector of the district. When the bond is 
executed and returned here it is examined, anu if fouud satisfactory by the chief 
clerk, it is initialed by him and approved by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
If the bond is not satisfactory, it is returned to the collector, with a letter requiring 
the necessary corrections to be made. Upon the approval of the bonu by the Commis-
sioner, the commission is mailed in a letter of transmittal to the collector. Tllo tia,te 
of bond is entered upon the recorcl of gaugers; the honorable ::;ecret11ry of the Treasury 
is notified of the approval of the bond, as a complete record of gaugers Is kept in his 
office, and the date of commission, date of bond, and residence are entered upon a note 
book, which is sent to the division of accounts, in oruer that the bills of gangers may 
be approved. 
As another item of business, the following is a detailed statement of the appointment 
of a collector of internal revenue. When the commission i~:~ receiveu from the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, signed by the President anu the Secretary, it is entered upon the 
record of collectors of internal reYenue, noting date of commission, date of notification 
of appointment, amount of bond required, and post-office address. 
A letter is written notifying the person appointed that the President has appointed 
him collector of internal revenue for such a district, if it is during the recess of Con-
gress, or if he has been confirmed by the Senate, that the Presitient has appointed 
him by and with the consent of the Senate. A blank bond is inclosed, having in-
serted in the bond the date of the commission and the penalty ofthe bond, for him to 
execute ; also a disbursing bond to execute as disbursing agent. When the bond is 
executed and received here, if in the judgment of the chief clerk it is correct, a refer-
ence is indorsed thereon, initialed by the chief clerk, signed by the Commisswner, re-
ferred to the honorable Solicitor of the Treasury for his action. If the bond is fonnu 
to be correct and satisfactory, a date is fixed for the transfer of the collector's office 
from the outgoing to the incoming collector, and he is notifieu by letter or telegram 
that his bond will be approved on sucli a date, and he is directed to take charge of 
the collector's office on the day fixed for the transfer. He is also advised what rev-
enue a~ent will superintend the transfer and his commission, together with a blank 
oath of office for him to execute. .A letter is inclosed in the newly appointed col-
lector's letter addressed to the retiring officer, directing him to deliver all books, 
Government property, &c., to tho new collector. A separate communication is also 
sent to the outgoing collector to have all stamps called in from his deputies, and ttJ 
be ready to transfer the office in good order. On the clay of the transfer a note is ad-
dr·cssed to the Solicitor of the Treasury by tho chief clerk, asking tho approval of the 
bond. When the bond is returned hero approved by Solicitor it is entered upon the 
register of collector bonds, noting name of district attorney by whom approved, 
entering on book the names of t4e seyerq,l &llreties1 amounts for which they ,justifyf 
ppcupation? t:U!.d a,dd:rtJf:!s, 
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The bond is then indorsed, initialed, and signed by the chief clerk, and transmitted 
to the honorable First Comptroller for file. 
On the day that the new collector enters upon duty the chief clerk notifies, by let-
ter , the heads of divisions and sections of this Bureau, and also heads of other Bureaus 
in the Treasury Department of the change in tho collectorship. He also addresses a 
letter to the publishers of the Internal Revenue Record, New York City, to the same . 
. effect. 
Respectfully, JOHN. D. BIDDIS, 
Chief Clerk and Head of Appointment Division. 
Hon. JOSEPH S. MILLER, 
Commissioner Internal Revenue. 
APPOINTMENT DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1887. 
Sm: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Sec•·etary of the Trea~:~­
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Hou. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statem~nt showing amount 
an.d character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 
1884, &c., I have the honor to hand to you, on a form prepared for that purpose, a 
report in accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. JOSEPH S. MILLER, 
Commissioner Internal Revenue. 
JOHN D. BIDDIS, 
Chief Cle-rk and Head of Appointment Division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the appointment division of 
the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal years 1884, li:l85, 
1886, and 1887 : 
Character of busi-
ness. 
-------[---- -------- ----- --- ----------
..Appointments of 
internal revenne 
officers recorded. 1, 761 
JJotices ol appoint-
ment and blank 
O~~~~lsJ>::E:r:~: ....•....•. 




mailed .... . ..•............ 
Letters received 
forentireBnreau 
registered . . . . . . . 54, 378 
Letters h ri e fed 
and filed . . . . . . . . 62, 755 
Press-copy letters 





copied·inrecords .......... . 
Requisitions f o r 
printing pre-
pared an u col-
lector's orders 
filled ............ ......... . 
Miscellaneous ...... .. ....... . 











20,593 ....•• -... 
121,529 
1, 445 3, 235 
269 









15, 887 . .. - ... - •• 
163,' 145 . ....... -. 
3, 235 1, 98:} 
2.058 










114, 172 . ...... . . . 
Total . ....... 149,198 319,600 110,819 317,494 112,266 271,970 67,372 
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The following statement shows the avera. go amount antl character of btl'li ness per. 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the appointment <li vision of the office of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with avera.ge number of employes, tluring the 
time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 
~ - <l) <l) • 
!:1:~ b.()~ bi~ 
~ h c<: ~ ol;.., 
~r9 ~ g ~s 
p.>=>< ~s I>A 






Novmnber .................................. . 
Dece1nber .................................. . 
January .................................... . 
February .................................. .. 
March ...................................... . 
.April ...................................... .. 
May ........................................ . 




























































21 980 1!) 
}!) 1, 0!)5 17 
15 1, Ofi:J 1,7 
17 !lHO l!l 
l!l 8i.8 ~l 
18 8!);) 20 
22 8!)5 20 
21 823 20 
21 
21 ........... . 
20 -----· .... .. 
20 ------ ------
Totalaverages ............................ 1,0G4l 25~ 1,211H 22r'!! 1,1751 l!l~ 947if l!lj 
NOTE--There are no rBports made in this diviHion giving the maximum and minimum amount of 
work done. 
The following statement shows tho averagt~ nnmber of d11ys' timo and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the appointment divisLon 
of the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revlmue, in person and by proxy, f.nr:ng 
the years named, with number of da,ys dtuin~ each yea.r so devoted to Lmstness by the 
employe present for the greate'it nLltnher of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during sa,id years. Department open from~ a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
------------1-----1-----1----lj---- --------------
1884 -.. --. -..... -.. --- - -- - -
1885 -----·---·-------------1 6 ...... --- ....... 
1887 -.. --- - • -- -- • - .•• - • - •• -
305~ 7,755}~ ........ 17,755}3 
302~ 6, 70-!f:J 
1
. __ _ _ .. 
1
6. 704. 133 I 
305 5, 7491'\ 190 5, !l39l3' 
201 ,3, 637i:J 196 3, 833t':r 
h. 
28i 26!). 76+ (i 
2:Ja 25!).51+16 
21 ~ ~72. 02+ 6 
21ll 174. 8H 6 
'I'lL. 
~~I 11 
*Prior to March, 1885, by order of Commissioner Evans, the attendauco of substitutes was reconl.;d. 
iu name of principal. 
TOBACCO DIVISION. 
TUEASURY DEPARTMlt:NT, 01•'F'ICE OF INTJ~H.NAL REVENUE, 
Washington, JuJy 15, 18~7. 
SIR: I have receivetl ft·om J. D. Bidcli~:~, esq., chief clerk of the Bureau, a copy of 
the letter dated March 18, 1':)87, from Hon . .I!'. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Scleet 
Committee, addressed to Ron. C. S . .B';tirchil(l, Acting Secretary of tho Treasury, with 
the verbal request that I furni.sh yon witq a det.ailetl statement of the met,hod of 
transacting one item of the principal lmsiuoss ma.tters tntn::mcted in the tobacco di-
vision in your office, and in reply thereto have to say that~, amongst other business 
matters, the accounts of tobacco manufacturers are ex:amiueuanunalty by this 1livis-
ion in the following manner: 
Abstracts thereof, made on Form No. 146, by the collectors are recci ved and recorded. 
They show the stock on haml at tho beginning of the calendar yoar, tho materials 
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purchased and sold, tho tobacco and snnff manufactured, sold, and exported, and the 
stamps purchased and used tluring each month of the year, and the quantity of stock 
on hand at the end of the year. 
These abstracts are referred to the clerk designated to examine them. He first 
compares the commencing inventory with the closing inventory for the previous year 
to see whether the stock and stamps then on band have beea taken up and brought 
forward to the next year. Then be adds up each column and checks off the total 
footings. Then he prepares a balance sheet showing : 
(1) How muchleaftobacco,scraps,stems, licorice,sngar,other materials, and tobacco 
in process of manufacture were reporte(lnsed during the year, anti how much tobacco 
and snuff were reported made therefrom. The difference bbtween the materials and 
the products reported is the subject of action in estimating the quantity of tobacco or 
snuff that coulU be made from such materials. The character of the materials used 
and of the product reported are impor11ant elements in making estimates of production. 
(2) Whether all the manufactured tobacco on band at the beginning of the year, 
together with that reported made during the year, have been accounted for either as 
sold, exported, or on hand at the end of the year. The difference or deficiency found 
is made the basis of an estimate for deficiency of tax due the Government. 
(3) Whether the tax has been paid by s ~amps on all the tobacco reported sold dur-
ing the year. Deficiencies therein are noted for action. 
Abstracts in which deficiencies are thus found are made the subject of a statement, 
and of two notices to be served by the collector or his deputy on the manufactnrer to 
show cause why be should not be assessell for the deficiency found therein. A copy 
of one of these blank statements is herewith appended. It is filled out with an im-
aginary account showing deficiencies in each of these accounts. 'fhese statements 
and notices are forwarded to the collector in an office letter for his action. (See sec-
tion 3371 Revised Statutes, as amended by section 14, act· of March 1, 1879, and regu-
lations based thereon.) 
Abstracts in which no deficiencies have been found requiring explanation are 
marked satisfactory, and the balance sheets made by the clerk who examined the ab-
stracts are pinned to the abstracts. 
The abstracts, balance sheets, statements, and notices and letters of transmittal 
are carefully examined and reviewed by the chief of the division, who notes his 
action on the back of the abstracts and initials the letters. 
The collectors return the notices maekou " b," duly filled, showing service thereof 
on the manufacturer, and transmits the explanations made by the manufacturers, duly 
verified under oath and certified by his deputy, and in many cases accorupaniecl with 
affidavits from other persons knowing to the facts stated.by the manufacturer. 
Thcs~ explanations are carefully comndered, and sur.h of them as are deemed to be 
satisfhctory are accepted. In cases where no satisfactory explanation is made the 
amount of tax found due is certified to the chief of the assessment division of this 
office for his action. 
The balance sheets that are made from these abstracts are transcribed into ~n office 
rcconl book, which shows States alphabetically and collection districts and factories 
in numerical order. The districts and States are e~tch footed separately, and the foot-
ingA of the States are transcribed into a tabular statement, which is publil:;hed in the 
annual report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
The annual accounts of cigar manufacturers aee also acted upon in. the division in 
a somewhat similar manner. 
About one thousand accounts of tobacco manufacturers and sixteen thousand ac-
counts of cigar manufacturers are thus acted upon annually, in addition to the other 
work of the tJivision, by one head of division and two clerks. 
I would add to the foregoing detailed statement of the method of transacting the 
principal business of the tobacco division that there is no inconsiderable number of 
letters received at the office from correspondents relating to the tobacco industry of 
the country and -the collection of the tobacco tax. 
Very properly these letters are referred ·to the tobacco division to prepare answers 
thereto, and it is the practice of the division to prepare answers to all such letters, 
when practicable, on the same day they are received. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
Hon. Jos. S. MILLER, 
Commiaftonw. 
ISRAEL KIMBALL, 
Head of the Tobacco DiviBioa. 
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John Jone8 Factm·y, No. 1, 1 Ohio, 1886. 
Pounds. 
Leaf tobacco used .....•............. : ......•.......................•..•.••.........••...•..... 100,000 
Deduct for stem& 25 -per cent................................................................... 25,000 
Stemmed leaf used............................................................................. 75,000 
~~~~ss :s~t-.: :::::::::: ·. ::: ==~~ :: ·.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10, 000 
Licorice used . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. • . 5, 000 
Sugar used . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. • . . .. . .. • . .. . . .. • . . .. . .. • . .. .. . .. .. • • • • . .. . 5, 000 
Other materials used......................................................................... 3, 000 
In process.................................................................................... 7, 000 
Total materials used ..................................................................... 105, 000 
Pounds. 
Credit tobacco made .................................................................... 80, 000 
'Vastage, 5 per cent . .. . . . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . . .. . ..... .... .• . . .. .. .. . .... .• . .... • 5, 250 
In process on hand..................................................................... 4, 750 
90,000 
Apparent deficiency..................................................................... 15,000 
Production account. 
Pounds. Pounds. 
Tobacco on hand at beginning of 
year... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 
Tobacco manufactured since begin-
ning of year ..................... 80,000 
--90,000 
Tobacco sold . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 82, 000 
Tobacco removed in bond ..... . .. . 
Tobacco on hand, inventory .Janu-
ary 1, 1887 ............. .. ........ 3, 000 
---85,000 
Balance . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5, 000 
Stamp account. 
On band at beginning of year and pur-
chased since ........................... · $640 00 
On hand per inventory of .January 1, 1887. 
Balance used during tbe year.... . ........ 640 00 
Tax on tobaceb sold, 82,000 pounds....... 656 00 
Balance . .. . ...... . .... . •. . . .... .. . .. Hi 00 
REMARKS. 
Apparent deficiency material account, 15,000 pounds, tax ...................................... $120 00 
Apparent deficiency production account, 5,000 pounds, tax.................................... 40 00 
Apparent deficiency stamp account, 2,000 pounds, tax......................................... 16 00 
Total deficiency to be accounted for, 22,000 pounds, tax.................................. 176 00 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the Treas~ 
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, ofletter of same·date from lion. F. M. Coclunll, 
chairman Senate Select Committee, ref]_neAt.i ng a detailnil Atatement showing amonnt 
and character of business pen(Li ng in each eli vision of yo11r llnroa11 on January 1, 18H4, 
&c., I have the honor to hantl to you, on a form, preparell for that purpose, a report 
in accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
Ron. J OS. S. MILLER, 
Commissioner Intm·nal Revenue. 
ISRAEL KIMBALL, 
Head of Tobacco Di~·ision. 
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'rho following statement shows in detail the business in the tobacco division of the 




13~ .:1 -·~ ~~~ 
J.Jci.Jo 
~ 
..... ~ ~ ;a~e 
b£~ 
re-i=:~ 1l.t> ~~ 
rebll 
~g 
re b.O b.O re bD 
~00 ].5~ ::l ::l re .S re . ~r:-- i:l-S&3 ..... 00 re'"'=> ..... .J:) ;::::l~tr.) ·~ 00 ~-~ c:.o ~c 22 ='"oo ......... ~.-I 
~~~~ 
... .-I 
~~'!!~~~ o ...... .g~ ... .§~ Character of business. I'll~~ 
~ ..... ref-< rere =o re~ a:>~ I""""( <1>'+-< .... ~~5-=. re<1> ~re~ ]~ . -Qo~ 
re<1> t:o~ rec.~_.:. 
<1>1>'> .~; -~~ ~~ ~ ~ h~ -~~ C.S"C'Q,) ~~?>: oo<l>c.l ~gs~ "'<l>P, l'l"'Q Q;)c.l § ~c; -~-., ~Q o.n ~Q ~"'- QO ee"'-ee 
<1> ~ P,<+=l l'l p.~ G) c.lOc.~ <1> ~ P,Q ~ ~::1 ~~~~ ~ E-1 0 p:; ~ P.Q ~ 
------------------------
Official correspondence ........... . 786 880 1,113 580 
Reports of cig:u· man ufact-
urers' accouuts . . . . . . . . 14, 918 7, 522 7, 396 14, 917 22, 313 14, 002 14, 002 10, 271 10, 271 
Reports of tobacco manu-
facturers' accounts .....• 
Statements of deficiencies 
849 
in such accounts .... .... ------ .. 
Notices and returns of 
849 1, 079 1, 079 
786 2,144 
such deficiencies................ 1,572 ..•...•. -------- 4,288 
Explanations of such defi-
ciencies .••••....•••..... soo 300 
Abatement and refunding 
claims................... 45 45 
1, 648 1, 648 
60 60 
1, 049 1, 049 615 
1, 328 
2, 656 
2, 035 2, 035 1,277 
61 61 76 
Claims for rebate of taxes. 5, 750 5, 750 ..••••...•••••.....•••...•••••....•••••...•..••. 






tobaccomanufacturers ....••.... 774 .••.•......•••.. 926 .••..••. 966 .••..•.. 936 
Miscellaneous............. .••••• .. 5 ...••........ --. 2 ..••.• .. 2 ....•• .. 2 
Total .•••••.••.••.... 21,"862 18,389 ==~l7,7o4 33,a4o JTI.m23,212 !2,"239 15,863 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and tiisposed of in the tobacco division of the office of the Com-
misioner of Internal H.evenue, with average number of employes during the time 
specified: 
1884. 1885. 
<I) <Pr/; <I) <I) • 
Month. bli-P b(.'<ll b£+> !o.CZ$ eg dl1;' <:e!=l eel» .... ~ 1'-<,.Q ......... ~ 
~ 
<1)0 ~ .s 4./e <I)P, <I)P, 
~~ i'>S 
as ~;>13 1>-8 ee 
~<I) ~ <tjc.l ~<I) ~ ~ 
---------------------
July ..••.•..............••..••.... 522 1 522 522 5,421 2 2, 711 2, 710 
te~~~b~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 607 1 607 607 1, 236 2 618 618 1,469 2 734 734 384 1 384 384 
October . ..................•....... 4, 203 2 2,102 2,101 454 1 454 454 
November ........................ 63 1 63 63 715 2 358 357 
December .. --------------- ........ 76 1 76 76 84 2 42 42 
January ................... ------ .. 116 1 116 116 293 2 147 146 
~e!rcha~_: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 150 1 159 159 3, 645 2 ' 1, 823 1, 822 360 1 360 i$60 6, 064 2 3, 032 3. 032 
·r!-_:_:_:_:_=_=_=::_:_::_:_:_:_:::_:_:~:_:_:_=:_:_:~~ 
2, 848 1~ 1, 918 930 3,533 2 1, 767 1, 766 
3, 894 2 1, 947 1, 947 6, 602 2 3, 301. 3, 301 
4, 072 1~ 2,315 1,357 4, 737 2 2,369 2, 368 
--------------------------
Total a.ve;rages .....••..•..... 1, 532,"2 1i 910 747{:1 2, 764 1~ 1, 417-1 1, 416f 
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1886. 1887. 
<P. IP • 
~~ 
<P. 
bl).j:> ~ bll$ == C:!P> a:~§ ~r ""g ~o<,S ~ .s ""0 ~ .s <PS <P~ "'S <P~ 
~= ~~ "' ~= ~>-s )l ~ --4<P ::;t ~ 
Month. 
---------------------
July . .. . •. .•••.. •••• .• . ..• . . . . . . .. 141 2 141 141 1, 444 1 1, 444 1, 444 
A ugost . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 664 2 664 664 3, 056 1 3, 056 a, 1)56 
September........................ 529 2 329 200 609 1 609 609 
October . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 667 2 367 300 2. 897 1 2, 897 2, 897 
November........................ 110 2 100 10 262 1~ 175 82 
December.... . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 319 2 160 159 123 2 63 60 
January . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599 2 300 229 2, 111 2 1, 056 1, 056 
February . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 986 2 1, 493 1, 493 5, 361 2 2, 681 2, 680 
March . . . • . . . . . . . •• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 999 2 3, 973 3, 974 ............................... . 
April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 162 2 3, 081 3, 081 ......................•......... 
May . • • • • • . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 396 1 396 396 ............................... . 
June .••.•..................••.... 2, 690 1 2, 690 2, 690 .. . ........ . ................•.. 
Total averages .....••..••... ].9341 -li" 1, 141i 1, 111"16~ 1:9821 -1lw j1.497g l;4s6 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the tobacco division of the 
office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to lmsinoss by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days and by tho employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devote<! to business, 6-! hours daily. 
<b~ 'd 'd "' ..... srn .~ "'"" "'~>-> <P. .§~ A~ ,-"'~= P,. O<J5 ="" s~ ~.c • ~.c~ ... o ... ~ ~'d ._.-<P ="' . q;,e<s 'd~~ s . orn oo ';:!q;> ~-~ ~;;;~ 
'd ';:!'d h 
Years. "'t: §3 1::=~ ~~ 
,-"'~ "'"1;1 <l:>o 
~~ <110.-"'1 ~~'P. -+".-"''-P..e;s~ "'~ ~~ 
._.ep 
Ill .. ~ ~~~ =~>-> e<s~o p., "'0~ =S oo lllos ~os 
A A.s ~ ~<P 1;-.C ~ ~P. ~~q;J ~~<P A -~----- --- --- - -- - --
h. m. 
18R4 ..•••••..•..••••••••••• 30~ 374y6~ ~ -- -... 374y":J 1l 280.78+ 6 31 304/~ 70r\ 
1885 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
302~ 520H ------ 520H 2 260.46-rl' 7 269i-a 251,\ 1886 ..•••••.•••.•••.•••••.• 305 ~ ~~~ 102 509H 1H 265. 98+ 6 18 272y\ 237/! 1887 ....................... 201 -----· 264-{~ 1iw 183.75 6 ao 178fk 86 
LAW DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVE~\JE1 
Washinqton, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In reply to the r9fereuce to this office, under dr1te of March 18, 1887, by the 
honorable Secretary of the Treasury of the letter of the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chair-
man Senate Select. Committee, of the same date, requesting that a detailed statement 
of the method of transacting business, &c., in each of the divisions ofthis Bureau be 
given, I have the honor to report that as au item of busines8 in thi8 division in the 
matter of the consideration of an offer in compromise the det,ails observed are as set 
forth in the statement hereto annexed. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. J OS. S. MILLER, 
0. F. DANA, 
Head of Lato Division, in charge of Seotion 1, Division 1. 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
l!'IRST SECTION, FIRST DIVISION, OFFICE OJ!' INTERNAL REVENUE. 
One of the various items of business transacted in this section is the consideration 
Gt' offers made in compromise of offenses against the laws relating to internal revenue. 
Such offers are usually preceded by corresp:mdence of this Bureau with its local 
officers, and reports from them tou_Qhlng the magnitude and character of the offense 
charged, and by seizure of property for forfeiture, or criminal arrests and prosecutions, 
or both. · 
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The proponent atldresses the Commissioner, giving his account of the transaction, 
supported by such statements and allegations as he may think it advisable to make, 
and concludes by making his offer to pay a sum of money in compromise. 
Under the rules of this Department such o:fters do not receive consideration until 
the money tendered has been deposited to the credit of the honorable Secretary of 
the Treasury, or in the registry of the court where the cause is pending. As soon as 
evidence of such deposit is received, correspondence is had with the collector of in-
ternal revenue of the proper district, and also with the district attorney of the United 
States having charge ofthe case, touching the advisability of the acceptance of the 
offer. 
Very frequently it happens that the views of the revenue agent who has special 
knowledge of the facts are also requested. 
As soon as an offer is received it is placed in the hands of Mr. Farrar, a clerk in this 
section, who has charge of the compromise dockets. He gives the case a number, en-
ters it upon his docket, calls for and collects from the general files all previous cor-
respondence, and makes an entry of each paper npon his docket with an abstract of 
its contents, and thereafter enters in like manner every subsequent paper as received 
in the case. 
When the facts are all developed, as far as practicable, and the correspondence fin-
ished, all the papers in the case are delivered to Miss Mary VanVranken, a clerk in 
this section. She carefully reads and examines them, and prepares an abstract and 
statement thereof in the nature of a brief. 
This urief, together with all the papers in the case, is then presented to the Solicitor 
of Internal Revenue, whose written opinion mnst be prepared and placcu on file 
whenever any compromise is made, as requiTed in section 3229, Revised Statutes. 
This opinion is prepa1·eu under his instructions by Mrs. M. A. Hockaday, a clerk 
in this office, subscribed by him, and filed with the papers. 
The head of division in charge of this section, Mr. 0. F. Dana, who supervises all 
the correspondence and the work of the clerks under his charge, then has a letter pre-
. pared for the signature of the Commissioner, addressed to the honorable Secretary of 
the Treasury, giving a history of the case from its inception, stating what terms he 
proposes to accept in compromise, and asking for approval thereof. (Section 3229, 
R. S.) 
This letter, when signed, is forwarded to the honor!.tble Secretary with all the pa-
pel's in the case. 
If the case is in snit, "the recommendation of t.he Attorney-General" is also required. 
(Section 3229, R. S.) 
After the Secretary and, when required, the Attorney-General have approved the 
terms of the compromise, as proposed by the Commissioner, the Secretary so notifies 
this office in writing, returning the papers in the case. 
The papers are then placed in the hands of Mr. G. F. Rollins, a clerk in this office, 
who prepares notices of the terms accepted addressed to the collector of the proper 
district, to the district attorney, if in suit, and frequently also to the attorneys who 
have appeared for the proponent. 
The collector is thereafter required to report, both to this office and the Secretary 
of the Treasury, on forms specially prepared therefor, whether or not, and how, all 
the terms of the compromise have been complied with ; and when they have, the 
mouey belonging to the United States and on deposit to the special credit of the Sec-
retary, is covered into the 'rreasury and the case is ended. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1886. 
SIR: In 1·esponse to reference to this office by the Ron. Secret!.try of the Treasury, 
under date of March 1S, 1887, of letter of same date from Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chair-
man Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing amount and 
character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 1884, 
&c. I have the honor to hand to you, on a form prepared for that purpose, a report 
in accordance therewith. 
Respectfu1ly, 
0. F. DANA, 
Head of Division, in charge Section 1, Division 1, Latv Division. 
Ron. Jos. S. MILLER, 
Comn~issione~· Internal Revenue. 
• 
4iO THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the law divisic:>t t•f the dftice 
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the :fiscal years 1f:stl4, 1885, 18L6, and 18ci7: 
Character of business. 
Relativetocompromisecases ............•••••.... 4,115 4,427 4,245 4,321 
Relative to seizures..................... .•••.•... 2, 631 2, 824 1, 737 2, 054 
Relative to suits and prosecutions . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 14, 632 17, 955 13, 540 15, 994 
Relative to violations not prosecuted... ..•. .... .. 2, 020 2, 314 2, 238 2, 401 
l{elative to real estate . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . 1, 117 1, 309 1, 140 1, 202 
Relative to direct-tax claims............ . . • • . . . . . . 1, 162 1, 924 1, 546 2, 032 
Abatement claims...................... 633 1, 931 2, 286 278 5, 577 5, 674 
Refnndin~ claims....................... 442 217 180 479 439 735 
Rebateclaims ..••••..................... 13,155 31,753 44,893 15 94 107 
Miscellaneous . • • • • • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 41 49, 820 58, 651 32 5, 289 20, 874 
Total •••••••••.................... j-14,271 lo9,398 136,Ws--804 --;5,845~,394 
ch-i' 
~ 
rilbll ,};~ '0 • bllt- .~M-"'~ ;8.~~ ;sp, .... >:l ;s>, Cl=l~ 
>:l..-o ~g :·§g >:l ..... !lilt- "d::l 'g~ p::l >:l"d~ == >:loo ~"':e....:. ~~ "'~ '""GO "'~ ....... 'XJ ....... ~ ... ~ .... 
Character of business. >:l""' ,g~ ~""' ~ >:l""' "0"-'<ll'"' §~ ouo cpO<l) ~0 'CF-o ~ 0 .... ~ 
'1:1-c 
'l:IQ;> ~ .... '1:1<':1' 
'g-g . <l) .... ~~~ 'g-g . 
Cl,)cu;::;-
§~otl ·$~ -~ ..... ~ ~-as~~ ~0~ QQ ~[~ ~~~ ~~~ ~[~~ ~ ~12 >:l p.,... "' >:l p.,... >:lA'"' 0 ~ 8 0 ~ 8 0 
---- ---- -------- --------
Relative to compromise cases. ................... 4, 312 4, 742 3, 422 3, 810 
Relative to seizures .......... s, 087 3, 288 2, 553 2, 736 
Relative to suits and proseGu· 
tiona ....................... ....................... 16,244 18, 658 11,920 13,540 
Relative to violations not 
prosecuted ... ~- ............ ................... 2,122 2, 217 1, 614 1, 724 
Relative to real estate ........ 1, 208 1, 318 796 908 
Relative to direct-tax claims .. ....................... 976 1, 420 -86 120 
Abatement claims ............ 181 3, 070 3, 025 226 2, 633 2, 693 166 
Refunding claims .....•...... 183 382 354 211 325 309 227 
l{ebate claims .........•...... 2 8 10 0 0 0 0 
Miscellaneous ................ 39 4, 355 13,909 Gl 2, 390 11,4:13 35 
-----------------------
TotaL .................. 405 35,764 48, fl41 488 25,739 37,273 428 
At least one-half of the business hours was devoted to the preparation of elaborate 
briefs, opinions, and letters. An average of 9,000 letters and 1,000 briefs and opinions 
were written annually, and are included among the "items" transac tep. 
The following statement shows average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the law division of the office of the Commissioner 
of Internal Revenue, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1884. I 1885. 
cP <P.,; cP <P.,; 
:Month. !lll~ !ll)><ll bL~ bL><ll ..,§ csP-> ~§ .., .... i-<.9 .,...s ~0 <llp. ~ .si ~s <l)P, ~ ~ ~o-S ~>-s ~ ~>s ~ 
~= ~<l) ~ ~ ~~ ~<l) ~ ~ 
------------------
___ , 
July··-···············--·····--···· 432 21 618 80 277 18 332 55 
t"e;~~~b~;~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 445 20 582 97 282 18 342 60 567 18 632 14 288 16 346 48 
October ..........••...•.•...••..... 976 22 1,100 73 294 16 362 40 
November ..••..•••....•.....••.... 401 20 485 72 282 17 370 25 
December ....................... . .. 400 20 482 50 288 16 342 32 
t~~i~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 434 20 485 61 277 18 346 37 355 20 444 52 275 16 330 44 445 20 580 60 288 16 338 54 
~~;n. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 599 20 650 68 - 275 16 336 80 1, 249 20 1,420 91 280 15~ 344 60 
June ............................... 517 19 615 75 286 141 332 80 
---------------------
Total averages ............... 6,811 240 8, 093 793 3, 392 19-7 4,120 615 
Monthly averages ...•..•.... 567{-.z 20 674,\ 66l2 282-& 16/-.z 343I\ 51-f. 
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1886. 1887. 
<P <Pai <P <Pai 
Month. be....; bli'<P b.()...; b.().cp 
ce§ til~ ~§ ce~ 
140 fi;:.S ~ 
~ 
<Po 14.9 M .s IDS lo-P< ~ !;>~ <Dp. ~~ 101 ~ce ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
---------------------
July ............................... 393 14 344 83 336 14 390 62 
August ........ .................... 286 14 35! 43 328 14 396 84 
September .•••...•......•••.•.•••.• 323 13 368 64 348 13 394 36 
October ............................ 339 13 410 52 352 13 482 63 
November ......................... 267 15 356 48 338 14 444 68 
December ......................... 254 15 340 49 343 14 410 74 
January ........................... - 260 15 348 56 3~7 15 412 5:! 
February .......................... 254 15 338 50 32(} 15 402 51 
March ............................. 273 15 346 62 ................ .............. .............. . -- .. -- ... 
April .............................. 280 15 340 77 ............... ................ ............... -..... --- .. 
May ............................... 293 15 402 67 ------ ...... ............... .............. . ............. 
June ............... ,.- .• ·---- ...... 267 15 328 78 ............. ............... ................... .. ............. 
Total averages .••.••..•••..•••• 3, 389 ~ 4, 2721729- 2,712 -u2 3, 330 "490 
Monthly averages • .. • . .. .. .. .. 282/;z 14r6;z 356 601\ 339 14 4161\ 61 r3'1 
During the fiscal year 1'384 no little assistance was rendered to this division by other 
divisions of this office in the examination of rebate claims, of which work no separate 
record~'> were kept. Consequently the figures for that year do not furnish, in some re-
spects, an accurate criterion. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the law division of the office 
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employ6 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least number 
of days during said years. Department open from 9 a m. to 4 p. m., with half-honr 
at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
1884. ••••·• .••••••••••• 1 
1885 ................... 
1886 - .. - -........ -..... 
1887 ................... 
~.., 
'0 '0 Cll ""' sCI) ·-o CllP., Clll>, <D. 0) 
AfiS ~~=~ ~~ ~-
om §i. ~<P i~-ol ~~~ r:;£ ~'0 '<11 s . 'O<P 14!;-, P.,. ~fi;: ~~ ,!d <Do <P "C 1ll o.t;> ..,~~ <D[:;> ~~~ .......... .c .... cr"-' OJ ~'~~ ~~ Cllp. ceo SA ~0~ g~:g Cll 14 P< c;se\!P< hP., ~~ ~s ~a3f:l oos <llOS AAO til· .... ~.0 ~ tzi<D ~ ~i:!<P :li::OJ A ~..c~ ----------------- ---------
h. m. a. 






. 29 26 285 242 
2~ 4,546 4,546 16~ 275H 6 28 35 2881 
261 
305 4,136 4,136 15 275}i} 6 25 26 3 269~ 
201 2, 691 2,691 15 179-fs- 6 21 0 194 168 
STAMP DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
July 22, 1887. 
SIR: In response to a request, under date of the 18th instant, of Hou. F. M. Cock-
reB, chairman Senate Select Committee, for certain information, addressed to the 
honorable Secretary of the Treastlry, copy of which you have furnished to this di-
vision, I have the honor to state that the stamp division has under its charge the pro-
curing of internal revenue paper, the receipt, custody, and issue of internal-revenue 
stamps to collectors, the accounts of stamps with the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue and collectors, the examination of claims for redemption of stamps, and of claims 
of collectors for release of duplicate charges on account of assessments for taxes which 
have been collected and stamps issued therefor. 
The following is a statement in detail of the methods of transacting the above 
business: 
INTERNAL-REVENUE PAPER. 
Yearly, or as often as necessary, in order to keep on hand an<i insure a supply of 
the paper required to print internal-revenue stamps, circulars are issued to the lead-
ingmanufacturers in the United Staies inviting proposals for furnishing the paper, 
to be delivered at tho Treasury Department, stating the amount required (usually 
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about a year's supply), kind of paper, material of which to lle manufactured, sizing 
to be used, &c., the paper to be furnished in quantities and of the sizes ordered by this 
office, through the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, from time to time as required. 
Upon the acceptance of a proposal a contract is executed, secured by bonds for 
its proper performance. -
The manufacture of -the paper is carried on under the superintendence of an offi-
cer appointed ·by the honorable Secretary, and who is under the. direction of the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue, and is stationed at the mill during the time occupied 
in the manufacture of the paper. The duties of the superintendent are to protect 
the interests of ,the Government in the matter of the material used in the manufacture 
of the internal-revenue paper and of the amount manufactmed. He has also charge 
of all paper manufactured. Upon the shipment of each lot of paper he makes are-
port thereof upon a form prescribed for that purpose, which shows, in regard to each 
size of paper, the amount manufactured, shipped, and on hand to date. 
In addition to the superintendent six watchmen are appointed, who have, under 
the superintendent, charge of the paper, a portion of them being on duty day and 
night. . 
The paper, when delivered to the Department at Washington, is weighed, examined, 
and counted in the Secretary's office, and is issued from that office to the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing upon requisitions of the Bureau as required for printing 
stamps. 
The bills for the manufacture aud delivery of paper are forwarded to this llivision 
and compared with the reports of shipments forwarded by the superintendent at the 
mill, and verified both as to the receipt of the paper and the weight of it. If the bills 
are found to be correct they are approved and forwarded to the accounting officers 
for payment. 
INTERNAL-REVENUE STAMPS 
are furnished to this division by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing upon requisi-
tions made to the honorable Secretary of the Treasury. They are delivered as follows: 
The sheets of stamps in packages of 1,000 sheets each, and the stamps known as reg-
istered stamps each, numbered serially, bound in books, also numbered, containing 2001 
3u0, and 400 stamps each. Upon delivery at the vault-room the packages and num-
ber of books of each kind of stamp are receipted for, subject to count by the clerk in 
charge of the vault, and stored in the vault and counted on the day following. The 
sheet stamps are double counted and the sheets in hooks once counted, after which a 
fina.l receipt is given for them. 
The manner of the count is as follows : 
First, as to sheet stamps: The first counter counts at one end of the package and ex-
amines each sheet as far as the center of it, and places her initial on the end of the 
first shea~ of each 100 sheets, a strip of paper being placed between each 100. The 
second counter counts at the other end of the package and examines and initials 
the top sheet of each 100 sheets as above. If any imperfect shee-ts are founil they are 
exchanged for perfect ones from the stock in vault, the imperfect ones being subse-
quently returned -to the Bureau for exchange. On completion of the count of each 
package it is strapped with a bandofpaper to prevent the loss of any of the sheet.s 
anll taken to the packing room, where, after examination -tP ascertain that the cor-
rect number of slips are between the sheets to indicate that it contains 1,000 sheets, 
it is packed, tied, sealed with an internal-revenue seal, and stamped with a stamp 
showing the number and kind of stamps contained in the package and the date it was 
packed. 
The books containing stamps are initialed by the counter on the inside of the front 
cover, with the date, counted, and are th-an numerically arranged, each book being 
numbered, and placed in the vault, ten in a package, where they are kept in numeri-
cal order ready for issue. 
ISSUE OF STAMPS. 
Stamps are issued to collectors npon requisitions signed by the chief of stamp divis-
ion. 
Upon receipt of a requisition, usually containing orders from various collectors the 
vault-keeper ascertains by examination how many packages are required for each col-
lector, 1,000 sheets of stamps or 10 books usually forming a package. The addresses 
for such packages are then written. They are prepared on a printed form, in blank 
as to names and addresses, being serially numbered and having a stub bearing the 
same number, upon which a record is made of the address and contents of the pack-
age, so that in case of its being lost or destroyed in transitu the contents may be known. 
To fill a requisition, the entire number of books, whole packages of sheets of stamps, 
and odd sheets necessary are withdrawn from the vault, and each collector's order 
filled·, the addresses written on the printed form above mentioned being pasted on the 
packages. They are then checked off on the mail book, in which each package has 
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1)een entered, with its serial number, from th~ record on the stubs of the addresses, and 
are stored in vault to he seut to the. post-office. On the day uefore the delivery of the 
packages to the post-office the postmaster is notified by the chief of division of the 
number and destination of the packages, in order that keys of the pouches to be used 
may be sent on to consignees. On their deli very at the post-office the packages are 
receipted for on the mail book. 
Upon withdrawal from vault of odd sheets of stamps to fill a requisition, all 
balances of such odd sheets in vault are counted and verified. In addition, the 
entire stock in vault is verified at the close of business each day by comparison with 
balances on hand shown by daily reports of book-keepers. 
ACCOUNTS AND REPORTS IN YAULT. 
When stamps are received from the Bureau, or for reissue, having been returned 
by collectors, they are entered in a daily record of stamps receiveu and posted in 
ledgers, on the debit side of which appears the stamps received and on the credit 
side tho stamps issued. From this record there is made up a daily report of each 
kind of stamps received, issued, and on hand at close of business. 
A monthly report is made showing transactions in stamps during the month and 
amount on hand at the close of the month. 
Of stamps ret-urned by collectors and received for reissue a separate record is kept, 
and reports made when stamps are receivecl and when reissued. 
All of these reports are furnished to the book-keepers of the stamp division. 
There is also a report made daily to tho Secretary of all stamps received, issued, and 
on hand at close of business each day. 
STAMPS AND COUPONS RETURNED BY COLLECTORS. 
Tax-paid spirit and tobacco stamps issued in books have each nine coupons at-
tached, representing on spirit stamps one gallon each and on tobacco stamps one 
pound each. In issuing these stamps the necessary coupons are detached with the 
stamps. Special-tax stamps have twelve coupons attached, one for each month of 
the special-tax year, the unused coupons remaining attached to the stub of the stamp. 
Large numbers of books from which the stamps and a portion of the coupons have 
been issued are being constantly received, about three thousand per month. They 
are returned by registered mail, accompanied by a schedule showing the kind of 
stamp, number of each book, denomination of stamp, and value of coupons. The 
books are checked off on the schedule, and, if found correct, the serial numbers are 
entered in a book showing name of collector, district, and denomination of stamp, 
and when received. A printed form, say 2t by 3 inches, is then pasted on each book, 
with spaces in it for the record to be made by the counters and book-keepers, spaces 
being provided for the insertion of the name of collector, district and State ; number 
and value of coupons; by whom first counted; by whom second counted; by whom 
credited in account; date when so credited. 
The books of stamps have each bound in them after the last sheet of sta.mps a 
sheet headed " Summary of stamps and coupons returned to Commissioner." This 
summary is intended to show on lines numbered, and in columns ruled for that pur-
pose, the coupons and stamps on each sheet of the book when returned to the Com-
missioner, aud tl10 number and value of stamps and coupens in the book. 
The coupons are double counted aml the number and value compared with the 
summary and s·tated on the form pasted on the outside of the book. When the lot 
comprised on one schedule have been counted an acknowledgment is prepared, 
stating in det.ail the kind of books returned, number of book, kind of stamp, denom-
ination, number of coupons, number of stamps, value of each book, and total value. 
This acknowledgment, with the book, is sent to the book-keeper, who, after making 
the proper entry of credit to the collector, initials the acknowledgment, when it is 
forwnrded to the collector, with authority to take credit for the value. 
When full books or sheets of stamps are returned they are double counted, credited 
to the collectors and acknowledged as above, and the books entered in a record of 
books returned. If the full books or sheets of stamps are in condition to be reissued 
tht.y are sent to the vault for reissue. If not fit for reissue, the stamps are canceled 
and sent to the Secretary of the Treasury for destruction, with a schedule of the 
same. 
In addition to the two counts of the coupons and stamps returned of other than full 
books an examination is made cf the records on the stubs of the stamps. If any omis-
sions or errors appear, the col1ector is required to :furnish infoimation or explanation. 
The stubs of special-tax stamps are examined, in order to ascertain as to delinquent 
tax-payers liable to assessment ior ''failure to make return" as required by ln.w. Two 
lists of such are made out, one of those apparently liable, whicl1 is kept in the cjyision 
for future reference, and one of those actually liable, as shown by the record on the 
stub of the stamp issued. The Jatter list is re:terred to the assesstnent ~~vision forth~ 
4l>SS~ssmont of the persons natned thereon, 
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BOOK-KEEPERS. 
Accounts are kept in double entry, on account of stamps, with Commissioner of In-
ternal Rev:enue, collectors, cancellation, destruction, and rei::>sue. Upon receipt of the 
vault reports daily the Commissioner is charged with the value of tho stamps re-
ceived, separate accounts being kept with tobacco, spirit, beer, special tax, and oleo-
margarine stamps. Upon receipt of collectors' orders for stamps they arc examined, 
calculations verified, and requisition made upon the vault-keeper for shipment of th6 
stamps. A schedule (B) is made of each requisition on vault, showing date, name of 
collector, number of district, State, and value of stamps, which are then charged to 
collectors. The books of stamps and unused coupons returned by collectors, after 
being credited in their accounts, arl:l entered in a "record of books sent to the Fifth 
Auditor," which shows in reg:.ml to each book name of colh"~ctor, district, State, de-
nomination, serial letter, number of stamps, number of coupons, aud value. At the 
end of each quarter of the fiscal year, or at the expiration of a collector's official term, 
the books received are sent to the Fifth Auditor, and a receipt taken therefor, after 
being checked off on the book by that office. At the end of each month each collector 
is required to .send to this office a sworn monthly statement in regard to each kind of 
stamp, viz: spirit, beer, tobacco, special tax, and oleomargarine, showing-
DR. 
Amount on hand on the 1st of the month .................................... . 
Amount received during the month, &c .................................... .. 
Total accountability ........... _ .... ., ............................... . 
CR. 
Returned to Commissioner in transitu---- .................................. . 
L~eturned to Commissioner as per receipt .......... ·----· .......... ---- ...... . 
Sold during the month ............ ---- .................... ------ ........... . 
Balance on hand and in hands of deputies ........... ------ .......... .. 
All of the items are carefully compared with the entries on the books of this di vis-
,oo and the calculations and values verified. The value of the stamps sold and of 
1hose returned is then credited in the collector's account with stamps, as also the 
l'alue of any stamps which may have been issuecl without charge by authority of this 
•ti:ice. 
A monthly trial balance is taken of each of tho accounts. 
Monthly statements are made to the division of accounts, showing, in reganl to each 
lollector, the value of stamps shipped to him and all credits on account of stamps 
•ther than sales. 
A Commissioner's statement of account in regard to each kind of stamp, as above, is 
J).ade monthly and forwarded to the accounting officers, showing: 
DR. 
ro amount on hand as per last statement ...... -----· .... ------ .... ----------
l'o amount received from Bureau of Engraving and Printing, as per Schedule 
A ...••. ·-----------·----··-----·-----·---·----·--------·········--·------· ro amount received from John .J. Crooke, as per Schedule E ............... _ .. 
ro amount exchanged, as per Schedule L ... _ ................................ . 
fo amount redeemed, as per Schedule M .................... -----· ........... . 
CR. 
By amount deli verecl to collectors, as per Schedule B ......................... . 
By amount forwarded for destruction, as per certificates of destruction Nos. 
-- to --.•• _ • . . • . . . . . .......•••.... _ ..............•••.....••..•........ 
By balance of stamps on hand .............................................. . 
Explanation of schedules ma1·lced .A, B, 4"c. 
A.-A statement in detail of the number and value of each kind of stamp received 
from the Bureau during the month. 
K-A statement of tho stamped foil wrappers received from John J. Crooke during 
the month, showing in detail the amount, s:lenomination, anu value. 
L.-Names and addresses of part.ies for whom exchanged and amounts. 
M.-Names and addresses of parties for whom redeemed and amounts. 
B.-A schedule of collectors to whom stamps have been issued from this office,· with 
the~r receipts for the same i also names of manufact-p.rers to whom tin-fQil stamps hll>V~ 
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been issued, with number, denomination, and value, accompanied by collector's orders 
upon the stamp agent for the same, certified on back by stamp agent as to deli very 
of the stamps, with date, denomination, and value. 
Notifications of the verifications of all Commissioner's monthly statements have been 
received from the 'First Comptroller up to and including March last. 
The reports of revenue agents on the examination of collectors' offices are sent to 
this division for verification in regard to value of stamvs on hand, &c. · 
Au account is kept with collectors of other than tax-paid spirits stamps having no 
money value. 
The collectors are charged with all stamps sent to them and credited with those 
issued and otherwise disposed of. A sworn monthly statement is required from ("ach 
collector of all transactions in the stamps mentioned, accompanied with a sworn report 
from each storekeeper or gauger having stamps in his possession, showing his trans-
actions during the month and amount on hand at the close of the month, with serial 
num!Jers of the same. 
There are also kept numerical records of each book of stamps issued, showing num-
ber of book, date issued, to what district, State, and when returned. If reissued, 
columns are provided on the same line for that record. 
REDEMPTION OF STAMPS UNDER SECTION 3426, REVISED STATUTES. 
Claims are prepared on Form 38, prescribed for that purpose, properly sworn to, 
and forwarded to the collector of the district. Upon receipt of a claim the collector 
is required to have the statements made investigated by a rleputy collector, who 
certifies under oath on page 2 of the claim that he has investigated the statements, 
and that he finds them to be true, or not true ; as the case may be. 'l'he collector 
then certifies that the statements have been investigated under his direction; that be 
believes them to be true, or not true, and that he recommends the allowance or dis-
allowance of the claim. He also certifies as to the date of the purchase of the stamps 
as shown by the records of his office. The claim is then forwarded to the Commis-
sioner, accompanied by a letter of transmittal from the collector. Upon the Teceipt 
of the letter at this office it is, with the subject-matter, recorded in a book containing 
a record of all letters from collectors to CommiRsioner, and then referred to the stamp 
division. It is then entered in a book of "letters received in stamp division," and 
referred to the clerk having in charge the examination of such claims. The claim is 
then recorded in a book entitled "A record of claims for allowance on account of 
stamps," the number .of book and folio being indorsed on the claim. It is then ex-
amined, and if t.he evidence is not satisfactory, or the claim is incomplete in any 
respect, it is returned to the collector, with a statement of the reasons for such return 
and a I'equest for the additional evidence required. When the evidence is satisfactory, 
the claim is marked correct by the examining clerk and submitted to the chief of 
division for his examination and certificate on the back thereof as to its allowance 
or disallowance. If allowed, the fact is recorded, with date, on the line on which 
the claim is entered in the record of claims for allowance on account of stamps, and 
the claim is entered in a "record of allowed claims," showing date, name, address, 
kind of stamp, and amount allowed. A Commissioner's certificate of allowance is 
then prepared for his signature, setting forth name of claimant, address, amount of 
allowance, kind Qf stamp, and date when stamps were received for redemption. The 
claim, eviftence, and Commissioner's certificate of allowance are then inclosed in a 
wrapper and referred to the Fifth Auditor for adjustment, &c. Special-tax stamps 
are canceled and forwardecl with the claims to the accounting officers, not entering 
into the Commissioner's account. Other stamps-beer, spirit, tobacco, cigar, cigarette, 
snuff, and oleomargarine-are canceled and forwarded by the book-keepers to the Sec-
retary for destruction, after being charged to the Commissioner, the Commissioner 
getting credit for them in the manner shown in the Commissioner's statement. 
Upon the <lisallowance of a claim the fact is recorded, with the date, in the record 
of claims for allowance, the claim filed in the stamp division, and the stamps returned 
to the claimant, except where the facts justify the retention of the stamps in this 
office. 
ln all cases of allowance or disallowance of claims the claimants and collectors 
are notified, and in cases of disallowance the claimant is informed as to the reason. 
Applications under Section 3315, Revised Statutes, for restamping packages of arti-
cles which have been properly stamped but from which the stamps have been 
destroyed by unavoidable accident. 
They are forwarded by the applicants to collectors of internal revenue, setting 
forth all the facts with evidence as to original stamping, the loss or mutilation of the 
stamps, and all the facts in the case. Upon receipt of the same the collector orders 
an immediate inspection of the paclmgcs, the inspecting officer being required to 
make a written report to the collector of the condition and contents of the packages 
~~-<l1~~ <iO~qW~P. of Bta.wps Ol' fl:a~ments thereon~ if p,ny. In c~se of s:pirits the;v ~f~ 
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required to be regauged. The collector then forwards all the papers to this office 
with his certificat~ and recommendation in the case. Upon receipt of tle applica-. 
tiona they are recorded, and the same course pursued as described in regard to claims 
for redemption of stamps until allowed or disallowed. If allowed, the collector is 
authorized to restamp the packages without charge, and to take special credit on his 
monthly report for the stamps so issued. He is also instructed to attach a copy of 
the letter authorizing the issue of the stamps to the monthly report upon which 
credit is taken. The papers and evidence in the case go forward to the accounting 
officers with the monthly report of the collector upon which credit is taken. In all 
cases of special credits for stamps issued without charge a commissioner's certifi-
cate to that effect is sent to the accounts division. 
STAMPS ISSUED IN EXCHANGE. 
Manufacturers having stamps for which they have no use, for which they desire 
other stamps, are required to send them to this office. After being double counted 
they are sent to destruction, and the collector authorized to issue other stamps of the 
same value, and to take credit for them as" stamps issued in exchange." The stamps 
returned to this office are charged to the Commissioner and credit obtained for them 
as described in the Commissioner's statement. 
Claims of collectors for release of duplicate charges on account ~f assessments of in-
ternal-revenue taxes-spirits and special tax-which have been paid and stamps 
issued therefor. 
The claims are received from the abatement section, where they have b~en certified 
to in regard to any abatements which may have been made. Upon their receipt in 
the stamp division, they are examined and, if found correct, recorded in a book kept 
for that purpose, which shows date received, name of collector, kind of assessment, 
amount of claim, amount allowed, date of allowance and of reference to Pifth Audi-
tor. The claims, after allowance, are copied into books showing each item allowed. 
The examination of the claims involves an examination of each item to ascertain in 
regard to the issue of the stamp, and if amount of tax claimed to have been assessed 
and for which a stamp has been issued corresponds in regard to spirit stamps with 
the gallons stated, and in regard to special-tax stamps in regard to the time for which 
issued. The additions are also verified. Each item has also to be compared w1th 
the stub of the stamp issued; in regard to spirit stamps, as to name of party assessed, 
serial number of stamp, number of package, gallons for which stamp was issued, and 
as to whether the nurp.ber of coupons remaining on stub are correct; in regard to 
special tax stamps, as to name of party assessed, kind of business, period for which 
issued, amount of tax paid, and coupons remaining. If the item is correct, the stub 
is initialed by the examiner to guard against a duplicate allowance of the same item. 
If a claim contains incorrect items which can be corrected by correspondence with 
the collector, the correction is made when authorized by the collector, and the items 
allowed. If the erroneous items cannot be corrected 'QS above, they are disallowed 
and deducted from amount claimed and the claim allowed for the items found cor-
rect. The collector is then notified as t,o amount allowed, and in detail in regard to 
each item disallowed and reasons therefor. The claim is then numbered consecu-
tively with preceding ones, dated, and certificate thereon initialed by chief of division 
and sil:$ned by Commissioner. It is then referred by the deputy commissioner to the 
Fifth Auditor for adjustment. Claims disallowed in full are filed in this division. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOSEPH MILLER, 
Commissioner Internal Revenue. 
JNO. IRWIN, 
.il.cting Chief Stamp Division. 
TREASUUY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the 
Treasury, under date of March 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Hon. F. M. Cock-
rell, chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing 
amount and character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on Jan-
uary 1, 1~84, &c., I have the honor to hand to you on a form prepared for that pur-
pose, a report in accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
HOLLY G. ARMSTRONG, 
lJon. J OS. S. MILLER, 
Qontmiss~oner l'ILtemal .Revenuf3. 
(Jhief Stamp D'ivisiQn~ 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the stamp division of the 
office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886. 
and 18H7: 
,...;- ....... ~; = h l'lct> Q • 'Cp.. 
"a ctl~ 




-~ ~ ~~i 'C ~ "" •l"""' • r""'r"'"'l p.. A A 
Sheets of stamps r eceived from Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing examined 
and double counted.... . ........... . . . .... . . 28,315,800 28,315,800 
Packages of stamps forwarded to collect-
ors by registered mail ....... . ......................... . 
Orders for stamps from collectors ex-
amined and requisitions made on su- I 
perintendent of vault .. .. . ................. . 5, 452 
and coupons receiYed and r eturned, 
Accounts kept with collectors of stamps, I -, 
and statements of accounts rendered .. 
1
..... . ......... .. 
Reports of collectors, stamp agent, and 
superintendent of vault of the receipt I 
and issue of stamps, and of revenue 
agents, received and examined ............. . 
Stamps and coupons returned by collect-






edged . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . 51, 650, 599 51, 650, 599 
Books of stamps and coupons forwarded 
to Fifth Auditor for adJustment of col-
lectors' accounts . .............. . .....• 
N b~e1~f a~:!!~~~~~p~:d a~ye:h~~f ~:: 
31, 119 















issue, and restamping, and release of 
collectors for duplicate charges . . . . . . 536 
Stubs examined, letters received and 
written, packages received, miscella-. 
9,554 7, 229 2, 861 
neous packages forwarded, bills and 
accounts received, examined, and ap- ~ 
proved, books received and entered, 
;:r~:;Jendo~?_e_~~~~~~~. ~-r-~~~~~~- ~~~. . . . . . . ........... I 11, 942, .510 
Total ............................ -1"536' 80,010,515 1 92, 030,845 2, 861 
'; ~~ l'lct> 
'Cp.. 0 • 
ctl1i5 "'ce ~~ 'do 
:E.a ~~ 0 ll.C>ci .... a:> 




3, 450 3,45C 





3, 245 5, 094 
13,081, 023 
73,204,152 86,398,578 
"0 . ...: I ....... .......... i«o ..... 0 ""'c:l 0 «o . 
c.5 ~. o~ 0 ~e. oi;Se. t-
"CW I ctl~ '0~,.; "dgs ctlt- "d<;:ll:'- 'Cgs 
~.... I ~ ~ ~ bl;~ ~- <;:l ~ ~ ~ bl;~ ~ * ::-
~: ~~ o.s~ ~~ .a~~ ~-~~~ ~~ 
:a-a ·s ~ ~~ ~ ;a;:; :::e..; .~.:: !"'~ ~~ 
Character of business. 
~~ I ~ Q'Ch ~~ ~....-J"!1 A._,~ ~1"1 
Sheets of stamps received from Bu- I ~ -- --~--l-----l-----l---
reau of Egraving and Printing ex- I 
amined and double counted .. . . . . . . . . .. .
1
26, 738, 050 26, 738, 050 . . . . 20, 533, 300 20, 533, 300 
pi~~:O~.:s ;~ ~~:~£~!~d~~g~~- :~ _e~l~ . . . . . . . . _.. . . . . . . . 31, 644 1.. • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . 23, 428 
Orders for stamps from collectors ex-
amined and requisitions made on 
superintendentofvault ............ ------ 1 3,726 3,7~6 ..... 2,993 2,993 
Accounts kept with collectors of 
stamps, and coupons received and 
returned, and statements of ac-
counts rendered ................... . ............... .. 
Reports of collectors, stamp agent, 
and superintendent of vault of the 
receipt and issue of stamps, and of 
r:::r~~~- ~~-e-~~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~- ~~~~ .1_--- .. 
Stamps and coupons returned by col-
lectors examined, counted, and ac-
29,012 
6, 334 -- - - . -- - -- - - .. - - . 
29,012 18,987 
knowledged .............................. 52, 834, 429 52, 834, 429 . . • .. 34, 809, 547 
Books of stamps and coupons for-
warded to Fifth Auditor for adjust-










Character of business. ~~~~ 
~-~ ~ ~ 
I z-- .... ~ 
---------------------------l----l--------l--------1----l--------l 
Names of persons copied appearing 
liable to assessment and of those 
reported for assessment . . . • • • . . . . . . . •.•.•.••........ 
Claims for redemption of stamps, re-
issue, and restamping, and release 
of collectors ford uplicate charges .. 1, 012 
Stubs examined, letters received and 
written, packages received, miscel-
laneous packages forwarded, bills 
and accounts received, examined, 
and approved, books received and 
2, 385 
39,104 
3, 274 123 2, 236 I 
37,402 
2, 239 120 
entered, and acknowledgments pre-
pared and forwarded .............................. . 12, 675, 769 . -- ... ---.- -.---- 10, 008, 08!! .... . ---------
Total ............•.............. 1,012 79,607,602 92,393,382 123 55,367,0~3 ~ 65,462,134 120 
This division is charged with and has the supervision of a large amount of busi-
ness and work that does not appear in this statement. The reason for its not being 
shown is owing to the classification of the blank, and the limited space given thereon. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the stamp division of the office of the Com-





.T uly . ...................... . 
August .... . .............. . 
September .•........... . .•.. 
October .......•••.......... . 
November ................. . 
Dec6m ber .................. . 
t~~i~~~ ~::: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::::::: 
April ..•..........•........ . 























































































Total averages . . . . . . . 1, 882, 64 7 658 2, 012, 539 ~ _ 2, 718, 822 1"""450" 1,975~ m 
Monthly averages . . . . 156, 887,;9~ 54H 167, 71l{11 48 226, 568y\l 37 t~ 246, 939-x\ 36/, 
Under a special appropriation by an act of Congress, approved February 14, 1884 
(see Commissioner's report for 1884, page 22), an extra force, averaging 36 persons~ was 
employed for 15 months on the cancellation of check stamps. Number of stamps 
canceled and returned, 10,698,440. Number of packages returned, 3,088. Number of 
messengers employed in this division for which no statement of work is shown av-
eraged 10 for 1884, 9 for 1885, and 8 for 1886 and 1887. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employ~s of the stamp division of the 
office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
---------------1------------------------
1884 . -- ... --.---. ·--- -· -----. ·---.-.--. 305i 15, 166 
1885 ······--·---··----··--··-·· ·····--· 302i 13,016 
1886.------ ·----- ·----- .. -·.- ... -- .. - .. 305 10,225 
1887 ------· ···········-------·-··----· 201 6,294 
34 15, 200 571 264 
] 52 13, 168 50j 262 
177 10,402 Btl~ 270 
385 6, 679 361 183 
DIVISION OF ASSESSMENT. 
h. m. 
6 8 298! 
6 10 294 
6 26 298 





TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, 
under date of March, 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chair-
man Senate Seleet Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing amount and 
character of busines8 pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 1884, 
&c., I have the honor to hand -to you,·on a form prepared for that purpose, a report in 
accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. Jos. S. MILLER, 
Commissioner Internal Revenue. 
I. THORNTON, 
Acting Head of Division of Asses811tentl. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the assessment division of 
the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887: 
,..; bll, ~s:.~ ~-a' bll, ~!!.'"' gi ~=~=dl ~~ j::~:;:Sdl -a' dl~~ ~'":> dl~~ ]P1 .... p., g .... =,.., ...,p., 
'":>' ~~ ~Q- aso ~~ ~0-
Character of business. bill $~CIS ~1-
dl 
~~~ ~0 ~0 ~p., ooo oP.. ~,.., dl"'crl ~ ~~ . . !:-; ~8.~ ~ 8.i ~~ ~0 ~~~ g o..., fS~ 1:100 crl,.., o.._, 0 ~f;:l c§;a,..; ~f;:l ~;a.s~ ~ ~ ........ 
Reports relative to assessments. . . . . • . 139 16, 252 16, 273 118 14, 324 14, 358 
Reports relative to bonded accounts .. 36,222 462,508 498,366 364 306,528 306,875 
~;:R~r;af~~l~~~b~ck~f~t!!"::!J:~~;.:· 421 109,177 109,118 480 349,862 349,872 
enue taxes.......................... 126 1,028 1,090 64 666 · 706 
Reports relative to oleomargarine ....•••..••...... , .......................................•........ 
Letters received.............................. 4,389 4,389 .....•.... 4,009 4,009 
Letters written .............•...•.......... - .. ...... .. .. 6, 249 . •• . ..•••. .••. .. . ••. 5, 238 -- _______________, ____ _ 
Total .••..••••••.•••••......•••. 36,908 593,354 635,485 1, 026 675,389 681,058 
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Character of business. 
----------------------·l------------------------------l--------1---------1--------
Reports relative to assess-
ments.................... 84 15,720 15,654 150 12,232 
Reports relative to bonded 
accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 17 323, 143 323, 156 4 213, 861 
12,269 113 
213,185 680 
Reports relative to exporta-
tions . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . • . 470 272, 492 272, 954 8 23, 377 
Claims for drawback of in-
21,498 1,887 
ternal-reven'le taxes . . . .. 24 823 819 28 588 569 47 
Reports relative to oleo-
margarine .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . 827 
Letters received . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 612 3, 612 :. . . • . . . . . 2, 843 
755 72 
2, 843 
Letters written . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 846 . . • • • • . . . . . ........ . 3,104 
Total .•••..•.••••..... -s9'5 615,790 621,041 ___ 190 --25-3-,7--2-8· !~---------l·---254, 223 2, 799 
The following statement shows tb,e average amount and character of business per 
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the assessment division of office of the Commis 
sioner of Internal Rel-enue, with average number of employ~s during the time specified. 
1884. 1885. 
a) a). 8 s a) a). ~ s :Month. be~ b($ = = t:JJ .... t:JJ$ = ee= eel>. 
-~ s ~~ 
eel>. s .§ ~= ~0 ~.s a;,O a:t'P. ·a <Po -~ t>-S ~~ 
¢)~ !:I 
~~ dl ~ ~>-s dl i ~dl )1 · ~Q? )1 
---- ------ ------ ---- ----- -------
July ...•...••...••.•.. -.....•..... - 1, 835 23 42,124 53 4, 495 19 61.477 42 
te~~be;::::::::::::::~~::::::::: :;~~~ ~~ ~gJ!~ :g ~;~~~ ~i 1~g;~~~ !~ 
October........... . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . 2, 210 21 46, 778 44 3, 503 20 70, 317 12 
November............... . ........ . 2, 271 22 48,462 30 2, 027 25 50,369 20 
December . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 231 19 42, 266 40 2, 578 24 60, 787 1 30 
January ..........•••.......•...... 3,000 22 65,189 48 2,311 26 58,491 30 
February.......................... 3, 716 22 74, 731 21 2, 611 22 57, 209 40 
March............................. 3, 858 21 83,641 22 2, 500 21 51,448 1 54 
April .•.•......•........•....•..... 3,518 20 69,160 50 2,009 21 42,199 174 
May . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 155 21 43, 432 32 2, 228 20 43, 094 169 
June .... . ..........•............... ~125 -~~505 ---~_:.~---20-~128 ~
Total averages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 361 I 250 682, 948 452 34, 306 261 705, 397 1 745 
Monthly averages............ 2, 780 21 56, 912 38 2, 859 22 58, 783 62 
1886. 1887. 
¢) 
~ s s Q? ¢). 8 s Month. be .... ::1 = bfj .... b.[$ = = ~~ dll>. -~ s == 
ee~» 
! 13 ~0 ~g ~.s ~~ ~15. ~ ~>-s p.~='< = ~~ )1 ~= ~~ i 
-------- ----- ----- ---- ---------
July............................... 1, 721 20 [ 34, 116 182 1, 384 21 28, 096 170 
te~~~~b~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~;~g~ i~ !~;~~g 1!~ iJg~ ~~ ~~;gii 1i~ 
October . . . . . . . • • . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 800 17 1 62, 108 140 1, 656 19 30, 503 131 
November . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 972 21 63, 311 204 1, 470 21 29, 506 84 
December......................... 3, 506 21 72,706 111 1, 576 21 33,285 150 
Jan nary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 873 23 65, 876 205 1, 620 22 35, 079 150 
February.......................... 3, 021 23 1 69,137 178 1, 785 22 38,399 56 
March ...........••.•......•....... 2,783 22 61,136 ~04 .............................••. 
April ............•.•.....•...•..... 2,473 23 54, 929 401 ..•..... .....................••• 
May.............................. . 1, 604 22 I 34,617 497 ........ . ...................... . 
June ... . • . ..•... .••. .. ...•.• ...... 1, 661 22 35,456 288 . . .. . . . . .. . ..................•. 
Total averages ...•.......... 32,402 -248 ,
1
651, 944 2, 615 12,244 ~ 247, 751 - 937 
Monthly averages........... 2, 700 21 54,329 218 1, 530 21 30,969 117 
r 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employ6s of the assessment division of the 
office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employ6 present for the greatest number of days and by the employ6 present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m. 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-------·---~1--- - - - --------------------
1884 .................... - ••• ,.. 
1885 ......................... .. 
1886 .................. . ...... .. 
1887 .......................... . 
305i 6, 313r\ 
302! 6, 255/:~ 
305 5, 538r\ 
201 3, 657/:~ 
(*) 6, 313-r\ 
246 6, 501/:~ 
449 5, 987 r3:~ 





,. No record of proxies in this office during this year. 









TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE INTERNAL REVENUE, 
WaBhington, July 16, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the Treas-
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Ron. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman of Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement of the method 
of transacting business in each division of each Bureau of the Department, I have 
the honor to furnish as a sample of the work performed in this division, and of the 
method of its performance, the following report of the process of establishing a bonded 
distillery warehouse, and assigning thereto a storekeeper, preliminary to the approval 
of a distiller's bond by the collector and to the commencement of operations at the 
distillery. 
The papers necessary for this purpose are a registry of the stills to be used, a no-
tice of intention to engage in the business of a distiller, a plan and description of the 
distillery and apparatus, a survey of the distillery, determming its spirit-producing 
capacity, an application by the distiller for the approval of a distillery warehouse, 
together with the collector's certificate showing examination of building and its suit-
ab1eness for the purpose. 
These papers are transmitted by the collector with a letter in which he recommends 
the assignment of a storekeeper to the warehouse when approved; and when re-
ceived through the mails are opened in the division of appointments, records, and 
files, and stamped with. the date of receipt. The letter, with the application, after 
having been registered and numbered in the same division, is placed upon the desk 
of the head of this division and is then turned over to the clerk in charge of the reg-
istry ofletters who enters it, giving the registry number, date, date of receipt, name 
and title of writer, clerk to whom referred, and brief of contents. 
The letter, with application, is then delivered to the clerk in charge of approval of 
warehouses and assignment of storekeepers, to whom it had been referred, who makes 
a critical examination of thQ application and certificate to see that they are in proper 
form, and that the buildini, as described, meets all the requirements a.s to location, 
construction, &c., for a bonded warehouse. 
If the application and certificate are found to be correct, they are then entered on 
the registry of applications and given an official number by which that case is there-
after designat"ed on the records and files, and a ticket is then prepared on which is 
entered the name of the applicant, the number of the warehouse and the number 
of the case as registered. This ticket is then delivered to a clerk to whom the reg-
istry, notice, survey, and plan had previously been sent after · being stamped, wbo 
passes the registry to the proper clerk for record, and examines the notice, which 
describes in detail the distillery and distilling apparatus, the warehouse and all 
other buildings, describes the lot or tract of land on which the distillery and 
other buildings are Pituated, by metes and bounds, and also contains a statement 
o.f the condition of the title to the premises; he also examines the plan, which 
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is an accurate drawing by scale of the distillery and distilling apparatus, show-
ing the location and arrangement of all the vessels, pipes, &c. After compar-
ing the notice and survey1 and noting the capacity of the distillery, tbe report of 
survey is delivered to a clerk who reviews critically all the estimates and computa-
tions and it is then delivered to the proper clerk for record. If the notice and plan 
are approved by the examining clerk, the former is turned over to a clerk for record 
and the latter is bound in portfolio and filed. Having approved the notice, plan, and 
survey he indorses on the ticket in his possession the capacity of the distillery, and 
his approval, and returns it to the clerk in charge of warehouses and storekeepers, 
from whom it was received. The latter then prepares a letter to the collector approv-
ing the warehouse, and another letter to a storekeeper assigning him to duty at th~ 
same, or if more than one storekeeper is assigned, a letter is addressed to each. These 
letters of assignment designate lhe service to be performed by each and the per diem 
compensation. Another letter is also addressed to the collector advising him of 
these assignments. These letters are then placed upon the desk of the chief of sec-
tion, a:Jfd if, after examination, they are approved, are initialed and forwarded to the 
head of division, who, if he approves, initials and passes to the registry clerk 
who, after registering, sends to the chief clerk, who reviews the same, and, if heap-
proves, initials, and lays before the Commissioner, or the deputy, as the case may re-
quire, for signature. 
After the Commissioner has signed the letters approving warehouse and assigning 
storekeepers, and the deputy has signed the letter of advice, and the same have been 
press copied, they are returned to the room of the head of division and delivered to 
the registry clerk, who enters on the registry the date each was mailed. 'I' hey are 
1Jben delivered to the clerk who prepared them, and are by him mailed to the col-
lector. He then enters upon the record of warehouses the capacity of the distillery 
to which the warehouse is attached, the number, the name of the proprietor, the 
location of warehouse, and a description of same, the date of approval, number of 
case, and name of storekeeper or storekeepers assigned. 
On the storekeeper's record is also entered, opposite the names of the storekeepers 
assigned, the name of the proprietor of the warehouse, the date of assignment, the 
kind of duty to which assigned and the per diem compensation. 
If any of the papers are found to be erroneous, or the title to the distillery prem-
ises defective, or any reason is disclosed why the warehouse should not be approved, 
a correspondence with the collector follows and final action approving the warehouse 
is suspended until correct papers are received and all objections removed. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. J OS. S. MILLER, 
CommiBBioner of Internal Revenue. 
T. A. CUSHING, 
Head of Div·iBion. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
WaBhington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the Treas-
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Hon. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing amount 
and character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 1 ga4, 
&c., I have the honor to hand you, on a form prepared for that purpose, a report in 
accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
q:on. J OS. S. MILLER, 
CommiBBioner Internal Bevenut~. 
T. A. CUSHING, 
Head of DiviBion Distilled Spirits. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the distilled-spirits diYision 
of the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
h "" ]~] ~~ "" ~~~ .:.~ .:. ~ 'i3 ,.§p.. §~c;j :;:!a.l <OOQ 
I-:>C\'5 ]~cae1J ro>-> "0 "'· "0~ woo ~~ ~~:~ gf~ ~oM Character of business. ~Q ~ ~ ~~ § ~.....;-"'"' "'"' ~"' ..... ;a - '8:~ ..... ~. ~ ~-~~ = ..... §_$<·~ ~ ~;;~ gsb.(~ 
~ ~-S~ 8"C'dh === <ll>=iOO ~;a.g ~ ~ o=t-:> ~-.... -
---- ---------------
Ret~~s and reports relating to distilled 
19,126 256,998 267,747 8, 377 235, 167 sp1nts .................................... 237,555 
Returns and reports relating to fermented 
liquors ....................... . ........... 1,377 29,261 29,066 1, 572 27, 801 27,349 
Computations of distillers' monthly liabili-
ties ....................................... 0 16,340 16,340 0 16,206 16,206 
Locks examined and issued ................. 548 3, 070 2,454 1,164 1, 000 1, 571 
Hydrometer sets, stems, &c., tested and is-
sued ...................................... 374 2, 551 2, 645 280 2,196 1, 714 
G~~~:K -~~~- ~~~t-~~~. ~~~-s- -~~~~i-~~~- ~~. 186 128 269 45 78 58 
Letters written ........................ 0 0 20,608 0 0 17,816 
Letters received ........................... 0 10,043 10,043 0 8, 862 8, 862 ---·---------- --------
Total ................................. 21,611 318,391 349,172 11,438 291,310 311,131 
~'S . 1!.~ "g~~ o:~'S . ~~~ "ge,..~.E o:~'S 
§~~ =~ tZ Q §~~ >=S~C:S ~o;.J;:- §"g&i roh ]rocag ro~:=a roo .... "d~ 'd~"" ~g:z ~~~~ "d g;~ Character of business. §.~;: ~Q Q <D P!/)00 §it" ~ "'P!JJ.-<,...: l=l p. ..... -"'"' ;;3 &.s ': "'"'~ ~ro- '$~<D §.:s EJ a'l ~;a.Q '8~&"5. ~~-a~~ ~;S ~ :::~>=~>=' as=~ ~;:l>:$ ~-S~::t e:s ..... >=! Cl)~ ~~::a o>='t-:> ~ .......... 8"0"0h o>='~-:> 8ro"dh o= 
-------------------
Returns and reports relating to distilled 
spirits .................................... 5, 989 261,823 253, 190 14,622 158,994 151,513 22, 103 
Returns and reports relating to fermented 
liquors ................................... 2, 024 27, 583 ?8, 005 1, 602 16, 662 18, 253 11 
Computations of distillers' monthly liabili-
ties......... .... .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . ..... 0 16,419 16,419 0 11,262 11,262 0 
Locks examined and issued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593 2, 400 2, 075 918 1, 100 1, 371 6.!7 
Hydrometer sets, stems, &c., tested and is-
. sued ........... , .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 762 2, 593 2, 767 588 1, 744 1, 738 594 
G~~~~e&.~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~-~-~~~~~~-~-~~- 65 357 310 112 197 159 150 
Letters written. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 0 0 18, 691 0 0 10, 994 o 
Letters received .......... :................. 0 10,550 10,550 0 6, 342 6, 342 o 
Total. ................................ 9, 4331321,725 '33iii07 17, 842 196,301 201,632 23,505 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of in the distilled-spirits division of the office of 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the average number of employes during 
the time specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~ ~ai ~ a ~ . ~ s .I 
~ ~ai ~ a ~ . ~ . ~ ·a Month. !:.£~ P!JJ~ >=! P!JJ+" ::l P!JJ~ P!JJ~ = P!JJ+" ~ ::l o:§ d ... .§ s e:s§ e:s"" s d§ e:s"" -~ -~ ~§ 
osh 
-~ s "'o ~.£ M :§ '-<0 ._._£ -~ "'o ;srS ~0 ._._£ :§ a.>s "''"' ~~ 
~Po. 
~ 
~a ,..P-< ~~ 
~p. 
~IZ ..q~ 
C:l P.s tZ ~C:I ~ P.e ::a ::a ..q~ ~ ..q~ ::a ..q~ ~ ::a 
---------------------------- - ---------
.July ... 705 27 3, 082 141 959 29 4. 918 79 665 28 2, 283 29 972 28 3, 850 94 
August 645 25 2, 590 79 880 23 3,154 25 940 22 2, 236 60 985 22 2, 205 5 
Sept ... 1, 028 22 a, 753 76 872 28 2,143 48 1, 099 22 2, 373 99 895 22 2, 631 70 
October 899 28 2, 711 161 919 29 2, 721 114 1,152 28 3, 688 53 1, 062 25 3,175 41 
Nov ... 785 :u 2, 286 29 861 32 3, 301 39 1, 076 29 4,193 128 843 26 2, 613 28 
Dec .... 953 29 2, 565 25 988 28 2, 317 27 988 30 5, 367 34 1, 011 27 3, 916 49 
.Jan .... 1, 236 33 4,422 67 1,109 32 6, 340 46 1, 256 29 9, 211 58 1, 092 27 7,197 38 
Feb .... 1,166 32 4, 814 65 675 33 3, 968 44 701 30 3,465 45 958 29 4, 317 41 
March. 1, 322 32 5,483 84 952 30 3,055 40 1, 075 29 3, 085 43 ............ ....... ...... ...... 
April.. 979 32 4,428 68 824 29 3, 801 44 1, 070 28 3, 764 94 ................ ......... ........ ..... 
May ... 972 33 3, 698 85 800 29 2, 368 60 1,039 28 3, 736 49 -·-·---- ......... ........ ........ 
.June ... 980 31 5, 021 47 834 28 2,402 ,53 991 28 3, 051 63 ............ ........... --··- ...... ------------ ---- - ------ - --------
Total 
aver's 972.50 29.58 ----- ........ 889.41 29.161'"" ....... 1, 004.33 27.58 ........ ... 977.25 25.75 ..... . ... 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
dev-oted to the transaction of business by the employes of the distilled-spirits division 
of the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, dur-
ing the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present 
the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Till!-e to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-----------[------------------------------
m . • 
1884 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . 305i 9, 045. 15 
1885 • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • 302~ 8, 839. 76 
1886 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . . . • . 305 ,8, 376. 53 
1887 • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . . . . 201 5, 162. 38 
0 9, 045.15 
0 8, 839.76 
0 , 8, 376.53 
0 5, 162.38 
h. 
35. 25 256. 60 5 
33. 66 262. 61 6 
30. 75 272. 40 6 
29. ~5 176. 49 6 
58 297 169. 38 
10 1292. 4-61194. 50 
20 293. 9:! 236 
14 198. 77 165 
REVENUE AGENTS' DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington,---, 188-. 
In reply to the reference to this office under date of March 18, 1887, by the honor-
able Secretary of the Treasury of the letter of Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate 
Select Committee, requesting that a detailed statement of the method of transacting 
business, &c., in each of the divisions of this Bureau be: given, I have the honor tore-
port that as an item of business in the division of revenue agents in the matter of 
the examination of a revenue agent's monthly account, the following details are ob-
served: 
Revenue agents are required to render tri-monthly reports showing how and where 
they were occupied or employed during each day of the period covered by the report. 
These reports are recorded in this division anu registered in the general register of 
letters in the Bureau. They are then returned to this division and filed for future 
reference. 
The agent renders his account on the prescribed Form 132, which he.signs and makes 
oath to. The account is itemized and all expenses exceeding $1, except charges for 
transportation and hotel bills, must be supported by a voucher. When this account 
is received it is sent to this division, where it is carefully examined by the chief of 
the division in connection with the tri-monthly report of the agent. If it is correct 
in form, properly signed and sworn to, and the charges found to be correct, a certifi-
cate to that effect is signed by the chief of division, the account registered in a record 
kept for this purpose in this division, giving the date when received, the month for 
which the account is rendered, and the amount claimed, together with the amount 
recommended for approval. It is sent from this division to the division of accounts, 
where it is re-examined and recorded in the book kept for the appropriation to which 
it is chargeable. The amount allowed and the appropriation to which it is charge-
able are entered thereon. 
It is then sent to the Commissioner for his approval and reference to the Fifth Au-
ditor. 
· It is then sent to the Fifth Auditor's Office, where it is examined and audited, and 
by that o:t'ficer referred to the First Comptroller, in whose office it is again examined, 
and, if found correct in all respects, referred to the warrant divisiOn. The warrant 
having been issued and properly recorded, it is sent to the Treasurer, where the 
draft is issued, and then to the Register's Office, where it is properly recorded and 
the draft returned to the division of accounts of this office, where it is recorded and 
forwarded by mail to the agent. · 
F. D. SEWALL, 
Chief Division Revenue Agents. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Wash-ington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the Treas-
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, ofletter of same date from Hon. 1!'. M. Cockrell, 
chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing amount 
/ 
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and character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 1884, 
&c., I have the honor to hand to you, on a form prepared for that purpose, a report 
in accordance therewith. 
Respectfully, 
I!'. D. SEW ALL, 
Chief Division Revenue Agents. 
Ron. JOSEPHS. MILLER, 
Commissioner Internal Revenue. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the revenue agents' divis-
ion of the office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Ill b.fj 
~ 
b.fj <iJ b.fj ~e 
t>CO 
'+=I s= s= '+=I ~ .se 
·g~ ..... .0 ·cg .s~ 
b.fjll') '"'ao b.fj<D t>Ct- ~!50 l=fOO Poo -a~ 




p ...... .... ... ~ ...... ....... ~ ... 
Character of business. "'cil PQQj '1:!~ o1a '1:!'"' O<:ll '1:!~ '1:!~ '1:!~ .g .... '1:!~ ..gl>. as~~ ..g~-:.. -~~ ~~ 
a.~ ~- ~~ ~- ~t~ !;>.-< "'"' .e;~ "'"' > .... OQ ...... "' QQ CQ •M,....tdS ~Q P.<ll ~Q P,<ll ~Q P,<ll ~g~ -~~~ .!S'+=~ ~ .:!l<l=l ~ .:!l<l=l 
~ A ~ A ~ A ~ A ------------------
Reports of revenue agents......... 2, 135 2, 135 1, 359 1, 359 1, 957 1, 957 1, 452 
RWfc~\s s;~i~~~~~~~~~~. ~~~~~i~-~. :~. 
1, 452 
128 128 84 84 121 121 66 66 
Accounts of revenue agents and 
collectors . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. 1, 088 1, 088 
Transcripts of leaf-tobacco dealers' 
657 657 669 669 397 397 
books............ . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. 3, 305 3, 305 3, 787 3, 787 4, 268 4, 268 2, 846 2, 846 
Reports of examining officers on 
Form 188 .... .. . ...... . .. .. . .. . .. 176 176 203 203 202 202 190 190 
Reports of collectors and revenue 
agents of seizures, &c . . •• . . . . . . . 529
1 
529 1, 094 1, C94 1,115 1, 115 747 747 
Letters written.................... .. .. .. .. 1, 685 . . .. . .. . 1, 108 .. .. .. .. 1, 199 . .. .. .. 833 
Miscellaneous ............•........ .:.:.:.:::.::..=. 16,4~:...:..:.:.:.:.::.---=.:.:4~=::.:..::..~780 .:_::_:_::..:..:_:_1_::,569 
Totals ..................... -- I 7, 361 125, 518 7, 184111, 237 8, 332 1 13, 311 5, 698 j 19,100 
The above work is current and always np to date. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the revenue agents' division of the office of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with average number of employes during the 
time specified: / 
i~it¥,~;;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
November ........................... -.. . 
December .................... - . - ....... . 
January ....... ------ ................... . 
ifa~~ha~!.:: :: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~: ~ 
April .......... ·········----- .......... . 
May ................................... .. 














Total .. .. • .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 598. 29 
1885. 





























5 823. 51 
4 617.63 
3 617. 63 
4 570. 12 
4 593.88 
5 475.10 















The work of this division cannot be conveniently tabulated, and no monthly re-
ports are required from the employes individually. 
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The followino- statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the revenue agents' divis-
ion of the office of .the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and l)IJ proxy, 
during the years named, with the numbP,r of days during each year so devoted to 
business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the em-
ploye present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 
a.m. to 4 p. m., with one-half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to lmsi-
ness, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
--------------------------------------
1884 . • • • . • . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 305i 1, 183 
1885 . • • . • • • • • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 302i 11, 450 
1886 .•••••.•••.••••••.•. - ....... --. 305 1, 364 










4! 273 6 
5b 1259.7 6 
5 272.9 6 
5 275. 17 6 
m. 
21 276H 268H 
61 276i\ 249f!l 
21 274H 269U 
11 177/!l 172 
ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
TREASURY DEPARTl\1ENT, 
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 16, 1887. 
SIR : In response to the request of the Select Committee of the Senate for a detailed 
statement of the methods of transacting the business of this office, I have the honor 
to submit the following statement as a sample of the work in the division of ac-
counts: 
Among the various items of business transacted in this division I have selected the 
quarterly revenue accounts of collectors and monthly accounts of gaugers. 
The quarterly revenue account of a collector embraces all the items with which h' 
is chargeable upon his official bond as collector. 
When received from the mailing room it is at once entered in a record kept for the 
purpose on the page assigned to that office the entry showing the period embraced 
in the date it was filed. 
The account then passes to the clerk who is assigned to the examination of such 
accounts. He carefullv examines and verifies each item of debit a.nd credit from the 
books and records kept in the division, which show in a separate account kept with 
each collector all stamps furnished him from the office and all returned by him to 
the office; assessment lists receipted for by him, and abatement orders allowed by 
the office ; taxes transferred to him from other districts, and by him to other dis-
tricts; credits allowed by Fifth Auditor for duplioate charges, and cash deposited as 
per certificates of deposit received in the office daily. 
If any discrepancies appear between the books of the division and the collector's 
account a letter is written to the collector for explanation, or the account returned 
to him for correction. 
When correct, the account is inclosed in a jacket, accompanied by the duplicate 
certificates of deposit received in the office during the quarter; the monthly reports 
filed by the collector upon different blanks, showing his transactions in the various 
kinds of stamps intrusted to him, which have been previously examined and >erified 
in the stamp division with the books and records in that division, of stamps sent to 
the collector and returned from hiin; the orders of abatement issued by the Commis-
sioner to his credit from the abatement division during the quarter, and receipts 
from other coll.ectors of taxes transferred to him, and again passed over to the entry 
clerk, who enters it in the record in columJ?.S provided for the purpose; date of refer-
ence; number of certificate of deposits and orders of abatement; amount of cash 
deposited; amounts and kind of stamps returned, and the balance due the United 
States, as shown in the account. 
The account is then laid on the desk of the chief of the division for his examina-
tion, who, if satisfied that it is correct, signs the jacket for the Deputy Commissioner 
and sends the account forward to the Fifth Auditor for readjustment. 
The monthly account of fees and expenses of an internal revenue guager, of which 
over six hundred are received and paid each month in this division, involves even 
more detail of a very different character. 
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When first received from the mail room, it is stamped with dating stamp and 
passed to a clerk, who, in a record of such accounts, on a separate page for each, 
enters the month covered by the account, and fees and expenses claimed. 
It then passes to the clerk in charge of these accounts, who examines it carefully 
to see if properly made up, if the quantity claimed to have been guaged agrees with 
the report made by the collector, previously filed, if .the fees are properly computed, 
and the expenses incurred were reasonable and necessary and in accordance with tt~ 
regulations of the office and supported by proper vouchers. 
These expenses vary so much in different cases and circumstances as to invohe 
correspondence, and frequently the return of accounts for correction or expla::J.atiov. 
The account, when correct; then passes to another clerk for verification, who cartl-
fully goes over all the calculations, additions, &c., to detect errors or discrepanciel!l 
that may have escaped the notice of the first examiner. It then passes to a thi!d 
clerk, who enters it in a check book and on a schedule, for approval of the Comruis-
sioner. 
When forty have been scheduled, the accounts with schedule are sent to the Com-
missioner, by the chief of the division, for approval, and then to the Secretary of the 
Treasury for examination and approval. 
When these accounts are returned to the office from the Secretary, checks upon the 
Assistant Treasurer are then filled out, for the amount allowed, letters of transmittal 
written, and the number of check and amount allowed entered in the record. 
The forty accounts and checks then go to the disoursing clerk of the Department, who 
carefully compares each account with the check, and if found correct signs the checks, 
which are then returned to this division and inclosed with the letters of transmittal 
to the collectors of the districts in which the gaugers are employed. 
Respectfully, 
S. H. GOODMAN, 
In charge of Division of ..lccvunts 
Hon. J OS. S. MILLER, . 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 188'1. 
SIR: In response to reference to this office by the honorable Secretary of the 'l'reas-
ury, under date of March 18, 1887, of letter of same date from Hon. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting a detailed statement showing amount 
and character of business pending in each division of your Bureau on January 1, 1884, 
&c., I have the honor to hand to you, on a form prepared for that purpose, a report 
in accordance there'with. 
Respectfully, 
S. H. GOODMAN, 
In charge of Division of Accounts. 
Hon. Jos. S. MILLER, 
Co1nmissioner Internal Revenue. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the accounting division of 




Character of business. 
--------------------1-----------------
Accounts received, examined, and passed............. 307 59,556 
Accounts entered in records ....................................... .. 
Ledger and journal entries, tax aml cash .......................... .. 
Cheeks and payments, pay-roll .................................... .. 
Checks and drafts registered and mailed .......................... .. 
Letters received and registered .................................... .. 
Letters written ..................................................... . 
Monthly reports considered and entered ............••....•.......... 
Allowances made up collectors .................................... .. 
66,139 377 51,872 58,397 
31,797 ........... ............... 30,453 
114,260 ........... ---···-· 109,727 
10,870 ............. ................ 10,728 
9,416 .............. ............. 9, 566 
3,480 ................ -------· 3, 053 
9, 448 ............ ............. 8,435 
1, 593 .............. ............. 943 
177 ............ ............. 258 
Totals ............. -- ... -.... --- · ................ 307 59,556 247, 180 ""377 ~ 872 231, 560 . 
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Character of business. 
Accounts received, examined, and passed...... 83 48,091 54,420 ___ 1_9_,1_3_2_,_o_7_5 __ 36,782 ~ 
Accounts entered in records................... ... . .. . . . . . . .. 29,840 19,881 
Ledger and journal entries, tax and cash ..•.................. 110,094 •••• .• . . .. . . . . 76, 131 
Checks and payments, pay-rolL.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 413 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 6, 199 
Checks and drafts registered and mailed....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 548 . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 5, 579 
Let.tersreceivedand registered.............................. 3,657 ..••.. ..•..... 2,278 
LetterRwritten .............................••. ...... ........ 8,379 ..•... .••..••. 5,376 
Monthly reports considered and entered........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 014 . • • • . . . . . . . . • . 475 
Allowances made up collectors............................... 130 •••••• .••. .••. 173 
Totals ....... : ..........•......••..•.•.. 83 48, 091 225, 495 19 32, 075 152, 874 13 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the accounting division of the office of the Com-
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~;fe~~~;::::::::::: ~:::: :::: ~:::::::: 1, 094 19.1 4, 395 29 912 18. 3, 975 231 1, 468 14.2 4,200 71 1, 283 14.95 3, 891 195 1,138 15.75 3, 885 44 979 18.3 3,936 100 
October .............................. 957 19.85 4,125 33 1, 038 17.7 4,023 89 
November ..••••................... .... 938 19.2 4, 044 95 1,127 14.4 3, 579 41 
December .............. . .............. 1, 069 17.43 4, C29 161 1,143 16.6 3, 870 82 
January ............................... 1, 000 20.9 3, 796 153 1, 020 17.9 3,765 137 
~~I~~::)):))E\HL:·::zl 
947 20.6 3, 963 107 861 18. 3, 401 96 
948 21.2 4, 020 187 1, 083 18.1 3, 951 138 
781 21.7 3, 906 99 1,148 18.03 3, 936 345 
1,177 18.8 4,476 127 1,107 17.53 4, 221 98 
909 18.8 4 284 99 1 133 17.7 4 005 453 
1---~---' -~-~-·----:-1-' -~-Total. ........................... 
1 
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Suly ................................... 977 17.4 3,915 448 1,062 17.1 5,292 98 
August.......................... . . . . . . 1, 215 13. 95 3, 795 66 I, 206 13. 9 5, 310 41 
~~~b~rb~~:::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::: ~; ~~~ ~~: ~3 !; ~~~ ~g~ ~Jg~ i:: ~3 g; ~~g 2g~ 
November............................. 1, 097 15.7 5, 034 378 1, 219 15.4 4, 908 123 
December .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . • .. .. .. . . 1, 141 15.1 5, 530 131 1, 123 16. 5, 092 325 
January .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . • • .. . . • • . . . . . . . 1, 084 17. 4 4, 830 379 1, 151 16. 4 5, 020 381 
February .............................. 962 17.65 4,658 268 1,073 16. 4,514 24 
March................................. l, 052 17. 23 5, 322 166 ............................. . 
~~;~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·. ~:~~g g:~ g:~M ~~~ :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: 




193 ............................. . 
_ Total.. .......................... Jl.iOS 16. - ----=~Jl.i73J15~==i~ 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the accounting division of the 
office of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employ~ present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily : 
h.m. 
1884 .. - - - - . -- - - .. - - .. - - .. - . - - - . - - .. - - . . 305! 5, 7 45 
i~~~ : :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : -~~~! ~: ~~~ 
1887 . -- - - •. -- - - - . -...... - .. - -- .. ---- - .. 201 3, 006! 
5, 745 22r\ 257.24 5 57 
53 5, 231 191\- 27U. 1 6 21 
54 5, 032 18 276. 5 6 26 









Statements illustrative of work performed in the assessment division in the office of 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. 
Memorandum conceming claims for abatement of tax on spirits destroyed while stored in 
distillery warehouses. 
The claims in the above-named cases are submitted under the provisions of sections 
3221, 3222, and 3223 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, as amended by 
section 3, act; of March l, 1879. 
The evidence required in support of these claims (Department Regulations, Series 
7, No. 7, pp. 114-116) consists of affidavits :from the claimants, and uf such other per-
sons as witnessed the destruction of the spirits or have know ledge of the facts con-
nected therewith; and also from the storekeeper and gauger on duty at the distillery 
at the time the alleged loss occurred, showing : 
(1) The date, origin, and cause of the fire, or other casualty; 
(2) The quantity of spirits in the warehouse at the time the casualty occurred; 
(3) The quantity of spirits actually destroyed by the casualty; 
(4) That the destruction was accidental, and without any fraud, collusion, or negli-
gence of the distiller or owner of the spirits ; . 
(5) The market value of the spirits at the time of destruction, and the value of the 
distillery buildings and other property on the distil'lery premises; 
(6) The amount of insurance held on the spirits and such other property; the date 
on which the insurance was effected, by whom effected, and to whom payable; 
(7) That no portion of the tax asked to be remitted is covered by the insurance so 
held; and 
(8) The amount of insurance recovered, and if not recovered in full the reason 
therefor. 
The collector of the district is also required to investigate and report upon the fore-
going matters, as to the general character of the claimant, as to the reliability of the 
several witnesses in the case, and as to the propriety of allowing the claim. 
Upon receipt of such claim in this division, the same is stamped, recorded, examined, 
and compared with the office records of the distillery and warehouse where the alleged 
loss occurred. 
If, upon examination, the evidence submitted is found to be incomplete, or defective, 
the collector of the district is so notified by letter, with instructions to procure such 
further evidence as may be needed; and, when completed, the evidence is briefed, 
and a report on the claim made by the examiner, and the papers in the case submitted 
to the chief of the division, who, in turn, refers the case to the chief clerk of the 
Bureau, with such recommendation as seems appropriate. 
In caseA where a controversy arises upou questions of law, or upon tbe evidence 
filed, as often occurs, the case is submitted to the Solicitor of Internal Revenue for 
his opinion and advice; and the claim is then submitted to the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, who indorses thereon his opinion as to its vn,liclity. 
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The claim and accompanying papers are then returned to this division, and there· 
upon transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury and are received and reviewed in 
the internal revenue division of the Secreta,ry's office. 
Upon the allowance or disallowance of the claim, as the case may be, the papers 
are returned to this office, with notice of the action taken thereon by the Secretary, 
and the claim, after being again recorded, is placed on the files of this office. 
In case of allowance, the collector of the district is so notified and instructed to 
credit the spirits on his monthly bonded account, as lost by casualty, and allowed 
under sec. 3221, Revlsed Statutes. 
In case of disallowance, the collector is so notified, with instructions to collect the 
tax due on the spirits. 
The duties connected with the examination of these claims, including examination 
of records, correspondence, and preparation of reports, are performed by oRe clerk, and 
as the treatment of these claims varies somewhat, according to tho circumstances of 
the case, a more detailed statement than above given seems impracticable. It may, 
however, be stated that in cases where the spirits are alleged to have been de11troyed 
by fire, and the amount of tax involved islarge, or where the circumstances attend-
ing the alleged loss indicate fraud, the case is specially investigated by one or more 
revenue agents, under instructions prepared in this (1ivision, and usually before the 
submission of the claim to the Secretary. 
In such cases the origin of the fire, the value of the property destroyed, the insur-
ance held on such destroyed property, and the financial condition of the claimant at 
the time the fire occurred, and other collateral matters, are carefully investigated; and 
the investigation had in such cases, including the examination of witnesses, often 
extends over a period of months and involves much bbor and correspondence, as will 
appear from the following statement compiled from papers filed with a claim now on 
the files of this division : 
Quantity of spirits covered by claim, 1G7,890 gallons. 
Da,te of alleged destruction, September 21, 1881. 
Date of presentation of claim, December 8, 18Sl. 
Date of final action on claim, February 18, 1885. 
Number of revenue agents employed,:{. 
Number of witnesses examined, 70. 
Testimony: 
Pages. 
\'l ri tten .. __ ..... __ .... _ ......•.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 802 
Pr i u ted ...............• - ............... -. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . 264 
Exhibits (written and printed) .......... _... . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 490 
Reports of officers, correspondence, &c . . . • .• • •• . . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • •. . . . . .. • •• . 334 
Briefs and arguments of counsel (printed) . . . . .. . . • • . •.• • . . . • • •• • . . • . . • . . . . . .. 166 
Briefs and arguments prepared in office...................................... 147 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • . • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • . . 2, 203 
The greater portion of the testimony in the case here referred to was taken before 
United States commissioners, pursuant to section 184, Revised Statutes, and many of 
the interrogatories and cross-interrogatories were prepared in this division. 
Memorandum concerning the exportation of a lot of distilled spirits without payment of tax 
under section 3330, Revised Statutes, .Regulations, Series 7, No. 4, revised. 
(1) Notice is given in triplicate by distiller or owner of intention to export (Form 
206). 
(2) Collector's order to ganger, in triplicate (Form 296). 
(~) Aggregated report, in triplicate, of gauger (Form 206). 
(4) Detailed report of gauger (Form 59). 
(5) Entry for withdrawal (Form 206), payment of tax on deficiency, if any, as pro-
vided in section 17, act of May 28, 1880, and 10 cents each for export stamps, to be 
affixed to the packages. 
(6) Filing of exportation bond (Form B), to be approved by collector, conditioned 
for the delivery of goodb at port of export, clearance from same and landing abroad, 
as shown by a proper certificate, or loss at sea, established by satisfactory proofs; all 
within certain limitations therein specified. 
(7) Collector's permit for delivery of spirits for exportation, addressed to store-
keeper (Form 206). 
(8) Export stamps to be affixed and canceled, and packages stamped and branded. 
(9.) Bill of lading in triplicate (Form C). One complete set of ahove forms andre-
ports to be forwarded to this office. 
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(10) The Commissioner and internal-revenue collector each receives one copy of the 
cu~toms gauger's certificate (Form IV), accompanied by his detailed :report of re-
gauge and inspector's certificate (Form V). 
(11) Any deficiency occurring while in transit for export, as shown by the customs 
regauge, may be allowed by the Commissioner, on the filing of a proper claim, under 
the act of December 20, 1879. 
(12) After the export vessel has cleared, the customs collector issues in duplicate 
a clearance certificate (Form FF), one copy to be sent to Commissioner with gauger's 
report, to which pieces of export stamps cut from the packages are attached, and one 
copy to the internal-revenue collector from whose district the spirits were withdrawn. 
(13) On arrival of the spirits at a foreign port, a landing certificate, executed in 
proper form, is to be furnished the collector of customs within the time specified in 
the bond, on the reception of which he issues his certificate of landing (Form G G), 
in duplicate, to be distributed as a clearance certificate, which completes the formula 
of exportation under a through exportation bond, being followed by the cancellation 
of said bond and the proper credits on the bonded account. 
'l'he duplicates of the export papers, received in the order of issuance, each of which 
is snb.iected to a critical examination, enables this office to exercise a general,super-
vision over the matter of distilled spirits exportations and exact a strict compliance 
with law and regulations in this behalf, or, failing in this, to hold the principal and 
sureties to an accountability by directing that said bond be placed in the hands of 
the United States district attorney for snit whenever a breach of bonded obligation 
is apparent. 
The conduct of this branch of the office business is exclusively in the hands of a 
single clerk, and it necessarily involves a strict attention to duty so as to correct any 
irregularity at the time it occurs, resulting in a considerable correspondence with 
the collectors of internal revenue, the customs collectors, and the customs and ister-
nal-revenue branch ofthe Secretary's office; also with United States district attor-
neys through the law division of this office. 
It might be noted in this connection that when spirits are exported under the act of 
June U, 1874, the formula of exportation is pretty much as when under section 3330, 
Revised Statutes, the principal exceptions being that a transportation bond (Form 
BB) is given for withdrawal from distillery warehouse, conditioned for delivery of 
goods at a domestic port and clearance therefrom; also the :filing of a satisfactory 
bond (Form EE) with the customs collector, conditioned for the delivery of the spir-
its at a foreign port, which latter bond remains in the custody of the customs author-
ities and is canceled by them upon the reception of competent proofs of landing 
abroad. 
The supervision of exportation under both laws is in the same hands, being often 
inseparably connected and intermingled with each other. 
All exportations by the way of the port of New York are under the general surveil-
lance of the collector of the second district of New York, as a representative of the 
internal-revenue branch of the service, to whom bills of lading are forwarded direct 
from the office, which are subsequently returned with his report thereon as to the de-
ficiencies found by his regauge. 
This class of work (as well as all other work in this division) is carefully reviewed 
in its prinCipal features by the head of the division and initiated by him before going 
to the chief clerk for initial and the Commissioner for signature, and in many cases is 
personally reviewed by the Commissioner. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE, 
Washington, July 15, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith two statements illustrative of the 
methods of transacting business in the assessment division, as requested in a commu-
nication addressed to Hon. C. S. Fairchild, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, dated 
March 18, 1887, by Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee. 
In selecting these snb.iects care has been exercised to present a fair and impartial 
statement of the mode of performing work in this division, and at the same time to 
show in as intelligible a manner as possible the system adopted in dispatching the 
official business assigned to it. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. JOSEPH S. MILLER, 
Comrnissioner Internal Revenue. 
I. THORNTON, 
Acting Head of Assessment Division. 
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THE DIREGTOR OF THE MINT. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF THE MINT, 
Washington, D. 0., ~pril23, 1887. 
SIR : Referring to your reference under date of the 26th ultimo of copies of commu-
nications from the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee, requesting 
statements covering the business of the Treasury Department for the fiscal years 
1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 to March 1, I have the honor to transmit
1 
herewith the in-
formation called for in so far as it relates to the Bureau of the Mim. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. C. S. FAIRCHILD, 
Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. C. 
JAMES P. KIMBALL, 
Directo1· of the Mint. 
The following statement shows iu detail the business in the Bureau of the Mint for 
the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Force employed. ~ Assay laboratory, chem-.., . ical analyses. ~'"g 
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1884 .......... 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 18 8,783 11,933 14 1, 508 630 2,138 
1885 .......... 4 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 18 9,498 13,252 24 1,425 571 197 2,100 
1886 .......... 4 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 18 10,065 12,919 42 1, 803 ....... 195 1,998 
1887 ·----·.- .. 4 2 1 2 2 1 2 3 17 8,564 9, 010 37 1,428 ......... 3 1,431 
I Odglnalacoormt. 
Bullion and coin accounts . examined, ap- Requisitions for 
examined and adjusted. 
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1884 ... 40 64,109 $136, 825, 000 201 3,912 $1. 515, 057 55 245 $23,885 46 187 $1, 550,402 09 
1885 ... 40 64,118 131, 851, 000 190 3, 735 1,417, 903 26 220 29,756 65 182 1, 465, 015 82 
1886 ... 41 66,906 128, 664, 000 208 3, 777 1, 313, 927 65 253 21,649 59 186 1, 355, 643 27 
1887 ... 30 52,193 162, 062, 000 151 2, 091 928,806 24 177 8, 749 29 126 894, 935 25 
The Bureau of the Mmt of the Treasury Department is the general executive division 
of the Mint establishment of the United States. Of the five mints now iu existence 
four are equipped for coinage and three are in active operation. The Bureau has, 
therefore, under its control four coinage mints and six assay offices. The present or-
ganization of the Bureau comprises, besides the Director, an examiner of mints, a com-
puter of bullion, an assayer, and an adjuster of accounts, and a clerical force of six 
clerks, two translators, two copyists, and three messengers and helpers. The business 
of the Bureau being largely administrative, it is practically impossible to exhibit in 
reasonable limits or in the form of a tabulated statement the work performed. The 
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annual reports of the Director, two in number, afford a complete annual exhibit of 
the quantity and quality of the work performed by the Bureau. These reports also 
furu ish proof that all its accounts are balanced and closed at the end of each :fiscal 
year andmany atsborterintervals, namely, quarterly, and, in thecaseofsome, monthly. 
In addition to the administrative duties required of the Director by the coinage act 
of 1873 it was made his duty, by the act of March 3, 1873, to estimate annually, for 
proclamation by the Secretary of the Treasury, the value of all foreign coins expressed 
in the money of account of the United States. Heis also required to superintend the 
purchase and delivery of silver-not less than $2,000,000 worth nor more than $4,000,-
000 worth per month-required by the act of February 28, 1878, to be purchased 
monthly and coined into standard silver dollars. In the year 1879 and every subse-
quent year Congress added to the legitimate duties of the Director the subsidiary dut.y 
of collecting the statistics of the production of gold and silver in the United States. 
An assay laboratory was established in 1881 in connection with the Burea.u for the 
purpose of testing, under the immediate control and super,vision of the Director, the 
coins of the United States, to see that they were kept within the legal requirements as 
to weight and purity. The tabulated statement above exhibits the work of the Bu-
reau only so far as relates to the quarterly bullion and coin accounts and the monthly 
expense accounts of the mints and assay offices rendered to the Director, as required 
by law, for the purpose of adjustmm1t. It is not possible to tabulate the work re-
quired at the hands of the Bureau in many important particulars, notably the esti-
mation of the value of foreign coins, the purchases of silver bullion, the collection 
and compilation of the statistics of the production of the precious met.als in the United 
States, and the large amount of monetary statistics required at the bands of this Bn-
reau by the Secretary of the Treasury, by Congress, and by the public. No record is 
kept in this Bureau of the amount of work performed by individuals, nor are there 
any constituted divisions of the Bureau. The work, other than the administrative 
duties required of the Director, is under the immediate charge of the officers filling 
the functional clerksbips, and the clerical force is distributed as necessity requires. 
The work of the Bureau is never behindhand. As a rule all business is attended to 
promptly as soon as received or required. In explanation of the schedule of time de-
voted to tb.:~ transaction of business by the employes, it may be said that the low 
average is occasioned by prolonged illness on the part of certain individuals. With 
few exceptions the time and attention devoted to public business by the employes of 
this Bureau have been most commendable. Several have not taken the annual leaves 
of absence allowed in the Department. 
In justice to the force employed, I have appended a table showing the a.ttenda.nce 
of each employ6 in the Bureau during the period embraced in the report. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the tranf!laction of business by the employes of the Bureau of the Mint, in 
person and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each year 
so devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by 
the employe present the least number of days during said years. Department open 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to busi-
ness, 6! hours daily. · 
Average Most days Least· Days De- Days Days Total Number number Hours worked w~~k~d Years. partment worked in worked days of em· of days employed by em-open. person. by proxy. worked. ployes. daily. by em-worked. ploy e. ploye. -------------------- ------;------------
h. m. 
1884 ••••• 305! 4, 099! 574i 4, 674 18 259.7 6 3 304i 197t 
1885 ••••. 302i 4, 223! 719! 4,943 18 274.7 6 28 302! 243! 
1886 ••.•. 305 4, 621 380 5, 001 18 277.8 6 27 305 262 
1887 ..... 201 2, 829 259 3,088 17 181.6 6 23 198 161 
[A statement showing the number of days' time and attention devoted to the trans-
action of business by each employ6 of the Bureau of the Mint, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, is omitted.] 
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COMMISSIONER OP NAVIGATION. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF NAVIGATION, 
Washington, D. C., May 3, 18i7. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your indorsement of the 26th 
ultimo, requesting a report, in the form of a statement, containing information de-
sired by the chairman of the Senate Select Committee in regard to the business of 
the several bureaus of the Treasury Department, and, in reply, to submit herewith 
answers to the interrogatories of the committee, showing the work of this office so 
far as practicable. 
As regards the request of the committee for a statement of the maximum and the 
minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the 
most and the employe doing the least in each of such bureaus during each month 
of the years mentioned, and that if no account has been kept of the business disposed 
of by each employe during said years, or any part thereof, a statement of the reason 
why such account has not been kept, I have to state that no two of the employes of 
the Bureau are eugaged on business of precisely the same character. A. large portion 
of the work is more or less of a technical nature, and it would be difficult to make a 
written account of it in such a manner as to render any comparison valuable. 
While one question may occupy a clerk's mind for a considerable period intinding a 
correct solution, another may be settled almost mechanically, aud necessitate only the 
manual labor of writing the decision and sufficient care to make it correct as to En-
glish and in accordance, perhaps, with some estaulishecl precedent. 
The few employes who copy mainly are expected to perform, and do perform, any 
miscellaneous work, such as compiling statistics, preparing blank\8, sending off ch·cu-
lars and books, and any other similar duties required of them, within their capacity. 
The circumstances being so different from those in other offices having a mass of one 
kind of work for all the employes, and in which, therefore, a record of the business done 
by the individuals would be of some value for comparison, it was not thought neces-
sary to keep a record of the work performed by the individual employes further than as 
the offi.eial records show it, nor was it considered practicable to keep such a record that 
would be of vaJue for comparison. In fact, an attempt was made to keep one, but it 
was abandoned as useless. 
It is found generally that the employes are ready and even anxious to perform 
promptly and faithfully all the work assigned to them. 
Tbe work of the Bureau is concisely shown by the following order and law, which 
took effect in 1884 : 
To OFFICERS OF THE TREASURY DEPARTME~T: 
Whereas Congress. by·an act approved July 5, 1884, authorized the establishment of a Bureau of 
Navigation in the Treasury Department, and charged a Commissioner with its control and manage· 
ment, subject to the direction of the .Secreta-ry of 1be Treasury, it is hereby ordered that said Com. 
missioner shall have power to give instructions, over his own signature as Commissioner of Navigation, 
to collectors of customs in all matters essent1al to the fulfillment of the duties with which he is charged 
in the second, third, fourth, and fifth sections of said act, and address over his own signatme all per. 
sons with whom in his judgment it may be necessary to communicate in furtherance of the objects for 
which said Bureau was established, and he will so organize his office that the duties prescribed in the 
act may be most promptly and efficiently performed. 
The duties relating to navigation hitherto asEligned to the Register of the Treasury having been de· 
volved upon him, he will sign, as Commissioner of N aTigation, the certificates of registry of vessels as 
authorized and required by section 4158 of the Revised Statutes, and he will cause to be transmitted 
the requisite supply of forms of such instruments to collectors of customs; but he will treat as valid 
and still in force all sucn outstanding instruments as bear the signat,ure of the Register of the Treas· 
nry, and will allow the issue of such instruments with the Register's signature till new ones with his 
own official signature Mn be supplied to collectors. 
The Commissioner of Navigation shall ::mpervise the action of shipping commissioners as devolved 
upon the Secretary of the Treasury l>y the tenth section of the shipping act approved June 26, 1884, 
and, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, shall regulate t4e mode of conducting busi· 
ness in their ofticetJ, and perform such other duties pertaining to the care of seamen as would devolve 
upon the Secretary &f the Treasury l>y virtue of the provisions of the said act or Title LUI of the Re· 
vised Statutes. 
He will also give instructions to collectors of customs in rega-rd to the documenting of vessels and 
their clearance, entry, and movements, and the collection of tonnage duties therefrom so far as they 
may be required by the provisions of said shipping act and Titles XXXlV and XL VIII of the Re· 
vised Statutes. 
He shall also issue to collectors of customs such instructions in regard to the entry of vessels into 
ports subject to quarantine as may be required by the public health and permitted by Title L Vill of 
the Revised Statutes. • 
In all cases in which it is necessary for the head of the Bureau of Navigation to communicate with 
the head of a Department he will make such communication through the Secretary of the Treasury. 
For the guidance of the Commissioner of Navigation in respects not necessary to be here enumerated. 
he is referred to the act itself, herewith published. 
CHA.S. J. FOLGER, Secretary. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congres1 
assembled, That there shall be in the Departmer..t of the Treasury of the United States a Bureau of 
Navigation, under the immediate charge of a Commissioner of Navigation. 
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8EC. 2. That the Commissioner of Navigation, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
shall have general superintendence of the commercial marine and merchant seamen of t.he United 
States, so far as vessels and seamen are not, under existing laws, subject to the supervision of any 
other officer of the Government. He shall be speciall:v charged with the decision of all questions re-
lating to the issue ofr~gisters, enrollments, and licenses of vessels, and to t.l1e filing and preservation 
of those documents; and whenever in title forty-eight or tifty of the Revised Statutes any of the above-
named documents are required to be surrendered or returned to the Register of the Treasury, such 
requirement is hereby repealed, and such documents shall be surrendered and returned to the Com-
missioner of Navigation. Safd Commissioner· sh;tll have charge of all similar documents now in the 
keeping of the Register of the Treasury, and shall perform all the duties hitherto devolved upon said 
Register relating to navigation. 
SEC. 3. That the Commtssioner of Navigation shall be charged with the supervision of the laws re-
lating to the admeasnremell!t of vessels, and the assignment of signal letters thereto, and of desi~nating 
their official number; and on all questions of ,interpretation growing out of the execution of tile laws 
relating to these subjects, and relating to the collection of tonnage tax, and to the reftmd of such tax 
when collected erroneously or illegally, his decision shall be final. 
SEC. 4. That the Commissioner of Navigation shall annually p1·epare and publish a list ojvesssls of the 
United States belonging to the co1nrnercial marine, specifying the official number, signal letters, names, 
rig, tonnage, home port, and place and date of building of eve!r]y vessel, distin~ishing in such list 
sailing-vessels from such as may be propelled by steam or other motive power. l:ie shall also report 
annually to the Secretary of the 'l'reasury the increase of vessels of the United States, by building or 
otherwise, specifying their number, rig, and motive power. lie shall also in>est:Pgate the operations 
of the laws relative to navigation, and annually report to the §ecretary of the Treasury such particulars 
as may, in his judgment, admit of improvement or may reqmre amendment. 
SF.c: 5. That the Commissioner of Navigation shall, under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, be empowered to change the names of vessels of the United States, under such restrictions 
as may have been or shall be prescribed by act of Congress. 
SEc: 6. That the Commissioner of Navigation shaH be appointed by the President of the United 
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall receive a salary of four thousand 
dollars per annum. And thB Secretary of the Treasury shall have power to tran_sfer from existing 
Bureaus or divisions of the Treasury one clerk, to be designated as deputy commissioner of navigation, 
to act with the full powers of saill Commissioner during his tempora1y absence from his official duty 
for any cause, and such additional clerks as he may consider necessar;v to the successful operation of 
the Bureau of Navigation, w1thout impairing the efficiency of the Bureaus or divisions whence such 
clerks may be transfeFtred. 
SEc. 7. That this act shall be in force and taki'J effect on and after July first, eighteen hunched and 
eighty-four. 
The following statement shows the method of transacting business in the various 
brancl1es of this office, which is arranged by desks rather than by divisions, owing 
to the peculiar nature of the work done and the numerous subdivisions thereof 
necessary: 
The case of the vessel Hernan Cortes shows the action taken on appeals from decis-
ions of collectors of customs imposing tonnage tax on vessels. The appeal, forwarded 
through the mail, is stamped in this office by the messenger with the date of its re-
ceipt; entered in the docket by the docket clerk, by whom it is numbered, briefed, if 
necessary, indexed, and forwarded to the employe who considers the case. Complaint 
having been made by the Spanish minister, through the Department of State, that 
the tax on the Hernan Cortes was assessed in contravention of the modus vivendi ex-
isting between the United States and Spain, a report is obtained from the collector of 
customs at New Orleans showing the precise facts, and a reply for the information of 
the mini~ter is framed by the clerk in charge of the case under such instructions as 
may have been given him; copied by a copyist; checked by the deputy commissioner, 
then by the head of the Bureau, and forwarded to the Secretary of the Treasury for 
signature. A letter affirming or reversing the collector's decision is next drafted, 
copied, checked by the deputy commissioner, and signed by the Commissioner, and 
the appellant is notified of the action taken. The letters written in the case are press-
copied, recorded, indexed, and finally bound. 
In other cases, not arising under appeals, but involving questions for the decision 
of the Bureau under the laws relating to navigation and commerce, the shipment of 
seamen, &c., the mode of procedure is similar so far as the facts make it necessary. 
In the case of refunds of moneys unlawfully collected, the appUcation is recorded, 
as alluded to above, then considered by a clerk, who prepares instructions to the col-
lector or other proper officer to forward a certified statement showing the precise 
amount collected, the amount which should have been collected, and the amount to 
be refunded. The statement, when received, is stamped, briefed, if necessary, num-
bered, indexed, and indorsed with the proper instructions to the accounting officers. 
It is then checked by the deputy commissioner, and signed by the Commissioner, 
and referred by the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. A press-copy is taken of 
the indorsements. The certified statement is transmitted to the accounting office, 
where the :figures are compared, and it is then forwarded to the comptrolling office, 
where the account is :finally adjusted, and measures are taken for the payment of the 
amount due. 
In the case of a refund of exactions by consuls, &c., the accounts are forwarded 
to the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury, with the proper indorsements, the proceedings 
being substantially similar to those last above mentioned. 
Accounts of United States shipping commissioners are received by mail, stamped, 
briefed, entered on the docket, numbered, and indexed. The items are examined 
and compared with the vouchers, and the amounts due are computed and indorsed 
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upon the accounts, together with instructions for their payment by the accounting 
officers, to whom the accounts are forwarded for action, as mentioned above. 
Applications for official numbers of vessels and signal letters, made out in proper 
form, and accorupe.nied by a report thereon by the proper customs officer, are received 
through the mail, stamped, recorded, and briefed, as aforesaid, when necessary. If 
favorable action is taken, an official number is assigned and letters are awarded and 
recorded in a permanent manner in this office. A telegram is then usually trans-
mitted to the proper collector, at the expense of the applicant, and a blank contain-
ing the authority more in detail is filled out, checked, signed, and forwarded by mail 
to the collector, after being press-copied. A report upon a blank is subsequently 
made by the collector of customs or proper officer, showing in detail whether the law 
has been complied with in each case. This report is compared with the authority 
given, and ifthere is any discrepancy between the action taken and such authority the 
collector is immediately notified to enforce the law. The report received is stamped 
and also filed in the usual manner. 
T:l;le accounts showing the tonnage of shipping forwarded by collectors of customs 
are stamped and the papers connected therewith examined by the proper clerks, 
whose duty it is to note any inaccuracy, discrepancy, or mistake, and by correspond-
ence to have the matter satisfactorily adjusted. The marine papers forwarded with 
he accounts are recorded and placed on file for preservation, in accordance :with the 
equirements of the statute applicable. An example is afforded by the following case: 
Accounts of tonnage for the district of Belfast, Maine, for the quarter ending Sep-
tember 30, 1886. 
(1) Accounts received by mail October 16, 1886. 
(2) Accounts stamped by messenger with date of receipt. 
(3) Accounts of tonnage examined and settled. 
(4) Collector of customs notified by letter, November 17, 1886, as to tne correct 
balances oftonnage to be brought forward at the beginning of the next quarter. 
(5) Record made of the duplicate registers and enrollments issued which accompa-
nied the accounts. 
(6) Record made of the surrendered marine documents received with the account. 
(7) Duplicates and surrendered marine documents filed. 
(8) Index made of marine documents issued. 
(9) Notices to credit cert,ain marine documents mailed August 16 and September 21. 
(10) Record made of names, tonnage, material, and rig of vessels built. 
The appended blank shows in detail the business done. 
Respectfully, yours, C. B. MORTON, 
Commissioner. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the Bureau of Navigation 
of the Treasury Department for the years 1884, Ul85, 1886, and 1887 : 
bD:l!') -~~~g bD rJ,bD ~ ,J,bt s:lP.oo = ;a.s =....:. 
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'd~ ~""':a Character of business. ""'0 ~ 'd"-' rt::o~ 'd00o 'd~ .so 'd.S ~ol Q) Q) 
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"$~ ~ ~~'g .:: ~~~ -~&:; a>alt-Q) >:<"'OO 
~r/.2 til § PU.l cil 0 e p.~ ooo cilooo Q) Q) .... ... p.,..; 
~ ... ~ E-1 ~ E-1 _E-1 ___ ------------
Cases consisting of appeals, requests for 
instructions, decisions, orders, regu-
lations, &c .••...•..................... 3,136 3,136 10,399 10,399 6,903 6, 903 
Marine documents, original and dupli-
cate ........................•......... 14,286 14,286 36,699 36,699 3, 507 3,507 
Accounts of tonnage ..•.•.............. 2,103 2,103 5, 619 5, 610 626 626 
Abstracts of tonnage tax ............... 532 532 1, 539 1. 539 246 246 
Annual lists of vessels .....•.•..•...••• 247 247 137 137 
Statements of vessels built ............. 132 132 373 373 i6 46 
Accounts of vessels lost and aban-
doned ................................ . 161 161 343 343 55 55 
Applications for si~alletters .......... 28 28 95 95 7 7 
Requests for officia numbers ........... 284 284 ~56 856 59 59 
Shipping commissioners' accounts ••••.• 76 76 243 243 38 38 
--------------------
Total ............................. 20,985 20,985 56,303 56,303 11,487 11,487 
Work being mostly current is kept up, practically, to date. Bureau not established 
until after the commencement of the fiscal year 1885. · 
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The following statement shows the avera£e amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the .Hureau of Navigation, with average num-
ber of employes during the time specified: 
1886. 1887. 
Months. 
Average Average Average Average 
amount. employes. amount. employes. 
July··········································· ................. . 
t~~~!\~;i:::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
October ..••••.•••••.••••..•••••.••••••••••••••••• . ••..•••••.••••• 
November .....••...•..••..••..•••..•••...•...••.•••..•..•.•••••. 
December .••..•...•..••••..•..••...•...•..••.•.•••.•..•••••.•.... 
January .... .. ...... ...... ...... .......... ....... .... 422 
~~%ha~- ~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1ig 
fni~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !!~ 






























The work of each employe differs from that of the others, and the institution of a 
comparison is virtually impracticable. The Bureau was not established until after 
the commencement of the fiscal year of1885. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the Bureau ofNaviga.tion, 
in person and by proxy, during the years named, with number of days during each 
year so devoted to buniness by the employe present for the greatest number of days 
and by the employe present the least number of days during said years. Department 
open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with one-half hour for lunch. Time to be devoted to 




1887 (to March 1) ......... . 
305 5, 706 
201 3, 540 
103 5,809 





178t 6 l9in 
Bureau not established until after commencement of fiscal year 1885. 





TREASURY DEPARTMENT, OFFICE OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD, 
Washington, July 7, 1887. 
SIR: The board has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of two letters, each of 
March 18, 1887, from the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, United States Senator, chairman of 
the Senate Select CommHtee, addressed to the Department and referred to this office 
by indorsement, requesting a detailed statement of the business of this office on hand, 
disposed of, and unadjusted at certain periods, from January 1, 1884, to March 1,1887, 
by fiscal years; also a detailed statement of the methods of transacting business in 
this office. 
In reply, the Board begs leave to make answer to each question separately, stating 
it and replying to it as far as may be in detail and by a showing of the assembled 
facts in tabular form. 
Question No. 1. A. detailed statement showing the amount and character of busi-
ness pending in each division of your office on January 1, 1884. 
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In reply to this question, the Board has to say that its answer must depend upon 
the construction given to the word "pending." The Board, however, understands 
it to apply to businet~s received and not taken up, but which is laid by until it can be 
reached in due course. There is no such business before this office. Everything that 
is received is at once taken up and work is continued consecutively upon it until it 
is finished. A detailed statement of the quantity and character of the business 
done in the office is made under appropriate headings, but the categorical reply 
of the Board is, None. 
Question No. 2. The amount and character of the business received and also trans-
acted and disposed of in each division of your office during the said' calendar year 
1884. 
This question is answered in the tabular statement. 
Question No. 3. And on hand pending and undisposed of on January 1, 1885. 
Answer. None. 
Question No. 4. And the amount and character of business received and also trans-
acted and disposed of in each division of your office during the year 1885. 
This question is answered in the tabular statement. 
Question No.5. And also on hand pending and undisposed of on January 1, 1886. 
Answer. None. 
Question No. 6. And the amount and character of business received, and also trans-
acted and disposed of, in each division of your office during the year 1886. 
This question is answered in the tabular statement, 
Question No. 7. And also on hand pending and undisposed of on Jan nary 1, 1887. 
Answer. None. 
Question No.8. And receiyed, and also transacted and disposed of, in each division 
of your office during the year 1887, up to March 1' 1887. 
This question is answered in the tabular statement. 
Question No.9. Ari·d on hand, pending, and undisposed of, in each division of your 
office on March 1, 1887. 
Answer. None. 
Question No. 10. And also a detailed statement showing the average amount and 
character of business performed, transacted, and disposed of by the employes in each 
division of your office. 
This question is answered in the tabular statement. 
Question No. 11. And the average number of employes in each of such divisions 
during each month in said years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, up to March 1, 1887. 
This question is answered in the accompanying tabular statement. 
Question No. 12. And also the maximum and minimum amount of business trans-
acted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe dojng the 
least in each of such divisions during each of said months of said years. 
The Board finds itself unable to answer this question. The business of this office 
is kept up to date by employing the clerical force upon various kinds of work, trans-
ferring them from one kind to another, as necessity may require, and keeping all 
constantly busy. Under these circumstances, comparison would not only be invid-
ious, but misleading. Suffice it to say, that while some have done excellently, most 
have done well. Where a falling off of the quantity or quality of the work has been 
noticed, such changes in the clerical force have been effected by transfer, or otherwise, 
as to keep all remaining up to the Board's standard. 
Question No. 13. And if no account has been kept of the husiness performed and 
disposed of by each employe in any of such divisions during said years, or any part 
or parts thereof, then the reasons why such account has not been kept. 
No account has been kept of the work. done by each employe, because the clerical 
force employed upon the various branches of the Board's work are interchangeable, 
and because the people werl} changed about from time work to piece work and back 
again, as became needful, and hence no satisfactory statement of what each person 
did could be obtained in a shape in which the work of each could be compared with 
the work of the others for competitive purposes. 
Question No. 14. And also a statement showing the average number of days and 
the .time and attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business by 
the employes in each of the said divisions, and whether any person, or byproxy, dur-
ing each of the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1837, up to March 1, 1887, or during such 
parts of said years, or either of them, as such employes, or any of them, have been re-
ceiving pay from the United Htates. 
A statement is herewith submitted, showing the time each employe of the office has 
been employed during the time mentioned. In a few cases where sn bstitutes have been 
employed, such action bas been authorized by the Treasury Department for cause, 
which in e"'\l"ery instance has been illness on the part of the clerk who was thus repre-
sented by proxy, and in each case the substitute has been employed by the Depart-
ment, not by the clerk, and the substitute bas been paid by the Department, not by 
the clerk. This bas been the case where the substitute bas been a relative of the 
clerk, as well as wbe~ there bas been no relation between them. 
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Question No. 15. And also the maximum and minimum number of the days during 
each of said years, and up to March 1, 1887, so devoted to business by the employes 
in each of such divisions present for the greatest number of days and also for the 
least number of days. 
This question is answered in the accompanying tabular statement. The employe 
who was present 303 out of 305t days in the fiscal year ending June 31, 1884, had 
his leave for the year in the month preceding the beginning of the fiscal year. The 
employe who was present but 162 days was absent on leave and on doctors' certifi-
cates, and was afterwards removed on request of this office. The employe who was 
present but 232 days in 1885, was present :301 days in 1886, owing in the first case to 
the leave being taken, in the one case in the preceding year, and in the second case in the 
subsequent year, as the leaves were calculated for the calendar rather than the fiscal 
years. No account was kept of the night work and the work done on holidays in this 
office, and no such work has been counted in the accompanying tabular statement. 
But in justice to the office force it should be stated that much of such work has been 
done voluntarily and cheerfully, that the current work might be kept up at whatever 
cost of convenience, and yet under the rules of the Department it was necessary to 
charge to each one of the force such fractions of working days as they were absent 
from the office, however great the necessity for such absence. 
Question No.16. Also a detailed statement of the methods of transacting business 
in each of the divisions of your office, including one or more items of the principal 
matters transacted in each of such divisions, beginning with the receipt of the busi-
ness matter of the Depa.rtment, and then showing in consecutive order the various 
steps taken by each of such business matters through the various divisions of your 
office and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is con-
sidered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each until the same 
is finally disposed of and the notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Two detailed statements are herewith submitted of the Board's methods of trans-
acting business, from their inception to their close, showing in consecutive order the 
various steps taken. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
HENRY F. PICKING, 
Commander, U. S.lf., Naval Secretary. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the office of the United 
States Light-House Board for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
~ 
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Letters received, regis. 
tered, and filed .......... 18,617 18,617 17,345 17,345 22,139 22,139 17,335 17,335 
Letters written, press-cop-
ied, and mailed ..•....... 12,422 12,396 14,697 10,942 
Reports and returns ex-
amined .................. 5, 778 5, 778 6, 897 6,897 6, 737 6, 737 4, 208 4, 208 
.Advertisements issued, 
proposals examined, and 
contractR made .......... 721 721 753 753 1, 540 1, 540 1, 008 1,088 
Lines written in record 
books and in indexing 
and card indexes made ... ·-··-··· 170,474 181,343 224,270 164,039 Nominations examined and 
appointments recorded .. 1,144 1,144 930 93o 1 1, 226 1,126 808 808 
Vouchers examined an d 
settled ................... 15,698 15,698 15,430 15,430 16,942 16,942 812,791 12,791 
:Books, specifications, and 
blanks printed and dis-
tributed ................. ........... 362,564 264,843 187,072 215,547 
Drawings, charts, and cya-
M?~:IIf:e~:~~:::::::::::: .......... 340 512 608 497 1,140 1, 313 1, 998 4,677 
---------·-------------
Totals ............... 41,958 588, 898 1 41, 355 501,762 48,484 477,129 36,230 431, 932 
*Including remhtance of funds, 1,815: title papers to Rites examined, 138 ; annotations on minutes of 
the Board meetings, 2,955; . and magazines arranged for binding, for light-keepers' reading, 4,2:!0. 
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The nature of the business of this office is almost entirely current, 1«1 large propor-
tion of it originating here ; therefore the columns headed "on hand and undisposed 
of" are not applicable to a statement of this kind. 
v 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the office of the United States Light-House 
Board, with average number of employes during the tim~ specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ 
~~ 
g) 
~r~ :Month. bl)..,;l bl:"' bliP b.C~ blJ..,;l b.C-P 
~~ .e~ <II~ ~h =~ ~I>. (\lo:l ct:h 
~-o::l 1-<0 ... p 1-<0 ... p 1-<0 .... ~ 1-<0 
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------------------------
July....................... 1, 783. 61 26. 85 1, 584. 83 27. 35 1, 506.43 25.50 2, 009. 89 26.90 
Aug;ust........ .•• • •• .• •• •. 1, 926. 67 24.82 1, 603.28 25. 61 1, 507.74 24.80 2, 223. 62 24.13 
September................. 2, 340. 64 20. 85 1, 851. 30 23 1, 771. 68 22. 60 2, 700. 44 20. 33 
October .................... 1,697.32 28.75 1,493.23 27.93 1,580.66 25.6<1- 2,448.49 22.13 
November ......••.•....... 1, 587.76 30.73 1, 309.47 31.79 1, 420.24 28.31 2, 069.12 26.39 
December ..••••.•••...•.••. 1,707.18 28.68 1,437.10 29.19 1,619.67 24.40 2,240.20 24.23 
January . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 511. 60 33 1, 273. 11 32. 61 1. 386. 06 29.12 2, 010. 29 26. 81 
February •• • • • • . . • • • • . • . • • . 1, 507. 09 32. 43 1, 362. 13 30. 05 1, 357. 73 29. 10 1, 967. 70 26. 60 
March . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .. . . . 1, 556. 12 31. 43 1, 347. 52 30. 64 1, 396. 55 29 ................. . 
April .••......••••..•...... 1,627.96 30.28 1,366.98 30.19 1,446.11 28.15 ..•.....•......•.. 
:May ....................... 1,718 29.05 1,393.43 30 1,490.87 26.83 ................ .. 
June .....•••••...••..••••. 1,751.32 29.33 1,573.96 27.11 1,485.41 27.55 ................ .. 
Total averages ...•..... 1,725:44 28:851,466.36 2s~7f1,489:-27f26~ 2,208.72 24.'69 
No individual reports of work performed monthly have been kept in this office; 
therefore the "maximum" and" miuimmil." amount of work cannot be stated. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of the United States 
Light-House Board, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with number 
of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and by the employe preseut the least number of days during 
said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for 
I.unch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
~ .:. I» .-d al '+-< '0 '0 '0 ~ Q .::> ~ 0 Q Q g) Q A Q .., ... ~,Q ,!4 ] . ::l ~ ~ J5.-d I» .... '-g 0 0~ 0 8~ ~~ ~~ 2.= "C ~~ ~ s ~~ g). Q PI-< ooA oo'A Years. Q~ ,.!<j~ ttl '+-< ~0 s:::: A§' 1-<0 ~8 ~ 0 ~~ :.-,8 ~$ O<Zl ... ~~ ~Q 
~ A '0 Q bl)ttl 
"' "' ttl 3 
.::> ~~ "' I» ~I>. s .... ~.::> ~,.Q I» ~ h l>'d • <II ~ 0 p 0 0 g) 
A A A E-1 ~ ..q II1 ~ ..:! -------------------
h.m.s. 
1884. ----·· .••••• ··-··· •••••• .... 305~ 8,829 .......... 8,829 33.75 261.69 6 5 4 303 162 
1885 ··--------······-··---------- 302! 8,631 89 8, 720 33.08 263.60 6 11 48 ~96 232 
1886 ............................. 305 8, 026~ 134 8, 160t 29.75 274.28 6 23 124 301! 251 
1887 ·-· ••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••. 201 4, 947 15 4, 962 27.33 181.55 6 24 48 191 1521 
A large amount of work, overtime, has not been included in this statement. 
Detailed statement of the method of transacting business by the Light-House Board, 
showing the facts required to enable the Board to recommend the establishment of 
a new light-house, and each step taken, from the inception of the idea to the fin-
ishing of the structure, the appointment of the keeper, and the exhibition of the 
light, taking, as an instance, the facts in the case of the light-house on Killick 
Shoal, Virginia. 
March 27, 1884. The Hon. G. T. Garrison, member of Congress, forwarded a petition to the Light-House 
Board for a light-house and fog-si(J"nal on Killick Shoal, Virginia. 
:March 27, 1884. The Board wrote to t'be inspector and engineer of the fourth light house district for 
their views and recommendation thereon. 
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April ,9. 1884. The engineer of the fourth light-house district reported favorably, and estimated the cost 
of the proposed structure at $10,000. 
AprilS, 1884. 'l'he inspector of the fourth light-house district reported favorably. 
Aprilll, 1884. The Hon. G. T. Garrison, member of Congress, forwarded additional papers to the 
Board on the subject. 
April12, 1884. The Board referred all the papers to its committee on location. 
April15, 1884 The committee on location reported favorably, and recommended the establishment of a 
light-house and fog-signal. 
April15, 1884. The Board, in formal se~sion, adopteO. the. report of its commi~tee on locat~on: . 
April18, 188i. The Board wrote to the mspector and engmeer of the fourth light-house distnct mform-
ing them of its action. 
April19, 1884. The Board wrote the Hon. G. T. Garrison, member of Congress, informing him of its 
~~ . 
May 1, 1884. The Board wrote the Treasury Department, stating all the facts, and urgiri.g that Con-
gress be asked to make an appropriation of $10,000 for the erection of the light-house and fog-sig-
nal. 
July 17,1884. Congress appropriated $10,000 for the purpose. 
October 14, 1884. The Board wrote to the en~ineer of the fourth light-house district direct.ing him to 
take the proper steps to obtain title to tne site for the structures. 
January 2, 1885. The engineer of the fourth light-house district forwarded the deed of the site to the 
Board. 
January 3,1885. The Board sent the deed to the Attorney-General of the United States, through the 
Treasury Department, for his examination. 
January 26, 1885. The Attorney-General approved the title, and so informed the Board through the 
Treasury Department. 
January 30, 1885. The Boaru informed the engineer of the fourth light-house district, sending the 
deed back to him for record in the proper county. 
M11y, 1885. Plans for the structure were finished in the office of the Board. 
June 1, 1885. The i..loard, in formal session, approved the plans. 
September 3, 1885. The Board asked the Treasury Department for authority to advertise for proposals 
to furnish the metal-work for the foumlation of the light-house structures. 
September 3, 1885. The Treasury Department granted authority to advertise for proposals. 
September 3, 1885. The Board advertised in the Post., Boston; Journal of Commerce. New York; 
Times, Philadelphia; News, llaltimo~:e; Post, Pittsburgh; Dispatch, Richmond. 
Septemb& 17, 1885. Proposals for furnishing metal-work were received and opened. 
September 18, 1885. Proposals for the metal-work for the foundation of the light-house and fog-signal 
were sent to the Treasury Department, 
September 21, 1885. The Treasury Department authorized the Eoard to contract for the met:tl-work 
in question with the lowest bidder. 
September 22, 1885. The Board informed the · engineer of the fourth light-house district that he was 
authorized to contract with the lowest bidder. Pdee $2,090. 
October 2, 1885. The Board, in formal session, approved the contract with The Colwell Iron Works, 
New York City. 
October 5, 1885. The engineer of the fourth light-house district forwarded the contract to the Board 
for its approval. 
October 6, 1&:'5. The contract was formally approved by the chairman of the Board, and sent to the 
Treasury Department for the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
October 10, 1885. The Department returned the contract to the Board duly approved. 
October 12, 1885. The Board sent two copies of the contract to the engineer of the fourth light-
. house district, one copy for his :tiles and one for delivery to the Colwell Iron Works, the con-
tractor. 
October 12, 1885. The Board sent a copy of the contract to the Commissioner of Customs, as required 
bylaw. 
October 26, 1885. The contractors asked that the time for completing the contract be extended. 
Octobe1· 38, 1885. The engineer of the fourth light-house di~trict recommended that the time be ex-
tended. 
October 29, 1885. The Board recommended to the Treasury Department that the time be extended. 
October llO, lb85. The Secretary of the Treasury authorized an extension of the time by agreement to 
be signed by the parties to the contract and ihe sureties in \he b<>nd accompanying the same. 
October <H, 1885. The engineer of the fourth light-house district authorized by Board to have extension 
agreement made in quadrupiicate. 
November 19, ld85. The engineer of the fourth light-house district forwarded extension agreement for 
approval. · 
November 20, 1&85. Board sent agreement to the Treasury Department for approval. 
November28, 1&!5. Treasury Department returned agreement to Board duly approved. 
November 30, 1885. Board sent two copies of agreement to the engineer of the fourth light-house dis-
trict, one for his files and the other for deliver.v to the contractors. 
November 30,1885. Boanl sent one copy of the agreement to the Commissioner of Customs, as required 
bylaw. 
November 3, 1885. The Treasury Department granted authority to advertise for proposals for the erec-
tion of the iron pile foundation and the construction of the superstructure for Killick Shoal light· 
house. The Board advertised in the Globe, Boston; World, New York; Times, Philadelphia; Re-
cord, Philadelphia; Times, Wilmington, Del. 
November 12.1885. Proposals for this work received and opened. 
November 19, 1885. Proposals sent to the Department. 
November 20, 1885. The Treasury Department authorized the Board to contract for this work with the 
lowest bidder. 
November 21, 1885. The Board informed the engineer of the fourth light-house district that he was au-
thorized to contract with the lowest bidder. 
November 24,1885. The Board, in formal session, approved the contract, which had been "ent in by the 
engineer of the fourth light-house district. 
December 4, 1885. The engineer of the fourth light-house district sent in the contract for approval. 
December 5, 1885. The contract was formally approved by the chairm:tn of the Board and sent to the 
Treasury Department for the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. 
December 10, 1885. The Treasury Department returned the contract duly approved. 
December 11, 1885. The Board sent two copies of the contract to the engineer ot the fourth light-
house district, one for his files and one for delivery to the contractor. 
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December 11, 1885. The Board sent a copy of the contract, which had been made in quadruplicate, to 
the Commissioner of Customs for his files. 
The contractors for the ereciion of the iron pile foundation and for buildin~ the light-house 
thereon were Messrs. Shaw & Hughes, of Cape May City, N.J., and $3,946 was tne price stated in 
·the contract. 
August 20, 1884. The inspector and engineer of the fourth light-house district, to whom had been re-
ferred the question of the characteristics of the light to be shown from the Killick Shoallight-
hou~e, reported, with recommendations. 
December 7, 1885. The Board referred all papers bearing on the subject to it-s committee on lighting. 
December 7, 1885. The committee on lighting re8orted, recommending that the light on Killick Shoal 
should have the following characteristics: '.A. fixed white light from N. :i W. through westward 
to S. SE. :i E. and fixed red throughout the remaining arc, about 156 degrees." 
December 22, 1885. The Board, in formal session, adopted the report of the committee on lighting. 
December 28, 1885. The Board informed the engineer and inspector of the fourth l1ght-house district of 
the above action. 
December 22, 1885. The inspector of the fourth light-house district recommended that Killick Shoal 
light-house should be assigned one keeper. 
December 23,1885. The Board informed the Treasury Department that the Killick Shoal light-house 
would soon be completed, and asked that it be assigned to the superintendency of the collector of 
customs at Wilmington, Del., and stated that one keeper would be needed to take charge of 
the light, at a salary of $500 per year. 
December 29, 18!l5. The Treasury Departmt>nt authorized the placing of Killick Shoal light-house 
in the superintendency of the collector of customs at Wilmington, Del. 
December 29, 1~85. The Treasury Department authorized the placing of one light-keeper at Killick 
Shoal light-house, with a salary of $500 a year. 
December 31, 1885. The Board requested the inspector of the fourth light-house district to recom-
mend, if practicable. an experienced ·keeper .for transfer and promotion from some other ligbt· 
house in his district to take charge of Killick Shoal; otherwise to notify the superintendent of the 
light (the collector of customs at Wilmington, Del.) to nominate a proper person for appointment 
from private life. 
January 12, 1886. The inspector of the fourth light-house district recommenc1ed the transfer and 
promotion of S. E. Quillen, first assistant keeper of .A.ssa.tea.gue, Virginia, light-house, to be keeper 
of Killick Shoal, Virginia, light-house. 
January 13, 1886. The Board nominated said Quillen for transfer and promotion, as recommended. 
January 20, 1886. The Treasury Department appointed Quillen to the keepership of Killick Shoal 
light. 
January 21, 1886. The Board transmitted the appointment papers to the inspector of the fourth 
light- house district, and ordered the transfer of Quillen from .A.ssateague to Killick Shoal, and 
directed that the proper steps be taken to fill the vacancy occasioned by Quillen's promotion. 
February 11, 1886. The engineer of the fomth light-house district reported that the Killick Shoal 
light-house and fog signal were about completed. 
February 20, 1886. The Board issued a notice to mariners, announcing the date upon which the light 
would be first exhibited on Killick ~hoal. 
March 10, 1l:l86. The light was duly exhibited for the first time on the Killick Shoals. 
Detailed statement of the method of transacting business by the Light-House Board, 
as regards contracts for supplies, works of construction, and for other objects per-
taining to the Light-House Establishment: 
(1) The local officer is directed by the Board to advertise for proposals, but :first to 
forward a form of advertisement applicable to the caf'e. 
(2) Upon the receipt ofthe form of advertisement, the Board asks the usual au-
thority from the Department to advertise in certain newspapers. 
(3) The authority to advertise having been received, it is forwarded by the Board 
to the local officer with the appropriate instructions. 
( 4) The proposals having been received by the local officer, they are forwarded by 
him to the Board. 
(5) The proposals, together with a schedule thereof, are then submitted to the Board 
at its next session, when they are considered, and the appropriate action taken as to 
acceptance, rejection, &c. 
(6) The proposals are then transmitted to the Department, with a letter setting 
them forth in detail, and with recommendation as to which should be accepted, or as 
to rejection, as the case may be. 
(7) The proposals having been returned to the Board by the Department, with its 
letter stating which had been accepted by the Secretary of the Treasury, and grant-
in(J' authority to contract, they are then returned l)y the Board to the local officer who 
fo;warded them, with instructions to enter into contract in accordance with the au-
thority granted by the Departffit"mt, all contracts thus authorized being made in 
quadruplicate. But iu case all the bids have been r~jected, they are returned to the 
local officer, who is then directed by the Board to readvertise for proposals, or to pur-
chase in open market, if the public exigency makes this course necessary. 
(8) When the contract, in quadruplicate, has been executed, together with the 
bond accompanying the same, it is forwarded to the Board for approval by the local 
officer. 
(9) The contract, when received, is critically examined by the Board, an{t if found 
to be correct in matter, in form, and in execution, each copy is then formally ap-
proved by the chairman of the Board, by his indorsement thereon. 
(10) Should the contract or bond be found erroneous in any particular (which not 
unfrequently happens), it is returned to the local officer for amendment. 
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(11) The contract having been approved by the chairman of the Board, is the:1, with 
a letter of transmittal, forwarded by the Board to the Department for the approval of 
the Secretary of the Treasury. 
(12) The contract is then referred by the Department to its Solicitor for examina-
tion, and if found to be correct in form and execution it is returned by him to the 
Secretary of the 1'reasury with indorsement thereon to that effect, when it is trans-
mitted to the Board with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury indorsed on 
each copy thereof. 
(13) If the contract or bond is found by the Solicitor of the Treasury not to be cor-
rect in form or e_g:ecution, it is returned to the Board by the Department, with in-
structions as to the needed amendments. 
(14) The contract thus returned without the approval of the Department is trans-
mitted by the Board to the local officer making the same for amendment or correc-
tion; and when received back is again submitted to the Department for approval. 
(15) When the contract in quadruplicate has been received by the Board duly ap-
proved by the Secretary of the Treasury, two copies thereof are sent by the Boarcl to 
the local officer who is the party therbto in behalf of the United States, one copy 
being for his files, and the other for delivery to the contractor. 
(16) One copy of the approveil. contract is then sent to the Commissioner of Customs, 
as required by section No. 3i43, United States Revised Statutes, as amended by the 
act approved 27 February, 1877. · 
(17) The remaining copy is then numbered and placed in its proper file in the office 
of the Light-House Board, an abstract thereof having first been entered in the per-
manent record of contracts. 
(18) All contracts made by the Board have a penalty clause for d~lay in completing 
the work at the specified time, to be enforced in the discretion of the Secretary of the 
Treasury. In the majority of cases the contract is not completed on time, and ap-
plication is made by the contractor that the penalty be not enforced, in which he 
states why his application should be favorably considered. In case the contractor 
has shown due diligence in the prosecution of his contract, and the delay has been 
unavoidable on his part, and no loss has resulted to the Government iu consequence 
thereof, the Board writes to the Department setting forth the facts in the case recom-
mending that the penalty be not enforced, and that authority be granted to pay the 
contractor the full amount of the contract price; and in case loss to the Government 
has resulted from the delay, that like authority be granted, the amount of the loss to 
be deducted. 
(19) The Department having granted the desired authority, the Board sends a copy 
of the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury, granting the authority, to the local 
officer who made the contract for his information and for his guidance, and for file 
with his accounts. 
(20) In case a contractor willfully and presistently neglects to comply with the 
terms of his contract, t,he Board reports the facts in the case to the Department, and 
recommends that the defaulting contractor be placed on the list of delinquent con-
tractors, and that thereafter no bid of his be considered. 
(21) The Department having informed the Board that the defaulting contractor 
has been placed on the list of delinquents, the local officer is informed by the Board 
of the action of the Department and directed to notify the contractor. 
(22) Contracts are maue subject to a rigid inspection of the work done or supplies 
furnished, by an agent of the United States, and payment is made on the certificate 
of this agent that the work done and supplies furnished are iu accordance with the 
contract. 
(2:3) When the certificate of the inspection agent is produced, payment is author-
ized by the Board from the proper appropriation. 
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 
UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, June 24, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your letter ~ the 18th March last to the honorable Secretary 
of the Treasury, a copy of which was duly forwarded to me, I have the honor to 
transmit herewith a detailed statement of the work of the United States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, showing the amount and character of the business of said Survey 
and of each division thereof, in the detailed form requested by your letter, so far as 
such business is susceptible of redtlction to statistical presentation upon the tabular 
forms prepared for the purpose by the Treasury Department, together with memoranda 
accompanying the schedule of each eli visiou of this office succinctly explaining the 
methods of work therein. 
lit 
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Except as to the merely clerical work, which forms but a very small portion of the 
business of the Survey either in the field or at this office, it is impossible in tabular 
or statistical form to adequately or intelligibly describe the amount and character of 
the business of this Bureau, either absolutely or comparatively. The work and the 
articles enumerated in the schedule of any division are so incongruous and diverse as 
to preclude either the averaging or the aggregating of them, and at the same time 
objects or subjects of the same denomination or verbal description have no common 
unit of measure whereby the mention of their names can convey even approximately 
an idea of their significance or of the relative amount of work, time: &c., involved in 
their preparation, manipulation, or completion, or in the operations of which they 
are the subject. Thus chart engraving, ch~rt printing, photographic reductions, and 
electrotyping of chart copper-plates, which are the principal operations of the en-
graving division of the bureau, cannot be aggregated. When it is understood that 
one chart may represent as many months of work as another one of days of work, and 
that such variation is the rule as to the special work of substantially every division-
so that in one of the computing divisions, as a literal fMt, of two reductions of pre-
cisely the same class, one represented only an hour's work while the other represented 
seven hundred days' work-the futility of tabulation as an index of the work is ren-
dered quite apparent. 
This insufficiency of statistics was brought to your personal attention quite recently, 
and in response to your verbal suggestion that the principal purpose of your inquiry 
is to elicit an exhibition of the condition of the current business of the Departments, 
the schedules are forwarded with the statement that there are substantially no arrears 
of current work, and that, except as to time necessarily consumed in the preparation 
of information in response to inquiries, the desks are daily cleared of correspondence. 
In this connection I may add that, with a slight increase in the number of skilled 
draftsmen, engravers, and computers, the publication of highly useful charts of the 
surveys, and especially of the resurveys, of important localities would be greatly 
expedited, and the utility and value qf the charts to the public, and especially to navi-
gators, very greatly augmented. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. F. M. CoCKRELL, 
U.S. Senate, Chairman Select Committee of Inquiry, &·c. 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT. 
F. M. THORN, 
Superintendent. 
Statement of work perjo1·med in the office of the Superintendent, CoaBt and Geodetic Survey, 
from January 1, 1884, to March 1, 1887, prepared in reply to inquirieB contained in Sen-
ator Cockrell's letter of March 18, 1887, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the 
Treasu.ry. 
I.-Amount and character of business pending January 1, 1884. 
The only business pending on January 1, 1884, was such as related to the compila-
tion of the Superintendent's annual report, which work has been separately reported 
on bv Assistant Edward Goodfellow. 
The clerical work of the Superintendent's office is necessarily kept up from day to 
day, so that there is never any considerable accumulation of work. 
H.-Amount and character of business received and also transacted and disposed of 
during the said calendar year 1884. 
The letters received and filed in the Superintendent's office during the calendar year 
1884 are comprised in twelve large bound volumes containing au average of 360 let-
ters each making a total of about 4,320 letters received and filed during the year. 
A large number of the letters received, however, such as requests for publications 
&c., are notified in the Superintendent's office, but are referred to other divisions and 
there ret.ained. · 
Letters written: During the same year 2,386 letters were written, filling 2,908 pages 
of press-copy books. 
The above-mentioned correspondence includes instructions and letters to persons con-
ducting field work, and letters and monthly, personal, and season's reports received 
from them; correspondence with the Departments, with the divisions of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey Office, and with outside parties, and correspondence relatin(J' to 
appointments, dismissals, &c., in the Coast and Geodetic Survey field Rervice and in 
the office force. 
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The other work done in the Superinten<lent's office is the opening and <listribution 
of official mail, the care of the files, and arrangement of correspondence for binding, 
the preparation of estimates of annual appropriations, addressing and mailing circu-
lars issued by the Superintendent, pr~ss-copying of letters written, for recora, index-
ing letter-books, &c. 
There is always a considerable amount of work to be done in furnishing copies of 
documents, searching for data among old records, compiling information for letters, 
&c., of which no account is kept. 
III.- * * * and on hand pending on January 1, 1885. 
As before explained, there is no accumulation of business in the Superintendent's 
office. 
IV.- * * * and the amount and character of business received and also trans-
acted and disposed of during the said calendar year 1885. 
Letters received approximately the same number as for previous year, estimated at 
about 4,320. 
Letters written, 2,635, :filling 3,294 pages of press-copy books. 
Character of business, the same as for previous year, except that a complete record 
was kept of the employment of each :field officer, and transcripts furnished for the 
use of the accounting and auditing officers. A similar record was also compiled for 
the use of the auditing officers, going back to January 1, 1884. A record of leaves of 
absence of :field officers was also commenced from July 1,1885. 
V.-* * * and on hand pending and undisposed of on January 1, 1886. 
None. 
VI.-* * • and the amount and character of business received and also transacted 
and undisposed of during the said year Hl86. 
Letters received : Approximately the same as for previous year ( 4,320) ; letters 
written, 3,147 (:3,934 pages). Character of business generally the same as for the pre-
vious year. 
VII.-* * and also on hand pending and undisposed of on January 1,1887. 
None. 
VIII.-* * * and received and also transacted and disposed of during the said 
year 1887 up to March 1, 1887. 
Letters received: Approximately, 720; letters written, 470 (588 pages); character 
of business generally the same as for the previous year. 
IX.-* * * and also a detailed statement showing the average amount and char-
acter of business performed, transacted, and disposed of by the employes. * * • 
and the average number of employes in each of such divisions during each month 
in said years 18i:l4, 1885,1886, and 1887 up to March 1,1887, and also the maximum 
and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing 
the most and the employe doing the least in each of such divisions, during each of 
said mont.hs of said years, and if no account has been kept of the business per-
formed and disposed of by each employe in any of said divisions during said years, 
or any part or parts thereof, then the reasons why such account has not been 
kept. 
No such account has been kept. The nature of the work performed is such that it 
must be kept up from day to day, and the amount of work done by each employe on 
each day is largely dependent upon the amount and character of the daily mail and 
other contingencies, having nothing to do with the industry or the efficiency of the 
employe. At the seasons when parties are being sent into the :field or recalled from 
:field-work the greatest amount of work is usually done. 
On January 1,1884, there were employed in the Superintendent's office five persons, 
namely, an assistant charged with the compilation of the Superintendent's annual re-
port (Edward Goodfellow); an assistant (Andrew Braid) who aided the Superintend· 
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ent in executive details and attended to some of the official correspondence, espe-
cially in reference to State surveys, and also kept an account of the allotments of 
funds to field parties; a clerk (W. B. Chilton) who hacl. charge of the files and corre-
spondence; a stenographer (C. D. Gedney), and a messenger (Charles Over). The work 
of these persons is so radically different as not to be in any way comparable. No sys-
tem of enumeration could be devised that would correctly show the relative amount 
of work performed by each person. 
Since August, 1885, the number of employes in the Superintendent's office has been 
reduced to three, the assistant having charge of the annual report, the clerk, and the 
messenger. The correspondence in relation to State surveys has, however, been placed 
in the hands of another assistant, and the account of allotments of funds is now kept 
by the assistant in charge of the office, Mr. B. A. Colonna. 
As shown by the number of letters written the amount of clerical work has in-
creased. 
XI.- * * * and also a statement showing the average number of days, and the 
time and attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business by each 
of the employes in each of the said several divisions, and whether in person or by 
proxy, during each of said calendar years 1884,1885,1886, and 181::37, up to March 1, 
1887, or during said parts of said years by either of them, as such employes, or any 
of them, have been receiving pay from the United States; and also the maximum 
and minimum number of days during each of said years up to March 1, 1887, so de-
voted to business by the employe in each of such divisions present for the greatest 
number of days and also for the least number of days. 
Previous to July, 1885, no record of leaves of absence was kept, so far as the Super-
intendent's office was concerned. About that time Assistant Andrew Braid was 
assigned to other duty, and Mr. C. D. Gedney was transferred to the office of the assist-
ant in charge, aiding only occasionally in the work of the Superintendent. 
Assistant Edward Goodfellow has elsewhere reported his absences. 
W. B. Chilton, Superintendent's clerk, has been absent froii\ duty as follows: On 
leave of absence 3 weeks, in 1884; 12 days, in 1885; 30 days, in 1886. Not absent dur-
ing·January and February, 1887. 
In reference to the request contained in the second letter of Senator Cockrell to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, for a detailed statement of the methods of transacting 
business in each Bureau of the Department, &c., it may be stated that mail matter 
received at the Superintendent's office and not personally acted upon by the Superin-
tendent, is referred by him to the assistant in charge, and by him to the division of 
the office having cognizance of the matter, where information necessary for a proper 
reply or a draft of a suitable letter is prepared for the Superintendent or for the as-
sistant in charge as the case may be. All matters relating to accounts are referred 
by the Superintendent directly to the disbursing office. Matters relating to the work 
of the hydrographic parties or vessels of the Survey are referred direct to the hydro-
graphic inspector. Estimates of expenditures of field parties are referred to the as-
sistant in charge for examination, after which they are reported back to the Superin-
tendent for his approval. All such estimates are made in triplicate, and after the 
Superintendent's approval one copy is returned to the person submitting the estimate, 
one copy sent to the disbursing clerk, and one copy retained on the files of the Super-
intendent. 
Requisitions for instruments, supplies, stationery, &c., are referred to the assistant 
in charge for examination, and after being approved by him, are returned to the Su-
perintendent for final approval. They are then sent to the proper divisions of the 
office to be filed. 
Records of field work received by the Superintendent are referred to the assistant 
in charge of the office, for registry, acknowledgment, and file, or other proper dispo-
sition. 
Original topographical and hydrographic sheets are approved for registry by the 
Superintendent and forwarded to the assistant in charge for publication, ifrequired. 
ARRANGEMENT OF FILES. 
The files are arranged and volumes of correspondence bound according to the fol-
lowing system. The correspondence is classified generally under the following heads: 
Assistants (field officers). 
Office (Coast and Geodetic Survey). 
Departments, Congress. and Government Officers. 
Applications and Testimonials. 
Monthly .Reports and Journals (field officers). 
Personal.Report8 (field officers). 
Miscellaneous. 
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Letters are arranged under these heads alphabetically and chronologically and 
bound (:flat) in volumes of convenient size, marked with the proper titles and dates. 




These books are numbered consecutively and alphabetically indexed. 
Very respectfully, 
W. B. CHILTON. 
APRIL 22, 1887. 
Statement of Edward Goodfellow, Assistant Coast and Geodetic Survey, on duty in 
the office of the Superintendent, in charge of the preparation for publication of the 
annual report of the Superintendent. 
[NOTE.-This statement is made by direction of the Superintendent to form part of reply to the Jet-
ter of Senator Cockrell of March 18, 1887, addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury, and referred 
March 26 by the Secretary to the Superintendent with request that the statements shall be arranged 
by fiscal years. 
By section 4690, Revised Statutes, 1878, it is enacted that the Coast Survey report 
shall be submitted to Congress in the month of December in each year. For the fis-
cal years ending June 30, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, and 1885 the volumes of annual re-
ports, as printed by order of Congress, have averaged 532 pages quarto each, and 
have been accompanied by an average for each volume of 47 progress sketches and 
illustrations. 
June 30, 1884.-During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884, the manuscript of the 
annual report. for the preceding fiscal year was completed and submitted to Congress 
December 19, 1883. It was ordered printed March 28, 1884, and was passing through 
the press at Government Printing Office during the summer and autumn of 1884. The 
proof was revised at this office partly by myself, partly by other officers. Soon after 
July 1, 1884, I began the collation of material for the report for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1884. On November 11, 1884, all of the work of proof-reading and editing 
having been completed, the report for 1883 was received from the Public Printer. On 
December 17, 1884, the manuscript of the report for the fiscal year preceding was 
submitted to Congress, and on February 17, 1885, it was ordered printed. During the 
remainder of the fiscal year I was occupied in editing the appendices to this report 
and in reading proof for it. 
June JO, 181:$5.-By this date 400 of the 622 pages comprising the report for 1884 had 
been printed. Soon after July 1 I began the preparation of the manuscript of the 
report for 1885 (fiscal year ending June 30, 1885 ), continuing also the reading of proof 
for that of 1884. On November 13, 1885, copies of the report for 1884 were received 
from the Public Printer. On December 17, 1885, the report fc•r 1885 (fiscal year end-
ing June 30) was su~mitted to Congress, and on July 17, 1886, it was ordered printed. 
Between the end of December, 18135, and the end of June, 1886, I was engaged in 
edtting for publication the appendices to the report for 1885, and in collecting data 
ancl mat.erial for the report for 1886. 
June 30, 1886.-At this_ date all of the appendices for the report for 1885 were ready 
for the Public Printer, and due progress had been made in the preparation and ar-
rangement of material for the report of 1886. During part of July, 1886, I was occupied 
in preparing statements for the use of the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate. 
Towards the end of A.ugust proof of the report for 1885 began to be received, and I 
was occupied from that time till January, 1887, in revision of proof for that report, and 
until December, 1886, in the preparation of manuscript of the report for 1886. On 
December 16, 1886, the manuscript of that report was transmitted to Congress, and 
on March 3, 1887, it was ordered printed. On February 17, 1887, the report for 1885 
was received from the Public PrintAr. 
March 1, 1887.-During the months of January and February, 1887, I was occupied 
in the revision and editing of the appendices to the report for 1886. All of the ap-
penclice9 to that report, with but one exception, are now in readiness for the Public 
Printer. 
During the period to which the above statement refers I was continuously on duty 
at the office in Washington, with the following exceptions: 
January, 1885.-At home, with leave to continue my work while on a visit to my 
family. 
Janua1·y, 1886.-Absent on leave eight days. 
October 4 to November 2, 1886.-Absent on leave. 
Respectfully submitted. 
EDWARD GOODFELLOW, 
Assistant Coast and Geodetic Survey. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the office of the Superin-
tendent Coast and Geodetic Survey, for the calendar years 1884,1885,1886, and 1887 : 
~~ ~.~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~£ ~~~ 
~ ~~- ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ > ~ g; ~ >-.; ~-S~ 
8.:;:< ' C) ;.IJ 8.;~ '$ ~ 8:~ ·a;; b.( ol 0 ~ 0 
"'~ ~.;..< "'= ~·~ "' p ~.s~ -~~~ 
~~ ~ ~~ ~ A~ ~ ~ 
Character of business. 
L-et-t-er_s_r_e_c_m_'v_e_d _____ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_·l--4,-3-2-0- l--- 4, 320 =· 4, 320 =---;-= 
Letterswritten ................................ 2,386
1
.... . .. 3, 294 ........ 3,147 ...... 470 
.Annual report (No. of pages) .......... ~~ _ 532 ~~~-532 ..:..:...:...:..:..:..:..:. _ 532 .=.::..:..::. ~ 
Total ............................ 4,320 I 2,918 1 4,320 3,826 1 4,320 3,679 720 558 
The work of the Superintendent's office is such that no considerable accumulation 
occurs at any time. Much of the work done cannot be shown in ta bularform. (See 
memoranda attached hereto.) 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the office of the 














January............................................. 4 4 2 2 
February........................................... . 4 4 2 2 
March............................................... 4 4 2 ........... . 
.April.--····----···········------···--···----·--····· 4 4 2 ........... . 
May................................................. 4 4 2 ........... . 
Juue ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...............•.. 4 4 2 ........... . 
July................................................. 4 4 2 ........... . 
.August.............................................. 4 2 2 ........... . 
~~~~~~r~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ! ~ ~ :::::::::::: 
November.......................................... . 4 2 2 ........... . 
December........................................... 4 2 2 ........... . 
Total averages .............................. --·1·--· ........................................... . 
No comparative statement can be given, as the work of employes is not of the same 
character; for the same reason no aggregates can be given. This statement omits 
one messenger, who is mentioned in the report of another division. 
The following statement shows the average number uf days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of the Superintendent 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with num-
ber of days during each year devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest 
number of days and by the employe present the least number of days during said 
years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. 
Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Calendar years. 
1884 ...................................... . 
1885 ...................................... . 
1886 ...................................... . 
1887 (to :March 1) ......................... . 
305 1,171 .••••. 1,171 4 292.75 
303 775~ 775! 3. 16 245. 40 
305 542 . . . . . . 542 2 271 





Some of these figures are only approximate, as the record of leaves of absence is im-
perfect prior to July 1, 1885. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the office of the assistant 
tu charge of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, for the calen-
dar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
~ ~ I'< ~e~ <1 Q) ~ Q) 
h. h. h. h ..= 
Character of business. bll~ bt~ bll~ bllt- 0 
-~~ -~~ -~~ .s~ ~ 
:! ~ ~ ;; ..... ::s 
A A A A 
----- ---------------------1------------
Letters received............................................... • • • • • . 5, 006 7, 010 7, 860 1, 290 
Letters answered .....•..•..•.•••••.•.•..•.••••••..•.••••••.•...••... . 4,138 5, 482 6,155 1, 075 
Total.......................................................... 9, 144 12,492 14, 015 2, 365 
As this office is th~ "executive" part of the office, where a great variety of mis-
cellaneous work is performed, it is quite impossible to intelligently express it in 
tabular form. Letters are received, referred to the various divisions of the office, and 
replies formulated, upon their return, from the data so oollected. Moneys are re-
ceived from sales of charts, publications, and occasionally from sale of old property, 
and deposited in the Treasury. Notices to mariners are issued as occasion requires. 
The appropriation for office expenses is here expended, bills examined, and vouchers 
certified for payment. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the office of 
assistant in charge of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey dur-
ing the time specified : 
Months. 
Average Average Average Average 
employ6s employ6s employ6s employ6s 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
8 5 4 ................ 
4 5 4 ................ 
3 2 4 ................ 
8 2 4 ........... ··--·· il~~~~:: ~ ~ ::::: ~ ~~ ~: ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~::: ~ ~::::::::::::: 
November .......................................... . 6 2 4 ................. 
December ......................................... .. 7 2 4 ·--- .............. 
8 7 2 5 
8 4 3 5 
7 3 4 .............. 
January .......... . ................................ .. 
February ........................................... . 
March .............................................. . 
7 6 4 ----- ......... 
7 5 3 ........... ·--- .. 
7 3 2 .................. 
ApriL .............................................. . 
Y:Ja·:: ·.:·.:::::·.:::·::·.:::: :·.::: ::::::::::::::::: :~: :: 
Total averages ............................... . 6.66 3.84 3.5 5 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of assistant in 
charge of the office of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during ea:ch year so devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. 
to 4 p. m., with half hour at noon for lunch.· Time to be devoted to business, 6i 
hours daily. 
,.!. '2. 'd co .... ~~ sr-=. 
cop., 
~.t·. ~~ ~ h. 
0 p.,..Q 
~PI ~§ ~~ <1'd --~ ='d • ~:; <1 .q) 'd'd~ Oo 'd~ ~h ~~] co'd 'd'al ~ ~~~ Years. Ao ~~ ~~ ..0,.9 ~ 
coP. "' SPI ~al~ 
,..'d :~-a rt.~~'a co= 
~~ 
-;o ~~ h~ ~.S .... ~ z~ 0~~ 
~os As 0 11-..0 ~ 00 ~~~ A A ~ ~ ~'a ~ ...:! 
---------------------
h. m. 
1884 ............................. 305 *1, 874.8 0 1, 874. 8 6. 66 281.5 6 33 297 258.5 
1885 ............................. 303 *1, 060.5 0 1, 060. 5,3. 84 276.2 6 30 294 272.5 
1886 ............................. 1 305 *981. 5 0 981.5 3. 5 280.4 6 32 292 269.0 
1887 ............................. 48 *204. 0 0 204.0 5. 0 40.0 6 0 47 23.0 
I 
*Leaves of absence deducted. 
4405 TR-29 
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ACCOUNTING DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington1 D. C., May 17,1887. 
The business of this division comprises the examination, auditing, adjustment, and 
settlement of the accounts of the Coast and Geodetic Survey under the appropria-
tions made by Congress. 
The division at present is in charge of a computer in the Coast and Geodetic Sur-
vey, detailed for that purpose, who represents the disbursing clerk of the Treasury 
Department in the settlement of the accounts and the correspondence relating thereto. 
His assistants are, respectively, an accountant and two writers, one of t'Le latter act-
ing as book-keeper, the other as general clerk. 
The accounts of the Survey may be divided into two classes: Field r~ccounts and 
office accounts. The latter are received from the assistant in charge of office, duly 
approved by him, and represent the simpler methods of accounting. The :field ac-
counts, however, are more complex: and technical, and cover an in:fiuite variety of 
expenditures, affording a wide range for the exercise of judgment in adjusting and 
closing them. They are received directly from the officers in the :fiel<!, most of whom 
are bonded and carry advances of public funds to meet their ex:pendit ures. 
The process of adjustment of a :field account varies with circumstances, but genet-
ally is al:tout as follows : 
All expenditures made by :field parties are based up,,n estimates approved by !:ht 
Superintendent. Upon the receipt of an account it is first compared with the ap-
proved estimate of the chief of the party, and essential points of difference are noted. 
It is then examined for errors of enumeration, computation, and extension, and finally 
is adjusted in accordance with law and the numerous requirements of the accounting 
officers of the Treasury. It is then charged against the personal allotment of the 
chief of party and to the appropriation under which he is working. 'l'he Superin-
tendent now approves the account, and it is sent to the Department for payment or 
for filing, as the case may be. If for payment, a check for the amount due is drawn 
by an employe of this division, signed by the disbursing clerk, returned to this office, 
and thence transmitted to the payee. 
In the adjustment of an account it not infrequently happens that a single voucher of 
the thousands passing through the division may require the expenditure of a week's 
time and a large amount of correspondence before it can be finally adjusted and set-
tled. At all times, moreover, hardly a single account can be settled without an ex-
penditure of time and labor entirely out of all proportion to the amount of money in-
volved, which would not be tolerated in the counting-room of an ordinary business 
house, but which a strict compliance with the requirements of the accounting officers 
of the Treasury renders necessary. 
The keeping of the following-named records forms a part of the business of this 
division: 
Ledger accounts with the United States. 
Record of expenditures under items of appropriations. 
Calender year.statement book-expenditures. 
Fiscal year statement book-expenditures. 
Record of allotments and approved estimates. 
Abstract book of quarterly disbursements. 
Register of daily payments-checks and cash. 
Register of contracts and authorities. 
Daily register of cash advances to :field parties. 
Record of persons employed in the service. 
Salary book of :field and office force. 
There are other small books of record, in addition to the foregoing, which, as occa-
sion demands, require more or less attention. 
Other business of a general and miscellaneous character may be stated as follows : 
The preparation of pay-rolls and the semi-monthly and monthly payments of sala-
ries. 
Abstracting the accounts under their different heads of appropriations, the prepara-
tion of accounts-current, and the rendition of the vouchers quarterly to the Depart-
ment. 
Filing and preserving the duplicate records of accountti of the Survey for futuro 
reference. 
The frequent (now monthly) preparation of balance sheets, showing the receipts 
and expenditures, in detail, under the various heads of appropriations. 
Formulating, analyzing, and editing the annual reports of expenditures, by :fiscal 
and calender years, showing amounts expended, to whom paid, and for what pur-
pose. · 
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The frequent preparation of elaborate statements, involving great labor, time, and 
care in their preparation, in response to calls from Congress, the departments, the 
accounting officers, the superintendent, the assistant in charge, and the hydrographic 
inspector. The entire force of the division is occasionally employed, for periods of. 
from one to two weeks, in collecting the data necessary to an ll!telligent formulation 
of either of such statements. 
The preparation, correction, and revision of new forms of vouchers and blanks for 
accounting, rendered necessary by decisions of the accounting officers, form no incon-
siderable part of the work of this division. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN W. PARSONS, 
Computer, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, in cha1'ge Accounting Divi8ion. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the accounting division of 
the office of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 18861 
and 1887: 
During I During During I During :tis-
Character of business. :fiscal year fiscal year fiscal year lcalyear1887 
1884. 1885. 1886. (to Mar. 1). 
Vouchers received and audited ...................... 15,960 13, f38 14,510 9, 828 
Approved estimates received and filed .............. 243 196 263 280 
Checks drawn and issued ............................ 3,523 3, 734 2, 614 2, 312 
Letters received, acted on, and filed .......•••••...•. 3,016 2, 833 2, 942 2,162 
Letters written ...................................... 2,612 2, 753 2, 395 2,105 
Appropriation and allotment accounts . ............... 450 316 407 444 
Amounts accounted for and disbursed ...••••.••...•• $656,406 $536,496 $488,790 $316,135 
Total ............ .............................. , 682,210 559,766 511,921 333, 261). 
The work of this division is current and is disposed of daily as rapidly as possible,. 
consistent with accuracy. No statement of the amount of work on hand and undis--
posed of can therefore be given for any particular date, nor can any intelligible sum-. 
mary of the work accomplished be made upon this form. The items given indicate-
merely the volume of work passing through the division without affording any con-
ception of the amount of work necessary to their adjustment and settlement. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the accounting 
division of the office of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey during the time specified: 
Month. 
Average I Average Average Average 
employes, employes, employes, employes, 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
-------------------------------------------l--------1--------------------
ts~~:~~~:~::~~~::::~::~~: ::::::~:~::~~~: :~~~::::: ::~::: i i i i 
November................................................... 4 3 3 2 
December................................................... 4 3 4 3 
January..................................................... 3 3 5 4 
~~~ha:!.~:::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ : : 4 
April........................................................ 3 3 5 .••.•••••• 
r:le:::~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::}-~ -~ --i. ~ 
The business of this division consists of the adjustment and settlement of the ac-
counts of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and is of so varied a character in its details 
that the average amount performed by each employe cannot be stated in exact terms. 
The division of labor among the employes is such as the occasion may demand for its 
prompt accomplishment, but, substantially, is as follows: Supervision and adjust-
ment, accounting, book-keepmg, and general clerical work. 
• 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the accounting division of 
the office of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days dming each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. ill. to 4 p.m. 
with half hour at noon for'lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
Years. 
-------------- ------------------------
1884 ................................. 305§ 
1885 ................................. 302§ 
1886 ..................... ••••·••··••· 305 
1887. ••••••·••·•••• .................. 201 
1, 041 None. 
873 None . 























It is frequently necessary to work overtime in this division, and hence the column 
•'most days worked" does not comprise the actual time, in days, which has accrued 
fOr extra hours of labor, the number of days worked (in hours) being considerably in 
excess of that stated. 
COMPUTING DIVISION. 
The computing division receives its regulations from the ''assistant in charge of 
the office," and is directly responsible to him. 
Reception of business matter.-All astronomical, geodetic, and magnetic records of 
the Survey after registry in the archives are referred to the computing division, where 
they are examined for completeness and defects reported. Original records are re-
turned to the archives; all duplicate records are registered and kept in the compu• 
ing- division. 
Clasttification of work.-Computation of astronomical latitudes, longitudes, and azi-
muths. Computation of geodetic operations, primary, secondary, and tertiary triangu-
lations; of trigonometrical heights and of spirit levels. Computations of magnetic 
declinations, dips, and intensities. Reports on results, special investigations on pro-
fessional matters, and correspondence relating thereto, are part of the special duty of 
the chief of the division. 
Consecutive steps of work.-Distribution of records to computers with instructions for 
computing; supervision of. progress; collation and revision of computation; exam-
ination, reporting, and registering of results; their preparation for publication and 
reading of proof. 
General remark.-The chief of the division is responsible for the best distribution of 
the various computations, the use of the proper methods, the requisite accuracy of 
the results, and the faithful performance of the duties of the employes. Daily, 
monthly, and annual reports are made of work done and by whom. 
The detailed statements required are herewith appended as per schedule. The in-
formation called for is given as closely as practicable for a scientific Bureau, where 
the work is continuous and where meroly clerical work is incidental. 
Yours respectfully, 
CHAS. A. SCHOTT, 
ABBiBtant, in charge Computing Division. 
Mr. B. A. COLONNA, 
.AssiBtant, in a··.arge Office and Topography. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the computing d1vision of 
the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal years ending 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 in part : 
. 
Character of business. 
Astronomical latitude comput~tions....... .. . . . . 16 
Astronomical longitude computations............ 9 










Computations of triangulations, number of geo-
graphical posit.ions . . . . .... .. . . . . . . •. . . .. . . . . . . 420 11,250 627 ,1, 175 
Computations ofhei,ghts, number determined.... 144 9 165 I 55 
intensity, number of stations . • • . • • . . . . . . • • • • . • 13 9 20 26 
Magnetic computations for declination, dip, and I I 




















The following estimates are made to give an idea of the labor involved in a compu-
tation ; one astronomical latitude, inclusive of time and star place determination, 
from 15 to 40 days; one astronomical longitude, inclusive of chronograph readings, 
time and star place determination, from 25 to 50 days; one astronomical azimuth, in-
clusive of time determination, 10 to 30 days; one geographical position, inclusive of 
abstracts of angles, triangle side computation, position computation and abstract of 
results, about 1 day; one height determination, inclusive of abstracts of vertical an-
gles, height computation, abstract of results and computations of spirit-levels, about 
one-half day. A magnetic station requires from 1 to 2 days' time, but Point Barrow 
and Fort Conger took several months . . 
Work apparently pending is incomplete field work it is inseparable from a great 
national survey; certain astronomical ar d magnetic computations, not immediately 
needed are taken up whenever the strength of the computing force allows. All cur-
rent business requiring immediate attention is disposed of, as well as preliminary com-
putations as far as the state of the field work permits. No summation can be made 
on account of the variety of subjects. The clerical work comprises making copies of 
records and of results for field part,ies and for office files, copying reports and special 
papers prepared for publication, proof-reading and verification and other miscella-
neous work; total annual amount estimated as employing 2 men. 
The following statement shows the avera.ge amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the oomputing division of the office of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
1883-1884. 188~1885. 1885-1886. 1886-1887. 
ill ~~ 
I ~ 
ill ~rD ~ illro ill illai 
Month. t:.c...,; ~ ~ 
b£~ be~ bi)-P b£~ 
ee~ ~.s <e::s eel=l ee~>-> ee§ ce~>-> ~5 ._.::s ... ~ ... ~ >i E)O ......... ~ .s ~s ~ = 
~-<o 
~ .s QJP< Q)~ ~P< ~s Ql:;:l. ~~ P-s ee ~s ~>s ee P-s ~ P-s ~ Q) ~ ::;1 ~ell ~Q) ~ ~ ~~ ~Q) ~ ~ee ~Q) ~ ~ 
- ---- - - ---- - - ---- - -
July ......•.•.. "I 8 25 15 25 10 26 16 26 10 26 26 24 10 26 20 August ........ 26 9 27 21 26 9 26 12 25 8 25 13 26 6 26 15 September ..... 25 8 25 .:.4 22 10 24 19 26 9 26 7 24 8 26 14 October ........ 
~ I 
9 27 21 27 9 27 15 26 10 27 26 2il 12 26 19 
:November ..... 9 25 19 24 9 24 23 24 10 24 22 23 11 24 12 
DE!cember ..... 9 24 20 26 8 26 25 23 9 24 20 25 9 25 19 
January ....... 26 I 9 26 23 25 9 26 20 24 11 25 24 23 11 25 21 
February .••••• 23 10 24 19 20 9 22 17 22 11 23 18 22 12 23 2tl 
March ....•..•. 26 10 26 24 24 9 25 25 27 10 27 25 ····-· ....... ---· . ..... 
~ril .....••... 23 12 26 21 26 9 26 26 26 9 26 23 ......... ......... ...... . .... 
26 11 26 25 25 9 25 24 23 9 25 18 ......... .......... ........ ...... Ju~::::::~:::: 24 11 25 24 26 11 26 25 26 8 26 10 ......... .......... ....... . .... 
-----~- ·---- - - ----
25.3 19.31 23.8 
--- -
Total aver· 
ages .... . 24.8 10 25.5120.5 24.7 9 25.2 20.6 24.8 . 9 10 25.1 17.9 
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On account of t,he incongruous character of the work and the variety performed by 
each computer, and the consequent impossibility of finding a common measure of the 
amount, it is assumed that the number of days on duty is the best criterion, each 
computer attending faithfully to the duty assigned to him; hence the numbers in 
column " average amount. " The chief and clerk of the division are included in the 
number of employes, together with all the persons temporarily assigned, excepting for 
maximum and minimum, where the latter are necessarily dropped. The lowering of 
minimum is largely due to allowance of leave of 30 days instead of 15 as before July, 
1885. 
The following statement shows "the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the computing division of 
the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and 1zy proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoteE!. to business by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon fgr lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6-! hours daily. 
·~ .s ~ <d s .... "d "d "d 1=1 4) 4). Q;) Q;) o.l Q;) ~ Q ,.c"d p., .:<1 ~ .§ "d <d F.; 8~ ..Sl ~-45 ~-45 Q;). Q;). 0 p;.; t;::\;' ~~ ~~ ~l=l ~p., ~ ~~ A-;.0 ;.;M rn. !=10 ~~ "'~ ~;a Fiscal years. A a:> om 00 p., fir; Q;)P, ~~ ~F.; p., ;.;0 ~~ ~s ~s ~ AO A A "d c ...... rn."d "da:l "'Q;) ,.cA 
rn. rn. rn. 3 s ~~ F.; ..,p., ~p., ~ p., ~ p ~,.0 ~,.0 ~ 0 p P<t-< 0 a:> 
A A A 8 z ~0 P::l ~ H 
--------r~ ----
1883-1884----- .. ---- •••••••• --.--. ----- 305! 2, 341! 2, 341! 8 ,,_ ,
1 
. ., 304 1 280 
18'84-1885 - --- - - . -- - - ••••••• - - - - - - . - .... 302§ 2, 040 2, 040 7 291.4 6 51 009-i 277§ 
1885-1886 .••••.•••••• ••••·· •••• -- ..•. -. 304 2, 322 ll, 322 8 290.3 6 45 304 1270 
1886-1887 • -- •. - •••• - .• ----- •• --- .. ----. 201 1, 113§ 1, 113§ 6 185.6 6 34 201 166i 
Regular (permanent) employes only counted; all temporary help excluded unless 
employed during- the whole year. 
TIDAL DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the tidal division of the 
office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal years 1684, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
C'O 
UJ~ "d"dril...;1 -g~...;; ee al~~~ t>£00 al~~ ~gso+=~ ~al~ 'do~ 
.s~ .e;:S";: Q 0 Ill: .... ~~~ 13 8. b£-;: <ll A~;.; "'W,.., 
Character of business. "" - g~! ~;8-g ~ 
1=1 0 - -~ ~': gj_~-~ ~ !=I,.., ce A,.., 
Q;)P., ~"0"0 p., ..c:l.~_e. a3-.-. ~ ~:;.§!' 
P-1~ ~-~- ~=~"" p ~~~ pee 8~=~ .... ee o§~ 81=1""' ~ ~00 "0 ~oo ---- -------
1. t~~et}~i~!~ns~ft!!~e:~~~:~~. :~~. ~~~. ~~~~~-s- ~:. .............. .. --.... -~ 2 vols. so ................ .............. 2 vols. go 
for 1885. for 1886. 
2. Preparation of tidal notes for charts 2 ••••••• 
:I 32 32 0 11 11 3. Requisitions for tidal data for field parties 8 • 4. Requests for tidal data and mformation by 37 37 0 27 27 persons not connected with the Survey 4 ••••• 
5. Years of record from automatic tide gauges 6 • 215 4 1 218 5 2 
6. Records of aeries of staff-gauge readings, 
653 48 36 665 36 36 stations ' .......•....•••....••.....•. .... - .•.• 
7. Preparation of auxiliary tables to facilitate 
reduction of observations and prediction of 
31 days. 22 days. tide-tables 7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ••• - •• .......... . ....... .. ........ .......... 
8. Examination and registry of tidal records 
and preraration of correspondence !'elating 
thereto •...•••••••••.•••••...•••••••••.••••• 
(') 
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'd~ • ~ 'd'd<i:,O rg"¢.o ~0 'd'd tbf,O • 'g"¢,.: 
§~~ '!;jC,0 ~~~~ as"'gs "dCJ:t:.. s~~oo;::::<' as'd~ <:;><tloo '1fm - Q 0 bll ...... 'd<tl ..... p.~oo 
~ ~-S ~ 
'd~ ..... -~ <1=1 &3-; oil Pq:P"' ~ 'd~ ..... 
Character of business. -= 0 ~ ..... b.IJ ..... -= 0 ~ ~ 0 • oil A.-< g.s ~ §;a E; ~ oil ......... ~ g:: ..... a ~-~·~ ~~ = ~-; 
~;8~ ~-~p.., ~-~ ~~ 
oil't:$ p..., ~ ..... ~ 
~E;~ ~'d'd c§'t:$~ ... 'd'd,..... 0 s='d = E-ls=<+-<~ P<l:> H~"¢~e o§l-:l 'd <eOc §1-:l 't:IP.., o§)1 
1. Preparation of tide-tables for the 
2vols. 8° On hand March 1, 1887, the prep-coasts ohbe United States1 ..•.....•. .••••••. ! ........ 
for 1887. aration of the two volumes for 
1888 was about four-ftfths com· 
pleted. 
2. Preparation of tidal n o t e s f o r 
0 16 0 10 9l 109 0 charts 2 .................. . ............ 16 
3. Requisitions for tidal data for field 
parties3 ............................. 
4. Requests for tidal data and informa-
tion by persons not onnected with 
28 0 15 15 the Survey 4 ......................... 0 28 0 
5. Years of reco1·d from automatic tide 
ganges 5 ............... . .............. 221 3 4 220 2 1 221 
6. Records of series of staff· gauge read· 
7 92 ings, stations 6 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 665 42 700 9 783 
7. Preparation of auxiliary tables to fa-
cilitate reduction of observations and 
prediction of tide-tables 7 ••••••••••••• .............. . ... .. .. . 248days. ........... .......... 12 days. . ....... 
8. Examination and registry of tidal 
records and preparation of correspond-
ence relating theretos 
(9) 
No summation can be made on ac-
I I I oun t of the incongruous nature of the ~terns. 
1 
1 A copy of the tide-tables for 1887 herewith. The aggregate time spent in the preparation of these 
two volumes amounted to 320 days of a computer. 
2 The preparation of tidal notes for a chart involves the collection and comparison of all facts known 
as to the tides in the waters within the chart limits, and this frequently necessitates the partial re· 
duction of several series of observations. The work is done b;y the chief of division, who calls other 
clerks to his assistance, according to the nature of the work and the urgency of the occasion. No dis· 
tinct time-account has been kept until recently, but the aggregate is estimated at one-half the time of 
one clerk. 
s Ti1ial data for the use of hydrographic and other field parties of the Survey are prepared bythe 
chief of division, assisted by other clerks according to the urgency of the occasion. No distinct time· 
account has been kept until recently, but the aggregate is estimated at about the time of one clerk. 
The data consist of descriptions of tide gauges and oench marks, with relation of these to mean sea 
level, maan low water, &c., and theirpreparationfrequentlynecessitates the partial reduction of series 
of observations and other laborious computations. A record beginning April15, 1887, shows that from 
that date to .J nne 22, 1887, an average of 1,3 clerks has been constantly employed preparing this de-
scription of data, and that it has been furnished at SO stations in reponse to 16 requisitions. 
4 Item 4 is similar to 3, and is similarly disposed of, except that it sometimes consists simply of an 
explanation of some point in tidal t.heory and requires less time for its preparation. 
5 These observations are for reduction by the harmonic analysis for the purpose of predicting tide-
tables. To reduce one year's observations requires the labor of a computer for from 80 to 150 days, 
according to the less or more complex nature of the tide at the port of obHervation. 
6 These series vary in length from a few hours to several years, and the readings vary in frequency 
from one a minute to one a day. Pa~tial reductions of many of them are made for the purposes indi· 
cated under items 2, 3, 4. Only the more complete reductions for purposes of prediction are counted 
in line 6 as disposed of. The labor bestowed upon the reduction for a station varies from a day or two 
to several months and longer. One of the 9 stations of 1887 cost 700 days of computing and clerical 
work, it being a two-years' series, and subjected to an elaborate analysis. Nearly all these observa-
tions are made primarily for the reduction of soundings, but are further utilized for tidal purposes. 
1 Neither the number of these tables nor the number of pages would convey any meaning to those 
not engaged in their preparation. Time spent on them is given as the best measm·e of the work done. 
s Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 constitute the current work of this division, which takes preoedence of all other 
and is never allowed to fall behind. Every employe is constantly at work, and when not engaged on 
current business is employed in advancing the work indicatlld under items 5, 6, and 7. 
9The record of daily occupation in this division distdlmtes the work under heads which would be 
much less definit" and intelligible than those adopted in this sch,~dule and which exhibit less distinctly 
the relation of the tidal work to the other departments of the Survey and to the public. The time· 
account, however, could be better rendered in that form, but it would haye no meaning to those not 
familiar with the work. • 
.to March 1 to .June 22, 1887, 12 tide notes for charts prepared and ftlrni.shed. A record beginning 
April15, 1887, shows that from that date to .June 22, 1887, an average force of one clerk has been con· 
stantly employed preparing this description of data. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the tidal division of the office of the United 
Stat~s Coast and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes, during the time 
specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Month. 1.1 
i 
Days. Days. Days. Days. 
July....... 24. 5 4 25 24 25. 7 4. 4 26 25 25. 5 4 26 24 22. 7 7. 7 25 13 
August .... 26.7 4 27 26 23.7 4 26 25 25 4 25 25 18.3 7.6 26 0 
September- 24. 3 4 25 22 23. 9 4 24 23§ 25. 8 4. 5 26 25 23. 6 7 25i 21 
October.... 24 4 27 15 25. 6 4. 1 27 24 26. 4 6. 2 27 24! 22. 6 6. 2 25! 13 
November- 25 4 25 25 21. 6 4. 8 23i 15~ 22.6 6. 4 24 19§ 23. 3 6.1 24 21i 
December . 20.4 4 23§ 11 18. 8 4. 4 23 2§ 22.8 5. 8 23§ 19§ 22. 9 6 25 19 
January ... 25. 3 4 26 24 19.5 4 26 0 24.8 6 25 24 23.4 6. 4 25 19t 
February .. 24 4 24 24 17.7 4 22 5 22.3 5. 5 23 21 20. 9 7 23 18 
:March. . . . . 25. 91 4 26 25§ 22. 6 4 25 17! 23. 2 5. 3 27 , 18 __ . --1-- ... 
April.. .... 25.7 4 26 25 25.1 4 26 24§ 25.1 6 26 23 ........ .. 
:May....... 24. 5 4 26 20~ 24 4 25 22 24.. 7 6 25 24. 
June ...... 22.6· 4 25 17 21.7 4 26 15 23.7 6.1 25 22i 
T~~~sa~~:~. -::-~-4-~ - 21.6 22 .. 7 ~T-:- 16.6 25.3 -:-~ :T~ 22.2 ~~  15.6 
It wa~ undoubtedly intended that the unit of measure in the amount column should 
be independent of the time spent in the transaction of the business, for otherwise no 
means is afforded by which to measure the efficiency of the force. Unfortunately this 
very essential requirement cannot be complied with, since the work is too incongru-
ous to admit of a common measure. Hence each entry in this column is the average 
of the days devoted to public business during the month by each of the several em-
ployes, and is a measure of the amount of work only on the assumption that the em-
ployes have done their duty. · 
The chief of this division receives his orders from, and reports to, the assistant in 
charge of office and topography. The original records of tidal observations are filed 
in the archives of the Coast and Geodetic Survey; the duplicates in the rooms of this 
division, with the tidal reductions. Attention is respectfully requested (1) to the 
fact that our knowledge of the tides on the coasts of the United States is, on account 
of the magnitude and difficulty of the subject, as yet incomplete and often insufficient; 
(2) to the large store of observations accumulated in excess of this division's powers 
of reduction, and hence (3) to the desirability of adding at least two good computers 
to this division. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the tidal division of the office 
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by prox·y, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
"" I .!'! . ~ I rn ...... I~ . ~ -~ rllp.,-,0. p.,. 0 • ~0 • 8 'd P...o ,l) ~'.0-ci A<;)d rn-o§ ce-o ~rn bil~rn"=' rn-o p., '1;j <;) ,;~ ~<!)~.g-o~ 'O'd p., Years. 8 a; ha.> rn p.,~~ -,t.j ~~~~ +:>C!>O ~t: g. A~~ A~ 8 <ll ~ s.S Mr.:;:; ~Q)~ ~~P. ~ 8-o 8 pOcil a>~p, +:> •0 l:lp, oi5,'d oss ce ce o p, oA ~~ ~§ <ljg ~ ~os A P< ~ ~ l:Y ~~~ H~C!> 
----------------------
H.M. 
1884 •••••••••••••• ; ••••••. 1 305§ 1, 171! 0 1, 171~ 4 293 6 49 302! 288 
1885 ...................... 302! 1. 125! I 0 1.1251 I 4.15 271 I 6 22 284 249 1886 ...................... 305 1, 596 0 1, 596 5. 58 86 6 39 300 284! 
1887 ...................... 201 1,194 0 1,194 6. 78 176 6 13 193! 159! 
*Employes temporarily attached are expressed as fractions for a whole year. 
Only those employes counted who were continuously attached for the whole year. 
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ENGRAVING DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, ..4pril29, 1887. 
DEAR SIR: I respectfully transmit herewith report of method of conducting work 
in the engraving division, and statistical statement, on printed form, to supply in-
formation to the Special Senate Committee of which Senator Cockrell is chairman. 
Yours, respectfully, &c., 
Mr. B. A. COLONNA, 
HERBERT G. OGDEN, 
Assistant. 
Assistant in charge Office, tjo. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Wasltington, April 25, 1887. 
This division coq1_prises the work of engraving charts, sketches, and illustrations 
on copper plates, all printing from engraved plates, duplicating the copper plates by 
the electrotype process, and reduction and duplicating surveys or other matter by 
photography. 
The division is in charge of an assistant in the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with 
one clerk to maintain the records and perform the general clerical work. 
All material for the work of the division is received directly from the assistant in 
charge of the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office, or from other sources in accordance 
with rules established for that purpose. 
The system of procedure in preparing au engraved chart to the delivery of printed 
copies thereof to the chart-room is as follows : · 
A full-scale project of the proposed chart, prepared under the direction of the as-
sistant in charge of the office, is :first passed to the engraving division as a general 
guide for the engraving; the dimensions of the copper-plate required for the work 
are noted that the plate may be procured and be ready for the engraving when the 
drawing is received. This plate is prepared for accurate transfer to it of the draw-
ing by the construction of meridians and parallels upon it in the drawing division, 
where it has been sent at the proper time for that purpose. The drawing may have 
been made either by hand or partly by hand and partly by photography. In the 
latter case the work to be reduced by photography is furnished the engraving r•ivis-
ion, and the photographic prints resulting therefrom are passed to the drawing divis-
ion for inspection and registry before the work of the engraving is begun. The draw-
ings having been received, the work of engraving proceeds according to well-estab-
lished rules to completion. The drawings are simple outlines, with character repre-
sented by color, as a rule, to be interpreted in the engraving division as the engrav-
ing progresses. It is rarely that the engraving is a fac-simile of the drawing, as draw-
ings from which to make fac-simile engravings have been found too expensive both 
in drawing and engraving for general use, and also confine the artistic scope of the 
engraver to too narrow limits. Prints are made of the engravings from time to time, 
which are carefully inspected and verified, that the resulting chart may truthfully 
represent the surveys. In addition to the drawings, schemes have to be submitted 
for the lettering of points, islands, bays, rivers, ledges, &c., and the titles and notes. 
These are prepared in the engraving division from data furnished by the assistant 
in charge of the office, and receive his approval before they are engraved. When the 
engraving is substantially completed a print is submitted to the assistant in charge 
for the "aids to navigation," such as beacons, buoys, .spindles, &c. ; he procures the 
necessary information from the Light-House Establishment through the hydrographic 
inspector of the Coast Survey. When the aids have been engraved the chief of the 
engraving division certifies the chart to be completed on a prmt of the same, which 
being duly examined and approved by the assistant in charge of the office is returned 
to the engraving division with directions to print an edition for distribution from 
the chart-room and to duplicate the copper-plates. 
The correction of the copper-plates before printing charts for distribution by the 
chart-room is also attended to in this division. The corrections are authorized by 
the assistant in charge of the office, and arise in several sources. They consist mainly 
in changes in the positions of the lights, beacons, buoys, &c., new discoveries of 
dangers to navigation, changes in channels, and the results of hydrographic exami-
nations. Notice of a.ny correction is filed in the engraving division immediately on 
its determination by any division of the office, and the plate is not again printed 
nntil the correction has been applied to it. 
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The force of engravers at this time consists of nine men employed in the office and 
six men employed on " contract work." The contracts are made by the Superintend-
ent with the individual engraver who is to execute the contract, and specify the 
quantity of work, price, and time within which the work must be completed, and 
Teserve to the Superintendent the right to reject or confiscate any or all of the work 
that is not satisfactory. This class of work is executed by the engravers at their 
own houses and is not subject to daily time reports in this office. 
At the close of each quarter prints are made of all the work engraved, which are 
bound in a volume and filed in the Superintendent's office. The prints show on their 
face who engraved the work and the time employed upon it. This volume also con-
tains all the w.ork of contractors. 
The electrotyping consists of duplicating the engraved plates for the purpose of 
preservation and furnishing new printing plates for those worn out. An electrotype 
plate will furnish from 1,000 to 3,000 strong pt'ints, depending upon the character of 
the engraving. The electrotype process is also useful in enlarging and combining 
plates and in making erasures for engraving new surveys over extensive areas. Steel-
facing copper-plates is also carried on in connection with this process and has found 
extensive use in preserving small plates of the Coast Pilot illustrations, from which 
large numbers of prints have been required at a time. A large number of plates 
have been made for other Departments of the Government in years past. 
The photographing is confined to reduction of original surveys for engraving or 
other purposes, the duplication of original smveys to supply calls from different bu-
reaus a.nd individuals, and the duplication of tracings of all kinds by the blue-print 
process. 
The force employed upon electrotyping and photographing at this time consists of 
one electr&typer and photographer and one assistant electrotyper. 
The printing-office furnishes all the charts and Coast Pilot illustrations printed 
from engravings, proofs showing the condition of engravings in hand, and "transfer 
impressions" of all engravings required to be printed from stone, such as sketches 
illustrating the SupClrintendent's annual report, &c. The force employed consists of 
three master copper-plate printers, three "printer'lil helpers," and one laborer. · 
The clerical work of the division is maintained by one clerk. It consists of the 
records of the work executed, reading proofs of engravings, and general clerical as-
sistance. 
The records are divided under the following heads, viz: 
Daily reports of time and occupation. 
Quarterly reports on engraved work. 
Monthly reports of all work. 
List of copper-plate engravings commenced. 
List of copper-plate engravings completed. 
List of electrotype plates made. 
List of corrections applied to copper-plate engravings. 
List of photographic reductions. 
List of all plates received by the division or sent from it, where sent, and for what 
purpose. 
Ledger account with each copper-plate . 
. Le~ger account with each chart engraved, showing the engravings representing it 
msenes. 
Ledger account of all contract engraving. 
List of requisitions for chart-room printing, with date of filling order. 
List of all plates printed and number of prints from each. 
List of prints made and for what purpose. 
Inventories of all supplies received and how expended. 
Respectfully submitted. 
. HERBERT G. OGDEN, 
.Assistant, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
In charge Engraving Division, Coast and Geodetic Survey Office. 
r 
I~ 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the engraving, printing, 
and electrotype division of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, for the :fiscal 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 181;7 : 
Character of business. 
Number of copper-plates of new charts, new edi-
tions of charts, sketches, and illustratrations . . . . 91 24 
Number of copper-plates corrected for printing: ......•......••..... 
Number of impressions printed for chart room .................... . 
N urn ber of impressions printed for Coast Pilot ........•......••... 





poses ...................•••...••••..................•..•.....••... *13, 089 
Number of pounds of electrotype copper deposited. ........ .... .... 2,582 
·· N urn ber of photographic negative plates made..... . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . 27 
Number of electrotype copper--plates made .....•.. -~-- ..••.....••.. -~ 95 
Number of photographic prints made.............. . . •.. ••. . . . .•... 128 









*Of this number~ 9,503 were intended by R. D. Cutts, assistant in charge of office, for portfolios, and 
was in excess of the requirements of the Bureau. 
I ""' <e 0 . 
~~ ;;.o c;::lOO 
rD...-( 00 
Character of business. 0 - bl) ..... p.. ..... 




Number of copper-plates of new charts, new edi-
tions of charts, sketches, and illustrations. . . . . 72 20 
Number of copper-plates corrected for printing ...•••••.•••.. 
Number of impressions printed for chart room ....•••••.••••. 
Number of impressions printed for Coast Pilot ...•••••••••.. 
Number of impressions printed for all other pur-
poses. . . . . . •. . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • . ••••. 
Number of pounds of electrotype copper depos-
ited ..........••....•............................•••••..•••. 
Number of electrotype copper-plates made .......••..•••••.. 
Number of photographic ne¥ative plates made ....•••••.••.•. 
N urn ber of photographic prmts made...... . . • . . . . . . . • . •.... 
~<e ""' ~~ 0 rn· 
'l:lc;::li€ 
a:>oo rn,.... 
~~~ 0 -p. ..... 
o.,... ~ -:!lr>. P,i'-<r:l '1::1'""' 











*Increased up to June 21, 1887, to 29,937 impressions. 
~; 
........... 0 ""' o«:..., 0 • ;E~ -gf,Q 
~f,O 'l:lc;::lf,O. rn~ oo....:. 
~biJ~~ 0 -bl)..., ..... ~'""! 
-~ ~ ~ &-~ ~ ~ "'"'""' '1::1<1! 
~I>.~. ~.g ~~ ~~ 
---------
16 10 83 
.............. 307 
............. *19, 999 
............. 888 





The :first item under "character of business" in the above table is the only item that 
cau be stated in the form required. All the others are current work that must receive 
attention as soon ·as they arise. Even the first item is of questionable propriety, as 
it does not give credit for work transferred to stone from unfinished copper-plates, 
work that is credited a.s finished in the annual reports. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and cha:raetev 0i busin-ess per· 
formed, transacted and disposed of in the engraving, printing, and electretype divis-
ion of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes 
during the time specified : 
-
1884. 1885. 












bil eli 1=1; 1=1; .::.. 1=1; 1=1; ~ 
.r:! bL t' l'l bil ~ l:l bil t' l:l b1 t'- ~ bil ~ -~ bil t' § l:l 0 -~ l:l 0 -~ :§ 0 -~ = 0 -~ :3 -~ 0 :;: ... ~ :;: .tl .tl ~ :;: !J .tl ~ J.< ~ ~ ~ ..,, bfl l:l c;; bfl l:l c;; l'l Q bfl l:l .a Q bfl ~ <:,) 
= ·~::: ~ = ·~::: ~ = ·~::: ~ = ·c ~ l:l- "' " ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ l"l ll; l"l l"l ll; l"l ll; l"l ll; ~ l"l· ll; ~ f;il 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
July .••••••••••••••••• 17 7 2 17 7 2 17 7 2 14 7 2.' 1'41 7' 2 14 7 ~ 
August ••••.••.••..••. 15! 6 2 16 7 2 16 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 
September .•••••.••••• 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 14 7 2 14 7· 2 14 7 z 
October ...••••.••••••• 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 14 7 ~ 14 7 2 14 7 2. 
No>ember ••••••..•••• 115 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 14 7 2 14 7. 2 14 7 2 
December ............ 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 15· 7 2 15 7 2: 
,January.............. 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 I 15'· 7' 2. 15 7 2 
February .•••••.•••••• 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 15 7 2~ 15· 7 2 15 7 2. 
March ................ 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 15 7 2 . 15 7 . 2 15 7 2. 
April ................. 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 15 7 2.' ! 15 7· 2 15· 7 2. 
May .................. 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 15 7 2 15 7 2 15· 7 2 
June .................. 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 15 7 2 ! 15 7 2: 1'5 7 2 ---- - 2 14!1_7_ ---- - !--- - -Total averages .••.. 14} 7 2 14} 7 
' 1 "1 7 2 , "II 7 2 14! 7 2. Average employed 
9 7 2 9 7 2 9 7 2 9 7 2 in the office.; .••. 9 7 2 9 7 2-
1886. 1887. 
Average 
employes. Maximum. Minimum. 
Average 










<1i ton <1i 1=1; 1=1; 1=1; A A t = bil t' .s bi: ~ l:l bil t' .s bi: t' .s bil ~ .s bil -~ ... -~ ~ 
~ 
0 ~ :§ 0 :§ ~ 
~ = 0 1; l:l ~ l:l 0 <II .b .b <II <II :;: .tl :;: .tl :;: .13 ... ... ... ... ~ ~ bfl Q bll = Q bfl = Q bfl -~ Q. = Q -~ Q = ·~::: ~ l:l ~ 
~ ~ ·~::: "' = ~ l:l ·;:: "' ~ "' l"l ll; ~ l"l ~ l"l ll<· ~ l"l ll; l"l ~ ll; ~ l"l ~ ~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
July .................. 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 13 7 3 13 7 3 13 7 3 
August ............... 14 7 1 14 7 1 14 7 1 12! 7 3 ~2i 7 3 I" 
7 , 3 
Septewher ............ 14 7 1 14 7 1 14 7 1 14 7 3 14 7 3 14 7 3 
October ............... 13 7 1 13 7 1 13 7 1 14 7 2 14 7! 2 14 7 2 
November ............ 13 7 1 13 7 1 13 7 1 14 7 3 14 7 3 14 ' 3 December ............ 13 7 1 13 ~~i 13 7 1 14 7 3 14 7 3 14 7 3 January.-............ 13 7 1 13 13 7 1 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 
February ............. 13 7 2! 13 7 2! 13 8 3 14 7 2 14 7 2 14 7 2 
March ................ 13 7 2t 13 7 2! 13 8 3 .... -·-- .... ...... ...... -- -- . .. . ..... ...... 
April ................. 13 7 2 13 7 2 13 7 2 ---· ---· .. ....... ...... -- -- .. ...... . ..... May .................. 13 6 3 13 6 3 13 6 3 ...... ..... ...... ---· ... ... .. ..... --- - ...... .... 
June .................. 14 7 3 14 7 3 14 7 3 ~ --. ...... .... ··- · ·--· ---· ·- · · .. . ·-·· 
- - - - - - - -
111 "ll-7 
- - - - -
-7, 2! Total averages ..••. 13! 7 1! 13! 7 1! 13! 7 2! 13! 7 2! 13i 
Average employed 
in this office ..... 8 7 2 8 7 2 8 7 2 8 7 2! 8 7 2! 8 7 2! 
The above table includes engravers who work on contract away from the office. It 
is impracticable to state R:verage amount of work performed in each month unless we 
fill out three of these blanks, one for each subdivision of labor, which is believed to 
be unnecessary in answering this inquiry. This table does not include the ti~e or 
the chief of division, the clerk, nor the messenger, all of whom rendered full time. 
The clerk has only been absent two days in the whole period, three and two-thirds 
years. 
I 
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The following 'Statement shows the average number of days' time ~nd at~en~i:on 
rdevoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the engravmg, prmtmg, 
.and electrotype division of the office ?f the Coast and Geodet!c Survey, in person and 
by proxy, during the years named, w1th number of days durmg each year so devoted 
to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the em-
;ploye present the least number of days during said yea_rs. Department open f~om 9 
a . m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. T1me to be devoted to busmess, 
.Ut hours daily. 
.t:J ... '"d '"d .p h s "C q) l':l ,.Q q) q) 0 .., ,.c'"d q) ~a:i ~ ~ q) s~ 1>:. ,.!4• ~ Days wor-ked in p erson. "C 0 ~$ 0'4> 0 .,.., "'~ ]'h ~~ q) 0 1:1: o.,; 1:1:~ ig ,.!4 h l':l0 ... ~ <1l ... -4) 1:1: ~:a <tl-Years. 00 h q)~ ~:;::: p.,P. q)p. 
li::~ <\! 
q)<tl <\! eeS =s Ao '"d ,.:::l- b.() I>;, <tl'"d '"dq) SA CIS<\! "Cq) 
<1l Engravo Print- Electro- <1l ';1 ~'"d 
... .Pi>;, ~~ 1>:. h .p >:! p ~,.Q til in g . in g. type. <\! 0 t>.,.., 0 <tl 
A A 8 ~ ~0 ~ ~ ..:I 
---------------- - - --- - -
h.m. 
1884 0000 Ooooooo.'oo .305! 2, 487! 2, 028t 600 ........... 5, 116i 18 284 6 37 305 255 
1885 oooooooooo 0000 302! 2, 521& 1, 926 573 ......... 5, 020& 18 279 6 33 ,~ I 255 1?86 0 000 00000000 00 <105 2, 309 1, 938! 465! ........... 4, 712! 17 277 6 27 300 262 
1887 (to March 1). 201 1, 594 1, 305! 429 ......... 3, 328! 17! 187 6 36 199 171 
The engravers who work on contract away from the office have been omitted from 
the above table. The longest time of labor, 351 days, performed in this division, 
stands to the credit of a laborer, whose duties require his attendance a short time be-
fore and after office hours each day. The time given in the column" Most days 
worked by employe" refers to the experts only. 
DRA. WING DIVISION. 
APRIL 27, 1887. 
The different classes of work of the drawing division of the office of the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey are stated in the accompanying detailed report. 
It wUl be obvious that it differs so essentially from the work of most of the Execu-
tive Departments that it would be difficult to state, in terms of measure, any amounts 
of work done except by the number of days occupied. 
The work consists mainly in making preparatory drawings for field work, inking 
the sheets surveyed in the field, and preparing the necessary drawings for the publi-
cation of results, the work on one chart extending sometimes, necessarily, at inter-
vals through several years before the data are complete for its publication. 
The division being only a part of an office of which the assistant in charge of office 
and topography is the head, conducts its work in pursuance of instructions from him, 
current as well as continuous work, and is dependent in its operations upon concur-
rent action of the computing division, as the engraving division is dependent in its 
action upon the work of the drawing division. 
Respectfully, &c., 
E. HERGESHEIMER, 
Assistant, Coast and Geodetic Su1·vey, in charge of Drawing Division. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the drawing division of 
the office of the Coast and Georletic Survey for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
1S87: 
Character of business. 
-----·----·------------1------------
Projections for field work, topographical and hydrographic, ordered 
by superintendent in pursuance of appropriations made by law.. 202! 277! 270! 197 
The inking ?f topo~raphical sheets which are received from the 
survevors m penciL.............................................. 682} 737i 705 477~ 
The reductions of the original topographical and hydrographic 
sheets to the publication scales of the engraved charts,.......... 803! 580& 514! 321 
The finished drawings, full and reduced scales, of charts published 
by photolithography and kindred processes ........ -.--......... 249! 465i 257! 214 
The preparation of sketches and illustrations for the annual re-
ports to Congress................................................. 55} 103i 47~ 29~ 
Miscellaneous drawings, copies for other Government Departments 
and for private parties on application, verification of drawings 
and engravings and clerical work ...............••................ 1, 354i 11, 400§ 1, 703fi 856§ 
Totals······~·-··············································· 3,348! 3,564! 3,498! 2,0961 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the drawing division of the office of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes during the time specified: 
8..< s.o S<D 8~ 
Q)~ Q)~ Q)~ <P~ 
Months. ~:i ~'; ~':- ~'; 
--~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
~.=: ~.=: I ~.=: ~.=: ..qp. ~P< ..qp. ..qp. 
----------------------------1--- ------ --· 
.July......................................................................... 11 13 12 12 
August...................................................................... 12 13 12 12 
September................................................................... 12 13 10 12 
October...................................................................... 12 13 12 12 
November................................................................... 12 13 12 12 
December................................................................... 12 13 13 12 
*~i~~:~~~~~;~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :;::::: :::::::;;;: ;;;:;:;:;::::::~:J !! !i !! ll 
f~: ;~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ ~~  
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the drawing division of 
the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half 
hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6! hours daily. 
11 .s ~ 
rd s .. "<::1 "<::1 "<::1 ,.Q Q) Q). <P Q) Q ,!14 
Q) 
,.oro ~ ~- ..b4· 
"<::1 "<::1 .. SQ) .s '"-<P --~ 0 .,s~ 0~ 0
~g 
<P. Q) 
~ .... .n P<. ~.=: ~.=: ,!l:jl=l ~~ O'<P ~0 s~ ._o <t2 ~ ~ <tlP, <t.lP, Years. Pop. ~~ ~e ~ ._o Q)<tl Q)~ ~~ ~~ Ao "<::1 $'a bll~ <tl"d Po Po Olc;j . <t2 <t2 <t2 i s ~"<::1 .. ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ .,s <tl,.Q ~,.Q Ol ~ 0 .,s ~ ..... 0 ~ Q) A A A E-t lZi ..qo ~ H ----------------
h.m. 
1884 ·····-··························· 305~ 3, 348i ·-·-·· 3, 348~ 12 279 6 30 305 2231 1885 . - •..••••••••••••••••••••••••••. - •. 302~ 3, 564! . ......... 3, 564! 13 274i 6 27 302 218 
1886 .•••••.•••••••••.•••••••••..••.. - .. 305 ,3, 498! . .......... 3,498! 12 291i 6 47 300!!1 273 
1887 • - ................................. 201 2, 096~ . .......... 2, 096~ 12 174! 6 9 193! 152§ 
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'INSTRUMENT DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, 
Washington, D. C., April20, 1887. 
DEAH Sm: l submit herewith the forms supplied by the Department for the tabu-
lation oft he data asked for by the Select Committee of the Senate appointed in pur-
suance of the Senate resolution of March 3, 1887. 
The nature of the work of the instrument division is such that the filling out of all 
the columns of tables 1 and 2 bas been found impracticable. 
This division has the custody of all the instruments, &c., used by the Survey, and 
issues them upon requisitions approved by the superintendent. Instruments re-
turned by the field parties at the close of each season are, as soon as practicable, 
thoroughly overhauled and examined, and such repairs or alterations as are found 
necessary or desirable made. The most pressing work is, of course, first taken up, so 
that we may be always in a position to fill promptly the requisitions of parties taking 
the field. When opportunity offers, the construction of new instruments to replace 
those which have beeome worn out or obsolete is taken up, but our small force is 
found but little more than sufficient to execute the work of repairing. Owing to the 
very lar~e number and variety of instruments in use and the various operations of 
the Survey, the amount ofrepairs constantly needed (in some cases practically amount-
ing to a reconstruction) is very large. A statement showing the number of instru-
ments made and repaired in a given time would convey no idea of the work done 
unless the amount of repairs required in each case was also stated, and this, from the 
nature of the reports, it is impracticable now to furnish. 
The force of the division consists of mechanicians and carpenters, the latter varying 
in number from two to three. The carpenters make the cases and packing boxes and 
attend to the packing and shipping of instruments, but their duties are not entirely 
confined to this, as they have a considerable amount of miscellaneous work for all 
branches of the office. They attend to the miscellaneous repairs and alterations in 
the Survey building and make book-cases, file-cases, desks, shelving, &c., as required. 
This work is sufficient to keep three carpenters constantly employed. 
Yours respectfully, 
ANDREW BRAID, 
Assistant, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
In char·ge of Instru.ment Division and Weights and Measures. 
Mr. F. M. THORN, 
Superintendent of Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington, D. C. 
The character of the business of this division consists of repairing and adjusting in-
struments, making new instruments, graduating circles, &c. Miscellaneous, such as 
silvering mirrors for sextants and heliotropes, ruling scales and glass diaphragms, 
testing levels, micometers, &c., carpenter work for the divisiQn and for the office gen-
erally. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the instrument division of the office of the 









J'uly................. 9 9 9 9 9 9 8! 9 8 10 10 10 
August .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9! 10 9 
September........... 9 9 9 9 9 9 9! 10 9 9 9 9 
October.............. 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 9~ 10 9 
November ........... "'9 (1) 9 (1) 9 (1) 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 
December ............ 8!'~ 9 8 9 9 !I 10 10 10 10 10 10 
January ............. 9 9 -9 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 
February . .. . .. . .. . . . !J 9 9 9 9 9 9! 10 9 10 10 10 
March .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 . ...... . ........... . 
April .. .. .. .... .. .. .. 9 19 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 ................... . 
~~Je::::::::::::::::: ~~ 1~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i& i& i& :~~::::: :~:::: :::::: 
Total .......... ~~ ----9 ~~-9:69 ~ =~-9:72==-~ 
I 
*No report on file for this month, excep~ for carpenters. 
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From the nature of the work it is impracticable to state the amount done by each 
mechanician and carpenter. 
During the continuance of the Louisville Exposition, in summer and fall of 1883, 
one of the mechanicians was detailed to take charge of the instruments there exhibited 
by the Survey. In this tabulation he is considered as being on duty during this 
period. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the instrument division of 
the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, during the years 
named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least num-
ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a .m. to 4 p. m .• with half 
· hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6-! hours daily. 
..., .s = <V s "C 
~-
<V • 




1>. 't! . J.< 'd ~ ~ 
,a <V ~ ~-d ~ - -
.-c ~ sJ.l .S' ~~ ~~ 
<V ~ ..... • ::SJ.< p. 01>. 01>. 
~~ Ill o~ =~ sP:. ~-a ~.a_ 
~ ~ ~ l~ ~~ :~ .i~ s~ 
rn ~ S J.<~ J.< +>I>. ";;!>. 
~ '0 = ~..... g ~,a ~.c 
H.M. 





0 2, 641 9- 294 6 51 3041 261 
0 
1
2. 545 9 I 282~ 6 39
1
301 200 1R85 . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . 302! 
1886 .•.•...•.•• - .•••.••••• - - .•• - .••• - • . 305 
1887 ..•••••.••.•••..••..••..••.••..•••. 201 
0 2, 757 9. 68 284. 8 6 38 2971 249 
0 1, 832! 9. 72 188. 5 6 36 1951 1801 
The hours for mechanicians and carpenters until December, 18~0, were from 8 
a. m. to 4 p.m., and since that date from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with half an hour off 
at noon for lunch. 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, .April30, 1887. 
DEAR SIR: I submit herewith the form supplied by the Department for the tabu-
lation of the data required by the Select Committee of the Senate appointed in pur-
suance of the Senate resolution of March 3, 1887. 
As far as practicable the columns of the three tables have been filled, but tables 
1 and 2 are for obvious reasons incomplete. 
The functions of the weights and measures division (or bureau as it is generally 
designated) are stated in table No.1. Prior to July 23, 1885, this work was under 
the direct supervision of the Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, ex-
cepting during the short period when it was nominally under the charge of Assistant 
C. S. Peirce. 
It was then customary occasionally to detail assistants of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, not otherwise employed, to conduct some of the important comparisons and 
verifications of base, bars, &c., but the reports on file do not give any information 
as to the length of time they thus served. I have, therefore, tabulat€d the regular 
employes of the division only. 
Yours, respectfully, 
ANDREW BRAID, 
Assistant, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
In charge of Weights and Measures and Inst. Divisions. 
Mr. F. M. THORN, 
Superifttendent CQast and Geodetic Su,rvey, Washington, D. C. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the weights and measures 
division of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for the :fiscal years 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
' ~i ~i ~~ ~i~ 0 
<1.1. 
~ca~ 'd~/2 'Cca&; 'd~~ 
Character of business. 
.., b(Joo 
<1.1~~ ~~~ ~~~~ oo~..-1 o·,.... ~ o .... ;., o·~ ~ ~-§~~ 
-~~~ 
p.'"~ p.~~ 
.~.a~ .~'d h -~'C~ 
A A A A -------
(1) Furnishing balances and sets of standards of length, weight, and 
~~ft~c;~ c~lfi~~~=~ -~~~- ~~~~~c_>_ ~~ -~~~ -~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~. ~~-~ ~-~~i~ . *22 t1 .......... ......... 
(2) Comparing, adjusting, and verifying standards of len~th, weight, 
and capacity for custom-honsee, Detartments of t e Govern-
ment, outside parties, and for weig ts and measures divisiqn 843 263 487 98 
(3) Making standard weights, capacity measmes, and standards of 
126 22 11.4 11 length ........•.................... -· ....... --- ..... -..... · · · · 
(4) Comparing and testing hydrometers, thermometers, &c., for rev· 
52 19 51 30 enue service and Coast and Geodetic Survey ................ .. 
,. Sets. tSet. 
The following items of business in this division cannot be tabulated: 
Miscellaneous: Making and improving comparing apparatus, determining coeffi-
cients of expansion, investigating expansion and point of maximum density of sea-
water, determining specific gravities, constructing mural standard, and supplying 
information concerning weights and measures to Departments of Government and 
outside parties; also comparing base bars, steel tapes, scales, &c., for the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey. 
Items 1 and 2 in the above table are now practically completed. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the weights and measures division of the 
office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes during 
the time specified : · 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
~~ ~ s 




-~ ;.,0 .§ ;.,0 -~ ;.,0 -~ 13 ;.,0 13 a.> A, .s a~ A, ~ = a.> A, ~ 
a~'j5. 
"" :§ 1>13 ~ 1>13 ~ 1>13 I> 13 
cC 
..q.., ~ ~ ..q.., ~ .,ja~ ~ ..q.., ~ ~ ---------------- ------
July..................... 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
August.................. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
September . . • . . • . . • . . • • . 3 a 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
October................. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
November...... . .. . . . • . . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 
December............... 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 
January................. 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 
February................ 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 
March................... · 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 ................ .. 
.ApriL......... . . . . . • . • . . 3 3 3
1 
3 3 3 1 1 1 . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 
fu~e"::::·.::::::::::::::: ~ g : : g ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::: :::::: :::::: 
Total .............. -3 ~--~-r~~~-3 ~==-2!~==-2 ~~ 
The average amount in the above table cannot be stated. 
From December 1, 1884, to June 15, 1885, one of the employes (Dr. J. J. Clark) was 
at New Orleans, in charge of the weights and measures exhibit, and is treated in this 
tabulation as being on duty during that period. 
Since November 1, 1886, one of the employes of the weights and measures division 
has been detailed to assist in the instrument division shop, but is also tabulated here 
as an employe of weights and measures diyi'ilion. 
4405 TR-30 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the weights and measures 
division of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, dur-
ing the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and by the employe present 
the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
~ .s P.. 
-d 8 ~., 'li I 'li "=' ,0 a) 41 ~ 4) ,=I a) p., ,.Ill. -~~ s "=' "=' 0 8~ ..s 8~ ..., a) • 
~p:.. """'. ~~ 1-< • .!<j>:l ~ o,gs ., 0 ... . ~ 0 ..s>:l ~-oO ... ~ "' ~=~ ~ s..:;. "'A ~:a Years. ... a) o"' lo~ 4)>l< ~~ 00 p., ~;:. ·~ I !;', =S ~0 ~I-< = ... ... "=' ,0... Cll = "' .-; ~ ~<l) 
"' "' ~ ~ ""'"=' ... +>P., +>p., p., ~ § a)""' I o "'.o ~.c = = 0 ~ P-o l o o ~ 
~ ~ _:_I~ --~ ~~ ~ 
1 
h.m. 
1884 •••• -· ..•••••••.......••.•••.••..• •••.•.. 305~ 882~ 0 882~ 3 295g 6 52 303~ 276! 
1885 .....••..••..••....•..... ·••••• .•••••.... 302~ 845 0 845 3 281! 6 33 289! 270 
1886 .•...••.••••••••.•...•••••••••••••..••.•. 305 580t 0 580! 2 2901 6 45 292 288j 
1887 ..•.••.•••••..•...•..••.••••••.••.••••••. 201 367! 0 367~ 2 1881 6 39 190~ 177 
Prior to December, 1885, the hours of employes were from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m., and 
since that date from 9 a.m. to 4 p. m., with one-half hour for lunch. 
HYDROGRAPHIC DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, May 19, 1887. 
SIR : Referring to your verbal instructions to fill out the blanks furnished by the 
Treasury Department, for the Senate Select Committee of which Senator Cockrell is 
chairman, I have to inform you that, after much consideration, I have been unable to 
devise any tabulated form that is at all satisfactory to me, presenting in condensfiJd 
shape the work of the office of hydrographic inspector and the hydrographic and coast 
pilot divisions. 
The bl[tnks so far as filled out give little or no idea of the amount of work done. 
The hydrographic inspector, under the Superintendent, bas charge of all hydro-
graphic work in the :field and in the office, the repairs of vessels, their personnel, &c. 
The hy<lr?graphic sheets and records, as tb~y ~o~~ from the parties in the field, are 
sent to this office and thence to hydrographic diVISIOn, where they are plotted, taking 
for each sheet from a few days to weeks or months, according to its extent. It is then 
sent forward to the Superintendent, and then to drawing division for reduction. 
The hydrographic div.ision als,o has charge of ?h~rt corrections, keeping them 
up to date. The work of both office of hydrographic mspector and hydrographic di-
vision is of such a diversified nature that it is impossible to properly give an idea of 
it in tabulated form. 
The same ~;emarks apply to the coast pilot division. 
The general work of this division is to snpply mariners with the latest reliable in-
formation concerning the dangers to navig:ttion to be found on the coast of the United 
States, to give details regarding these dangers, and to supply such information to those 
unacquainted with the coasts and harbors of the United States as will enable them to 
recognize the localities and to pilot their vessels in safety. 
The work may be divided as follows: (1) collection of data; (2) compilation of 
data; (3) original work; ( 4) revision of old work; (5) verification. 
The results of the work are (1) the Coast Pilot -volumes; (2) notices to mariners; 
(3) information furnished upon request. 
The collection of data includes: 
(1) The preparation, issuing, and recording of coast pilot interrogatories, sent to 
the various ports, harbors, and light-houses on the coast. 
(~) The careful perusal of the reports of the United States engineers, local harbor 
commissioners, and all other authorities on the improvements and maintenance of 
harbors. 
(3) An examination of the statutes of the various States regarding pilots, pilotage, 
harbors, and quarantine. 
(4) A minute comparison of the Coast Survey charts with the latest publications 
of the Light-House Board. 
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(5) Field-work in vessels of the Coast and Geodetic Survey or from points on shore. 
The compilation of the data collected requires a methodical arrangement of all the 
information received, its careful study, comparison of various authorities differing on 
the same points, and the selection and final arrangement of matter for future use. 
The original work consists of the application of the principles of navigation to the 
requirements of a particular locality in the preparation of sailing directions, of the 
statements of facts in the clearest and most concise form, and of the determination of 
the relative information of the various facts to be stated. 
The revision of old work requires a minute reference to and verification of all 
authorities between the original data and the latest information available on all sub-
Jects. 
The verification requires great care in the minute examination of all statements in 
the final work, its comparison with every authority, the proof-reading of the same 
matter by three or four people, and the testing by work in the field of all doubtful 
and important points. 
As changes in aids to navigation, hydrographic details, and shore lines are of daily 
occurrence, the necessity of obtaining and being familiar with the latest reliable in-
formation requires care, time, and constant work. 
In conclusion, I have to say that the work of the hydrographic and coast pilot 
divisions, in which there are at present engaged 4 naval officers, 3 draftsmen, and 
1 clerk, consists in receiving fr(lm the field the work of from 6 to 10 vessels, with over 
60 officers and about 250 seamen ; overhaulin~ this field-work, plotting it on the pro-
jections, and finally sending it forward to the drawing division for reduction. All 
this in addition to the many corrections and changes to be indicated upon the charts 
issued by the office, these changes being principally confined to additions and alter-
ations in the aids to navigation, the result of a very effident co-operation with the 
Light-House Board adding immeasurably to the value of the charts. 
Very respectfully, 
W. H. BROWNSON, 
Lieutenant-Com'mander, U.S. Navy, and Hydrographic Inspector. 
Mr. F. M. THORN, 
Superintendent Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington, D. C. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the hydrographic division 
of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal years 1884, 
1885, 1886. and 1887 : 
,...; ... ~~ 
.... "" ~~ .... ~ .:.1« .... "". ~~;::; 'S ciS 0 ciS 0 0 .dl--~ ~ ~ =~ ~.-4 r;;., .... "CUl ~;i ~ "C~ "Cod ""' .-c.., .-c· »'-' "C~'-' "C~ ';3 '; ~co 'a! ~;s ~)1 hc;s ~! ~ .... ~. Ul~ ~~ Ul~ '0~ UlCO '0~~ 
Character of business. 
""=>.,.,; 
~i ~~~ 0 - ~It) 'd~ 0 - ~cO "C~ o'"". Ulo 0 -bll~ P..'"" q:'l~ P..'"" q:'l~ P..'"" '1=1...- .-c<>O p., ... ~~ ..... ~~. ~~e >=~'"' bll .... ~~as Ulh bll'"' <Dh bll .... ~~. ali» bll~ <XI'"' ;a .s. ;-a ·~ ~~&3 ;;'i3 = ~~! ;;= =t- ~~~ 
.... c;s 
~ 
;.... .~.S~ ;::~""=> =I-:> 1:: =I-:> ·c~ ~~ = = i:i ........ = A ....... ;:l.-4 C,i'""'"" ~ ~ ~ p A p ~ p ~ p 
---- - ---- - ---- - -----
Hydrographic sheets• . . .. . . 10 66 48 28 37 57 8 63 55 16 55 52 19 
Record sonuding books* . . . . 30 294 233 91 208 253 46 377 357 66 298 296 95 
Records angles* ___ ...•....•. 10 66 48 28 37 57 8 73 65 16 70 67 19 
Letters received t .............. - ~ 2, 444 ..•.•. -... 2, 088 . . . . . . -.-. 2, 344 .•.•.••••. 1, 560 ..••..•••• 
Letters written t_ . . • • • • • • • • • • ••.•••••• 2, 481 .....••••• 2, 671 . . . . . •.••. 2, 938 ..•...•••• 1, 849 .••• 
~~~r;c~i~~:c~~~sJ;~-0~~-g~- -··· ...................................... 2,451 ____ ...... 1,461 •••• 
ma<le§ __ ....•.........•. ---- ~ ---··· 60 .... .••••. 44 ... . •••••. 43 ... ...... 12 10 
Reductions made§ ...••. _... . . . . . • • . • . 25 . . . . . . . . . . 52 38 _ .. _ . . . . . . 13 15 
Reductions verified . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . 14 . . . . . • • • • . 27 15 . • • . . • • . • . 33 25 
Deep sea soundings platted .............•....••..••.•. 2, 410 358 ................... . 
TotaL .•............. -~~~2,870~2,909 14712,370 5,57162 2.8E7j6.32o 198 1,983 3,7s3ls3 
"Regular work of division draughtsmen. 
t These letters include all registered ones received and sent from office of hydrographic inspector, 
anW~b~~r~F:~~~n~o~:~t1t'tf~o:d1~!~:~~~ standards. 
~Irregular work done by hydTographic division to save time, when !drawing division was too busily 
engaged. 
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The following statement shows the .average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the hydrographic division of the office of the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employ~s during 
the time specified : 
Average employes. 
Month. 
1884. 1885. 1 1886. , 1887. 
-------------------------------------------------------1-----4 --4 --4 ~--4 
t~fe=~~~: ::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~ ::::::::::: :~: ::::::::::::::::::: 
October ......•..............•.•••...••••..•••....•••..••••..•....•••......... 
November ...............••..•.••.•..•.•...••....•.....•••..........•....... . 
December ................................................................... . 
January ........................................................... . ....... . 
rre;~h~:.:~~~~::::::~: :::: ::::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~ :::::::::.:::::: 
April ....................................................................... . 
May ........................................................................ . 
June ...................... ····--····················-·······--·--··-······--· 
Total ................ · ................................................ .. 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employ~s of the hydrographic division 
of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe 
present the least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6i hours 
daily. 
h.m. 
1884 .· •.•••..••.•....... -.... . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . 3051 1, 164 
1885 ••••.••.•.•.••..•••...••..••..••••• -.. • • . 3021 1, 150 
1886 •.....••..••........••.••.••••.•••. :. . • • • 305 1, 166 
0 1, 164 
0 1, 150 
0 1,166 
0 704 
4 291 6 46 297 281 
1887 ......................................... 201 704 
4 288 6 45 291 285 
4 291 6 46 3031 278! 
4 176 6 13 198 1511 
MISCELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the miscellaneous division 
of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal years 
1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 
Disposed of Disposed of Disposed of Disposed of 
Character of business. during fl.s- during fl.s- during fis-
during fl.s-
cal year cal year cal year cal year 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Mar.1). 
' 
~~~~~~sis~~d~. :::: ·:. :·:.:::: :·.:::: :·. •• :·.: ::::::::::::: 3,322 2,488 2,401 1,408 33,638 28,905 30,521 20,843 
Tide Tables and Coast Pilots issued .••..••.•.•.••••• 3,571 3,436 3,227 3, 083 
Letters written ...................................... 954 985 .1,526 1, 259 
Re3;uisitions made for printing and bindillJl: ..•...••. 53 88 102 88 
Or ers for purchases issued ......................... 497 364 240 187 
Hand corrections on printed charts .........••....... 35,203 36,925 85,566 101,023 
Buoys and lights colored on printed charts .......... 604,072 534,668 1, 059,551 536,447 
Rtlquisitions fl.lled, stationery and tent .......•.•.•••. 474 400 534 330 
---- -----
Totals··········-·······················-····-· 681,784 608,259 1, 183,668 664,668 
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The business of this division is all current business and is disposed of as rapidly as 
possible, as a general rule the same day that it comes in. It is impossible to make any 
tabulation of this business that will convey any adequate idea of the amount of labor 
involved in its transaction or show what proportion of it was undisposed of on a par-
ticular day. Therefore the tabulation hereon shows only the volume of some of the 
items that go to making up the work of the division. It is not possible to even tabu-
late the work performed by tho map-mounter, janitor, watchmen, messengers, and 
laborers. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the miscellane-
ous division of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey during the time speci-
fied: 
Month. 
July ........................ ............ . ............................... . ... . 
t~=~~~ :::~ :::::::::-:::::: ::~: ::-~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ::. :_:::::: 
November ................................................................. .. 
December ................................................................. .. 
January ......................................... .. .......................... . 
February .................................................................. .. 
March ..................................................................... .. 
~;n_ :::::::::::: :::: : : ::: : ::: :::::: : :::: :::::: :::::: : :: ~ : : :::: :::: :::: ::: ::: 
June ....................................................................... . 
Total ................................................................ .. 
1884. i 1885. 1886. 1887. 
5 1--6- --5- --i-
5 7 5 8 
5 7 6 8 
6 6 6 8 
6 6 6 8 
6 6 6 8 
6 5 6 8 
6 4 6 9 
6 6 7 
6 6 8 
6 5 8 
6 5 8 
51-
The business of this division is, as is indicated by its name, of a miscellaneous 
character. 
It embraces the purchase, custody, and issue of all stationery supplies, including 
blank books, blank forms, &c., used in the office and the field; the correction, custody, 
and issue of printed charts, and the accounts connected therewith, including corre-
spondence with sale agents; the printing and issue of the publications of the Survey, 
and the general supervision of the watchmen, messengers, and laborers. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the miscellaneous divieion 
of the office of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and by proxy, during the 
years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the 
least number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
--d _.., . a p.. s ~ . "C "C 'i l=l ,.Q Q;l Q;l Q;l Q;l .;.! Q;l ,.c"C p.. ~~ .1111 .§ "C "C "" s~ 0 1'-<-ci Q;l. <l) 0 ..... ~"" 'a. Jt:$' ~~ "". ~§ ~~ ~ o: l=l~ o:l=l .., s 1>. ~~ Yearll. ~a) Olll h Q;l:; 
..,~ 
Q;>s::>.. ~~ ~~ ~ 1'-<0 Q;lll!) ~8 Ao Q;l- blip.. ..,.-c ~ ~ "C ,.Q~ <'Ooj "CQ;l 
<ll <ll aD $ s ~"C "" -+>P.. i~ p., p.. ~ ~ ~,.Q ol ol ~ 1> .... 0 
A A A 0 ~ ~0 ~ ~ 4) E-t ~ -------------------
h.m. 
1884 ..................................... 305t 1, 687 0 1,687 51- 293 
... I 
305 287 
1885 ..................................... 302!' 1, 670 0 1. 670 5i 290 6 45 301 28( 
1886 ..................................... 305 1, 792 0 1, 792 6-& 279 6 30 303 227 
1887 ..................................... 201 1, 494 0 1,494 8i 184 6 30 200 142 
The above table includes only the number of employ~ connected with the work 
olassifi.ed in the first table. 
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ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY DIVISION. 
U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE, 
Washington, May 26, 1887. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to hand you herewith the statement of the archives 
and library division of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, re-
quired by the Select Committee of the Senate, of which Hon. F. M. Cockrell is chair-
man. 
Hoping that it will be found satisfactory, I am yours, most respectfully, 
ARTEMAS MARTIN, 
Librarian and Custodian of ...4 rchives. 
Mr. B. A. COLONNA, 
.Assistant in charge of office, Washington, D. C. 
During the part of the :fiscal year from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887, the chief of 
the archives and library divisi.on was absent, sick, :fifty-five working days; one of 
the clerks was employed in another division from November 10, 1S86, to February 13, 
1887, inclusive (seventy-nine working days), and, besides, was absent with leave eight 
working days, and the other clerk only worked eighteen· days. 
Days. 
Chief worked 201-55 days, equals....... • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • . •• • •• • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . 146 
One clerk worked 201-(79+8) days, equals.............. .• •• .• • • •• • • • • ••• • •. 114 
Other clerk worked .•...•••••.•••.••••.• _.. • • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . • . • • • . • • • • • • • 18 
Total ...•..•.• _ ••.•••••••••.••• _ .....••••...• _ •..•••••.•• __ •..• ·;.. . . • • 278 
Being whole number of days worked by all employes in archives and library di-
vision from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887. 
JULY 15, 1887. 
ARTEMAS MARTIN, 
Chief of Division. 
The chief of the archives and library division of the United States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey is responsible to the assistant in charge, and through him to the 
Superintendent. 
The accompanying itemized schedule represents really only a small part of the 
actual work performed in this division, in consequence of the printed forms not being 
adapted to the nature of our work. It rep:resents merely the entries made in the 
daily registers of the archives and of the library. Besides these registers there are 
16 section registers (one book being used for sections 16, 17, and 18), 1 register for 
soundings, 2 registers for tides, 1 register for current records, 1 register of sea-bottom 
specimens, 1 register of topographic sheets, 1 register of hydrographic sheets, 1 "per-
sonal account" register, 3 library catalogues (1 for the library, 1 for the office of the 
assistant in charge, and 1 for the office of the Superintendent). 
There are also several books in which an account is kept of the books and periodi-
cals of the library, and records and sheets of the archives taken out by employes of 
the Survey for use in the office, viz: One account book for geodetic, astronomical, 
and magnetic records; 1 account book for topographic sheets ; 1 account book for 
hydrographic sheets; 1 account book for hydrographic records; 1 account book for 
books and periodicals; 1 ledger book for books and periodicals ; 1 account book for 
articles left for safe keeping. In all, 36 books to be kept. 
Most of the entries have to be made in at least two of these books. Geodetic, as-
tronomical, and magnetic records are entered in the daily register, a section register, 
and in the personal account register; the soundings are entered in the daily register 
and in the soundings register ; the tidal records are entered in the daily register and 
in one of the tidal registers ; the current records are entered in the daily register and 
in the register of currents; the specimens of !:lea bottom are entered in the daily reg-
ister and in the register for sea-bottom specimens; the books and periodicals are en-
tered in the library daily register, and books (but not periodieals) are entered in the 
three catalogues before mentioned. Also a receipt is taken for all records, sheets, and 
books drawn, the printed forms for which are mostly :filled out in the archives. 
In consequence of the long sickness of the chief of this division last summer, some 
of the registers are not brought up to date. Also, since July 1, 1886, considerable 
time has been devoted to rearranging the arc hives and library. 
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The following statement shows in detail the business in the archives and library 
division of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal 
years H:l84, 1885, 1886, and 1887: 
Character of business. 
------------------1--- ------ --------------
139 tl, 811 •t, 811 
*148 27 10 10 *79 
38 61 61 
80 80 












Numbertopogra.\)hio sheets, finished and Wlfin· 
ished, eotered m register .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. 27 
Number hydrographic sheets, finished and unfin-
ished, entered in register...................... 38 
Number geodetic records, original and dupli-
cates, and computations, entered in register... 724 724 572 572 
Number astronomical records, original and dupli-
cates, and computations, entered in register... 215 215 
Number magnetic and pendulum rooords, origi-
~al aD:d duplicates, and computations, entered 






Numb& hydrographic records, original and 
duplicate, ente:red in register . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 723 723 587 587 1, 045 1, 045 1, 023 1, 023 
Number specimens sea bo'ttom, entered in regis-
ter ................. .. ......................... 246 246 164 164 252 252 139 139 
Number entries of books, periodicals, and pam-
phlets .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. t581 t581 f618 t618 tl, 358 t1, 358 f867 !867 
Total. ..................................... 2, 612 2, 612 2, 231 2, 23l 5, 427 5, 427 3, 506 I 3, 506 
.. Only finished sheets we1·e entered in previous years. 
t Includin~ 1,100 sheets magnetic traces in 1886, and 642 in 1887. 
tNumber of entries, not the number of pieces, which is greater. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of in the archives and library division of the office 
of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, with average number of employes 
d1lring the time specified : 
A verage-employ6s. 
Months. 
1884. 1885.11886. 1887. 
-----------------------------1------------
.July ........................................................................ . 
!~!i!}.~~::: :~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
November .................................................................. . 
December .................................................................. .. 
t~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the archives and library 
division of the office of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, in person and 
by proxy, during the years named, with the number of days during each year so de-
voted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and by the 
employe present the least number of da.ys during said years. Department open from 




2 275i 6 25 
2 272! ~ 35 
2 275 6 24 
a 92! a 16 1m:~~:::~:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 Hr iii ! 1 iii 1 
·~--~--~----~--L---~---
The thirty days' leave of absence allowed to employes each year have not been in-
cluded in the number of days worked. 
In 1887 the actual number of days absent have been deducted. 
THE MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE SUPERVISING SURGEON-GENERAL, 
U. S. MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE, 
Washington, April7, 1887. 
Sm: I have the honor to furnish herewith the following detailed statement of the 
business of this Bureau for the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and of 1887 ended Feb-
ruarY'28, with statement as to the methods of transacting business in the Bureau: 
In regard to the amount and character of business pending in the divisions of this 
Bureau at the end of each :fiscal year, I have to say that the business has always been 
kept up to date, and that little is pending at any time, except such a& is usual from 
day to day. Letters and communications, except when involving unusual questions 
or matters requiring the action of the Secretary, have answers prepared on the day of 
receipt. 
The amount and character of business received, transacted, and disposed of in this 
Bureau for the fiscal years given are inclosed in tabular form for easy reference. 
There is also inclosed a report from each clerk, showing the average amount of busi-
ness transacted and disposed of by them during the year, their work being !'lubstan-
tially the same one year as another. There is also forwarded a table showing the 
number of clerks employed during the time called for, with the total number of days 
present for duty and total days of absence. 
As to the time and attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of busi-
ness by the employes of this Bureau, I have to say that this office, being a small one, 
and of easy supervision, it may be stated that as a general thing the clerks are fullv em-
ployed from nine until four, the official hours of the Department, each day, and~ that 
the business is transacted by the clerk in person. No substitute has ever been em-
ployed in this Bureau. 
The force of laborers is too small for the work of receiving and shipping of supplies 
and the manufacture of drugs; one more laborer is needed. 
The personnel of the clerical force is good, and at several of the desks some techni-
cal knowledge il'! necessary to enable the proper performance of the work required. 
They all show zeal in the duties of the office, and each being held personally respon-
sible for the condition of the work intrusted to him or her respectively, there has at 
no time been any neglect of duty during the period covered by the inquiry. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF ~HE TREASURY. 
JOHN B. HAMILTON, 
Supervising Surgeon-General, M. H. S. 
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Business transacted. 
Communications received and entered ......•.••..••. 
Department letters engrossed ....................... . 
Office letters engrossed ............................. . 
Letters written and sent from this office ..•••..•..••. 
Requisitions for stationery ....... . ................. . 
Requisitions on superintendent ...... . .............. . 
Letters written on caligraph ..........•.••..•.••..••• 
Accounts of collections of hospital dues examined, 
reconled, and referred to First Auditor ........... . 
~~~~k~;tt~r~~tte~~:~~~~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Bills paid bydisbursingclerk enteredofrecord .... .. 
Checks mailed . ... ................................. .. 
Bills posted to port accounts ...................... .. 
Miscellaneous bills examined and passed . ...••..•••• 
Relief certificates, permits, andextensions examined 
and compared w1th bills . ..... . ............ . .... . .. 
Relief bills examined and passed .....•....•......... 
Relief certificates, permits, and extensions recorded. 
Medical and surgical reports examined and recorded. 
Receipts for checks examined and numbered ....... . 
Bills of epidemic fund entered and posted .....•.••••• 
Subsistence returns examined and compared ....... . 
Property returns examined and recorded semi-an-
BiXU~~;ra~b;eci : ::::::: :::::: ~ ~: :::::: ~:::: ~ ~::::::: :: 
Requisitions received and entered . . . ......•••.••••• 
Invoices of medical and other supplies entered and 
made in duplicate . . ........... . ................... . 
Requisitions filled, packed, and shipped .... . ......•. 
Shipments of goods from contractors.received and ex-
amineu . ..... . ................. .. .... . ..... . ...... . 










































1, 584 685 
5,631 5,864 
2, 719 2, 776 





1, 275 1, 935 
24,077 23,945 
3, 534 3,635 
2, 719 2, 776 
345 578 
216 240 





































The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
votecl to the transaction of business by the employes of the office of the Supervising 
Surgeon-General, in person and by proxy, during the years named, with number of 
days during each year so devoted to business by the employe present for tho greatest 
number of days and by the employe present the least number of days during said 
years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with half hour at noou for lunch. 
Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 




... -d rC rC rC 
1::1 ,c ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 'S~ I» ~- ~..p ~- rC rC 
0 .... ~ 
~ . ~ 0 
~: 
=0 P.. 01>. ~~ ~= ~~ 11:: =f:l: f:l::.-9 Years. cill:l ,.,o rtl s~ rt>P, IZ>P. p,~ ortl 1>. l1l 
~Po f:l:~ [:l:8 ~ ,.,0 ~I>. <!)·~ ~s ~s AO ~- t>llci! rtlre ~~ p, p, rC ,cP. ~re '"Q~ = rtl rtl ] s .... ~I>. ~I>. ~ ~ ~ ~ .... = ~,c ~,c = ~0 0 A A A 0 z Ill ~ q) E-1 ~ ---------------------
lh.m.l 1884 ........... .. . . ....... . ..... ..... .... 30~ 4, 036 0 4, 036 15 269-f-s- 6 16 276 *213 
; :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 302i 
4, 339 
il 
4,339 I 16 270! 6 22 281 t245 
305 4,at9 4, 319 1 16 269i 16 171 285 272 201 803 803 17 47/-, 7 8 48 43 
* 62 days from sickness. t 20 days from sickness. 
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The following report shows the absence from duty of clerks and other employee in 
the office ofthe Supervising Surgeon-General, U. S. Marine Hospital Service, by rea-
son of sickness or authorized leave, from July 1, 1883, to February 28, 1887 (by fiscal 
years): 
1883-'84. 1884-'85. 8months. 
Names. 
1885-'86. I 1886-'87. 
1-----1----:---1-----,·----r Total. 
L. s. L. s. L. s. L. S. 
---------------1---------------------
John Maclean............................ 27 30 32 27 
C.W.Collison ............................. (2 47 15 29 5 10 2 
G. A. Gustin.............................. 24 29 8 37 12 
W. S. Parks............................... 27 29 1 24 27 
J. C. Rowland............................ 38 21 35 4 13 10 
W. P. Worcester.......................... 6 28 24 16 2 
Mrs.E.H.Griffin .......................... 59 57 0 1 29 30 
~~~rii~:#~uive;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ ~g 3 3~ i ~~ 
Miss A. J. Sorrells........................ 29 8 30 55 30 30 
MissM.A.Black ......................... .•••.. ...... 24 4 28 ...... 28 ..... . 
Miss A. L. Mallory .............................. -..... 19 6 30 5 19 1 
ID~ ~.1i. ~:::r::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
W.P.Morton ............................. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1 17 8 
T. Williams............................... 29 6 36 1 6 9 ..... . 
H. Ellis................................... 30 ...... 30 5 30 ...... 16 ..... . 


















[Note of Committee: In report were twenty-seven sheets containing statements by 
each employe as to character oflabors, &c., but giving no data as to amount of business 
performed, received, or on hand during or at any given time. They are not valuable 




Officers and employes in the Department and sub-treasuries .. _ .... __ •.. __ . .. 
Officers and employes in the mint and assay offices ....•...•................ 
Officers and employes in the customs distri0ts ...•. _ .•.....•. ___ .. . _. __ .. __ _ 
Officers and employes in the Internal Revenue Service .•.•.................. 
Vessels and employes in the Revenue Marine Service .•...•.•........ . ..... 
Employes in the Coast and Geodetic Survey ..••...••••...•••..... ---· ..•••. 
Employes in the Light-House and Life-Saving Service ..••...•.......••••.. 
Employes in the Marine Hospital Service ...........................•...... 
Employes in the Steam-boat Inspection Service ...••....................... 
Janitors and custodians in public buildings·-----···--·---· .••. w•••· ·-----
Chief clerk .............. .. ....••..•..............••.....•................. 
Division of contingent expenses ......................••............•..•... 
Divis~on of pn~li? . ~uildings, store-room, addi ~ional employes .............. . 
Appomtrnent division .................................. _ ..............• _ .. 
Division of warrants, estimates, and appropriations .............•.......... 
Division of public moneys---.{"" .................................. --- .... . 
Division of customs . ..............••..........•...........••.............. 
Division of mercantile marine and internal revenue ........••....•......... 
Division ofrevenue marine ..•. ·----·------ .........•.. ---·------·----- .... 
Division of stat.ionery, printing, and blanks .•••...••..........••...•••. __ .. 
Division of loaus and currency------ ..•••....•...••••. ·---------·· .... ----
Division of mail and files .. _ ............•...........•...•••............•••• 
Division of captured property claims and lands .................••.•........ 
Division of special agents ........••••....................••••....... · .••... 
Disbursing clerks .............••.....................••......... _. __ ..... . 
Secret service division .•...•.••.•.•........•............•....••••. ____ •.•. 
The Supervising Arc hi teet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. _ ..•... _ ..... . 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing .••••.............•••. ·----· ........... . 
Supervising Inspector-General of Steam Vessels .......•••... _ .....•.••. __ .. 
Bureau of Statistics ....•................••. ..•••.......................... 
The Life-Saving Service ...••. . ..••........•.......•.•••........•......... 
The First Comptroller ..... _ ......................•........................ 
The Second Comptroller .........•.•••.••...••..........•••............... 
The Commissioner of Customs ..................•••.......•.........••..... 
The Register of the Treasury .....................•...••.•...• _ ......... __ . 
The First Auditor ...•...........•.............•.••..... __ . __ .......... _. _. 
The Second Auditor ....................... . . _ ........... _ ......•.......... 
The Third Auditor ....•... _ .............. __ ... _. _ ...... _. _. ___ ....••. __ . __ _ 
The Fourth Auditor . .......•...............•... _. __ .. ____ ... ___ .......•••. 
The Fifth Auditor ....•.......•..•.. ---· ................... -----· ......••.. 
The Sixth Auditor ...•...• ---· ...............•.....•.. -----· .•............ 
The Treasurer . _ ...... _ .. _ . ____ .. __ . _____ ....... _____ . _____ . _ .. ____ .... _ .. 
The Comptroller of the Currency. ___ ._ . __ . _ ..... __ . _. _. _. _____ .... ___ . ___ . 
The Bureau of Internal Revenue . . __ ... __ ..... _ •......... __ .•.. ___ .. _. __ ... 
The Director of the Mint _____ .. ____ .... ___ ......... _ ......... _. _. _ .. _____ _ 
The Commissioner of Navigation ____ .......••••....•........ -·---· ____ ..•• 
The Light-House Board ....... ___ . _ .........•... _ •••.•••••.....•.. _ ... ___ . 
The Coast and Geodetic Survey ...••...•••....••...•••.••••••...... _ ......• 





















































THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
Mr. Cockrell to M1·. Lamar. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 18, 1887. 
'fhe Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the resolution of 
the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, "to inquire into and examine the methods of busi-
ness and work in the Executive Departments of the Government," &c., have in-
structed me, as chairman, to request you to furnish to the committee, at your earliest 
cenvenience, a detailed statement of the methods of transacting business in each 
division of your office and in each division of each Bureau of your Department, in-
cluding one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in each of 
such divisions, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the Department, 
and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such busi-
ness matters, through the various divisions of your office and the various Bureaus 
and divisions of such Bureaus and employes through whose hands the same passes, and 
by whom it is considered and acted upon and the action thereon had and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper 
party. 
I have the honor to be, most respectfully, yours, &c., 
Ron. L . . Q. C. LAMAR, 
Sem·etary of the Interim·. 
F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman Senate Select Committee. 
Mr. Cockrell to M1·. Lanta1·. 
UNITED STAT:~<:s SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 18, 1887. 
MY DEAR SIR: The Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursuance of the 
resolution of the Senate ad opted March 3, 11:;87, '' to inquire in to and examine the meth-
ods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the Government, the time 
and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed therein, and 
generally to inquire into and report to the Senate -the causes of the delay in trans-
acting the public business said to exist in some of the Departments," have instructed 
me, as the chairman, to request you to furnish to the committee, at your earliest con-
venience a detailed statement showing the amount and character of business pend-
ing in each division of your office and in each division of each Bureau of your Depart-
ment on the 1st day of January, 1884, and the amount and character of business re-
ceived, and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your office a11d in each 
division of each Bureau of your Department during said calendar year 18r34, and on 
hand, pending, and undisposed of on January 1, 1885, and the amount and character 
of business received, and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your of-
fice and in each division of each Bureau of your Department during said calendar 
year 1885, and also on hand, pending, and undisposed of on January 1, 1886; and the 
amount and character of business received, and also transacted and disposed of in 
each eli vision of your office and in each division of each Bureau of your Department 
during said year 1886, and also on hand, pending, and undisposed of on January 1, 
1807; and received, and also transacted and disposed of in each division of your office 
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and in each division of each Bureau of your Department during said year 18<::37 np to 
March 1, 1887, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of in each division of your office 
and in each division of each Bureau of your Department on said March 1, 1H87; and 
also a detailed statement showing the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of by the employes in each division of your office 
and in each division of each Bureau of your Department, and the average number of 
employes in each of such divisions, during each month in said years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887 up to March 1, 1887; and also the maximum and minimum amount of busi-
ness transacted an<l disposed of by the employ6 doing the most and the employe doing 
. the least in each of such divisions during each of said months of said years, and if no 
account has been kept of the business performed and disposed of by each employe in 
any of such divisions during said years or any part or parts thereof~ the reasons why 
such account has not been kept; and also a s~,atement showing the average number 
of dayR, and the time and attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of 
business by the employes in each of the sai<l several divisions, and whether in person 
or by proxy during each of said calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to March 
1, 1887, or during such parts of said years or either of them, as such employes or any 
of them may have been receiving pay fi·om the United States, and also the maximum 
and the minimum number of days during each of said years and up to March 1, 1887, 
so devoted to business by the employe ·in each of said divisions, present for the ~reat­
est number of days, and also for the least number of days. If the data called for by 
calendar years cannot be given as readily by calendar years as by fiscal years, then 
substitute for the calendar years named the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 up to 
March 1, 1887, and thus save as much unnecessary labor as possible. 
I have the honor to be, most truly, yours, 
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary of .the Interim·. 
F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman Senate Select Committee. 
M)·. Cock1·ell to Mr. Lmnar. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., March 23, 1887. 
MY DEAR SIR: The Select Committee of the Senate, appointed in pnrs}lance of the 
t·esolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887, to inquire into and examine the 
methods of business and work in the Executive Departments, &c., have im'ltructed 
me, as chairman, to request you to furnish to the committee at your earliest conven-
ience a statement of the present legal organization of your Department; the num-
ber and designation of officers and employes in your office; the number and designa-
tion of Bureaus; their officers and employes in number of each grade and class, 
including any branches of service and commissions not designated as Bureaus; num-
ber of officers and employes; and in Bureau of Pensions, in addition to office force, 
special agents or examiners, the number of boards of examining surgeons for pen-
sions. and the number of the members of such boards and the number of individual 
examining surgeons for pensions and the number of pension agents and employes in 
their offices; the number of laud officers and of registers and receivers; the total 
number of their employes, if known; the number of surveyors-general and their em-
ploy~s,, if known; the number of Indian agencies! a.g~nts, and employes, inclnc~ing 
phys1mans and teachers; and the number of Terntonal governors and secretaries; 
and the number and designations of any other officers and employes under your De-
partment supervision not before specially named, so as to give correctly and concisely 
a bird's-eye view of your whole Department and its operations and force. 
Yours, truly, 
. Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
. Secretary of the Inte1·ior. 
F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman, ~c . 
'Mr .. La1nar to Mr. Cockrell. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 6, 1887. 
Sm: Referring to yoll1; letter of March, 1B87{reqnesting statements showing the 
methods of business, &c., in each of the severalldivisions of the offices of this Depart-
ment, I have the honor to transmit herewith reports from the following offices: Gen-
eral Land Office, Pension Office, Office of Indian Affairs, Dffiee Commiss-wner·of .Rail ... 
~-Xoads, Bureau of EduGation, and the. Bureau. of"Laboc. 
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The reports frem the remaining offices under this Department will be sent as early 
as practicable, and it is believed that they will all be completed very soon. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary. 
Cha·irman Senate Select Comrnittee. 
M1·. Muldrow to Mr. Cockrell. 
DEPARTMENT OF '.rHE lNTERIOR1 
WaBhington, July 18, 1887. 
SIR: In further compliance with the request containe(l in your communication of 
tbe 18th March ultimo, I have the honor to transmit herewith reports of the Secre-
tary's Office and the Patent Office on "the methods of business and work" in the 
several divisions of these offices. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. F. M. COCKRELL, 
H. L. MULDROW . 
.Acting Secretary. 
Chairman Senate Select Cornmittee on the Execntive Depm·tment8. 
Mr·. Lantm· to Mr. Cock1·ell. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
WaBhington, June 22, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request of March 23, last, there is transmitted here-
with a statement of the present legal organization of this Department, the number 
and designation of officers and employes in each of its offices and Bureaus, and the 
various branches of service co'imected with this Department both in and outside of 
Washington, showing the total number of such persons on March 31, 1887, to have 
heeu 9, 154. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
Chairman Select Commi.ttee of the Senate. 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary. 
REPORTS OF BUREAUS, &c. 
LEGAL ORGANIZATION, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYES. 
Legal organization. 
Office of the Secretary. 
Office of the Assistant Att,orney-General. 
General Land Office. 
Office of Indian Affairs. 
Pension Office. 
Patent Office. 
Office of Education. 
Office of Commissioner of Railroads. 
Geological Survey. 
Bureau of Labor ( 10 offices or Bureaus). 
Also-
The Inten'!tate Commerce Commission. 
The United States Paciffc Railway Commission. 
Together with-
The Government Hospital for the Insane. 
The..Freedmen's Hospital. 
Architect of' the Capitol. 
PH.ESIDENTIAL OFFICERS. 
• Number• 
Chiefs of Bureaus and similar departmental officers .......•....•.•....... _... 24 
Registers of land offices .. - - ...•.••.•......•..... -... - . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . • . . 111 
Receivers of public moneys ................................................ _ _ 111 
Surveyors-general ............ ---· .... .... .... .•.• .... .... .... ........ ...••. 15 
Surveyor of Military District in Ohio......................................... 1 
Indian agents.. . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . 60 
Indian inspectors. . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . • • • • 5 
Members of Board of Indian Commissioners . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . • • • • . 10 
Indian School Superintendent................................................ 1 
Commissioners (temporary) for negotiations with Indians ............... _..... 3 
Pension agents.... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . . 18 
Government Directors of Union Pacific Railway Company........... . . . • . . . •• • 5 
Governors of Territories •••....•......•..................•••••...•... -~---·.. 9 
Secretaries of Territories.................................................... 8 
Alaska Commissioners. • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . 4 
Utah Commissioners......................................................... 5 
In the Diitrict of Columbia: Architect of the Capitol, Inspector of Gas and 
Meters, Register of Wills, Recorder of Deeds, nine Visitors to Insane Asylum.. 13 
Interstate Commerce Commissioners ...•...••••••..•.....•.....•.••.... ___ .. . . 5 
Pacific Railway Commissioners ............................................ _. 3 
Grand total of officers under Department of the Interior within the ap-
pointment of the President ..•••.••.•.•••••••••.•••••••••••..•• ·--·.. 411 
4 
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Departmental officers and employes. 
Title or grade. 
Specifically appropriated for . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •..........••................. 2, 896 
Secretary of the Interior ...............••. $8,000 
First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.. 4, 500 
Assistant Secretary of the Interior. . . . . . . 4, 000 
Commissioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 
Do .••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••• 4, 500 
Do ..•..•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 4, 000 
Do .•••••.•••••...•••.•.•••••••••.••• 3, 000 
First deputy commissioner . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 3, 600 
Second deputy commissioner . . . • . . . . . • . . . 3, 600 
.Assistant commissioner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·a, 000 
.Director . . . • . • . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 6, 000 
Chief clerk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 2, 750 
Do ..•.••.•...•••••.•.••••••••••••••• 2,400 
Do .••..•••••..•..•..•••..••••••••••• 2. 250 
Do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 2. 000 
Do .•••••.••••.••.•••.•••••.•••••••.. 1, 800 
.Assista11t chief clerk . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Execntivc officer.......................... 3, 000 
Chief dislmrsing clerk ..•••......•......•. 2, 400 
Medical referee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3, 000 
Assistant medical referee ....•...•.•.•..•. 2, 250 
~ualitied surgeons .................•...... 2, 000 
Medical cx:tminers ...... · ............. . .... 1, 800 
Examiner in charge of inted"erences . . . . . . 2, 500 
First assistant examiners................. 1, 800 
Seconu assistant examiners............... 1, 600 
Third assistant examiners ................ 1, 400 
Fourth assistant examiners............... 1, 200 
Chiefs of clivision . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Assistant chiefs of division ............... 1, 800 
1 ............ - .. ··- ......... - .. 
1 ...................................... . 
1 ...................................... . 
···· ' .... .... .... 1 1 ............... . 
·-·· ........... ······· ··-· .... 1 ....... . 
1 .......................... . 
................ ······. .... 1 .... .... 1 
.... .... .... 1 -··· ............... . 
.... .... .... .... 1 .................. . 
1 ....... 1 ............... . 
.... .... .... ... . ....... .... .... .... 1 ... . 
1 ....................... --·- ........... . 
.... .... .... .... ....... .... .... .... 1 ... . 
1 .... 1 1 ............... . 
..........•.......•.•....•. ---- ·-·· ·-·· 1 
................ ······· .... 1 ........... . 
..... ... .... .... 1 ................... . 
6 ..•..... 
1 .... 













Members board of pension appeals ........ 2, 000 9 .. . . . . . .. . . . •.. .. . . .. . . .. .. ......... . 
Specialludiau agents. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 2. 000 ........... . 
Superintentlents of Indian schools ....... Vari's 
Special inspectors public land service . . . . 2, 500 
Superintendent of documents ....•.•...... 2, 000 
In811ector-s of surveyors-general and dis-
trict laud o~ces . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Recorder of G-eneral Land Office . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Law clerk ..........•... -----·. --- ........ 2, 750 
Do . • • • • • . . • . • • . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . 2, 500 
Do ..•••••••.....••..••••.•••••..•••. 2, 250 
Do .•••••••••••.•.•••.•.•.•.•••••.•.. 2, 000 
Law examiners ............•........•..... 2, 000 
Principal clerks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 800 
Financial clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Principal bC'ok-keepcr..................... 1, 800 
Book-l,eeper...... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2, 400 
Assistant ·Dook-keoper . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .... .. 1, 800 
Book-keeper for custodian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200 
Custotlian (clerk of clas8 3)................ ] , 600 
f:g~t~~:~~~~~~~- ~~~ ~:: :::::::::::: ~::::: i: ~~g 
Examiners-in-chief . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3, 000 
Principal examiners . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . 2, 400 
Do . • • • • • . • • . • . . . ... . • . • . • • • . . • • • • . • • . 2, 000 
5 ...................... . ... . 
5 ·····- ...........•.......•. 
3 ........................... . .. . 
. , .... 1 . ................... · .......... . 
.::. }. ::r ·~-· ::::; I } 0:: E ·-~· -~· 
3 ......................... . 
1 ...•... 1 ............... . 
............ 1 .......................... . 
-- . . . . . ... ....... . . . . . ... 1 ... . 
.... .... .... .... ....... .... .... 1 ...... . 
1 ................................... . .. . 
1 ... . ................................ .. 
1 
1 ........... . 
3 ..•............. 
28 .••..••..••...•. 
45 ................... . 
............ ······· 1 .... .... 1 .... 
. .............. *1 1 . . . . . . . . tl 
. ... .... .. . . ... 1 ..... -· ..... 
Librarian .................•...•........... 2, 000 
Translator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . Vari's 
Collector aml compiler of statistics . . . . . . . 2, 400 
Private secretary to Secretary of the In-
1, 800 1 terior ................................. . 
3!) 5 74 3 2 2 Clerks of class 4 ........................ .. 
Clerks of class 3 ...................•.•.•.. 
Clel'ks of class 2 .......••................. 
Clerks of class 1 ......................... . 
Clerks at ................................. . 
lJo. ··········· ....................•. 
Do ..•..•.•.•....••.•••••..•.....•... 
Do ••••••.••...•.....••.......•....•. 
Census cleric ............................ . 
Retul'n:l office clerk .................. . ... . 
* Clerk class 3. 
1, 800 5 
1, 600 7 
1, 400 6 
I, 200 10 
2, 000 
56 8 95 4 2 1 . - - . 1 
67 10 372 14 4 . . • . . • • . 2 
73 15 361 43 6 . . . . 2 2 
5 . . .•......•.......••.••.......•. 
1 ..•......•••••••••..••. ·-·· •••..•••.••. 1, 200 
1
• ~~g : : : : 1· : : - -~~ ·1· -~- · --~~~ -~: · --~ · : : : : 
1, 800 ] -- ..•......••..••..•...•...••. 
1, 200 ' 1 . . . . . . . . . ...•.••...•..•••..• -. 
1 2 
4 .... 
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Depa1·tnte11tal officm·s and employes-Continued. 
'£itle or grade. 
-----------------1--------------------
Female clerk to sign land patents ........ $1,200 
Stenographers ............................ 1,600 
Clerk and stenographer................... 1, 600 
Stenographers or type-writers . .. .. . .. .. .. 1, 200 
Stenographers...... . . . . . . .. .. • . . . . .. . . . . . 1, 200 
Skilled draftsmen ......................... 1, 200 
Draftsmen ................................ 1,600 
Do .................................. 1, 000 
Copyi~~_-_-_- _- _-_- _-_- _- _-_-_- _-_-_- _- _- _- _-_-_-_- _- _- _-_- _- _- _-_- _- _- _- ~ ~~~ 
Do.................................. 720 
Copy-holders........................ .... 720 
Special agents .. .. • • .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 400 
Special examiners . .. . . . .. • . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 1, 400 
Machinist ................................. 1, 600 
Superintendent of buildings............... 1, 400 
Photographer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 
Assistant photographer.................. 900 
Do.................................. 720 
Do.................................. 480 
Engineers .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . 1, 200 
Assistant engineers ....................... 1, 000 
Captailt of watch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1, 000 
Do.................................. 840 
Lieutenants of watch..................... 840 
Sergeants of watch....... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 750 
Watchman at............................. 840 
Do.................................. 720 
Do.................................. 600 
Skilled mechanic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 900 
Do.................................. 720 
Messen~er and nroperty clerk ............ 1, 000 




MesseD~~~~~~~._._~--~~._--~~~~~:~~::: ~- ._~-- :::·.: ~~~ 
Model attendants ......................... 1, 000 
Do.................................. 800 
Assistant messengers...... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. 720 
Do.................................. 600 







Laborers for Reports Tenth Census...... . 660 
6~~1::t~~ ~.r!ie~!t~~: _-: _- _-::: _-:: .-:::::::: ~gg 
Packers................................... 660 
Firemen . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 720 
Janitor................................... 600 
Charwomen............. .................. 240 
Special scientific force : 




Paleontologists . • . • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . and 
4,000 
Chemists ........................... ~ 2~~~0 
( 3, 000 
1 ..................................... .. 
.••. .... . ••. 1 3 . ... . .. . ...... *1 
1 ................................. .. 
t2 ..................................... .. 
................................. • ...... *1 
....................... 3 .............. .. 
............ 1 ......................... .. 
....................... 3 .............. .. 
7 .. - . 52 12 85 63 7 1 .. .. 2 
........................... 2 .......... .. 
....................... 4 1 .... 4 ... . 
....................................... 2 
....................................... 18 
.••. .... .... .... 150 ................... . 
....................... 1 .............. .. 
.... .... .... .... 1 .................. .. 
...................... . ............ 1 
................................... 1 
................................... 1 .. .. 
................................... 1 ... . 
1 .... ..... .... 2 .................. .. 
1 ..................................... .. 
1 ..................................... .. 
.... .... .... .... 1 .................. .. 
2 ..................................... .. 
.... .... .... .... 3 .................. .. 
................................... 1 .... 
38 .... .... .... 20 ... . ............ 1 
................................... 4-
} ..................................... .. 
1 ..................................... .. 
....................... 1 ............... . 
....................... 1 .............. .. 
........................... 1 .......... .. 
....................... 92 .............. .. 
....................................... 1 
3 .... .... 25 .................. .. 
................................... 4 .. .. 
....................... 5 .............. .. 
....................... 10 .............. .. 
7 .... 8 2 ........... 11 .... 1 
....................................... 1 
.... .... .... .... 20 ................... . 
............ 1 ....... 15 .............. .. 
12 .... 12 1 25 .... 2 .......... .. 
1 ................... 45 .............. .. 
....................... 40 2 .......... .. 
........................... 1 ......... .. 
........................... 1 .......... .. 
1 ...................................... . 
1 ..................................... .. 
1 ..................................... .. 
4 6 ............................. .. 
6 .... .... .... 3 .................. .. 
................................... 1 .. .. 
4 .... .... 2 5 .... .... .... .... 2 
l-- ..... · .......................... 12 
l-- ............................. .. 2 
}-- .............................. . 2 
Chief geographer...... .. • .. .. . • .. .. .. 2, 700 .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. 1 
Geographbrs............. .. .. .. . .. .. . . 2, 500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 3 
General assistant .... , ................ 3,000 .... .... .... .... ....... ... .... .... 1 



























































Not specifically appropriated for .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ...... , ...... -. . . .. 313 
*Clerks class 3. t Clerks class 1. 
THE DEPARTMENT OP 'l'f1E INTERIOR. 
Department officers and employes-Continued. 
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- .--- - --~ -- - -- - --
Superintendent New York Indian Ware-
house ................................... $1, 800 . • . . . . . . . • . . 1 .......................... . 
Commissioners for Indian negotiations ... Vari's ............. 4 .......................... . 
Custodians military reservations ......... Vari's. .... .... 9 ............................. .. 
Special agents ........................... { ::t~:: ~ .. . .•. 69 .................... · .......... . 
Transcribers' plats and records ........... Vari's ......... 13 ............................. .. 
Clerks,&c.,for depredation claims ........ Vari's ............. 13 .......................... . 
Compilers of statistics (per day).......... $2 .... .... .... .... ....... .... 2 ........ "i'' 
Experts and special agents' assistants .... Vari's. .... .... .... .... ....... ..... .... .... .... 6 
In Geological Survey ........ ., ............................................................ .. 
Geologists, from ....................... -1 ps,d60t~ ~ ................................ . 9 
ARsistant geologists .................... ~ l,t~:: ~ .............. :.. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. 33 
Paleontologists ......................... { >g:: } ............................... .. 6 

















{ 1, 800 5 
~~~~~~~f:~:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::: ~: i~~ :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::: :::: :::: :::: ~ 
Assistant chemists ..................... { ~:i:: } .. .... .... .... ....... .... .... .... 4 4 
Topographers .......................... { >~:: } .. .. ........................ : .. .. 24 24 
Assistant topographers ................. { 
1 
,tg:: } .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 37 
1 
37 
Topographic assistants.... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 600 .... '.... • •• . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . 7 7 
Draughtsmen ........................... { l,~i: } ................................. 10 ' 10 
Editor . .. .. . .. .. . • .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 1, 800 ....... - . .. . . .. . . . . . . 1 
Disbursing agents ...................... { ::{i: 1-- ........ : ... ::::::: ~: .. --·· :::: 2 2 
Clerks at ............................... { :~~~: ~.. .... .... .... ....... .... .... .... 7 7 
Copyists at ............................. { a~g: 1-- ........................... ·--~ 2 2 
Translator . • • • .. • . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . 720 . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. 1 1 
Assistant photographers.......... .. .. . .. . 1, 200 . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . . • .. 2 2 
~fr~~:~r_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,~~~ :::::::: :::: :::: ::::::: :::: :::: :::: ~ ~ 
Messengers at .......................... { ai~: 1-- ............................... 2 2 
Watchmen ............................. { a~~: ~ .. . .. . . . • . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. • . .. .. 2 2 
Skilledlaborers ......................... { {i: 1-- ............................... 15 15 
Laborers ............................... { t~:: 1-- .... .... .... ....... .... .... .... 6 ·6 
Charw;::~~-~~~~~:::::~~~~~::~~::::::::::: ~~ ii~~~7o-~ ~~~:::;~-i~ 
* Of whom about 275 are, or act as, special examiners in the field. 
Grand total of officers and employes within the appointment of the Secretary of the Interior, de• 
ducting from the foregoing list 24Presidential appointees (3, 213- 24), 3, 180. 
8 THE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
Miscellaneous departmental officers.-Superintendent of Government Hospital for 
the Insane; Surgeon-in-Chief of Freedmen's Hospital; Superintendent of the Hot 
Springs in Arkansas; Superviaing Architect and Engineer for new Pension Office 
Building; Inspector of Fuel for Department of the Interior. Total, 5. 
Employes outside the Department proper, not appointed by eithm· the P1·esident or tlte 
Secretary of the Interior. 
Clerks in the 111 district land offices: 10, at $1,200 per annum; 20, at $1,000; 1, at $960; 85, at $900; 
2, at $600; total, 118. 
In the 15 offices of surveyors-generals : 
Clerks, at from $2,400 to $500 .•.••••••.••...•.•. • .... . •. . .•...•...•.... . ......•.......•.....•...• 




~~f~E~~:~!:t~~;~!~-:;.~;:~~::: -~-~_:::: -~-~::: ~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 15 
l'otal ......••............•.....•.............••••••...... .. ........... .. . . ..•......•....... 102 
INDIAN SERVICE. 
At the 60 Indian agencies: 
~flr~~~-8• ::::::::::::::::::: ·.: :·.·. •• ·_ :::·_ •••••• 
Assistant clerks ........................... . 
Issue clerks .••.........•................... 
Farmers ...................••.............. 
Additional farmers ...........•............. 
Assistant farmers ............•............. 
At the 53 reservation schools : 
~~~~~~e~-~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Industrial teachers ................• . •....•. 
Matrons .••....•....•••................••... 
Clerks ...................................... . 
Seamstresses .•.........•..........••....... 
At the 7 training schools: 
Superintendents (not including the 5 ap-
pointed by the Secretary) .............. . 
Teachers ...•...•.•••.....•................. 
Industrial 'teachers ..•...................... 







Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• . . . 1, 198 
60 Cooks...................................... 60 
221 Laundresses . ..........•.............. ·-'-··· 51 
48 Miscellaneous.... . ......................... 91 
62 
2 Total................................. 648 
53 
Seamstresses . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
2 Cooks...................................... 7 
38 Laundresses................................ 7 
12 Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 
6 
9 Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189 
12 
At the warehouse in New York City: Miscellaneous employes, 2. In t.he busy season 10 or more 
persons are employed several months. The gtand total of the above, 2,037. 
PENSION AGENCffiS AND BOARDS OF EXAMINING SURGEONS. 
Regular employes at the 18 pension agencies, exclusive of agents.............................. 175 
Temporary employes (employed from one to three weeks during the quarterly payments)...... 145 
Total employes at pension agencies....................................................... 320 
Members of the 547 boards of examining: surgeons .•••.•..•.........•.•••••...•.................. 1, 603 
Individual examining surgeons.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 689 
Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 2, 932 
OTHER SERVICES. 
In the Geological Survey: Miscellaneous employes at from $5 to $150 per month................ 55 
Under the Architect of the Capitol: Miscellaneous (1m ploy es, including 176 unskilled laborers.. 240 
At the Government Hospital for the Insane: Miscellaneous employes........... . . . • . . . • . • . . • . • • 350 
At the Freedmen's Hosp'ital: Miscellaneous employes................ . • . . . . • . • . •• • •• . • • . . . . . 40 
Grand total of employes outside the Department proper not appointed by either the President 
or the Secretary of the Interior.......................... . • • • . • . .• • • • . • • . . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . • . • . . • . 5, 554 
TRE DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 9 
RECAPITULATION. 
Officers and employes of the Depm·tment of the Interior. 
Presidential officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 411 
Departmental officers and employes within the appointment of the Secretary of the Interior.... 3, 189 
Employes outside the Department proper not appointed by the President or the Sem·e-
tary, viz: 
Clerks in district land offices.......................................................... 118 
Employes in offices Of surveyors-general.............................................. 102 
Employes at Indian agencies ........•................................................. 1,198 
Employes at Indian reservation schools............................................... 648 
Employes at Indian training schools.................................................. 189 
Employes at Indian warehouse in New York City..................................... 2 
Employes in pension agencies......................................................... 320 
Members of boards of examining surgeons ........................................... 1, 603 
Individual examining surgeons........................................................ 689 
Employes at Government Hospital for the Insane.................................... 350 
~~~l~~~~ ~~ Fd:~~~~r~~~ ~~~~~~~~::::: :::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g 
Employes under Architect of the Capitol................ .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 24(1 
--5,554 
Grl\ncl total nnmi.Jer of officers and employes under the Department of the Interior, 
March 31, 1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 9, 154 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY. 
CHIEF CLERK'S OFFICE. 
Report of the chief cleric of the Departrncnt of the Interior on the tnethi>ds of business and 
work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depm·tnwnt circula1· of 
Ma1·ch 23, 1887. 
The statements herewith from the several divisions of the Secretary's office show 
generally the character and amount of business which comes before the chief clerk of 
the Department for consideration and proper disposition. 
All official mail which is addressed to the Secretary, or the Assistant Secretaries, is 
delivered to the office of the chief clerk, where the latter, with the aid of one assist-
ant, opens the mail, examines the communications, and sends them to the appropriate 
division to be briefed, recorded, and acted upon in the manner set forth in the accom-
panying statements. 
When the various official communications have been prepared in the several divisions 
for the signature of the Secretary, the l!,irst Assistant Secretary, the Assistant Secre-
tary, or the chief clerk, they are brought to tho chief clerk's office, where they are 
carefully examined, and if they are found to be correct each communication is ini-
tialed by him and placed upon the desks of the Secretary and the Assistant Secretaries 
for their consideration and signature. · 
This mail consists of communications in relation to land matters and matters affect-
ing land-grant railroads; the purchase of supplies for the Indians; employes at Indian 
agencies and Indian schools; Indian moneys; Indian lands; the inspection of the In-
dian service; appeals in pension and bounty-land cases and concerning fees paid at-
torneys and agents in such cases; the settlement of the accounts of agents for paying 
pensions; the admission of attorneys and agents to practice before the Department 
and its Bureaus; disbarments of attorneys and agents; questions affecting the admin-
istration of the Patent Office, the Government Hospital for the Insane, the l!'reedmen's 
Hospital, tho Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb; certain admissions to 
the Maryland Institution for the Blind; the construction of the new building for the 
Congressional Library; requisitions on the Secretary of the Treasury for the issue of 
warrants in payment for supplies furnished the Indians, repayments for lands erronf'-
ously sold, for money to be used in paying pensions, for money to be used in payin;~ 
indebtedness incurred in t.he administration of the Department, and for reimburse 
ments on account of the expenses connected with the last illness of pensioners; th. 
settlement of accounts of disbursing agents; expense vouchers of the special agents 
of tlle Department and its several Bureaus; contracts for the purchase of stationery 
and miscellaneous supplies, and also tlle printing for the Department and its various 
Bureaus and offices. 
All the business set forth in detail in the annexed reports of the divisions of the 
Secretary's office enters the Department through the office of the chief clerk, and 
through the same channel it is either forwarded from the oiliee of the Secretary to 
some Bureau of the Department with instructions for further action, or reply thereto 
is sent to t'he party or parties in interest. Tlle large volume of business coming into 
the chief clerk's office each day requires to be and is dispatched daily, as far as his 
office can dispose of it. 
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The chief clerk is ex officio superintendent of the Department building, and in the 
latter capacity is charged with the care of the building and its approaches, super-
vision of repairs and additions, the proper heating and lighting of the building, and 
the direct superintendence, with the aid of an assistant superintendent, of the watch 
force, engineers, firemen, mechanics, messengers, and laborers. 
The annual estimates for appropriations for the service under this Department are 
prepared under the supervision of the chief clerk for the consideration and approval 
of the Secretary, and all expenditures from the contingent fund and other depart-
mental funds are subject to his management and direction. 
It is also the duty of the chief clerk to see that the daily routine work is promptly 
and efficiently performed and to keep the Secretary informed in 1·elation to the de-
tails of the business transacted in the Secretary's office and in the eight bureaus of the 
Department, each of which is dealing with widely diversified subjects. 
In addition to the above general view of the business of the chief clerk's ofllce, it 
may be remarked that he must ue accessiule at all times to persons seeking information 
in relation to business pertaining to any of the offices of the Department. 
APPOINTMENT DIVISION. 
Repm·t of the appointment division, Secretm·y's office, on the rnethods of b'usiness and tro1'k 
as1·eq,uested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circular of Mm·eh 
23, lt:l87. 
To the appointment division is committed all business concerning the appoint 
ments, promotions, removals, resignations, &c., and charges against the official con 
duct of all officers and employes of the Department of the Interior who were ap-
pointed by the President or the Secretary, whether employed at 'Vashington or else-
where, together with all the records, files, and correspondence relating thereto; the 
business pertaining to aU leaves of absence and to official bonus; the filing and su-
pervision of time reports of all employes; the notification of the disbursing clerJr of 
changes :i.n the pay of employes; the preparation of executive orders for the location 
of new or relocation or consolidation of esta,blished land offices and Indian agencies, 
and the preparation of the annual Register of the Department. 
The following statement Hhows in detail the methods of transacting business in the 
appointment division of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, in-
cluding one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said divis· 
ion, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the appointment division, ·:i-
and then shows in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such princi-
pal business matters through the appropriate eli visions of said office, and the em-
ployes through whose hands the same passes, anu by whom it is considered and acted 
upon, and the action thereon had and taken uy each, until the same is finally dis-
posed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party : 
.cl.ppointrnent by the President 1·equi1·ing conjinnation by the Senate.-The papers of ap-
plicants for appointment are filed in jackets, all papers of an applicant for a certain 
office being filed in the same jacket. When a vacancy occurs, or is expected by ex-
piration of term, a brief of the papers of all applicants for that office is prepared for 
the Secretary's information. 
When the Secretary directs who shall be appointed, a nomination is prepared, re-
corded, and sent to the President, who, when he has signed it, sends it to the Senate 
notifying this Department of the date. ·when the Senate confirms a nomination, the 
President is notified. He forwards said notice to this Department, and a suitable 
commission is then prepared, which, when signed by the President and the Secretary 
of the Interior and impressed with the Department seal, is properly recorded and for-
warded to the head of the Bureau under whom the appointee is an officer, unless the 
appointee is directly under the Secretary. He is theu instructed concerning there-
quisite bond, oath of office, &c. 
Should the Senate reject a nomination, the Department is notified through the 
President and a new nomination must be made. 
Appointrnent by the President during the recess of the Senate.-Such an appointment 
is made uy issuing to the appointee a "temporary" or "recess" commission, good 
"until the end of the next session of the Senate and no longer," if the office to which 
he is appointed is one requiring confirmation by the Senate. If so, he must be nom-
inated to the Senate within thirty days after meeting during its next session. 
If the office does not, uy law, require confirmation, the original commission is suf-
ficient. 
Removal f1·om office by the President.-A letter to the officer is prepared stating that 
he is "hereby removed from the office of--," and, usually, to take effect on the ap-
pointment anu qualification of his successor. 
"Papers for the business of this division are usually received through the chief clerk or from the 
Secretary. 
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Whe11 saiflletter has been signed and dated by the President and recorded, it is 
rorwarded to the officer addressed through the head of the bureau under whom he 
serves, unless he is directly under the Secretary. 
(Th4s manner of "removal" superseded the ':suspension" under the tenure-of-office 
:act upon its repeal, March 3, 1887.) 
Appointment 'under the Civil Service 1·ules.-(1) Request received from the head of 
the Bureau in which the vacancy to be filled exists, for a certification by the Civil 
Service Commission of persons eligible for appointment. This is numbered and re-
corded, as is each action in the case. 
(2) Said request forwarded to Civil Service Commission for compliance. 
(3) Certification received with examination papers of the persons certified. 
(4) Referred to head of the Bureau whence came request. 
(5) Received back with recommendation for au appointment. 
(6) Secretary's approval secured. 
(7) Letter of appointment prepared, signed, and press-copied. 
(8) Appointment sent to the head of the Bureau in which the appointee is appointed. 
(Said office notifies the appointee.) 
(9) Notice ofappointment sent to Civil Service Commission, returning the exami-
nation papers. 
(10) Oath of office received. 
(11) Notice to Civil Service Commission of the date said appointment took effect 
(after appointee has entered on duty). 
(12) Disbursing clerk informed of date on which salary begins. 
(13) Reappointment or dismissal must be made after probation of six mouths. 
(14) Civil ~ervice Commission must be informed of said reappointment and of any 
uhange in the official statns of any one who was appointed on its certification. 
Ojfit!ial bonds-thei1· examination and app1·oval.-Before the commission of an ap-
pointee is delivered to him, if the office is one for which an official bond is required, 
he is instructed how to prepare his bond, and furnished blanks therefor. 
When the bond is received by the head of the Bureau under whom the appointee 
is to serve, it is examined, and if not satisfactory, returned for correction; but if 
considered good, is forwarded to the Secretary for approval. In the appointment di-
vision it is examined and recorded, and then submitted to the Assistant Secretary 
for further scrutiny. When approved by the Secretary, it is returned to the head of 
the Bureau whence it came, who :file8 it with the proper accounting officer of the 
'l'reasury Department. If not approved by the Secretary or the Interior, the bond 
is returned, through the proper Bureau, with the reasons for its disapproval. 
After his bond is approved, the appointee is instructed about entering on duty. 
A bond i8 required on both temporary ancl permanent commissions. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the appointment division of the Secretary's office, 
Department of the Interior : 
Character of business. 1884. 1885. 1886. lla.rch 1). I 1887 (to -------·------------------l--------- - ---
.!\..ppointments by the President ....••....•.•. -- ..•.•..••.•...•. --. 
Nominations to the Sfil!late . .....•..••••............................ 
=t~Ft~~~~~~~~~-~!.~~~ -~~~~~~~!::::::. ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~ ::: 
1831 157 292 50 
120 224 166 13 
366 478 606 91 
9:W 396 558 60 
Reappointments after probation __ ................................ . 1 192 109 34 
Resignations accepted, Presidential .............................. . 27 80 54 5 
Resignations acce_pted, departmental ........... .. ••........••..••.. 126 208 188 31 
~1=~~:!~~~~r:~~~~~~~l:::::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~: ~:::::: :::: .. :: ~:::::::::::: None. 82 40 N ont). 48 339 267 22 
Trausfers from office to office . .......................••••..•..•.••. 
Reductions, reinstatements, and miscellaneous changes ........••• 
New applicat.ions for Presidential appointments (each averaging 
171 81 32 12 
55 147 169 20 
10 papers, except in 1884, when average was 6 papers) received, 
jacketed, filed, and indexed ·---···-····---· ·----·----·--··--·-· 525 
Total number of above papers._ .. _ ...... _.............. . .......... 3, 150 
New appli-cations fbr departmental appointments (each averaging 
6 papers) received, jacketed, filed, recorded, and indexed......... 835 
Total number of a,bove papers._................................... 5, 010 
(NOTE.-Several hundred other papert~ are received annually 
from old applicants and filed with original applications.) 
Official bonds examined, approved, and r ecorded . ..... _ ..........•. 157 
L~~de~e~~rd~~e~~~- :~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~:~~-i~-~-e_s_ -~~~:~~~~: ~-r-~~~~~~ -I 208 
LetLves of absence, departmental ....... _ ... _....................... 8, 000 
Orders and circulars issued, O!'omulgated, an<l recorded ........ _ .•. 
1 
85 
R;%Y::~e~~ _ ~-i~?.. ~~~~i~·e·. _ ~~~~~~i~-~ _ ~~~ _ ~~~·~~~~~~~~~~- ~~~. ~~~. 20 
Requests for transfer froro other Departments ....•. _............. None. 











1, 478 296 
14,780 2, 960 
2.181 I 644 13,086 3, 864 
280 I 19 
207 32 
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Character of business. 1884. 1885. 1887 (to 1886· March 1). 
----------------------------!-------------
Certifications received from Civil Service Commission ............ . 
Letters transmittin~ commissions ............................... .. 
Miscellaneous lettets sent, press-copied, and copied by hand in 
:permanent record .............................................. .. 






permanent records...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 37 27 
Oaths of otlice received, briefed, and filed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 740 
Time reports received and filed monthly . • • • • .. .. .. .. .. . . . • . • . .. .. 264 280 
Time reports received and filed weekly ................. _. . . . . . . . . . None. None. 
Reports to disbursing clerk, pazes . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • . • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 250 1 307 
Miscellaneous letters received (mcluding; charges against officials) 









3, 278 161 
------
Some of the a.bove figures are only approximately correct, but the estimates were carefully made. 
The items for the statement showing the average amount and character of lmsiuess 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by tue employes 
in the appointment division of the Secretary's office, Department of tho Interior, can-
not be furnished. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the appointment 
division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, during the periods spec-
ified : 
CaleBda.r year. Jan. Fob. 'Mu. A.p,. May. Jnno. Jnly. Aug. SopC Oot.l Nov. Doo. 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
6 6 (j 6 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 
8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7 ...... ...... ...... ..... . .................... .. 
1884 ..................... . 
1885 .... ................. . 
1886 ..................... . 
1887 (to March 1) ........ . 
REHARK.-Large increase in applications for appointments. 
As to the maximum and minimum amount of Lnsiness transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during the periods 
specified in the appointment division of the Secretary's office, Department of the ln-
erior, see statement below. 
In the appointment division no account is kept of the "amount of business t.rans-
acted and disposed of" by each employe, for the reas••n that most of the work is of a 
kind that cannot be adequately indicated by figures. The various branches of work 
of the division are assigned to certain clerll:s wltose time, when new business i3 light, 
is fully occupied by recording and miscellaneous work. 
Naturally, much time is occupied by answering inquiries of Senators and Congress-
men and applicants for office concerning applications and recommendations, and in 
making lists of employes, &c. 
The work of the division is, generally speaking, completed day by day, excepting 
the recording of past work, which is always provided for in some satisfactory tem-
porary manner. 
The following statement shows the avera,ge number of days and tbe tirr.e and at-
tention devoted to the coasideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the appointment division of the Secretary's office, De-
partment of the In terror: 
Average Average Number number Number Calendar of em- n~mber of hours Remarks. year. pleyes. of days empl_oyed by proxy. present. daily. 
---- ---- ----
884o ...... 6 273! *7 None ... 366 days in year; Department closed 59 days; av-
erage absence of each employe during year, 32f 
None ... 
days (including sickness). 
885 .•• --. 6-9 266 7 365 days in year; Department closed 631 days; av· 
erage absence of each employe during year, 35¥ 
None ... 
da;rs (induding sickness). 
886 ...... 7-9 262~ 7 365 ays in year; Depe.rtment closed 60 days ; 
average absence of each employe during year, 
None ... 
4.2t days (including sickness). 
887t ..... 7 46j 7 59 days in the 2 months; Department closed 11 
days; average absence of each employe during 
the 2 months 1¥ days (including sickness). 
*Office hours, 9 to 4 o'clock, w1th half an hour for lunch. tToMarch 1. 
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The business of the division frequently requires extra work out of regular hours. 
The followinO' statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employl present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num· 
ber of days devoted to business IJy the employe present for the least number of d~ys, 
in the appointment division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Intenor, 
during the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Character of business. Mar.1). 
----- - -
Maximum number of days . .. .. ............... *294 t27~ t277 ~48 Clerical. 
Minimum number of days .........•......... . *242 t 237& t230 43 Clerical. 
*Department open 307 da.ys in 1884. 
t Department open 301! clays in 1885. 
t Department open 305 days m1886. 
~Department open 48 days in 1887 (to March Jt. 
LANDS .A.ND l~AILROADS DIVISION. 
Report of the lands ancl railroads diuision, Secretary's office, on the methods of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depa.rtment circular 
of Mm·ch 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the lands and rail-
roads division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior. 
Docket of land cases on appeal. 
Approval of land selections. 
Approval of repayment cases. 
Approval of Revolutionary l10unty-land scrip. 
Approval of maps of right-of-way railroad companies. 
Approval of articles of incorporation of right-of-way railroad companies. 
Reservation of lands for military, light-house, aud life-saving purposes. 
Instructions to commissioners to examine sections of completed land-grant and 
subsidy railroads, and examination of their reports. 
Recording of railroad company mortgages. 
Timber trespasses on public lands. 
Unlawful fencing of public lands. 
Cases of board for equitaule aujuuication. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the lasnds and 
railroads division of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, in-
cluding one or more items of the princjpal IJusiness matters transacted in said 
division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the Secretary's office, 
and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by eaGh of such 
principal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the 
employes tfrrough whose hanus the same passes, and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon hau and taken by each, until the same is finally 
disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Land cases on appeal.-\Vben an appeal case is received in this division from the Gen-
eral Land Office it is registered in ''Register of letters received," given a file number, 
and the date of its receipt by tllo Department and the file number placed upon each 
paper. 
It is then entered in tlle "Appeal docket," the entry showing the number of the 
case, its title, the land district where it originated, the names of the attorneys of 
record, the date and purport of the Commissioner's decision, and date of letter trans-
mitting the case, with date of its receipt. A tag is then attached to the case, on 
which is written the docket number, when it is tl.led away to await action by the law 
officer of the Department and the Secretary. 
Cases are sent to the Assistant Attorney-General for the Department for considera-
tion in the order of their receipt, a monr.h's cases going in at a time. 
When a case has b0en consillered and the decision written and signed by the Secre-
t.ary, the decision, with all the papers, except the Commissioner's decision and letter 
of tmnsmittal, which are filed away, is returned to the General Land Office. 
All press copies of decisions are recorded in "Record of letters sent," and all action 
in cases is noted on the docket in the column of " Remarks." 
Timber-trespass cases.-When a timber-trespass case is received in this division from 
the General Land Office, it is registered in "Register of letters received," given a file 
number, and the date of its receipt by the Department and the file numuer placed 
upon each paper. 
Tbe case is then examined and a letter to the Attorney-General prepared, request-
ing the inetitutiou of such legal proceedings as t4e facts presented seem to require and 
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jm1tify-sometimes criminal suit for trespass alone, sometimes civil suit alone for t,he 
value of the timber involved, and sometimes both. This letter, after being signed by 
the Secretary, is press-copied and forwa,rdcd, with all the papers in the case, t(• the 
Department of Justice. 
On receipt of a letter from the Commissioner of the General Laud Office recommend· 
iug acceptance or reJection of a proposition of settlement in a timber-trespass case, it 
is registered as above and the case is examined. If the offer of settlement is accepted 
a letter to that effect is written, signed by tho Secretary, and with the papers sent to 
the General Land Office, with directions to allow the settlement on payment of the 
sum named to such officer as he may designate, within the time prescribed. If tho 
offer of settlement is rejected the case is sent to the Department of Justice with a 
request for institution of legal proceeding8, or retumod to the General Laud Office 
with a letter setting forth what terms of settlement will be aceepted. 
On receipt of a communication from tho Commissioner of the General Land Office 
inclosing an offer of compromise sent to him by the Solicitor· of the Treasury for a re-
port of his views thereon, a letter, siguod by tho Secretary, is sent to the Solicitor, 
forwarding the papers with the Commissioner·'::; report, ::w<l giving an expression of 
his opinion as to whether the compromise offerc<l should be accepted or the legal 
proceedings go on. · · 
All letters relating to timber- trespass cases are recorded in '' Hecord of letters sent." 
Letters fi:om the Department of Justice setting forth that suits in timber-trespass 
cases have been instituted, after being registered, are referred to the General Land 
Office, where they remain. 
The following statement shows tho amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on baud, pending and undisposed of, 
at the dates specified below, in the lauds and railroads division of the Secretary's 
office, Department of the Interior : 
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mone.v for lands .. - .. --. 1, ~54 1, 251 
Lists of swamp-land I 1, 183 1, 183 820 820 ·-·--· 145 145 ···•·• 
~~~~~~~~--~~~-. ~-~ ~- ... - 105 105-.--
Lists of State selec-
liions .... _ ........ -.- . . . . 23 23 . __ . 
Lists of railroad selec-
tions····-·--··----·· .... 
Lists of suspended en-
tries .. - ..... - . - .•. - -. . ... 
Ar~icles of. incorpora-
tiOn of nght-of-way 
railroad companies ..... 
Right-of-way railroad 
26 26 ·---






ma.ps................ .... 160 160 ··-· 61 
Timber-trespass cases. . . . . 99 99.... 219 
Appeals from General I I 
Land Office .... -- .. -. 427 921 *821 527 1, 217 
Unlawful fencing ..... ··--·----······-··-· 51 
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40 .•..•. 18 18 ···--- 3 ···-·-
10 ·----· 28 28 -···-- 3 ··--·-
61 ·····- 269 209 ·-· ·-· 51 51-·-·--
219 ·····-, 24!} 249 ·-·--- 62 62 ···---
•015,1, 1291 1, 841 982 l, 988 326 *187 t2, 127 
5l ..•••• 35 271 8 16 4 20 
6,023 --·-·· 6,417 0,417 ·----·11,338,1,3~~ ··---· 
600 ·-·-·· .••••• 1,318,. _____ ···-·· 358 ·-·-·· 
nications.·-·-···-··-- ·-:- 4,828
1
.,828 ..•. 6,023 
ed .... _______________ .... ··-·-· 777 ---· ··---· 561 ...•........ 934 ·-·--· ···-·· 157 -·-··-Miscellaneous letters 
recorded-········-····-·-·---- 1,123 .... --··-- 1,035 ···-·· -···-· 1,535 --··-- --···· 398 ·--·-· 
Number of pages re-
corded·--···--·-··--· .... 4, 985 . . . . . .... _ 3, !H 7 .. - _ . . . . . . • • 5, 904 .. - - . . . . . . . • 1, 021 . -- ••• 
Number of pages type 
written-·-·----··--· .........• ·----·-·-····-···---·-··-·--···--- 1,920 ---·-· ·-·-·- 385 ·-·-·• 
A.ppealcasesdocketed ..... ···-·· 921 .... ···-·· 1,217 ···-·· ...... 1,841 .••••. ·----· 326-----· 
Report of Commission-
er on sections of com-
pleted railroads ... _ .•.... _ .. __ . 
Railroad company's I I mortgages recorded . . . . . . ____ _ 
4 ·-···· .••••• 
2 ···--· ···--· 
1 .••••• 4 2 ·----· 
3 -····· 
* Sel!-t ~o Assistant Attorney-General's room. 
t Th1s 1s the 1!-um?t;r _of appeal ~ases awaiting action by the Assistant At~orney-General and Secra· 
tary, but all th1s chv1s1on can do m relation to them in their present conditiOn has been done. 
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Tbc following- ~:>Labe;ncrtt shows the average amount per month, and character 
of work done duriHg the }H~riods specified by employes in the lands and railroads 
clivisiou of the Secrcbary't~ oilice, Department of the Interior: 
Monthly average each year. 
Cl!aractor of work. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
----- ---------------- ----1--- - -- - -- - --
Applications for repayment of purchase money for lands . . . . . . . . . . . . 104. 6 98. 7 
Lists of swamp-lan(l selections and accounts ...... .. .. . . ... . . . ...... 8. 9 5.10 
Lists of State selections .... .. ...... .... .. . .. .... .... .. .... .. .. . .. . .. 1.11 1. 2 
Lists of railroad selections...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2. 2 1 
Lists of suspended entries .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. • .. . .. .. . G. 1 3. 4 
Article of incorporation of right-of- way railroad companies.... . ..... 1. 1 . 10 
Right-of-way railroad map>J....... . • . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 13. 4 5 1 
Timber-trespass cases .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... ......... .. . ... . .. .. ... .... 8. 3 18.3 
Appeal cases from General Land Office.............................. 76.9 101.5 
Unlawful fench1g ................................... ·.......... ... .. . .. ... _.. 4. 3 
Miscellaneous communications.--- .................................. 402.4 50l.ll 
Letters written ................................................. , . .. . 54. 8 50 
Land decisions recorded .... -- . ...................................... 64. 9 46. 9 
Miscellaneous letters recorded .... . ... - ... -- .... - ............. ---.- .. 
1 
93. 7 86. 3 
N urn ber of pages recorded . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 415. 5 326. 5 
Number of pages type written ..................................................... . 


































The following statement shows the actual amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes 
in the lands and railroads division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Inte. 
rior: 
Letters received each.month of-
Character of business. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
--------=- ------- -------- --1- ---- - -----
January ............................................................ . 693 723 759 874 
February .......................................................... .. 
March ......................... - .. - ...... - .......................... . 
764 810 738 1, 089 
721 764 970 
April ................................................................ . 718 822 905 
May ............................................................... .. 
June .......... -- .. -.... -------------· .. ---- .. ---·· .. · ...... ···-- .. --· 
569 777 775 
543 819 778 
July ............................................................... .. 
August ............................................................ .. 
September ......................................................... .. 
October ............................................................ .. 
584 673 894 
602 647 779 
559 656 769 
555 712 871 
November ......................................................... .. 518 716 783 
December ........................................................... . 674 781 774 
---------
Total ........................................................ .. 7, 500 8, 900 9, 800 1, 963 
The following statement shows the number of employes in the lands and railroads 
division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------1------------------------------------
1884 ................ .. 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1885 ................. . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 *4 
1886 ................ .. 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1887 (to March 1) ... . 4 4 ~ ----. ......... .. ..... w•••••• ........... .. ........... .......... ·----- .. ....... . ....... 
*Additional clerk detailed, December 11, 1885. 
As to the statement called for showing the maximum and minimum amount of 
business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe 
doing the least during the periods specified in the lands and railroads division of the 
Secretarv's office, Department of the Interior, the records of the division have not 
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been kept so as to show this comparison, nor can they be ; nor is the character of 
the work done by each employe such as to admit thereof. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employes in the lands and railroads division of the Secretary's office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Calender year. 
,;, ""' ~~ -4) O_p t;:, 1>. 
~~ op. 0 ~ 'a Q;> :Z.s;;, B s ov"" ovov- p. 
Q;> bl A b£rll·~ ,., 
""' ~~ ~g: 0 ,.Q 
0 I>~ l>..c:lQ:> 0 :z; <l"' ~ :z; 
--------
1884---------------·-····-···-···· .......•.............................. 
1885 .••••••••• -- ··-- ••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••...• -.- •.•• -- •. -.- ....... --. 
1886 .••••. ·-----·-----·---------····--·-·----· ·····-·--··· ············-·· 
1887 (to March 1) •••••. ··--·-·--· ............•......................... 









Th~ following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum 
number of days devoted to business by the employee present for the least number of 
days in the lands and railroads division of the Secretary's office, Department of the 
Interior, during the periods specified : 
1887 
1884. 1885. 1886. (to Mar. I). 
---------------------------------------------------l----1----------
:Maximum number of days.............................................. 277 301-l!! 270 48 
Minimumnumberofdays ..•......•..............•..................... 276 123" 2'61 38 
*Mr. McMurray appointed August 1, 1885. 
[Note by Committee: The statement showing the duties of each employe in the 
lands and railroads division of the Secretary's office is not deemed important, and 
is not printed.] 
DEPARTMEN'.r OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Washington, April 14, 1887. 
Sm: I J obedience to Department circular of the 2:3d ultimo, I have tbe honor to 
Rnhmit tile ron·goi11~ report. from the lands and railroads division of your office, re-
q 11e:sted by the SHlt·et. Committee of the Senate appointed in pursuance of the resolu-
tion of that body adopted 1\ln.reh 3, 18t!7, "to inquire into and examine the methods 
or bnsiness and work in the Execntive Departments of tho Government," &c. 
The report is as full as it can conveniently be made, and is prepared in accordance 
with t.be blanks furnished, as far as t·!Je records of t~Ile division will afford the in-
formation desired. Some additional information is gf'ven, which, it is thought, may 
be nseful. · 
The work of this division is kept up 'LO date uniformly, never being at any time 
more than a few days behind; but in order to do this the chief of the division works 
from one to two hours extra nearly every day, and sometimes the other employeR 
work extra hours. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETAH.Y OF THE INTERIOR. 
JOHN McMURRAY, 
Chief of Lands and Rail1·oads Division. 
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BOARD OF PENSION .APPEALS. 
Repm·t of the boa1·d of pension appeals, Secretary of the Interior's office, on the method8 
of business and work, as requested bg Senate Select Committee, and called for by De-
partment ci1·cular of March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the board of 
Pension appeals division of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the In-
terior, including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said 
division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the--- office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said offl.ce, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, 
and notice thereon duly given to the proper party. 
Applicants for pensions and land warrants for military service performed, feeling 
aggrieved at the action of the Commissioner of Pensions, for any cause, in rejecting 
their claims, have the right of an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior. 
The business of the boards of pension appeals is transacted as follows: 
Upon the receipt of an appeal from the Commissioner of Pensions in a claim for 
pension or bounty la,nd, the same is prepared for reference to the Commissioner of 
Pensions by the secretary of the board, who enters upon the appeal docket the name 
of the appellant, the name and service of the soldier on whose account the claim is 
made, the date of the receipt of the appeal, and, if an attorney is employed in the 
case, his name is given upon the docket. The date of the receipt of the appeal is 
noted on the docket. The appeal is numbered, and' is referred to the Commissioner 
of Pensions, with a request, over the signature of the Assistant Secretary of the Inte-
rior, for a report of the grounds of the action of the Pension Office in the case, such 
report to be forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior with the papers in the claim. 
The receipt of the appeal is acknowledged by letter to the appellant. 
Upon receipt of the report of the Commissioner of Pensions upon the appeal, with 
the papers, the receipt of the same is noted upon the docket. The secretary of the 
boards prepares letters for the signature of the Assistant Secretary, answering all in-
quires in regard to cases upon appeal and other inquiries concerning the business of 
the Secretary of the Interior in relation to pensions and bounty land. 
There are nine members of the board of appeals, and they are divided into three 
boards of three members each. 
Cases are taken up for consideration in the order of the date of appeal. When the 
members of the board have considered the evidence and the law bearing upon the 
case, the opinion of the board, or of a majority of the board, is prepared for the signa-
ture of the Assistant Secretary. If there be a difference of opinion as to the action 
which should be taken in the case, the Assistant Secretary is informed of the fact that 
a member of the board dissents from the opinion written up for the majority of the 
board. If the Assistant Secretary should concur with the dissenting member of the 
board, the case is by him returned to be written up in accordance with his opinion. 
If he should differ with all the members. of the board, an opinion in accordance with 
his view is prepared. 
There are two type-writers connected with each board. They are employed in 
printing with the type-writer all opinions" for the signature of the Secretary or Assist-
ant Secretary, and all briefs of evidence in cases in which a printed brief is deemed 
necessary, and all letters relating to questions concerning pensions which come be-
fore the office of the Secretary of the Interior. 
The opinions of the Secretary upon cases on appeal are directed to the Commis-
sioner of Pensions, and the papers in the case are returned therewith. The Commis-
sioner informs the appellant of the purport of the decision in his or her case. 
The action of the Department upon the appeal is noted upon the appeal docket. A 
copy of the decision is taken, to be preserved among the records of the office of the 
Secretary of the Interior for future reference. 
[Note by Committee: The following table was substituted for the four separate tables 
as given in report:] 
Amount and character of business on hand, received, and disposed of in the board of pen-
sion appeals, division of the office of the Secretary of the Interior, at the times named: 
Pending Jan. 1, 1884 ....• _ ...•. _-. 526 
Received during 1884 ..•• _. ···--·. 2,148 
Disposed of in 1884 .. --... . . . . . . . • 1, 446 
Pending Jan. 1, 1885 ... - ••... _-. . . 1, 228 
Received during 1885 ....•.... - ••. 2, 621 
Disposed of in 1885 .. -.-. --... . . . • 1, 177 
}?~nding Jan. 1, 1886...... . . . . • • • . 2, 672 
3884 INT--2 
Received during 1886 . ____ •• _. _.. . 2, 87 4 
Disposed of in 1886 ......•.. ____ • . 1, 652 
Pending Jan. 1, 1887 .•••...... __ .• 3, 694 
Received up to Mar.1, 1887 ···---· 400 
Disposed of up to Mar. 1, 1887. ·-·· 746 
On hand pending Mar. 1, 1887 ...•• 3, 548 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the pension 
appeals division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specifieu: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------1-------- ----------------
1884.-.- .•.•... - .. -... . -.- - ... -- . . . . -. . . . --. . . . --- . . . ••.. - . 5 5 
1885 .•••.......•...... 6 6 6 6 (j 6 6 6 













1887 (to March 1)..... 28 28 28 ..•...•••....•••..........••............................. 
INDIAN DIVISION. 
Report of the Inclian di·vision, Secretary's office, on the methods of business and work, as 
1·cquested by Senate Select Com-mittee, and called fm· by Department circular of March 
23,1887. 
DEPARTMENT Ol!' TilE INTERIOR, 
Wash-ington, May 12, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with Department circular of March 23, 1887, I have the honor 
to submit herewith detailed statement showing the method of transacting business in 
the division of Indian affairs, office of the Secretary of tLo Iu tcrior; also detailed 
statements "showing the amount anu character of business'' peuding, received, tmns-
acted, and disposed of during the periods specified. together with other statements 
called for in the two letters from the chairman of the Senate Select Committee, ap-
pointed to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the E:s:ecu-
ti ve Departments. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
'l'he SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. V. BELT, 
Chief Inclian Division. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the Indian division 
of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior. 
1. Matters relating to Indian lands: 
(a) Rights of Indians to lands. 
(b) Intruders and trespassers upon Indian lauds. 
(c) Negotiations, &c., relative to cessions of Indian lands. 
(d) Creation, discontinuance, &c., of rescna.tions for Indian occupancy. 
(e) Deeds and other conveyances of Indian lan<ls. 
(f) Instructions for surveys, allotments, &c., of Indian lands. 
(g) Questions concerning leases, contraets, &c., affecting Indian lands. 
(h) Rights of milroads, canals, &c., upon Indian lands. 
(i) Projected legislation affectin~ Indian lands. 
(k) Construction of treaties and laws relating to Indian lands. 
(l) Cattle grazing upon Indian lands. 
(m) Mining and logging operations upon Indian laud~:~. 
2. Matters relating to Indian moneys: 
(a) Construction of treaties on questions of annuities. 
(b) Questions as to how annuities, &c., should be expended. 
(c) Keeping account of bonds and stocks in which Indian trust funds are in-
vested and questions relating thereto. 
(d) Contracts with Indians for professional services in claims, &c. 
(e) Projected legislation regarding Indian annuities. 
3. Ma.tters relating to the conduct of Indians: 
(a) Outbreaks anci disorders among and by Indians. 
(b) Crimes committed by Indians. 
(c) Depredations by India.us and consideration of claims therefor. 
(d) Industrial employment of Indians. 
4. Matters relating to the support of Indians : 
(a) Constr~c.tion of laws au~horizing expenditures f~r Indian supplies, &c. 
(b) ;Auihor1t1es for the makmg of contracts for lnd1an supplies, tmns porta-
tiOn, &c. 
(c) Examination of contracts for Indian supplies, &c. 
(d) Authorities for open-market expenditures for Ind.iau,snpplies &c. 
(e) Authorities for service of employes in the Indian D~~t~~~~e: 
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5. Matters relating to Indian education, S(hools, &c.: 
(a) Location and construction of Indian school buildings. 
(b) Contracts for conducting Indian schools, &c. 
(c) Inspection of Indian schools, &c. 
(d) Examination of reports of inspection by Indian school superintendent. 
6. Inspection of the Indian service : 
19 
(a) Preparation of instructions for investigation of Indian agencies, schools, 
&c. 
(b) Examination of reports of Indian inspectors, &c. 
(c) Examination of accounts of Indian inspectors. 
l. Miscellaneous matters of Indian service: 
(a) Numerous and perplexing, requiring much time for examination, search-
ing of records, files, &c. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the Indian divis-
ion of the Secretary's office, iu the Department of the Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning 
with the receipt of the business matter in the Secretary's office, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business 
matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose bands the same passes, aud by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the 
action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Business matters relating to Indian Affairs, submitted to the office of the Secretary 
of the Interior, are recorded, examined, considered, and prepared for action in the 
division of Indian Affairs of the Secretary's office. 
Such business matters come to the division from the Secretary, the Assistant Secre-
taries, the chief clerk, and from individuals. 'l'hey are first examined by the chief of 
the division to ascertain their contents, importance, &c., and for notation thereon of 
any special directions considered necessary for proper preparation of the necessary 
correspondence. They are then briefed, entered, and indexed by the clerk of class 
3, upon the "Register of Letters Received;" thence they are passed to the desks of 
the corresponding clerks for examination and preparation of the rough drafts of the 
necessary correspondence. The corresponding clerks are the chief of the division, 
the clerk of class 4, and the clerk of class 2. 
All drafts of letters, statements, &c., prepared, are written out by the clerk of class 
1 on the type-writing machine, before being laid before the Secretary or the Assistant 
Secretaries for final consideration and signature. 
As a general rule the correspondence prepared each day, after being examined and 
initialed by the chief of the division, is taken to the room of the chief clerk of the 
Department, where it is reviewed and passed to the First Assistant Secretary or the As-
sistant Secretary, as the case may be, by whom it is considered, and, when approved, 
is signed or passed to the Secretary for final consideration and signature. When ap-
proved and signed it is returned by the chief clerk to the division where it is press-
copied and sent off to proper destinations by mail or messenger. 
The letters prepared on many important and urgent matters are taken directly by 
the chief of the division to the Secretary or Assistant Secretaries for consideration and 
signature. 
'!'he correspondence is transcribed from the press-copy book into the permanent 
"Record of Letters Sent," and indexed by the copyist. 
It is a general rule, well and cheerfully observed by the employes of this division, 
that the business matters of each day must be disposed of, so far as practicable, be-
fore they leave their desks for the day. · 
The following are sample items of principal business matters transacted in the In-
dian division, office of the Secretary, Department of the Interior: 
ITEM No. !.-Subject: Construction of Maricopa and Pbronix Railroad through the 
Gila River Reservation in Arizona. 
(No. 1.) 
Nov. 27, 18d7.-Tbe chief of the Indian division brought to the attention of the Sec-
retary of the Interior a statement in the annual report of the governor of Arizona 
for the year 1886, under subject of railroads, viz: ''That there is now under con-
struction a road from Maricopa Station, on the Southern Pacifio, via Tempe to 
Phronix." As on the route indicated the railroad would traverse a portion of the 
Gila River Ueservation, tho Secretary directed that the Commissioner of Indiau 
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Affairs make inquiry of the agent for the Pima Agency whether said road is be-
ing constructed within said reservation, and, if so, by what authority. 
[This letter to the Commissioner was prepared by the chief of the Indian divis-
ion, copied by clerk of class 1 on type-writer: sent to the chief clerk, read by 
him and passed to and signed by tho Secretary (Ron. D. L. Hawkins, acting); 
press-copied, recorded, and indexed from press-copy book, by copyist; noted on 
messenger's receipt book by clerk of clasr:J 2, taken IJy messenger to office of Assist-
ant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and receipted for November 28, 1886.] 
(In all subsequent .action noted below as taken on this matter of business in 
the division of Indian Affairs, office of the Secretary of the Interior, it passed 
through the hands of the same employes and officers as designated above, except 
when otherwise stated.) 
(No.2.) 
Nov. 28, 1886.-Received by Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, sent to the divis-
ion of files and records, where it was briefed, registerfld, and indexed and referred 
to the appropriate <livision,-in this case the land division of the Indian office-
where it was perusell by the chief of that division, registered by clerk of class1 in 
in the division register, and assigned to clerk of class 4 having charge of rail-
I'oad matters, for action, who examined the matter December 1, 1886, and pre-
pared draft of instructions to the resident ag;ent, which he submitted to chief of 
division for inspection; then it was copied by a copyist on type-writer; examined 
with clerk who prepared the draft; examined and initialed by chief of division; 
read and initialed by Assistant Commissioner, and presented to Commissioner for 
signature ; returne<l, approved and signed ; press-copied by a copyist, and mailed 
by clerk of class 4, who noted action on original communication and handed it to 
registry clerk, who entered action on division register and filed papers. 
(In all subsequent action noted below as taken in the Indian Office on this mat-
ter of business, it passed through the hands of the same employes and officers, sub-
stantially, as designated above, except where otherwise stated.) 
(No. 3.) 
Nov. 29, 1886.-A.gent of Pima Agency writes to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
that white men are camped on reservation and clearing for right of wa.y for rail-
road, and asks instructions. 
(No.4.) 
Dec. 9, 1886.-Commisssioner inclosed copy of agent's letter, for information of De-
partment, and referring to failure of Congress to enact appropriate pending legis-
lation prior to adjournment, asks further instructions. 
(No.5.) 
Dec. 10, 1886.-Received by chief clerk of the Department and sent to the Indian di-
vision, same date; chief of division, after consultation with Secretary, prepared 
the reply, directing the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to instruct the Pima agent 
to warn all persons engaged in locating or constructing a railroad thereon to leave 
the reservation at once, and not to permit theJU to proceed with the work in which 
they may be engaged until proper authority therefor shall have been granted. 
(This letter was signed by the Secretary, Bon. H. L. Muldrow, acting.) 
(No.6.) 
Dec. 13, 1886.-Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs telegraphs agent in accord-
ance with Department instructions. 
(No.7.) 
Dec. 15, 1tl86.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs receives telegi:am from agent, stating 
that instructions will be carried out. 
(Filed with papers in the case.) 
(No.8.) 
Jan. 6, 1887.-The Presi<lent transmits to the Department for examination and report 
as to whether any objections exist to its approval, H. R. 9736-" To grant the 
Maricopa and Phreuix Railroad Company therightof way through the Gila River 
Reservation." 
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(No.9.) 
Jan. 6, 1887.-Received by the chief clerk Interior Department, and sent to miscella-
neous division, where it was registered by clerk of class 4, and referred to the 
Commissioner of IndiaB. Affairs, on the same day, for report. 
(No. 10.) 
Jan. 11. 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs returnecl enrolle(l bill to the Depart-
ment, with letter stating that he knows of no objection to its approval. 
(No. 11.) 
Jan. 12, 1887.-Received, registered, and indexed as in No. 9. Letter to the President 
returning enrolled bill prepared by chief of miscellaneous division, copied by type-
writer, signed by the Secretary, press-copied, and sent by messenger to Executive 
Mansion. 
(No. 12.) 
Jan, 18, 1887.-Agent of Pima Agency telegraphed Commissioner of Indian Affairs that 
grading was being done on reservation, and asks for assistance of military to drive 
off the intruders. 
(No. 13.) 
Jan. 19, 1887.-Preceding paper forwarded by the Commissioner to t.he Department; 
referred to Indian division where, on verbalinstructions from Secretary, telegram 
was prepared. · 
(No. 14.) 
Jan. 19, 1887.-To the president ofthe Maricopa and Phcenix Railroad, requiring him 
to discontinue work and withdraw from the reservation at once all persons unlaw-
fully thereon, until location of road shall be approved by this Department, and 
consent of Indians is obtained, satisfactory to the President of the United States, 
as required by the recent law (enacted Januar;y 17, 1887) granting right of way. 
[Signed by the Secretary of the Interior and given to telegraph operator, Inte-
rior Department. Copy made which, with telegram of Pima agent, was returned 
to Commissioner of Indian Affairs same day. J 
(No. 15.) 
Jan. 19, 1887.-Received by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who informed agent 
by telegraph, same date, of action taken by the Department. 
(No. 16.) 
Jan. 21, 1887.-Senator Stanford files telegram from Mr. Towne, urging that the Mar-
icopa and Phcenix Railroad Company IJe allowed to go on with the construction 
of road on right of way through Gila River Reservation. 
[This telegram was handed by the Secretary of the Interior to the chief of In-
dian division, with instructions to prepare answer.] 
(No. 17.) 
Jan. 21, 1887.-To Senator Stanford, calling attention to provisions of act requiring 
ascertainment of damages, filing of maps of definite location, &c., before work 
begun, and saying that the railroad company should proceed in the way and 
manner clearly prescribed by the law granting the right of way. 
(Signed by the Secretary of the Interior and mailed to Senator Stanford.) 
(No. 18.) 
Jan. 21, 1887.-Hon. C. C. Bean filed in Indian Office three telegrams from vice-presi-
/ ident of the railroad company which, in view of the action taken by the Depart-
ment January 19, did not appear to call for any reply. 
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(No. 19.) 
Jan. 22, 1887.-A telegram, dated January 21, 1887, was received from the chief engi-
neer of the Maricopa and Phrenix. Hail road, dated at Maricopa, Ariz., asking 
whether map oflocation filed before passage of the law will not be accepted, and 
stating that work has been stopped, &c., as required. 
(No. 20.) 
Jan. 22, 1887. -Reply (telegram) prepared, stating Department's appreciation of read-
iness and promptness of company's compliance with instructions; that an old 
map of proposed road is on file in Indian Office, and the company should give no-
tice that said map is now tiled as representing definite location of the road if that 
be so, and that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs has been instructed to direct 
the agent to lay the matter of right of way before the Indians and to report on 
compensation, as required by law. (Signed by the Secretary.) 
(No. 21.) 
On the same day, January 22, the telegram of chief engineer of the railroad,. 
with copy of Department reply, was sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
with directions to instruct the agent to proceed as indicated by Department 
action. 
(No. 22.) 
Jan. 22, 1887.-Received by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who telegraphed the 
agent that detailed instructions will be sent him by mail. 
(No. 23.) 
Jan. 25, 1887 .-Commissioner of Indian Affairs instructed agent to lay the matter be-
fore the Indians in council, and in the event of their assent, to ascertain andre-
port upon the question of damages to individual Indians, as provided for in the 
act. 
Forms of papers to be used for the consent of Indians, and appraisement of 
damages, &c., prepared by clerk of class four, copied on type-writer, examined, 
initialed, signed, press-copied, and mailed, as noted in No. 2. 
(No. 24.) 
Ja•. 28, 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs received letter from Pima agent, ex-
plaining situation and saying that railway company only quitted reservation after 
being threatened with forcible removal, notwithstanding Department telegram 
of 19th instant. 
(This letter was received iu Indian Office on January 28, 1887, was duly regis-
tered and referred, as in No.2, but in view of action taken by that office on J au-
nary 25, did not appear to require action, and it was therefore filed.) 
(No. 25.) 
Jan. 24, 1887.-Secretary received telegram from chief engineer Maricopa and Phrenix 
Railroad, dated January 23, 1887, saying that map in Indian Office is filed as map 
of definite location, and asks if consent of Indians on file cannot be accepted. 
Referred to Commissioner of Indian Affairs for report, signed by Becretary 
(Hon. H. L. Muldrow, acting). 
(No. 26.) 
.Tan. 25, 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs replies to Department that chief,engi-
neer is under misapprehension as to formal consent of Indians being on file in 
Department, and explains what really ls on file, and that the act specially requires 
the consent of the Indians to be obtained in a manner satisfactory to the Presi-
dent before any appropriation of lands by rail way company; also that agent has 
been fully instructed. 
(Report received in Department, sent to Indian division January 26, 1887, reg-
istered, indexed, and filed.) 
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(No. 27.) 
Jan. 22, 18R7.-Department received tele.gram from Hon. George Hearst, San Francisco, 
Cal., requesting authority for Maricopa and Phcenix Railroad to proceed with 
the construetion of their road through the Gila River Reservation. 
(This was handed to chief of Indian division January 28 by Se<iretary of In. 
terior, and was registered, indexed, and filed.) 
(No. 28.) 
Jan. 24, 1887.-Maricopa and Phcenix Railroad Company ask Department that consent 
of Indians on file be accepted and permission be granted to go on with the work. 
(Received January 31, 1887, and referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.) 
(No. 29.) 
Received by the Indian Office January 31, 188i. No action taken pending 
result of agent's negotiation with Indians other than to register, and file with 
papers in the case. 
(No. 30.) 
. Feb. 1, 1887.-Letter received by Department from Maricopa and Phronix Railroad 
Company, refiling maps of location of road. 
(Received, registered, and indexed, and referred to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, Feb. 1, 18tl7.) 
(No. 31.) 
Received by Indian Office February 2, 1887. Filed. For action see Indian Office 
1report to Department, February 19, 1887. 
(No. 32.) 
Fco. 6, 1887.-Pima agent telegraphs to Commissioner of Indian Affairs that Indians 
in coU!iWil have consented; and that appraisement will be made forthwith. Filed. 
(No. 33.) 
Feb. 8, 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs telegraphs agent to mail consent of Indi-
ans to his office at once. 
(No. 34.) 
.Feb. 9, 1887.-M. R. Locke & Co., contractors, filed letter asking Department author-
ity to proceed with the construction of the Maricopa and Phronix Railroad. 
(No. 35.) 
IEIJJ.. 10, 1887.-The Department replied, declining to grant authority until provisions 
of law were complied with. (Signed by Acting Secretary Muldrow.) 
(No. 36.) 
Feb.Tl6, 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs again telegraphs agent to forward con-
sent of Indians. 
(No. 37.) 
J!eb. 14, 18B7.-Agent transmits several newspaper clippings criticising his action 
in the ca.se. Articles examined, considered, and filed by clerk of class four having 
charge of the case, on further action being deemed necessary by Land division, 
. Indian Office. 
(No. 38.) 
F.eb. '18, 1887.-M. H.. Locke & Co., contractors, write to Department asking authority 
to go upon Gila R~er Reservation and construct bridge over said riv~r. 
l(Referred to Commissioner of Indian Affairs February 21, 1887.) 
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(No. 39.) 
Feb. 25, 1887.-Received in Indian Office after report of :February 19, next mentioned, 
had been made. Registered and filed.. 
(No. 40.) 
Feb. 20, 1887.-Agent telegraphs Commissioner of Indian Affairs that papers were for. 
warded on 12th instant. 
(No. 41.) 
Feb. 20, 18d7.-Agent telegraphs Commissioner that interpreter's certificate, omitted 
to be attached to the papers sent, had been for war ~ed by him that day. 
(No. 42.) 
Feb. 19, 1887.-Papers having in the mean time arrived, Commissioner Indian Affairs 
transmits them, viz, minutes of council and memorandum signed by chiefs and 
headmen, containing consent of Indians, descriptive list, and appraisement of dam-
ages to individual Indians; certified abstract from minutes of meeting of board of 
directors, direct.ing the refiling of map of definite location, with the map itself, 
and recommends approval thereof, and that company be authorized to proceed 
with construction of road upon the reserve, subject to a due observance of the 
requirements of the act in regard to the payment of damages assessed as per 
schedule of appraisement. 
Same general process in Indian Office as before noted, including examination of 
all inclosures to see that they were properly executed and certified. 
(No. 43.) 
Feb. 19, 1887.-Received by the Department, registered, and the chief of Indian di-
vision prepared Department letter to the President requesting his approval of 
the consent of the Indians to the right of way. 
Signed by the Secretary of the Interior, sent by messenger to Executive Man-
sion, and receipted for l!'ebruary 19, 1887. 
(No. 44.) 
Feb. 19, 1887.-The President indorsed his approval on the papers, which were, on Feb-
ruary 21, 1887, returned to the Department, and were on same date returned to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, approving the appraisement of damages to im-
provements ancl maps of definite location, and authorizing the company to pro-
ceed with the construction of its road; directing, however, that the company be 
called upon to file itf:! consent to the provisions of the act granting the right of 
way, if not already done, and to file bond provided for in section 3 of said act. 
Letter prepared by corresponding clerk of Class IV, and signed by the Seareiary. 
(No. 45.) 
Feb. 24, 1887.-Upon receipt of foregoing instructions, Commissioner telegraphs agent 
ihat all preliminaries arranged, and that railway company may proceed with con-
struction. 
(No. 46.) 
Feb. 24, 1887.-Commissioner of Indian Affairs incloses copy of Department letter 6>f 
21st instant to Mr. Locke, contractor for the road (present), and informs him thai 
agent had been instructed by telegram as above. 
(No. 47.) 
Feb. 26, 1887 .-Commissioner transmits copy of Department letter of ~1st insta.at, ana 
returns approved schedule of appraisement to agent, with instruetious to co-eper· 
ate with company officers in settlement of damages, to oMain receipts :fl'•m the 
Indians, and to return the schedule with the fact of payment duly eertifieCJ.. 
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(No. 48.) 
Feb. 26, 1887.-Commissioner transmits copy of Department letter of 21st insiant to 
C. S. Masten, vice-president and chief engineer oftherailway company, wHh copy 
of approved schedule of appraisement of damages to individual occupants, amount-
ing to $707.90, and requests him to make early appointment with agent to settle 
with Indians; also forwards form of bond in $10,000, in conformity with the act, 
for execution and acknowledgment by proper officer of the company, anfl two 
sureties, and for return with certified copy of resolution of board of directors au-
thorizing such execution and accepting provisions of the act. 
(No. 49.) 
Feb. 28, 1887.-Interpreter's certificate to be attached to papers received in Indian 
Office from Agent Howard. 
Registered, indexed, and filed as in No.7. 
(No. 50.) 
Mar. 7, 1887.-Maricopa aud Phreuix Railroad Company acknowledges receipt of 
papers received from Commissioner oflndian Affairs on 26th ultimo, and have ar-
ranged to meet the agent at an early date and disburse amounts awarded to In-




Mar. 28, 1887.-Agent returns schedule of appraisement with his certificate of pay-
ment of amounts awarded to Indians attached. 
(No. 52.) 
Apr. 9, 1887.-Department received letter from Maricopa and Phrenix Railroad Com-
pany, dated April 3, 1887, filing iuoemnity bond in $10,000, as required by section 
3 of act granting right of way. 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs April 9, 1887. 
(No.5:~.) 
.Apr. 11, 1887.-Received in _Indian Office; examined by clerk of class IV, in land 
division, where it was found incomplete, by reason of absence of United States 
official's certificate as to sufficiency of sureties, and letter was prepared and signed 
by Aesistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs returning same to vice-president of 
railway company to be perfected. 
(No. 54.) 
May 2, 1887. -Bond perfected and reflled by the Maricopa and Phrenix Railroad Com-
pany; examined and submitted by Acting Commissioner of Intlian Affairs to De-
partment for approval in accordance with the requirements of the act. 
(No. 55.) 
May 12, 1887.-Received by the Department, considered, approved, and returned to 
Indian Office for file. 
ITEM. No. 2.-Subject: Allotment of lands in severalty to Indians on the Santee Reser-
vation in Nebraska. 
Jan. !9, 1885.-The Commissioner of Indian Affairs submitted report from United 
States Indian Agent Lightner, Sautee Agency, Nebraska, recommending allot-
ments of lands to Indians on Santee Reservation and the restoration of unallotted 
and unreserved lands to the public domain, in which the Commissioner concurs 
and incloses for consideration of the Department draft of an Executive order for 
appro~ 3.1 by the President necessary to carry out the recommendation. 
Received by chief clerk of the D~partment; taken by him to the Secretary of 
the Interior, who indorsed it "Approved~ H. M. Teller," and handed the papers to 
the chief of the Indian division; registered and indexed by clerk of Class III ; 
examined with reference to the laws and treaties bearing thereon by chief of di-
vision, who subruitted a report (copied on type-writer by clerk of Class I) to the 
Secretary for his information. 'fhe papers were returned to the division by the 
Secretary, and 
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Feb. 9, 1885.-A letter prepared to the President approving the Commissioner's rec-
ommendation and requesting tbe issuance of the proposed Executive ordor. 
Letter drafted by clerk of Class IV; examined by chief of division; copied on 
type-writer by clerk of Class I; sent to the chief clerk; signed by the Secretary; 
press-copied; noted in receipt-book, and receipted for February 9, 1885. Letter 
recorded and indexed by copyist. 
NoTE.-In all subse9.uent action noted below as taken on this matter of business 
in the division of Indian affairs, office of the Secretary of the Interior, it passed 
through the hands of the same employe~ and officers as designated above, except 
where otherwise stated. 
Feb. 10, 1885.-Executive order returned by the President, with his signature ap-
pended thereto, February 9, 1885. 
Feb. 11, 1885.-Letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, inclosing the Executive or-
der, and a letter to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, inclosing a copy 
of said order for :file. 
Peb. 13, 1885.-Letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, instructing him to have the 
necessary allotments made to Indians on the Santee Reservation in Nebraska. 
Feb. 16, 1885.-Received by chief clerk of Indian Office and sent to division of files and 
records, where it was briefed, registered, indexed, and sent to land division on 
same day, where it was read by chief of division, charged to clerk of Class II, 
handed to registering clerk, class $1,000, by whom it was registered, indexed, and 
handed to clerk of Class II, by whom, on February 16, 1885, a rough draft of letter 
to Agent Lightner, of Santee Agency, was prepared, transmitting copy of Execu-
tive order of February 9, 1885, and giving full instructions relative to making 
allotments, written out on type-writer by clerk of class $1,000, compared, read, 
and approved by chief of division, read and approved by chief clerk, read and 
signed by Commissioner, returned to land division, copied in letter-press book, 
put in envelope by clerk of Class II, and placed in mail bag. 
In all subsequent action noted below as taken on this matter of business in the 
Office of Indian Affairs, it passed through the hands of the same employes and 
officers as designated above, except where otherwise stated. 
Mar. 9, 1885.~Agent Lightner informed as to construction of act of March 3, 1863, rela-
tive to allotments to these Indians, in response to an inquiry made February 25, 
1885. 
Ron. C. F. Manderson, March 22, 1885, and Hon. G. W. Dorsey, March 27, 1885, 
respectively, forwarded elaborate brief prepared by Hon. S. Draper, taking the 
ground that the allotments which the agent bad been instructed to make were 
illegal. 
Ap1·. 11, 1885.-A letter was prepared to Hon. C. F. Manderson, giving history of res-
ervation and asserting rights of Indians to allotments as contemplated by the in-
structions to agent of February 16, 1885. 
Apr. 14, 1885.-Aletter was written to Hon. G. W. Dorsey transmitting copy of above 
letter . 
.Apr.18, 1885.-Duplicate schedules of allotments and selections, certified and trans-
mitted by Agent Lightner, together with duplicate township plats, showing the 
locations. 
Schedules were examined and entered in tract-book, carefully compared . 
.Ap1·. 27, 1885.-Schednles transmitted to Secretary with the report upon the brief pre-
pared by Hon. S. Draper. 
May 1, 1885.-Report made to Secretary upon appeal of Senator Manderson from de-
cision of Indian Office as communicated to him April11,1885. 
May 1, 1885.-The schedules presented by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs were 
submitted to the President for his approvalj with full explanations in the 
case. 
May 1, 1885.-Department letter, signed by H. L. Muldrow, Acting Secretary, was 
written to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, stating that the question had been 
raised as to the propriety of the restoration to the public domain of any portion 
of the Santee Sioux Reservation, and as to the power of the President to restom 
to the public domain any portion of said lands, and requesting an early report of 
the views of the Commissioner and recommendations on the subject. 
May. 2, 1885.-lndian Office replied, giving history ofreservation, and saying it had, 
no doubt as to the right of the Executive to restore the surplus lands, nor as to 
the propriety of such action. 
May 11, 1885.-The President returned the schedules of allotments to this Department 
with his approval indorsed thereon. 
May 12, 1885.-Schedules approved by the President were transmitted. to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs for further action preliminary to their trammittal to 
thf' General Land Office for proper action of that office. 
I ' 
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May 12, 1885.-The Commissioner of Indian Affairs r~tnrned to the Depattment for 
the information and action of the General Land Office, schedules of selections for 
Santee Sioux Indians, and a schedule showing lands within Santee Sioux Indian 
Reservation, which were restored to the public domain by Executive order of 
February 9, 1885. 
May 12, 1885.-Schedules were transmitted by the Department to Commissioner Gen-
eral Land Office for proper action in patenting said lands, &c. 
Received in the General Land Office, chief clerk's division (A), and sent by the 
chief clerk to the registering room, where the letter was briefed, numbered, and 
registered. They were then sent to the chief of the division of public lands (C), 
who turned the matter over to the clerk in charge of the Nebraska section in his 
division. Four clerks in said section were immediately put to work to note, on 
what is called a "tract-book," the lands selected for and assigned to the different 
Indians named in the scbedule8. These notes show what part of the section, 
township, aild range in said reservation was selected and assigned to each Indian, 
under what law, the area, the name of the Indi::w, the number of the selection or 
assignment, and the date the list was approved by the President. 
May 8, 18!;5.-The local land officers at Niobrara, Nebr., were furnished by letter, 
prepared in same division (C) and signed by the Commissioner of the General 
' Land Office, with rules and regulations to govern them in allowing entries and 
filings on said reservation of land not selected or allotted. 
May 12, 1885.-Copies of the schedules were prepared in same section and division 
(C), and forwarded same day to the local land officers at Niobrara, Nebr. This 
was done to enable them to ascertain what lands not selected by or allotted to 
Indians were subject to entry under. the homestead, pre-emption, and timber- · 
culture laws. 
July 1, 1885.-The papers forwarded by the Department were sent to "private land 
claims division" (D), where 137 patents have been prepared and issued, and where 
others are being issued from time to time as fast as necessary proof is received. 
ITEM No. 3.-Subject: Open market purchase of supplies for the Indian service. 
March 10, 1885.-The Commissioner of Indians Affairs submitted a request based upon 
a letter of the agent of the Warm Springs Indian agency, Oregon, that said agent 
be allowed to expend $500 in the open-market purchase of beef required for school 
at said agency. 
Received at the Department and sent by the chief clArk to the division of In-
dian Affairs March 11, 1885, handed by the chief of the division to clerk of Class 
III, who recorded the request upon the" register of letters received," and passed to 
clerk of Class II, for examination and for preparation of draft of necessary cor-
respondence, which, when prepared, was h:.mded to the type-writer and by him 
copied on type-writing machine. It was then banded to the chief of the division 
for examination, and from him it was taken to the chief clerk of the Deparment, 
who passed it to the First Assistant Secretary for consideration and signature. 
After being signed, it was returned to the chief clerk, and thence to the division 
of Indian Affairs, where it was press-copied by clerk of Class I, and sent by mes-
senger to the office of the Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, whore it was 
receipted for March 12, 1885. 
The letter was transcribed by copyist from press-copy book into the Depart-
ment" record of letters sent." 
ITEM No. 4.-Subject: Inspection of condition of Cheyenne Indians on Tongue 
l~iver, Montana. 
July 5, 1884.-Dapartmont telegraphetl United States Indian Inspector Barr, that 
cattlemen complain that Northern Cheyennes on Tongue River are destitute, and 
committing depredations on their herds. He was instructed to proceed to that 
locality, investigate fully, and report. 
[This telegram was prepared under direction of tho Secretary of the Interior, 
by chief of Indian division, copied by copyist on type-writiug machine, signed by 
the Secretary, press-copied by clerk of Class II, and handed to telegraph opera-
tor iu the Department. Telegram recorded upon "record of letters sent" and 
indexed by clerk of Class I.] 
dug. 2, 1884.-Inspector Barr made full report in accordance with above instrnc-
tions, which was received on August 11, 1884. Fonnd Indians poor, but qnict, 
feeling neglected by the Government and wronged by the cattlemen, but ball 
made no threats, and he saw no indications of an outbreak. Was unable to find 
any positive proof of depredations by Indians, except in one case in 1882. 
This report was received, registered, indexed, and synopsis drawn off by clerk 
of Class III, which was copied by type-writer and press-copied in book kept for 
that purpose, and then submitted for the consideration and directions of the 
Secretary of the Interior, who, on-
' 
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Aug. 12, 1884, in view of the statements by Inspector Barr, authorized the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs to purchase, in open market, beef and flour to extent of 
$3,000 to relieve the pressing necessities of these Indians. 
[This letter was prepared by direction of the Secretary of tho In tcrior and chief 
of division by clerk of Class III, copied by tyJ•e-writer, signed by the Secretary, 
press-copied, &c., as in previous acLion, and taken to office of Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs by department messenger]. 
Aug. 12, 1884.-Received and read by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; sent to 
:files room, where it was briefed and registered, and sent to the :finance division 
of the Indian Office for action. In the finance division it was read by the finan-
cial clerk, who, on August 12, 1884, prepared a telegram (which was t:~igned by 
the Acting Commissioner) to Capt. E. P. Ewers, in charge of the Indians in ques-
tion, authorizing him to purcha.se beef and flour to an amount not to exceed 
$3,000. 
Aug. 13, 1884.-The book-keeper of the finance division prt>pared a requisition on 
the Secretary of the Interior (which was signed by the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs and copied in the book in the finan.ce division kept for that purpose) for 
the $3,000, with the request that the same be placed to the credit of Captain 
Ewers out of the appropriation "Support of Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes, 
1885," for the purchase of the supplies for the Indians in question. 
Aug. 13, 1884.-In the :finance division of the Interior Department, requisition 
drawn by clerk of Class IV, examined by chief of Finance Division, sent to chief 
clerk, examined by him, signed by the Secretary of the Interior, recorded, and 
sent to the Treasury Department by messenger. 
[Note by Committee: The following table substituted for the four separate tables1 
as given in reports.] 
Amount and character of business on hand, received, and disposed of in the Indian d-ivision 
of the Office of the Secretary of the Interior at the times named . 
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1=1 
;a 0 0 0 ;a Q;) Po 'd p. "' ~ "' Q;) ~ Q ~ 
~ Q rtJ ~ Q ~ Q 1=1 Q;) 4) 4) A 4) 
4) A 4) Q;) A 4) p., ~ p., ~ p... ~ p., ~ p... 
---- - ----- ----- ---- -
Relating to Indian lands .... ...... 1, 549 1, 548 1 1, 513 1, 514 ...... 1,138 1,137 1 146 243 4 
Relating to Indian annuities, 
I trust funds and other 
moneys .... - . ----- . ---. --. ...... 836 835 1 847 848 -··· 8'141 874 . ..... 141 140 1 Relating to open-market ex-
penditures for supplies, 
serv~ces, &c.,for the Indian 
1 2, 734 2, 734 1 2, 755 2, 756 438 438 service ... --- .. -----------· ....... 2, 972 2, 972 .. ..... .. ..... 
Relating to contracts and 
expenditures thereunder 
for supplies, &c., for the 
354 354 432 432 525 Indian service .......... --. ....... ....... ........ 525 .. ...... 30 30 . ...... 
Relating to inspection of In-
dian agencies and schools. ....... 732 731 1 813 814 ....... 1, 063 1, 063 ··-· 254 251 3 
R~~~~fa~;~~~~~- ~~~~~~~:. ...... 261 261 ....... 460 442 18 1, 372 1, 388 2 82 84 . ..... 
R elating to miscellaneous 
matters of the Indian serv-
ice •••••• -·-·-··-··----·--· ....... 563 561 2 691 693 ........ 878 878 ---· 164 164 . ...... 
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[.Note by Committee: The following is substituted for six separate sheets and tables.] 
Average amount of bus·iness pm'formed, transacted, and disposed of in the Indian division of 
the Office of the Secretary of the Interior, with the average number of employes therein, and 
the maximum and minirnun amount of business disposed of . by the employe doing the most 
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1,059 6 737 6 
710 6 613 6 
700 6 ~ -........ .......... 
743 6 ............... ....... 
600 6 ............... ......... 
718 6 ................ .......... 
770 6 ............... ............. 
704 t5 ............. --· .......... 
627 6 ............. .............. 
800 6 ................. ............ 
633 6 .............. ............ 
773 6 ................ ............. 
Total averages........... . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 024 . . • . . . 7, 499 . . • • . . 8, 837 . • • • • . 1, 350 .•.••• 
• One employe was transferred to the General Land Office, Nov. 1, 1884, and the vacancy was not 
filled till January 1,1885. 
tOne employe resigned August 8, 1886, and vacancy was not filled till September 15, 1886. This 
last change resulted in relieving the division of the employe who was most irregular in attendance. 
No account has been kept of the business performed and disposed of by each em-
ploye in the Indian division during the calendar years H384, 1885, 1886, and 1887, to 
March 1, or any part thereof, for the reason that a portion of the time and labor of at 
least four, and often of the entire force, is required for the completion of each matter 
of business, as will be seen from the following statement of the duties of the respect-
ive employes, six in number : . 
Chief of division has general charge of the business and management of the em-
ployes of the division; examines all business matters received before they are passed 
from his desk, and directs as to action to be taken thereon ; investigates and pre-
pares for action the unusual and more important matters; prepares instructions 
for movements of and investigations by inspectors of the Indian service, and, gen-
erally, the correspondence based on special instructions of the Secretary and the As-
sistant Secretaries on Indian matters. 
Clerk of class jour is employed as corresponding clerk on the matters next in order 
of importance and intricacy, generally such as affect Indian lands and crimes, con-
tracts for professional services to Indians, &c. 
Clerk of class three is employed on the "Register of Letters Received" and index 
thereto; keeps the files in order, makes rough drafts of synopses of reports of Indian 
im;pectors, superintendent of Indian schools, &c. ; examines contracts for Indian sup-
plies, transportation, &c. ; accounts of expenditures by Indian inspectors, Indian 
depredation claims, and keeps account of Indian trust funds, stocks, and bonds. 
Clerk of class two is employed as corresponding clerk on routine matters, such as 
requests for authority for expenditures in open market for supplies, services, &c. 
Clerk of class one is employed as type-writer, and copies on type-writing machine 
all drafts of correspondence, statements, synopses of reports, &c., prepared by corre-
sponding clerks and examining clerk (class three) before they are laid before the Sec-
retary or Assistant Secretaries for consideration and final aetion. He is also em-
ployed by the chief of the division as stenographer when necessary. 
The copyist is employed in transcribing from the press-copy books the approved 
and signed correspondence of the division into the "Permanent record of letters 
sent,'' comparing his work usually with the clerk of class two or clerk of class one, 
as either may find time from his other duties. 
If a record had been kept or could now be prepared with any degree of accuracy 
showing the number of business matters disposed of, it would quite probably be mad6 
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to appear that the clerk of class two disposed of more than clerk of class four, and 
that clerk of class four disposed of more than i he chief of the division; but owing 
to the character of the business transacted such a showing would by no means rep-
resent the relative industry, assiduity, or capacity of those employes, nor the impor-
tance and value of the services rendered lly them, respectively, during any day, 
month, or year. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and tho time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of lmsiuess during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the Indian division of t be Secretary's Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
I . I Average No. of Ave~age No. ofhours No. by No. dayR Dept. was Average Calendar year. employes. No. of days employed proxy. open for No. days 
present. daily. business. absent. 
G 278 7 None. 307 20 1884 .••••••••••...•..•••••....... 
1885 .•••••.....•....... ··-··· ..• G 279 7 None. 301~ 22. 
None. 305 1886 ............. ·----- ----··. --· G 283~ 7 2lg 
None. 1887 (to March 1) .••..•.•.•...... 6 4~" In 7 48 ~ 
This statement is based on the number of days the Department was open for busi-
ness. No allowance is made for time and attention devoted to transaction of busi-
ness of the division by employes outside of the prescribed office hours, or on datys 
when the Department was closefl. 
The following statement shows tbe maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, nnd also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of da,ys 
in the Indian division of the Secmtary's Ofiiee, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
------------1 1884. 1885 ~~~ (tn ~~h 11 . __ c_h_ai-·a_c_te_r_o_f_b_usiness. 
Workin~?:days ·--------·--··-----~ 307 301! I 3051 48 
Maximum number of days . ...... 303~ 301~ 300~ '.If! { Business relating to Indir.n 5 affairs. Minimum number of days....... 242 251~ 272 47! 
In this statement no allowance is made for time devoted to the transa-ction of busi-
ness pertaining to this division on Sundays, and bef(H'e and after the established of-
fice hours. During the periods above specified much time has been devoted by the 
chief of the division to the business of his office, outside of tlte regular office hours, 
and the same ha~s been done to a less extent by some of the other employes. 
PATENTS AND MISUELLANEOUS DIVISION. 
Report vf the patents tmd miscellaneons division, Sem·etray'.<~ o.tfice, on the rnethods of busi-
ness and wm·k, as r·equested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department Cir-
cular of March 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, June 30, 1887'. 
The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
SIR : In compliance with Department circular of March 23, 1887, I have the honor 
to submit herewith statements showing the principal items of business transacted in 
the" patents and miscellaneous division" of the office of the Secretary of the In-
terior, the method of transacting such business, and other information respecting the 
amount and character of the work performed in the division, called for in communi-
cation addressed to you by the '\elect Committee of the Senate, appointed in pursu-
ance of the resolution of the Senate adopted March 3, 1887. 
Very respectfully, 
EDWARD M. DAWSON, 
Chief of Patents tnd Miso~llwrteqt~-s Division. 
r 
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The following statement shows the principal items of business transacted in the 
patents and miscellaneous division of the Secretary's office, Department of the In-
terior: 
Patents.-Appeals from tho action of the Commissioner of Patents in patents and 
trade-mark cases. 
Approval of rules of practice of the Patent Office ~nd of amendments thereto. 
Consideration of requests of the Attorney-General for reports upon applications 
addressed to him for the institution of suits in the name of the United States 
to annul letters patent alleged to have been fraudulently issued. 
Consideration of requests that action be taken upon applications for patents, out 
of the regular order (under Rule 62, Rules of Practice), upon the ground that 
the inventions are of peculiar importance to some branch of the public service. 
Examination and approval of contracts made by Commissioner of Patents for pho-
tolithographing drawings of patents and the issues of the "Official Gazette of 
the Patent Office." 
Authentication of certified copies of patents for use in foreign countries. 
Requests of Attorney-General for certified copies of records and files of the Patent 
Office for use in suits against the Government. 
Securing, through the Treasury Department, the admission, free of duty:, of books 
imported for the use of Scientific Library of Patent Office, and of models of in-
ventions. 
Pensions.-Appeals from the action of the Commissioner of Pensions relating to the 
recognition of attorneys and agents in pension and bounty land cases, and the 
'. payment of their fees. 
Approval of rules and regulations relating to pensions and bounty land. 
Recommendations of the Commissioner of Pe.nsions for the dropping of names from 
the pension-roll. 
Recommendations of the Commissioner of Pensions for the cancellation of pension 
certificates improperly issued. 
Requests of the Commissioner of Pensions for securing (through officers of Depart-
ment of State) medical examination of applicants for pension residing abroad. 
Examination and transmission to Department of J nstice of cases submitted by the 
Commissioner of Pensions for criminal proceedings against persons charged 
with violation ofpen&ion laws. 
Requests of Commissioner of Pensions for information, to be obtained from War 
Department, respecting the service in Confederate Army of certain applicants 
for pension. 1 
Approval of leases of rooms and buildings for pension agents. 
Securing, through Treasury Department, quarters in public buildings for pension 
agents. 
Approval of accounts for contingent expenses of pension agencies. 
Requests upon 'rreasury Department for pension vouchers and checks required 
for use in tho Pension Office, and return of the same when not longer needed. 
Affixing seal of Department to bounty-land warrants. 
Lands.-Designation of newspapers for publication of notices of sales of public lands. 
Approval of contracts for photolithographing worn and defaced township plats 
and printing maps. 
Bureau of Educat'ion.-Correspondence between the Department and Commissioner of 
Education, education in Alaska, &c. 
Bureau of Labor.-Correspondence between the Department and Commissioner of 
. Labor . . 
Approval of proposed scope of investigations by Bureau of Labor. 
Geological Survey.-Approval of proposed operations of Survey. 
Monthly reports of Director of Survey. 
Securing through Treasury Department atlmissions, free of duty, of books and 
instruments imported for the Survey. 
The Territories and the District of A.laslca.-All correspondence with the executive offi-
cers relating to the government of the Territories and Alaska. 
Construction and completion of United States penitentiaries in the Territories. 
Polygamy in Utah. 
Receipt and custody of certified copies of executive proceedings in the Territories. 
Supervision of the public buildings and grounds in New Mexico, of which the 
secretary of the Territory is, by law, ex officio custodian. 
Utah Comntission.-Correspondence with Utah Commission relating to duties of the 
Commission, and consideration of their requests for interpretation of statutes 
under which they act. 
Yellowstone National Park.-Leases of ground in the Park, and grautino- privilecres for 
furnishing hotel, transportation and other accommodations to visitors. 
0 
Establishing rules and regulations for the government of the Park, and for the 
protection of game and natural curiosities, and generally all matters relating to 
the care and management of the Park. 
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Hot Springs Reservation, Arkansas.-Leasing of bath-house sites upon the reservation 
and supervision of accommodations furnished and rates charged for baths. 
Maintenance of free baths for indigent invalids. 
Contracts for improvement of Hot Springs Creek. 
Assignment of grounds on reservation for purposes of Army and Navy Hospital, 
and geneu,lly all matters relating to the ma.nagem{mt and improvement of the 
reservation. 
Govet·nment Hospital for the Insane.-Purchase of lancls for the use of the hospital. 
Authori:iing admission of insane United States convicts and insane persons 
charged with offenses against the United Sta.tes. 
Annual supplies acd the construction of buildings for the hospital ; consideration 
of estimates of articles required, advertisement for proposals, examination and 
scheduling of bids received, preparat.ion of contracts and bonds, and superin-
tending execution of the same. 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb.-Authorizing admission of persons of 
teachable age from the District of Columbia. 
Marylaud Institution for the Blind.-Authorizing admission of persons from the Dis-
trict of Columbia, as provided ins ection 4869 of the Reviioed Statutes. 
Examination and transmission to Treasury of accounts of the institution for tu· 
itionofpersons admitted as above. · 
Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble-rninded Children.-Authorizing admission of 
children from the District of Columbia entitled to benefits of the act of June 
16,1880. 
Exa.mlnation and transmission to Treasury of accounts of the institution for tu-
ition of persons admitted as above. 
Freedmen's Hospital.-Leasing of buildings occupied by the hospital. 
Authorizing admission to the hospital. 
Examination of annual estimates of supplies required by hospital, advertisement 
for proposals, examination and scheduling of bids received, preparation of 
contracts for supplies (and bonds), and superintending the execution of the 
same. 
New Pension Building.-All correspondence between the Department and the super-
vising engineer and architect of the Pension Office building. 
Reconstructwn of the Patent Office Building.-All matters relating to the reconstruction 
of the Patent Office building. 
Approval of contracts for labor and materials, and for new model cases. 
Congrt~srional Libmt·y Building.-Purchase of sitE' for library building. 
Correspondence between the Department and the Congressional Library Build-
ing Commission. 
Attorneys and Agents.-Admission of attorneys and agents to practice before the De-
partment and its bureaus and offices, nuder regulations established by author-
ity of section 5 act of J nly 4, 1884. 
Disbarment of attorneys and agents from practice, an<l consideration of applica-
tions for restoration to practice. 
Advertising.-Authoriziug all Department advertising (except for Indian supplies) 
and examination of accounts for advertising to the extent of ascertaining 
whether the service was properly rendered. 
Annual Reports.-Calliug for annual reports of all chiefs of bureaus and other subor-
dinate officers required by law or uy custom to report to the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
Examination of annual reports when received (excepting reports of Commis-
sioners of Indian Affairs and General Land Office) and reading of proof. 
Preparation of data upon subjects confided to this division for use in the annual 
report and in special reports of the Secretary of the Interior to Congress. 
Llccounts for transportation.-Examination and transmission to Treasury of accounts 
for transportation over land-grant and bonded railroads furnished officers of 
the Department and bureaus (except in Indian and land service). 
Enrolled bills.-Uonsideratiou of enrolled bills relating to the business of this Depart-
ment, referred by the President for report of any reasons why they should not 
receive his approval, and preparing reports to the President thereon. 
Census.-Matters relating to the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth census. 
Claims of deputy marshals for extra compensation for services in taking eighth 
and ninth census. 
Bent of building<t.-Preparing and superintending the exec11tiou of leases of rooms and 
buildings rented for the use of the Department and bureaus in the city of 
Washington. 
Low grounds of the District of Columbia.-Consideratiou of applications for deeds to 
lots in the "low grounds of the District of Columbia," under act of July 1, 1879, 
and preparation of deeds. 
To this division are also sent for record and proper disposition all communica· 
tions received which do not relate to the business of this Department, 
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The above statement embraces the principal subjects of the business transacted in 
this division during the period covered by this report. In addition there is a large 
amount of business of which it is not practicable to make any classification, assigned 
to the division under its designation of "Miscellaneous." It is varied in its charac-
ter, much of it important, requiring careful consideration and treatment, and of such 
volume as to occupy a very ~onsiderable portion of the t1me and attention of the em-
ployes of the division. 
In the statistical tables (D 1 and 3) of this report the business classified under the 
bead of" Miscellaneous business" includes not only the miscellaneous matters herein 
above referred to, but also business upon the subjects named in this statement (B), 
not specially designated in Table D. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the patents and 
miscellaneous divisions of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, 
including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said 
division, beginning with the receipt of the business matterin the Secretary's office, 
and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such 
principal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said. office, and the 
employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, all(l the action thereon had and taken by each until the same is finally 
disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The business transacted in this division is usually presented in the form of written 
communications addressed to the Secretary of the Interi<1r. As a rule these are sent 
to the division by the chief clerk of the Department, fi'om whose desk the mail for 
the office of the Secretary is distributed, but others are received directly from the 
Secretary, First Assistant Secretary, and Assistant Secretary. For convenience of ex-
pression, in this portion of this report all matters of business received will be lassed 
under the general term of 11 letters." 
The permanent! records kept in the division are a register of "Letters received" 
and a register of "Letters sent," the purposes of which are sufficiently indicated in 
their titles, and their form and extent will be hereinafter stated. 
There is also a separate roll kept. of attorneys and agents admitted to practice be-
fore the Department and its bureaus. 
Letters received in the division are at once examined by the chief of the division 
sufficiently to ascertain their purport and whether they are of a nature requiring im-
mediate or special attention, and the more important are briefed by him. They are 
then passed to the clerk (class 4) in charge of the register of "Letters receiYed," 
who stamps them (and also the iuclosures, if any) with the name of the division aud 
the date of receipt, and briefs such as have not been brie1ed by the chief of eli VIsion. 
This brief consists of the name and address of the writer, or, if from an officer 
of the Government, his official designation without his name, the date of the letter, 
a concise statement of its contents, and the number of inclosures. The entry in the 
register of "Letters received" is a copy of this brief, each entry being numbered 
consecutively and the same number placed upon the letter and inclosures. A note 
is also made upon this record of any action taken upon the letter and also of the 
number of any prior entry relating to the same subject. The clerk in charge of the 
1·egister of "Letters received" keeps an index of the same, by the names of the 
writers, or, in the case of officers of the Government, by their official titles, and by 
subjects, reference being made to the number of the entry in the record of letters re-
ceived. 
If the proper disposition of a letter is its reference to some other Department or 
to a Bureau or officer of this Department, an appropriate indorsement is placed thereon 
for signature by the Secretary, one of the Assistant Secretaries, or the chief clerk, as 
the nature of the case, under the rules of the Department, may require; it is then 
sent to the chief clerk, and when returned signed, is dispatched to its destination. 
Letters requiring final action in the division are, after registration in the "Letters 
received," returned to the desk of the chief of the. division, upon whom devolves 
the consideration and disposition of all matters of business assigned to the division 
(with the exceptions stated hereafter), and by whom are prepared in rough the re-
sults of such consideration in the form of a letter, decision, contract, &c., as the case 
may be, which is then copied by the type-writer (clerk of class 1) initialed by the 
chief of division, presented, through the chief clerk, for signature by the Secretary 
or one of the Assistant Secretaries, and when returned signed, is press-copied and 
mailed or dispatched by messenger. 
The consideration of appeals from the action of the Commissioner of Pensions re-
lating to the recognition of attorneys in pension cases and the payment of their 
fees, of recommendations of the Commissioner of Pensions for the prosecution of 
persons charged with violations of the pension laws, and of applications for admis-
sion to practice before the Department and its bureaus, is assigned to a clerk of class 
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2, who prepares the decisions or letters, which are then reviewed by the chief of di-
vision, copied by the type-writer (clerk of class 1), initialed, submitted for signature 
of the Secretary, &c., as in other cases. When not occupied in the work above speci-
fied the clerk of class 2 considers such other business as may be assigned to him by 
the chief of division. • 
The register of " Letters sent" is kept by the type-writer and clerk (of class 1 ). 
This register is a permanent record, into which are copied from the press-copy books 
all the communications sent from the Department relating to the business of the 
division. If the letter is an answer to a letter received, the number of the entry of 
the latter in the register of "Letters received" is noted in the margin of the record 
of the letter sent. An index is kept of letters sent, by names or official titles of the 
persons to whom addressed and by subjects, referring to the page of the record. 
Letters retained in the division are, after receiving final action (the purport of 
which is i·ndorsed upon them), placed in the files according to the numbers given them 
when received. 
In the samples hereafter given it will be understood (to avoid repetition) that all 
matters of business take the course above outlined. 
Samples of items of principal business matters transacted in the patents and mis-
cellaneous division, office of the Secretary of the Interior. 
Sample No. 1. 
PATENT APPEAL, 
The rules of the Department governing appeals to the Secretary of Interior provide 
that the petition therefor shall be filed with the Commissioner of Patents within ten 
days after the date of the action to which it relates ; that the Commissioner shall for-
ward the papers to the Secretary with a report embodying the material facts of the 
case and the grounds of his action thereon, and notify the appellant when the report 
has been submitted. Within twenty days after the report has been submitted appel-
lant shall file a printed brief, and, in contested cases, the written acknowledgment 
of the appellee that he has been furnished with a copy of the brief, showing the date 
of receipt. The appellee, or any party opposing the appeal, may, within twenty days 
after receipt of appellaut's brief, file a printed brief in reply. A hearing, limited to 
one hour for each side, allowed in such cases as the Secretary may desire to hear the 
parties. 
ScoTT ~Interference. Improvement in printing machines.-Appeal from decision 
Gvs.L of Commissioner of Patents awarding priority of invention to Gill. IL • 
Patent No. 238,720, granted Walter Scott March 8, 1881. 
Application of George C. Gill for patent, filed March 12, 1881. 
The Commissioner of Patents transmits appeal of Walter Scott, by his attorney, 
from the decision of the Commissioner in the case of Scott vs. Gill, together with the 
papers in the case and a report of his action to which the appeal relates and the 
grounds thereof. ·Received in patents and miscellaneous division, stamped, re-
corded, indexed (under "Commissionoc of Patents" "Scott" and ''Gill") the same 
as hereinbefore stated generally in respect of "Letters retJeived." · 
Appellant's printed brief and notice of service of copy of brief upon appellee filed 
within time prescribed by the rule. 
Printed brief of a.ppellee filed. 
No oral hearing in this case. 
The case was examined by the chief of division and a decision prepared by him 
reversing the action of the Commissioner of Patents and awarding priority of inven-
tion to Scott; copied by type-writer, initialed by chief of division, submitted to the 
Assistant Attorney-General for the Interior Department, by whom it was approved, 
initialed and returned to division. Submitted through the chief clerk for signature 
of the Secretary, signed, returned, press-copied, and recorded as in other cases of 
"Letters sent," hereinbefore detailed. The d~cision and the papers relating to the 
case, belonging to the files of the Patent Office, were then sent to the Commissioner 
of Patents, who informed the parties of the result of the appeal. 
Memorandum.-Immediately after the decision of this case by the Department, a 
petition was filed in the supreme court for the District of Columbia (the cause en-
titled The United States of America ex. t•el. Richard Roe et al. vs. Benj. Butter-
worth, Commissioner of Patents) for a writ of mandamus commanding the Commis-
sioner to receive the final .fee and to issue letters patent to the relators as assjgnees 
of Gill notwithstanding the decision of the Secretary of the Interior. The oase was 
heard in general term and the mandamus issued, the court holding in effect that the 
authority of the Secretary of the Interior to review the acts of the Commissioner of 
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Patents does not extend to such as are judicial or quasi-judicial in their nature. The 
case was carried to the Supreme Court of the United States, where the judgment of 
the court below was affirmed in a decision dated 1\'ovetnber 3, 1884. Since that 
date the appeals in the class of patent cases covered by the decision have not been 
considered by the Secretary, such consideration being confined to cases growing out 
of the administrative acts of the Commissioner. 
Sample No. 2. 
CONTRACTS FOR SUPPLIES. 
(In the recital below all -.he labor referred to is performed in the patents and mis-
cellaneous division unless otherwise stated.) 
The Superintendent of the Government Hospital for the Insane (for example) sub-
mits to the Secretary of the Interior an itemized estimate of the quantities (and qual-
ity) of articles required for the use of the hospital during the ensuing fiscal year, 
consisting mainly of meats, provisions, groceries, dry goods, clothing, shoes, medicines, 
hardware, fuel, ice, lumber, &c., aggregating about 450 items. The estimate is ex-
amined and a copy made of it in the division and a circular of specifications, instruc-
tions to bidders, &c., is prepared, which, together with the list of supplies, is sent 
to the stationery and printing division with a requisitwn for the necessary printing. 
Proof is read and corrected in the patents and miscellaneous division, to which also 
the blanks are sent when printed. After the blanks are r~ceived advertisements are 
ordered in a sufficient number of newspapers to the effect that until a date specified 
sealed propasals will he received by the Sooretary of the Interior for furnishing the 
supplies embraced in the schedule. The printed schedules, &c., are mailed or deliv-
ered to applicants therefor, and, without application, to manufacturers and dealers 
known to the Department through previous bids. Proposals are required to be sub-
mitted in duplicate. Immediately prior to the date specified for opening the propos-
sals, a board of three persons is appointed by the Secretary of the Interior ( througb 
the appointment division) to open and consider the proposals received and recommend 
awards of contracts for the supplies. This board usually consists of the superintend-
ent of the hospital, the chief of the patents and miscellaneous division, and one other 
person selected from the office of the Secretary or from a Bureau of the Depa.rtme1;1t. 
The bids are opened by the board in the presence of such bidders as mtty attend. The 
proposals are then returned to the doivision, where a schedule is made showing the 
names of each of the bidders with the price at which each article is offered set oppo-
site. With this schedule the board then proceeds with its examination awarding to 
the lowest bidder, where the price ie reasonable, except in respect of i terns where sam-
ples are required, in which cases the quality, as evidenced by the samples, as well as 
the price of the articles offered is considered. Upon the conclusion of its labors the 
board makes a report to the Secretary of the Interior, accompanied with a list of the 
bidders to whom it recommends that contracts be awarded and with the accepted 
price set opposite each item upon the list of articles. This report is received in the 
division, recorded, &c., as in the case of otb.er letters received, submitted to the Sec-
retary with an indorsement of approval with such modifications as may be deemed 
proper, and when approved the contracts in duplicate and the bonds are prepared in 
the division, sent to the contractors for signature, and when returned are carefully 
examined to ascertain if they are properly executed. The contracts are then sub-
mitted to the Secretary for signature, and when signed the seal of the Department is 
attached thereto. The certified checks of bidders (required by the regulations of the 
Department to be submitted with each bid as gua1;antee of good faith) are then re-
turned to the bidders. One copy of the contract is then sent to the :finance division 
of the Department for transmission to the Treasury, and the duplicate, with a copy of 
every proposal received, is made a part of the return required by section 3744 of the 
Revised Statutes to be filed in the "returns office." A letter is then written to the 
superintendent of the hospital informing him of the names of contractors and the 
prices for supplies during the :fiscal year. 
(The same general course is pursued in the letting of all contracts for supplies and 
for materials and labor throu~ this division.) 
Sample No.3. 
Hot Springs, .1!1·kansas.-Assignment of site upon the reservation for the Army and 
Navy Hospital. Act of Congress, approved June 30, 1883 (Army appropriation act), 
making appropriation for the erection of an Army and Navy Hospital upon the Gov-
ernment reservation at Hot Springs, Ark. 
Letter from Secretary of War, inclosing reports of Surgeons-General, Army and Navy, 
describing the site desired, and requesting its a~signment to the purposes of the Army 
and Navy Hospital. 
Letter to Secretary of War, that the plan submitted contemplated assignment to 
Army and Navy Hospital of more than half of the reservation front and the removal 
of two of the most substantial bath-houses already in operation. It takes in all the 
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available bath-house sites both on the west and south lines of reservation. It calls 
for unnecessary sacrifice of private property, and by the removal of the bath-houses 
will decrease bathing facilities below needs of public. In conclusion, suggests that 
~00 feet in depth along reservation front should not be included iu hospital site. 
Secretary of War replies, inclosing copy of indorsements of Surgeons-General of 
Army and Navy, that it was necessary for sanitary and hygienic purposes that the 
hospital should have entire control pf grounds in its vicinity down to the creek, and 
that it wouLd be highly objectionable to have part of the front set apart for public 
purposes. That it is probable that the hospital will require a small bath-house on 
site now occupied by City Hall; at all events the creek frontage is considered requisite 
to fulfill all the purposes intended by the hospital establishment. It was not pro-
posed to remove the Ozark and Rammelsburg houses as long as they are properly con-
ducted, but the revenue from them should accrue to War Department. 
Secretary of the Interior replies that existing law makes it the duty of the super-
intendent appointed by the Secretary of Interior to collect all water rents. That 
Department h:ts no authority of law, therefore, to transfer the collection of rents (of 
Rammelsburg and Ozark) to War Department, nor does it appear expedient that the 
supervision of business of the reservation should be divided as proposed. That the 
Department adheres to views set forth in fbrmer correspondence that the entire front 
(on Hot Springs Creek) for a depth of 200 feet should be held for bath-houses for 
general use. 
Secretary of War relinquishes claim for part of frontage occupied by Ozark and 
Rammelsburg and Mud Hole, and asks for a frontage of 200 feet. 
Ron. P. Dunn, House of Representatives, files protest of physicians at Hot Springs, 
Ark., against including auy of the bath-houses at Hot Springs in th~ site for the 
Army and Navy Hospital. 
Secretary of Interior, in reply to Secretary of War, states that in determining the 
ex ent of the site for the hospital the proportion which the Army and Navy bear to 
th t whole people should be considered. In this view regards the site allotted to hos-
pi;al, excluding tbe strip 200 feet deep along the front, as a liberal allowance. Deems 
it best to reta.in all the frontage for general use. 
Secretary of Wa.r asks that the Department will designate on map the 200 ft~e& 
whiCh it thinks should be reserved. 
Secretary of Interior replies, returning map, marking off 200 feet width to be re-
served except 100 feet, commencing from southern extremity of the reservation, which 
100 feet front is allotted to the hospital. 
Secretary of War requests that additional ground adjoining Army and Navy Hos-
pital at Hot Springs, Ark., be set aside for use of the same. 
Secretary of Interior replies that the sround referred to is already leased as a site 
for a bath-house,, therefore Department could not comply with request. 
Secretary of War transmits tracing of the topographical map of that portion of the 
Hot Springs Reservation which has been set aside for the Army and Navy Hospital. 
Secretary of War incloses letter from Capt. J. vV. JdJCObs, acting assistant quarter-
master, with indorsement of Quartermaster-General, renewing req nest that lOU feet of 
reservation ,front a.t Hot Springs be assigned for purposes of Army and Navy Hos-
pital. 
Letter Secretary of Interior to Secretary of War, referring to statement in previous 
correspondence that the parcel of land desired by Captain Jacobs had been leased as 
a site for a private bath-house. That the said lease is still binding upon the ·Govern-
ment, and it is, therefore, not within the power of the DtJpartment to assign the lot 
in question for hospital purposes. 
Secretary of Interior to Secretary of War, that it having been repre8ented to the 
Department that War Department had decided not to retain for use of Army and Navy 
Hospital the 100 feet along front of reservation set apart for that purpose, that this 
Department be advised whether such conclusion had been reached. 
Secretary of War states in reply to above letter that not only the 100 feet referred 
to but the whole front lying between the Rammelsburg bath-house on the north and 
the limits of the reservation on the south should be retained for hospital purposes. 
Secretary of War to Secretary of Interior, inclosing copy of letter from surgeon in 
charge of the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot SII:ings, and of indorsement of Surgeon-
General, requesting that the western line of hospital grounds be extended 20 to ~5 feet 
toward the creek. . 
Letter of Secretary of War referred to superintendent of Hot Springs Reservation 
for report and recommendation. 
Superintendent of reservation to Secret~try of Interior, reporting upon request of 
Surgeon-General United States Army for change in western boundary line of the site 
allotted to the Army and Navy Hospital. 
Leilter to Secretary of War in reply to his request, informing him that the matter 
of change in boundary line was referred to superintendent of reservation who, after 
consultation with the surgeon in charge of hospital, recommends to Department for 
approval the allowance of an additional strip of laud on the west of present western 
bounda.ry lin~ of hospital gronnrls. var.ving in width from 10 to :25 feet. to conform tO< 
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natural slope of the ground, and inquhing whether the addition proposed by the 
superintendent will be satisfactory to War Department. Attention invited to so much 
of letter of superintendf>nt as relates to that part of the site heretofore assigned to 
hospital as the" City Hall lot," running- 100 feet along the reservation front by a depth 
of about 200 feet. As the lot in question is not essential to the administration of the 
hospital, consideration is requested of the question whether it may not be excluded 
from the site assigned to the hospital in order that it may be devoted to other and 
more useful purposes. 
Secretary of War to Secretary of Interior, relative to change in boundary (western) 
of Army and Navy Hospital site at the Hot Springs. Accepts the additional strip as 
proposed and relinquishes to Interior Department'the 100 feet front on corner of Re-
serve avenue, "old City Hall lot." 
[Note by Committee: The following has been substituted for the twenty-three sheets 
of tables as given in report and the figures correctly copied.] 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business on hand, re-
ceived, and disposed of in the patents and miscellaneous division of the office of the 
Secretary of the Interior at the times named: 
I ~ !!. 
... = p 0 as 
~- ~~ ~.6 ~ot bt~ ._,:x> b.t~ Character of business. ~~ 4)0() .s~ .., ... ~:~ .... "' ~ .... bl) 0= ;g..; =,.., Q)l:l -~-~ g-~ a:> Q) 
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Yellowstone National Park 
and its management...... 2 140 142 ... 
Hot Springs Reservation 
and its management ..... . 
Government Hospital for 
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85 92 .... 
ment .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 250 250 .... 
Columbia Institution for 
Deaf and Dumb and its 
!!. ... § :1 0 
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manag~ment ................ . 8 8 .... 4 .... 5 5 ................... . 
Maryland Institution for 
the Blind and its manage-
ment ....................... .. 
Pennsylvania Institution 
for Feeble-Minded Chil-
dren and its management ...•. 
The Eighth, Ninth, and 
13 13 .... 6 
1 .... 5 
6 .... 12 12 .... 1 •••• 
5 .... 6 6 .... 2 2 --·· 
Tenth Census ........... . 65 66 .... 58 58 .... 6 6 ................... . 
Cases from Patent Office-
appeals, Teqnests, reports, 
&c............... .. .. . 24 196 t224 .... 202 202 ... 
United States Geological 
Survey and its business ..... . 
Bureau of Education and 
48 48 .... 149 149 .... 
its business ................ .. 58 58 .... 30 30 .... 
Freedmen's Hospital and 
237 235 2 
121 121 .... 
49 49 .... 
its management .. .. . .. . .. .. 1, 622 1, 622 .. .. 1, 915 1, 915 . • .. 2, 070 2, 070 .. .. 
New Pension Building..... 45 45 .... 52 52.... 41 41 .. .. 
Leases by DApartment of 
buildings, repairs, &c ... . 
Department advertising .. . 
Territorial matters- r a-
ports and miscellaneous 
business . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 1 
Territorial penitentiaries, 





A0 p e a ls from Pension fl:ioe as to attorneys, 
their fees, &o . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . 109 
Disbarment and suspension 
of agents and attorneys .. 
Applications of disbarred 
or suspended attorneys • 
for restoration, &o . . _ , ... 
Cases for criminal prosecu-
tion for violating pension 
so 
6i 
30 .. .. 













41 .. .. 













30 ... . 






laws, &o . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 109 109 .. .. 183 183 .. .. 288 288 .... 
Applications for admission 
to practice .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. 465 465 .. .. 1, 043 1, 043 .. • . 1, 254 1, 254 .... 
Miscellaneous b u s i n e s s, 
&o* .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . 2, 240 2, 240 .. • . 2, 1621 2, 162 .. .. 3, 277 3, 267 10 
Bureau of Labor and its 
business . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . ........... _... .. .. 30I 30 31 31 .. .. 
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t Excess of work disposed of over total received; that in many oases more letters than one are writ-
ten in Jisposing of each ca11e. 
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[Note by CornmUtee: The following has been substituted for five sheets of tu.b1e1 
as given in report. ] 
The following statement shows the average amount of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of in the patents and miscellaneous division of the office of the 
Secretary of the Interior, with the average number of employes therein, and the 
maximum and minimum amount of business disposed of by the employe doing the 
~ost and the least therein during the times specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
Months. I 
Average Average A. verage / Average Average A. verage Average A. verage 
amount. employes. amount. employes. amount. employes. amount. employes. 
-------1---------------- ---- - -· --------
January........... 463 3 553 3 702 4 746 4 
February.......... 456 3 5'i7 4 lQ:~ 4 763 4 
March_............ 471 3 587 4 7lt 4 4 





~ 587 3 712 4 ................... . 
Ju,pe •••••..... .... 583 4 712 4 .................. . 
July............... 46~ 3 m 4 707 4 ................... . 
August............ 453 3 5'0"'7 4 694 3 ................... . 
September......... 459 3 598 4 696 2 .................. .. 
October........... 476 3 513 4 697 4 ......... . ......... . 
November......... 458 3 583 4 699 4 .. . .. . . . .. . ........ . 
December ......... 1 455 31 578 ' 31 701 3 ................... . 
Total averages .. --5-, mj~= 6;928 =-= --8-,435 -==~--1-, 509 ~= 
Department regulations do not require that an account should be kept of the 
amount oi business transacted and disposed of by each employe of this division. It 
is impracticable to supply the required data. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the patents and miscellaneous division of the ~ecretary's 
office, Department of the Interior: 
Average Average I NnmbO< number 
Calendar year. of em- numboc ot' hours Number Remarks. 
ployes. of days employed by proxy. present. daily. 
I ------
1884.. •••.••••••.••..••••..••.•••. 1 3 234 7 0 In the preparation of this 
1885 .............................. 4 248 7 0 statement public holi-
1886 .............................. 4 247 7 0 days, annual and sick 
1887 (to March 1) ................ 4 48 7 0 leave were deducted. . 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the miuimuru num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the patents and miscellaneous division of the Secretary's office, Department of the 
Interior, during the periods specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 Character of business. (to Mar.l). 
Maximum number of days ............. 283 296 286 48 I See statement "B" and state. 
:Minimum number of days .....••...•. 255 275 275 43 ment "D" for respective years. 
*In the preparation of this estimate public holidays, Sundays, annual and sick leave were deducted. 
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FINANCIAL AND DISBURSING DIVISION. 
Report of the jinancial·and disbursing ditision, SecTetary's office, on the methods of busi-
ness and work, as requested by Senate Select Comrnittee, and called for by Department cir-
cular of March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the financial and 
disbursing division of the SecrAtary's office, Department of the Interior. 
This division has charge of the financial affairs of the Department. 
The average financial business of this division during the years 1884,1885,1886, and 
to .March 1, 1887, amounted per annum to $90,000,000, and from Jan nary 1, 181:!4, to 
March 1, 1887, to $i8fi,OOO,OOO. 
The average disbursements of the disbursing clerk undt'lr his bond during the same 
period have amounted, per annum, to $5,185,000, and for the three years and two 
months to $15,546,120.05, including payment of vouchers from 5 cents to five or more 
thousands of dollars. The accounts of disbursem.ents from January 1,1884, to De-
cember 31,1886, have been adjusted by the accounting officers of the Treasury and 
found correct. 
The work of the division is current in its character, and must be and is disposed 
of each day. 
There is no pending or undisposed-of business on hand in this division, nor was 
there any on hand at the end of either of the calendar years mentioned. 
The cash transactions of the disbursing division are balanced at tho close of each 
day's work. A general cash balance is made at the end of each week, and a state-
ment is prepared and forwarded by the Secretary to the Treasurer of the United 
States, and shows the amount during the week credited to the disbursing clerk, the 
amount disbursed, and the cash on hand. The cash on hand is counted by the chief 
clerk of this Department, who certifies to the correctness of the same to the Secre-
tary. The first of the following week the Treasurer of the United States returns this 
statement to the Secretary of the Interior, with his indorsement thereon, as to the 
amount of cash on hand so far as it relates to the disbursing clerk's deposits with the 
Treasurer or any of the assistant treasurers. The object of this weekly cash state-
ment is to prevent disbursing clerks having in their possession larger balances than 
is required for immediate use. 
The quantity and character of the work performed by the employes of this division 
during the time heretofore mentioned was about the same, and was equally distrib-
uted. Said employes were required to be first-class book-keepers and accountants, 
and as such rendered exce~lent service, and performed their duties faithfully and con-
scientiously. The nature of the work being entirely financial, requiring both an ac-
curate and honest handling of the public funds and a practical knowledge of book-
keeping and the system of accounts, it was found impracticable to keep a record of 
individual work, other than the statements of each employe hereto attached. 
The employes of this division from January 1, 1884, to March 1, 1887, consisted of 
1 chief, 9 clerks, 1 copyist. 
The average number of days devoted to business in each year by each of said em-
ployes was ~65, less Sundays, public holidays, and the regular annual 30 days leave 
of abAence. The time each day so employed was from 9 to 4 o'clock. 
The attention of each employe to duty was faithful and constant, and no time was 
lost on account of sickness or other causes. Said duty was performed by each em-
p1oye in person and not at any time by proxy . 
.A recapitulation of the annexed statements of the employes of this division of the 
work performed during the years 1884, 1885, H586, and to March 1, 1887, shows there-
sult of the work of the division during said time. 
Requisitions issued by the Secretary of the Interior on the Secretary of the Treas-
ury in settlement of adjusted accounts and for advances to disbursing, pension, In-
dian, and land agents : 
1884 •••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• ••w••• •••• • •••• •••••• •••••• •• •••• •••• 
1885 •• --- •• -.- •••• - •• ---- •• - ••• -- ••• - ••••• - •••• --.-. - •• - •. -- ••• ----- - •• ---. 
1886 • ---- ••• -- ••• --.-. -- ••• -- •• -- ••• -- ••••• -.- •• -- •• --- •• -- - •••••• -.-- ••••• 






Of this number, 16,250 contained each from one to forty heads of appropriations 
<:11arged. 
A fair average of five charges each made ledger entries numbering 81,250. 
Disbursements 1B84, per vouchers 1 to 11445 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $5, 197, 0:'>8 40 
Disbursements 1t*:l5, per vouchers 1 to 12075 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5, 351, 5i'>9 16 
Disbursements 1886, per vouchers 1 to 10385 .. • • • . •• . • .. •••••• •• • ••• • 4, 997, '1i2 49 
Disbursements 1887, J a.nuary and February, per vouchers 1 to 1715 •• _ :c!2il, 068 2o 
Total disbursements from January 1, 1884, to .March 1, 1887. • • • • 15, 771, 188 31 
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These vouchers when cashed were first entered on the day journal, then on the caRh 
book, then on the ledger, and then on the abstracts of disbursements m duplicate! 
making a total of five entries of each voucher. "Each voucher was also copied ver-
batim in the record books. -
The number of checks drawn by the disbursing clerk on the Treasurer of the United 
States and the a.ssistant treasurer at New York, in payment of vouchers principally 
outside of Washington amounted to in- . 
1884 ·----- ------------ ·----- ---- ·----- ---- ·----· ··--·· ----- ·----· ···-·· 11,487 
1885 - • - ~--- . ---- .• -.- -.. ----- .. -. -- -... -... -....... -..•.•... - ....... --. 12, 720 
1886 ...• --- •. - . -- ...•••...•...•.••.....••••.......••...... -•.•. -----. . . 13, 069 
1887. -----· -------- ·--- ·----· ·----· ---· .... ·----- ---------------------- 2,01~ 
Total number of checks drawn from January 1, 1884, to March 1, 1887 .. 39,289 
Each check before mailing was carefully compared with the letter of inclosure aud 
with the name and amount of voucher for which it was drawn in payment. 
Letters written, general and miscellaneous, in-
1884 . - - -- .. - - -- .. - - -- .. -- - .. --- . ---- • -- --- . ----- ---- --. - - . - --- •. ----. -. 10' 101 
1885 . ---- .. ----. ---- . --- • --- . --. ---- ---. ---- ---- ---- ---- .. -- .• -- .. ---. . 13, 199 
1886 ---· ·----· ---------------- -----· ---- ·----· ··--·· ---- ·----- ---- ---·. 13,106 
1887 . -- •.. -.••••. - - -- ... - -- •. -•. ---- .• - -- ..• -- •. -.- •.. -- - •..• - • -... --. . 2, 072 
38,478 
Letters received in acknowledgment of drafts and on general financial subjects : 
1884 • ---- .. -.- •..• - ••.• ---- .. ----- .• --- .. - ••• -.- . --- •.. --- .. ---- .. -. --. 13, 268 
1885 ---- --·· ·----- --·- ------------ -----· ------------------------. ·----· 11,395 
1886------ -----------.------------ .• -•••. -----· ·----- ---------- ·-·--· .. 11,640 
1887 -.- ...• -- ..... - .... ---. --.- . -- .... --. -..... -...• --. ---- .. -- ... -.--. 1, 37\J 
37,651 
Letters briefed, recorded, and filed .••.•••••••••••••..•.••..•.••.••••. ' . . . . • . . 37, 651 
Letters written and transcribed from press-copy book to general record books and in-
dexed: 
1884 . - •• - ..• --- •. -- -- .. - --- .• --- - --.- • ----•. - - --. -- .. - -- ... - - -.... - - . . . 712 
1885 --- •• -.- . ----. - . - .• -- ••• -•.• - .. -- ••••.••.•.••... -- •. ---- •.• --.. . . . . 829 
1886 .• -•••••. - • - •• ---- - . -- --. -- •• -- ••• -•.• -.- . - • --. ---- • -•••• --- ... -- . - 642 
1887 . - - - - - -•... - - -•.•.•••. - • - • - - .••• - - .. - - -- •. - - -- - • - • - - - - - • - . - • • . . . • . . 146 
2,329 
Examination, entry, and forwarding to the United States Treasury of weekly cash 
statements of disbursing agents, showing amount of credits, disbursements, and 
cash on hand at end of each week: 
1884 . - - - - • . ..••... - - ••.. - - -.. - - - - - . . • . . . . - - - . . . . . - - -.. - - - - ..• - - ...• - - - . 480 
1885 . -- -- •. -... -- .•...•...•.•• -- •.. --- .. - ---- . ----- . ----- . ----. . • . . . • . • 480 
1886 . ---- •.•...• --. --- •.• --- •..• --· .• --- .... -•...•...•. - ... ---. -- ... -.. 480 
1887 •• - - • • • . . • . . . . -••••••• - • - -- -•• - - - •• -•... - .... - • . . . . . . . ........ - . . . . 80 
1,520 
The number of appropriation warrants received from United States Treasury in 1884, 
1885, 1886, and 1887, recordeu and entered on the ledgers of this Department, was 
143. . 
The warrants embraced all the appropriations to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior, making a total of appropriation headings on the 
ledger of 2,545; an average of 845 appropriations for each year. 
Of these appropriations, 150 were disbursed annually by the disbursing clerk, and 
the vouchers for the same had to be entered on his personal ledger, cash-book, jour-
nal, and accounti •current. 
He is req Pi red to render his accounts quarterly to the Treasury Department for set-
tlement. 
Payments from the remaining appropriations were made principally on general set-
tlements, stated and certified by the accounting officers of the Treasury. 
Statements were received monthly from the Treasurer of the United States and as-
sistant treasurer at New York, reporting the number of checks, drawn on those places 
of dep01~it by the disbnr&ing clerk, that were presented and paid. These statements 
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were compared ancl checked with the check-book of the disbursing clerk containing 
the numbers reported as having been presented and paid as follows: 
Checks reported as paid : 
1884 .• - ••• - - - - . - . - - - - - - - ••• - •.•••• - - --•. - - • - - - - • - - - - - ..• - .• - - - - •. - - - - - -
1885 .•• - - ••••••• - •• - - - ••• - -. • • •• - ••.•..•. - .• - •••..•••••••••• -•••..• - .•. 
1886 •••••••••••• - - ••.. - •••••••..•.•.• - -•.••.•.••• - ... - - •• - •• - - •.••••••. 






All accounts of the disbursing agents for the Hospital for the Insane, Institution for 
the Deaf and Dumb, Geological Survey, Hot Sprinp:s Reservation, Howard University, 
Yellowstone National Park, Railroad Offi~e, &c., were sent to this division for ex-
amination prior to being transmitted to the United States Treasury for final adjust-
ment. Said accounts were rendered quarterly. 
The number of accounts received were: 
1884 0 •• -- •• - - - - - •• -- - - - - -- •• - • - ••••••••••• --- •• - ••••••••• -- •••••• -- - - - - 65 
1885 ••.••••••••. - ..• - •. -.• - •.••••••••.•• --- -•..••••• - •••••••••• - - ••• - -- 72 
1886 •• - - • - .•• - ••.• - • 0 - - - - • • ••• - ••• - ••• - - - • - • • • • •••• - - - ••• - ••• - • - - - •• - • 126 
1887 -- ••.••. - •••. - ••...•• - - •.•• - •.•••••.•• - - • - ••••• - ••••• - ••.•••••••. - - 4~ 
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With an average of 50 vouchers to each account, the total number of vouchers ex-
amined amou~ted to 15, 250. 
The Returns office.-Connected w.ith this divisison is the Returns Office, an office 
established by Congress, act June 3, 1862, Revised Statutes, section 512, for the filing 
of copies of all Clontracts made by the War, Navy, and Interior Departments. 
Number of contracts received, acknowledged, briefed, and filed: 
1884 . -- -- •• -.- .•. - • - ••••.•. - •• - •. - --- •.• - ••• -••..• - --. - •.• -•• --. - - - -- .• - • -- - 3, 705 
1885 ••••.••••..•••••••••.•••••.••••• -····· •••••. ·····- .••••.••.• -----· ·····- 3,451 
1886 • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • . • • . 4, 1o7 
1887 ---- • - ••••••• - •••••• - ••••••••••••••••• - .••• - ••.•• - •••• --- •••• - ••.• - ..• -- 1, 131 
12,454 
In addition to the work herein mentioned, this division has the preparation and com-
pilation of the annual estimates for the Department and its various bureaus and offices, 
the time and labor on which cannot be tabulated or estimated ; considerable care and 
attention must be given to the same from the time work commences thereon until the 
final passage of the appropriation bills by Congress. 
The pay-rolls of the Department, its bureaus and offices, embraced a total number of 
employ6s, clerical and per diem, per annum, amounting to 3,500, each one of whom 
was paid by this division. 
EXHIBIT A. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the financial and 
disbursing division of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, in-
cluding one or more ifems of the principal business matters transacted in said divis-
ion, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the financial and disburs-
ing office, and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of 
such principal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and 
the employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considerd 
and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is 
finally disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
All moneys appropriated by Congress for the service of this Department are brought 
upon the ledgers through appropriation warrants, which are prepared at the Treasury 
Department. 
These warrants give in detail the amounts appropriated under each specified item in 
the appropriation act, and the proper titles of appropriations to be credited. The 
warrants are firl!>t sent for record to the Auditor and Comptroller of the Treasury hav-
ing cognizance of the appropriations, then to the Bureau of this Department having 
like cognizance of the same; by the Bureau they are forwarded to the Secretary, and 
by him to the financial division, and from i~ chief to the reQuisition clerk of the De-
partment, who records them in the warrant book. They are then initialed by said 
chief and indorsed by the Secretary as having been recorded, and are forwarded to 
the Second Comptroller for file, thus insuring uniformity in titles and accuracy in 
amounts in all the offices of the Government interested in the appropriatious therein 
contained. 
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All advances of funds to agents of this Department are made by requisitior.s drawn 
upon the requests of the Bureau officers having super·dsion of the agents. 
The agents are charged and held responsible under their bonds for all funds so ad-
vanced. The requisitions take the same course through the Treasury Department as 
the claims requisitions mentioned below. 
CLAIMS UNDER CONTRACTS WITH THE INDIAN Q]'FICE. 
The claimant forwards his vouchers to the Indiau Office, and after examination and 
verification with contracts as to prices, the vouchers are transmitted to the Second 
Auditor, who, after examination and verification, states the account, giving name and 
address of claimant, amount due, and the appropriations to be charged. The account 
thus stated by the Auditor is forwarded to tbe Second Comptroller, who certifies to the 
correctness of the Auditor's statement of the account. The Comptroller then returns 
the certified account to the Indian Office. The Commissioner then makes a written 
request to the Secretary of the Interior for a requisition on the Secretary of theTr~->as­
ury for a warrant in payment of said claim. The Commissioner's request is attached 
to the Treasury settlement and forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior, and from 
him to the chief of the financial division, who in turn passes the same to the requisi-
tion clerk, Robert Johnson. 
He prepares a requisition in accordance w1th the Commissioner's request and the 
Treasury statement of the claim; it is then initialed by said chief for the signature 
of the Secretary of the Interior. After being signed it is returned to the financial 
division and then to Mr. Johnson, who records it in a journal from which it is posted 
in the Department ledger t,o the debit of the appropriations narued in the requisition. 
The requisition is then forwarded by messenger to the Second Comptroller for his 
signature, and is recorded in his office; it is then sent to the Second Auditor for sig-
nature and record; be "then transmits it to the warrant division of the Treasury, 
where the warrant for its payment is prepared. The warrant is then sent to the draft 
room, where the draft is drawn and transmitted to the claimant, as directed in the 
Treasury settlement, the request of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and the re-
quisition of the Secretary of the Interior. 
All requests for reqmsitions are preserved in bound volumes of five hundred each, 
bearing corresponding numbers with the requisitions drawn thereon. 
At the close of each fiscal year the balances of appropriations on the books of this 
Department are compared with those of the Treasury Department and must and 
always do agree. · 
EXHIBIT B. 
The disbursing clerk makes his request on the Secretary of the Interior for moneys 
to be placed to his credit to meet the obligations of the Department from time to 
time, as provided in the appropriation bill. The Secretary of the Interior makes his 
requisition on the Secretary of the Treasury for such advances on such appropriations 
as may be required. The Secretary of the Treasury causes a warrant to be issued in 
favor of the disbmsing clerk nuder his bond. This warrant passes through the bands 
of the several acceunting officers of the Treasury having control of the same. A draft 
is finally issued in favor of the~Treasurer of the United States, placing the money to 
the credit and subject to the order ofthe disbursing clerk. When placed to his credit 
he is so notified, the disbursing clerk then checks on the same to meet his immediate 
disbursements. At the close of each quarter of the year, and fiftebn days thereafter, 
he submits his accounts of disbursements for the quarter just ended to the Auditors 
of the Treasury for adjustment. The Auditors examine the same and pass them to 
the First Comptroller for settlement. When settled by the Comptroller, the disbursing 
clerk is so informed, the letter of information stating that the account and the bal-
ance on hand, if auy, agree with said settlement. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and 
attention devoted to the consideration and transaction ofbusiness during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the finance division of the Secretary's office, Department 
of the Interior : 
Calendar year. 
I A Average Number verage number 
f number o of days of hours 
employ~s. present emp!oyed 
· dally. 
--------------------------- ------------
1884 .•.•.. ···••· ··•••· .•••.. ·••••·•··••· ...••..••..••••...••••••........ 
1885 .....................•...•.... ······ ...........•....•. ••·······•···· 
1886 ...... ········••·• .•...........•.•...............•.... . .. ....... ' .. . 
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[Note by Committee: Seventeen pages contain statements of the services and labors 
of each employe as given by himself, and are not sufficiently important to print.] 
STATIONERY AND PRINTING DIVISION. 
Report of the stationery and pri"nting division, Secretary's office, on the methods of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circuldr 
of March 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMEN'r OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 10, 1887. 
The honorable SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report with reference to the method 
of tloing business ,and the work performed in this division during the calendar years 
1884,181::55,1886, and 1887, np to March 1, 1887, together with a statement showing the 
average number of employes, &c., as req nested in circular letter dated March 23, 1887. 
Respectfully, 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, JR., 
Acting Chief Stationery and Printing Division. 
The following report of blanks and blank books received and issued during the 
years 1884,1885.1886, and from January 1 to March 1, 1887; also the quantity on hand 
beginning January 1, 1884,1885,1886, and from January 1 to March 1, 1887: 
STOCK ON HAND. 
Secretary's Office. Patent Office. I Pension Office. 
Date. 
Blanks. Books. Blanks. Books. Blanks. Books. 
-------------
Jan. 1,1884 700,900 3, 220 720,000 135 1, 956,000 None. 
Jan. 1,1885 721,900 3,480 846,460 191 2, 916,600 None. 
Jan, 1,1886 753,080 3, 771 875,012 166 2, 871,315 None. 
Jan, 1.1887 ~ 700,000 to 3, 500 800,500 160 2, 500,000 None. 
Mar. 1,1887 
RECEIVED. 
Jan. 1,1884 963,762 4, 571 1, 000,800 2,490 6, 015,000 None. 
Jan. 1,1885 963,000 4, 571 1, 058,940 2,100 6, 915,000 None. 
Jan. 1, 1886 541,805 2,412 1, 344,550 5, 203 7,143, 300 None. 
Jan. 1,1887 
152,200 to 405 60,100 10 1,123, 300 None. 
Mar. 1,1887 
ISSU'l!:D. 
Jan. 1,1884 527,374 2, 692 894,788 2,152 4, 472,470 None. 
Jan. 1, 1885 610,406 2,120 1, 370,864 2, 782 8, 856,425 None. 
Jan. 1,1886 611,758 2, l>05 1, 067,188 2, 800 7, 515,542 None. 
Jan. 1,1887 




1, 520,746 1, 960 
1, 720,800 2, 086 
1, 580,746 1, 981 
•• 500, 000 I ~ 000 
1. 320,608 1,405 
1, 677,810 1,220 
1, 485,750 656 
220,000 25 
2, 781,012 1,697 
1, 334,421 962 


































The following number of requisitions for blanks, blank books, &c., received from 
the various Bureaus, offices, and agents of the Department of the Interior, during the 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and from January 1 to March 1. 1887: 
Date. Secretary's Patent Pension Land Office. Indian Miscella-Office. 011ice. Office. Office. neous. 
January1, 1884 .............. 127 1, 218 124 1, 019 477 66 
January 1, 1885 ............. 101 1,459 121 1, 010 379 63 
January 1, 1886 ......... ..... 107 1, 479 168 1, 406 329 61 
January 1,1887, to March 1, 
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The following number of invoices sent to Pension, Land, nnd ot1er offices and 
agents of the Department of the Interior, during the years 1884, 1885. 1886, and from 
Jan nary 1 to March 1. 1887: 
Miscella- Indian Agents, Register Agents, In- Surveyors· Date. neous Pension and re5eiver 
offices. schools. Office. Land ffice. dian Office. general. 
January!, 1884 .••••••••••••• 7 16 80 737 529 None. 
January 1, 1885 ••••••.••..••. 19 29 87 985 900 None. 
January 1, 1886 .••..••••..•.. 4 114 126 1 ... I ... I 8 January 1, 1887, to March 1, 
1887 •••••••••••••••••••••• - 26 61 28 185 79 9 
The following number of notices sent to the various Bureaus of the Department of 
the Interior to order the reprint of blanks, &c., during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
from January 1 to March 1, 1~87: 
Date. Secretary's Patent Pension Land Office. Indian Office. Office. Office. Office . 
January 1, 1884 .•••••••••••.••••••••••••. 143 141 159 230 92 
January 1, 1885 .•••••.••••••••••••••••••. 163 170 123 127 103 
January 1,1886 .••..••..•••••..•••••••••• 163 137 346 335 221 
January 1, 1~87, to March 1, 1887 •.••••••• 36 26 49 50 30 
• Average number of persons engaged on this work. 
The following recapitulation of blanks and blank books on hand, received, and 
issued during the years 1884, 1885, 1!:!86, and f1:om January 1 to March 1,1887: 
Stock on hand. Received. Issued. 
Date. 
Books. Blanks. Blanks. Blanks. j Books. Books. 
1884.. •• • •• •••••. ••• • • • . •• . • . 5, 197,246 
1885.. •• • • • •• •• •• . •• . . • • •• • • . 6, 818,460 
1886. .••• •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• • •• 6, 635,689 
1887. • • • • • • . • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 6, 050, 500 
6, 425 9, 653, 690 
7, 673 10, 958, 275 
7, 360 10, 737, 255 
7, 160 1, 507, 100 
10, 872 9, 135, 148 
10, 541 12, 514, 262 
11, 118 10, 953, 147 





Statement showing the prmcipal items of business transacted in the stationery and 
printing division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior. 
Preparation of estimates of appropr~tions for stationery. 
Preparation of estimates of appropriations for printing. 
Preparation of estimates and proposals for purchase of stationery. 
Awards of contra.;~ts for stationery supplies. 
Making of contracts for stationery supplies. 
Making out orders for stationery. 
Making out requisitions for printing and binding. 
Receipt and inspection of stationery supplies. 
Receipt and inspection of printed material and delivery to the various offices. 
Auditing accounts in payment for stationery. 
Filing requisitions for stationery, including packing, mailing, or delivery to various 
offices. 
Filling requisitions for standard blanks, and blank books, and packmg, mailing or 
delivering the work. 
Examining claims of railroads for transportation of supplies and forwarding to 
proper office for payment. 
Keeping records of letters receive~ and sent, of requisitions for stationery, printing, 
and blanks, of claims for transportation, of invoices for blanks, stationery, and print-
ing. 
Accounts of all stationery, blanks, and printing ordered, received and issued. 
Making up accounts ofblanks,stationery, and printing, furnished to the respective 
offices of the Department. 
Receipt of prouf of work ordered printed, and transmission of ~t to the proper of-
fice fpr examination. 
I 
I 
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etatement showing the principal items of business transacted in the stationery and 
printing division of the Secreta•y's office, Department of the Interior. 
Thenumb~r of Bureau~'> and offices which have been supplied with stationery, blanks, 
and printed matter, during the calendar years 1884, 1~85, 1886, and 1887, to March 
1, 1887, are as follows: 
Secretary's office ... _ ..... _ .. _ .. _ . _. _ 1 
Patent Office .. -•. -. __ ..... ----. -... 1 
Pension Office .......... _ •. ____ .. __ .. 1 
Land Office ....... _.. . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . 1 
Indian Office .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . • .. 1 
Bureau of Education ......... _ .•. _.. 1 
Office Commissioner of Railroads._.. 1 
Bureau of Labor.... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1 
United States Geological Survey • . . . 1 
Indian agencies ....... _.. • . • . . . . . . . . G8 
Indian schools .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . :30 
Localland offices . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. 108 
Offices of governors and secretaries of 
Territories ............... _ ..... _. 13 
Offices of surveyors-general . . . . . . . . . 16 
Indian and land inspectors .... ----.. 8 
Pension agents .......... ___ ... _ _ _ _ _ 18 
Hot Springs Reservation .......... -- 1 
Freedmen's HospitaL .... ____ • . • • • • • 1 
Civil Service Commission........... 1 
Hospital for Insane ............. __ .. 1 
National Museum................... 1 
Fish Commission .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1 
New Pension Building------........ 1 
Architect of United States CapitoL.. 1 
Board of Indian Commissioners ... __ . 1 
Education of children in Alaska..... 1 
Yellowstone National Park.......... 1 
Total ................. _ •... _ • 281 
In addition to the offices above named, the following offices have been supplied with 
stationery, blanks, and printed matter during the periods opposite each: 
Interstate Commerce Commission dur-
ing the present calendar year ..... . 
Pacific Railroad Commission during 
the present calendar year ........ . 
Congressional Library Commission 
during the present calendar year .. 
Reconstruction Department Building, 
cali:mdar years 1884-1885 ......... . 
Tenth Census, calendar year 1884 ... 
1 New Orleans Exposition, calendar 
year 1885 ..... _ •••....•........... 
1 Indian Depredation Claims, calendar 
1 
1 
year 1886 .........•...... _ ....... . 





The stationery required for general use of the Department is contracte1l for and 
supplied in the following manner: Sealed proposals to furnish the Department with 
about one hundred and forty-five different articles of stationery are advertised for. 
A schedule showing estimated quantities required is made up in this division, a 
copy of which is submitted herewhh. 
The Secretary designates one gentleman from each Bureau as a member of a board 
on awards. At a specified time the proposals are opened by this board, and the prices, 
together with samples of the various articles of stationery submitted, are considered 
and examined. 
After determining upon the kind, quality, and price, which may be desired, of the 
various articles of stationery which have been submitted, a report is made to the Sec-
retary recommending the same for his approval and acceptance. 
It usually requires about ten days to transact the business coming before this 
board. The samples selected are then :filed in this division for future reference and 
comparison. 
The contracts are written, and the proper execution thereof, and all details in rela-
tion to the same is attended to. An order is then written and forwarded to the suc-
cessful bidder, for example, on two thousand reams of 12-pound letter paper, to-
gether wi1h specimens of the various rulings required. He forwards the paper to 
the Department, together with an invoice of the quantity sent. Upon the receipt 
of the paper it is carefully compared with the sample accepted; the quantity re-
ceived is compared with the invoice; the price charged on the invoice is compared 
with the price agreed upon in the contract; the value of the goods is calculated in 
accordance with such price. If found correct in these particulars the contractor is 
credited upon the books of this division with the value of the paper sent by him, and 
the paper is stored and issued to the several Bureaus in such quantities as may be re 
quired, and in accordance with requisitions forwarded by them to this office. The 
contractor then forwards a statement of his account, which is compared with the in-
voice, showing the amonnt to his credit, is prepared for the approval of the First 
Assistant Secretary, and is, after such approval, sent to the disbursing office of thia 
Department for pavment. 
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Proposals must be made out and signed in duplicate. 
PROPOSALS FOR STATIONERY. 
----,1886. 
To the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR : 
SIR: The undersigned hereby propose to furnish for the Department of the In-
terior the various kinds of stationery, &c., as hereir..after specified, and at the rate 
set against each item, for the fiscal year commencing on the 1st of July, 1886, and 
ending on the 30th of June, l887. The right is accorded to the Department of the In-
terior to order a greater or less quantity of any or all the a;rticles embraced in this 
' proposal as the wants and exigencies of the Depart.>nent may require, provided that 
the quantities ordered shall not exceed the quantities named herein by more than 50 
per cent. The articles are to be of the best quality, and are to be delivered promptly 
at the Department as ordered, and upon the [erms specified herein and in the circular 
relating thereto, dated " Department of the Interior, May 8, 1886." 
[Signature of each member of firm and firm-} --- ---, 
name. If a corporation, its name, and signa- Do' g bus'ness as:==-==...', 
ture of the officer authorized to sign for the m 1 
corporation.] ---, ---. 




_____ R_a_t_e,-. ---I $ ~ 
!~ 
l-----------l-------------·---------------------------------1------------
1 375 reams. 
2 950 reams. 
3 10 reams. 
4 2, 500 reams. 
5 50 reams . 
Foolscap paper, best quality, white, ruled va-
rious widths, 14 pounds to the ream, sample 
required ........................... . ......... per ream ...••.•.....•.•.. 
Legal cap, best quality, white, ruled various 
widths, 14 pounds to the ream, sample re-
quired ............................ . ........ .. per ream ....•...•.....••• 
Legal cap, best quality. linen stock, cream 14 
pounds to the ream, ruled, sample required .. per ream ..•.••••••....... 
Letter paper, best quality, cream, 12 pounds to 
ream; 1,250 reams flat, and 1,250 reams ruled . 
to order andf"o~ded, sample J·equired, average per ream ...••••......•... 
Flat letter paper, linen stock, white or cream, 
12 pounds to the ream, sample required ...•. per ream. . ..••........... 
[Here follow descriptions of items Nos. 6 to\52.1 





I hereby guarantee that----, doing business in the city of --at No.-- --
street, ha-- proper facilities and-- able to fulfill a contract, in accordance with-- proposal for 
furnishing stationery for the Department of the Interior during the fiscal year commencing July 1, 
1886, and that --- will execute a contract with good and sufficient bond if -- bid be accepted. 
(See Note No.8.) 
Approved: 
(Name:)----. 
(Official position:) ----. 
(Residence:) --------. 
*(Name:)----. 
(Residence:) -- --. 
(Place of business:) ----. 
NOTE L--The following quantities and varieties of rubber bands will be required under items Nos. 50 
and 51: 288 gross each, O;i and 00!; 432 gross 000!, and 864 gross 000~, under item No. 50 ; and 576 gross 
each, Nos. 11 and 19, and 6,000 gross each, Nos. 16 and 32, under item No. 51. 
NOTE 2.--Tbefollowivg quantities and varieties of pens will be required under item 52, viz: Gillott's: 
25 gross Nos. 293; 50 gross each, Nos. 202 and 303; 150 gross each, Nos. 390 and 404, and 175 gross No. 
170. Esterbrook's: 25 gross each, Nos.1 (Silverine), 11, 049, 280, 284, and 314; 50 gross each, Nos. 2 
(Colorado), 9, 79, 130, 161, and ~39; 100 gross No.14; 125 gross No. 182; 75 gross No. 122, and 200 gross 
No. 048. Spencerian: 125 gross each, Nos. 1, 2, and 3, and 25 gross No. 31. P erry's: 125 gross "U" 
pen. Miller Bros.: -25 gross eacl::., Nos. 1, 15, 15 T. P., 20, 80, 103, and 130; 50 gross each, Nos. 87 and 
444; 75 gross No. 23, and 250 gross No.4. Dreka's: 50 gross No.2 and 200 gross No.3. 
NOTE 3.-The following varieties and quantities of Windsor & Newton's colors will be required under 
item 76: 6 cakes each, black lead, cerulean blue, Chaloy.'s brown, deep chro.me, red lead, red ocher, 
warm sepia, Indian purple, Indian red, lemon yellow, Mars' orange, Naples yellow, and purple lake; 
12 cakes each, burnt sienna, burnt umber, chrome yellow, cobalt blue, gamboge, Roman sepia, terre 
verte, Vandyke brown, yellow ocher, Roman ocher, intense blue, Italian pink, lampblack, Prussian 
blue, and Prussian green; 36 cakes neutral tint; !18 cakes carmine, and 60 cakes Hooker's green, No. 1. 
NOTE 4.-All envelopes to be full Govern.ment cut, with wide lap. Each box to be plainly labeled 
to show the quantity, actual size, name of the manufacturer or contractor, and number of the item. 
Eoxes to be made strong, of heavy pasteboard, thoroughly stayed with muslin, and covered with white 
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paper, unglazed. The envelopes under items 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 47, and 48 to be pnt up in boxes of 
500 each; those under items 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 49, 139, 140, and 152 in boxes of 250 each. 
NOTE 5.-Allfl.at and folded paper to be put up in one·ream packages anJ properly labeled, and the 
weightJ.er ream when delivered to be fully up to and in accordance with the weight specified in the 
prNJb~~ 6.-Each sample of paper (under items 1 to 20, inclusive) should consist of one quire, except· 
ing item 16, which should consist of one ream, and each sample of envelopes (under items 35 to 49, 
inclusive, and 139, 140, and 152) should consist of one package, or 25 envelopes. 
NOTE 7.-Each it.em on the proposal requiring a sample must be represented by a separate sample, 
independent of any oth0r item, and when samples are attached to cards but one item should be repre-
sented on a card. Each sample should be plainly marked to indicate tho name of the bidder, name of 
the manufacturer, trade-mark, number of the item, and price, and a list elf the samples sent should 
accompany the package containing them. Proposals must not be sent in the same package with 
samples. 
*NOTE 8.-This proposal must be accompanied by a satisfactory guarantee, approved by a United 
States officer of the district in which the guarantor resines or does business, that the bidder will 
execute a contract, with goo<l and sufficient bond, if his bid be accepted for any or all the articles. 
No bid will be considered without such guarantee. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the stationery 
and printing division of -the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, 
including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in saiu di-
vision, beginning w•th the receipt of the business matter in the--- office, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate uivisions of said office, and' the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, anu by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Articles of stationery are called for by, and supplied to, the several bureaus and 
offices of the Department in the following manner: A requisition for a variet;\T of sta-
tionery is made out by the register and receiYer of the land offi.cB at Gainesville, Fla., 
for instance, and addressed to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, being re-
ceived by the chief clerk of the latter office it is referred. to the registry division to 
be I'ecorded, then forwarded to the chief clerk of the Department, who refers it to the 
chief of the stationery and printing divsion, without indorsement. The chief of this 
division e:xami'.les the requisition, and if properly made out, anu if the articles called 
for are considered necessary, he puts his initials on it as evidence that he has exam-
ined it and passes it over to the issue clerk, who gives it a file number and enters it 
on a register kept for that purpose. The quantities called for are then issued from 
the supplies kept in stock, packed in packages and boxes, addressed and forwarded 
as registered mail, or as freight, to the register and receiver at Gainesville, Fla. An 
invoice enumerating the variety and quantity of stationery sent is then made out and 
signed by the chief clerk 'of the Department and sent to the officers, notifying them 
that the supplies have been forwarded. Upon receipt of the invoice the officers com-
pare it with the quantities of stationery received, receipts, properly indorses it, and 
returns it to this Department. Upon its return the chief clerk of the Department 
sends it to the chief of the stationery division, who forwards it to the issue clerk, and 
by him its return is noted in the register of requisitiOns, and the same is then filed. 
The chief of the stationery division of the Bureau of Pensions makes a requisition 
for twenty reams of letter paper on a blank prepared. for that purpose, addressed to 
the chief clerk of the Department. After being approved by the chief clerk of the 
bureau it is press-copied and forwarded to the chief clerk of the Department and sent 
without indorsement to the stationery and printing division. The chief of this di-
vision exa.mines the requisition, and if the letter paper is considered necessary be 
puts his initials on it as evidence that he has examined it and passes it over to the 
issue clerk, who enters it on a register kept for that purpose, numbers it, issues the 
supplies called for and forwards the same to the stationery division, Bureau of Pen-
sions, taking receipt therefor. It is then checked off as being complete, the date it 
was filled being entered on the register, ancl is forwarded to the book-keeper, who ab-
stracts the requisitions quarterly, records the quantities and cost in the stock book 
and stock ledger and charges the cost of the stationery issned to the bureau in the 
ledger. The requisition is then filed, thus showing the completion of the transaction. 
To save the extra cost of frequently reprinting blanks which are in common use by 
a large number of offices a large supply is printed at one time and conveniently 
stored. 
A requisition for a variety of blanks is made out by the register and receiver of the 
land office at Olympia, Wash. Ter., for instance, and addressed to the Commissioner 
of the General Land Office. Being received by the chief clerk of the latter office, 
it is referred to the registry division to be recorded, and then to the accounts divis-
ion, where it is e:xa.mined, and if the quant.ity or variety of blanks is too large it is 
amendeu accordingly. It is then prepared for reference to the Secretary of the In-
terior and forwarded to the chief clerk of the Land Office for signature. After being 
signed it is forwarded to the Secretary, and being received by the chief clerk of the 
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Department it is sent to the chief 0f the stationery and printing division, wlo ex-
amines it and passes it over to the issue clerk. The requisition is then given a file 
number and noted on the register of rPquisition for blanks. The quantities called 
for are then taken from the supply in cases, packed, addressed, and forwarded by 
mail to the local land .officers. An invoice enumerating the variety and quantity of 
blanks sent is then made out and signed by the chief clerk of the Department, and 
sent to the local land officers notifying them that the blanks have been forwarded. 
Upon receipt of the invoice the officer compates it with the quantities of blanks re-
ceived, receipts, properly endorses, and returns it to the Secretary. Upon receipt of 
it the chief clerk of the Department sends h to the chief of the stationery division, 
who forwards it to the issue clerk, and by him it is noted in the register of requisi-
tions and filed. 
The Commissioner of Education makes a requisition on the Secretary of tho Inte-
rior for printing 10,000 blanks. After being press-copied, it is forwarded to the Secre-
tary's office accompanied by a copy of the blank required. It is received by the chief 
clerk of the Department, and sent without indorsement (except in special cases) to 
the stationery and printing division. The chief nf this division examines there-
quisition and if it is properly made out, and if the blanks are considered necessary, he 
pnt his initials on it as evidence that he has examined it and passes it over to the 
printing clerk, who draws a requisition on the Public Printer for the work and places 
it upon the desk of the chief of the division who examines it, and, if found corrt~ct, 
puts his initials on the corner of it and forwards it to the chief clerk of the Depart-
ment for signature. It is then press-copied, entered in the register of requisitions 
and, with the copy of blank required, forwarded to the Public Printer, and at the 
same time a notice is sent to the Commissioner of Educat,ion that the requisition has 
been drawn on the Public Printer for the work, and the file number of the requisition 
is included in the notice for convenience in calling up the case should it be necessary 
to hasten the work. 
Upon the receipt of the requisition in the office of the Public Printer an estimate of 
the cost of the work is made out and forwarded to the Secretary for approval. This 
estimate is received by the chief clerk of the Department and forwarded to the sta-
tionery and printing division. The chief of the division passes it over to the print-
ing clerk, who examines it and compares it with the requisition for the blanks. If 
considered correct, he copies the items on the brief of the requisition originally re-
ceived from the Bureau, enters the total on the register of requisitions and in the 
estimate book. The estimate is then prepared for signature and delivered to the 
chief of division who examines and initials and forwards it to the chief clerk for 
signature. After being signed it is returned tv the stationery and printing division 
and there maileclto the·Public Printer. After putting the form in type proof is for-
warded by the Public Printer to the chief of the stationery ancl printing division. 
After examination it is passed over to the printing clerk, who forwards it to the office 
requiring the bJanks, and after examination there it is returned to the chief of the 
stationery and printing division, and by him it is return<>d to the Public Printer. 
Upon completion of the blanks, they are tied up in packages, and sent to the sta-
tionery and printing division with invoice. They are there received by the printing 
clerk, and if they are found io be in accordance with the requisition be gives receipt 
therefor to the Public Printer's delivery messenger. He then makes out a receipt 
showing the number of requisition, title and quantity of blanks, and forwards the 
blanks to the Bureau where receipt is obtained for them and returned for file with the 
1·equisition originally received from the Bureau, on which the date of delivery is 
noted. This receipt i.s; evidence that the requisition has been fillell, and shows to 
whom the work was delivered. The date of delivery of the work is then noted on 
the register of requisitions. 
In the course of a few days after the delivery of the work, the Public Printer for-
wards a bill showing the amount charged to the Department for the work ; and after 
passing through the hands as others papers received by the division, the printing 
clerk receives it, notes the' cost on the original requisition on the register of requisi-
tions and charges the amount to the account of the Bureau of Education. 
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[Note by Committee: The following table is a consolidated statement of five sheets as 
given in report-1 
J4verage amount of business pmjormed, transacted, and disposed of in the stationery and 
printing division of the office of the Secretm·y of tbe Interior, with the average number 
of wployes therein, and the maximu·m and min·imum amount of business disposed of by 
the employes doing the most and the least therein during the tirnes specified. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
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------------- - -- - --- ------
January ....... 3, 350 12 3,479 14 ·-·· :~J 
3, 588 14 3, 362 16 ....... ......... 
February ...... 3, 347 12 3, 481 15 3, 595 13 3, 369 16 ...... . --· 
March ......... 3, 353 12 3, 477 15 3, 591 14 ·-·- ...... ............ ....... ...... ---· April .......... 3, 353 12 3,479 15 3, 597 14 ..... ....... ............... ....... -..... .. --· 
May ........... 3, 354 12 3,483 14 3, 593 14 ....... ....... ........... ...... ..... ---· June ........••• 3, 352 12 3,480 14 3, 594 16 ........ ....... .............. ...... ...... .. --· July ........... 3, 354 12 3,475 13 3, 591 15 ...... . ....... ................ .... -· -... ...... 
August ........ 3, 3'18 12 3, 477 13 3,597 14 ........ ...... .................. ...... ...... . --· 
September ..... 3, 350 13 3,477 12 3, 593 14 ........ ......... ................. ........ . ..... . ---October ........ 3, 350 12 3, 47R 12 3, 594 14 .. --- ......... .............. ......... ........ . ---
November ..... 3, 349 13 3,475 13 3, 592 13 ......... ........ ............... ....... .. ....... .. .... 
December .....• 3, 349 14 3,475 14 3, 594 15 -··· ....... .......... .... ........ .. ... .. .... 
[Note by Committee: The following is substituted for five sheets in report.] 
Amount and character of business on hand, received, and disposed of in the stationery and 
printing d'iv·ision of the office of the Secretary of the Intm·ior at the times named. 
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Letters received .........•.. ....... 524 524 ...... 490 490 . ...... 541 5H ---· 175 ······ ...... Requisitions for stationery 
received .....•.....•...... ....... 2,140 2,140 ---· 2,166 2,166 ..... 2,327 2, 327 ...... 509 . ........ ........ Invoices of stoa.tionery re-
ceived ...........•......... ...... 609 609 ........ 753 753 ---- 768 768 .. ...... 141 ........ ..... 
BillE> for stationervreceived. -·-· 202 202 .. .... 232 232 ....... 225 2~ 1~ :::::: ....... Transportation claims ...... 217 217 ..... 31 31 .... 20 
Proposals, annual, received. 47 47 .••. 56 56 .... 53 53 ......... ·----· ....... Letters sent, including those 
referred ................... 480 480 ....... 438 438 ........ 713 713 ...... 1,98 .......... ....... 
Invoices for stationery sent. .... , 374 374 ........ 360 360 ...... 496 496 ....... 106 ....... ....... 
Bills for stationery sent 
agents, &c ................ 76 76 .••. 68 68 .••• 89 89 •••• 51------ ....... 
Contracts made out in dupli-
cate ..................•.... ...... 32 32 .••. 31 31 .••. 32 32 .••. ......... . ....... ...... 
Requisitions abstracted ..... 2,140 2,140 ...... 2,166 2,166 ...... 2, 327 2, 327 ·-·· 509 ........... ---· Abstracts made out and en-
~~~ tered .. .......... .......... ...... 92 9l··· 88 88 .••. 101 . ...... 35 ····-- .. .... Orders for stationery sent ... ··-- 338 338 .••. 4o39 439 ....... 572 96 ·••••• Requisitions for printin~r re-
3, 1~~ ceived ..................... 3, 216 3, 216 .••. 3, 230 3, 230 ...... 3,185 ....... 589 ......... . ..... 
Invoices ot printing received 9, 648 9, 648 ...... 9, 690 9, 6!)0 ...... 9, 555 9, 5b5 1, 767 ......... 
Bills for printing received .. 3, 216 3, 216 ........ 3, 230 3, 200 ..... . 3,185 3,185 ...... 211 .......... .. ... 
Estimates of cost of printing. 3, 216 3, 216 ...... 3, 230 3, 230 ....... 3,185 3, M85 589 
Requisitions for printing sent 3, 216 3, 216 3, 230 3, 230 --·· 3,185 3, 18~ 589 Bilis for repayment sent .... 6 6 .••. 4 4 ..•. 2 10 .••••• ...... 
Requisitions for blanks re-
ceived ..................... 3, 051 3, 051 ..... 3,133 3,133 ... 3, 550 3, 550 ...... 794 ....... . ..... 
Invoices of blanks received 
from. printer for storage 
and issue ...... 950 950 --·· 1,100 1,100 ....... 1,196 1,196 ....... 190 .. ....... ··-· Invoice!l- of bi~.;k~ ~-~~~i:;~d · 192 ..... --- . --· from agents, &c _ .......... ...... 1, 346 '346 ...... 1, 922 1, 922 . ..... 1, 572 1, 572 ~ ...... 
Letters and notices sent .... 755 755 ---- 686 686 ...... 1,202 1, 202 ..... 191 . ..... ..... 
· Invoices for blanks sent .... ...... 1, 346 1, 346 ...... 1, 92211, 922 . .... 1,572 1, 572 .. ..... 193 ......... . ..... 
Requisitions for blanks ab-
ll'traoted ...... .................... ...... 3, 051 J, 051 ...... 3,133 3,133 3, 550 3, 550 . ....... 794 . ....... ·--· 
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It is impracticable to prepare a statement showing the maximum and minimum 
amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the 
employe doing the least during the periods specified in this report, as no two employ~s 
in the stationery and printing division are performing the same character of work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the considerat.ion and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employes in the stationery and printing division of the Secretary's office, 
Department of the Interior: 
Calendar year. 
1884 --··-- ·-·- ••••••••••••••••• ---.-- •• -- •••• -.-.-- •• -- •••• - ••• --. 
1885 ························································~···· 
























The following ·statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the stationery and printing division of the Secretary's office, Department of the 
Interior, during the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Marchi). 
--------------------------------------------l-------1-------------------
Maximum number of days* .•••••.•••••.••.......••••.•...•.. 







*This shows the record of one employe engaged on miscellaneous work. 
t This shows the record of four employes engaged on miscellaneous work. 
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In addition to the number of days of absence indicated by the figures showing the 
minimum number of days present during the year 1885, as above, the party was not 
on the roll from June 30, 1885, to November 18, 1885. 
One of the clerks in this division worked an estimated number of hours in addition 
to the maximum number of days stated above, such excess being equal to 332 days, 
as follows: 1884, 128 days; 1885, 103 days; 1886, 83 days; March 1, 1887, 18 days; 
total, 332 days. 
CUSTODIAN'S DIVISION. 
Report of the custodian's division, Secretary's Office, on the methods of business and 'Work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the custodian's 
division of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the custodian's office, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said o:fnce, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Congress makes annual appropriat.ions for the continge11t expenses of this Depart-
ment, including all its Bureaus, offices, and buildings, specifying therein the articles 
to be purchased'' and other absolutely necessary expenses." 
Towards the close of each fiscal year advertisements are prepared and sent to the 
miscellaneous division and by it printed in newspapers, iuvitiug proposals for mn;-
cella.neous supplies for the coming fiscal year, Rlnul~ forms of proposals are sent to 
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those wishing to bid. All proposals are opened in the office of the ctlstodian on an 
appointed day, in the presence of a repre~entativo of each Bureau of tho Department, 
constituting a committee of award. An abstract of all b1ds is prepared, and the 
above committee meets with the custodian (who is an ex-officio member) from day to 
day to consider these proposals, examine samples, and make recommendations to the 
Secretary that contracts be made with certain paTties for furnishing the various arti-
cles on the schedule which it seems to them to be for the best interests of the De-
partment to accept. On approval of this recommendation by the Secretary the cus-
todian causes contracts, with bond, to be drawn and executed between the Secretary 
and the successful bidder. Contracts are made in duplicate, one copy being kept in 
the returns office and the other deposited in the Treasury Department. 
The samples of' miscellaneous supplies submitted by those bidders to whom a con-
tract is awarded are retained in the office of the custodian, and all goods ordered are 
required to conform to these samples. 
Separate advertisements are sent out for proposals for supplying the Department 
with fuel and with ice; also for the washing of towels aud the winding of clocks. 
This latter class of proposals is opened by the custodian and abstracts are prepared, 
which are submitted to the Secretary. Contracts with a bond are made for these ar-
ticles in the same manner as for miscellaneous supplies. 
Eeach Bureau or office of this Department in need of any of the enumerated articles, 
or things that may be necessary, makes a requisition for the same. Said requisition 
is then signed by the head of the Bureau from which it emanates, or by his legal rep-
resentatives; then it is approved by the Secretary, or Acting Secretar,Y, after which 
it is forwarded to the custodian, whose duty it is to supply the articles mentioned 
in said requisition, either by articles contracted for or by purchase in open market, 
as the case may be. When received by the custodian, each requisition is stamped with 
the date of its receipt and entered on a record book, kept for that purpose, under head 
of the Bureau from which it was received, with the name and title of the officer mak-
ing such requisition1 with the date of its receipt, also giving it a number, which num-
bers are given to each consecutively as they are received. Should any of the articles 
called for by this requisition not be in'' stock" the custodian writes an order, giving 
it a number, also stating for what Bureau it is wanted; if a ''contract" article, upon 
the con1ractor for the same; if it be a miscellaneous or "open-market " article, then 
upon whomever he deems it best to supply the required want. These orders are then 
forwarded to the Secretary, or Acting Secretary, for his signature; when signed they 
are returned to the custodian, who makes a letter-press copy of eachofsaidorders, after 
which he mails them to the respective party or parties. From the letter-press copy 
a transcript is made of these orders in an indexed book called the " order book" under 
the account of each individual with whom the Department does busines~. When ar-
ticles ordered are received by the custodian (or in case of bulkiness are delivered to 
the Bureau or office calling for the same) they are accompanied by a memorandum 
bill, which is entered in the "order book," opposite the order for the same, with date 
of delivery and the price thereof; then these articles are by him turned over to the 
chief clerk of the Bureau making the requisition, who receipts for the same, when it 
is so enterecl upon the record of requisitions as ":filled," with the date of signature. 
At the close of the month an a-bstract of these completed requisitions is made for each 
Bureau of the Department, giving the name, number, and price of contract articles 
and the total value of the same; also the name, cost price, and total value of " open-
market" articles delivered. An aggregate statement is also made of the entire value 
of all supplies to each and every Bureau for each month during the year. These ag-
gregate amounts are copied into a ledger book kept for that purpose aud the requi-
sitions and abstract sheet :filed away. 
All accounts when due are presented on vouchers signed in duplicate. These are 
compared with the order and requisition and audited by the book-keeper and certified 
to by the custodian a~ to the exigency of the demand and reasonableness of the charge, 
if the articles are purchased in "open market," and when the articles are purchased 
under contract he certifies that the price is the true contract price. One of these 
vouchers, known as the "original," is a!_)proved by the Secretary, or Acting Secretary, 
then by the custodian forwarded to the creditor, by him to be presented to the dis-
bursing officer of the Department for payment. The ''duplicate" voucher is retained 
in the office of the custodian, and on the approval of the" original" voucher by the 
Secretary, or Acting Secretary, the ''duplicate" is recorded by items in the" stock 
book," and in the ''stock ledger'' a record is kept of the date of payment and name of 
party to whom payment is made. 
In addition to making monthly statements a weekly report is made, for the in-
formation of the Secretary and chief clerk, giving a summary of the week's business, 
including a financial statement, which gives the balances on baud of the different 
appropriations from which expenditures are made through this office. 
'l'he sum of $100 being set apart for payment of subscriptiom for newspapers for 
the Secretaey, his assistants, and the commissioners of the various Bureaus of th~ 
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Department, the journals as selected are ordered by the custodian and the accounts 
for the same audited and certified to for payment. 
The sum of $500 being annually appropriated for the completion of sets of books 
for the Department library, the books selected by the librarian and chief clerk are 
ordered and the accounts for the same audited and certified to by the custodian. 
After due and sufficient advertisement the contract for the sale of the waste paper 
of the Department is let to the highest bidder, who gives uond for the faithful per-
formance of the contract as required. An account is kept with the contractor and 
receipts for the sale of said paper are turned over by the custodian to the disbursing 
clerk of the Department, who gives a receipt for the same. 
Under the direction of the Secretary condemned material is sold at auction, andre-
turns for tho net proceeds of such sale are received by the custodian, by him recorded, 
and disposed of in the same manner as is pursued in the receipts for the sale of waste 
paper. 
Staternent showing the p1·incipal iterns of business tmnsacted in the custodian's division of 
the Sem·etary's o.ffice, Departrnent of the Intm·im·. 
Filling requisitions for the various articles of miscella.neous supplies which it is 
proper to purchase and pay for out of the appropriation for contiugent expenses of 
the Department. 
Keeping in stock various articles for convenience in filling requisitions without 
delay. . 
Keeping such books as are necessary in the transaction of the above business, and 
the making up of monthly statements of expenditures from the contingent appro-
priation. 
Auditing accounts and certification of them to the Secretary. 
Advertising for proposals for miscelianeous supplies, and the supervision of the 
bids, drawing of contracts and bonds. 
Collection of the sales of waste paper and of condemned matl'rial. 
The custody of the appropriation of $500 annually made for the completion of sets 
of books for the Department library. 
The Forty-ninth Congress having made au appropriation of $21;,500 for furnishing 
the new Pension Building, requisitions for such articles as are specified in that appro-
priation are filled by the custodian and certified to, and books kept for that appro-
priation in the same manner as for the appropriation for contingent expenses of the 
Department. 
[Note by Cornmittee: The two following statements have been substituted for thir-
teen sheets of statements given in report.] 
Amount and character of business on hand, received, and disposed of in the custodian's di-
vision of the office of the St!cretary of the Intm·ior at the timf!s narned. 
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Requisitions for miscellaneous supr•lies .•.... 21 1, 336 1,324 33 1, 308 1, !87 54 1, 2()7 1, 274 47 
;payments for supplies on vouchers of sums of $3,000 to $13,000 monthly each year. 
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Average amount of business performed, transacted, and disposed of in the custodian's divis-
ion of the office of the Secretary of the Interior, with the average number of employes 
thm·ein, and the maximum and mini'rnum amount of business tiisposed of by the employe 
doing the most and the least therein during the times specified. 
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135 4 139 4 .. . . . • • . 121 4 .......• 
99 4 93 4 .••.. -. . 101 4 .••.•••• 
91 4 108 4 ........................ .. 
April .•••.•.••.•..•.•.. 96 3 
May .......•......••••. 118 3 
June ..••......•...••••• 121 3 
104 4 118 4 ..•......•••••..•...•..••• 
89 4 79 4 - - •..••. -......... -••..•• -
134 4 129 4 - -- ...................... . 
i~~~;i:::: :::::::::::: 109 3 100 3 
September ..........•.. 122 3 
October ..••.•.......... 144 3 
105 4 109 4 ..................... T .. . 
112 4 91 4 . - - . . . - . . - . - • . . • • . - • • . . ••. 
110 4 91 4 .. - .. --. -.......•...•..•.. 
107 4 ]03 4 ---· ..................... . 
November ............. 101 3 108 4 113 4 ....... - . . . . . . . .......... . 
December ........••••. 120 3 114 4 99 4 ......................... . 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the custodian's division of the Secretary's office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
Avera£eNo. 
Average No. 
Calendar year. No. of em- of ays of hours No. by Remarks. ployes. employed proxy. presen-t. daily. 
1884 ······-················ ato5 
2-277 } 7 *Dr. Ward sick 90 days. *1-190 
1885 , ......... ············- 4 2761 7 u ........................................... 
lB86 ....................... 4 277~ 7 0 .. ......................................... 
1887 (to March 1) .......... 4 49! 7 0 . ....................................... 
The following statement shows the ,maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the custodian's division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 Character of (to Mar.!). business. 
--
Maximum number of days ............... - ............ 275 275~ 277~ 51 Clerical. 
Minimum number of days ............................. *190 269§ 274! 47?!- Do. 
*Dr. Ward sick ninety days. 
Our work is of such a character that, from the time a requisition is made on the 
custodian until the same is filled, and the accounts as tc the disposal of the items 
called for is made, there is no particular stage of the work from which a direct show-
ing of each employ6's work could be made. 
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DOCUMENT ROOM. 
Report of the docu.ment dit•ision of the Secretary's office on the methods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Com·rnittee, and called for by Department circular of Marc"A 
23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF TIDJ: INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 26, 1887. 
Hon. H. L. MULDROW, 
.Acting Secretary : 
SIR: I have the honor, in response to instructions contained in circular of March 23, 
1887, to submit herewith a report regarding the "methods of business and work" of 
the document division, including detailed" items" of certain of the "principal busi-
ness matters transacted" by the same, together with statements as to the "character 
and amount of business transacted " during the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 
January and February, 1887, number of persons employed in the division, &c., being 
information requested in his communication of March 18, 1887, by the Ron. F. M. 
Cockrell, chairman of Senate Select Committee. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN G. AMES, 
Superintendent of Documents. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the document di-
vision of the Secretary's ofdce, Department of the Interior. 
The principal items of business of the division are: 
(1) The reception, storage, distribution, and sale of public documents. 
(2) General correspondence regarding the publications of the Government. 
(3) Exchange of public clocuments amongst public libraries. 
( 4) 'The reception and distribution of postage stamps for the use of the Department 
in conducting correspondence with foreign countries. 
(5) The compilation ofthe Official Register of the United States. 
Statement showing in detail the m~thods of transacting business in the document 
division of the Secretary's office, in the Department ot tho Interior, including one 
or more items of tho principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning wi1h the receipt of the business matter in the Secretary's office, and then 
showing in consecutive order tho various sf,eps taken by each of such principal 
business m::ttters through the app1·opriato divisions of said office, and the employes 
throngh whosehandsthosame passes, ::tnd bywhomitis considered andacted upon, 
::tnd the action thf\reon had ::tnd taken by each until the same is finally disposed of 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
PUBLIC DOCUMENTS. 
Public documents are received and acknowledgment of receipt made to party de-
livering the same, chiefly the Public Printer. 
Tbe title of document, number of copies received, and date of reception are entered 
in receiving register. 
Documents are stored in rooms provided for the same. and folded as soon as practi-
cable, and delivered by messenger or by mail upon the direction of superintendent of 
documents to parties named upon the franking label of the Department. 
Thenameofpartyto wbomdeliveredisentered indistributingregister, togetherwith 
title of document sent, the d~te of sending, and the name of the person at whose 
request it is sent. 
Each document is accompanied by a communication, in separate envelope, notify-
ing the recipient of its transmission, and at whose request it is sent, and be is fur-
nished with a blank form of acknowledgment of receipt to be returned to this office. 
Tbe date of acknowledgment is then entered in distributing register. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
Letters regarding documents, on their rec~ption from the chief clerk of the De-
partment, are stampel]. with the stamp of the office, and in case the document de-
sired can be supplied, the same is forwarded at the earliest practicable moment, un-
less the records of the office show that it had already been supplied to the party 
named to receive it, the registration detailed above attending each document. 
If a letter contain a request in behalf of a party other than the writer, the writer 
himself is then notified of the action of the Department, and his communica.tiofl, 
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with name written in hold letters at upper right-hand corner, filed open in file-case 
of this office, minutely subdivided in alphabetical armngement, where at any mo-
ment it can be readily consulted. 
The open :file-case in which answered letters are deposited renders all briefing and 
folding of such letters unnecessary, thus saving labor and expense. It is the most 
convenient method of :filing letters ever tried by the office. 
In case a document cannot be furnished, the writer is immediately notified of this 
fact and referred to some other Department, if it be available for distribution by the 
same. 
REGISTRATION OF DOCUMENTS DISTRmUTED. 
The registers of the office are so arranged that it is possible to ascertain, with 
scarcely a moment's delay, whether any party in this country or abroad has been sup-
plied with any particular document distributed by the office, and if so, the date of its 
distribution, by whose request it was sent, and the date of its receipt. 
This registration has been of great service in enabling the office to detect duplica-
tions in the distribution of documents, as otherwise it would be impossible to prevent 
such duplication. During the past four years it is prol)able thai the duplication of 
not less t.han thirty thousand volumes has in this way been prevented, aud these docu-
ments saved for the use of other parties that would otherwise have been unsupplied. 
SALE OF DOCUMENTS. 
By act of Congress one thousand copies of the United States ma.p were in October, 1886, 
published for sale by this office, all of which were sold prior to March 4, 1887. By joint 
resolution of March 3, 1887, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to sell any pub-
lic document available for sale at cost price, which service is assigned to this office. 
The details of this service are as follows: 
Receipt of order for document with payment for same. 
Entry of name and address of party purchasing, title of document sold, date of sale 
and price, entered in register. 
Document forwarded by registerP-d mail. 
Letter mailed to purchaser, notifying him of its transmission, and acknowledging 
receipt of payment. 
Money delivered to disbursing officer of the Department, to be covered into the Treas-
ury, and his receipt taken and filed. 
EXCHANGE OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS AMONGST LIBRARIES. 
Many of the public libraries of the country :find their shelves burdened with dupli-
cate copies of documents while lacking other documents of equal o:r greater value. At 
the request of certain of these libraries this office has for the past two or three years 
acted as a medium of exchange, receiving duplicates from, and supplying missing vol-
umes to, a large number of institutions in all parts of the country. Not less than 
twenty-five thousand volumes have thus been redistributed, greatly to the satisfac-
faction of the libraries themselvt~s and to the advantage of the public. This valua-
ble service will probably remain a permanent part of the work of the office. 
POSTAGE-STAMPS. 
Requisition made upon postmaster of the city, prepared by stamp clerk, indorsed 
by the superintendent (J{ documents, and signed by Acting or First Assistant Secre-
tary. 
Date of reception and amount in value entered in receiving register. 
Delivered•by stamp clerk to the several Bureaus of the Department on requisition 
of heads of the same and their acknowledgment of rflceipt taken. 
Date of delivery, number, and denomination o! stamps supplied, office to which 
delivered, and value entered in the distributing register by stamp clerk. 
Account verified and balanced by stamp clerk and inspected by superintendent of 
documents. 
OFFICIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
Prepared biennially. 
A letter is addressed to each Department of the Government, usually in May of the 
year for which the Register is prepared, requesting returns for his Department, and 
blanks for !he same supplied. 
On receipt thereof, usually not ea-rlier than August or September, returns are care-
fully arranged, paged, and in all respects prepared for printing, and forwarded to the 
Public Printer. 
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Proof of entire work is read by this office. 
A card index of all names embraced in volumes is then made, arranged in alpha-
betical order, and printed. 
The Register is published in two volumes and distributed at once to members of 
Congress, with name stamped upon the side. 
Its further distribution as required by law is made as soon as practicable there-
after. 
The preparation of the Official Register, or" Blue Book," involves a large amount 
of labor, chiefly in proof-reading and in making the index. For the index the name 
of each and every employe of the Government, contained in the two large volumes, 
must be carefully and distinctly written upon a card prepared for the purpose and 
subsequently arranged in the minutest alphabetical order. 
The proof-reading and preparation of the index require the services of one proof-
reader and six indexers for at least six months. The labor of one clerk for at least 
five months is required in the simple arrangement of the cards in alphabetical order. 
Errors in the preparation of the Official Register can be avoided only by the most 
careful and conscientious service on the part of those employed upon the work. 
Samples in detail of business transacted in office of superintendent of documents. 
PUBLIC DOCUMENT. 
Received and acknowledgment of receipt made to Public Printer. 
Name of document, date of receipt, and number received entered in receiving reg-
ister. 
Deposited in its proper place in storage-rooms. 
Wrapped, and, if a large volume, twined. 
Mailing label, properly addressed, attached. 
Delivered to mail messenger to be deposited in city post-office. 
If sent by registered mail, the acknowledgment of its receipt by registry clerk of 
post-office taken. 
The above-named work is done by chief of folding-rooms and his assistants. 
Mailing label addressed by correspondence clerk and delivered to chief of folding-
rooms. 
Date of mailing, name and address of party to whom sent, and of party requesting 
or directing its supply entered in distributing register by registry clerk. 
Date of acknowledgment of receipt entered in distributing registe,r by registry 
clerk. 
LETTER. 
Received from chief clerk of Department. 
Stamped with stamp of office and date of receipt by superintendent of documents. 
Action to be taken indicated, or reply dictated to stenographer and type-writer, by 
superintendent of documents. 
Reply prepared by type-writer, or other correspondence clerk, whose initials are 
attached. 
Examined and initialed by superintendent of documents and delivered to chief 
clerk. 
Signed by Acting or First Assistant 1Secretary and returned to superintendent of 
documents. 
Press-copied by messenger. 
Inserted in envelope by writer. 
Sealed and deposited in departmental mail-bag by messenger. 
Date of reply entered upon .the original letter by writer of reply. 
Name of correspondent written in red ink in upper right-hand corner by writer of 
reply. 
Letter deposited in file-case, open, by superintendent of documents. 
In case a document available for distribution is requested, a mailing label properly 
addressed is sent to the mailing clerk, and if sent to a party other than the writer of 
the letter, said party is notified of its being mailed and at whose request it is sent, 
while the writer himself is informed of its transmission. 
In case the document requested is a publication of another Department, or of a Bureau 
of this Department distributing its own documents, said letter is referred to the proper 
officer and the writer notified of its reference. 
In case the document cannot be supplied, the writer is at once notified to this effect. 
Alphabetical index of letters dispatched is daily made by index clerk. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period and on hand pending and undisposed of 
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at the dates specified below, in the document division of the Secretary's office, De· 
partment of the Interior: • 
Public documents. 1884. 1885. 1886. 
Number of documents on hand January 1. •••.•••••.••.•••••• t250, 000 246,234 337,047 




Total ................................................. . f52, 645 521, 108 501, 893 316, 313 
---= 
Number distributed during calendar year................... 206,411 
Number on hand at close of calendar year.................... 246, 234 
184, 061 204, 580 
1137,047 297,313 




The number of documents at any time on hand is no indication whatever of the 
amount of business in arrears in the matter of their distribution, as many of them are 
at all times held awaiting the direction of members of Congress, upon whose order 
they are distributed. It is seldom that these orders are pending more than one week, 
and usually not longer than from one to three days. 
Addressing dispatch labels1 recording names and addresses of parties to whom doc-uments are sent, the names ot persons by whose order or request they are supplied, and 
the date of their transmission and receipt: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 
---
35,00 0 25,000 
360,00 0 365,000 ---
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • .. .. .. 450, 000 395,00 0 390,000 
----
Number of labels addressed and entries made during calendar 
year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . .. . . 415, 000 
Number of entries pending at close of calendar year . . . . . . . . . . • . 35,000 
370,00 0 360,000 
25,00 0 30,000 











The above numbers are approximate estimates of the amount of business of this 
character received, transacted, &c. An exact statement can be made from the records 
of the division, but not without the expenditure of more time than its importance 
would justify. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
The correspondence of the division is practically kept up to date, as it seldom 
happens, except in the absence of the superintendent of documents when on an-
nual leave or ill, that letters remain more than a day or two unanswered. 
The following is an approximate estimate of the number of communications re-
c~ived,_ includin~ acknowledgments of receipt of documents, and of communica-
tiOns dispatched. 
----------·--------------1 1884. ""·1""·11887.• 
Number of communications received ................................ 65,000 65,000 167,000 l 8, 500 
Number of communications dispatched .............................. 70,000 75,000 80,000 9, 500 
*During January and February. 
PREPARATION OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
1884. 
On January 1,1884, about two-thirds of volume 2 of the Register of 1883 were pend-
ing, involving p10of-reading of 660 pages royal octavo, fine print, indexing of 54,000 
names, and arranging in alphabetical order of 80,000 index cards This work was 
completed in May, requiring 908 days' labor. 
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1885. 
The entire data in manuscript of volumes 1 and 2 of the Register of 1885, n.a.mber-
ing 4,527 folio pages, were received from the several Departments and offices of the 
Government. 
The two volumes of the Register of 1885 were arranged, paged, and in all other 
respects prepared for the printer, and volume 1 and one-third of volume 2 completed, 
involving proof-reading of 1,155 pages, indexing of 74,000 names, and arranging in 
alphabetical order of 46,000 index cards, requiring 718 days' labor. 
1886. 
Volume 2 of the Register of 1885, two-thirds of which were pending January 1, was 
completed in May. The work done embraced proof-reading of 704 pages, indexing of 
57,000 names, and arranging in alphabetical order of 85,000 index cards, and required 
920 days' labor. 
CUSTODY AND DISTRIBUTION OF UNITED STATES POSTAGE-STAMPS. 
1884. 
Postage-stamps to the value of $4,520 were received from the postmaster of the city. 
Requisitions for stamps to the amount of $4,647 were received from the several 
Bureaus and offices of the Department, and the stamps delivered accordingly, receipts 
taken, and account proJlerly kept. 
1885. 
Value of stamps received .... ----·· ..•..•.•..•........•.....••.••.•.••••• $2,415 00 
Value of stamps delivered to Bureaus and offices of Department........... 3, 346 25 
1886. 
Value of stamps received ....•..•••....••..• .. ••....•...... ··--··------··· 3,367 00 
3,142 90 Value of stamps delivered to Bureaus and offices of Department .•••...• _ .. 
January and February, 18R7. 
Value of stamps received ...•...•••..••...•...• --·· ..••...•...•.•••••.•.••• 150 00 
152 00 Value of st:;t.mps delivered to Bureaus and offices of Department~ ..•••......• 
The statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in the doc-
ument division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, can be furnished 
only by taking the entire aggregate amount of the several kinds of work done by the 
division each year, and dividing the same into twelve equal parts. This, however, 
will give only partial and inadequate information regarding the monthly average 
amount of business transacted, as no small portion of it is of such a character as will 
not admit of such an average statement. As full a statement as is practicable, and 
upon the basis above indicated, is submitted as follows : 
Average amount of business transacted. 
Character of business. 
----------------------1--1-88_4_. -1--1-88_5_.-~~~ 
Documents received and stored . . . • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 16, 887 22, 906 
Documents folded and distributed . . . . . ..•.. .. . .. . .....•.... 17,200 15,338 
Value of docmnents sold ......................... .. ......... . ... .. ........ . ... .. 
Labels addressed and entries made in distributing Register.. 34, 583 30, 833 
Communications received . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5, 416 5, 416 
Communications dispatched................................ . 5, 833 6, 250 
Postage-stamps : 
.Amount in value received . .•••.• ...... .... .. ............ $376 67 $201 25 
.Amount distributed .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. • .. .. .. $387 25 $278 85 
13, 737 9, 500 
17,048 6, 320 
t$000 00 $300 00 
30, 000 22, 560 
5, 583 4, 250 





*During January and February. tCovers the monthH of October, November, and December. 
PREPARATION OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES. 
It is impossible, from the character of the work, to make any satisfactory state-
ment of the average monthly business transacted in the matter oft he preparatiOn of 
the Official Register. 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the document 
division of ~e Secretary's Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speci-
fied: 
Calendar-year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---1-·---------------------
1884 .....••..••..•••.••••. 28 28 28 22 22 18 18 17 19 . 20 20 19 
1885 ................ --··-· 19 
1886 ..• -- •...••••• -•..•.•. 126 
1887 (to Mar. 1) .n........ 14 
19 18 18 18 18 18 17 ~ 26 26 :i6 
~: 1---:~ ..•• :: •.•• :~-1---~: ..•. :~-1---~~- ---~~- ---~~- .•• :~. ----~~ 
The large increase in the number of employes of the division during the month• 
of January, February, and March, 1884 and 18tl6, and October, November, and Decem-
ber, 1885, is explained by the fact that during these months the work of compiling 
the Official Register of the United States was being done. 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the document division of the Secretary's Office, Department 
of the Interior. 
No such account of the work of each employe of the division as is essential in order 
to supply the information above requested has been kept, for these reasons: 
( 1) Because the charac t.er of the work is such as to render it impracticable to keep such 
an account. The work is of such variety from week to week, and often from day to 
day, that it would be impossible to rate it in any such way as to give the "maximum 
and minimum" transacted during any special month. 
(2) Because it has not been thought that any public interest would be su bserved or the 
force of the division made any more industrious or efficient by the attempt to keep 
such a daily record, while the time and attention required in keeping the samE:\ accu-
rately would diminish. by no small amount the time devoted to the public and press-
ing business of the office. 
The work of the division has never been so small as not to occupy the entire official 
time of every employe, and it has been only by the diligent and faithful labor of each 
and all that the correspondence of the division has been kept practically up to date, 
and that so small arrearages in the distribution of documents or in other matters have 
at any time accumulated. 
These employes deserve-commendation for the industry and efficiency they have with 
rare exceptions exhibited, a-nd for the personal interest they have taken in having 
the work of the division well and promptly done. It has been seldom that an inefficient 
or indifferent clerk has been assigned to duty in the division, and whenever this has 
been done such an one has either soon " mended his ways" or been relieved from 
service. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employes in the document division of the Secretary's Office, Department of 
Jnterior: 




Calendar year. ~~ 
G)<tl 
Remarks. COp.. Cl)p"d 
c:ec:;s ceo G) 
o'P. ~rd.; ~-o,.qp.. P."-'l=l ~ .... .9 z ..,qo4) ~OP. 
---
1884. -··-- .••• -- 21{2 266i 7 The aggregate leaves of absence on account of sickness 
in the division-
1885 ...••.•••••• 20l~ 21a 7 During the year 1884 amounted to 400 days. 
1886 ............ 18-l, 276~ 7 During the year 1885 amounted to 200 days. 
1887 (to Mar. 1). 14 41~ 7 During the year 1886 amounted to 163 days. 
The reduction in number of employes for January and February, 1887, is accoup.ted 
for chiefly by the fact that no clerks were then employed upon the compilation of the 
Official Register. This work is done during the last months of the odd a.-nd the first 
months of the even years. 
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The following statement showing the maximum number of days devoted to busi.nes• 
by the employe present for the greatesl number of days, and also the minimum numb~r 
of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days m 
the document division of the Secretary's Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : • 
1884. 1885. 1887 1886· (to March 1). 
Maximum number of days··········-~ - --····················· 281 284! 281 
Minimum Itumber of days ....••......................• --- .. --· *227 · t222~ t235i 
48 
§0 
*The employe present only 227 days was absent 50 days on account of sickness. 
t The employe present only 222~ days was absent 52 days on account of sickness. 
t The employe present only 235 days was absent 26! days on account of sickness and 21 days without 
pa{This employe was absent during the entire months of Januar;v and February on account of sick-
ness. 
CENSUS DIVISION. 
Report of the census division, &cretary's office, on the methods of business and work, as 
requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department ci1·cula1· of March 
23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the census division 
of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior. 
The census division was established for the purpose of completing the unfinished 
work of the Tenth CentSus. 
The principal business transacted therein consists of reading and revising proofs 
of unpublished reports of the Tenth Census, and attending to all correspondence re-
lating to matters connected with the census, outside of the distribution of the final 
reports. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the census divis-
ion of the Secretary's office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the Secretary's Office, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through ·the appropriate divisions of said office, and .the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Upon the receipt from the office ofthel?ublic Printeroffirst-galleyproofs of any report 
the same are immediately stamped "first galley proof." The date is also stamped 
thereon. The proof is then read by copy and such changes made as seem necessary and 
proper. The marks are then transferred to other sets, which are forwarded the author, 
chiefspecia.l agent, and, in thecaseofseveralspecialreports, to General F. A. Walker, 
former Superintendent of Census, for examination. Upon the return of the proofs 
from the different parties to whom they were sent the marks are all transferred to the 
office set and forwarded the Foreman of Printing, Government Printing Office, for 
corrected galley proof, or, in case the changes are insignificant, for revise in pages. 
Upon the receipt of corrected proofs they are carefully examined to see that the alter-
ations have all been properly made. If the revises are correct, the proof is stamped 
"ready for press" and one set is sent the Public Printer. It frequently happens, 
however, especially when illustrations are inserted in the body of the report, that two 
or three galley proofs, as _well as two or three revises in pages, are required. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received 
transaoted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undis-
posed of, at the dates specified below, in the census division of the Secretary's office, 
Department of the Interior : 
Character of business. 
-------------1------- - - - --- ----------
Letters received ...... ---- ......•••. 67 961 1,023 5 1,105 1,108 2 184 
Letters written ... . .•••...•...•..... ...... 1,096 1, 426 
Unpublished volumes of final re-
port on Tenth Census .........•... 12 2 10 ........... 5 . ..... 
* The four volumes of the final report on the Tenth Census yet to issue embrace: 
Volume 17, part 2, Report on the Water Power of the United States. 




Volume 21, R«>port on Deaf, Dumb, Blind, Insane, Idiotic, &c. 
Volume 22, Mechanical Reports and Ice Manufacture. 
These volumes, with the exception of No. 21, are practically complete. Of volume No. 21, 318 pages 
are in type. 
Average amount and character of business performed, transacted, and disposed of 
during the periods specified, by the employes in the census division of the Secre-
tary's office, Department of the Interior. 
Owing to the peculiar (ofttimes technical) character of the labor performed in 
the census division no attempt has been made to keep an account of the work of the 
employes. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the census di-
vision of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speci-
fied. 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---J--------------------- --
1884"'-----------------···· ...... ·····- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
1885 .•..••••.. ······---··- ------ ~--- --···- 1 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 
1886.... .................. 6 6 6 6 6 4 4 2 6 6 4 4 
1887 (to March 1)..... .•.. 3 3 .......................................... 
1 
................. . 
*Census division not established until April 24, 1885. 
The maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the 
employe doing the most and the employe doing the least, during the periods speci-
fied, in the census division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior. 
No account has been kept of the business disposed of by each employe, owing to the 
character of the work performed in the division, namely: That of reading and revis-
ing proofs of the :final report on the Tenth census. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the census division of the Secretary's office, Department 
of the Interior: 
Calendar year. No. of 
employ~s. 
Average Average No. 
No. of days ofhoursem-
present. ployed daily. 
No. by 
proxy. 
1884* ....................................................................... --------·-···· .......... .. 
1885.............................................. 6 196 7 .......... .. 
1886.............................................. 5 266 7 ........... . 
1887 (to March 1) ................ ................ 3 46 7 .......... .. 
* Ceqa-qs <Uvls1on not established until Avril24, 1885, 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the censu,s division of the Secretary's office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
*1884. .. 1885. 1886 . 1887 Character of business. (to Mar. 1). 
---
Maximum number of days .••. ......... 201 285 48 Revising proofs. 
Minimum number of days ..... 118 35 42 Holding copy. 
*Census division not established until .April 24, 1885. 
ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S OPPICE. 
Repm·t of the Assistant Attorne~j-General's office, on the methods of business and work, tU 
requested by Senate Select Comntittee, and called for by Department circular of March 
23, 1887. ' 
The business transacted iu the office of the Assistant Attorney-General consists 
largely of the consideration of cases appealed from the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office to the Secretary of the Interior, which may be classified as follows : 
(1) Cases wherein a claimant under the pre-emption, homestead, timber-culture, 
mineral, swamp-land, desert-land, or timber-land law, asserts a claim as against the 
Government only-which claim the Government denies. 
(2) Cases wherein two or more parties (prior to issuance of patent to either,) claim 
as against each other. 
(3) Cases wherein the claims of individuals, under any of the before-mentioned 
laws, are contested by a railroad company, claiming under its grant. 
(4) Cases of conflict between a claimant under any of the before-mentioned laws, 
and a private grant, military grant, or Indian reservation. 
(5) Cases wherein the agents of the General Land Office have reported that fra,ud 
has been perpetrated against the Government, and the Land Office has canceled the 
entry (prior to patent), whereupon the party accused appeals to the Department. 
(6) Cases wherein, upon report of a special agent, the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office recommends that suit be instituted to set aside a patent already issued. 
(7) Applications to have the record of cases in the General Land Office, wherein 
that office has refused an appeal, certified to the Department for examination. 
(8) Aside from cases brought from the General Land Office by appeal or certiorari, 
numerous other questions from said office are preseuted informally (in writing or ver-
bally), with a req nest for the legal opinion or advice of the Assistant Attorney-General. 
(9) The preparation, examination, and revision of circulars to be issued from the 
General Land Office, the Secretary's approval of such circulars being essential to their 
validity. 
Besides the above classes of cases and questions coming up from the General Land 
Office, the Assistant Attorney-General's office is called upon to perform numerous ad-
ditional duties. 
(10) The examination and consideration of cases of alleged frauds upon the Gov-
ernment in connection with the public lands, transmitted from the Department of 
Justice, with req nest for report embodying the views of this Department as to whether 
or not suit should be instituted by that Department to set aside patent already issued. 
(11) The consideration of bills prepared by committees of the Senate or the House 
of Representatives, and forwarded by their chairman to the Department with request 
for its opinion relative thereto. 
(12) The consideration and preparation of replies, in answer to requests by the Sec-
retary or either of the assistant secretaries, or the heads of the Reveral Bureaus and 
divisions of the Department (Patent Office, Indian Office, Railroad Office, &c.) for the 
legal opinion of the Assistant Attorney-General relative to the construction of some 
specific law. 
(13) The answering of letters of inquiry relative to the status of cases before the 
office. 
(14) The hearing of cases argued orally before the Assistant Attorney-General (some-
times including the Secretary or one of the assistant secretaries). 
(15) 'l'he selection of the more important departmental decisions relative to land 
cas~s, for publication in bQOk fpfmJ th,eir :preparation for the :press1 :proof-reading1 in 
dexmg, &c. 
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(16) A 1arge amount of work of a character too miscellaneous for classification, as 
the examination into the validity of contracts, the sufficiency of bonds, the prepara-
tion of reports, &c. 
The number of employes in the office of the Assistant Attorney-General from the 
beginning of the year 1884 until the present time has been ten, consisting of chief law 
clerk, seven lawyers, one stenographer, and one (lady) type-writer. 
Zach. Montgornery, A.s8istant Attorney- General.-The Assistant Attorney-General 
rarely prepares personally decisions in contested cases (such as are described under 
Nos. 1 to 7 of the preceding statement), his time being fully occupied in the consid-
eration and preparation of replies to inquiries submitted by the Secretary, assistant 
secretaries, or heads of Bureaus, the hearing of cases argued orally before him, and 
other miscellaneous labors (see Nos. 12, 14, and 16 of preceding statement). It de-
volves upon him also to give audience to the numerous attorneys and others having 
business before his office, answer their questions, listen to their explanations, preside 
over the meetings of the bo!:trd of lawyers held three or four times each week (as 
hereinafter set forth), examine into the correctness of decisions passed by that board, 
and p~rform many other duties not capable of being briefly described. 
E. F. Best, chief law clerk.-He assists the Assistant Attorney-General in his various 
duties. Before him come the cases transmitted to the office, which he briefly looks 
into and assigns for fuller examination to the lawyer of the Assistant Attorney-Gen-
eral's force who is most familiar with the question involved (homestead, mineral. pri-
vate grant, swamp-land, &c.). These duties occupy the greater portion of his time. 
Nevertheless he writes a few decisions, generally such as involve the more delicate 
and complicated questions coming before the office. 
V. Brent, L. R. Smith, F. L. Campbell, S. V. Proudfit, J. B. McNamee, H. M. 
Friend, and R. B. Lamon are the other lawyers of the office force. 
Mr. Proudfit is editor of the volume of Land Decisions printed annually by the De-
partment, containin~ the more important cases decided, circulars issued, &c. This 
volume, as a work of reference to the lawyers formulating the decisions of the Depart-
ment, tends to uniformity and consistency of departmental decisions, and to the dis-
patch of public business. Formerly, when a lawyer upon the staff of the Assistant 
Attorney-General wished to make a thorough investigation of the line of previous 
decisions on a given subject, he was compelled to go to another part of the building, 
and there, in the way of others and at great inconvenience to himself~ examine and 
copy from the official records, and if any other lawyer upon the force desired to in-
vestigate some other subject rendering necessary an examination of the same book, 
he must be delayed for hours or days until be could obtain access thereto. In short, 
these published Land Decisions are of the same use to the Department that the printed 
"Statutes at Large" are both to the members of Congress who make the laws, and to 
lawers who desire to become familiar with them, and whose work would be greatly 
delayed if they were compelled to depend upon a single manuscript official record of 
the laws enacted in the past. 
To select from the numerous decisions rendered those which involve leading and 
more important principles, furnishing precedents for future action, to prepare a care-
ful syllabus for each, to eliminate portions of lengthy statements not necessary to an 
elucidation of the principle involved in the case, to read proof and revise, to oversee 
the making up into shapely pages a volume of from six hundred to nine hundred 
pages annually, and :finally to make a comprehensive, complete, and well-arranged 
index thereto, demands the full (,ime and attention of one of the lawyers upon the As-
sistant Attorney-General's force, so that he writes but few decisions. 
The duties of the stenographer are, in part, indicated by his official designation, 
although he performs other miscellaneous duties; he acts as librarian, keeps a record 
showing to what lawyer the different caso!:i or letters are assigned for examination or 
answer, and when not occupied in such miscellaneous work examines and formulates 
decisions in such cases as do not require a discussion of difficult and complicated 
qnestions of law. 
The operator of the type-writer is fully occupied 'in making type-written copies of 
the decisions, opinions, and letters written by the Assistant Attorney-General and the 
several la\Yyers upon his staff. She is also to some extent a stenographer, being 
able to read the short-hand notes of the official stenographer without the necessity of 
his rewriting them before putting them through the type-writer. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the office of the 
AssistantAttorney-Geuera,l, Department of the Interior, beginning with the receipt 
of business matter in said offi.ce, and showing in consecutive order the action taken 
thereon by each of the employes by whom it is considered or acted upon, until the 
same is :finally disposed of. 
Nearly all cases or communications int,ended for the action of the Assistant Attor-
ney-General's office (whatever their original source), are received through the division 
of lands and l"&oib:oads, where tJ;ter hav<f previously been briefed. registered, and 
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filed. Occasionally communications are received through the office of the Commis. 
sioner of Indian Affairs, the Pension Office, or some other office. Sometimes the Sec-
retary or one of the Assistant Secretaries forwards directly or requests verbally the 
opinion of the Assistant Attorney-General upon some point oflaw. 
Communications from outside the Secretary's office may, for convenience of consid-
eration, be divided into two classes: (1) Cases on appeal from the General Land Of-
fice ; (2) Miscellaneous, consisting of all other communications. 
(1) All miscellaneous communications registered in the division of lands and rail-
roads intended for the office of the Assistant Attorney-General, are at once sent to his 
table, and are by him or the chief law clerk answered or assigned to some member of 
the legal force or the stenographer to answer. 
(2). Cases transmitted from the General Land Office on appeal are not at once for-
warded to the Assistant Attorney-General's Office, there being neither room nor con-
venience therein for filing several thousand cases. They are therefore retained on file 
in the division of lands and railroads until sent for by the Assistant Attorney-Gen-
eral. The appeals for a given month are generally brought in at once-i. e., an aver-
age of from one to two hundred cases. 
(3) If a very important and difficnlt case be on the "docket" for a given month, it 
may be assigned by the assistant Attorney-General or chief law clerk for consideration 
to the lawyer who is most experienced and competent to deal with the peculiar ques-
tions involved therein. The simpler class ot cases, however, are taken up, in the 
order in which they were appealed, by any lawyer who may have finished the work 
previously assigned him. 
(4) The lawyer to whom the case or communication is assigned examines into the 
facts and the law, formulates in manuscript his decision, conclusion, or reply (as the 
case may be), and furnishes it to the lady clerk, who makes a copy thereof upon the 
type-writer. 
(5) A simple answer to a letter of inquiry, involving no legal principle, is then 
initialed by the person who prepared it, and by him placed before the Assistant At-
torney-General, who (if he approves it) also initials it and forwards it to the Secretary 
for his signature. 
(6) Where a legal principle is involved, the type-written decision is brought, by 
the lawyer preparing it, before the "board" of lawyers of the Assistant Attorney-
General's office-sitting in "committee of the whole," as it were, with the Assistant 
Attorney-General for chairman. This "board" meets every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday afternoon, and if more decisions have accumulated for reading and consider~ 
ation than can be disposed of during those days, an extra meeting is held on Satnr· 
day afternoon. 
(7) At these meetings of the board, the lawyer who has prepared a decision reads 
it; whereupon the Assistant Attorney-General, or any lawyer upon his force who may 
feel so inclined, may criticise it or comment upon it. Sometimes a decision is agreed 
to as written ; sometimes slight and merely verbal changes are made ; sometimes the 
decision as written is voted down, and the writer thereof (if convinced by the argu-
ments presented that it should be reversed) writes a contrary decision. If the one who 
wrote it is not convinced that H should be reversed, it is assigned to one of those who 
is so convinced. The Assistant Attorney-General, however, is the arbiter in determ-
ining whether or not an opinion is in shape to be submitte:l to the Secretary for his con-
sideratlon; and in deciding that question he exercises his own judgment, in view of 
all the light which his entire staff of assistants can throw upon the question to be de-
termined. 
This system of board meetings and free discussions of law questions, in which his 
entire staff of attorneys are allowed to participate, was first inaugurated by the 
present Assistant Attorney-General, immediately after he entered upon the duties of 
his office in May, 1885. 
Statement showing the number of days and the time and attention devoted to the 
consideration and transaction of business during the years 188:t, 1885, 1886, and 
1887 until April1, by the employes in the office of the Assistant Attorney-General, 
Department of the Interior. 
During the three years and three months mentioned, there has not been a day's ab-
sence of any member of the force, beyond the thirty days' annual leave of absence, 
except for sickness. 
In 18tl4 the Department was open for business 307 days. Allowing each employe 
thirty days' leave of absence, the number of days' work c;tue. from each was 277. The 
average number of days present was 274. This would mdiCate an average of three 
days' sickness for each employe during 1884. 
In 1885 the Department was open for business 301 days. Deducting thirty days' 
leave of absence, each employe should have worked 271 days. The average number 
was275 day&, Although tlJ.ere was some sickness (the e~~ct am.ount indetermiuate)1 
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the loss therefrom was more than made up by the fact that several of the employes 
omitted to take in full the customary thirty days' leave of absence. Some were ab-
sent but :five days during the year ; others from eight to twenty-:five. The maximum 
number of days any employe was present was 296-!; minimum, 266. 
In 1886 the Department was open to business 305 days. More of the employes took 
their full leave of absence than the preceding year; and there was more sickness. 
The average attendance was 269-! days. The shortest period of presence was 257 
days-by one who took twenty-:tive days of absence, and was sick twenty-three days. 
Maximum, 297 days. 
The number of hours' work is nominally seven; actually, considerably more. The 
meetings of the board are generally prolonged until some little time after 4 o'clock. 
On other occasions it is not an uncommon thing for one or other of the employes to 
remain at work until half after 4 or later. The editor of the Land Decisions fre-
quently :finds it necessary to work evenings, especially when the book is nearly :fin-
ished-in preparing the index. 
Statement showing the amount of business transacted and disposed of by the office 
of the Assistant Attorney-General, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
speci:tied below. 
The blank furnished to be :tilled out or substantially followed asks for a statement 
of the amount of business received, transacted, and disposed of, and the amount on 
hand at several speci:tied dates. 
The Assistant Attorney-General's office keeps no full record of cases and !otters re-
ceived. There is no need that it should do so ; such record, if kept, would be simply 
a duplicate of the record kept by the division of lands and railroads, which shows 
fully and clearly all cases and letters transmitted to the office of the Assistant Attor-
ney-General. The number is continually changing, not only day by day, but hour 
by hour-varying from twenty to two hundred. 
Reference has before been made to requests from the Secretary, Assistant Secretaries, 
or chiefs of divisions for the opinion of the Assistant Attorney-General regarding 
some disputed point of law. The present Assistant Attorney-General, during the 
year 1885 (after his appointment, May 25 ), wrote such opinions to the amount of 
266 (type-writer) pages; during 1886, 415 pages; during January, February and 
March, 1887, 76 pages. 
During the year 1884 there were written in the office of the Assistant Attorney-
General 617 decisions ; 31 answers to motions for review ; 105 letters regarding tim-
ber trespass, and 196 miscellaneous letters-total, 949; or an average of 79 per month. 
During the year 1885 there were written 561 decisions; 67 answers to motions for 
review; 131 letters relating to timber trespass-and 237 miscellaneous letters-
total, 996; or an average of 83 per month. 
During 1886 there were written 934 decisions; 45 answers to applications for re-
view, and 172 miscellaneous letters-total, 1,151 ; or an average of 96 per month. 
(In 1886 nearly all the letters relative to timber trespass were written in another 
division, and the few that were prepared in the Assistant Attorney-General's Office 
are entered under the head "Miscellaneous "-which also includes 38 answers to re-
quests for the institution of f?Uit by the United States to vacate patent.) 
During the :first three months of 1887 the work of the office has been as follows : 
Decisions .•.......•......•••..•.••....••.•...........•... 
:Miscellaneous ....••.••......•..•. ---- ••.••...•••...••... 








1'26 90 106 332 
In 1884 the lawyer editing the volume of Land Decisions wrote but 19 cases and 
5 miscellaneous letters (out of 949); in 1885 a few less, in 1886 a few more. In at-
tempting to arrive at the average number of decisions and letters written by each 
employe, the editor of the Land Decisions and the decisions prepared by him should 
be omitted. 
The chief law clerk and th~ stenographer are each a considerable portion of the 
time engaged in other work than writing decisions or letters (of tht5 kind that be-
come matters of record); hence in estimating an average these two should be ac-
::Jounted as one. 
Estimated upon such a basis, the average result would be as follows : During 1884, 
8 cases per month; 1885, 11 cases per month; 1886, 13 cases per month; 1887 (:first 
three months), 15 cases per month. 
3884 INT--5 
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(It should be recollected that during the first quarter of 1887 only two or three 
days' leave of absence and four or five days' sickness are to be deducted. When the 
employes have each taken his thirty days' leave of absence this last average will nec-
essarily be considerably reduced.) 
Almost daily one or more letters are written in the Assistant Attorney-General's 
office that do not go upon the Department records anywhere. Such, for example, as 
letters in reply to in1uiries made as to the status of cases, and the like. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
least during the periods specified, in the office of the Assistant Attorney-General, 
Department of the Interior : 
EMPLOn DOING THE MOST.--MAXIMUM. 
CaJ.endar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------------------------
1884 ...................... !8 17 22 21 11 23 17 19 20 16 15 19 
1885 .••••• ------ -----·-- •. 24 14 22 39 30 22 20 8 18 26 31 21 
1886 ...... ----------- •. --. 28 6 39 4i 47 9 53 50 81 20 19 44 
1887 (to March 1) ......... 52 22 44 ·----- ............ .. ......... ............ ........... ........... .......... ........... .......... 
EMPLOtl DOING THE LEAST.-MINIMUM. 
1884 .... -- ·----- ---- •••• -- 1 1 3 0 1 2 4 4 3 2 2 4 
1885 .... --.--.-- •••• ------ 3 1 4 3 3 1 3 3 0 4 1 1 
1886 ...................... 2 3 5 2 4 2 0 2 0 4 1 3 
1887 (to March 1) ......... 3 1 0 .......... ....... ........ ......... ·---·· .. ......... . ......... .......... ·-·--· 
It should be understood that the number of cases disposed of during any given 
month by any particular employe is absolutely no criterion whatever by which to 
judge of his ability or diligence. For instance, an employee resigns, quitting work 
May 31; a decision written by him on that day, however, does not obtain the Secre-
tary's signature until June 1st or 2d. But this does not indicate that this one letter 
constitutes the entire month's work of any employe. 
Again, in February, 1885, the then editor of the volume of Land Decisions prepared 
but one decision, his time being nearly all occupied by his regular work. So the 
record, in the space allotted to February7 1885, showing that the employe doing the 
least prepared one decision, is no correct indication of the amount of work done by 
any employe. 
Again, the most competent and diligent lawyer may formulate the fewest decisions 
in the course of a month or a year and the least competent make the largest show-
ing as to number. For instance: In December, 1883, the case of the Atlantic, Gulf 
and West Indian Transit Company was allotted to one of the ablest lawyers on the 
force. He spent a month in its investigation, working an average of more than eight 
hours a day. About the middle of January, 1884, the opinion prepared was pl:tced 
before the Secretary, who signed it January 21. The legal question at issue being 
decided, the stenographer, who knew nothing whatever of the law in the case, wrote 
up forty-two decisions in cases in which said company was plaintiff, within three 
days thereafter-while another difficult case was given to the lawyer in which to pre-" 
pare an opinion. It thus comes about that the lawyer who did the most work and 
the most difficult work of any member of the force at that time, stands credited with 
but one decision in January and one in February, while the stenographer, who at-
tended to such matters less than half his time, stands credited with the preparation 
of more than twice as many decisions during that month as any other member of the 
force. In a similar manner the eighty-one cases constituting the maximum for Sep-
tember, 1886, were nearly all formulated as fast as the type-writer could print them, 
in pursuance of the "Thomas Rees" decision, the examination of which occupied 
more than a month. 
Some cases or letters coming before the office to be acted upon or answered con-
sist of but a single page, a decision or answer to which can be formulated in five 
minutes, and consist of but as many lines; while others (like the Buena Vista and 
Lake Kern case, under consideration at this date) require the reading of more evi· 
deuce and other documents than the entire contents of the Holy Bible. 
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BUREAU OF LABOR. 
Repot·t of the Bureau of Labor on the 'methods of b11,siness and work, a~ requested by Senat~ 
Select Committee, and called jot· by Department circulat· of March 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF LABOR, 
Washington, D. C., May 28, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with the request of the chairman of the Senate Select Commit-
tee appointed "to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the 
Executive Departments," embodied in your circular Jetter of the date of March 23, 
1887, I have the honor to submit the inclosed statement. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTE!UOR. 
OREN W. WEAVER, 
Acting Commissioner. 
An examination of the departmental forms furnished for the transmission of infor-
mation relative to methods of business and work in the Executive Departments shows 
that only those calling for "the average numbe1· of employes by months " and " the 
average number of days and the time and attention devoted to the consideration and 
transaction of business" can be categorically replied to by this Bureau. The data 
relative to these two subjects will be found embodied herein. 
In a general way simply, the reasons for which are set forth below, can the infor-
mation desired under the following heads be given: 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted; 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business ; 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of and on hand, pending and undisposed of, &c. ; 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least, &c. ; 
Statement showing the maximum number of days devoted to business by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum number of days 
devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days. 
At the first session of the Forty-eighth Congress the following act was passed: 
"An act to establish a Bureau of Labm·. 
"Be it enacted by the Senate and H01~se of Rept·escntaUves of the United States of Amer-
ica in Congress as8embled, That there shall be esta,blished in the Department of the 
Interior a Bureau of Labor, which shall be under the charge of a Commissioner of 
Labor, who shall be appointed by the P1·esident, by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate. The Commissioner of Labor shall hold his office for four years, and un-
til his successor shall be appointed and qualified, unless sooner removed, and shall 
receive a salary of $3,000 a year. The Commissioner shall collect information u.pon 
the subject oflabor, its relation to capital, the hours of labor, and the earnings of 
laboring men and women, and the means of promoting their material, social, intel-
lectual, and moral prosperity. The Secretary of the Interior, upon the recommenda-
tion of said Commissivner, shall appoint a chief clerk, who shall receive a salary of 
$2,000 per annum, and such other employes as may be necessary for the said Bureau : 
Provided, That the total expense shall not exceed $25,000 per annum. During the 
necessary absence of the Commissioner, or when the office shall become vacant, the 
chief clerk shall perform the duties of Commissioner. The Commissioner shall an-
nually make a report in writing to the Secretary of the Interior of the information 
collected and collated by him, and containing such recommendation as he may deem 
oalculated to promote the efficiency of the Bureau." 
This act was approved by the Presidenb June 27, 1R84. It was carried into e:fiect 
by the appointment of the Commissioner January 31, 1885. The chief clerk was ap-
pointed February 3, 1885. 
It will be seen that the duties devolved upon the Bureau are, in their nature, greatly 
different from those of most other bureaus. Many of the executive branches of the 
Government are engaged in the examination of accounts, or the invesbigati.on of claims, 
or in work of a similar nature, in which there are specific lines to be followed, under 
laws more or less definite, the work progressing through various stages, each of which 
is susceptible of summation as to the number of persons employed, the exact character 
of the duties, the amount of work performed, &c. In other words, the work is snch 
as, from its nature, becomes routine in character. 
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The work of this Bureau, however, is widely different. It is engaged in original 
investigation into the social and economic condition of the reople, tho results of which 
are presented in annual reports. The duties of tho employes of the Bureau are of 
such a multifarious and special character, and so interchangeable, that the forms of 
inquiry suitable to elicit from other offices a complete statement of methods of work 
are, in great measure, inapplicable. Such information as can be given, therefore, 
must be given without special reference to these forms. 
The force of the Bureau consists, for field work, of 18 special agents, employed per-
manently, and such assistants and experts, employed temporarily, as may be neces-
sary. The office force allowed for tabulation, classification, and collation of material 
collected by the field force consists of 16 persons. Tbis force is not divided into divis-
ions, but all work practically as one division. The office force should be increased to 
at least 20 clerks of all grades: 
The following statement shows the average number of employes, by months: 
Calendar year. 
I 
Jan. Feb. I Mar. Apr. I May. June. July.J Aug. Sept.\ Oct. Nov.\ Dec. 
---------- ---- -----------------------------
1884 ........................................ . ................................................... .. 
1885.............. ........ ...... 2U 33¥ 6 10g~ 22U 25H 24a 23U 2lfr¥ 19U 19lf 
1886 ...................... 19 · 18~~ 18 18 17§~ 16 2451 34U 385~ 415~ 443211" 43lf 
1887 (to Marchi) . . ....... 44j4r J43H .................................... j··---- ------~------ .... .. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and hours per day de-
voted to business : 
Calendar year. Number of 
A. verabge Anvue!.tt~~ 
n um er of hours 
employes. of days employed 
present. daily. 
1884 ................................................................................................. . 
1885 .............................................................. 34 132.3 7 
1886 .................................... .......................... 54 145.5 7 
1887 (to March 1). .•.•.. .•.. .• .... .. .. . . .. ...... ... ... .•.. .. .... .. 54 39.1 7 
Appointments of employes have been made and terminated at various dates. The 
service of some has been continuous, but that of a considerable number, employed 
for tempora.ry work, has been brief. The average number of possible days of service 
(days when the Bureau was officially open) for each was, in 1885, 133.8; in 1886, 
154.3; in 1887, to March 1, 40.7. The average days of absence for each wa~, in 1885, 
1.5; in 1886, 8.8; in 18tl7, to March 1, 1.6. 
Only the clays when the Bnreau was officially open have been taken into account. 
The Bureau was closed as follows : 
Closed. 1885 (from 1886. 1887 (to Jan. 31}. Mar. I). 
Sundays .................................... - ......... -........ - .. 
~;~:~i~t~:d~~~--~·.::: ~: -.~:: ~: ·.::: ~ :·. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
48 52 9 
5 6 2 
5.5 2 ...................... 
----
Total ...................................................... . 58.5 60 11 
In regard to the daily hours of employment it may be stated that some employes 
have habitually worked more than the seven required, and that during a period of 
four months or so in 1886 nine worked daily about three hours extra. As no record 
was kept of this, it is not included above. 
The agents and others in the field are kept constantly employed in collecting infor-
mation upon such special lines of investigation as may be laid out by the Commis-
sioner with the approval of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, or as are directed 
to be undertaken by Congress. They are provided with a complete series of inqui-
ries relating to the investigation on hand upon which information is desired, with 
carefully prepared explanations and directions relative to each inquiry, and are held 
strictly to the collection of just what is called for. The result of their work is for-
warded to the office from time to time, and as quickly as possible is taken in hand by 
the office force. 
The :first work in the office is the examination of this material by some cf the most 
expert clerks, with a view to the discovery of errors. Such as are trivial, and those 
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in which the proper correction is manifest, are rectified by the examiner. In the 
case of others a duplicate of the agent's report is transmitted to him, with a request for 
correction or explanation, or jf his personal presence is considered necessary he is 
directed to report at Washington. When this preliminary work has been done all of 
the material which is susceptible of statistical treatment is then ready for tabulation. 
When practicable the details relating to each unit of investigation are presented in 
the tabulation, to the end that the basis on which the resulting summaries are estab-
lished may be seen. In the scheme of tabulation it is aimed to arrange the various 
points in such a way that their logical connection may be shown, and if the work is 
one that involves a series of tables these are arranged in a natural and progressive 
order, so that the regular forward movement to the conclusion may be apparent. 
The only routine work of the Bureau is what relates to the management of its own 
employes and to the transaction of its business with the Department of the Interior. 
The number of letters received has been as follows: 
1885 . ----- ------ . ----- ---- ---- -.-- ----- .. --- --.- . ---- .. ----•. ---- .. ----- ---. 1, 650 
1886 . ----. ----- .. ---- .. ----- ------ . ----- ... -- ... --- .... - ..... -- ..• --.- . ----- 7' 545 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • 2, 329 
All letters requiring reply are answered upon the day of their receipt, if practi-
cable. In case information is asked for, the preparation of which requires time, the 
answer is made at the earliest possible date. .All letters requiring an answer receive 
one, and all information asked for, proper for the Bureau to furnish, and within its 
means, is forwarded as soon as possible. Its correspondents may be classified as with 
its agents, with the Department of the Int,erior, with other officials, and with the 
public. 
The number of letters written has been as follows: 
1885 .. - - .• -.... -.•..••••.. - -- .. -••....... - ..... - •.. - .•.. - .. -.•..... - .... - • - . 1, 240 
1886 ........... -..... - .....•••. - -- .•....... - - ... - - .•. - •• - - .• - ••.••••.. - •. - . . 1' 285 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • 232 
Number of First Annual Reports mailed: 
1886 . - - - -.... - ...• -.... -. - . -- ..... -. - --- . - . - -- • - - . --. -- - -- - --- --- - -- - - - . -.- . 7' 763 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 954 
Number of volumes of the Report on Labor and Capital mailed: 
~:~ : _-: : :::: : : :: :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :: : : :: ~ : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : : : : :: : ~: r~r 
1887 (to March 1).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
BUREAU OP EDUCATION. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., June17, 1887. 
SIR: In obedience to the circular letter of the Secretary of the Interior, dated 
March 28,1887, directing that heads of Bureaus prepare for their several offices the state-
ments required by the Select Committee of the Senate, appointed "to inquire into 
and examine the methods of business and work in the Executive Departments of the 
Government, &c.," I have the honor to submit herewith the reports of the chiefs of 
divisions of the Bureau of Education, compiled and tabulated upon the blank forms 
furnished by the Department of the Interior. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
RECORD DIVISION. 
N.H. R. DAWSON, 
Commissioner of Education. 
Rep01·t of the 1'eco1'd divi~:~ion, Education Offict, on the methods of business and work, as re-
quested by Senate Select Committee, and called fo1· by Depa1•tment circular of March 23, 
1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the record division 
of the Education Office, Department of the Interior. 
Opening the mail, answering letters, acknowledging documents, and sending out 
the documents and. publications of the office. 
In addition to the above, the slips used in sending out documents are addressed, 
the various letter-books, requisition books, and other press-copy books are indexed. 
To prevent the fa<ling and destruction of letters in the letter-press books, copyists 
transcribe the official correspondence of the office into record books furnished by the 
Interior Department. 
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By the laborers.-Sweeping and cleaning rooms, building fires, mailing documents, 
running errands on official business, and a variety of other servic<;:s too numerous to 
mention. 
In addition to the above, owing to the lack of watchmen for the building, the la-
borers are required to serve as watchmen after office hours, on Sundays, and holidays, 
without compensation. 
Statement showing in detail the method of transacting business in the record di-
vision of the Education Office, in the Department ofthe Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said di viMion, beginning 
with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in consecn· 
tive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divi~ions of said office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. . 
.A. letter received is opened by the chief clerk, and at once stamped, numbered, and 
indexed. It is then read by the Commissioner or the chief clerk. If it is found to be 
a request for documents, the letter is referred to a clerk who writes a slip indicating 
what document is desired. On the back of the letter is written what has been sent, 
and the date of sending. 'I'ho mail slip is then sent to the document room, and the 
proper volume is wrapped by one of the laborers, and mailed on the same day that 
the slip is received. 
The daily routine of business is as follows : 
Mail matter is opened. Letters are stamped with date of receipt, numbered, in-
dexed, answered, and filed, with tho action noted on the brief. 
Documents received are acknowledged and are then sent to the library. 
Letters received are classified under t1w following heads: 
(1) Those asking for specific information such as will require a written reply. 
(2) Those that can be answered by sending some one of the publications of the 
office. 
(~) Replies to official inquiries. 
The time within which letters of the first class can be answered varies from one day 
to one week. It is a rule of the office that all letters shall be answered, if possible, 
on the date of receipt. 
Letters that can be answered by sending an official document are attended to on 
the day of receipt. 
Letters of the third class are filed for reference. 
By the laborers.-Copying the official correspondence of the office in letter-pre8s 
books. 
When the annual report ofthe Commissioneris delivered to the office, each volume 
is wrapped in stout paper, a mailing slip is pasted on each, and each one is securely 
tied, placed in bags, and loaded upon the mail-wagon. 
The same is done with each of the ptlblications of the office. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business 1·eceived, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pencliug, aucl undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the record division of the Education Office, Department 
of the Interior : 
..; .0 .0 
00 00 00 
~ 
00 00 ...... ...... 




Character of business. ~ ~ :t 
'"0 't:l 't:l = g 2 <D cs '4 ~ 0 0 0 
bli t>ll t>ll 
·~ ~ ·~ = = ~ A A A 
------
Letters received ........... 9,868 9, 980 9,328 
Letters seut out .... - ...... 6, 769 22,074 17,585 
A.cknowleclgments re-
ceived .•••........ .. ..... 56,244 39,894 46,561 
Documents sent out . ....... 351,061 123,768 { tllO, 839} §129, 641 
Documents re('tlived ....... 425,500 260,650 108,800 
"All. 
tNone. 
tJanuary 1 to <Tune 30, 1886. 
~July 1,1886, to March 1,1887. 
r:: ..... ,n..-!4 ..... oo- ..... -~i _$.,_ ~ 
o.,. ·.-<0: o.,. ;a~ 
o.,. 
-e-.:ti '"00 '"0.0 -ecci '"00 't:l.; .-<...; <1)00 ~<I) 
~~ 
~<I) <1)00 §~ §~ 
loo,cl .,oo ~.cl ~.cl ~~ ,..; or-< -e+> -e+> '"0'"" 'g.-; ceo p,~ ~~ ~~ <I) ... ~ ..... ~ ..... ~ ..... l»cil coal ..so ;6~ ciiO ciiO =.::: ;a~ .,..<I) .... ~ ~~~ 
~<D- 't:ll» ~~";ci ~~ 
'"0~ .... 
blial,.Q 
'"0~ ciiO -eo: ~ooo ~~~ 
~o$ 
'"0+> ~'d ;a<3~ ~'d ;era~ §'8 ;a~ ~ ...... =~ g~~ =!2 12~~ ~ ........ ~@ <l) <l) <a~ ]~ ]~ ]~ 
<1lcila:s 
Poe... a) P.,....,<D p....., <D P<...., oas 
-d'~ ~ .o I» -d'~ ~ -d'O 
bli§ 
ObiJ Obli '"0-c ... Obli 
~-~ ~~~ ~·§ ~CI)cil !·§ §CI)al ~'"0 al<l) ·~~ .clo~ ..<:<~'8 .cl~'8 ,J:lrtl o$~ ~0 p 
~'d 
~ P,CI) ~'d ~ P<<D r:;-c ~ P<<D A 0 0 0 0 
-------------- -
2,471 ....... ............. ........ ............ ........ ............ ........ 
2,331 ........ ....... 
7, 882 ....... . .......... .......... .......... .......... ............. ....... 
(II) ....... ........... ......... ............ ........ ............ . ..... 
25,000 ........ ............... ...... ........... ····- . ............. ......... 
II Covered by "Documents sent out" from July 1 
1886, to March 1, 1887. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the record division of the Education Offiee, Department of the Interior: 
Letters received and answered during-
Year. 
Jan. Feb. :Mar. Apr. :May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------11---1----------------------
1884- .•.••.•...•.•.••• --.. 697 766 810 656 392 467 795 977 800 1, 379 1, 192 937 
1885 .•..••. -.... -.•...... - 865 1, 122 833 1, 103 1,111 737 914 741 621 598 590 695 
~~t ::::::: :~::::::::::: 1J~~ 1Ji~ ~·- ~~~ __ -~~ _ .-~~~ __ -~~- __ ~~~ __ .~::-I-_~~~ __ -~~~-I~:~~- _ ~: ~~~ 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the record di-
vision of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speci-
fied: 
CLERKS. 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. :Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------------------------
1884 ...•......•. ·---------
1885 ...•• ------- .••. -.--.-
1886--- ~------.- ----------













8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ~ 
8 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 8 8 8 
7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 --···· ..•••...•••• ------ ------ -····· -·-··· .••••..••••••..•.• 
LABORERS.• 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 
6 .......... ......... ........... .......... .. .......... ........... ............ .. ......... ........ ......... 
*All the laborers of the Bureau 'are attached to the record division, though rendering service in all 
parts of the building as needed. 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified in the record division of the Education Office, Department of 
the Interior. 
The reasons why no such account as called for by this statement has been kept are 
as follows: 
(1) It has been impossible, owing to the nature of the work in the record division. 
(2) It bas been customary to assign certain portions of the work to certain persons 
to do. On some days it has taken a large portion of the time to perform such duties, 
and on some days the work has not been so great.· On other days more work has been 
brought into the division than could possibly be performed, and the clerks of the di-
vision have frequently worked over hours to complete it, and thus a general average 
has been made. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the :periods speci-
fied, by the employes in the record division of the Education Office; Department of the 
Interior: 
Clerks. Laborers. 
Calendar year. Average hours A verafie hours 
Employes. Average employed Employes. Average emp oyed days present. daily. days present. daily. 
1884------------- 8 277 
~~I 
7 . 277 9§ 
1885------------- 8 271! !I 2711 9§ 1886.------------ 8* 275 6i 275 9§ 1887, to March 1. 8 48 6i 48 9t 
* Seven for four months. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days in the record division of the 
Education Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified : 
1884. 1887 (to Mar.l). 1885. 1886. 
Maximum number of days ...................... ·-····.......... 307 301i 305 48 
:Minimum number of days ...... ---- ................................................................ . 
STATISTICAL DIVISION. 
Report of the statistical division, Education Office, on the methods of business and work, as 
requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by DepartmFJnt circular of March 23, 
1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the statistical di-
vision of the Education Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) The tabulation of educational statistics furnished in response to circulars and 
forms of inquiry. 
(2) The discussion of the tables. 
(3) The compilation of information on educational s ubjects, from printed sources, 
native and forei~n. 
( 4) The direction of printing the above, either in annual reports, special reports, 
circulars of information, or bulletins. 
(5) The preparation, sending out, receiving, and verifying statistical returns from 
several thousands of school systems, schools, colleges, libraries, anti other learned in-
stitutions and correspondents. 
(6) The composition and preparation of letters sent out on statistical subjects in 
reply to inquiries received. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the statistical divis-
ion of the Education Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the Education Office, and then showing in con-
secutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice · 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The material for the statistical tables is received from the chief clerk in the form of 
special written returns or printed reports and catalogues; it is then given to the tabu-
lators, who classify it, verify it, and arrange it into tables, and turn them over to the 
person designated to study and discuss them. The proof-reader next prepares them 
for the press, and forwards them, through the chief of division, the chief clerk, and 
the sttl.tionery and printing division of the Department, to the foreman of printing. 
The proof is received in due course through the same channel, read, and returned. 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the 
dates specified below, in the statistical division of the Education Office, Department 
of the Interior. 
Amount disposed of during 1884.-Finished Annual Report for 1882-'83, 11165 pages, made up from reports. of 10,128 institutions and systems. Commenced Annual Re-
port for 1883-'84. Prepared for the press and read the proof of seven Circulars of In-
formation, aggregating 744 pages. Also :five Bulletins, aggregating about 90 pages. 
Business disposed of, 1885.-Finished compiling Annual Report for 1883-'84, 1,214 
pages, from reports and returns of 11,663 institutions and systems. Commenced An-
nual Report, 1884-'85. Prepared for tho press and read tho proof of five Circulars of 
Information, aggregating 711 pages. 
Business disposed of 1886 and to March 1, 1887.-Finished Annual Report for 1884-'85, 
1,153 pages; compiled from the reports and returns of institutions and systems. An-
nual Report for 1885-'86 in process of preparation March 1, 1887. Compiled, pre. 
pared for the press, and read the proof of tho Special Report on the Educational Ex. 
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hibits and Conventions at the New Orleans Exposition, 962 pages; Special Report on 
Museums of Anatomy, 65 pages. Prepared for the press and read the proof of three 
Circulars of Information, aggregating 258 pages. On hand March 1,1887, one Circu-
lar of Information ·not yet prepared for the press; also the unfinished report for 
1885-'86 mentioned above. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the statistical 
division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods spe-
cified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. :May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1---1------- -------------------
1884 ...................... 19 19 19 ]9 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 
1885 ...................... 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 18 19 19 
1886.- ................... 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 19 19 19 13 13 
1887 (to March 1) ......... 14 15 .......... .......... ........... ·---·- ....... -. ........... .......... . ......... .. ......... ....... 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the statistical division of the Education Office, Department 
of the Interior. 
The character of the work done by the statistical division is such that it cannot 
be recorded in tabular form. Appended is a memorandum showing the nature of the 
work done by one employe during one week. 
Report of work done by, or under direction of, Miss Annie Tolman Smith for the week end-
ing April 16. 
Mond12.y, Aprilll, I received the summary of Table III and proceeded immediately 
to the study of the $arne and wrote out the discussion, also added to the historical por-
tion matter drawn from four State reports recently received. 
Tuesday, April12, I spent in making notes for Table I, from reports recently re-
ceived. 
Wednesday, Apri113, studied Table IV and wrote up the discussion. 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, April14-16, were spent iu the analysis of Table 
VI, with comparative study of the same as reported in 1884-'85 and 181:!0. 
During the week my assistant filled up the table of teachers' salaries for certain 
foreign countries, under my direction. A copyist copied the statistical part of the 
foreign table of elementary instruction; another completed the copy of historical 
matter relating to Table III (29 pages of foolscap), and copied 4 pages relating to 
statistics of elementary education in foreign countries. 
A third employe made studies relating to Tables I and III, under the following 
heads: Teachers' institutes; number of trained teachers employed in each State; 
permanency of teachers. 
Tho following statement shows the average number of days and the time and att.en-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied, by the employes in the statistical division of the Education Office, Department 
of the Interior : · 
Calendar year. 
1884 ................................................................ . 
1885 ............................................................... .. 
1886 ................................................................ . 
1887 (to :March 1) .. ." ................................................ . 
Average Average 
Numbero:fnumber ofnumber of 










The number of employes during the calendar year has varied, ant! no complete r8c-
ord of it has been kept. There have been no well-defined lines separating the different 
divisions, and persons have been in one division or another at different times, as the 
state of the work to be dono required. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to lmsine~ 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the statistical division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 lto Ma.r.l). 
-------------------------------1-----
Maximum number of da.ys...... ••••.• ...•.. .••••• .••.•••••• .••. 307 30li 305 48 
Minimum number of da.ys ..•........•.•••.•...•••.••••..••..••........ . ............................. 
LIBRARY AND MUSEUM DIVISION. 
Report of the lib1•ary and museum division, Education Office, on the methods of business and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depat·tment circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the library and 
museum division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) Entering, stamping, and labeling all material intended for the library. 
(2) Distributing tbe mttterial for the various sections of the library. 
(3) 1. Indexing books and pamphlets. 
2. Indexing and :filing catalogues of colleges and universities. 
3. Indexing and :filing catalogues of secondary schools. 
4. Indexing and filing catalogues of preparatory schools. 
5. Indexing and filing catalogues of normal schools. 
6. Indexing and filing catalogues of other institutions. 
( 4) Preparing card catalogue of the contents of the library. 
(5) Making references to special information for the employes of tlhe office and for 
other investigators. 
(6) Preparing material for the bindery. 
(7) Caring for the museum. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the library and 
museum division of the Education Office, in the Department of the Interior, includ-
ing one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of .the business matter in the office, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the 
action thereon had and taken by each until the same is finally disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
(1) All material intended for the library is sent direct from the chief clerk's room. 
(2) When it reaches the library it is entered, stamped, and labeled. 
(3) The material then goes to the various sections where it is properly classified. 
1. Foreign books to one section. 
2. Educational journals to another section. 
3. State and city reports on education to another section. 
4. Current periodical literature to another section. 
5. College, school, and university catalogues to another section. 
(4) The material is then filed and indexed and made ready for easy reference. 
(5) All material not in bound form, or such as need binding, is prepared for the 
bindery. 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the dates 
specified below, in the library and museum division of the education Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
The character of the work done in this division is such that it could not be reduced 
to a tabular statement. 
From August 2, 1886, to December 13, 1886, 894 volumes were prepared and sent to 
the bindery; 10,000 cards prepared for the card catalogues; 1,000 books and pam-
phlets indexed. 
To this sheet is attached a statement showing the kind and amount; of work done in 
this division for one week. 
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Amount of work done in library and museum division for the week ending Febru 
ary 26, 1887. 
(1) Catalogues indexed and filed . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • • 525 
Cards for dictionary catalogue . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . 120 
Cards for reference ..............•..•••...•••••..........•..•.. ----...... 11 
Slips addressed .................. __ .........••.••............•..••••.••. 1, 205 
(2) Books, pamphlets, and periodicals acknow I edged, entered, and indexed.... 280 
(J) Foreign letters translated ............•••. -·-· ••••.•.•..••.••. ----....... 4 
Foreign acknowledgments compared.................................... 10 
Foreign books catalogued ... _.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 25 
Foreign articles indexed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . 50 
( 4) Reshel ving the books in the foreign room, making shelf-lists, and labeling files, &c. 
(5) Indexing the publications of the bureau. 
Statement showing the amount and character of bu~iness received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the 
dates specified below, in the library and museum divblion of the Education Office, 
Department of the Intenor. 
The character of the work is such that a tabular statement cannot be made (~ee 
preceding statement). 
Stat6ment showing the amount and character of bu~iness received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and indisposed of at the dates 
specified below, in the library and museum division of the Education Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
This division during the months of February and March, in addition to the regular 
routine work of the library, prepared an author, title, ancl subject index of the pub-
lications of the Bureau. These publications consist of annual reports, special reports, 
miscellaneous publications, and circulars of information, ancl aggregate over 28,000 
pages. 
}'or statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in the 
library and museum division of j;he Educ~tion Office, Department of the Interior, see 
page-. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the library 
n.nd museum division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified: 
Calendar-year. Jan. Feb. Ma.r. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1- -------------------------
1884 .••..••..••...•..••••. 
1885 .••••..••...••.•• . .••. 
1886 ... . .••.•••..••.•••••• 









4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 
............ .............. .. ..... .. .. ............ 
4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 4 4 4 
5 5 5 9 9 
........... ......... . ............ .......... . ...... 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the library and museum division of the Education Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
The character of the work done in this division can be seen from the sample of one 
week's work in the following statement: 
Amount of tvork done in library and nt-useunt division for the week ending March 5, 1887. 
(1) Catalogues _in~exed and filed . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . • • • . • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 249 
Cards for diCtiOnary catalogue.. . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • . • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 275 
Cards for reference .... _... . . . • . . . • • • • . . _... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • . 15 
(2) Books, pa111,phlets, and periodicals acknowledgecl and entered............. 443 
(3) Foreign letters translated ... _ . __ . . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . • • • . 0 
Foreign acknowledgments compared.... . . . . . • . • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • . • • • • . • •• • 66 
Foreign books catalogued .. _._ ........•. __ ••. . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • 76 
Foreigr;t articles indexed •....•... _.... . . • • . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 23 
( 4) Reshelving the hooks in the foreign room, making shelf-lists, and labeling files, &c. 
(5) Indexing the publications of the Bureau. 
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The following statement shows the number of days and the time and attention de-
voted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periodsspecified, by 
the employes in the library and museum division of the Education Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
Ca.lendar year. 
1884 ·---··-·--·······--···················-··············· •••••••. 
1885 .••••• ········------ ... . .................................... .. 
1886 ..................... ~---····································· 
1887 (to March 1) .............................................. .. 
Average Average 
No. of No. of days No. ofhoura 









The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in 
the library and museum division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. (To Mar. I.) 
Maximum number of days...................................... 307 3011 305 48 
Minimum number of days .......................................................................... . 
.ALASKA DIVISION. 
Report of the Alaska division, Education Office, on the methods of business and work, as 
requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of March 
23, 1887, 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the Alaska division 
of the Bureau of Education Office, Departmeot of the Interior. 
(1) Administering the fund for the education of children in Alaska, without distinc-
tion of race. 
(2) Making needful provision for the education of the children of school age in 
Alaska, according to th~ requirements of the organic aci providing for a civil govern-
ment for Alaska. 
(3) The location of the schools. 
( 4) The lease of school buildings. 
(5) Architect's plans for school buildings. 
(6) Arrange for the erection of school buildings. 
(7) Arrange for the repairs. 
(8) Arrange for the materials for. 
(9) Arrange for the school furniture. 
(10) Arrange for the books, charts, fuel, &c. 
(11) Provide blanks for school reports. 
(12) Receive and audit the accounts. 
(13) Receive and examine and approve vouchers. 
(14) Attend to the sectn·ing ofteachers. 
(15) Examine teachers' certificates, applications, and testimonials. 
(16) Recommend the appointment of teachers. 
(17) Receive the resignation of teachers. 
(18) Jleceive and examine monthly school reports. 
(19) Audit the accounts of teachers. 
(20) Provide for their prompt payment. 
(21) Conduct the correspondence with teachers. 
(2~) Attend to all the correspondence necessitated by the Alaska schools. 
(23) Take care of the Alaska :files. 
(24) Keep the Commissioner of Education informed of the condition of the Abska. 
fund. 
(25) Answer inquiries and furnish information concerning the work of education in 
Alaska. 
(26} Prepare and publish a• annual report. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the Alaska divis-
ion of the Education Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the Education Office, and then showing in con-
secutive order the various steps taken by each of su<{h principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The monthly report for the school at --- is received from ---, teacher. The 
statistics are tabulated in a book kept for the purpose. 
The accompanying voucher for the salary is examined quartely, and if found correct 
is certified to with the signature of the General Agent of Education in Alaska. 
The voucher in triplicate is then s~nt to the Commissioner of Education, who also 
signs his approval. The original voucher is then sent to the disbursing office of the 
Department of the Interior for payment; a Treasury check, payable to the order of 
the teacher, is mailed direct to the teacher by the disbursing office. The duplicate 
voucher is filed in the Bureau of Education and the triplicate voucher is filed, together 
with the monthly reports, with the General Agent of Education in Alaska. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the Alaska division of the Education Office, De-
partment of the Interior. 









Received D" d f Received Disposed of lSpose 0 during during 
c~~~d~r c!i!~~fr calenda;r calendar 
year 1886. year 1886. YrJ:~~:71~0 Yif~::71~0 
Letters received . . • . . • • . . *1, 500 • • • • • • . . • • • • . *2, 000 . . • • . . • • . . • . . *686 •••••.••.•••• 
Letterssent ......••..... ----·------- *2,000 .••.......•. "'2,100 .••.••••..•. *380 
Circulal;,].ettersl.'lent...... ............ *500 . •••....•... *600 .••.•.•...•. *286 
Publicdocumentssent... ............ *20,000 -----------· *23,000 . . .•.•.••... *900 
Vouchers audited. . . . . . . . 132 132 170 170 45 45 
School reports examined. 180 180 200 200 60 60 
Schoolhousesrented................. 3 ............ 5 ............ 4 
Salariespaid............. .••......... $4,125 00 .••.••.••••. $11,090 67 .•.••••••••. $3,040 00 
Supplies purchased.................. $2,932 24 .•••••.••••. t$6,946 39 
Teachers' applications 
examined.... . ........ . 40 
~~~~::~!v~ff(t~~~~:::::: :::::::::::: 
Charter of schooner to con-
vey teachers to destina-








centers •.••••......•........ . ... . ............................ $4, 535 00 - --.- -- ...••.••••• -.- .••• 
*Approximate. tAnd rent. 
Statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of, during the periods specified, by the employes in the Alaska 
division of the Education Office, Department of the Interior. 
The only available method of preparing this statement would be to take the work 
of the year and divide it by twelve, which would only be approximate amounts. 
Statement showing the number of employes in the Alaska division of the Education 
Office, Department of the Interior. · 
The General Agent of Education in Alaska has had no clerk. 
Occasionally he has been allowed the services of one of the clerks of the Bureau of 
Education for a few hours. 
The division bas had no clerk so far. 
Statement showing the average number of days and the time and attention devoted 
to the consideration and transaction of business, during the periods specified, by 
the employes in the Alaska division of the Education Office, Department of the In-
terior. 
The General Agent of Education in Alaska has taken no vacation and given ten 
· hours a day to his work during the six work days of each week • 
.. 
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A. 
ART EDUCATION REPORT. 
Special Report on Art Education. Education Office. On the rnethods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and calledjo1· by Department ci1·cular of March 
23, 1887. 
B.-Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the Art Educa-
tion Report of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, by Col. I. Edwards 
Clarke. 
The duties devolved upon myself as literary expert connected with the Education 
Office, on January, 1884, and previously, were the preparation of a" Special Report 
on Education in Fine and Industrial Art, in the United States," which had been be. 
fore begun, and the publication of which had been eventually ordered by the United 
States Senate, as a "Senate Document," known as the "Art and Industry Report." 
The manuscript had been withdrawn from the printer, in order to bring the material 
down to the very date of pr~nting, under the arrangement that it was to be put in 
the printer's hands whenever he announced rBadiness to begin on it. This report is 
most comprehensive in its nature, and the editor and compiler was in constant cor-
respondence with many institutions, educators, and others. The preparation of this 
report, the keeping up the correspondence it has required, and the proof-reading of 
the volume issued-" Part I, Drawing in Public Schools"-a volume of over 1,100 
pages, 400 of which are in solid brevier, with the preparation of a second volume, 
''Part II, 'l'echnical Drawing," now nearly ready for the printer, and the prepara-
tion of much other manuscript for other volumes, with the constant reading of reports 
and authorities relative to the institutions and to the subject-matter, have been ''the 
principal items of business" comprised in the duties assigned me in the preparation 
of this work. As this has been a special work, not affecting the regular routine work 
of the office, it has been finished when the report was issued, and the large volume 
already in print itself the best record of the amount and kind of work done. It be-
longs to a kind of intellectual work not usually classed under the technical term 
"business," and which it is, from its nature, not possible to itemize and classify in ac-
cordance with the forms here furnished. I have given to this work all my time, and 
for months in 1884, '85 and '86, working many additional hours each day, but how 
many pages of reports, or of books and other publications, were received on a given 
day, how many letters were received or answered, how many lines or pages of manu-
script were written, was never recorded, except when I was receiving and reading the 
galleys of proof from the printer, when au accurate account of those received, read, 
and returned, was kept. Three and often four sets of proofs were read for changes 
and to insure accuracy, but when the volume was finally issued these minutes were 
destroyed as being no longer of the least use. The reception accorded to this volume 
by the press of the United States, and by the leading journals and authorities in 
Great Britain and on the Continent of Europe, was most gratifying, and the a,pproval 
by Congress of the work, as shown in the fact that an extra edition for distribution 
by Congress, and by the Bureau of Education, was ordered shortly after the Senate 
edition appeared, furnishes the best evidence of the amount, character and value of 
the work in this "division." 
As my only assistant has been a single copyist a part of the time, the lady doing 
whatever other work was assigned her by the Commissioner or chief clerk, as her 
services were needed on the work of other departments when not needed on my work, 
and, as all the records of attendance, &c., were kept by the chief clerk, it would be 
impossible for me to give the details of her work, very much of which was in nowise 
under my direction or control. When there has been no copying to be done for my 
work, or when other work has been more pressing, she has done such other work. 
Several thousand pages of manuscript have been prepared for print, much of it 
original matter of my own authorship, the rest condensed, compiled, or abstracted 
from correspondence and official or other publications, comprising also many pages of 
statistics compiled from replies to questions sent out by this division. 
As this matter was entirely special, and in nowise conflicted with or depended on 
the work of other parts of the office, the Commissioner, Ron. John Eaton, did not 
think it necessary or wise to subject it to the routine of the ordinary correspondence 
and business of the office or to require books to be kept. 
The work was wholly in one person's hands and always with the approval and 
knowledge ofthe Commissioner, who was kept fully informed as to its progress. 
SUMMARY. 
A volume of 1100 pages-400 in solid brevier-has been prepared in manuscript, 
read four times in proof, and sent out. The manuscript, comprising several thousand 
pages, for a volume of like size, has been made ready for the printer, as well as much 
manustript for other volumes. 
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Many hundred letters have been received and sent, in the correspondence with in-
stitutions and individuals, in this country and in Europe, connected with the prepa-
ration of these vulumes. 
Besides original writing, compilation, and abstracts, a number of statistical tables, 
from returns to this office, have been prepared. 
C.-Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the Art Edu-
cation Report of the Education Office, in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon bad and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
As there are no '' dh isions and employes" in this room, except one copyist, and as 
there is no routine "business,'' it is not possible for me to make a report such as is 
called for in statement C. 
The "work" begins and ends in this room, and only eventually appears in the 
printed volume here prepared, as explained in statement B. 
D.-Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, 
and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the 
dates specified below, in the Art Education Reportofthe Education Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
The nature of the work, as already described in statement B, renders it impossible 
to fill out this statement. 
E.-Statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, 
· transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in the 
Art Education Report of the Education Office, Department of the Interior. 
The nature of the work, as already described in statement B, renders it impossible 
to :fill out this statement. 
F.-Statement showing the average number of employes in the Art Education Re-
port of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during the years 11:384, 
1885, 1886, and first two months of 1887. 
Two persons through all the periods named, except during the annual leave. 
Though, as before stated, not solely on the work of this room, but often assisting in 
the work of other rooms. 
G.-Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted 
and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least 
during the periods specified, in the Art Education Report of the Education Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
As the work in this room has been specific, and as only one person and one copyist 
have ever been employed on it, and as all through the time included the copyist has 
been always employed on other wurk when not engaged in this, sometimes for many 
weeks or several months, not being needed by me owing to the nature of the prepara-
tory work on which I was engaged, it iR not possible to fill out·this blank. The rea-
son no such accounts were kept is, because owing to the nature of such intellectual 
work they would be almost impossible to keep, and wholly useless when kept, because 
not needed to test the amount of work done, or faithfulness in doing the work, and 
so were never directed to be kept. Of course with only one person engaged on the 
work, no such comparisons as are called for by this blank "G" can be instituted. 
H.-Statement showing the average number of days and the time and attention de-
voted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods specified, 
by the employes in the Art Education Report of the Education Office, Department 
of the Interior. 
The account of attendance and absence from the office having been kept by the 
chief clerk of the bureau, and being in nowise under my supervision, I have no means 
of making these statements. I can only say that in regard to myself and copyist, we 
were never absent from duty during the 3! years in question, unless on duty elsewhere, 
or on annual leave, or, if absent from sickness, duly excused. I can only say for my-
self, that by working after hours I have always made up any absences due to sickness 
or otherwise. 
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I.-Statement showing the maximum number of days devoted to business by the em· 
ploye present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum number of 
days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in the 
Art Education Report of the Education Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified. 
This is answered under statement H, as myself and my copyist were on duty all the 
time. 
COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS. 
Report of the office of the Commissioner of Railroads on the rnethods of business and work, 
as req11,ested by Senate Select Committee, and called for bg Department circular of March 
23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER OF RAILROADS, 
Washington, AprilS, 1887. 
SIR: In reply to circular order of the Department dated March 23, 1887, directing 
answers to be made to certain inquiries from the chairman of the Senate Select Com-
mittee ap:t~ointed "to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work 
in the Executive Departments," I have the honor to submh the accompanying report, 
which has been made hS complete as the records of this office will admit. 
Most respectfully yours, 
Ron. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
J. E. JOHNSTON, 
Contrnissioner. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the office of the 
Commissioner of Railroads, Department of the Interior. 
The principal items of business of the office are to ascertain the 25 per cent. of net 
earnings due. the United States under section 4 of the act of May 7, 1878, from the 
Union Pacific and Central Pacific Railroad Companies, and the 5 per cent. of net 
earnings due from the Central Branch Union Pacific, Kansas Pacific, and Sioux City 
and Pacific Railroad Companies under the act of July 1, 1862, as amended by the act 
of July 2, 1864. 
In order to do this it is necessary for the book-keepers to visit, at least once in each 
year, the principal offices of these companies, which are located at Boston, Chicago, 
Saint Louis, Omaha, and San Francisco. These examinations embrace a thorough 
investigation of the earnings and expenses, assets and liabilities, expenditures for 
new construction and new equipment, a.nd the general financial condition of there-
spective companies at the end of each calendar year, From two to three months are 
occupied in these examinations, after which the data thus obtained are tabulated 
and prepared for use in the annual report of the office. 
It is also the duty of the office to furnish information to the various Executive De-
partments touching matters relating to the subsidized railroads, :auch as tariffs of 
rates, names of branch lines operated, tables of distances, and various other matters. 
The duties of the engineer involve a personal inspection of the physical character-
istics of the various subsidized railroads coming under the operations of this Bureau, 
in order to ascertain if they are kept in a fair condition as to road-bed, track, bridges, 
and buildings, shops, equipment, &c. From two to threE~ months are usually occu-
pied in this manner, and involve many thousands of miles of travel. Upon his return 
to this office the result of such examination and inspection is embodied in his report, 
the details of which will be found printed as an appendix to the annual report of this 
office. The remainder of his time is occupied in compiling and drawing maps, &c., 
and various other matters of a technical character. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the office of the 
Commissioner of Railroads, in the Department of the Int&ior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the b'nsiness matter in the railroad office, and then showing in con-
secutive orcler the various Rteps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose 
hancls the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Upon the receipt of a communication requesting information relative to any of the 
railroads coming under the operations of this office, it is officially stamped with the 
date of receipt, and then numbered and entered in the register of letters received, 
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after which it is referred to one of the book-keepers, who gives the matter immediate 
attention and prepares the data and statistics called for. After the statements are 
prepared they are officially transmitted to the party requesting the information and 
the date of answer noted on the original communication, which is placed on the files of 
the office. With respect to resolutions of inquiry from either house of Congress, the 
same course is pursued, but all matters of this character are transmitted in duplicate 
1hrough the honorable Secretary of the Interior. A subject index is also kept of all 
communications sent out from this office. 
A very large number of semi-annual and annual reports are required and received 
from the railroad companies on the forms prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, 
all of which are carefully examined, and those of the bonded roads verified from the 
books and accounts of the respective companies at their general offices located at 
Boston, Omaha, Chicago, Saint Louis, and San Francisco. As t.be forms cover 42 
pages, and embrace details of nearly every variety of statistics pertaining to rail-
roads, a copy is herewith transmitted, in order to convey an idea as to the amount of 
labor involved in their examination and verification. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the Office of the Commissioner of Railroads, De-
partment of the Interior: 
I 
Character of business. 
Letters received .•........•.•.....•......•.•.•••.•••.• -••••..•••..•••••. ~ ••.. 
Letters written .........•.........•.•.•.•.••••...••••.•••••.••••..•••••.•..•. 
Semi-annual reports, form 8-002 ..•..•••••.•••••.•••••.••.••••.••.••...•..••. 
Annual reports, form 8-008 ...•....•••...••.•.••..•...••..••...•.•••......•.. 
~~~:! ~el;:~~l~na':d ~~p~~~~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Reports of througit tonnage .•••••....••..••..••...•..•••••.•••••.••..••.•••. 
Reports of through passengers .....•...•...••..•.•••.•••••..•...•••••••.•••. 




















In addition to the above, the books and accounts of the following-named railroad 
companies were examined by the book-keeper and assistant book-keeper, the place of 
examination and number of days thus occupied being also stated: the Union Pacific 
Railroad and the Kansas Pacific Railway (now Kansas Division of the Union Pacific 
Railway Company) at .the general office of the company at Boston, Mass., and the 
auditor's office at Omaha, Nebr., occupying thirty-nine days; the Central Branch Union 
Pacific Railroad at the general office of ihe company at Saint Louis, Mo., occupying 
three days; tl:!e Sioux City and Pacific Railroad at the auditor's office at Cedar Ra.vids, 
Iowa, occupying three days; the Central Pacific Railroad at the general office of the 
company at San Francisco, Cal., occupying forty days. 
After the roads and other properties, and the accounts of the various companies 
were examined, the entire force was occupied about three months in preparing and 
arranging the data thus obtained, for use in the annual report of the Commissioner, 
dated November 1,1884. In compiling these data, and in the preparation of the va-
rious tables of statistics, many days were necessanly spent upon statements, the 
mere copying of which would occupy but a few hours. This report embraces state-
ments showing the condition of the transportation accounts with the Government, 
amounts reimbursed on account of interest, condition of the sinking funds, state-
ments of the 5 and 25 per cent. of net earnings, assets and liabilities, earnings and 
expenses, and condition of the property of the Union Pacific, Central Pacific, Kansas 
Pacific, Central Branch Union Pacific, and Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Com-
panies. This report also embraces statistics showing the earnings and expenses, 
assets and liabilities, and condition of the property of the following-named land-
grant railroad companies: Southern Pacific; Northern Pacific; Oregon and Cali-
fornia; Atlantic and Pacific; Saint Louis and San Francisco; Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa F6: Missouri Pacific ; Missouri, Kansas and Texas; Saint Louis, Iron Mount-
ain. and Southern; Texas and Pacific; Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific; Chicago, 
Burlington and Quincy; Hannibal and Saint Joseph; Iowa Falls and Sioux City; 
Dubuque and Sioux City; Cedar Rapids and Missouri River, and the Memphis and 
Little Rock Railroad Companies. 
The appendices to the report include a compilation of the laws affecting the various 
railroads which have received aid from the United States; decisions of the Supreme 
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Court affecting the same; Department circulars and orders ; and numerous table!! of 
statistics. 
The engineer made personal inspection of the following-named railways, tbe dis-
tance traveled and number of days occupied being also stated: 
Leaving Washington, D. C., July 14, for Chicago, via Pennsylvania Railway, dis-
tance 844 miles; time required upon train and in Chicago two days; thence upon 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway, 206 miles to Burlington, Iowa, and upon 
the Burlington and Missouri River R.ail way lines in Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado, 819 
miles, to Denver, devoting four days to the inspection of these lines. One day was 
devoted to examination of the Union Pacific Branch line from Denver, Col., to Silver 
Plume and return, distance 112 miles. Then inspected the Kansas Division of Union 
Pacific, from Denver to Kansas City, the distance traveled being 639 miles, requiring 
two days' time. Thence to Atchison over the Missouri Pacific Railway, 47 miles, and 
examining the Central Branch Union Pacific Railway to Waterville, Kansas, 100 miles, 
going to Greenleaf, 13 miles, then returning to Kansas City, making 113 miles more, 
occupying one day. The Hannibal and Saint Joseph R.ailway between Atchison, 
Saint Joseph, and Hannibal, 227 miles, was examined next, requiring one day. From 
Hannibal to Saint Louis, over the Saint Louis, Keokuk and Northwestern R.ailway, 
111 miles, occupied about one-half day. In Saint Louis over three days were spent 
at the office of Missouri Pacific and the Saint Louis and San Francisco R.ailways, ob-
taining information needed for the annual report. Leaving Saint Louis July 29, in-
spection was made of portions of the Saint Louis and San Francisco and of the Atlantic 
a,nd Pacific Rail ways, extending from Saint Louis to Red Fork, Ind. Ter., 428 miles, re-
turning to Peirce Junction and Newton, 386, miles, required two days' time. Returned 
from Newton to Kansas City over the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway in tbe 
night, a distance of 201 miles. Went to Omaha upon Missouri Pacific Railway, 213 
mHes, requiring nearly one day. Remained at Omaha one day, then examined the 
Sioux City and Pacific Railway between Missouri Valley, Blair, and Sioux City, tak-
ing one day, and returning to Omaha in the evening; distance traveled was 214 miles. 
In Omaha one day examining the shops and equipment of the Union Pacific Railway, 
then inspected the main line between Omaha and Ogden, in a little more than two 
days; distance traveled, 1,032 miles. Examined the buildings, sidings, &c., at Ogden, 
then went to Salt Lake via Utah Central Railway, returning to Ogden, distance 12:! 
miles; time employed, nearly two days. Union Pacific Rail way from Ogden to Chey-
enne, thence to Denver, was passed over next, the distance being 623 miles, 106 miles 
of which, between Cheyenne and Denver was inspected; time employed, one d~. Re-
mained at Denver one day examining ti::e buildings and equipment belo1:ging to the 
Union Pacific Railway; the next day inspected the branch line to Central City and 
Graymount, traveling 120 miles. Examined the Denver, South Park and Pacific Di-
vision of Union Pacific Railway, going as far as Buena Vista, 137 miles, returning to 
Denver upon the Denver and Rio Grande Railway, 242 miles, taking about two days' 
time. 
August 14, left Denver to complete the examination of the Kansas Divison. The trip 
extended to Kansas City, 639 miles, and occupied two days' time. Returned to Omaha 
via Missouri Pacific Railway, traveling 213 miles, requiring nearly one day. At Omah& 
one day, then left for Ogden upon Union Pacific Railway; time, two days; distance, 1,032 
miles. From Ogden to San Francisco, traveling upon the Central Pacific Railway; 
time employed was two days, the distance being 895 miles. Remained in San Fran-
cisco six days, obtaining notes relating to Central and Southern Pacific Railways. 
Then inspe"cted the Southern Pacific Railway, Northern Division, as far as Tres Pinos 
and Santa Cruz, requiring 291 miles travel and two days' time. Two days' time and 
567 miles travel were required for the inspection of the Ogden Division, Central Pa- · 
cific Railway, and the line from San Francisco to Sacramento via Niles and 'l'racy. 
The main line between Sacramento and O_gdeu, 744 miles, was then tnspected; time 
employed, four days. The Utah and Northern Division of the· Union Pacific from Og-
den to Garrison, including branch from Silver Bow to Butte,. a distance of 468 miles, 
was next inspected; time employed, two days. 
From Garrison the Northern Pacific Rail way was examined as far as Cinnabar, 225 
miles, returning from thence upon same railway to Livingston and Saint Paul, dis-
tance being 1,083 miles; the time employed, including all stoppages, was nearly ten 
days. Between Saint Paul and Omaha, upon Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis 
and Qmaha Railway, the distance traveled was 370 miles; time used, one day. Re-
mained in Omaha part of a day, then proceeded via the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy Rail way to Chicago, the distance being 508 miles; time consumed upon the 
trip and in Chicago, a little over two days. · 
Returned to Washington via Lake Shore and Pennsylvania Rail ways, distance, Chi-
caO'O to Washington, being 883 miles, a.rriving in Washington September ~4, having 
be%n engaged upon the trip sdventy-two days, and traveled 14,868 miles. 
• 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period and on hand, pendin~t and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the office of the Commissioner of J:(.ailroads, Department 
of tile Interior: 
Character of business. 
Letters received ............................................................ . 
Letters written ............................................................ .. 
Semi-annual reports (form 8-002) ............................................ . 
Annual reports (form 8-008) ......... " ....................................... . 
General ledger balances .................................................... .. 
Reports of earnings and expenses .......................................... .. 
Reports of througll tonnage . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . . • • • .. .. • • • • . .. . ........ . 
Reports of through passengers ............................................ .. 







at close of 
the calendal.' 
year 1885. 
717 ........... .. 
763 .......•••••• 
10 ............ . 
15 ........... .. 
38 ........••.•• 
240 .••.....••••• 
24 1 ............ . 
24 ........... .. 
2, 500 I 740 
In addition to the above, the books and accounts of the following-named railroad 
companies were examined: Those of the Union Pacific Rail way (including the Kansas 
Pacific) at the company's general office at Boston, Mass., by the book-keeper and assist-
ant book-keeper, occupying fourteen days. The book-keeper and clerk were also occu-
pied sixteen days at the auditor's office in Omaha examining t.he books of this com-
pany. They also examined the books of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad 
at Saint Louis, Mo., occupying four days; the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad at 
Chicago, occupying three days, and the Central Pacific Railroad at Sa.n Francisco, 
occupying thirty-four days. The assistant book-keeper was also detailed for a period 
of thirty-three days to take charge of and arrange the exhibit of this office at the 
·world's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition held at New Orleans, La. 
After the roads and other properties and the accounts of the various companies were 
examined, the ~ook-keeper and assistant book-keeper and clerk were occupied about 
three months in preparing the accounts of the bonded companies to be included in the 
annual report of the Commissioner, dated October 27, 1885. In compiling these data 
and in t;he preparation of the various tables of statistics many days were necessarily 
spent upon statements, the II1ere copying of which would occupy but a few hours. 
This report contained statements showing amounts reimbursed the Government on 
account of interest; condition of the sinking funds; statement of the 5 and 25 per 
cent. of net earnings; assets and liabilities; earnings and expenses ; condition of the 
property, &c., of the Union Pacific, including the Kansas Pacific, the Central Pacific, 
the Central Branch Union Pacific, and the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Com-
panies. It also embraced statistics showing the assets and liabilities, earnings and 
expenses, condition of the property, &c., of the following-named railroad companies: 
Southern Pacific: Northern Pacific; Oregon and Califomia; .Atlantic and Pacific; 
Saint Louis and San Francisco; .Atchison, Top-eka and Santa Fe; Missouri Pacific; 
Missouri, Kansas and Texas ; Saint Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern ; Texas and 
Pacific; Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific; Chicago, Burlington and Quincy ; Han-
nibal and Saint Joseph; Iowa Falls and Sioux City; Cedar Rapids and Missouri 
River; Memphis and Little Rock; Dubuque and Sioux City, and the Saint Paul and 
Duluth Railroad Companies. 
The inspection trip by the engineer of the subsidized rail ways was commenced July 
6, completed August 17, requiring forty-two days' time and 8,638 miles travel, as 
shown hy the following details: 
From Washington to Chicago, passing over the Pennsylvania and the Lake Shore 
roads, distance being 883 miles, requiring nearly two days' time; stopped in Chicago 
but a few hours; went thence to Saint Louis, via Chicago and .Alton Railway, dis-
tance 283 miles, and time required about one day. Remained in Saint Louis three 
days getting information for use in annual report ; then went to Kansas City, over 
the Missouri Pacific Railway, distance 283 miles, requiring for the trip about two 
days' time. Thence to .Atchison, upon the Missouri Pacific Railway, and to Green-
leaf, upon the Central Branch Union Pacific Railway, returning to Kansas City the 
same day, traveling 200 miles upon the latter and 1~0 upon the former railway. In 
KansasCityoneday, making arrangements for the trip to Albuquerque. From Kansas 
City to .Albuquerque, over the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, the distance, 
including Hot Springs Branch, is 930 miles, but owing to washout anil other delays 
five days' time was consumed in the inspection. The .Atlantic and Pacific Railway 
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(Western Division) was inspected between Albuquerque and Mojave; time required1 
three days, the distance, 815 miles. Partial inspection was made of the Southern 
Pacific Railway between Mojave and San Francisco, the distance traveled being 382 
miles, and one day's time devoted to it. Three days were employed in San Francisco 
obtaining notes from the rail way offices for use in annual report. 
The Oregon division of the Central Pacific Railway was next inspected, passing 
from San Francisco to Roseville over the subsidized line, then from Roseville to Delta, 
359 miles' travel being required and two days' time. To reach Ashland, Oreg., the 
present terminus of the Oregon and California Rail way, required a stage ride of nearly 
two days' time and about 125 miles of distance. The examination of the Oregon and 
California Railway was made in one day, the distance between Ashland and Portland 
being 341 miles. Remained in Portland one day and then passed over the Oregon Rail-
way and Navigation Company's lines, via Umatilla, to Huntington, Oreg, a distance 
of 404 miles, in about one day's time. 
, August 2left Huntington to inspect the Oregon Short Line Branch of Union Pacific 
Railway; distance traveled, including the branch between Shoshone and Ketchum, 
was 6'71; miles, time required to reach Granger beiJiil.g two days. The inspection be-
tween Granger and Cheyenne, thence to Denver, including part of a day in Denver, 
occupied two days, the distance being 468 miles. From Denver to KaNsas City two 
days were spent upon the inspection and examination of this part of the Union Pacific 
Railway, the l•mgth of the division being 639 miles. From Kansas City rode over the 
Missouri Pacific Railway to Omaha, 213 miles, requiring for this and time employed 
at Omaha nearly three days. Passed over the Chicago and Northwestern Railway 
from Omaha to Chicago, distance 492 miles, requiring one day's time. Over two days 
were used at Chicago offices of Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway and branch 
lines in vicinity of Chicago, involving 140 miles' travel. Returned to Washington via 
Lake Shore and Pennsylvania Railways, distance traveled being 883 miles, and time 
used being about two days. 
The Commissioner personally inspected the road-bed, track, shops, bridges, build-
ings, and appurtenances of the following-named railroads : Those of the Sioux City 
and Pacific Railroad from Sioux City to Fremont, Nebr.; the main line of the Union 
Pacific Railway from Omaha, Nebr., to Ogden, Utah; the main line of the Central 
Pacific Railroad from Ogden, Utah, to San Francisco, Cal., via Port Costa; also that 
portion of the road between Oakland and Sacramento, formerly the Western Pacific, 
and the Oregon Division of said road from Roseville Junction to Delta, the Southern 
Pacific Railroad, Northern Division, from San Francisco to Soledad, and the Oregon 
and California Railroad from Ashland, Oreg., to Portland, Oreg. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of 
at the dates specified below in the office of the Commissioner of Railroads, Depart-
~ent of the Interior : 
Character of business. 
Letters received .......... ................................................. .. 
Letters written ........................ ..................................... . 
Semi-annual reports (form 8-002) ......................................... .. 
Annual reports (form 8-008) ................................................. . 
General ledger balances ..................................................... . 
Reports of earnings and expenses ........................................... . 
Reports ofthrough tonnage ................................................. . 
Reports of thronfh passengers ............................................. . 





















In addition to the above the books and accounts of the following-named companies 
were examined: The Union Pacific Railway (including the Kansas Pacific) at the 
company's general office at Boston, Mass., by the book-keeper and clerk, occupying 
sixteen days. The clerk, with the assistance of a gentleman temporarily detailed to 
serve this office, was also engaged for a period of eighty-five days in the examination 
of the books and accounts of this company at the Boston and Omaha offices, with 
particular reference to ascertaining in detail the amounts allowed by the Union Pa-
cific Railway to its branch lines on account of constructive mileage, this examina-
ttion resulting in nearly three hundred large sheets of tabulated statistics, and en-
abling the office to estimate the difference which such allowances would make in the 
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amount of net earnings each year. The books and accounts of the Central Pucifio 
Railroad were examined by the assistant book-keeper at the company's generaloffice 
at San Francisco, Cal. The main line of the road from San Francisco to Ogden, 
Ut.ah, and that portion of the Union Pacific Railway between Ogden and Cheyenne 
was also inspected by him, the total time occupied in these various duties being fifty 
days. The accounts of the Sioux City and Pacific Railroad were examined in Chicago, 
occupying three days, and of the Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad at Saint 
Louis, Mo., occupying two days. 
After the roads and other properties and the accounts of the various companies 
were examined, the book-keeper, assistant book keeper, and elerk were occupied nearly 
three (3) months in preparing and arranging the data thus obtained for use ill the 
. annual report of the Commissioner, dated October :l8, 1886. In compiling these data 
and in the preparation of the various tables of statistics many days were employed. 
This report embraces statements showing the amount reimbursed the Government 
on account of interest; condition of the sinking funds; statements of the 5 and 25 
per cent. of net earnings; amounts produced under existing laws, and the interest 
paid by the United States on account of the subsidy bonds; assets and liabilities, 
earnings and expenses, and condition of the property of the Union Pacific (including 
Kansas Pacific), the Central Pacific, the Sioux City and Pacific, and the Central 
Branch Union Pacific Railroad Companies. The annual report also embraces statistics 
showing the earnings and expenses, assets and liabilities, and condition of the prop-
erty of the following-named companies: Northern Pacific Railroad, Oregon and Cali-
fornia Railroad, Saint Paul and Duluth Railroad, Chicago and Northwestern Rail-
way, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad, Dubuque and Sioux City Railroad, Iowa Falls and Sioux City Railroad, 
Saint Joseph and Grand Island Railroad, Hannibal and Saint Joseph Railroad, Mis-
souri Pacific Rail way, Missouri, Kansas and Texas Rail way, Saint Louis, Iron Mount-
ain and Southern Railway, Saint Louis and San Francisco Railway, Memphis and 
Little Rock Railroad, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, Atlantic and Pacific 
Railroad, and the Southern Pacific Railroad. 
The inspection by the engineer was commenced August 5 and completfld October 
:8, the distance traveled being 12,573 miles, as shown in the following description: 
Leaving Washington, via Pennsylvania Railway, August 5, traveled 8-14 miles to 
Chicago, using for the trip and in Chicago two days' time. Thence to Omaha. In-
spection was made of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy and Burlington and Mis-
souri River Railway lines, time used being about one day, the distance traveled be-
·ing upon the former line 206 and upon the latter 302miles. Remained in Omaha one 
day to obtain notes from Union Pacific office, then inspected that portion of the Bur-
lington and Missouri River Railway between Omaha, Hastings and Kearney, which 
was done in one day's time, the distance traveled being 242 miles. Next inspected 
the Saint Joseph and Grand Island Railway between Hastings and Saint Joseph, a 
distance of 227 miles, which, with the examination of the station buildings, consumed 
about two days. Went from Saint Joseph to Kansas City upon the Missouri Pacific 
Railway, traveling 68 miles, requiring, with stoppage at Kansas City, one day. The 
inspection of that part of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe between Kansas City, 
Topeka, and Lawrence required nearly one day, involving 92 miles' travel. The 
,Southern Kansas Railway was next inspected from Lawl.'ence to Coffeeville and re-
turning to Kansas City, which, including the extension southward from Coffeeville 
nearly to Indian Territory line, made 317 miles traveled, using two days' time. The 
trip froiQ. Kansas City to Saint Louis, 283 miles over the Missouri Pacific Railway and 
.stop in aint Louis to obtain information from Saint Louis and San Francisco Rail-
way office, required two days' time. The inspection of the Saint Louis and San 
Francisco Railway required two days, the trip covering 516 miles, from Saint Louis 
to Sapulpa and return to Vinita. The portion of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas 
Railway between Vinita and Junction City, which was inspected, covers a distance 
of 209 miles, using one day's time. 
Between Junction City and Topeka the trip was made over the Kansas division of 
the Union Pacific Railway; the distance is 7"2 miles; time used, including the neces-
sary stop at Topeka, was one day. The next inspection was made upon the main 
line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe, extending from Topeka to El Paso and to 
Deming, a total distance of 1,452 mile~ which occupied five days. The inspection of 
the Southern Pacific Railway and branches between Deming and San :Francisco re-
quired 1,260 miles' travel, which, with delays caused by washouts, consumed seven 
days' time. The time spent in San Francisco procuring items for use in annual report 
was about three days. The examination of the Northern division of the Southern 
Pacific Railway covered the direct line from San Francisco to Tres Pinos, returning 
to Gilroy and thence to San Miguel upon the new extension, a total distance of 414 
miles, requiring two days' time for that and the return to San Francisco. · The usual 
inspection of the Central Pacific Railway required a trip from San Fmncisco to Duns-
muir and return to Sacramento, making 561 miles' travel, requiring two days' time; 
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also a trip from Sacramento to Ogden, 744 miles, occupying three days~ additional 
time. 
From Ogden the trip over the Oregon Short Line division of the Union Pacific R~l­
way to Huntington, 481 miles, was made in one day, no special examination of tliat 
line being required. The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company's line was used 
from Huntington to Wallula Junction in order to reach the Northern Pacific Rail-
way; number of miles traveled upon this was 217, requiring one day's time. F1:om 
Wallula Junction to Pasco and Ellensburg and return the examination required two 
days' time. Upon this portion of the Northern Pacific Railway distance traveled 288 
miles, of which 254 were upon the Cascade Branch, between Pasco and Ellensburg, 
and 34 miles upon the main line. One day's time was spent at Pasco and traveling 
over the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company's road to Portland; distance from 
Wallula Junction being 214 miles. Seven days were spent in Portland in obtaining 
notes and information relative to the Oregon and California and the Cascade division 
of the Northern Pacific Railway. The Pacific and the western part of the Cascade 
division of the Northern Pacific Railway between Portland, Tacoma, and Carbonado 
were inspected next, the time being two days; distance traveled 358 miles. 
Returning by the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company's road from Portland 
to Wallula Junction, 214 miles, which required one day's time, the inspection of the 
main line of the Northern Pacific Railway was resumed. This required six days' 
time and 1,699 miles' travel ; nearly a day's time was spent in Saint Paul; thence to 
Chicago over the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul Railway, 410 miles, required 
another day, and passing over the Lake Shore and the Pennsylvania Railway lines to 
Washington, 883 miles, a little more than one day was used. 
The Commissioner personally inspected the road-bed, track, 8hops, bridges, build-
ings, and appurtenances of the following-named railroads: Those of the Sioux City 
and Pacific Railroad from Sioux City to Missouri Valley Junction, Iowa; the main 
line of the Union Pacific Railway from Omaha, Nebr., to Cheyenne, Wyo., the 
Cheyenne division of said road from Cheyenne to Denver, Colo., and the Kansas di...-is-
ion from Denver, Colo., to Kansas City, Mo.; also the Central Branch Union Pacific 
Railroad from Atchison to Waterville, Kans. 
The following statement SJhows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, aud disposed of during the period, and on band, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, iil the office of the Commis5ioner of Railroads, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Pending 




year, 1887. posed of on Mar. 1, 1887. 
Character of business. 
Letters received................................................. . .. . . . . .. . .. 112 
Letters written.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Semi-annual reports, Form 8-002..... .... .. . . . . . . •. . . • . . ... ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . 2 
Annual reports, Form 8-008. . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
!~C:~i :e~~~;~~~thi~~~~.fae:~~~: ~=~~ ~: ~::~ ::: ::~:: :::::::::::: · · · · · · · · 5oo· ......... ~~ 45(} 
The amounts to be carried to the credit of the sinking funds of the Union Pacific 
and Central Pacific Railroad Companies on' the first day of February, as required 
by section 4 of the act of May 7, 187tl, have not been ascertained for the year 1886, 
owing to the fact that the books of these companies are not closed until about the 
first day of April in each year, and it is impossible to make these examinations and 
ascertain the precise amount of net earnings subject to the 25 per cent. until all of 
the entries have been made and the books balanced and closed. For similar reasons 
the semi-annual and annual reports, on Forms 8-002 and 8-008, for the year 1886, have 
not yet been submitted by the various railroad companies reportmg to this office. 
Statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of, during the periods specified, by the employes in the office of 
the Commissioner of Railroads, Department of the Interior. 
Owing to the technical character of the work of this Bureau it was impracticable 
to keep a record of the busines performed, transacted, and disposed of by the em-
ployes during the periods covered by the inquiry. 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the office of the 
Commissioner of Railroads, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
h 
... ... ... 
h 
<t> Q.) <t> 
~ ~ 
..0 ...: ..0 ,.c 
Calendar year. ~ ..ol s <t> s E: ~ 
0 :;::i <15 ~ <t> ~ <t> ~ '"' h h 
<t> 
.g '"' .... l'l I::.C P. 1-- 0 "' A O:l p "a p Q.) 0 0 Q.) 1-:> f:::l ~ .,q ~ 1-:> ~ .,q 00 0 ~ A 
- - - - - - - - - - -
1884 .........•.......•.•••...•...........•••...•.. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
1885 ....••.........•.•.....•.......••...•..••..... 6 6 6 ti 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
1886 ..•..•.••••• · ·•·•• .••••....•.•.•...•.....••••. 6 6 *5 *5 t6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
1887 (to March 1) •'"'•a•••••••••••••'"''"'"'""'*••••••••• *5 *5 · --- ---· ---· · -- · 
*One vacancy. tOne vacancy during first half of May, 1886. 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least, during 
the periods specified, in the office of the Commissioner of Railroads, Department 
of the Interior. 
Owing to the varied and technical character of the work of this Bureau, it wa~ im-
practicable to keep a record of the business transacted and disposed of by the em-
ployes. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the t.ime and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business, during the peri0ds 
specified, by the employes in the office of the Commissioner of Railroads, Department 
of the Interior : 
Calendar year. 
1884 . •...•.........•.••.......••...••••..•••••.••••• ···-·· ••••••••••••••.•••.. 
1885 .....•..•••........••..•.....•..•.....••••.•••••.•••.•.••••..••...••••••.. 
1886 ······ .......•.•••...... ···••• .•..•• ·••••··••••• ..••••.••••..••••..•••.... 














The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, a-nd also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the office of the Commissioner of Railroads, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified: 
Maximum number of day s .. ...•...... · ··· · ---~--- ... • ........• . 














[Note by Committee: In addition to the foregoing matter there were 41 more sheets 
containing numerous items under each title or subject of the index which are not 
considered sufficiently valuable to have printed herein.] 
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OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Waahington, June 18, 1887. 
The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
SIR: Referring to Department circular of March :lS, and lettel' of April2, 1887, I have 
the honor to submit herewith a report of the business transacted in the :finance, ac-
counts, land, education, and :files divisions of thiiil office, as required by the Senate 
Select Committee; also a statement as to work performed by clerk in charge of In-
dian tradership matters. 
Very respectfully, 
ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
J. D. C. ATKINS, 
Commissioner. 
Report of the account• division, Indian Office, on the methods of business and 1vork, as 1'e· 
que8tDd by Senate Select Committee, and callod for by Department circular of Ma1·ch 23, 
188'1. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the -accounts divis-
ion of the Indian Office. 
The work of the accounts division is miscellaneous in character, and, strictly speak-
ing, the name is a misnomer. The principal item of work, however, and that from 
which the name of the division is derived, is the examination of the accounts of In-
dian agents, inspectors, special agents, superintendenis of Indian schools, and other 
disbursing agents c;>f the Indian service. The responsibility growin!Z out of this work 
is not inconsiderable. Almost the entire annual appropriation of over $5,000,000 is 
placed in the hands of the various agents, inspectors, and other officers, either in cash 
remitted to them for disbursement, or in property purchased under contract, or other-
wise, and committed to them for issue or expenditure, and it is the duty of ibis divis-
ion to see that this large amount is paid out, issued, expended, and properly disposed 
of in accordance with law and regulations. 
The service at the several Indian agencies requires, for its proper disvatch, that 
various employes, such as physicians, clerks, f~:t.rmers, blacksmiths, carpenters, engin-
eers, herders, millers, sawyers, &c., shall be employed to properly conduct the neces-
sary business and instruct the Indians in the ways of civilized life. Then, again, po-
licemen are required to preserve order, prevent the introduction of liquor on the vari-
o~ reservations, remove intruders, and assist the agent in very many ways to keep 
in proper control the Indians under .his charge. Interpreters are needed as a medium 
of communication between agent and employes and the Indians, and to certifY, as 
provided by law, to issues and payments to Indians. Additional farmers are required 
to go among the Indians as they may be scattered on the several reservations and 
personally instruct them in the use of agricultural implements, how to break up their 
_land, how to plant their seed, &c. 
It is the duty of this division to apportion the employes to the several agencies. In 
the case of agency employes, to take into consideration the appropriations available, 
the limit provided by law as to the amount allowed for white employes; the pro-
vision oflaw as to the preference to be given to Indians when competent, and in the 
case of Indian police, interpreters, and additional farmers, the amount of the special 
appropriations, and the demands and necessities of the several agencies must be care-
fully considered, so that the employes to be allowed shall, as far as possible, be as-
signed to the most necessitous agencies. 
It is the duty of this division to forward with proper instructions the blanks nec-
essary for the preparation of all bonds of agents, inspectors, special agents, and other 
disbursing agents, and upon their return of such bonds to examine them and enter 
them, when approved, in record books prepared for the purpose. 
Without entering further into detail, it will be sufficient to say that the various 
most important kinds of work performed by this division are briefly as follows : 
(1) Examination of accounts. 
(2) Charging up disbursements by book-keeper. 
(3) Acting on explanations to exceptions to accounts. 
( 4) Carrying back to appropriations unexpended balances. 
(5) Open-market exigency purchases. 
(6) Supervision of collection and expenditure of miscellaneous receipts. 
(7) Sales of condemned Government property. 
(8) Authorizing boards of sur-.ey on unserviceable public property and acting on 
findings of s8Jme. 
(9) Supervising cutting of dead and down timber by Indians and sale of same. 
( 10) Recording weekly and monthly statements of public funds in hands of agents. 
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( 11) Recording statements of inuebtedness. 
(12) Charging on property book all property consigned to agents. 
(13) Supervision of annuity payments. 
(14) Deciding on applications of claimants for back annuities. 
(15) Record of all agency employes and changes therein. 
(16) Governing appointments and removals of agency employes. 
(17) Appointment of agents. 
(18) Bonding of agents. 
(19) Recording agent's bonds. 
(20) Instructions to new agents. 
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(21) Instructions to outgoing agents. 
(22) Instructions to physicians, clerks, and farmers newly appointed to agencies. 
(23) Leaves of absence for agents and agency employes. 
(24) Consideration of charges against agents. 
(25) Consideration of charges against agency employes. 
(26) Considering and settling disputes between agents and employes. 
(27) Considering and settling disputes between tribes or bands of Indians or between 
individual Indians where funds are involved. 
(28) Considering, recording, and acting on inspector's reports. 
(29) Considering, recording, and acting on special agent's reports. 
(30) Grants specific authority to agents in the issue of wagons, harness, and the 
larger and more costly agricultural implements and cattle. 
(31) Obtaining authority to modify manner of issuing subsistence to Indians. 
(32) Obtaining authority for agents to submit their accounts "'ithout affidavits. 
(33) Instructing as to care and management of cattle herds at agencies. 
(34) Recording monthly reports of sanitary statistics from agencies. 
(35) Sending weekly report of balances in hands of disbursing agents to Treasury. 
(36) Advising Treasury of receipt of agent's accounts and disbursements and bal-
ances of cash on hand shown thereby. 
(37) Annual census of Indians. 
(38) Special census of certain tribes and bauds. 
(39) Transfer of property from one agency to another. 
( 40) Sale of property not needed at agencies and application of proceeds to benefit 
of Indians. 
( 41) Consolidation of agencies. 
(42) Changes in agency headquarters. 
( 43) Register of letters received. 
(44) Register of accounts received. 
( 45) Copying in permanent record of letters sent and reports to Department. 
(46) Preparation of following-named statistical tables for Commissioner's annual 
reports: Table showing population, civilization, allotments, houses, &c., on all Indian 
reservations. 
(47) Table showing lands cultivated and crops raised and stock owned by Indians. 
{48) Medical statistics of Indians, showing sick, wounded, &c., during the year. 
( 49) Statement of disbursements of appropriations during year. 
(50) Statement of salaries and incidental expenses at agencies during year. 
(51) Reports in reply to Congressional inquiries touching business before it. 
(52) Copying mail for signature. 
(53) Copying miscellaneous papers. 
(54) Completion and preparation for printer of book of regulations of Indian De-
partment. 
(55) Completion and preparation for the printer of lists of agencies and Indian 
schools, agents and school superintendents, their post-office and telegraphic ad-
dresses; also of chiefs of divisions, inspectors, special agents, and members of the 
Board of Indian Commissioners, and periodical revision of the same. 
(56) Verbal instruction of new age~ts, special agents, agency clerks, and physicians. 
Statement showing in detail the m~thods of transacting b1;1.siness in the accounts divis-
ion of the Indian Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the Indian Office, and then showing in consecu-
tive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate division of said office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the ac-
tion thereon had and taken Ly each, until the same is :finally disposed of, and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
EXAMINATION OF ACCOUNTS. 
All agents, special agents, inspectors, school superintendents and disLursing of-
ficers of every kind are reauired to render an account, each quarter, of all the cash 
and property remaining on -hand, received, disbursed., issued or otherwise llisposed of 
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during such quarter. Sueh accounts must be rendered in duplicate and forwarded to 
the Indian office within thirty days after the expiration of the quarter for which the 
account is rendered. When such duplicate account isreceivea in the Indian Office it 
is marked by the Assistant Commissioner with the letter A, indicating that it is to be 
considered by the accounts division. H then is sent to the files division, where the 
letter of transmittal is st.amped with au office number and the date of its receipt and 
a brief made of its content.s. The package is then opened and each paper contained 
therein ia stamped with the same number as the letter of transmittal, so that it can 
at any time and in any place be identified. From the files division the account is 
passed to the desk of the chief of the accounts division, who marks upon the letter of 
transmittal the name of the clerk in charge of the division files, and it is then sent 
to the division register, where the number and date of the letter, the name of the 
writer, the name of the clerk to whom referred and the date of such reference, are 
entered in a book kept for that purpose calleu the subregister, and a letter is written 
to the agent acknowledging the receipt of the account, describing it, and one to the 
• Second Auditor of the Treasury, notifying him of the receipt of the account by Inuian 
Office. An entry is also made in the index of accounts, showing the agency, the name 
of the agent, the quarter for which the account was rendered, whether it is only cash 
or property, or both, the date of its receipt in the office and the date of the acknowl-
edgment to the agent and notice to the Second Auditor. The following action is then 
noted on the lwok of the letter of transmittal: ''Acknowledged---, 1887," after 
which the account is passed to the division files, and when received by the clerk in 
charge thereof, a statement of the account-current belongiug in such account is sent 
to the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, after which the package is carefully ex-
amined to ascertain if any abstracts or vouchers are missing ; if so, the agent is im-
mediately notified by letter of such fact, enumerating the missing papers, and in-
structmg him to forward the same at once. The cash accounts then are sent to the 
book-keeper of tbe accounts division, who credits the agent with all disbursements 
and deposits to the credit of the United States, made during the quarter, and returns 
the account to the division files. A list of the unexamined accounts is furnished by 
the file clerk to the chief of the accounts division, who assigns the accounts to the 
various clerks in the division, for examination. 
When a clerk is ordered to examine an account, he is furnished with both original 
and duplicate copies of the account, also the duplicate account for 1he preceding 
quarter, for reference and comparison. The quarterly account being in fact composed 
of two accounts, cash and property, the cash is examined first. The cash account 
comprises the account--current, the abstract of disbursements, the various vouchers 
representing the expenditures of money made during the quarter, and the report of 
employes. The following synopsis will show the method of examination and the 
order in which the various portions of the account are considered. 
ACCOUNT-CURRENT. 
(1) See that the balance remaining on hand at close of preceding quarter, as shown 
by the duplicate account-current for such quarter, is properly brought forward. 
(2) See that all remittances to the agent during the quarter (if made in time to reach 
the agent before the end of the quarter) are taken up. This information is obtained 
from the tabular statement of remittances in the finance division. 
(3) See that all moneys received from miscellaneous sources, as shown by transcript 
of agent's cash-book, accompanying the accounts, are properly taken up. 
(4) See that all moneys arising from sale of subsistence to employes, as shown by 
abstract "E," property account, are properly taken up. 
(5) See that the account-current bears the affidavit of the agent that said account-
current embraces all the funds denominated "miscellaneous receipts," coming into 
his hands during the period for which it is rendered. If the agent certifies to the ac-
count-current instead of swearing to it, see that he has had proper authority from 
the Secretary of the Interior for so doing. 
(6) If agent swears to the account-current before any officer other than a clerk or 
judge of a court of record, see. that a certificate of such judge or clerk is attached, 
showing the official character of the officer before whom the ·affidavit was made, and 
that he was legally authorized to administer such oath. 
(7) Where such certificate of official character is furnished, see that it is properly 
noted in the book kept for that purpose, for future reference and the benefit oi other 
examiners. 
REPORT OF EMPLOYES. 
(1) See that the names, periods of service, and compensations of employes appear-
ing on such report agree iu every particular with the record of employes authorized 
(vide article on employes). 
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(2) See that agent swears to the report, or, in the event of his certifyit~.g, see that 
he has proper authority for so doing, and that such affidavit {If certificate conforms to 
the requirements of section 245, Regulations Indian Department, 1884. 
(3) If irregular service has been approved on the record of employes in bulk ex-
amine the agents' reports of approved irregular employes, to be obtained from divis-
ion files (vide article irregular employes), to see that the quarterly report under ex-
amination agrees fully with such approved irregular reports. 
(4) If school employes appear upon the report under examination, go to'' Educa-
tion," and compare it with the record of school employes kept there. 
(5) If the report of employes is correct in every particular the following certificate, 
marked with his initials, is written by the examiner on the report, to be signed by 
the chief of the accounts division. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF l.NDIAN AFFAIRS, 
---,188-. 
Examined, compared with the record of employes authorized by this office, and found 
correct. 
---· ---, 
Chief Accounts Division. 
(Examiner's initials.) 
(6) If any inaccuracies appear in the report, insert after the word "correct" the 
words ''except as to," and then mention the discrepancies. 
VOUCHERS. 
The vouchers accompanying a cash account are numbered consecutively from one 
each quarter, such numbering being done by the agent without any special reference 
to the character of expenditure represented by the voucher, but for convenience of 
description and clearness of staten:.ent in describing the process of examination it 
may be said that nearly all the vouchers ordinarily appearing in an account can be 
distributed into the following classes: Open-market purchases, purchases under con-
tract, traveling expenses of agents and employes, transportation of supplies, receipt 
rolls, annuity rolls, and the method of examining a voucher of each class will be given 
as briefly as is possible, compatible with clearness and accuracy. 
Open-market pltrchases. 
(1) See if agent had authority from Secretary of the Interior to make purchase and 
whether copy of such authority is attached to the voucher. . 
(2) If authority given to make purchase gives the specific items and prices to be 
paid, see that the voucher conforms thereto in every particular. 
(3) If the authority granted does not specify items or prices, but refers to an esti-
mate submitted by a.gent, go to the files division, look in the index under the proper 
agency and the heading "estimates," to find the file number of the paper. By re-
ferring to the files record ascertain whether the paper has been finally disposed of or 
still remains in the finance division to which it was originally referred. If in the 
files it can be easily found in the file-box where it belongs. If it has not yet been 
sent to the files division, go to the finance division register, find the proper number 
and ascertain the name of the clerk to whom the same was referred and apply to him 
for p&rmission to inspect the paper. If taken either from files division or the desk 
of another clerk, to the examiner's desk, a slip bearing the file number of the paper 
and the name of the examiner must be left in its place to be destroyed when the 
paper is returned. 
( 4) If the full account authorized is not expended in the voucher under considera-
tion, a slip must be made marked at the top with the date and number of the author-
ity and the amounts that can be expended for various articles or purposes; then the 
number of the vou~her and the quarter and year a.nd the amounts expended for each 
article must be entered on such slip for reference in examining other vouchers in the 
same account. If no further expenditures are made under such authority in the 
quarter under examination the slip must be put in an envelope, marked "memoran-
dum for examiner of--- agency," and handed to the division file clerk to be kept 
until the next account from the same agency is ordered to be examined, then fur-
nished the examiner for his information in case any expenditures may be made under 
the same authority in such succeeding quarter. 
(5) See that the authority under which the purchase was made bears date within 
the same fiscal year in which the expenditure was made, as all authorities expire 
with the fiscal year in which they were granted. If incorrect in this particular, note 
a? exception and suspend the amount of the voucher till proper authority is fur-
mshed. 
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(6) If the authority bears a date prior to the beginning of the quarter, the account 
for wnich is under examination, but still in the same fiscal year, and no memorandum 
for examiner is found among the papers furnished the examiner, he must look back 
through the accounts received subsequent to the date of such authority to satisfy 
himself that no expenditures have been previously made under the same. 
(7) If the voucher does not in every par~icular come within the limit of the au-
thority as to quantities, prices, and articleti, a note of the error must be made by the 
examiner, referring to the voucher and the account iu such manner that it can be 
identified, and stating in clear and concise language the particular defect in the 
voucher, what is necessary to correct the error, and suspending the amount of the 
voucher or the overpayment until the required correction is made or a proper ex-
planation is furnished. 
(A) See that the original invoice of purchase is attached to the voucher as a sub-
voucher, and that it contains a properly itemized bill of the property purchased and 
the prices paid. 
(9) See that the name of the person in whose favor the voucher is made is the same 
in every particular as the signature to the receipt appearing thereon. If any dis-
crepancy, note the same, stating in what the error consists, and suspendiDg the 
amount of the voucher until one in proper form is furnished. 
(10) If the voucher is made in favor of a partnership or firm, see that the receipt is 
signed by the firm name, or the firm name per one of the partners. If such voucher is 
signed by the firm name per any initial or mark indicating that it was done by a clerk 
or person other than one of the partners, see that proper authority is furnished from 
the firm for such person to receive and receipt for money due the firm. If such au-
thority does not appear, the amount of the voucher must be suspened until &. properly 
signed receipt is furnished, and the exception noted. 
(11) If the voucher is drawn in favor of a corporation, the receipt must be signed 
by the corporate name per the name of the officer authorized to receive and receipt 
for money due such corporation, giving his official title as treasurer, secretary, or 
whatsoever it may be. If any error exists in regard to this point, the amount of the 
voucher must be suspencd and the exception noted. 
(12) If the person in whose favor the voucher is made cannot write, and his name 
is signed to the voucher by another person it must be designated thus: John (his x 
mark) Doe, and such signature must also be witnessed. In case the payment is made 
to au Indian, and the amount is $10 or over, there must be also a certificate of the 
interpreter in addition to the witness to signature (vide sec. 302, Regulations Indian 
Department, 1884). Any error in this regard must be noted and usual suspension 
made. 
(13) The computations in the voucher must be carefully examined to see that the 
correct amounts are extended and the total correctly footed. 
(14) See that the total footing of the voucher is the same as that written in there-
ceipt, also see that the receipt is properly filled up. Note any error in this regard in 
the usual way. 
(15) See that the certificate at the bottom of the voucher is properly filled, dated, 
and signed by the agent, including the statement that the prices paid were reasonable 
and the lowest obtainable. Note all defects and omissions. 
(16) See that the items purchased and appearing on the voucher are properly en-
tered on Abstract .A., of the property account, checking the same on such abstract. If 
not properly taken up, note exception and suspend the amount of the voucher until 
the. property is accounted for. 
(17) See that statement on back of voucher as to whether payment was made by 
cash or check is properly filled out, and if by check that the number of same is given. 
Note exception and suspension if this has not been done. 
(18) See that the number of the voucher, the name of the person in whose favor the 
same is made, and the total amount of the same, are correctly entered on the abstract 
of disbursements. 
Purchases under contract. 
(1) When a voucher shows a purchase made under contract the examiner should go 
to the finance division and see if such contract has been made, and if so, whether it 
has been approved, and whether the articles named and the prices charged in the 
voucher are the same as specified in the contract, and that none of the articles pur-
chased exceed the quantity contracted for. 
(2) Examine the computations appearing in the voucher and see that all amounts 
are correctly extended and the to.tal correctly footed. 
(3) See that the names of all parties are correctly written, and the receipts correctly 
signed in the same manner as specified above in regard to the voucher for open market 
purchase. 
(4) See that all certificates are properly filled out, dated, and signed by the agent. 
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(5) If the contract specifies that the goods shall be inspected before delivery or 
payment, the report of such inspection must accompany the voucher. There should 
also be a weigher's return showing the weight of the property purchased. 
(6) All property appearing upon such voucher must be taken up on Abstract B of 
the property account. A defectoromission in any of the above particulars is ground 
for taking· an exception and suspending the amount of the voucher until such defect 
is corrected or omission supplied. 
Traveling expenses. 
(1) A copy of authority from the Secretary of the Interior for making the journey 
or incurring the expense, should be attached to the voucher. If no copy is so attached, 
the record of authorities in the files division should be examined to ascertain if such 
authority has been granted. 
(2) If any limit is fixed in the authority to the amount to be expended, the voucher 
must not exceed such limit. 
(3) Subvouchers for traveling expenses must be taken by the agent whenever 
practicable and attached to the voucher. Such subvouchers when for board must 
show the time and rate and be signed by the person to whom pa,:yment was made. 
(4) When no subvouchers are furnished the reason for failure to do so must be 
stated. 
(5) The voucher should be made in favor of the agent and the receipt be signed by 
him except where the expense was incurred by some employe other than the agent, in 
which case the voucher should be made in the name of and be signed by the person in-
curring the expense, and there must also in such case, in addition to the subvouchers, 
be an affidavit of such person attachea to the voucher, reciting that the various items 
appearing therein are correct, and that they have been verified by the memorandum 
of such expenses kept by the person making such affidavit, as required in section 135, 
Regulations, lt3tl4. 
(6) If the voucher is in favor of the agent, the certificate at the bottom must state 
that the various items have been verified by his memorandum of expenses. Section 
135, Regulations of 1884, must be fully complied with. 
(7) Each subvoucher must be examined to see if the computations are correct and 
the a.mount of the same properly entered on the voucher; also to see that there is not 
more than one payment made for the same time or service, and that such subvouchers 
are properly signed. 
(8) If railroad fare is included in such traveling expenses, the table of subsidized 
roads in Department Regulations, 1884, must be examined to see that such roads are 
not included in those over which fare is paid. Should such payment be made the 
amount of same must be disallowed . 
. (9) The ~otal amount of the voucher must be properly entered on the abstract of 
d1sbur:sements. 
If the voucher is defective in any of the above-mentioned particulars, except (8), 
an exception must be taken by the examiner, and the amount involved in such error 
suspended until proper correction is made by the agent. 
The same regulations apply to such voucher in regard to filling and dating certifi-
cates, signing such certificates by the agent and specifying whether payment was in 
cash or by check, as apply to vouchers for open market purchases ( q. v. ). 
Transportation vouchers. 
A large part of the supplies purchased for the Indians and for use at the various 
agencies are delivered by transportation contractors at railway stations or boat land-
ings at some distance from the agencies. The transportation of these supplies from 
such points to the agencies is usually performed by Indians. The form of voucher 
on which payments are made for such service is prescribed in section 320 of Depart-
ment Regulations, 1884, and in the examination of such voucher the following points 
must be noted: 
(1) See that a subvoucher is furnished for each load transported, which sub voucher 
must show the package numbers and weights of the various packages, and. be signed 
by the Indian to whose care they are intrusted, his signature thereto being witnessed, 
as required in other cases. • 
(2) If the claims of the transportation contractor have been received in the Indian 
office, refer to the accounts division propert.y book for the numbers of such claims, 
and procure the claims from the files division, leaving in place of each a properly 
numbered slip with the name of the examiner taking the same. Each bill of lad.ing 
attached to the voucher must be compared with such transportation claim, and every 
package identified by number and weight. Each item, as identified, should be 
checked on both the bill of lading and the transportation claim, in order to show what 
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has lJPen verified, and to prevent confusiou. This comparison is necessary to ascer· 
tain that transportation is not paid more than once on any portion of the supplies, 
and that nothing but Government supplies are so transported. 
(8) If claims of transportation contractor have not been received at the time of the 
examination, the account is held on the examiner's desk for a reasonable time to 
await their receipt. If by reason of failure of the transportation contractor to submit 
his claim promptly, such claim is not received by the time it is deemed necessary to 
forward the account to the Treasury, the examiner refers again to the division prop-
erty book for the numbers of the invoices showing the supplies purchased for the 
agency under consideration. Such invoices are obtained from the files division in 
the same manner as mentioned above in referring to transportation claims, and the 
package numbers and weights on the bills of lading attached to the voucher are then 
ide:Qtified and verified by comparison with such invoices, checking the items as above 
mentioned, each bill of lading, when fully checked, being also checked on the voucher. 
(4) When the property transported hat:~ all been verified and checked, the voucher 
must be examined. to see that the rate paid is reasonable; that the computations are 
correctly made ; that the receipts are properly signed and witnessed ; that the certi-
ficate of the interpreter is properly made and signed, and that all certificates to be 
made by the agent are properly filled out and signed by him. The regulation in re· 
gard to payment being made by check or cash must be observed, and then the totai 
correctly entered on the abstract of disbursements. 
Any defect or error discovered at any stage of such examination must be noted, de-
scribing it in such manner that it can be easily identified, and suspending the amount 
involved until properly corrected. The exception so taken should instruct the agent 
what is deemed necessary to correct such defect. 
Receipt rolls. 
Agency employes, both regular and irregular, when paid for their services are re-
quired to sign a receipt roll, showing the name and position of the employe, the rate 
of com:pensation, the period of service, the amount due, and the amount paid. Such 
receipt roll is submitted as a voucher in the agent's cash accounts, and in the exalll-
ination of such voucher the following points must be observed: 
( 1) The voucher must be compared with the report of employes, after verification of 
same (vide report of employes) as to names, positions, and periods of service of the 
employes appearing thereon. 
(2) If found correct as to above points, compute the amount due each employe, see 
that the receipt is properly signed, and if any signatures are made by mark, that the 
same are properly witnessed. 
(3) If payment of $10 or over has been made to an Indian on such voucher there 
must be a proper certificate signed by the interpreter, as required by section 302,l.Je-
partment Regulations. 
( 4) Receipt-rolls for irregular service must be made out by months, showing the 
days on whiJh service was rendered lJy each employe appearing thereon. There-
quirements as to witnesses, interpreter, and agent's certificates apply to such roll in 
same manner as to rolls of regular employes. 
( 5) The total footings of such voucher should be verified and the amount carried to 
the abstract of disbursements. 
In the examination of such voucher overpayments are disallowed and others sus-
pended for explanation and correct.ion, in the same manner as heretofore mentioned 
in connection with other vouchers . 
.Annuity rolls. 
When annuity pay-rolls appear in an agent's accounts it is necessary to verify their 
correctness in regard to certain · particulars, a_nd the usual mode of procedure is as 
follows: 
(1) When payments have been made to persons acting as guardians for minors or 
others a certifieate of guardianship must be attached to the roll, setting forth the fact 
that such person (giving number on rc..ll anll name) is the person properly authorized 
to receive and receipt for money due such minor or other person (giving number and 
name). Such certificate must be signed by two or more of the principal men of the 
tribe, and verified lJy an inMrpreter and two disinterested witnesses. These certifi-
cates should first be examined and the names and numbers appearing thereon should 
be checked on the rolls. Each certificate should also be checked to show that it bas 
been examined and noted on the roll. 
(2) Each name appearing on the voucher must be compared with the preceding roll 
for the same tribe and identified thereon as to name, age, sex, and family relation, 
except those shown on the voucher to have been born subsequent to the last preced-
ing payment. 
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(3) All signatures must be witnessed l.>~T two disinterested witnesses who can write 
their names. · 
(4) All additions must be verified, and it should also be seen that the correct total 
is carried to the certificates of the agent at. the end of the roll. 
(5) Where an annuitant is noted in the margin ofthe roll as having died, it should 
be noted that such death did not occur prior to the last preceding payment, as but 
one payment can be made on account of an annuitant after death. 
(6) The certificates of the interpreter, witnesses, and agent, at the end of the roll, 
must all be properly filled, dated, and signed. 
(7) The total amount of such annuity roll should appear properly entered on the 
abstract of disbursements. 
All errors appearing on the face of the roll, as well as all discrepancies between it 
and the prior roll, must be noted, and an exception taken in t}le same way as directed 
in regard to the other classes of vouchers heretofore mentioned. 
All unauthorized payments must be disallowed. 
ABSTRACT OF DISBURSEMENTS. 
After the examiner is satisfied that all vouchers representing the expenditure of 
money have been properly entered on the abstract of disbursements, the same must 
be footed and the total placed to the credit of the agent on the account-current. 
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT. 
When a certificate of d.eposit accompanies an account, showing funds deposited to 
the credit of the United States during the quarter, the amount of the same should 
appear upon the account-current to the credit of the agent. 
CLOSING THE ACCOUNT-CURRENT. 
After all entries to the credit of the agent have been made on account-current, foot 
both debit and credit sides of the same, strike the balance aml bring down as balance 
dne United States at end of quarter. 
PROPERTY ACCOUNT. 
After the exa,mination of the cash account has been completed and all the errors 
and discrepancies noted, the property account is taken up. 
The papers comprising the property account are the property return, six abstracts 
designaterl. A, B, C, D, E, and F, with the vouchers and pa.pers belonging to each and 
a return of medical property. 
The property return is an alphabetically arranged statement, showing the amounts 
and kinds of property belonging to the Government in the hands of the agent at the 
beginning of the quarter, the amounts and kinds received during the quarter, as shown 
by Abstracts A, B, and C, the amounts and kinds expended for various purposes during 
the same period, as shown by Abstracts D, E, and F, and the balance remaining on 
hand at the end of the quarter. The papers are taken up for examination in the order 
above indicated. 
Property return.-(1) The property return must be compared with the duplicate 
return for the preceding quarter, to ascertain whether all the prqperty remaining on 
hand at the close of such preceding quarter bas been correctly brought forward. If 
a less quantity of any article is brought forward than was on hand at the close of the 
previous quarter, the error must be noted and the difference charged to the agent. If 
a greater amount is brought forward than appears to have been on band, such fact 
must be noted, and the agent requested to explain from whence he obtained the excess. 
The property return will be again referred to in the conclusion of the examination. 
Abstract A.-(1) This abstract shows property purchased in open market, and should 
be carefully examined to see that all the items appearing thereon have been checked 
during the examination of the cash vouchers for open-market purchases. 
(2) The various amounts of the different kinds of property appearing on this ab-
stract must be aocurately footed and such footings entereu on the proper line and 
under the proper heading on the property return. 
Abstract B.-This abstract shows, or should show, the. property received during the 
quarter, which was purchased under contract, and should be examined with refer-
ence to the following points: 
(1) The abstract must be compared with the "Property Book," which contains an 
abstract of all the supplies purchased under contract, to see if the amounts taken up 
agree with the amounts appearing on such book, as having been purchased for the 
agency. 
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(2) If any differences appear between the book and the abstract, the file number 
of the invoice should be taken from the book and the invoice procured from the files 
division compared with the abstract. If there is still a difference for which there 
appears no satisfactory explanation, the file number of the transportation claim 
should be taken from the book and such claim obtained from files division, to see if 
any shortage has been claimed therein by the agent. Where a less quantity is 
taken up than appears to have been purchased and delivered, the difference .must be 
noted and charged to the agent. If a greater amount is taken up than appears to 
have been furnished, the agent should be called upon to explain the source from 
whence obtained. 
(3) The footings of all items on such abstract should be verified and such footings 
carried tot4eproperty return in the same manner as prescribed. in regard to abstract A. 
Abstract C.-The agent must report upon this abstract all articles manufactured or 
produced in any manner at the agency during the quarter, all increase of agency 
stock, all property that may have come into his hands from any source other than 
purchase or consignment, and all property taken up to correct errors in former ac-
counts. 
(1) The abstract must he examined to see that it bears, in addition to the certifi-
cate of the agent, the cert.ificate of each and every employe having charge of any 
branch of the-agency work, showing that it is a true exhibit of all articles so received 
at the agency during the quarter. If no property has been so received during the 
quarter, a certificate to that effect, signed by each employe above referred to, as well 
as by the agent, must appear upon the face of the abstract. 
(2) The various items appearing on the abstract should be accurately footed and 
carried to the property return in the same manner as directed in regard to abstracts 
A and B. 
Abstract D.-This abstract shows issues to Indians, and the principal vouchers ac-
companying it are weekly issues, treaty annuity issues, and occasional issues to the 
aged, sick, and infirm. 
As to weekly issues, the voucher must show-
(1) The kinds of supplies issued, the number of rations issued each family, the 
number in each family, the receipts of the heads of families for the supplies so issued, 
which receipts must be witnessed. 
(2) The number of rations of each article appearing as issued on the voucher must 
be footed and reduced to pounds. 
{3) The column headed "N urn ber in family" must be footed and computation made 
to ascertain that the amount issued does not exceed the limit prescribed in the table 
of rations contained in Department Regulations, 1884. 
(4) The certificates of the two witnesses on the back of the voucher must be com-
pared with the number. of pounds issued to see that they agree in every particular. 
(5) The certificates of the int,erpreter, witnesses, and agent mllSt be carefully ex-
amined to see that they are correctly filled out and signed. 
(6) Where issues are made for a longer period than one week, ~e examiner should 
ascertain, from the voucher, if possible, otherwise from the office records, whether 
authority was granted the agent to make such issues. 
(7) The total amount issued on each voucher should be correctly carried to the 
ab.stract. 
As to annuity issues, in the examination of a voucher the examiner should notice-
(1) That no unjust discrimination is made in regard to the quantities issued by 
giving some too much and others too little. 
(2) That where wagons, harness, or agricultural implements are issued, tha~ the 
agent has prqper authority for so doing, as required by section ~62, Department Reg-
ulations, 1884. 
(3) ·rhat all certificates are properly filled and signed, and all signatures by mark 
properly witnessed. 
( 4) That the voucher is correctly footed, and all the footings correctly entered on 
the abstract. 
As to occasional issues the same rules are to be applied to vouchers as to annuity 
issues. 
When the footings of all the vouchers have been verified as correctly entered on 
the abstract, the abstract itself must be examined to see· that all footings appearing 
thereon are correct, and then that such correct amounts have been properly entered 
on the property return as expended. 
Abstmct E.-This abstract shows the amounts of the various kinds of eubsistence 
sold to employes during the quarter. The examiner should notice-
(1) That the amounts entered at the top of the abstract as ''price" and ''trans-
portation" are correct as to each article appearing thereon. (This can be ascer-
tained by consulting the contract tables.) 
(2) That the quantity of supplies sold each peroon amounts to the sum set oppo-
. site the name of such person ; 
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(3) That the al>stract bears, in addition to the affidavit of the agent as tQ its cor. 
rectness, the affidavit of each employe showing that such abstract shows all sup-
plies purchased by him from the Government during the quarter. 
(4) That supplies are sold to employes only. . 
(5) That the quantities sold are correctly footed on the abstract, and properly en-
tered as expended on the property return. 
(6) That the total amount received for supplies sold is checked as having been car-
ried to the account current as a charge against the agent. (Such check should be 
made in examination of the cash account, q. v.) 
Ifthe amount shown on the abstract to have been received for supplies sold is not 
as much as the given quantities amount to at the correct prices, such supplies must 
be charged to the agent until he accounts for the proper amount. 
Abstract F.-This abstract is the one upon which is reported all property expended 
at the agency, such as stationery, fuel, feed, supplies for farm, mill, shops, and schools; 
property destroyed by board of survey ; stouk strayed, stolen, and died; cattle 
slaughtered for issue, &c. 'l'he examiner must see-
(1) That the expenditure of each article dropped must be verified by the certificate 
of the farmer, miller, or other employe under whose supervision the expenditure was 
made. In such certificate the disposition made of each article must be shown. 
(2) That where credit is taken for stock lost, stolen, or dead, the fact of such loss 
or death must be established by the affidavit of one or more disinterested persons in 
addition to the agent's certificate. 
(3) That where property is dropped as destroyed by order of a board of survey, the 
fact that the report of the board recommending such disposition of the articles so 
dropped has been approved by the office-(if a copy of letter of approval does not 
accompany the voucher, it can probably be found in Accounts Letter Book)-and that 
such destruction is verified by the sworn report of the persons who destroyed the 
condemned property, showing the time when and the manner in which the destruc-
tion was accomplished. 
(4) That in dropping subsistence supplies issued to schools, the requisitions sub-
mitted as vouchers must be properly filled, dated, and signed, and the table of rations 
prescribed in Department Regulations, 18S4, must not be exceeded. 
(5) That all articles manufactured or fabricated out of goods or property dropped 
on this abstract must be taken up on Abstract C. 
(6) That when property is dropped as worn out or worthless, it must be done in 
conformity with section 387, Department Regulations, 1884. 
(7) That where cattle are· slaughtered and the number alid gross weight are dropped 
on this abstract, the net beef derived from such slaughter, and also the hides, must 
be taken up on Abstract C, both the gross weight dropped and net weight taken up 
being verified by the affidavit of the butcher or farmer or both. 
(8) That where beef hides are sold they must be dropped on this abstract and the 
certificate of the purchaser must be submitted showing the number of hides bought 
by him and the price paid, the amount being taken up on the account current. 
When all the vouchers have been ehecked upon the abstract, the footings must be 
verified and droppfld on the property return in the same manner as duected in refer-
ence to Abstracts D and E. 
Whenever, in the examination of a property account, an error of any character is 
found it should be noted by the examiner. Where the error consists in taking credit 
for more property than the amount expended, the difference should be charged to the 
agent; where credit is taken for less than the amount shown by the vouchers to have 
been expended, the attention of the agent should be called to such fact and an ex-
planation requested. 
CLOSING PROPERTY RETURN. 
After the verified footings of all the abstracts have been properly check~d on the 
property return, the amounts charged to the agent should be footed, then the amounts 
to be credited to the agent should be footed and deducted from the amounts charged 
and the balances brought down us remaining on hand at the end of the quarter. 
MEDICAL PROPERTY RETURNED. 
This return must show all medical property brought forward as on hand at close of 
the prec£~ding quarter, the amount received during the quarter, also the amount ex-
pended with the sick and otherwise, and the amount remaining on band at the end 
()f the quarter. 
The amount brought forward from the preceding quarter is verified by comparison 
with the duplicate return found with the preceding account. The amount received 
during the quarter is checked from the invoice of purchase, the number of which is 
found by reterence to the property book, the invoice being found in. the files division. 
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The expenditures are verified by the certificate of -the physician. Whenever articles 
are expended otherwise than '' with sick," a certificate stating the manner in which 
each article was expended must accompany the return. ' 
EXCEPTIONS. 
After the examiner has completed the examination of an account, he passes tlle 
account, together with his notes made during examination, to the reviewer, who veri· 
fies the exceptions taken and notes any additional errors that he finds. The account, 
with the exceptions, is then returned to the examiner with such additions and altera-
tions as the reviewer deems proper, and the exceptions are then written out in full 
with copying ink by the examiner, who affixes his name thereto, passes the same to 
the reviewer, who also signs his name on the first page, then hands to the chief of the 
accounts division, who places his initials in the upper right-hand corner and passes 
the exceptions to the division file clerk, who press-copies them in a book kept for 
that purpose and hands them back to the examiner, who folds them and places them 
in jackets-cash and property separate-indorsed in the following form: 
Cashacconntsof--- ---,Indian agent,--- Agency,--- quarter, 188-. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
---,188-. 
Examined and allowed, except as noted, and respectfully referred to the Second 
Auditor of the Treasury for settlement. 
------ ' Commissioner. 
---,Exr. 
The original account is then made into two compact packages, cash and property 
the jackets, with their contents, placed on the front of the respective packages and 
the letter of transmittal on the back of the cash package, and each is then securely 
tied with red tape. Th~ duplicate account is now returned to the file clerk, to be 
kept in the Indian Office for reference, and the packages are handed to the chief of 
the division, who places his initials on the upper right-hand corner of each jacket 
and then sends them to the Assistant Commissioner, who places his initials immedi-
ately under those of the chief of division and forwards the packages to the Commis-
sioner, who affixes his signature on the line at the bottom of each jacket. After being 
signed by the Commissioner, the account is returned to the chief of the accounts 
division, then sent to the register clerk, who takes th•3 exceptions from each jacket 
and copies both the jacket and exceptions in a book kept for the purpose, then re-
places them, and enters in the index of accounts opposite the proper agency and 
quarter the name of the examiner, the date of examination, the book and page where 
the exceptions are recorded. The register clerk now obtains from the file clerk the 
press copy of the exceptions and forwards the same to the agent for his information. 
The letter of transmittal is taken from the back of the cash account, a description of 
the account entered on a receipt book, and the packages and receipt book sent to the 
.'Second Auditor of the Treasury by a messenger, who delivers the packages and takes 
the receipt of the Second Auditor for the same in the receipt book, which he brings 
·oack and delivers to the register clerk, who makes an entry in the Index of Accounts, 
tJhowing the date such account was sent to the Treasury and the copy of exceptions 
tio the agent. A similar note is made in the margin of the record containing the ex-
ceptions, opposite such exceptions. The register clerk now marks upon the letter of 
transmittal the following action: ''Sent to Second Auditor --- -, 188-," enters 
both actions now appearing upon such ' letter opposite the proper number, in the 
Division Register, and then sends the letter to the files division, where the actions 
ai:e again noted in the margin of the Files Record, a,nd the letter placed in its proper 
place in the file box. 
AGENCY EMPLOYES. 
Annual appointment of employes at agenq_ie<~.-Each agent is required, on or before 
May 1, each year, to submit a list of such positions as he deems essential to the proper 
transaction of the business at his agency during the fiscal year commencing the 1st 
of the following July, and recommending the compensation he deems proper for each 
position. When such a list is received in the Indian Office it is marked by the As-
sistant Commissioner with the letter A, which signifies that it is to be considered and 
acted upon by the accounts division, and is sent to the files division, where it is 
stamped with an office number and the date of its receipt; a brief is also made of its 
contents to be entered in the :files records. The paper is then sent to the desk of the 
chief of the accounts division, who marks it with the name of the clerk in charge of 
the employe desk, then passes it to the clerk keeping the division register, who enterR 
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in a book kept for the purpose the number and date of the paper, the name of the 
writer, the name of the clerk to whom referred for action and the date of such refer-
ence, and then marks upon the paper the book and page where so entered, and the 
date of entry. The paper then passes to the clerk to whom it has been referred, and 
he examines it to ascertain whether the amount estimated for will exceed the limit 
fixed by law for employes at any one agency; whether, if it comes within the legal 
limit, it exceeds the amount available for pay of employes at that particular agenc~; 
whether either the number of employes estimated for or the compensation to be pa1d 
any of them is excessive as compared with pre.vious years at the same agency, or with 
other agencies where the Indian population approximates that of the one under con-
sideration. Reports of inspectors and special agents made during the year in regard 
to employes are alii!o considered. 
If the estimate appears to be incorrect in any of the above particulars such changes 
and corrections are wade as will bring the list within the terms of the statutes and 
Department regulations. 'l'he list (or amended list as the case may be) is then entered 
in detail in a book prepared for the purpose, showing each agency separately, and 
transmitted to the honorable Secretary of the Interior for his approval. When the 
Secretary has examined the lists appearing in the book and noted such changes as he 
deems proper it is returned to the Indian Office accompanied by a letter of approval 
or authority, which goes from the Assistant Commissioner to the file-room, where it 
is briefed and stamped "Authority No. -- ," and the date of its receipt, after which 
it takes the same course as the estimate above described until it reaches the desk 
from which it started. .A. letter is then addressed to each agent informing him of the 
positions a.Bd compensations authorized at his agency by the honorable Secretary, 
giving whites and Indians separately, and also the amount allowed for employes at 
the agency for the year. The agent is also instructed to forward on July 1, or as 
soon as possiblt~ thereafter, nominations of persons to fill the positions authorized, 
such nominations to be subm:.,ted on the blank descriptive statement furnished for 
the purpose, showing the following particulars in regard to each employe : the name, 
position, compensation, sex, race, age, whether married or single, where born, and 
whence appointed. 
These letters to the agents are written m the "rough" by the clerk, who puts his 
initials on the lower left-hand corner) and then passed to the copyist who prints 
them on the type-writer, after which they are read by the chief of tht.. division, who 
marks his initials in the upper right-hand corner of the first sheet of each letter and 
passes them to the Assistant Commissioner, who reviews them and puts his initials 
under those of the chief and sends them to the Commissioner for his signature, after 
which they are returned to the accounts division and press-copied in the division 
letter-book. 
Each of the original estimates DOW has the action entered upon it in the following or 
similar words: "Letter to Agent---, --- -, 188-," giving the date of the letter, 
and is then passed back to the division subregister, where the action is entered op~ 
posite the proper number, and the paper sent to the files division, where the action 
is again noted opposite the proper number in the record containing the brief of the 
contents, and it is then placed in the files, in its proper place chronologically ancl 
numerically. When nominations are received in answer to the letters above men-
tioned, each paper takes the same course as the estimates until it reaches the same 
clerk to whom the estimates were referred. Each list of nominations is then care-
fully examined and compared with the corresponding list authorized by the honora.ble 
Secretary to ascertain whether it conforms thereto as to the number of employes, the 
designation of each of the various positions and the compensation; also to ascertain 
whether in any case whites have been nominateu for positions where Indians were 
authorized. If found correct, the names submitted by the agent are entered in a book, 
called the employe record, which shows the personal description of each employe as 
it appears on the descriptive statement, and also shows the file number of such de-
scriptive statement. When the nam~s have been properly entered on such record and 
checked on the descriptive statement, a letter bearing in the upper l~ft-hand corner 
the file number of such statement, thus 20:313-188-, is addressed to the agent inform-
ing him that the nominations have been approved, specifying the names, position, and 
compensation of each employe. Such letter undergoes the same process above de-
scribed of copying, reviewing, initialing, signing, and pre~:;s-copying, and the descrip-
tive statement is marked" Approved, and letter to.A.gent ---,----, 188-," then 
returned to the subregister, from whence it goes to the files division to be disposed 
of in the same manner as the estimates. 
Changes in agency employes.-When the service of an employe at any agency ter-
minates by reas'tm of his death, resignation, suspension, or discharge, it is the duty 
of the agent to report such fact on the descriptive statement provided for the pur-
pose~ giving the date when and the reason why such service terminated. In the 
event of another person being nominated to fill a vacancy arising from any cause, 
the name and personal description of such person with the date upon which his ser"'f-
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ice began, must be given upon the same blank and in the same manner as reqmrec! 
m regard to the annual list. Such report, upon reaching the Indian Office, takes the 
regular course, receiving at each step a mark or check that enables one to tell at a 
glance how far it has gone and where it properly belongs, until it reaches the em-
ploye clerk who compares it with the employe record to see if the person who is re-
ported as going out of the service appears upon such record, also to see if the nomi-
nation to fill the vacancy is properly made as to the designation of position and 
compensation, and whether the person so nominated holds any other position in the 
service. If found incorrect it is returned to the agent for correction, and a slip 
bearing the same file. number and showing the action is kept in its place until it 
is returned. If correct in every particular, the changes are entered in the record and 
a letter addressed to the agent notifying him of such fact, which letter goes through 
the regular course of copying, review, signing, and press-copying. ·The action taken 
is noted on the report thus, "Approved, and letter to Agent --.-, --- -, 188-111 
and it is then sent to the files division t.hrough the regular channel, being checked 
.at each step backward until it reaches its resting place in the file box. 
Irregular employes.-Agents are allowed, under certain restrictions, when sufficient 
funds applicable to such purpose are available, to employ irregular service to 
meet exigencies which are constantly arising, a.nd such service must be reportedatthe 
end of each month on a blank provided for the purpose, showing the character of the 
·service rendered, the necessity for the same, tbe days upon which such service wa1:1 
performed, the rate of compensation, the total amount paid, and the name of the per-
·son who performed the work. A report of this character, when received by the office, 
takes the same course as estimates for employes and annual nominations, until it 
reaches the clerk in charge of employes, who examines it to see if the work performed 
is of proper character, whether tbe a.gent's statement of the necessity for the same is 
satisfactory and the rate of compensation reasonable; also whether the number of 
days upon which labor wa.s performed is correctly carried out, whether Sundays are 
included, and if so whether the work is of such character as would warrant the agent 
in so doing, and whether the computation of the amount paid is correct. The clerk 
must also sa.tisfy himself that the amount so expended does not exceed the limit 
fixed by law for employes at any one agency, nor the amount allowed for employes 
.at the particular agency under consideration. If any white labor appears on such 
report which has not been previously authorized, a letter is addressed to the honor-
able Secretary of the Interior, inclosing the report and requesting his approval of the 
same, which letter takes the regular course, being finally press-copied in the division 
letter-book and then forwarded. When the Department letter returning such report 
is received, it goes to the files division to be stamped with its proper authority num-
ber and then through the regular channels of checks and entries until it reaches the 
·clerk who wrote the letter requesting the authority. A letter bearing the file num-
·ber of the report ancl the authority number is written to the agent notifying him of 
·the approval of such report, specifying the white and Indian labor separately . . This 
letter goes the usual round of review, checks, and signing, being :finally press-copied 
before forwarding to the agent. An entry is made on the employe record of the sub-
stance of the report, which is then marked'' Approved, and letter to Agent---,--
-, 188-." The hame ofthe clerk to whom the report was first referred is then canceled 
and the name of the clerk having charge of the accounts and division files substituted 
therefor. The report then goes to the division subregister, where the change in refer-
ence is noted, after which it goes to the division files to be considered in connection 
with the agent's accounts when they are taken up by the examiner, after which it 
retraces its course to the files division where iti afterwards remains. 
APPOINTMENT OF AGENTS. 
Commission from President to Assistant Commissioner and by him assigned to ac-
counts division. 
To general files division for record. 
From general files division to chief of accounts division, who refers it by indorse-
ment to clerk to whom assigned. 
To accounts division subregister for record of file mark, date, and name of writer, 
name of clerk charged to, and date of such charge. 
Indorsed with date and page on which' entered on subregister and charged to 
clerk. 
To clerk's desk for action. , 
Letter written notifying appointee, informing him as to salary, amount of bond 
required, expenses allowed, &c., and instructing him to notify the office if he ac-
cepts. 
Blanks for official bond filled up and completed as far as possible, and sent witll 
mstructions as to proper manner of executing it. 
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Bond received from agent goes to Assistant Commissioner and follows the same 
course, receiving same action as the commission until it reaches the clerk in accounts 
division to whom assigned. 
The clerk examines it to see that the date of execution of bond and oath of office 
are even. 
That the affidavits of sureties and of United States judge or attorney are not 
earlier than date of execution of bond. 
That there are at least two sureties. 
That the full name of the principal and each of his sureties are written in the body 
of the bond and signed to the bond, and that the place of residence of each surety 
is designated in the body of the instrument. 
That seals are attached to all signatures of principal and sureties. 
That two persons sign as witnesses, stating their residence, and that it appears for 
whom each witness signs. , 
That each surety states under oath the nature of the property which he offers as 
surety. It must appear that the property offered is available upon execution. If a 
woman is.o:ffered as suret,y, it must appear that she is single. 
That the real estate in which the sureties justify aggregates at least double the 
penalty of the bond. 
That the officer before whom any of the acknowledgments are made or oaths taken 
affixes his official seal, and that a separate and distinct impression of the seal is 
made for each acknowledgment or oath. 
That the official standing of the notary public, justice of the peace, United States 
commissioner, or other officer qualified to administer oaths (except a clerk of a court 
of record), before whom an acknowledgment is made or oath taken, is evidenced by 
the formal certificate of the clerk of the proper court of record or other competent 
authority. 
That the sufficiency of the sureties is certified to by a United States district judge 
or attorney. 
That none of the sureties offered are bonded officers of the United States. 
That no erasures or mutilations of any kind have been made, except such as have 
been certified to as having been made before signing. 
If the bond is found defective it is returned to the appointee with a letter pointing 
out the defect and instructing him what is necessary for him to do to remedy it. 
If the bond is considered acceptable by the clerk he places his initials on it and 
submits it to the chief of division for his examination. 
If the chief of division is satisfied with it he places his initials on it and submits it 
to the Assistant Commissioner for his consideration. If found satisfactory by Assist·· 
ant Commissioner he initials it and submits it to the Commissioner, who, if it meets 
his approval, transmits it by indorsement to the honorable Secretary of the Interior 
for his consideration. 
The Se'cretary returns It a"'(!proved or disapproved, as the case may be. If not ap-
proved it is returned to the appointee with further instructions. If approved it goes 
to accounts division, where it is copied in the permanent record, and by letter for-
warded to the Second Compt,roller of the Treasury Department for file in his office. 
The Comptroller is notified of the date of the agent's appointment, whether with 
consent of the Senate, or ad inte1·im, date of oath of office, who the new agent suc-
ceeds, whether the old agent's term had expired or he was suspended, and whether 
the new agent has given any other bond under said appointment. 
Second Auditor notified by letter of name of new agent, agency appointed to, date 
of appointment, term of service, who he succeeds, date of oath of office, date of bond, 
and amount of bond. 
Finance division notified of new agent's name, agency appointed to, date and 
amount of bond. 
Commission from the President copied on permanent record and forwarded to new 
agent. " 
Appointee notified that his official bond is received and approved, and instructed to 
proceed to agency and to receipt to old agent for public property. Informed of most 
direct route to agency, that his personal traveling expense going to agency will be 
allowed, therefore a proper accouut must be kept and vouchers taken. 
A letter written to old agent instructing him to turn agency over to new man on his 
application; to deposit all public funds remaining in his·hands or to his official credit, 
after paying all indebtedness for services of employes, &c., incurred by or under him, 
to the credit of the United States, or to issue certified vouchers for such approved 
outstanding liabilities as he may not have funds applicable to payment of; to turn 
over to his successor any miscellaneous receipts, Class IV, he may have, and, if he 
served out the term for which appointed, that his personal traveling and incidental 
expenses to his home will be allowed, and that he must keep a proper account of same, 
sustained with vouchers. 
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Record of change made on indexed roster of agents and changes at agencies, show-
mg date appointment or confirmation takes effect and when expires; whether by' 
advice and consent of Senate or ad interim; date of official bond; amount of official 
bond; date new agent receipted to old for public property and took charge of agency, 
which governs date his pay as agent commences. 
And in reference to outgoing agents: 
Date immediately preceding that on which new agent receipted to him which gcw-
erns his termination of service and pay. 
Nature of change, whether by expiration of term of service or suspension. 
If suspension, file mark and date of letter notifying him of said suspension and date 
of transmittal of same to him by letter from accounts division. 
Letter transmitting commission indorsed with date agent notified, date blanks for 
bond sent, and date commission sent to new agent. 
To accounts division subregister for action to be noted, and clerk credited with 
return of letter. 
To general division of files and records for record of action and filing. 
Letter transmitting agent's bond indorsed with: Date bond submitted to the Sec-
retary; date bond transmitted to Comptroller; date Auditor notified of appointment 
of agent and filing of bond-; date new agent notified that bond is approv~d ; date 
old agent is notified to turn over public property to new agent. 
To accounts subregister that action may be recorded and clerk receive credit for 
letter, and thence to general files division as above explained. 
When new agent's letter notifying this office of date on which he receipted to old 
agent nnd assumed charge of agency is received, the Assistant Commissioner assigns 
it to accounts division, and it goes to the general files division to finally reach the 
clerk in accounts division to whom assigned for action. 
The Second Comptroller is notified of said date by letter. 
All other divisions of the Indian Office are notified in writing of the change. 
Record is made on the indexed roster of agents of said date and of file mark of 
agent's letter. 
Letter indorsed with date Comptroller notified, date Auditor notified, all divisions 
notified. _ 
Letter to accounts division subregister for record of action and credit to clerk, and 
thence to general files division as before explained. 
Letter to Department transmitting suspension by President of an agent assigned 
by Assistant Commissioner to accounts division. 
To division of fties to the clerk to whom assigned by the channel above described, 
to clerk's desk to whom assigned. · 
Copy of President's letter suspending agent made for record in this office. 
Original of President's letter of suspension to agent by letter of transmittal. 
Comptroller notified by letter; Auditor notified by letter; all divisions notified in 
writing. 
Letter of Department transmitting President's letter of suspension indorsed with 
date original sent to agent ; date Comptroller notified; date Auditor notified. 
All divisions notified. . 
To subregister accounts division for record of action and credit to clerk and thence 
to general files division as above stated. 
When an agent's term of service expires, before he can be reappointed and qualify 
by filing an acceptable bond, &c., accounts division writes to Department explain-
ing all the circumstances and recommending that said agent be appointed farmer-in-
charge of the agency, at a compensation nameil, to take effect the day immediately 
suceeeding that on which his term of service under his appointment as agent expires. 
Department letter in reply to Assistant Commissionflr by him assigned to accounts 
division. 
To division of filPs and records and thence by channel above described to clerk's 
desk to whom assigned. 
The agent is notified by letter of his appointment as farmer-in-charge and in-
structed to close his cash account under his official bond with the day his appoint-
ment expires; to deposit all balances of public funds in his hands or to his official 
credit on the evening of that day to the ,credit of the United States, but that he will 
remain responsible under his bond for all public property in his charge when his 
term as agent expired until a properly qualified agent takes charge of the agency. 
The Comptroller is notified by letter, inclosing copy of Department letter of appoint-
ment. Informed date it takes effect, rate of pay, and that the agent's cash aecount 
will close with date preceding that on which appointment as farmer-in-charge takes 
effect, but that the property aecount will be continued up to the end of the current 
quarter or until a regular agent takes charge. 
Auditor notified by letter to same effect. 
All divisions notified. / 
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Department letter apppointing the farmer-in-charge indorsed with: Date of letter 
of instructions to appointee ; date of letter of notification to Comptroller; date of 
letter of notification to Auditor. 
All divisions notified. 
To subregister of accounts division for record of action and credit to clerk, and 
thence to general :files division. 
Appointment recorded in indexed roster of agents and agencies, viz: Name of ap-
pointee; date agent's term ceased; date farmer-in-charge to receive pay from ; :file 
mark of Department letter of appointment and date of office letter instructing said 
farmer-in-charge. 
Comptroller's letter acknowledging receipt of Commissioner's letter transmitting 
agent's bond. 
To Assistant Commissioner for assignment to proper division. 
To division of general :files and records, and thence to clerks to whom assigned by 
channel before explained. 
Noted by check and marked" File." 
To subrcgister accounts division for record of action and credit to clerk, and thence 
to general :files division. 
All letters referred to above as being written by this division require the follow-
ing described action : 
A rough of the letter is written by the clerk engaged on the work. The rough 
is submitted to the chief of accounts division for his consideration. If approved by 
him he affixes his initials to it and hands it to the type-writer, who copies it. 
The copy is then handed to the chief of division, is rea.d by him, and if found correct 
he affixes his initials and refers it to the Assistant Commissioner who, if it is merely 
a routine matter, reads, and if it meets his approval, signs it. If it is a paper re-
quiring the signature of the Commissioner, the Assistant Commissioner reads and 
merely notes his approval by affixing his initials, and it is then submitted to the 
Commissioner for his consideration and signature if approved. In either case, after 
being signed, it returns to accounts division to be press copied, put in an _envelope, 
sealed, addressed, and mailed. 
The rough is then marked as copied and transferred to general :files division to he 
:filed for future reference if required, and the copy in the press book, subject indexed. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the accounts division of the Indian Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
.l .:. .s d .:. .s .l .:. .s .l .:. .s ~ as d ..... as d ..... as d "- co;! d ..... ~ ..;. -c..;. 0 ~ 'Ol!') 0 '":leO '0<0 0 ~ Jd,.: 0 ;;;1.,.: '0~ -c..;. tci rdgs -otci 'Ogs 't;lcO .,.: rdgs 't:l.,.: b£00 biJOO biJOO bf:OO biJOO Character of business. . s~ QJ~ <DOO l=loo <D~ 0)00 .. 00 <D~ 0)00 -~ <D ..... <DOO .s~ .e;biJ moo .e;b.() moo .e;biJ woo .e; bt moo 0 ..... ......... 0~ . ........ 0~ o-'t:l - 't:l • "0 - 't:l - -g .... -l=l ..... <Di:l ~ ;::! ..... o:l;::l ~ ;::! ..... o:l;::l ~ ;::~ ..... <D:::l ~ Q•-< Q·.-< Q•..< <:;) ..... 
Q) 
~ A "' Q) A <D <D A Q) <D A <D Ill ~ ~ ~ ~ P-t ~ ~ 
---- - ---- - -- - - - - - -- -
Accounts ........... , ...... .. 115 417 396 136 435 484 87 440 408 119 90 87 122 
Explanations to accounts-
sets ................... -··· · 22 361 374 9 413 405 17 449 45:! 13 72 77 8 
Letters ...................... 182 8, 227 8, 300 109 11,150 11,155 10<1, 11,747 11, (]93 158 1, 736 1, 800 94 
Miscellaneous papers ........ ..... 6, 596 6, 596 . ...... 7,321 7, 321 .. .... 7, 320 7, 320 --- · 1,141 1,141 ... ..... 
Claims .................... . .. ·--· I, 514 1, 544 .... 2, 553 2, 553 · -- - 2, 957 2, 957 ...... 717 717 .. .... 
Bonds .. ................ -.... ..... 55 55 .... 71 71 .... 76 76 .... 8 8 .... 
Sanitary reports ........ -... - .... . 721 721 ---· 780 780 ~ * ... 789 789 . .... ~ 166! 166 ..... Commissions ................ 34 34 ---· 66 66 .... 62 .. 2 .... 10 10 . ---
ACCOUNTS. 
In regard to the statement showing the number of accounts on baud March 1, 18S7, 
it is remarked that a comparison of this number with the number on band January 
1, 1887, will not be a fair one, for the reason that these accounts, as has hereinbefore 
been stated, are received quarterly, and thirty days are allowed after the expiration of 
the quarter in which to prepare them, and, therefore, the only fa1r comparison which 
can be made is to take the same period in each quarter and compare the number of 
accounts at that time. On the 1st of January, 1887, there were pending and undis-
posed of 122 quarterly accounts, and on the 1st of April, 1887, a corresponding 
quarterly period, there were pending and undisposed of 100 quarterly accounts. 
Since that, during the :first quarter of 1887, the number of pending accounts waa 
reduced 22. 
I 
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In order that this matter of the examination of accounts may be more clearly un-
derstood, it should be noted that in order to their proper examination, and prior 
thereto, purchases under contract should be entered upon the property books of the 
office; goods placed in the hands of transportation contractors should have been re-
ceipted for by the agents and their receipts received in this office, and the claims for 
transportation settled and entered up ; changes of employes properly reported, ap-
proved, and made of record; authorities for exigency purchases, traveling expenses, 
&c., obtained from the honorable Secretary of the Intocior; and, in fact, so many 
things to be done that it is impracticable to have these accounts examined up any 
more nearly than they are at the present time. About 100 accounts are received each 
quarter, and we have on hand to-day only the number received since the 1st of Janu-
ary, 1887. It should also be noted that the work in this direction is more nearly up 
to date than it was on the 1st of January, 1884, although, while the force of the divis-
ion at that time numbered 21, yet for the past year it has been reduced to 17. 
It is safe to say that thlil work of the division is kept up practically to date; the 
only items of work that are not transacted within twenty-four or forty-eight hours 
after receipt being such as require several stages of action (in which case the diff~rent 
actions are taken as rapidly as the nature of the business will permit) and the ex-
amination of accounts (in regard to which, as previously explained, it is not practicable 
to have them examined nearer to date than they are at present). 
The principal papers included under the head of letters are: .Reports of boards of 
survey.; inspectors' reports ; special agents' reports; charges against agents and 
agency employes; applications for leave of absence; applications for instructions; 
applications for authority; agents' monthly reports; agents' monthly statements of, 
and communications on, subjects too various to specify here ; indebtedness of em-
ployes. 
Miscellaneous papers are mostly vouchers for weekly issues to Indians, we£1kly and 
monthly statements of funds in hands of agents and special disbursing officers, and 
weekly supply reports. 
Claims are invoices for supplies of every nature purchased and shipped to agencies 
and Indian schools by this office, and nll claims for transportation of sa·id supplies, as 
well as all purchases by agents and school superintendents, for which they issue cer-
tified vouchers, to be paid through this office. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the accounts division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
1884. 
Accounts, quarters ....•. 
Explanations to accounts, 
sets .. ...... . ... ........ 
Letters written, pages ... 
Claims ................... 
:Bonds ................... 
Sanitary reports ......... 




ceipt of accounts ...... 
Notifying Comptroller of 
condition of accounts . . 
Commissions acted upon. 
1885. 
Accounts, quarters ...... 
Explanations toaccounts, 
sets .................... 
Letters written, pages ... 
Claims ................... 
:Bonds ................... 
Sanitary reports ......... 





otifying Auditor of re-
ceipt of accounts ...... 
N ~~~atfi~~~£~~~~~~~~-

























Average stmount transacted during each month. 
Mar. Apr. May. June. .July. .Aug. Sept. Oct . Nov. Dec. 
-- - - -------- - - ------
29 31 36 58 34 23 22 28 36 22 
31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 
913 905 726 769 691 753 674 721 926 952 
129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 129 
4 6 7 2 6 9 3 2 1 4 
60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 
17 25 30 4 9 6 8 18 29 10 
23 36 54 15 33 44 29 29 49 22 
23 36 54 15 33 44 29 29 49 22 
23 36 54 15 33 44 29 29 49 22 
4 1 2 1 9 1 2 3 1 7 
33 41 44 44 31 25 30 50 34 50 
34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 
1, 043 1, 321 1,130 1,089 1, 357 1,341 1, 686 1,422 1,055 1, 379 
211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 211 
4 2 1 10 13 7 8 3 9 9 
65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 
31 15 19 21 10 42 23 9 19 5 
26 39 60 7 30 69 9 41 64 7 
26 39 "I 7 30 69 9 41 64 7 26 39 60 7 30 69 9 41 64 7 1 1 1 8 17 9 11 7 6 2 
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Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-----------------------
1886. 
Accounts, quarters ...... 63 35 24 24 41 31 43 21 22 24 23 57 
Explanations toaccoun ts, 
sets ........•.••........ as 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 
Letters written, pages .•. 1,4a2 1, 36t 1, 575 2, 079 1, 719 1, 605 1, 255 1, 441 1,345 1,502 1,023 1,231 
Claims ....••............. 246 246 246 246 462 246 246 246 246 246 246 2'ttr 
Bonds ....••..........•.. 2 a 5 8 5 9 16 10 10 4 4 
Sanitary reports ......... 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 
Miscellaneous letters .••. 10 10 30 13 26 18 11 59 18 20 23 12 
Acknowledgment of ac-
counts ...•............. 26 53 27 38 54 11 37 63 9 44 46 32 
Notifying Auditor ofre-
ceipt of accounts ...... 26 53 27 38 54 11 37 63 9 44 46 32 
N otif.ving Comptroller of 
condition of accounts .. 26 53 27 38 54 11 37 63 9 44 46 32 
Commissions acted upon. 4 4 5 10 2 4 5 20 1 4 2 1 
1887. 
Accounts, quarters...... 35 52 .•••••.•••••.•••...•••...••••..•.•...••••.••••••.••••.•••••• 
Explanations to accounts, . 
sets ..... -.............. 38§ 38! .•••...••••..•••••.••••....••..•••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••••• 
Letters written, pages ... 1, 611 1,133 ........................................................... . 
Claims................... 358 358 ........................................................... . 
Bonus-······............ 4 4 ........................................................... . 
Sanitary reports......... 83 83 .......................................................... .. 
Miscellaneous letters.... 32 8 ........................................................... . 
Acknowledgment of ac-
counts................. 41 49 .......................................................... .. 
Notifying Auditor of re-
ceipt of accounts...... 41 
N otif_yingComptroller of 
condition of accounts . . 41 
49 ........................................................... . 
49 .......................................................... . 
Commissions acted upon. 1 9 
.Accounts.-As hereinbefore stated, these accounts are not uniform in size, some of 
them containing but ten or fifteen papers, while others contain as many as five hun-
dred, or even more, every one of which requires careful examination as to every item 
appearing thereon. 
In this item of accounts is included, in addition to the examination, the posting of 
each account by the book-keeper. 
Explanations to accounts.-The same thing may be said as to these explanations as 
was said in regard to accounts; they are reported in sets, some of which contain an-
swers to but a few suspensions, while others contain answers to very many suspen-
sions, covering many quarters of accounts. 
Letters written.-In making report of pages of letters written, it is found that the 
mail of the division was written with pen and ink up to October~ t884, inclusive, and 
after that time upon the type-writer, and as one page of the type-writer makes one 
and three-fourths pages of pen and ink, a~ verified by actual count, 75 per cent. has 
been added since October, 1884, to the number of pages actually appearing in the 
press-copy books. 
Claims.-This item represents the number of claims entered in the property book 
of the division. 
Bonds.-Represents the number of bonds of disbursing officers received, examined, 
approved, entered in the bond book, and forwarded to the Second Comptroller of the 
Treasury. · 
Sanita1·y reports.-Represents the number received, examined, and entered on the 
record of sanitary statistics. 
Miscellaneous letters.-Includes letters notifying officers of failure to send accounts, 
reports, vouchers, &c., in time required by law or regulation. 
Comntissions acted upon.-This represents the number of commissions received and 
upon which instructions have been issued, blanks sent per preparation of bonds, &c. 
ADDENDA. 
The foregoing tables and explanatory notes represent, partially at least, the work 
performed by the accounts division for the period embraced in said tables, but it is 
impossible to convey in a report, either by figures or explanation, the entire amount 
of work done. Much of the work in connection with the examination of acco~nts, 
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tracing through old rolls the rights of individual Indians to share in annuities, con-
sidering reports of boards of survey, examining explanations to accounts, &c., is of 
such a nature that it cannot be represented on paper. 
In addition to this class of work there bas been a large amount of miscellaneous 
copying performed by this division, which is estimated to have amounted to at least 
15,000 pages per annum. During the past six weeks an account bas been kept of this 
kind of work, and it has amounted to 2,144 pages, an average of over 357 pages per 
week, or at the rate of 18,681 pages per annum. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the accounts 
division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May. June. July. .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------------------
1884 ..•.••••••.••••• ·--· { 21 21 21 20 
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
20.6 20. 20.4 1g.6 18.4 16.8 18.4 13.8 18.7 17.3 16.7 15.8 
1885 .................... { 21 21 21 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.3 19. 19. 19.3 19. 18.6 16.4 15.5 15.9 18.8 17.5 17. 
1886 .••..........••..•.. { 20 20 20 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 18.5 18.5 18.7 16.4 16.6 16.4 15.3 14.5 12.7 14. 13.5 14.5 
1887 (to March 1) . .' •••.. { 17 17 ·----- .......... .......... ............. ............ ........ .. .......... ............ .c ..... . ......... 16.2 16.1 ........... ........... .. ......... .......... .............. .......... ........... ........... .. ........... 
liOTE.-Theupper figures opposite each year indicate the number actually on the roll; the lower 
figures the average number at desk. 
The difference is the result of special details, annual leaves, sick leaves, and assignments tempora. 
rily to other divisions. ' 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least 
during the periods specified, in the accounts oivision of the Indian Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
No account of the business performed by each of the employes has beeu kept, for 
the reason that the work of the division is so diversified that it would be impracticable 
to make any comparison by taking the number of accounts, letters, explanations, or 
other papers disposed of. Even in the same kind of work, as the examination of the 
accounts of Indian agents, the acounts of various agents are as different as it is pos-
sible to imagine-some containing 10 or 12 papers and others containing 200 and :100, 
and even more. Not only is this true as regards different agent's accounts, but even 
in the examination of thg accounts of the same agency they will vary, and that very 
materially, in different quarters of the year, and it would be impossible to make any 
comparison between the different examiners upon the basis of work performed, ex-
cept by taking all the accounts examined and re-examine them in order to see the 
amount of work involved in each. It is the duty, however, of the chief of the divis-
ion to exercise a proper oversight over f,be clerks under him and see that they are 
rendering to the Government an equivalent for the compensation paid them, and in 
case of those not doing so, to report them to the head of the Bureau for dereliction of 
duty. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the accounts division of the India,n Office, Department 
of the Interior: 
Calendar year. 
1884 ............................................................. . 
1885 ............................................................. . 
1886 ............................................................ .. 
1887 (to March 1) ............................................... . 
I I
.A. verage I .Average 
Number of number of number of 














In making up this statement the Sundays, legal holidays, and days the Department 
was closed by special order have been deducted as well as the half hour for lunch, 
and no account taken of work performed before 9 a.m. or after 4 p.m. 
J 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employes present for the greatest. number of days1 and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employes present for the least number of days 
in the accounts division of the Indian Office1 Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. (To Mar.1.) 
-------------------------------------
Maximum number of days................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 301. 25 







The clerk working the minimum number of days in 1886 has had deducted all time 
absent from the office, which includes 50 days without pay. 
FINANCE DIVISION. 
Jl,eport of the finance division, Indian Office, on the rnethods of business and 1co1·k, as re-
quested by Senate Select Comrnittee, and called for by Department circular of Ma1·ch 23, 
1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the finance division 
of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) Settlement of all claims for goods and supplies purchased by the Indian Office. 
(2) Settlement of all claims for goods and supplies transported under contracts. 
(3) Settlement of all claims for services rendered in educating Indians under con-
tract or by special appropriations made by Congress. 
( 4) Settlement of all claims growing out of trust funds and sale of trust lands. 
(5) Settlement of claims of whatever nature for purchases made and services ren-
dered, in addition to those already enumerated above, where payment is not made by 
a bonded disbursing agent. 
(6) Making of contracts for all goods and supplies purchased direct by the Indian 
Office, and examination and approval of all other contracts made by subordinate 
officers. 
(7) Recording of all contracts, includiug those made for edueatiou of children, ex-
cepting only those made between Indians with whites under .sectiou ~103 Revised 
Statutes. 
(8) Issuing of all requisitions in payment of claims against the Indian Bureau. 
(9) Issuing of all requisitions for advauces made to disbursing officers. 
(10) Issuing of all requisitions covering funds in the Treasmy. 
(11) Recording of all financial transactions of the Indian Bureau in ledger::; under 
each head of appropriation and the different subheads. 
(12) Preparation of estimates to Congress for all funds required nnder treaty or 
otherwise for the Indian service. · 
(13) Preparation of all estimates for the purcha,se of n.ll goods and s:1pplies for the 
Indian service at the annual letting. 
(14) Examination of all estimates for expenditures submitted by subordinate of-
ficers, whether for the erection of buildings or for the purchase of supplies, &c. 
(15) Preparation of aJ.l advertisements 1·equircd to be published in the purchase of 
supplies, the erection of buildings, &c. 
(16) Preparation of annual statement for Congress of receipts aud disbursements 
for the Indian service. 
(17) Preparation of statement of liabilities to Indian tribes required for annual re-
port of Secretary of the Treasury. . 
(18) Preparation of statement for annual report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
on account of trust funds and trust lands. 
(19) Preparation of contract tables, giving in detail each and every bid received 
for goods and supplies for the Indian service during each fiscal year, as required by 
law. 
(20) Recording of all property purchased and paid for through the Indian Office 
and not by disbursing agents. 
(21) Miscellaneous items of business too numerous to mention. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the :finance 
division of the Indian office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said divi&ion, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the Indian Office, and then show-
ing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal busi-
ness matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes. 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted 
upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is :finally 
disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
This division has charge of all :financial affairs pertaining to the Indian service; 
acts upon all questions relating to contracts for supplies and annuity goods for 
Indians, and for the transportation of the same ; settles all accounts for goods, sup-
plies, &c., and makes payment for the same; remits funds to the disbursing officers 
of the Bureau, and conducts all correspondence relating to goods, supplies, &c., and 
the financial affairs generally of the Indian Office. 
In treating of the manner and methods of conducting the " :financial" branch of" 
the Bureau, it is deemed proper and expedient, both for convenience and in o:tder 
that the matters hereinafter set forth may be clearly understood, to make the follow-
ing classification, viz: · 
(1) Purchase of supplies, &c. 
(2) Settlement of claims or accounts arising under contracts or by open market 
transactions. 
(3) Remittances to disbursing officers of the Bureau. 
( 4) Records of appropriations and expenditures, contracts, &c. 
PURCHASE OF SUPPLIES, ETC. 
Formerly large discretion was exercised by the Bureau in its purchases for the 
Indian service, and purchases were frequently made under the "exigency" clause, 
which did not limit transactions of that character to any specific sum. The act of · 
Congress approved March 3, 1875, provided that hereafter no purchases of goods, 
supplies, &c., the cost of which exceeds $1,000 should be made except after pre-
vious advertisement and contract therefor. By the act of August 15, 1876, the open-
market limit was increased to $2,000 in the case of an emergency, and by the act of' 
March 3, 1877, this discretion was further extended so as to permit of purchases in 
open market to an amount not in excess of $500, and in the case of an exigency to 
an amount not exceeding $3,000. This law has been re-enacted from year to year, 
and by act of May 15, 1886, authority was also granted to purchase from Indians in 
open market to an amount not exceeding $3,000, and to expend all funds appropri-
ated for construction of ditches and other works for irrigating, in the 'discretion of 
the Secretary of the Interior, in open market. 
The following is the method of letting contracts for the Indian service: 
After due advertisement, upon authority previously obtained from the honorable the 
Secretary of the Interior, as required by law, inviting proposals to furnish annuity 
goods, supplies, &c., the quantities to be furnished being based upon estimates pre-
viously submitted by the various agents of the Indian service, the needs of the In-
dians and schools, existing treaty stipulations, and amount . of money provided by 
Congress available for the purpose, sealed bids, in all cases when practicable accom-
panied by samples of the a~ticles proposed to be furnished, are received and deposited 
until the time specified for opening of bids. At the proper time the box in which t.he 
bids are deposited is opened in the presence of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, a 
representative of the Interior Department designated by the honorable the Secretary 
of the Interior, such members of the Board of Indian Commissioners as desire to be 
present, and a large number of interested persons. The bids are taken fram the box 
one at a time, and read publicly by some meruber of the Board of Indian Commis-
sioners, thence they are passed to clerks to be numbered, recorded, and abstracted, 
after which the officers named, with the abstracts of bids and the samples before them 
(said samples being divested of all marks that could reveal ownership, and having 
already been subjected to the scrutiny of competent inspectors, experts selected for 
their techni~al knowledge of the various kinds of goods offered, appointed for the pur-
pose after the bids are opened), make the awards of contract. The abstracts of pro-
posals submitted to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and other persons making the -
awards do not have the names of the bidders, but only the number of the bids. 
After the awards have been made contracts are prepared for execution by the suc-
sessful bidders, which contracts, after receiving the signature of the Commissiont>ll 
of Indian Affairs, with the necessary bonds for the faithful performance thereof, are , 
forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior for his approval, thence they are returned 
to this office for record, after which they are passed to the office of the Second Comp-
troller of the Treasury for files. All contracts made by the Indian Office are exe-
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cuted in quadruplicate; the original, after approval by the Secretary of the Interior, 
is filed as stated above; one copy is transmitted to the Second Auditor of the Treas-
ury for his information as required by act of March 3, 1875; one copy is sent to the 
contractor, and one filed in the "returns office" of the Interior Department as re-
quired by law. 
As soon as possible after the approval of the contract by the proper authorities, 
and the execution of a bond with proper suretws, shipments of goods, supplies, &c., 
are order~d. Sugar, com~e, flour, corn, &c., which are purchased in large quanti-
ties and usua1ly at points remote from the place of making contracts, are inspected 
before shipment, by competent persons appointed for that purpose, by comparison 
with the samples upon which the contracts were awarded; in all cases a strict com-
pliance with the terms of the contract as to the quality, &c., is required of contract-
ors. In the case of an:riuity goods, clothing, blankets, and other articles, which are 
in most cases deliverable by contractors in New York City, Chicago, and Saint Louis, 
the contractors are required to deliver said articles either at the warehouse in New 
York or at some place designated in Chicago, Saint Louis, &c., where they are in-
spected by reput.able experts, appointed for that duty, by comparison with the samples 
upon which the awards were made and the quantities are carefully compared with 
the invoices. If any of the articles offered for delivery fail to conform to or equal 
said samples, the same a're rejected and the contractor is required to furnish proper 
.articles within five days after the rejection; failing in this, the office has the right to 
purchase proper articles at the expense of the contractor. If, however, the articles 
.offered and not up to sample are required for immediate use by the Indian Bureau, it 
has the right to accept the same subject to the inspection and test of a competent 
inspector to be designated by the Bureau(who determines tbe percentage of value 
less than the samples upon which the awards were made, and upou whose finding a 
deduct.ion twice greater than the difference in value between the articles offered and 
the samples is made from the price agreed to be paid. 
To insure greater security in the delivery at the agencies of the goods purchased 
.and shipped, each package is stamped by the inspector with his name and is given a 
number which must correspond with a number on the invoice of the articles fur-
nished. A copy ofthis invoice is forwarded by the first mail after shipment of the 
goods to the agent for whom they are intended, in order that he may compare quan-
tities, &c., of articles received with the articles invoiced. 
The above arrangements in detail in the matter of awarding contracts and the in-
spection and shipment of goods received thereunder, serve to protect the Department 
from both fraud and errC'r, and great care is taken to insure the delivery at the agen-
-cies of the goods intended for them. 
SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS OR ACCOUNTS. 
Within the las~ ten years great improvement has been made in the manner of the 
settlement and payment of accounts for goods, supplies, services, &c. Prior to July 
1, 1876, payments of this class of claims or accounts were made by the superintend-
ents and Indian agents, except for goods, &c., purchased at the annual letting of 
contracts, which covered only a portion of the yearly purchases. About the com-
mencement of the fiscal year 1877 the system of making payment through the Indian 
·Office for all goods, &c., was adopted, excepting in isolated cases, where the interests 
of the service were better subserved by direct payment through the agents. In pay-
ment for supplies furnished under contract, excepting for articles deliverable at agen-
cies by contractors, each contractor must furnish invoices in quadruplicate of the 
articles delivered, two of which must have on the back the certificate of the inspector 
to the effect that the articles enumerated thereon (describing the packages by num-
bers and marks) are equal in quality to the samples upon which the contract was 
.awarded, and he must also furnish the receipt of the transportation contractor for the 
packages covered by said invoices, describing the same by number and weight. Upon 
presentation of these invoices the contractor's account is adjusted by the Indian Office, 
the quantities and prices of articles being compared by the examining clerk with the 
records of the original contract; if found correct, the same is "jacket.ed" and sub-
mitted to the financial clerk for his initials and to the Commissioner for his signature; 
after receiving which, it goes to the bookkeeper to take a memorandum of the amount 
of the different appropriations to be charged and is then recorded in the "specialac-
.counts" records. A notice is mailed to the claimant or his attorney of the action by 
the Indian Office on the accounts and it is passed to the Second Auditor of the Treas-
ury for settlement, by whom it is forwarded, with his findings thereon, to the Second 
Comptroller of the Treasury for examination, who certifies the balanca due and upon 
whose certificate a requisition on the Secretary of the Interior for said balance due is 
issued by this office, who, in turn, makes requisition on the Secrete.ry of the Treasury 
for the amount of the said account. 
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In the case of deliveries by contractors at agencies, other forms are used, a:s fol-
ltlWS : "Receipt" of agent; "Certificate" of inspector; and "Weigher's return; 'r 
upon which, properly filled out and signed by the receiviug, inspecting, and weigh-
ing officers, payment is made as hereinbefore described. 
Payments for articles purchased in ''open market" by agents of the Bureau are. 
made after the manner before set forth, upon certified vouchers in duplicate, accom-
panied by duplicate invoices and transporters' receipts, wherearticles purchased are 
not delivered by the seller at the agency. 
By a rule of the Department agents of the Bureau are required to obtain authority 
from the head of the Department, through the Indian Office, before purchasing any 
supplies or incurring any expense for the Indian l:lervice, except in a case of absolute 
emergency or exigency, when the necessary articles may be purchased iu small quan-
tities; but in such case an explanation is required to accompany the vouchers pre-
sented for approval. 
REMITTANCES TO DISBURSING OFFICERS. 
Advances of public funds are made only to bonded officers of the Bureau and officers 
of the Army detailed for duty under the Indian Department, who are required to sub-
mit quarterly estimates of the amount necessary to conduct the service at the several 
aLgencies and schools within the period covered by their estimates. Funds for the 
payment of money annuities arising under treaty stipulations are remitted in the fall 
n.nd spring of the year. In all other cases the &urns advanced are limited to the amount 
actually required to pay the agents and employes, salaries, said amounts being ·based 
on the amount allowed for that purpose at the several agencies, by the Secretary of 
the Interior, in accordance with the law, a small amount necessary to pay traveling 
expenses of the agents and contingent expenses of their agencies, and, in some cases, 
the amount necessary to pay for supplies, the purchase of which by the agents has 
already been authorized by the Department. 
RECORDS OF APPROPRIATIONS AND DISBURSEMENTS, CONTRACTS, ETC. 
The system of accounting for moneys appropriated by Congress for the Indian De-
partment is very rigid and complete. The records of appropriations under existing 
treaty obligations with Indians require the use of nine large ledgers, iu which are 
kept full and complete accounts of all receipts and disbursements of public funds ap-
propriated for the various tribes of Indians. These accounts include not only a record 
of moneys appropriated by Congress, but also of receipts and disbursements arising 
from interest collected on bonds held by the Government for the benefit of the Indian 
tribes and from the sale of Indian lands. There are nearly three hundred and fifty 
clifferent titles of appropriations, each one distinct from the other, and which under 
the law can only be used for such expenditures, as the several treaties or existing lavr 
may provide in each case. 
Copies of all requisitions issued for funds are kept in books prepared especially for 
t-bat purpose, which show the amount drawn from the Treasury, to whom paid, and 
the character of ~he supplies furnished or services performed, or, if advances to dis-
"tmrsing officers, to whom and for what purpose. 
Besides the foregoing the following records are kept in the finance division of the 
Undian Bureau: Of all contracts for the Inuian service, whether for supplies, services, 
or otherwise; of all property, whether purchased under contract or in open market, 
when payment therefor is made through this office and the Treasury Department; 
of all accounts paid through the office and the Treasury; record in detail of all ad-
vances to disbursjng officers, showing the appropriation from, and the objects for, 
which the funds are remitted, tQgether with the amounts thereof; register of letters 
~-~cei ved for action by the division, and of all correspondence emanating from it. 
Statement showing an item of business t1·ansacted in the finance diviswn of the Indian 
Office, Departme;nt of the Inte1·im·. 
Payment o£ a claim for beef-cattle delivered under contract at an Indian agency, 
showing the different steps taken to settle the claim and obtain payment. 
On receipt of the beef-cattle by the Indian agent, he issues receipts, inspection 
certificates, and weigher's returns, in duplicate; the originals are given w the con-
tractor and the duplicates mailed by the agent direct to the Indian Office. When 
the originals are received from the contractor, they are sent to the file room of this 
offi.ce, where they are "jacketed," and receive a number. say claims No. 31253, and 
are entered into the record of "claims received." When the duplicates a:re received 
they also are sent to the file room properly briefed, numbered, and entered into the 
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record of "letters received." The papers are sent to the "finance division," where 
the chief of division marks the name of the clerk who is to f'4Xamine the claim, on 
the right-hand corner at the bottom of the "jacket," and they are entered in the 
division record of papers received, and the clerk is charged with the same and be-
comes responsible for them. For convenience, the different agencies are divided 
among threu clerks in the finance division, to whom all claims are charged, and each 
examiner Is responsible for the proper settlement of the claims of the agencies as-
signed to him. · 
After the receipt by the examining clerk of the original and duplicate receipts, 
inspection certificates, and weigher's returns, he examines the papers to convince 
himself that they are properly made out, that all the stipulations of the contract have 
been complied with, &c., and if he finds such to be a fact, he states an account as 
follows: · 
The United States to John Smith: 
For 237 head of steers, weighing 220,410 pounds gross, delivered at Chey-
enne and Arapaho Agency, I.'!'., January fi, 1887, under contract of May 
22, 1886, as per receipts, inspection certificates, and weigher's returns 
herewith, at $3.20 per 100 pounds ...................................... $7, 053 12 
Account stated in Indian Office. A. BROWN, 
Examiner. 
The original papers issued by the agent, together with the above account, are put 
in a "jacket" indorsed as follows: 
"The within account of John Smit.h for 237 bead of steers, weighing 220,410 pounds 
gross, delivered at Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, I. T., Jauuary5, 1887, under con-
tract of May 22, 1886, amounting to $7,0G:;.1~, has been examined and allowed for the 
sum claimed and is forwarded to the Second Auditor of the Treasury for settlement, 
charging appropriation. Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Apaches, Kiowas, Co-
manches, and ¥,Uchitas, 1887, $7, 053.12." 
Payment to be made to claimant, Saint Louis, Mo., and property to be charged to 
Agent Williams. 
(Signed) 
A. BROWNJ Examiner. 
J. D. C. ATKINS, 
Commiss·ioner. 
Before the jacket is sent for signature to the Commissioner it is handed to the finan-
cial clerk, who gives the papers a cursory examination and sees.that the appropria-
tion charged is proper. After which he initials the same on the left hand upper corner 
and sends it to the room of the Assistant Commissioner, who also initials the same 
and passes it to the Commissioner for signature. 
The duplicate papers are stamped with the word" settled" and the date, put in 
the jacket in which the originals were formerly, and on the outside "To Auditor" 
and date are written, after which they are given to the clerk in charge of the divis-
ion records, who sends claimant a notice of the allowance of his claim by the Indian 
Office, and then passes the papers to the clerk in charge of the records of property 
purchased, who makes the proper entries on his bonds, charging the beef to tfu3 
agent reeci ving it, and returns the papers to the clerk in charge of the division rec-
ords, who enters the action had on the record and returns tL.e jacket containing the 
duplicates to the file-room of the office for file. 
The jacket containing the original papers, after receiving the signature of the 
head of the Bureau, is pased to the book-keeper of the finance division, who takes a 
memorandum of the name and amount of the claim and the appropriation to be 
charged and sends it to the clerk in charge of the'' Records of special accounts," who 
copies, in a book prepared especially for that purpose, the indorsement on the jacket 
as stated above, exactly and word for word as it is signed by the head of the Bureau, 
notes the dates on which it is sent to the Second Auditor of the Treasury and sends it 
there by messenger. 
The papers under the law are examined in that office and a settlement stated and 
transmitted to the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, who examines the sa.me and 
certifies the balance due, ·w·hich balance, under section 191 Revised Sta,tutes, is bind-
ing on the Executive Departments of the Government. The settlement as certified to 
by the Second Comptroller is transmitted to tho Indian Office, where a requisition 
for the amount certified to is issued on the Secretary of the Interior, copieu on the 
records of the finance division, and the proper entry made on the ledgers of t,he divis-
ion. The requisition is examined and initialed by the financial clerk and the Assistant 
Commissioner, and signed by the head of the Bureau, and passed to the Secretary of 
the Interior, who issues a requisition on the Secretary of the Treasury for the amount 
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due. This requisition is countersigned by the Second Comptroller of the Treasury, 
and registered by the Second Auditor of the Treasury, and then goes to the Secretary 
of the Treasury for warrant. The warrant issued is signed by the Assistant Secretary 
of the Treasury designated for that purpose, countersigned by the First Comptroller 
of the Treasury, and registered by the Register of the Treasury, thence it goes to the 
Treasurer of the United States for draft, which is sent to the claimant. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business receh·ed, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the finance division of the Indian Office, Depart-
ment of Interior: 
g ~ """ ~ ~ """ g ~ """ g .s. 
J,:l.• 
~ :=t-= 0 .;s = 0 = 0 J,:l.t- ..... ~ ~ "0"0!1 "0"0!1 ~.r; "Cici .-clci ~.0 "C.O .-c.O ~~ =~ OM ~-
bfl;:i .-coc ~00 l:l.(;OO .-ooo ~! bfJX> 
'1;100 
:iS~ l:l.(;OO .-o'"" ~....r .e! Character of business. g;~ ~00 ~~ !=lao moo =00 I>'"" .s~ Qoo ~.-: .......... ..... b{) OM .......... .... bl; -~ bfJ o'"" .......... rnJ.4 '1:1 - ~= -~-S '1:1 - ~-S P<C1 "0 - ~= It-S "0 - ..... ~ o.;s '1:1 -='"" ='"" rn .... ....... ='"" ~<iS !t:.:t l:l .... ~ g-... A <ll A oV ~·r-4 A Q;) . g~ ..... 0 <ll ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A.., p. 
- -------- - - ---- - ---- -
Letters .................... 875 12,104 12,592 387 13,146 12,775 758 17,640 17,654 744 2, 715 2,183 1, 276 
C'Aims ..................... 220 3, 55U 3, 660 110 3, 963 3, 975 98 4, 551 4, 376 273 663 569 367 
Nom.-In explanation of the large number of letters on hand undisposed of on March 1, 1887, it is 
stated that all annual estimates for the next fiscal year are received during Janllary of each year, but 
are not disposed ofuntil in May or June of the year. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employ6s in 
the finance division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. Jan. Feb. Mar. ..Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-- ·- - - - ~ - - - - - - --------
1884. 
Letters w r i t t en a n d 
mailed ...... . ......... 538 666 737 685 685 569 1,137 973 663 522 428 650 
Claims settled ........... 206 154 130 137 201 196 209 169 322 458 252 322 
Notices mailed to claim-
ants ...... 
Statement or" :r;~it~- ·i·s·: 
211 161 137 148 206 193 205 76 335 461 21i8 337 
sued and mailed ....... 23 46 35 31 47 22 30 17 70 20 35 45 
Pay requisitions issued .. 21>9 194 160 141 232 118 502 202 333 357 223 330 
Refunding requisitions 
17 24 9 64 23 issued ................ . 39 10 67 17 31 40 17 
Contracts made and acted 
upon •.........•........ 11 5 13 1 13 4 156 44 11 8 12 10 
1885. 
Letters written and 
mailed ................. 599 489 638 557 385 764 634 737 498 577 609 633 
Claims set.tled .......... . 250 123 160 175 15'8 131 155 228 206 540 381 320 
Notices mailed to claim-
ants ............. ..... 262 130 163 183 164 142 167 228 sop 614 427 355 
Statements of funds is-
sued and mailed ....... 24 33 46 40 3 52 21 48 37 18 36 36 
Pay requisitions issued .. 318 195 267 214 233 138 234 223 274 321 375 259 
Refunding requisitions 
55 16 25 50 16 11 62 40 49 30 22 17 issued . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Contracts made and acted 
upon ................... 6 28 26 10 26 154 39 32 12 15 2 6 
1886. 
Letters w r i t ten a n d 
mailed ................. 576 699 859 840 739 926 891 728 726 860 568 790 
Claims settled ..•........ 207 144 214 179 150 175 227 321 582 419 385 285 
Notices mailed to claim-
ants ................... 222 156 231 180 153 184 231 300 550 431 410 308 
Statements of funds is-
sued and mailed •••••.. 18 41 37 21 37 20 33 33 49 25 49 37 
ay requisitions issued .. 266 207 1.91 260 198 193 296 3M 353 392 367 347 
Refunding requisitions 
40 57 11 77 31 36 53 15 42 40 46 16 issued ................. 
p 
c on tracts made and acted 
upon .................. 25 4 26 . 21 3 172 48 73 18 12 20 28 
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Character of business. Jan. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May. June. July • .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---1----------------------
1887. 
Letters written and 
mailed .............••.. 
Claims settled .......•••. 
Notices mailed to claim-
ants ... :. . . . . . . . . . . ... 
Statements of funds is-
sued and mailed ...... . 
Pay requisitions issued .. 
Refunding requisitions 
issued ................ . 
Contracts made and acted 










The following statement shows the average number of employes in the finance 
division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speci-
fied: 
__ c_a_I_en_d_a_r_y_e_a_r. __ 
1
_J_an_. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May. June. July . .Aug. I Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1884 ....•..•••••.•.••..••. 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 14 
1885 ..•.••.••••••••..••••• 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 
1886 ....•. ··•··•·••·•••••• 14 ]4 14 14. 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 
1887 (to March 1) ••••.••. 14 14 ·--·-- -----· ......... .......... ............. ------ ........ ------ ........... .......... 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the finance division of the Indian Office, Department of the 
Interior. 
No account bas been kept of the business performed and disposed of by each em-
ploye. The work of the division is so diversified that it is impossible to keep an ac-
count. The chief of division sees to it that each employe does his or her share of the 
work of the division. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the finance division of the Indian Office, Department of 
the Interior: 
Calendar year. 
Number of Average num- Averag-e num-
employlls. ber of days ber of hou~s 
1884 ·•···•••·•·••··••··•••••·••··••·•••··•••·••··••·•••••• 
1885 ·•···•••••·••··•·••· .•...••..••..••..••.••••••••••••.. 
1886 ..........•..••......••..••. -- ···--- ......... ---------














The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of d~ys, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the finance division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Maximum number of days ................................... .. 












l(,to Mar. :1). 
48 
4.3 
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The number of days, during which the Department was open for the transaction ol 
official business, is as follows: 
Daya. 
1884 •• -- •• ' . - -- •.• --- •• - .. -- •.. - • - •.• - -- .••• - ••.• - - •. -.- •••• - ••••• -.. • • • • . . . . 307 
~:~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~::: ~~ ~::::::::::::: :::: ·.::::: ~~~ t 
1887, up to March 1 . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 
In addition to the above, the financial clerk has devoted nearly all Sundays and 
most of the evenings to the transaction of official business. 
FILES AND RECORDS DIVISION. 
Report of the files (lnd records division, Indian O.tfice, on the rnethods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Cornrnittce, and called for by Depa1·lntent ci1·cular of March 
23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the files aml records 
division of the Indian Office, Department of tho Interior. 
The business of this division is to brief, register, index, and file all official docu-
ments received in the Indian Office; and to "abstract" (i. e., to record a brief) index, 
and copy into permanent registers all official communications sent from the office. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the files and rec-
ords eli vision of the Indian Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the busines~:~ matter in the Indian Office, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom His considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon bad and taken by each until the same is finall~' disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The mail when received is opened in the office of the honorable Assistant Commis-
sioner,, and each piece is marked by him or his representative, for the time being, 
with the initial letter of the division which shall act administratively on the same. 
It is then sent to the files and records division, where it is properly briefed, stamped 
with a stamp bearing the name of this office, and the date of its receipt ; then each 
piece receives a distinctive number (which number it forever retains); then the let-
ter is thoroughly indexed as to names of writer, persons mentioned, and the subject; 
it is then (the brief of it) recorded, or registered, in a proper book, the division to 
which it is charged being noted on said register, as well as the number; and then it 
goes to the division to which it is charged for appropriate administrative action; and 
finally, after it has filled its mission, is returned to this division, where it undergoes 
the final action taken upon it, unless called up by subsequent developments. This 
final action is to note on the register opposite the original entry, what action was had 
on it in the division to which it was sent, and then it is filed away in proper recep-
tacles convenient for future reference. 
Of these letters received we have four classes. 
(1) Ordinary letters. 
(2) Claims and contract letters. 
(3) Authority letters. 
( 4) Miscellaneous reports (purely routine in nature). 
The first class embraces all official communications from whomsoever and on all 
subjects. 
'I'he second class comprises only letters containing claims against and coutracts 
with the United States. (Note: The exception to this being claims of citizens on ac-
count of depredations by Indians, claims for improvements by squatters on bdian 
reservations, claims for damages, and kindred claims.) 
The third class are letters fi.·om the honorable t.he Secretary of the Interior alone, 
authorizing this office to perform certain acts, to make purchases, to employ labor, to 
grant surveys, to remove intruders, &c. 
The fourth class is composed of certain routine reports required by the regulations 
of this office and the United States Treasury from its agents, and are, viz: 
(1) Weekly statements of public funds. (2) Monthly statements of public funds. 
(3) Weekly supply reports. (4) Statement of issues to Indians. This class of mail 
.is, for convenience, recorded but once a week, on Saturday. 
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Every morning the various divisions of the office send. to this division "roug_h 
drafts 11 or memorandums, of the letters that have been wruten and sent from their 
respective divisions the previous day. 
These "roughs" undergo something of a similar treatment to that of the lette:r:s re-
ceived, al)OVO described. They are conveniently arranged and each stamped w1th a 
uumher. Then a brief, or " abstract," of them is recorded in a proper record book, 
and thoroughly indexed ; and the roughs preserved until they shall have been co~­
pletely copiotl in permanent record books prescribed for the purpose; then, oppos1te 
tho urief, or ''abstract," the number and page of tho said record 1s noted and the 
rough itself destroyetl. (Note: Comparison as to correctness is made from the press 
copy.) 
Tilis division keeps books, as follows: 
(1) Record of letters received. 
(2) Record of claims and contracts receivetl. 
(:3) Record of authorities received. 
(4) Record of miscellaneous reports received. 
(5) Record of letters sent (abstract). 
(G) Record of letters sent to Secretary of the Interior (full copy). 
'(7) Record of letters sent to other persons (full copy). 
(ti) Index to letters received. 
(9) Index to claims, &c., received. 
(19) Index to authorities received. 
( 11) Index to letters sent. 
Besides, for convenience, several auxiliary books, such as special record of reports 
of Indian inspectors, containing all reports up to December 31, 18t30; special file-
book, containing memorandum of special files; that is, where many papers have been 
received in a caso running for a number of years and no final disposition could be 
made of it, then the papers would be kept together in a" special file" until the mat-
ter was finally disposed of. .After final tlisposition these papers find their way to the 
places where they properly belong. 
In indexing papers the card-index syBtem has been adopted. Each card represents 
a name or a subject, with the number of the letter to which it refers. 
Every few days these cards are separated-first, in alphabetical order, and second, 
iu combinations of the second letter. They are arranged in convenient order for 
searching purposes, and transferred to the permanent index-books as rapidly as pos-
sible. 
The work of thiB division is purely initiative but not administrative. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
tho dates specified below in the files and reco1·ds division of •Ole Indian Office, Depart-
ment of the In tcrior : 
Uharactur of business. 
- ---------------- - --- ----------------
Letters received ...•........................ 24, 956 .••••....... 31, 188 ...... 34, 621 ...••. 
Ulaimsreceived ..•... ....................... 3, 531 . •• • . . . •.• • . 3, 9G3 .•. • .. 4, 556 •••••• 
A uthol'ities received._................ . .. . . . 2, 379 . -.-. . . . . . . . 2, 504 ... _.. 2, 660 .••••. 
Miscellaneous reports received....... . . . . . . 6, 596137, 462 . .. • • . 7, 32144, 976 7, 320 49, 157 
Letters sent ................................. 17,400 17, 400 . ••... 20, 123 20, 123 23, 9271 ... ... . 
Recording of letters sent in perma-
nent records*....................... 9, 750 17, 400 .••••. 27, 150 20, 143 ... _ .. 23, 927123, 927 
5, 583 •••••• 
467 ------
407 ····--
1, 141 7, 598 
3,842 •••••• 
3, 842 3, 842 
Letters disposed of from January J, 1884, to March 1, 1887 ............ _........ . • • . . • . . . • • . . • • . 5, 500 
Approximate amount on hand and umlisposed of March 1, 1887 .................... ··-· .•••.••. 69, 562 
*It is impossible to even approximate, with any accuracy, the amount of this class of work per-
formed in any year since Januar.v 1, 1d84; b11t the above statement will show quite correctly (appro~· 
imated) the flJllOunt done from January 11 1884, to 1\'[arch 1, l887. · · 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the files and records division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. .Jan. 
--
1884 
JJettbrs received ...•..••. 2,149 
Claims received ......•••. 213 
Authorit.ies received ..... 200 
Miscellaneous reports re-
ceived .•.•••....•.•.... 485 
Letters sent ............. 1,538 
1885. --
Letters received ...•..... 2, 050 
Claims l'eceived .••.....•. 225 
Authorities receivecL ..•. 211 
Miscellaneous reports re-
ceived ··-···-------···· 621 
Letters sent ............. 1, 629 
1886. --
Letters received .......•. 3,152 
Claims received .......... 225 
Authorities received ..••. 185 
Miscellaneous reports re-
ceived ................ 552 
Letters sent.-----· •••••. 2, 266 
1887. --
Letters recfli ved •.••..... 2, 982 
Claims received...... . . . . 278 
Authorities received.... 217 
Miscellaneous reports re-
ceived................. 571 


























Mar. Apr. May . 
- - ----
2,172 2,089 2, 096 
148 164 226 
U14 192 194 
529 480 617 
1, 509 1, 552 1,414 
-- ----
2, 371 2, 922 2, 459 
177 236 20.3 
236 235 191 
466 638 7H 
1, 674 1,837 1, 362 
------
2, 794 2, 709 2, 683 
200 207 246 
245 268 195 
722 511 646 
2, 068 2, 226 1, 926 
---~ --
.June. .July. Aug. SCI)t. Oct. Nov. Doo. 
------ --------
~. 838 2,227 2,102 2,154 2,176 1, 951 
245 356 278 457 774 282 
172 219 213 241 182 .Hi1 
482 602 443 5fi2 641 558 
1, 348 1, 559 1,399 1,498 1, 409 1,178 
======== ----------
2, 405 2, 984 2, 730 2, 721 2, 839 2, 722 
286 201 415 655 683 369 
182 228 231 167 225 180 
484 502 694 583 672 659 746 
1,505 1, 975 1, 668 1, 831 1, 816 1, 465 1,977 
===~== ----------
2, 753 3,193 2,849 2, 936 2, 997 2, 677 
389 274 468 800 730 436 
158 240 220 198 312 188 
557 637 602 551 687 578 
1, Btl~ 1, 907 1, 912 I, 981 2,249 1, 663 
----·----------
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the files and 
l'ecords division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
__ c_a_I_en_d_a_r_y_c_a_r. __ +l_.r_a_n. Fob. :""'· Ap•·l M.'Y· ~ ~•· July.l Aug. h<opt. Oul Nov. :0.. 
1884.--------. ------ -.---- 6. 6 
1885 .•••• - ...... ------.- .. 7. 3 
1886. -- - - - - -- - - - . - - ... -- -- 6. 7 
6. 6 6. 9 6. 6 5. 7 6. 5 5. 7 7. 4 8. 6 8. 8 9. 6 7. 8 
7. 2 6. 7 7. 3 7. 8 7. 7 7. 8 6. 2 5. 6 6. 3 6. 8 5. 4 
1887 (toMarch1) .••..•.. 6.4 g:: .. ~:~. --~:~. --~:~. --~: ~- 1 · -~: : ... ~: ~- .. ~: ~- .. ~: ~- .. ~:~-1---~--~ 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the pAriods specified, in the files and records division of the Indian Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior. 
It is utterly impossible to answer this. No time of individual work has been kept, 
and it would be impracticable to do so. While each clerk has a particular desk and 
line of work assigned, it often happens that the entire force of the division is engaged 
on the same piece of work; and. besides, the work of each desk is so interwoven with 
that of another that to disentangle it would be impossible. 
A personal examination would soon convince a skeptic of this statement. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten. 
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the files and records division in the Indian Office, De-
partment of the Interior : 
Calendar year. 
1884 ----·· ..... - ••• -- •• ------.---------------------
1885. -··· ...... ------··- --------------------------. 
1886.------------------ ......... -------------------
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business by 
the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum number of 
days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in the 
files and records division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified: 
1887 
(to Ma.ruh 1). 1884. 1885. 1886. 
-------------------------1---- -----------
Maximum number of days . . . . .. . • .. • • . . . . . •• • • . . •• • .. . .. .. • . . 276~ 
Minimum number of days..................................... 25.11 







Report of the lan(l and law d'ivision, Indian Office, on the methods of business and work, as 
1·equ,ested by Sentlte Select Committee, and called jq1· by Department ci1·cula1· of Mm·ch 28, 
1887. 
A statistical statement of the work performed l)y the land and law division of the 
Indian Office will be found appended hereto. 
The responsible, intricate, and complex character of the duties of this division ren· 
dcr it almost impossible to give even an approximate estimate of the amount or an 
idea of the varied nature and character of the work pet·formed by its clerical force. 
All qnestions relating to Indian lands are subjects for the determination of this 
division, many of which require an examination of the official records back for forty 
and sixty years; in some cases as far back as the earliest treaties made by the Gov-
ernment, with various Imlian tribes, and even back to treaties made between the col· 
onies and the Indians. 
All questions of law involved in the management and civilization of the Indians 
are considered and determined here, such as their lands; their internal and external 
a1lilirs; their legal attitude and status among themselves, or with reference to tho 
whites; conilicts between the local laws and customs of a tnbe and the State laws 
and between the State and Federal laws; questions of citizenship; guardianship; 
crimes; misdemeanors; jurisdiction; how far Indians are b~~bjcct. to their own Jaws and 
cnstoms, and how far they are amenable to State and Pe1lera.llaw; intruders and 
trespassers; prosecution of persons guilty of tho sale of whisky to Indians; taxation; 
water rights; right of way for railroads through reservations; cattle grazing; con-
vey:1tlccsofland; contractswit.hJnrlians; sale of timber; allotments; patents; Execu-
tive orders establishing reservations; the constrnct,ion of treatie~:~ and acts of Congress, 
antl many olhcr questions not necessary to enumerate here. Many of tbese questions 
reqnire an examination of tho decisions of the dh;trict, circuit, and Supreme Courts of 
the United StateR. and of tho various State courts, as well as an examination of tho 
various text-books and tho application of the principles and rules laid clown therein. 
In addition to these, many other matters are constantly ancl necessarily arising in 
the transition of tlte Indian from the semi-civilized to the civilized state. As the 
Indian advances toward civilization he naturally arrives at a better understanding 
as to his rights, and when those rights are infringed or trespassed upon, he appeals 
to the Government for protection. 
Numerous original bills and reports are prepared here and transmitted to Congress, 
and nearly every bill originating in either house of Congress relating to Indiatl 
lamls or the status of tho Indian is refened to this office for information and re-
port, and the President seldom affixes his signature to a measure which has passed 
Congress relating to Indian matters without it first having been referred to this office 
for report.· 
No idea can be formed of tho amount and character and the labor necessary to 
perform tlw work of this division without personal examination and inspection. 
Some cases requ:itre days and sometimes weeks of record and legal research in com-
piling data necessary to the preparation of a single letter, many of which cover from 
twenty to one hundred pages. No record has been or can be kept of tho amount aucl 
character of work performed by any employe. Hardly auy of the correspondeuce is 
of a routine nature. Each subject is sepnrato and distinct and must be considered 
and determined by the particnlar trettty or law within which it may come. Many 
casesre<]nire immeciate action and the exercjse of sound judgment and diwcretion. 
One employe may prepare several letters in a day, wlnle another may prepare none, 
and the next day it may be vice versa. 
A letter of a few lines may require several days to make proper answer. 
1 desire to call attention to the fact that all the work with which the civilization 
division of this Burea:I was cnarged, except matters pertaining to licensed traders 
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and the examination and settlement of depredation cl.tims, wa.s assigned to this d1 
vision on September 1, 1885, since which time all that work, in addition to the reg-
'lllar work of the division, has been performed without additional clerical force. 
'I'he act recently passed, providing for the allotment of land in severalty to the 
Indians, will necessarily very largely increase the work of this division. 
Land must be surveyed, field-notes and plats copied, allotments made, schednlrH 
prepared, tract-books opened, patents issued and recorded, with all the corrcspoud-
ence incident thereto. 
Apart from the absorption of the civilization division a vast amount of additional 
labor has within the past few years beell entailed on this division, owing to the rapid 
extension of the railroad system throughorrt the country and consequent construc-
tion of railroads through Indian reservations. 
The act of Congress of March 3, 1875, granting to railroads the right of way tluough 
the public lands of the United States specia.lly excepts from the opera1,ions uf its pro-
visions, inter alia, Indian reservations, unless the right of way shall have been pro-
vided for by treaty stipulation or by act of Con¥ress theretofore passed. 
Whenever, therefore, an application is made for a right of way through an Indian 
reservation-and such applications are getting to be quite numerous-reference has 
to be made to the treaty or other muniment of title under which the reservation was 
established, to ascertain its provisions (if any) in regard to railroads and the proper 
method, which varies with the different cases, to be adopted in regard to obtaining 
such right of way and compensating the Indians for the same. 
J:i'rom its inception down to the close a great amount of detail work is involve<!. 
The case of the Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western Rail way, constructed on the 
La Pointe or Bad River Reservation in Wisconsin in 1884-'85 will serve as a practical 
illustration. 
In this case the treaty provides for the building of roads across the reservation on 
terms of just compensation to the Indians. 
This case went through the following successive steps: 
First, the general solicitor of the company writes to this office for information as to the manner of 
procuring the right of way. 
Application referred to this division; treaty examined; and inquiry made in General Land Office 
(railroad division) whether proofs of organization, &c., filed. 
General solicitor of the company fully instructed by letter. 
He writes to Department to inquire whether Congressional action is necessary. 
Report to Secretary thereon, with information that general solictor is already advised on the subject. 
Member of Congress telegraphs making same inquiry. 
Telegram to him in reply. 
Application by company for authority to make preliminary survey on reservation. 
Report to Secretary thereon with recommendations. 
Department returns papers and grants authority. 
Railway company noti:fiecl thereof, and agent inst.ructed to consult Indians. 
Proofs of incorporation, &c., examined and filed. 
Agent reports result of council with Indians. 
Company notified to proceed with survey, and file maps, &c. 
Company applies for leave to proceed with work of construction· pending completion of survey wl1ich 
is interrupted by unexpected topographical clitliculties. ' 
Report to Secretary recommending :tpplication be granted conditionally that company givo bond of 
indemnity to secure compensation, &c. 
Department concurs and directs bond to be taken. 
Bond prepared and transmitted to railway company for execution. 
Agent notified of action taken. 
Agent reports Indians satisfied. • 
Agent applies for permission for Indians whose allotments are bitl1erto unapproved to cut and sell 
ties to railroad company. 
Report to Secretary with favorable recommendation. 
Department grants authority and agent instructed thereon. 
Company files map of definite location and bond. 
Papers examined and transmitted to Secretary for approval, with recommendation that agent be 
directed to take necessary measures to adjust question of compensation to Indians. 
Department returns bond and map approved with instructions. 
Letter to agent in&tructing him as to his duties. 
Also to railway company advising it of action taken. 
Agent reports result of negotiations with Indians collectively and individually in respect of com-
pensation for right of way, transmits preliminary papers, &c. 
Papers examined and reported to Secretary with recommendation for approval and authority to per-
fect negotiations on terms stipulated. 
Preparing agreement in reference to general right of way through unalloted lands and same trans-
mitted to agent for signature by the Inilians. ' 
Company transmits draft for $855.75, compensation agreed upon to Indians for general rirrht of wav. 
Report to Secretary therewith, with recommendation for deposit in Treasury pending co~upletion: 
Department concurs and directs deposit. 
Formal agreement with Indians received, ~xamined, and submitted to Secretary for approval. 
A_greement returned approved, and authority grantecl for payment of compensation to Inuians per 
captta. 
Draft transmitted to agent for amount, and instructions as to distribution. 
Arrent transmits deeds from indiviuual owners. 
Salfue examined and submitted to Secretary for approval of President, in compliance with terms of 
treaty. · 
Deeds returned approved by Presiuent, recorded in office books, and sent to the company who bas 
previously settled with the individual Inclians direct. 
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The above statement only presents the principal steps taken in the case, and no 
mention is made of much incidental correspondence which arose. The matter was 
pending over one year. 
At first sight it would seem as if this was a very simple matter, but the foregoing 
outline of proceedings shows the amount of detail labor involved in one case alone. 
Again, take the cases of the different railways now in course of construction in 
tbe Indian Territory. A glance at the acts um::.er which they are being built will 
suffice to show the work necessary to carry out these acts, particularly the clauses 
having reference to compensation and the adjustment thereof. In the case of the 
Southern Kansa~ Railway alone, where the Indians dissented from the terms of the 
act, the detail work has been enormous already. So also in the case of the Gulf, Col-
orado aml Santa Pe Railway, now being constructed through the Territory, with the 
prospect of equal labor in the Denison and Washita Valley, the Kansas and Arkansas 
Valley, the Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf, the Saint Louis and San Francisco, the 
Fort ·worth and Denver City, and the Chicago, Kansas and Nebraska Railroads, all 
authorized by act of Congress to build in the Territory, and now pending before this 
division. 
In the Western reservations, we have the SaintPaul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, the 
Utah Midland, the Maricopa and Phrenix, the Rocky Fork and Cooke City, theUtah 
and Northern, the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul, the Dakota Central, the Du-
luth, Superior and Michigan, and several other railroads in course of construction, all 
requiring more or less attention at successive steps, not to mention the Atlantic and 
Pacific and the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad in the Indian Territory, with 
whom q uestious of damages to Indians are constantly arising. 
At the present writing there are between thirty and forty railroad cases before this 
division in various stages of completion, aml all involving a great amount of cor-
respondence and detail work. In fact, the railroad business in connection with In-
dian 1·eservations has increased of late years, and is of such a character as to almost 
occupy the time of one clerk exclusively to give it that attention which its impor-
tance to the Indians demands. 
As another illustration I cite the following case: 
Rev. C. C. Painter, secretary Indian Rights Association, informs this office that adjacent to the Coa-
huila Reservat,ion, in California, there is a section of bnd within a railroad grant, which has always 
been occunied and used by the Indians for grazing purposes; that they are anxious to puroh~tse the 
same, but oonnot comply with the terms of the company; and that it is of the utmost importance that 
the Indians should have it, and hopes that something may be done at once to secure it to them. 
Written inquiry is made of the General Land Office as to the legal status of the section in question. 
Land Office replies that it is within the 30-mile indemnity limit of the grant to the Southern Pacifi.c 
Railroad Company, and appears on a list of selections made by the company, which list has not been 
acted upon. 
Case reported to the Secretary, with the recommendation that the matter be laid before the proper 
officers of the company, to see if it would not relinquish the section to the Government for the use of 
the Indians, or make such terms as would enable tho Indians to purchase it. 
C. P. Huntington replies to a letter written to Senator 8tanford by Depa,rtment, in accordance with 
foregoing suggestions, st<tting that the company would be inclined to do what the Secretary desired 
in the matter. . 
Report is again made to the Secretary suggesting that if the company relinquishes this section, it 
can select another in lieu thereof. 
Commissioner of the General Land Office reports that Southern Pacific Railroad Company, has 
filed a quit-claim deed to the section in question. 
A clraft of an Executive order setting apart said section as an acl<lition to the Coahuila Reserva· 
tion is then prepared and sent to the Department, with a report recommending that it be laid before 
the President for his signature. 
Executj.ve order is received and copies made and sent to the General Land Office, to tho agent of the 
Mission Indians, and to Rev. Mr. Painter. 
As an illustration of the labor involved in answering an apparent.ly simple inquiry, 
I cite the foilowing : 
A gentleman engaged in some literary work writes a letter of about a dozen lines asking certain in-
formation relative to the Oneida, Stockbridge, and Brothertown Indians i.n Wisconsin. 
A clerk searches the ancient files of the Office for more than two days, and prepares an answer which 
covers nearly five type-written pages. 
There are kept in this division the following books and records, viz : 
Register of letters received. 
Subject index of letters received. 
Subject index of letters sent. 
Deed-books, where all deeds of conveyance of Indian lands are recorded. 
Tract-books, wherein a record of all allotments to Indians is made. 
Miscellaneous record wherein are recorded all contracts, agreements. &c., with 
Indians. 
Record of timber contracts and bonds. 
It will be observed by reference to the attached statistical statement that there 
has been a marked increase in the work of this division during the period covered by 
the request of the committee. 
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The increase for the year 1886 over that of 1884 is, 
Number of letters received .. ~--- .....•••....•••..........••........... 71 per cent. 
Number of letters sent ..............•..............•....•............. 45 per cent. 
Number of pages written ....•..........••...•••...................... 58 per cent. 
Up to October, 1886, the draftsman of tho Bureau was borne on the roll of em-
ployes of this division, but, owing to the peculiar character of the work performed 
by him, no account is taken thereof in the following statements. 
Statement showing (1) the amount of business pending in the land division of the 
Indian Office, for the year ending January 1, 1884; (2) the amount of business re-
ceived during the year 1884; (3) the amount of business transacted during the year 
1884. Similar statistics respecting the years 1855 and 1886, and up to the 1st of 
March, 1887, as disclosed by the records of the office. 
Business. 1884. 1885. 1886. 
----------------------------- --------
Number ofletters pending in the division January L .....•. ... .• . . . . ..•.... .. . 257 260 241 
Number ofletters and telegrams received in division during the year . . . . . . . . . 2, 823 3, 669 4, 851 
Number of letters and telegrams prepared aml seiJt out from the division dur-
ing the year.................. . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 951 2, 318 2, 827 
Number ofletters pending in the division January 1, 1887 ....•.............•..••....•.•.•••••...... 491 
Number of letters pending in the division March 1,1887 ........................................... 687 
(Some of these letters have been pa~tially ac~e!l.upon, ~ut not finally disposed of.) 
Number of letters and telegrams received m diVISion durmg the year 1887 .....••................. 836 
Number ofletters and telegrams prepared and sent out from the division for the year up to March 
1, 1887 (two months) .•••••...•.•.......•.....•••.....•.•....................•...•....•.•.•••••.... 475 
Year. 
Letters prepared..................................................... 1884 
Do............................................................. 1885 
Do ............................................................. 18!ffi 
Do ............................................................. 1887 










NoTE.-Many letters received in the division require no action, being answers to inquiries from the 
office, while others are transferred to other divisions, and in some cases answer to several letters is 
embraced in one, which will account for the dtfl'erence in the number of letters received, the number 
written, and the number pending at the beginning of each year. 
Allowing one page by type-writer as equal to two and a quarter written pages (a 
tested fact) the statement would be: 
Year. 
1~4-.......................... . 





7, 657 1886 ........................ . 








Number of letters received during the year 1885, 3,669; during the year 1884,2,823; 
showing an increase of 30 per cent., or 846. 
Number ofletters received during the year1886, 4,851; during the year 18851 3,669 
showing au increase of 31 9-10 per cent., or 1,182. 
Number ofletters prepared during the year 1885,9,051 pages; during the year 1884, 
7,657; showing an increase of 18 2-10 per cent., or 1,394. 
Number ofletters, &c., prepared during the year 1886, 12,265 pages; during the 
year 1885, 9,051; showing an iucreaso of 351 per cent., or 3,214. 
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General summaf'y showing per cent. of increase. 
1884. 1885. 
--------------------- -------------- --
Business pending January 1...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257 260 241 491 * 687* 
Business received in the year............. .. . . . • . . • . . . . • .. 2, 823 3, 669 4, 851 836 
Percent. ofincrease .......... ............................ ... . .... 30. 31.90 .......... . .. . 
Letters, &c., prepared and sent out tor the year . . . . . . . . . . 1, 951 2, 318 2, 827 475 
Percent.of increase ............ . .......................... ~.... . ... 18.50 21.90 ............. . 
Pages covered by letters written............ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7, 657 9, 051 12, 265 2, 047 
Per cent. of increase . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 18. 20 35.50 ............. . 
*Some of these letters have been partially acted upon, but not finally disposed of. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the land di-
vision of the Indian Office, during each month in tho years 18.:!4, 1885, 181:!6, and 1887, 
up to March 1, 1887 : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
Date. 
_______ _ ____ 
1
o __ n_r_o_n_. At desk. On roll. l At desk. On roll. At desk. On roll. 
1
.!.t desk. 
January....................... 15 14. 14 13. 3 13 12. 5 12 9. 75 
February..................... 15 14.5 14 13. 2 13 12 12 10 
March........................ . 15 14.3 14 13.6 14 13 ................ . 
April.......................... 14 13.5 14 13.6 13 12.5 .·_-:··_·:·· .• ···: .. ·!·:·:-:··_·:·:-:.··:· May................... ..... .. 14 13.6 14 12.5 13 11.7 
June................... ... ... 14 13 14 1::1.2 13 12.2 
July ........................... 14 11. 8 15 12.6 13 11.5 ............... .. 
t;~~!\~~:::~:::::~::::::::::: ~! g·5 ~g g:~ ~~ 1~.6 ::::::::::::::::: 
October .................. . .... :W 11.3 14 12 1:.! 9 ................ . 
November..................... 14 I 12 14 12 13 11 . ............... . 
Dece:::e~~~-~~~r~~~::.-:::::: ~~-~~~~-~~-~~~=+.("::::;:; 
NOTE.-One clerk. C. F. Larrabee, detailed for special service in the field from July 16, 1885, to Sep· 
tember 3, 1885, and from July !8, 1886, to March 1, 1887, is carried on rollin above statement, but not 
in column of " employes at desk.'' 
The employes ot' the division consiRt of 1 chief, 4 corresponding clerks, 1 statisticalttnd deed clerk, 
1 draftsman (up to October last.), 1 file clerk, 1 register clerk, 1 index clerk, 2 type-writers, and 1 
copyist. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum number of days during 
each of the years 18!::!4, 1tl85, and 1886, and up to March 1, 1887, devoted to business by 
the employes in the land division of the Indian Office, present for the greatest num-
ber of days, and also for the least number of days: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. * 
----------------------------·--------------------------- 1~--- ---- --------










Monthly statement of business pre]Jared and sent out by land division, Indian Office. 
1884~ :::::: ~~ 
1885{:::::: ~~ 
1886 s ... --. 226 
~ ...... 974 
1887 s ...... 2'58 
l ...... 1, 085 
• ~ ~ t-< 
~ • ,Q • ,Q $ 
~ .cl •.• ~ ~ $ s s....: 
... ~-~ · I>. <I) P: ~ .... 0 ~<I) a$ 
~ a$ p. .e ):1 .... r:l p. 13 0 ~ ~ 
r;.. ~ .q ~ ~~~ -<1 J5 o l2'J A E-t 
180 158 178 197 162 223 187 138 145 100 142 1, D51 
700 649 850 6J5 583 852 648 588 443 328 632 7, 657 
144 168 225 243 193 169 127 163 260 185 259 2, 31& 
580 551 787 941 927 796 448 608 982 769 986 9, 051 
197 282 240 301 253 226 198 224 223 2H 243 2, 827 
901 1, 293 1, 377 1, 311 1, 013 987 986 849 936 75!1 879 12, 265 
217 ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... . ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 475 









NOTE.-The first line of figures opposite each year represents the number of letters prepared and sent 
ont. The other line of figures represents the number of pages covered by said letters. 
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In conclusion, I desire to invite attention to tlm fact that the work incident to thie 
division requires an immense amount of copying of which no account has been kept. 
As an illustration three cases are cited, viz: 
1st. Papers relating to the lands of the Black Bob Band of Shawnee Indians, 644 
pages type-written matter. . . . . 
2d. Report of the Northwest Indian Commission, 1~3 pages of printed matter. 
3d. Testimony o~Colonel Carrington, t:tken before a special commission in the spring 
of 1867, called for by Senate resolution of February 11, 1887, 146 pages of type-written 
matter. 
I am enabled to give tho number of pages in the cases of the Black Bob Shawnee 
Indians, and the testimony of Colonel Carrington, fi·om the fact that copies were malle 
in duplicate (manifold), one copy of cacll being retained in the division for future 
use. 
EDUCATION DIVISION. 
Report of the edncation clivision, Indian O.(fice, on the metlwds of business and work, as 
requested by Senate Select Comrnittce, and called for by Department circular of Marc1t 
23. 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the education divis· 
ion of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior. 
This division was organi?:ed September 1, 1885, and consisted of the chief of divis-
ion, one clerk, and two copyists. 
In March, 1886, an additional clerk was assigned to it, and since that time the force 
has consisted of the chief of division, two clerks, and two copyists. 
The following is a general statement of the work of the division: 
All communications regarding the establishment and management of Indian schoolR 
nre considered and acted upon. In the performance of this dn ty the question of plans 
and specifications for the erection of new school buildings anclrepairs of those already 
erected must be decided upon; the requests from agents and superintendents of 
schools for authority to purchase supplies needed by tbe schools are considered, and 
the propriety of granting the authority is decided npon, and tho question as to 
whether the condition of the appropriations avn,ilable will warrant the expenditure 
is considered. The correspondence is necessarily of a miscellaneous character, cover-
ing as it does not only the expenditure of money but all questions that arise in the 
management of Indian schools. 
To properly conduct the schools various employes, such as superintendents, teachers, 
seamstresses, cooks, laundresses, &c., and. teachers of various industries are required. 
The number and salaries of these position8 vary with the necessities of each school. 
The positions and ~mlaries allowed for the schools are determined in this tlivision, ami 
in considering the matter the attendance, industries f,aught, cost of living, and the 
condition of the appropriations available must be takeu into account. 
Statistics of Indian schools are prepared in this division. These st~1tistics give tlw 
name and location of all Indian schools, how they are supported, the school popula-
tion, capacity and the number of employes at each school, the attendance, number of 
months in session, cost to the Government, and cost per capita per month. Also the 
names, positions, salaries, kind of service, salary per mmum, and amount paid each 
employe at Indian schools conducted by the Government. 
Contracts for educating Indian pupils are determined upon and the contracts pre-
pared. 
Quarterly reports of attendance at each school are examined and recorded. 
Monthly reports of issues and expenditures on account of each school are analyzed 
and recorded. 
Reports of inspectors and special agents on schools arc recorded and suitable action 
taken on each case. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the education 
division of the Indian Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or 
more items.of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning 
with the receipt of the business mattP-r in the office, and then showing in consecu-
tive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by wbom it is considered and acted upon, and the ac-
tion thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party~ ',, · · 
All papers received in the Indian OtUce which pertain in any manner to Indian 
schools are referred to this division. When they are mceived from the files division 
each letter is entered on a register, which shows the file number, date of receptio, 
I 
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ill the ludbn Ollicc, dntc of reception iu the division, the party from whom receiveu, 
and the subject of tllC letter. This register has columns in which the date of action 
and the nature of such action are entered after the letters have boon disposed of. 
After the letters are entered they are read by the chief of division, who directs what 
action shall be taken, and if the action involves any expenditure of money :for arti-
ticles needed in the schools, or calls for supplies furnished under contract, the letter 
is transferred to the finance division, approved, either in whole or in part. 
SCIIOOL EMPLOYl~:s. 
All agents and superintendents of schools not under control of agents are required, 
during the last quarter of the fiscal year, to submit au estimate of the positions and 
salaries which are deemed necessary for properly carrying on the schools under their 
cha.rge during the coming fiscal year. vVhen these are received in the division, the 
question of providing employes for the schools and the salaries of each is considered. 
The attendance of each school as shown by the last quarter's report, the probable 
increase or decrease during the next year, the appropriations available, the reports 
of inspectors and special agents, and any other information available regarding each 
school, are all factors which enter into the determination of what force will be nec-
essary. 
The list of positions and salaries are then entered into a book, showing each school 
separately, and transmitted to the lion. Secretary of the Interior for his approval. 
When the Secretary has approved the list it is returned to the Indian Office, and after 
receiving its proper tile mark is sent to this division. A letter is then sent to each 
agent or superintendent having charge of schools informing them of the positions 
and compensations allowed, aml instructions arc given to forward, as soon after July 
1 as possible, nominations of persons to fill the positions (except such as have been 
or are to be appointed by this office), such nominations to be submitted on a blank 
descriptive list, showing the name, position, compensation, sex, race, age, social 
condition, where born, whence ·appointed, and previous occupation of each person 
nominated. 
When the nominations are received they are referred to this division, where each 
list of nominations is carefully examined and compared with the list of employes 
authorized, in order to ascertain whether the nominations agree as to positions and 
salaries. If found correct, the na.mes, with the information on the descriptive list, 
are recordetl in a record of school employes. A letter is then writt,en to the proper 
officer informing him that his nominations are approved. If the nominations are not 
in accortlance with the authorized positions and salaries, they are returned for cor-
rection, with a letter noting the defects. 
Changes in school employes.-When the service of any school employe terminates, 
from any canse, the fact» in the case are submitted to the Indian Office on the descrip-
tive list, giving the date and the reason of such termination. The name of a person 
to fill a vacancy is usually submitted at the same time. The information required in 
each case is the same as is required in the annnallist of nominations. The report of 
change in employes is compared with the record, in order to ascertain if the person 
whose service terminates appears upon the roll, and if the nomination is in accord-
ance with the authorized list. If found correct, the changes are entcretl in the 
record of school employ6s, anti notice is sent of the approval. 
IRREGULAR EMPLOYES. 
At some of tbe schools, under certain circumstances, it is necessary to employ tem· 
porary labor, mostly Indian, and such labor is reported at the end of each month on 
a blank provided for the purpose, showing the character of the service, the necessity 
for it, the number of clay~ employed, the rate of compensation, the amount paid, and 
the name of the person employed. Such reports, when received in this division are 
scrutinized for the purpose of ascertaining the necessity for the work, the reason-
ableness of the compensation, and if computations are correct. 
If any white labor appears on the report a letter is written to Hon. Secretary of 
the Interior, asking authority to expend the amount involved. When the authority 
is received in this division a letter is written, approving of the expenditure, as shown 
by the report.. 
Inspectors' and special agents' 1·ep01·ts.-These reports are recorded, the recommenda-
tions and suggestions considered; and the attention of the person having supervision 
of the school called to anything requiring action, with instructions to take the neces· 
sary steps to increase the efficiency of the schools. 
Gontmcts for education of Indian pupUs.-These contracts are prepared (5 copies of 
each) in this division, and sent to the party of the second part for signature. When 
they are returne(l they are forwarded to the lion. Secretary of the Interior for his 
approval. 
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Quarterly repo1·ts of school ernploycs.-A quarterly report is required from each agent, 
giving, on a blank provided for the purpose, the name, position, school at which em-
ployed, period of service, rate of pay, and total amount paid ·each school employe. 
This is examined and the amounts for employes for each school is recorded in the 
Record of Indian School Statistics. 
Quarterly repor~ of attPndance.-Each school, whether Government or contract, 
must furnish a quarterly report, giving the names, positions, and salaries of all em-
ployes, and the name, tribe, age, and sex, of every pupil, with information as to the 
increase or decrease in pupils during the quarter, and a statement as to the total 
amount of subsistence issued. These are examined anu entered in the Record of In-
dian School Statistics. 
This report is referred to in the settlement of the acoounts of agents, for the pur-
pose of ascertaining that the issues are in accordance with the attenuance. 
MonthJy reports of issues and expenditu1·es.-Each Goverument school furnishes 
monthly reports of issues and expenditures, giving, on a blank provided for the pur-
pose, the name, quantity, price, and cost of each article, and whether furnished nuder 
~ontract, purchased in open market, or raised by the pupils of the school. These 
reports are analyzed and tho articles issued are arranged under the headings of ''sub-
-sistence, clothing, school materials, school furnishings, buildings and repairs, fuel and 
light, and miscellaneous." 'rhe cost of each class of supplies as thus arranged is then 
·•nitered for each month in the Record of Indian School Statistics. 
All papers received in this division after receiving proper attention, are returned 
.to the :files division, after the action on each and the date of action are enter·etl on 
1ihe register of letters received. 
The following statement shows the amount anti character of business received, trans-
Acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, aud undisposed of at 
t.he dates specified below, in the education division of the Indian Office, Department 
,)f the Interior, from September 1, 1885, daM of organization of division: 
Character of business. I ~. >=l~ ~~ e;jP> 
C,) 
During Trans-
calendar ac.ted and 
year. dis~f.s<'tl 
---------------,-------------------1----------
• .etters received.-- .................. ------- .......... -.·----- ..•.... - ... --. 18R5 
Do . ___ • _ • _ .. __ . __ .. _ . _ ••.........•. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 








The following statement shows the average amount antl character of business per-
t'ormed, transacted, and disposed of during tho periods specified, by the employes in 
~.he education division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior: 
Cbarac;:~s~f bttsi· Year.j Jan. Feb.[ Mar. Apr. May. June. July.j Aug. Sept.[ Oct. Nov.J Dec. 
_______ , _________ ------ ~-------------- ------
Pages of letters 
written .... .. .. . 1885 .... , . .. .......... ·---·· ...... ·-·- -· ...... .. ... . 411 358 282 2G6 
~~ ~==~~:~:::[ ~:~ :~~I ~~~ --~~~. --~~~- .. ~~:. -~~~- --~~~- --~~~-~--~~~- --~~~-~--~~~- ·--~~~ 
'fhe statistics n.ncl other material for the report of the superintendent of Indian 
schools were also prepared in this division. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the education 
division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. A.pr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1-----------------------------~ 
1885. -·- •• ··---- ·----·.-- .. ----- . --- -· ·--·- .. -·-.- . ----. ·-.--- ---·- .. -·-.. 3 3 3 
1886 .••...•••• ·----·----·· 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1887 (to March 1) . --·--·· 5 5 ----·· ·---·- ------ ....•. ··---· ·----- ..••.....•....••...••... 
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As to i>he maxinmm and minimum amount of business transacte<l and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during the periods 
bJJOci.fied in the education division of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, 
the mu~cellaneous character of the work of this division precludes the possibility of 
giving any definite information as to the amount of work done by any individual 
employe. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to tho consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employes in the cuucatiou division of the Indian Office, Department of the 
Inter·ior: 
Calendar year. EmJ>loyes. 
1885k ............................................................. 3 
1!!86 . . .......... .................. ................................ 5 
1887 (to March 1)..... . ............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... a 














The following statement shows tho maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business IJy the employe present for tbe least number of days 
in the education tlivision of the Indian Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1880. 1887 Character of busi-(to Mar. I). ness. 
--- - ------------· ---------1- ----1- ------
Maximum number ofdays................... ........ 101~ 





The division wtts organized on September 1, 1885; consequently these figures are for 
four months only. 
LICENSED INDIAN Tl~ADERS. 
The clerk in charge of matters relating to licensed Indian traders does not belong 
to any one of the regular divisions of the office, hnt is assigned to the office of the 
Assistant Commissioner. 
At almost evor,y agency in the service from one to six traders are licensed to Eve 
upon the reservation and keep stores for supplying tholn<lians with such goods as they 
may desire to purcl1aso, LhB kind and 'llutlity of goods kept being specified by this 
office. The number of traders licensed upon any reserTation is now determined by 
the gross amount of anunnl tra<lc, and tho limit of pro :fit which may be realized from 
goods sold to lndiaus is 1ixcd by this office. Schedules Of prices, classifying the 
goods kept, and fixing tho ]H'ofit which may be realized upon the different classes, are 
sent to ovr.ry agent haviug licensed traders under his juriscliction. 
A license to trailo is granted for one year only, and if the trader remains it. must be 
renewed yearly. 
Tl1e roguiations goveruing licensed traders are to be found in the Regulations of 
1.lw Indian Department for 1!::8i, sections 544 t.o 576, and also in several circular let-
ters issne<l since the compilat'.ion of tl1e above Regulations. 
When an application for license to trade is received it is marked with the letters 
A. C. (showing that it is to be consiuered in the Assistant Commissioner's office) and 
sent to the Files, where it is stamped and registered. It is then sent to the clerk 
in charge of traders' matters, where it is placed in a file jacket, with the recommenda-
tions of the applicant, properly marked aud filed. Before a license is issued the ap-
plicant is required to give a bond in tho sum of $10,000 to insure a compliance with 
the laws and regulations governing trade and intercourse with the Indians. 
Besides keeping on file all bonds of licensed traders and applicants for license the 
clerk in charge of these matters makes out a,lllicenses, has charg'e of the preparation 
of all correspondence upon the subject for signature, examines the reports of United 
States Indian agents, s:pecial agents in the :field1 and inspectors1 in order to colleQt 
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and bring forward for official action all matter in them relating to Indian trooers and 
the Indian trade. He has also the consideration of all charges preferred against In-
dian traders and the preparation of instructions to agents and special agents directed 
to investigate the same. 
Every licensed trader (except those among the five civilized tribes) is required to 
forward monthly all invoices of goods purchased. The trader's clerk is required to 
examine these invoices, and if they are approved they aro sent to the general files of 
the office, subject to inspection at any time. 
Matters relating to trading licenses and the regulation and control of traders involve 
a great deal of correspondence. There are frequent cllarges of violation of tho inter-
course laws and thfl Rules and Regulations of the offtce w llich require thorough in-
vestigation and close consideration in order tbat jnstice may be done. It is some-
times necessary, in order to rid the Indian country of improper persons who refuse to 
comply with the requirements imposed or whose presence upon the reservations is 
detrimental to the civilization of the lndianH, to revoke UJc license of Indian traders 
and remove them with their effects from the ref:lcrvation. In such cases, besides a 
thorough consideration of all factH bearing upon tho matter, great care and judgment 
is necessary in the preparation of tho correspoD'leoce, &c., in order that as littlG 
pecuniary loss as possible may resnlt from the removal. 
Besides performing the duties mentioned the same clerk makes the semi-monthly 
pay-rolls of the Indian Office, keeps tho time rolls, showing the absences of all clerks 
in the office, and renders a monthl.Y report to tho Secreh1l',V of the Interior. In addi-
tion he performs such occasional. miscellaneous du tics as attending tot he weekly issue 
of stationery, opening and markiug tllc correspoULlence recci,·cd, &c. 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS. 
Report of the Bureau of Pcnsious on the metlwd8 of bnsincss aud wo1·k, as nquested by 
Senate Select Cornmittce, an(l callal j'o1· by Depm·tmetd ci1·cular of Mct'l'ch ~:3, 1867. 
DEPAR'L'I1K~T OF THE INTERIOR, 
0Fl?ICE OF TilE COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS, 
Tl 'ashinglon, D. C., A1J1•il6, 18D7. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith reports from the several divisions of 
this Bureau embodying the information called for in departmental circular of the 
23d of March, for the use of the Senate Select Committee appointed to inquire into 
and examine the methods of the business and work of the Executive Departments. 
The information is as complete as cau be made at this time with the records at 
lland, and in instances where the information i~::~ not complete, I have directed that 
the reasons therefor be gi von by the chiefs of the divisions. 
The Commissioner rtspectrnlly suggests that iu some instances it has been found 
advisable-notably in regard to questions of annual leave, and sick leave, &c.-to 
divide the period for which the report is made into fiscal years rather than into cal-
endar years; for the reason that the force allotted IJy law to the performance of these 
dnties has varied with the fiscal years under the ~:~everal acts of appropriation. 
The Commissioner respectfully submits that any stallllard of efficiency or excel-
lence which is based alone upon tile number of cases disposed of by any employe in 
the Burea,n would be unjust, owing to the fact that t.]Je cases disposed of vary so ma-
terially in their character. A single case often has rno re hard work in it, and re-
qnires a more thorough and patient study, allll the exercise of more judicial acumen, 
than a dozen cases of another and different type. 
The Commissioner calls attention in lJarticular to the report of the cbief clerk as 
exhibiting the progress of a case through the Bureau, and as exhibiting the general 
working force of the office, w1th appropriate reruarks. And, finally, the Commissioner 
chall{Jnges attention with genniue satisfaction, to the report of the certificate divis-
ion as showing the great increase in the output of the Bureau, although a reduction 
has been made in the clerical force thereof, as shown by Table A, since the first day 
of January, 1884, of 128 employes, according to statutory allowance. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN C. BLAC}\:, 
flon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary of the Interi()r. 
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF CLERK. 
Report of the chief clerk, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, H:l87. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Wash,ington, D. 0., April4, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to present my report showing "the number of days devoted 
to the consideration and transaction of the public business" by the employes of the 
Bureau of Pensions during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and up to March 1, 1887, and 
"the number of days devoted to the business" of the Bureau "by the employe pres-
ent for the greatest number of days and the employe present for the least number of 
days during the same period." 
It is impracticable to report the average number of days and the maximum and 
minimum number of days devoted to the consideration and transaction of the public 
business during the said period by the employes in each division of the Bureau. No 
division time records have been kept, but the daily and weekly reports from the dif-
ferent divisions of the Bureau are consolidated, and the record of the time of the en-
tire clerical force arranged in alphabetical order by the chief clerk. 
Attached will also be found a report showing tlw number of cases in the admitted 
files, in charge of the chief clerk, on January 1, 1884, January 1, 1885, January 1, 1886, 
January 1, 1887, and on March 1, 1887, together with the number of cases filed, year 
by year, from January 1, 1884, up to March 1, 1887. 
There are no records at my disposal from which I can report the number of cases 
actually drawn from the files by tho different divisions prior to January 1, 1886, since 
which date I am enabled to report the number of cases drawn and the number filed 
month by month. • 
I also present a tabulated statement showing the number of certificates of disabil-
ity on :file January 1, 1884, the number received month by month, and the number 
applied to pension cases up to March 1, 1887. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Contmissioner of Pensions. 
D. I. MURPHY, 
Chief Clerlc. 
Tlte time and attention to business by employes in the BtJ,1'eau of Pensions. 
[Fiscal year 1883-'84. Number of employes authorized by law, 1,548.] 
.,_.~-; 
·~ bD<ll 
..... I . ~-<"' 
0~ Time lost. 0 ~<l) ..... ~0 <l) ~ p.~ h '"".<:I <l)Q 
~-<$5 .g.s ~~ S~-< !::<JJP< 
Date. <llh· 
o.,.. :p~ h;.oc:,.; 
,.oo.<:i bD~ ~ 0 • ~ 
<l) <Voiloo 
sP.~ 
~0 rn<ll .-<~-; ~I-<~ ;;;;s 'd h~ ::;j a;: .... 
=~s 1-< ::l ~ ] 
p--" 1-< bl)C:: <l) 
t;.g.E """~ <ll~<ll,<:l 0 ::l Q 0 QQ;) p. ..... h""" 
lzi ~ E-1 -1 00 E-1 ~ ~ --- ------------------
1884. 
January .................. . 
February ................. . 
March .................... . 
1, 546 26 40,196 2,Hi3 704 2, 957 . ................... ................. 
1, 547 24 37, 128 2,148 879 3,027 .................. .................. 
1,546 26 40, 196 2, 330 1, 072 3,402 ---------- ··---····· AprU ...................... . 
May ..................... .. 
June ..................... . 
1, 545 26 40,170 2, 001 1,103 3,104 .................... ------.--. 
1,546 26 40,196 2, 770 1, 031 3,810 ................. ................. 
1, 545 25 38,625 3, 080 1,126 4, 206 ................ ...................... 
*1, 545.83 236, 511 14, 591 6, OOb 20, 596 215, 915 139.67 
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The time and attention to business by employes in tlte Bu1·eau of Pensions-Continued. 
[Fiscal year 1884-'85. Number of employes authorized by law, 1,675.) 
..... ~ .s bl)Q;> "" ''"'Ill oa;> ;e:g 1.'ime lost. 0 ~~~ ~ Ill Q;)Q$ 1>-> 
1\.<111 ,;s. ~11:: s~ ~~:~~~~ 
Q;)~. rcl..= ~~ :c~ Q;)~~~ Date. t>t1:l ..c.s~ s:lO 111(1$ -; ,...a;> w:~~ a~s:~ ;gs ~~~ = .lsi ~ ~:a =~s ~ ~rcl~ Q ~ +>Q :.s ~;S 0 s:l ":J ~~ z p: 8 ~ iii 8 ~ 
------- --------- - ------
1884. 
i~~li;i:::::::::: :::::::::: 1, 523 26 39,598 3, 247 1,417 4,664 .. ................. .. ................ 1,520 25 38,000 ti, 285 1, 524 7, 809 ................. .............. 
September .•••••.••.••..•.. 1,588 26 41,288 4, 288 1, 550 5,838 ............... 
October .................... 1,649 27 44,523 5,316 2, 343 7, 659 .......... 
N ovt~mber ................. 1, 663 24 39,912 5, 894 2,004 7,898, .......... 
December ................. 1, 667 26 43,342 3, 726 1, 614 5,340 .......... 
[Fiscal year 1885-'86. Number of employes authorized by law, 1, 675.) 
1885. 
i~~~;i:::::::::: :::::::::: 1,484 26 38,584 2, 549 398 2, 947 .. .......... . .... . .................. 1,484 26 38,584 6, 022 610 6, 632 . .. .. ............ ................ 
September .••.•....•. ---- .. 1, 500 26 39,000 5, 271 1, 013 6, 284 .................. ................. 
October .................... 1,501 27 40,527 3,639 763 4, 402 ..... ........... .................. 
November ................. 1, 506 24 36,144 2, 2i6 706 2, 982 .................... ................... 
December .................. 1,520 26 39,520 3, 540 664 4,204 ................... ................ 
1886. 
~!£i~~~: ::::::::::::::::: 1, 535 25 38,375 475 910 1, 415 ................... .................... 1, 533 23 35,259 595 792 1, 387 ............... ..................... 1, 520 27 41,040 625 1, 833 2,458 ................... ................. 
.April ...................... 1,515 26 39,390 938 1, 014 1, 952 . ................. ................. 
May ....................... 1,513 25 37,825 1, 328 892 2, 220 ................. ................... 
June ....................... 1,528 26 39,728 1, 21!0 489 1, 769 . ................ ................... 
*1, 511.58 .• -. ~:.. 463,976 28, 538 10, 114 38, 652 425,324 281.38 
[Fiscal year 1886-'87. Number of employes authorized by law, 1,547.] 
1886. 
July ....................... 1,515 26 39,390 3, 586 942 4, 528 ................... ............ . .... 
August ................... . 1,504 26 39,104 7, 935 998 ll, 933 ................... .................. 
September ................. 1, 512 26 39,312 6, 637 1,120 7, 757 .................. .................. 
October .................... 1, 512 26 39,312 4, 624 901 5, 525 . ............... ..................... 
November ................. 1, 523 24, 36,552 2,417 817 3, 234 ................... .................. 
December ............................ 1,535 25 38,375 3, 269 674 3, 943 . ................. . ................. 
*1, 516. 83 .••..• -. 232, 045 28, 468 5, 452 33, 920 198, 125 130. 6J 
===-= == ============= ==== 
1887. 










964 1,545 .................. .. 
854 1, 508 . .. . .. .. .. .. . . ... " .. 
•1, 538. 50 .. .. .. .. 73, 847 1, 235 1, 818 3, L53 70,794 46.02 
t 1, 522. 25 . . -.. . . . 305, 892 29, 703 7, 270 36, 973 268, 919 176.65 
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The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business by the employes of 
tho Bureau of Pensions during the years named: 
Fiscal year.* 
Average In person Num"~?er Number 
number of orbyproxy authonzed actually 
days. · by law. employed. 
-------------------l------------l-----1-----l·----
.January 1,1884, to .June 30, 1884 ...•.• ·---- ... __ ·--- .. 
.July 1, 1884, to .June 30, 1885 ..... __ .. _ .. __ .. _ ..• _. __ . 
July 1.1885, to .June 30, 188ti . _ ... _ ...... _ •..•.....•.. 
.July 1,1886, to March 1,1887 .. _ ....... ·- .. _ ...•... __ _ 
~~~: g7 -~~- ~~~~~~: 
281. 38 . _ .. do .. __ . 









*This table is arranged according to :fiscal years because of the variation in the clerical force pro-
vided by the appropriation bills. 
The following statement shows the number of days devoted to business by the em-
ploye present for the greatest number of days, and employe present for the least num-
ber of days, in the Bureau of Pensions during the years named: 
Fiscal year. 
July 1,1884, to June 30,1885 .................................................. . 
July 1, 1886, to June 30, 1886 .................................................. . 
January 1,1884, to .June 30,1884 ··-· ........................................... 
1 
July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887 ................................................. . 
Maximum Minimum 
number number 









Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the admitted files 
section of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
The business of the admitted files consists in arranging all admitted pension cases 
by class and number in the files, and in furnishing them when called for by proper 
authority. The section is now under the supervision of the chief clerk. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the admitted 
files section of the Bureau of Pensions, in the Department of the Interior, includ-
ing one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the section, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business 
matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the sa,me passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Upon the allowance of claims for pension the cases are sent to the admitted files, 
where they are classified (invalid, widows, &c.) and arranged according to number 
in bundles which are securely strapped, labeled, and put in proper place in the files. 
When a case is required for any purpose by an officer of t.he Bureau or by a chief of 
division, or when an application is filed for increase, reissue, restoration, &c., it is 
charged upon a slip to the person making the call. This slip takes the place of the 
case in the files and remains there until the case is returned. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the admitted files (in charge of chief clerk) divis-








P< - ~ 
o:s ~ o:s .g~ o:s ,S,o o:s 
::1~ (!$ 
':c~ 
ro· 1-:>.,.; 1-:>..:) 1-:>.,_; .:.l ~.,.; r-oall 'd~ 'dQ 
Character of business. q;>OO btJOO 
"Ciao bf,OO bJ.OO "';c bfOO 
l=l~ p.~ .s~ -~-; l=l~ -~; l=l~ -~~.,.; .s~ ]....r ·-btl ]....r ;g....r ~-S 'd - ~.9 q;)j:l 'd -l=l~ Q ..... ~0~ l=l ..... q;) q;) Q) q;) Q) q;) q;) 
~ ~ ~ ~ a. ~ ~ p:j ......... ~ 
------------------
luvalid cases......... 255,360 27, 122 282, 482 33, 036 315, 518 29,635 345,153 5,334 350,487 
Widows and depencl-, 
7, 200 1210, 944 8, 233,219, 177 9,760 228,937 1, 9991 ent cases ........... 203,744 230,936 
4402 INT-9 
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The following statement shows the amount and cLaracter of b1:siness received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the admitted files (in charge of chief clerk), divis-
ion of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior; 
Character of business. Cases Cases filed. Evillence drawn. applied. Total. 
1886. 
January............................................. 34,200 26, 8G7 3, 446 64,513 
February............................................ 30,238 21,899 3, 65G 55,793 
March............................................... 34,206 23,432 6, 731 G4, 369 
April........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 088 22 025 15, 714 ~~.· ~i~ 
May .....•.................•....• -. ................... 23,187 2o:3ao 26,098 
June . . . . ................ ...... ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . .•• . . 25,308 20,244 6, 287 51,839 
~ly .. t- -.. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~~· ~~~ ~~· ~~~ 5, ~~~ !~· ;~~ 
Se~~~!tb~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·. 28: 529 22: 810 5 556 56:895 
October.............................................. 27,457 19,748 4: 277 51,482 
November........................................... 25,676 19,855 2, 878 48,409 
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 791 18, 087 2, 419 43, 297 
332,025 253.4341-83.432 ----;ms;89i 
January ........•..•....•.•. ......•............•..... 32,347 24,32G 1,3G4 58,037 1887. I 
February.......... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .. . __ 28, 196 __ 20, 091 __ 1, 700 -~· 987 
60, 543 44, 417 I 3, OG4 108, 024 
Statement showing tho principal items of business transacted in the certificate of 
disability section of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
The certificate of disability section receives, records, and files all certificates of dls~ 
ability furnished by the War Department, all naval medical surveys anu death cer-
tificates from the Navy Department, and furnishes the same upon call Of the proper 
adjudicating division. . 
The work of the certificate of disability section, in charge of the chief clerk, is of 
such a character as to make it impossible to report the actual amount of business 
transacted by tho different clerks. The section b:ts charge of the duplicate certificates 
of disability furnished by tLe War Department, the reports of the naval medical sur-
veys, and the death records furnished by the Navy Department. 
The current work of this section is generally finished up by the close of each day. 
As t,he certificates of disability, copic;~s of medical surveys, and the death records are 
called for by the different adjudicating divisions, they are at once furnished, applied 
to the case, and proper record made. On the new record books now in process of 
completion, 150,000 names, with service, &c., have been recorded since June 1, 1885. 
Prior to that date I am unable to report the numlJer of names recorded. 
The following statement sLows the amouut and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the l)eriod, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specifie<l below, in the certificate of disability sect,ion (in charge of 
chief clerk) of the Bureau of Pcnsions1 Department of t.he Interior: 
Character of business. 
Certificate of disabil-
ity ..•............ --~39, 5181, 1!l6 6, 974133, 740 886 3, 942 130, 6?4 831 3, 5SO 127,935 1441,098126,981 
Naval medical survey 10, 702 300 250 10,752 300 250 10, 802 300 2'2:7 10, 875 40 20 tO, 895 
Naval cerilficatea of . 
death . •• . . . . . . .. . . . 6, 501 100 80 6, 521 foo 90 6, 531 100 68 6, 563 16 10 6, 589 
56, 7211, 496 7, 304 151, 013 1, 286 4, 282 148, 017 1, 231 ~&7.5 145, 373 209 1,128144, 465 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the chief clerk's 
division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------------------------
1884 ......... - ... --- •••••• 42 41 40 40 B9 38 37 28 36 35 40 40 
1885 ......... -.... - •. --- •. 44 (8 48 47 41 3!) 38 35 36 38 39 39 
1886 ...................... 42 42 .......... ............ 45 47 40 .. ...... ............ 47 .. ....... .......... 
1887 (to Mar. 1) ................ 52 53 ........... ............. .. ...... .... .. ......... .. ......... ........... .......... ........ ......... .......... 
This incluclcs clerks detailed to Interior Department. 
MAIL DIVISION. 
Report of the 'mail division, Bur·eau of Pensions, on the rnethods of business ancl wm·k, as 
requested by Senate Select Cmnmittee, and called for· by Departrneut circular· of March 
23,1887. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the mail division 
of the Bureau of Pensions, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
tho receipt of the business mn.tter in the division, and then showing in consecutive 
order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through 
the approprin.te divisions of said office, and the employes through whose hands the 
same pas::.es, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, an~ the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of anu notice thereof duly 
given to the proper party. 
General JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions : 
SIR: I have the honor to present the following statement as to the methods of this 
division and the volume of work handled by it during the fiscal years of 1883-'84, 
1884-85, 1885-'86, and of the eight months (July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887) of the cur-
rent fiscal year, in reference to the circular letter of the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chair-
man Senate Select Committee, transmitted by the honorable Secretary of the Interior 
on the 18th instant. It has been our aim to do the greatest possible amount of work 
in the shortest time and with the least force. It will be seen that the number of per-
t~ons engaged in this work has gradually decreased until now, when we are handling 
the largest mails with the smallest force we have ever had. It is the duty of this 
division to read, mark, stamp, record, count, classify, and deliver all the incoming 
mail to the respective divisions of this office. Indelible ink is used upon all the stamps 
(sample impressions inclosed), and the date affixed by these stamps governs the action 
of the office as to the filing of the claim or paper. The mails are thus disposed of 
always on the day of their receipt. Our work is current in the strictest sense and 
there is none reported, it will be observed, as undisposed of: 
N urn ber of pieces received in one day : 
Maximum ......• _ • . . .•.••..••...•..••........•••.•....•••••.••••••••• 
Minimum . • • • • • . . . . • • . •.•...••...••......•• _ ••..•••.•••..••••••••••••• 
Number ofletters sent in one day: 
~r~i~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
U. S. PENSION OFFICE. 
A. 
.Apr. 7, 1887. 
U. S. PENSION OFFICE. 
Apr. 7, 1887. 
U. S. PENSION OFFICE. 
Apr. 7, 1887. 
U. S. PENSION OFFICE. 
Apr. 7, 1887. 
U. S. PENSION OFFICE. 
B • 
.Apr. 7, 1887. 
CONGRESSIONAL. 
Apr. 7, 1887. 
U. S. Pension Oflloe. 
U. (F.) S. PENSION OFFICE. 
Apr. 7, 1887. 
U, S. PENSION OFFICE. 
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The following statement shows the principal i';ems of business transacted in the mail 
division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior: 
During fiscal year-
1883-'84 ....................... . 
1884-'85 ....................... -. 
1885-'86 ..................... -~-
July 1, 1886, to February 28, 1887* 
Mail received. 






























The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and ·undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the mail division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department 
of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
Mail received ....................................... . 














The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of, during the periods specified, by the employes ii· 
the mail division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior : 
Character of business. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---- ------ ----------------
1884. 
Mail received ............ 5, 455 6,133 6,130 :,, 815 5, 589 5,577 4, 958 5, 926 5, 578 6,099 4, 889 6, 209 
Mu.il sent ................ 5,179 5,421 5,461 5, 450 5, 266 4, 712 4, 057 4,268 4,397 4, 616 3, 7L8 4, 642 
1885. 
Mail received ............ 5, 861 6, 510 7,307 6, 234 0, 271 6, 523 6, 633 6, 018 6, 083 6, 657 6, 845 6, 518 
Mail sent .•..•.. --· .•.•.. 5,105 5, 339 4, 805 5, 687 5, (;33 5,117 4, 993 4, 597 5, 030 5,444 5, 373 5,253 
1886. 
Mu.il received ............ 6, 311 6, 814 6, 941 7, 535 6,868 7,138 6, 598 5, 974 5, 877 5, 962 6, 548 6, 769 
Mail sent .....•...... : . .. 5, 401 5, 324 5,672 5, 93~ 6, 065 5, 394 5, 342 4, 72!s 4, 373 0,120 5, 955 5, 308 
1887. 
Mail received ............ 7,475 8, 899 --···- .......... . ......... . .......... . .... .... ............. . ......... ------ ........... 
Mail sent ................ 5, 661 6,368 ........... ............ ............. ............ ......... .. ............ ............ ........... ·----· ·----· 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the mail di-
vision of the Bureau of Pensions Departmeu t of the Interior, during the periods spcified: 
Calendar year. .Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------------------------
1884 ...................... 42 42 42 42 42 41 40 37 36 37 33 33 
1885 ...................... 34 34 33 33 32 31 31 31 32 30 29 29 
1886 .... ·----- ..... - .. - ... 30 30 30 i!O 31 30 31 30 30 29 28 27 
1887 to March 1. •••...... 28 28 .......... ........... ............ .. .......... .......... ........... .. ......... .. .......... .. .......... ---·--
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of bmdness transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the mail division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department 
of the Interior. 
Owing to the "variecl duties and miscellaneous nature of the work of this division, 
such a report as is indicated above is entirely impracticable and impossible. The 
prepared mail is the joint product of the entire force, and while some are more effi· 
cient than others, this is always easily determined by the chiefs of section and the 
chief of the division, 
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'l'he following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and tram~act.ion of business, during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the mail division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department 
of th~ Interior: 
Calendar year. 
1884 ........................................................ .. 
1885 ............................................ . ........... .. 
1886 ............................................... ---··-·- ---
1887 to March 1 • • • • • • • • .. . • • . .. • • • • .. .. • • .. .. .. • .... . ...... . 
Average Average 
Number numb r numberof Number 
of em- d 0 hours em- b . 














The following statement shows the maximum number of clays devoted to business 
by the employe present. for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe for tho least number of clays in the 
mail division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior, <luring the perjods 
specified: 
Maximum number of days ............. . 













Mar 1. Charaetel' of business. 
48 Mailreeeiv::~dandsent. 
16 Do. 
M. A. MANNING, 
Ch·ief of the Mail Division. 
RECORD DIVISION. 
Report of the 1'1Jcord division, Bu1·ean of Pension.'!, on the mcthorls of business a11llwm·k, as 
requested by Senate Select Conunittee, and called for by Depm·tnwnt c·irculm· of MaTch 2:3, 
1887. 
Bon. JoHN C. BLACK, Cmnmissionc1·: 
DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR, 
PICNSION OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April2, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your verbal direction that I furnish certaiu informJ Uon pertain-
ing to the operations of this division called for by the Ron. F. M. Cockrt·ll, chairmnu 
of the Senate Select Committee, in his communication aclrlressccl to the lwuora blo Sec-
retary of the Interior, March 18,1887, copies of which were tmnsmittetl to this Bnrean 
by Departmental circular of March 23, 1687, I have the honor to suumit tbe a,ccom-
panying report. 
Very respectfully, 
C. R. l<'AULKNER, 
Chief of Record Dit,ision. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the reconl divis-
ion of the Pension Office, in the Department of the Interior, iucl ud ing one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, be~inning wit.h 
the receipt of the business matter in this division, and then showing in consecutive 
ol'der the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through 
the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose hands tho 
same passes, and by whom it is considered aud acted upon, and the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice thereof duly 
given to the proper party. 
This division has charge of the records of the late war in which a record is kept of 
applicants for pension under act of July 14, 1t362. 
All original applications and applications for increase of pension are received in 
this division direct from the mail division. 'l'he original claims are jacketed, searched, 
numbered, and recorded. Those for increase are jacketed and forwarded to their 
proper divisions. 
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It is the duty of this division to enter upon the State, combination, and certificate 
records all certificates issued from the certificate division, and forwartl cases to the 
admitted files. 
This division also receives from the mail and other divisions, evidence, letters of in-
quiry, and Congressional inquiries, &c., the receipts of which, during the fiscal year 
of 1885-'86, averaged about 45,000 pieces per month. No reconl having been kept in 
'this division previous to the above dates, it is impossible to give the amount received 
during the year 1884. This class of work requires to be briefed and searched upon 
the records, it being the special duty of this division to supply from the records the 
name, number, or service to each piece of evidence, or letter of inquiry, when that im-
portant data has been omitted by the claimant or attorney, in order that it may reach 
as speedily as possible the case for which it is intended. 
Record has only been kept of the amonnt of work received and disposed of as a 
whole, and can be reported more conveniently by fiscal years. 
The time reports are gi>en for the calendar year 1886 to March 1, 1887. Prior to 
this date no complete record was kept in this division of the time lost. 
Upon the receipt of an application for pension, the various steps taken until finally 
disposed of by this division are as follows: 
The service alleged by applicant is verifierl from State roster, and aU adtlit.ional 
services are supplied when omitted by the applicant. 
It is then jacketed, giving on the face of the same the name, service, or services, 
post-office address of claimant, date of enlistment, date of discharge, date of filing, 
attorney's address, &c., after which it is passed to the State records, where a careful 
search is made to ascertain whether or not a prior application llas been filed; if found 
to be a duplicate, it is forwarded to the original claim; if original, it is numbered and 
recorded npon the State records, in each service alleged. It is also recorded upon the 
three-letter combination record. 
Copies are also made from the face of the jackets for preservation in the files of 
this division. In all original applications this division notifies claimants and attor-
neys of the receipt and number of the applicatjon. 
From the face of an invalid jacket a service card is written for the .Army and Navy 
survivors' division, giving number, name, rank, service, date of enlistment, date of 
discharge, and post-office address of claimant, after which the case is forwar<led to 
its proper division for adjudication. 
Upon the receipt 9f a piece of evidence in support of an application for pension 
the various steps taken until finally disposed of are as follows : 
It is passecl to the briefer, whose duty it is to read carefully and endorse thereon the 
applicant's name, company, battery, regiment, or other military organization, and the 
number of claim, provided such information is contained therein. .After which it is 
searched on the State record when service is given, and on alphabetical record when 
service is omitted. 
After careful search upon both records, and no claim found, notice is sent to claim-
ant or attorney of the fact that the information given is insufficient to identify a 
claim, and a request for further data is made. 
When the number or service of tho claim to wllich the piece of evidence refers is 
found it is indorsed thereon and forwarded to its proper division. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the record division 
of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior. 
Verifying services alleged by applicants from State records. 
Jacketing original applications. 
Jacketing applications for increase of pension. 
Searching original application& on State records f;o ascertain whether or not a prior 
application has been tiled. 
Supplying numbers to original applications. 
Recording original applications on State records. 
Recording original applications on combinatiou records. 
Verifying and examining \York of ja.cketer.s. 
Recording certificates on State, certificate, aml combiuation records. 
Briefing, searching, and supplying Congressional inquiries with tho required data. 
Briefing and searching on records all evidence and letters of inquiry. 
Congressional correspomleuce. 
Calls for data ; miscellaneous correspondence. 
Notifying claimants and attorneys of the receipt of applications. 
Correcting services ::mel numbers on records. 
Writing slips from original cases. 
Writing service cards for the .Army and Navy, survivor's division. 
Furnishing data to other divisions in answer to telephone calls. 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per~ 
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the record division of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior : 
LAverage amount transacted during each month of the fiscal year 1884.] 
Character of business. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. ·Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. 
----------1---1-- ---------------- - -- --- ------
Services verified .......•. 3, 037 3, 306 3, 075 2, 872 2, 221 2, !l60 3, 037 3, 171 3, 902 3, 424 3, 240 3, 828 
Jacketing original appli-
cations .......•.•...... 3, 037 3, 306 3, 075 2, 872 2, 221 2, 000 3, 037 3, 17.1 3, !l02 3, 424 3, 246 3, 828 
Searching original appli-




plications .............. 3, 037 3, 306 3, 075 2, 872 2, 221 2, !J60 3, 037 3, 171 a, !)02 3, 42! 3, 246 3, 828 
Recording original appli-
cations: 
State records ........ 3, 037 3, 30G 3, 075 2, 872 2, 221 2, 960 3, 037 3, 17t 3, 902 3, 424 3, 246 3, 828 
Combined records .... 3, 037 3, 306 3, 075 2, 872 2, 221 2, 960 3, 0:!7 3, 17.1 3, 902 3, 424 3, 246 3, 828 
Congr~ssional correspond. . 
ence ........................ ............................... ................................... . 
Miscellaneous correspond-
ence* ........................................................................................ . 
~~1~~~~:;~~~~~~~-~~-~ ~ ~~ ~~~. ~·- ~:~. ~·- :~~. ~~ ~~~. ~·- ~~~. ~·-~~:- I ~·-~~~. ~·- ~ ~~. 3,_ ~:~. ~·- ~~~. ~·- ~~~. • ~~ ~~~ 
Service cards for Army 1 I . 
andNavysurvivors'di- I 
Jacketing increase appli-
vision .................. 2,119 2,365"'~,182 , 1,988 1, 486 2, OiH 2,184 2, 340 2, 808 2, 454 2, 203 2, 698 
cations ................ 4, 448 3, 872 4, 502 3, 362 2, 54!) 4, 877 5, 303 6, 719 8, 246 6, 921 6, 053 9, 733 
~~~=¥e~~-~~~~~~~~-o-~~~: ·---~- ~~:~:. ~~-~~~- ~~~~~~- ~~-~~~- 1,_~:~. 4,-~~~- ~·-~~~- ~~-~~~- ~~-~~~- 3,-~~~- 5,239 
Notifying attorneys ...... 2, 429 2, 624,.. ¥• 460 
1
2, 297 1, 776 12, 368 2, 429 2, 536 3, 121 2, 739 2, 596 3, 062 
*No record kept. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the record divisionjof the Pension Office, Department of the Interior: 
[Average amount transacted during each month of' the fiscal year 1885.1 
Cha.actor ofbn•"""· J nly. Aug. Sept. Oot. Nov. Doc. _Jan. Fob. , Mar.l Apr. /May.l Juno. 




cations ................. 3,320 3, 297 3,474 3,175 3, 044 3. , 3!>1 3, 568 4, 368
1
5, 637 5, 125 
1
4, 51!i 5, 214 
Searching original appli-
cations .............. ~- 3, 320 3, 297 3,474 3,175 3, 044 3, 391 3, 568 .4,3fi8 5, 637 5,125
1
4,585 5, 214 
Numbering 01iginal ap- I 
plications .............. 3, 320 3, 297 3, 474 3, 175 3, 044 3, 391 3, 568
1
4, 368 5, G37 5, 125 4, 585 5, 214 
Recording original appli-
cations: 
~tate !ecords ........ 3, 320 3, 297 3, _474 3,175 3, 044 3, 391 y'; gG8 14, ~68 5, 637 5, 1;5 4, 585 5, 214 
c~~i;~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~- ~~-~~~- ~~-~~~- ~~-~~~- ~·.:~~- ~~~~~- ~~~~~- ~ ~~~- ~~- ~~- ~~~- ~~~~~- ~~~~~- -~~~~~ 
Miscellaneous correspond-
ence* ............................................................ . ..... ....................... . 
Notifying claimants ..... 3,320 3, 297 3, 474 3,175 3, 044 3, 391 3, 568 4, 368 5, 637 5, 125
1
4,585 5, 214 
Correcting services, &e., 
SeEt~:~;~~}i~fr~j-- ..... -............ ........ -............... ................ -- ~ -- ......... . 
vision .................. 12, 323 2, 345 2, 504 2, 256 :?, 200 2, 518 2, 707 3, 1Hl7 4, 322 :l, 03513, 151 3, 632 
Jacketing increase appli-
cations ................ 7, 720 6, 416 6, 974 8, 345 6, 085 8, 559 7, 034 7, 777 9, 484 8, 753 6, 172 9, 87:i 
Admitted cases recorded. 2, 817 2, 664 2, 903 2, 855 3, 025 3, 123 2, 942 3, OOG 4, 050 3, 6 L 7 3, :w l 5, 799 
;£a?E.;·.:~::7~/:~·:: ;;a;a- ;;o;s· ;;;;;·;,-MD·,;.,;· ;;;i;· ~-.,.- ~., ... ;;oio· <;ioo·I•:•M· ·;;;;; 
*No record kept. t About 45,000 11ieces per month. 
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The following statement shows tho :werage amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified : 
1886. 1887. 
Character of business. 
.July. Aug. Sept. Oct . Nov. Dec. .Jan. Feb. _____________ , ___ ---------------------
Services verified................... 4, 015 
Jacketing original applications.... 4, 015 
Searching original applications. . . . 4, 015 
Numbering original applications... 4, 015 
Recst~~~e~~~a~n-~1. -~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~. 4, o1s 
Combined records............. 4, 015 
Congressional correspondence* ........... . 
Miscellaneous correspondence* .••......... 
Notifying claimants . . . . . . . . • • . . • • 4, 015 
Correcting services, &c.,on records• ....... . 
Servic~ car~s _fo-: frmy and Navy r. 
survivors diVISion . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2, 73<> 
Jacketing increase applications . . . 6, 950 
Admitted cases recorded.......... 2, 250 
Evidence letters, &c., briefed t ............ . 















3, 432 3, 209 
3, 432 3, 209 
3,432 3, 209 
3,432 3, 209 
3, 432 3, 209 




-------· . ........... 
2, 278 2,104 
7, 772 li, 671 
2, 221 3, :<53 
. ............ 
2, 745 2, 567 
2, 926 3, 301 4, 412 5, 390 
2, 926 3, 301 4, 412 5,390 
2, 926 3, 301 4,412 5, 390 
2,826 3, 301 4,422 5,390 
2, 926 3, 301 4,412 5, 390 
2, 926 3, 301 4,412 5,390 
.............. . 
--·-···· ·------· . ............ ............. 
2, 926 3, 301 4,412 5,390 
............. ............. . ............. ............. 
1, 884 2, 266 3, 231 4,042 
5, 708 8, 766 8,804 8,044 
3,520 2, 931 3, 720 3,610 
... ---- ·--·---· . ............. ............... 
2,340 2, 640 3, 530 4,312 
*No record kept. t About 45,000 pieces per month. 
The followiug statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specifiecl below in the division of records in the office of the Commis-
sioner of Pensions : 








and dis- posed of 
po~ed of during fis-
dunng fis- calyear1886 
cal year to'March, 
1885. 1887. 
Services verified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 38, 079 30, 554 48, 198 
Jacketing original applications . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . .••... 38, 079 30, 554 48, 198 
Se:uching original applications . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . 38, 079 30, 554 48, 198 
Numbering original applications........... .. . ...•.. .•...• ...... 38,079 30,554 48,198 
Recording original applications, State records . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . 38, 079 30, 554 48, 198 
Recording original applications, combined records . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 38, 079 30, 554 48, 1!!8 
~~~!&!~~~:~ ~~~-~-:~~~~~~~~:; ::::::::::::: :~:::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Not1fymg claimants.............................................. 38,079 30,554 48,198 
Notifying attorneys .......• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . 30, 463 24, 443 38, 558 
Correcting services, &c., on records* .............••••......••...•...............................•..... 
Service cards for Army and Navy survivors' division . ••• . . .• •. . . 26,909 21, 127 34, 960 
Jacketing increase applications. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 66, 590 58, 879 93, 195 
Admittecl cases recorded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • . . • . . • . • • • • . . • . . 34, 897 23, 915 40, 092 
Evidence, letters, &c., briefed*................................... ..•••• •••••. 360,000 540,000 
*No record kept. 
'l'he work passing directly through the division, there was none undisposed of at 
the closo of the year. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the I'econl 
division of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speei· 
fred: 
Fiscal year. .July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. ~ Apr., May . .June. 
1884...... .• . • •• . . . . .. . . . . 70 65 65 68 69 69 70 68 67 65 03 Gl 
1885...................... 61 62 62' 55 53 52 52 52 51 50 43 43 
1886.. ..... ..• •• . ..•... .. . 43 43 44 45 45 45 ...............••..•••••.••••....... 
1887 (to March 1) . .. . . . . . . •.•.. . .. . . . . ... .. .••••. . ...•. .••••• 45 47 ...•..••••••.......••... 
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A statement slwwing the maximnm and minimum amount of business transacted 
and disposed of by the employe uoiug 1.he moAt and the employe doing the least, dur-
ing the periods specified, in the record division of the Pension Office, Department of 
the Interior, cannot be furnished, as the work is of such a nature that the clerks are 
frequently changed from one class of work to another, this having been found neces-
sary, and no record having been kept of the work performed individually. 
The following statement shows the average number of days antl the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideratiob .J,nd transaction of business during the periods s_veci 
fred, by the employes in the record division of t.he Pension Office, Dflpactment of the 
Interior: 
Year. 
1884.-- .. - ...... . -- .•••.• - -
1885. -- .. - -- - - - .. - - ..... - . 
1886 ..... ---.--- .••..• --- . 
1887 (to March 1) .... .. .. 
No. of em· I ~vcrage of ~~:~~~~f. No. by. 





.... .... . . . .. . . ... ....... . .. ..... ... ~Complete record of time 
...... --33i. . . . ---- ...... '7 ... -... o.· ~ v~~!~:~t: t~:s1!':!~i~~5 
, days. 
56H 7 0 Averaged on 'ba.sis of 59 
days, 
The following statement shows the maximum numher of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest numher of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days d~voted .to business by the employ6 present for the least number of days, 
in the record division of tho Pension Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
1884.* l8b5.* 1886. ~!~.~~ 
- - - ---- -----------------------1--- ·-----· -----
* Cotrplete record of time not kept. in this division. 
ARMY AND NAVY SURVIVORS' DIVISION. 
59 
41 
Report of the Army and Nav.IJ surviM1's' divis-ion, Bureau of Pensions, on the methodfJ of 
business and wm·k, as requested by Senate Select Conunittee, and called for by Departntent 
circ;Llar of M-arch 23, 1887. 
Ron. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions : 
DEPAU.Tl\IENT OF THE INTEU.IOR, 
PENSION OFFICE, 
Was1ti.ngton, D. C., April2, 1887. 
SIR : In response to your verbal direction that I furnish certain information per-
taining to the operation of this division, called for by Ron F. M. Cockrell, chair-
man of the Senate Select Committee, in his communication· addressed to the Secre-
tary of the Interior, March 18, 1887, copies of which were transmitted to this Bureau 
by Department circular, I have the honor to report as follows: 
That this division, now known as the Army and Navy survivors', was not recog-
nized as a division until May 18, 18B5. In October, 1883, the work had its origin in 
the special examination division, and continued as a section of that division, with an 
average of ten clerks, until May, 1!:!84. 
The object in establishing this branch of work was to collect names and post-office 
addresses of surviving soldiers and sailors of the Union Army or. Navy,_ in order to 
aid applicants for pension to obtain the evidence necessary to tlie final adjudication 
of their claims. 
In the analysis of pending cases made in the Pension Bureau ea:rly in 1883, it was 
ascertained that of the total numher pending-244,000 in round numbers-204,000 
were awaiting response of claimants to. calls for necessary evidence, and that the evi-
dence Jacking in the majori~.y of these cases.was of officers or enlisted men to show 
the origin and continuance of disability, and if contracted in service and line of duty. 
In a large number of these cases there was either no record at all at the Adjutant-
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General's office, or one of constant presence for duty, and without the positive evi-
dence of officers or comrades no pension can be granted under the law. 
The inability to furnish this evidence, in ' otherwise meritorious cases, arose from 
the fact that comrades, being widely separated, bad no means of le~rning each other's 
whereabouts. 
The best plan for obtaining the data desired, and the best method for compiling 
and making the record a matter of ready reference, was under discussion for some 
time, and the result was the designing of the accompanying cards. 
In order to successfully carry out the project, it was deemed advisable to interest 
the officers of the Grand. Army of the Republic, and through them to obtain lists com-
prising the full membership of that organi?:atio11. Service cards (see Exhibit 1) were 
prepared and sent out to the assistant adjutant-general of each Department, G. A. R. 
An order was issued to aU examiners in adjudicating divisions, requesting them to 
make a copy of the name, rank, service, and present post-office address of all affiants in 
claims which passed through their bands. A simihtr order was issued to all special 
exa~ners in the field, requiring them to supply the same data of all ex-soldiers of 
whom they gained knowledge during the examination of pension claims. 
Many lists were received from various sources, giving only name and post-office ad-
dress ; as these were useless to the record without the rank and service, still another 
card was designed for the purpose of obtaining fall data with as little trouble as pos-
sible. (See Exhibit 2.) 
Correspondence was bad with officers of regimental associations with a view of ob-
taining rosters of the full membership of those organizations, and when said lists were 
received they were copied on cards prepared for office use. (See Exhibit 3.) 
The other sources for obtaining the material necessary to the establishment of this 
record were many and varied. Officers and comrades of various regiments, resident 
ift this city and elsewhere, learning that such a record was in course of preparation, 
exhibited a great .. interest, and voluntarily forwarded much valuable information as 
to officers and enlisted men known to them. 
In connection with the above described, a separate and complete record of Union 
ex-prisoners of war is in course of preparation, and as a means of filing all infor-
maloion received relative thereto, the card, Exhibit 4, was 'Printed. 
In January, 1884, about 5,000 of the G. A. R. cards had been received; and it was 
decided that the best method of filing for ready reference was to arrange them by 
company, regiment, and State organization, and arm of service. Woodruff's patent 
file-cases were utilizeu, and .the boxes labeled according to arm of service, namely, 
l.)lue for infantry, yellow for cavalry, red for artillery, and dark blue for Navy. 
From January, 1884, to May, 1885, the record increased from 5,000 cards to between 
500,000 and 600,000, and at this date there are fully 750,000 on file. 
The tabulated statement affixed hereto shows the number of names together with 
post-office addresses supplied to cases each month since April 16, 1884, when the 
section was first organized, to February 28, 1887. 
The work as it progressed suggest.ed many new ideas which were adopted when 
they appeared to further the best interest of the Bureau, and it will be observed that 
as time advanced the monthly report became more specific. 
Rostersofregimental surgeons art'\ supplied to the various adjudicating divisions, but 
they are somewhat incomplete in the matter of post-office addresses and we1·e printed 
in 1882. When in the examination of a claim tho question arose of medical treatment 
in hospitals by surgeons U.S. Army, U.S. Volunteers, or contract surgeons, it was a 
slow matter, and one often fraught with much difficulty, to obtain this very neces-
sary class of information. There has been in course of preparation for some time 
past, a record of surgeons U. S. Army, U. S. Volunteers, and contract surgeons who 
were in charge of, or on duty in, the general and post hospitals throughout the loyal 
States during the war; and for the purpose of collecting the necessary data, several 
blanks (see Exhibit 5) are sent to every surgeon whose name may come before the Bu-
reau in the above connection, The verification of the post-office address of t·egi-
menf al surgeons is also attended to. This branch of the record has l'een of great serv-
ice; in fact it ranks with the most important features of the division. 
In connection with the surgeons' record there is being prepared a list of all hospitals 
where Union soldiers were cared for during the war. When completed, this list will 
show the exact location, and give the history of nearly 3,000 hospitals, whether 
general, post, or field, also the convalescent camps and the exact dates of establish-
ment and discontinuance of same. The value of such a record as this can be fu1Jy 
understood from the following description : A claimant states that he was wounded at 
Fort Wagner, was taken on hospital ship to Hilton Head, thence to Beaufort, S.C., 
where he was sent to a hospital in the house of Barnwell Rhett. By referring to our 
list it is immediately ascertained that said house was Hospital No. 3, Beaufort, S. C., 
Department of t.he South. By a further reference then to our surgeons' files we can 
readily obtain the names of the surgeons who were on duty at that hospital at the 
t~me the claimant was an inmate. 
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In the early days of this division, when, in fact, it was but yet a section of another 
division, the records kept of work recei vcd and completed were very incomplete. It 
will, therefore, be an impossibility to give the exact amount of work pending and un· 
disposed of at the close of any calendar year. 
During the past year the work of the division has increased so rapidly that it has 
been found impossible to keep it up to date with the force of clerks provided, and on 
the 1st of March a full account was taken of arrears of work in the division, with the 
following result: In that branch of the division where information is supplied to ad-
judicating divisions-Exhibit 6 is the form used by divisions in calling for same-it 
wa-s found that of 1,866 calls received during the month of February, none had been 
taken up for action, as the January work was not yet completed. One thousand two 
hundred and eighty-six is the largest number of calls ever completed for adjudicating 
divisions in any one month, and the difference between 1,866 received and 1,286 com-
pleted requires no further comment. 
In that branch of the division devoted to the correspondence of claimants and their 
attorneys, the count of March 1 showed 1,570 letters received during the month of 
February; 210 of this number were acted upon in addition to some January work, 
leaving 1,360 in arrears. Of these 1,570 letters 300 were requests for post-office ad-
dresses of officers and comrades of Regular Army or Navy, and about 60 were for post-
office addresses of surgeons. 
In 1885 the Commissioner ilesired to know the actnal benefit rendered to the Bureau 
by the record described, and an estimate was made for the annual report of that 
year by the chief of the special examination division, which showed that he consid-
ered the work of special examination in the field expedited 30 per cent. by the addi-
tion of lists of officers and comrades, with post-office addresses, furniEJhecl in the cases, 
and the assistance rendered to the adjudicating divisions was estimated in about the 
same proportion; and inasmuch as tl10 record l1as been greatly improved, and the 
system of furnishing data more complete, aud the clerks better educated in regard to 
the various branches of service, it is safe to presume that the assistance rendered at 
th~ present date is greater than two years ago. 
This branch ofthe Pension Bureau has becomeverywidely known, and, as the fol-
lowing letters will show, its usefulness is appreciated by other Departments of the 
Government service: 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SECOND AuniTon's OFFICE, 
TPashington, D. C., October 28, 1885. 
SIR: In compliance with your verbal request of this date for information in regard 
to the benefit derived by this office from information received through the Army and 
Navy survivors' division of your office, I would state that in a large number of cases 
in this office, involving erroneous payments and overpayments to officers of the Army 
and others, great difficulty has been experienced in ascertaining the residence or 
whereabouts of such persons, but since the organization of said division in your office 
we have, in nearly all the cases in which inquiries have been made, been enabled to 
obtain definite information so as to dispose of the cases satisfactorily, and frequently 
to recover quite large sums of money. 
I do not know of any other source from which an equal amount of information 
could be obtained. 'l'he manifest advantage of such Government records, if kept up, 
can readily be seen, especially when we consider the great lapse of time which often 
arises since the officers left the service before the indebtedness was discovered. 
Very respectfu11y, 
Ron, J. C. BLACK, 
Cornmissione1· of Pens[ons. 
'VM. A. DAY, 
.Auditor. 
WAR Dl~PARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., October 29, 188G. 
SIR: In reply to your request of this date for a statement as to whether the infor-
mation received from the Army and Navy survivors' division of your office has been 
satiRfactory and of any material benefit to this office, I have to say that it has often 
been found necessary to ascertain the present whereabouts of officers and enlisted 
men of the late volunteer army in onler either to corroborate or disprove statemenh1 
made by citizens, or by officers or enlisted men, who were not present at the time ot 
the occurrence to which t.hey testify, in applications for amendment of record, re-
moval of charge of desertion, &c., and the information received from the division 
named has been found to be satisfactory and of material benefit to the claimants' in-
terests as well as to the Government. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS, Washington, D. C. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-Geneml. 
• 
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There is perhaps no description that would give a clearer idea of the a<lvantage of. 
this 1·ecord system to the Pension Bureau than to relate the following instances: 
In a case that has been pending for nineteen years, the claimant, who is a resident 
of Wisconsin, had servetl in the Sixth .Maryland Infantry, and was a prisoner of war. 
He claimed a pension for a wound recei•ed at the time of his capture. There were 
fourteen members of his company captured at the same time and place, but all of the 
fourteen had either died in prison or since the war, as was believed, and it was neces-
sary for him to file evidence that the wound for which be applied for pension was re-
ceived in service and in line of tluty. He came to \Vashington to advise with the 
Commissioner as to the best course to pursue. He was at once furnished with the 
names of two of his comrades, both residents of 'Vashington, one holding an impor-
tant Government position. He called upon them, learned that they had participated 
in the same battle, and had seen the claimant lying on tile battle-field after he had 
been wounded. In short, Ile was aule that same afternoon to place in the Commis-
sioner's hands the necessary evidence to prove the justice of his claim. -
On the other hand, a claimant, late of the New York service, filed an application 
for pension through a claim agent, declaring under oath that owing to exposure and 
disease contracted in the service he had wholly lost the use of one of his eyes, and 
that the sight of the other was much impaired. His proofs were defective, but when 
called upun for corroborative evidence he sent on affidavits to the effect that the offi-
cers of the company in which he served were all dead, and that he did not know the 
address of a single living comrade. But when the roster of the Army and Navy sur-
vivors' division was assorted and placed on file it was found that a member of the 
company and regiment in which the claimant served was employed in the Govern-
ment Post-Office at Washington. He was called up and asked if be knew the claim-
ant. He replied in the affirmative. "What kind of a soldier was hef'' qm~riad the 
examiner. "Well, he might have been good enough if he could have seen any-
thing," answered the wHness, "but he was almost blind when he enlisted, and I could 
never account for his being passed by tile examining surgeon." 
A little further search revealed the fact that two officers and several comrades of 
the company in which the claimant had served were still alive and were residents of 
the very town in which the "proofless" claimant had his place of abode. 
Very respectfully, 
FRANK A. BUTTS, 
Ch·ief of Army and Navy Survivo1·s' Dit'ision. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business transacte~l 
and disposed of from April16, 1884, to January 1, 1887, in the Army and Navy surviv-
ors' division of the United States Pension Bureau: 
Total of surgeons' addresses .•... _ . __ ........ _ .......•....... ~ •...... _ .... . 
Total of names ...................••........... , _ ........................ _ 
Total of name.s furnished for use in cases·-·--· ...... ·----· ...... ·----· ... . 
Addresses supplied to names especially designated .•.••..............••..... 
Letters and circular letters._ ••... ____ ...... _. __ ....•..... _ ....•. _ ........ _ 
Circulars forwarding lists of names with post-office addresses ............. . 
Calls on Adjutant-GeneraL. ___ .. _. __ . ____ .... _ •.... ___ ... _ .. __ ....... _ ... . 
Calls on Navy Department .... ·----··----· ................ -----·---··----· 
Calls on Surgeon-General. ..•...... ---- ...... ·----- .......••••. ----·---. .••• 










Date. Number. Cases. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------
~?::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
July .••...... _ .... -···--·-·················-····-·················-··············-·· 
A ngust- ................. _ . -- .. -_ .........•. -...•.......... -... -..............•. - .. . 
~~~":~_r_:::: :::::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
November··········-··-·······················-·············-·······-··--··--······ 



















Total . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . • . • . • • • • . • . • • . • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . 70, 985 8, 358 
Average number of clerks employed from April16 to December 31, 1884, 12. 
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984 2, 7a9 .•.••••••.•••••••••..••••••••• 
1, 762 3, 539 .••••••••..••••••••..••••••••• 
2, 586 3, 563 . • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • ••••••••• 
2, 21() 4, 766 .••.•••••..•••••••••.••••••••• 
2, 096 2, 323 . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••• 
1, 772 7, 240 .••••••••..•••••.••.•••••••••• 
12,507 25,681 .•••••.•• 0 •••••••••• •••••••••• 




January .•••••.•...•••••. ........... . 12,090 2, 016 3, 975 2, 607 1, 530 . .............. .............. ............. 
~~~~h~~::::::::::::::::: ................ 12,240 1, 930 3,174 2, 025 1, 774 ................. ... .. ...... .. .............. ................ 14,286 2, 527 2, 442 3, 304 1, 072 ............... ................ .. --· ........ 
April .•••••.••••..••..••. .................. 12,349 2, 370 2, 221 2, 376 1, 441 .. ............ .............. ... ............ 
May ..••••..••••••••••••. ............... 12,430 2, 248 2, 259 3. 311 4, 814 .............. .. .............. .............. 
June .•••••.••••••.•••••• ................ 12,788 2, 373 2, 229 2; 946 1,355 ............... ................. .. .............. 
July .....••••••...•.•.••. .................... 11,912 2, 006 1, 854 2, 033 1,463 ................. ............... . .............. 
August ..••••••••••••••. ............. 9, 288 1, 806 1, 797 1,309 1,455 ---·---- ................ .................. September •••••..••.•••. 9,170 1, 664 1, 651 2, 099 1,116 ......... .. ......... ·--·. --· 
October .•••••••••••••••. 388 11,881 2,072 2,148 3, 204 1,194 ........ 
November ..•••••......•. 604 9, 883 1,686 1, 786 5, 855 I, 934 271 76 
December .••...••.•••••. 634 10,632 2, 002 2, 39i 3, 689 2,417 211 76 54 
Total.......... .. • . 1, 626 138, 949 24, 700 27, 927 34, 758 21, 565 482 152 54 
Average number of clerks employed from January 1 to December 31, 1886, 32. 
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY,1887. 
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Date. :r~§ t.'J t.'J 01~~ 
'"1;1~ 
"'~ ~~ ~~ r:JJ~ ~.s = 0 ! ~-~ CIS~ lllO =1il ~§ ~~ ..... ..... m.sl ~14 0 0 OC!;l oos OC!;l 
f ~~'"1;1 14 13..:!1 .,~=~o $ <e ! "' "' '"1;1 ~ rc;~op., -~ ~ :.; :::='"1;1 0 0 rc;~~ .... CIS ~ ~ E-1 ~ 0 0 0 0 --------------------
January .•••••••••••••••••• 735 11,899 2,119 2,362 4,075 1,871 430 73 70 
February .•••••.••..••.••. 1, 017 13,049 2,382 2, 780 3, 770 4,442 318 72 7ll ----------------------------Total. ..•••.•••••.••. 1, 752 24,948 4, 501 5,142 7, 845 6, 313 748 145 142 
Average number of clerks employed for the above-named months, 41. 
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EXUIBIT 1. 
[Where a comrade served in more than one regiment, fill in a SOIJarato card for each service.] 
DEPARTMEN'l' OF Til It IuTlmiOI~, PENSION OFFICE, 
Name,----, Inf., Cav., Art. 
Late rank,---- Co.,--, Regt. ----. 
Vessel, ----;Squadron, --. 
Enlisted,----, 18- ; Discharged, ----, 18--. 
Member of Post No.--, at------. 
DEPAUTMENT 01!' l'ENNSYLVANIA. 
Residence, No. --, --street. 
Town,----; Co.,----; State, ---. 
Change of residence, No.------, street. 
Date of chlZ'nge, ----, 188-. 
Town,----; Co.,----; State,--. 
Please notify this office, by postal card, of any change of residence. 
EXHllllT 2. 
[If in more than one regimout or \'osscl, fill in a card for each service.] 
DEPATtTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, PENSION OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., ----, 188-. 
SIR: This office will esteem it a favor if you will supply the data called for below. 
The information is desired as an addition to a reconl that has been established in the Pension Offico 
of all surviving soldiers anu sailors who servetl in the Union Army or Nav.v during the late war. 
Very respectfully, 
Name,----, Inf., Cav., Art. 
Late rank, ----, Co.,--, -- Regt. ----. 
Vessel, ----; Squadron, --. 
Enlisted,----, 18-. Dischargou.-- --, 18--. 
Residence, No. ------street. 
Town,----; Co.,----; State,--. 
Change of residence, No. -- --- --- street. 
Date of chango,-- --, 188-. 
Town,----; Co.,----; State, --. 
Please notify this office, by postal card, of any ehango of resitlonce. 
.JOHN C. BLACK, 
OommiMsioner. 
[If on more than one vessel, fill in a card for each service.] 
DEPAUTMENT OF THE INTEJ:UOR, BUREAU 01~ PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. 0., ----, 188-. 
SIR: This Bureau will esteem it a favor if you will supply the data called for on the other side of 
this card. 
The information is desired as an adfli.tion to a record that has been established in the Bureau ofPen-
eions of all surviving soldiers and sailors who served in tho Union Army or Navy during the late war. 
Very respectfully, 
' JOHN C. BLACK, 
Name,----. 
Rank,----, 
Ordered to U. S. S. ----. 
U. 8. NAVY. 
Date ordered,--- -, 18-·; Detached,-- --, 18-. 
Present residence, No. ------street. 
Town, ----; Co .. ----; State, --. 
Final discharge from U. S. N., , 18-. 
Please notify this Bureau of any future change of residence. 
Change of residence, No. ------street. 
Town,----; Co .• ----; State,-.~--. 
Oommissioner. 
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EXHIBIT 3. 
[If in more than one Co., Reg't, or Vessel fill in a card for each service.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTEEJ:OR, 
BUREAU OE PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. 0., ----, 18B-. 
Name,-- -- , Inf., Cav., Art. 
Late rank, ----Co.--,-- Reg't ----. 
Vessel,----, Squadron,--. · 
Enlisted,----, 18-; Discharged,----, 18--. 
Present P. O.address, No.------ Street. 
City,----, Co., --··--, State,--. 
Future change of residence, No.-- ----Street. 
Date of change,----, 18--. 
City, ----,Co.,----, State, --. 
EXHIBIT 4. 
[Where a comrade served in more than one Regi~ent fill in a separate card for each service.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
PENSION OFFICE. 
Name, ---- , Inf., Cav., Art. 
Late Rank,---- Co.--, --Reg't ----. 
Vessel,----; Squadron, ---. 
Name of Commanding Officer of Co. or Vessel,-----. 
Where. enlisted: Town,----; Co.,----; State, --. 
Date of enlistment,----, 18-. Date of discharge, ----, 18--. 
•.raken prisoner at----. 
Date of capture, -----, 18-. Date of parole, ----, 18--. 
Where confined,------. 
Present P .0. address, -------street. 
City--,--; Co., -----;State,--. 
Please notify this office, by postal card, of any change of residence. 
ExmniT 5. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
PENSION OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., ----, 188-. 
SIR: This office will esteem it a favor if you will supply the data called for on the other side of this 
slip. The information is desired as au addition to a record that has been established in the Pension 
Office of all surviving soldiers and sailors who served in the Union Army during the late war. 
• If you were at any time on duty with a battery, detachment, or any separate organization, please 
give full data as to length of time on duty with same. Also be particular as to dates of service in each 
hospital. 
If yon have any records in your possession, pJ ease put the letters H. R. in corner under date. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN C. BLACK, 
Oommilsioner. 
(Reverse side.) U.S. PENSION OFFICE, ARMY AND NAVY SURVIVORS' DIVISION. 
Please state whether General, Post, or Field Hospital. 




Rank,--; Surgeon,-- -• 
From----, 18--. 
To----,18--. 
Present P. 0. address: 
City or Town,------. 
County,----. 
State,--. 
Please notify this office by postal card of any change of address. 
Date,----, 188-. 










CBIEll' .ARHY AND NAVY SURVIVORS' DMSION: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
PENSION OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., ----,188-. 
Please givt'l the present post-office address of the following-named soldiers for use in above case. 
YJhief .==::mv. 
Name. Company. Regiment. Present post-office address. 
I 






Co. --, Reg't. --. 
P.O.--,--. 
Enlisted ----, 18-. 
Discharged----, 18--. 
CHIEF ARMY AND NAVY SURVIVORS' DIVISION: 
Ohiq Army and Navy Survivors' Divi/rion. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
. PENSION OFFICE, 
Wa&hington, D. 0., ----, 188-. 
Please furnish the names and P. 0. address or officers and -- comrades of Co. --, --
Reg't ----, for use in above case. 
Ohiej =:: =::·Div. 
Name. Rank. Present post-office address. 
Respectfully returned to Chief ----Division with the desired information as far as known. 
----,1--- Ohiq Army an!l Navy Surviv;.,. Divinon. 
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CHIEF ARI'>IY AND NAVY SURVIVOllB' DIVISION: 
DEPARTMENT OF TBN INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., ----, 188-. 
Please give the present post-office address of the following-named soldiers for use in above case, 
Chief Special Exa'rnination Dividon. 
Name. Company. Regiment. Present post-office.address. 
. .. 




WASHINGTON, D. C., ----, 188-. 
F01: the in(l rmation of the special examiner to whom this case bas been referred for investigation, 
the accompanying list of officers aml comrades wbo served in the same military oi·gauization with the 
claimant about whom inquiry is to IJe made, together with their last known post-oflice addresses, is 
fmnished. The special examiner will nat confine his inquiries to this list of comrades, uut will seek 
out others if necessary. 
Special examination div. 
-- --, Rev'r. 
No.----. 
Name,----. 




CHIEF ARMY AND NAVY SURVIVORS' DIYIBION: 
Chief of Divi~ion. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE l'NTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., ----, 188-. 
Please furnish the names and P. 0. addresses of officers and-- comrades of Co. --,---
Reg't --, for use in above case. 
Chief Sper.ial Examination Division. 
----------------N-am __e_. ___________ 
1 
Rank. 1---------P--re_s_e_n_t_P_._o_._ad __ dr_e_ss_. _______ __ 
I 
Respectfully returned to chief special examination division with the desired information as far as 
known. 
-- ---.188-. 
(Reverse side :) 
WASHINGTON, D. C., -- --, 188-. 
For the information of the special examiner to whom this case has been referred for investigation, 
the accompanyingl\st of officers and comrades who seL"vecl in the s ~tme military organization with the 
claimant about whom inquify is to bo maclo, to~ether with their last known post-office addresses, is 
furnished. 'fhe special examiner will not confine 4is inqniries tQ this list pf comrades, but will seek 
out others if necessary. . 
440~ lN'l'--10 
Chief of Divi~ion, 
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EASTERN DIVISION. 
Report of the eastern d'ivision, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of bns'iness an£~ wm·k, 
as reqnested by Select Senate Committee, and called for by Department cirmtlar of March 
23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., Aprtll, 1887. 
General JOHN C. BLACK, Commissioner of Pensions: 
SIR: In response to your order directing the chiefs of <li visions in the Bureau of Pen-
sions to furnish certain information pertaining to th'i amount and character of busi-
Iless pending and transacted in their divisions for the years 1884, 1~85, 1886, and for 
the months of January and February, 1887, called for by the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, 
chairman of the United States Senate Select Committee, in a communication ad-
dressed to the Ron. L. Q. C. Lamar, Secretarl: of the Interior, dated March 18, 1887, 
a copy of which was by you transmitted to this division March 23, lf'i31, I have t,he 
honor in compliance therewith to submit the following report. 
Very respectfully, 
W. J. HILLIGOSS, 
Chief of Eastern Division. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the eastern (li-
vision of the Bureau of Pensions, in the Department of the Interior, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the eastern division, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various stops taken by tho employes th:!:ough whose hands 
the same passes, and by whom it is considered aml acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The claim having been received either from the record division or from the law 
division, as the case may be, it goes to the pending files of this division, and with-
drawn to be put in the hands of an examiner, who at once examines it as to the proper 
execution of the declaration and sufficiency of the allegations. 
If insufficient, the claimant and attorney are so notified, and the case is sent to the 
pending files to await further action on their part. 
If sufficient, the claimant and his attorney are given the number of the claim, and 
notified that it will be settled as soon as possible. 
The examiner then, in blanks prepared for the purpose, calls on the Adjutant and 
Surgeon Generals, U. S. Army, for a complete military history and hospital treatment 
Qf the claimant, and at the same time the claimant is ordered to appear for examina-
tion before a board of surgeons most convenient to him, this last order being ad-
dressed to the attorney, if there is one; if there is not,, direct to the claimant. 
On the receipt of the reports from the Adjutant and Surgeon Generals, U.S. Army, 
the examiner notifies the attorney or claimant that the case is now ready for con-
sideration, and calls on one of them, usually the attorney, for all the eVtdence that, 
in his judgment, is necessary to complete the claim. 
It may be that in a gunshot-wound case the allegations of the claimant are sus-
tained by the record, in which event the certificate of the board of surgeons describ-
ing and locating the wound and rating the degree of disability is all that is required 
in such cases. 
Ifthere is no record the examiner requires the claimant, through his attorney, to 
furnish the testimony of officers or comrades as to origin in service and line of dut>y, 
and of the surgeon or assistant surgeon for treatment in service, which, if satisfactory, 
completes the case. 
In all cases where officers and comrades testify as to origin a call upon the Adju-
tant-General, U.S. Army, is necessary to ascertain whether or· not such affiants were 
present or absent at the time indicated in the affidavits, together with the location of 
the command at that date. 
In disease cases of record the same course is adopted, and in addition the best evi-
dence obtainable as to condition at discharge and each year since, the attorney being 
invariably furnished with the necessary req uiremeuts by the examiner. 
In disease cases not of record, testimony as in the cases of gunshot wounds not of 
record is required as to origin in service and line of duty and treatment therefor in 
service, together with the best obtainable evidence showing claimant's condition at 
discharge and each year since. In all cases an examination by a lwanl of surgeons, 
or if that is impracticable, by some surgeon designated for that purpose is necessary, 
this class of cases being known as invalid. 
The basis of a widow's title to pension is an invalid right; that is, the soldier 
t}lrgugh who~ the right to pen~ioq. is cl~imed must have contmct,eu u. disability iu 
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the military service of the United States, and under such circumstances as would 
have entitled him to a pension, and died by reason of said disability either in the 
service or since his discharge. 
When a soldier's ri~ht to a pension has been established to give title to his widow 
it must appear, fitst, that he died on a certain date of a wound, injury, or disease con-
tracted in the service; and, second, that the claimant was his lawful wife when he 
died; therefore in such cases the examiner requires the claimant to perfect the sol-
dier's claim, if that has not already been done, and· next to fnruish proof of mar-
riage, dates of birth and death of children, if any, and she still continues his widow 
unless a short time has elapsed since death of soldier and the filing of her declara-
tion, and in all such cases the death of the soldier must be shown to have been due 
to disability contracted in the service. 
In that class of cases known as dependent, the death of the soldier being shown, 
the examiner further requires proof of the celibacy of the soldier, dependence, in whole 
or in part, at the date of the soldier's death, and that she is the mother of the soldier. 
A mass of proof is required in such cases, and it can readily be seen that the amount 
of correspondence necessary to collect sufficient evidence for the proper and equitable 
adjustment of the claim consumes lo11g periods of time and necessarily tries to the 
utmost the patience of the parties interested. 
All cases are jacketed, on one side of which are given the number, the name, serv-
ice, post-office address1 dates of enHstment and discharge, the name of the disease or 
disability on account of which pension is claimed, and the name and post-officB of 
attorney. • 
The examiner notes briefly but plainly on the reverse side of the jacket the date 
and character of all calls made, and as each requirement is complied with it is erased, 
but not sufficiently to make it illegible. 
When the evidence is complete the examiner briefs the case anll submits it for 
"admission" or rejection. 
The chief of division sends it to the board of review, and unless the case is sent 
back to him as improperly submitted, his connection with such claim ceases. 
If improperly submitted the claim is returned for readjudicatiou, the points of va-
riance being indicated on a slip attached, calling attention to what is consiuered 
further requirements in the case. 
Statement showing the principal items ofbusiness transacted in the eastern division 
of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
The principal item of business tronsacted in the eastern division of the Bureau of 
Pensions consists in the adjudidation of the claims of invalids, widows, and dependent 
relations for pension, and the increase and restoration of snch pensions of all appli-
cants on account of service in commands organized and, accredited to the States of 
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas&achusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New 
York, New Jersey, and Delaware. 
This work of itself comprises the assimilation of a vast amount of evidence which, 
to the UJ:!initiated, would ever remain an unsolved problem; yet so well are the various 
parts of the official machinery adapted to each other t,hat with a rare precision each 
piece, however insignificant, adapts itself to its allotted place. 
So great though is the demand from all sources, Members of Congress, attorneys, 
claimants, and persons wholly uucounected with the case, for information as to its 
status, further requirements, and final favorable action, which have to be amnvered, 
that in this division, numbering 1:38 employes, 87 only are regularly engaged iB the 
examination and adjudication of cases, 13 employed on the files, w h ilea miscellaneous 
section of the best equipped men, responding to cails for information in cases long 
since rejected, in increase cases, in claims for rerating and restoration, has become 
obligatory, to the great detriment of the service, and resulting iu great delay to the 
speedy and just adjudication of claims. 
Unfortunately there is no remedy so long as any one can prefer a request for infor-
mation respecting this or that case. 
As a consequence the overworked clerks are worked to their utmost, cases are de-
layed by causes beyond their control, and the unsatisfied claimant or attorney pro-
claims the utter inefficiency of the public service. 
A little charity and a little patience w onld accomplish much more than all the 
complaints now uttered, which are ever ready upon the lips of interested parties. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business 
trausacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and un.clH>pOISe41 \ 
of at the dates specified below, in the eastern division of the Bureau of Pensions, 








lid, widows' , ~ 5k9, 156( , 5*16, 058( 5 *9, 146( 15*1, 539~ 
and depend-J a5, 681 · 9, 910 {t2, 911S 53, 524 8, 952 {t 3, 568S 42, 85511, 742 { t3, 677S 1, 789 ( t1655 41,805 
ents' claim~ . . *6 25411 I *7 468 J •8 ~95 \ k1 944 
ln?r<:nse cl.!l'IITIS 12,93312,484 \ 5 •0265 14,137 22,598 5 t7' 756 ~21, 5n21, 168 5flO' ~ll ( 4, 309 n' 063(24,875 
Ongmal rPJCCt- 1 I I( ' I I I{ , sl I I( ' sl I ' 5 ed claims .... 24, 033 l 2, 911 t 1, 297 25, 647 3, 563 t1, 213 27, 9971 3, 677 t2, 030 165 t244 29,565 
kAcljusted. tRejected. tReopened. 
The number of pending claims for increase is about 4, 000 too great, as the numbex 
of claims rejected without medical examination should be deducted, but no record 
of such cases· has teen kept ; a fair estimate, howeyer, shows th~number so rejected 
to 1e about one-eighth of the number acted upon. 
Although t.he number of rejected original claims appears in the column of those pend-
ing at the close of the year, they are not regarded as pending claims, but as claims 
disposed of though su1ject to reopening. • 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per 
formed, transacted, aud disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in-
the eastern division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior~ 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------- - -- - - - - - - -- - -
1884. 
Invalid claims submitted . 13 11 11 12 13 12 7 7 9 9 8 10 
Increase ·· ··------· 420 401 426 366 705 235 158 137 670 320 400 380 
Letters written . ....... ~. 68 67 75 67 60 54 43 45 45 56 40 57 
Circulars mailed. __ ...... 119 97 113 100 95 79 58 71 93 109 87 85 
1885. 
InYalid claims submitted . 12 11 13 11 13 18 12 11 12 13 10 11 
Increase - . ~ .... ~ --....... --. 475 335 447 923 487 631 325 463 500 640 920 881 
Letters written . ...•..... 7l 64 65 75 56 45 40 34 35 48 42 ::12 
Circulars mailed . _ ....... 81 L6 90 117 106 104 94 102 110 138 99 87 
1886. 
Invalid claims submitted . 16 16 15 14 14 17 . 13 9 ' 10 12 9 9 
Iucn·ase .. -- _.- . -. -. - __ .. 1, 100 526 811 873 800 701 593 223 614 522 5:36 69.! 
Letters writtPn ···-·-·--- 54 53 58 58 54 57 57 42 44 fi1 52 46 
Circulars mailed- ........ 156 li!O 160 154 137 139 127 89 92 123 91 94 
1887. 
Invalid claims submitted 
11 1 
11 ............ ......... ........... ............ .......... ........... . .......... ......... ............ . ......... 
Increase ___ -. .. -_ . . ...... 497 547 .......... .......... .......... . .......... ........... ............ ------ ~ ....... -.. ........... ------
I~etters written 66 64 --- ...... ............ ............. ........... . ......... .. ........... ........... ........... .......... .. .......... 
Circulars mailed::::::::: 104 97 ........... ............ ........... .......... ............ .............. ........... .. .......... ............. ............ 
The following st.tternent shows the average number of employes in the eastern divis-
ion of the Bnrean of P ensions, Department of the Interior, <luring the periods specified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. I May. June. \ July. I Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--~-------------
1884 .••... ······--···· ---- 158 165 167 177 183 181 187 178 181 170 168 173 
1885---··--·--------·----- 158 157 157 158 161) 159 161 157 156 156 155 153 
1886 .... - -- · ·- - · - --· •••••. 140 134 -.:~~-\--:~~- 1 - -~~~- \ --:~~. __ :~~- -· ~~~- J -.:~~- 1 --~~~-1--:~~-/---:~~ 1887 (to March 1) . --·- .•. 145 143 
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The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employ6 doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during tho periods specified, in the eastern division of the Bureau of Pen-
Hions, Department of the Interior : 





<1) Q) .... ...,; ..:::> .,_; ,1:1 -e.,.; .... ~ ..oi <1l s Q) s Character of business. ~~ as ~ Q ~ cP ~ ~ ~ Q)Q) ~ .... ~ $ Q) c.;~ ~ ,1:1 .... ~ d b.() Q d Q) d p. as :;::$ :;::$ p. Q Q) 
Q '"-:> ~ ~ <tj ~ 1-:> 1-:> <tj Q) 0 A w 
------------ ----1--- ------------
Gases submitted----------·------------- 1881 
Do................................ 188::1 
Do................................ 1880 






42 47 50 42 15 as 27 49 25 21 
5 29 ~G 60 30 23 39 35 31 7 
40 41 59 49 44 39 33 29 21 17 
. . . .. ... . . . . ----~--- . ....... ··-· ·-·· - ~~ 
EMPLOY]jj DOING TRE LEA.ST.-MINIMUM. 
•cases submitted........................ 1884 5 3 6 (j 6 6 3 3 7 2 1 2 
Do................................ 1885 2 2 2 3 2 4 8 5 1 il 3 9 
Do...... .......................... 1886 10 4 5 8 7 8 7 8 5 6 4 5 
Do ..•.•...•••.. . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1887 3 6 ---- . -.. ~ ....... . ....... ---· . ..... ·--- ---· ---· ----
toMar.1 
In this connection it is proper to adtl t.hat the figures embodieu in this statement 
by no means indicate tho amount of work necessary before a case can be submitted. 
To Illustrate, by an inspection of the repo rts for Jan nary and Febmary of this year 
this singular state of facts is seen to exist. 
One examiner during that period writes 361 letters, in each of which the status of 
the case is given, and 195 circular letters, and as a rC'sult he is creuited with 43 cases 
submitted, while another with UO letters and 870 circular letters gets credit only for 
tl cases; and yet while tlw record shows each to be inuustrious the results in each 
case are widely different,-aud can be explained only by saying that the difticnlties 
in t.he way of obtaining satisfactory testimony were greater in one case th~n in the 
other. 
'l'he following statement shows the average number of days and the time and 
attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the eastern division of the Bureau of Pensions, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Calendar year. 
1884 ...... ·---------.- -·------ ·----- -----·. --· . --.------
1885. --· ---. ·---·-. --· ---··----- .. - ... -. ·----- .... ---- .. 
1886 .............. - .. ----- ·-·- --.- -·. --.------ ·--- .... -. 
1887 (to March 1) ...... ------ .•.•..........••.... ·----· 
.A. verage .A. v-erage 
Numbet·ofnumbero number of Number 


















As to the maximum number of days devoted to busine~s by the employe present for 
the great.est number of days, and also the minimum number of days devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the least number of days in the eastern division of 
the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified., 
after an exhaustive research, it is found. to be impracticable to comply with this re-
quirement. The daily changes in the personnel of the division explain why it car not 
be done. 
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MIDDLE DIVISION. 
Report of the middle division, BU?·eau of Pensions, on the methods of business and 100r~ 
as requested by Senate select com·mittee, and called for by Department circular of March 
23, ltl87. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUUEAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., AprU 2, 1887. 
SIR: In transmitting the data contained in the records of this division for use in 
the report asked for by the Ron. F. M. Cockrell, chairman Senate select committee, 
I beg to submit the following statement by way of explanation and comment: 
I know of no records which can be regardecl as affording data from which the 
"maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of" by an em-
ploye can be definitely determined. 
Who disposed of the greatest number of claims or wrote the greatest number of 
letters is a matter of record. A fair comparison, however, can be made only between 
persons engaged upon the same kind of work for a long period of time. 
Usually the one accomplishing least in any given month is the one who has not been 
engaged upon the work long enough to have become familiar with it. As a rule, the 
one who accomplishes most does not do his work as well as those who accomplish less. 
One who accomplishes least, as shown by the da.ta, may be of more value to the 
Bureau than some who appea.r to ha.ve accomplished more. 
One who knows when and how to dispose of claims, if he or she apply that knowl-
edge with reasonable diligence, is of more value than one showing, apparently, more 
diligence but possessing less knowledge. 
One who knows when a. letter should be written and what to write is of more value 
t1tan one who writes more letters, some of which are unnecessary. 
A very careful clerk may use his head too much. A very careless one may use his 
hands too much. 
I know of no way to secure the proper use of both in all cases and at a.ll times. 
Upon examination of the records of this division for a. period of thirty-eight months 
I find that it fell to the lot of one clerk, now engaged on other work, to represent the 
''minimum" three different months. One represented the "maxiwum" nearly every 
month during said period. 
The latter disposed of so much work each month and year that, so far as rapidity 
is concerned, his work may be regarded as phenomenal. To compare his record with 
that of any other clerk engaged on the same kind of work in this division or in the 
Bureau would, I think, be unjust to others. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
WM. P. DAVIS, 
Chief Middle Division. 
Statement of the middle division of the Bureau of Pensions, showing the methods 
adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt 
of the matter by the Department. or by any of the agents of the Department, and 
giving in consecutive order the variouR steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters through the variouA divisions ofthe Office and the various Bureaus and divis-
ions of such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by 
whom it is con1:1idered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the 
proper party. 
Upon the receipt of a claim for pension, the same having been previously recorded 
and given a number by another branch of the Office, calls are made upon the War De-
partment for a report of the soldier's military service, and, in claims made by invalid 
soldiers, a medical examination is ordered. If the reports made in answer to such 
calls do not afford sufficient proof to warrant a settlement of the claim, calls are made 
for such further evidence as may be deemed necessary. Upon the receipt of such evi-
dence as, in the opinion of the chief of division, will justify final action, the claim is 
submitted to the board of review for consideration. If the submission be for allow-
ance and recommendation be concurred in, this division ceases to have custody of the 
claim. If the recommendatwn be not concurred in, the claim is given such further 
consideration by this division as may be deemed proper, and in the same mannt~r 
and with a view to the same end asthough the same had not been submitted. If the 
recommendation be for rejection and be concurred in (certificate never having issued), 
the division continues to have custody of the claim. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. P. DAVIS, 
Chief of Division, 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during th!:J period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below in the middle division of the Bureau of Pensions, De-















at close of 
the calen-
dar year. 
OulJandJanuaryl................. . .... 60,903 7,024 23 364 91,2911 67,927 
Filed and reopened...... . ............... 12,794 11,509 ...... . '... .. 24,303 .•.••....... 
Admitted . •. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 288 6, 516 . • • . . . . . . . . . 14, 804 .........••. 
Rejected --···············--······· 0···· 0 4,083 4,915 . .••....... 8,998 ........... 0 
On hand January~~~~~ ... .. ........... 0. G1, 326 ------:-7, 102 1= 25,475 = 93, 903 = 68,428 
Filed and reopened ...... 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 686 23, :no 0 .......... 0 34, 996 ...... _ ... .. 
i~~ ~~~~~d. ~ ~:: ~: ::: ~ ~: ~: : ~ : : ~ ~ : : :: : : : : : : : ~: ~~~ ~: g~~ I : : : : 0 : : : : :: : i~: !I~ : ~ ~: ~: ::: : :: 
~===== ========= ======== =========== ======= 
1886. 
On hand January 1. ........... . ........ . 
Filed and reopened ...... .• _ . .. ......... . 
Admitted .............................. . 
58,904 13, 900 *28, 719 101, 523 72,804 
15,500 23,535 . .............. 39,035 ·-·--------· 
9,863 10,649 ........................ 20,512 ·-----·-·--· 
Rejected .......•................. . ...... 3, 937 10,703 .................. 14,640 ......................... 
===== ========== ~-====== ======-===== ============= 
1887. 
On band .January 1 ··---- ............ .. . 
File(l and reopened January antl J.i'ebru· 
ary ....•.. 0 ... .. ...................... . 
.A.d_mitted January ami. February ...... 0. 
ReJected January and February .. . _. 0. _. 
60,604 16,083 *30, 018 106,705 76,687 
2, 431 5, 256 ..................... 7, 687 -------·----
2,194 2, 246 .................... . 4,440 ................. 
148 1,302 ................ ...... 1,450 .................... 
OnJJ.and March 1. 0 •••••••• • •• • •••••••••• 6o:69317.791f~9o5 =lo8,339f=7s~ 
* Estimated. 
This table, owing to lack of sufficient data, is only approximately correct. 











t"e;1~~be-;:::::::::: ~:::: ~ 
October··----· ........... . 
November ...•....•........ 
December ..•.•••........ •. 
1885. 
January .. -•.. - .... -.·--- .• 




July ............ --·- ..... . 
August .. 0 •••••••••••••••• 
~~~~~:_?~~-: :::::: :~:: ::: ·~: 
November .. _ •••....•.... _. 
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January.---_ .... ---------- 175 117 1, 562 13/r'., 1, 2:!3 12, R93 17,360 2 45 
~~~~h~~~: ::::::::::::::::: 156 100 1, 555 15/'lo 1, 434 11, 7ilG 16, 567 3 74 154 101 I, 605 l5{o0t 1, G30 Hi, 5i0 20,807 5 so 
April .......... __ .----- .... 158 100 1, 827 l8y~/o l, 540 13, 78l 23, 90[) 5 63 
.May .............. .. ....... 163 105 1, 911 181"0' 5 1, lj40 15,484 2l,3H 2 99 
June ....... ___ ----- .... __ . 167 107 2, 333 2118o"r 2, 1HO 15, :lOS 20,018 4 123 
July ............ _ .......... 163 105 1, 712 Hi{\,"~; 2, 800 15, 056 I 21, 036 4 08 
August.--------- ...•...... 158 98 1, 428 14~2 1, 211 13, 478 10,400 6 33 
September __ ----···- ...... 161 100 1,434 14,"0\, 1, ~(15 1~, 663 18,620 4 99 
October-------------- ..... 158 98 1, 624 16~~ 1, 336 1B, G5L 17,960 3 92 
November.---------------- 164 107 1, 235 11,."o"7 1, Oli3 14, 26fi 20, 146 3 6tl 
December ...... - ............. 169 104 1, 282 1')" 1, 082 13, 620 18,730 2 68 -To4 
--- -------- --· --- - - --------
1887. 
January._ ... ____ ------ .... 17!1, 101 1, R59 l8y\'r 1, 321 15, 015 25,147 1 100 
February ................. - 170 100 1, 878 18i,h 1, 332 15,246 22,675 5 104 
The following statement shows the principal items of business transacted in the 
middle division of the ;Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior: 





__ 1_8_84_._!1--1-88_5 __ . 1 1886. ~~~ 
January.: .......................................... ---·--.---- ..... . 
rr.~~~h~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
April.--------- .... -------- ...... ------·----·----·--·---·-----------· 
May .. _ .... _ .................................. -... -......... -... -... -
June ............................... ~ .................. -.. -- ... ---. --
July ........................................... · ..... -- ..... ---- ... --. 
August ................................... -... -- · · ·-- · · · · ·--------- --
September ...................... -- ............. -......... ---- .. ---·-. 
October .......... _ ............................................ - .... .. 
November ............................ --·-- ......... ---··· .... ---··-· 







































Total .. _ ......................... -.................. ---.------- 22,719 14,379 22,501 5, 806 
.Month. I 
Number of pieces of evidence and let-
ters referring to claims received-
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
------------·--------[------------
t~~!i~~~:: :::::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~iJ!g i~: ~~! :~: ~!g !~: ~~~ 
April ••••••. --- .. -----·_--_---- ................ ------ .. -----... 28,776 35,081 36,175 
~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~: ~~g ~~: ~~~ :~: ~~g 
July. ___ .•...• ---- __ .... ___ . ________ ... ___ .-- ........... ------. 26,514 31,764 32,492 
te~1~~b·~;_-_-_-_-_-_- _" _- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- ~--:: _-_-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_- _- _-_- _- :: _- _":: _- _- _-: _- _-_-: ::: _- _- ~;; ~~~ ~~; ~~g ~~; ~~g 
October. _____ ._ .... _ ... _....................................... 36, 050 29, 428 35, 560 
November ......... ________ . __ .. __ ----._ .... _ ... ____ --_ .. __ .... 23,411 29,098 35,952 
December ........................................... - ... -... --- 32, 878 32, 106 45, 593 
TotaL ..................... ------ .... ---------- .... ------ 344 .. 7331 370,063 431,053 Sa,800 
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WESTERN DIVISION. 
Report of the western division, B1t1·eau of Pensions, on the rnetlwds of bnsiness ani wo1·k, a.<J 
requested by Senate select committee, and calledfor by Depa1·tn~ent circular of March 
23, 11)87. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIO:R, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., April1, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your instructions, I have the honor to submit herewith a 
statement showing, as far as can be shown, the amonnt and character of the bnsiut>ss 
transacted in the division and the methods of transacting the same, as calleu for by 
the select committee of the United States Senate appointed in pursuance of the reso· 
lution of the Senate adopt.ed March 3, 1887. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron .. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
A. A. ASPINWALL, 
Chief of Western Division. 
The following statement Hhows tbe amonnt and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on band, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the western division of the Bureau of Pensions: 
Character of business. 
I884. 
On band January 1. ................ . 
Filed and reopened . ........ . .... -.. . 
Admitted ..........••............... 
Rejected .... -.....•........... -.- - - . 
I885. 
On hand January 1. ................ . 
Filed and reopened ................•. 
Admitted ............ -............. . 
Rejected ............... - . ........••. 
1886. 
On hand January 1. ..••.........•... 
Filed and reopened ..........•....... 
Admitted ...................... -.. - . 
Rejected .......•.•.................. 
I887. 
On hand January 1. . ............ -.. . 
Filed and reopened in January and 
.February _ ....................... . 
Admitted in January and .February 
Rejected in January and February .. 
On hand March I, I887 .............. . 
Pemlin-.:i.n· l .A mom1t on 
Pcnrlin~ crraso, i·esto-
1 
Rejected ban<l ]Wnding aml Un(liS· orig;inal r ·ttion and Of'irtino.l To1,al. posed of claims. miscellaneous clafms. 
claims. at close of tho cahmtlar year. 
67,367 9, 398 22,902 99,667 76,765 
12,405 I7, 134 . ............................. 20, 53!) --------------
11,611 9, 652 ------ ------ I2, 263 . .......................... 
3, 717 6, 003 . .......... .. .......... 9, 720 --------------
=====:..:= ~=== ====== == =::=:x=~-= 
64,444 10,977 25,825 101, 146 75, 32I 
I2, 570 30,693 ------------ 43,263 ......................... 
I2, 998 12,169 ......................... 25,167 . ......................... 
4,071 IO, 793 ...................... 14,864 .. ....................... 
59,945 18,608 *24, 306 I02, 859 78,553 
I5, 298 32,550 ..................... 47,848 . .......................... 
12.789 15, 9~0 ....................... 28,769 .. ......................... 
3, 431 I4, 640 ... ............. 18,071 . ....................... 
= = -=- == ---
59,023 20,538 *25, 723 105,284 79,561 
2, 24I 7, 371 ...................... 9, 6I2 . .......................... 
2,074 3, 225 ....................... 5, 299 . ........................ 
16::! I, 859 ....................... 2, 02I ........... .. ........... 
~=========1========1 =========1========= 
59,028 23,825 *23, 709 106, 562 83,8()3 
*Estimated. 
This table, owing to lack of sufficient data, is only approximately correct. 
Statement showing tbe principal items of business transacted in the western division 
of tbe Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
This division bas charge of the detail work connected with the adjndication of nll 
pension claims which are based upon disabilities incurred during the war of the re-
bellion by solrliers who served in the volunteer force of the United States in organizn-
tiont> which were raised m the Territories and the following States, viz: Illinois, In-
diana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, NeLrn.ska, Kansas, Colorado, California, Oregon, 
and Nevada. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in th{'. western 
division of the Bureau of Pensi-ons, in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with -the receipt of the business matter in the western division, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
On receipt of claims for adjudication by this division a count of the number received 
is made and recorded under the proper classification. A claim thus noted is at once 
sent to the files, where it is charged to an examiner on a slip, which is retained in the 
Iiles, and which slip contains the number and title of the claim, the name and service 
of the soldier, and date the claim is given to the examiner. 
On receiving the claim the examiner proceeds, without delay, to make the necessary 
calls on the War Department for its record of the soldier's service and medical treat-
ment, ancl on the claimant, through his attorney, for such evidence as is deemed requi-
site to complete the claim. In the cases of invalid claimants an order for a medical 
examination is also issued. The claim is then sent back to the files to await the evi-
dence and reports called for. 
It is of very frequent occurrence, however, that in the mean time the claim is sent 
to the examiner that letters of inquiry relative to the claim may be answered. 
The receipt of any portion of the evidence called for also causes the claim to be 
taken from the files to the examiner, in order that such evidence may be applied to 
the claim, and the condition of the claim as affected by the evidencereceived be fur-
nished claimant or his attorney. 
When, in the opinion of the examiner, all the evidence ne~ssary to the proper ad-
judication of the claim has been received, the claim is briefed and submitted by the 
chief of division to the board of review, the action thus taken being entered on the 
division records. 
The examiner's connection with the claim then ceases, except in claims submitted 
to the board of review for rejection, in which ca.se, if the board of review approve 
the action taken, the claim is returned to the examiner that he may notify the claim-
ant and his attorney of the decision reached; also in cases where the claim is re-
turned by the board of review for further evidence. 
In addition to the force employed in the adjudication of claims, there is a section 
of this division known as the miscellaneous section, whose work it is to answer mis-
cellaneous inquiries relative to claims which have been onoe adjudicated and in which 
letters of complaint are received. 
Very respectfully, 
A. A. ASPINWALL, 
Chiej'"of Western Division. 
Work report of the western division of the Bureau of Pensions. 
Months. 
1884. 
January ...•••.....••...•.•..•. (*) 135 1,910 14.14. 1,198 * ....... *....... 2 39 
February ........................... 135 1,679 11.54 1,088 ..... . .. ........ 1 32 
March .............................. 138 1,778 12.16 1,283 ........ . ....... 1 48 
April ............................... 138 2,08i 15.10 1,510 ........ ........ 2 63 
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~: ~:~~~ ~!:~: ~;;: :::::::: :::::::~ ~ ~~ 
July ................................ 125 1,186 9.49 1,073 ........ ........ 1 27 
August ...... ...... ........... .... .. 122 1, 038 8. 50 1, 063 . . ... . .. ...... .. 1 35 
September . • . • •• . .. .. • . .. . . . . . .. .. .. l17 1, 152 9. 84 1, 058 . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . 1 32 
October ............................. 123 1,172 9.53 1,107 . ........... . ... 1 31 
November . ............ ... . ... ...... 119 1, 165 9. 79 1, 216 .... . ... ..... ... 1 39 
December. . .. . .. . .. . . • . .. . . . .. . . . .. . 128 1, 638 12. 79 831 . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . 1 44 
*There is no record of the number of employes or of letters and circulars written prior to January 
1, 1886. 
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Work 1·eport of the western division of the Bw·eau, of Pensions-Continued. 
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1885 . 
• January ... - ..•.........•..... · ••a"''"'" 122 1, 280 11.96 1, 216 ~ ............... ................. 2 33 
:February _ .................... 123 l, 229 9. 99 818 .............. ............... 1 32 
March ........................ 123 1, 575 12.72 1,191 ............ ............ 1 4U 
April ......................... ........... 127 1,402 11.04 1, 527 .............. ----·-·· 1 46 
May ........................... 126 1,643 13.04 1,441 .............. ............... 1 46 
June ......................... 121 1, 857 15.71 2, 685 ............... ................. 2 43 
July .......................... ............. 112 1,485 13.68 1, 524 .. ............. ............... 1 32 
te~!f~~b~~-: ::::::::::::::::::: ............ 112 1,108 9.89 1, 783 .. .............. .............. 1 28 ............ 107 1,470 13.73 J, 287 ------- .. ............. 2 34 
October ....................... ............ 103 1, 837 17.83 2, 482 . .............. ................ 2 51 
November ................... -- 102 2,273 22.28 2, 589 .............. .............. 2 73 
December ....... ------ ........ ............ 98 1, 799 18.36 2, 710 ................ .. ............... 1 60 
1886. 
January .............. _ ....... _ 148 100 2, 635 26.35 1,471 8,073 20,186 1 55 
February .................... 141 94 2, 071 22.03 1, 967 7,420 16,789 1 250 
March ............. _ .......... 140 92" 1, 927 20.94 2, 689 8, 585 22,392 4 44 
ApriL ... ·- .................... 137 89 2, 028 22.79 3, 707 8, 770 19,157 2 53 
May---------------------··--- 143 91 1, 886 20.90 1, 568 9,036 17,899 1 41 
June .......................... 136 92 2,652 28.93 1, 551 8,177 15,352 1 89 
July .......................... 144 92 l, 648 17.91 1, 545 9, 278 17,046 J 49 
August ....................... 142 81 1, 526 18. ~3 2, 491 6, 799 15, 93o 1 56 
September .................... 141 93 1, 479 15.88 1, 644 7, 250 14,110 1 46 
October ....................... 140 84 1, 732 20.06 2, 410 8, 361 16,524 1 54 
November .................... 149 81 910 11.23 1, 300 7, 474 17,107 1 38 
December ..................... 149 83 l, 074 13 2, 241 9, 361 15,724 1 37 
1887. 
January ....................... 147 79 1,335 17 1,862 8, 652 16,463 2 46 
February ..................... 146 84 1, 690 20.01 2, 673 8, 771 15, 363 1 51 
SOUTHERN DIVISION. 
Repm·t of the southern division, Bureau of Pensions, on. the methods of business and work, 
as requested by the Senate Select Contmittee and called for by Department circular of 
Mm·clt 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washin!f.lon, D. C., April1, 1887. 
SIR: In complianue with your instructions, I have the honor to transmit herewith 
tstatements showing the amount and character of the business tra.nsacte<l in this di-
vision during the periods therein stated, the principal business considered, and tho 
methods pursued in its transaction. 
Very respectfully, 
Hou. JoHN C. BLACK, 
CommiBsioner of Pensiou. 
D. W. WEAR, 
Chief Southern Division. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business receiwd 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified b,elow, in the southern division of the Bureau of Pensions: 
~ 4Sti-J ~ .-d"~~;e ~·s ~= ~ 
-~ -~ ~~ ..... ~ ~ §rn ,..<:l ;:l 0$ -~ -~ ~C!$ d 
Character of business. 0 .s~ ~ 0 !~1~ bll bll~<!) "0 .s ;8~] <!) ;:l·.-< 0 0 • 13 
~ 
=~ p.<D"" 
~ <!) s~$;g;;3 ;:l ;:l~'Q) 
<!) <I);.,Q 'a? -oj A~'Z I» 
~ ~ p:; 8 
------------
1884. 
On hand January 1 .................. ---- ...... .. 
Filed and reopened ............................ .. 
Admitted ................................ -- ... .. 
50,050 3, 087 17,414 70, 551 53, 137 
8, 265 4, 255 12, 520 ------------
4,096 2, 375 6, 471 . ................ 
Rejected ...................................... .. 4, 222 1, 868 6, 090 . ................ 
1885. 
~ll:da~!/ :!~a:Je~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Admitted ........................ -- .. - •..•....• · 
49,997 3, 099 21,035 74,131 53,096 
10,310 9, 788 20,098 ·------·----
5, 949 3, 580 9, 529 ..................... 
RPjected ....................................... . 4, 052 3,036 7,088 .. ................ 
------------
1886. 
On hand January 1 ............................ .. 
Filed and reopened ............................ .. 
Admitted ...................................... . 
50,306 6, 271 *23, 543 80, 12L 56,577 
8, 766 9, 270 18,046 .. .................. 
6, 368 4,437 10,805 . ................ 
Rejected ....................................... . 3, 386 5, l06 ~. 492 ·------- ... 
---· ------------ =======-==== 
1887. 
On hand .T anuary 1 ............................ .. 
Filed and reopened, January and February .•••.. 
Admitted, January and February .............. . 
Rejected, January and February .....••...•..... 
49,328 2, 998 *25, 850 81, 176 55,326 
1, 395 2, 226 . .............. 3, 621 . ................. 
1, 019 1, 023 . ............... 2, 042 .. ................... 
131 688 . ................ 819 .. .................. 
------------
On hand March 1 ............................... . ,9, 573 6, 513 25,940 82,026 56, 086 
*Estimated. 
This table, owing to lack of sufficient data, is only approximately correct. 
Work report of the Bouthern division. 
-ci 
aJ 
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1884. 
January ............................. 138 105 1, 206 lly"J. 422 9, 361 19,110 0 24 
i'Ie~:Cha~:.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 136 102 1, 233 12rll~ 389 8, 725 15,311 2 44 139 103 1,133 11' 316 10,126 17,781 1 34 
April ............................... 143 106 1, 241 11-i'-lJ: 269 10,078 17, 170 1 29 
May ................................ 140 105 1,162 llrih 332 9,442 16, 199 1 28 
June ................. -- ...... --··-- · 138 103 1,130 10f-a3 143 8, 732 14,431 0 28 
July .................... ............ 136 103 702 6J:"o\ 138 6, 727 12,153 2 21 
August ............................. 123 93 583 6 25 231 6,632 9, 905 1 21 9:1' 
September .......................... 123 93 670 7M 397 6, 611 9, 967 0 !:3 
October ............................. 125 93 . 629 6 ~! 497 7, 094 12,239 1 21 
November ........................... 129 96 632 6 68 Jill 289 5, 509 9,483 0 21 
December ........................... 133 99 735 7 ~~ 424 tl,379 12,059 0 17 
1885. 
January ............................. 136 101 805 7I91J8f 312 8, 471 11,992 l 24 
ii~~~ha?_::::::::: :::::: :~ :~::::: ::: 133 98 618 , ~I 223 6,209 10,583 1 20 132 98 816 8U 415 7,225 10,441 0 26 
Anril ............................... 131 97 742 7 63 549 8,421 14,280 0 25 ,,..., 
May ................................ 127 96 974 10 u 594 8,096 13,711 1 26 
June ................................ 124 94 1, 215 12 ~~ 466 7, 450 13,777 1 34 
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Work report of the southern division-Continued. 
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124 96 1, 052 10 ~~ 202 6, 804 8, 750 2 38 
122 96 790 8U 511 6, 688 10,423 1 23 
120 92 937 10 ?!~ 684 7, 355 13,205 2 33 
October ............. . ............... 118 92 1,163 12 il~ 578 8, 412 14,548 1 33 
November ............. . ............. 120 94 1,172 12 ~t 686 7,232 13,624 1 30 
December ..••..•••.•.•.••...•...•... 116 92 1,112 12 -~~ 455 6,032 11,042 1 31 
1886. 
January .••••••.••..••...•..••....... 117 91 1,439 15 H 720 5, 710 11,633 0 51 
February ............................ 112 87 1,127 12 n 660 6,559 10,726 0 39 
March ............................... 110 85 1,183 13 H 756 6, 652 11.298 0 29 
A.pril •..••.••...••................... 109 83 1, 324 15 H 785 6, 755 12,464 3 52 
May .....•..•••.••••..•••.••.•••••••. 106 75 1,152 15 H 786 (*) (*) 3 39 
June ..••.••.•••••••..•••••.•••••.••. 112 75 1, 522 20 H 839 ............ . ... . .. .. .. . 2 43 
July ...•..••..••..••..•.•.•...•...... 114 79 1, 099 vq~ 405 ............ .. -·· ....... 5 32 
A.ugust •...•.•.•••••. · .•.•••.......... 115 82 1, 057 12 H 553 ............... ............. 2 40 
September •.••....•••.•.•••...••...•. 112 76 1, 091 14 H 813 .... ·-- ...... ............. 2 43 
October .....•.••.••.•.....••••...•.. 113 76 960 12 t~ 467 ................ ............ 6 31 
November •••..•••••.••............. 116 74 923 12 H 492 ............... ............... 3 28 
December ........................... 121 79 851 10% 617 ............. .............. 3 31 
1887. 
January ••••••.••..•••.••••.. • .••••. 119 75 950 12 ~ 606 ............... .............. 1 37 
February •.•••••••..••.••••••••••.••. 118 76 982 12 ;a 759 ............. ............ 2 32 
*No record of letters and circulars was kept in this division after April30, 1886. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the southern di-
vision of the Bureau of Pensions in the Department of the Interior, including ~e 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the division, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters, the employes through whose hands the same passes and by whom it is con-
sidered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the 
same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
' Applications for pension having been received, jacketed, numbered, and recorded 
IJy the proper divisions of the office, are sent to the adjudicating divisions for consid-
eration. Such cases as are sent to the southern division are properly filed and sent 
to examiners in their regular order. In original claims by sol<liers in their own right 
the examiner at once calls npon the War Department for a report of the military his-
tory of the soldier and of such medical treatment as he may have received while in 
the service, and the claimant is directed to report to the nearest convenient board of 
examining surgeons for an examination. Upon receipt of reports from the War De-
partment and of the certificates of the examining surgeons, if the case is considered 
complete, it is submitted to the board of review for its consideration. If further evi-
dence is deemed necessary a call is made upon the claimant or his attorney for such 
evidence. Upon its receipt it is considered by the examiner, and, if satisfactor.v, the 
case is submited to the board of review as above. If the testimony furnished is not 
considered satisfactory further calls are made until the case is believe<! to be com-
plete. When a case is submitted for admission and the boards of review and re-
review consider further evidence necessar.v the case is returned to this division with 
such instructions as are deemed proper. Calls in accordance with these instructions 
are made by t.1e examiner, and upon the receipt of the evidence the claim is resub-
mitted. If the boards of review and rereview concur in the opinion that a claim 
should be admitted the case passes from the jurisdiction of this division. 
In case the records of the War Department or the evidence filed shows, in the opin-
ion of the examiner, that the case should be rejected it is submitted to the board of 
review, and, if the opinion of the examiner is concurred in, the case is rejected and 
returned to the division, where it is placed in the rejected files. If rejection is not 
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considered proper, the case is returned with suggestions which are followe<t by the 
examiner, the case being considered as still pending. 
When it appears that the merits of a case cannot be determined from evidence fur-
nished by the claimant in this ex parte method, the case is submitted, subject to th6 
approval of the boards of review and rereviewr, for a special examination. 
The same general course of proceedure is followed in the consideration of claims of 
widows, minor children, and dependent relatives, although the details differ ::lome-
what. 
It will be understood that in all cases the action of the examiner is subject to the 
approval of the chief of the clivi sion. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the southern divis-
ion of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
1. The adjudication of claims for pension, on account of service in the late war 
in regiments from Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri, and in the United States c(\loreu 
troops, and correspondence incident to snch adjudication. The final action of this 
division in the adjudication of each case is subject to the approval of the boards of 
review and rereview. 
2. The consideration of ruiscollaneou;,; itHI_niries relative to claims already admitted 
on account of service in the above nametl organizations, and of communications 
from persons believing themselves entitled to pensio :t on account of such service. 
Respectfully transmitted. 
D. W. WEAR, 
Chief, Southern Division. 
OLD W A.R AND NA. VY DIVISION. 
Report of the old War and Navy division. Bureau of Pensions, on the me tlwds of busines 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Department cirC'U 
lar of March 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., April2, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with instructions, I furnish herewith the information called 
for by the Interior Department, March 23 last, for the use of the Senate Select 
Committee appointed "to inquire into and examine the methods of business and 
work in the Executive Departments," and remain, 
Very respeotfully, yours, 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
J.AS. B. COlT, 
Chief, Old Wa1· ancl Navy Division. 
METHODS OF TRANSACTING BUSINESS. 
Declaration for bounty land, or for such claims for pension as are adjudicated in 
this division, except for Army service in the late war, when received in the Bureau 
are sent at once to the mail division, after having the date of receipt stamped upon 
them. The records are then searched for duplicates and claims on account of the 
same service by persons having a prior title, and in case of all claims for service pen-
sion and other old war pension claims, search of records is made for any claim for 
bounty-land, which, if found, is applied to the pension claim as proof of l:lervice and 
disability. Claims are jacketed, numbered, and recorded, charge slips are put in the 
files, and their receipt is acknowledged. To this point the work is done by miscel-
laneous clerks. The claims then go to the examiner, by whom a medical examination 
is ordered if the claims are for disability pension; calls for reports relative to serv-
ice where the records of the Bureau do not supply the evidence are made on the Ad-
jutant-General, the Quartermaster-General, the Paymaster-General, Secretary of the 
Treasury, the Second Auditor, the Third Auditor, the Fourth Auditor, the Fifth Aud-
itor, or the Register of the Treasury, the Secr~tary of theN avy, the Bureau of Eq nip-
mont and Recruiting, ort,heBnreau of Navigation, Navy Department, or the Command-
ant of the Marine Corps, accordiug to t.he character of the claim. If the claim is for 
disability, evidence of treatment for or the existence of the alleged disability in the 
service is called for from one of tll.e following Bureaus, viz, the Surgeon-General of 
the Army or Navy, the Adjutant-General, the Secon1l Auditor, the Third Auditor pf 
tho T.rew&ury~ or the nureau ot'Navigation1 Navy Department, 
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The claimant is notified by the examiner of any defect in the declaration, awl a~::~ 
Sf>On as reports of service and of treatment for disability are received, he calls upon 
the claim~tnt or his attorney for the evidence required, if any, to complete the claim. 
Official calls ma<le for ev;dence of service, &c., are recorded before they leave the 
division, and also the receipt of Lhe reply; and examiners note all calls upon the 
back of the jacket of the claim, and note final action in a special docket. \Vhen evi-
dencein any claim is received, the date of receipt is stamped upon it, and a record made 
that "evidence" in a specified claim is received, and the evidence at once sent to 
this division, where it is assorted, and the records searched where the number is not 
given, then arranged numerically or alphabetically, as required by the class of claim, 
stamped with the date of receipt in the division, then applied to the claim, deliveretl 
to the examiner in regular order, and the date of such delivery stamped upon the 
evidence. When the examiner believes the claim to be complete, or that no ad-
ditional evidence can be obtained by correspondence, he arranges the evidence under 
a brief face, which contains the name of the claimant, his post-office address, the 
names of the organizations in which service has been rendered, with dates of enlist-
ment and discharge, and a brief statement of the claimant't:~ allegations, 8tating whether 
submitteJ for admirssiou, rejection, or special examination, with the name and address 
of the attorney, and the fee to which he is entitled. Then the claim goes to the 
board of review, and f10m there to the special examination division, if to be inves-
tigated, aml to the board of rereview if to be admitted or rejected, for action or sub-
mission to the Commissioner. Prom the board of rereview, a claim which is to be 
admitted, if for disability, goes to the medical division for decision of medical ques-
tions, then to the board of review for rating, and finally to the certificate division 
for issuance of certificate and notific~ttiou to claim:wt. From the board of rereview 
bounty-land claims are returned to the division for i~:>sne of the warrant. 
Should the board of revie\V and rereview concur in regarding the evidence insuf-
ficient to establish the claim, it is returned to the divi:::;ion, indicating to the exam-
iner the deficiency in the evidence. The division then takes the indicated course of 
action, or appeals therefrom to the Commissioner. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted~ and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in t he division of Old War and Navy, in the Bureau of 
Pensions: 
~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~-
"::'.;t ;; ~ "=' ~ ~ ,,:; I rc:: ~ 
Charac:~s~f busi- ~~ ~,... ~ ~ ~~ I ~ ~ 
;g~ -~.S ~-E ~~ ·E.Ef 
- -- ~ ~ A ~ I~ 
Regular .Army. I 
Invalid, original .. _ 4, 288 1, 269 1, 197 4, 360 1, 364 
Invalid, inm·ease . . !, 127 1, 170 1, 264 1, 033 1, 842 
Widows, originaL_ 1, 539 449 354 1, 634 458 
"\Vidows, increase._ 6 16 22 . . . • . . 22 
Old War. 
Invalid, original. _ _ 1, 468 
Invalid, increase . ·1 296 
"\Vi<lows, original._ 299 
Widows, increase.. 2 
377 210 1, 635 247 
343 364 375 539 
116 94 321 120 
7 9 -····· 9 
Navy. 
Invalid, original .. _ 2, 578 
Invalid, increase _ _ 298 
776 497 2, 857 820 
394 3:n 361 595 
"\Vidows, originaL. 661 
Widows, increase .. 
276 21fi 722 288 
11 11 -····- 12 
1812. 




Survivors, reissue . 1 1 - ..... 
Widows, originaL. 865 498 




OriginaL .... _ . . . . 2, 399 
Duplicate......... 86 
214 1, 652 9Gl 
100 30 16 
181 
39 
1, 477 4, 187 1, 399 1, 168 4, 418 213 
1, 684 1, 191 1, 911 1 542 1, 560 358 
331 1, 761 503 '494 1, 770 31 
17 5 2~ 16 11 4 
279 4, 352 
351 1, 567 
59 1, 742 
2 1:$ 
329 1, 553 346 141 1, 758 67 26 1, 799 
5~~ ~~: 1~~ · ~1~ ~~~ i~ 3g1 ~1~ 
·-----------r-----------------·--------
~~g 3, g~~ ~~~ ~ nt 3, !~g ~g~ ~~r 3, !g~ 
186 824 328
1 
226 926 72 34 964 
12 -····- -····· -····- ....................... ------
67 78 30 33 75 2 3 74 
3 ·----- ·-·--· ··---- ···--- ................ ---·-
640 633 298 386 545 52 32 565 





115 1, 022 
12 133 
24 1, 031 
4 133 
Mexican w~tr.-A largo number of Mexican W•tr claimR wero fil0tl iu th~::~ lll!ruau, but tbey wero no~ 
~:ran~t'eFf_ed to this divi~!on foradjuilicatiou quti! March 15, ~8~7. 
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Work perfor-med by examiners. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
--
:::i rd ~ rd 0 rd ~ rd 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ I'< I'< I'< I'< l=l ] l=l ] 1':1 1':1 ] Month. 0 0 0 s 0 




I'< <l:> I'< .s "' ai 
~ s ~ ~ .s a ai c<! ~ "' ai .g I'< '§ I'< '§ .... ~ s ,., ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ j ,., ·; ~ 0 o;S ·; 8 o;S ·; 0 c<! ~ Q ~ <l:> I'< M <l:> M ~ .... M ,., I'< 
1>'1 6 H 0 ?;l 5 H 0 1>'1 8 H 0 1>'1 0 H 0 
-- - --~~ ~~ - - ---- - - ----
2, 701 1 3, 469 January·-----· 35 581 30 475 2, 746 3, 542 27 676 2, 861 1, 820 32 728 3,166 3, 337 
February·----- 34 590 !:!, 274' 2, 613 :n 488 2, 264, 2, 627 25 464 1, 692 1, 390 33 697 2,867 3,17 
March ........ 34 5171 2, 5761 2, 915 31 577 1, 91!:! , 2, 880 24 539 2, 619 1, 896 ....... ....... ........... 
April .......... 32 615 2, 7521 3, 527 31 612 2, 3091 2, 761 25 660 2, 446 1, 724 ~ -... ...... .......... . ......... 
May ....•...... 35 626 :J, 681 !l, 788 32 757 2, 00012, 226 27 693 2, 056 2, 095 ...... ....... ........... ............. 
.Tune .......... 33 517 2, 218 2, 702 30 644 2, 2(}2 1, 882 30 906 2, 017 1, 953 ...... ...... . ........... .. .......... 
July ........... 31 *287 1, 934 2, 054 28 551 2, 113 2, 024 28 532 1, 758 2,112 ....... ....... ............ ............. 
August-------· 32 568 1, 927 1, 953 28 414 2, 207 1, 996 25 458 1, 643 1, 500 ....... ....... 
September ..... 32 357 2, 234 2, 674 27 782 1, 7601 ], 857 26 552 1, 793 1, 813 ...... ---- ............ ........... 
October .... -- .. 32 325 2, 309 2, 269 27 727 2, 2041 2, 040 30 665 2, 639 2, 392 ---· ...... ........... ............ 
November ..... 32 324 1, 639 2, 5G3 27 709 2, lltll 2, 191 31 592 2, 872 2, 531 ....... ....... ........... .......... 
December ..... 32 427 2, 262 3, 069 28 636 2, 097 1, 899 30 534 2, 996 1, 883 ....... ...... ............ . ....... 
*Employed about half month on files. 
This list includes chief and assistant chief of division and chiefs of sections, none of whom were en· 
gag;ed in examining. 
Work perjm·med by miscellaneous clerks. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
"' "' "' ~ ~ ~ ~ Mcnth. I'< I'< 
~:::i ai ~;g ai ~:::l ai ~;:::l ~ oo ..; ~ ai I'< oo ~ ~ 
oo 
ai ......... ..... .... ~ ..... .... ......... ..:s 
01':1 
.... '3 01':1 .... "a 01':1 '3 01':1 ~ 
,., ,., ,., ::s 
0 
0 
~ 0 0 
0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 .o c .... ,., .!:::: 0 ,., I'<' 0 ,., .!:::: :z; H 0 ~ H 0 z H 0 :z; H 0 
---------------------- -------------
January ........... 24 497 1,414 22 569 1, 315 24 875 1,166 18 487 513 
l!~el.Jruary .......... 24 354 1, 344 21 332 867 25 274 850 19 54.3 515 
March ............. 23 420 1, 316 22 542 1, 651 19 654 1, 543 ............ ........... ·-----
April .............. 23 417 1, 647 22 657 1, 261 18 513 1, 446 ............. .............. -----· 
May ............... 23 307 1, :!Of! 22 695 1, 7111 19 425 1, 064 ............ ........... ............ 
.Tune ............... 24 455 1, 232 23 6H8 1,113 18 313 674 ............ ............. ........... 
July ............... "24 439 1, 360 22 760 1, 398 19 297 790 ............. .......... -----· 
Au,gust ............ 22 205 1, 422 26 706 394 18 386 548 ............. ..... . .... -----· September ......... 21 315 1, 580 27 466 1, 020 18 238 747 ............ ............. ------
Octobe.r ............ 22 363 2, 334 26 468 1, 402 18 298 1,158 ........... ............ ........... 
November ......... 21 257 2, 470 26 306 1, 045 16 200 439 .............. -----· -----· 
December ......... 22 379 1, 085 25 380 904 16 270 363 ............ ........... ............ 
*Part of month engaged on files. 
It is impracticable to report tho amount of work performed by the clerks designated 
as ''Miscellaneous," who are engaged in recording, searching records, drawing claims 
from or returning, them to the files, assorting, stamping, and applying evidence, pre-
Jiariug reports, in miscellaneous correspondence, &c., their duties being so variooR in 
character that no common standard of measure can be applied. 
All claims for pension ou account of disability or death due to service in all wars 
and in time of peace, from 1775 to the present time, excepting those due to army 
service in the late war, and all claims for service pensiou and bounty land, number-
ing in aU-admitted, rejected, and pending-nearly one million, are on file in this 
eli vision ; and the records relating to them are very voluminous and complicated. 
The various duties in connection with these claims, as indicated above, inclndi ng 
au extensive correspondence in relation t,o Revolutionary claims, and other elaims 
which were adjudic~ted many years ago, req_u~re a large miscellaneo~s force. 
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A11erage number of employes d1t1·ing each month in 1884,1885, 1886, and up to March 1,1887. 
Month. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. Month. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1887. 
---- ------
January ...•............ 59 52 51 50 July ...••.............. 55 50 47 
February ................ 58 52 50 52 August ...•.•.••.•...•. 54 54 43 
March ................... 57 53 43 September ............. 53 54 44 
.April .................... 55 53 43 October ....... . ........ 54 53 48 
May ..................... 58 54 46 November .............. 53 53 47 
June .................... 57 53 48 December .............. 54 55 46 
Compliance with this paragraph, "The maximum and minimum amount of busi-
ness transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least in each eli vision during each month in the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and up to 
March 1, 1887," is impossible for the following reason~:~: The groat variety of work as-
signed to the Old War and Navy division makes constant transfer of clerks from one 
class of work to another, back and forth, according to the pressure, necessary, and the 
answering of the question implied in the above inquiry impossible. 
JAS. B. COlT, 
Chief, Old Wa1· and Navy Division, 
1887. 1884. 1885. 1886. March 1. 
---------
Number of working days ........................................ .. 
Average attendance of employes ...•.•.....•...................... 
307 302 307 48 
274 267 275 46 ----· -----
Maximum number of days present ............................... . 
Minimum number of days present ............................... . 
282 282 291 48 
225 235 200 38 
SPECIAL EXAMINATION DIVISION. 
Report of the special examinatwn division, Bureau of Pensions, on the nwthods of business 
and wm·k, as requested by Senate select cornmittee, and called for by Department circular 
of March 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT 01<' THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., April2, 1887. 
GENERAL: In compliance with your directions I have the honor to submit the re-
port called for March 18 of the current year, by the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman 
eenate Select Committee. 
This (the special examination) division has two branches, viz: a field force of 
special examiners (divided geographically into five districts, each under a supervis-
ing exami~er here), and an office force of clerks (now divided into sections) whose 
principal duty is to keep the field force supplied with work. 
Pension claims (with a slip of reference, stating the object of the examination) are 
received into this division for special investigation, generally from the adjudicating 
divisions and the board of review. On the receipt of a claim, it is first recorded by 
number and name in a book kept for that purpose. It is then opened and sufficient 
data taken, in an abstract form, from the papers to identify it and enable the office 
to answer any inquiries about it. This abstract is filed in the place of the case, which 
is then charged to and (with the reference slip or letter of instructions) mailed to a 
special examiner, who forwards a receipt for the case on Hs arrival. When the case 
is reached in its order-the oldest on file iu the Bureau generally having precedence-
the special examiner notifies the claimant by mail of the probable date of examina-
tion of his case. Within a period of two days prior to the probable date fixed by the 
said notice, a second notice is served by the special examiner in person on the claim-. 
ant, and an acknowledgment of such service obtained. At the expiration of the two 
days the claimant is fully advised (by the examiner) of all his rights and privileges 
of being present in person, or by attorney (or both), during the investigation of his 
claim. When all accessible testimony bearing upon the point or points in question 
i.s obtained, the case is returned by mail from the field. It is then revieweQ. to d~-
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termine whether the special examiner has complied with the instructionA accompa-
nying the case. If he has done so. the case is sent and charged to the boa,rd of review 
for their action. 
I am, general, very respectfully, 
WM. McE. DYE, 
Chief Special Examination Division. 
General JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the division of special examination in the Bureau 
of Pensions : 
§ § . I '; ~ ~ ~ 6 
______ C_h_a_r_a_c-te_r_o_f_b_u_s_in_e_s_s_. ______ , p j~ j}! i! j~ ~~ 
The special examination of pension claims .• . ...... 15,745 12,282 
Criminal cases included in above statement. __ . . . . . 118 387 
Letters to special examiners and others.......... . .. . ............. .. 
Reductions .... . ...... ·----- ........ . ..................... . ....... . . 
Suspensions ...................................................... . . 

















221 t 190 
. .... . .. .. 4, 920 
. .... . .... . 60 





Attorneys' calls, complaints, Department mat.ters, 
&c., recorded .•••••....... _. _ .... _ .......... _ . . _ . _ . . . . . . . . 25, 000 . - - - . - • - - - - .. - - - 11, 000 . - - . - - - . 
l~eplies to inuiries of all classes ........ . ----- ..... . ........ . .... .. 14,000 ---- - --- ........ 7,500 
Letters and telegrams to special examiners .. ..... _ ... . ..•.... . . . . . 
Letters, telegrams, and requi:;itions from special ex-
aminers ... __ ... _ .. _ . ............. _____ . . __ ...... _ . . . . . . . . . 6, 000 
Auditing per diem and expense accounts of special 
examiners._ ... _ ....... _ .. . ____ . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 3, 743 
Recording daily reports of special examiners ....... . ....... 114, 245 
17,424 - - --- - ---------- 22,936 
6, 000 6, 000 6, 000 
3, 743 - ----.. 4, 365 4, 365 
114, 245 . --.- - -. 121, 155 121, 155 
* Convictions, 156 ; acquittals, 36. t Convictions, 109 ; acquittals, 81. 
Character of business. 
~ . I ~g I '; c6 ~ • ~~ ~~ ~ • 
~~ 'g~ ~~ ~~ -g: a;-;· g[~ 
;a: ~-~ ~ I &~ ;a=- -~ ~ 8.~ ;a: ~ ~-,-4 -~ · ,... § a$~ -~~ § 
~ ~ A ~ ~ PE ~ 
------------------1- ----------- ------ ---
The special examination of pension claims.. 9, 390 15,733 18,494 6, 629 2, 738 2, 350 7, 017, 
Criminal cases included in above statement.. 344 274 *172 446 15 t24 !437 
Letters to special examiners and others. ___ .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 996 .• •. . . • . . •.. . . •. il60 
Reductions............................... . ................... 282 -------- ------- · 42 
Suspensions----·-------------·-··----·---------·----- .. •. .... 1,086 - ------- . •. . .... 92 
Droppings---------------------·------'"·----................ 742 . ....... ..... . .. 92 
Rejections---··--------------··-··----------- ........ . ....... 2,933 ...... . . ... .. ... 84 
Credibility inquiries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 000 50, 000 6, 500 6, 500· 
A~~~~tf:l~~·&~~~~~co~a':t~~~~: _ -~-e-~~~~~~~~. _ ... . __ . 8, 5oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 729 . .........•. _. 
Replies to inquiries of all classes....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 500 _ .....•....... _. 700 
Letters and telegrams to special examiners .. __ ...... . . . . . . . . 22, 557 . _...... .. .. . . .. 5, 595 
Le~ters, tel~grams, and requisitions from spe-
mal exammers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 200 5, 200 
A~:e~i[!f ~;!n~~~~ -~~~- ~~~~~~~- ~~~-~~~~~- ~:. . . . . . . . . 4, 035 4, 035 
Recording daily reports of special examiners ......... 113, 107 113, 107 
686 686 
528 528 
15, 567 15, 567 
"Convictions, 115; acquittals, 57.. t Convictions, 15; acquittals, 2 ; nol pros., 7. 
waiting action, 364 ; indictments, n. t Casea 
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The followin(J' statement shows the amount and character of business transacted 
and disposed of in the special examination division of the Bureau of Pensions during 
the years specified : 
1887 
Character of business. 1884. 1835. 1886. (Jan. and 
Feb.). 
-------------------------------------------1--------l-------------------
Total number of reports of cases by special examiners ____ . 
Total number of depositions taken in same by special ex-
aminers . __ .. --- ... _ .. . . __ ................................ . 
Average work of the field force of the division each month: 
~:~~~~:i~~~:::::: : :: ::: : ::::: : : : : :: : : : : ::: :: : :: : : :: : ::: :: 
Average work of each special examiner per month: 
~:~~~~tio~~~ ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_:: ~ -.-.-.: ~ ~ ~: ·.::::: :::::::::::::::::: :·. 
Maximum work of each special examiner: 
Reports ................................................ . 
Depositions . . - .......... _. _ ............................ .. 
Minimum work of each special examiner: 
::;:~~~:io;.s: :: ·_:: ~:::::: ::: ~: ·_ :::::: ~ :: : : :::: :::::: :::::: 
Average amount of work per month of the office force, viz: 
Average number credibility inquiries ....... . ........... . 
Average number attorneys' calls, Department matters, 
&c ................... . ... . ........................... .. 
Average number of replies to inquiries of all classes ... . 
Average number letters and telegrams to special ex-
aminers recorded .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. ... 
Average number letters, telegrams, and requisitions 
.from special examiners recorded ...... . ............... . 
Avera~e number of per diem and expense accounts of 
spemal examiners audited ............................ . 
.Average number of daily reports of special examiners 






































































The character of the work of each clerk in the office force being different from that 
of any other employe, and the constant change from one class of work to another, 
render it impracticable to give a comparative statement of the amount of work ac-
complished by each employe. 
It is impracticable to give the maximum and minimum days of attendance of the 
employe attending the most number of days and of the employe attending the least 
number of days, and the average number of emyloyes during each month, in the time 
allotted, but in lieu thereof the following table shows the comparative number of 
employes during the several months of the year (the time lost by the field force has 
been deducted, but that of the office force has not) : · 
N urn ber of employes. 
:Month. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (Jan. and Feb.). 
·--------------------------- ----------------1-----------------
January .................................................... . 
February ................................................... . 
March ...................................................... . 
.ApriL ...................................................... . 
May .................................... - ................... . 
June ............... · ......................................... . 
July ........................................................ . 
.August ..................................................... . 
September .................................................. . 
October ..................................................... . 
November ..................... ,_ ........................... . 
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:MEDICAL DIVISION. 
Report of the medical d·ivision, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of business and work, 
as reqU&ted by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department c·ircula1· of Marc'A 
23, 1!:387. • 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS. 
Washington, D. C., March :n, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with the circular of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, dated 
March 23, 1887, I have the honor to submit the following report as to the method of 
transacting the business of the medical division of this Bureau, w;ith the various de-
tails of said business, made the subject of inquiry by the Senate of the United States. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, Commissioner of Pensions. 
JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Medical Referee. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the medical 
division of the Bureau of Pensions office, in the Department of the Interior, includ-
ing one or more items ofthe principal business matters transactecl in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showiug 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business 
matters through the appropriate divisionr:, of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon had and taken by each nntil the same is finally disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The medical examiners are divided into sections, each having in charge a special 
class of work, as follows: 
(1) General and constitutional diseases. 
(2) Injuries and diseases of head, brain, ancl ner\Tous system. 
(2) Injuries and diseases of eyes and other organs of special sense. 
( 4) Injuries and diseases of thorax and thoracic organs. 
(5) Injuries and diseases of abdomen and abdominal organs. 
(6) Injuries and diseases of pelvis, pelvic and urinary organs. 
(7) Injuries and diseases of extremities. 
(8) Medical examinations. 
To the eighth section are referred all cases for examination by boards of surgeons 
or single surgeons in which it is supposed that special instructions are necessary and 
must be written. To this section also was assigned the class of cases coming under 
the act of August 4, 1886. 
When pension claims reach the medical division they are first arranged or classified 
for distribution to the proper section, where they pass into the hands of the medical 
examiners, who, considering the medical evidence, determine whether the case shall 
be admitted or rejected, and, in the cases of admission, fix the rate at which pensions 
shall be paid. The action of the medical examiner is subject to the approval of the 
chief of section. The case then passes to the reviewer for a final examination. If the 
action is found correct it is ready for the signature of the medical referee, which com-
pletes the medical action. 
The assistant medical referee and the two qualified surgeons constitute the examin-
ing board of the Bureau, act as chiefs of sections, and otherwise assist the medical 
referee in the supervision and management of the details connected with and inci-
dent to the medical work proper of the division. 
There is a very large am<mnt of work performed, which can be understood and 
comprehended by statement, which has never bedn tabulated. The following tables 
however, with the explanatory statements accompanying, will, it is hoped, sho~ 
clearly the amount of business transacted and the methods under which it is done in 
a satisfactory manner. · 
I cannot say that there has at any time within the period for which we have the 
data been any actual arrears of business in the medical division. Within my own 
personal knowledge there has been sufficient only to keep all employes busy, with 
the work in rapid tranAit. If there has been any falling behind in any department 
it has always by a little exertion been corrected in the space of a few days. 
Herewith are sn bmitted all tl.Je details of the work of the medical division which th~ 
:records preserved enable me to supply. 
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Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the medical division 
of the Bureau of Pensions office, Department of the Interior. 
Adjudication of pension claims. 
Examination of surgeons' certificates. 
Verification of surg.eons' accounts. 
Records. 
CorrespondeD ce. 
Instructions for medical examinations. 
Statement showing the number of employes and character of business transacted in 
the medical division of the Bureau of Pensions office, Department of the Interior. 
Medical referee...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . 1 
Assistant medical referee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . 1 
Qualified surgeons ...... ____ ..........................................•.•• ---- 2 
Medical examiners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • . . . 18 
Clerks .......................•....•• ,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 47 
Messengers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • 2 
Total ..........•............ _·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . 70 
One medical referee, one assistant medical referee, two qualified surgeons, and 
eighteen medical examiners have continued unchanged as to numbers since January, 
1884. 
Seven clerks are employed on surgeons' accounts. 
Three medical examiners and one clerk (formerly a medical examiner) are employed 
in reviewing the work of sections. 
Fifteen medical examiners are employed in the adjudication of pension claims. 
'fwelve clerks~ also physicians, are employed in the adjudication of pension claims. 
Three clerks, also physicians, are employed in the examination of surgeons' certifi-
cates. 
One clerk, also a physician, is employed in the classification of work. 
One clerk has general supervision of clerical force. 
One clerk has charge of roster of examining surgeons. 
One clerk engaged as stenographer and type-writer. 
One clerk employed in supervision of record work. 
Seven clerks engaged upon surgeons' accounts. 
Fifteen employed upon records. 
Three clerks employed upon files. 
The following statement shows number of pension cases adjudicated during the pe-
riods specified below, in the medical division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department 
of the Interior : 
Quarter ending September 30,1884 .•.•...•.••..••..........••••..•••...... 
Decmnber 31, 1~84 ...•.. . ..•...........•....•..•..••..••••..••.•....... 
March 31, 1885 . .........•.....•.......• . .•..•..••.•.•.•.••..........•• . 
.rune 30, 1885 .•••••.......•.................•.......................... 
Total. ••..•.... . ....•.•...••...•..••.•••........••........••..•••.. 
Quarter ending September 30, 1885 ...•••.••........•••....•••..••.......•. 
December 31, 1885 ......••.••.......••....•••••..•...•. •..•............ 
March 31, 181'6 ......•....... . .•....•.....•....•.... . ..•....•.•...•.•.. 
.Tune 30, 1886 .....•.•••.............••..•••....•.........••.••...•..•.. 
Current. ~!~~~~- Total. 
18,259 9, 250 27,509 
13,618 7, 085 20,703 
18,650 3, 319 21, 969 
32, 041 5, 299 37,340 
--------
82,568 24,953 107, 521 
===== ====---- ==== - ·-
23,230 8, 496 ill, 726 
32,574 13,802 46,376 
34,187 18, 540 52,727 
34,752 17, 830 52,582 
---------
Total....................................... . ....... . ... . .......... 124, 74:l 58,668 183,41::. 
December 31, 1886. . .•••.. .•••. .••••• .••. .. ...... ..•. •. .••. .. . .. . . ... . . 26,528 14,172 40,700 
Quarter ending September 30, 1886. •• .. ••. . . •. .•• . • ••. . ••. . . •.•••...... .• . 23~973 1~934 i 39,907 
March31, 1887 ...•...•....•..•.....•••..•.•..••..••..••......•........ 31,417 2,837 34,254 
There have also been adjudicated during the last quarter under tho act of August 
4, 1886, ~,042 cases. 
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The following statement shows the numller of surgeon's certifiratcR received an·• 
accepted and returned for correction during the periorls specified below, in the medl· 
cal division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior: 
I ____ ] ___ _ 
Received Returnedl 
· and ac- for cor- I Total. 
cepted. rection .. l 
----------------------------1-----------
Quarter ending September 30, 1885 .................. 7 ............. .. .. .. .. 36, 097 1 1, 953 
1 
38, 050 
December 31, 1885.......... .............. •• • • .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 40, 710 2, 421 
1 
43, l:lt 
March 31, 1886 . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 046 2, 579 1 3!l, 625 
J
1
m~::~:.~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:::: ~: ~: ~:::: ~:::: ~:: ~::::::::: ~: ~:::::::::::: ,1::: ~:: _ :: :~: I 1:~: ::: 
Quarter ending September 30, 1886 .••.....•....... . .•..••.•.............. -~85, 156 = 4, 443 , 89:599 
~~~~h ~~~ risl.8•8.~: : : :: ~: : ~:::: :: ~ ~:: : :: ~ ~:: : : : : ::: ~ ~: :::: : :::: : : : : : : : : ~~: ~~~ i: ~~~ ~~: ~~ ~ 
All medical examinations ordered within the Bureau are sent to the medical divis-
ion to be recorded and mailed, and the certificate of examination, when made, is re-
ceived by the medical divisioil, where it is a] so recorded and examined as to its fnl1ness, 
compared with the board account corresponding, with a vie\v to the correctli<'SS of the 
account, and if sa.tisfactory is accepted as to both the certificate a111l the account. If 
not, it is returned to the board for correction or amendment, as the case may be. 
Statement showing the examining surgeon's accounts during the periods specifieu in 
the medical division ef the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
Fees for fiscal year ending June 30, 1885 ................................ $610, 402 OG 
====== 
:Fees for quarter ending September 30, 1885 ............................. 155,331 31 
December31, 1885 .................................................. 183,581 27 
March 31,1886 .................................................... 179,896 29 
June 30, 18t:!6 ...................................................... 208,898 27 
Total ............................... .. ............................ 727,707 14 
Fees for quarter ending September 30, 1886...... . . . . . . . • . • . . .. . • . . .. . . .. 158, 17:3 60 
December 31, 1886 ................................................. 173,070 90 
March 31, 181:37 .... _ . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. .. ~ .. . . . . 17 6, 232 11 
The report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1885, does not include the fees for 
examinations made during the quarter ending June 30, 1885, ~ut does include those 
for the quarter ending June 30, 1884; and a few other examinations made prior thereto, 
where the surgeons had delayed rendering their accounts. 
In verifying these accounts every item is compared with the corresponding certifi-
cate and the record. 
Statement showing the amount of correspondence during the periods specified be-
low, in the medical division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
Letters written during the quarter ending-
September 30, 1884 •................•••.......•••...........•........•••• 
December 31, 11:384 .••••....•...••••..•.....••••....................•••••. 
March 31, 1885 ...•.............•••...•.•..••••.......•...•.....•..•..•.. 





Total for year ......•••• -----· ••...•...••••..••••.••.••....•••.••..•••• 4,055 
Letters written during quarter ending-
i}~!~~~3~~,/~~:::::~====~=====~===~=:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
March 31, 1886 ...•..•••••••••••..•.•...•••....•••..•••••.......••....... 





Total for year.... • . . . • . • • • • • . . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . 3, 933 
Letters written during quarter ending-
September 30, 1886...... ..•••. •... .. .. .... .••••. .... •••• ••.. ••.. •••. •••. 695 
December 31, 1886 ••.• .••••. .. .•.• .••.•. .. .•••.. ••.••. •••••• ••.... ••••.. 746 
March 31, 1887 •• •• •• .... • •• •• • • ••• • • . • • • ••• • . •• • • • . •• • • • • •• • •• • • • • •• • •• • • 807 
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The labor involved in correspondence is very great, in consequence of its requiring 
the withdrawal of cases and papers from the :files in almost every instance, and often-
times a large number. No formal letters can be used. Each one must cover the par-
ticular point or points involved and is sui generis. 
Instructions for medical examinations form no part of the above correspondence. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the medical di-
vision of the Bureau of Pensions Department of the Int.erior, during the periods spec-
ified: 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. A.pr.l May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------11-- ______ , ______ ----------
1884 ............ ---··· .... 49 48 48 49 i 50 49 49 49 49 49 57 48 
41 40 40 ., 40 41 45 45 50 49 51 47 
50 51 51 51 63 63 65 73 73 73 73 
70 70 ·----- ------ ...... ------ ...... ------ ...... ------ ------
1885...................... 45 
1886...................... 50 
1887 (to March 1) .. • .. . .. 73 
The foregoing statistics are all that I have been able to compile from the data pre-
served and accessible. 
RespElctfully submitted. JOHN CAMPBELL, 
Medical Ref'eree. 
BOARD OF EXA.MINING SURGEONS FOR PENSIONS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., March 31, 1887. 
SIR: Pursuant to your directions of this date, I have the honor to submH the at-
tached report, as per order of Ron. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Secretary of the Interior, 
dated the 29th instant, which says: "Please furnish me, as soon as practicable, the 
number of boards of examining surgeons for pensions, and the number of the mem-
bers of such boards, and the number of individual examining surgeons of pensions.'' 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, Commissioner of Pensions. 
PHILIP H. BARTON, 
Ass·istant Medical Beferee. 
The followin~ statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the medical division of the Bureau of Pensions: 
rn ... 
a3 <l) 
'S~ ] Qf.< 
0 s~ ,.c 
..,_,,.c ...... 
0 0'+-< 
0 .o 0 
iz'i iz'i 
Alabama ................................. . 
Arizona Territory ........................ . 
Arkansas...................... 5 14 
California..................... 5 14 
Colorado....................... 3 9 
Connecticut .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. 6 18 
Dakota Territory.............. 17 49 
Delaware ..................... 1 3 
District of Columbia........... 2 6 
Florida...... ................. 3 7 
rd~hg~~~;it:~;y :::::::::::::::: ____ ~ _ .... ~-
Illinois........................ 48 138 
Indiana........................ 49 145 
Indian Territory .......................... . 
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 41 121 
Kansas........................ 30 84 
~:~i~i~~i' ::::::::::::::::::::: 2~ 6g 
Maine......................... 17 50 
Maryland...................... 4 12 
Massachusetts................. 8 24 
Michigan...................... 30 90 

































rn <l) ... 
a3 <l) bll. rc 'S~ J:lrn ~ <l)~ .... § 0 So tn<l) ,.c ..,_,,.c ..,_,bll ...... 
~~ 0 o..,_, 0 • 0 0 0 z iz'i iz'i 
Missouri...................... 29 86 28 
Montana Territory........... 1 3 5 
Nebraska..................... 16 47 25 
Nevada................................... 2 
New Hampshire.............. 10 30 9 
NewJersey .................. 5 15 15 
New Mexico Territory....... ...... ...... 6 
New York.................... 32 96 58 
North Carolina .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. 3 9 10 
Ohio.......................... 52 154 30 
Oregon....................... 1 3 9 
Pennsylvania................. 46 133 43 
Rhode Islap.d...... ...... ....• 1 3 
South Carolina................ ...... ...... 2 
Tennessee.................... 7 19 20 
Texas........................ 2 6 11 
Utah Territory............... 2 3 
Vermont..................... 8 24 ~ 
Virginia .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 2 6 8 
Washington Territory...... . . 2 6 6 
West Virginia................ 24 15 
Wisconsin.................... 14 39 39 
Wyoming'Ierritory .......... ...... ...... 5 
Total .................... 54711,603~ 
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LAW DIVISION. 
Report of the law division, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of business and work, a8 
requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of March 
23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
.Ap1·il2, 1887. 
Sm: In accordance with your instructions and in answer to the ca.ll of Ron, F. M. 
Cockrell, chairman of the Senate Select Committee "to inquire into a.nd examine the 
methods of business a,nd work in the Executive Depa.rtments of tho Government, 
th6 time and attention devoted to the operations thereof by the persons employed 
therein, and generally to inquire into and report to the Senate the cause of the delay 
in transacting the public business said to exist in some of tbe Departments," and 
answering the requests for information in the order in which they :tro set out in the 
letter of Mr. Senator Cockrell to the Secretary of the Interior, I have the honor to 
report as follows : 
By appointment as law clerk of the United States Pension Bureau I qualified and 
entered upon the discharge of my duties on the 25th day of September, A. D. 1885. 
At that date there were in the office of the law clerk two female copyists, a,nd I am 
unable to advise you what the duties of the law clerk were, how they were dis-
charged, nor furnish you with any detailed statement of the work in that office be-
yond the simple statement that the law clerk seems, prior to that dat·· , to have had 
no specified duties beyond reporting pending appea,ls to tho Secretary of the Interior. 
The records of the office consisted in a number of letter-press copy books and cer-
tain dockets indorsed " appeal dockets." 
My experience shows that the dockets were very imperfectly kept, were incomplete 
in method., a,nd as a basis for any definite statement wholly unrelial>le. Never-
theless, relying upon such data as are furnished by the records referred to, in answer 
to the first question for informa,tion, that is, for a "detailed statement showing 
the amount and character of business pending in each division on the 1st da.y of 
Janu:.try, 1884," I have the honor to advise you that there would appear to have been 
pendin~ in the office of the law clerk on the 1st day of January, H384, 53:3 appeals. 
Between January 1, 1884, and January 1, 1885, there were received in the office of 
the law clerk of the Pension Bureau 2,1tll; appeals, awl <luring the calendar year 1885 
there were decided by the Commissioner, of the pending apprals, and transmitted to 
tho Secretary, appeals to the number of 1,472, so that on the 1st day of January, 1885, 
there were pending for report l>y the Commissioner and decision by the Secretary 
appeals to the number of 1,249. 
Between the 1st day of January, 1885, and the 1st day of January, 1886, there were 
received appeals to the number of 2,860, and during the calendar year 1885 appeals 
were decided by the Secretary to the number of 1,527, and there were pending in the 
office of the law clerk on the 1st day of January, Hl86, for report by the Commissioner 
and decision by the Secretary, appeals to the number of 2,592. 
Between the 1st day of January, 1884, and the 25th day of September, 1885, an ex-
amination of the letter-press copy l>ooks of the so-c:.tlled reports upon pending appea,ls 
show virtually nothing in any of these cases beyond letters of transmittaL 
On the 25th day of September, 1885, the force assigned to dnty at the desk of the 
la,w clerk, which desk was known in the Bureau of Pensions as the" appeal desk," 
consisted of a law clerk at a salary of $2,000; two clerks, Miss Georgiana Kenny, a 
clerk at $1,400, :tnd Mrs. A.nna M. Cle:try, at a salary of $1,200. 
Shortly after my advent to office, the work of the law clerk being increased by refer-
ences upon questions of law, from the desk of the honorable Commissioner of Pensions, 
the deputy commissioners, and the several chiefs of division, 'upon my request, tho 
Commissioner assigned to me as a stenographer, on the 23<1 day of Octol>er, 18tl5, a 
young man, carried at that time upon the pension rolls as a'' messenger boy," Ha.rry 
Linea weaver, at the salary of $400. 
Mrs. Anna M. Cleary being, by order of the Commissioner, transferred to the board 
of re-review, at a date that I am unable particularly to state, Miss Mary E. Weeks was 
assigned to the office of the law clerk, drawing at the date of her assignment a salary 
of$~00. · 
Between the 24th day of September, 1885, and the 1st day of January, 1886, with 
the sanction of the Commissioner of Pensions, I took such steps as were then possil>le 
to establish a proper and complete system of recording the work of the law clerk, and 
more especially devoted much t.ime to establishing a more careful and exhaustive form 
of report on pending appe:tls for the consideration and signature of the Commissioner. 
By Order No. 125, dated January 26, 1886, a division was created by the Commis-
sioner of Pensions, to be known as the ''law division," and for the first time the du1iet~ 
of the law clerk and such clerks as might be assigned were, in a measure, clearly de-
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fined, ami a eopy of Onler No. 123, creating the law division, is hereto annexed and 
marke1l Exhibit A. 
I found t.hat upon the C]_uestion of attorneys, their recognition, their rights under 
the law, methods of considering complaints, rectifying errors in both the recognition 
of attorneys and the payment of fees, there was no system, record, or anything like a 
uniformity of precedent in any of the questions so presented. 
By instructions of the Commissioner of Pensions, aud under his direction, the old 
rules of practice were revised in toto, and a new set of rules promulgated, taking 
effect on the 1st day of February, 1886. }"'urtlwr than that, that no attorney might 
claim nor any clerk have the power to give to an attorney precedence over any other, 
I caused to be prepared a system of dockets known as "attorney and fee dockets," 
numbered in consecutive order and entered and acted upon as received in this Bureau, 
a sample sheet of which docket, as better suggesting the nature of this part of the 
work is hereto annexed and marked Exhibit B. 
Further, finding that, where these questions had been once considered and the same 
questions were again presented in any given claim, a great amount of time an(llabor 
was unnecessarily expended in going through all of the papers in the claim, to reach as 
a rule what comparatively few papers were necessary to decide a question of right 
to recognition, I caused to be prepared, under the direction of the Commissioner, a 
system of fee envelopes, corresponding to any given docket number, into which are 
placed all of the papcn> rclat ing to fee questions, recognition, and other questions 
strictly appertaining to rights of attorneys as distinct from the rights of tho claimant., 
indorsed with the docket entry, so that a question having been once bandied there iH 
neither loss of time nor unnecessary labor in handling either the same question or in 
deciding a question of recognition aftrr act ion bas been once bad in this division. A 
copy of the envelope referred to is hereto annexed and marked Exhibit C. 
Upon the organization of the law division, I subdivided it into three sections, first 
known as the ''appeal section," the "attorney and fee section," and the "criminal 
and notary public section," bnt as the law division increased in numbers and in tbe 
character and nature of its duties, nt a later date the division was subdivided into 
three sections, known, respectively, as Sections A, B, and C, which organization of 
division is now iu operatiOn. 
As complete and fnll a reply to the letter of Mr. Senator Cockrell as I am able to 
make, the history of each ono of these sections is as follows: 
Section A was, from the time of tho org:anization of the division, charged with 
tho disposition of pendiJJg appeals. On February 1 the section consisted of Mr. 
Gideon A. Lyon, at a salary of $l.HOO; .Mr. J. A. Whitcorubo, at a salary of $1,400; aml 
Mr. Frank Claudy, at a salary of$1,200. 
On the 1st day of April, U:l86, I assigned Mr. S. P. Pearson to duty in Sectiou A, 
as clerk at a salary of $1,600. 
On May 20, 18136, I assigned Mr. 0. H. Rnm1lo to duty in that section, at a salary 
of $1,800, and on the same day 1\ir. Joseph Dickinson at a salary of $1,600, Mr. Theo-
dore Sargeant at a salary of $l,tOO, Mr. E. B. Olmstead at a salary of $1,000, and on 
November 5, Mr. J.D. Haile at a salary of$1,000, on November 151 Mr. A. K. Arnolcl 
at a sa.Iary of $1,400, and Mr . .Manual Johnson at a salary of $1,400. 
On October 26, 18':l6, Mr. Horah, who was in the division only a few uays, was also 
assigned to this section. 
Subsequently both Mr. Dickson and Mr. Whitcombe were transferred to other di-
visions of the office, so that Section A, as constituted to-day, consists of Mr. Gideon 
A. Lyon, $1,800; Mr. 0. H. Rundle, $1,800; Mr. S. P. PearRon, $1,600; Mr. Manual 
Johnson, $1,400; Mr. A. K. Arnold, $1,400; Mr. 1<'. Claudy, promoted October 25, 1886, 
$1,400; Mr. J. D. Haile, $1,000, and Mr. E. B. Olmstead, $1,000; and in connection 
with Section A and with the Congressional and other correspondence connected 
with the peRding appeals and tho strictly clerical work connected with tho records, 
are assigned Mr. P. F. Sullivan, $1,000; Miss Georghma Kenny, $1,400; Miss N. E. 
Royer, $1,400, and as type-writers and copyists, Mrs. A. H. Woodall at a salary of 
$1,000, and Mr. R. E. Mattingly at a salary of $000. 
I have the honor to anno:x as J~xhibits D and E, respectively, a sheet of tho old 
dockets and a sheet of the new dockets, as suggesting a completer form of keeping 
the records at present than nuder the old system, and an enormous ~Saving of time 
in the handling of cases. 
Each of the gentlemen connected with this work of Section A have been required 
by me to keep daily :t mcmorandnm of the cases acted upon by them, and I submit 
as marked Exhibit F, a, statement or tho time and n nm bor of cases disposed of by each 
clerk in section A, month by month, from their advent into the division to the 1st of 
March, 1887 . 
. S~cti~n B bas charge of the rcconls ?f attorneys, pen~iou notaries, notaries pub-
he, J~StiCes. of the peace, aud tho files. of all officers connected with the prosecution of 
pensiOn cl:11ms as attorneys or anthol'lze<l to administer oathR, and to this section are 
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assignedt hree clerks-Mr. Alonzo Weeks, $1,400; Miss Emmilly Browne, $1,!200; and 
:Miss Carrie Maher, $1,000. 
The work of this section is a matter of detail, pure and simple, and I have the honor 
to annex, and marked Exhibit G, the report of the work done by this section from 
the 1st day of February, 1886, to the close of business hours on the 28th day of Feb-
ruary, 1887. 
It is impossible in this section, or indeecl iu any other section, to state the relative 
amount of work done by each clerk, nor is the estimate of the number of cases dis-
posed of a fair criterion with reference to the ability or industry of any clerk, since it 
may happen that one man will find a case involving no difficult point of consideration, 
and dispose of two or three in a day; whereas another ma.n may find cases requiring 
consideration, study, and care, extending over several days. 
I have the honor to annex hereto, marked Exhibit H, an itemized statement, as 
shown by the appeal dockets, of all the cases received and reported to the Secretary 
uetween the 1st day of January, 1884, by calendar years, to the 28th day of Febrnar.v, 
1887; but up to the 1st of October, 1885, I do not believe that these records are reli-
able or the data absolutely correct. From that date on, however, the statement is ab-
solutely correct. 
Section C has charge of the investigation of criminal charges, of the recognition 
of attorneys, discipline of attorneys, the certification of fees to attorneys in disputed 
claims, the correction of errors in the action of the adjudicating divi~:>ions in the matter 
of recognition or certification of fees, and all correspondence relating to any one of 
these questions. 
To this section are assigned Mr. E. A. Harding, $1,800; Mr. C. L. Whelpley, $2,000; 
Mr. V. E. King, $1,600; Mr. E. E. Fuller, $1,200; Mr~ S. S. Simpson, $1,200; Mr. C. C. 
Williams, $1,400; and as copyists, Miss Mary E. Weeks, $1,200; Mrs. A. De K. Shattuck, 
$900, and Mr~. M. A. Winslow, $1,200. And I annex hereto, as showing the work of 
this section collectively and individually, marked Exhibit I, and the ind.ividual re-
ports of Messrs. E. E. Fuller, V. E. King, and Charles L. Whelpley, and the report of 
Miss Weeks. 
Under my instructions, Mr. E. A. Harding has general charge of this section, and both 
the nature of his work and the time necessarily taken in the proper supervision of the 
work of the clerks in the section renders any estimate by detailed statement of the 
work done by him impossible. 
At my own desk I have, as an assistant, in reviewing questions oflaw presentetl for 
decision, answering correspondence upon either the construction of the pension laws 
or the practice of the office, and upon all of the comparatively legal que~tions, Mr. E. 
Bierer, jr., clerk, at a salary of$1,~00, and as a stenographer, Miss Frances E. Hewlett. 
My own duties consist in reviewing all reports on appeals before they are submitted 
for the signature of the Commissioner, the supervision and direction of all matters sentj 
from the bureau of criminal prosecution, the decision of questions presented. from the 
different divisions of the Bureau upon the law all(l practice, the presentation orally of 
such points as may be so directed by the Commissioner of Pensions, and generally the 
discharge of all such duties as from time to time are laid upon me by the Commis-
sioner. 
I have inaugurated in the law division an absolutely accurate record of every item 
of business transacted. I have divided the correspondence into systematic subdivis-
ions, and have caused press copies to be taken of every question propounded and an-
swered by me as law clerk, or from the division, over my signature. 
By direction of the Commissioner of Pensions, I have further prepared, upon ques-
tions involving general principles of law or practice in the Bureau, a record of rul-
ings to the number of 206. These rulings cover questions of law, involving such 
questions as legitimacy, marriage, divorce, guardianship, evideuce, presumption, and 
other questions incident to the prosecution of pension claims before this Bureau. 
By direction oftheCommissionerofPensions, since the 1st of January, 1887, I have 
been personally charged with the general direction of criminal prosecutions in the 
matter of referring to the Attorney-General's Office for prosecution, offenders against 
the pension laws. 
Further, by order of the Commissioner, I caused to be prepared a statement to the 
Attorney-General, of all criminal cases pending for prosecution in the several dis-
tricts of every State and Territory in the Union, and have opened a new set of 
H criminal dockets," eliminating from the old dockets cases either barred by the 
statute of limitations or ended by conviction or acquittal, and am now, by the di-
rection of the Attorney-General to the several district attorneys throughout the 
United States, advised through the honorable Commissioner of Pensions of the 
status of every pending criminal prosecution and the progress and action in all of them. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES M. WARD. 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, Commissi(ner of Pensions. 
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Order 125. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
PENSION OFFICE, 
Washinqton,D. C., January 26,1886. 
A division to be known as the law division of the Pension Office is hereby estab-
lished and will be operative from and after February 1, 1886. 
Mr. James M. Law, law clerk, is hereby designated as chief of said division. 
The following-named persons will report to Mr. Ward for instructions and duty in 
connection with said division: 
E. A. Harding, J. M. McCoy, Alonzo Weeks, Mrs. M.P. Winslow, Miss Carrie Maher, 
and Miss Emily Brown, of the special examination division; Charles M. Whelpley, 
V. King, S. P. Pearson, J. A. Whitcombe, of the miscellaneous division; George A. 
Lyon, of the Southern division, and F. A. Claudy, of the Western division. 
All matters relating to attorney's fees; all matters relating to the standing of at-
torneys practicing before this Bureau; all matters relating to appeals from the decis-
ions of the Commissioner of Pensions to the Secretary of the Interior will be sent to 
this division. Other duties will, from time to time, be indicated by the Commis-
sioner. 
All rulings and orders of the Commissioner of Pensions relating to the disposition 
of cases, or to the ]aws and practice of the office, will be transmitted through tho 
chief clerk immediately to the law division for record and preservation, as will, also, 
all r\llings and decisions of the Secretary of the Interior, or other law officer, touching 
the conduct, practice, ancl business of the Pension Bureau. 
The chief of this division is charged with the duty of preparing for publication 
by the chief clerk all rulings and decisions affecting the practice of the office and 
business therein. 
All mail matter pertaining to the various questions above assigned to the law di-
vision will be sent immediately to said division. 
No.9588. 
Name of Attorney, 
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Filed law division, 
Returned to files, 
NOTES: 
Docket No. 2400. Appeal of 
188 • Claim No. 
Nature of Appeal, 
Attorney, 
Report called for, 
Commissioner's action, 
Report transmitted, L. B. p. 
Decision received, 
Decision transmitted, L. B. p. 
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1886. 
Mr. Claudy, for February and March ........ 74 
Mr. Claudy, for A.pril . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • ~ 
Mr.Claudy,forMay .....•.........•........• 52 
Mr. Claudy, for June .........•............... 77 · 
Mr. Claudy, for July ..••••..••••.••.•.......• 80 
Mr. Claudy, for August ...................... 60 
Mr. Claudy, for September ................... 45 
Mr. Claudy, for October ..• · ..........•........ 59 
Mr. Claudy, forNovember ..••••.....•........ 61 
Mr. Claudy, for December ...•••......•....... 39 
Average per month .•............•..... 54 
1887. 
Mr. Claudy, for January ................. . ... 48 
Mr. Clandy, for February ....••...•.......... 45 
Average per month ......•.••.•.•...... 46§ 
During this period he had thirty days' leave. 
1886. 
Mr. Lyon, for February ...................... 34 
Mr. Lyon, for March ......................... 23 
Mr. Lyon, for April .......................... 35 
g~: tH;: f~~ ~~ ::: ~ ~::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::: ~~ 
Mr. Lyon, for August .....•......•.........•. 12 
Average per month . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
1886. 
Mr. Pearson, for April ........................ 30 
Mr. Pearson, for May . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
M-r. Pearson, for June •••...•..•...•.......••. 69 
Mr. Pearson, for July....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 93 
Mr. Pearson, for August. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
]'dr. Pearson, for September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 
Mr. Pearson, for October ..•..•...•........... 65 
Mr. Pearson, for November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Mr.Pearson,forDecember ...•.....•......•.. 2 
Average per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44! 
1887. 
Mr. Pearson, for January .••..• - ........•...•. 89 
Mr. Pearson, for February . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 53 
Average per month .•.•.•..•.......•.•. 71 
Mr. Pearson acted as chief of the section from 
November 1 to December 29, 1886, and made dur-
ing aaid period but five reports on cases; he has 
also l1een assigned to the duty ofrepl_ying to mis-
cellaneous correspondence since February 18, 1887, 
and replied to one hundred and forty inquiries 
from said date to March 1, and reported upon four 
appeals. 
1886. 
Mr. Rundel, from May 21.. . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • . . 11 
Mr. Rundel,forJune ..•••....•..••........... 46 
Mr. Rundel, for July .....•......••........... 43 
Mr. Runde!, for August . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 44 
Mr. Rundel, for September . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • . . 39 
Mr. Rundel, for October . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 31 
Mr.Rundel,forNovember ................... 28 
Mr.l~undel, for December (absent on leave) .. 00 
Average per month .••.•......•......•. 00 
1887. 
Mr. Run del, for January...... . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . 44 
Mr. Runde!, for February .•.•........•....... 36 
Average per month ....•............•.. 40 
1886. 
Mr. Olmsted, from May 20 .....•.............. 16 
Mr. Olmsted, for June ..•.•.....••............ 37 
Mr. Olmsted, for July ......................... 38 
Mr. Olmsted, for August ....••.....•......... 29 
Mr. OlmRted, for September ....•.... ......... 2~ 
Mr. Olmsted, for October .....•....••......... 26 
Mr. Olmsted, for November ...... -~···· ...... 29 
Mr. Olmsted, for December ............•...... 24 
Average per month ..•...••••...... . ... 306 
1887. 
Mr. Olmsted, for January ..••••.............. 53 
Mr. Olmsted, for February ....••............. 89 
Average per month .................... 71 
1886. 
Mr. Sargeant, from May 20 ................... 11 
Mr. Sargeant, for June ....................... Hi 
Mr. Sargeant, for July ........................ 26 
Mr. Sargeant, for August ..................... 37 
Mr. Sargeant, for September . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Average per month .•....... . .......... 22 
Mr. Sargeant was absent on leave uuriug the 
most of the month of September, and was dis-
missed on October 5, 1886. 
1886. 
Mr. Dickinson, from May 20 ........... .. 
Mr. Dickinson, for June ..................... 15 
Mr. Dickinson, for July ...................... 21 
Mr. Dic~inson, for August ................... 14 
Mr. Dickinson, for September ................ 7 
Average per month . • • • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 146 
Mr. Dickinson was transferred from tho divis-
ion on September 18, 1886. 
1886. 
Mr. Johnson, for December .•••..........•.... 13 
1887. 
Mr. Johnson, for January .................... 22 
Mr .. Johnson, for February ................... 32 
Average per month .•••••..•............ 27 
Mr. Johnson was employed on miscellaneous 
work from November 16, 1886, to December 1, 
1886, and was on leave during the month of Do-
comber. 
1886. 
Mr. Arnold, for November...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Mr. Arnold, for December .................... 27 
Average per month . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . l!J} 
1887. 
Mr. Arnold, for January ...................... 32 
Mr. Arnold, for February .•.•.....•... --· .... 35 
Average per month .................... 33!J 
Mr. Arnold was employed on miscellaneous 
work from November 16 to about December 1, 
1886. 
1886. 
Mr.Haile,forNovember ...•.•.••....•.••.... 17 
Mr. Haile, for December .. , .................. 30 
Average per month .•..••.....•..•..... 23!J 
1887. 
Mr. Haile, for January ............ --~----- ... 34 
Mr. Haile, for ]'ebruary .................•.... 42 
Average per month ............•....... 38 
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Mr. Whitcombe, one of the original detail to the law division, was transferred 
from the division on March 18, 18t:lo, and there is no record of any work disposed of 
by him during the month and eighteen days that he remained in the division. 
Mr. Horah was in the law division from October 27, 188ti, to November 17, 1886, 
and the records do not show the work done by him. 
After the division was reorganized and dividell into sections, Mr. Lyon was placed 
in charge of section A, and since which time he has not been employed in report-
ing on appeals. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIO:NS, 
Washing ton, D. C., March 31, 1887. 
WORK REPORT-SECTION B. 
The following is a report of the amount and class of work done by the desk of clerk 
in charge of records of attorneys, pension notaries, notaries public, justices of the 
peace, and files for the same, from February 1, 18d6, the date of the organization of 
the law division, to February 28, 1887, inclusive: 
Records searched and the standing of attorneys certified to chiefs of di visions in-
Original clailns ..........•. . • J., •.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.•• 51,498 
Increase claims . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • . . . 81 ,o47 
Powers of attorneys...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 882 
Examiner's slips...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, :.3,,2 
The work properly assorted and distributed to the several divisions. 
Circular letters with blank oaths of allegiance and instructions mailed to per-
sons desiring to qualify as attorneys, and record made of same .. _. . . . . . . • 2, 266 
Certificates of qualifications and oaths received and forwarded to the honor-
able Secretary of the Interior for his considerati6n,"and record made of the 
same ...••...........•..............................................•• _ .. 560 
New attorneys and agents certified by the honorable Secretary of the Intel'ior 
as having been admitted to practice before this and other Bureaus of the De-
partment, and their names entered on the roster . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 1, 661 
Orders signed by the honorable Commissioner of Pensions affecting the status 
of attorneys received and the fact noted ou the roster, of-
Suspension . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . None. 
Disbarment .............................. -... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . 4 
Prohibition under section 100, R. S.... .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... •.. . •••• ••. . 26 
Prohibition under section 5498, R. S ........................•..•....•••• 
Prohibition under section &498, R. S., ceased ...........••••........••••. 
Prohibition under section 190, R. S.,ceased ....................•.•••.•••• 
Restoration .....................•.••............• __ •.• _. _ •.... __ .• _ •••. 
Change of residence .•••....................•.. _ ..•....• ___ .• _ ......• _ •• 
Deaths ............................................................... . 








Papers containing charges against or relating to attorneys, jacketed, name 
entered on the index to, anti papers placed in attorneys files............... 216 
Papers drawn for examination from and returned to attorney files . . . . . . • • • • . 1, 398 
Application for the designation of pension notaries referred to the honorable 
Commissioner of Pensions for his consideration and direction ...•.......••. 
Pension notaries designated and commissioned ..... · •.•...........•...•...••. 
Letters written ........•..........................••........•.. _ ...... __ .. . 
Records searched and the standing of notaries public and justices of the peace 
certified to the chief of division, in-
Examiner'sslips .......•••................ -~---- .......•••••........•••• 
Circular letters written .................................. _ ...... _ .•.... 
Certificates of notaries public and justices of tho peace received and examined 
Searched and recorded ........................•.......•••..............•.•. 
Imperfect certificates searched and returned for correction ....•...••.......• 









for general reference .......... ----....................................... 161 
Notaries public commissions returned....................................... 56 
In addition to the amount and class of work done at the attorneys desk during the 
period covered. by t,his report, tJ;Le names and residences of more than_15,000 attorneys 
have been copied from the old I:p.to t:).le :p.ew roster of attorne~Ts br M1sses ,l3row:p.e au<l 
Mahe:r, 
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A.s the attorneys desk deals wholly with current work, there was nothing pending 
on it when the law division was organized, excepting the completion of copyiug tho 
old roster of attorneys. 
While there is a general division each day of the work relating to attorneys, he-
tween Miss Browne and myself, it has not been with that definiteness to enable me 
to give an accurate account of the amount of work done by each, individually, bnt 
it is so divided that every call made is answered on the day of its receipt. 
As Miss Maher's work relates exclusively to magistrates, this report will show the 
amount of work done by her individually. 
Respectfully submitted. 
ALONZO WEEKS. 
JAMES M. WARD, Esq., 
Chief, Law Division. 
To January 1, 1884 ..........•..•.••....•......•..•......•..••••....•••.••••• 
Cases pending ......................•.. _. _ ••......... _ •....••. _ ........•.... 
To January 1, 1885, appeals received ....•...........•...•......•..•••..... __ . 
To January 1, l8o5, appeals deoided ...••....•.....•.............•........... 
January 1,1885, appeals pending ................ ·----· ..•••....•............ 
To January 1, 1886, appeals received ....................................... . 
To January 1, 1886, appeals decided ..................... _ .................. . 
January 1, 1886, appeals pending ...•.. ------ ............................... . 
To January 1, 1887, appeals received ........................................ . 
To Janu~ry 1, 1887, appeals decided ...... -----· ........................... .. 
January 1, 1887, appeals pending ....... _ ..... ___ ...........•.............•.. 
To March 1, 1887, appeals received ...•.•..••••.... -----· .................. .. 
To March 1, 1887, appeals decided ...•••.•••.............• ·----· ............. . 















DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., March 31, 1!:!87. 
WORK REPORT-SECTION C. 
From February 1, 1886, to Feb'ruary 28, 1887, with the names and gt·ade of clerlcs cornpos-
ing the same. 
E. A. Harding ...••..•....••......•.........•••............•...........••. _ 
Alonzo Weeks ..•••....••... · ..........•................................... _ 
J. M. McCoyi' ............................................................. . 
Mrs. M.P. Winslow .. ........•................................... ______ ... . 
Miss E. Browne ..•••...........•.. - ..•....••........••••....•.............. 








At the date of the organization of the law division, February 1, 1886, the attorney 
and criminal branch was composed of the above-named clerks, whose duties were to 
attend to all matters relating to criminal and improper acts of agents and attorneys 
in the prosecution of pension claims, to prepare cases for references to the Depart-
ment of Justice for criminal prosecution, to attend to all matters pertaining to the 
suspension and disbarment of attorneys, and their restoration to practice, and to keep 
a record of attorneys practicing before the office, and also a record of the different 
notaries public and justices of the peace, the evidence of whose official character and 
da.te and duration of term of office are placed on file for reference. • 
On April15, 1886, there was added to the section C. C. Williams; salary, $1,400. 
On May 20, 18H6, the division was reorganized and the section designated Section 
C, and to the duties of the section were added those of attending to all matters re-
lating to fees of agents and attorneys in the prosecution of pension claims and ques-
tions of disputed attorneyship, with the following additional clerks: 
Salary. 
C. L. Whelpley ..• -- ...•• -- .• --- ..••••..•• --. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . $2, 000 
E. E. Fullert .•••••..•. -----· •.••.......•.......••••...•••. ··---· ...... .... 1,800 
V. E. King .••••. ·----·-·-·····-·-··--·--· ..•••....••....••....•............ , 1,600 
C. W. Simpson .•.•...•••.•••...•••....••.. --·····--···········--· ......... 1,200 
Miss M. E. Weeks § • -- ••• -- ••. --- ••• -.-- •..•.••... -- ••••... -... • • • • • . . • • . • • 1, 000 
• Transferred to S. E. Division, June 17, 1886. 
t Reduced to $1,200 September 18, 1886. 
t Promoted May 14, 1886, to $1,000. 
§Promoted to $1,200 August 2, 1886. 
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Work of aiminal part of the section.~ 
Cases received for consideration ....•......•••..••..•.••.•••..••...•..•• 
Cases in which final actjon has been taken_._. ___ ... _____ ..••• _ ... _ ..•... 
Cases referred to the S. E. Division for investigation_ ..• _ ...•... _ •••.... _ 
Cases in which partial action has been taken .................•••........ 
Cases remaining to be acted upon (not examined)._ .•••...••......... ___ _ 
Cases submitted for prosecution ...•..........•....•....••••...••....•... 
Cases returned, no indictments found ....•....••.•.... _ ......•..... __ .. __ 
Convictions ..••...........................•.......•...•.....•......•..•. 
Acquittals _ ..... _ ...•..........•.........•••..•.••........•.........•.... 
Cases pending in the courts ...•.... _ ..••.....•...••.. _ ................. _ 
Letters written to attorneys, in which unlawful or improper conduct was 
alleged against them .....•.....................•.•...•.•.....•••••.... 
Letters written to members of Congress ...••....•....•....•.•......... __ 
Letters written, classed as miscellaneous .......••.... _ •..•...... _ ... _. __ . 
Letters written to the honorable Secretary of the Interior ...•••......••.. 
Letters of advice written to district attorneys ...••..............•.. _. _. _ 
Reports made to the honorable Secretal'y of the Interior relating to suspen-
sion and disbarment of attorneys and restoration to practice .... __ .•.. _ 


















section ..•.....•........................•...........•.....••....... _. _ 121 
Amount so refunded ..•••................•.....••...•.......•..• _... . . . . . $8, 852 7t; 
Certifications of evidence .........••...•••• _..... . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 166 
Respectfully submitted. 
E. A. HARDING. 
JAMES M. WARD, Esq., 
Chief, Law Division. 
Rep(YT't of Mr. V. E. King, since February 1, 1886, to Februm·y 28, 1887. 
Claims disposed of (questions of attorneyship and fees) .. _ .........••••....... 4, 63'7 
Letters written (relating to questions of fee au d. recognition) __ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . 1, 859 
References (relating to attorneyship) _. _ ................... __ .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1, 638 
Report of Mr. Charles L. Whelpley, since February 1,1886. 
Claims disposed of (questions of attorneyship) ...••......................•... 
Letters written (relating to matters·offee and recognition) ..... ______ ....... . 
References (relating to attorneyship and fees) ...............••............... 
Appeals to Department (on matters of recognition and fees) ...•....•.•....... 
Report of Miss Mary E. Weeks. 
Number of cases entereu on docket, 8,700. 
All action taken hy examiners entered on docket. 
All evidence relating to cases already on docket numbered and a]Jplied. 
Commissioner's rulings and Secretary's decisions recorded. 





Cases disposed of on questions of attorneyship and fee ..........•••....•.....• 3, 066 
Letters written relating to questions of fee and recognition.................. 7;!i 
References (relating to attorneyship) __ ............••.........•.............. 1, 338 
BOARD OF REVIEW. 
Report of the board of review, Bu.reau of Pensions, on the methods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depart·ment circ·ular of March 
23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the board of review 
division of the Bureau of Pensions, Department of the Interior. 
The board of review is charged with the duty of examining and passing upon the 
evidence that has been procured from all sources by the adjudicating divisions and 
the special examination division in pensions claims growing out of service in the 
Army and Navy in all wars in which tho United States has been engaged, and also 
bounty-lanu claims. 
The board of review conducts no correspondence for evidence. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the board of re 
view division of the Bureau of Pensions, in the Department of the Interior, lnclud· 
ing one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the Pension Office, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employ6s 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted 
upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each until the same is finally dis-
posed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Claims that have been filed, numbered, and recorded are forwarded to the adjndl· 
eating division for necessary correspondence with the War Department and claimants 
for evidence to complete them. 
When in the judgment of such division they are ready for final action, whether 
favorable or unfavorable, they are forwarded day by day to the board of review. The 
same course is taken where the division believes the case should be sent forward for 
special examination in the :field. 
Upon their receipt by the board of review they are :filed for reference in the order 
of their dates of receipt. 
As the different reviewers require work a number of cases in the order of the dates 
of submission are charged to them, and a record of the charge is made and placed in 
the :files. 
If upon the evidence submitteil it is the reviewer's judgment that the case should 
be allowed or rejected, he enters his finding upon the brief. 
If he thinks further information on any point is necessary to the determination of 
the merits of the claim he writes out such judgment and attaches it to tb~ papers in 
the case. 
Upon the completion of the review in this board, the cases, except thost· for ordi-
nary increase of rate involving only a medical question, are at once charged to and 
sent to the board of re-review for examination of the f!Ction taken here. 
Ordinary increase claims are sent after review at once to the medical division. 
Upon the completion of its work the board of review seuds such cases as require 
medical action to the medical division. 
The medical division returns them to this board to have the rates allowed entered, 
the record completed, and the cases forwarded to the certificate division for issue of 
certificate. 
Cases that do not require medical action are returned by the review board to this 
board with either its concurring or dissenting action on the decisions rendered here. 
A concurrence of judgment completes the action, subject to appeal to the Conunis-
siouer. 
On a dissenting opinion the case goes to the chiefs of the two boards for considera-
tion. If they concur, it,completes the acti<tu of the two boards; if not, the question 
is taken to the Commissioner. 
Upon completion of the action a record is made and the case goes forward to the 
division where it originated unless the ac ion be that of admission. 
The board of review is composed of five sections, each presided over by a chief who 
supervises the work therein, and the force of file clerks and record clerks. 
The following statment shows the amount and character of business received dur-
ing the period at the dates specified below, in the division of board of review, iu the 
Bureau of Pensions: 
Character of business. 
Received Received Received Received 
during fiscal during fiscal during fiscal from .Tuly, 
year 1884. year 1885. year 1886. 1886, to Mar., 1, 1887. 
4, 789 5,178 11,258 12, 154 
4, 552 5, 248 9, 382 11,659 
4, 871 6, 872 10,189 12, 195 
6,152 6, 373 14, 322 11, 936 
5, 257 6, 54:.! 14,452 10, 058 
5, 398 J 7, 059 14,855 11,811 
7,495 7,821 14, 513 12,041 
6,417 6, 288 13,114 13,557 
7, 392 9. Z64 15,130 .................... 
7, 982 9, 489 16,363 ..................... 
8, 606 10,373 14,624 ....................... 
7, 975 15,547 17,361 ...................... 
~s~~~~::~:~~~~:~ ::~ ~~ :::: :~ ~:: ::: :~:::: 
November ................................. . 
December ................................. .. 
tl~i~~·.:_.~:_:_.~-~:_:_~~:-~ :_ :_:_:_~:::::: :::::::::::: 
~~;i~·.::~ :·:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~ ::: 
.Tune ....................................... . 
As the board of review has no permanent :files, its business being current business 
submitted to it, it cannot be stated what number of cases were on hand at a given 
date. The business transacted is fully given by classes and divisions in the accom-
panying tables. The aboye :u:umbe:rs are from reports of divisions, monthlr, of caset$ 
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submitted to June, 1885, when the board made its own count. Up to June, 1885, cases 
that had been before the board once were not counted when resubmitted. From June, 
1885, they were counted, as their re-examination took the time of the board. 
The accompanying tables show the number of employes on t,he board of review, 
with the exception of clerks employed on such duty as to make it impracticable to 
make a record of the work, such as :file clerks, record clerks, chiefs of sections, and 
miscellaneous duty-for instance, the supervision of attorneyships and fees in cases 
allowed to prevent error. These classes of employes were present for duty during 
all the time specified in the resolution, except when actually sick or on regular an-
nual leaves. These clerks averaged each month in 1884 thirteen persons, exclusive 
of the chief; l8tl5, twelve persons, exclusive of the chief; 1886, nineteen, up to 
October, 1886, when :five chiefs of sections were designated. The total for 18tl7 to 
March 1 was twenty-five. Nc;> clerical duty in this board has been done by proxy. It 
is impracticable to give the maximum and minimum amount of business by employes 
in figures on account of the varied work. A clerk can examine a large number of 
ordinary increase cases, but of other claims, especially those containing voluminous 
evidence or special examiners' reports, but a few can be examined in comparison. 
[Memomndum by Committee: In the report of the Secretary of the Interior transmit-
ting the report of the Bureau of Pensions on the methods of business, and work, &c., 
the board of review attached to their report :five large sheets, each headed'' Board 
of Review," one being a report for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1tl84, another for 
the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1885, another for the :fiscal year ending June :m, 1886, 
another for the semi-annual part of the year ending December 30, 1886, and the 
other for January and February, 1887, and each containing the names of all the re-
viewers, and opposite each name some thirty columns, wit,h proper headings and with 
:figures in each column opposite the names of the respective reviewers, indicating tb,e 
amount of work performed by each, and making an immense mass of :figures. The 
information contained in t.hese massive sheets is no~ considered sufficiently important 
to justify the printing of the same. The committee has therefore substituted for all 
the said :five sheets the following sheet, wade out on a similar blank to those which 
the said :five sheets were made out on, which shows the aggregate number of cases 
disposed of by all the reviewers during each of the periods indicated on each of the 
baid five sheets respectively.] 
Report for fiscal years -ending June 30, 1884, 1885, 1886, and ttp to Marek 1, 1887. 
Original. 
Cases disposed of 
Invalid. Widows. Dependents. ]~ 
bL in fiscal year-




a:> a:> ~ 
._; a:> a;> a:> ._; a:> a;> oE:lo 
$ e·~ $ e·~ ~ 
a:> ~· .... ..... 'd 
0 '§ 0 13 ""''"' -as~ ~ a:> .Sf a:> .Sf a a:> =a:> d!-o "Q)> 't:l "Q)> 't:l "Q)> ""'""' "t5oP. a:>~ a:>~ a:>~..q ~ ~0 ..q ~ ~0 ~ ~ ~0 E-t ---------------------------
1884-.. -- .. --.------ 26,706 3, 445 12,725 4,184 426 1,487 2, 298 293 1, 040 53,532 
1885_.-----.-- .. --. 28,375 4, 912 9, 664 4, 854 1, 481 1, 532 3,336 1, 009 1, 041 56,711 
1886 ............... 31,975 13,170 14,296 5,470 2, 544 2, 484 3,493 1,297 1,464 76,885 
1887, six months 
1,104 2, 004 to Dec. 31, 1886 . 12,306 5, 059 5, 043 2, 787 1, 209 507 500 30,950 
January and Feb-
261 465 758 ruary, 1887 ••.••. 5,404 292 1, 604 1, 317 97 202 10,544 
Increase. 
Cases disposed of 
Invalid. New Dis. Widows, &c. 
in fisca year- ._; 'd~ ._; 'd~ -d 'd~ a:> ._; ll~ ~ 
._; 
a:> a;> a:> ._; 
~-~ ~ 
CD 
e·~ .25 e·~ ""' a:> ""' =§ ~ 0 ·s 0 a:> =a:> a:> =Q;) a:> 
't:l •:;t ""'""' 't:l 'Q)> ""'""' 'd 'Q)> ....... a:>~ ~§ a:>~ ..q -~ ~0 ..q ~ ~ ~ ~0 
------------------------
1884.------.- •.. --. 17,273 5,144 2,100 1,333 247 132 222 18 25 
1885 ............... 26,801 11,227 2,569 3,141 588 90 227 26 24 
1886.--- •• - ••• ----. 33,110 39,599 2,846 3, 201 2,358 706 252 51 68 
1887, six months 
to Dec. 31, 1886. 17,102 16,4071 1,522 1, 742 1,093 385 153 31 34 January and Feb-~ 
7,209 4, 805 705 1, 381 298 140 861 rnary, 1887 ...... 8 13 
4402 INT--12 
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Report for fiscal years ending June 30, H:l84, 1885, 4"c.-Continued. 
Number of Number Original Increase 
Special ex-
Number of Cases di:f.osed of aminers' re-
in fisc year- days absent. of days on to southeast to southeast ports exam- reviewers. other work. division. division. ined. 
1884 •.••••••••...•. 1,163 212 628 659 7, 573 63 
1885 ..•••••.••.•••. 764 622 469 581 11,829 69 
1886 •••.•••........ 1,467 325 692 1,867 13, 614 83 
1887, six months 
to Dec. 31, 1886 . '··::! 814 431 845 5, 714 74 January and Feb- 4861 225 \ 1, 6841 ruary, 1887 .••••• 154 68 
The foregoing figures are the exact figures in the footings of the various columns 
in the five sheets respectively, and have not been verified by the committee, except 
only the figures under the headings, "Number of days absent," "Number of days on 
other duty," and "Numben~freviewers." Under the heading ''Numberof reviewers" is 
given the number of the names of reviewers as stated by name on each sheet, and 
under the headings ''Number of days absent" and '' Numherofdays on other duty" is 
given the result of the figures opposite the name of each reviewer as counted by the 
committee. In the sheet for 1885 the footing of the column "Number of days ah~ent" 
is stated at 764, while the figures given, correctly added, make 1,382 days absent. On 
each sheet is a statement of t.he actual number of days' work performed, number of 
days possible, days absent, on detached or other duty, average number of cases by all 
the reviewers per day, and by each reviewer per day, and total number of cases dis-
posed of, the figures of which are given in following tabulated statement, just as 








0 o" ~<!) 
~Po 
~ . 
~ ""= ~-= al..c=~ ~-S ""= 
0 
~ 
rd ,Q~ ~Q"C;l ..... s I "' I!;. .; Q;) So ~~a; ~~ 
"~t.~'E ~ ;:1 
..= =~ ~~ <ll-d In fiscal year ending- 0 "'" ~~ Q;) _g =I» =""Po "i ~"'~ "' IP~ ~~ ~ c;,8, -=~ ~ " ~~. ~~~ 38_ ~9 ""= ~ "' "' ~.,.,1» ... 17><1) 3 ~ ~ I» ~ <ll<edS "=· .... ~~ 0 dS I;>O"C;l ... 0 ... 0 
~ ~ A A ..q ..q rn ~ 
------- ---------
June 30, 1884 ........................... 9, 886 11,272 1,169 217 265! 8! 7, 573 so, 686 
June 30,1885 ........................... 12,066 14,099 1,408 625 340 8.4 11,829 101,985 
June 30,1886 ........................... 13,022 14,787 1,440 325 531-~\\ 12.1 13,614 160,934 
Six months fiscal year 1887 to Dec. 31, 6,475 9, 855 2,849 531 456 10.5 5, 714 70,264 
1887 .................................. 
January and February, 1887 ........... 2,375 2, 910 51 484 529y\ 10.7 1,684 25,412 
BOARD OF RE-REVIEW. 
Report of the board of re-review, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of business and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. • 
Mr. COMMISSIONER: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., .April 4, 1887. 
I beg to submit herewith my report of the work of this board, as far as the records 
will allow, in answer to the requirements of the Senate Select Committee. 
Very respectfully, · 
Hon. J. C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pension~. 
F. W. POOR, 
Chief, Board of Re-Ret,iew. 
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Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the board of re· 
review of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior. 
The principal items of business transacted in the board of re-review are the re-
review of all classes of pension and bounty land claims, whether for favorable or un-
favorable action, and in addition such ~pecial work as may be assigned it by the 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
The re-review of a claim involves the examination of all the claimant's allegations, 
the reports of the 'Var or Navy Departments, as the case may be, bearing upon the 
claimant's service, and the parol testimony bearing upon the origin of his disability, 
and the fact of its continuance and the degree thereof, from the date of his discharge 
from the service; and in many cases this includes voluminous reports of testimony 
taken by the special examiners of this office. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the board ol 
re-review of the Pension Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the busin~ss matter in the --- office, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business 
matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The principal item of business transacted by the board of re-review is the re-
review of all classes of pen~:~ion and bounty land claims. 
These claims are received from the hoard of review with the action of the adjudi-
cating divisions and the board of review indorsed on the briefs thereof. They are 
then taken by the file clerks and charged to the clerks of this board, whose duty it is 
tore-review them. 
If the preceding action is for approval, and the re-reviewer concurs, the cases are 
then forwarded to the medical referee for his action. 
If the action for approval is non-concurred in, the case is returned to the board of 
review, with a statement of the grounds thereof. 
The case then receives the personal consideration of the chiefs of the two boards, 
and if they should disagree as to its disposition the question is decided by the Com-
missioner of Pensions. 
A like course is followed should a question arise as to the rejection of a claim. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the board of re-review, in the Pension Office: 
Character of busi· Received Disposed of Received Disposed of Re~eived. Disposed of Pending 
ness. (luring 1885. in 1885. during 1886. in 1886. during 1887. in 1887. March. 1, 1887 
Pension claims ..• 19,426 19, ,426 72,447 72,447 19,488 16,545 2, 94 3 
As the cases are not expected to accumulate in this board, but that each day's work 
will dispose Of the receipts, the records do not show the number of cases undisposed 
ofprior to March 1, 1887. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes 
in the board of re-review of the Pe:qsion Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. I~ Feb.IMar. A.pr.IMay.,Juna July. Aug.ISept.l Oot Nov.,Dec. 
1885. I 
Re· reviewing pension claims.. . • _ .. ...... .. . --· .... J ___ .. ........ 115 3381 325 317 325 217 
1886. 
218,196 Re-reviewing pension claims •• 335 229 239 2761 179 J 206 254 260 1 208 291 
1887. 
210 f .. , ·----l----1----- ·--- .. 1-----Re-reviewing pension claims .. .. ...... ........ .......... . ........... . ..... 
The falling off in the average since 1885 is due to the fact that cases have been 
more closely scrutinized, consequently more time has been required upon each case. 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the board of 
re-review of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods spe-
cified: 
Calendaryea,. Jan. Fe~ ""':_1 Ap<.l May.June.IJnly. Ang. Sop~ Oc':_ Nov. Doo. 
1885 .................................. ···--·j··---~------ ...... 1 11 11 14 14 14 18 
1886 .. --.. .... .. .. . .. .. .. . 26 31 22 27 30 30 27 30 32 35 33 28 
1887 (toMar.1) .......... 43 43 ........................................................... . 
The present force is divided as follows: 1 chief of the board; 1 chief of section; 
37 re-reviewers; 4 file clerks and type-writers. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of busip.ess 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
least during the periods specified, in the board of re-review of the Pension Office 
Department of the Interior: 
(Re-reviewing pension claims. Employ6 doing the most. Maximum. j 
Year. I Jan .. , Feb. I I Apr. I May.,June.,July.l Aug. I Sept., Oct., Nov.,Dec. 
1885 ...... ---------·---·--l------l------l--·--·l·----·l·--·--1 ...... 1239173417341540 16661 554 1886............. ... ...... 411 43! 733 500 338 326 369 280 273 514 399 559 
1887 (to March 1)........ 629 566 .............................. ............................ .. 



















160 I 43l383l 1 
1886............ .......... 229 233 151 245 191 176 43 219 207 217 203 142 
1887 (to March 1)........ 199 189 ........................................................... . 
Up to July 22,1885, the re-reviewers were a part of the board of review, and the 
report of their work was incorporated in that of that board, which accounts for no 
report being submitted prior to that date. 
A statement of the average number of days and the time and attention devoted to 
the consideration and transaction of business during the periods specified by the em-
ployes in the board of review of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior, can-
not be given, as no record has been kept in the board, but was made a matter of 
daily report to the chief clerk of the office. The employes in this board have de-
voted the entire official hours of labor to the transaction of the business intrusted to 
them, except for the time when they have been officially authorized to be absent from 
their duties. 
A statement of the maximum number of days devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum number of days de-
voted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in the board of 
re-review of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods speci-
fied cannot be given, as no record of time has been kept in the board, but all ab-
sences have been made a matter of daily report to the chief clerk of this office. 
CERTIFICATE DIVISION. 
Report of the certificate division, Bureau of Pensions, on the rnethods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of March 
23,1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., April2, 1887. 
SIR: I have the h9nor to transmit herewith, in obedience to your instructions, state-
ments showing the business of this division from July 1, 1883, to March 1, 1887, in so 
far as the records on file show it. 
Very respectfully, 
To the Hon. COMMISSIONER. 
J. E. SMITH, 
Chief of Division. 
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Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the certificate divis-
ion of the Pension Office, Depa:rtment of the Interior. 
(1) The issue of pension certificates, the necessary accompanying papers, and making 
proper record of the same. 
(2) The adjudication of claims for duplicates of lost or destroyed pension certificates. 
(3) The transfer of pensioners' names from one agency roll to another upon change 
of residence. 
(4) Certifying title (disability) to the Surgeon-General on applications for artificial 
limbs, commutation therefor, and for trusses. 
(5) The preparation of reports, viz: (a) disabilities (classified) for which pensions 
are granted; (b) admissions by States and counties; (c) admissions by names and 
residences, for newspapers; (d) special-act cases; (e) miscellaneous, as called for, 
such as "amputation cases on the rolls," "amounts due at first payments," &c. 
(6) Miscellaneous correspondence. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the certificate 
division of the Pension Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning 
with the receipt of the business matter in the certificate division of the office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each until the same is finally disposed of 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The principal business of this division is the issuing of pension certificates and 
other papers necessary to provide for the payment of the claims adjudicated and ad-
mitted by other divisions of the Bureau. 
PROCESS OF ISSUE. 
The admitted briefs, bearing the approval of the legal reviewers and medical ref-
eree, together with all the papers pertaining to each case, are received from the board 
of review at 3 p. m. each day for the following day's work. They are arranged by 
the division messenger, alphabetically, and placed on tables convenient to the entry 
clerks. The course then taken is as follows: 
(1) Each case is entered upon the permanent record by name, the certificate number 
it will bear, service and agency where payable. 
(2) The papers are then distributed to the writers, who make up therefrom the pen-
sion certificates and orders on the proper pension agents to inscribe the names on 
their rolls and make payment. 
(3) The certificates and orders to inscribe are carefully reviewed in connection with 
the briefs, each paper being initialed by the reviewer. 
( 4) The certificates are then arranged in classes-original, increase, reissue, invalids, 
widows, &c.-counted, and, with the briefs and a report slip, showing the day's issue 
in detail, sent to the Commissioner's room for examination and signatur~. 
(5) The "orders to inscribe" and claim papers go to the jacket section, where the 
proper "admitted jackets" are made up, the papers inclosed therein, and an "admis-
sion slip" (showing the issue) prepared for the adjudicating division from which the 
claim emanated. • 
(6) The papers are then taken by the notice section, where notices of admission are 
prepared in each case for the claimant, the proper accounting officer of the Treasury, 
the attorney, and an order made for payment of the attorney's fee, if any. 
(7) The case, order to inscribe, and notices are then forwarded to the mailing sec-
tion, where they are classified and applied to their proper certificates as these are re-
turned from the Secretary's office signed and sealed, placed in addressed envelopes, 
sealed, and sent to the mail division of the Bureau for transmission to the post-office. 
(8) After the dates of issue and mailing are indorsed on the jackets the cases are 
handed to the report clerks, who make up slips showing allowances by States and 
counties, for the division record, and allowances by names and residences for the 
newspapers publishing reports of daily issues. 
(9) The record clerks then complete the permanent:record (begun by the entry clerks) 
by adding the rates, dates of commencement, termination, disability, amounts due, 
&c., and make a list of new disabilities for the disability record. The cases then go, 
finally, to the record division of the Bureau, and from there to the admitted file 
rooms. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of" business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the division of certificates in the office of Commis-
sioner of Pensions : 
..... ""' l. . ..... I>. .... . .... I>. I,: ... r..: 0 • '3 ::llQ o.o ...... ::l<O 0 • ...... =.,.; 0 • 0:1 
~ ~..,; '"d ~ ~ ..; .0 '"d ~ 1Z I.; .. '"d ~ &3 )1 • 
'i ~ -~-; ~~ a5 ci ~JJgs 'i~ 'i :b ~~ l'i~ 'i;.; bt~ 
~~ ~.-4- ·s~ ~~ ~~ ·~~ ~! ;S~ -s~ ~~ ;9~ .. Character of business. 
~ ~ <:;) ~ I ~ ~ I ~...... 0 ~ ~ ~ I ~ ...... I <:;) ~JJ , ~ ...... 
;s-s ~ ~-s I ;s· ... ~  ~-::! A ... ~ ~ -s A.s ~ 
---------1---------------~----
Pension certificates, ( r e- I I I I corded, written, reviewed, 
mailed) ..•.•...•••.••••..•...••..• 57,930, .......... 74,631 .....••••• 81,247 ........ 5&,316 ..•. 




•••••••• 55,316 ..•. 
Notices to accounting officers ....... 55,711 .......... 72, 252, .......... 78,866 ........ I 53,761 ... . 
Notices to claimants......... ... . . . 58,130 ......•..•. 74,6311.... ...••. 81,247 ........ 55,316 ... . 
Notices to attorney8 ............... *38, 69511 ••••••••• -j 54, 404'.... . . . . . . 64, 9ll7 . . . . . . . . 39, 288 ... . 
Fee orders ........•.•••.••......•.. *15, 000 . . . . • . . . . 28, 1341. . • . . . . . . . 35, 115 . . . . . . . . 24, 530 .••. 
Case-jackets . . . • . . . . •• • . . . . • . . . . . . . 39, 192 .••..•.... 
1
1 48, 053!.... . . . . . . 53, 574 . . . . . . . . 46, 226 ... . 
Transfer notices . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . 4, 868 . . . . . • . . • . 3, 909 . . . . . . . . . . 5, 720 . . . . . . . . 3, 552
1 
... . 
r~~~~!d·p~~-s·i~;;~i~i~;:::::: "2,"i56 ~:~~gl -siis "2,"i36 ~:~~~ "348 2:300 k~~~ "4.ii'"965 t~~~ :::: 
Claims for duplicate certif- I I I I 
icates . .. . . . . .. . • . . ••. . . . . . . 1, 0301 989 41 889l 8941 36 853 842 471 493 489 51 
Letters wl'itten .•.•••.••..... .:...:..:..:... _ 4, 452 1 _:.:.:.:.1.:.:::~ _ 5, 0-!~ 1 _::.:..:. .:.:.:.: ... : _ _1_ 6, 706 :....:...:..:. .:..:..:..... '_ 6, 726 :.:.:.:. 






342,169 ... . 
"EsUmated. 
tAction \)U accrued pension claims cea!led in this division November 16,1886, and the pending: claims 
(570) were turned over to the adjudicating divisions. 
Average number of clerks employed in 1883-'84, 50; 1884-'85, 47; 1885-'86, 48; 1886-'87, 50. 
The principal work of this division-the issuing of pension certificates and accom-
panying papers-being completed each day, there was nothing of that class pending 
at the beginning of the :fiscal year, nor undisposed of at its close. 
There is nothing on :file to show the number of claims for accrued pension and for 
duplicate certilicates on :file July 1, 1883. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
least during the periods specified in the certificate division of the Pension Office, De-
partment of the Interior: . 
[Pension certificates and orders to inscribe wdtten.-Employe doing the most.-Maximum.] 
____ Y_ea_r_. ____ 
1 
__ J_a_n_. _F_e_b_. _M_a_r_. _A_p_r_. _M_a_y_. _J_un_e_. _J_u_lY_· _A_u_g_. _s_ep_t_. l_o_c_t_.I _N_o_'"_·l_n_e_c_. 
1886 .......••. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . • • . 905 772 1, 105 1, 407,1, 041, 1, 025 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . • • . . 1, 145 1, 006 .•.••..••••..•..•....•...••••..........•....••••...•.....••. 
[Pension certificates and or~ers to inscdbe written.-Employe doing the least.-Minimum.] 
1886 ............... ·········i······l······i··-···1······1·--···1······1 3921 7651 8321 8841 4841 504 1887 (to March 1) •••••••• 525 885 ........................ : .......................................... . 
For prior years no record is found on file. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
speQi:fied by the employes in the certificate division of the Pension Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
Year. Remarks. 





~~ I 52 
6! Six clerks assigned temporarily, one to three montks. 
6~ 
6~ I Fh·e clerks assigned temporarily, one. to three months. 
61 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the certificate division of the Pension Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
______ __,:,_~----~~ _1_s_s_s_ •• ll-_1886 __ • 1 _<_to_li_!_~._1_l·1---C-h_a.r_a_c_te_r_o_f_b_u_s_in_es_s_. __ 
Maximum number of days ••••••.••. , 278 2771 277 .• _ •••• _ .48 •. ·I WritDin
0
g. certificates, notices, &.c. 
Minimum number of days........... 188 225 200 
AGENTS' DIVISION. 
Report of the agents' division, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of business and work, 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of March, 
23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAUOF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., March 31, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your verbal direction that I furnish certain information per-
taining to the work of this division called for by the Hon. F. M. Cockrell, chairman 
of the Senate Select Committee, in his communications addressed to the Secretary of 
the Interior, March 18,1887, copies of which were transmitted to this Bureau by de-
partmental circular of March ~3, 1887, I have the honor to report: 
BUSINESS ASSIGNED TO AGENTS' DIVISION. 
It has control of all appropriations for the payment of Army and Navy pensions, 
arrears of Army and Navy pensions, fees and expenses of examining surgeons, salaries 
of pension agents, clerk hire, rents, fuel, lights, and contingent expenses at the eight-
een agencies for the payment of pensions. 
It issues requests on the Secretary of the Interior for requisitions for all warrants 
on the Treasury under each of the foregoing items of appropr~tion, and upon all set-
tlements made by the accounting officers of the Treasury for lOst checks, refundments, 
and reimbursements under section 4718, R. S. 
It receives and records the accounts (weekly, monthly, and annual) of the pension 
agents, and examines and prepares for approval the expenses of the agencies upon 
accounts submitted monthly. . 
It keeps records of all disbursements for all purposes by the pension agents and of 
the balances of pension funds to their official credit, as well as of all other disburse-
ments chargeable to any of said items of appropriation, and of the balances of each in 
the Treasury of the United States. 
It keeps the pension agents supplied with all necessary funds for payments under 
~ach item of appropriations before recited, as well as with all records, pension vouch-
ers, plank checks, and other blanks needed for their official use. 
It is charged with the examination and preparation for approval of all official bonds 
of pension agents and of all leases for quarters for pension agencies, and with all cor-
respondence relative to the qualification and duties of said agents. 
It receives and records monthly reports from each of the eighteen pension agents, 
tlhowing the additions and losses to their rolls in each class of pensioners, viz : Inva-
lids, widows, minors, mothers, fathers, survivors of the war of 1812, widows of the 
war of 1812, survivors of the war with Mexico, and widows of the war with Mexico. 
It is charged with the settlement of all claims under the following described acts: 
January ~5 and March 3, 1879: Granting arrears of pensions. 
March 1, 1879: Granting civil service arrears. 
March 3, 1883 : Granting increase from $18 to $24 and from $24 to $30 for certain 
disabilities. 
March 3, 1885: Granting $37.50 per month for amputations at the shoulder joint. 
March 19, Ul86 : Granting increase to $12 per month to widows, minors, and de-
pendents. 
August 4, 1886: Granting an increase from $24 to $30 per month, and from $30 to 
$36 and $45 per month for certain disabilities. It also issues all supplemental certifi-
cates nuder said acts of March 19 and August 4, 1886. 
It is charged with the duty of explaining to the proper pension agents the money 
value of all allowances covering periods for which pension was previously allowed; 
the cases in point being described as ''reissues." 
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It is charged with all correspondence with pension agents and accounting officers 
of the Treasury in explanation of the official action of this Bureau; in directing the 
payment of all attorneys' fees when certified by the law division ; in acceptance or 
rejection for payment of vouchers submitted by the agents to this Bureau for consid-
eration; with regard to complaints from pensioners and others relative to delays on 
the part of pension agents in the payment of pensions; also with pensioners and 
others relative to title to pension under any of the acts hereinbefore referred to. 
It is charged with the duty of depositing in the Treasury of the United States all 
monies illegally paid out of pension funds and recovered through the special exami-
nation division and referred to this division for that purpose, as well as with the es-
sential correspondence with the Secretary of the Treasury in explanation of the said 
recoveries in order that they may be covered into the Treasury to the credit of the 
proper appropriat.ion ; and of making all computations of illegal or other improper 
payments to pensioners, and also in collating the necessary data for certain tables in 
th13 Commissioner's annual report, and iri the preparation in proper form of said 
tables. 
It is charged with the duty of submitting weekly a tabulated statement showing 
the amount of funds to the credit of each of the eighteen agents for the payment of 
pensions under each item of appropriation; and, since March 7, 1887, it has furnished 
a weekly report to the Commissioner for transmission to the Secretary of the Interior,. 
under a system inaugurated just prior to that date, showing the amount and character 
of work, in the aggregate, performed by the division. 
It will be seen from the foregoing statement that the work pertaining to this di-
vision is of an exceedingly varied character. It is largely of a nature t.o require im-
mediate attention, and that each day's work shall be performed on that day. Such 
has been the fact since I assumed charge of the division, September 1, 1885, and, so far 
as the records show, such has been the fact since its organization. 
For this reason I believe there was no business pending and undisposed of in this 
division on the 1st day of January, 18B4, or on the 1st day of January, lf)8f), and I per-
sonally know that there was no business pending and undisposed of January 1, 18!:!(i,. 
or January 1, 1887. 
It is impossible to state the amount of work received and disposed of during any 
of the periods mentioned in the communication of the chairman of the Senate Select 
Committee, either by calendar or fiscal years, nor is it possible to state either the max-
imum or minimum work performed during any of said periods by any particular 
clerk of this division, for the reason that no record bas been kept of work performed 
in this division, either by years or by individuals, other than the current letter books, 
and other records, and for the further reason that in a large amount. of the work per-
formed the files of the respective pension cases cont,ain the only record of the action 
taken. 
In certain classes of special work assigned to this division from time to time, records 
have been kept of_ the amount performed by the division as a whole, ancl which can 
be reported more conveniently by fiscal years. 
ARREARS OF PENSIONS. 
During the fiscal years 1884,, 1885, 1886, and to March 1, 1887, arrears of pensions 
were allowed under acts of January 25, and March 3, 1879, by this division, as 
follows: 
1884 -----· ·----· ·----· ·---- . ·-·· ·----· ---- -----· ··---· ---· ---· --·· ----~- ···--· 116 
1885 ..... - - -- .. - - -- - . - - -- • -- - -- .. - - - .. --- - -- - -- - . - - -- - . - - - .. --- .. - -.. -... - - - - . 70 
1886 ---.. --- --- - . - - - - - • - - - - . • • - - - . -- •• --. - •• - - - • • • • • • . • . - . --. - -- - - -.•••..• - -- . 93 
1887 (to March 1, 1887) • - - -•.. - - - - •. - •• -.. - - - - . -- .• - ...•• -•••••. - - - • . • ••.. - . . . . 33 
Total . _ •.•••• _ . _____ .. __ • - .••••••.••• - .•• - - - .••.. -•.••••••• - • - . • • . . . . . . . 312 
REISSUES. 
During the fiscal years 1886, and 1887 to March l"t, instructions have been given 
to pension agents in reissue cases, as follows: 
1886 .. -.- .. --- -.- .• -.- . ----. - .. - . -.-- .. - •.. -. -- ...••••• - •••••••. -... • • • • . • . . 3, 314 
1887 (to March 1, 1887) --·· .•••••.••••••••••••••• -··· •••• --·· ••••••••.•.• ·-·· 3, 275 
Total •••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••.•.•••..••••••••..••••.•••...•••.••••. 6, 589 
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INCREASE UNDER ACT MARCH 3, 1885. 
Under the act of March 3, 1885, granting increase for amputations at the shoulder-
joint, the fol1owing number of cases have been allowed: 
1885 .••••....•..••.....•..... - - ...•• -.. - - - •... - •..•••. - - .. -- - ..• - - •.•••• -. • • • • 75 
1886 ... - .•• - - - .... - - ... - -•... - • . . • - • - • . ..•.••••. - ....•• - . • • . . • . . . - •• - •••..• - - • 2Z7 
1887 (to March 1, 1887) .... ------ ...... .... .... ••.• ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... 18 
Total . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 320 
INCREASE UNDER ACT MARCH 19, 1886. 
Between March 19, 1886, and June 30, 1886, there were issued under the act of March 
19, 1886, increasing the pensions of widows, minors, and dependents, supplemental cer-
tificates, 79,989. 
INCREASE UNDER ACT AUGUST 4, 1886. 
Under the act of August 4, 1886, increasing pensions for certain disabilities, there 
have been issued up to March 1,1887, supplemental certificates, 8,988. 
METHODS OF TRANSACTING BUSINESS. 
In answer to so much of the Select Committee's letter as refers to the methods of 
transacting business of this division, I have the honor to submit the following ex-
amples: 
Bonds.-Wkenev.er a commission is issued by the President of the United States to 
a pension agent, a bond is required before he is permitted to qualify and disburse the 
public funds. When such a commission is received iu this Bureau from the President, 
through the Secretary of the Interior, the proper blanks and instructions are prepared 
in this division, settil}g forth the amount of bond which will be required, the manner 
of executing said bond, ancl the character and amount of the different kinds of property 
upon which the suret ies will be permitted to justify. After receiving the approval 
and signature of the Commissioner, the papers and instructions are transmitted to the 
appointee for execution by him and return to this Bureau. Upon their receipt they 
are careful~r examined, and if found to comply with existing laws and the regula-
tions of the Department, the bond receives the signature of the Commissioner in rec-
ommendation of its approval, and is then transmitted to the Secretary of t,he Interior 
for examination and approval, as required by section 4779, Revised Statutes. ln the 
event of its approval it is returned to this Bureau, and to this division, where a copy 
of said bond is made for retention, and after a record has been made of all the mate-
rial names, dates, and amounts the original bond is transmitted to the Second Comp- • 
troller of the Treasury Department, its final custodian, with the proper notice of the 
pension ngen.t's appointment and information as to the date on which he will assume 
charge of his agency. A similar notice is addressed to the proper Auditors of the 
Treasury Department. The commission from the flresident, and full and explicit in-
structions touching his official duties, are then transmitted to the appointee, and to 
the outgoing pension agent (if any) instructions are also sent relative to surrender-
ing the agency to his successor, to the proper receipts for all Government property 
for which he is responsible, and touching the deposit of the unexpended balances of 
all public funds to his credit. 
Funds for jJension agents.-When the necessity exists for placing funds to the credit 
of the pension agents, which is a matter of constant occurrence, a request for a requi-
sition, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, is prepared in this division for the 
approval and signature of the Commissioner, and contains the n::.,me of the pension 
agent, the date and amount of the bond under which he is chargeable, the amount of 
the credit which he is to receive, the depository in which the amount is to be placed, 
and the appropriation to which the cred1t is to be charged. After this request has 
received the approval and signature of the Commissioner, it is recorded in this divis-
ion, and is transmitted to the division of stationery and accounts of this Bureau, 
where it is also recorded. It is then forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior, and 
remains on file in the disbursing office of the Department, where the requisition on 
the Treasury, pursuant to said request, is prepared, and after receiving the signature of 
the Secretary oftbeinterior, and being properly recorded by the disbursing clerk, is for-
warded to the Second Comptroller, in the pension division of whose office it is examined 
and recorded, and after receiving the approval and signature of the Second Comptrol-
ler is sent to the Third Auditor of the Treasury, in the book-keeper's division of whose 
office it is again recorded and then receives the signature of the Third Auditor. It is 
then transmitted to the warrant division in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
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where the requisition remains on file. A warrant on the Treasury is then prepared 
by this division of the office of the Secretary of the Treasury It receives the sig-
nature of the Secretary of the Treasury, and is then forwarded to the First Comptroller 
of the Treasury, in whose office it is recorded, and after having been signed by the 
Comptroller is transmitted to the Register of the Treasury, where it is again recorded, 
and after having been signed by the Register of the Treasury is forwarded to the 
Treasurer of the United States, in the accounts divhdon of whose office the warrant 
remains on file, and a draft addressed to the designated depositary mentioned in the 
request from this Bureau, for the desired amount, is prepared and receives the signa-
ture of the Treasurer of the United States, after which it is mailed to said depositary, 
who, upon its receipt, sends a formal notice thereof to the pension agent to whose 
credit the funds are placed, and who is then, and not until then, authorized to draw 
against said credit. 
Monthly expense accounts.-Promptly at the close of each month each pension agent 
is required to furnish to this Bureau, upon blanks prepared and sent to him for the 
purpose, an expense account for all the expenses incurred by him during said month, 
and itemized according to the terms of the appropriation providing for the payment 
of such expenses, and accompanied by a receipt or voucher for each amount under 
each item of such expenditure. These accounts are promptly sent to this division! 
where they are carefully examined, and, if found proper, they are prepared for the 
signature of the Commissioner in recommendation of their approval and recorded. 
They are then sent to the stationery and accounts division of this Bureau, where 
they are again recorded, and after receiving the approval and signature of the Com-
missioner they are transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior for his examination 
and approval, as required by the terms of the law making said appropriations. They 
are then returned to this division where, after completion of the record, they are 
transmitted to the proper pension agent, who is then authorize«\ to take credit for 
said expenditures in what is known as his mont.hly account current, and who then 
forwards said expense accounts to the Third Auditor of the Treasury Department as 
a ·voucher for the total amount expended. These expense accounts are furnished to 
this Bureau in duplicate, and the duplicate is retained on file in this division. 
Increase under act of August- 4, 1886.-When, upon application by a pensioner or 
for any other reason, it appears that a pensioner is entitled to consideration under 
the act of August 4, 1886, before alluded to, tht;, papers of said case are drawn from 
the admitted files, the papers are examined, and, if necessary, are prepared and sent 
to the medical division of this Bureau, that an examination of the degree of the pen-
sioner's disability may be ordered to be made at or near his horne by our duly author-
ized examining surgeons, if thought essential. 
Upon receipt of the certificate of the said examining surgeons the case is consid-
ered by the medical division, and the opinion is expressed by the medical referee 
whether, and if so, at what rate, the pensioner is entitled to increase under said act. 
• The case, with this opinion (in writing), is then returned to this division, where a 
· supplemental certificate authorizing the rate found by the medical division to be 
due to the pensioner is prepared, anu after· the whole action has been carefully re-
viewed and a record thereof made, said certificate is forwarded for the signature of 
the Commissioner, an<.l then for the signature of the Secretary of the Interior and 
the seal of the Department. It is then returned to this division, from which it is 
duly mailed to the proper pension agent, who makes an entry upon the rolls of his 
agency of the increased r.1te and date of commencement, and then transmits said 
certificate to the pensioner, with the voucher for the amount due thereon. A formal 
notice of this action is also sent by this division to the proper Auditor of the Treasury. 
The foregoing is submitted as a sample of the methods of transacting bnsinesl!l in 
four of the matterl!l assigned to this division. 
CLERICAL FORCE AND HOURS OF WORK. 
Since I assumed charge of this division, September 1, 1885, the average number of 
clerks permanently employed on the work of this division has been about fourteen. 
Twice stnce that date the clerical force has been temporarily increased in order to 
accomplish speedily special work under the act of Marcil19 and August 4, 18~6, as-
sigued at these different times to be performed by this division, never, however, 
making the total number exceed twenty-four, and continuing for a few weeks only at 
this number. Except annual and sick leave, the force of this division has been em-
ployed regularly during all the honrs of St:~vice fixed by law, and in some instances 
longer, except in two cases, in which the time absent in excess of that granted by 
law and the departmental regulations was deducted from the pay of the absentees. 
No record has been or is now kept in this division of the amount or character of 
work performed by individual clerks, either by days, months, or years, for the reason 
that the miscellaneous character of the work renders such au individual record im-
practicable. It would require nearly as much time for the individual clerks to keep 
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such a record as it would to -perform the work itself. But as before stated, the clerks 
of this division are required to labor during the full legal hours, and the work is al-
ways kept up to date. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Comrnissioner of Pensions. 
H. C. BELL, 
Chief Agents' Division. 
NoTE.-See supplemental report, following. 
Supplemental to t·eport of March 31, 1887. 
AGENTS' DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., Aprill, 1887. 
SIR: In response to your verbal direction of this date that I furnish the ''number 
of employes in the pension agencies, exclusive of the agent, the agencies to be con-
sidered collectively as well as individually in this connection; to incluae all persons 
who, thdugh direct employes of the Government, were not appointed by the President 
or the Secretary of the Interior, as required by the letter addressed to you on the 29th 
instant by Hon. H. L. Muldrq.w, Acting Secretary of the Interior, I have the honor 
to submit tbe following report : 
On the 1st day of March, 1887, as shown by the expense accounts of the pension 
agents, on file in this Bureau, there were employed a total of 175 permanent clerks at 
the agencies, distributed as follows: 





















New York ...••..•..•..••••....•..•. 
Philadelphia ............ ---·--.----
Pittsburgh ..................... __ .• 
San Francisco .....••••...••....•••. 
Syracuse .••••..•••••..•••..•.•.••.. 










Total ... _ ...•.••.... _. . . . . . . . 175 
In addition to the permanent force employed as indicated above, and to enable the 
pension agents to make the regular quarterly payments promptly, an additional force 
is ell!ployed at nearly all of the agencies during each quarter, for periods ranging 
from one to three weeks. During the December, lb8o, quarter (the March, 1887, quar-
ter not having been reported) this force aggregated 145, and was distributed as fol-
lows· 
Augusta............................ 6 
Chicago... • . • . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Co1umbus .••• ...••. ..•••. ..•••. .... 13 
Concord. . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Des Moines......................... 4 
Indianapolis........................ 22 




Ron. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
New York.......................... 19 
Philadelphia .••• .••••.. •.•. •••• .••• 16 
Pittsburgh......................... 2 
San Francisco...................... 1 
Syracuse . . . • . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . 27 
Topeka....... .••••• .••••. .••••• •••. 10 
Washington ........................ 14 
Total 145 
H. C. BELL, 
Chief Agents' Division. 
RECAPITULATION. 
The following statement shows the principal items of the special business trans-
acted in the Agents' Division of the Bureau of Pensions Office. 
Arrears of pension : 
1884 ....•....... ····•· ······ ···-·· ······ ····-· ···--· .••••. ···-·· ...• ••.. 116 
1885...... . . • • • . -..•..... - .....•..•.• -••.•..... - ...•• - ••.•• - ., .••• -. • . . • 70 
1866 . -.............••.... - ... - - . -. . .. - •.•.• - .•••.••••..•........•.. - • • . • 93 
1887 (to March 1) • . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • • 33 
Total.~~---·- •••. ~---··-~----~--·--····.-.--~--··..... 312 
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Reissues: 
1886.---- .. ---- .. ---- .. ---- .. ----- . ----. • ----- --.- . ----. ------ •. -.. -. --. 3, 314 
1887 (to March 1) . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • .. • • • . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3, 275 
Total ..............•..•.••..••.••••••..••...•••••...•............. 6,589 
Increase under act March 3, 1885 : 
1885-- - - -- ---- -- - --. -- --- .• - --- .• -- --- -- ---. -- ---- ------ • ---.- ---- -- • --. 75 
1886 -- - - -- . - . - - - - - - - - - . - - - - • -..•.•.•. - - - . - - • - • - - - - -- - - - - .. - -...• - • - - --- - 227 
1887 (to March 1) . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 18 
Total . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . 320 
Increase under act March 19, 1886: 
March 19 to June 30,1886 .•••••••••••...••...••.....••....••• ······;··· 79,989 
Increase under act August 4, 1886: 
August 4, 1886, to March 1, 1887 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • •• • • 8, 988 
Nurn~er of permanent employes at pension-agencies, March 1, 1887. 
Augusta ....•.............• ~. . . . . .. 6 Milwaukee . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 8 
Boston............................. 13 New York City .........•.••...••... 10 
Chicago............................ 19 Philadelphia....................... 8 
Columbus.......................... 20 Pittsburgh......................... 10 
Concord.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 San Francisco . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 
Des Moin~.... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Syracuse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Detroit............................ 9 Topeka............................ 8 
Indianapolis ..•••...•••............ 12 Washington ..............•••....... 11 
Knoxville • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 9 
Louisville . . . . • • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 6 · Total. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Number of temporary employes at pension agencies for short periods while making quar-
terly payments, due Decernbe1· 4, 1886. 
Augusta ............................ 6 NewYorkCity ...••................ 19 
Chicago............................ 2 Philadelphia....................... 16 
Columbus.......................... 13 Pittsburgh ............ :...... . ...•. 2 
Concord.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . 2 San Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Des Moines...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 4 Syracuse . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Indianapolis .... .••. .•••.• .... ..... 22 Topeka............................ 10 
Knoxville .......... .:...... .... .... 2 Washington ..••....••.•...••..•.••. • 14 
Louisville.......................... 1 
Milwaukee . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 Total...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 
STATIONERY AND ACCOUNTS DIVISION. 
Report of the stationm·y and accounts division, Bureau of Pensions, on the methods of 
business and work, as requested by Senate Select Comntittee and called for by Depart-
ment ci1·cular of Mm·ch 23, 1887. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., April 1, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your instructions that the various chiefs of divisions 
furnish you, in so far as it is possible, with the information called for in the circular 
letter of Ron. F'. M. Cockrell, chairman of the Select Committee of the Senate, I have 
the honor to submit the following report from the stationery and accounts division: 
This division was organized June 1, 1886, and the time between that and July 1, 
the beginning of the next fiscal year, was consumed mainly in formulating the methods 
of work to be pursued and securing the necessary record books, file cases, &c., so that 
the work of the division could be fairly inaugurated by July 1, 1886. 
DUTIES OF THE DIVISION. 
The duties of the division are to audit and approve all accounts of whats{lever 
nature pertaining to the Bureau of Pensions after they have been passed upon by 
the respective chiefs of divisions to which they apply1 and to charge these accounts 
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to the proper appropriations; to make requisition on the Secretary of the Interior for 
all stationery nsed by the Bureau, and to issue the same on requisitions, when prop-
erly approved, to the Vf1rious divisions and employes of the Bureau, charging the 
articles to the divisions or individuals drawing; to make requisitions on the honor-
able Secretary of the Interior for the engraving and printing and binding of all pen-
sion checks, pension certificates, blanks, envelopes, record books, and publications 
used by the Bureau of Pensions, the pension agencies, and the pension examining 
surgeons throughout the country, and the issuing of the same on properly approved 
requisitions. 
METHOD OF TRA..~SACTING BUSI:NESS. 
T.he principal accounting work of this division is in connection with the pension 
examining surgeons throughout the country, who number about twenty-five hun-
dred. The cert.i:ficates of examination, together with the orders for examination, and 
the daily reports of the persons examined, when they are received by the mail divis-
ion of this Bureau, are transmitted to the medical division, where the certificates are 
examined and accepted or returned for correction, as the case may be, and the daily 
reports so checked and forwarded to the stationery and accounts division. When the 
reportsarereceivedin this division, they are stamped with thedateofreceipt, and, after 
being scrutinized to see if they are properly checked, are turned over to the clerk who 
keeps the day-book, when he calculates the number of examinations and the amount 
of fees due, and makes the entry, showing the name of board or surgeon, the town, 
county, and State, the number accepted, with the amount of fees, and the number 
returned for correction, with the amount of fees. This record is SC' arranged tha.t at 
any time the total number of examinations that have been made during the fiscal 
year, with the cost of the same, can be told, together with the number that have been 
returned for correction to the surgeons, the number that have been received back 
corrected and credited, and the number still outstanding. 
After the entries have been made in the day-book, they are turned over to the two 
employes who keep the ledger accounts with each board, single, civil, special, ex-
pert, and foreign surgeons. These ledgers are so arranged that each county and 
State comes in alphabetical order, and the number of examinations and the amount 
of fees for any particular surgeon or board can be found almost instantly, and if 
necessary, with a little labor, the amount of work done in each county or State. The 
ledgers and day-book are kept closely checked with each other to avoid any dis-
crepancies, and the daily reports are filed in the division for reference. 
At the end of each quarter the quarterly account of each board or surgeon is ren-
dered in duplicate, and, after being certified as correct by the medical division, it is 
forwarded to this division, when, if it agrees with the ledger account and with the 
daily reports with which it is compared, it is indorsed as correct and sent to the Com-
missioner for his approval, and then returned to the board or surgeon to be presented 
to the-proper pension agent for payment. If there is any discrepancy between the 
quarterly account and the books of this Bureau, it is returned for correction, unless 
it be merely a mistake in charging the proper fee fixed by law. In such cases the 
account is approved for the amount which the law fixes for the number of examina-
tions reported. 
Every account when it is closed on the ledger by the approval of the quarterly 
voucher is entered upon a book, which is called ''A Register of Vouchers Approved," 
and which shows at any time the number of examinations, with their cost, which 
have been approved, the date of approval, the name of the board or surgeon, and 
the place, the character of examinations, whether by board, single, civil, special, 
expert, or foreign surgP,ons, and whether the applicants were of the Army or Navy, 
and the agency at which it is payable, the total amount being the liabilities against 
the appropriation. 
This division also scrutinizes and audits the monthly and semi-monthly expen·se 
accounts of all special and detailed pension examiners in the field, after they have 
been approved by the chief of the special-examination division, the amount of 
their per diem and expenses being charged to the respective appropriations to which 
they apply. They are then transmitted to the Commissioner for his approval, after 
which they are forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior for his approval before be-
ing finally sent to the disbursing officer for payment. 
In addition to the foreg6ing, this division keeps an account of all expenses of the 
pension ' agencies for whatever purpose, and of the appropriations for Army and 
Navy pensions, for fees of examining surgeons, and for clerk hire, fuel, light, and 
contingent expenses of the pension agencies. All requisitions for funds drawn against 
these various appropriations by the agents' division on the Secretary of the Interior 
pass through this division for record before being forwarded to the Secretary. 
The books of this division are checked with the books of the agents' division each 
week, and every Monday morning there is a statement made to the honorable Secre-
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tary of the Interior of the condition of every appropriation for the Bun1au of Pensions, 
for the pension agencies, for the payment of Army and Navy pensions,. and for the 
fees of examining surgeons. 
THE AMOUNT OF WORK PENDING. 
This division only being organized last June, it is of course impossible to furnish 
any data for prior years. The work of the division is entirely current, and it is not 
allowed to accumulate, it being a rare instance for any work to remain in the division 
undisposed of for twenty-four hours, consequently we have no pending work on band 
to report. 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYES. 
The average number of employes in this division has been nine, and at no time has 
there been to exceed eleven, and for only two or three weeks was that number em-
ployed. The employes commence work at 9 a.m., and, with the exception of a half 
hour for lunch, from 12.30 to 1 o'clock p. m., work until 4 p. m., except when it is 
necessary to work later to complete some special or pressing work, when they have 
several times worked over hours. In no case bas a single clerk in this division been 
absent for the full amount of time which the rules of the Department allow for leave 
of absence with pay. 
AMOUNT OF WORK PERFORMED BY EMPLOYES. 
It is impossible to give the amount of work performed by each individual employe, 
as no such record has been kept. I can only say iu general terms that three persons 
are employed in the stationery and printing branch of the work, while the others are 
employed on the accounts. The accounting work of the division is so varied and 
irregular that no one. employe is constantly engaged upon one class of work, and in 
my opinion it would be impracticable to keep a record of this class of work which 
would convey an intelligible idea of the amount and value of the work performed by 
each employe. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN C. BLACK, 
Comntissioner of Pensions. 
C. F. GILLIAM, 
Chief, Stationery and Accounts Division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undis-
posed of, at the dates specified below, in the stationery and accounts division of the 





Character of business. up to ofup to Character of business. up to of up to March 1, M:uchl, Marchi, Marchi, 
1887. 1887. 18&7. 1887. 
---
I 
Daily reports of medical ex- Requisitions on the Secre-
aminat10ns received, au- tary of Interior for print-
dited, and entered on day ing, engraving, and bind-
book and ledgers .......... 25,031 25,031 ing ························ .......... 517 
Quarterly accounts of exam- Blank8 and envelopes re-
ining surgeons audited, ap· ceived and distributed .... 7, 746,375 7, 746,375 
proved, and recorded in Record books received and 
re~ster . ................... 5, 521 5, 521 distributed ...............• 1,664 1,664 
SpeCial examiners' exKense Reams of pttper received 
accounts received, au ited, and distributed ........... 598 598 
appro~ed, and ch~rged to Commissioner's re:port and 
pro :per appropriations .•.••• 2,115 2,115 laws and regulatiOns ...... 35,000 35,000 
Reqmsitions for funds for D~~~~~gn:ndfilf:Jsof~l }3~: tension agents and reim· 
ursement requisitions en- reau ....................... 3,344 3,344 
tered and charged to vari· Requisitions packed and 
ous appropriations .... ...•. 2,450 2, 450 shipped to the special ex-
Re~ uisitions on the Ser.retary aminers and examining 
o Interior for stationery surgeons .....•••......••.• 4, 578 4,578 
and miscellaneous supplies. 145 
It is estimated that the amount of blanks, &c., distributed equals the amount 
received, as the stock on band is kept as near the same as possible. 
The work of the division is entirely current, and is usually disposed of on the 
same day as received. 
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SUPERINTENDENT'S DIVISION. 
Report of the superintendent's division, Bureau, of Pensions, on the tnethods of busines8 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Depm·tment circular 
of March 23, 1!:587. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
BUREAU OF PENSIONS. 
Washington, D. C.,April2: i887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request, I have the honor to subm1t the following 
statement of the character of the labor performed by the employes of the Bureau of 
Pensions, coming under the superintendent of building. 
The 'messenger fo1·ce.-Tbe messenger force is composed of forty-five persons, twenty-
five messengers at $840 per annum, and twenty messenger boys at $400 per annum. 
These messengers and messenger boys are assigned to duty in the different divisions 
of the Bureau in proportion to the number of persons in each division and the char-
acter of the work to be performed. 
Enginee1·s and ji1·emen.-The law provides for two engineers and three firemen in the 
Bureau of Pensions. The engineers have charge of the boiler-room and the beating 
apparatus. The firemen are subject to the orders of the engineers, and, besides watch-
ing the fires, assist the engineers in running the pumps~ &c. 
The watch force.-The watch forceis composed of twenty-four persons-a captain, 
three sergeants, and twenty watchmen. The watchmen are divided into three reliefs; 
the first watch coming at 8 a. m. ; the second at 4 p. m., and the third at 12 midnight. 
The captain, assisted by one of the sergeants, bas charge of the watch from 8 a. m. t,o 4 
p. m., and each of the night watches is in charge of a serg·eant. The watchmen have 
charge of the building and its property, and are held to a strict accountability for the 
faithful performance of their duties. 
The labor-roll.-Thc labor-roll contains the names of twenty-five persons. These 
men do the labor work of the bureau-sweeping, scrubbing, and cleaning generally, 
besides the heavier work of moving furniture, &c. The labor force is none too large 
for the amount and character of work to be performed. 
Charwmnen.-The law provides for five charwomen in the Bureau of Pensions. 
The salaries of these women is $400 each. They have charge of the ladies' dressing-
rooms, pick over the waste paper, &c. 
Skilled labor.-The law provides for no skilled labor in the Bureau of Pensions; and 
as a consequence two copyists have been detailed for duty under the superintendent. 
One of these men is a carpenter, and the other a gas and steam fitter, and their serv-
ices could not be dispensed with. 
Recapitulation.-The total number of persons doing duty under the superintendent 
of building is as follows: 
Messengers......................... 25 
Messsengers boys................... 20 
Engineers.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Firemen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 3 
Watc!imen ....•. ..•••. ...... .. .. .. . 24 
La borers . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 25 
Copyists........................... 2 
Charwomen .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 5 
Total ........................ 106 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
Hon. JoHN C. BLACK, 
Contmissioner of Pensions. 
W. F. SCHUCKERS, 
Superintendent of Building. 
THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
DIVISION A. 
Report of Division A, General Land Office, on the methods of business and work, as re. 
quested by Senate Select Committee, and called fo1' by Department circular of Ma1·ch 23 
1887. ' 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the A division of 
the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
Division A of the General Land Office is immediately under the direction of the 
chief clerk, whose duties are multiform and quite difficult to enumerate. He has the 
supervision of the whole force in the office, assigns employes to the respective divis· 
ions, makes details and transfers of clerks from one division to another as the exigency 
of the service may demand, grants all leaves not exceeding one day, examines and 
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initials all applications for leaves exceeding one day; under his direction and super-
vision is apportioned the contingent fund for local land offices, and are prepared for 
the signature of the Commissioner all letters authorizing expenditures for rents, 
clerks, furniture, and other contingent expenses of locaUand offices. All requjsitione 
for blanks and stationery for said offices are examined and approved by him. 
Under his supervision and requisitions, are issued all stationery supplies to the em-
ployes of the office, and he has kept by the stationery clerk an account of all station-
ery issued to each employe; the f'tationery clerk being charged with all supplies re-
ceived and only credited with the approved requisitions of the chief clerk, an account 
being opened with each employe, showing the amount and date of each article fur-
nished. 
The bonds of all bonded officers of this Bureau are examined and initialed by the 
chief clerk and then submitted to the Commissioner for his signature. All office cir-
culars are required to be placed before him for his examination and initials and then 
submitted to the Commissioner; all telegrams likewise. 
All letters written in Division A are examined, and, if approved, are initialed by the 
chief clerk before submitting same to the Commissioner. All proposals for bids and 
contracts for photolithographing maps and plats are made under his supervision and 
then submitted to the Commissioner. 
All departmental and official orders are transmitted through him to employes. He 
examines the weekly summary report made by the several chiefs of the work done in 
their respective divisions, corrects the same, if necessary, initials them and then sub-
mits them to the Commissioner. 
He, in connection with the Assistant Commissioner and the two law clerks, examines 
the tabulated abstracts of proof of all agricultural entries after the same have been 
11repared and examined by the board of review. If said tabulated abstracts are ap-
proved, the lands are recommended for patent and signed by the Assistant Commis-
sioner, chief clerk, and law clerks. 
The chief clerk keeps a record of all moneys received in this office, examines and 
verifies the weekly report and vouchers of the receiving clerk. 
It is to him largely that persone,l applications are made by Senators and Repres~nta­
tives in the interest of their constituents, and other citizens for information relativ@ 
to the status of claims in wp.ich the parties are interested. 
The foregoing are some of the many duties devolved upon the chief clerk. 
Division A embraces the law clerks, law examiners, registering room, receiving 
clerk, and the stationery, printing, and file clerk. The last-named clerk keeps record 
of the leaves of absence of the entire land service. Legal and intricate questions 
arising in the office, drafts and reports on bills to Congress and matters of special 
importance· are acted upon by the law clerks. The law clerks and law examiners 
read and initial all letters and communications prepared in all the other divisions 
before the same are placed before the Commissioner for signature, thereby securing 
uniform action. 
The law clerks examine such cases and matters as the Commiseioner directs, and 
prepare decisions and instructions when so required. They are called upon daily for 
information, opinions relative to legal questions arising in the administration of the 
land laws, and the practice o:( the office and Department and of local land offices. 
Chiefs of divisions and clerks are permitted to consult the law clerks at any time. 
The law clerks also ·critically read each day and examine as to correctness of law 
and practice, all letters and decisions prepared in the railroad and special service 
divisions, and. the decisions and instructions relative to surveys and private land 
claims, and such other letters, decisions and instructions prepared in other divisions 
of the office as may be specially referred to them by the Commissioner. They also 
prepare, or .examine and revise, under the direction of the Commissioner, important 
reports to the Secretary upon special matters, and reports to Congress upon bills and 
resolutions, and prepare, or examine and revise, drafts for circulars of instruction to 
local land officers, surveyors-general, and special agents. The work is of such varied 
character that no tabulation of it or comparative statement could be made. 
The law clerks are habitually employed at their desks from one to two hours daily 
beyond office hours. 
The registering room receives, opens, briefs, numbers and registers all letters and 
communications received in this office. The system is thorough and letters are read-
ily found, few or no losses being sustained. 
The receiving clerk is a bonded official, receiving all money transmitted to this 
office. Deposits are made in the United States Treasury at the end of each week, and 
report transmitted to the Honorable Secretary of the Interior for veri:fica1,ion by the 
Treasury Department. The moneys received are for exemplifications of the records 
and fees and commissions for lands entered and sold in the States of Ohio, Indiana and 
Illinois, where the Commissioner is ex-officio register and receiver (act of March 3, 
1887). This clerk also has charge of the pay rolls of this office (payments are made 
semi-monthly), writes letters authorizing the employment of elerks in local land offices 
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and rent for said offices. All complaints preferred against local o:tp.cers and survey-
ors-general are referred to him to examine and write letters therein, and he also 
writes other miscellaneous letters. 
The stationery, printing, and :file clerk draws the requisitions and examines the 
same for issue of stationery supplies, for this office, special agents, local land service 
and surveyors-general, puts his initials on same and then submits them to the chief 
clerk for his examination and signature. 
Also all printing and binding for the entire land service together with the issue of 
the same, are dealt with in the same way. He examines the bonds of local land offi-
cers and snn'cyors-gcneral, affixes his initials and Lhen submits them to the chief 
clerk for his examination, approval, and initials, and writes 1he letters ·transmitting 
the commissions of the above named officers, hJ:l,s charge of the files of the division and 
writes miscellaneous letters. 
Following the mail through the process of registration, it is as follows: 
:J!'irst : All communications addressed to this office are taken to the general register-
ing room; letters are folded in as nearly a uniform size as possible, and if there be 
sufficient blank space on same, a summary of the contents is written on the back in 
as brief a manner as the case will admit. 
If there be not sufficient l:ilank space on the back of the letter, or if the letter is to 
be returned to the writer, it is put into a jacket and the brief of contents written 
thereon. · 
The next step is to separate the letters into different classes, as follows : Depart-
mental letters, Congressional letters, gubernatorial letters, surveyor-general letters, 
register and receiver letters, money letters, and miscellaneous letters. When each 
class has been arranged separately in alphabetiecal order the letters are each stamped 
with a number and the date of the receipt thereof, the number running consecutively 
from No. 1 at the beginning of the calendar year up to t,he highest at the end of the 
year. 
The letters are then noted on a general index in order accorJ.ing to their number. 
This index gives the number, initial of writer, class ofletter, and the division of the 
Bureau to which same are delivered. The letters are then registered in the several 
volumes to which they properly belong and then delivereJ. to the proper divisions. 
When letters are to be transferred from the division where :first sent to another divis-
ion, or from this Bureau to another department or Bureau, they are a.gain brought 
to the 1·egistering room and the transfer noted in the proper volume opposite the 
entry of the letter. 
In transferring letter~ from one division to another Department or Bureau the fact 
is noted bo1h on the index and on the volume in which same were originally regis-
tered. 
When a letter contains an inclosure a note of the same is made on the back of the 
letter or on the jacket giving the number of inclosures, and t,he number of the letter 
is written on each inclosure. 
RECEIVING CLERK. 
Under the act of Congress of July 2, 1864, one of the employes of the General Land 
Office is designated as the recei~ing clerk, and to his keeping all moueys received at 
the General Land Office for exemplifications of records, &c., are committed and dis-
posed of as hereinafter mentioned. Letters received at t.he General Land Office are 
opened by the Commissioner and assistant commissioner and ctiief clerk, ~tnJ. those 
containing remittances are turned over to the receiving clerk, who places each letter 
in a separate special jacket or envelope, properly briefed, with the name of the writer, 
the address, date, amount, and purpose for which it is intended. 
These letters are then entered by the receiving clerk in a special register of money 
letters, and then handed to the chief clerk, who keeps a check-list of the name and 
amount inclosed in each letter. 
These letters are then sent to the registering room for registering in the usual man-
ner and reference to appropriate divisions. 
When the letters are answered, the division so answering sends the letters to the 
receiving clerk, who notes upon his register the date of answer and division in 
which answered, and in case that any fee in excess of the amount required by law 
has been remitted, the balance is returned to the sender in a registered letter to in-
sure safe delivery. 
At the end of each week the receiving clerk deposits in the Treasury of the United 
States the money received during the week, taking therefor a certificate of deposit. 
He then prepares a weekly statement of the gross amounts received, the amount 
returned to senders or otherwise disposed of, the amount deposited in the Treasury, 
and his balance on hand. 
Statement is examined and verified by the chief clerk and afterwards approved by 
the Commissioner and transmitted to the Secretary of t:Q.e lnterior. \ 
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Statement of business of receiving clerk. 
Fiscal year ending-
June 30,1884 ••••••••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••.••.•.. 
Jru1e 30,1885 ....................................... .. 
June 30,1886 .•••••.••••• . .•••••••••••••••••.••••..•.. 








8, 435 60 
The difference between the amount of cash received and the amount deposited in 
the United States Treasury was returned to the senders, the sum remitted being in 
excess of the legal fees required. 
The larger difference between the gross amount received and deposited in 1884 was 
caused by the fact that at that time the office frequently received moneys in substi-
tution for land warrants, which were taken np as cash receipts, and subsequently 
applied as the law requires in payment for the land. Since 1884 such moneys have 
been accounted for by the local land officers. 
Under act of March 3, 1877. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office as ex-officio register and receiver of 
land offices in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, has received as follows, and deposited in the 
U. S. Treasury : 
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884: 
Sales of land in Ohio .•••••.••••••.••..••••••.••••••....•••••...••. $193 64 
Sales ofland in Illinois. . . . • • .. .. .. • • • . .. • • . • • .. • .. . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . 122 61 
Fees and commissions on sales of land in Ohio ••••••••••••••••••••.• 
Fees and commissions on sales of land in Indiana •••••••••••••.•••.. 




During the fiscal year ending J line 30, 1885 : 
Sales of land in Illinois ...................................... ~. . . . . 30 90 
.l!..,ees and commissions on sales of land in Indiana...... . • • • • • . . • • • . . 7 00 
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886 : 
Fees and commissions on sales of laud in Indiana ....•••• . ••. _.. . . . . 5 00 





During the current fiscal year from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887, the sum ·of$70.89 
has been received on account of the foregoing; but final disposition of all the cases 
has not been made and the exact amounts to be deposited under the respective 
heads cannot now be determined. 
ATTORNEYS' ROOM. 
A room in the General Land Office is set apart for the use of attorneys practicing 
before the office, and is placed in charge of a clerk, whose duty it is to receive from 
such attorneys as are authorized by departmental regulations to practice before the 
office proper cards of request for permission to examine such records and papers oit 
the files of the office as they may be entitled to inspect under the rules and to pro-
cure from the respective divisions such papers and under his personal supervision 
permit the same to be inspected and the desired information obtained by copy or 
otherwise. The records are then returned to their proper places. 
Such cards of inquiry average over 500 per week, and their usage in the manner 
indicated prevents obstruction and delay in the conduct of official business which 
would necessarily follow were the rooms of the respective divisions open to such 
visits. 
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PACKING ROOM. 
In this room all plats, both of public surveys and mineral, together with all lists, 
&c., are mounted on cloth for binding and their better preservation. 
During the past year there were mounted 4,500 plats of public land surveys and 
1,100 mineral}!lats, besides a number of raih'oad selections, &c., requiring 982 ya1·ds 
of ten-quarter cotton cloth. The packer stitches all mineral patents and prepares for 
mailing all maps, reports, circulars, and heavy packages. He also has in charge the 
files of circulars issued from time to time by this office. 
MESSENGERS AND LABORERS. 
This force is under the supervi~ion of one person detailed as chief messenger, awl 
consists of 26 persons. 
Eight messengers, 12 laborers, () designated as packers, doing service as assistant 
messeng~rs and laborers. Of the laborers one is detailed to the office of the Secre-
.tary. '!'his force does all messenger work and have charge of the rooms and halls oc-
cupied by t,his office. 
'!'he foregoing, with the reports from the several divisions, comprises the employes 
of the General Laud Office proper, and there are besides, and under its authority and 
supervision, the following additional officers aml employes: 
SURVEYORS-GENERAL. 
There are 15 surveyors-general, not including that of Alaska, where tho United 
States marshal is ex-officio surveyor-general. No surveys have been made in that Ter-
ritory. All surveys of public lands are under the immediate supervision of the offi-
cers. They are bonded officials and acting disbursing officers, employing their own 
clerks, reut~ing quarters, &c., under specific appropriation by Congress. Their ac-
counts, as well as all others pertaining to the General Land Office, are rmdited in this 
office. '!'hey make contract with and approve the bonds of deputy surveyors subject 
to the approval of this of.fice. 
There are employed in the several offices of the surveyors-general 102 persons as 
clerks, draftsmen, copyists, messeng('lrR, and janitors, at salaries ranging from $120 to 
$2,400 per annum. 
REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS. 
There are 109 local land offices in operation now; 2 (in Nebraska) not as yet opened 
for business (officers appointed have not qualified) and 1 (in Wyoming) organized 
by act of March:~, 1887 (no officers have been appointed); total, 112. All local offi-
cers a.re bonded ; the rt;Jcei ver is a disbursing agent. 
There are employed in these offices lU:! clerks at au annual expenditure of $95,184.09; 
salaries range from $600 to $1,200 por annum, and rents allowed amounting to 
$13, 946.75. 
The field force of this office consists of 78 persons, divided as follows: 
Inspector of United States land offices and offices of surveyors-general . _. _ ....• _ 3 
Examiner of surveys ... - ........... - ..... - ....................... _ ........... _ 4 
Examinerl:l of swamp lands ............ ---·................ . ................... 7 
}"'raudulent entries ............ ·----·. ---· -----· .............. ------ .......... 30 
Timber depredations ............................................... __ ..... _. _ _ 27 
Custodians abandoned militaryreservations ............ ····-· ...... .... .... .••• 7 
The lirst named are paid $2,000 per annum. Swamp land agents, $1~400 and $1,500 
per annum. Fraudulent land agents, $1,500 to $1,600 per annum. Timber depreda-
tions, $1,200 and $1,400 per annum. Of the custodians of abandoned military reserva-
tions, 5 receive salaries ranging from $23 to $75 per month. 'l'wo receive no compen-
sation. In addition to the salary paid, all are allowed a per diem of $2.50 (except cus-
todians), and their actual and necessary expenses. 
All letters authorizing expenditures for rents, clerk-hire, and furniture for local of-
fices, :tnd all contingent expenses are prepared in division A, also all requisitions for 
stationery and blanks for local offices and surveyors general. 
INSPECTORS. 
Three inspectors of United States land offices aud offices of surveyors-geneml con-
stitute a part of the General Laud Office. They are appointed by the Secretary of 
the Interior, and their duties consist in making periodical examinations of the local 
offices and offices of surveyors-general, giving the officers of the same proper instruc-
tions as to t,he manner' of conducting business, correcting informalities, and generally 
supervising their work so far as may be practicable in the limited time at. their dis-
posal. These inspectors are assigned to separate sections of the country in which the 
offices are located, and they are required to report to this office the result of each in-
spection made, and the condition of the work in the respective offices, making such 
suggestions as to the manner of work as their exverience demonstrates is essential to 
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the proper conduct of the same. They also arc called upon to investigate any charges 
affecting the personal or official conduct of the officers~ and to report the result of 
such investigations. 
They are also requireu to make report every week to this office, showing their 
whereabouts and their occupation each day. 
EXAMINERS OF SURVEYS. 
Their duties consist in examining surveys in the field, testing measurmueutB, and 
reporting the exact conditions of surveys as found, describing corners found; notmg 
failures to establish the same, discrepancy in measurement, or any other failures to 
comply with the contracts and instructions, and carrying out any other instructions 
issued by this office. 
SWAMP-LAND AGENTS. 
Swamp-land agents are required to make an examination in the field of lands 
claimed under the acts of Congress granting swamp and overflowed lands to a num-
ber of States, and make detailed reports showing the character of each smallest 
legal subdivision of land examined. They also examine and report on lands on which 
indemnity is claimed as swamp and overflowed lands sold by the United States or lo-
cated with warrants, and attend at the taking of testimony in support of such 
claims, for the purpose of cross-examining witnesses and taking such other measures 
as may be necessary to protect the interests of the Government. 
SPECIAL AGENTS FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF FRAUDULENT LAND ENTRIES. 
Whenever any charges are preferred against an entry or claim by a person other 
than legal contestant, or there is evidence tending to show fraud, or that the law has 
not been complied with, the special agent is required to make a thorough and per-
sonal investigation of the case. His first duty after conferring with the person who 
made the charges, if the information was furnished by au individual, is to locate aud 
examine the land, and ascertain its character and present condit.ion and the nature 
and value of the improvements thereon, a.nd, if the claim is a homestead or pre-emp-
tion, the evidences of inhabitancy, cultivation, or improvement during the period 
covered by the claimant's proof, or, if a desert claim, the evidences of reclamation or 
non-reclamation of the land within the time required by the Jaw. He then proceeds 
to ascertain, from any person who may be cognizant of the facts, all the evidence 
tending to show compliance or non-compliance with the requirements of the law 
under which the entry or claim was made; the circumstances under which it 
was made and held; the good or bad faith of claimant; whether the entry was 
made in the interest of any person other than entryman, and whethee or not the 
land.had been conveyed, and in ascertaining this fact tho county records are always 
examined. If the entryman is alleged or supposed to be fictitious, he obtains t.he 
evidence of persons who are well acquainted in the neighborhood to show that such 
person was unknown and could not have lived on the laud without their knowledge; 
a.nd the personal tax list and county record are also examined. All persons who may 
know any material fact are interviewed and their affidavits taken, if it is deemed 
necessary and the parties are willing to give them, and the claimant, if he can be 
found, is advised that he can submit his statement or any evidence he may have 
favorable to the entry. The agent is required to critically examine and ascertain 
whether or not .the entryman has failed to comply with any requirement of the law 
under which the entry was made, and to do this he must be familiar with the various 
land laws and the rulings of the Land Department and the courts thereon. The re-
sult of the investigation and all the facts discovered are submitted in a full report to 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, who takes the proper action on the 
entry. Should a, hearing be ordered, as is always done on the application of any 
party in interest, it then becomes the duty of the agent to attend to the service of the 
notices and procure the attendance of his witnesses, there being no judicial writ or 
process to aid him. At the trial he acts in the capacity of an attorney for the Gov-
ernment; presents its case, and cross-examines the defendant's witnesses. Whenever 
the investigation develops a criminal offense agaiust the land laws, the agent pre-
sents the facts to the United States district attorney and renders him all possible aid 
in procuring the evidence of the crime. In cases where suits are brought to vacate 
land patents or to remove all unlawful inclosures of the public lands, he is relied upon 
by the United States attorney to obtain the evidence to support or sustain the suit, 
and to do this efficiently necessitates a thorough investigation of the case and gener-
ally a survey of the land involved. The duty of investigating and reporting upon 
charges of unprofessional conduct of attorneys aud agents practici:r.tg before the local 
offices and the Department also devolves upon the special agents, and requires judg-
ment of the highest degree of intelligence. The agents submit weekly reports, show-
ing the work they were engaged on during each day of the week, besides making 
special reports on the cases investiiated. 
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SYNOPSIS OF THE DUTIES OF SPECIAL TIMBER AGENTS. 
Special timber agents are assigned to duty in certain State~:~, Territories, or dis· 
trict, wherein they have a general supervision and charge over all timber upon Gov-
ernment land. 
It is their duty to keep themselves thoroughly informed respecting the condition 
of the timber on public lands in their districts and to protect the same from waste 
and destruction from any and all sources. 
Upon receipt of intimation to the effect that trespass bas been, or is being, perpe-
-trated upon public timber within his jurisdiction, it is expected of the agent that he 
will visit the locality and investigate the alleged trespass in person. Should the in-
vestigation result in developing tre~:~pass, a report thereon is required upon the proper 
form, presenting the facts of trespass in detail, in such a ma~ner as to form a sound 
basis upon which to recommend proper action against the guilty parties. In every 
instance in which legal proceedings are ordered upon such reports, the agent is ex-
pected to render to the prosecuting United States attorney such required assistance as 
he is able, and thereafter advise this office respecting the outcome of t,he proceed-
ings. 
In cases in which settlement by payment of due measure of damages by the proper 
parties is deemed advisable by the Department the agent is required to issue proper 
notice to that effect, and subsequently keep this office duly a<l vised respecting action 
taken thereunder. 
In cases in which depredations are committed upon unperfected entries, separate 
reports upon the lands involved are submitted, and the agent is required to thereafter 
hold himself in readiness to render assistance in disposing of-under instructions from 
this office-the question of title to the lands raised by the facts presented in his 
report. 
In cases demanding emergent action the agent is required to apply to the proper 
United States a.ttorney to institute the lPgal proceedings requisite, and thereafter re-
port as above indicated. 
Agents are required to submit e~ch week a report presenting a brief statement of 
official acts each day of the week. 
Agents are required to submit semi-annually a report showing in every case inves-
tigated and reported, with all action taken therein, until finally closed. 
Agents are required to keep an accurate account of all expenses incurred incident 
to the discharge of their official duties, over and above their actual daily expenses, 
·and to submit a monthly itemized statement of same accompanied by proper vouchers. 
CUSTODIANS OF MILITARY RESERVATIONS 
have the ca,re and custody of abandoned military reservations turned over to the 
Department. On many of them are buildings of value an<1 other improvements left 
by the military authorities, and it is for the protection of these improvements that 
these custodians are appointed. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the chief clerk's 
division of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, an«l by whom it is considered and acted upon, an<l 
the action thereon had e:tnd taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
An applicant for appointment as receiver of public moneys files his application for 
appointment with the honorable Secretary of the Interior; the appointment is made 
by the President, by and with the advice nnd consent of the United States Senate. 
The commission is drawn, signed b,v the President and Secretary of the Interior, 
and transmitted to this office. A bond is prepared with blank affidavits and instruc-
tions are forwarded to the appointee, who is directed to execute the instrument in 
conformity with the instructions. The borHl a,nd affidavit are sent to this office; if 
found correct, arc forwarded to the honorable Secretary for approval; when approved 
they are returned to this office. 'fbe names of t,he sureties a,re noted with the 
amounts of suret.y. The proper notes are made on the hond book, the division of 
accounts notified, the boud is transmitted to the First Comptroller of the Treasury, 
and the commission sent to the appointee. He enters on clnty, gives receipts in du-
plicate to the outgoing officer, who forwards one to this office and retains the other 
copy, and from the day following the date of said receipts the new officeJ enters on 
duty and his pay commences. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the A division of the General Land Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
Letters received and registered ........... . 
Do ...................... . ........... . 
Do .................. . ............... : 





1887 (to I 
Mar.1). 
.A.monnt pend-~ During calen-1 
ing onJan.l. dar year. 
None. I 131, G52 
None. I 132, 482 
None. 139, 086 







The work of this division is cnrrent, and ·is disposed of daily. There has never 
been any classified recorrl kept of business received and transacted, and to make a 
statement as called for by this hla.nk, and mako the compilation, would require the 
examinations of many volumes of records containing the different items of business 
disposed of. It is practicable to give the number of letters received and registered 
each year, and also the number received for the years specified, in which are included 
tho reports in duplicate from registers and receivers and applications for circulars, 
&c. Registering the former w::ts continued up to August 1, lb85, when it was diHcon-
tinued as to one report, and tho registering of applications for circulars was discon-
tinued An gust, 1~85. These two items are estimated to number about l1,500 annually; 
therefore, to get a correct idea of the increase of business in tllis office by the number 
of letters registered, in comparing the number received in 1886 with former years, the 
sum of 11,500, which is included in former years but now diseontinned, should be 
added to the number receive1l in 181:l6 and a proportionate amount for 1887; hy so 
doing an intelligent and approximate ic.lea way be had of tile increase. 
A statement of the average amount and cilaracter of business performed, transacted, 
and disposed of during the perlods specified, by the employes in the A division of tbo 
General Land Office, Department of the Interior, is not given. No monthly classi-
fied account of the business performed has been kept. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the A divis-
ion of tho General Land Office, Department of tile Interior, during 1.he periods speci~ 
fred: 
1884 .... ··--··. ·-···- · ... . 
Jan. I Feb. Mar . .Apr.! May. June. July . .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------='---1---- -· ----------------------
lR ]!) J!) 19 19 20 19 :.!0 20 19 19 20 
Year. 
1885 ...... ·----··--· ···-·-
1886 .... · ····--··--··-···· 
1887 (to March 1) ...... . . li I !! ___ !~-1-1: ___ !: ____ i:_ --~- --~- ---~- __ ;:_1--~ ----~ 
No statement showing the maximnm and minimum amount of husinl'ss transacted 
and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least 
dnring the periods specified, in the A flivision of the General Land Office, De-
partment of the Interior, can be given. The clerks have been fully employed, but 
no account kept of the business transacted and disposed of hy each employe, for tho 
reason that it was never required: and in most cases wholly impracticable. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to tile consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specificcl, by the employes in the A division of the General Land Office, Department 
of the Interior: 
Year. 
1884.- .... - .... -... - . --.-.-.--- ..... - .. ----. -. 
1885 .....• ····-··-··-··-·----·········---····· 
1886 .••••.......•................ . .....•.... ·-
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The official day is from 9 to 4 (7 hours), but there is allowed to the employes thirty 
minutes, from 12 m. to 12.30 p. m., for lunch, which is almost invariably availed of, 
which would bring the average hours of attendance to not exceeding 6t hours. 
The following Rtatement shows the maximum number of days devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present fm: the greatest number of days, and al~:Jo the minimum 
number of days devoted to busmess by the employe present for the least number of 
days in the A division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing the periods specified : 
1887 (to 
1884. 1885. 1886. Mar. 1). 
----------------------·-----!-- - - -----
Maximum No. of days.................................................. 285 300t 





1884.-Maximum time made by E. H. Minor, packer; minimum, A. M. Stagg, 
copyist. 
1885.-Maximum time made by two law clerks, W. 0. Conway and J.W. Le Barnes; 
minimum, A. M. Stagg, copyist. 
1886.-Maximum t,ime made by W. 0. Conway, law clerk; minimum, J. E. Shep-
herd, class 1. 
1887, to Mar. I.-Maximum time made by ten clerks of the division; minimum, G. 
A. Wooley, class 1. 
RECORDER'S (B) DIVISION. 
Report of the recorder's (B) division, General Land Office, on the ntethods of business and 
tv01·k, as 1·equired by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department cirmtlar of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the recorder's di-
vision of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
The business of this division comprises the receiving and answering letters relative 
to bounty land warrants, the public lands, and miscellaneous subjects. 
The issuing of patents, the examination of same, in connection with the certificates 
of entry, and the recording of said patents. The examination of said records in con-
nection with the patents and certificates of entry. 
The examination of bounty land warrants that have been returned to this office by 
the district officers after their location upon the public lands. 
The furnishing certified copies of the records and papers on :file in this division when 
ordered, in accordance with the provisions of section 461, Revised Statutes, and circu-
lar of July 20, 1875. 
Answering attorneys' cards. 
Indexing the records. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the recorder's 
division of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes throngh 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is :finally disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
All letters received in this division from the general registering room, after which 
they arc handed to the registering clerk of the division, who proceeds to register them 
in the division in alphabetical order, giving the date of the letter, date when it was 
received, name and address of the writer, office number of letter, and a brief of the 
contents of said letter. The letters are then distributed to the proper clerks for an-
-swering. When answered the date of the answer is indorsed on the letter and the 
letter is returned to the registering clerk, who makes the proper notes on the register. 
Allletter.s received after proper action is taken upon them a:re :filed in alphabetical 
order. 
Cases for patenting are sent to this division by the board of review after having 
been duly examined and approved. 
The cases are accompanied with a letter addressed by the Commissioner to recorder 
instructing him to prepare and issue patents for described entries. A letter ad-
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dressed by the Commissioner to the President's secretary to sign land patents 
requesting the Secretary's signature, under the direction of the President of the 
United States, to described patents, also accompanj.es the cases from the board of 
review. The clerk in charge of such cases, in this division, after they are received, 
enters t.hem on the proper charge books and distributes them to the patent writers, 
who prepare the patents from the certificates of entry. 
After the patents are written they are sent to the board of examiners, who examine 
them in connection with tho certificates of entry, and if found to be correct, the 
patents are sent to the President's secretary with a letter requesting her signature. 
After signing the patents she returns them to the recorder, who then proceeds to 
countersign them; after which they are sent to the sealing room, where the seal of the 
office is attached. The patent is now complete, and they are sent to the recording 
clerks, who record them in the proper volumes. After they are recorded the patents, 
the records, and the certificates of entry are sent to the second board of examiners for 
final examinat.ion. This board is composed of three examiners, one of whom holds 
the certificate of entry, which is read, one the record, and the third the patent. After 
a careful examination, if the patent and the record agree with the certificate of entry, 
the patents are delivered to the transmission clerk, who transmits them to the ad-
dress of the register of the proper land office or to the address of the party who may 
have surrendered to this office the duplicate receipt. 
Bounty land warrants after locat.ion upon public lands are returned to this office 
by the district officers where the locations were maJe. They are examined in this 
division, and if it is found that no caveat has been filed against the satisfaction of 
the warrant and that the assignments are correct, the locations are properly regis-
tered on the register in this division. 
The warrants and location papers, with the abstracts of warrants located, are then 
sent to tho public lands division for examination, as the correctness of the loca-
tion. If any defect in the assignment of the warrant is found, or a conflict with a 
prior entry, the location is suspended and correRpondence opened with the district 
officers of the district where the location was made, and when the cause of suspen-
sion bas been removed tlle location is referred to the board of review for final action. 
Attorneys' cardH request information as to the name and residence of the party who 
m3,y have made an entry of a certain tract of land, and if patented, the date of patent, 
the number of the volume and page whert} recorded. No account of the number of 
such cards received bas been kept, but t.bey amount to thousands each year. 
Statement showing the amount and chara.cter of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on llnad, pending, and undisposed of, at the dates 
specified below in the recorder's division of the General Land Office, Department 







I ....... Character of business. <:":> 00 0 
00 ...... .-o 
blJ ~ 
·~ 0 ~ i=l 
A A 
---
Letters reeei ved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6, 605 
Letters written.............. . 14,532 
Pages of record covered by let-
ters written . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 8, 799 
Copies fumished fwm patent 
records ........... . ...... ... . 
Number ofwarrants examiued 
4, 790 
and assignment.s ap1woved ......... . 
Number of pieces of Virginia 
military scrip issued ............... . 
N nm ber of agricultural patents 




Number of records of same . . ... ... . . . 51,337 
Nnmberofpatents transmitted ........ . 
Nnmberofmilitary bounty land 
warrants examined after lo-
42,629 
cation .................... _ . . . ...... . 245 
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The discrepancy between the nnmher of letters ~eceivefl a_nd the number of letters answered is ~c­
counted for by the fact thn.t sorue of the letters recmvcd n.re of such a character that they do notreqmre 
an answer. No account of the work pending on the first of the year is kept in this division, nor at the 
close of the year. 
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No account bas bceu kept. for any particular period of the character and amount 
of business transacted or labor performed by individual emplO)'es, uccause no record 
of this matter bas been required, and in most cases would be wholly impracticable. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the recorder's 
division of the General Land Office, Department of tho Interior, dming the periods 
specified: 
____ Y_e_a_r. _____ J _an_. _F_e_b_. _M_a_r_. _A_p_r_. _M_ ay_. _J _un_e_. _Ju_IY_·I_A_u_g_. _se_p_t. _o_ct_. _N_o_v_. _Dec_. 
1884. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 37 36 42 42 42 45 45 46 51 53 53 
1885. _____ . ___ ... _____ . __ . 51 50 51 52 I 52 I 52 I 47l 41 : 42
1 
40 I 43l 45 
1886 ..•... ···-··. ... .. . . .. 47 47 35 35 33 32 32 29 29 29 . 30 30 
1887 (to March 1) . • • . . • . . 30 30 . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ••••..••••• 
No statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted 
and disposed of by the employe doing tho most and tb~ employe doing the least dur-
ing the periods specified, in the recorder's division of tbe General Land Office, De-
partment of the Interior, can be given. No record of this kind has been kept, as it 
has never been required under office or departmental regulations. 
The clerks in this division are fully employed at all times in transacting the busi-
ness pertaining to the division. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business <luring tho periods 
specified, by the employes in the recorder's division l)f the General Land Office, De-
partment of tho Interior: 
s s~ ··~ I ~ o) IV..cll=l ~~ .0 8 8 o .... Q) c;:<i! .... as 
~ai l=l'Q • ~_g 0 ~..:. ·:~ 
.,..IV~ 
Y ear. ~~ IV'-<~ IV ..-. Q) l-1 ~Vhi'> b.CO~V bll"-' p. . .0 0 ::0"' ~~~..; .o.£ <i! rn CIS 0 t.--. ,- ~ 
8>='< ~~0.1 ~~s~ ~ .. p. ·~.s ~Vrns1;' O.IIV~ 
::l ~.0 p. ~.O IV 'Q ::l 0 ~.£Q.I'Q 
~ ~ ~ ~ il< 
--- ---
1884 . •.... ···•·· ...•.....•.. ···••· ..............••••.... . 44 258 7 None . 307 49 
1885 .........•.••.•••...•••...•.••...••...•••...•••••.... 47 259 7 Nono 301~ 42l 
1886. ·-···· ····•··•················•···•·········••·•··· · 34 267 7 Non(\ . 305 38 
1887 (to March 1) ............................................................... . 30 44 7 Nono . 48 4 
The official day is from 9 to 4 (7 hours), 30 minutes, from 12 to 12.30, is allowed for 
lunch, which is very generally availed of by the employes. ThiA would bring the 
average bo1us of attendance to not exceeding 6! hours a day. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of <lays devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and nlso tl1e miniiJlnm 
number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least umober of 
days iu the recorder's <livision of the General Land Ofiice, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
----------------------------~-----------------~-~-884--·l''''·i~::__i ~.It 
I I 
D. h. m.l D. h. m. 
285 288~ 304 3 30 47 3 30 
243 213} 153 0 0 39 5 45 
. The greatest time lost in 1884 was by a lady clerk, as follows: Annual leave, 29; 
swk, 35; total, 64 days; possible time, 307 days; number of days present, 243. 
The greatest time lost in 1885 was by a la<ly clerk, as follows: Annual leave, 35; 
sick, 53; total, 88 clays; possible time, 301! days; number of days prest:lnt, 2131. 
The greatest time lost in 18t!6 was by a lady clerk, as follows: Annual leave, 30; 
sick, 30, and 92 days wi1;hout pay; total, 152 days; possible time, 305 days; number 
of days present, 153. 
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PUBLIC LANDS. 
Report of the public lands division, General Land Office, on the rnethods of business and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Com·rnittee, and called fat· by Depm·tment circltlar of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in public lands divis-
ion of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
In this division, as soon as the public surveys are made, tract-books (containing 
about 500 pages each, or half that number of folios) arc opened, the record of three 
sections of land being kept on a folio, and thor'3in are noted in pencil the legal sub-
divisions established Ly the survey. These hooks become permanent records, and 
all entries, locations, selections, reservations, grants, &c., are entered therein in 
ink. Of these lJOoks about 3,500 have already been openeu and are in constant use. 
It is the duty of this division to examine the greater portion of the entries, loca-
tions, &c., made with I'egard to the regularity of the papers returned and the suffi-
ciency of the proof su hmitted where proof is rcq uircd; to see that errors are corrected, 
preparing the necessary correspondence for that purpose, and to approve claims of 
parties found to he entitle<l, or hold those of parties fonnd not entitled for cancella-
tion, as the case m::ty be; and heretofore it was the duty of the division to examine 
and pass upon a mult.ituue of contesteu cases, submit a.ppcals therein to the appellate 
authority, communicate results to the proper local officers ancl to the parties inter-
ested, and give tho necessary instructions. 
In addition there is a great deal of miscellaneous business, such as the \York neces-
sary for disposing of abandoned reservations under special acts of Congress, for giv-
ing effect to such acts in favor of private parties having rights to be adjusted with 
regaru to public lands, and in tho preparation of lists and proclamation~ for public 
sales, or for restoring to market lands withdrawn for various causes. 
With tho exception of tho a<ljnslmcut of swamp grants, this division has now in 
charge the consideration of the several grants of land to States .alHl Territories, as well 
a~:~ the reservations in tho Territories for school purposes, this branch of the work 
having been transferred from the pre-emption division September 7, 1tl~3. 
It devolves on this uivision to examine and pass npon the following classes of en-
tries: 
Entries made at public sales. 
Private entries (entries of offered lands with cash, military warrants, n.gricultural 
college scrip, aiHl private land scrip). 
Original and final homestead cntrws. 
Commutations of homestead entries. 
Original and final timber-culture entries. 
Original and final desert-land entries. 
Entries unuer the timber an<l stone land n.ct. 
Entries of saline lands. 
Locations with Valentine, Porterfield, and tho uifferent kinds of Indian scrip. 
State and Territorial selections. 
Entries oflamls in Californi:L cnha.ncod to the double minimum price of $2.50 per 
acre, selected for agricultural colleges. 
Entries oflands in California mHler the confirmatory act of March 1, 1877. 
Statement showing in deta,il the methods of transacting business in the public lauds 
division of the General Land OHiec, in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal bus mess matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business mat-
ters through the appropriate divisions of S<tid office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it i.s considered and acted upon, and 
the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
A HOMESTEAD CASE. 
Statement showing the mannm· of proceeding in disposing of homestead cases in the General 
Land Office. 
Ralph C. Clare made homestead entry for SW. ~ o.t' S. 20, T. :!0 N., R. 6 W., at the l'{iobrara, Nohr., 
land district, August 27, 1878, an<l it was numbered 3817, that being the number following t.ho ln.Bt 
homestead entry made. 
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Within three days from the close of each month tho registers and receivers are required to make out 
and transmit to tho General Land Office a statement of tho business of their respective offices for 
the preceding month. These reports are in the form of abstracts of pre-emption declarations and 
of soldiers' decl:uations filed; abstracts of lands sold; abstracts of home11teads entered; abstracts 
of timber-culture entries allowed; abstracts of military bounty land wanants and of agricultural 
college scrip located, accompanied by the certificates of location thereof; also of all other forms 
of entry or location requiring separate returns. Names of parties are required to be clearly and 
legibly written in these papers to correspond with the signature to every application. The ab-
stracts are certified by the I'egister and receiver as correct and as in conf'ormity with tho papers 
in the entries or locat10ns embraced therein, and with their records, which papers, abstracts, and 
Tecords must a~rree with each other. 
~'be papers in the case of Clare, consistina; of his application for the land described, to which is attached 
a certificate by the register slwwing that the lanu is of tho class which the applicant is legally 
entitled to enter under section 2289, Revised Statutes of tho United States, and that there is no 
prior valid adverso right to tho same, and affidavit required by law, also reeoiv<:r's receipt for fee 
and commissions duo at date of entry (all these papers are made out on forms prescribed) where re-
ceived in this office September 13, 1878, with report for the month of August, 1878, from the local 
officers at Niobrara by mail. 
A duplicate of tho receipt wa& given to the entryman at the time be made his entry to show that he had 
paiu the fee and commissions due at date of entry, what land he bad entered, under what law, and 
the number of his entry. 
The letter of transmittal was given its proper number in tho registering room a:r:d the date it was re-
ceived in this oflico (it bein~r briefed), and was then charged to and sent with tho Niobrara returns 
for August, 1878, to tho division of accounts (M). Division M, aft<'r ba.ving acted on tho papers 
so far as sa.id division was concernccl, sent them by a. messenger on Septl'm her 20, 1878, to the chief 
of tho division of pulllic lands (C), retaining the letter of transmittal anti the rtceiver's accounts. 
'£he chief of div_ision C then sent them by his messenger to ~be proper section in his <livision for 
action. · 
Clare's papers were taken up in tho regular order of business by a clerk in the Nebraska section of 
division C, nnd were examined by him to see that t~e name, numller, and description agreed in 
all tho papers, and that they were properly signed and certified to; then sa.i<l clerk posted the entry 
of Clare on what is called a tract-book. 
A tract-book is a book containing certain sections, townships, and mnges in a given district, and is 
ruled anu beaded to 11bow whnt part of tho section, township, and ranf!C is entered, aml under what 
law, the area, amount of fee paid, tho name of tho entryman, the date of the entry, and the num-
ber of the same, also a space to show what disposition is ruade of any parLicula.r entry. 
Claro's papers, after having been entered on the tract-book in its proper l>laec lly said clerk, wore placed 
in the Niobrara homcste:ul files (after the volume and page wore marked on the outside of the 
same). The papers in said files are kept in numelical order. 
On December 22, Jb83, which was a little more than five years, and within seven years from date of 
entry, which w,as within tho time required by law, Claroruadefiual proof on his homestead entry, 
No. 3817, and the same l;oing satisfactory to tho local land officers at Niobrara, tho receiver issued 
final receipt, No. 1979, December 22, 1883, to Ralph C. Cl:He, showing that he paid tho sum of $4, 
the balance of payment required by law, for his entry ol SW.:! of section 20, township 30, of raLge 
6 W., containing 160 acres, under section 2291 of the Revised Statutes of tho United State!!, and a 
duplicate of tho same was given to Clare. The register then issued final certificate No. 1979, same 
number as receiver's final receipt, in which he certifies that, pursuant to the provisions of Sec-
tion 2291, llevit~etl Statutes of tho United States, Ralph C. Clare ha!! made }la_ymont in full 
for SW. :! section No. 20, in township No. 30, of range No.6 W., of the sixth principal me-
ridian, Nebraska, containing 160 acres, and that on Jn'esentation of said certificate to tho Com-
missioner of the General Land Office tho saiu Ralph u. Claro shall ue entitled to a patent f01· tho 
tract of land above described. These final papers wore forwarded to this office by tho local otlicers 
at Niobrara, in due time, in the same manner that tho original papers were forwarded, and they 
went through the same channel until a clerk in division C took them up for examination; then 
said clerk withdrew from the Niobrara homestead files tho original papers antlroferred to the vol-
ume in which they wororecorded, and opposite the same on tlle tract-book wrote in ink "Final 
certificate No. 1979, December 22, 1883." Tho original papers were then placecl with tho final 
proof and examined by the clerk to see that tho law bad been complietl with in every respect, and 
that all the papers were in duo form and that tbero was no conflictin rr claim. 
It was iliscoverecl by the clerk examining the proof that said fi11al certi'ficato No. 1979 conflicte<l with 
two pre-eruption filings for the same land made in 1873 and 1874 respectively. , be final certifi-
cate was then placed on a docket kept for all Niobrara homestead final certificates. Said docket 
gives the number of the original entry and final certificate, and shows what disposition is made of 
the same. 
This case was marked suspended on the docket and t.l.1e cause of suspension was marked on th~ cer-
tificate lly the clerk who examined the same; the clerk then wrote a letter to tho local otlicers at 
Niobram, stating that the case was suspended., ~iving tho cause, and instructed him to notify the 
pre-emptors that they would be allowed sixty uays wit!Jin which to show cause why their tHings 
shonlfl not be canceled and the homestead entry completed., anll that their failure to respond 
woulcl be deemed a waiver of their alleged pre-emption rights. Said local otlicers were also in-
structed to cancel thf'se filiugs on t he1r roeonls if thn parties failctl to rospontl within tho required 
time. This letter was written in division C, dated February 8, 1884, by tho clerk who ex-
aminf'd tho case, nnd was signed by th<• Acting Commissioner. When it was mailed tho final cor· 
tificato was flle<I l.Jy sai<l clerk in tho Niobrara final homestead certificate files. These suspended 
cases arc illed in numerical order, where they remain until tho cause of suspension is removed, 
or withdrawn for reference m· otherwise. 
On March 5, 1886, tho caRe in question wa!! withdrawn from the !'luspendod files by a clerk in the Ne-
l>raska Election of division C, as the cause of suspension had been removed, and on that day 
was approved for pater1t.ing by said clerk. Tho note on the final homestead docket "suspended" 
was erased, and tho case wns charged by said clerk, March 8, 188G, to division 13. A slip was 
then attaclwd to tho case givin~ the date it was sent to tlivision 13, and tho 1wmo of the clerk 
sending tho samo, the name of tho local ofiico, antl tho character of tho case. Tho case was carried 
to division B, which is the recorder'!> division, lly a rnessen~er, where it romainc'l for a. short 
time a,waitin~ for the ''board of review" to make file room for such cases. It was then sent by 
a messt:'n~er t.o tho ''board of review," which is now c::illNl division 0, for a re-examination 
of tho case al'! to the requirements of law. 
If tho ea11e in question was !t current om', aur1 was rr,'!nlar in all respE>ets. it wonl<l be sent direct to 
division 0, from divhdon C, with a 11oto on the same, over tho clerk'<~ :lignaturo, l'ecommon<ling 
the case for patenting, accompanied hy a Rlip showin,'! tho charac1er and number of the entry and 
name of the office. 
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This case was referred to <livision 0, from division 13,· and noted upon a docket, then placed 1n t1le 
proper files, to be taken up w.lu.'n reached iu its n~gular order. When reached it was carefully ex· 
amined lly a derk, who made <t llrief of tho casl', said brief ~-;uowing value of improvementa, date 
of entry, date of residence, date of proof, mernllers of claimant's family, character of residence 
maintained by claimant and family, number of acres broken, and number of seasons crops were 
raised. Upon said examination it was found that the law <•nd the requirements of this office had 
been complied with. This case and others similar in character were placed. upon an abstract (said. 
abstract showing all th(\ points in sahl brief) and submittc·d to the chief of division 0, who, upon 
examination, recommended tho same for approval for patent. The abstract was then presented to 
the law clerks, chief clerk, and assistant commissioner, wl10, upon examination, indorsed their 
approval on the same, after which it was presented to the Commissioner for his approval. The 
abstract being; approved by the Commibsioner, it was 1·eturnt·d to division 0. The cases were 
charged on the division 0 docket as having been approved for patent, and sent to Division B, 
February 4, 1887. On said date the cases and abstract were sent to division B. 
This certificate (No. 1997) was recch·ctl in Division B Feb1uary 4, 1887, and was entered on divis-
ion B, abstract for patentin)! Feb1uny Hi, l8h7. It was tben gh-cn to a clerk in division B 
to write the patent. The patE!nt was wrhten and handed OYer to a board consisting of two clerks, 
who examined it "\\"ith the other papers, found it <:Ol'l ect, and then it was placed before the President's 
private secretary to sign land patents, who affixed her sig11ature thereto. It was then placed be-
fore the recorder, who also a1lixetl his signatm o un<1cr uate of Februa1y 23, 1887. A measenger 
then placed the official seal upon the same, and carried the patent to a clerk who recorded it. It 
was then, in connection with tl10 other papers, e:xamincd by a l10ard consisting of tbrell clerks, 
who, upon finding it to be colTect, tumed it over to the transmission clerk, antl on February 28, 
1887, it was transmitted (the patent) to the local officers at Niollram, who will deliver it to the 
proper party on surrender of the duplicate rec!'lipt or an aflidavit as to its loss. 
The register is required to acknowledge receipt of the patent, and to forward duplicate final receipt, 
or such affidavit, which mill be placed on file. 
The proof ::md"'rig;inal papers in this cas£> are filed with Niobrara, Neb., final certificate No. 1979, in 
division B. The certificates are filed in numerical order. 
Sa'mple of contest 'Work 1mjm·med in the p~tblic lands dit•ision of the General Land Office. 
W ASHJNGTON, D. C., .AprilS, 1887. 
ContestcaseofWilliamCrosbyu. C. C. Dall, involvinglot4, SE. ;!SW. !and W. ?;:::lE. :l, sec.30,tp.4S., R.2 
E., M.D. M., San Francisco, Cal., district. Saitl tracts having been entered by Dall under the 
homestead laws, as per homestead entry No. 4668, dated November 9, 1881, Crosby contests the 
entry on tho ground that Dall has fa!led to meet the requirements of the homestead law in the 
matter of residence and cultivation. 
September 29, 1884, letter received at t.he Gen(\ral Land Office from the register of the United States land 
office, San :Francisco, Cal., d:tted September 19,1884, with tho testimony in the CMe, the joint decis· 
ion of tbe register and receiver sustaining the homestead entry of Dall, and an appeal from their 
decision filed by Crosby. 
Letter registered, numbered, and referred to division of public lands. Letter registered in said decis· 
ion and referred by cl1ief of division to a fourth-class clerk in charge of California desk. 
Entry papers of Dall withdrawn from bomestead.entry fil1•s, and filed with the record of contest. 
Case noted on coutest docket, 1mmbered, labeled, and place1l on contest files. 
Recor<l of cont1·st taken up in its regular ordm· by clerk in charge of California desk. Decision WI·itten 
out hy clerk sustainiug the ent9• of Dall and submittecl to chief of division. Decision examined 
and approYed by chief of divisiOn; examined and approved by law clerk; examined, approved, 
a))(lsigned by :tcting commissioner, and returned to the clerk who prepared it. 
March 24, 1885, decision dated, press copied, l'eCOJ'{led, ancl mailed to the register and receiver at San 
Francisco, who were instructed to advi~e the parties in interest of the decision, an(l allow them 
sixty days to aJlpcal1hcrcfrom to the honomble Secretary of the Interior. 
August 28, 1885, 1·egistPr's lettnr received, dated August 18, 1885, transmitting appeal by Crosby from 
the decifdon of the General Land Oflice, with tlw report that said appeal was file(l in his office May 
28, 1885, that time had been allowed for arg;uments, llut none had been filed in behalf of either party. 
Receipt of appeal noted on ron test docket, aml appeal filed with record. of contest. 
September Hi, 1885, copy of acting commissioner's decision, dated March 24, 1885, transmitted with 
the appeal ancl othl'l papers in the case to the honorable Secretary of the Interior for his action, 
the date of' transmittal noted on the docket, and the register and receiver advised. 
December 6, 1886. Tile papers in the ease t·eceived from the honorable Secretary, with his decision, 
dated NovemlH'T 30, 1886, reversing tho decision of the General Land OfficE'>, and directing that 
DaB's entry boeancelled. 
December 15, 188ti. Homestead enjry of Dall cancelled, in accordance with the instructions of t.he 
honorable Secretary, ami. a letter written to the register and receiver inclosing a copy of the de-
cision of tho Department, instructing them to note the cancellation of the entry upon their records, 
and to advise thE'> parties in interest of the contents of tho honorable Secretary's decision. 
Cancellation of Dall's entry noted upon contest docket, tract book, and docket of homestead entries. 
Entry papers of Dall i·eturned to homestead entry files, aml the record of conteet placed in the 
special fileR. 
Case close<L 
December 30, 1880 .• Jolm Mullan, attorney, Washington, D. C., enters his appearance for Martha Dall, 
widow of C. C. Dall, deceased. 
Appearance notefl on contest docket. 
December 30, 1880. John Mullan files (for transmittal to the bon ora ble Secretary of the Interior) a mo. 
tion for review of the honorable Secretary's decision. accompanied by his brief, the petition of 
Mrs. Dall, and his affid:tvit setting forth that he ha(l mailed a COJ•Y of the motion to Wilham 
Crosby by rogistered letter. 
January 8, 1887. Motion for review tranAmitted to the honorable Secretary of tbelnterior, and the ac· 
tion noted upon contest docket. ' 
February 19, 1887. Letter reeoived from the honorable Acting Secretary of the Interior, dated February-
15, 1887, (lenying the motion for review, and returning the papers transmitted with office letter of 
Jn.nuary 8, 1887; also transmitting for tho files of the General Land Office the answer of William 
Crosby to thll motion for review, received at tho honorable Secretary's office January 25, 1887. 
February 26, 1887. Letters written to the rcg;isier and l'eceiver at San Franci!:oco, Cal., and to John Mul-
lan, advising them of the decision of the honorable Acting Secretary of tho Interior, denying mo-
tion for review. Proper annotations m:tdll upon contest docket, and letters placed in files. 
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Sample of the ·work performed in the public lands aivision of the General Land 0./fiu i• 
establishing new land districts. 
August 7, 1887. Letter from chief clerk, Department of the Interior, dated August 7, 1886, inclosing 
act of Congress entitled "An act to establish a land office at Lamar, Colo.," received in the 
registerins room, briefed by clerk, and then given current number (84431). It was then entered 
on the index book, and tumed over to another clerk, who entered it on the record of Departmental 
letters I'eceived; the letter was tnen carried by messenger to Division .A. (chief clerk's), where 
it was entered on the division record by a copyist and referred to a corresponding cleTk for action. 
August 10, 1886. Notice (.No. !l05) in acc01·dance with act of Congress approved August 4, 1886, of the 
establishment of the Bent land district, written by a clerk in Division .A., signed by the Commis-
sioner, and then taken by messenger to tho prinLing office, where 500 copies were printed for nse 
of the General Land Office. 
August 12, 1886. Inclosures in letter (84431) refened to above handed to chief public lands division 
C, for information and necessary action. 
August 17, 1886. Diagram of the Bent land district malle by clerk in the division of drafting, Division L, 
and approved and initialed by the chief of that division, and then handed to clerk in charge of 
Colorado desk, Division C. 
August 18, 1886. Letter transmitting said diagram to the local officers at Pueblo, Colo., for inform;~o­
tion about their b·act books, written by clerk in Division C, approved and initialed by the as-
sistant chief of that division; then taken by concsponding clerk to the law examiners, one of 
whom read, npprovcd, and init.ialed the letter, wbich was then submitted to th& assistant commis-
sioner and signed by him. The letter wns copil'd in Colorado press-copybook 21, page 73, and 
turned over to a copyist, who copied the letter iu tho Colorado letter record, vol. -page -, after 
which it was returned by messenger to the writer, who made the proper notes and mailed the let-
ter. 
September 21, 1886. Letter to the local officers at Pueulo, Colo., directing them to comply with in-
structions contained in former letter, written by cmrespondin~ clerk iu Didsion C,read, approved, 
and initialed by chief and assistant chief in that division, then submitted to the law examiners, one of 
whom read, approved, and initialed the letter, which was theu given tn a messenger, who stamped 
the Commissioner's name to the same an1lretumed it to the writer, who copied tho same in Colo-
rado press-copy book, vol. 21, pago 217, and sent the letter by messenger to the copyist; then it 
was copied in tho Colorado letter record, and again returned, after being compared, to the writer, 
who malle the proper notes antl mailed the letter. 
November !l, 1880. Telegram directing tho Pueblo, Colo., officers to forward immediately diagram re-
ferred. to, written by clerk in Division C, approved and initialed by chief of thaL division, then 
submitted to tho law critics or examiners, one of whom approved and initialed the same, and sub-
mitted to the honorable Commissioner. That oftlcer, havin;,1; signed the telegram, it was press 
copied in the Division A telegram book and returned by messenger to the writer, who made a 
copy of the same for reference in Division C, and mailed tho original. 
November 13, 1886. Letter fl'Om local officers at Pueblo, Colo., returning diagram with explanation, re-
ceived in the registering room, and given current number (U8478). It was then entered on the 
index book by a clerk in said room, and also entered on the register of letters received, after which 
it was taken by messenger to the proper division, C. 
November 14, 1886. Thclotter above referred to (118478) was entered by the registering clork of divis-
ion C
1 
on the I'ej!;ister of letters received, vol. 63, page- and then carried by messeiJger to the 
clerk m charge of the Colorado desk, for his action. 
November 14 to l!l, 1886. Three tract bool{s containing 48 townships prepared by two clerks in division 
C, for the use of the Lamar land o!lice, and examinell by the clerks named with the assistance 
of another clerk. 
November 17, 1886. Letter directing the local o!licers at Pueblo, Colo., as to the action to be taken 
by them in regard to their plats and tract books, and uircctiug that they close business at their 
office December 31, 1886, as to the lancl now in the Bent district, written by clerk of Division C, 
submitted by him to the assistant chief of s:1iu divif!ion, who, after haNiug read, :~pprovecl, and 
initialed the same, submitted it by messenger to the law examiners. 
November 18, 1886. Letter wriUen 17th instant, havin~ been approved and initialed by one of the law 
examiners, was given to a messenger, who stamped the Af!sistant Commissioner's name to tlte letter 
and returned it to Division C, where, after being date1l an<l press-copied, it was carried by mes-
senger to the copyist, who copied the same in tho Colorado letter record, allll retumP1l the letter, 
after comparing it, by messenger to the writer. He in turn made tho proper notes and mailed the 
letter. 
November 20, 1886. Letter giving instructions to the Lamar oilicers as to tho manner of post.ing in the 
tract books, written by clerk of Division C, and, after being approved anll initialed by the chief 
of that division, was submittetl to the bw examiners, one of whom approved and initialed the letter, 
which was then signed by the Acting Commissioner and returned to the writer. The letter was 
then dated and press-copied and carried hy messenger to the copyist, who copied the same in the 
Colorado record of letters received, and, after compuring it, gave it to the messenger, who returned 
it to the writer; it was then mailed, after the. proper notes had been made. 
December 13, 1886. Letter transmitting labels for the tract books, written by clerk in Division C, 
approved and initialed by the chief and assistant chief of said division and submitted to the law 
examiners, one of whom approvell and initialed tho same. It was then fligned by the Acting Com· 
missioner and returned to writer, wbo press-copied the same and sent it by messenger to the copy-
ist. It was then recorded in the Colorado letter record and retUined by messenger to the writer, 
who mailed the same after making the proper notes. 
December 28, 1886. Lotter from acting chief clerk. Interior Department, dated December 27, 1886, trans-
mitting commissions of register and receiver of Lamar office, received in.registering room, briefed 
by clerk, and a;iven current number (133:>72); entered by clerk on the index bock aml register of 
departmental letters received. It was then taken by messenger to the proper division (chief 
clerk's) where it was entered on ·the division recorcl by copyist and referred to a correspondinJC 
clerk for action. Two letters, one to thtJ register aiJd the other to the receiver, notifying them of 
their appointment and directing them to give sufficent bonds, written by clerk in Division A (chief 
clerk's), approve<l and initialed by the receiving clerk of said division, and signed by Commis· 
sioner. The letters were then press·copied by messenger and returned to the writer, who, after 
making the proper notes, mailed the letters. 
January a, 1887. Office at Lamar opened for business. 
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Statement Hhowing variout; Htopt; taken in con uectiou with the restoration to the pub-
lic domain of an abauuoneJ military re~Serva tiou, and a portion of tho rniscellane· 
ous correHpondence growing out of the same . 
. l!'ort Dodge Milita1·y Reservation in Kansas. 
This reservation, located iu Towuships ::!5, 20, and 27 souib of tile base line and Uau~es 23, 24, aud 25 
west of the sixth pl'incipalrucridian, containiu;.; nearly 68 square miles, or ::tbout 43,461 acres, was 
established by Executive order of June 22, H!08, and existed iutactas a military reservation until 
December 15, 1880, when it was Yery materially reduced by an act of Congress of that date (21 
Stats, 311), it having been found that a. large portion of the reservation was no longer needed for 
military pur- poses . 
Tho said acta.uLhorizetltho Secretary of the Interior to have that portion of tho r(•servation lying 
north of the land owned and ocuupied by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company, 
surveyed, sectionized, and subtlivided as other public h~nd~. aml offered to autual settlers under 
the provisions of the homos teat! l:~ws, reservin~ to tho sa.id railro::t<l company the 1·ight to pur· 
chase sneh portion thereof il.S it might need for its use, adjoining the land then owned by the com· 
pany, not exceeding 160 acres, uy paying therefor the price at which the same might be appraised 
t)y the Secretary of the Interior. 
Subsequently this office employed one]'. Singer, under contract dated April 9, 1881, to survey these 
lands, who commence!! the work Juno 22, and completed the same July 11,1881, and made due re-
turn thereof, transmitting his fioldnotes of survey, &c. The surveys, after ueing examined and 
platted, were approved September 17, 1881. 
September 24, 1881. Lettc1· E, ad(lresse(l to register and l'ecciver, La.rucd, Kans., transmitting plats 
referred to auove, and advising them that said lands were to be disposed of to homestead settlers, 
as provided lty the net of December 15, 1880. 
Letter of l~'ebruary 1, 1881, 11urulwred 7744, received from Ron. I>. B. Plumb, inclosing a letter dated 
January 21, 1881, addressed to him by "\V. B. Strong, vice-president and general manager of At. 
chison, Topeka ami ~anta ]"6 nailroad Company, with maps a~d a desel'iption of the lands de-
Hired by said eompany adjoining tho Dodge City and Ridgeway :Stations in Fort Dodge Military 
}{.eservation; also a copy of act of Congress of December 15. 1880, nuder which tho company 
claimed the l'ight to pnrchase. Senator .Plumb stated in his letter of transmittal that as the com-
pany wished to proeced at once to erect improvements on the grounus, they ~sked permission to 
purchase, and therefore it was desirable that the lands should be surveyed and appraised at an 
early date. 
February 3, 1881. Letter E, addressed to Senator Plumb, in reply to above, retuming the papers 
(copies thereof Laing retained in this oilice) and expressing the opinion that the selections must 
be made of buds wbo1ly on the l.lOrth side of the railroad, tho selections as made by the company 
embracing lands on bnt.h sides of tho road. 
Upon application of Messrs. Britton ~ Gray, attorneys for said company, the matter was reuon. 
sidored, ami it was dt>cided that selections might be made of lands on either side of the road, but 
adjacent to it. 
l!'ebruary 11, 1881, Senator Plumb and Messrs. Britton and Gray were advised of above decision by let,. 
ters "E," and their attention was also called to tho fact that a part of one of the selections indi-
cated by the company fell within the limits of a school section (36), and the company was afforded 
OPllortunity to make another selection in lieu thewof. 
February 28, 1881, Thomas J. Seely, engineer and surveyor, also superintendent of construction of 
AtctJ.ison, Topeka aml Santa 1!'6 Railroad Company, offered to undertake tho survey of the lands 
selected by the company, the expenses thereof to be borne by the company. 
March 0, 1881, Mr. Seely was informed by lottcn· "E" of the acceptance of his offer1 and that proper 
instructions for tho survey of the selected lands would be giveu him at! soon as the company should 
indicate their selection of a tract in lieu of the one falling in section 36, Vice President Strong 
having been ::tdvisecl to that effect ou the previOus df1y, March 8, 1881, by a telegram. 
Subsequently Messrs. llritton and Gra.v urged the immediate issuance of instructions, and accord-
ingly, March 19, 1881, by letter "E," Mr. Seely -wn.s directed to proceed to make such surveys of 
lands as hml been or might be selected by the company, with the proviso that no lands sboultl be 
included within the limits of section 36. 
In pursuance of foregoing instructions Mr. Seely surveyed the lands as directed, April 10, 1881, and 
made clue return thereof by letter of April 29, 1881, numbered 30913, transmitting his :field notes of 
survey with maps, &c. After being examined and platted the surveys were approveu June 22, 
1881. 
August 4, 1881, letter "E " addressed to the honor~tble Secretary of tho Interior, advising biro of the 
above survey and suggesting that the appraisal of the tracts as selected and surveyed be ordered 
at an early day. 
Letter dated August 5,1881, numbered 51287, received from honorable Secretaryoftheinteriorin reply 
to above l~tter, designating tho district officers at Lamed to appraise the lands under instructions 
from this office, and directing us to report their action to the Department for approval, with such 
recommendations as might seem proper. 
August 5, 1881, letter '' E" addressed to the district officers at Larned, transmitting plats, :field notes, 
&c., and advising said officers of their designation by tho Secretary of tho Intel'ior to appraise 
the lands selected and surveyed for tho use of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa. }'6 Railroad Com· 
pany. 
Letter dated October 24, 1881, numbered 70130, received from register and receiver at Lamed, for-
warding a report of their <l.J>praisement and returning the plats and :field notes of survey. 
November 5, 1881, letter "E" written to district officers at Larned, retr<msmiitin~ above p:U.ts to be 
retained at their office, and offici::tl copies thereof were forwardeLl to State Register at Topeka, 
Kans., by letter " E " of same date. 
November 14, 1881, letter "E" addressed to honorable Secretary of the Interior, in reply to Depart-
ment letter of August 5, 1881, inclosing report of appraisal by district officers, with a copy of our 
letter of instructions to them of August 5, 1881. 
Letter of December 12, 1881, numbered 84070, received from honorable Secretary of Interior, return-
in~ papers sent in above letter and requesting this office to make a distinct recommendation OR 
the subject. 
December 28, 1881, letter" E." to honorable Secretary of Interior, in reply to auove, recommending 
that the report of appraisal by the district officers at Larned be accepted, givmg reasons therefor 
Letter of December 29, 1881, numbered 84495, received from honorable Secretary of the Interior, re 
turning approved the appraisal of said lauds. 
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January 13, 188~, letter "C" addressed to district officers ttt Larned, directing them to notify the 
proper officers of tho railroad company of their right to purooase the lands ~:~elected and surveyed 
for depot and station purposes. 
Letter of :February 21, 1882, numbered 1f>29~. recei VO(l from honorable Com missioner of Indian A.fl"airs, 
asking what entries and filings had been allowed under the act of December 15, 1880, on that por-
tion of tho l!'ort Dougo military reservation fallin~ within the Jimits of tho Osage Indian tru~:~t and 
diminished reserve lands; alt-~o what action had oeon taken by tho Atchison, Topeka and f:ianta 
Fe Railroad Company and by this office with reference to lanu allowed to be purchased by said 
company under tho act referred to. 
March 4, 1882, letter 1 1 C '' addressed to district officers at Lamed, calling on them for a report showing 
what entries and :filings had been allowed, as above reqnesteu. 
Letter dated March 25, 1882, numbered 2!i!Jf>8, received from register at Larned in reply to above, re-
porting that one homestead entry by DaiJiel M. F1·ost hat! been allowed, and that tho Atchison, 
Topeka and Santa l<'e l~allroad Company bad purchased and paHl for tho land selected for depot 
purpo~:~es ncar Dodge City, per ca~;;h entr·y 76r>, made February 113, 1882. 
April 1, 1882, letter "C " written to honorable Commis~:~ioner of India.n Affa.irs, inclooin~ copy of 
above report. 
April 3, 1882, letter "C" addressed t.o honorable Commissioner of Indian Affair~:~, containing atlui. 
tional information to that given in above letter. 
Act of .Jul, 5, 1884 (23 Stats., 103), for the disposal of a.bandoned a.nd useless military reservations, pro-
vided tl.ta,t such reservations shall be placed under control of the Secretary of tho Interior to be 
surveyed, appraised, ancl sold aL public sale, after due advertisement, for cash, to the highest bid-
der at not less than tho appraised value, nor less than $1.25 per acre. 
Under PJesidcntial order of January 12, 1885, the residue of Fort Dodge military reservation, contain-
ing about 12,000 acres, was turned over to this Department for appmisal and salo, as provided in 
act above referred to. 
Letter dated .January 14, 1885, numbered 5573, received from honorable f:iecretary of \Var, transmit-
ting Ex ecutiYe order of .January 12, 1885, aboYe referred to. 
Letter dated September 22, 1885, munbered 96797, received from lion. :B'. M. Cockrell, callin~ atten· 
tion to the fact that pursuant to the act of July 5, 1884, the reservation h3.(] been placed under 
control of the Interior Department, and asking u· it could be sold, also if one \Vright was still the 
custodian. 
September 27, 1885, letter "U" written to Hon. F. M. Cockrell in reply to above, advising him that the 
lancls had not yet been appraised. and thorefore were not subject to entry or uisposal; also that Mr. 
Wright was still the custodian of the reservation. 
Letter of .June 26, 1886, numbered 69883, received from Ron . .John J. Ingalls, asking if settlements 
could be lawfully made upon lands within the present limits of Fort Dod go military reservation. 
It was found, upon examination, that only a small portion (about 1,200 acres) of the residue of the res· 
orvation turned over to the Dep<trtment by Presidential order gf January l::l, 1885, was public 
lanu, tho remainder being Osage Indian trust lands, pro\•isious for the disposition of which, by 
sale to actual settlers for cash only at $1.25 per acre, were mado by tho second and fourth articles 
of the treaty of September 29, 1865, with the Great anu Little Osage Indians (14 Stats., 688), which 
provisions were re-enacted by Congress May 28, 1880 (21 Stats., 14:l) . 
.July 9, 1886, two letters "C " were addressed to the district officers at Garden City, Kans. (a new 
land district having been created which embraced the lands within the Fort Dodge military res-
ervation), directing them to allow entries of the Osage trust lands within the said mil1tary n•ser-
vation, as provided by the act of May 28, 1880, abo Yo referred to. with the exception, however, of 
tracts upon which buildings orecteu by the Government for military purpose~:~ were located, which 
they were instructed to ascertain and report to this office, so that proper steps could be taken for 
the appraisal and sale of such buildings before disposing of the tracts of land which they occu-
.Julf1~~886, letter" C," to lion . .Jno . .J. Ingalls, in reply to his of .June 26, 1886, inclosing copies of the 
two letters to the district officers at Garden City of same date above referred to. 
Lettor of .July 22,1886, 80789, received from L. E. McGarry, of Dodge City, Kans., stating that the 
1,200 acres of public land ·within the reservation woro occupied by nine settlers, ·who for some time 
had been improving tho samo for homes under the impression that they would be opened for set-
tlement as other portions of the re~:~ervation, and a8king if there was not some way by which said 
settlers could be allowed to enter the land under one of tho public land htws. 
Letter of August 17, 1886, 8801:l, received from district officers at Garden City, in reply to letter "U" 
of .July 9, 1886, contaming report called for. 
Letter dated August 18, 18tl6, 89952, received from lion. S. R. Peters, inclosing one addressed to him 
by D. M . .I!'rost, of Dodge City, Kans., dated July 31, 1886, relative to the appraisal and sale of that 
portion of Fort Dodge military reservation OLltside of the Osage trust lJ.uds, and suggesting that 
the matter be given the greatest publicity possible. 
Aug. 27, 1886, letter C, to di8tdct officers at Garden City, directing them to ascertain and report whether 
any homestead settlers were occupying the public lands in the reservation who~:~e settlements ex-
isted prior to J anuar·y 1, 1884, and, if so, to give the names of the parties with a description of the 
tracts so occupied. 
August 27, 1886, letter C, to Ron. S. R. Peters, in reply to his of August 18, 1886, stating that due notice 
woultl be gi ,·ell of tho sale, which would he by public outcry, affording ample opportunity for com-
petition; also ad vising him of the instructions to the register and receiver at Garden City by letter 
of even date. 
September 2,1886, letter C, to L. E. McGarry, in reply to his of .July 22, 1886, informing him of the ac-
tion of this oflico by letter C, of August 27, 1886, to the district officers at Garden City. 
Letter of August 18, 1886, 90085, received from Benjamin F. Miller, of Dodge City, Kans., relative to 
the grant ofland to the Atchi~:>on, Topeka and 8anta Fe Railroad Company, under the act of De-
cember 15, 1880, urging that a suit be brought against the said company to vacate the patent issued 
to them, holding that tho cash entry made by tue company February 18, 1882, was void, because a 
portion of the laml embraced in the purchase was south of the right of way of said road, and there-
fore not subject to entry under said act; and further, that the entire tract was within the limits of 
the Osage Indian tru~>t lands, which by treaty stipulations and lawa passed in pursuance thereof, 
prior to the passage of said act of December 15, 1880, wer·e to be sold to actual settlers for the bene-
fit of the Osage Indians. 
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Sept. 7, 1886, letter "C," to Benj. F. Miller, in reply to abvve, declining to recommend such suit. 
Letter dated Sept. 3, 1886, 96491, received from Geo. W. Stitt, of Dodge City, Kans., stating that be 
is a settler on that portion of the Fort Dodge military reservation outside of the Osage Indian 
trust lands, and asking for information relative to his rights in the premises. 
Sept. 20, 1886, letter "Cr'' to Geo. W. Stitt, of Dodge City, Kans., in reply to above, informing him ot 
the action of this office in the matter by letter 11 C" of Aug. 27, 1886, to the district officers at Gar-
den City. 
Letter dated Oct. 20, 1886, 11706, received from register and receiver Garden City, in reply to ours 
of Aug. 27, 1886, reporting that no homestead settlers were found who were occupying public lands 
in tho reservation on the 1st of January, 1884. 
Letter of January 20, 1887, 1881, received from Hon. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Secretary ofthe Interior, 
relative to tlie appraisal, survey, and sale of abandoned. military reservations as provided by act of 
July 5, 1884, containing a list of such reservations turned over to this Department, directin~ this 
office to have the same surveyed an1l platted, and calling for a separate report· in case of each res-
ervation. 
February 14, 1887, letter "C," to honorable Secretary of the Interior, reporting, in case of Fort Dodge 
military reservation, that the public lands in the reservation were the only lands subject to ap-
praisal and sale under the act of July 5, 1884, and that as the same bad been surveyed and platted, 
no objection was known to exist to the early appointmeutof appraisers, and that upon our being ad-
vised of their appointment they would be furnished with copies of the plats of survey and proper 
instructions for their information and guidance; also that they would be directed to ascertain and 
report the value of the uuildings erected by the Government for ruilitary purposes on the Osage 
Indian lands, provided such course met tho approval of the Dopart·ment. 
Letter dated March 21, 1887, 32816, received from ll. J. Hochder.ffer, of Dodge City, Kans .. relative to 
the triangular piece of land in Fort Dodge military l'eser\'ation south of Atchison, Topeka and 
Santa Fe Railroad Company, and north of the o~age Indian land, containing about 1, 200 acres, 
stating that he has settled upon same and thinks it unjust to tho pom· man to have the land sold, 
as the lan1l on the other side of road was opened to homestead entry, and asking for definite in-
formation on the sub~ect; if to be sold, why, how, when, and on what terms. 
April 2, 1887, letter "C.' to II. J. Ilochder.tfer, in reply to above, advising him of the requirements of 
the act of .July 5,1884, also that the lands had not yet been appraised, but that the matter was undE>r 
consideration by the Department, and that propN· instruction/:! for the appraisal and sale would. be 
given in duo course of time. 
Letter dated Feb. 25, 1887-23456, received from Geo. W. Barlow, of Dodge City, Kansas, stating that 
he is a settler on a tract of Osage Indian land within tho Fort Dodge Military ReserYation, which 
has been patented to the Atchlson, Topeka and Santa FeR. R. Co., and asking if it will be pos-
sible for him to have said patent set aside, and, ifl!o, how shall he proceed. 
April 20, 1887, letter "C" to Geo. W. Barlow, in reply to above, inclosing copy of letter "C " of Sept. 
7, 1886, a<ld1·essed to Benj. F. Miller, of Dodge Uity, Kansas, on same subject. 
This office has not been officially advised of any action taken by tho Department relative to the ap-
pointment of appraisers as suggested in our letter "C" of Feby. 14, 1887, and there the matter 
rests at the present time. 
Numerous other letters have been received aml written, notably in case of the homestead entry of 
Daniel M. Frost on a tract of Osage Indian land within the reserYation, under the act of Dec. 15, 
1880, referred to on page 6 hereof, which case bas involved a vaRt amount of correspondence (and 
is still pending before the Department), but which, for obvious reasons, has not been carried into 
this statement. 
State-selection desk, division of public lands, General Land Office. 
Statement in detail, showing the manner of receiving and passing upon lists of selec-
tions of land under the various Congressional grants to States for educational and 
internal improvement purposes. 
The lists of selections are sent up by the district officers, either in their re.~.Z:ular re-
turns of filings and entries or by special letter. 
Should the list be received with the returns the division of accounts examines as to 
whether the legal fees have been pai(t or accounteu for, and sends the 'list to the clerk 
in charge of such selections in the division of public lands; should they be received 
by special letter they are, after being recorded as letters by the recording clerks of 
letters received in division A, referred direct to the public lands division, recorded in 
the records of letters received in the latter division, referred to the clerk in charge of 
the State-selection desk, and recorded a third time iu the records of this section, and 
the division of accounts is then informed of the receipt ofthe lists by letter, instead 
of m the .returns, so that it may be observed whether the fees have been accounted 
for. 
The posting clerks of the division, to whom the lists are referred to be made of 
record in the tract-books, are required to post the selections therein, in order of busi-
ness with other returns, and note all conflicts between the same and tiliJJgs, entries, 
selections, re~ervations, and grants, should said conflicts exist, and proper references 
on the lists to the tract-books in which the selections are posted. 
The lists ar~ next examined by the clerks of the State-selection desk with refer-
ence to conflicts, as to areas, as to whether iho tracts selected are subject to selec-
tion, in respect to whether the same are selected in bodies of the proper size under the 
grant, and in regard to whether the selections :tre in excess of the quantity granted. 
In school indemnity selections, in addition to such examinations, thorough examina-
tions must be made as to the losses of school lands, or deficiencies therein, upon 
which the selections are based. Such_el:amination~:~ are very difficult, and frequently 
involve the gtavest legal questions. 
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Decisions as to the State selections, or the above-mentioned losses or deficiencies, 
u.re made by letter to district officers and others. When the case is appealable, appeal 
is allowed to the Secretary of the Interior and the case closed under the rules of 
practice in land cases of the Department. The letters are examined by the clerk in 
charge of the section, the clerk in charge of the division or his assistant, or both, and 
the law examiners or law clerks of the office, and are properly initialed by the clerks, 
if approved by them for signature. 
Selections deemed proper ones for approval are certified by the clerks entrusted 
with their examination, as correct, in a list prepared for the approval of the Commis-
sioner and Secretary, and upon the approval of the list by the Commissioner it is for-
warded to the Secretary by letter. Upon approval of the list by the Secretary and 
receipt thereof at this office, a certified transcript of it is prepared and transmitted 
by letter to the governor of the State, and a copy thereof, not certified, is made, com-
pared with the original, and sent to the proper district land office in order that the 
approval may be duly noted. The approval is also noted on the records here, and a 
record of the quantity embraced in the list is charged up against the quantity which 
the State is entitled to under each grant, except that in cases of school indemnity 
the grant is adjusted by townships, the tract-books being the proper records on which 
to debit the State with the quantities selected. 
Lists approved in this manner have the effect of divesting the Government of its 
title to the lands (have the effect of patents), except in passing upon selections under 
grants providing for the issue of patents or the approval of tlie President to pass the 
title, in which the certification and approval of selections are preliminary to the issue 
of patent, or the approval of the President, as the case may be. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of, during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the public lands division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each month of the fiscal years 1884, 1885, 1886, and eight months 
from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887. J 
Character of business. 
Postings by the division ...... ------ .... ---------.--. 
Postings by each clerk ............................ .. 
Letters written by the division .... -------- ......... . 
Letters wriiten by each clerk ...... ----- ..... -.------
p~s~~n~~~~~- ~~~~~~~. ~! -~-~t-t~~~- -~~~~~~- ~! -~~~-
Record pages of letters recorded by each clerk ..... . 
1884. 1885. 1886. 
Number. Number. Number. 
27, 265. 00! 33, 249. 00l2 27, 159. 00~ 
340. 81* 330. 57i 2ll2. 03! 
2, 508.001 2, 679. oog 2, 664. oog 
31. 36 26. 64152 28. 65~ 
1, 685. 00~ 
21.07 
1, 704. 00~ 
16.95 I 
1, 762. oot 
1~. 94g 










It is impracticable to state the exact amount of business transacted each calendar 
month, and therefore it is approximately stated by dividing the total amount of work 
performed during the periods above mentioned by the number of months in each 
period. The different classes of work are divided among all the clerks in the above 
statement. 
The apparent falling off in the average of work performed by each clerk since 1884 
is accounted for by the careful examination of entries and proofs recently insisted 
upon. 
The above statement does not include the testimony examined, the extended ex-
aminations required in numerous cases, the filing of letters and other documents, the 
copying of old tract-books, and the posting of plats, because it is found impracticable 
to in~Clude these items therein. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans· 
acted, and disposed of ·durin~ the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of, 
at the dates specified below, m the public lands division of the General Land Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
~:0 I !~ ~~ I ~~ !g ~~ 
~~ -~~ l~ ~~ -~~ L~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
L-e-t-te_r_s ____ .-.-.. -.-.. -.-. -.. -. -.. -. --.-. -. ----.. -.-. . -:-. . -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.·~:-.-•• -.-.. 45, 810 I t30, 105 =1 50, 721 t32, l 59 
Pages of record covered by letters written. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 230 . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . 20, 438 
Entries and :filings .................•••..........•.... S286,812 §327,186 .•••.. t241,524 §3!18,993 
p., ~ ..... ,::. ~g~ ~,..;~ ~ 0 
~~. d .;~. 'd~-~ 
cl 
'd..:) cC ~~~ .. ~ ... 
~~ 
'doo reoo bll~ 'd .... ~ Character of business. <PO() ~00 ~,..;~ ~~.S.,..: p. .... Ol .... =00 ......... .... bll 0= ;a .... ~ ·s~~ ~~g! 
. ........ 
'd ~ <Pt:l '1:1 ~ s:: .... Q• ... ~ .... = .... Qdo 1=1'"' a:> a:> 
~ 
Ct) ~~ .. ~~~,..; Ct) ~ ~ ~ ~ 
----------------
Letters ................................... ......... 51,860 t31, 979 32,147 21,996 
Pa~es of record covered by letters writ-
ten ..................................... ------ 21,148 ------ ·--- .. ·---· 12,784 Entries and filings ..•.........•.......... ......... t249, 808 §325, 914 ------ t144, 952 §216, 604 
*Not known. 
t This represents the number of the letters written in the division in answer to letters, and in respect 
to entries and subjects of various kinds coming before it for action. Many of the letters received do 
not require answer. 
t 'l'he area covered by these entries aml filings has not been computed. 
§The exact number of filings and entries posted is not known. This total shows the postings and 
annotations of all kinds made on the tract-book. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the public lands 
division of tho General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------ ------------------
1884 .••..•••.. -·--·· .•.•.. 
1885 ..................... . 
1886.-.- .•. --.- •.••••.. -. 










sa n w n oo m m ~ ~ ~ 
~ m ~ m m m oo oo ~ ~ 
91 88 89 88 88 92 92 92 90 86 . ....................... ······ --·--·1······ ...... , ...... , ..... . 
Upon careful consideration I have concluded that it is impossible to state '' the maxi-
mum and minimum amount of business transacted and dispo sed of by the employe 
doing the most and the employe doing the least," during the period from January 1,1884, 
to March 1, 1887, in the division of public lands, General Land Office. It is true 
that during said pedod the clerks reported each week the number of entries posted, 
and letters written, and the copying by pages, but a very lar~e amount of the miscel-
laneous work was not reported, and no one not acquainted w1th the exact character of 
the posting and correspondence could form an idea of the relative industry and capa-
bility of the clerks from the reports made. Some of the land districts require many 
tract books; other districts are so small that few books are required; yet usually the 
small districts are of the best lands, and in certain of them the business is large and 
the posting comparatively easy. One hundred entries in certain districts may be 
posted in a day ; the posting of twenty entries in other districts is a good day's work. 
Where many entries are being made the descriptions of lands are usually short ; that 
is, only one or two subdivisions may be described, whereas, in the arid regions the 
descriptions are usually lengthy, because it is necessary in order to obtain good land 
to take tracts in different quarter-sections, or sections, or even townships. What is 
true in respect to the posting is true in regard to decisions and correspondence. A 
contested case may have a few pages, and it may have thousands of pages of testi-
mony, arguments, and exhibits. Numerous inquiries are answered in a few lines, 
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while certain of the questions presented for decision require weeks of preparation and 
writing. No account has been kept of the pages of testimony examined and the 
pages of letters and decisions written by each clerk. 
This reasoning applies to the character of the work as well as its quantity. A 
lengthy letter may require very little preparation; a short one may necessitate ex-
tended examinations and considerable brain work. 
This division is very large and many changes have been made in the personnel of 
the clerical force during the period comprehended in this report. The special service 
division and the new board of review have obtained some of the most valuable clerks 
of the division, and recently a contest division has been formed largely from its force. 
The difficulty of rating clerks accordiug to industry and fitness must, under the cir-
cumstances, be apparent. I could not to-day fix upon the clerk who has done the 
most or point out the clerk who has done the least work. I can, however, say truth-
fully, that none of the clerks in the higher grades in the division are lacking in in-
dustry, and while as to their relative ability in their respective grades there may 
be a diflerence of opinion, all of them are competent to perform the duties to which 
they are assigned. The copyists are industrious, the amonnt of work performed by 
them depending upon their health, rapidity of penmanship, and the character of the 
copying. 
In this connection I would state that the organization of the board of review 
(division 0) and the new contest division has systematized the work of the Bureau. 
From the fore~oing statement it will be observed that, although the division is re-
lieved of the final examination of entries for patenting and of the contested cases, 
it has to deal with a greater variety of subjects than any other division in the Bureau. 
It has also more laws to execute and more statutory provisions in general nature un-
like to conRtrue. 
There is no question that the board of review passes upon that is not first passed 
upon here, nor is there a question involved in contested homestead, timber culture, 
timber land, and desert land cases that does not arise in the ex pm·te cases of this 
division, except possibly certain questions connected with the rules of practice. In 
passing upon the grants to States and Territories for educational and internal im-
provement purposes almost every question connected with the land system of the 
Government arises. The vexed questions connected with them have given rise to 
numerous decisions of the Department, the Attorney-General, ancl the courts, some 
of them apparently irreconcilable, and although this branch of the work forms merely 
a section of this division, probable no division of the Executive Departments per-
forms work comprehending more legal questions. In this section the contests are re-
tained, following the rule adopted in the office that the questions connected with 
Congressional grants are more difficult of solution than those pertaining to the claims 
of settlers. But while the division is scarcely relieved of the consideration of any 
legal question by the formation of the board of review and the contest division, it 
has been relieved of cases calculated to divert the 11ttention of clerks already over-
burdened with work, and, so far as the consolidation of certain branches of work 
tends to system and harmony in rulings, the division has IJeen benefited by the 
change. 
Until recently it appears that the clerks of the division were not required to make 
reports in detail of all the items of business transacted. They were required to make 
reports of work, but it seems to have been the understanding that merely the princi-
pal items thereof need be stated. It, was not usual to report the time consumed in 
making examinations or reading testimony. In many cases it is impracticable to 
keep account of all the work done, or classify it, but under the present system such 
reports are required as will serve to show to those acquainted with the character of 
the work performed by each clerk whether he or she is industrious and capable. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods spec-
ified, by the employes in the public lands division of the General Land Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Year. No. of em-
Average Average No. No. of work- Average 
ployes. No. of days of hours em· No. by proxy. ing days. No. ofdays present. ployed daily.* absent. 
1884.·----·--··-- 88 272f 7 None-·----- 307 34J 
1885_, _____ ·----- 98 270~ 7 None------- 301! 31,\ 
1886------- ·----· 89 276~ 7 None ....... 305 28f 
1887 (to Mar. 1) - 89 4~ 7 None·------ 48 ~ 
*The oflicial day is from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., but 30 minutes is allowed at noon for lunch, making the 
average hours of attendance not e-xceeding 6t hours. 
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The following statement shows tl.J.e maximum number of <lays uevoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, antl also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of dayH 
in the public lands division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, 











(to Mar. I). 
*48 
t76 
• Twenty-eight clerks were on cluty forty·eight days in January ancl February, 1887, the entire num-
ber of working days. 
t The absence of this clerk was enforced by sickness. 
CHARACTER OF BUSINESS.-Correspondence, posting, and copying. 
PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS DIVISION. 
Repm·t of the private land claims division, General Land Office, on the nwthods of business 
and ·work, as 1·eq1tested by Senate Select ()ornmittee, and called jo1' by Depm·tnumt ci1·ctdar 
of Mm·ch 23, 18tl7. 
Stateme:gt showing the principal items of business transacted in the private land 
claims division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
The adjustment of private land claims, a class of titles situate in different sections 
of the country now constituting a part of the Union, having their origin under the 
Governments preceding the United States in sovereignty. These cases may be classi-
fied principally as follows, viz: 
Claims in the former Northwestern Territory, arit~ing under the definitive treaty of 
September 3, 1783, with Great Britain; also British grants in West Florida and por-
tions of the present States of Alabama and Mississippi. 
Claims arising under the treaty with Prance of April 30, 1803, for tho purchase of 
the Province of Louisiana. 
Claims arising under the treaty with Spain of February 22, 1819, for the Provinces 
of East and West Florida. 
Claims arising under tho treaty with Mexico, concluclecl at Guadalupe Hidalgo, 
February 2, 1848, and under tho ''Gadsden purcha"e" of December 30, 1853. (The 
important claims involving large ~reas of land in California, New Mexico, Arizona, 
andColorauo, which have been, or remain to be, adjudicated, lwlong to this class.) 
New Mauridlocations, in the former Missouri Territory, adju~teu nnuer the act ap-
proved February 17, 1815, and existing regulations. 
Claims in the States of Florida, Louisiana, and Missouri e.;mmined and reported to 
Congress under tho act of June 2;.l, lcGO, and supplementalle:;islatiou. 
Claims in Califomia arising under the seventh section of the act approved July 23, 
1866. 
Donation claims in Oregon anu Washington Territory (formerly Oregou Territory) 
under the aet of September 27, 1850, and supplemental legislatifln. 
Donation claims in New Mexico Territory under the act of July :.!2, 1854. 
Donation claims in Arizona Territory under the act of February 5, 1675. 
Patents are issued and recorded in this division in all claims of the above classifi-
cation which become final and are patentable under the law. 
Patents are also issued and recorded in this division for all Indian land~;, whether 
for reservations, tribal patents, or allotments of land in severalty. 
Indemnity scrip of the following classes, for land lost in place, is issued through 
~his division: 
Scrip decreed by the courts under tho eleventh section of the "Missouri act," ap-
proved May 26, 1824, the provisions of which were extended to the State of Florida 
by the act of May 23, 1828. 
Scrip decreed by the United States Supreme Court in cases there finally determined 
under the act of June 22, 1860, and supplemeutallegisla.tion. 
Surveyor-general's scrip issued under the third section of the act appmved June 2, 
1858. 
Scrip issned under specia.l acts of Congress. 
The examination of assignments and approval of locations made with scrip. 
Preparation of certified copies of patents or whatever is on file or of record in the 
i.ivision under section 461, Revised Statutes. 
Miscellaneous correspondence. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the privatu land 
claims division of the.General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, in-
cluding one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said 
division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose :hands the same pa.sses, and by whom it is considered a.nd acted upon, 
and tho action thereon bad and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
One principal item of business in the private lands division of the General Land 
Office is the adjudication and patenting of Mexican claims in California. 
These claims had their origin under Mexican laws, prior to the acquisition of Cali-
fornia by the United States, and are protected by the treaty of Guadalonpe Hidalgo. 
They come to the General Land Office upon the records of continued and various 
methods of procedure by the original Government, the board of land commissioners 
for the State of California, the district and Supreme Courts of the U.u.ited States, and 
the United States surveyor-general of the State, as provided by act of Congress of 
March 3, 1851. 
The duties of the surveyor-general pertain to the proper survey and segregation of 
the claim from the public domain in accordance with the decree upon title by the 
board, or the appellate jurisdiction in the courts aforesaid. 
When the claim has been finally confirmed and surveyecl it is the duty of the 
surveyor-general to forward to the General Land Office a transcript of the judicial 
proceedings in the case, wiLh his duly certified and approved plat and descriptive 
notes of the claim, as a basis for patent. 
Under the supervisory power of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the 
several acts of the surveyor-general are carefully and critically examined and ap-
proved, or disapproved, as the case may be. 
l!.,requently, from the peculiar phraseology of the decree of confirmation, it is most 
difficult to arrive at its proper interpretation. 
Generally it refers, for a more particular description of the claim, to the original 
grant or juriuical possession, or crude Mexican map~ or diseuo, which are made a part 
of the transcript of the case; and this necessitates an examination of the claim from 
its inception in the Mexican Government. 
The boundary calls of tho grant are, mostly, natural objects, or portions thereof, 
such as mountain ranges or peaks, oceans, bays, rivers, creeks, &c., uncertain of 
identification, location, and extent; so that to arrive at a harmonious conclusion 
much research and close application of various and often conflicting details are re-
quired. 
If the suney is rejected, another is ordered in accordance with the views of the 
Commissioner of the General Land OffiGe, and if conflicting interests of contesting 
claimants arc involved, the action of the Commissioner is appealable to the Secretary 
of the Interior for his final determination, with all the necessary delay attendant 
thereupon; so that years may elapse before the claim arrives at a proper stage for 
patenting. 
The patent is then prepared by the private lands division in favor of the con-
firmee or his le~al repret>entati ves, and after referring to the grant, recites as muni-
ments of title the decree on confirma1 ion and the descriptive notes of survey. 
A tracing of tho plat of survey is also attached and made a part of the patent, which, 
when completed, is transmitted for the signature of the recorder of the General Land 
Office and of the President of the United Sta.tes, after which it is returned to the 
private lands division, where it is recorded and then delivered to the party or parties 
entitled thereto ortransruitted to tho surveyor-genera] of California for proper deliv-
ery. 
As an example of the various proceedings in a case of this character attention is 
called to the report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Secretary 
of tile Interior in the matter of the "Rancho Corte de Madera del Presidio." (General 
Land Office Report for 1886, p. 212.) 
Example of an ex parte case. Louisiana confirmed private laud claim in the name of 
Neuville Gallien, No. 341, sixth class. 
1886, June 10. Letter from re~ister of <listrict land office, Natchitoches, La., forwarding application 
for patent for said claim by present par!iies in interest, through attorney. 
1886, Juno 15. Letter receive!l in General Land Office, rogistero<l as No. 64594 in registering division, 
and referred to private lan<l claim division D; entered in register of letters received, examined 
by chief of division, and by bim r eferred to clerk in charge of private claims in the Southern States, 
who took the case up for act,ion in its regular order . 
1886, Juno 23. Lotter proparecl in tlivisiolt D instmctiug Hllt' veyor-goneral for Louisiana to prepare 
and transmit a special plat wiLh dcRcriptivt) notes of Llw httost approved survey of the claim, a& 
basis for a patent un<ler section 2447, Revised Statutes. 
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1886, July 2. Surveyor-general sent up au approved duplicate plat and descriptive notes. Received in 
G. L. 0. July 6th. Entered in registering division, numbered 72020, and referred to division D. 
Entered ou register of letters received, and referred by chief of division to clerk having ease in 
hand. He critically examined the plat anll descriptive notes, and found no errors. The plat waa 
then referred to the public lands division C, in order that the claim might be posted in the 
proper tract-book by the r ... onisiana book· keeper, and interferences noted. 
1886, July 28. The book-keeper in division C posted the claim in tract-book, and returned plat to 
divi!uon D with certificate that there was "no conflict on tract. book." 
Ph\t compared with the survey shown on township plat on file in draughtsman's division L. 
A form, in rough, for a manuscript patent, prepared in division D, and the patent written by a 
copyist. A copy of the platprepare(l by draughtsman in division L to form part of the patent. 
Complete patent, rough, and plat, compared by clerk in charge of case, assisted by some other 
employu. 
18i6, September 4. Letter prepn.red by division D and sent to the President's Secretary to sign Land 
:Patents, enclosing the patent, of even date, and requesting its signature "under direction of tho 
President." 
1886, Septcmbct· 4. Letter prepared in division D requestiDg the recorder of the General Land Office 
to countersign the patent. 
'l'he patent wa1> J'et.nrue<l to division D informally, properly signed and sealed. 
It was t.b<>n reconlod by a copyist iu the propel' volume, and another copy of the plat of survey, pre-
pared hy n. draughtsmn.n in division L, wa~:~ inRerted in t.be record. 
The patent and its record were then carefully compared by the clerk haviDg case in charge, 1\SSistetl 
by somo other employe. 
A jacket waR prepared for the case, nmubered, and indexed in the docket of Louisiana claims. 
The record of the patent wa~:~ indexetl in a volume kept for that purpose; disposition of all letters iu 
the caso annotatetl upon the register of letters received and upon jacket. Satisfaction of the claim, 
by patent, noted on ,iaeket and also upon the origiDal abstract containing the claim. 
1886, September 10. Letter prepared in division D tr:msmittin~ patent to register and receiver at 
Natchitoches, La., for delivery to person legally entitled to its custody. 
1886, Se~t.ember 10. Lotter prepared in division D notifyiDg the surveyor-general at New Orleans of 
the Issuance and delivery of the patent. 
Case closed and papers filed as :No. 183, G Louisiana. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the private land claims division of the General 
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Letters ................. . ............. (*) 1,179 1,097 
California private land claims . - .. - . . . 19 3 7 
81 1, 318 1, 530 . .. .. . 2, 051 2, 031 
15 . .. . .. 2 13 4 . - -••. 
Oregon and Washington Territory do-
nations . --.-- -·-· .•....... . ....... -. 166 12 
Louisiana, :Florida, &c., private land 
claims . --- .......... - .... -·- . . .. ... . 2, 954 107 
New Mexico private land claims . . . . . 27 ..... . 
Indian allotments ..••••..•......... -- .. ---.. 106 
Scrip locations ..•..... . . . . - •... --. . . . . 1, 077 309 
Scrip applications (1858) . -- ..... - . . ·- . . 93 2 
New Mexico and Arizona donations.- 281 . -.... 
Claims under net J nne 22, 1860, to be 
15 163 ...... 
120 2, 941 10 
1 26 ...... 
106 . -- .. - 1, 458 
341 1, 045 567 
4 91 4 
40 34.1 ...... 
59 104 17 37 
14 2, 937 9 11 
1 25 ........... . 
1, 458. ..• .. 740 641 
628 984 245 264 
1 94 9 ...... 
226 115 ...... 21 
reported to Congress . - - - -- . - .. - .. -. 5 . . • • . . 2 -..... . .. . • . 2 . . . . .. . ___ . _ 
Awards, Las Animas grant, Colorado . 6 ...... 5 ...... .•..•. 5 .•••.. 1 
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tobereportecl toCongress ----··--· ·-···· ...... ...... ...... 7 5 2 50 17 35 
Pages of record .......................... -........ 1, 057 ............ 1, 269 ............ 1, 847 ..... . 
*Not known. 
Pages of record, written by copyists, is given upon this form, as found in the Com-
missioner's annual reports. This, however, represents only a small portion of the 
work dono by copyists, who write patents and record them, make all certified or 
other copies required in the division, keep up the various indexes, dockets, &c., and 
compare work verformed. 
An inventory bas been made, with the above showing, of docket cases upon which 
final action bas not been taken by the Land Department of the Government. 
'l'here are, however, alargennmberof private claims in the territory acquired by 
purchase or treaty, which may at any time be called up for action here, bnt which are 
not" docket cases" in the General Land Office. The approximate number of such 
claims cannot be given. In tho State of J_,onisiana alone it has been estimated that 
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there are some 10,000 private claims, donations, &c., of which number it is found, by 
actual count, that 1,292 have been finally adjusted in the private land claims division. 
Attention is respectfully called to the statements, in this connection, to bo found in 
''The Ptlblic Domain," p. 365, etseq., 1112, et seq., and General Land Office Report, year 
1882, pp. 43-51. 
No account has been kept, for any particular period, of the character and amount of 
business transacted or labor performed by individual employe, because no record of 
this matter has been required, and in most cases would be wholly impracticable. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in private laud 
claims division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Year. 
1884 ...•.•••••.. ·----···· 
1885 ..••••.•••.•.•••••..•. 
1886 ...•.. ··--·- ·----- .••. 
1887 (to March 1) .••...•. 
~ 
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This is a general average, but it agrees very nearly with the fractions shown in next tabll'. 
No statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transact,ed 
and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least dur-
ing the periods specified, in the private land claims division of the General Land 
Office, Department of the Interior, has been kept, because such action was not re-
quired under office or Departmental regulations. 
No comparison as to the amount of business transacted by any two employes in the 
private land claims division can properly be made, for the reason that no two em-
ployes are engaged upon work of the same character, except copyists. 
The few clerks in this division aro fully employed at aU times in transacting the 
business pertaining to their respective desks. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods spec-
ified, by the employes in the private land claims division of the General Land Of-
fice, Department of the Interior: 
No. of em- Average Average No. No. by No. work- Average Calendar year. ploylls. No. of days of hours em- proxy. ing days. No. <lays present. ployed daily. absent. 
!Sst .••• --------·----- .. ----- 71 :68t 7 None ... 307 38! 
1885 .••• -- ··-- -- ·----- ...• -.- 71 26:m 7 None ... 301! 35"1 
1886 .•••••.•••••.••... · ·····- Gil 27 7 None ... 305 30 u 
1887 (to March 1) .•••••.••••• 7 44t 7 None ... 48 3J 
The official day is from 9 to 4 (7 hours), but there is allowed to the employes thirty 
minutes, from 12 m. to 12.30 p. m., for lunch, which is almost invariably availed of~ 
which would bring the average hours of attendance to not exceeding 6! hours. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the private land claims division of the General Land Office, Department of the In-
terim·, during the periods specified : 
1884. 
Maximum number ofdays............. .......•.•.•.. ......•..... 281U 











NO'lE.-Persona.J enumeration of employlls absent the maximum and minimum time is omitted. 
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SURVEYING (E) DIVISION. 
Report of the sttrveying (E) division, General Land Office, on the 1nethods of business and 
work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Convmittee, and called for by Department circular 
of March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing tho principal items of business transacted in the surveying (E) 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) Preparation of instructions to surveyors-general in. the fifteen surveying dis-
tricts in matters pertaining to tho survey of public lands and private land claims. 
(2) Examination of all contracts for surveys, writing letters of approval or disap-
proval, or requiring emendations. Recording the contracts in an appropriate volume 
showing number and date of the contract, date of approval, amount of contract, 
and appropriation out of "-'hich the snmc is payable. Noting the surveys to be made 
under each contract upon map8 kept for the purpose, showing at a glance all smveys 
under contract for tho time being. 
(~) Correspondence with surveyors-general in matters pertaining to the details of 
the service. 
( 4) Issue of im~tructions to examiners of surveys ancl correspondence in matters per-
taining to their dnties. 
(5) Careful scrutiny of all plats and field notes of surveys. 
(6) Consideration of report!-! of inspections in the field by examiners of surveys, in 
connection with the plats an1l field not cs of the surveys inspected. 
(7) Writing letters of acceptance or rejection of surveys, in which are given resumes 
of the findings of t.ho examiners. In case of rejection the particulars wherein the sur-
veys fail to meet the requirements of law and regulations are itemized in order that 
the same may be placed upon recoru anu to enable the surveyor-general to acquaint 
the contracting deputy with the reasons which induced the rejection of his work. 
(8) Issue of instructious for the survey of Indian and abandoned reservations. 
(0) Preparation of contracts and instructions for the survey of State and Territorial 
boundaries anu for surveys in the Indian 'ferrl tory, and examination of returns of sur-
vey upon the completion thereof. 
(10) Letters of advice to surveyors-general and local land offices in regard to all 
Executive orders reserving land for Indian, military, naval, or light-house purposes, 
ur in regard to the modification or revocation of such orders. Noting of Executive or-
ders establishing, mollifying or relinqnishing r(lservations, in appropriate volumes 
and upon the maps of the several surveying districts. 
(11) Replies to numerous letters from county surveyors and others, in all the public 
land States and Territorie:::l, seeking information and advice in regard to the restora-
tion of lost and obliterated corners of the public-land surveys and the subdivision of 
lands. 
(12) Preparation of certified copies of field notes and other records required by in-
dividuals or for use as evidence in judicial proceedings. 
(13) Registering letters received. 
(14) Press-copying letters written. 
(15) Recording letters to the several Departments and to subordinate branches and 
officials of tlw Interior Department, and of such miscellaneous letters as are deemed 
of sufficient importance to be placed upon the permanent record. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the surveying 
(E) division of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, includ-
ing one or more i terns of the principal buoiness matters transacted in said division, 
beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Land Office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such princi-
pal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the em-
ployes through whose hands the same passes1 and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally 
disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Upon this division is devolved the superintendence of the entire surveying serviCe 
(except the survey of mining claims), embracing fifteen surveying districts with the 
correspondence and miscellaneous duties relating to the survey of the public lands 
and private htnd claims both in the States and Territories where surveys are now in 
progress and in those St~tes where the office of surve yor-general has been disoon· 
tinued. 
The force of eleven employes is divided as follows: 1 chief, 1 assistant chief, 4 cor-
respondents, 1 examiner of surveying returns and special agents' reports, 1 register· 
ing and file clerk, 2 copyists, 1 type-writer. 
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·fhe mail matter received each day is examined by the chief of division aud by 
him assigned, according to its character, to the correspondents in charge of the dit:. 
ferent classes of work. 
The mail is then entered in th6 division register of letters received, the name of 
the clerk to whom each case is referred being noted thereon. Letters which are 
replies to or acknowledgments of letters previously sent out from this office are noted 
upon the margins of the official record of the letters to which they are replies. 
Reports of special agents on inspection of surveys in the field are referred to the 
clerk having special charge of this class of work, who examines the same in con-
nection with the surveying returns and prepares letters of acceptance or rejection 
according to the character of the survey as determined by the field examination. 
Applications for surveys, contracts, ami bonds, and correspondence relating thereto, 
are referred to the coiTespondeut in charge of the contract desk, by whom the appli-
cations are considered, the contracts anti bonds examined, noted in contract book and 
upon the working diagrams of the several surveying districts, and letters of approval 
or disapproval and all necessary correspondence relating to this class of business 
prepared. 
Executive orders reserving public lands for Indian, military, naval, light-bouse or 
other public uses, and correspondence relating thereto, are referred to the corre-
spondent who has charge of the records and files pertaining to such reservations and 
who makes the necessary examination of the records, prepares reports thereon when 
called for by the Department, notes the reservations in volumes kept for that purpose 
and upon the official plats and working diagrams of the several land States and Ter-
ritories, and prepares letters notifying the proper surveyor-general an<llocalland offi-
cers in regard to the lands reserved, in order that the same may be respected in the 
survey and disposal of the public lands. 
Letters from surveyors-general, local laud officers, and special agents upon various 
subjects pertaining to the details of the several branches of the service and miscel-
laneous letters requesting information, certified copies, &c., are distributed among 
the several correspondents in the division in the discretion ofthe chief. 
Sample item ofbusiness in the surveying (E) division of the General Land Office. 
A PUBLIC LAND SURVEY. 
luly 19,1886. Letter from surveyor· general of Colorado, dated July 15, 1886, received at registering 
room, General Land Office, numbered 77234, noted in register of letters received, surveyors-general 
volume 16 (volume not paged, but divided into sections for different surveyors-general by leather 
tags), and referred to Division E (surveys), noted on division register of letters received, volume 
6, page 650, and referreu by acting chief of division to J. S. Williams, clerk of class three. This 
letter transmits, for the approval of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, duplicate of 
contract and bond No. 720, with Benjamin F. Clark, United States deputy surveyor, also special 
instructions to the deputy under saitl contract. Liability of contract $2,244, payable from appro-
priation for surveying public lands for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886. 
il ly 20,1886, contract and bond examin~d by said clerk, letter prepared, written out by copyist, ap· 
proved by acting chief of division and law clerk, signed by Commissioner of the General Land 
Office July 22,1886, addressed to the surveyor-general of dolorado, approving contract and bond 
No. 720, and requiring the surveyor-general to issue supplemental special instructions to the dep-
uty regardin~; retracements of lines of previous surveys, and calling attention to requirements of 
the manual oi surveying instructions relating to the noting of coal banks or beds. Copy of said 
supplemental instructions to be forwarded to the General Land Office to b~ filed with contract. 
Letter copied in press copy volume 49, page 1, and recorded in record of letters to surveyor-gen-
eral of Colorado volume 5, page 195. Commissioner's a-pproval indorsed on contract and bond-con-
tract entered in division register of surveying contracts and then transferred to Division .M. (ac· 
counts), where contracts are kept on file. 
July 30, 1886, letter from surveyor-general of Colorado dated Julr 26, 1886, transmitting supplemental 
special instructions to Deputy Clark, contract No. 720, as reqmred by Commissioner's letter of July 
22, 1886, received at registenng room, General Land Office, numbered 81431, noted in register of 
letters x·eceived, surveyors-general, volume 16, and referred to Division E (surveys) . Noted in 
division register of letters received, volume 6, page 656, and referred to clerk above named. 
Instructions examined and found correet and filed with Contract No. 720, in Div-ision M (accounts). 
Letter filed in Division E. 
August 2, 1886. Letter from surveyor-general of Colorado dated July 28, 1886, recommending that ex-
amination of surve~·s under contract No. 720, with B. F. Clark, D. S., be matle during the progress 
of surveys in the field, received in registering room, General Land Office, numbered 82432. Noted 
in register of letters received, surveyors-general, volume 16, and referred to Division E (surveys). 
Noted in division regiflter of letters received, volume 6, page 657. Retained for answer by acting 
chief of division, James Edmunds, clerk oi class four. 
August 6, 1886. Letter prepared by said acting chief of division, written out by copyist, approved by 
ooard of law examiner8, signed by Commissioner General Land Office, and dated August 10 1886, 
addressed to the surveyor-general of Colorado, authorizing that officer to direct Mr. Joshua S. Bond, 
an employe in his office, to inspect the surveys under said contract No. 720 while in progress in the 
field. Letter copied in press copy, volume 49, page 119, and recorded in record of letters t{) sur-
veyor-general of Colorado, volume 5, page 199. 
August 23, 1886. Letter from surveyor-general Colorado, datetl August 19, 1886, inclosing duplicate of 
instructions issued to Joshua S. Bond for the examinations of surveys under said contract No. 720, 
received at registering room General Land Office, numbered 89925. Noted in re~rister oflettersre-
ceived, surveyors-general, vobme 16, and referred to Division E (surveys). Noted in division re-
gister of letters received, volume 6, page 667. Instructions to Mr. Bond, examined by assista.nt 
ollief of division and found unobjectionable. Letter referred to Mrs. E. C. Abbott, clerk class 
.1,000 for acknowledgment. 
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August 24, 1886. Letter of acknowledgment prepared by said clerk addressed to surveyor-general of 
Colorado, approved by the board of· law examiners, signed by Commissioner General Land Office, 
dated August 27, 1886; copied in press copy, volume 49, page 183; recorded in record of letters to 
surveyor-general of Colorado, volume 5, page 202. 
December 20, 1886. Letter from surveyor-general of Colorado, dated December 14, 1886, transmitting 
duplicate plats and tranf!cript of field notes of a portion of the surveys executed by B. F. Clark 
tmder saicl contract No. 720, received at rejl;istering-room, General Land Office, numbered 131,520, 
and referred to Division E (surveys); noted on division register ofletters received, volume 7, page 
37, and referred by chief of division toW. C. Miller, clerk of class two, for comparison of plats and 
field notes. 
December 21, 1886. Letter from surveyor-general of Cloroado, dated December 17, 1886, transmitting 
report of Joshua S. Bond, special agent for inspecting surveys of Benjamin F. Clark under con-
tract No. 720, received at registering-room, General Land Office, numbered 131,933, noted in regis· 
tflr of letters received, surveyors-general, volume 16, and referred to Division E (surveys); noted 
in division register of letters received, volume 7, page 39, aml referred by chief of division to J. B. 
Shinn, clerk clasR three, but subsequently (upon receipt of the final returns of surveys under said 
contract from the surveyor-general with his letter dated February 25, 1887) transferred toN. Free-
man, clerk of class three. 
March 4, 1887. Letter from surveyor-general of Colorado, dated February 25, 1887, transmitting final 
returns of surveys under said contract No. 720, received at registering-room, General Land Office, 
numbered 24,447, noted in register of letters received, surveyors-general, volume 17, and referred to 
Division E (surv&ys); noted in division register of letters received, volume 7, page 126, and referred 
to W. C. Miller, clerk of class two, for comparison of plats and fielcl notes. 
The examiner's report, received with surveyor-general's letter of December 17, 1886, detailing his 
oper~tion in the field and describing the lines examined, the topography of the country over which 
the lines pass, the character of the corners established by the deputy surveyor, and the m~asure­
ments between corners, as found by the examiner, was carefully noted and tJOmpared with the 
plats and field notes of the survey by Mr. Freeman, to whom the matter was referred. The ex-
amination of 170 miles of survey showed the same to be generally well executed, and corners prop-
erly established, and on March 28, 1887, Mr. Freeman prepared a letter addressed to the surveyor. 
general of Colorado, accepting the greater portion of t.he work, but deferring action in regard to 
the subdivisional survey of three townships on account of apparent irregularities in the sun·eys 
along Grand River. Letter approved by the chief of division and law clerks, signed by the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, and dated April!, 1887. Copied in press copy, volume 51, page 
435, recorded in record of letters to surveyor-general of Colorado, volume 5, page 246. Accepted 
surveys laid down on working diagram showing the extension of public surveys in Colorado. 
Plats and field notes referred, with letter dated April 1, 1887, signed by the chief of division, to 
Division M (accounts) for the adjustment of the deputy's account and reporting of the same to the 
Treasury for payment. 
The acceptance of a survey and transmission of plats and field notes to the division of accounts com-
pletes the action in surveying division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, an(l undisposed of 
at the dat.es specified below, in the surveying division of the General Land Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
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----- -----------
Letters received .. __ ..••• _ ..••••.....•... 4, 212 4, 212 50 3, 600 3, 575 75 4, 122 4, 0721 50 75 2, 050 2, 039 86 
Letters written. . . . . • . . . • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . _ .. 3, 459 • . • . ••.. 2, 824 . • . . ••.. 3, 257 . . . . . . . . . . 1, 664 ... 
Number of record pages ..••.•..••..•..•...... 1, 913 •••.•... 2, 272 ....••.. 2,182
1 
. .......... 1, 074 -·· 
Pages of press copy ..•...•••.••• _ .•.••..•..... 4, 544 ........ 5, 312 ....•.. . 4, 876 ........•.. 2, 966 ..• 
Surveying contracts .. _. . . . . • • • • • . • • . • . • . 250 250 . . • 96 61 35 221 22l . . . 35 4 32 7 
Plats a.nd transcripts of field-notes of 
surveys of public lands and private 
land claims ......•••..•....•...••.•.... 2, 539 2, 539132 570 205 497 1, 360 1, 228 132 497 79 170 388 
R~¥0;-!~:v:~~~~~~-~:~~-~-~~-~~~~:~~~~- ••••. .••.. ••• 62 '4o 22 •••....... j ... 22 53 42 33 
Copying of field notes, number of pages •..... 1, 500 .•••••.• I, 021 .••.••.. 2, 755
1 
• •••••••••• 1, 417 .•• 
A very large number of the letters received and answered in the fiscal years 1884 
and 1885 were surveyor-generals' letters transmitting returns of surveys and letters 
in reply accepting the same. 
During those years a great many surveys were made. In 1884 surveys of over fifty-
two millions of acres were returned and accepted, and in 1885 over t.hirty millions of 
acres. Surveys were then accepted without any field examinations and after an office 
examination only of the plats and notes. 
In the fiscal year endin~ June 30, 1886, surveys of less than two millions of acres 
were accepted, and those only after :tield examinations had been made in most cases, 
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and the examiner's reports carefully tested in this office in connection with there-
turns of surveys. 
But even wi'th the apparent decrease in the amount of letters received and plats and 
field notes accept,ed, it will be seen by the number of pages of I'ecord that the work 
has steadily increased : 
Pages of record in 1884...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 1, 913 
1885 -- .•. - -- - .. - . - .••. -•••• - . - . - - - -.. - .. -..• -- - - -.... - -..•. - .... -. - . . . . • 2, 182 
1886 -...• - ..... - -. - . - - -- .•. - .•• --. - - - .. - . - ..•.•• -.... - -.• -. - - . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 272 
Number of pages for the ei~ht months from July 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887, 1,704, 
an appare.nt falling off, which IS owing to the fact that the recording of ntiscellaneo"s 
letters ceased August 9, 1886, except in a few important cases. 
Statement showing the average amount and character of business performed, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period specified, by the employes in the tmrveying 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
No record having been kept in the surveying division of the work done by months, 
it is impossible to furnish such a statement as is called for by this blank. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in tho surveying 
(E) division of the General Lan(l Office, Department of the Interior, during the pe-
riods specified : 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employ6 doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the surveying division of the General Land Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
It is not possible to furnish the information called for by this table because no ac-
count has been kept of the separate work of each employe. The reason why such ac-
count has not been kept is that ?t was not considered practicable or necessary, and 
has not been requ1red. The division is a small one, the chief knows the work per-
formed by each, and the work is so varied and differing in its importa1wo and char-
acter that it has not been considered practicable to furnish any account showing rel-
atively the amount and value of the work done by each. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to tho consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the surveying (E) division of the General Land Office, 
Department of the Interior : 
Average Average Average number of Number 
Year. Number of number of hours em- working number employes. days pl0.\1ecl <lays. daysab-present. daily. sent. 
- -- - · 
1884 ••••.•.•••.. ·••••··•·••···•···•· · ··· · 9.44 273.27 7 307 33.73 
1885 .••••.. ···•·•••••••·•···••··••··••••· 10.33 258.99 7 301.5 42.51 
1886 •••••••••·•••·•••••·•••••·•·••·••••·· 10.34 268.86 7 305 36.14 1887 (to March]) .••••••••..••.••.••... .. 11 46.68 7 48 1.318 
The official day is from 9 to 4 (7 hours), but there is allowed to the employes thirty 
minutes, from 12m. to 12.30 p.m., for lunch, which is almost invariably availed of, 
which would 1)ring the average hours of attendance to not exceeding 6l hours. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
hy the employe present for the greatest number of dayt;, aud alHo tho minimum number 
of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in 
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the surveying (E) division of the--- office, Department of tlw Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Maximum number of !lays .............................. . 



















*Assistant chief of division. 
tSixofthe eleven clerks fnll time forJanuaryand February, 1887. 
t Chief of division. 
§ Correspondin~ clerk. 
RAILROAD DIVISION. • 
II Examiner of surveying returns. 
~Typo-writer. 
Report of the milroad divisio11, General Laud O.tfice, on the 1nethods of btts.iness and tom·k, 
as req1tested by Senate Self'ct Co11unittee and called for by Depm·tnwnt circular of March 
23,1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in tho railroad divis-
ion of t.he General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
Registering letters received. 
Noting distribution of same, ancl answers when made. 
Registering entries of lands within railroad, wagon-road, and canal grant limits. 
Docketing contested entries and applications for lands within railroad, wagon-road, 
and canal grant limits. 
Examining and deciding n.pplications and entries for lands within such limits, and 
notifying the local land officers and the parties in interest of 1,ho action taken. 
Noting appeals from tho decisions made, and transmitting the same, together with 
all papers aud arguments therein, to the Secretary of the Interior for his action. 
Promulgating dcciRions of the Secretary when made, in such cases, and notifying 
the local Janel officers and tho parties in interest of tho contents thereof. 
Press-copying all letters an(l decisions written. 
H.ecordiog from the press-copies all letters <'tnd decisions. 
Correspondence upon all subjects rel:~ting to the disposal of lands within railroad, 
wagon-road, and canal grant limits. 
Preparing certified copies of tho records and o'f papers and maps on file when called 
for. 
Registering, examining, and recommending for approval all articles of incorpora-
tion and maps filed by railroad companies claiming right of way over public lands 
of the United States under act of March 3, 1875, aml other acts granting right of 
way. 
Listing, certifying, and patenting railroad and wagon-road lands. 
Adjusting railroad and wagon-road laud grants. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the railroad di-
vision of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of the principal unsiuess matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the busb.ess matter in the office, and then showing in con-
secutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of saicl office, and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and actecl upon, and the ac-
tion thereon had and taken by each until the same is finally disposed of ancl notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
[SAMPLE ITEM.) 
On March 1, 1884, tl10re was recoivccl at the registering-room of the General Land Office a letter 
dated Febmary 23, 188-l, from tho register at Sacramento, Cal., transmitting tho record of testi-
mony taken at a hearing had at tho saill ottiee January 14, 1884, upon tho application of' Nathan B. 
Hall to mako homest~a(l entry of lot 1 of NE. 1. SE. i NE.! and N. ?; SE. 4 of' section 25, Tp. 13 N., 
R 0 E., M.D. M., together with tho opinion of tho register and receiver in favor of Hall's appli-
cation and nppeal thm·efmm hy the r;tilroacl cnmpany. 
Said letter and inclosure>~ wcro re_!!iRtercd in vol.20, numbered 23G26,and referred to tho railroad division. 
Upon receipt thereof the chief of Hf1itl divi~iou refcero'l them to a J'oul'th-cla.~~:.< clerk, by writing, in 
pencil, the nnmo of tho ckrk upon tholct,ter inclosing tho sarno. 'I~hey were then banded, by the 
chief, to tho rogistPl'i 11g clerk of thB tlidRiou, who entcretl them npon his register, and theri laid 
them upon the uosk of tho clerk uanwd, in pencil note, by the chief. 
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In April, 1884, the case was taken up by the said clerk, and after a careful examination of the testi-
mony (which showed that one Daniel Heryfonl, a citizen of the United States, and a qualified 
pre-emptor, was residing upon, improving-, and claiming the land at tho date when the right of the 
railroad company should have attached), he prepared a letter, addressed to the register and re-
ceiver at Sacramento, setting forth the facts, and permitting Hall to make entry of the land, sul>-
ject to appeal within Rixty days. He also prepared, at thn same time, a letter addressed to Henry 
.Beard, attorney for the railroad company, Washington, D. C., advising him of the purport of the 
decision made, and allowing him sixty days within which to appeal therefrom. 
the said clerk placed his initials upon these letters and deliverecl them to the chief of the division, who 
carefully examined them, and approved the same by placing his initials thereon. The chief then 
delivered them to the law clerks of the land office, who also made a careful examination of the 
same and approved them by placing their checks in colored pencil (which were equivalent to ini-
tials) upon the same. 
Tl1ey were then handed to the Commissioner by the law clerk for examination and signature. The 
llommissioner, upon examination, approved the same by affixing his signature thereto. They were 
then returned by a messenger to the railroad division, whore they were dated April7, 1884, by the 
chief and then handed to the press-copying clerk, who made press-copies of the same, and then laid 
them upon the desk of the writer, who made notes of their contents upon the case, and then mailed 
them to the parties to whom they were addressed. 
April 28, 1884, an appeal from said decision, by Henry Beard, attorney for tho railroad company, was 
receive(L at the registering-room of the General Land Office, which was registered in vol. 65, page 
47, numbered 44672, and referred to the railroad division. The chief of said division noted the 
name of the appeal clerk thereon, and handed the appeal to the registering clerk of the division, 
who entered it upon his register, and then handed the same to the appeal clerk, who placed it with 
the other papers in the case, and handed the whole to the docket clerk, to bo by him made into 
what is called a "docket case." The said clerkcnteredthe papers upon his docket No.5, and then 
placed them in a jacket numbered 4210, prepared by him for that puropse, and upon which was 
~ltt:~~se o¥~~ck~~hc~~::_e, and all action taken thereon to that date. The case was then placed 
On July 2, 1884, a letter was received at the registering-room of the General Land Office from the reg-
ister at Sacramento, Cal., reporting that no appeal had been tiled in that oflico by the Central Pa· 
cific Railroad Company from the decision of the Commissioner of April 7, 1884, in the case of 
Nathan B. Hall vs. the said company. This letter passed through tho ordinary course of being 
registered, numbered, &c., until it reached tho appeal clerk, who filed it with docket case No. 4210. 
ID February 1885, a letter was preparc(l by the appeal clerk transmitting to the Secretary of the In-
terior! on al?peal, the papers i~ tbo case of the Central Pacific ~aitroad Company vs. Nathan B. 
Hall, mvolvmg lot 1 of NE. :1 SE. :1, NE. :1 and N. !, SE.:lofsect10n 25, 13 N., 6 E., M. D.M., Sac-
ramento, Cal. 1'he said clerk at the same time prepared a letter, addressed to the register andre-
ceiver at Sacramento, advising them that the said case had been sent up on ap]Jeal to the Secretary. 
He also addressed a letter to Henry Beard, attorney for the railroad company, advising him of the 
a{)tion taken. 
These letters passed through the regular course of examination as those preceding until they reached 
the Commissioner and were signed by him, and returned by messenger to the chief of the railroad 
division, who dated them F ebruary 20, 1885; they were then press-copiecl by the press-copying 
clerk and returned to tho writer, who mailed them to the proper parties. · 
January 4, 1886, a letter from the Secretary of the Interior, dated December 23, 1885, affirming the 
decision of the Commissioner of tho General Land Office of April7, 11!84, in the case of the Cen-
tral Pacific Railroad Company vs. Nathan B. Hall, was received at the registering-room of the 
General Land Office, which was duly registered and numbered 554, and referred to tho railroad 
division. This letter passed through the regular course of those preceding until it reached the 
appeal clerk, who made, or caused to be made, a copy of the same. He then prepared a letter ad-
dressed to the register and receiver, Sacramento, Cal., advising them of the purport of tho Secn'-
tary's decision, and inclosing the copy of the same, and directing them to poriii:it Nathan B. Hall 
to make homestead entry of the land involved. He also prepared a letter addressed to Henry 
Beard, attorney for the railroad company, advising him of the Secretary's decision. 
These letters also passed through the usual course of examination, were signed by the Commis!doner 
and returned to the railroad division, where they wore dated January 9, 1886, duly press-copied and 
mailed to tho p,roper parties, their date and pmport being noted upon case No. 4:.!10, which was 
then marked 'Closed." The result of this action was the elimination of the milroad claim, thus 
rendering the land subject to t~ntry by Hall, or the first legal applicant. The records of this office 
do not show that Hall has made entry of the land. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, aml on hand, pending, and undis-
posed of, at the dates specified below, in the railroad division of the General Laud 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
-
Character of business. Pending July,Received dur- Disposed of !Pending July ReceivE>d dur· 1, 1884. ing 1885. Ill 1885. 1, 1885. ing 1886. 
Applications for lands .•.. . .. . 7, 484 2, 069 1, 388 8,165 4,879 
Letters .............. number .. ·-··--·--- 6, 538 7, 413 -· -·-·------ 8, 910 
Railroad selections ..... acres. -~11, 861, 608.50 2, 411, 449. 31 1, 153,950 13, 119, 109. 811 2, 298,241.81 
Wagon-road selections .. do.... 29,735.48 128,067.24 549.42 l!i7, 253. 30 440 
Character of business. Disposed of Pending July Reooivod dn<-1 Diopoood of Pending Mar. in 1886. 1, 1886. ing 1887. Mar~~.~887. 1,1887. 
I 
Appllilations for lands ........ . 2,173 10,871 1, 948 2, 380 10,439 
Let..,. ........ ...... numbo<. -~ 6,187 
i • .-.i • .-... : "'I 5004 ... ,. r------------Railroad selections ..... acres .. 100,823.02 3, 092: 662.41 195, 434. 98 18, 213, 755. 03 Wagon-road selections .. do .... 549.42 157, 143.88 54,929.71 --- - -- - - • -- - - . 211, 773. 59 
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The discrepancy between the number of letters received and the number written 
is explained on the ground that the letters received are not only letters of inquiry, 
requiring direct answers, but embrace also letters transmitting applications to enter 
lands, to dispose of which requires from one to four letters. 
The number of letters on hand at the beginning of the calendar year has never 
been kept, and therefore c:l.nnot be given. The above statement shows the number 
of letters received and number written during the year. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the railroad 
division of the General Lanu Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------- 1- - 1- ----------------------
1884.-----··-····--··----· 23 
1885·-·····--------------- 27 
1886 .•• - -----.------ -·---- 22 
1887 (to March L . . -----· 32 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employ6s in the railroad division of the General Land Office, Department 
of the Interior : 
Year. N f 
Average No. of 
o. o em- No. of days hours om- No. by 
ployes. present. ployed proxy. 
1884 .••••• --·--- -·---· ·-···· ------ ----·· ·--- -·.- ---- -· 
1885.-----------.--- •• --------.----.-- - ---- - --.-------
1886 .. -- -- . -- - -- --- - -• --- - - - --- - -- --- - - - -- -- - - . - - -- - - . 
1887 (to March 1) ---------- .. ------------ --···- ------
D.H . .M. 
24 270. 3. 00 
27 267. 6. 18 
26 269. 2. 03 










Possible number of days for 1884, 307; for 1885, 301t; for 1886, 305; for 1887 (to 
March 1), 48. 
Average time lost per employe for 1884, 36 days 4 hours; for 1885, :33 days 4 hours 
12 minutes; for 188G, 35 days 4 hours 57 minutes; for 1887, 1 day 4 hours 33 minutes 
(to March 1). 
Thirty minutes for lunch are allowed each day. 
'The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days uevoted to business by the employ6 present for the least number of days 
in the railroad division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing tho periods specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to March 1). 
---------------------1------------
Maximum number of days-------·---·--------------------··· 









Number of days possible for 1884, 307; for 1885, 301t; for 1886, 305; for 1887, 48. 
[Note by ()ommittee: Statement of names of employes present, &c., most and least 
omitted.] 
Maximum time (in this case meaning all possible working time) has been made by 
a number of employes. 
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PRE-EMPTION (G) DIVISION. 
Repo·rt of the p1·e-mnption (G) division, General Land Office, on the methods of bu-siness 
and work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Departmcnl oir-
cular vf Ma1·ch ~3, 1887. 
The work of this division relates to the examination of claims arising under the 
pre-emption law. Primarily it is an inspection of the proof offered by parties in sup-
port of their pre-emption claims. Incidentally it involves the disposition of con-
tested cases arising between pre-emptors on the one hand and claimants under the 
pre-emption, homstead, timber culture, desert land, timber and stone, and town-site 
laws. Applications for amendment of erroneous filings and entries and for restora· 
tion of pre-emption rights are also an important branch of this division. 
The clerks at present are divided as follows: 
One chief of division. 
Three examiners of contested cases. 
Nine examiners of eX .parte cases. 
Two examiners of applications for amendment. 
Two examiners of applications for hearings. 
One examiner of appeals. 
Two corresponding clerks . 
.Five recorders or copyists. 
Four clerks on dockets and files. 
One examiner of town-sites. 
The chief of division has a general supervision of the work, referring the mail to 
the proper clerks, reading all official letters written in the division, and passing upon 
the questions involved before they are submitted to the reading and law clerks of 
the Bureau, and keeping a recorcl of the attendance. 
'fhe exawiuers of contested cases inspect the office record of tho tract in contest, 
read and pass upon the testimony and legal questions involved, prepare the decision 
of the Commissioner thereon, and dispose of the motions incidental to the case. 
The ex pa1·te clerks examine the forma.! proof of pre-emption entries, inspect the rec-
ords for conflicts, and finally, if tho entry is satisfactory, recommended it to the board 
of review for final examination, with a view to patenting the same. If a defect ap-
pears in the proof or entry papers, tho local officers are notified of such defect by let-
ter, and the case is suspended until the defect is cured. 
The correspondents answer by letter all communication~; aduressed to this office 
relating to pre-emption questions, except letters from the local officers transmitting 
reports or supplemental proof in suspended cases, which are usually referred to the 
clerk who suspended the entry. 
Applications for hearing are examined with a view to ascertaining the grounds on 
which they arc asked, anu if a prima facie case appears, a hearing is ordered by let-
ter addressed to the register an<.l receiver of the proper land district. 
Amendment clerks examine the proof offered in support of the application for 
amendment, and pass upon the sufficiency ofthe same. This work involves careful 
scrutiny of the record of the tract sought to be covered by the amenument, and is 
often much delayed by the backward condition of tho posting of the tract-books in 
the public lands division. 
'l'he appeal clerk examines the appeal, and if in form, transmits tho same, together 
with the entire record of the case and a copy of the decision of this office to the Sec-
retary of the Interior. If not in form as prescribed by the rules of practice, the ap-
peal is returned to the local officers for correction. When the case is returned by the 
Secretary, the appeal clerk finally disposes of it, transmitting a copy of the decision 
to the local officers, advising local attorneys thereof, and having proper notatwns 
made on all the records affected by the decision. 
The recorders enter upon the records copies of letters and decisions sent out from 
the division, carefully comparing the record with the original, before the latter is 
mailed. They also prepare such copies as are required incidental to the work of the 
division. When not otherwise occupied they make jackets for ex parte cases. 
'I'he docket clerk enters every contested case upon tho docket, proviues it with a 
jacket on which is noted every action had in the case, which he afterwards tran-
ecribes to his docket. He withdraws from the public lands division all entries and 
other papers involved in the case. 
The ex pm·te cases are jacketed, briefed, and recorded in suitable books, in numer-
ical order, and after final disposition are charged out on the same book to the board 
ofrevjew. 
A special record is provided for the registry of all letters received, a brief synopsis 
of their contents, the clerk to whom referred, and the date of answer. This work 
consumes the entire time of one clerk. 
The :file clerks have charge of the :files, withdrawing cases for the use of clerks, and 
returning them to their places when completed. These clerks, with the docket clerks, 
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answer all inquiries of attorneys as to the status of cases in which they are inter-
3sted. 
The town-site desk is not properly a part of the pre-emption division, but has bad 
a place in that division for many yearR. 
The clerk has charge of all matters relating to town-site entries and town-site res-
ervations, keeping the records thereof, passing upon town-site applications, examin-
ing tbe proofs ofl'ored in support of town sites, and deciding all contests in relation 
thereto. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the pre-emption 
division of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of tho principal business matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Land Office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such prin-
cipal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and tbe 
employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is final1y 
disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Pre-emption cash ent1·ies are received in the mail, accompanied by the monthly ab-
stracts of the register and receiver of the sales for the month in which they were 
made. From tbe mail room they are referred to division :M: (accounts). After au 
examination of the account and an entry of the sales has been made, the abstract 
and entries are referred to division C (public lands), where they are posted in the 
proper tract books, and entered on a charge book and then sent to this (G) the pre-
omption division. Here t.hey are jacketed by the copyists, the jacket containing a.n 
indorsement of the name of the entryman, description of tho land entered, the num-
ber of the entry, and the name of the land office where made. This indorsement, 
with the exception of the name of the entryman, is entered upon a set of books 
known as the credit books~ after which the entri~s are placed in the files for five 
months, the object being to avoid examining an entry until all possible adverse 
claims shall have been made of record in this office. When reached in its numerical 
order, the entry is assigned to an ex pm·te examiner. The first Htep is to examine the 
docket to see that no contest is pending against it, and that if the entry is the re-
sult of a contest decided in the past, the instructions of this office have been com-
plied with. The samo clerk then takes the case to the public lands division, where 
the tract embraced in the entry is scrutinized, and all con:fl.icting claims noted. If 
the con:fl.ict is with another entry, that entry is withdrawn and entered upon the 
credit book. The certificate of entry is compared with the receipt and the proof 
papers, that any discrepancy in the name, date, or tract may b£'1 detected. The proof 
is then taken up, being made by questions and answers on blanks furnished by this 
office. If there are no conilicting claims, and no defects in the proof presented, the 
entry is recommended to the board of review for patent; it is delivered to the 
credit book clerk, who charges it oft' of his book and delivers it to the board of re-
view, where the case is re-examined. If there found cor.~:ect it is approved for pat-
ent and delivered to the recorder. In the recorder's division it is again entered on a 
charge book, and given to the patent writer. After the patent has been written and 
recorded, it is compared with the certificate of entry and the patent record, and, if 
found correct, delivered to the party holding the duplicate receipt therefor. The 
case is then :filed away. If the ex parte examiner in this division finds a con:fl.ict or a 
defect in the proof, or both, a letter is written to the local officers of the office at 
which the entry was made, setting out such defects; in the case of an au verse claim, 
sixty days are allowed the adverse claimant within which to show cause why his ad-
verse claim should not be canceled. If he fails to respond wit.hin the time allowed, 
upon report of the local officers to that effect, the claim is canceled and the entry 
recommended to the board of review. If supplemental proof is needed, a similar 
letter is written to the local officers setting out the defect and requiring them to 
notify the claimant·of such defect and calling upon him to rectify it by proper proof. 
Upon its receipt the case is again considered and if satisfactory sent to the board of 
review; if not satisfactory a further call is made. If the necessary proof is not 
furnished, the entry is held for cancellation, and appeal allowed to the Secretary of 
the Interior. If no appeal ~s taken the entry is canceled, the cause of cancellation 
noted across the face of the certificate, together with the date thereof. The certificate 
and receipt arc placed in a ''cancellation jacket" and charged to the recorder's divis-
ion, where they are filed away. The proof is retained in the closed pre-emption files. 
If an appeal is taken, the appeal clerk transmits the entry and the decision rejecting 
it to the Secretary, the case being regularly docketed on the contest docket. Upon 
its return from the Secretary the appeal clerk close tho c:tse in accordance with the 
&cretary's instTuctions, notifying the local officers of such action. If the Secretary 
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:tffirms the actwu of this office the case is canceled as above recited ; if this office 
is reversed the case goes in usual course to the board of review. 
Should the board of :review discover defects, overlooked by this division, a minute 
itl made thereof and returned to this division with the case, when the Marne course is 
pursued to complete the proof. The letters written are presented to the chief of eli-
viRion, who, if he approves of them, notes his initials thereon, and sends them to the 
reading clerks. If they approve their initials are also noted, and the letters are then 
presented to the Assistant Commissioner for signature. If the reading clerks do not 
approve, their objections are retumed with the letter to the writer. The signed let-
ters are returned to the writer, who, after making a press-copy thereof, notes the 
action on the case and returns it to tho file clerk and ]lresents the letter to there-
corder. After being compared with the record it is sent to its destination. An 
examination, on an average, of eight cases a day is good work for a uiligent clerk. 
Contested cases involving pro-emption rights come to this division directly from 
the mail room. After being charged on the letter register they are placed in the 
hands of the docket clerk, who prepares a jacket, giving the title of the case, the name 
of the land office, and the number of the docket, case, and page, and draws all entries 
and papers from other divisions relating thereto. The case is then placed in the files 
for thirty days to afford attorneys an opportunity to examine the record. This rec-
ord is prepared at the local office, and consists of testimony taken, exhibits filed, the 
opinions of the register and receiver thereon, together with a letter of transmittal 
setting out in brief a history of ·the case up to date of transmission. The testimony, 
of course, varies in quantity, some records containing several hundred pages of closely 
written manuscript, and others again but very few pages. As the cases come in order 
for examination they are taken up by the contest clerk, who first examines the tract 
book for adverse claims, and then reads the record, passing upon all questions of law 
and fact raised, and prepares a decision containing a statement of the facts estab-
lished and the conclusions derived therefrom. Local attorneys, if any, are also no-
tified by letter of the action taken. The decision is submitted to the chief of division, 
who notes his approval by initialing the letter. It is then passed upon by the law 
examiners, who also note their approval by initialing the letter, and then present it 
to the Commissioner for signature. In case of disapproval tho letter is returned to 
the writer, with a note stating the objection thereto. After signature the letter is 
returned to the writer, who notes his action on the jacket of the case, makes a press-
copy of the letter, returns the case to the docket and file clerks, and presents his letter 
to the proper recorder. Should a motion for review be filed it is docketed with the 
case and referred to one of the contest clerks, other than the one >Yho prepared ihe 
decision, who passes upon it, writing a letter to the local officers advising them of the 
action taken thereon. If an appeal from the Commissioner's decision is taken it 
comes through the mail, is noteu on the letter register and docket and is then given 
to the appeal clerk, after which it tal{es the course as in ex parte cases. 
Applications for amendment of pre-emption filings or entries, come through the 
mail, are placed on the letter register and then referred to the amendment clerks. 
Each application involves a scrutiny of the record of the tract. sought to be embraced 
in the amended :tiling or entry, and then the principles of law applicable to amend-
ments are applied. If an amendment is allowed, a letter to that effect is audressed 
to the local officers of tbe land districl from which the application emanated, which 
letter takes the course given under the head of ex parte cases. After signature the 
letter is presented to the proper clerk of the public lands division who makes the 
necessary notations upon the tract book. 'l'he letter is then press-copied, recorded, 
and sent out. If the application is denied a letter to that effect is prepared, and after 
taking the usual course ofletters in ex pm·te cases is sent out. 
Applications for restoration of pre-emption rights are similarly acted upon. 
Applications for hearing are received through the mail, and after being placed on 
the letter register are referred to the proper clerk. These applications also involve 
a scrutiny of the tract book, and an examination of the affidavits filed in support 
thereof. If a p1·ima facie case is presented, a hearing is ordered, the entry attacked 
withdrawn, the local officers notified, and upon receipt of the testimony the case is 
docketed and becomes a contested case. If a hearing is.refusetl, tho local officers are 
so advised by letter, and the application, with a proper indorsement, filed away. 
The dockets contain a complete history of the several aetious had in each case, and 
the proper keeping of them occupies the entire time of one clerk, and the credit books 
the entire time of two clerks. 
The town site desk receives the town site entries from the clerk in charge of the 
credit book, notes them on a special town site docket, examines the proof, and allows 
or disallows the entry after tho manner of ex· parte entries. The reservations for town 
sites are directly under his supervision. He furnishes the local officers all instructions 
relative to tho manner of procedure in offering the town lots for sale; posts the entries 
on his spenial tract books, aft~r receiving them wHh tbe ab::;tracts from the division 
of accounts; .: .xamines the entries after the ma.nnel' of ex pa1·te cases, and charges t.hem 
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to the board of review when satisfactory. All accounts involving town lots or 
. site entries, except when in conflict with railroad grants or mineral claims, are 
posed of hy this clerk, and all correspondence relating to tbisosubject is carried on by 
him. 
l!.:xemplified copies of the records are prepared and transmitted as occasion requires 
Sample of work performed in the pre-emption division. 
With lett.erof July 29, 1880, t.he regist.er and receiver at Roseburg, Oreg., transmitted the papers and their 
joint opinion in the case of Millard Shoemaker v. Hugh Duffy, to this office. This was a contest be· 
tween a homestead and pre-emption claimant, and the hearing had been had and testimony submitted 
to the local officers. The letter was recei'l"ed in the ruail room September 1, 1880, where it I'eceived 
the current letter number, 57903, 1883. It was entered on the register of letters received, and on the 
numerical index and referred to this division. It then w1•nt into the hands of Mrs. L. M. Mat-
tingly, who entered the same on the division register of letters and referred it to Mr. 0. 'Whitney, 
then in char~re of the docket. He propared.a jacket for tho casewit.h the following indon~eruent: 
''Roseburg, Oreg., Millard Shoemaker v. Hugh Dufl'y, Doc. 10, Case 95, page 78," aud ent~red 
the case on said docket and page, giving the letter and its indosurcs the docket numb<'r 1. He 
also withdrew from the public lands division Duffy's homestead entry No. 3349, and gave it docket 
number 2, at the same time enterin~J; it on the credit book, vol. 1, p. 656. On November 5, 1881, 
Mr. P. H. Seymour prepared a decision in the case, awarding the land to Shoemaker, subject to 
appeal. This decision was read by Mr. Henry Howes, chief of division, and after initialing the 
<lecision "H. H.," submitted it to the reading clerks, who also initialed it and presented it to the 
Commissioner. N. C. Mc:Far1aml, for signature. The signed letter was returned by messenger to 
Mr. Howes, who banded it to Mr. Seymour, who mallo a prrss-copy thereof and caused it to be re. 
corded by Mrs. H. E. Gray in vol. 159~, page 178, of the register and recei'l"er's record, and care-
fully compared with the record, after which it was mailed to its destination. A notation of the 
decision was bricdy made on the jacket, which was entered on tho docket by ::M:t-. Whitney and 
the case returned to the files. On January 26, 1882, a letter was received from Hon. M. U. Georgl', 
of the Honse of Representatives, without date, asking the status of the case. This letter was re· 
ceived in the mail room January 26, 1882, briefed, and nurnhered 7283. After being registOI ed on 
both registers it was sent to the public lands division and by tho chief of that {livision l1anded to 
Mr. McNulty, who registered the same and handed it to Mr. Peirce, in charge of the Ore_~ron books. 
Mr. Peirce finding a pro.emption claim involved, referred the letter to this divi11ion. It was ae-
cordingly, on January 26, 1882, charged off the register of letters in the public lands division, re-
turned to the mail room, then c1uu·gcd to this division, and by Mr. Howes, the chief, referred to 
Miss Mary C. Torrey for answer. By her a letter was written informin~J; Mr. George of tho decis· 
ion in the case; this letter was read an<l initialed by Mr. Howes and the reading clerks, and 
signed by the Commissioner January 28, 1882, returned to Miss Torrey, press.copied by her, and 
entered on the record, after which it was sent by special Congressional mail to the House of Rep. 
resentatives. A minute was made on the jacket of the case, and tho letter and a copy of the ruin. 
ute was entere<l on the docket by Mr. S. H. Jecko, then docket clerk, the letter receiving docket 
num})er 4. 
On Febrnary 8, 1882, a letter dated on that day, was received from Ron. L. Grover, of tho United States 
Senate, inclo<~ing a letter from Mr. Duffy, asking that a rehearing of the case be ~];ranted, or that 
the time for appeal be extended. In the mail-room this letter receivell the cuncnt lettl'r No.1 1443, 
:882, and referred to division C (tho public lands division), where it was entered on the lettcr·-reg. 
i!!ter and givt>n to Mr. Peirce for attention. Finding that the caae was in thopre·emption division 
Mr. Peirce referred the letter to that division, February 11, 1882, having it charged off the division 
rogiRt<'r, and the numerical index of the mail-room. On reaching this division, l\1r. Howes, the 
chief of division, referred it to Mr. Barnes for answer. After being entered in the division reg. 
i8ter of letters received, vol. 27, p. 109, Mr. Barnes received the letter aml hun(('(} up the CMe. 
l!'iuding that M1·. Seymour ha{l taken action thereon, the letter was given bim, and on ]'ebruary 14, 
1882, he prepared an answer to Mr. Duffy's letter, advising him of tho status of the ca~;e, and iu· 
!!tructing him how to proceed to perfecd au appeaL .A. lettor was also preJlared by Mr. Seymour 
t~ St>nator Grover, inclosing the letter to Mr. Duffy for inspection and transmission. Both letters 
W<'re read and initialed by Mr. Howes and the reading clerks, and signt>d by the Commissioner. 
Mr. Seymour then press-copied and caused them to be recorded in vol. 58, pp. 269 and 27l.respect· 
i vely, of the miscellaneous record, and inclosed, with a penalty·envelope addressed to Mr. Dll.:tJ:v, 
to Senator Grover. Proper notations were made on the jacket of the case and on the docket, the 
letter receiving docket No.5. 
By h•tter of February 24, 1882, the register of the land office at Roseburg, Oreg., reportetl that no appeal 
had been taken from the decision of November 5,1881. This letter came through the mail-room 
rocPi \'ing tho current number 20032, 188::!, and after being registered on both registers was referre<i 
to this division, whereafterrogistry it was filed with the case, and noted on the docket having docket 
No. 6. On March 13, 1882, a letter was prepared by Miss M. C. Toney directing the local officers at Rose· 
lmrg, Ore~ .• to allow thirty days additional for an appeal, if desired. This letter was initialed by 
Mr. llowes, the chief of division, the reading clerks, and signed by the Commissioner; was re-
turned to Miss TotTey, who press-copied and caused tho same to be recorded in vol. 160,p. 90 (reg-
ister and receiver) record, and carefully compared and mailed. Notations of the contents of the 
ll'tter were made on the jacket of the case and on the docket. 
A letter from L.l!'. Grover, of the United States Senate, dated May21, 1882, asking for a rehearing, was 
received in the mail-room .Tune 1, 1882, and was registered as No. 43406, 1882, and referred to diviR-
ion U (puhlic lands), aml on tho letter register of that division charged to Mr. J>eirce, who in the 
w-mal course on the same day referred the letter to this division. It wa1:1 assigned to Mr. Seymour, 
who pn,pared an answer, which passed through the bauds of the chief of division and the reading 
ch•rk, and was signed by Commissioner McFarland June 7, 1882. It came back to Mr. Seymour, 
who made letter-press copy of it, and had it recorrled in vol. 58, p. 149, and carefully compared, 
and then sent to Senator Grover, whose letter received docket No.7. 
On .Tune 9, 1882, a letter, oated May 25, 1882, transmitting the appeal of Duff.v, was received in this 
division, it having beeu received June 6, and duly registered and numbered 44743, and referred to 
division C, when Mr. Peirce, into whose bands it fell, referred and transferred it to the pre·emp-
tion division, the cbief of which assigned it to Miss Torrey, who, after the same had been regis· 
terPd, Hleu it with the case as docket No.8. 
On .Tune 26,1882, Mr. Snymout· prepared a letler of iustmctions Lo the register and receiver at Rose-
bur:,!, Oreg., relative to the case. This letter rect>i,•etl Lbe a.ppr'oval of tho chief of division aud tbe 
n·:ul in;.:- c lllrks, t\ml the si)!nature of the Comllli!!sioner, awl was then }H'eSS·COpied h.v Mr. Sey111our, 
recorded and compttrcll, :twl tran:gmiLted to tile local ollicor::1 at l{.osel.JuJ'g; SlLCh actiou being uotetl 
ou the jacket auu docket. 
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On July 31, 188:!, a letter from tho register at Roseburg, OreJ.l:·• dated July 20,11382, reportin~t in answer 
to letter G, Juno ~6, 1882, above referred to, was receiveu, registered, and numbered 59977, referred 
to Mr. Peirce, of the public lands division, and by him referred to this division August 2, 1882. 
entered on register vol. :!0, p. 76, and referred to Miss Torrey, who filed it with the case as docket 
No.9. In reply thereto Mr. Seymour, on August 14, 1882, called for a further report, the Jetter 
passing throu:rh the hands of the chief of division, the reading clerk, and tho Commissioner, press-
copied by Mr. Seymour, ami recorded in vol. 164, p. 172. To this a reply was received September 
7,1882, dated August 26, from the register, which in the mail-room was numbered 70179, and then 
referred to the public lands division, whence Mr. Peirce referred it to this division September 9, 
1882. Registered in vol. 20, p.162, and filed with the case as docket No.10. 
On September 15,1882, Mr. Seymour prepared a decision dismissing the appeal and motion for new 
trial. Decision passes through the usual course, an<l was recorded vol. 164, p. 247. 
This decision closed the case. Proper notat.ions were made on the docket and jacket, the homestead 
entry of Duiiy was returned to the public Iantis division, and tho case placed in the" special" 
oc closed files. 
On l<'obruary 22, 1882, Millarcl F. Shoemaker made pre-emption cash entr.v, 5012, at Roseburj!, Oreg., for 
E. i of S. E. i, S. E. i of N. E. i, and lot 1, Sec. 2, 31 S.,15 W., for which he had on November 1,1879, 
filed declaratory statement No. 3639. The cash entry, 5012, was transmitted by the local officers 
with their monthly returns, on March 1, 1882, being received in the usual course of mail, March 
17, 1882, in the mall-room where the letter of transmittal received tho current office number, 22155, 
series of 1882, and was referred to division M. The abstract and entries received (including No. 
5012) were compared, examined as to correctness in the matters of name, description, area, number, 
and price paid, and referred to division C (the public lands division), where in Jue course this en-
try was llOsted on the proper tract book, vol. 26, S. & W., p. 13, entered on the charge book, and re-
ferred to this division, where it was received on May 15,1882. In due course it was placed in a 
jacket (office blank No. 558) and rec~:;ived the following indorsement: "Credit book, vol. 1, p. 
657, cash No. 5012. L. 0., Roseburj!, Orej!. Name, Millard F. Shoemaker. Tract, E. !of S. E.!, S. 
E.:t of N. E.!, and lot 1, sec. 2, Tp. 31 S., R. 15 W. February, 1882." At the same time it was en-
tered upon the credit book and placed in the open files awaiting examination. 
On March 23, 1883, Capt. John Mullan filed in the mail-room a motion to hrwe the contested case re-
opened. This motion was registered as No. 28419,1883, and referred to Mr. Seymour of this divis· 
ion; after going on to vol. 31, p. 138, of the divjsion register was filed with the case as docket No.12. 
On A})ril 3,18$3, Mr. Seymour prepared a letter addressed to Capt. John Mullan declining tore-
open the case. This letter passed through the usual course, and i., recorded in vol. 61, p. 69, mis-
cellaneous record. 
On May 21,1883, Capt. John Mullan filed a motion for certiorari in the offiee of the Secretary of the In-
terior undt•r Rules of Practice 83 and 84. 
On May 24, lSSi.l, tlJ.e application was allowed, and the Commissioner of the General Land OffictJ directed 
to send up the record, the letter receiving docket No.13. Duffy's homestead entry was again 
withdrawn from tbe public lands division, re-entered on the credit book, same volume and page, 
and on the docket, same volume and page, under docket No.14. 
On May 31, the papers were certified to the Department, and by letters of the same date Captain Mul-
lan and the local officers at Roseburg were advised of such action. These letters are recorded 
volume 61, page 286, miscellaneou!'l rer::ord, and volume 170, page 431, register and receiver record. 
These papers were received by the Secretary June 11, 1883, with letter of May 31, which is entered on 
register 15, page 446. Case entered on appeal docket 3, page 267, and numbered 1067. 
July 1ll, 1883, the cash entry of Shoemaker was transmitted to the Secretary and filed with the case as 
docket No. 15. N overu ber 10, 1883, additional papers were transmitted to the Secretary, registered, 
an<l filed with the case. 
December 1,1883, all papers in the case laid before the assistant attorney-general for the Devartment 
for consideration. December 7, 1883, Commissioner's decision was affirmed by letter signed by 
Secretary Teller, which with the papers was sent to the General Land Office. This decision di-
rected procedure under decision of November 5, 1881, and was registered in the mail-room a11 No. 
114620, 1883, and was ententl in this division, Yolume 32, page 402. By letters of December 14, 1883, 
prepared by Miss Toney, the local ofticers at Roseburg and Capt. John Mullan were advised of 
the purpolt of the Secretary's decision, a copy of the same being transmitted to the local officers. 
Tllese letters are recorded in volume 62, page 460, miscellaneous record, and volume 174, page 
452, register and receiver record. 
On March 8, 1884, a letter dated February 28, 1884, from the register at Roseburg, was received, trans 
mitting motion for new hearing, Numbered 262269, registered page 219, vol. 33, and filed with 
case as docket No. 16. 
March 2u, 1884, in a decision addressed to the register and receiver at Roseburg, and prepared by Mr. 
J. C. Johnston, the motion for rehearing was denied, and Dufl:v's homestead entry held for cancel-
lation. April 23, 1884, adverse pre-emption filings were canceled by letter prepared b:,· Mr. John-
ston, recorded vol. 180, page 407. 
April 19, 1884, letter of rej!;ister, dated .April 9, 1884, reporting as to action of other claimants under 
decision oi Secretary was received. .Numbered 41954, 1884, and registered vol. 33, page 387, and 
filed with the case as docket No. 17. 
On June 5, 1884. an appeal was received from Capt. John Mullan, in behalf of Dufly, registered as 
58262, and eBtered on division register 234, page 70, and filed with the case as docket No. 18. June 
6, 1884, Calltain Mullan filed certain inclosures in the case, his letter being numl1ered 58515 aml 
registered vol. 34, llage 76, in this division, filed with tho case as docket No.19. On July 28,18!:!4, 
tho appeal was retumed to Captain Mullan by Miss Torrey with instructions relative thereto. 
Recorded vol. 64, page 445. 
September 19, 1884, papers were transmitted to the Secretary by letter, recorded vol. 65, page 166, mis-
cellaneous recoi d. At tho same time Captain Mullan and tho local officers were aclvisrd of such 
action !Jy letters recorded in 65, 167, miscellaneous record, and 184, page 44, register and receiver 
record. The papers were received by the Secretary SeptembP>r 23 and entered in register 18, page 
33. .Appeal was enteJetl in same docl<et as before, undm same number, and marked "resubmitted 
Septcm ber 1!>, 1884." On September 24, 1884, all papers in the case laid before the assistant attor-
ney-genend for the Department for consideration October 28, 1884, Commissioner's decision affirmed 
by letter signed by H. L. Joslyn, .Acting Secretary, which, with the papers in the case, were sent to 
the General Land Office, where in the mail-room s;:~id letter was numbered 108208, and referred to 
this Division, registered in volume 35, page 137. Captain Mullan and rcp:ister and receiver wero 
a!IYised of this action by letters dated N ovembcr 5, 18R4, and recorded volurue 188, page 103, mis-
ct'llaucons rccOJ d, :md Yolume 65, page 366, register and receiver rcconl. 
DecmnlJ<'r 10, 181:!4, a letter was recciYed f1 0111 ( ~nptain Mullan (registered as No. 120648, 1884), in dosing 
a letter from lion. Binger IIm·manu, llouso of Hcprescntatives, asking that all the pa1wrs be re-
turned to llo~.>elmrg for action, 1·e~istercd volume 35, page 285, and flletl with the case as dockc~ 
:.No.20. 
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January 5, 1R85, re~istf'r at Roseburg reports by Iotter action taken by Duffy, registfft·ctl as No. 5883 
18~5, on page 4:Jfl, volume :J5, tiled with the case as docket No. 21. 
Jauuary 0, 1885, registt•r at n.oseburg, by letter (7338, 1885), reqmsts all papers. Rt•gistcred in vol-
nmo 35, page 443, filed with 1•ase as docket No. 22. 
January :!H, 181l5, Miss Torrey wrote Captain Mullan (record 66, pag-e 220) the status or the case. 
l!'eiJruary 5, 1885, all tcstimouy was returued to the local otlicerfl, all pa'pnrt~ in tho cast', with instrnc. 
tions. ltccorded volume 188, page 367, register and recei,·er rocor1L. Captain Mullan was advi8otl 
hereof same date; letter recorded volume 66, page 270, miscellaneonR r1~cord. 
By letter of Mnch 2, 1885, receive<l March 19, 1885, and numbered ~7748, 1885, Joseph A. Cox, of Den-
mark, Oreg., requcsteu to be fnrnished with a copy of evidoncu in tho case. Rogistereu volume 36, 
page 236. This Jetter was answered May 7, 18!:>5, recorded volume ti7, page 198, miscellautJous rcc· 
ord, and filed with case as docket No. 23. 
By letter of April2u, 1885, register returned contest papers, receive1l in this office May 11, 1885, num-
. bered 51523, and registereu vol. 40, ll· 76. 
May 26, 1886, a Jetter was writteu by Miss Torrey cancelling tho homestead entry of DullY, and allow. 
ing Shoemaker's cash entry to stand. Mr. Mullen was :ulvised same date. 'l'ho cancellatiou of tho 
homestead entry was noted on the credit-book and the tr-act-book, all(l tho homestead entry re-
-turned to tho files of tho public lands division. 'I' he recommendation of this division for patenting 
the cash entry was noted tllereon May 26, 1886, and the same is now in tho boaru of review await-
in~ final examination. 
'I'hc contcstt·d cat>e was closed and placed in the ''special files." 
On August!), 1886, lion. W. n. Monison, Honse of Rcpi·esentaiives, filed certain J>apcrs aml asked a 
just decision. IliH totter was received Au~ust 10, 1880, numbered 85258, registered vol. 40, p. 436, 
anu filed "·ith C:t8C as Doc. No. 25. In answt'L' to this Mr. 13. F. Cmwsllaw preparr.d a lett.er ad-
viRin~ Mr. MoiTisou that th\lre was notlling to warrant a change iu tho 1locision rendered. 'l'his 
letter is recorded vol. 7'2. ll- 273, miscellaneous record. 
On August :J, 1886, lion. J. ll. Mitcllell inclosed au inquiry for Mr. Dufl'y, No. 83617. Referred to di-
vision C (public lands) and tllen to this divh;ion, wllero it was recei,·ed August 8, 1886, registered 
in vol. 40, Il· 453, filed with case as Doc. No. 21l, aml auswered by Mr. Crawshaw August 19, iH!lG, 
by inclosing a copy of the letter addressed to Mr. Mouison. 'I' his letter is recorded in Yol. 7:!, p; 
2!15. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during thu period, and ou hand, pending, a111l nudit>posed 
of at the <.httes specified below, in tbe pre-emption di visiou of the Geueral Laud Oilice, 
Department of the Interior: 
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EXl)arhHashentries ....................... 37,727 10,300 14,408 40,G22 18,2:!0 10,030 45 l'':l 
ConteRtell cases ......................... -.. 4!:i!J 435 750 144 :l97 :386 ' 55 
Official letters received.--· ....... - ......... 15,300 
Oiiicial letters written .................. -- 13, 139 . . . . . . . . . ..... . . _ ..... . 
Pages recorded .............. - ..... --...... . 10, 773 ...... - ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Pa«cs copied (not reconlcdl................ 3, 140 .......... -.... - .... - ..................... . 
Appeals sent to Secretary ...................................... . .. 
Appeals return ell from Secretary .. -- .... - .. - ............ - .............. -.. . . .. .. . .. ............. . 
CaRf'S closed without appeal...... .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. ..... .. . 
Town-site entries.......................... 38 19 
'l'own-lotentries ........................... 32G 30~ 
















All ex parte entries are jacketPd, briefed, ent.f'red upon a credit book and after nna\ 
disposition charged off of said book. "Letters written" inclndes :tnswers to letter!! 
reccivcll as wt•ll as decisions in contested and ex parte cases. 
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The following statement shows the n,verage amount am1 character of business per-
formed, transacted and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in 
the pre-emption division of the General Land Office, Department of tlw Interior: 
Character· of business. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Ju11e.l July. I Aug.! Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1884. 
---~--~-
Ex parte cases receivocl ... 1, 029 1,181 1,504 1, 365 
I,'"' 1, ""I 2. '" 2, ''"I ~ ''" 1, 281 2, 541 2,839 Ex parte cases disposed of. 954 950 1, 365 1,104 I, ""I I, 275 I, 140 ""' 748 1, 067 1, 771 1,416 
1885. 
Ex parte cases received ... 3,673 1, 323 2, 222 3, 536 
2, 3!)8 2, 444 I, 958 I, "'I'' 560 2,271 2, 065 1, 916 Ex parte cases disposed of. 2,586 1,163 1, 253 1, 530 1, 447 1, GJ 9
1
1, 924 1, 625 I, 057 1, 366 1, 467 1,042 
1886. 
Ex parte cases received ... 1,538 1, 790 1,807 1, 593 1, 501 1, ~g~~ 1 I ~~~ 1, ~~~ 3, ~~~ 3,111 2, !116 1,054 Ex parte cases disposed of. 1,246 857 1,10S 
I, '"I 786 997 418 573 
1887 (to March 1). 
Ex parte casss received ... 2,561 2,455 ......... ·····T··--· ........... ............ ........... ............ .. .......... ........... .. ........ Ex parte cases disposed of. 1, 042 487 ....................... 
No detailed statement by months has been kept of tho other classes of work in this 
division. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the pre-emption 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. I Nov. Dec. Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 
---------1----------
1884 ........ - ..... -- ... --. 17 18 18 19 19 18 22 25 25 25 25 25 
18!!5 ... - ...• ---- ....... --. 25 24 23 22 22 
~~ . -- ~~-1-.- ~: .. -- :~ 
22 23 24 




1886...... ................ 26 30 29 
1887 (to March 1) . .. • . • .. 30 
No statement of the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by tho employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified in tho pre-emption division of the General Land Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior, can be given. Owing to the varied and technical character of the 
work of this rlivision the comparison cannot be made, even between two clerks on 
apparently the same class of work. 
The following statement shows the average num her of days and the time and at_ 
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business, during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the pre-emption division of the General Land Office 
Department of the Interior: ' 
Avom"' I I No. of I Avo;••• No. of No. by Po,iblo I AvO>~~' Year. employes No. of days hom·s em- No. of No.of 
· present. ployed proxy. days. days lost. 
daily. 
---------
1884-.............. -- ...... --- .......... 21.25 272.19 7 0 307 34. S1 
1885 ................................... 24.83 269.261 7 il 301! 32.24 1886 ................................... 27.33 272.50 7 305 32.50 1887 (to March 1) ..................... 30.75 45.26 7 48 2. 74 
The official day is from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. (7 hours), thirty minutes; from 12 to 12.30 
is allowed for lunch, which is very generally availed of by the employes; this would 
bring the avorage hours of attendance to not exceed 6t hours per day. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of clays devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the pre-emption division of tho General Land Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
1887. 1884-. 1885. 1886. (to March 1). 
---------------------------------·---------------1---------------- ----------
Maximum No. of days......................................... 281~~ 273-ilT 279U 
Minimum No. of days......................................... :!34~ 217! 183~\ 
SWAMP-LAND DIVISION (K). 
488 
H! 
Report ol the swamp-land division, General Land Office, on the methods of business and 
wm·lc, as requested by Senate Select Committee, a·nd called for by Depat·tment cit•cnlm 
of March 23, 1887. 
The swamp-land division (designated by the initial K) is charged with 'the adjust· 
ment of the claims arising under the acts of Congress by which grants of the swamp 
and overflowed lands within their respective limits have been made to :fifteen of the 
public land States, and under the acts supplemental thereto. 
The principal items of business transacted are: 
(1) Reception, examination, and placing of record of the lists of lands selected and 
reported as inuring to said States under the several granting acts. 
(2) Determining from the evidence forming the basis of adjustment of these claims, 
and from an examination of the records, which of the tracts so selected and reported 
pass to the States under the grants ; preparation of lists of such tracts for approval 
by the Secretary of the Interior, and issuing and recording patents for the same to 
the proper State. 
(3) Adjustment of c!aims of the States to the indemnity provided by law for swamp 
and overflowed lands sold by the United States or located with warrants or scrip. 
( 4) Deciding conflicts which arise between claims under other laws or grants, and 
claims under the swamp-land acts. 
(5) Preparation, recording, indexing, and care of c.orrespondence, decisions, papers, 
records, and other matters relating to claims arising under said acts. 
The acts of Congress relating to swamp and overflowed lauds are: 
March 2, 1849, U. S. Stats., Vol. 9, p. 252. 
September 28, 1850, U.S. Stats., Vol. 9, p. 519. 
March 2, 1855, U. S. Stats., Vol. 10, p. 634. 
March 3, 1857, U.S. Stats., Vol.ll, p. 251. 
March 12,1860, U.S. Stats., Vol. 12, p. 3. 
July 23; 1866, U. S. Stats., Vol. 14, p. 218 (sees. 4 
and5), 
March 5,1872, U.S. Stats., Vol.17, p. 37. 
Decembex 27, 1872, U.S. Stats., Vol.17, p. 404. 
June 23,1874, U.S. Stats., Vol.18, p. 282. 
February 23,1875, U.S. Stats., Vo1.19, p. 334. 
March 3, 1877, U.S, Stats., Vol.19, p. 395. 
June 9, 1880, U.S. Stats., Vol. 21, p.l71. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business m the swamp-land 
(K) eli vision of the General Laud Office, in tho Department of the Interior, in-
cluding one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said di-
vision, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Land 
Office, and then showing in consecutive onler the various steps taken by each of 
such principal business matters through the appropdnte divisions of said off:iee, 
and the employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is con&id-
ered and acted upon, and the action tlwreol1' had and taken by each, until the same 
is :finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Sample item.-Swamp-land list, act of 18GO. 
Jnne 13, 1885, William W. Hicks, U.S. surveyor-general for the district of Florida, transmits list No. 
31 of swamp-land selections made by John A. Henderson, agent of the State of Florida, under act 
of September 28, 1850. Said letter and list upon receipt by the chief clerk of the General Laud 
Office were sent to the registering room, wher·e the letter was registered, the date of receipt (June 
18, 1885) and the number, 61,083, stamped thereon. The list was marked 1885-61,083-1, to indi-
cate that it was received with tho letter, and both papers were referreu to division K, where, after 
examination by the chief of the division, and being assi~~:ned by him to Henry A. Wind, they were 
handed to Miss R. C. Levy, who, after entering the number and date of the letter, name of -..'vriter 
l1rief of the content.s, dates of receipt in the office and the division, respectively, and name of clerk 
to whom assigned in the register of letters received in the swamp·land division, Vol. 6, p. 31, de-
livered tho pap8rs to said clerk. Mr. Wind :filed the letter among the letters receiveu touching 
lands in Florida, noted this :filing on the register of letters received, and transferred the list to 
George H. Phillips, posting clerk, by whom the descriptions of the tracts of lanu embraced therein, 
amounting to 98,625.27 acres, number of list. and date of surveyor-general's report of same, were 
recorded in the records of Florida swamp-land selections, Vol. 14, pages 1 to22, inclusive. The 
r<•cor<l was duly compared and indexed by townships and ranges, and the list returned to the.clerk 
to whom it was otiginally assigneu by the chief of the division. 
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Mr. Wind p1 cp~tr<'d a lcttrr :u1drcsscd to .J. W. Cllilcls, a Ap<'cirtl a~ent of tl1is office tben in Florida, 
transmitting a copy of said liRt mado in tho divil:lion, and directing him to maJ,o an examina1ion in 
the field of tho tracts of land desCiihNl therein, and to report to this o11ico tlw character of eacil 
smallest legal subdivision tlll'reof as found by him on such examination, in uccorcl:mce with in· 
stru<"tionll theretofore given him. This letter, after b(·ing examined by the chief of 1 he division 
and the examinc:rs of decisions, and signed by lion. William \Valker, Acting, Commissioner, August 
13,1885, was preHs-copied in Vol. 50,:divii!ion K, and forwarded (with the copy of the list) by mail 
to Specia! Agent Childs at Palatka, Fla. This letter was duly recorded in the division record ot' 
letters, Vol. 53. 
The original list was smt to the division of public lands (C) to have the claim of the State to said 
land postt"d on the tract-bCJoks,ofthe office. This work was completed and tho list returned, with 
a statement to that e.tl'ect., August 29, 18!:>5. Tl1e posting clerk in division U also noted such 
conflicting- claims as were on the tract-books. With letter dated August 29, 1885, Special Agent 
Childs submitted a detailed report showing the character of each tract of the land in the list, as 
found by him from examination in tho field, and his letter aml report went through the same }Jroc-
e~s of registry and assignment heretofore described, being numbered 87,!:il8.k 
Another list embracing 78,694.57 acres of land descrii.Jed in the original list, which had been reported 
swamp and over11owcd land by the special agent, and for which no adverse claims wero found upon 
further examination of the records of tile office, was prepared by the clm·k in charge of the original 
list. To this ucw list, designated as No. 31:l "of swamp and overflowed lands selected as inurin)!tO 
the State of Florida under tho provisions of tho act of Congress approved September 28, 1850, HCC-
tion 2470, Revised Statutes, in the district of lands subject to sale at Gainesville, formerly at Tarn pa, 
Io'Ja_," was attached the certificate of Mr. ·wind, dated September "6, 1885, countersigned by tho 
chief of the division, reciting that the tracts described therein had been duly selectecl and 
reported to this office as swamp land inuring to said State under the act of 1850; that Special Agent 
Uhilds l1ad reported that he had made a personal examination thereof, and that they are swamp 
and overflowed land; and that from an oxamiuation of the tract-books of this office said land ap-
pearH to bo free from conflict by sale or otherwise. l!'ollowingthis is tho recommendation of Will· 
iam A. J. Sparks, Commissioner of the General Land Ollico, to the Iron. Secretary of the Interior, 
dated October 5, 1885, for the approval of the list. On the same day the honorable Commissioner 
signetl a letter to the Secreta1·y of the Interior, prepan'<l by Mr. ·wind and examined as before 
stated, repeating the statements and the recommendation for approval of said list above recited-
'l'Wslcttcr, after being press-copied and properly briefed, was, with the list referred to, sent by 
messenger to tho chief clerk of the Interior Department. The letter was duly recl»"ded in the 
division records as before mentioned. The letter and list wcro duly numbered and registered in 
tho divis10n of lands and railroads in the Dopattment of tho lnterior, where tho letter remains on 
file. After examination by At'thur Martin, clerk, and J. Mcllmray, chief of said division, said 
list No. 38 was, on October 7, 1875, approved '• subject to any valid adver~:~e rights that may exist to 
any of the lauds therein described," by lion. H. L. Muldrow, Acting Secretary of the Interior, and 
returned to this oflice, whore it was registered, reforTed, anti assigne1l the same as tho papt>rs he-
fore mentioned. Tl1e approval by the Secretary, with date thereof and number ot tho list, were 
noted opposite the tracts included in this approved list, on tho swamp-land selection records of tho 
divisio!l, tho work being completed October 15, 1885, by Mr. ·wind. Two copies prepared iu tho 
division anll certifiGd by the Commissioner October 19, 1885, were forwarded by mail with the Com-
missioner's letters of same date to the govemor of Florida and register and receiver of tho United 
States land office at Gainsville, Fla. The governor was requested to acknowledge receipt of the 
copy sent him and to transmit his request for tho issue of patent to the State for tho lands- 'l'he 
1·egister and receiver were directed to entorthe tracts described iu the copy of the list sent them 
in their tract-books and township plats, and report at once to this office whether or 110t tho same 
were free from conflict by saloor otherwise. 'l'hese letters were prepared, press-copied, aml I'e-
corded in tho division. 'l'he approved list was sent to division "U" where, on October 28, 1885, 
the work of noting the approval opposite the lands iu the tract-books was completed, after which 
said list was returned to this d1vision. 
By letter dated October 23, 1885, Ron. E. A. Perry, governor of Florida, acknowledged receipt of tho 
certified copy Rent him as above, and asked that patent issue to tb.o State for the land dcscribctl 
therein. This letter was received October 26, 1885, was registered, numbered, assigned, noted, and 
illrd as in case of those her9tofore mentioned. 
By letter dated October 26, 1885, receiYed on tho 20th of the same month, the register anclreceivor at 
Gainesville reported that they had entered the tracts described in tho copy of tho list sent them, 
as above, on their records, and that they found tho same fl'ee from conflict by sale or otherwise, 
with certain specified exceptions. After registry, reference, and assignment in tb.e regular way 
this letter was dilly noted an<l filed by the clerk in charge of the list. 
A patent to the Stattl em bTacing the tracts of land in said approved list No. 38, to which no other claims 
appeared of record here or in tho local office, amounting to 74,936.M acres, was prepared by Mr. 
Wind and submitted for the signatures of tho President's secretary to sign land patents antl the 
recorder of the Genm·al Land Office, with letters (also prepared, examined, press-copied, a.111l re-
corded as in cases previously noted) signed by the Commissioner November 9, 1885. This patent, 
numbered 41, and dated November 9, 1885, was signed as requested, and returned to this division 
by - messenger from the recorder of the General Land Office. 
Notes showing tho number and date of said patent were then made opposite each of the tracts em-
braced therein on the record of swamp-land selections, the patent was recorded in Vol.1 of t.he 
record of swamp lands patented to the State of Florida, pages 171 to 185, inclusive, in this division, 
a:q.cl the record duly compared and indexed. As soon as this work was completed, a letter trans-
mitting said patent to the governor of Florida was prepared by Mr. Wind, examined as bofore 
mentioned, signed by the Commissioner NovemLer 14, 1885, and after being press-copied was for-
warded (with the patent) by mail. This letter was also recorded tho same as those heretofore 
mentioned. 
Receip,t of said patent was acknowledged by tho governor of Florida in his l,13tter to the Commissioner, 
dated November 18,1885, whicL, after the regular routine of registry and reference, was noted and 
placed on file with the other letters relating to swamp lands in-said State. 
A detailed statement of the steps nrcessary in the adjustment of a claim for indemnity for swamp 
lands, whether in money or other land, would require more space than is given the f<>i'egoing 
claim for lands in place, while tho details of an ordinary contested swamp-land caRe woulcl occupy 
about one-half that space. 
NOTE.-As a. result of this examination and report, the claim of the State to nearly 11,000 acres em 
braced in tho Oril!:inallist of selections, found not to be swamp or overflowed land, has been re· 
jected and the land restored to settlement and ent1·y under tho pre-emption and homestead laws: 
*See note at the end of this statement . 
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Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the 1=1eriod, and on band, pending and HIHlisposed of, at the dates 
specified below in the swamp-land division of the General Land Office, Depa'l'tment 
of the Interior. 
Up to January 1, 1884, the amount of lands claimed under the swamp-land grants 
was 71,588,756.45 acres, of which 54,508,517.35acreshad been patented to theseveral 
States, the remainder being made up of duplicate selections, lands disposed o.f to 
individuals or under other grants, lands for which indemnity has been allowed, or is 
claimed, or lands for which the claims of the· States have been rejected. 
The actual amount of land for which claims remain to be adjusted, o1· for which 
indemnity may be claimed at any particular date, caunot be stated. 
Since January 1, 1884, up to March 1, 1887, the selectio11s received and the amounts 
patented to the States during the calendar years are as follows: 
Year. Selected. 
Acres. 
1884 ....................................................................... 1,113, 761.19 
1885 ....................................................................... 2, 740,256.92 
1886 ................................................ . ...................... 1, 840,444.34 
1887................ . ............... ...................................... 23,740.28 
Patented. 
A.cre1. 
1 422 259 77 
• 693: 936: 23 
67,707.42 
1, 609.46 
Up to January 1, 1884, indemnity for swamp lands had been allowed as follows: In 
money, $1,252,403.01; in land, 601,217.92 acres. Since that (late to March 1, 18.:37, the 
allowance made of indemnity by calendar years is-
Year. In money. In land. 
1884 ........................................................................... $72,058 92 
1885............................. ............................................. 53,777 69 
1886 .......................................................................... 101,763 89 
1887............................................................................ 10,20714 
Acres. 
26, 431t 79 
52, 96fi. :!3 
4'l, 935. 17 
558.19 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in 
the swamp-land division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-- ------ ------ -- -- --
1884. 
Letters received ......... 178 182 144 172 163 127 151 178 154 145 141 179 
Letters written .......... 187 159 126 127 110 128 146 99 170 173 148 218 
Pages of letter record 
covered ................ 146 123 94 100 78 97 123 72 144 136 108 160 
Lists prepared for ap-
proval ................. 3 4 4 11 6 5 4 1 6 9 4 11 
Certified copies of lists 
prepared by the gov· 
ernors of States and 
local land officers ...... 6 8 7 22 12 10 8 2 12 17 8 21 
Patents executed ..•.... 2 2 4 5 5 5 3 2 7 6 9 9 
Pages of patent record 
covered ................ 10 2 4 21 8i 6! 7 7 7 23 29 35 
Tracts upon which 
claims for indemnity 
l1ave been adjusted .... 106 113 174 587 297 554 476 . --- . ~ 273 186 159 ..... 
Number of contested 
cases decided .......... 18 8 4 10 7 12 14 12 15 18 17 9 
Entries and locations 
held for cancellation 
forconfiictwith claims 
under swamp grant. ... 7 3 1 3 3 2 ......... .......... 2 4 5 53 
Certified copies prepared 
for individuals ......... 3 5 ~ .. -... ......... 3 5 2 1 3 3 .. .......... 6 
Claims under railroad 
grant held for reJection 
for conflict with claims 
under swamp grant .... ,. ..... ........ 1 . ..... ....... . ...... 8 . ...... ...... ...... . ..... -· 
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Claims under swamp 
grant held for rejection 9 1 
Hearings ordered to de-
termine the character 
oflan<l ................ 16 8 
Swamp-land indemnity 
certificates issued ...... ............. 2 
1885. 
Letters received ......•.. 151 180 
Letters written .......... 166 12~ 
Pages of letter record 
covered ................ 138 92 
Lists prepared for ap-
proval ................ 2 8 
Certified copies of lists 
llreparecl for govern-
ors of States and local 
land officem ...... -..... 4 16 
Patents executed ........ 5 3 
Pages of patent record 
covered ................ 24 9& 
Tracts upon, which claims 
for indemnity have 
been adjusted .......... 14 617 
Number of contE'sted 
cases decided .......... 25 7 
Entries and locations 
held for cancellc'l.tion 
for cont:lict with clailll8 
under swamp grant ... 18 2 
Certified copie" prepared 
for individuals ........ .......... 1 
Claims under railroad 
~rant held for 1·ejection 
or conflict with claims 
under swamp gr·ant .... 
Claims under tbe swa,rnp 
........... ........... 
grant l1eld for rejectio 1 5 2 
Hearings ordered to de-
t.ermfne character of 
lands ................... 9 6 
Swamp-land indemnity 
certificates issued ..... ........... 2 
1886. 
Letters received ......... 232 220 
Letters written .......... 156 184 
Pages of letter record 
covered ................ 138 156 
Lists Jlrepared for ap-
proval ................. 5 ........... 
Certified copies of lists 
prepared for governors 
of States and local land 
officers ................. 10 4 ....... 
Patents executed ........ --·--- ............ 
Pages of patent record 
covered ................ ........ ............ 
Tracts upon which claims 
foriu1lemnity have been 
adjnstrd ............... 43 509 
Number of contested 
cases decided .......... 38 33 
Entries and locations held 
for cancellation for con-
:flict with claims under 
swams grant .. - ....... 1 ............ 
Certifie copies prepared 
for indi\'iduals ........ 2 ............ 
Claims under railroad 
grant held for rejection 
for conflict with claims 
under swamp grant .... 1 2 
Clainls unller swamp 
grant held for r~jection. 7 10 
Aver~ge amount transacted during each month. 
Mar. Apr. May. June. 
--------
4 2 4 3 
5 1 3 4 
2 4 4 2 
186 207 185 202 
193 139 219 179 
134 114 189 141 
10 1 4 4 
20 2 8 8 
14 4 3 G 
27 4 8 7 
710 ........... 132 132 
19 15 50 29 
8 2 10 2 
.. ........... 2 1 2 
2 1 2 . .......... 
5 2 12 7 
7 16 27 13 
1 . ............ 1 2 
224 297 217 260 
151 186 263 274 
208 167 210 226 
2 3 7 2 
4 6 14 4 
7 2 10 11 
12~ 5 17 12 
316 I, 006 416 493 
38 76 26 41 
2 2 l 3 
.......... 6 1 .. ........... 
3 1 .......... ........ 
16 2 9 20 
July. Aug. Sept. 
---- -
7 7 1 
4 6 15 
3 . ....... .......... 
181 204 17-1 
228 164 llO 
160 140 88 
3 5 l 
6 10 2 
7 6 7 
40! 7! 11 
262 129 . ....... 
39 27 22 
7 5 6 
4 .. ........... 1 
------ 1 ........... 
15 12 2 
14 8 11 
3 2 . .......... 
205 HJ7 198 
164 158 189 
155 144 156 
11 
1 2 
2 2 4 
1 .............. 3 
2 . ......... 4 
413 3~5 23 
• 19 32 28 
1 2 1 
1 . ......... 1 
·--- .... .. ........ ......... 
24 15 10 
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Average amount transacted duriug each month. 
Cha.ractE~r of business. 
Jan. Fob. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Doc. 
----------1----------------------
1886. 
Hearings ordered to de-
termine chamcter of 
land.................... 18 
Swamp-land indemnity 
certificates issued...... 2 
1887. 
Letters received .......•. 
Letters written ........ . 
Pag43s of letter record 
covered ............... . 
Lists prepared for ap-
proval ................ . 
C01·tificd copie!l of lists 
prepared for governors 




















17 14 4.1 
4 
officers ................ . 9 .••....•••.....•.....•..••••..••.••.•••...••••..•••••.•.••• 
Patents executed . . .. . 
Pages of patent record 
covered ............. . 
Number of con tested 
cases decided ......... . 
Tracts upon which claims 






adjusted ............... . 156 76 .••••.••••..••••.••••• ·----- .•••••.•.••..••••..••••••••••• 
Entries and locations held 
for can cell at ion for con-
flict with claim under 
swamp g1-aut .......... . 
(;ei·tilled copies prepared 
fur individu;tls ....... . 
Claims u n cl e r railroad 
grautbel<l for rejection 
1o1· conflict with claims 
under swamp gmnt .... 
Claims nuder swamp 
gmut held for rejection 
Hearings ordered to de-
termine character of 
land ................... . 
Swarnp-la.nd indemnity 
certificates issued ...•.. 
27 14 
18 
Tbc following is a summary of the more important work done in the swamp-land 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the years 
named: 
Jan. and 
Character of business. 1884. 1885. 1886. Feb. of 
1887. 
---------------------------·1--- ----------
Letters received .•••••••••.•.••..•••••.•••.•.......•....•.......... 1, 914 2, 249 2, 711 399 
Letters written ...•..............•....•...••..••......•............ 1, 791 2, 008 2, 311 328 
Pages oflotter record covered .............•....................... 1, 381 1, 596 1, 976 294 
Lists prepared for approval .................................•..... 68 41 26 a 
Certified COllies of lists prepared and transmitte(l to the gover-
82 52 !) nors of tho sevt,ral States and land offices ......................•. 133 
Patents ex:ecute<l .................•.........•........•............. 59 69 41 4 
]>ages of patent record covered .................................... 160 181 67 5 
Tracts upon which claims for mdemnity have been adjusted ..•... 2, 925 2, 539 3,88il 232 
Number of contested cases decided ................................ 144 3013 454 42 
Entries and locations heldforcaneellation for contl.iets with claims 
under the swamp grant ......•....•........•........•. . ......... 83 82 27 3 
Certified copies prepared for individuals .......................... 30 12 14 2 
Claims under railroad grant held for rejection for conflict with 
claims under the swamp grant ...............••...•.............. 9 7 7 
Claims umler swamp grant held for rejection ..............••...... 58 88 161 41 
Hearing ordered to determine tho character of land ..........•... 102 248 290 25 
Swamp land indemnity certificates issued ......•.......•.......... 20 16 « 1 
( 
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1'he following statem'3nt shows the average uuruber of emploj·es in r,be swamp-l:md 
i11vision of the General Land Office, Department of the Iuterior, duriug tlw periods 
o~pecified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. M<cy. J·une. July. Aug. Sept. O<;t. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---1---1------------
1884 .................... .. 
18<:!5 ..................... . 
1~86 .......... ----- .... --. 
















10 ,! ···· ~ 1-·· · ~-1- ··· ~-1- --~~- __ ,: I·--~~ -I 
--~-~-~--~---
No record of the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and dis-
posed of by the employe doing tho most ann the employe U.oing the least bas bt>en 
kept. In a general way au individual work Jist bas been kept, but more as an index 
to the nature of tho work performed than to the quantity. Comparisons cannot be 
made between the work of two clerkA, inasmuch as no two clerks in this division are 
engaged on the same work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to adjusting the swamp-land grants of March~, U:l49, September 2~, 
ltlGO, aull March 12, 1H60, during the periods specified, by the employes in the Hw:unp-
land division of the General Laud Office, Department of the Iuterior: 
I 
I I 
Number of Average Average nuru- 1 • .A. v!'rage days Year. numberofcla.yR ucrofhour~em-1 w!rhl~~;d_ofH employes. present. ployed dally. ,... ,ty · a bRent. 
1884 ------=-~-~.] 
-
8 274.75 7 307 32! 
1885 ...••••••••••••••• 1 9 273.28 7 30111 . 28/,h ltl86 ---- .. -----· ...... 10 273. GO 7 305 :n~c 
1887 (to March 1) .. _ .. 10 45.50 7 4H ~~ 
7 
T-he official day is from 9 a. m. to 4 p.m. (seven hours), but thirty minutes at noon 
is allowed employes for lunch, whieh is almost univcrt~ally availetl of, thus making 
the hours of actual daily attendance six and one-half hours. 
The followiug statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to aojnsti11g 
swamp-land claims by tho employe present for the greatest number of days, aml also 
the minimum nnmber of days by the eruploy6 preseut for tho leasL number of clays in 
the swamp-land division of tho General Land Office, Department of the Interior, .lur-
ing the periods specified: 
1887 
(to March 1). 1884. 1885. 1887. 
---------------------------------------------- ----- ---------- 1----------
Maximum number of days ..................................... 279.94 282.43 280.00 




Report of the draughting division, General Land Office, on the methods of business andwm·k 
as requested by Senate Select Committee, ancl ralled for by Department ci1·cula1· of JJm·ch 
~;{, 1877. 
In tl1is<livisiou is performed all the general draughting ret]nired by tho General Land 
Oflicc. It consists of the platting of all snrvoys of pnblic lands; the recomputation 
or areas consequent upon tho relottiug of accretions and detrition. It has tho cnst0f1y 
of all oincial plats and maps of survey and field notes rebting thereto. Maps of tl.Jo 
United St:1tes aucl the various lall(l States and Territories are compiled in this <1ivis-
siou from official surveys for publication. CopieR of maps and plats are prepa,re<l for 
intlividuals npou paymt>nt of the proper legal fee therefor, au(l where the plats nf 
local land offices become so worn aml defarcd us to bo nHPless, traci:1gs from the orig-
jnalH are made to be fnrnisl1ed to the contractors for reprotlncing such pla,ts by photo-
litlwgraphy. 
As the plats of survey of public laBels :nP rcceiYed and approved the same are placed 
upon a working diagram of the State or Territory in which ihe same are located for, 
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current use. Upon the receipt of maps :filed by railroad companies showing location 
of route, they are compared with the official plats to determine their ,a,ccuracy, and 
whether the laws have been complied with, and to ascertain if there is any conflict 
with the privileges granted or inchoate claims. Thereupon the proper boundaries 
of location are indicated and maps sent to the various local land offices for their guid-
ance in receiving applications for lands. Maps of private land grants of every de-
scription are here compiled from the records of survey, that the same may be properly 
adjusted and the interests of the Government protected. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the draughting 
division of the General Land Office, in. the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items ofthe principal business matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Land Office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such prin· 
cipal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and th& 
employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally 
disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Take as an illustration the construction of a map of a State or Territory: 
}-.,irst, the geographical extent of the State or Territory is examined; after which a 
convenient scale is decided upon, usually 8 or 10 miles to an inch, but varying ac-
cording to the greater or less extent of the area. A poly conic projection is then com-
puted and verified; after which measurements for the projection which forms the base 
for the map are laid uponasheet of paper and tested. The next step is to draw upon 
the proj~ction the townships and ranges by the measurements as they appear of rec-
ord on the official plats. After which the topographical features, streams, swamps, 
towns, mountain ranges, &c., are shown upon the map in complete detail as de-
lineated upon the official records. In cases where the boundaries (particularly in the 
Western States and Territories) are not indicated with sufficient clearness upon the 
detached surveys in the General Land Office, reference is made to the astronomical 
surveys "of the prooer various scientific departments of the Government for aid, and 
usually the very ~excellent determinations of the United States Coast Survey are 
availed of for coast li!!~s. .Additional detail is obtained from other authentic sources. 
Such a map in manuscript is kept in the General Land Office and used as the working 
diagram referred to in sheet B. It is then accurately traced, made fun and complete 
and the tracings examined; and when verified it is seut to a successful bidder for 
such work, who makes the ordered reduction by photolithography, generally issuing 
the map on a scale of from 12 to 15 miles per inch, and in such quantities as may be 
ordered, after proofs have been forwarded here and corrected. 
When the maps are received they are counted and the execution examined to see 
whether the number specified have been sent, and whether the grade of paper and 
workmanship are equal to th~ terms of the contract. If so, the maps are accepted 
and ready for distribution. 
Take a railroad map sent by an incorporated railroad company for file and privil-
eges under Congressional enactment : 
It is referred to the draughting division for examination and report. The sections, 
townships, and ranges and topography as dawn upon the company's map are com-
pared with the corresponding plats of surveys on file in the draughting division. 
Then are noted whether connections with corners of public surveys (that is, at what 
distance from them) are made and properly indicated upon the map; how said road 
crosses standard parallels and guide meridians; when and how, if at all, the route 
crosses military or Indian reservations. Whether the route passes over the route ot 
a rival company, which has had privileges earlier granted it. Then the location ot 
the stations is examined to learn whether the same are the required 10 miles apart. 
'fhe area of said station grounds is computed to determine whether there be an excess 
of 20 acres permitted by the Government. After having proved that all these statu-
tory requirements have been met in good faith and the route been proved to agree 
with official records on file in the draughting division of the Genen1l Land OfDce, or 
whether the contrary is a fact, the report is made accordingly. The route is then 
platted upon a diagram kept for that purpose and for reference in draughting divis-
ion. Then the map, with the report, is sent to the railroad division, where it is :finally 
disposed of. 
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Tbe follo\Ying statement shows the amount and character of business rcct>ived, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at tho dates specified. below, in the draughting division of the General Land Office, 
Dopartm ent of tho Interior : 
Character of business. 
Maps of Railroads examined and 
reported,on ..................... 35 177 212 62 62 504 504 
Maps of Railroads examined for 
designation of land districts.... 3 H6 149 41 41 350 350 
Copies of ltailroad maps......... . 2 32 34 59 59 102 102 
Maps of privato claims furnished. 1 118 119 50 50 56 56 
Miscellaneous drawinp:s, &c...... 10 250 260 27l:! 278 575 575 
Maps of land grants to rail-
roads made . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 4 68 72 8~ 82 66 66 
Copies of township surveys made. 0 184 184 105 195 207 207 
Mapsoflndian reservationsmade. 0 28 28 5 5 GO 60 
Maps of military reservation~ 
made ............. --.-. . . . . . . . . . . 0 10 10 32 32 18 18 
Volumes of field-notes prepared 
for bindinp:...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 55 55 317 317 213 213 
Volumes township plats prepared 
for binding. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 64 64 58 58 112 112 
Miscellaneous maps constructed.. 0 51 51 40 40 71 71 
Township plats classified and 
filed.. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130, 000 130, 000 
Tracini!S for reproduction of worn 
records verified . ............ .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1, 102 1, 102 















cants ............................ 1 1,841 1,842 986 985 972 972 
Tracings of defaced and worn re-
cords for reproduction, made 
and verified............................................... 169 169 
State and 'l'erritori&l maps com-
piled an<l traced for photolithog-
raphy.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 6 6 7 7 7 7 
Revision of United States map.... 0 l 1 1 1 1 l 
Plats examined and colore<l...... 830 830 
392 392 
77 77 
50 50 ....... . 
NOTE.-During the month of January and Febr nary 1887, 5 State and Territorial maps were being 
compiled and prepared for publication, but not co mploted on March 1. 
'l'he following statement shows the average arnouut and charaetcr of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specjfied, hy the employes in 
the dra.ughting division of the General Land OLlice, De Jlart.ment of the Interior: 
Character of business. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 
1884. 
Maps of railroads ex&m-
ined an<l reported on ... 70 4 45 8 
1\Iaps of railroadR exam-
inetl for designation of 
lan<l districts .......... 32 3 14 37 
Copies or milroad maps .. 2 (j 4 7 
Maps of private claims 
furnished ............•. 7 14 29 11 
Miscellaneous draw· 
ings, &c ............... 98 36 18 19 
Maps of land grants to 
railroad& made ......... 13 3 
·:1 
0 
Cop;.,. of toWD•h;p •nr., 
2:1 
1:1 
ve.ys made ............. 3 
Maps of Indian reserva-
vations mado .•.•...•.. 2 
May.,.Juno. July. A.ug. 
- - --
0 11 26 0 
3 5 15 17 
2 3 2 0 
13 3 5 22 
15 13 10 8 
2 4 5 18 
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Character of business. I Jan. I Feb. I Mar. .Apr.! May.1
1
Juue. July. Aug. Sept. Oet. Nov. I Dec. 
- -------- ---- -- --- ---· --
1884. 
Maps of military reserva· 
tions made ............ . 
Volumes of field-notes 
0 prepared fur binding... 55 0 
Volumes of township I 
plats proparod for bind-
2
a ;l() 
:rul~feii~~~~~-; ~Ztp~-~~~:. 01 ° 
structed...... .... .. .. 1 0 2 7 2 3 10 4 7 11 14 0 
'l'~t~Stltt~~~~ ~!~~~~~~~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _.. . ___ .. ___ . _ .. ..... 
'l'racm~s for roprodue· 
l'l:~~1~%t*::~~):~~c;:~~- ~ .............................. ------1------1------ ...................... .. 
ui::;hed avplicants...... 186 213 455 2 2 88 8 30 504 348 2 4 
Tmcings of dd'aced and I 
worn reconls for r o-
production, made and 
voritkd* .............. . 
State all(l Territorial 
maps eumpilc(l and 
tr:.ectl for photolitbog· 
raphy ................ . 
Revision ofU nited States 
IU:tp .................. . 
1885. 
11aps of milroatls exam· 
ined and reported ou ... 
II:tps of milruatls exam· 
ined for design:ttion of 
laud districts ......... . 
:opies of railroad maps .. 
U:tps of private claims 
furnished ........... .. 
l.iiscellaueous draw-
in~s. &c .............. . 
~laps of land grants to 
railroads made ........ . 
!Jopies of township sur-
voys made ............ . 
Maps of Indian roserva· 
tionH made .......... .. 
IJ:apsof military reserva-
tions made .......... .. 
Volumes of field notes 
prepared for binding ... 
Volumes of township 
plats prepared for bind-
ing .......... -·---··-·· -· 
M:iscellaueous ma.ps cou-
Htnwted .......... . .. . 









































































and filed~ .................................................................................... .. 
Tracin~s for Ieproduc· 
ti.on of worn records 
verified*....... .. .. .................................................. . ..................... .. 
Plats of survoys fur· 
nishetl applicants ...... 
i'racings of defaced and 
worn records for re-
production made and 
0 73 27 481 7 34 2 3l!J 24 0 14 
verified• ................................ ------ .............................................. .. 
State au d Territorial 
maps compiled and 
trac;.:d for photolithog-
raphy ............... . 
Manuscript Unit o d 
States map compared .. 
1886. 
Mavs of rairoads oxam-
iucd and reported on ... 
Maps of raih·oads exam-
iued fur designation of 
land districtA .......... 
Copies ofr<titroa.d maps .. 




52 42 40 
53 16 
"'I 
4 161 17 
(j 13 
us) 40 1Udi 
0 0 
26 2:.l 33 5:! 36 44 22 li4 70 
I 
21 !l 26 6 42 38 29 40 
6 16 () 5 7 8 4 10 
5 6 
181 14 84 (;5 21 2 63 
"Noroconl. 
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Aug. SrpL l Oct. 
Map' of 1::· gr.mt• to----, ---~---- --- --- -- ---~-- --- --
0 
8 
railroadsmade........ . 7 211 7 6 0 
Copies of township sur-
YC.)'B made............. 1!) 17 12 32 :JO ]0 l(j 22 26 
Maps of Imlian reserva-
tions made .. --. __ ---- __ 
Maps of military reser-
vations made----------
V olutuel:! of field-notes 
prepared for binding __ 
Volumes of townRhip 
plats pn~paredfor bind-
in.!.{ ......................... . 
Miscellaneous maps con-
st rurted ......... - .. - .. 
Townsb ip plats cla~.<sified 
and tiled ....... ------ .. 
Tracings for reproduc-
tion of worn records 
verified._. ---- -· --- .. _ 
Plats of surveys fur-
uisbell applicants._._ .. 
Tracings of defaced and 
wom records for repro-
duction made and veri-
1led --------------------
Stato aud Territorial 
maps compiled and 
traced for photolithog-
rapll.Y -----------------
Revision ofU nited States 
map------- -- ---------· 
Plats examined and col-
orcu -------------------
1887. 
Maps of railroads exam-
ined and reported on __ 
Maps of railroads exam-
ined for designation of 
land districts ______ . __ . 
Copies of railroad maps._ 
Maps of private claims fumi&1led _________ . ___ _ 
Miscellaneous drawings, 
&.c------ ----·--- ------
Maps of land grants to 
railroads made. _______ . 
Copies of township sur-
veys made -------·-----
Maps of Indian reserva-tions made. _______ • ___ _ 
Maps of military reser-
vations maue . - .. ---- --
Volumes of field-notes 
prepared for binding __ 




structed . __ . ________ . __ 
Township plats classified 
an1l filed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .. __ . 
Tracings for reproduc-
tion of worn records 
verified . __ . _. ____ . . . 
Plats of surveys fur-
nished applicants . . 
Tmcings of defaced aut! 
worn records for repro-
duetionmade and veri-
st!~~ -~~d-T~~~ii~~-i~i-~ 
maps compiled a n d 
trared for photolithog-
raphy ------ ____ _ ------~ 
























3 15 10 
8 5 10 
0 0 
195 245 180 




75 72 81 45 73 
63 ·----- ------ ------ ------
35 
50 80 201 


















i~ ::::.:: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::1:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::J::::: :: ::::: 
0------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----· 
3 ------ ------ -----· · ----- ------ ------ ------ ------
0------ -----· ------ ------ ------ ------ ------1·--- --
3 ------ -----· ------ ------ -----· ------ -----· 
75------ -----· 
4------ ------ ·----- ------ ------ ------ ------
10 ·----- ------ ------ ------ -----· ·----- ------ ------
0------ ·----- ------ ------ ------ ------ ·----- ------ ------ ------
52----- - ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
222------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ·----- -----· 
46 ·----- ------ ------ ------ ··---- ------ ------ ------ ·----- ------
~ :::::: ::::: ::::: .::::: :::::: :::::r:::r:::: ::::: ::::: 
NO!E.-DnriJ1g the month~ of January amll!'ohrnary five Rtato a.ud Territorial maps were beiug 
complleu and prepared fur pttblication, but not complated on March 1. 
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The following statement shows the average number of emplo~·es in the dra.nghting 
division of the General Land Office, Department of tho IuteriOl', during the period!! 
specified: 
____ Y_e_a._r_. ____ , Jan., Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug., Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1884--------------·------- 12.38 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 14 14 15 15 
1885---------------------- 15.6916 16.08 16 16 16 16.54 17 16.80 17 16.54 16 




14 I 14 14 14 13.87 14 
1_8_s_7_<t_o_M_ar_·c_h_1_>·_-_-_-_--_-_-.-'--1-4-'-1-4--'------_--_-'--·---_-_--_,__ .. _--~  _. = ____ .... __ .. ~= . _ -~ 
There is no means of accurately determining tho maximum and minimum amount of 
business transacted and disposed of by employes. Reference to " character of busi-
ness" shows that tho work is various, all pertaining, however, to drawings, maps, 
and calculations. No two or more clerks are engaged upon work identical in charac-
ter, but record of work dono by each is kept. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time aud at-
tention devoted to tho cousiucration and transaction of business, during tlw perio<l~ 
specified, by the employes iu the c.lraughting division of the General Lauc.l Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
of em- m~mber hour::~ by munlwro IJIIJIIUCI'Of 
l oe ot llayR I i . . l day::; 
P OJ s. present. ed~ifte( proxy. < ays. au::;(mt. 
Year. 
Number Average n--;;~~~:f.~~ Ntrn1ber Po~~ibloJ Av<>rage 
---------------:--------------------
1884. -----·- -·- -----· ------.--- ----------
1885 . . ----------------- --·· --.----- ------
1886- . --- -- - - -------- ------ - ------- . -.... 





















The official day is from 9 a. m. to 4 p. rn., but from 12 m. to 12.30 p. m. is allom·d 
for lunch, which is almost universally :.wailed of by the employes, thus reducing tho 
average hours of attendance to not exceeuing G!. 
The following statement shows thcmaximnm number of days devoted to o11siness hy 
the employe present for the greatest number oC <1:1ys and altio the tuinimnm numi.Jer 
of days devoted to business by 1,he employe present for tlle least unmi.Jer of days in 
the draughting division of the General Laud Office, D•)partment of the Iuterior, dur-
ing tho periods specified : 
I I 
~ 1887 (to 
1884. 188<.>. 1886. March 1). 
M-a-x-im_ u_m_ n_n_m_b_e_r _o_f _d_a.-ys-.-_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_-_· -__ -_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_-_ - --_-__ -_-_ --~ 27!). 461 280. 71 294. 40 __ 4_8_ 
Minimum number of days .. ........ .. ................. ------ 235.36 232.71 2(il. 94 2S.8!) 
ACCOUNTS DIVISWN. 
Repo·rt of the accounts di11ision of the General Land O.tfice on the methods of business a11d 
work, as 1·cquested by Senate Select Committee and callccl for by Department cirmtla1· uf 
Ma1·ch 23, 1887, 
Statement showing the principal items of lmsiness transacted in the accounts divis-
ion of tho General Laml.Office, Department of the Interior. 
Adjustment of accounts of receivers; of receivers, acting as disbursing agents; of 
receivers, timber depredations; surveyors-general; special agents; inspectors; de-
puty snrveyors; custodians of a.banclone<l military reservation; express companies, 
depot.'g; for repayment purchase money; for tra.nsportation; for advertising; for 
furnishing maps ; for law oooks, &c. ; of State fnud accounts. 
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Rocor<l of al1 appropriations, and a leuger account with each. 
Advances of public funus. 
Receipt, examination, and distribution of every entry of the public lanus, and docketi 
of the same. 
Annual statement of disposals of tho public lands. 
Estimates of appropriations. 
Balances of appropriations. 
Instructions relati vo to the disposal of the public lanu, miscellaneous work, aml al! 
statistics relative to the public lanus. 
Statement ~:~howing in detail the methods of transacting bnsi11ess in the accounts 
division of the General Laud Office, in tho Department of the Interior, inclnd:ng 
one or more items of the pnucipal lmsines~:~ matters tranH:wlcd in said division, 
be~iuuing with the receipt of the business matter in the onice, and then showing, in 
consecutive order, tho various steps taken by each of such principal hnsiuPss mat.-
tcrs through the appropriate divisions of saiu office, and tho employe~:~ through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered aud acted upon, and 
the action thereon ha.d aml taken hy each, until the same is finally disposed of and 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
DUTIES OF, AND MANNER 0.1!' TRANSACTING BUSINESS BY, THE FILE CLEnK. 
Letters coming into the division from tho mail room are oolivored to the chief of 
tho division. After an examination by him they are sent to the file clerk, who marks 
on each the name of the clerk by directiOn of the chief anu assistant chief of division 
who is to take action on the subject-matter therein contained. The letters are then 
arranged in numerical order according to the General Land Office scrim! of numbers; 
after the letters are so arranged they :Lre entered in a "Record of letters received," 
giving number ofletter, name and address of writer, date, aml snl>ject-matter; the 
number of volume and page is noted in left-hand corner for reference. The letters 
are then indexed under the proper head, giving name @f writer, date. volume, and 
page of record. The number of each letter is placed upon duplicate mail cards, which 
are signed by tho clerk to whom the Bame are referred. 
After tho case has been disposed of by tho clerk he notes tho action taken thereon 
ano returns the letters to the :file clerk, who receipts on the duplicate mail c:tr(h; sent 
with the letters when referred. 
If the letter is referred to another oiyision it is noted in tho record of "Letters 
received," and al~>o entered in a transfer book kept for tlle purpose, awl the receipt of 
the registering clerk taken. Tho act,ion taken by the clerk, upon a letter, is entered 
upon the "Register of letters received." 
When more than one name of person or land office appears i u a letter, if at a1l mate-
rial to the case, they are severally indexed, the \\Titer's name iu IJlack ink, and the 
parties referred to in red. This separate entry is made for the pnrpose of more readily 
tracing any case that may inquired for. 
The index is divided into four parts for letters from registers and receivers, sur-
veyors-general, departmental, and miscellaneous. Letters from surveyors-general 
and registers and receivers and the several departments are indexed under the name 
of the office and miscellaneous letters under the names of the writers. 
After letters have been acted upon .by clerks and returned to tho file clerk the file 
clerk receipts to them upon duplicate cards for return of letters, awl they are filed in 
the proper places, as follows : 
All letters are filed, according to date by calendar years, in the file designated a&. 
registers and receivers, snrveyors-genera.l, departmeuta,l, and miscellaneous. 
\Vhen a letter is ''mnted from the tiles, tho clerk needing it applies to the file clerk, 
who withdraws th~ letter. fills ont a withdrawal card on which is entered the descrp-
tion of the letter by number, date, and name of writer, receipts the same, which is 
kept in the files until the letter is returned. 
WEEKLY STATEMENTS. 
A.ll receivers of public moneys and surveyors-general acting as disbursing agents 
are required to render at the close of business of.each week a statement showing the 
amount of money received and deposited, with the balances on hand. These state-
ments are forwarded to the General Laud Office, received at the registering room, 
referred to the division of accounts, received by the chief, and sent to the file clerk. 
They are entcretl by number and date in the book kept for that purpose, indorsecl for 
reference by the Commissioner to the Treasurer of the United Sta.tes, and w llen signed 
by the Commissioner are retnrueJ. to this division. An account is kept of tho num-
ber indorsed and signed, and t.hey are then forwarded to the Treasury Department. 
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After comparison with the books of the Treasurer and indorsed by the Treasnror, 
they are returned to the General Land Office, received by tho chief of the division 
of accounts, sent to the file clerk, who notes the date of return and files them away 
for future reference. 
DESK OF ''ADVANCES TO DISBURSING AGENTS." 
Advances to disbursing agents are made as follows, viz: 
Each receiver of public moneyR, acting as disbursing agent, transmits quarterly a 
requisition, addressed to tho Commissioner of the General Land Office, for funds, under 
tho several appropriations, to meet the expenses of his office; the requisition is re-
ceived by the mail clerk, who sends it to the chief of division "M" (accounts); thence 
it is sent, after examination, to tho docket clerk to be registered ; the latter hands it 
to the accountant in charge of the proper office, who compares it with the returns 
from such office, for the previous qllarter ; if the balances, if any exist, are correct, 
and the amounts requested are authorized by law, the a,ccountant places the requisi-
tion in the hands of the "advance" clerk, who examines the request, proves the foot-
ings thereof, and makes out a requisition on the Secretary of the Interior, on a pre-
pared blank, with stub, for the several amounts, under the proper official bond of the 
receiver. Retaining the stub tho requisition, accompauied by a letter ofinstructions 
to the receiver, is banded to the accountant for initials, a,fter which it is given to the 
book-keeper for entry, and by him sent to the chief and assistant chief of di,·ision for 
approval. From thence it goes to the Commissioner for his signature, and when re-
turned to the chief of division M (accounts) is sent by him to the file clerk, the latter 
returns it to the ad vance clerk, who, after briefing the request, tmnsmits it to the 
disbursing officer of the Department of the Interior. 
The letter of instruction, after having received the approval of the chief of division 
and the signature of the Commissioner, is copied by the recording clerk of the di-
vision, and whon returned to the writer is press copied and the origiua,l mailed to the 
receiver. 
The request from the receiver is properly briefed and placed among the records of 
this office. 
STATE-FUND ACCOUNTS DESK. 
State-fund accounts are based upon the receiver's disbursing accounts aud sales of 
public lands as adjusted, approved, and recorded in the General Laud Office. 
Examples: 
Adjustment of Nebraska 5 per cont. fund account umler the twelfth section of the 
act of Congress, April19, 1864, Stat. L., vol. 13, p. 49. 
1. There is propa,rcd from tho receiver's a,ojusted accounts a statement showing 
sepamtoly the amount received from sa,los of public and Iudian lauds and fees and 
commissions during each quarter, from July 1, 1882, to June 30, 1885, also number of 
ea,cb quarterly reJJOrt and the total cash receipts, with tho expenses oftht• sales thereof, 
consisting of amountR paid for salaries, contingent expenses, and expenses of deposit-
ing for each quarter during the period mentioned at each laud office in the Sta,te of 
Nebraska. 
From the tabular statement thus prepared separate statements by year and quarter 
are made of each office in Nehra,Hka., showing number of report, amount received for 
each class of land, and from fees and commissions, for each item of expense to be pro-
rated, and the nature of the expenditure. 
I then sta.te the terms of the proportion for computation of tlw pro rata share of cx-
p.enses to be deducted from net proceeds of sales of public lands. 
In each quarter there are three classes of exponuituros to be prora.kcl viz: Sala.-
I"ies, cont,ingent expenses, and expense of depositing, involving several computa,tions 
in each quarter. 
3. Computing the proportionate share of expense. 
4. After obtaining tho proportionate share of each class of expenditure tho account 
is tlwn stateu by the year and quarter on blanks (1-224a) prcpare<l bythil:l otlice, show-
ing number, report, year, and quarter, cash sales of public lauch;, detaile£1 statement of 
pro rata, share of expenses, and net lH'ocecds from sales of land during each quarter 
and the totals for entire vear : 
5. From statement ou blank form 4-;124 recapitulations are made of tho sales of pub-
lic lands at each office in the State for ea,ch year and quarter a.ncl tllo proportiomtte 
sharA of ea,ch class of expenses incident to tho sales of Haid lauds, together with the 
net proceeds thereof, showing tho tot.a.l sales of pnblic la"u(ls, total pro rata share of 
expenses and net proceeds from sales of public lands during each yea.r, from which is 
deducted ropa.ymcnts for htnds erroneoul:lly sol<l (luring each fhwal year, a~ per certifi-
cate of tho Register of tho Trea!nry, on which ba,la.nce the vercontage il:l computed and 
shqwn. 
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The account is then stated :or the last time, showing the balance due the State as 
per last report, tlle per centum on net amount derived as purchase-money flaring each 
fiscal year from J nly 1, 1882, to J nne :30, 1885, from the aggregate amount of which is 
deducted warrants on the Treasurer, showing balance due tlle State from the per 
centum accruing to the State of Nebraska upon the net proceeds of the sales of public 
lands within her limits. 
7. The account is then submitted to chief of division M for approval. 
8. From division of accounts this account is sent by chief of division to the law 
examiners, and after being passed on by them is sent to the Co:nmissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office for examination and approval. 
9. After being approved by the Commissioner of tbe General Land Office it is re-
turned to clerk's desk to be numbered, recorded, and forwarded to Hon. First Comp-
troller of the Treasury, with letter of transmittal, accompanied by all the statements 
and computations relating to said account. 
10. These adjusted accounts are recorded by number in office of chief of tlivision in 
duplicate, oue copy of which is carried by messenger with the adjnste<l accounts to 
the proper official in the Comptroller's Office and the accounts by number compared 
with the duplicate and checked off. If correct, the said official receipts to themes-
senger for same, which record receipt is returned to chief of division of accounts. 
MISCELLANEOUS AND STATISTICAL DESK. 
The work of this desk consists of examining the quarterly accounts of one hundred 
and nine local land offices and entering tho same in a book prepare<l and kept for that 
purpose, known as the "Quarterly records of the disposal of public lands.'' This 
book shows the number of entries made, the number of acres of the various classes of 
land sold, and the amount received therefor; total cash sales; also amount received 
from fees and commissions, together with the grand aggregate of aU classes of entries; 
area disposed of, and cash receipts from all sources; in it is also recorded the various 
expenses incident to the sales of public lands, snch as salaries and commissions, con-
tingent expenses, expense of depositing, &c., for each quarter. 
Each receiver forwards with his quarterly returns a recapitulation of the business 
transacted at his office during the quarter, showing the number of entries made, acres 
sold, and amount received therefor; amount received from fees aml commissions. 
. Upon reoeipt of same by returns clerk they are docketed and distrilmted to tbe sev-
eral accountants, who compare them with detailed quarterly accounts, and the docket 
kept by returns clerk; if found correct they are so marked and sent to miscellaneous 
desk, when they are re-examined, and if no error is disco\ered therein t.hey are en-
tered in the "Quarterly records." Said accounts are afterwards compared with tbe 
account as adjusted and approved by the several officers of the Bnreau. Should any 
difference exist they are corrected in accordance \Yith adjusted and approved account. 
From this book and at this desk is madn up a detailed statement of the business 
transacted at each local office in the States and Territories dnriu~ the fiscal year; 
also the recapitulation by States and Territories of the entire disposal of pnblic and 
Indian lands during the fiscal year, as published in annual report of tho Commissioner 
of General Land Office. 
ACCOUNTS OF UNITED STATES SURVEYORS-GENERAL. 
When an account of a United States surveyor-general, actmg as disbursing agent, 
for illustration, say, of J. Cabell Brcckinri<lge, of Washington Territory, is received 
and examined by the chief of this division, it is passed from hin.t to the registering 
clerk, who, after registering, turns it over to the accountant, taking his receipt there-
for. The latter, as soon as practicable, proceeds to examine it. If found incorrect or 
informal, or if not supported by proper vouchers, correspondence approved by tbe 
chief of division is held with tho surveyor-general with a view of having it conform 
to tho requirements of law and the regulations of tho office. If found eorrect, or as 
nearly correct as circumstances will permit, a req 1isition is made on tho register of 
the Treasury for a certificate giving a status of the account as siJown on the books of 
that office, the object bemg to ascertain tho amount of funds advanced to that officer 
and the balance, if there is any, due to or from him, as certified by tho First Comp-
troller on a prior adjustment. 
When the certificate is received an adjustment is made, and if a difference exists 
between the account and tbe adjustment the fact is shown by a "statement of differ-
ence" appended to tho n'port. 
'l'ho report is tben prc~~:nted to the chief or the assistant chief of division, who, if 
it appears to be correct, initials aml sends it to the la\v examiners, wbo in turn pass 
upon it, and after initialing present it to the Commissioner of the General Laud Office 
for his signature. 
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Whe..1 signed by the Commissioner it is returned to the chief of tbe division, ami h~ 
him to the book-kooper, who posts it in books kept for tha,t pnrpose. 
It is then referred to the recording clerk, who records and returns it to the ac-
countant, and by him it is forwarued, with a letter, to the Pirst Comptroller of the 
Treasury for his action thereon. 
Simultaneously with the adjustment of the account the surveyor-general is notified 
of the action of the office in t.he matter. 
ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVERS Ol!' PUBLIC J.\i[0NEYS. 
The duties of this desk consist in the auditing and adjustment of the accounts of 
receivus of public moneys and receivers acting as disbursing agents. 
1st. The receiver's account originates in this division with receipt by chief of di-
vision from mail room of Bureau of a monthly account-current rendered by receiver, 
showing the aggregate amount of sales of public lands, and the amount deposited by 
receiver in the United States Treasury on account of such sales for the month; fee 
statement l:lhowing the transactions for the month on account of fees and commis-
sions; and detailed statement of fees received for reducing testimony to writing, mak-
ing phtts, diagrams, &c. 
These accounts, when received by chief of division, are assigned to tho docket clerk 
for examination and record, but if, after examination, they are found to be incorrect 
in any particular, the same are returned to the receiver, with letter, explaining 
wherein inaccuracies, discrepancies, or omisl:lions exist, which very frequently occur, 
causing delay. 
When the accounts are returned corrected they are received by the chief of divis-
ion from mail room, and by him assigned to docket clerk, and then, if found to be 
correct, are 1·ecorded aud delivered hy docket clerk to the accountant, by whom same 
are retained until end of quarter. 
2d. Receivers are required at tbo cud of each quarter to prepare and transmit a 
quarterly account of sales of lands for cash, detailed quarterly statements of home-
stea(l entries, original and final, and deta,ilcd q uartcrly l:ltatcmonts of timber-culture 
entries, original and final, showing number of acres and amount of fees all(l commis-
sions received therefrom, and coUllensed accounts sbowiug aggregate salcR of all 
classes of en1.rics and amount receivell therefor, toge ther with amount deposited by 
receiver on account of said sales for the quarter. 
When these quarterly returns aru recei vcd from mail room by the chief of division 
they are assigned by him to docket clerk, who notes the receipt thereof in a book 
prepared for the purpose, and thou deliverl:l them to the acconutant. 
3d. In connection with recci vors' a.cconnts there is received by chief of division 
ii·om the Treasury Department covering warr~tnts, showi11g the amount deposited 
and covered into the Treasury by tho receiver on account of cash sales, a11d fees aml 
commissions during the quarter; these warrants after lleiug recorded are delivered 
to this desk. 
4th. Having recci ved all rctnms anu warrants connected with the account for the 
quarter, the accountant proceeds to make an adjustment of the account, which con-
sists of comparisons of tho account wi1.b the boud book to oee if rendered under 
!>roper bond, as appears of record (the bond on file in Treasury Department). 
The next step is a segregation of the difl'crent i toms under the different dates, so as 
to bring the several classes together to obtain the aggregate number o.f acres, and 
amount receive(] from each class of lands. 
5th. The monthly fee statements for the tbree mouths composing the quarter are 
aggregated under the different classifications. 
6th. 'l'hc monthly aD<l quarterly accounts are then examined, in connection with 
each other and with tbe docket (the quarterlies being a condensation of the monthly 
accounts), and if found to agree the account is then sta,ted, debiting the receiver with 
the amount received and crediting him with amount deposited, as covered by war-
rant. This il:l in the form of a report enumerating the difl'el'Cnt classes of entry-num-
ber of acres and amount, number, description, and amount of each covering warrant, 
Also showing balancfl1 if any, duo receiver or United States. 
If any discrepancies are fonnd to exist between the accounts as rendered by re-
ceivers and as adjusted by this office, they are explained in what is called a state-
ment of difference. 
In almost every instance more or less correspondence is bad in connection with au 
account, for non-compliance with laws, or rules and regulations of Treasury Depart-
ment and this office. 
The account, as stated-or report-is then delivered by the accountant to book-
keeper for examination and the entering of balauco onledg(lr, who, after entering 
and iuithLling, delivers same to chief ano assistant chief of di\·ision for examination 
llnd initialing. 
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8th. Tbo chief of division then causes same to be delivered to the bo~ml of law ex-
amiucrs, who, after examination and initialing, submit it to the Commissioner for 
approval and signature. 
9th. After siguaturo by the Commissiouer the report is returned to chief of ui visiou, 
who assigns same to file clerk, by whom jt is sent to accountant, who delivers it to 
tho copyist for record. After being recorded and compared, tho report is returned to 
accountant, who transmits the report, with the accompanying papen;, through tho 
chief of division, to the First Comptroller of the Treasur.v for his action. 
Five accountants and ono recorder are employed upon the receivers of pnhHc moneys 
in the one hundred and nine local land offices in twcnty-fonr Stat<·s :wd Territories. 
The duties of all the acconutants are similar, varied ouly by the claHs of lauds dis-
posed of. 
CONTRACTS AND SURVEYING ACCOUNTS. 
Surveying accounts are rendered nndf'rcontracts euteretl into bctwef'n Unit('(l States 
surveyorH-gcncral and a United StateR deputy surveyor for survey of the pnbl ic lands, 
private laud claims, townsites, and, in some cases, Indian reservations. 
Accounts based upon such contracts are prepared, stated, and certified to hy the 
surveyor-general in the district presided over l>y him and forwarded to this office for 
action. 
After approval by the Commissioner of the Geneml Land Office contracts :1re sent 
to the division of accounts, where they are entered in the contract l>ook by tho derk 
in charge of the surveying desk and filed for use in adjusting acconnts. 
Under contracts made direct by Commissioner of General Land Office for survey of 
Indian reservations, State or Territorial boundary lines, tho accounts are stated, cer-
tified to, ~tnd approved l>y t.hat ofllcer, and a complete record is kept thereof. 
When surveying accounts are received from surveyor-general they aro referred 
to registering division. After l>eing registered they are sent to chief of division of 
accounts. After being examined by him, sent to illc clerk in his division to he regis-
tered, who then delivers accounts with accompanying letter to clerk in charge of sur-
veying accounts, who receipts for the same 
After acceptance of plats and field notes of work of survey they aro sent up to di-
vision of accounts from surveying division and receipted for by the clerk, and the ac-
count is, as soon thereafter as practicable, taken up and adjusted. 
There are five classes of lines surveyable, viz, base, standard, meridian, township, 
and meander lines. 
The method of adjusting accounts is as follows: An account is received from :file 
clerk, covered by letter of surveyor-general of Colorado, in favor of 13. P. Clark, for 
surveying three classes of lines, viz, township, meander, and section lines, charged 
at minimum nttes, as provided in contract, and payable from ''appropriation for sur-
veying public lands" during fiscal year ending Jnno :.so, 18130, which I have examined, 
adjnste•l (with few corrections), and disposed of on the following basis, which govern 
accounts in general, rendered for one or more classes of lines: 
1. Compare 1,he acconnt with the contract to ascertain if the work charged in the 
account is the same as provided in the contract at maximum and minimum rates per 
mile, or as provided by law, as the case may be, and if work is completed within 
limitation of time named in contract. 
2. An examination of the field notes and plats of survey is made, first, to verify the 
distance surveyed on standard, meridian, township, and section lines in chains and 
links from corner legally set in its proper place on all lines running north, south, east, 
and west, and meander lines of rivers, lakes, and islands whenever they occur; and, 
second, to segregate the two classeH of htn(l where charged in the account at maximum 
and minimum rates. 
3. Computing aggregate distance of each class of lines surveyed in miles, chains, 
and links, to verify that stated on tho plats. 
Where items in the account arc verified they arc checked; otherwise, in caRe of er-
rors, corrections are made in both mileage and rates per utile, necessitating changes iu 
the account. 
The account is then reported for payment as adjusted on a blank prcparell for that 
purpose, stating therein to what appropriation chargeable, of which there are three 
classes, viz: ''General appropriation for survey of public lands," "Private laud 
claims," and ''Deposits by Individuals." 
The account and report, with a letter to First Comptroller of Treasury and one to the 
surveyor-general, attached together, are then laid before chief and assistant chief of 
division, who examine them, and if correct they place their initials thereon, aml 
then they go l>efore a board of examiners for their inspection, and thence to Commis-
Rioner for his review and approval. 
After the favorable action of the Commissioner they are returned to chief of division 
of accounts, anu then sent to the l>ook-keeper to be charged to the proper appropri-
ation. 
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The report n.nd letters, after being recorded in the proper books by the ooj)Jt~K.eiH 
and copyist, are handed to the clerk from whom they originated, who then 
make entries in books as follows : 
4. Contract-book. 
Crediting the surveyor with the work executed and amount claimed, aud e 
him with the amount of the account as adjusted and allowed per report, and if 
is a difference from the amount claimed, the difference is so stated, and if the 
under the contract is completed the case is closed. 
6. Special-deposit book. 
Where accounts are chargeahle to ''Deposits by Individuals," books of deposit 
kept separately by districts, and the clerk then charges in proper district book, 
the sums deposited for the work by township and range, the amount of the 
as stated in the report. 
6. Returns of survey-book. 
Enter therein, under head of proper fiscal year in which contract is dated, 
by township and range, miles, chains, and links of lines as classed, name of 
surveyor, date of contract, area ofland surveyed, date of commencement and 
tion of survey, number of report of payment, and amount paid. 
7. The account, with report, is then inclosed in the letter of transmittal and sent 
messenger to First Comptroller of Treasury (who receipts for same), with request 
draft be sent to address of payee as directed in the account, and the letter to the 
veyor-general, which advises him of adjustment of said account, amount al 
all changes or reductions, as the caf!le may be, is then press copied and mailed, 
disposing of the case so far as this office is concerned. 
8. In the case of" Survey of Indian Reservations" the same course is pursued as 
examination of returns of surveys and the same entries are made in the books of 
office as of public and private lands, with this difference : "Indian Reservations 
noted as such, and the accounts, after being stated, certified or approved by the 
missioner of the General Laud Office, are transmitted with letter to Commi 
Indian Affairs for his action, the appropriation for that specific purpose not being 
ried on the books of this office. 
There is another class of his accounts which the same clerk adjusts, viz: 
Accounts of '' examiner of surveys" in the field, to test the accuracy of the 
of deputy t~urveyors and to prevent payment for fraudulent and imperfect .... ,, - v~w .. _, 
which service is performed under "Special Instructions" at a per-diem rate and 
necessary and reasonable expenses, including hire of assistants. 
These accounts are required to be itemized and accompanied by vouchers for 
sums expended by the examiner over the amount of $1, sworn to by the ex,amlinj~rj1 
and approved by the surveyor-general. When this account is received i 
through the same course as the other class of accounts, and when it 
.fusting clerk is referred, through the chief of his division, to the chief of di 
public surveys, for report as to time occupied and charged by the examiner being 
sonable and necessary in the prosecution of said examination. 
When the account is returned with report called for, it is th<'n taken up, each vnJnAlun•' 
critically examined and compared with the account, when, on the basis of adjuDIJlUiju''•J 
it is reported for payment, and is finally disposed of, as in cases of surveying ac4~0tlll~i8.1 
except that the book-keeper makes all entries in cases of examinations. 
In addition to the above matters, besides surveyor-general's letters, there is 
siderable miscellan~ous correspondence which receives due attention, and all 
written, besides being recorded, are press copied, and all letters answered 
thereon " answered" by date and delivered to the file clerk, who surrenders rec::ei1•K 
After surveying accounts come into the division of accounts for adjustment, 
are often delayed for a short or long time, induced by an examination in the 
'~examiners of surveys" to test the accuracy of the survey and consequently the 
rectness of the account. The surveying accountant cannot avoid this delay. 
J)llUSt wait until the chief of division receives from the chief clerk of surveys 
that the report of the said examiner of surveys is received and the work of the sur-
veyor is accepted by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
Repayment of purchase money, fee, commissions, and excess, for lands 
sold, under sections 2362, ~63, and 3689, U. S. Revised Statutes, and the 
Congress approved June 16, 1880. 
William Jones~, desiring to enter a portion of the public domain, goes to the local land office at 
Wash., ana ]Jresents a written ap~lication to the register to enter the NW.! of Sec. 24, 
R. 10 W. After the above preliminaries, if the tract is vacant, the register will so certify 
receiver, stating the price the applicant most pay to the receiver and the amount of the n"nrt~.hA.JIJA ·:~ 
money. TherROJ!OD the receiver will issue his nceipt in duplicate for the money 
reJ(ister his certificate of purchase. 
At the close of the month the register and receiver wJl make returns of the sale to the General 
Office. 
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If in the examination of tho monthly rcturnfl of Aalcs it iA found, on poRting tho returns upon tho tract 
books of this office, that the entry made by Jones iti in conlliet with a prior entr.v or a prior grant 
to tho Rtato or for other purposes when the United States has partetl with tho titio, tlu~ regh;ter 
and receiver at Olympia are so informed of Ruch conflict, and are directell to notify tho entryman, 
allowing sixty days for appeal to the honorable Secretar.v of the Interior, to show cause why his 
entry should not be canceled. 
If tho _entryman concludes to t~ko no appeal, _lie can avail ~imRclf, by making proper application to 
this office, through tbe register and recerver at Olympm, for the return of tho purchase money 
paid on his entry. (Blank forms of application are fumi~;~hed by the local officers.) 
Tho ref!ister and receiver, upon receipt of the appiication for repayment, forward tho same to this 
ottice with their joint report in tho case. Tl1e application must l>O accompanic1l by the duplicate 
receipt. 
If the duplicate receipt has been lost or destroyed, tbe entryman must a<lvertiso the fact of snch losA, 
giYing notice of hi::1 intention to apply for repayment of the purcl1ase mon11y. This advertiAement 
must be inserted weekly for six weeks in some newspaper of extensive circulation in the vicinity 
of tho land. 
A copy of the aclvertisoment, with the affidavit of the publisher or other person having charge of the 
paper, that it wasiusertC'<l the requisite number uf times, must accompany tho papers in the caAe. 
If the duplicate receipt has become a matter of record, the eutryman must execute a deed rrlinquiAh-
ing to the United States all right, title, and claim to the laull under his entry. This 1loed mu~t bo 
duly recorded aud a certificate prod need from the proper rccordin).! oflicer whrre the laud iA Ait-
uated showing that said dee<l is so reeorded, and that the records of his office do not I'Xhibit any 
other conveyance or incumbrance of the title to tho land. 
If William Jones bas transferred the land, then his transferl'e must show his right to repayment by 
furnishing properly authenticated abstracts of title, or tbo original deed or instruments of assign-
ment or certified copies thereof. 
Upon the receipt of tho application of William Jones by this office, the same is 1·egistered in the mail 
room, pl"Operly numbered, say 44064. then referred to the division having cognizauce of eases o! 
this character. It is examined by tho chief of the division; then sent to the file clerk, whodockt~ts 
the same, and charges tho case to the clerk having the matter in chage. To illustrate: The repay-
ment clerk receives the application of "rilliam Jones; be then dockets the case, giving tho num her 
and character of entry, name of applicant, land office and Stat•>, description of the land, section, 
township, :mel range, date of application, and elate when received. · 
A.fter tho case bas been duly entered upon the docket, he then makes an examination of tbe tract-
books to determine the status of the entry, and to aAc<>rtain whethbr the party is entitled to the 
return of the parcbase money. If after ascertaining all the facts in the case, that the entry wa~:~ 
cancelC'(l for conflict, or that the same was orroncoutlly allowed, and that tbe party is entitled to 
repayment, and if the evidence submitted is satisfactorv, an account is written up with a full 
statement of the ground of cancellation. -
The account is then submitted to the chief and assistant chief of division for their examination and 
approval. If it meets their approval, they initial tho same; it is then submitted to the reading 
board for their approval, autl it is then submittecl to the Commissioner for his signature. 
After the account bas been signed by the Commissioner, it iA then submitted to tho honorable Secre-
tary of the Interior, togPther with all the papers in the ease, for his action. If after a carefful ex-
amination of evidence submittecl with the account, it is fouml to be satisfactory, the Secretary 
approves the account and returns it. 
The repayment clerk then writes a certificate to be signed by the Commissioner, as follows: 
[Report·No. 40874.J 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEJUOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
April 30, 1886. 
I hero by certify that I have examined and adjusted au account between the United Statt'A aml 
William Jones, and finrl that tho sum of $100 is clue from tho United States to the said William 
Jont>s, being the amount 11aicl byl1im for htnd erroneously sold to him fLt tho land oflieeat Olympia, 
Wash., September 1, 1885, per certificate No. 71!>, an(l which sum is payahle in pm·suance of sec-
tionA 236~, 2363, aucl3680, United States n.evitie<l ~tatutm~. and tho act of .funo 16, 1880, authoriz-
ing- repayment for l:tnds erroneously sold to tho said ,Jones for t.he pnrcltase money AO paid by him 
for tho NW . .t Sec. 24-, T. 6 N., R. 10 W., containing 160 acro.Js of bn(l, at $!.2:3 per aero. 
It appears from the returns made to this office, and rccords-tbcreof, that tho above-dcscrihe<l 
entry waH cancol01l by office letter "C," January 4, 1886, because of conilict with prior casb entry 
No. 420, made by Henry Williams. 
And as appears from statement and vouchers herewith submitted for the decision of the Uomp-
troller of tho Treasury thereon. 
WM . .A. J. SPARKS, 
Ovrnmissioner. 
One hundred dollars to be remitted to William Jones, Olympia, Wash. 
To Iron. M. J. DURHAM, 
First Co1nptroller of the Treasury. 
After thi11 certifieato is signed by tho ConnniAAioner, indorsomC'nt is then maclo on the entry papers of 
tho fact that mpayment is ordcn•d, an<l the proper annotation is made upon the tract-books. 
Tho cortificat.o, tho amount approved by the Secretary, together will all tho pttpers pertaining to the 
case, arc then forwarded to the honorable E'irst Comptroller of tho Treasury for his action. 
Swam,p account. 
A cert.ifie<llist of swamp selections for which the State of Louisiana claims indemnity 
under the act of Congress approved March 2, 184!), was forwarded to tho chiof of 
division of accounts from the swamp land <livif;ion, and r<'ferred by him to desk of 
repayment cle1·k for adjustment. 
Tho list of Aelrctions is accompanicll by tho original C<'rtificatcs of pnrchaRe issne<l 
by the r<'gister and recei\ror at t,ho time of Halo, cet·t.ifyiu~ that tho p:uties named 
therein have purchased tho traets ll<'signa.tecl in t.l10 Hcvcra.l certificates. 
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l''rom these certificates the adjustment of the account is made, each certificate 
being subjected to a careful examination, and tho name of purchaser, description of 
tract, section, township, and range, area, price, and amount, entered on a blank form 
prepared exclusively for the adjustment of the account. 
After the adjustment is completed the area and amounts are footed, and the account, ! 
together with all the papers in the case, are placed in the bands of the chief of divis-
ion, who thereupon subjects same to an examination and comparison. 
If found correct he will certify to the fact. 
The account is then passed to the chief of the swamp land division, who certifieR 
that the lands contained in the list wore found, after a carefnl examination of the 
:field notes of United States surveys, and other evidence on file in the General Land 
Offict~, to be swamp land within the intent and meaning of the act of Congress ap-
proved March 2, 1849. · 
At this stage, the account is referred to the Commissioner, who certifies to the 
honorable Secretary of the Interior that the lands contained in the list for indemnity 
are swamp lands within the intent and meaning of the act of Congress approveu 
March 2, 1H49, and having been sold by the United States prior to the passage of the 
act of March 3, 11:!57 (extending the provisions of the act of March 2, 1855), section 
2482 U. S. Revised Statutes, that said State of Louisiana is therefore entitled to re-
ceive the sum of $ , as indemnity, according to the provisions of section ~482 
U. S. Revised Statutes, and recommends that the account be approved. 
All papers and proof in the case are duly trausmitted to the honorable Secretary, 
and after examination, if found correct, is approved and returned to this office for 
final action. 
Upon receipt of account from Secretary, the Commissioner certifies to the First 
Comptroller of the Treasury that he bas" examined and adjusted an account between 
tho United States and the State of Louisiana, and that due proof has been filed in his 
office showing that said lands were swamp lands within the intent and meaning of 
the act of Congress, approved March 2, 1849, and tha said State is entitled to the in-
demnity claimed, and recommends the approval of the account." 
Local office returns desk. 
The object of this desk is the examination of the returns received from the several 
district land offices; to see that the same are made in accordance with law and offi-
cial ref1.uirements; ledger records are made and kept of the disposition of the public 
domain, also of all Indian lands, as reported by the local officers. 
The monthly and quarterly returns from the 109 existing district land offices are 
received at this desk direct from the mail division. They aggregate betwccll ei~ht 
and ten bushels in volume each month, embracing on au average about 16,000 en-
tries or cases. 
The returns from each office are segregated from the mass and pnt in order; each 
entry or case is then carefully counted and compared with the registers' ancl receiY-
ers' abstracts of entries and receipts of each character of disposals; the abstmct::~ of 
each are critically compared with the receiver's account-current and fee statement, 
with a view to detecting any errors or discrepancies that may exist therein, particu-
larly in the matter of omissions of any kind; the preserving tho several series of 
registers' and receivers' numbers; the couect area to be reported; tho amounts reported 
as received are properly accounted for, &c.; the detailed statement of testimony fet>s 
is then in turn compared with the account and fee statement, thus completing the ex-
amination. Errors or discrepancies of any kind discovered in tho examination nn•, 
accorcling to their character, either remedied at this desk or rel]uired to be cured by 
the local officers. The returns are then seriately docketed, by offic<'s, fi·om said ac-
counts and forwarded to the several divisions for further aud final action, minus the 
accounts which are retained in this division (accounts) and delivered to the several 
accountants for final examination and adjustment. 
NOTE.-See example A herewith, giving in detail the examination of an office re 
turns. 
EXAMPLE A. 
Huron, Dak., returns for the month of Jammry, 1887. E. W. Miller, receiver. 
Showing in detail tho action had by the retnms desk in the examination, docket-
ing and reference of the montllly and quarterly returns from a single office. 
1. The chief of t he division reeci>l'll from tl10 mnil division letter No. 37225 from tl1e register and 
receiver, transmitting the returns; at'tee CJmmination by the chief ic 'w;ts sent by him to the file 
clerk, who iu turn docketctl it; it wa-1 then hy him delivet·ed to tlHl examining clerk in charge of 
local office returns. Aecomprtnyiu~ the letter W<t::l a "mail c~tl'u," prop:ucd hy the file clerk, in 
which is charged the letter dcli\-ered, for whicL tho returns clerk receipted to the file c~erk 
upon duplicate carC.. 
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'2. The bulk of the monthly retmns, consisting of the account-current, feo statement, and detailed ac-
count of testimony, &c., fees, aml the register's and receiver's abstracts of declaratory statements 
~~~~:d~~etb:~~[~;:~PJ:~;l3ir!~: fr~~e~~~:!~l~~~~~~o the several characters of entries, were re-
3 Tho returns were then arranged in order and the several classes of entry papers carefully counted 
by the assistant returns clerk. 
4. They were then taken in charge by tho examining clerk; the account-current, fee statement, and 
detailecl account of testimony, &c., fees, the abstracts of declaratory statements :mel of entries ancl 
receipts were then critically oxamtne<l by him, tho one with the other, and each with the account-
current and fee statement, and in turn tho fletailed account of testimony, &c., fees, with the ac-
count-current and fee statement. No omissions of entries or abstracts or irregularity in tho prep-
aration and transmission of these rotums were discovered. The examination is completed, which 
shows, substantially, the operation hall in tho receipt and examination of the monthly returns of 
any one offiee by the local office returns examiner and tho assistant. 
l>. The returns were carefully put in order, tied up and sent by messenger to the divisions having sub-
sequent action thereon, minus the letter of transmittal, tho account-current, fee statement, and de-
tailed account of testimony, and fees which were retained by the examining clerk and turned over 
to his assistant. 
6. The assistant then proceeded to make a record of the same in the dockets kept for that purpose, in 
the following order, namely: (1) Tho number of tborogister·s and receiver's letter. (2) .From the 
account-current, fee statement, and dctailccl account of testimony, &c., foes, tho regi~:~ter's and re-
ceiver'~:~ numbers, the ar!'a, and t,be amount~'! 1·eported as received on account of tho disposition of 
all characters of land, and tho balance due the United States by the receiver at the close of tho 
period. 
7. The letter of transmittal was then deliver('(] to tho file clerk, who receipted to the examiner there-
for, and the accounts turned over to the aceonntant having charge of the a.djnstm(;'nt of the same, 
thus completing the requirements and final official action in the examination and disposition l1y 
tbis desk of the monthly returns of a local oltieo. 
8. Tho quarterly returns, consisting of the detailed acconnt of cash receipts, the condensed account 
and recapitulation of tho same, tho disbursing accounts, together with tho vouchet·~:~ pertaining 
thereto, and tho detailed statements of original and final homestead aml timber-culture receipts, 
were all'o recr,ived at tbis lleflk with the letter of transmittal, through the tile clerk, recorded iu 
the order named, in a special record, and by the examiner handed to the accountant having charge 
thereof. 
Special agents and miscellaneous accounts deslc. 
The duties of this desk relate to the adjustment of all salary, per diem, and expense 
accounts of the inspectors, examiners of surveys, special, timber, fraudulent land. :tll(l 
swamp agents, and custodians of abandoned military reservations; also of all ac~ounts 
for transportation of agents and other employes of this office, for transportation of 
stationery and supplies sent from this office to the various local land offices; accounts 
for purchase of books, &c., for the General Land Office library; accounts for ''print-
ing maps"; for repairing plats of surveys, all bills for advertising, viz: Sale of pub-
lic lands, restoration of lands to public domain, timber, logs, railroad ties, bidt~ for 
printing maps, plats of surveys, and any other miscellaneous accounts. 
Accounts are paid from different appropriations, viz, "Expenses of inspectors G. 
L. 0."; ''Surveying the public lands"; "Depredations on public timber"; " Protect-
ing public lands" ; " Settlement of claims for swamp lanus and swamp land indem-
nity"; "Preservation of abandoned military reservations"; "Contingent expenses 
of General Land Office." 
Special agents account. 
Special Agent and Examiner C. F. Conrad presents an account for salary and expenses for the mouth 
of Augnst. 
1. Received at mail room, recorded and numbered. 
2. Sent to chief of division of accounts. 
3. By chief turned over to file clerk. 
4. File clerk records same in journal and indexes same in general index. 
5. File clerk turns the account over to the clerk who has the adjustment of same and takes his receipt 
therefor. 
6. Clerk 1·ecords same in his special book by number, name of party, date, post-ollice, date of receipt, 
and from file clerk, and, date of reference to surveying division. 
7. Clerk then enters same by number and name in another book, with date, and refers same to survey-
ing division for certification as to correctness of date, time of service, and authority for incurriiig 
the expenses, taking receipt of tho chief of said division for same. 
B. Upon return of the account from the surveying division the dati) of receipt is duly recorded upon 
both record books. 
i). The account consists of a salary charge and an itemized statement of expenses for board and lodg-
ing for himself and assistants, expenses of team buo, pack animals, supplies for field use, for camp 
equipage, charges for services of cook, packer, chainmen, axma.n, and surveyor. Each item is sus-
tained by a voucher. except that for his own salary. 
lO. The examination and adjustment of the account consists in comparing all dates of service charg('(l 
in the account with those appearing in tho voucher, charges for bmtrd all(llodging calculated for 
each fraction of a da.v, at the rate per llay; calcubtions made for each item appearing in the item-
ized bill for fieltl supplies, also for number of days charged for the use of teams, pack animals, 
surveyor, an<l other assistance. 
ll. In the examination of this account it is found that items are charged in bill of supplies that are not 
allowable, and same is notecl. It is also fonnd that pack animals are charged fot· on certain days, 
but weekly reports of thB a ~rent show that on said tlays he had not entered upon his examination, 
and therefore could not have bad u'le of the animltls; noted. Charges are made for use of packer, 
cook, chainmen, and snrveyor on certain days that are not horne ont by his weekly reports; noted. 
Charges so noted are either disallowed or snspenued, and arn pl:teod in a statement of differences, 
which i~:~ attached to the ltcconnL, and thtl aceount is adjusted for tho amount claimed, less the sus-
pensions or disallowances. Long or short ch,la.ys occur before supplemental accounts for :mspen 
sions are adjusted. 
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12. Upon the completion of the examination the amount to b€. approved by the Commissioner is writ. 
ten out in full upon a designated space on the face of the account. 
13. A letter is then prepared, directetl to Mr. Conrad, notif.\ing him that the account stated at a cer. 
tain sum had been adjusted at tho amount found to be allowable. 
14. The letter shows in did tail what items have been suspended or disallowed, and the reasons for such 
action. 
15. Account and letter is then sent to the bookkeeper, who charges the amount against the appropria. 
tion for surveying the public lands. 
16. It is then passed to the chief and assistant chief of the division for their approval an<l initial and 
tbe certificate of the chif,f of division as to the correctnes~. and by him to tho law examiners, who 
examme and send it to the Commissioner for approv<tl and signature. 
17. The date of adjustment and tmnsmittal to the Commissioner are noted in our record book. 
l!l. When tho Commissioner has approved said account it is returned to the chief of this division, who 
sends it to the file clerk, who g1ves credit to the clerks making tho adjustment. 
19. The file clerk then returns the account to the clerk, who notes in his record the date of receipt 
from the CommissiOner. 
20. The account and letter of notification is by him then givrn to the copyist, who makes a correct 
copy of both letter and account. 
21. .After record the letter of notification is again returned to the clerk who wrote same, and a letter· 
press copy made by him; tllo lrtter is then mailed to its proper destination; date of retum from 
copyist and tee mailing thereof is also made in his record. 
22. When the account is t·ecorded and indexed it is sent to the chief and assistant chief of tho diviAion, 
who transmit same b.v messenger to the disbursing clerk of this Department, when it is again ex· 
amined, and sent to the honomblo Secretary for signature; when signature of Secretary is obtained 
it is again returned to tho disbursing clerk, where same is recordedanrl draft for the amount allowed 
sent to Mr. Conrad at his head.a.uarters. 
Adjustrnent of Adarns Express aCCO'll;atB. 
Adams Express accounts are a<ljusted quarterly, as follows: The accounts are re-
ceived, with the accompanying vouchers or way-bills by the mail clerk, and forwarded 
to the chief of the division of accounts, by whom they are examined and sent to the file 
clerk to be docketed; the latter delivers them to the accountant, taking a receipt there-
for. The accountant p1·oceeds to the a<ljustment in the following order: 
(1) Prove the footings of charges in account. 
(2) Find the total amount of deposits. 
(3) Compare the vouchers, or way· bills, with account. 
(4) Separate the depositat·ies. 
(fi) Examine the vouchers. 
(6) State the account. 
(7) Take the report number. 
(8) Write letter of transmit.tal to Comptroller. 
(9) Brief and file the envelop13s for record. 
(10) Send account to the book·keeper for entry. 
(11) Write letter of notification of adjustment to express agent. 
(1~) Tho book-keeper delivers the account to the chief of division for approval, after which-
(13) It is sent to the Commissioner for signature. 
(14) 'Vhen received from the Commissioner by th& chief of tl1e division, it is again sent ~the file clerk, 
wbo uelivors it to the clerk who has adjusteu it; the latter places it in tho hands of the recorder; 
after it is recorded the report of adjustment is briefed and transmitted, with tho account and vouch· 
ers, to tho :First Comptroller of tho Treasury, with request that draft for payment of the amount 
found due bo forwardecl to the agent of the company. · 
The letter of notification to the agent, after approva! by tho chief of division and signature by the 
Commissioner, is bande(l to tho recording clerk; when retumed to the desk of the accountant by 
the latter a press copy is taken and the oril,!inallotter mailed to the compa:qy's agent. 
Division of accounts-book-keeper's desk. 
Interior civil appropriation warrants are issued by the Treasury Department, giv-
ing the titles ancl amounts appropriated by Congress for expenses connected with 
the land service, and accounts are opened in a ledger and all expenditures made 
therefrom antl amounts repaid are posted therein, under the proper head, in m·der 
that a correct account may be kept of the amount expended under each appropria-
tion, and that the expenses of the service may not exceed the amount of the a.ppro-
priation. 
Accounts are kept on this desk of the following appropriations made by Congress: 
"Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers." 
"Contingent expenses of land offices." 
"Expenses of depol!liting public moneys." 
"Depredations on public timber." 
"Protecting public lands." 
"Expenses of hearings in land entries." 
" Settlement of claims for swamp lands ancl swamp-land indemnity." 
" Reproducing pla.ts of surveys.'' 
"Surveying public lands." 
"Examiuatiou of surveys." 
"Surveying private lancl claims in California." 
"Surveying pri va.te la.n(l claims in Louisiana." 
"Surveying private land claims in New Mexico." 
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"Appraisement and sale of abandoned mi1it:11:y reservations." 
''Expenses of inspectors, Genmal Land Office." 
"Library, General Land Office." 
''Maps of the United States." 
"Resurveys of thQ public lands." 
''Surveying public lands in Nevada." 
"Surveying the Hanson grant, :Floriua." 
''Additional copies map of the United States." 
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"Deposits by individuals for surveying public lands." 
Salaries, ofiice of surveyor-general of Arizoua, California, Colorado, Dakota, 
Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, Wyoming. 
Contingent expenses, office surveyor-general of Arizona, California, Florida, Colo-
rado, Dakota, Idaho, Louisiana, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Ort·gon, 
Utah, Washington, Wyoming. 
Accounts are kept with each surveyor-general under such of the abovc-nam<'<l 
appropriations as pertain to his office, which arc tho~e for salaries, contingent ex JW11HN>, 
deposits by individuals, surveying the public lands, and, iu California, Louisiana, ancl 
New Mexico, surveying private land claims. He is clebite<l, under the proper hPatl, 
with all moneys adYanced to him as uisbursing agent, and crcdi tc<l with all cxpcm<li-
tnres thercfi·om. 
Accounts are kept with each receiver of pnulic moneys, acting as llishnrsi ng agent, 
nuder such of the following-nametl appropriat10ns as art' required to be use1l for ex-
penses at his offic~, and he is debited and credited as above: 
'' Salaries and commissions of regiAters anfl receivers." 
"Contingent expenses land offices." 
"Expenses of deposit.ing public moneys." 
"Depredations on public t.imber." 
"Protecting public lands." 
"Expenses of hearings in land entries." 
Accounts are kept with each receiver of public moneys, in which he is llobitcll with 
the amount, as shown by his adjusted accounts, of all moneys l''~ceiv<>d hy him dming 
ea.ch quarter from the disposal of public lands, and credited with all morwys d<'po~­
itell by him to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States, durin~ the Hame 
period. 
Accounts are kept with each surveying district in which depositA nuttlo on ac-
count of office work connected with surveying public lands are credited, antl expendi-
tures made therefrom are debited. 
To ascel'tain at any time with facility the amount of au appropriation wl1ich is 
unexpended, a daily balance register is kept. 
All payments made by the Treasury Department are entered upon and posted from 
a blotter. 
Expenditures by disbursing agents and amounts debited and credited to rcceivt•rs 
are posted directly from their adjusted accounts. 
Reports of receivers and disbursing agents adjusted accounts are critically C'Xam-
iucd when they reach this desk, aud any inaccuracies or omissionA arc reported to tho 
chief of the division, and the report is at once amended or corrected. 
The following shows the method of disposing of adjusted accounts, &c., when re-
ceived from the accountants : 
April 6,1887, received from requisition clerk and accountants the following: 
Request to the honorable Secretary of the Interior for the issutl of a req ni.sition in favor of ;J. McEilis, 
receiver. acting as disbursing agent at Denver, Colo., payable from the appropriation for salal'ieH 
aml commissions of registers and receivers, 1887, $1 ,501). 
Special Agent ;John Smith's account for month of .March, 1887, payable from appropriation i"or pro-
tecting public lands, 1887, $240. 
Report No. 47250, Deputy Surveyor Samuel ;Jones's acconnt for $2,500 payable from :tppropriation ror 
surveying the public lands, 1886. 
Report No. 40700, adjusteu account of Z. T. Crawford, receiver of public mon0ys at Gainesville, ]'J:t., 
for quarter ending December 31, 18R6. 
Report No. 40701, adjusted account of Z. T. Crawford , r·cceivor nt Gainesville, Fla., acting as diRbnrs· 
ing agent, for fourth quarter, 1886. 
A memorandum of the special agents' and tll'puty Rnrveyors' accounts, and ~f the reqn0st for reqn isi-
tion is entered on the blottrr. 
The reports of receivers' and dis burRing agents' nccounts are thrn thorong-hl;\' o.·amincd as state!l. 
All acljusted accounts, reports, &c., if they appo>a.r to be correct, at·e han!letl as t!Hiy are r•>eei··ccl ancl 
passed by t.he book-keeper to tho chid or tile division, who refers them to the assistant ch1oi lor 
his inspection. 
Then, if approvotl by tl10 chief of tho tli\'i~ion , tho law cxaminorR, atHl signed hy tho Commission<>r, 
they aro rotun1etl to the cbicfoftbo di\·i~itr. and ref'enocl hy him to tho l>ook-lwopcr. 
Those which are notetlnpon the blot tl'r :tt'l' checked off at on co arul hatHll'•l to the Iile clerk ; antl tlwy 
arc posted from tho hlotiCir i11 the proper ledgers an<luwh·r tho propt•r ho.)ad. 
Tho amounts debit<'<l and cro1lited to 7,, T. Crawford, in th11 adjust1111mt or hi:; acl'otmtR aR rl'ceivor a111l 
as acting clislmrsin::r agent , are poster!, a:: (lescdbcd Lloroin, from the !'<'ports, whieh arc then re· 
forred to tlJC filoekrlL 
As accounts arc returuetl sigru..: t ',o l!ai : n: e•l~ 1111 tholml:t11ce record are ehange<l daily. 
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Deposits by indi1·iduals for su1·veyi11[J public lands. 
A letter transmittin{! duplicate certificates of deposit, issuetl on account of stu,·cying public lamls, iR 
received by the elliot' of the division, a.nll delivere(l to the 1ilo clerk After cutcrini-: a brit'i' of it 
upon his records ho turns it over to tho assistant book· keeper, taking his receipt. therefor. 
As soon as it is practicable letters acknowledging the re<~Pipt ot <~ertiticatc, aru writtt•n. :md a <le-
scription of each certificate is entered upon tl1e J'ccords. Tho deposits made for surveys in cacb 
district aro kept. separately. 
Lettere acknowledging the receipt of the certificates, after bein~ approvctl by tho chief of tho diYiRion, 
the law examiners, an<lsig1wd by tho Cornmission,~r, aru retnrued to the chief of the divi~iou, ro· 
ferred by him to the file clerk, uotecl by him, reeordrd in tho proprr book, pl'CSS copied by U11! 
writer, a'ucl mailed. · 
'l'he following statement shows the amount antl character of business received 
tranHacted, and disposed of during the periotl, and on ltanll, penuiug, ancl llJJdisposell 
of at the dates specified below in the accounts division or the GCJwral La.nll OHicn, 
Department of the Interior: 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of hnsincss per-
formed, transacted, and d1sposed of during the periods specitied, by the employes in 
the accounts division of the General Laud Office, Department of the Interior: 
Charn.cter of business. ,Jul!, IAug.,ISept., Oct., Nov., Doc., Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May, Juno, 
188.'!. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1884. 1884. 1884. 1884. 1881. 1884. 
----------1------
Letters written . _.... . . . . 1, 726 1, 726 1, 727 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 726 1, 72P 
Accounts adjusted ...... -~ 416 416 4161 416 4161 416 4161 4161 416 4161 4161 417 
Entl'it•s of public land 
received, examined, and 
d-~Hposed of. ............ 16, 787 16, 787 16, 788l16, 787 16, 787 16, 787130, 168 30, 168 30, 168 30, 168130, 168!30, 168 
Character of business. July,IAug.,ISept., Oct., I Nov., Dec., Jan, IFeh., Mar.,I.Apr .  , /May, l.rnnl:l, 
1884. 1884. H!84. 1884. 1884. 1884. 1885. 1885. 1885. 1885. 1885. 1885. 
----------·1---------- ---- - -- ------
Letters writ.ten . . . . . . . • . . 1, 834 1, 894 1, 891 1, 834 1, 834 1, 834 1, 777 1, 701 1, 777 1, 777 1, 720 1, 7i7 
.AC«'Otmt!'l atlju!'lted. ...... 409 421 421 409 409 40!)1 397 3771 3(17 397 337 385 
Entriefl of pnhlic lallll 
rcceived,examiued, and 
disposed of ............. 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 20, 127 
Character ofbusiness.I'Tnl~, Aug.,ISep~., Oct::, I No;; .• Dec., I Jan.,IFob., Mar . , Apr.,ll\Ia~·, ,.Ttil~~ 
188<>. 1885. 1l38o. 18ib. IRS<>. 1885. 1886. 1886. 1886. 1886. 1886. 18~6. 
---------·1-- -- ------------ -------------
Letters written .......... 1,850 1,850 1,972 1,973 1,971 1,973 1,727 1,726 1,788 1,73(1 1,740 1,7::!1 
Accounts adjnste<l . . . . . 601 602 6411 642 641 642 561 560 ii91 5UO 561 556 
Entries of public land I 
received, examined, and 
disposed of ............. 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 20, 253 W, 2:>3 
Character of business. July, Aug., Sept.,] I Oct., Nov., Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar., Avr.,IMa.y, Jnne, 
1886. 1886. 1886. 1886. 1886. 1886. 1887. 1887. 1887. 1887. 1887. 1887. 
----------------'----
Letters written .......... 1,785 1,913 1,976 1,912 1,!113 1,911 . 1,915 1,909 ..................... .. 
Accountsndjusted....... il!J61 433 437 4281 4201 4281 4271 413~--- .. ~------ .......... .. 
Entl'ios of publio land 
rcceh,ed, examined, and 
disposed of.. ........... 18, 309l18, 30>ll8, 312 20, 885 20, 887 20, 888 14, 052 13, 312 .................. 
1 
..... . 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes (including chief 
of division) in the accounts division of the General Laml Office, Department of the 
Interior, during the 1}eriods spe~ified: 
____ Y_e_a_r. ____ 
1
_J_a_n_. _F_e_b_. _M_a_r_. _A_p_r_. _M_a_y_. J_u_n_e_. -J"-~1-~-· _A_u_g_ &p~j_o_c_t_. ---~-o_Y_.-_n_e_c-_. 
1884. •• • . • .•. • • . . •• • • • . . . . 30 30 30 30 30 ao a2 33 33 32 32 32 
1885. .. • . . . • • . . . . . .•. • • • •. 31 31 31 31 30 30 30 30 32 32 32 32 
~~~~·<·t~ M:~~:·i>::::::::::: ~~ ~~ ·--~~-~---:~-~- .. :~ .... :~ .... :~., ... ~~ .... ~~-~---~~-1-·· ~~-~- ... ~~ 
-----------------~--~--~---2 
No account has been kept iu this division "of Hw business performed and disposed 
of by each employe" during the years 18d4, 18t3:>, 188G, an<l1t!87, until since March 1, 
18H7. 
The presumptive reason "why snch account has not been kept'' is, that no order 
to that effect issued until that date. 
It follows that the required sLatement cannot be given, except for the period of the 
fiscal year intervening between March 1, 1887, and the date of report. 
The weekly reports of business transacted by each ~mploye, as reqnired by Depart-
ment order.\of March 1,1887, is a num~rical report of letters written, accounts ad-
justed, pages copied, and pages type-written, &c. It would be manifestly unjust to 
accountants in the accounts division of the General Land office to attempt to show, as 
between clerks, by whom themostorleast" businessistransacted"inany given time. 
"Accounts" is the highest generalization of classes of work, each of which may vary 
so widely one from the other in points of time consumed in adjustment, character of 
computation, contingent examinations, short or long, simple or complex accounts, 
that it is impossible to state with even approxima,te accuracy which accountant 
transacts most or least business. 
Two clerks, for instance, of equal capacity may work, oue as hard as the other, dur-
ing tho seven working hours of a day, or the forty· two working Lours of a week, and 
one adjust three accounts and tlle other ten accounts. A statement showing tho 
numerical fact would be essentially misleading as to the amount of work done, be-
causu the three require as much work as the ten acconnts, a,nd tho clerk who adjusts 
the three accounts may work harder than the clerk who computes the seven accounts, 
because of the more difficult character of the three accounts. 'l'he fi2:ures indicate 
that one clerk does more tllau three times as ruuch work as the other. This sta~e of the 
case is true also of writing letters. Two letters may be written, one in twenty min-
utes; the same number of pages of another, that req nires the investigation of records, 
of law, of rules, and regulations relat.ing to its snbject-matter, m its preparation 
may consume seven hours. Some accounts adjusted in this division require three 
months of continuous work. A three-line telegram to the Commissiuner of the Gen-
eral Land Office from a chairm~w of a committee of Congress, referred to this division 
requiring a certain statement, has consumed a week or more for an accountant to pre-
pare it. 
Figures will decide between type-writers and copyists as to which does most and 
least work in a given period by countingandreportingthe number of pages written 
by each; but not so as to accountants. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration aud tntnsaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the accounts division of the General Land Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Year. 
1884 ···-·····················---·· ...... . 
1885 ·····--····················· .....•... 
1886 ··-··· ······ ..••..••.••. ···-········· 
1887 (to Maroh 1) .......•••••.••.••••••. 
No. of em- Average NAvf~ge No. of 

















The official day is from 9 to 4 (seven hours); but there is allowed to the employes 
thirty minutes, from 12m. to 12.30 p.m., for lunch, which is almostinvarial>ly availed 
of, thus making the avera~o office .hoqrs not to exceed 6i. 
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The following statement shows the maximum unmber of tlays devoted to business 
by the employe prel!lent for the greatest number of days, and also the miuimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by tho employe present for the least numher of days 
in the accounts division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1 1:Zr.<~ 
Maximum number of days . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *295!! *279~ *285~ ~--.-4; 
Minimum number of days....................................... tl87¥ t232¥ t244h- t346 
• Accountant. t Copyist. t Clerk class one, miscellaneous work. 
MINERAL DIVISION. 
Report of the mineral dil'ision, General Land Office, on the methods of business and tvork, 
as requested by Senate Select Cmmnittee, and called for by Department ciTCltla1· of March 
23, 1~. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the mineral division 
of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) Mineral and coal entries. 
(2) Contests. 
(3) Quasi-contests. 
(4) Agricultural entries, involving mineral character of the land. 
(5) Railroad lists referred to this division for examination, involving the mineral 
character of the land. 
(6) Petitions for suit by the United States to set aside mineral patents. 
(7) Preparing certified copie~:~ of papers, plats, and records. 
(8) Correspondence. 
(9) Miscellaneous matters-e. g., relinquishments, requests by registers and re-
ceivers and snrveyor:s-general for instructions, &c. 
If any of the above items a.re not included in the tabulated statements following, 
it is because no separate account has been kept of work done under them. 
The various classes of business resulting from actiou on these items arc fully shown 
in the following statei.Ueut of methods of transacting business: 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting bu~>iness lu the mineral di-
vision of the General Laud Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one 
or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, begin-
ning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Laud Office, an(l then 
showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of t~uch principal 
l)nsiness matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acteu upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposetl of, 
and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Letters relating to matters coming before this division are first received in the 
general registering room, where the letter and inclosures are numbered and entered in 
the proper registers. Except the abstracts of sales aml papers relating to coal entries, 
which are first sent to the division of account::;, autl to tho division of public lands 
for posting, after which they are brought to this division, such part of the daily mail 
I'CC6ived at this office as involves mineral questions i::~ then regularly referred to thi~:~ 
division an<l placed on the desk of the chief, who inspect& it for the purpose of making 
proper reference of the various matters and hands it to the docket clerk. 
(1) A general supervision over all the work of the division is exercised by the chief 
of division, who is responsible for the management of the division and the contlnct 
of the business within its jurisdiction. He inspects the daily mail upon its receipt 
and properly refers it for action, gives directions in regard to the assignment of work, 
and pal:lses upon all letters and decisions submitted by the clerks, placing his initials 
upon them, if approYeu by him. He submits weekly summary awl detailed reports 
to the c-hief clerk, showing the state of work in the division, n,ud the progress made 
during tho week, a.nd the w Jrk done by each clerk in the division. lie also has 
charge of the discipline of th3 clerks and submits a , daily and weekly rel?ort ~:~howing 
attendance and absences. 
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(2) Each letter is entered m the register of letters received, and also, if relating 
to a contest or quasi-contest case, upon the contest or quasi-contest docket. The let-
ters of that day are then handed to the file clerk for distri uution among the clerks to 
whom they have been assigned by the chief. After official action i~:~ taken upon each 
letter it iR indorsed by the clerk with a note, showing such action, and returned to 
the docket clerk, who notes such action opposite the entry of said letter iu the regis-
ter of letters received, and also, if it relates to a contest or quasi-contest case, upon 
those dockets. The contest and quasi-contest dockets show all letters received and 
all action tak~n in each case. 
(3) Upon receiving the daily mail from the docket clerk the file clerk distributes 
amoug the various clerks aJlletters except those forwarding mineral entries, cont(lsts, 
or quasi-contests which have not before been pending iu the division. The papers 
relating to a new contest or quasi-contest, inclosed in a properly indorsed jacket, are 
placed in the appropriate files to await action in their regular order. A new mineral 
entry he enters upon the ~eneral docket of ex parte mineral and coal entries, from 
which work is assigned, giving it the proper number in the onler of its receipt, and 
he also enters it upon the docket of mineral or coal entries made in the particular dis-
trict. He then incloses the papers in a jacket, which is properly indorsed, and, after 
sending the register's final certificate of entry to division C for posting upon the tract-
books, places the case in the unexamined files to await examination in its order upon 
the docket. A protest against an entry is assigned by the chief of division to the 
clerk who may have the entry under consideration, or, if the case bas not yet been 
reached in its regular order, is filed with the case to which it refers, for examination 
in connection "therewith. The receipt of the protest is acknowledged. 
The file clerk has charge of all the files of the division, and sends cases and papers 
to the attomey's room upon proper requisition by card, and is responsible for the safe 
keeping of the records and papers in his charge. 
( 4) When an entry, which may embrace a lode claim, placer claim, lode and placer 
claim, mill site claim, either separate or in connection with a lode claim or a coal 
claim, is reached in its regular order for examination, the entry is assigned to an ex-
amining clerk for official action. His examination requires a minute investigation 
of the various points hereafter enumerated in a note on page 27 of description of pro-
ceedings in the Maid of Erin case. If he finds, upon examinatioh, that no objection 
to the issue of patent exists, he indorses the jacket of the case, ''Entry approved," 
with date of approval and his initials. The pape1·s in the case then go to the board 
in charge of the issue of mineral patents. 
If, on the other hand, the examiner of the case should find the entry defective in 
any respect, a decision in the form of a letter, addressed to the register and 1·ecei ver 
or surveyor-general, stating the defects, and instructing them to call upon the claim-
ants for supplemental evidence, or requiring amendment of the survey, i~:~ prepared uy 
the examiner. This decision is submitted to the chief of the division for his approval. 
If he approves it he places his initials thereon and sends it to the board of l:tw ex-
aminers for their consideration. In exceptional cases it is also submitted to the law 
clerks. If signed by the Commissiono3r or Assistant Commissioner it is press-copied 
and mailed. It is also from the press copy-book copied into the permanent reco1·ds, 
compared, and indexed. 'l'he entry papers are then placed in tho suspended files to 
await further action by claimants. If claimants are represented here by attorney, 
such attorney is notified of the action by letter, similarly prepared by the examiner, 
approved, and sigued. If not, the parties are notified by the register and receiver 
or surveyor-general. 
[NOTE.-Allletters and decisions take the course here described, and such descrip-
tion will not hereafter be repeated in this statement of methods. As a rule, howevor, 
personal letters are not recorded in the permanent records, but they are properly in-
dexed therein after being press-copied.] 
Upon the receipt of additional evidence the cas(' is again examiped, in connection 
therewith, and approved, again suspended, or held for cancellation, as ma,y be neces-
sary. Frequently several such examinations are 1·equired before the entry is finally 
disposed of by the issue of patent or cancellation. If no appeal is filed within the 
time prescribed by tho rnles of practice from a decision holding the entry for cancel-
lation, the entry is canceled and the cancellation is noted on the records of this office, 
and the register and receiver are notified thereof uy letter, in which they are in-
structed to note the caneellatiou on their records and notify the parties in interest. 
l!"~rom final action by this office upon any point involved in a case, at any stage 
of the proceedings, the case may go to the Secretary of the Interior on appeal aml he 
afterwards disposed of according to his decision. At all sta~es noi,ice of action is 
given to the parties in · terest or their attorneys of record. Where appeal is taken, 
under the rules, a letter is prepared, ·with a schedule of all the papers, and the eutinJ 
record is forwarded 1o the Secretary for his examination. 
(5) A contest case is one in which, because of conflicting claims, a hearing has been 
ordered and testiruouy taken before or under tho direction of the 1·egister and receiver. 
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Tbe entire record, including the testimony, exhibits, and al1 papers relating to claims 
involved. is forwarded to this office with the dedsion of the register and receiver. 
When reached in its regular order the case is given to an examining clerk, who ex-
amines the whole record, the testimony frequently covering several hundred pages, 
and prepares a decision, acldressed t.o the register and receiver, upon the law and the 
facts, which is approved and signed as above described. P~trtics in interest are no-
tified, and appeal to the Secretary of the Interior may ue taken under the rules of 
practice. When a final decision is made by the Secretary, .or a decision of this office 
becomes final uy failure to appeal, the case is regularly closed by leLt.er to that ell'ect, 
addressed to the register and receiver, the pa.rt.ies in interest are notified, and the 
papers arc then placed in the closed contest files. 
(6) Quasi-contests are thoso cases in which an appoal is tn.keu from the refusal of 
the register and 1·eceiver to allow application to be filed or entry to ue made forcer-
taid land, or from a decision of the surveyor-general relating to survey. As there 
are no contesting parties, the matter is ono between the GoYermnent and the ttp-
pe1lant. 
When a quasi-contest is reached in its regular order it is assigned to an examining 
clerk for action, and a letter in the nature of a decision ~prepared, as above described 
in c~tse of a contest, after thorough examina.tion of ihe papers and records. Appeal 
may be taken, as in contests, and the case is similarly closed upon final decision. 
(7) Entries of public lands, under other than the mining laws, are assigned to other 
divisions of this office for examination and action. Where, in the course of such ex-
amination, it is discovered that the Janel was returned as mineral upon official survey, 
that affidavits alleging the mineral character of the land have been filed, or that any 
portion of the land is claimed under the mining laws, the entry is referred to this 
division for adjudication as to the mineral q ncstion. 
Upon its receipt it is entered upon the docket of a.gricnltural entries involving 
mineral questions and assigned to an examining clerk, who makes a thorough inves-
tigation of the facts as disclosed by papers on file, entries and notations on the traet-
books, the connected diagrams and the plats and field-notes of official surveys. If 
it regularly appears that the land is non-mineral an indorsement to that effect is 
made upon the papers by the examining clerk, over his initials, and the case is re-
turned to the division from which it was referred. In other cases a letter is prepared 
by the clerk, and approved and signed as above described. Such letter mtty order a 
hearing to determine disputed facts, may require affidavits showi11g the non-mineral 
character of the land, or, where the law or regulations requiring notice of the claim 
have not been complied with, may return the papers Cor such uotice to ue giveu. Ap-
peals lie from final decisions to the Secretary of the Interior, and the nmt,tcr is 1iuall.v 
closed in this division by the return of the entry to the division 1·eferring it, indorsed 
with the action here taken, or by the cancellation of the entry after duo notice to 
}larties in interest. 
(f;) Where a list of selections made by a railroad company under a Congressional 
grant includes lands situated in regions known to contain minerals, and :subject to 
disposal under the mining laws, such list is referred by the railroad division to this 
division before patenting, for adjudication as to the mineral (1ucstiom; involved. Each 
list contains, as a rule, many thousand acres, aud each sma.llest legal subdivision ern-
braced therein is examined, in connection with tho tract-books, plats, 1·eturns, &c., 
in the same manner and with the same care as in case of au a.gricultural entry, described. 
above. 
If necessary to determine the character of the land, ad<litional evidence is req nircd 
or a hearing before the register and receher ordered. If any of the land is fonud to 
be mineral and not subject to the grant, the railroad claim is to that extent rejected 
by formal decision addressed to th~register and receiver, au<l due notice is given to 
the company. :From such decision appeal maybe taken to the Secretary. 
(9) Miscellaneous \Datters, including petitions for suit by the United States, coal 
D. S. relinquishments, questions submitted by the registee and receiver or surveyor-
general for instructions, &c., are regarded as current business and are taken up at 
once for examination and action. 
Where a petition for the institution of suit to set aside a patent is received, either 
by reference from the Secretary of the Interior or from the Attorney-General of the 
United States through the Secretary of the Interior, it is considered in connection with 
the record in the patented case, particular 1·egard ueing had to the following points: 
Whether the affidavits accompanying the petition are sufficient to overthrow the pre-
sumption arising frQm the evidence filed in the case during the regular course of the 
proceedings; whether the United States have any present interest in the matter; 
whether the rights of innocent purchasers have intervened; whether the petitioner 
has an adequate remedy by private suit; and, if so, wheLher he m:ty not properly be 
left to seek such remedy; whether then~ is a probability of a suit by the Government 
being 8uccessful; and whether, in view oi all the circumstances, it would be good 
policy for the Governruent to attack the title it. bas granted. 
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The whole matter having been carefully investigated by an examining clerk, to whom 
the petition bas been referred by the chief of division, he prepares a report, addressed 
to the Secretary of the Interior, approved and signed as above described, stating the 
facts in full, and either recommenuing or not recommending the institution of suit as 
prayed. The report is press-copied in a special press-copy book, copied into a special 
permanent record, and forwarded to the Secretary, with the petition and accompany-
ing papers. Such letter being regarded as a contidential communication to the Sec-
retary, notice thereof is not given by this office to the parties interested. 
(10) By far the greater number of mineral claims are surveyed in more or less irregu-
lar tracts which have no conformity to the general system of public surveys. A 
mineral survey is frequently overlapped by half a dozen or more conflicting surveys. 
In order to prevent confusion and avoid disposing of the same land under different 
laws or more than once under the same law, it becomes necessary, therefore, to have 
connected diagrams, showing the situation of the mining claims as officially surveyed, 
with reference to other mining claims and, where the public surveys have been ex-
tended over the land, with reference to the legal subdivisions of those surveys. This 
compilation must be continually revised and amended, so as to show the chan~es made 
by resurveys and the additions made by new mineral surveys and the sales ot mineral 
lands. This work requires the best services of skilled draughtsmen. 
(11) All mineral patents are prepared in and issued from this division. 
After an entry has been regularly approved and turned over to the board in charge 
of the issue of mineral patents, as before indicated1 the case is assigned to a clerk who, from data found in the papers, writes the draft ot the patent, the description of the 
property to be conveyed being generally obtained from official field-notes of survey 
approved by the United States Surveyor-General. 
For every draft of a patent preparAd, except in the very rare cases of entries made by 
legal subdivisions, a copy of at least one official plat must be made. After the draft 
is prepared it is examined in connection with the papers in the case by said board, 
and any errors found are pointed out and the necessary corrections made. Where 
copy of official plat is made it is also examined by this board for the purpose of de-
termining the accuracy of the lines with reference to courses and distances and con-
flicts with intersecting lines and claims. If found correct in all respects by said board 
the draft of the patent is properly numbered. Letters are then prepared and sub-
mitted to the Commissioner for his signature, addressed to the "President's secretary 
to sign land pateds" and the Recorder of the General Land Office, requesting their 
signatures to said draft of the patent. After these letters have been signed they are 
sent to said officers, and the draft of the patent is at the same time submitted to them 
by the Commissioner for their signatures. 
(12) Upon its return to this division, signed and sealed, the patent is recorded in 
full in the official record of mineral patents, and the board then compares the record 
with the patent. 
The plat for the patent and the copy made in the record are made by draughtsmen. 
The patent records are inde:x:ed by the recording clerks, both by names of claims and 
of claima.nts. 
(13) The patent is then sent to the register and receiver for delivery to the person 
surrendering the duplicate receiver's receipt, unless the receipt should previously 
have been filed in this office, in which case the patent is forwarded directly to the 
person who filed it or to such address as he may have indicated. 
(14) Certified copies of papers, plats, or records on file in this C:.ivision are made by 
a copyist or draughtsman, or both, and compared by the board above mentioned. A 
certificate properly describing the exemplification is then prepared by an examiner 
and attached to the copy, and with an accompanying letter of transmittal is submitted 
to the chief of division, the board of law examiners, and signed by the commissioner. 
The certificate and letter are then press-copied and the copy, with certificate attached, 
is sent to the recorder's division that .the seal of the office may be attached. Upon its 
return the letter and certified copy are mailed. 
(15) A large amount of current correspondence is answered in this division, consisting 
of inquiries in regard to the status of cases, general inquiries under the mining laws, 
&c. The letters are assigned by the chief of division to the docket or file clerk or an 
examining clerk for answer, which frequently involves extended search of the records. 
Proper inquiries are carefully answered by letter. Such letters to private individ-
uals, if the letter is of sufficient importance, are recorded in the permanent records 
from the press copy. Action upon relinquishments, requests for instructions, &c., is 
taken by an examining clerk by letter. Particular care is required in iasuing in-
structions to registers and receivers or surveyors-general. 
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Case of the application of H. A.. W. Taboret al., for patent upon the Maid of Erin Lodt 
mining clai1n, filed in the Lead1Jille, Colorado, land office on February 5, 1880. Proceed-
ings therein, given as a sample item. 
December 4, 1880. Letter dated November 29,1880, received from register at Leadville, inclosing pro· 
test of S. G. Wight et al., owners of the Vanderbilt Lode mining claim, a~ainst issuing a patent 
upon the Maid of Erin application, alleging failure to comply with the law m the matter of (1) dis-
covery of mineral, (2) Rinkin~ a discovery shaft and (3) marking and discribing the boundaries of 
the location. Sent to the registering room and numbered 1880-762i8, indexed in index volume 53, 
at page 92, registered in register and receiver volume 15, Leadville office, and sent to the mineral 
division (N). Assigned by D. K. Sickels, a. clerk of class four desi~atetl as chief of of division, to 
himself tor action, and banded to the docket clerk, entered by him m the division register of letters 
received, vol. 6, page 61, and given to ~aid Sickels. 
rNon:.-All other letters hereinafter mentioned as received at this office were similarly treated prior 
to their receipt in this division, and such action by the registering room, which is a. part of an-
other division, will not, therefore. be described.] 
December 30, 1880. Letter prepared by Sickels, returning protest to register and receiver and ordering 
a bear-ing to determine the facts upon the points mentioned therein. Initialed by him as chief of 
division, examined by board ofletter reviewers, signed by the Commissioner, copied in press copy. 
ing book, copied therefrom by a copyist into the permanent record of letters sent, vol. 37, page 484, 
and mailed. Letter from register, indorsed with a. statemeut of action taken, returned to docket 
clet·k and by him placed in the files, after noting action on register of letters received. 
December 31, 1880. Letter prepared by Sickels, advising A. \V. Rucker, protestants' attorney, of 
above action. Initialed by Sickels as chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, signed 
by thl' Commissioner, press copied, copied into permanent records and mailed. 
January 11, 1881. Letter dated January 5, 1881, received from register, acknowledging receipt of office 
letter of December 30, 1880. Designated 1881-::!171 by registering room. Assigned by chief of 
division to himself, entered by docket clerk, as above, examined by Sickels and returned by him to 
docket clerk to be placed in the files without answer, none being required. 
July 12, 1881. Letter dated July 6, 1881, received from register, forwarding record of hearing, 21 
papers, including 76 pages of closely printed testimony. Designated as 1881-45856 in regis~rinp: 
room. Entered by docket clerk in register of letters received, and also, because bearing bad been 
had. entere-d on contest docket, vol. 5, page 84, No. 98. Inclosed in a jacket indorsed "Contest No. 
98, Vanderbilt Lode v. Maid of Erin Lode, Leadville, Colorado," handed to the file clerk and by 
him placed in the files of contests awaiting examination. 
LNOTE.-Each letter received in the case, after this, was assigned to some clerk by the chief of division 
and entered by the docket clerk both upon the register of letters received--and upon the contest 
docket.] 
Julv 15. 1881. Letter dated July 10, 1881, received from A. W. Rucker, Leadville, requesting oral 
'argument in the case. D!'signated as 1881-46794. Assigned to Sickels. 
July 31,1881. Telegram received from Rucker, asking argument on August 15, 1881. Designated as 
1881-50625. Assigned to Sickels. 
August 1, 1881. Telegram to Rucker prepared by Sickels, initialed by him as chief of division, signed · 
by commissioner. press copied, copied into permanent records, and taken to telegraph office. stat-
ing that instructions would be sent by mail. Antion indorsed on telegram from Rucker, which 
was then given to docket clerk for filing with case. ' 
[NOTE.-The regular action in case of each communication from this office regarding the contest is, 
after the letter is signed, as follows: Copied in press-copy book and mailed, copied therefrom by 
copyist into permanent records, action noted upon the letter replied to and the contest jacket by 
the clerk who pr!>pared the letter or telegram. .A.ll papers handecl to docket clerk, who notes the 
action upon the contest docket and register of letters received, and bands t.be papers to the file 
clerk, who places them in the files. Such action will not, therefore, be recapitulated in case of 
each letter in the following description.] 
August 1, 1881. LcttPr dated Jnly 30, 1881, received from E. q. Ford, cit,v, entering his appearance as 
attorney for Tabor et al. Designated as 1881-50549. Ass1gnell to Sickels. 
August ~. 1881. Letter prepared by Sickels, initialed by him as chief of division, examined by board 
of law examiners, and signed by Commissioner, addressed to Ford, acknowledging receipt of his 
appearance. d b · k 1 · ·t· 1 d b b' b' f f 1' · · · d b b 1 August 2, 1881. LPtter prepare ,y SJC e s, m1 1a e y 1m as c 1e o < IVlSlOn, examine y oarc 
of letter reviewers, and signed by the Commissioner, addressed to Rucker, pointing out the pro. 
cedure by which, under the rules of practice, he might obtain oral argument. 
August 17, 1881. Lettet· (1881-54450) dated August 9, 1881, received from Rucker, giving notice of 
argument on AuguRt 24, 1881. AsRigned to Sickels and filed with case without action. 
Septembl-'r 5, 1881. Letter (1881-58762) dated September 1, 1881, received from Rucker, inclosing 
argument. Assigned to Sickels and tiled with case without answer. 
September 24, 1881. Letter (1881-62481) dated September 13, 1881, received from Rucker, asking to be 
informed by telegraph of action when taken. Assigned to Sickels and filed with the case with· 
out answer. 
September 29, 1881. Argument (1881-63425) dated September 20, 1881, received from Ford. Assigned 
to Sickels and filed with case without answer. 
October 29. 1881. Telegram (1881-70229) received from Rucker, asking that decision be withheld until 
his arrival. Filed with case without answer. 
November 9, 1881. The whole record having been examined by Joseph Tyssowski, a clerk of class 3, 
a decision 36 pages in length, addressed to the register and receiver, was prepared by him, ini· 
tialed by the chief of division, examined by the board of law examiners, and signed by the Com-
missioner. This decision reviewed the testimony and held, as matter of fact, that the protestants 
had not substantiated their allegations, and, as matter of law, that the evidence introduced to 
show superior rights in the Vanderbilt location could not then be considered, under the statuti\ 
the sixty days within which adverse rights could be asserted having ex{>i.red, that a discovery of 
mineral in the so-called "Discovery Shaft" is not essential, if discovery 1s made within the bound· 
aries of the claim before adverse rights have attached, and that an error in the description in the 
location notice, which is not misleading, does not render the location void, and for these reasons 
dismissed the protest. 
November 9, 1881. Letter similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Rucker, advising 
him. 
November 9, 1881. Letter similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Ford, advising 
him. 
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November 29, 1881. Letter (1881-76942) dated November 23, 1881, received from register, forwarding 
nineteen papers relating to mineral entry No. 834, which had that .lay been allowed by the regis-
ter at the land office at Leadville, upon the Maid of Erin application, assigned to the docket clerk, 
entered upon register of letters received, noted on contest docket, handed to file clerk, entered on 
register of mineral entries from Leadville and upo11 general docket of mineral entries, No. 3511, 
jacketed, and filed with mineral entries awaiting examination. 
December 1, 1881. Motion (1881-77548) and affidavits, thirty-five papers, received from Rucker, asking 
review and reconsideration of office decision. alleging that said decision is contrary to the law and 
Department decisions, and against the evidence in the case; that illegal, improper, and pe1jured 
evidence was considered and that evidence has been newly disco\ered; also asking that additional 
testimony be taken, becauso the condition of the property at the time of the hearing did not allow 
a full examination thereof; that the testimony taken by the stenographer was not wholly COlTect, 
anu that abandonment of the Maid of Erin location could be shown. Assigned to Tyssowski. 
December 2, 1881. Argument (1881-77744) dated December 1, 1881, filed by Ford again'lt said motion. 
Assigned to Tyssowski. 
December 3, 1881. Brief (1881-78027) filed by Rucker in support of said motion . .d.ssigned to Tyssowski 
December 3, 1881. Letter prepared by Tyssowski, addressed to Rucker, initialed by chief of division, 
examined by board of letter re>iewers, and signed by the Commissioner, overruling the motion for 
renew, because a new trial will not be ~ranted, under the rules of law, on the ground that the 
verdict waH against tho weight of the evidence if there was some on both sides which was contra-
dictory; that a re-examination of the testimony shows no error, aLd that protestants were estopped 
from questioninp: the correctness of the testimony by the previous stipulation of Rucker that it 
shoulu be treated as regular and correct; also denying the motion to take further testimony, be· 
cause it is not shown that the additional evidence could not, with due diligence, have been pre-
sented at the former hearing, and such evidence would be merely cumulative. 
December 3, 1881. Letter similarly prepared, approved, and signed, inclosing copy of said ruling to 
register and receiver. 
December 3, 1881. Letter similarly prepared, approved, and signed, advising Ford of saiu ruling. 
December 6, 1881. Appeal from office decisions to the Secretary of the Interior (1881-78921) filed by 
Rucker. Referred to Tyssowski. 
December 6, 1881. Letter prepared by Tyssowski, addressed to the register and receiv~r, initialed by 
chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner, declin· 
ing to entertain said appeal on the ground that a protestant has no right of appeal. 
December 6, 1881. Separato letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Rucker & 
Ford, advising them of this action. 
December 21, 18Sl. Communication (1881-82700) dated December 20, 1881, received from the Secretary 
of the Interior, stating that. the protestants have filed in the Department a motion for a certiorari, 
and directing that the papers in the case be certified and forwarded. Assigned. to F. P. MeDer· 
mott, a clerk of class 1. 
December 23, 1881. Letter prepared by McDermott, addressed to the Secretary of the Interior, ini-
tialed by chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner, 
fo1·warding papers as directed, properly scheduled. 
December !,!3, 1881. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Rucker 
and Ford, ad visin.!; them of such action. 
Janua1y 20, 1882. Decision (1882-5556) dated January 18, 1882, received from the Secretary, directing 
that a rehearing be had, that all the facts may be fully before the Department, and limiting the 
testimony to be taken at such hearing to '• the discovery of mineral upon the claim of the Maid of 
Erin lode, or in its discovt'lry shaft, prior either to the date of its location or of its relocation." 
.Assigned to Tyssowski. 
January 23, 1f:82. letter p1epared by Tyssowski, addressed to register and receiver, inclosing a copy 
of said decisJOn and ordering a rehearing thereunder. Initialed by chief of division, examined by 
board oflaw examiners, and- signed by Commissioner. 
January 23, 1882. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Rucker and 
Ford, advising them of such action. 
March 17, 1882. Letter 11882-22407) dated March 17, 1882, received from Th1 s. H. Sherman, city, ask· 
ing to be notified when notice of hearing is received. .Assigned to Tyssowski and filed with the 
case. 
March 23, 1882. Letter (1882-23997) dated March 18, 1882, received from register, asking instructions 
relative to hea,.ing and desiring the return of the testimony taken at former hearing. Assigned 
to Tvssowski. 
March 25, 1882. Letter prepared by Tyssowski, addressed to register and receiver, initialed by chief · 
of division, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner, returning testi· 
mouy as requested, and instructing the local officers that they cannot exclude evidence that either 
party may desire to introduce, but that such evidence should be received subject to objection 
under the ordinary rules of evidence, also toot their decision should bo based only upon that tes-
timony which is regarded by them as material to the issue. 
May 8, 1882. Letter (1882-36323) dated .May 3, 1882, received from register, forwarding stipulation 
of attorneys that record may be forw~~.rded immediately to the General Land Office. Filed with 
case. 
May 9, 1882. Letter (1882-36629) dated May 2, 1882, received from register and receiver, forwarding 
record and testimony (248 closely printed pages) taken at the rehearing had before them. As-
signed to Tyssowski. 
May 11, 1882. Separate letters, prepared by Tyssowski, initialed by chief of division, examined by 
board of' letter reviewers, and signed by Commissioner, addressed to Ford, Rucker, and Sherman, 
advising them of receipt of testimony. 
June 10, 1882. Argument (1882-46110) received from Rucker and Belford and Reed. Filed with 
case. 
June 17, 1882 . .Argument (1882-48127) dated June 16, 1882, received from Ford. Filed with case. 
June 20, 1882 . .Argumeni; in reply (1882-48862) dated June 20, 1882, received from Rucker. Filed 
with rase. 
June 30, 1882. Letter (1882-51755) dated June 20, 1882, addressed to the :Secretary of the Interior by 
Ron. J. B. Chaffee, urging a final decision, received at this office by reference from the Department. 
Filerl with case. 
July 6, 1882. Decision prE-pared by D. K. Sickels, addressed to register and receiver, initialed by 
him as chief of division, examined b:v board of letter reviewers, and signed by Commissioner. 
holding that it was incumbent upon the protestants to show that mineral was not discovered 
within the limits of the claim prior to the location or the relocation, anu that the applicants for 
patent bad acted fraudulently in making the location and subsequent proof!', but that examina-
tion of the testimony taken at both hearings does not sbow those facts, and, therefore, dismissing 
the protest. 
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July 6, 1882. Separate letters, similarly prepared, appro>ed, and signed, addresserl to Chail'ee, Sher 
man, Ford, Rucker, and Belford, advising them of such action. 
July 12, 1882. Appeal from decision last mentioned (1882-54789), filed by Rucker and Reed, alleging 
a. number of errors oi law and fact. Assigned to Sickels. 
July 12, 1882. Decision, addressed to the register and receiver, prepared by Sio.Jkels, initialed by 
him as chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by Commissioner, de-
clining to entertain the appeal on the ground that protestants have no right of appeal. 
July 12, 1882. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Ford, Sherman 
and Chaffee, and Rucker and Reed, advising them of such action. ' 
July 13, 1882. Communication 11882-55004) dated July 12, 1882, received from the Secretary of the 
Interior, inclosing applicatiou for certiorari by protestants and directing that the record be certi-
fied to the Department. Assigned to H. F. Clark, a copyist at $900, acting as file clerk. 
July 15, 1882. Letter prepared by Clarki addressed to the Secretar~' of the Interior, initialed by chief 
of division, exammed by board of aw examiners, and signed by the Commissioner, forwarding 
papers as directed, properly scheduled. 
July 15, 1882. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to the register and 
recei>er, and Sherman, Ford, Rucker, Belforu, and Chaffee, advising them of such action. 
September 13, 1882. Letter (1882-71764) dated September 11, 1882, received from E. C. Ford, inolosing 
duphcate receiver's receipt and asking that patent be sent to his address. Assigned to Mrs. 
Nellie Rapley, a copyist at $900, acting as docket clerk. 
September 15, U!82. Letter pre1?ared by Mrs. Rapley, addressed to Ford, initialed by Jos. Tys-
sowski, acting chief of divisiOn, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by the Com-
missioner, acknowledging receipt of preceding letter and inclosure. 
February 23, 1883. Letter (1883-17422) dated l!'ebruary 23, 1883, received from E. C. Ford, asking the 
return to him of said duplicate receipt. Assigned to H. F. Clark, a clerk of class 1. 
February 2a, 1883. Letter prepared by said clerk undet instructions from chief clerk, initialed by 
acting chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner, ni· 
turning the duplicate receipt to Ford. 
lrlarch 22, 1883. Decision (1883-26535) dated March 19, 1883, received from Secretary of the Interior, 
directing another rehearing in the case, because the Vanderbilt owners had suppressed evidence by 
refusing to witnesses access to the working shaft on the claim, and directing that the Vanderbilt 
parties be notified that if they refuse access to that shaft their protest will be dismissed. SJ,>ecial 
mqniry was directed, first, as to "when the Maid of Erin claimants discovered mineral outside of 
their discovery shaft, and within the boundaries of their claim, and at what point; second, when 
the Vanderbilt claimants discovered mineral within the boundary of their claim, and at what point; 
and third, when the Va11derbilt claimants discovered mineral within the boUlldaries of the Maid of 
Erin claim." Assigned to A. C. Barnes, a clerk of class 3. 
lrlarch 27, 1883. Letter prepared by Barnes, addressed to register and receiver, initialed by J os. Tys-
sowski, a clerk of class 4, acting as chief of division, examined by boat·d of law examiners, and 
signed by tho Commissioner, inclosing a copy of the Secretary's decision and ordering a rehearing 
thereunder, as directed. 
:March 27, 1883. Separate lettPrs, similarly prepared, approved and signed, addressed to Rucker, Ford 
and ~herman, advising them of SU('h action. 
February 16, 1H84. Decision (188!-18394) dated February 15, 1884, received from the Secretary of the 
Interior, to whom the testimony (221 closely written pages) taken at the third hearing before 
the register and receiver had been directly forwarded, holding that by the failure of the Vander-
bilt claimants to adverse the application of the Maid of Erin they admitted that they bad no right 
to the propert,v: and cannot now be heard to set up either an equitable or legal title to the premises 
callecl the Ma11l of Erin claim; that mineral need not be touncl m the "discovery shaft" of the Maid 
of Erin, and that mineral had been discovered in the ''working shaft " before the relocation; that 
he finds no failure on the part of the an,plicants to conform to the provisions of the la.w concerning 
the entry of minerallantls, and, therefore, dismissing the protest and sustaining the entry. As-
signed to Duane E. Fox, a clerk of class 2. 
February 16, 1884. Letter prepared by Fox, addressed to the regidter and receiver, initialed by chief of 
division, 'examined ny board oflaw examiners, and signed by the acting commissioner, inclosing 
a copy of said decision of Secret-ary, and diol:ecting that parties be notified. 
February 16, J 884. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved, and signed, addressed to Ford, Rucker, 
Belford, Reed, Rockwell, Sherman, Elihu Root, and 0. H. Harker, advising them of such action. 
February 16, 1884. Entry and -papers assigned to C. A. Boynton, a clerk of class 4, for examination of 
• the records and the evidence upon which the entry was allowed. 
NOTE.-The examination of a mineral entry involves a careful scrutiny of the papers filed in connec-
tion w1th the records of this office, particular attention being devoted to the following points: 
(1) Citizenship of the claimants, and, in case of an incorporated company, eviclence of the incorpora-
tion. 
(2) Authority of agents.· 
(3) Regularity and validit.y of th!l location and evidence showing the discovery of minerals. 
(4) Transfers of title under the locathm, extending down to date of application or entry. 
(5) Evidence that a plat and a notice of the application for patent were conspicuously posted upon the 
claim, thM the same remained so posted thereon for the statuto1·y period of sixty days, and that 
proper notice waslikewiso posted in the local land office and published in a newspaper, as required 
by law, for tho same period, and the sufficiency of such notices. 
(6) SUfficiency of the agreement of the publisher to hold the applicants for patent alone responsible 
for charges of publication. 
(7) Sworn statement of all charges and fees paid by applicants for publication and surveys and of all 
fees and money paid to register and receiver. 
(8) Receiver's receipt for money paid by claimants, properly describing the claim as entered. 
(9) Regularity of register's certificate of entry. 
(10) Amount expended by claimants and their ~rantors in devt'lloping the claim and sufficiency of cer-
tificate of survf'yor-p;enoral showin:;r the •lxpenditure of $500 upon the cla.Jm. 
(11) Adverse claims file<t aga-inst the application by owners of other claims and evidence showing the 
manner in which the controversy has been terminated, whether by Judicial decision in a suit un· 
der the statute, or by abandonment, exclusion, partition, or otherwise. 
(12) Conflicts with rights which have attached under any other laws of the United States relatin~ to 
the disposal of the public lands, as well as under the mineral laws, t.he most frequent confl.iots 
being with State and railroad grants, homesteads, pre-emptions, town-sites and timber entries and 
scrip locations. 
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(13) In case of mill-sittl entry, evi«lence that the land i::~ non-mineral is also required. 
(14) In case of placer entry, specific evidence is also requirefl as to the character of the land. charac-
ter and extent of all surface and underground workings, whether placer or lode, nature, situation, 
extent, and value of improvements, and proximity of centers of trade or resid£:nce, lodes, or sys-
tems of lodes, mill-seats and salt-springs, &c. 
(15) The official plat and field-notes of the survey, its regularity and correctness, and whether it ac. 
curately shows the boundaries of the claim as entered and the rights of claimants, acquired by 
location, as modilied by subsequent transfers, abandonment, adverse proceedings, failure to ad-
verse or otherwise. 
{16) Protests, alleging that the claimants have failed in one or more particulars to comply with the 
law. If a protest has been filed, sufficient in form and substance, and a hearing is necessar. to 
determine the disputed facts, an order is sent to the register and receiver to institute such heacl'ng. 
Testimony is then taken, after due notice to all parties, upon which the register aud receiver ren-
der a decision and forward the case to this office for examination and action. Hearings may also 
be ordered without protest if examination of the record shows that such action is necessary in 
order to determine conflicting rights or the regularity of the proceedings. From the decision of 
the local officers or of this office appeal may be taken. A protest, if considered insufficient, is dis-
missed by letter. 
February 16, 1884. Evidence and case examined by Boynton, and jacket indorsed by him "Proof ap· 
proved, February 16, 1884, C. A. B.," and handed to A. L. Pitney, a clerlr of class two, for examina-
tion as to !lurvey. 
February 16, 1884.. Survey of claim examined by Pitney. and letter prepared by him addressed to the 
United States surveyor-general for Colorado, initialed by chief of division. examined by board of 
law examiners, and signed by Acting Commissioner, returning the plat and field-notes for amend-
ment of survey, so as to show the exclusion of the surface ground in conflict with the "Clontarf 
lode" claim, in pursuance of relinquishment filed by the Maid of Erin owners. 
February 16, 1884. Letter similarly prepared, examined, and signed, addressed to Ford, advising him 
of such action. 
February 18, 1884. Letter (1884-19019) dated February 18, 1884, received from E. C. Ford, requesting 
certified copy of Secretary's decision of February 15, 1884. Assignee! to Clark. 
February 18, 18~4. Letter prepared by Clark, addressed to Ford, inclosin~r copy as requested and stat-
ing the charg-e therefor to be $5. (Paid.) Initialed by chief of division, examined by board of 
law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner. 
February 19, 1884. Letter (1884-19593) dated February 19, 1884, received from :Ford requesting another 
ce1tified copy of said decision. Assigned to Clark. 
February 20, 1884. Letter prepared by Cln.rk, addressed to Ford, inclo~in~ copy as requested, and 
~tating the charge therefor to be $5. (Paid). Initiled by chief of division, examined by board of 
law examiners, and signed by the Commissioner. 
March 4, 1884. Letter (1884-24488) dated February 26, 1884, received from survPyor-general, forwardin"' 
amended plat and field-notes, showing Clontarf exclusion. Assigned to Pitney. .. 
hlar<"h 5. 1884. Jacket of case indorsed by chief clerk: "Let the patent in this case issue at once. 
L. II. March 5, 1884." 
March 5, 1884. Telegram addressed to surveyor-general, prepared by Pitney, initialed by chief of di-
vision, examined by board oflaw examiners, and signed by Acting Commissioner, directing a new 
plat to be prepared showing exclusion of Clontarf claim and having surveyor-general's certificate 
attached, dated Febrnarv 25, 1884, the date of amendment. 
Marrh 5, 1885. Letter, similal'ly pr<>pared, approved and signed, addressed to surveyor-general, di-
recting restoration of the original plat to its condition before amendment and inclosing it. 
March 7, 1884. Decision (1884-26028) dated March 6, 1884, received from Secretary of Interior denying 
mMion for review of his decision of February 15, 1884, because (1) protestants have no standing be-
forf> the Department as litigants, and consequently there is no issue between them and the claim-
ants, and (2) uo issue having been made before the Department assignments of error upon are-
fusal of the Secretary to reverse the CommissiOner's decision, brought before him by certiorari, 
are meaningless. Assigned to Fox. 
March 8, 1884. Letter prepared by Fox, addressed to the regitoter and receiver, promulgating said de-
cision, initialed by Boynton as acting chief of division, examined by board of law examiners, and 
signed by A.cting Commissioner. This letter, with the following letters of notification, closed of-
ficial action upon the case as a ccmtest, and the paper!\ exceptm"' those relating to the mineral 
entry as an ex part6 case, were placed in the closed contest files an'a the decisions of the Secretary 
in separate files. 
March 8, 1884. Separate letters, similarly prepared, approved and signed, addressed to Ford, Rucker, 
Belford, Root, Harker, Reed, Rockwell, and Sherman, advising them of said action. 
:March 8, 1884. Letter prepared by Pitney, initialed by ehief of division, examined by board of law 
examiners, and signed by Commissioner, addressed to Ford advising him of letter of March 5, 
1884, to surveyor-general. 
March 11, 1884. Letter (1884-27168) dated March 6, 1884, received from surveyor-general, forwarding 
approved plat of survey. Assigned to Pitney. 
March 12, 1884. Papers relating to survey examined by Pitney and jacket of the case indorsed by bim-
" Survey approved 12, 1884. A. L. P." Papers given to Miss C. A. Hollingsworth, a clerk, at 
$1,000, who on- the same day prepared, from data found .in the official survey, a description of the 
property to be conveyed by the patent. From this the draft of a patent was prepared by a patent 
writer. At the same time a draughtsman was preparing two copies of official plat, one of which 
was inserted in the draft of the patent, and the other reserved for insertion in the record of the 
p!!tent. 
March 13, 1884. Letter prepared by Pitney, initialed by acting chief of division, examined by board of 
Jetter reviewers and signed by Acting Commissioner, addressed to Ford, advising him that the 
mineral entry has been '' pl!-ssed for patent." 
March 14, 1884. Letter prPpared by Mrs. E. E. Pearce, a clerk of class one, inclosing the draft of the 
patent, numbered 8978, with others, to Wm. H. Crook, President's secretary to sign land patents, 
requesting his signature. Initialed by acting chief of division, examined by board of law ex-
aminers and signed by Acting Commissioner. 
March 14, 1884. Letter, similarly prepared, approved and signed, addressed to S. W. Clark, recorder 
of the General Land Office, requesting his signature to this and other patents. 
March 15, 1884. Letter (1884-28964) dated March 10, 1884, received from surveyor-general, returning 
restored plat of claim. Assigned to Pitney and filed with case without answer. 
March 17, 1884. The patent duly signed by the President's secretary and the recorder having been re-
turned to this office, it was recorded in full by a copyist in the 1ecord of mineral patents, vol.107, 
p. 341, an l a copy of the plat was inserted in the record. . 
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:March 19, 1884. Letter prepared by Mrs. Pearce, initialed by chief of divisio11, examined by board of 
letter reviewers, and signed by Commissioner, transmitting said patent to the register and receiver 
for delivery to the person surrendering the duplicate receiver's receipt. This closed action upon 
the case in this office. 
In a~~~~~nort~~eJ>::~:;1d£ta~ds~fri~~- above, case was argued orally at great length before the Commie-
It appears also from the papers (1884--41706) received from the Secretary of the Interior on April19, 
1884, and filed with the case, that the Vanderbilt owners applied to the Attorney-General of the 
United States, praying the institution of suit by the United States to set aside the patent. '£he 
papers having been referred by the Attorney-General to the Secretary of the Interior for exami-
nation and recommendation, Secretary Teller, by letter of April16, 1884, to the Attorney-General. 
reviewed the proceedings in the case, showing that the protestants have had all the opportunities 
to present their case before the Department that could have been accorded to litigants, but have 
failed either to establish a title to the premises or to show that the Maid of Erin proprietors are 
not entitled to their patent, and holding that the United States has now no interest in the property 
and should not interfere for the purpose of determining property 1ights between individuals or 
disturb the rights acquired by patent granted after full consideratiOn of the questions involved. 
What action was taken thereon by the Attorney-General does not appear from the record. 
Attached hereto is a plat showing the Maid of Erin claim as patented and also a tracing showing its 
situation with reference to the Vanderbilt and Clontarf surveys. · 
[NOTE.-The adjudication of a mineral entry rarely involves proceedings so extendf'd as in the Maid 
of Erin case. The history of this case is given to illustrate the many difficulties that may arist' 
in the adjudication of an ordinary mineral entry and to show the action taken where protests are filed 
and a contest is initiated. Cases frequently arise involving one or more silp.ilar questions; and the 
adjudication of some cases presents even greater difficulties than case described.] 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pen ding and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the mineral (N) division of the General Land Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ,e. ~ 
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p.,. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , a.. ~ 0 c. - - ---------- - - ----------
Suspended mineral I 
and coal entries . 1, 386 ..... - ~ -..... 1, 350 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 379 . . . . . . . . . . 2, 184 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Unexamined min- I 
eral and coal en-
tries .••••••...... 1,085
1
2,060 ...... 1,707 1,617 ...... 2,726 1,392 . ..... 2,658 1,047 ...••....... 
Total ........ 2,471 1~ 1,704 3,057 ~-----w 4,105 ~=-.ros 4,842 ~~5,012 
0~1~::~ ~-~~~~-~~~- *1741 94 s9 t219- 119 77-281 54 5o 221 51-: - 214 
Q~r:!e~r~.s~~-~~~- ~~.::.:.:..:..:.::.:.:..:..:.::.:.:..:..: ~~~ -~~~-~~ 
Snspendedagricul- --~--------------------------
tural eutries in· 
ui~~=~~~~;:- ----·· ...... 50............ t230 _____ _ 
1
______ tl08 ······1······ ..... . 
cultural entries 
involving min-
eral questions ... .:..:.:.::.:..:..:.:::.:.:.:.::.:..:.:.~~.:.::.:.:.:.:.~~.:.:.::.:..:.:.~~~ .:..:.:.::.:..:..:.:.::.:. 
Total........ ... . .. ... . . . .••... 140 ..••.. 230 331 ... .. . 402 173 .... .. 144 68 
Number of letters 
received and 
docketed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 696 . . • • . . . . . . . . 5, 442 . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 562 . . . . . . . . . • . . 4, 714 .........•.. 
Number of letters 
written ...•.................. 5, 964 •••••. 4, 674 .•.......... 5, 766 .......•••.. 4,403 ..... . 
Number of pages 
of letter record 
written. . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 782 . . • • . . . . . . . . 3, 043 . . . . . . . •• -. . 4, 3791. . . .. . . . . . • . 2, 883 •••••• 
*Not docketed, 40. t Old, not docketed, 20. tSnspended. 
The small amount of mineral and coal patents issued in 1885 is largely accounted 
for by the condition of the examining force in that year. 
There were also pending March 1, 1887, railroad lists referred to this division for 
examination, including the mineral character of 486,822.48 acres. 
The number of suspended mineral and coal entries pending July 1, 1883, is given in 
the above statement as about 1,386, which is taken from the annual report for the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1883. From later official reports it now appears that the 
number of such cases then pending must have been underestimated to the extent of 
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about two hundred cases, but the actual underestimate may have been much less than 
this. This error, however small, appears to have been c::trried bto later reports, but 
as some of the cases must be very old it would now be a matter of great labor to 
ascertain the exact number by actual count. 
The totals made up by adding to the number of mineral and coal entries finally 
disposed of those pending and undisposed of at the close of each fiscal year do not 
a~ree with the numbers given in the" total" column, but the small discrepancies 
disclosed are probably traceable to the same error above mentioned, and to the addi-
tional fact that, after being once counted, entries thereafter referred by or returned 
to this division may not have been properly counted. 
The number of mineral and coal entries" disposed of" during the years named 
does not show all the business transacted or work actually done on this class of cases, 
but shows only the number of such cases finally disposed of-first, by patents actu-
ally issued, and second, by entries examined and canceled-a very few cancellations 
having been made during each year. Many of the entries, although not patented, 
were nevertheless regularly examined, suspended, and decisions in the cases pre-
pared. 
The following is a statement of the amount of work of this class done as given in 
the annual reports for 1884, 1885, a.nd 1886, and also shows the amount of work of this 
class actually done during the eight months ending March 1, 1t!87: 
I Number acted on during ] §2i 
the :fiscal years ending- g 1-:> ~~-
Character of work done. r.. s~;; 
.June30, [·rune30, .June30, ~.g~j 
1884. 1885. 1886. ~ § ~ ~ 
:M_in_e_r_al_e_n_t_ri_e_s-ex_a_m_l_.n_e_d_ .. -.--------------.-.-----------_-_ .-.--.-.--.-.-.-• -.------.--.-.l--1-, 3-9-9~~ -l;; ~ 
Minerai entries examined as to surveys . . . . . . . • . . • .. . • . . . .. . . . .. 4~0 . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... . 
Mineral entries re-examined........ . ............................ 600 
1 
175 851 · 100 
Old suspended mineral entries examined .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. 425 190 50 
The additional labor of recording the patents is also shown by the following state-
ment: 
The patents recorded, including the making of plats of surveys, covered-
Pages. 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884 .. .'... . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 264 
1885 ..• -- ........• - - •.. - .... -- - - --- - - - - --- -.. - -- - -- ..•... -- - •..•. -. . . • . • 3, 398 
188li ....•..•.........•.....•.• - -- •.....•..•.••. - - -. . . • . . . • . • • . . • • • . . • . . . 3, 003 
1887 (from July 1, 1886, up to March 1) ............ ~----· ................ 5,374 
The number of contest cases disposed of during the years named does not show all 
the work of this class actually done, but shows only the number of such cases finally 
decided or closed. In a number of the cases decisions were rendered by this office after 
examination of voluminous testimony and appeals were taken, and, therefore, or for 
other reasons, the cases have not been closed. There are a number of the cases in 
which the actual labor of examination has been performed and decisions rendered, 
but the cases have not yet been finally disposed of or closed. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in 
the mineral division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business and 
Average-amount transacted during each month. 
years. 
Mar. ! Apr. I May. .Jan. Feb. .June . • July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec . 
--~--1-----; -
Mineral and coal patents 
139 1 196 I 134 250 issued: 1884 .................. 151 105 100 50 j 60 92 60 2 
1885 ................ · .. 78 37 
·--·~·I·--~~ -I·--~ ·1-'~1 -
50 23 52 43 23 43 
1886 .................. 50 52 60 95 115 140 140 107 
1887 .................. 138 152 . ............ l ...... 
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Except for the item above shown, no monthly account has been required or kept in 
this division from which a correct statement of the amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, can be prepared. 
It is, therefore, impracticable, except as above, to give the information called for. 
The following statement shows the average number of employ~s in the ruinera1 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Year. 
I I I I 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------- ------------------------
1884 ............. . -------· 
1885 .................... .. 
1886 ·--·--------------·--· 






~ ~ n n n n ~ ~ 31 25 23 
23 23 23 23 24 24 24 25 25 25 26 
H ~ M H ~ ~ W W 
30 ·-·--· ...... ------ ------ ------ ........... . --~ ~---~~ 1----~ 
During the fiscal year 1884 the number of examining clerks was one-third greater 
than in the fiscal year 1885. There were also in the division, during the fiscal year 
1885, a number of clerks who were being instructed in the duties of examining clerks, 
and whose work had to be re-examined in detail by t.he regular examiners. 
The work performed in this division consists of fifteen distinct classes, some of 
which are of technical or professional character. With scarcely an exception, each 
clerk has been engaged, from time to time, on several different classes. As no record 
from which such information can be obtained was kept or required, it is now impos-
sible to furnish the information indicated on this heading. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and 
attention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employ~s in the mineral division of the General Land Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Average Average .A. vera.ge I 1 
Year. 
number number number Number 
1 
Average 
ofem- of dave ofhours .ofwork- days 
-------------------:-p-Io_y_
6
_s_. _P_r_e_se_n_t_. e_m_d~-~o_;_.e_d m_g_d_a_ys_.
1
_a_b_s_en_t_. 
1884 ...... ------------ ...... ------.------------.--. 
1885 ....... - - .. -- .... --- .. --- - - - ..... - . -- ...... - - •. 
1886 .... . .................... ----------------------





265. 621 1 1 307
1 
41. as 
27-l. 92 7 1 301~ 26. 58 
275. 91 7 305 29. 09 
47. 12 7 48 . 88 
The official day is from 9 to 4 (seven hours), but there is allowed to the employ~s 
thirty minutes, from 12 m. to 12.30 p. m., for lunch, which is almost invariably 
availed of, which would bring the average hours of attendance to not exceed six 
and one-half hours. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employ~ present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the mineral division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing the periods specified : · 
I 1
1887 (to 
1884. 1885. 1886. Mar. 1). 
Maximum number of days .............. . .................... . !---;; 286* ~~  
Minimum number of days .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. • • . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. 228!1211 244ti 255!1\ 169 
• For 2 months. 
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BOARD OF REVIEW (0) DIVISION. 
Report of the boar·d of ret,itw ( 0) di1'i11ion, General Land Office, on the methods of busi· 
ness and work, as requested by &nate Select Corwmittet>, and called for by Department 
circula1' of March 23,18S7. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the board of re-
view division 0 of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
[Division 0, organized December 1, 1886.] 
Principal.-Final homestead entries; commuted homestead (cash) entries; pre-
emption (cash) entries; timber and stone land (cash) entries; desert-land entries; 
private (cash) entries; timber-culture entries. 
Miscellaneous.-Town-site and town-lot entries; Osage Indian (cash) entries; 
Osage ceded (cash) entries; graduation (cash) entries. 
Warrant and scrip locations entries of various Indian and military reservations 
placed in market by special acts. 
Correspondence in relation to all cases while they are under the jurisdiction of the 
(livision. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the board o! 
review ( 0) division of the General Land Office, in the Department of the Inte-
rior, including o,ne or more items of the principal business matters transacted in said 
division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the board of review 
( 0) office, and then showing in consecutive order the various s1 cps taken by each 
of such principal business matters through the appropriate divi!lions of said office, 
and the employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is consid-
ered and acted -upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each until the same 
is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
EXPLA...~ATORY. 
Only such cases as the other divisions recommend for patent are sent to this divis-
ion for final review. Those cases which other divisions suspen(l for any reason are 
by them canceled or held for amendment. When thty recommend a case for patent 
they indorse the same "Recommended for patent and refez rcd to division 0. 
--- ---, division examiner." 
Such cases are then sent to this division, and when received are r t:> ceipted for to 
the division sending them, and are docketed in division 0 by their proper number 
under the land distllli.ct to which they belong. 
DISPOSITION 01!' CASES. 
In disposing of cases in this division the local offices are taken up alphabetically, 
beginning with .Aberdeen, Dak., and endiug with Yankton, Dak. When any given 
office is reached the different classes of cases therein are distributed to the dif-
ferent examining clerks. The examiner makes an original examination of every 
paper in the case, noting the points, whether good or bad, on an "examination slip," 
which is always thereafter filed with the papers. 
This examination is systematic, and in a pre-emption case is as follows: 
"No.-, land district-. Description ("OK" or" bad") acreage, date of settlement, 
date of residence, lengt,h of residence, date of proof, date of certificate, improve-
ments (description, value of), acres broken, crops raised, claimant's family, remarks. 
Recommendation <Jabulate, suspend). 
"------, 
Exami11er." 
~ter any given office has been examined, all eases marked "tabulate" by the ex-
ammer are supposed to be proper cases to go to patent, and are tabulated ; that is, a 
clerk takes such cases and transcripts or abstracts the examination already made on a 
large sheet properly ruletl, with proper headings, agreeing with points in examination 
slips, each sheet holding sixty casj:ls. 
Each class is tabulated separately, under the head of final homesteads, cash, tim* 
ber culture, desert, &c. 
Wben all the cases or any given class belonging to any office are thus extended on 
the abstract, the same is then examined by the chief of the division, and if in hisjudg-
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ment the cases should be sent to patent, be recommends them for approval for patent 
qnder his signature. 
If any case on said abstract be materially defective, the same is stricken from the 
abstract and referred back to the original division for amendment as indorsed by this 
division on the papers. 
Tbe abstract is then submitted to the two law clerks, chief clerk, aud Assistant Com-
missioner, who either approve or disapprove the whole abstract or any partieular 
case, as they think proper. Upon approval, it goes to the Commissioner for his ap-
proval for patent, which obtaineu, patent issues at once. 
SUSPENDED CASES. 
(1) Any case received from the other divisions, which, on full examination, is sus-
pended by the examiner for vital defects or irregularities, is passed on also by the 
chief of division, and if he approves the suspension he indorses on the papers the 
defects and irregularities in same and returns it to the proper division for amend-
ment. 
(2) If from the face of the papers or on information :filed in this office fraud is sus-
pected in any case, the same is suspended and referred to division P (fraud divis-
ion) for examination and report by a special agent in the :field. 
On his report the case is either returned to division 0 for appi'oval for patent, 
no fraud being found, or division P orders a hearing, the result of which will de-
cide the :final action, which is then taken by division P. 
BOARD CASES. 
Such cases as should go to the board of equitable adjudication are examined, ab-
stracted, and tabulated, and recommended in like manner as other cases, and on rec-
ommendation of the Commissioner are sent to said board for approval, which being 
done, they are returned to division 0 and at once sent to patent. 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
This division conducts the office correspondence touching all cases pending in the 
division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period~ and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below in the board of review, division 0, of the General 
Land Office, Department of the Interior: 
Received Disposed of 




All kinds of entries ......................... 39,572 1,793 1,811 39, 554 
All kinds of entries charged to the division 
actually pending, but not yet received in 
7, 900 the division because of want of room ..•... ............... . ................ 7, 900 
Correspondence in relation to all cases with the division, no record kept. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the board of review, division 0, of the General Land Office, Deprartment of the In-
terior: 
All. kinds of en tries disposed of: 
1886, December ................................................. · . . . • . . 604 
1887,January .••..••• .•.••••. ---· •••••.•.•••.•••••.•••..••••.......... 604 
1887, February .••••....•....• - ...•. -. • • • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 604 
Some cases were abstracted and ready to be disposed of on March 1, which did not 
leave the division until after that date, which accounts for the low average above 
indicated. 
Experience has shown that a fair approximate average number of cases per month 
for a force of eleven employes to dispose of would be 1,750. 
/ 
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The following statement shows the averaae number of employes in the board of re-
view, division 0, of the Geneoo.l Land Omce, Department of the Interior; during 
the periods specified: 
1886, December ..•••..........••..... -. . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . 11 
1887, Jan nary . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .. . . . . . . . • . • 12 
1887, February ...... ------ ............ ----------·· .........•.. ---· ..... 11 
The division was organized Novemuer 29, 1886. 
Owing to the great variety of entries coming before this uewly organized division, 
many of which were intricate cases, long pending, and needing special examination, 
it was impracticable to so systematize the work of the clerical force to make possible 
an intelligent report of the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted 
and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least dur-
ing the periods specified in "the board of review, division 0, of the General Land 
Office, Department of the Interior. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at 
tention devotea to the consideration and transaction of business during the period 
specified, by the employes in the board of review, division 0, of the General Land 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
Year. 
A vera~;e Average 
Number of number of number of 
employ6s, days pres- hours em- Number by 
average. ent, each ployed proxy. 
clerk. daily. 
1886, December ..................................... . 
1887 (to March 1) .................................... 
1 
n ......... 68'1'''''' .... 7 ....... ·····a 
The average number of hours employed daily, includes 30 minutes allowed for lunch. 
The average number of days each clerk was present is for the whole period, from De-
cember 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887, or 73t working days. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days uevoted to uusiness 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the (board of review) 0 division of the General Land Office, Department of the 
Interior, during the periods specified: 
To March 1, 16137 : 
Maximum number of days •••••••.•••••.••••..•••••..••...........•........ 731 
Minimum number of days...... . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . 621 
The division was not organized until December 1, 1886 (November 29), and there-
port is for the full period to March 1. 1887, or 73t working days. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undispos~ 
of from March 1 to April1, 1887, in division 0 (board of review) of the General 
Land Office, Department of the Interior : 
Character of business. 
Final homesteads .................................. .. 
Cash entries (all kinds).... . . .. • . ................. .. 
Timber· culture finals ............................... . 
Desert.Iand finals ................................... . 
Warrant locations .................................. . 
Graduation entries ................................. .. 
Town-lot entries .................................... . 
Pending Received to Disposed Pendin~ . ofnpto 
























----------------·1--------I·----·----Total .......................................... 39,554 1,867 5,104 36,317 
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SPECIAL-SERVICE DIVISION. 
lleport of the special-service division, General Land Office, on the ntetlwds of butliness and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Comrnittee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the special-service 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior. 
Fraudulent entry branch : 
(1) Action upon fraudulent and illegal entries of public land. 
(2) Action upon unlawful inclosures of public land. 
(a) Preparation of copies of entry papers, &c., plain and certified for use in court, 
kc. 
( 4) Making general and special reports. 
Timber-depredation branch: 
(1) Action upon complaints and reports of alleged depredations upon public timber. 
(2) Recording abstracts of all cases of alleged depredations upon public timber. 
(3) Making general and special reports. 
(4) Examination of agents' weekly reports. 
(5) Docketing instructions to agents and other officers. 
General work for both branches : 
(1) Giving personal instructions to special agents in their duties when appointed, 
and detailing them for duty in the field for which they are deemed best qualified; also 
answering legal inquiries and furnishing status of cases to attorneys and other inter-
ested parties, which consumes much valuable time of the clerks in the division. 
(2) Examining special agents' monthly salary and expense accounts in connection 
with their weekly reports. 
(3) Registering mail received and all action taken thereon. 
(4) The issuing of all transportation requests and requisitions for blanks and sta-
tionery for special a~ents. 
(5) Preparing copies of official papers for the use of special agents, registers and 
receivers, United States attorneys, and for retention on our files when the originals 
are required for use in court, &c. 
(6) All special agents' reports and official papers received in this division are first 
examined by the chief for the purpose of enabling him to direct prompt or special 
action upon such as require same. They are then examined by assistant chief and 
handed to register clerk for registration and proper distribution. 
(7) .All official communications written in this division are read by the assistant 
chief and then by the chief, who, if be approves same, affixes his initials and forwards 
same to tbe law clerk of. the bureau for approval, before being signed by the Com-
missioner or Assistant Commissioner. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the special-service 
division of the General Land Office in the Department of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal businesM matters transacted in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the General Land Office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such princi-
pal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office and the em-
ployes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally 
disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
This division has supervision over all special agents appointed to investigate fraud-
ulent entries or unlawful inclosures of the public lands and all depredations upon the 
public timber. It was the former practice of this office to assign special agents to 
duty in certain States or Territories direct from their homes or places from whence 
appointed, involving great loss of time before they could acquire, through written 
and printed instructions, such knowledge of the duties devolved npom them as to 
enable them to render capable and efficient service; but under tbe pre,ent adminis-
tration each special agent, when appointed, is required to report in person to this 
office. Upon his arrival he is furnished with all printed inMtructiout~ and circulars 
relating to the cluties of special agents (both timber and land), given copies of reports 
of other special agents to examine, and if he desires, to copy, and in flvery way fully 
informed and instructed in all matters pertaining to the position to which he has been 
appointed; he is then furnished with a printed list of questions to reply to in writing, 
an<l when it is deemed that he is sufficiently acquainted with the nature of the duties 
devolved upon him he is assigned to the State, Territory, or land district in which his 
services are most needed. 
The tvork of the division is dividetl into two distinct branches, namely: Fraudulent 
entries of public lantls, and depredations upon public timber. 
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The force of thirty employes is divided as follows: 1 chief, 1 assistant chief, 14 cor-
respondents, 10 copyists, 2 registry <;lerks, 2 book-keepers. 
Each correspondent has charge of certain States, Territories, and land districts, 
and acts upon all cases within limits of the same. 
Mail matter, when received, is entered by the registry clerks, :first in numerical 
register, then by States or Territories from which the nmtter is received; or, in case 
of special agents' reports, in volumes for that purpose. After which it is assigned to 
the correspondent having charge of the district to which it relates. All action taken 
upon mail matter is noted thereon, and the matter returned to the registry clerks for 
notation of action upon the registers. 
FRAUDULENT ENTRIES OF PUBLIC LANDS. 
The principal item of business in this branch is action upon alleged fraudulent land 
entries. 
Method of business. 
Complaint received: 
Action on complaint: 
1. Complaint receiT"ed alleging fraud in a certain entry; description incomplete or indefinite. 
2. Memorandum of data furnished as to identity of entry, and tract-books covering the locality 
searched for correct description, number, and status. 
3. Withdrawal card made-name, number, and description given-to take place of entry papers in 
the files. 
4. District, number of entry, and date on card entered in record of cases sent for. 
5. Case docketed. 
C. Copy of complaint, with correct description, &.c., inclosed to s]Jecia1 a~ent with directions to in· 
vestigate the allegations. 
Agent's report received: 
Favorable action on agent's report: 
1. Special agent's report of investigation docketed. 
2. Case examined. Brief prepared showing; the facts presented by the entry papers followed by 
the substance of the agent's report on the material points, submitted for examination to the 
clerk designated for that purpose by the chief of divisiOn, and returned to the chief for approval. 
3. Proper action noted on report, on all communications with case, on docket, and on Pntry papers. 
i. Entry papers returned to files; district, number, and date noted in record of cases returned. 
5. Brief and letters, repo~ts, &c., filed. 
Adverse action on agent's report: 
1. The facts are stated in letter to the local officers and the entrv held for cancellation, the party 
being allowed sixt.y days within which to apply for a hearillg. 
2. Agent advised of action taken. 
3. Attorneys or a~ents appearing in the case adT"ised of action take11. 
4 . .Action noted on docket. 
Register and recei\rer report at expiration of time allowerl, transmitting evirlence 
of service of notice, or attempt to procure .service: 
Register and receiver report default: 
1. Report receivt>d, filcrl with case, and docketed. 
2. No defense being made, the entry is finally canceled l•y letter to local officers. 
3. Notation of cancellation made on report, on all communications with case, on entry papers, and 
on docket. 
4. Attorne:vs or agents appearing in case :vlvised of cancellation. 
5. Memorandum of cancflllation sent to division of public lands for notation on tract-books. 
6. Etna~!eJ~apers returned to files, district, number, and date bein.~r noted in record of cases re-
7. Reports. letters, &.c., filed. 
Register and receh•er transmit application for hearing: 
1. Application for hearing docketed and filed. 
2. Hearin.f! ordered l>y letter to local officers. 
3. Agent acl vis eel hearing ordered. 
4. Attorneys or a2:ents appearing in case advised of action taken. 
5. Notation of actioa m:ide upon report, letters, entry papers and docket. 
Register and receiver transmit record of hearing: 
Testimony fa"'orable to entry: 
1. Record received, docketed, and filed. 
2. Testimonv examined; if it shows legality and compliance with the law, the case is closed by 
letter to local officers, allowin~ eatry to stand intact. 
S. Notation of decision made on record, on all communications with case, on the entry papers, and 
on docket. Case returned to files. 
4. District, number, and date of return noted on record of cases returned. 
5. Reports, letters, &c., filed. 
Testimony advarse to entry: 
1. Entry held for cancellation on evidence presented by letter to local officers, party allowed sixty 
(60) drtys to appeal to Secretary of the Interior. 
2. Attorneys or agents appearing in case advised of decision made. 
8. N ota.tion of action on papers and in docket. 
4. Case filed. 
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Adverse action on record of hearing; appeal to Secretary: 
Appeal to Secretary: 
1. Appeal filed with case and docketed. 
2. Letter of transmittal to Secretary with schedule of papers in case, inclu<Lng copies of office 
letters. 
3. Notation of action. 
Case finally closed : 
Final action : 
1. Case closed by promulg!l.tion of Secretary's decision; copy inclosed to local officers. 
2. Attorneys or agents appearing in case notified of Secretary's decision. 
3. Notation of action on entry papers, on all communications and on docket. Entry papers returned 
to files. 
~. District, number, and date of return noted in record of oases returned. 
5. Letters, reports, record, &c., filed. 
Illustration of case of fraudulent land entrfl. 
Complaint received: 
.A.ction on complaint: 
1. April4, 1886, letter received from William Hawk, dated at Pendleton, Oreg., March 28, 18811, 
alleging that Jacob Toole had made a fraudulent timber entry for land in section 29, township 
2 north, of racge 30, east. Registered and referred to special service division; read by chief 
and assistant chief; entered by registry clerk on numerical and miscellaneous docket, and re-
ferred to corresJ?ondent in charge of Oregon. 
2. Tract-book exammed for correct description of entry. 
3. Withdrawal card made, giving name, number of entry, and description of land, to take the place 
of entry papers in the tiles. 
•· Entry papers received and docketed. 
5. April 6, 1886, copy of complaint sent to the special agent in charge of the district in which the 
land in question lies, with instructions to confer with the complainant, get fuller information, 
and make a thorough investigation of the case, and report. 
Agent's report received: 
Action on agent's report: 
1 June 2, 1886, agent's report received, dated May 25, 1886, showing that Toole had made entry 
for land not subject to entry under the timber land act, and that he hadi>een hired to make the 
entry by and in the interest of one Isaac Sharp, who furnished the money with which to pay 
for the land and expenses attending entry, and to whom the land was transferred by Toole on 
the day entry was allowed, in pursuance to their previous agreement, Toole receiving the 
stipulated compensation. Report registered, referred, &c., and charged on entry docket op· 
posite case. 
2. Entry held for cancellation by letter addressed to register and receiver at La Grand, Oreg., 
(that being the district in which the land in question islocat6d), dated June 4, 1886, all the facts 
presented by the agent's report bein;~; therein set forth, and the register and receiver in· 
struoted to notify the entryman and transferee that they will be allowed sixty days within 
which to apply for a hearing to show cause why said entry should be sustained, and in the event 
that they fail to responc1., the entry will be finally canceled. Agent advised of the action taken, 
and attorneys appearing in the case advised. Action noted on papers and docket. 
Register and receiver report: 
Action on register and receiver's report : 
1. Au~st 30, 1886, rElgister and receiver's report received, dated August 23, 1886, stating that both 
parties were duly notified, and transmitting evidence of service of notice, together with the 
application of Shat-p for a hearing. Registered, referred, &c., and charged on entry docket. 
2. Hearing ordered by letter of September 3, 1886, to register and receiver, with directions to con-
fer with the agent as to the date for the hearing, and thereafter give due notice to the parties 
in interest. Special agent and attorneys advised same date. Action noted on papers and 
docket. 
Testimony adverse to entry: 
Action on testimony: 
1. October 25, 1886, record of hearing received from local office. Registered, referred, &o., and 
noted on entry docket. 
2. Testimony being adverse, the entry was held for cancellation by letter of November 26, 18811, 
to the register and receiver, in which is set forth a synopsis of the testimony and the reasons 
for the action taken; sixty days allowed for appeal. Attorneys notified. Notes made on pa-
pers and docket. 
Appeal filed: 
Action on appeal : 
1. January 25, 1887, appeal filed, registered, referred, &c., and noted on docket. 
2. Appeai transmitted to Secretary January 30, 1887, together with all the papers in the case. 
Register and receiver and attorneys advised. Notations made on papers and docket. 
Case finally closed : 
Final action : 
1. February 25, 1887, Secretary returns papers in the case affirming the decision of thia office. 
Entry camelrd by ll'tter to register ant! receiver, dated February 28, 1887, inclosin.e; a copy ot 
the Secretary's decision. Action noted on entry papers, on all communications, and on rlocket. 
Entry papers retunned to files. Letters, repol'ts, and r ecord fileu. 
The above is an example of a supposititious case, without the complications and 
delay that frequently a,rise. 
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Case of C. P. Cogswell, involving nine pre-emption entries in the Dztluth, Minn., land district. 
In October, 1882, hearings were had in these ca!les before the register and receiver upon the report of 
the special agent. On the day set for the hearin)!, after due notice, the special agent and assistant 
United States attorney appeared for the Government, no appearance being made by or for the claim· 
ants. Fr0m the evidence submitted the register and receiver decided that the entries were made 
fraudulently for speculative purposes, and that the law as to residence and improvement had not 
been complied with. 
April18, 1883, the local officers forwarded the testimony, and upon consideration of the same this office, 
on August 31, 18!?3, found that the lands were in their natural state, utterly devoid of any sign of 
improvement or cultivation, except in two or three instances where pole pens were found, and 
thereupon the decision of the local officers was affirmed and the entries canceled. 
Under date of December 20, 1883, Cogswell filed an application asking for the issue of patents for the 
tracts involved, irrespective of any charges which the Government might urge agaiDstthe entries
1 the applicant alleging that he was an innocent purchaser, for value, after the issue of the final 
certificates, and without notice of any defect in the title. 
On May 14, 1884, t.his office denied said application, holding that purchasers before patent were not 
innocent purchasers, but take with notlceof all defects and subject to the final adjudication of the 
claims by the Land Department; that there was no power vested in this office to issue patents upon 
illegal entries of public land; that the assignee was allowed to apply for a further hearing to prove 
the validity of the entries; aud that no further hearing having been applied for, the decision of 
August 31, 1883, was declared final. 
Application was then made to the Department for a writ, of certiorari, and Secretary Tell~r. in passing 
on the petition of July 27, 1884, denied it so far as it proceeded upon the ground that the petitioner 
was a bona fide holder for a valuable consideration. and should therefore be proteuted and patent 
issue without regard as to whether the pre-emptor complied with the law or procured hi~:~ final cer· 
tificate by fraudulent practices, but directed that all the papers, proofs, and proceedings in the 
cases be certifieu to the Department for the purpose of enabling him to examine as to whether the 
action taken in canceling the entries was warranted. 
October 3, 1884, the papers were certified to the Department. 
Under date of February 11, 1885, the Department concurred in the opinion of this offi&e that the en-
trymen never complied with the law in any respect; that their whole proceeding was fraudulent, 
and directed that the cancellations stand. 
On February 24, 1885, attorneys for Cogswell addressed a letter to the Department asking that action 
on the entries be suspended; that they be referred to the BoaJ.·d of Equitable Adjudication ; and 
that opportunity be afforded them to suumit argument in support of the case. Secretary Teller 
refeiTed said letter to this office with an indorsement to suspend action and give the claimant an 
opportunity to present the matter to the Board of Equitable Adjudication. 
No argument having been filed or other action taken, the order of suspension was revoked by office 
letter of November 3, 1885. Appeal from this action was filed, but by letter of April :!6, 18o6, this 
office declined to forward tho same, on the ground that the right of ll.ppeal did not exist. Applica-
tion was thereupon made to have the matter certified to the Department, which application was 
denied by Department letter of June 15, 1886, but with the direction that sixty days be allowed 
the party to t>how cause why Secretary Teller's order should not be revoked by the Department, 
or in the mean time to present formal application for the reference of the cases to the Board, to· 
gether with reasons and arguments why they should be so referred. The attorneys were notified 
October 30, 1886, and argument was filed December 28, 1886. It was argued at considerable length 
that the statutes provide th.at bona fide purchasers are to be protected by the Government from 
all illegal or fraudulent acts of the entrymen; that this office is bound to issue patents in such 
cases, even though the entlies are proven to be fraudulent; and that if bona fide purchasers have 
no standing before the Land Department to secure the patents as a matter of law and strict legal 
right, they are clearly within the equitable relief extended by the law establishing the Board of 
Equitable Adjudication. 
On February 28, 1887, this office forwarded said argument to the Department, with its disapproval, 
holding that the questions presented had been repeatedly decided in the neaative. 
Under date of April4, 1887, the Departmeut concurred in the opinion of this office, and denied the ap-
plication, and on April 23, 1887, the register and receiver were advised of eaid decision and di-
rected to hold the lands in question subject to entry by the first legal applicant. 
Eve:Jt~=~~~~e~~~~.;~d~he Land Department has been taken in this case to secure the confirmation 
TIMBER DEPREDATIONS UPON PUBLIC LANDS. 
The principal item of business in this branch is action upon alleged depredations 
upon public timber. 
Method of business. 
Complaint received : 
Action on comylaint: 
1. ComplaiDt received allEging timber depredation upon public lands-description of land nos 
given, or indefinite. 
2. cf~lr~~n~omplaint inclosed to 8pecial timber agent with instructions to investigate and report 
Agent's report received: 
Preliminary steps to determine upon action: 
1. If not complete in details, report x·eturned to agent with letter calling hie attention to discrep-
ancies, and directing him to resubmit report. 
2. If complete in details, record of previous cases examined to ascertain if any former report of 
trespass by same party submitted. 
3. Status of lands alleged to have been depredated upon ascertained from tract-booke. 
'· Case thoroughly examined in all its bearings to ascertain whether trespas.<~ was willful or igno-
rant and to determine upon action to be recommended. 
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If faets indicate willful trespass: 
Legal action on agents' reports : 
1. Papers in the casu to Secretary with letter stating in full all the facts in the case, recommend-
in~ reference to honorable A ttorn6y-General ·with request that the proper United States dis-
tnct attorney be directed to ins itute legal proceedings, either cnminal prosecution or civil 
action, or both, as the facts of trespass may warrant, 
2. Upon notification, through the Department, that legal proceedings have neen directed, th~ 
agent in charge of the case instructed to render all required assistance in same to United 
States district attorney, and to report disposition made of case in court. 
3. Upon receipt of report relative to disposition of case in court, if the disposition made of same 
appears to be at, >ariance with tbe reported facts of trespass forming the l.Jasis of the le~al 
proceedings, without apparently satisfactory evidence of a rebutting na.ture having been ad-
duced at time of triali the agent's report to that effect is laiu before the Secretary with letter 
rehearsing facts in ful , and recommending that the report be called to the attention of the At-
torney-General for proper action. 
If facts indicate trespass was not willful: 
Settlement by payment of damages without legal proceedings : 
1. Papers in the case to Secretary, with letter reciting facts in full, recommending, in view of re-
ported extenuating circumstances, that existin:;t hability involve& in the trespass be settled 
by payment of due measure of damages to proper officer of the Government, without resort 
to lellal proceedings, provilled such payment be made withm a stipulated period. 
2. Upon receipt of concurrent instructions from the Department, special agent in charge of the 
case so advised. and instructed to issue proper notificaiion to party in interest and make due 
report upon action taken thereunder. Proper receiver of puhlic moneys also notified and di-
rected to receive and receipt for the amount in question, and duly report action. Proper noti-
fication in the manner furnished division of accounts. 
3. Upon receipt of report from receiver transmitting receipt for amount in full, the same made 
duly matter of record in this division, and receipt referred to division of accounts. 
4. Should payment not be duly made, as shown by reports from the special agent and receiver, 
the agent is directed to again demand payment under pain of legal proceedings, and report 
result. 
If non-payment finally reported: 
Legal action upon failure to make settlement: 
1. Action to date recited in letter to Secretary, recommending reference to Attorney-General for 
due legal proceedings in accordance with the merits of the case. 
2. (Subsequent action taken in the order above recited in connection with "Legal proceedings.") 
Case finally closed : 
Final action : 
1. Notation of action on agents' reports, and on all communications relating to the case. 
2 Abstract of all communications bearing upon the case entered in timber trespass recoro, with 
full notation of action the1·ein. 
3. Letters, report<~, &.c., filed. 
Illustration of case of tintbe1· tre8pass. 
Complaint receiveu: 
Action on complaint: 
1. June 10, 1886, letter received from John Newman, dated at Saint Cloud, Minn., June 7, 1886, 
complaininjr of depreuations on timber upon public lands. 
2. Registered and charged to special service division. Read by chief and assistant chief of di-
vision; regiRtered by registry clerk upon numerical register in proper order, then in miscella-
neous register under Minnesota cases, and charged to correspondent having- charge of Minne-
sota; read uy clerk l1a>ing supervision of timl.Jer depredation matters and finally referred, 
with any instructions doemed necessary in relation thereto, to the correspondent to whom 
charged, for action thereon. 
3. June 14, 1886, copy of compiaint inclosed to the special timber agent in charge of the district in 
question, ~ith in!!tructions to investigate the depredations alleged, and report thereon. 
Agent's report received: 
PTeliminary steps to determining upon action : 
1. July 9, 1886, report in the matter received from the agent, dated July 6, 1886, setting forth that, 
during the years 1885 and 1886, James Duncan and George Johnson (doing business under the 
firm-name of Duncan & Johnson), of Saint Cloud, Minn., procured to be cut on certain de-
scribed vnc::~nt public land in Sec. ~2, T. 46 N., R. 29 W., Minnesota, certain timber; which 
they sawed into lumber, making 1,344,700 feet, board measure, and sold same in the general 
trade, obtaining therefor $14 per 1,000 feet, based upon a stumpage valuation of $2 per 1,000 
feet. 
2. Report registerell, referred, examined, ijnd passed to proper correspondent in order above re-
cited. 
3. Upon examination by correspondent, report found not to be complete in details, the same re· 
turned accordingly to the agent, July 15, 1886, with letter calling his attention to discrepan-
cies and directing him to resubmit report. 
•· July 26, 1886, corrected report in the matter received from the agent, bearing date July 23, 1886. 
Registerecl, &c., as ahove stated. · 
6. Examined by proper correspondent; found complete in details. 
G. Record of previous cases examined to ascertain if any former charges of trespass submitted 
against same parties. 
7. Status oflands alleged to have been depredated upon ascertained from tract-books. 
8. Case ~horoughly examined in all its bearings. Facts found to indicate willful trespass by &aid 
parties. 
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Action on agent's report : 
Recommending legal proceedings : 
(1) August 1, 1886,papers in the case transmitted to the Secretary in letter reciting all the facts in 
detail, and recommending reference to the honorable Attorney-General, with request that 
criminal proceedings be instituted against each of the alleged guilty parties, and that a civil 
action be brought to recover from them the full lumber value of the timber in question. 
(2) August 23,1886, a communication received-by reference from the Department-from the Attor-
ney-General, dated August 20, 1886, stating that the proper United States district attorney 
had been directed to institute proceedings as requested. 
(3) Registered, etc., as above stated. 
(4) August 28,1886, the agent in charge of the case instructed by proper correspondent to render all 
required assistance in the same to the United States attorney, and to report disposition made 
of the case in court. 
Case finally closed : 
Final action : 
(1) Notation of action on all commnnicatioDB relating to the case, and the same entered on register. 
(2) Abstract of all communications bearing upon the case entered in timber-trespass record, with 
full notation of action throughout. 
(3) Papers in case filed. 
The above is an example of a supposititious case without complications. Many 
trespass cases are reported upon land covered by fraudulent entries, which necessi-
tate action upon the entries before action can be taken upon the trespass; other cases 
are reported embracing propositions of compromise from the purchasers of the timber, 
and others again in which an immediate seizure of the timber or lumber is necessary, or 
a seizure of a portion and legal proceedings to recover the value of that which has 
been disposed of. In many instances reports are deficient in detail and have to be 
returned to the agent for amendment, and in some cases, correspondence with the 
special agent extending over a period of several months is required before sufficient 
reliable data can be secured to enable this office to take intelligent action. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of durin~ the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, m the special-service division of the General Land 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
-------------1-- --·------ --- - - - --- - - ·--
Tunber trespass cases............ *61 335 246 
Homestead entries................ 608 444 
Cash entries . • .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 410 363 
D. S. filings .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. 406 430 
Timber-culture entries........... ...... 104 173 
Timber-land entries . • • • • • . . . . • . .. . • . .. . 695 673 
Desert entries • • . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . . . . 213 42 
Mineral entries .. . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . • • • . . 16 15 








Miscellaneous entries............. .... .. ... . .. . .. . ..... . .. 
Fencing cases ........................ --j 60 J 7 j· .... -j 42 













































During fiscal year endin~ June 30, 1885, 41 timber agents were employed, their ag-
gregate services being eqmvalent to the services of 22 agents for the twelve months 
and 1 for four months. They reported 396 cases, or an average of 1t cases each per 
month. During same time 28 land agents were employed, their aggregate services 
being equivalent. to the services of 22 agents for the twelve months and 1 for three 
months. They reported 2,512 cases, or an average of 9! cases each per month. 
During fiscal year endin~ June 30, 1886, 50 timber agents were employed, their ag-
gregate services being eqmvalent to the services of 21 agents for the twelve months 
and 1 for seven months. 'l'bey reported 301 new cases, or an average of 3 casAs each 
per month. During same time 40 land agents were employed, their aggregate serv-
ices being equivalent to the services of 25 agents for twelve months. They reported 
.3,073 cases, or an average of 10 cases each per month. 
During the greater portion of the above time it bas been impossible for special 
agents to personally examine fraudulent entries or cases of timber trespass in many of 
the States and Territories, owing to the inclemency of the season and the deep snows 
~overing the ground. The majority of cases aro investigated during the spring and 
early tmmmer months, and it is estimated that the total number of cases which will 
be investigated during this entire fiscal year will be far in excess of any previous one, 
4402 INT--] 8 
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From July 1, 1886, up to l<'ebruary 28, 1887, 31 timber agents were employed, th(lir 
aggregate services being equivalent to the services of 26 agents for the eight months 
and 1 tor six months. They reported 410 cases, or an average of 2 cases each per 
month. During same time 36 land agents were employed, their aggregate services 
being equivalent to the sen-ices of 28 agents for eight months and 1 for four months. 
They reported 2,666 cases, or au average of 12 cases each per month. During the last· 
two years the time of the timber agents has been largely occupied in rein vestigating, 
securing evidence, and attending court in trespass cases reported upon by previous 
special agents, and the land agents in reinvestigating~ securing witnesses, and attend-
ing hearings in fraudulent land-entry cases reported upon by previous agents. 
The records in the special-service division are not so arranged as to admit of a 
statement being prepared showing the average amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of during each month of the years 1884, 1885, and 
1886, and up to March 1, 1887. 
Subsequent to March 1, 1887, however, a. weekly record has been kept of all work 
transacted. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the special-service 
division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. -June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------·1---1------------------------
1884 •••••• ------ •••••••••• 
1885 .•••.•..•.•••••••••••• 
1886 .•••••. --.- .......... . 





21 22 22 27 26 23 23 23 21 19 19 
21 20 22 21 
22 23 26 28 
30 ..•............... 
21 21 21 21 21 22 20 
28 29 29 30 I 30 I 30 30 
.......... ............ ......... -····· ............................. . 
No record has been kept in this division of the individual work performed by the 
several clerks therein, either by the week, month, or year, prior to March 1, 1887. 
The reasons for not having kept such a record are-
(1) Such record was not required by either office or departmental regulations. 
(2) The force of clerks assigned to duty in this division has at all times been in-
sufficient to keep up with the current work, ancl the chief in charge has had personal 
knowled~e that the time of each clerk has been fully occupied in attending to his of-
ficial duties. 
(3) Owing to the diversity of the work and the numerous preliminary actions re-
quired before final action can be taken upon any one case, no comparative statement 
can be made which will accurately show the actual work performed by each clerk. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the special-service division of the General Land Office, 
Department of the Interior : 
Average Average 
Number of number of Percent-Year. number of hours em- Number by age of employes.* days proxy. 
present.t ~loyed abseLce.§ aily.t 
1884 .••.•••..•..•••...••. ······ .•...•.... 21! 245.6 7 0 16.2 
1885 ......•.•••... ..................... . ·---·· 21 245.9 7 0 15.4 
1886 ··••··•·••··••••· ...............•.••. 281 262.7 7 0 13.5 
1887 (to March 1) ......................... 30 44.8 7 0 6.6 
*The aggregate amount of time of all employ~s, reduced to an equivalent number for the whole year. 
t The average number of days the employes stated in" Number of employ~s" column were present 
out of the whole number of working days, ·sundays, holidays, and days office closed being deducted. 
t The average number of hours employed daily during the days present. 
~The percentage of absence stated is the percentum of time lost out of the number of working days 
on account of leave, sickness, &c. 
Thirty minutes allowed each day for lunch, which is almost always taken, leaving 
actual time clerks are employed not exceeding six and a half hours each day. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employ6 present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employ6 present for the least number of days in 
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the special-service division of the General Land Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
--------------------------------------------.----.----~----~-------
---1 1884. I 1887 ~ 1886· (to Mar.1). 
Jl!l'~um number of days .•••.•..•..••..•...••••..••..•....•..• ·1 
Mmunum number of days .••......•••••.•.••...•••.•..•......... 
275 
191.5 
282. 5 276. 51 48 
182. 5 249. 5 Sl 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
Washington, D. C., April29, 1887. 
The Honorable SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR : 
SIR: The foregoing are reports of the several divisions of the General Land Office, 
as called for by departmental circular of March 23, ultimo, under Senate resolution 
of March 3, 1887. 
Respectfully, 
THE PATENT OFFICE. 
WM. A. J. SPARKS, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 
Washington, June 18, 1887. 
To the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
• SIR : In compliance with your circular of instructions of the 23d of March last, 
accompanying copy of letter from the chairman of the Senate Select Committee 
appointed "to inquire into and examine the methods of business and work in the 
Executive Departments," I have the honor to transmit herewith reports from the 
various divisions of this office. The nature of business transacted in this Bureau is 
of such character that it cannot be expressed in tabulated form and give an idea of 
the work devolving upon the employes and the methods of transacting business. 
The forms provided by the Secretary's office have been followed as far as prac-
ticable. 
It is hoped that the reports herewith forwarded will furnish all the information 
respecting this office desired by the chairman of the Senate Select Committee. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
FIRST DIVISION. 
BENTON J. HALL, 
Commissioner. 
Beport of the first division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business and work, 
as requested by th6 Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the first division of the 
Patent Office for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1): 
Y ""· I Jan. Feb. I Mar. I Ap,. May J nne July Ang.l Sept. Oct. I Nov. Dec. 
1884. •• • . . . . . . . .. . . • • .. . . . 43 38i 46t 50i 45! 51 39l1 38i 37 57~ 42! 61~ 
1885 ...................... 
1 
75 53! 7~ 76 78! 7li 661 63 I 73 84t I 72 59f 
1886...... ...... .... . .... 64! 55! 67 5s 5n 65t 6st 64i 61! 1~ Mt 50i 
1887 (to March 1) • • • .. • • . 64 43f .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. ............... . 
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The following statement shows the average number of employ.Ss during each month 
of the years named : 
Jon. I Fob I Mar I Ap,. 
-
Year. May June July An g. Sept. Oct. Nov. I Dec. 
I 
1884 ................... - .. 51 6 5 4i 5 5 t' 4 5 4 
-4-,--5 
1885 ...................... ; I : .. JI---~ 5 5 4 4 3 3' , a 1886 ..................... 4! 5 5 4 4 4 ---~-1 ...... 1887 (to March 1) ........ 
I 
The time of each examiner, for the year, is taken from the weekly time reports. 
The average is obtained by dividing the total number of days employed by the 
number of examiners. 
The clerical force is not included in this sheet. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each munth 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. I May. June. July . .A.ng. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1884...... ............ .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ... .. ...... ...... ...... 74 
1885 ................. -.... 94 84 115 99 96 96 82 86 100 114 92 88 
1888 ..... - -·. -- .. -- .. ----. 79 80 91 8J 68 117 91 85 92 103 98 92 
1887CtoMarch1) ........ 72 74 .......................................................... .. 
MINIMUM. 
I • 
f:t ::::::::::::::: ::::::1'"42' . "24' "'49' . "46' . "34' .. '33' . "3«i' .. "i5' "'2i' . "26' .. '2i' f~ 
1886......... .... ......... 45 27 53 24 27 35 39 36 30 37 23 28 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 68 14 .......................................................... .. 
No personal work report was required prior to December, 1884. 
These :figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the 
office for reconsideration, accompanied either by amendment, argument, correction, or 
request for reconsideration. 
Declarations of interferences, renewed cases, reissues, and appeals are also included. 
The clerical force is not included in this sheet. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years named, 
also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest 
number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Aver-\ In person JMaxi-IMini-
age Hours or by mum mum 
No. of~· daily. proxy. No. of,No. of 
-----------·---------- days. ---l-----~!-d-ay_s_. days. 
Year. 
1884 . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - .. - - 260~ I 
t:~ :(i~:ii~~~h: i~~~:: :::~~~:::: :~~~ ~ ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ni ~ .:~-~~~s-~~: ~~~; I ~:~, 7 .... do ..... 277 I 268 7 .... do . . . .. 48~ 40t 
The time devoted to busmess by each employe (including clerical force) is taken 
from the weekly time reports; and the total number of days employed divided by the 
number of employes to obtain the average. 
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Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the first division of 
the United States Patent Office. 
Examination of applications for patents. 
Examination of caveats. 
Reconsideration of rejected applications, if amenued or returned, and a patent de-
manded. 
Preparation of a statement in case the inventor appeals from the decision of the ex-
aminer to the examiner-in-chief, or to the Commissioner in person. 
In case applications conflict, and claim the same subject-matter, the examiner in-
stitutes interference proceedings. 
Motions to disf!olve an interference are heard by the primary examiner. 
The assistant examiners search for references and evidence as to patentability, and 
present the cat:;e to the principal examiner, with the evidence collected; and from the 
decision arrived at an action is made, and the inventor is informed by the Commis-
sioner. 
The lady clerk of the division enters each day, in the register, the applications re-
ceived, after it is ascertained to which division they properly belong. She records 
all actions of the office in the register (the office action and the inventors are recorded 
upon the back of the file), makes all proper amendments or changes in the case, di-
recteu by the inventor; copies all office letters and prepares them for the mail; copies 
all statements, decisions, reports, &c. ; stamps and properly numbers file and drawing, 
and all papers, and records the patents, each week, in their proper column; in the regis-
ter. She keeps account of all cases called up or sent out of the room, and receives 
and disposes of them on their return. She also makes up the daily, weekly, and 
monthly reports of time and work to the Commissioner. 
Statement of the first division of the United States Patent Office, showing the methods 
adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with th~ receipt 
of the matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and 
giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters, through the various divisions of the office and the various bureaus, and divisions 
of such bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom 
it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until 
the same is finally disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Applications for le1lters patent and caveats, as they are received each day from the 
application division, are inspected to ascertain. to which division they properly be-
long, and are then recorded in the register by the lady clerk, who places the serial 
number and book number upon the drawing and papers. The case is then ready for 
examination, and is taken up in the order of its date of filing, and examined as to 
novelty, utility, clearness of description and i1lustration, formality of petition, oath, 
signatures, &c., and the inventor or his attorney is informed of the office decision. 
The case, if rejected, then awaits the inventor's action. If allowed, for grant of pat-
ent, the case receives the signature of the examiner in charge, and is sent to the issue 
division, where it is prepared (on payment of the final fee) for the printer and pho-
tolithographer. 
When the inventor amends, or requests a reconsideration, the case is again taken up, 
the amendment or argument considered, and a decision rendered, as before. 
In case the inventor appeals to the board of examiners-in-chief or to the Commis-
sioner, the examiner prepares a statement (in reply to tile "reasons of appeal") to 
accompany the case. 
When two or more pending cases or pending case with unexpired patents have 
conflicting claims, the examiner forwards to the examiner of interferences notices of 
interference (together with the files and drawings) for all the parties, and if the issue 
has been well defined, and the notices are correct, the interference is declared pro forma 
by forwarding the notices to the several parties. 
After the decision of the examiner of interferences (upon evidence submitted or 
upon the record) as to which party is the prior inventor, the cases are returned to the 
primary examiner, and further action taken in accordance with such decision. 
Motions to dissolve an interference are heard and decided by the primary examiner. 
Applications for reissue of letters patent are considered by the primary examiner, 
and are also subject to appeal, interference, correction, or amendment. 
Cases renewed after forfeiture for non-payment of the final fee are entered and ex-
amined with the new cases. 
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f Note by Cornmittee: The subjoined statement was substituted for three sheets in re-
port.] 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business on hand, re-







~ s . ~~I 0 t:S 0 0 p.t-~...; re..; 'd~ ~.,.; 'dlci 'd~ ~<C "dd 'd~ ~r..: p~ ~M. ~t.= 'dao reao reao 'OM Character of business. bi)OO <PO() <1)00 t:rOO te~ <1)00 t>rOO <P"' <Pao t:J;OO as': ~~ l=l"' 1>-M <11M .s~ <11M ~=lao 1>-..-i <11.-. ~=lao -~~-• ,...M ..... bll ~9 ..... bll 0= ........... ..... bll ~.s .......... ~ 1i1 ..... '"" • 'd ~ ~.s 'd - <PI=l 'd • <PI=l 'd -l=l ..... = ..... ~ .... s:l ..... Q..-i <Pc;S p.:a l=l ..... 
<P <P .:!'l .Q) ~·~ A <P 
~·~ 
A <P ~:a ~B ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --- ---- - ---- - --
-~-New applications for pat-
ents; caveats; cases re-
turned to the office for 
reconsideration, either by 
amendment, correction, or 
request for reconsider-
a.tion ; declarations of in-
terference; renewed cases; 
3,134 reissues and appeals ....... 160 2, 791 2,658 293 3,671 3, 821 143 3,186 93 460 474 79 
SECOND EXAMINING DIVISION. 
Report of the second examining division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of 
business and work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department 
circular of Ma1·ch 23, 18tl7. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the second examin-
ing division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
Examination of applications for letters patent. 
[Note by Comntittee: The subjoined statement was substituted for four sheets of 
tables.] 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business on hand, re-
ceived, and disposed of in the examining division No.2 gf the Patent Office at the 
times named: 
lg ;:. ..... ~ ~ ..... § .:. ..... ~ .E. p.• ~ p 0 c;S t:S 0 ::I 0 c;S p.t:- pf,O 
'd.Q ..... 00 ·~. ;;~ ..,; ~.,.; 'd~ ~<C 'dd d ~r..: p~ ·c,.... :a· l bll~ '000 ~(~ .-oao bfJOO .-oao .-oao b{.~ 'd..-i 'd ...... - bii Character of business. .~~ ~~ 
-~,;00 <1)00 te~ <!)00 .s ...... :::l.-< .~; <7)..-i !:lao <1JM .sf""' ,p,...; ~..: ~'": OQ ;; ~ 0= ........... ..... bfl 0= .!::;..: oca 
j]"' C!>Q g.S 'd ~ <Ps;:l "d ~ ~-~ ~ ..... l=lt"'1 ~·M =,..., ~-,... ~ .... = ...... <!><a ~:a l=l..-i 
A <!) A <!) A a;> ~:a <!) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A.E ~ ---- - ----- ---- - ---- -
Examination of applications 
1, 4611 
for letters ~atent: 
New app ·cations ..... __ 410 1,624 1, 539 495 1,396 1, 747 14-i 1, 383 66 mj ~·I 65 Work returned.----- .... 62 2, 670 2, 641 91 3, 774 3, 770 95 3, 589 3,6231 61 506 509 58 
~ . 
The following statement shows the average amount and character fif business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in ex-
aminingdivision No.2 of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
a) ~ bO ~ ~ 
Q Character of business. ~ 
..;; 
~ 
c;S p. c;S "a p 0 <!) ~ ~ :a <1 )l <1 a;> ~ 00. 0 A 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Examination of applications for letters 
pate~! : ._::: ._:::::: :::::: -_::::: :::::::::: 1884 78 74 58 57 62 57 63 87 45 65 45 76 1885 59 62 84 79 74 70 83 58 58 61 55 54 
Do ........ -- .• -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -.... -- . 1886 57 70 86 78 63 77 66 69 63 67 72 55 
Do ................ -------- .... ----·. 1887 63 60 ....... ...... . .. . .. ... ...... ·--· ---· ....... ....... ....... 
The slight decrease in the averages for September, October, and November, 1884, 
was due to the fact that the time of the examiner and assistants wats required in pre· 
paring the exhibit for the New Orleans Exposition; the increase from March to July, 
1885, to extra or uight work done by employes to bring up the work of the division. 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in examining divis-
ion No.2 of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Year. I Jan. Feb. I Mar. Apr. May. IJune. [July . I Aug. SepC Oct. [ Nov. Doo. 
1-884--.• -.-•• -.-•. ·-.-. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.5- 1 --2-6·1--~ I~~~~ -:1-:-: ~~  ~ 
( 8 8 1 1 1 7! 1 1 1 6 6~ 1 1 
{ 
6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1885 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 1 l 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
7 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
{ 
7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 56 
1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
9 9 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 8 
{ 
6 6 .......•... . .•••••.••••..•.....•.•...•••.•....•..•.••• 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . 2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
8 8 ...... . .... . ............ . ...................................... . 
The first line opposite each year indicates the number of examiners, the second the 
number of clerks, and the third the total. 
The principal exa.miner is included, whose time was principally employed in re-
viewing and revising the work of the assistant examiners. 
The average number of employes for 1884 was 7-h; 1885, Sl; 1886, st, and 1887, 8. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
least during the periods specified in examining division No. 2 of the Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
(Examination of applications for letters patent.-Employe doing the most.-Maximnm.] 
18~ ...... ~~r ........•• I ~~·· ~ .~~b. l :.1 ~·:·. 1 ~·Y: [·T~••: I ~~Y· I A.~g: I ~:••j .~~~ .. ~~J D::~ 
1885 ...................... 
1 
102 I 110 I 140 
1
146 I 118 I 113 I 152 I 112
1
114 I 110 83
1 
104 
1886.......... .. . . .. . .. . . . 93 103 140 117 93 108 108 110 105 116 96 96 
1887(toMarch1) ........ . 1 109 1 103 1· ····· ······1·--·· t ····· 1· ····· 1 ···· · ·--··· 1· ·····1······ ······ 
[Examination of applications for letters patent.-Employe doing the least.-Minimum.J 
1884...................... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ... . . ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 53 
1885...... .. . . . . . . .... .. . . 45 43 42 48 49 18 49 31 39 41 49 39 
1886. ..... . .. . ..... .. . .. .. 47 49 35 75 61 70 71 70 62 57 61 48 
l887(toMarch1) ......... 57 59 .................. ............ . ............................ . 
Individual reports were not kept prior to December, 1884, no order having been 
issued by the Commissioner for such reports. 
The followin<T statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devotea: to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in examining division No.2 of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Year. 
1884 ......................................... . 
1885 ........................................ . 
1886 ......................................... . 
1887 (to March 1) .......................... .. 
I Average Average 
Number of number of number of 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to busi-
ness by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the mini 
mum number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least 
number of days in examining division No.2 of the United States Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
--~------~-----------------------
1 1887 (to I 
1884. 1885. 1886. March 1). Character-of business. 
Maximum number of days......... 284 297 289 
:Minimum number of days ........ ·I 219 I 265 2731 48 Examining applications for let. 42 ters patents, and clerical work. 
Apparent excess of days in 1885 and 1886 was owing to extra work performed in 
1885, and to the fact that the leave granted by law was not all taken in 1886. The 
minimum exhibit was caused by sickness. 
THIRD DIVISION. 
Beport of thfJ third division U. S. Patent Office on the methods of business and work, as 
requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circular of March 13, 
1887. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the third division of the 
office of Commissioner of Patents forth~ years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
------------1---------------- ------------
1884 .•..••••••.•..•....... 197 178 211 184 237 181 210 187 237 188 195 223 
1885 .••••. ···--- ·•·•····•· 245 200 317 280 263 231 250 220 278 227 212 158 
1886 .••....•.. ·---·· ....•. 20~ 188 237 197 136 242 294 256 290 156 297 271 
1887 (to March 1) ............ 310 282 ........... ........... ............ .......... .......... .......... ........... . ......... ............ .......... 
Actions on all applications, caveats, and amended cases. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May: June. July. .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-------------- -----------
1884 •••••••••••••••..•..•. { 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1885 .••.•••••••••••••••••. { 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
1886 •••••••••••••••.•••••• { 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 8 9 9 9 9 
1887 (to March 1) .••..••. { 5 5 .......... .......... . ......... . ......... ........... ......... ........ .......... ....... .. ......... 9 10 ........... .......... .......... . ......... . ......... ........ ......... ···-·· ...... . ....... 
The figures in the first line opposite each year indicate those engaged in examining applications, or 
in making the actions referred to in the first-named table above. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the moAt and the employe doing the least during each month of 
the years named: 
fActions on applications.-Maximum.) 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. Jn1y. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-----------1---1-----------------------
1884 .•••••••••••.•••••.••..••••. ·•••·• .......••.••.•••••.•••••.••....••.•• ·••••• .••••• •••••• 60 
1885 ••••••.••••••••••••••. ••·•·• 83 103 64 63 60 68 72 79 58 57 52 
1886 ..•.•••• ·- .••.• - ••• • • • 50 43 65 58 39 68 94 97 98 46 80 73 
1887 (to March 1) . ••. .•• 82 67 ••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.•••••.••••..•••...••••••••••••••••• 
[Actions on applications.-Minimum.] 
1884.... •• •.••• ••••••..•. .••• .. •••• .• .••• .• ..• . . • .••••• .••••• .••. .• . ••. .. .••• •• .•• • •• •••••• 41 
1885...... •• •• . •• • • • . • . • . • .•• • • . 17 47 40 31 31 41 39 47 38 35 ~ 
1886. ..••. .••••• ..••••. •• . 17 23 29 26 27 55 57 64 29 29 55 42 
1887 (to March 1) • •••• •• • 55 58 .................•..•....•...•.••••..•••••.•••••...••••••••• 
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Prior to the year 1885 individual work reports were not required in the examining 
divisions of the U.S. Patent Office (see Commissioner's order No. 200, November 29, 
1884). 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greater number of days and employe present for the least number of days : 
0 0 0 
lzi 1>. lzi lzi. al 8~ 8~ 
Year. <t>[;' :; l=ldl ~=Sci! 
~"' "' 8"' a-= <Jl ........ 
""' ·~~ ·a~ ~0 ~ ~ ~ 
--- -- ---
1884 .••••• -----· .......... .............................. - .... - ... ---.- .. 
1885 ........................................ ------ ........ -- ........... . 
1886 .. - ................................ -- ..... -- .... -------- ......... --. 

















The average is here made between the employe having the maximum number of 
days and the employe having the minimum number of days. 
The time devoted to office work by the members of the examining force of this di-
vision has not been restricted to seven hours, or the regular office hours, as the mem-
bers are in the habit of remaining after 4 o'clock, and also returning to do official 
work in the evening. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed of, at 
the dates specified below, in the division of metallurgy, in the United States Patent 
Office: 
. ~ ~ .s ~ ~ .s ll=l ~ . ~ ~ .s . §'&3 ~ 
~- "=ci ~ ~ . "'·-5 ~ I~. "dco o ~ . §'~ 'S~ ~ • Character of business. 'OfJ~ ~~ ~..,; ~~ ~~ ·o !:\(,~ -=gs "=d !:\(,~ "' .... "' ...... ~so =~ ~~ .s~ a-,..... 4>co .9~ -~~ ~ ~ .9~ .e;'OfJ ~~ ............ e;'OfJ I> moo ;a - ..... '¢fJ o,... <t>s= Po "=,...; <t>s= p.""' -= - ~·~ .~ ] -' ~ ~ ~ -~ l" . I§,... ~·~ -~ ~ ~ ~-~ ctJ = ...... 
I~ p:: A ll-c p:: A ~ p:: A P. H::;;J A.S P. __ ,_ ----- ---- -
A.pplloationo .••.....••..•.. ·l"' --;;r:-::-:1-:- •. 080 . -- .• 1143 1,127 ..... 961 ~02 -. . . . . 106 
Airiended cases... .. • . . . . . .. . 39 1, 618,2, 565 13 ,2, 003 2, 959,38 1, 756,2, 879 89 426l 592 I 91 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the third division 
of the Patent Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or more items 
of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with the 
receipt of the business matter in the examiners' division, and then showing in con-
secutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the appropriate divisions of said office and the employes through whose 
hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the ac-
tion thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
DUTIES OF THE PRINCIPAL EXAMINER OF DIVISION III. 
First. Supervising the work of the division in all its details. 
Second. Personally considering all applications for patents, new or amended, 
which are acted upon in the division, the same being submitted to the examiner by 
the assistants. 
Third. Hearing oral arguments of attorneys and applicants in regard to pending 
cases, and answering questions in regard to the chemical indus tries covered by the 
classes of the division. 
Fourth. Declaring interferences, and ilecidiug motions to dissolve same. 
Fifth. Making statements in cases appealed to the board of examiners-in-chief, and 
answering motions or petitions to the Commissioner. 
Sixth. Examining applications, signing cases prepared for issue, also signing all 
letters, reports, and requisitions, emanating from the division. 
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DUTIES OF ASSISTANT EXAMINERS, 
First. In new applications, carefully reads the specification of each application, and 
compares the descriptive matter with the figures of the drawing, at the same time 
making notes of all inaccuracies in the wording of the specification, lettering of the 
drawings, &c. After this formal examination of the papers in each case, the assistant 
makes a search, first, through the United States patents of the class or classes bearing 
the closest relation to the case in hand; second, through the English, German, and 
other classified foreign patents, ancl finally through the works on the chemical arts 
in the Patent Office library. After a complete search to determine tho novelty of the 
invention in question, the assistant prepares a digest of the appiication, if it sore-
quires, and collects the materials for the proposed office action, and submits the case 
to the principal examiner, following which the letter to the applicant is prepared. 
Second. In old cases or amended applications which come 11p for action, the assist-
ant carefully considers the amendment and argument of the attorney or applicant, in 
connection with the references and objections of the record, and after carefully com-
paring the claims or specification with the amendment, either repeats his former ob-
jections, or if the changes in the presentation of the case so demand makes a further 
record or preparet> the case for issue ; in either case submitting the application to the 
principal examiner. 
Third. Classifying patents. 
Fourth. Distributing copies of patents, photolithographs, drawings, &c., used in 
the examination of cases. 
DUTIES OF THE EXAMINERS' CLERK. 
First. Giving applications and caveats and their drawings the proper book num-
ber, then registering the serial, monthly, and book number of each case, also the 
name of applicant and attorney, title of the invention, date of the application, date 
received in the examiners' room, number of the sheets of drawings in each case, and, 
:finally properly indexing such register. 
Second. Press-copying and indexing the office letters or actions in each case, and 
mailing the type-written copies, and entering these actions in the official register. 
Third. Entering amendments to specifications and letters from applicants, indors-
ing such amendments and letters on the file wrapper, and also registering such 
amendments and letters in the examiner~:~' book. 
Fourth. Distributing and stamping files and drawings of applications, and getting 
them out when needed. 
Fifth. Filling out the monthly, weekly, and daily reports, also keeping the daily 
time report of the employes of the division. 
Sixth. Making up cases for issue, filing brief in each case, and preparing applica-
tion for examiner's signature. 
The following statement shows the principal items of business transacted in the 
third division of the United Sates Patent Office: 
Examining applications for patents for improvements in processes and apparatus 
in the following subclasses of indul'ltrial chemistry: 
LCLASBEB.-7. Brewing and fermenting. 96. Coating with metal. 124. Distillation. 48. Gas. 75. 
Metallurgy. 148. Metal tempering, annealing, and cementation.] 
Olass 7.-Brewing andjnment- Olass 124.-Distillation. (III)- Olasa 48.-Gas. (III)-Continued. 
ing. (III.) Continued. 





6. Preserving beer and wine. 
7. Purifying beer and wine. 
8. Hop-backs. 
10. Wine. 












7. Fresh water. 
8. Oil. 
9. Paraffine. 
10. Preparing grain. 
11. Refining oils. 
13. Revenue-guards. 
12. Turpentine. 





25. Gas and air mixers, 
3. .ret-mixers, 
26. Oil-feed, float-valves, 
27. Oil-feed, rotary, 
28. Revolving. 






6. Coal and oil, 
8. Coal and water, 
7. Coal, oil, and water, 
12. Hydrogen, 
13. Oil, 








17. Retorts and settings. 
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{]laBI75.-Metallurgy. (m)-Con- Class 75.-Metallurgy. (ml-Con- Class 75.-Metallurgy. (III)-Con-






4. Blast-furnace accessories. 
~: g~~~~f~~~oal. 
3. Converters. 











88. Heating air and gas, 
18. Mixing air and gas, 
80. Producers, 







26. Shaft and shelf. 
12. Hot-blast ovens-
52. Single surface, 
53. Double surface. 
14. Iron and steel direct- 18. Solution and precipitation-
71. Furnaces, Continued. 
72. Retort-furnaces, 70. Parting bullion. 
73. Bricks, 28. Spelter. 
74. Flux, 27. 'l'reating molten iron-
75. Gases, 44. Air, steam, and gaseil, 
76. Slag, 45. Allvys, 
77. Sponge. 46. Basic, 
15. Leau, 87. Basic linings, 
16. Mechanical puddlers and 47. Granulating, 
tools. 48. Oxides. 
22. Quicksilver. 49. Physic, 
17. Reducing and separating- 50. Scrap, 
57. Apparatus, 51. Vacuum. 
58. Aluminium, 39. Tuyeres. 
62. Copper, 55. Utilizing tin scrap-
59. Desilverizing lead, 56. Wet processes. 
60. Desulphurizing ores, 
61. Disintegrating ores, Class 148.-Metal tempering, an-
~: ~~M'and silver, nealing, and cementation. (ill.) 
85. l\Iang-anese, 
66. Nickel and cobalt, 7. Cementation and case-hard 
65. Ore bricks. ening. 
23. Regenerators. 8. Decarbonizing. 
24. Revolving roasters. 9. Tempering and annealing-
%5. Roasting and smelting 10. AJ?plications of electric-
hearths. 1ty. 
18. Solution and pre c ip it a- 11. Compositions, 
tion- 3. 'Metals generally, 
86. Apparatus, 12. Metals other than iron, 
67. Chlorination, 1. Sheets and plate metal, 
68. Electrolysis, 5. Wheels and tires, 
69. Ferric salts, 6. Wire and springs. 
Attention is respectfully called to the fact that the number of so-called ''actions'' 
in this division in no wise adeqnatelyrepresents the amount oflabor bestowed on the 
consideration of applications. In this division, the official title of which is somewhat 
misleading, are examined inventions in the chief branches of applied chemistry, 
metallurgy in its widest sense, including the application of electricity to the extrac-
tion and deposition of metals, the manufacture of gas, of illuminating oils, and alco-
holic liquors. This list represents, probably, the chief manufactures of the United 
States. Vast interests are often involved in the questions presented to the examiner, 
and irreparable injury may be inflicted by an erroneous decision on his part. The 
inventors, too, are in many instances passed masters in their respective arts, men of 
great learning, and well acquainted with what has already been accomplished by 
previous laborers. To determine the novelty of what a Thomas, a Siemens, an Edi-
son believes to be new in the art to which he has devoted his life is not a task to be 
accomplished by the inspection of a limited number of drawings, but demands and 
receives the labor of days of patient research in all the accessible English, German, 
American, and French patents bearing on the subject, the volumes of the scientific 
journals, and treatises, ever increasing in number, on the matters involved. The files 
of the patent cases may be referred to as indicating (though imperfectly, since they 
only record results) the extent of the field of search. 
From what bas been stated, it will be evident that the amount of work performed in 
this division cannot be estimated by the number of letters wntten. It often, indeed, 
happens that the number of so-called "actions" is in inverse rat~ to the amour. t of labor 
bestowed on an application and to the care exercised by the examiner to secure fair 
treatment for the applicant and a prompt disposition of his case. The more careful 
and exhaustive is the search which is made before a letter is written the more quickly 
do the true limits of the invention become visible to the examiner and the applicant, 
and the fewer" actions" are required to make a final determination of the patent-
.ability of the subject matter of the application. It may not be impropex: to refer, in 
-this connection, to the fact that after a careful search through the record of litigated 
patents the examiner can find no patent issued from this division in the past ten years 
·that has ever been upset by the courts on references overlooked in the examination 
:preceding its issue. 
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FOURTH DIVISION. 
Report of the fourth division, United States Patent Office, on. the methods of bu3ine8s and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Department circular of 
March 23, 18!:!7. · 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business on ha:1d, re-
ceived, and disposed of in the civil engineering division, No.4, of the office of the 
Patent Office at the times named : 
. . ..... . ~ ..... = ~ ..... = .s.... go,; I ~ 
~- ~- 0..; ~- • .§+; 0 U") ~· • .§~ 0 cO ~·. §'~ ~~ ~-. 
~;oi .-cci ~~ be~ ~~ ~~ !>.0~ ~~ ~~ b(~ ~-:. ~,.. I!:J.&> Character of business. ~ 00 .~ ~ ., .-i l=l oo p..... ., .-i S oo p. .-i ., .-i l=l oo p. ,.... ., ;..; coo ;t;; .-i - 0 d ;t;; .-i .... !>.0 0 l=l ~ .-i .... bll 0 l=l ;a .-i .... • 0 ~ ~=-= .-t 
l=l...< 8 !>.0 ~~ l=l .... 8.1=l !}.-. l=l .... ~ !3 ~ ............ , 8 ~ ~~ , i:i .... 
~ ~ .s A ~ ~ .... A ~ ~. A ~ ~ ~ A .s 1~ 
---------------------1---1----
Applications ................ 263 1, 489 1, 431 321 1, 441 1, 560 202 1, 647 1, 613 236 205 250 1191 
Caveats ..................... 238 128 225 141 100 122 119 115 106 1128 \ 24 26 126 
*The figures in these columns denote both new applications on hand and applications renewed or 
renewable by amendment. 
t The figures in these columns denote the number of new applications only received during the year 
or period. They do not include applications denied and afterwards brought up for action again by 
amendment or tbe like. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the civil engineering:, fourth 
division, of the office of the Commissioner of Patents for the years Hl84, 1885, 1~86, 
and Hl87 (to March 1) : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. I Dec. 
------------------·1-- ------------------------------
1884 ...................... 301 292 334 312 357 325 
1885 ...................... 276 264, 484 404 335 360 
1886 ...................... 330 251 370 302 276 306 
















The figures denote the number of actions on cases for the times specified. 
The following statement shows the average number of employ~s during each month 
of the years named : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-----------------1---------------- --------- ----------
1884 ................. 9 9 9 8. 5 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1885 ...................... 8 8 8 8 8 7 6.25 6 6 7 7. 75 7 
1886 ...................... 7 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 6.5 
1887 (to March 1) .......... 6 6 ....... ·--··· ........ .. ....... ........... .. .......... ............ ........... .......... 
'.rhe above are examiners employed for specifl.ed time; in addition one clerk was employed during all 
of said time for clerical duty. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
lly the employ~ doing the most and the employe doing the least, during each month 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
------------------1·----1----1----1--- ---------------
1885...................... 48 64 103 105 76 81 89 74 68 65 72 71 
1886...................... 71 83 100 91 75 84 97 72 101 73 65 107 
1887 (to March 1) .. • • • • .. 106 98 ........................................................... . 
MINIMUM. 
~ / ... ~-1---~-/ ... ~; 1---~~-1-.. !~./- --~~-/ ... ~-/ ... ~./ ... ~~-/ .... ~~ 1885 ...................... , 1886 ..................... . 1887 (to March 1) ...... .. 281 32 32 
No account of actions kept for 1884, as it was not then required. 
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Average nwrnbel' of days and the time and attention devoted to the consideration and trans-
action of business during the years named, also the number of days devoted to business 
by the employe 11resent for the greatest mmtber of days and employe present fm· the least 
1wmbe1· of days. 
Calendar year. Average No. Hours daily. In person or Maximum Minimum of days. by proxy. No. of days.* No. of days.• 
1884 ......•••••••.••••••••...•. 24-3.6 7 In person ... 298 259 
1885 .......•••..•••••.•••...... 298 7 In person . .. 275 234 
1886 ............•.•.•••...•.... 302:3 7 In person ... 293 255 
1887 (to March 1) ....... 50 7 In person ... 52 52 
*Employes in the division during the entire year. 
In 1884, three persons were in the division fractions of the year, averaging 129 
days each. 
In 1885, four persons were in the iii vision fractions of the year, averaging 91 days 
each. 
In 1886, seven persons were in the division fractions of the year, averaging 117 
days each. 
In January and February, 1887, one person was in the division less than one 
month, working 24 days. 
FINE ARTS (FIFTH) DIVISION. 
Rep01·t of the fine m·ts (fifth) division of the Patent Office on the methods of business and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Cmnmittee, and called f01' by Depa1·tment ciretl-lar of 
Ma1·ch 23, 1887. 
[Note by Comntittee: The following has been substituted for four sheets given in 
report.] 
The amount and character of business on hand, received and disposed of in the fine 
arts division (No. 5) of the office of the Commissioner of Patents at the times named: 
. 
~ ~ .s lo I " I ~ lg I ~ l .s . I 0 
P.r:-: 
~ 1:1 ..... pao p ..... ~ p p ..... ~ p.t- ...,ao 
~. ~;i 0 ~ "C.Q 0 J ~<.O "C<.O 0 ~ . "'i2 o.-< ~r:-: bl~ 1ri bl)~ ~~ "'Ld "000 1g t.c&:i ~..-; "C ..... -Character of business. ~~ ,~ Q;)OO b£00 ~:~ao .s~ .~-:, a:>oo ~:-.-< .s~ ~'-! ~~ 1:100 ;a ..... _ 0~ IXlOO .s~ 0~ ·~.-< 'Q)bll 0.-< 
1"0 - '"'bll -g....- ·a;~ "C -1=1.-< g.S ~ §,....- ~ g.S p. ~:~'"" ~.s ~ ~~ 1:1.-< a) 
A 
r1J a) 
A a) c.>~ Q;) ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... 0 p.. A+> - - -- - --
-~-
---- - -- ---. -
Applications for patents, 
caveats, cases returned to 
the office for reconsidera-
tion accompanied either by 
amendment, argument, or 
request for reconsidera- . 
tion without chanfee, dec-
larations of inter erence, 
renewed cases reissue ap· 
plications, and appeals .... 277 2,580 2, 240 617 4, 13!,)1 4, 2531 503 3, 994. 4, 370 127 628 645 110 
The following statement show the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of cluriug the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the division of fine arts (division 5) in the office 
of the Commissioner of Patents : 
Character of business. 
Applications for patents........ 277 2, 520 2, 180 617 ~. 067 4, 181 503 3, 932 4, 308 127 620 637 110 
Applications for caveats ........ \.... 60 60 .••. 72! 72 ... ·1 62 62
1
. ... 8 l--· 
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These figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the, 
office for reconsideration, accompanied either by amendment, argument, or request 
for reconsideration without change. Declarations of interference, renewed cases, re-
issue applications, and appeals are also included. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the :fine arts (fifth) divi-
sion of the office of the Commissioner of Patents, Department of the Interior, for the 
years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1): 
PER CAPITA.* 
. ~ ..: ..: :~..g 
t>. t' . .0 ..: $ $ ~,.0 ~ 
Year. ~- ~ ..c:l • t; S q) S s "'S"" 
6 ] ~ :a ~ ~ h ~ ! :B ~ ~ ~p~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~=q) 
1884 ............... ---; --;~---;~~--;~~--;--;--;l--5 
1885.. .• •• • • • . . . . . . 50 56 98 70 92 98 68 68 66 49 62 481 5 
1886------ ......... 71 61 68 56 85 65 69 80 73 39 76 55 5 
1887 (to March 1) .. 55 50 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. • • • • • • 6 
*Only those flngaged in examining work included in this table. The last column shows the aver 
age number engaged. 
SUM TOTALS. 
1884 ............... 259 260 229 310 1 2541 238 1491 4051 81 1 93 91 211 ...... 
1885 ··•••••·••····· 252 281 491 348 458 490 338 342 329 243 312 240 1886 ............... 353 307 341 --~:~-1--~~:·1--~~~- · -~~~-1--~~~-I--~~: -I--~~~- 380 276 1887 (to March 1) .. 329 299 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named : 
Year. Jan. I Fob. Mar. lAP'· May. June. j .July. Ang.l Sop~~~ Nov. Dec. 
--~-- --,--
1884 ...................... 8 7 8 8 8 7 6 6 4 4 6 7 
1885 ..•••••••••••••••••••• 1 5 7 8 
----~-1---~ 
8 
.JI·---~- ----~-1---~ 1--~i 
7 
1886 ...................... 8. 8 9 8 9 
1887 (to March l) ........ 9 9 
Total force (both examining and clerical) included in this table. 
The following table shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of by 
the employe doing the most and tM employe doing the least during each month of 
the following years: 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. I Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1,--- -----------=:---- - -- --1--
1884...................... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 80 
1885 ................ -..... 101 74 134 103 102 137 67 78 79 71) 80 56 
1886...................... 96 70 67 56 162 1o4J 99 69 197J 441· 111 I 89 
18871(to March 1)......... 94 I 69 
1 
..... l ........... , ...... , ...... , ............ , ............ , ..... . 
MINIMUM. 
~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::: ···24· ···23· ·--28· -·ao· ---4s· --·49· ·--39· ·--39·r·--35· ···3i· ·--«· !~ 
1886...... ...... .......... 59 52 15 12 33 21 31 16 24 18 26 21 
1887 (to March 1)........ 22 26 .......................................................... .. 
No record of individual work was required to be kept by office order prior to De-
cember, 1884. 
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The clerical force is not included in this sheet, the work performed by it being so 
varied and miscellaneous in character as to preclude the possibility of averaging the 
same with that performed by the examining force. 
The following shows the average number of days and the time and attention devoted 
to 1 he consideration and transaction of business during the years named, and number 
of days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days 
and employe present for the least number of days: 
s 1>. ~<Xi 
I:' <Xi 
,1:1 ...... 
~!;' r>. .. ~= 
~ 
0 • Q;)O 
CI)"' §~ ..cl Year. 1>.11~ "0 ~~ ~-S e-. rn = ~ .. -.a:> Q;)Q;) = p. Q;)s 1>-.1:1 0 
~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~<Xi s . !:'Ill 
~~ ~~ 
Sro sro 






~ . ~~ g~r_s_~~: I No recor~. 
71\ .... do..... r 
7 .... do ..... Norecort 
1884................... ....................... . 142&! 
~:~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 ~~g}. 
1887 (to March 1)....... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 431 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the fine arts (:fifth) 
division of the United States Patent Office. 
Examination of applications for patents. 
Examination of applications for reissues. 
Examination of caveats. 
Reconsideration of rejected or otherwise acted on applications, as requested or 
amended. 
Preparation of statements in case of applicants appealing from the decision of the 
examiner to the examiner-in-chief or the Commissioner in person. 
Declarations of interferences as between conflicting applications or applications 
and unexpired patents. 
Hearings and decisions before and by the principal examiner on motions for the 
dissolution of interferences. 
Se~rches made by the assistant examiners for references and evidence as to the 
fact of patentability or otherwise, those found being presented for review by the 
principal and according to the decision arrived at, actions being made by them on 
the applications under consideration and the applicants duly notified of the same by 
the Commissioner. 
All these actions of the office are recorded by the clerk of division in the Exa'rn-
iner'B Journal, such actions being duly noted on the backs of the files by the assist-
ants making the examinations. She also makes all proper changes in a case as di-
rected by amendment filed by the applicant; copies all office letters and prepares 
them for the mail; takes press-copies of the originals, indorses the same, and files 
them away in the cases to which they respectively belong; also copies all statements, 
decisions, reports, &c., and stamps and properly numbers all papers, files, and draw-
ings. She keeps strict account of all cases called up or sent out of the room, and re-
ceives and disposes of the same on their return. The clerk makes out also the daily, 
weekly, and monthly reports of time and work for the information of the Commissioner. 
Statement of the fine arts (fifth) division of the United States Patent Office, showing 
the methods adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with 
the receipt of the matter by the Department or by any ofthe agents of the Depart-
ment, and, giving in consecutive order, the various steps taken by each of such busi-
ness matters, through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus, and 
divisions of such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, and 
by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the 
proper party. 
Applications for letters patent, as they are received each day from the application 
division, are inspected by the prin9ipal examiner to ascertain to which class they 
properly belong, and are then duly recorded in the journal by the clerk who places 
the serial number and book number upon the papers and drawing. Such are then 
ready for examination, each case being taken up in the order ofitl:l date of:filing and 
examined as to novelty, utility, clearness of description, and illustration, aud as to 
matters of form, and the inventor: or his attorney informf'd of the office decision by let-
ter. The case, if rejected, then awaits action by the applicant. If allowed for patent 
by the examiner, it is sent to the issue division, where it is 1)ropared (on payment of 
the final fee) for t.b.e printer and photolithographer. 
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When the inventor amends or asks for a reconsideration of his case, it is aguin taken 
up for examination, and a decision rendered thereon, as before. In case an appeal is 
taken to the board of examiners-in-chief, the examiner in charge prepares a state-
ment, furnishing the grounds of his action (in reply to the reasons of appeal) to ac-
company the case. 
When two or more pending cases or a pending case and unexpired patent have con-
flicting claims, the examiner forwards the interference letters (written and addressed 
to the respective partieR) to the examiner of interferences, together with the :files and 
drawingd, and if the issue has been well defined, and the notices of interference cor-
rect, the same is declared pro forma by the forwarding of said notices to the several 
parties interested. · 
After the decision of the examiner of interferences, based upon the evidence sub-
mitted as to the question of priority of invention, the cases are returned to the exam-
iner and further action taken by him in accordance with such decision. 
ApplicatiOns for reissue of letters patent are carefully examined and critically re-
viewed, and are subject to appeal, interference, correction, or amendment, as the case 
may be, hke other applications. 
Cases renewed after forfeiture for non-payment of the :final fee are entered and ex-
amined as new cases. 
The general subjects of invention examined in this division are classified as fol-
lows: 
Fine arts, jewelry, music, photography, stationery, toilet, and umbrellas and canes. 
CHEMICAL DIVISION. 
Report of the chemical division, United States Patent Office, on the ntethods of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called fm· by Department circular 
of MareTt 23, 1!;87. 
The following statement shows the principal items of business transacted in tbe 
chemical division of the United States Patent Office. 
In this division are examined applications for patents upon-
Olass B.-Bleaching and dyeing. 











Steam and bleach chests, 
Wool cleaning. 
ClaBB 23.-Chemicals. 





Class 149. -Hides, skins, and 
leather. 
Bating, 








.Ammonia, Class 167. -Medicines. 
Apparatus, 
Carbon compositions. Not dyes, Aerated be-verages, 
Distilling wood, Capsules, 
Fire-extinguishing compounds, Disinfectants, 
Metalloids, Extracts, 
Packin~ chemicals, Hair dyes and tonics, 
Purif.viug water, Insecticides, 
Salines, Internalremedies, 
Soda and potash. Pla!lters, 
Topical remedies, 











Sewage and night soU. 












Lubricants, treating oils for, 
Class 87-Continued. 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the chemical division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the Interior: 
Character of business. 
Applications . . • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 115 921 
Amended cases. . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . 130 1, 069 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the chemical division of the 
United States Patent Office for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, (to March 1.) 
1884 .••••........••••..... 169 
1885 .•••.•.•.•••.......•.. 219 
1886 ..•..............••... 189 





Actions upon all applications. 
200 198 170 188 
24 7 238 208 238 










The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
Year. Jan. I Fob. Mar. I Apr. IMay. J=o.IJuly.l Aug. So pt. I~~ Nov Dec. 
1884 .....•................ 
5 5 61 61 ' .. .JI.J-i.J ---!.l----!.1--.!. 
6 
1885 .........••..••. ----·· 6 6 6 6 5 6 
1886 - -·- --· ·- -· -··--- --·· ~ ~ 1----~- ____ :_ .... :. 'I 1887 (to March 1) ----·--· 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month 
of the following years : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May .• Tnne.
1
Jnly. , .A.ug. , Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1_8_84 _______ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -_-__ -~--6-0 ---;;~~---;~-;I-;-;--;~~ 
1885 ...................... 100 Sfl 100 105 72 105 103 110 104 83 99 75 
~:~·<·t~-M~~chi->·:::::::: 1 ~I ~~ 1 -~~~- --~~~- ---~~- ---~~- ---~:- 1 ---~~- ---~~-~---~~- --~~~- ----~~ 
MINIMUM. 
1884.-- .... ---.---- .. ----. -- .. -- . ----- ------ . ----. ------ ------ . ----. .. ---- ------ .. • • • . . ---.. 7 
1885.......... ............ 16 11 19 7 18 7 28 22 9 4 21 10 
188ti...................... 12 10 15 7 14 2 14 11 9 8 13 9 
1887 (to March 1) -···---· 13 3 .•••.. ------ ........................ ·----- ..•....•.•...••••. 
The reason why such account was not kept in this division prior to December 1, 1884, 
is, that order No. 200, directing the examiners to keep (in addition to the usual 
monthly report) a daily record of the work performed in their respective divisions, 
and report the same to the Commissioner, was not issued until November 29,1884; 
therefore the first report was made under such order, January 1, 1885. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at 
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
4402 INT--19 
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specified, by the employes in the chemical division of the United States Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior : 






Average number of 
number of hours em-
days pres- ~ ployed 
---------1---------
~i~t 1 ~ In !je:,eon. 
1884 ............................................... . 
1885 .... ·-----·------- ........................... .. 
1886 .............................................. . 7 Do. 
1887 (to March 1) ................................ .. 48! 7 Do. 
Statement of the chemical division of the United States Patent Office, showing the 
methods adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the 
receipt of the matter by the Department, or by any of the a~ents of the Department, 
and giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business 
matters through the various divisions of the office and the various bureaus and di-
visions of such bureaus, and employes through whose handl3 the same passes, and by 
whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each 
until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party: 
Chemical division, No. 6, is devoted to the examination of applications for letters 
patent regarding the consideration of inventions more or less dependent on the prog-
ress of chemistry as an industrial art. 
On the reception of such applications the assignment of them to the several assist-
ants is made daily by the examiner. The order of examination is twofold: 
First, upon the form (of the papers submitted). 
Second, upon the merits (of the invention as claimed). 
Examinations upon the form always precede the consideration of the description of 
the invention and the claims thereon. 
The office book prepared for the purpose, entitled Rules of Practice, is the guide 
in the first part of this examination, and the first letters forwarded to the applic&nt 
are devoted, in great part, to the primary necessity of clearing away obscurities, so 
as to present the nature of the invention in a clear and intelligible form, and should 
contain such description of the invention claimed as will clearly set forth, after the 
relation of the invention itself~ such minute information as will develop two points 
in the history of the claim : 
First, proof of its novelty. 
Second, proof of its utility. 
Upon the establishment of which depends the obtaining of a patent. 
As the office is not limited in the granting of patents to inhabitants of this country, 
applications are accepted from and patents granted to the civilized world, and there-
fore the examination of all applications before this office involves not only (upon the 
examiners) an acquaintance with the nature and progress of industry in various for-
eign countries, but also a consequent acquaintance with the language of science in 
foreign countries, and demands corresponding literary education from the examiners 
in th1s division of the Bureau. 
There are not less than half a dozen patent offices in Europe in relation with the 
library of this office, the reports from which it becomes necessary for the assistant 
examiner to search through and ascertain what new inventions have been discovered 
and adopted there; and it may be stated that many of our most useful and valuable 
nventions (in a pecuniary point of view) have been derived from abroad. 
The class of assistants required for this especial branch of inventions claimed de-
mands the possession of a knowledge of European languages, as well as of the progress 
of modern science, which the salaries offered do not tempt the possessors to accept, 
and ~onsequently the Department finds it difficult to obtain a class of officers of tho 
highest merit suitable for this office. 
With regard to the work itself presented, very many of the applications made in 
this division are not capable of illustration by drawings, and this fact shows the 
necessity of the examiner's bestowing more time and labor on the consideration of 
the references drawn from printed descriptions, which involvP.s the consumption of 
much more time in each case than is bestowed in many other divisions, where draw-
ings are more frequently called for and supplied, and hence it happens that the time 
occupied with the consideration of one case of this character may of necessity involve 
twice or thrice the time occupied with a well-illustrated case in another division. 
This should be taken into consideration in contrast.ing the work done in one division 
when compared with another. 
It may, perhaps, now have been made sufficiently apparent the extent over which 
examination stretches to determine what is absolutely new, and some idea formed of 
the time required for correctly carrying out this. But, generally speaking, this time 
is not allowed b~~ the present mode of conducting exa.minations, and when returns are 
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called for to show the state of various rooms this consideration of time is not taken 
intq account; certain rooms are said to work slowly, and complaint of this slow work 
is maqe by applicants, and thus the interests of the patent act, requiring the exami 
nations, are rendered nugatory by the persistent pressure made, whose results lead to 
the more or less practical abolition of thorough examination by the examiner, and 
thus in many of the worthiest patents a germ oflitigation is deposited wheu the patent 
comes out, and the consequent result of this haste by which examiners are pressed to 
push forward the examination of applications is to make the examinations more slight 
and cover less ground. This haste has the general effect to depreciate the character of 
the office work and lessen the value ofpatents very considerably. 
It is to be regretted that any work of the Government should be carried out the 
effect of which will be to increase the actual amount turned out at the expense of 
careful consideration and exact knowledge, having for their object the improvement 
of the useful arts. 
The development of art and manufactures has wonderfully enlarged, and the de-
mand of the civilized world correspondingly increased. 
Invention has been stimulated and educated minds of the world have amicably 
united, and the result of all this is to throw upon the examiner such a flood of mate-
rial for examination that he feels alwayR of late under a strain in his efforts to cor-
rectly estimate the value of the evidence for and against the claims presented-the 
value of the claims depending on the examination bestowed upon them both before 
and after correction. The number of cases allowed by the examiner nor the short-
ness of the time embraced in examination is no test of the efficiency of such examiner, 
nor is it any proof of the value of the efforts of the office to foster invention and de-
velop the useful arts. In contrasting the time and labor called for in the examination 
of patent applications with that of many other actions made in the offices of Govern-
ment, it should always be remembered that much of the merit of the invention claimed 
depends on the amount of novelty shown, and that this novelty is developed by the 
examination; that the examination is more searching in this office than in those of 
other countries, the chief functions of which are offices of registry and not dependent 
upon the development of the arts, and at times efforts are made by interested parties 
in this country to break down the principle of examination upon the merits, and re-
duce the Patent Bureau into a simple recording office. 
HARVESTER (SEVENTH) DIVISION. 
Rep01·t of the harvester (seventh) division of the Patent Office, on the methods of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular 
of March 13, 1887. 
The following statement shows the principal items of business transacted in the 
harvester diviswn of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior : 
The business of this division consists exclusively in the examination of applications 
for patents for the following inventions: 
Olaas 56.-Harvesters. (VII.) 
1. Bean harvesters. Hand-binders-
Binders- 54. Elevated delivery, side, 
35. Compressors, 55. Flat delivery, 
36. Grain-adjusters, 56. Manual 'rattion. 
37. Sheaf-carriers. 12. Hand rakers. 
2. Clover-harvesters. 13. Has·-caps. 
3. Combined rakes and tedders. Hay-loaders-
Corn-harvesters- 61. Endless-belts, 
38. Binders and droppers, 62. Intermittent, 
39. Cutters, 63. Lifting-reels, 
40. Implements, 64. WalkitJ.g-rakes. 
41. Stnppers and huskers. 100. Headers. 
5. Corn-shockers. 16. Hedge-trimmers. 
6. Cotton-harvesters. 17. Hemp and flax harvesters. 
Cutting apparatus- Horse-rakes-
42. Endless, 65. Draft-dumpers, 
43. Guard-fingers and finger- 66. Drags, 
bars, 67, Hand-dumpers, 
44. Reciprocating, 68. Hay-cockers, 
45. Rot-ary, 69. Rake-teeth. 
46. Vibrating. 19. Lawn-mowers. 
Droppers- 20. Manure-forks. 
47. Direct-tilting, 33. Miscellaneous. 
49. Miscellaneous, Mowers-
48. Opening and closing, 70. .Anomalies, 
50. Side-delivery, 72. Center-cut, 
51. Swinging and tilting. 73. Front-cut, one-wheel, 
99. Fruit-gatherers. 74. Front-cut, two-wheels, 
9. Gearing. 76. Rear-cut, one-wheel, 
10. Grain-bands. 77. Rear-cut, two-wheels, 
31. Grain wheels and casters. 75. Reciprocating-gear, 
Hand-bind~rs- 78. Thrust-cut. 
52. Attachments, 32. Platform adjustments. 




27. Scythes and cradles. 
24. Seats. 
Self-binders-
82. Clips and prepared bands, 
83. Cord-knotters, 
84. General structure, 
85. Gleaners and binders, 
86. Tension and take-up de-
vices, 





91. Platform movement, 
92. Reciprocating horizon t a.l 
curvilinear, 
93. Reciprocating horizon t a} 
rectilinear, 
96. Rotary horizontal axis, 
94. Rotary v e r t i c a 1 axis , 
switch, 
95. Rotary vertical ax i s, n o 
switch, 
98. Traveling horizontal irreg-
ular nath, 




30. Track-clearers and dividers. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transactio~ business in the harvester di. 
vision of the Patent Office in the Department of tne Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning 
with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in consecu-
tive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through 
the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose hands the 
same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of, and notice thereof 
duly given to the proper party. 
The business of all the examiners' divisions is alike. It consists exclusively in ex-
amining applications belonging to the classes in the respective divisions, and such 
duties as aro incidental thereto. 
Applications are received each day from the application division. They are first in-
spected by the examiner to determine whether the application clerk has properly as-
signed them. If not, they are returned to him. If properly belonging to the divis-
ion, they are assigned to the proper sub-class, recorded in the ''examiner's register,'~ 
and pigeon-holed in the order of their filing, to be taken up in that order for action. 
The work of the division is usually divided up among the assistant examinere, cer-
tain sub-classes being assigned to each. Every action made is approved and directed 
by the primary examiner and is his action. An assistant's first duty in examining a 
case is to determine whether or not it is in all respects in proper form. Ifthe formal 
objections are not vital, and the condition of the case will permit of an examination 
upon the merits, the assistant proceeds therewith, first studying carefully the inven-
tion claimed, then searching among the foreign and domestic patents, publications, 
&c., for anticipations thereof. The result of this step in the examination is submit-
t·ed to the primary examiner at an oral interview. 
He determines the propriety of the objections to form discovered, and the suffi-
ciency under the law of the references found, and, in accordance with his directions, 
the assistant writes a letter stating the formal defects and citing the references to 
show the state of the art. This letter is signed by the primary examiner (and usn-
ally by the assistant, too), press-copied in a book kept for that purpose, and put in 
the file wrapper of th" application, and is thenceforth a part of the record. A copy 
is sent to the applicant in care of his attorney, if he have one. The action is then 
noted on the ''examiner's register," and the case pigeon-holed to await the respon-
sive action of the applicant, which must be taken within two years, or the applica-
tion is abandoned under the law. The case is then not reported on the report of 
work on hand, because it is not a case "awaiting action" by the office. If it be-
comes abandoned this fact is noted on the "register" and the file and drawing sent 
to the division having custody of such cases. If action is taken. however, within 
the statutory period, it is again included in the work report, and come!l up for recon-
sideration, in view of its altered condition, in regular order as before. If in its 
amended condition the form is acceptable and its substance allowable under the law, 
the examiner signs his name on the face of the file-wrapper and forwards it to the 
issue and gazette division. If not yet in proper form, however, a letter is writ-
ten as bef,lre repeating the requirements made in the first office letter in regard 
thereto without any treatment upon the merits. From this decision appeal may be 
taken to the Commissioner in person. If form is acceptable, but substance not allow-
able, a letter is written formally rejecting Rnch claims as are met, and stating that such 
and such will be ultimately allowed. From a decision rejecting a claim a second 
time upon the same references, appeal lies to the Board of Examiners-in-Chief. In 
case appeal is taken upon ma.tter of form or substance it is submitted to the examiner 
for an answer or 8tatement of the references and grounds for his action. The process 
above outlined is repeated until the claims of the application are in the judgment of 
the examiner allowable under the law, or he is required to pass the case by being 
ov~rruled by the board or the Commissioner, and it often extends over a period of 
some years. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below in the harvester division of the Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior: 
= I ~ I = ~ ~ .e = r:. .e ~ 0 P.r:..: , ;.; d ;.;:: I' -+">. I'~ dl .... ..s .... p.t- dl 
~~ :;! 0 ~.r;; 'did 0 ~cO 'dc.::i 0 ~r:..: =~ ~ ... ~r:..: bJ:<X> 'd~ bL~ 'd<X> 1~ bJ;<X> 'doo 'T;)cO b!J<X> 'd ... 'd ...... ~<X> Character of business. ~<X> .~; a:> <X> ~~ 1=100 ~~ ~!@ ~~ Q) ~ rll<X> !:l,... ~ ... "<X> ........ . ....... ~;."; ;e ... _ 'd • 0 ... ;a - • .... bD 8. ... 'd ~ ..... bD ;e • oa: 
~.e ~ ~.e Q)l=l .~ 
........ 
~ ..... 1=1.-4 i:l ... ~ ..... Gldl ~~ !=: ... Q) 
A 
Q) .:!l <P al·- <P ~~ <P ~ ~ P-t ~ A P-t ~ A p.. ..... 0 P-t ~ A+-> 
Applications . ........... . ... 295 
-----~--------
1, 442 ~·- ~~~. ~~~ ·12, 1~~ 2, a~~ . ~:~ 12, s~g 2, 7~~ ~~:. s2: sa: . ~~~ Caveats . .......... . ......•.. 90 90 
I I I I I I . 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employeR in 
the harvester division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior : 
1884 .•••••.•.•••••••••.••. 70 81 114 95 88 84 113 85 97 100 86 143 
1885. ···•• .••.•••••••••••• 172 146 256 239 185 185 244 J67 211 172 191 153 
1886 .. .......................... 183 135 232 199 184 236 252 230 230 301 245 293 
1887 .....•••••.••••.•••••• 292 270 ........... ....... ........ ............ ........... .......... . ........... . .......... .......... .......... 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the harvesters 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Year. IJ•ntb Ma..l Ap~~ Ma~ Jnntul~~ Aug. Sopt.~~~ Nov. Dec. 
:~t::::::::::::::::::::l ~ .. I ~-· ·-·~·-· . 6 6 6 6.75 71 7 7 r· --~--1----~- ---~v:7~-~-~~ ~----1--J .. J 7 1886 .........•...•••••.... 8 8 9 l887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . . 9 9 
This table gives the average number of employes on the rolls of the division for the 
months specified. It includes all the employes, examiners, clerks, &c., and no ac-
count has been taken of absences. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amoLnt of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
least during the perious specified, in the harvester division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
EMPLOYli: DOING THE MOST-MAXIMUM. 
EMPLOYli: DOING THE LEAST-MINIMUM. 
!1.884 ...•••.•••••.•••••.••. 2 5 5 5 17 10 5 1 2 13 
1885 .•...••..••••• ·····-·· 8 11 22 15 2 34 34 8 10 15 10 12 
1886 .... .. ........................... 6 9 34 20 32 24 34 36 30 32 28 28 
1887 (to March 1) ............. 32 27 38 ........... .......... ............. ............. ........... ---- .. . ......... .. .......... ...... 
I :find no records from which this statement can be carried back of March, 1884. 
The rules of the office did not require and in the general course of business none ap-
pears to have been kept. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the harvester division of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
Number Average :-;:rb~~ 
of em- number of hours Number 




1884 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••..•..•.••..•••••.•. . 
1885 •••. ••••••••••••·••••• ••••••.•••••.•••.•.•••.•.•.•...•.••. 
1836 .•••.•••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••..•..••..••.••••.••. 
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'l'he following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the harvester divisiOn of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : . 
1887 (to 
1884. 1885. 1886. March 1). 
---------------------------1---------
Maximum number of days ................•.............................. 290 279 290 76 
Minimumnumberofdays ---------·-· - ············-·····-·········---·· 267 218 281 75 
EIGHTH DIVISION. 
I 
Report of the eighth division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of busin11ss and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circular of 
March 23. 1887. 
The following statembnt shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the eighth division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the Interior : 
.:i ~ .s >:i .:. ;::l ~ .:. .s ,_; ~ r:! .... 0$ 1:1 ;;: 1:1 .... 0:: 
""=>..,; ._;..,; 0 ~.0 "t:ltC 0 ~<0 '0<0 0 ~r:-: 
b!oo ._;00 .-o..,; cLgs "d~ rc •r-5 b(gs .-ooo -e<O b(gs' Character of business. ~~ ~~ QJOO -~~ 
ooo ~~ ~'l) woo .s--: rooc; .B,..., <tOO ~~ ;aM .. .... b.() o.-< o.-< .... c.c c-~"" 1t' "C.-< Q.)>=l ~ ~-- O;:l '"-~ o.,.. "" g•,..C ~ ~-'""' "' 8 Q.) ~ A Q.) A Q) iS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
---------------- ------ -
Examination of applications_ . _ 387 3, 5i!4 3, 274 647 6, 813 7, 277 1831 6, 026 6, 046 174 
The figures relate to old and new cases. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the period~ specitiml by the employe~ in 
the eighth division of the Patent Office, Department of tb.e Interior: 
Charac!e:s~.fbusi- Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
-------1-- ----------- ------ --- ------ ---------
Examination of ap-
39 35 32 35 27 46 plications ..•. - .. 1884 50 41 41 34 43 39 
Do .•.......... 1885 58 50 128 117 116 110 99 84 103 108 105 88 
Do ........•... 1886 106 101 114 94 72 69 66 78 59 76 77 105 
DO----------·- 1887 94 84 .......... .......... ........... ........... ............ ......... ............ . .......... ......... 
This statement refers to examiners only. Fi gures represent the average of each 
assistant examiner. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the eighth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified~ 
18~ .... ~~: ......... ..1 J•:·l Fe: Ma:. Ap: M•:· Jnn:. J nl:. Au:· I Sop:. ~~: I N j De:· 
l!U(~~~~-ii::::::::l i I i : : .... ; ..... ;, : ---~-1----~·1----~-1----:·1----~-
Includes all employes. 
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The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during the periods specified, in the eighth division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Year. Examination of applications. Employe doing the most. Maximum. 
Jan. Feb. :Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1---1---------------------------------
[Examination of applications. Employe doing the least. Minimum.] 
1885 ...... ______ .......... 
1 
1886 .................... .. 
1887 (to March 1) ...•..•.. 
321 89 
32 ~~ 1 .. · li .1. · ~~.1 ... ~.1 ... ~· 1 · ·· ~ .1 .. · ~.1 .. ~.1 .. ~~.1 .. ~:.1. · · · ~ 
No record prior to January, 1885. ~'ignres relate to actions in old and new cases. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention de,oted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the eighth division of the Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior: 
Year. 
Average .A. verage 
Number number n?mber Number 
of em· of days of hours by proxy. 




1885 ........................................................ . 
1886 .... - ..... - .... -- ...... - •. -- .. - .... - ................. -- •. 
1887 (to March 1) ........................................... . 
f 













The followin~ statement shows the maximum number of da~·s devoted. to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the eighth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Character of business. March 1). 
--- ------
Maximum number of days .... 273 274 285 48 Examination of applications. 
Minimum number of days ..... Do. 21$6 245 267 45 
:NDiTH DIVISION. 
Report of the 11inth division, Patent Office, on the methods of business and work, as ?'e-
qttested by Senate Select Committee, ancl called for by Depm·tment ci1·cular of March 23, 
1887. 
The following statement shows the amount of l.msiness transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month of 
the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. I ~au. I Feb.J Mar . .A.pr.l May. June. July. Aug. Sept. OoC Nov. I Doc. 
1885 
• • •• . ••• • • • ·1'"1'"1--;;.- ----"'I"' 135 124 140 97 161 116 94 1886...... .. ... ... . ... 125 96 140 .. ~~~- .. :~~- 14'! 140 1~9 156 111 140 107 1887 (to March 1) .. .. .. .. 168 128 ...... . ......... ··---- ............ , ...... 
MINIMUM. 
ur,:(~:~~;~~;;:::::::::l !! I !! 1 .. ~.1 ... ~~.1 .. ~:.1.~:.1 .. ~~.1 ... ~~.1 ... ~~.1 .. ~!.1 .. ~.1 .... ~ 
No data for 1884. 
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The principal causes of variation of the actions made are threefold, to wit: Differ-
ences in difficulty in cases handled, absences, and experience as skilled experts. This 
latter cause prvbably is more telling than the other two combined. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named; also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days during the 
following years : 
Year.* Average No. Hours Maximum Minimum of days. daily. No. of days. No. of days. 
1884 ............................ .................. .. 
18.85.--- .... --- ... -- .... -- ..• - .... -- .............. -. 
1886 .............................................. .. 
1887 (to March 1) ................................ .. 
279i 7 307 256 




4~ 48 !B 
* Standard, 307 working days. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the class of hydraulics, 
division 9 of United States Patent Office, for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887, 
(to March 1): 
Year. 
I I I I 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov, Dec. 
The principal examiner, Mr. Brown, was on duty in the interference department 
as acting examiner of interference from the middle of August, 1886, to the first of 
January, 1887, during which time an assistant examiner was necessarily in charge of 
the class, which accordingly diminished the quantity of work done during this time, 
and correspondingly reduced the force. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each 
month of the following years: 
Year. }an. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------·1-- ------------------------
1884 ..................... . 
1885 .................... .. 
1886 ................. .. .. 








8 8! 8 81 9 81 9 9 11 
11 11 11 11 11 11 10! 11 11 
.. . ~~- .. ~~ ..... ~~-1-- ~~ ..... ~~- ... ~~- ... ~~·I--· ~~-1- ... ~~ 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the ninth division 
of the Patent Office. 
The classification and examination of applications for patents and caveats filed in 
the classes of aeration and bottling, baths and closets, :fire-engines, hydraulic motors, 
hydraulic motors for elevator!:!, hydraulic motors for presses, hydraulic motors for 
jacks, pumps, and water distribution, answering appeals to the board of examiners-
in-chief1 declaratwn of interferences, reports to the Commissioner and to committees. 
The tollowing statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of dming the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in division 9, class of hydraulics, in U. S. Patent 
Office: 
bll 'tl <tl~ bll 'tl 
<tl ~ I bll I~ l<tl~ bll l'tl rD;:l .!3 ~ ~-'""' .!3 cP ~..... !3 ~ ~ ..... ~ ~ . ,p .... I> ~ .... I> ~.... ;,;, . -~. ~ .... "'""' p..~ <tl .g. .g. ~""' . 
~~ 
Q)...,. QO ~tt:> ·su-5 ]r-: '$r.< QO~
<:)00 Q)OO c:;>oo <:) 0 ::l~ <:)~ <:) 0 
~~ ~~ ~'d ... P<~ Q)OO "d..g p.~ ~00 ~'tl I ~co ~oo ~'tl 1-;.-i QQ) 1-<.-i o~ (JJ:. <tJ~ I o~ 0~~ Character of business. ~...r rDbli ~~ gs,...; <tlbli ~.-i- ~.s cPj:l ~~ 'g 0 I ~ ci ~.;::! 'g 0 'tloo ~ci ~·c g~ u; .... g ~ ~~ QC\1 c:;>;j C\IP<. ~Hl d ~ at:i I <:) C\1 <:) 6 ell ~.o ~ p. ... 
~-~! 
u;ro. 
~~ ~'tl ~~ ~'tl ~-.... ~ ~~ ~'tl ~-~~ ~~ ~~ It;· .... ~ Q) ~ Q)~.-i Q) Q) z'tl.-i l z z z'tl.-i z z·~ 
Q)'tl .... 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
----------------------
Treatment of applications I 
for patents ................. 420 1, 866 4, 937 403 1, 791 6, 748 66 1, 684 5,804 70 285 956 
-
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The difference between the amount received and disposed of is accounted for by 
amended eases received during the year. 
The entire force worked many extra hours with a view of decreasing arrearage 
during this year. 
TENTH DIVISION. 
Repo1·t of the tenth division, United States Patent Office, on the 'methods of busintss and 
work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Cmnrnittee and called for by Department circular of 
Mm·ch 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows iu detail the business in the tenth division of the 
Patent Office for the years 1884, 1885, 1t386, and 1887 (to March 1) : 
Year. ,Tan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May . .June . .July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------1---------------------------
1884 ...................... 459 511 559 561 536 487 1575 371 454 505 276 357 
1885 ...................... 700 405 600 658 763 736 594 604 618 531 529 540 
l886 ...................... 559 565 682 613 563 650 443 591 603 408 500 458 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 491 383 .......... .......... ........... ............ ............ ....... ........... . ........ ...... ....... 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
1fl84 ...................... 5. 7 5. 9 5. 9 5. 7 5. 7 5.1 5. 9 5.4 5. 6 5. 7 4. 2 4. 3 
1885 ...................... 5. 9 5.1 5. 9 6. 7 6. 9 6. 8 6. 6. 6. 5 5.4 5,3 6.4 
1886 ...................... 6. 9 6. 8 6. 9 6.2 6. 7 6. 9 5. 7 5. 8 5. 8 6. 7 6. 8 6. 7 
1887 (to March 1) .•...... 6. 8 5. 6 ........... ......... ........... .. .......... .. ......... .. .......... ........... .. ......... .......... ......... 
The time of each examiner, for the year, is taken from the weekly time reports. 
The average is obtained by dividing the total number of days employed by the 
number of examiners. 
The clerical force is not included in the first table of this sheet, but is included in 
the second. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the lc:tst during each month of 
the following years : 
MAXIMUM. 
MINIMUM. 
i~~~·::::: :::::::::::::::. "i54'11"'32' '"58' "'74' '"77' "'73' "'27' ... 89' "'9i' ""98' ... 5) ~g 
1886................... ... 85 85 127 121 107 107 113 84 92 45 681 71 
1887 (toMarchl)......... 92 14 ........................................................... . 
~o personal work report was required prior to December, 1884. 
These figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the 
office for reconsideration, accompanied either by amendment, argument, correction, 
or request for reconsideration. 
Declarations of interferences, renewed cases, reissues, and appeals are also included. 
The clerical force is not included in this sheet. 
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The followmO' statement shows the average numlJer of days and the time and at· 
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the employe preE"en ii for the 
greater number of days and employe present for the least numoer of days: 
Year. Average No. Hours In p erson or Maximum Minimum of days. daily. by proxy. No. of days. No. of days. 
1884 ...... ------- ...•.•.....•...... 278 7 In person . ... . 290 231 
1885 ·····•·••· ..•.....•.• ···•·· .... 289 7 . ... do ........ . 295 282 
1886 .... . ....... ·········•·····•••· 288 7 . ... do 294 r~~ 1877 (to March 1) .................. 45 7 .· ... do ........ . 52 
The time devoted to business by each employe (including clerical force) is taken 
from the weekly time reports ; and the total number of days employed divided by the 
number of employes, to obtain the average. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the tenth division 
of the Patent Office. 
Examination of applications for patents. 
Examination of caveats. 
Reconsideration of rejected applications, if a mended or returned, and a patent 
demanded. 
Preparation of a statement in case the inventor appeals from the decision of tht~ 
examiner to the examiners-in-chief, or to the Commissioner in person. 
In case applications conflict and claim the same subject-matter, the examiner insti-
tutes interference proceedings. 
Motions to dissolve an interference are heard by the primary examiner. 
The assistant examiners search for references and evidence as to patentability, and 
present the case to the principal examiner, with the evidence collected; and from 
the decision arrived at an action is made, and the inventor is informed by the Com-
missioner. 
The lady clerk of the division enters each day in the register the applications 
received, after it is asc~:~rtained to which division they properly belong. She records 
all actions of the office in the register (the office action and the inventor's are recorded 
upon the back of the file), makes all proper amendments or changes in the case, 
directed by the inventor; copies aJl office letters and prepares them for mail; copies 
all statements, decisions, reports, &c., stamps and properly numbers file and draw-
ing, and all papers, and records the patents, each week, in their proper column in the 
register. She keeps account of all cases called up or sent out of th3 room, and receives 
and dispo!.les of them on their return. 
She also makes up the daily, weekly, and monthly reports of time and work to the 
Commissioner. 
Statement of the tenth division of the Patent Office, showing the methods adopted in 
transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt of the matter 
l)y the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and giving, in con-
secutive order, the various steps taken by each of such business matters through the 
various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus, and divisions of such 
Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the sarr.e passes, and by whom it is 
considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by t!ach, until the 
same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party . 
.Applications for letters patent a:1d caveats, as they are received each day from the 
application division, are inspected to ascertain to which division they properly be-
long, and are then recorded in the register by the lady clerk, who places the serial 
number and book number upon the drawing and papers. The case is then ready for 
examination and is taken up in the order of its date of filing and examined as to 
novelty, utility, clearness of description and illustration, formality of petition, oath, 
signatures, &c., and the inventor or his attorney is informed of the office decision. 
The case, if rejected, then awaits the inventor's action. If allowed for grant of pat-
ent the case receives the signature of the examiner in charge, and is sent 10 the issue 
division, where it is prepared (on payment of the final fee) for the printer and photo-
lithographer. 
'Vhen the inYentor amends; or requests a reconsideration, the case is again taken 
up, the amendment or argument considered, and a decision rendered, as before. 
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In case the inventor appeals to the board of examiners-in-chief or to the Commis-
s1oner, the examiner prepares a statement (in reply to the "reasons of appeal") to 
accompany the case. 
When two or more pending cases or pending case with unexpired patents have 
conflicting claims, the examiner forwards to the examiner of interferences notice of 
interference (together with the files and drawings) for all the parties; and ifthe issue 
bas been well defined and the notices are correct, the interference is declared, pro 
forma by forwarding the notices to the several parties. 
After the decisioi.l of the examiner of interferences (upon evidence submitted or 
upon the record) as to which party is the prior inventor, the cases are returned to 
the primary examiner, and further action taken in accordance with such decision. 
Motions to dissolve an interference are heard and decided by the primary examiner. 
Applications for reissue of letters patent are considered by the primary examiner, 
and are also subject to appeal, interference, correction, or amendment. 
Cases renewed after forfeiture for non-payment of the final fee, are entered and ex-
amined with the new cases. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the tenth division of the Patent Office, Department of the 
Interior: 
~ ~ .s ~ ~ .s l=i ~ .s l=i -~ d .s d ~ .g . ~ ~ . .g>ci ~ • ~<.0 .g~ ~ . ~.,.; .-;~ 'S~ ~.,.; ~..;< 'di 'd;:t b.C~ '1:1~ 
Character of business. b(OO ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~1~ :'g ~'g b.C~ .s~ ~.-i ~00 ~~ ~.-< 
"g..; ..... b.C 0.-t . - ..... b.C 
g;,.... ;:::),.....,_ -~b.C ~~ ~ ...... _ .... ~. gs~. ~ ... 
~-S -~ ~M ~-S ~ ~,....., g .s ~ ;::l,....., g § &3 ~§to ;::l,..; ~ ..... ~ ~ ..... ~ ~~ 00 '"'!-:> 00 <:;) 
P-i ~ Q lP-1 ~ A ~ ~ A P-1 P:: .... ,A ...... P-1 -------
-~--~-~---,-Examination of applications 
5, 823, 5, 631,3331 7, 200 for patents .•.••. ------.--. 141 7, 2~~, 251 6, fi69 6, 635 1851 9361 8741 247 
These figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the 
office for reconsideration accompanied either by amendment, argument, correction or 
request for reconsideration. 
Declarations of interference, renewed cases, reissues, and appeals are also included. 
ELEVENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the eleventh division, United States Patent Office, on the rnethod11 of business and 
work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the eleventh division 
of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
This division receives all applications for patents properly belonging to "leather 
working, machinery, and products," which comprises 6 distinct classes, with 99 sub-
classes. 
(1) The examining corps of this division are charged with the examination and ad-
judication of all original applications for patents properly included in the above-named 
classification, and subject to appeal only on. adverse rulings or actions. 
(~) With the examination and adjudication of reissue applications pertaining to 
this class, subject to like appeal. 
{3) The institution of interferences, when found necessary in connection with the 
treatment of original or reissue applications. 
(4) Preparing answers to appeals from the examiner's action taken to the board of 
examiners-in-chief; also, furnishing statements in connection with interlocutory ap-
peals taken to the Commissioner, and upon such other questions as may arise in the 
prosecution of applications before the oftice. Such, in brief, comprises in general out-
line the items o.f business transacted in this division, which, however, does not iden-
tify a class of intermediate actions of a varied character which cannot be specifically 
includ3d in such general statement. 
• 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the eleventh divi-
sion of the United States Patent Office, in the Dep!'trtment of the Interior, including 
one or more items of the principal business matters transautcd in said division, be-
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the United States Patent Office, 
and then showing in con secntive order the various steps taken by each of such prin-
cipal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the em-
ployes through whose hands the same passes, aud by whom it is considered and 
acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally 
disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Applications for patents daily received from the application division, properly jack-
eted and briefed, and each provided with its serial number, are immediately examined 
to determine if correctly located and provided with their respective drawings, when 
they are placed in charge of the examiner's clerk, who makes the appropriate record 
entry upon the division book, consisting of name of applicant, attorney, title of in-
vention, date of application, serial number, &c. Such applications are then arranged 
in regular order for examination. The examination of an application primarily in-
volves all matterR of form relating to the general preparation of the case, that it may 
be brought into harmony with office rules and requirements, and if no vital defects 
are found, such scrutiny is followed by an examination upon the general merits of the 
case; the extent and nature of such examination depending largely upon the char-
acter of subject-matter embraced in the application, always, however, calling for 
careful consideration, and oftentimes necessitating extended research of both do-
mestic a.nd foreign patents, and reference to such printed publications as are liable to 
give information relative to the art to which the all~ed invention appertains. A 
proper examination made, the result is communicated to the applicant by letter, giv-
ing such references and other information as shall be found necessary to a proper un· 
derstanding of the condition of his case. 
A copy of such letter is placed in the file for office reference. If in response to such 
action a proper amendment is furnished complying with office requirements, such 
amendment is incorporated and the case passed for issue, sent to the issue division 
of the office, and notice sent from such division to the applicant of the final disposi-
tion of his case. If, however, in response to such official action upon the merits of 
the case, the applicant shall refuse to amend and persist in maintaining his position, 
a second action is taken, and if upon further consideration the previous action is still 
regarded as pertinent and sufficient, the applicant is so advised, which action consti-
tutes a second rejection, as provided by office rules. After such second rejection of a 
case upon its merits, further prosecution involves an appeal to the board of exam-
iners-in-chief. Upon the receipt of such appeal the examiner is required to submit to 
the board of examiners-in-chief a written statemeut of his grounds of action, to-
gether with such other information as may be found necessary to a proper under-
standing of the matter in controversy. Upon the hearing of such appeal if the 
board of examiners-in-chief reverse the primary examiner's decision, the case is re-
turned to him and the case disposed of in accordance with their decision. If, how-
ever, they sustain his action, applicant may appeal from their decision to the Com-
missioner, which constitutes the limit of action within the organization of the office. 
The foregoing embraces the ordinary course of treatment only, which is oftentimes 
interrupted by interferenues and other collateral issues which are liable to intervene. 
The actions thus enumerated identify briefly the work of the examining corps asap-
plied to the primary examination of an application for patent. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the eleventh division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
;:i ;... l':::l ;:i ~ l':::l = ~ . s • [ l':::l ~ ::l ~ , • ::s ;;:: ::s ;;:: = ~ ..... .,<::) .... ..o ~ ~ 'd.; <il 'dlt) <il "=.0 .... ~J ~ '0~ l~t.! ~...; 0 ~ll') 0 ~cO 0 bL~ ~~ 'd· 'doo ~~ 'd~ "'. t:tClO"' l~ ~! Character of business. ~! !l£00 ~~ ~I)~ <l.JOO ::< ..... p. .... =00 a> co . ~~ m<X> .a~ l.~~ . ;a .. • ,..!l.() .......... • ... !l.() o .... ;a .. ooo 
0 ·r ... 8.S g. .... 'd ~.s 0::< ~ .... 'g.-<18 §fn ~=r- "=....; = .... 
~ 
=....< ~ = .... as·- .!!l~~ ~ ~ <l.l Q) 
~ 
<l.l ~ ~ ~~~ il; ~ il; ~ il; ~ A ,...P-i 
---- - ----- ---------- -
Examining, recording, and 
amending anplications for 
patents and reissues of 
patents, examining ca· 
veats declaring interfer-
ences, answering appeals, 
&.c . ....................... 130 7, 478 7, 495 113 6, 744 6, 720 137 6, 608 6, 5961 149 1, 028 1, 026 151 
I ' 
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The following statement shows the amount and character of business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in the elev-
enth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Year. .Jan. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May . .June. _.July . .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------------- -- ___ I __ --------
1884 .•••••.•.•..•••••..... 657 712 785 772 813 589 697 546 441 454 462 567 
1885 .•••.•••••..••••...••. 587 5!l3 511 675 614 663 580 470 565 515 519 502 
1886 ..•....••....•.•...••. 498 574 721 622 567 565 547 460 472 513 498 544 
1887 .••••.••••••••••••..•. 544 482 ··-··· ............. ........... ............. -----· .......... ................ ............. ............... ... ............. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the eleventh 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the.Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Year. Jan. Fob. :Ma<. Ap,. May. Jnno. Joly.l Ang.IS.pt.~~ot. i Nov. ! ~· 
1884 •••• -- .•• ----------- •• 61 6 6 6 6 6~ 7 1 8 7 1 6 1 6 1 61 
1885 .••..•....•..•....•... • I • , 7! 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7t 
1886 .•••...•••••.•••••.... 
+ + 1····:·1···:··1····:·1·-·:·t···:·l····: ..... :.1--·~ 1····:·1·--·:. 1887 (to March 1) .••..•. 
Four employes belong to the examining corps and were constantly engaged in ex-
amining applications for patents, &c. The remainder of the employes ofthedivis-
ion were engaged on clerical work, such as keeping the records, entering amend-
ments, copying decisions, letters, &c. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during the periods specified, in the eleventh division of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
EMPLOtl DOING THE MOST-MAXIMUM. 
I~•... ~~- ..... .. .J~- -~bJ~~~-.~.~~:J:t~~~~~-J~yt.~·-~~ .Soptl.~ot·. ~~:~~-~-~--
~~L:::: :::::: :::: :::::. i~~ i~~ I i~~ I i~! 1 gf I i~i i~ I i~~ i~~ I i~~ ilg i~i 
1887 (to March 1).. .. . .. . . 1891 158 ... -·· I· ····· 
1 
-· • · • · • · • • • · • • • · • • • • · • • •• • • •••• • • •••• • • •••••• 
EMPLOY~ DOING THE LEAST-MINIMUM. 
~:r :::::::::::::::::::: ... 87 .... 72·l··· 62. ···7i· · · iis· -·iss· ·--85. · · io2· ·--94· ····4· ·--as· .... s2 
1886...................... 56 1251155 130 128 89 90 126 21 82 105 100 
1887 (to March 1) .••••• .. 103 68 .•••...•••......•...•....••••..•.•..••••••.••••..••••..••••• 
*No report. 
The small minimum amount of work in several of the months in above statement 
IS chargeable to leave of absence of some one employe for the whole or part of a 
month. In the year 1884 no account was kept of individal work, for the reason that 
the office rules did not require such report until January 1, 1t:jB5. The above state-
ments relate wholly to the work of four employes who are examiners. There is no 
practical method of keeping an account or making a tabulated report of the miscel-
laneous work done by the clerks in an examiner's division. 
The number of cases disposed of is by no means an index of the amount of work 
performed. Some case8 require but a few hours labor. while others require days and 
even weeks in treatment. 
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The following statement shows the number of days and the time and attention de-
voted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods specified, 
by the employes in the eleventh division of the United States Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Year. 
No. of Average I Average No. 
employlls. No. of days ofhoursem- No. by proxy. 
present. ployed daily. 
1884 .••. -- ----------- ·----- ----------------------
1885 .•..... --· ·------ ---------- --·----- ---------- . 
1886 ...••. ------ ---·- --· ---------------------- ·--· 









~ In l)e:.son. 
7 Do. 
7 Do. 
This statement -omits Sundays and holidays, and relates to actual working days. 
lt includes all the employes in the division, both examiners and clerks. 
The following statem~'nt shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest I.lllmber of days, and also the minimum num· 
ber of days devoted to business by 1.he employe present for the least number of days 
in the eleventh division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified: 
I 
Maximum number of days ..................................... ------








1886. 1887 (to Mar.!). 
48 
3i 
Repo~·t of the twelfth division, Uttited States Patent Office, on the methods of business aud 
wo1'k, as 1·equested by Senate Select Cormnittee, and called for by Department ci1·cular of 
Mm·ch 23, 1887. 
The foDowing statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and untlisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the division of Loisting, &c., No. XII, in the Pat-
ent Office: 
"I" I~ I" I" I~ 1" 1 " I~ ~ 0 fi&i ~ = c. 0 ~ =. Q ~ ::. 0 c:: ~&5 .._.oo ol ~ • -::::..., • r-:> • -::::lQ • ~ • -:=:co • ~.,.: !>.(~ -:;j~ -::::C1: !>.(~ -:;j~ -:;j~ bll~l-::::~ ';l~ ::loo 0...... -~ ,_ 
Charact<>r of lmsiness. ~ 
'd ..... '::l,...; b.[OO 
~~ -~~ ~~ t·S~_ .~;J) ~~ .a~ __ .;; ~~ 1:1 ..... ~-;~ ~ ~ ;8~ 
- .... Q;>:l ""'" -:;l~ l 01:1 I p.>: ';l,_, "'1'1 I P.i:l ;a .. ......... 1:1 ...... ocil ~ -= ...... ::l I o ·~ ,_, ·- c o ..... . m·- 1:1 o ..... T. ..... ~~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ lA ~ ~ A 0 A.S ~ Pot ~ --------------- ---
New cases .•......••... ---- .. 13912,076 2,156 59 1, 774 1, 778 55 1, 568 1,413 210 252 321 141 Old cases ......... --- ........ 27 3, 992 4, 003 16 3,479 3,479 16 3,371 3, 362 25 608 5991 34 
Caveats .................... .... 151 151 ·--· 153 153 ·--· 117 ......... -- 26 261 ____ 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the Hth division of the 
office of Patent~:~, for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1 ). 
Year. I J~ Feb. 
1884- - - - - - - - • - - - •.. - - . - - - . 691 509 
1885 .•.••.•••••••••..••••. 1 500 412 
1886 .. - - - . - - - -- .. -- - - -- - - . 371 316 
1887 (to March 1) .....•.. 544 511 
""·I AP'·IMay. J=o IJuly l Aug I Sopt. ~~Nov. 
680 I"' 680 I 659 578 590 428 244 "' 








The preceding table indicates the number of applications (including new and old 
or amended cases and also caveats) acted upon during the mouths specified. 
,. 
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'rhe following statement shows the awrage number of employes during each month 
of the years named : 




_F_e_b_. _M_a_r_. _A_p_r_. _M_ay_. _Jun_e_. _J_u_IY_· _A_u_g_. _se_p_t. _o_c_t·-I_N_o_v_.l_n_e_o_. 
1884...... ... . . . . .. • . .. . .. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4. 
1885................ ••• • • . 4 4 4. 4 5 5 5 5 5 51 51 5 
1886................ • • • • • • s 6 6 11 1 1 1 81 81 91 9 9 9 
1887 (to March 1) ..•..... 9 9 .................. , .........................•...........•••• 
The following statement shows the amtmnt of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month of 
the years named: 
MAXIMUM. 




1887 (to March 1) ....... . 
1885 ...................... 1 
1886 ... ······ ..•....... 









119 153 196 130 91 151 125 106 116 156 
88 80 67 96 137 121 102 00 40 115 
lHNIMUM. 
The institution of reports of the amount of business performed by each employe 
did not commence until the year 18~5. Therefore no account can be given for the year 
1884. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. 
Average I H In per· Maximum I Minimum 
number I d::J;s son or by number I number 
of days. · proxy. of days. of days. 
I 









• This average made by working extra hours. 
All the employes whose work is estimated in the preceding table were examiners. 
Down to March, 1886, thore was also one clerk employed in this division. Since that 
time there have been two persons doing miscellaneous clerical work. The work per-
formed by these clerks could not be computed, because of its varied character, in 
any of the tabulated statements. 
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THIRTEENJ;H DIVISION. 
Report of the thiTteenth division, Unitecl States Patent Office, on the 'methods of business 
and wo1·k, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depa1·tment circular 
of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the division of metal working (No. 13), in the 
office of the Commissioner of Patents: 
g ~ I .... .:i .:. "" -= ~ "" ~ ee ;::! 0 ..: ;::! 0 ee ;::! 0 
~...,; "0...,; .-oci ~ .. -) .-old "0~ ~cO 
"CeO 
"='cO );!~ 'COO "C~ "000 
Character of business. to()OO ~00 ~00 b.Coo _;; ~00 t:~;OO -~~ ~~ b£00 =00 1> ..... ~s .9~ "' ..... 
=00 "00 .......... ..... !:It 01::1 . ......... ;§ .... _ '8 ..... ~-S '8,...; ~= 
"C • <lls:l p.s:l 
Q.,... ~ .... = ..... Q ..... <ll''"' ="" ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
----------- - ------------
A{'plications for patents 
1,178 1 
for inventions, and ca-
-v-eats ................... 319 3, 170 421 1, 095 3, 227 91 1,164 2, 696 105 
The figures in columns 1 and 2refer to applications, while the figures in column 3 refer 
to the number of" official actions" on the applications; and the apparent discrepancy 
between these two sets of figures is accounted for by the fact that whel) an applica-
tion has been "rejected" for any reason, it may be amended, rejected again, and 
amended again-thus repeating and multiplying the" official act.ions" on a single 
application. 
Caveats are merely inspected and filed away. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the metal working (13) 
division of the office of Commissioner of P<1tents for the years 1884, 1e85, 1886, and 
1887 (to March 1): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May.,Jane. July. I Aug. Sept. Oot. l Nov. IDeo. 
---------
1884 ...................... 300 278 307 308 30~ 226 225 173 167 246 243 264 
1885 ...................... 327 281 455 402 304 287 259 I 203 231 305 239 179 
1886 ...................... 198 254 266 258 219 2141 2181 219 242l 225 22~ I 208 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 257 204 ...... ····-· ................ .......... ...... ....... ......... 
The figures above noted refer to the number of official actions made on the appli-
cations on hand, and not to the number of applications disposed of; for a given ap-
plication may be " acted on" repeatedly, but finally "disposed of" only once. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named : 
Jan. Feb. Mar. , Apr. May. June. July. .A.ng. Sept. Oct. Nov. I De.;. 
1-8-84-.-.-.. -.-.. -.. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.. -.1--8- --8 __ 8 ___ 8 _7 ___ 7 __ 7 ___ 6 --6 --7 --7~--7 
Year. 
!H~:;.;;~~~~i;::::::::: ~ ' 1·-J ·---~- 1 ----~·1·---~- .Jf·-·11-JI--·:·1·· ~ 1····: 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. j Mar. Apr. May June. Jul;v. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
i-L-~-~-: ~-~-~-~ -~r-:c--~-:1-:>:-:-~ :-:-::-:-:
1 
--!~- ~--!-~ I .. ~~ .. _li_ ... ~- ---~- . --~l ... -~- ... ~~- ·--~- ---~~- ... ~ 
MINIMUM. 
151 ]  
25 ~ I ... ~- 1 ... :;_J_. -~-1. --~ -1---~~-1--. ~~ .1.--=~-1---~-1 ... ~~-1----~ 
1885 ...................... , 
~~~-{t-~ M:;;;ch ·1y:~ ~-.: :::1 
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In 1884 no record was kept in this division of the amount of work done by the sev-
eral employ6s inuividually, becauRe the form of report called for by the Commissioner 
did not include such an item. 
The following statement shows the averagE\ number of days and the time and at ten· 
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years named, 
and number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest num-
ber of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. Average Hours In person or by Maximum No. of days. daily. proxy. No. of days. 
211 7 . ~- K:~~~~::::::: 284 262 7 276 
268 7 .... do ........... 273 
48.2 7 .. .. do ........... 52 
1884 . _ .... ____ ... _ .... · ... _ ..... ___ . __ .. 
1 
1885 .................................. . 
1886 .................................. . 
1887 (to March 1) .................... .. 
*Appointed in October, 1884. 
t Transferred to another division in May, 1885. 
tAppointed November 31, 1886, and ahsent (sick) nearly all of December. 
§Transferred to another division in February, 1887. 
Minimum 





Statement showing the 1n·incipal items of business transacted in the metal working 
division of the United States Patent Office. 
(1) Examining applicationsfor patentsforinventionsin theclass of metal working 
and inspecting the caveats filed in the same class, together with such other incidental 
work as: 
(2) Preparing tables for trial of interfering applications; 
(3) Preparing auswcrs to cases appealed from this division; and 
( 4) Answering petitions to the Commissioner relating to cases belonging to this 
division. 
Statement of the thirteenth division of the Patent Office showing the methods adopted 
in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipts of the 
matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and giving in 
consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business matters, through 
the various divisions of the office and the various bureaus, and divisions of such 
bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes and by whom it is 
considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each until the 
same is finally disposecl of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
Applications for patents are sent to this division daily from the "application room,'' 
and when received each application is handled in the following manner: The exam-
iner in charge of the division personally inspects each application, to determine 
whether it properly belongs to his division; and, if so, to what subclass in his divis-
ion it should be assigned; if it is thoughu not to belong to his division, it is returned to 
the "application room" with that information; if, however, it has been properly sent 
to him, the examiner indicates the particular subclass to which the application be-
longs, and turns it over to the clerk. The clerk enters the application upon a regis-
ter kept for that purpose; and after inspecting all the papers belonging to the case, 
gives each paper, together with the drawing, its proper book number, and then puts 
the application on the desk of the assistant examiner having supervision of that par-
ticular subclass. The assistant examiner takes each application up for action in the 
order designated by the rules, and examines* it to see if it is patentable. If any ob-
jections, either as to form or substance, occur to bar the issue of the patent, tho assist-
ant reports the same to the examiner in charge who reviews the work of the assist-
ants, anu if, in his opinion, the objections are tenable, the assistant is directed to 
wdte a Jetter to the applicn.nt, Hetting forth fully all the objections to the case; the 
letter is written hy the aHsistant as directed, is read over auu signed by the principal 
examiner, who turns the letter over to the clerk; and this constitutes and completes 
an "action" on the case. The clerk then copies the letter, sends the copy to the ap-
plicant through the mail, letter-presses the original, gives it its proper number: and 
files it with the application to which it refers; the clerk further records the action in 
*An examination by a-n assistant involves an inspection of all the papers belon~g tcJ the application 
to see whether they are in proper form; a reading of the specification and drawmg to get an accurate 
idea of the invention claimed, and an examination of the foreign and domestic a.tentf! in that clatls ~9 
866 if this pn.rticula.r invention has been anttcipated, 
440~ J T--2 
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a book kept for that purpose, and puts the application away to await further action 
on the part of the applicant, when the case may be called up again. 
1f, however, no objections exist to the issuance of the patent, this fact is certified to 
the principal examiner, who then reviews the case with the assistant; and if he finds 
the work properly done, will direct that the case be prepared for issue, and this con-
sists of writing a "brief" to accompany the case; the principal examiner then signs 
the application, thus indicating the completion of the work of the examiner, and turns 
the application over to the clerk, who again inspects the papers, stamps the drawing, 
records the final action, and forwards the case to the "issue division." 
FOURTEENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the fourteenth division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business aud 
work, as reqnested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of 
March :23, 18tl7. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the fourteenth divil:l-
ion of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
Examination of applications for patents in the following classes: 
153. Metal bending. 
22. Metal founding. 
150. Packing and storing vessels. 
113. Sheet-metal ware, making. 
140. Wire working. 
'rhe only work which has been recorded and reported is the work of assistant ex-
aminers. Hence the tables herein have been confined to these officers, and their work 
in order that the tables may be of some value. Notes and additional tables of each 
kind give the full statistics of the division whenever required. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the fourteenth di· 
vision of the Patent Office in the Department of the Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the Patent Office, and then showing in consecu-
tive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through 
the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose hands the 
same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly 
given to the proper party. 
This division is concerned with the examination of applications for patent which 
are received from the application clerk, and if found to be patentable are sent from 
this division to the issue and gazette division. Of the course of an application before it 
reaches this division or after it is nassed out of this division, this division knows 
nothing officially and cannot therefore presume to report upon such course. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business receiveil, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undispose!L 
of a.t the dates specified below, in the fourteenth division of the Patent Office, De 
partment of the Interior: 
;:i .:. .s ~~~ .:. .s g .... .s 
;.; 
o:S ::l .... .g~ .... p .... o:S ""=>..; "~;!..; 0 0 ""=>.o "';!cO 0 ~~ "1;!00 
]~ 
"1;!00 rd~ "1;!00 ~g Character of business. blloo 4100 b(OO 4100 4100 b()OO ~00 bl~ .s~ p. .... .9~ p. .... moo l=loo !;- ..... moo .~..-.... bll o .... .... b() o .... ........... .... b() 0.-< rd - "~;! - ';::! - ';::! -l=l .... ~l=l ~ l=l .... ~l=l ~ l=l .... ~"" p. l=l""' 




~ \1. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ p::i A; 
-- - ---- - ------
New cases •••. ··---····· ...................... 54- 1, 728 1, 682 100 1, 298 1, 321 77 1, 410 1, 452 38 
Old cases ..................................... 15 2,121 2,131 5 1, 956 1, 958 13 2,381 2, 381 3 
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The following statement shows the average amount and character of business })Of-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during tho perio!ls speciilcd, by tho employes in 
the fourteenth division of the Patent Oflice, Department of the Interior: 




tions for patent ...... - 941 93 120i 1111 87 90 90f 57 !!Sf 50~ 791 74f 
1885. 
Examination of applica-
tious for patent._ . . .... 82t_ 71i 70i 100! 80 115! 76} 84! 851 791 851 66J 
1886. 
Examination of applica-
tions for patents . . -.... 102 89 114! 1251 121 75! 86 124f 93i 82 611 911 
1887. 
Examination of applica-
tions for patents ....... 1021 97l .......... ........... .......... . ......... .......... .. ....... . ......... . .......... . ....... ....... 
These figures represent actions made by the assistant examiners under and as su-
}Wriutendcd, controlled, and personally directed by tho principal examiner in charge 
of tho division. The work of clerks is also swallowed up in these figures. 
The following statement shows the average number of assistants in the fourteenth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Year. I Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. 
---------1- ------------ ----------
1884. --.----- • . -........ -- *4 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 3 4 3 3 
1885.---- --· ----.- .. . ..... 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 a 3 3 
1886.---- .. -------- .... - -- 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 
1887 (to March 1) 3 3 ·----· .......... ~····- . . ........ .......... ......... . ........... ·-···· -····· 
,; 
*See the next table for the full force. 
'I'ho assiBtaut examiners are separately tabulated because their work only is classi-
fiable and expressible in figures. 
'I'he following statement shows the average number of employes in tbo fourteenth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, duri1'lg the periods speci-
fied: 
Year. J~ Fob. Ma•. Ap•. May.IJun~ July. Ang. Sep~ Oot. Nov. Doo. 
i i .. ..! J .J.t.J ... J. .. .J .. .J .J . ..!. ... J 1884 ............ ------- ··-1885 ............ ----·- ---. 1886 ...... ------ ...... ----1887 (to March 1) ...... .. 
This is tho same as the foregoing table, with tho addition of the principal examiner, 
the examiner's clerk, and generally an additional clerk. 
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Tho following Htatement shows the maxinnuu and minimum amount of examinations 
of applications for patents disposed of by the employe doing the most aud tl10 otu-
ploye doing the least during the periods specifted, in the fourteenth division of the 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
EMPLOY:lt DOING THE MOST-MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. :Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1------------------------
1884..................... . 124 96 130 116 108 102 106 53 71 77 81 99 
1885...... ....•. ..•..• .... 123 92 104 143 97 113 106 88 130 101 104 72 
1~~ --~~~-~--~~~- --~~~- --~~~- --~~:. --~:~. --~~:·1--~~~- ·--~~- ·--~~~ 
---------~--~--2---
1886..................... . 120 
1887 (to March 1) . • • . . • • . 114 
EMPLOY~ DOING THE LEAST-MINIMUM. 
1884.... .. •.•••• ••••••.. •. 21 
1885 ...•........ ··-· ..••.. 28 
1886...... ...... .•.•... ... 68 
1887 (to March 1) . • • . • . . 90 
'fhese figures represent actions by the assistant examiners in the form of letters ad-
dressed to the applicant. 
The work of the principal examiner is to direct and control the action of each assist-
ant examiner, to decide what that action (letter) shall be. It consequently is impos-
sible to tabulate separately the work of a principal examiner. The same is true of all 
clerks. They recor·d, copy, &c.; no record is kept of their work. It may, however, 
be said that the examiner's clerk has entered an amendment in an application E-very 
time an assistant examiner has made an action, and that the examiner's clerk and the 
additional clerk have either copied or type-written a letter for every action by an 
assistant examiner. Therefore, in every month of the above table credit the examiner's 
clerk with one amendment entered, and the examiner's clerk and the other clerk each 
with, say, one-half of a letter copied. These amendments and copied letters, however, 
are but a part of the work of these clerks. The rest is unrecorded and unclassifiable 
and not expressible in figures. 
Tho following statement shows the averag~ number of days and the time and at-
tentiou devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the fourteenth division of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
Average Average Average Average Number of number of number of 
Year. assistant number of hours em- Number Number of number of hours em-
examiners. days pros- ploved by proxy. employes. days pres· ployed ent. dally. ent. daily . . 
1884 ..••••.•.... 3. 5 267 7 0 6.5 253 7 
1885 .•••.•...••. 3. 25 274 7 0 ~~ 276 7 1886 .........••. 3.25 279 7 0 282 7 
1887 (to Mar. 1). 3 47 7 0 6 47 7 
Including a principal examiner, an examiner's clerk, and an additional clerk. 
The low average number of dayll present for 18<::!4 is due to the fact that one clerk 
in this division, from January 1 to August 31, had during that time 31 days annual 
leave and 89 days sick leave. The average for the rest of the division for that year 
leaving out that one clerk was 273 days. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to examina-
tion of application, for patent by the employe present for the greatest number of days, 
and also the minimum number of days devoted to business by the employe present 
for the least number of days, in the fourteenth division of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior, during the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (t~ Mar. I,. 
-------------------------------------------------1---------------------
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Toe employe present during the least number of days in 1884 entered this division 
December 30. 
The employe present for the least number of days in 1885 was in this division from 
January 1 to March 10 only. 
The employe present for the least number of days in lb86 was in this division from 
September 4 to November 24 only. 
FIFTEENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the fifteenth division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business and 
1t1ork, as requestecZ by Senate Select Cornntittee, and called for by Department circular of 
Ma1·ch 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows in detail the action on applications in tho fifteenth 
division of the office of Commissioner of Patents, for the years 1884, 1!:)85, 1886, and 
1887 (to March 1) : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1---1--- --- --- --- --- ------ --------- ---
1884 .•............ I 56 56 69 65 64 66 61 51 64 53 54 43 ------- 337 337 411 392 383 398 367 355 322 266 270 213 
1885 ...................... ~ 53 53 61 61 57 54 32 32 44 17 50 fi5 265 267 366 363 342 318 192 194 262 282 249 3:30 
1886 .......... ·•·••• ······ ~ 58 46 56 65 6:l 68 70 34 53 38 46 fiO 349 274 334 326 313 342 349 172 211 228 275 300 
1887 (to March 1) ......... { 65 2~~ , ...... ...... , ...... . ..... , ...... 392 ··---- ...... ......... .......... .. ........ 
-
Thefirst line of figures opposite each year indicate the totals, the secoud are the averages. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1---1---1-------- --------------
1884.... .. • . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 6 6 6 6 
!Hic~:~~~;;:::::::::l i I i ,_J, __ __i_l···-~-~---~-~----~-~----~- ·--~-~----~-~---~-1-··l 
--------~-~--~-~~ 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and dispose<l of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least <luring each month 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
:~t::::~7:-:::::::::t:. ~::. ~:- ~~:- ~:-~r~::: ~·::: ~:t:; I ~:: ~::.1 D~~ 
1886.......... . .. .. . .. .. . . 102 80 1132 143 124 821 941 78 85 841 79 78 
1887 (to March 1) ..•..... 71 63 ..•••. ···--· ............ ··--·- .................. ··---· ·····-
MINIMUM. 
f~~t ::::::::::::::::::::: ·-· 34· ·-· 43 ·I--· «·I· .. 48 ·I ... is· ... ~a· · .. is·l--· · 3 · ... · s-1- .. · 5 · .. i4: I ~ 
1886...................... 62 41 I 15! 19 1 44 47! 3 28! 4 13! 32 
1887 (to March 1) ·-·----· 49 21 ............ , .......................................... ·---~ 
Consisted of actions on applications. 
No report of personal work was required or made before December, 1884. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at· 
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for tho 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. Average Hours Maximum Minimum No. of days. daily. No. of days. No. of days. 
1884 ................................................... . 277 7 295 274 
1885 ................................................... . 265 7 274 249 
1886 ................................................... . 275 7 288 253. 
1887 (to March 1) ••••••••••..•.••..••.••..............•. 46f 7 47! 36. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the fifteenth divisiOJ:!. 
of the Patent Office. 
1. DUTIES OF EXAMINER. 
1. Preliminary examination and distribution of cases and papers filed therein. 
2. Hearing and deciding upon cases exanilned and reported for his action by as-
sistants. 
3. Classifying patents and publications. · 
4. Attending to oral arguments and interviews with applicants and attorneys con 
cerning cases pending before him. 
5. Determining as to the fact of interference between conflicting applications ; de· 
claring such interference; deciding the motions to dissolve such interference. 
6. Answering appeals. 
7. Reviewing and signing cases prepared for allowance 
8. Examining cases personally as time permits. 
9. General supervision of the work of the division. 
2. DUTIES OF ASSISTANTS. 
1. Examining cases as to form and noting all objections thereto. 
2. Making &earches in the classified patents and other puulications as to the nov-
elty of the invention. 
:J. Preparing the letter or the materials therefor announcing the results of the ex-
amination. 
4. Reporting the same to the examiner. 
G. In the case of the first assistaut, performing the duties of the examiner during 
his absence. 
3. DUTIES OF THE CLERK. 
1. Recording applications and caveats received and the actions made therein. 
2. Copying and recording letters from the examiner to the applicant and preparing 
them for the mail. 
:t Recording and entering amendments and letters from applicants. 
4. Arranging and distributing files and drawings of applications; getting them out 
when needed and returning them; stamping files and drawings; making lists of pat-
ents, &c. 
5. Making out the daily, weekly, and monthly reports of the work performed and 
on hand and of the attendance of the employes of the division. 
Statement of the fifteenth division of the Patent Office, showing the methods adopted 
in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt of the 
matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and giving 
in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business matters 
through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus and divisions of 
such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it 
is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each until 
the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
1. Fee and essential parts of complete application or caveat received by financial 
and application clerks. 
2. Completed case sent forward to examiner, with date of completion marked on 
the face of the file. Case entered on examiner's record and placed on the docket for ex-
amination in the order to which its filing, date, or other circumstances entitle it under 
the rules. 
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3. When reacheu, cases carefully read by assistant, examined as to all matters of 
form, notes made of all defects and objections. The search is then maue to ascertain 
"ltethcr the invention elatmed is anticipated by earlier inventions of which the office 
por-;sesses records or knowleuge, and in what particulars it is so anticipated. Assist. 
ant. then sulnnits the case to the examiner, and a letter is prepared embodying there-
sults of the examination; but if the case is correct in all particulars and the claims 
are found to be new it is prepared for allowance. 
4. The letter is copieu, the copy mailed, the original-retained in the file, the action 
reconled on the books, and the papers put away to await the response of the appli-
cant to the letter. 
5. When applicant responds by amendment or letter the communication is incor-
porated with the record by the clerk, further considered by the assistant, taking 
precedence over new cases, and, if all objections have been removed, the case is pre-
pared for allowance. If the objections have not beeu removed, the applicant, after 
one repetition of the examiner's action in matters of form, may petition the Commis-
sioner to reverse the examiner's action, or, after two refusals on the same ground to 
grant a patent, may appeal to the examiners-in-chief to reverse the action of the ex-
aminer. 
6. In case of either petition or appeal the examiner prepares a statement in writ-
ing of the grounds of his final action in the case. If his action is overruled or reversed 
the case is proceeded with as if the objections overruled had not been urged. If 
affirmed, the examiner enforces compliance with the requirements. 
7. When all objections have been removed, in whatever way, the examiner causes 
the files to be searched to ascertain if any pending applications or caveats conflict 
with the case, and if so, notifies the caveator, or prepares letters notifying both ap-
plteants or their attorneys of the nature and extent of the interference, and sends 
the cases forward to tho examiner of interferences, who ascertains if the issue bas 
heen clearly defined, and notes upon the letters the date before which the preliminary 
statements of both applicants must be filetl. From this time until the termination 
of the interference the case is in the hands of the examiner of interferences or his 
subordinates, except in case of suspension, motion to dissolve, or other special reason 
for which the cases are returned to the examiner for his determination of questions 
falling within his province. 
8. Upon the allowance of an application, the case is prepared for issue, the allow-
:wce recorded, arul the papers sent forward to the issue division by which the appli-
cant is informe<l of all the allowance of his case, and the date of allowance, and no-
tiiled to pay the final fee within the following six months. If be does so within the 
required time the specification is printed, the drawing reproduced by photolithog-
mphy, the patent prepared and mailed to him, and the issuance thereof, with a brief 
explanation of the invention, announced in the Official Gazette of the date of issue of 
the patent. 
9. If applicant fails to pay the fee within the six months and the patent is forfeited 
under R. S. 4~85, the papers are so markOll and returned to the examiner, until such 
time as the application becomes abandoned by failure to further prosecute (R. S. 
4894,) or is renewed under R. S. 4897. 'l'he files and drawings of all abandoned cases 
and expired caveats are in the care of tho chief draftsman. 
10. The caveats, upon reception in the examiner's room, are examined to ascertain 
if the papers are in J)ropcr form anu an intelligible disclosure made of the invention, 
and referred to from time to time to prevent the inadvertent issue of an interfering 
application filed during the life of the caveat. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and <lisposed of during the periou, and on band, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in division fifteen in the office of Commissioner of 
Patents: 
.i ~ .s l:l ~ .s d ~ .s d .s . Po.,_: 1 ~ 
c:e .g"d1 '+-< ~ "" '+-< ~ .§..; ""' ~ ,..,t- =oo ~ 
""=>"d1 .-ooo ~"d1 ""=>.n :;<2 ~tr.i ""=>,.; .-ooo ~.0 ""=>.,..: ;:;'~ '0~ ~ · 
Character of business. ~n~ g; ~ <1> oo ac~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ *. ~ ~~ ~::;. "g ":- ~~ 
;g::;. -~.so .r~ ;g:- -~.so ~M ;g:- -~.sn .~ ... ;g:--~ ~ ~·,~::;. 
~ ~ A p;; ~ A p:, ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~.B.~ 
N_e_w_n_p_p_l-ic-a-ti_o_n _______ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_-__ -_·t-1-39 1,99311,955 ~ 1,723 1,643 257 1,647 1,771 ~ 233 -;~~ 
Amen !led application .... -.... -.. 39 2, 0281 2, 015 52 1, 694 1, 711 35 1, 661 1, 636 60 :J~l 286 95 
Caveats·-··--··-····--·-·--·-·-·.... 147l 147 ·--· 129 129 ··-· 138 138 ··-· 26 26j·-·· 
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SIXTEENTH (ELECTRICITY .A) DIVISION. 
Rep01·t of the sixteenth (Electricity A) division, Dnited States Patent V.Oiee, on the 1netltod8 
of business and u:ork, as requested by Senate Select Com'rnittee and called for by Depart-
rnent circular of March 13, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business tFansacted in the sixteenth di 
vision of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
Examination of applications for patent in the following classes of invention: 
Electricity, electric lighting, electric signaling, telegraphy, telephony. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the sixteenth division of the United States Pat-
ent Office, Department of the Interior: 
lg I~ .I~ I§ I ~ .s I• I' I ' I d I § 'g 1-S .g I ~ .... = ~ ..... "'=>..; r;l;:1: 0 "':. • r;l.n 0 ~ • r;l~ 'E ~ • '0 <ll~ 't~ ~ . 
~!@ ~~ 1ci t:L~ ~~ ~- b/)'&, ~~ r;l~ &:; 'd l=i~ r;I'O t-Character of business. Q)IO t:Loo Q)Ol.-< Q)= ~ 
•o-f ·~'"'~ bfl o 00 -~~ .t; ~~ .s~ .t~ ~~ .s ...... -~"'=' ~ ~ C<S •• s .... 
-g.-< ~-S ~ .... -g.....r ~-S ~ ..... -g.....r ~-S ~ .... -g.....r e ~ ~~&:;-g...; 
~ Q;l •...-4 
~ ~ A ll) Q) """"' ~ ~-S~ A~~~ ~ ~ Cl ~ ~ A 
-- - ----- ---- - -----
Examination of applications -
for patent ................. 370 4, 982 4, 624 728 5, 733 6,036 4251 4, 649 4,880 194 535 554 175 
In Augm~t, 1866, the class of electricity was divided into divisions A and B. 
The "new" and "old" applications are included in the above figures. 
The following statement shows the average amount and charq,cter of business per-
formed, transacted and dispoRed of, during the periods specified, by the· employes in 
the sixteenth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 









.. ~.~ .. ~~ . ... ~~.~ .. ~:. 
49 ... ~.J .. ~ 37 Do ............ 1886 49 ~~ ·--~~- 63 54 38 Do ......•••.•. 1887 48 
The following statement shows the average number of principal examiners and 
assist,ants in the sixteenth division of the United States Patent Office, Department 
of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
----~--~-~-.---.,---~---.---.----~--
Jan. Feb. I Mar. .Apr May.IJune. ,July. Au~. Sopt. Oct. Nov. Drc. Year. 
1884................. .. ... 10 10 9 9 9 8 R 8 8 7 8 8 
1885 .•••••..••.. ·········· 9 !) 10 10 10 10 10 8 8 8 8 3 
1886..... ........ ......... 8 !) 9 !) i 9 9 7 4 5 r; b 5 
1887 (to March 1) •.••.. ·:·1 5 5 ······ ···· ··1····· · ······1······\·····T··· ·T····t····· ······ 
------------------~--~--~----~--~-
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum number of examina-
tions of applications for patents by the employe doing tho most ana the employe doing 
the least, durin,g the periods specified, in the sixteenth division of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
EMPLOY~ DOING THE MOST-MAXIMUM. 
Feb. Mar. .Apr.J May. June. July. I .Aug. Sept. Oct./ Nov. Dec. 
































. 2·l··· ~- ~5~ 1886 ................ -----· 99 • ~ 
Year. Jan. 
1887 (to March 1) ..••...• ·\ 70 781. ·· · ·· ·----· ···· ··J······ · ··· ·· ······J··· ·· · •·-··t·····J··-··· 
-------------------~--~--~----~--~--~ 
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EMPLOY:~ DOING THE LEA.ST-MINIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar.J Apr. May.JJune. July.J Aug. Sept.! Oct. Nov. I Dec. 
1884 ............................ ==========1--9 1885.. .. ........... ....... 9 15 24 17 23 12 3 10 17 7 141 14 
1886......... ............ 9 12 9 39 41 37 21 4 24 11 41 12 
1887 (to March 1)......... 32 53 ........................................................... . 
'rhe following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the sixteenth division of the United States Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
Year. 
Number Averbage !-::~;1? NuJnba,r 
of em- num er of hours '' 
of days by proxy. 
ployes. present. employed 
daily. 
1884 ...................................................... .. 
1885, ..................................................... . 
1886 ....................................................... . 









~ In £~~son. 
7 Do. 
7 Do. 
The followmg statement shows the maximum nnmber of days devote<l to business 
by the emplo~ 6 present fo~ the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devote!l to busmess by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the sixteenth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Inte-
rior, duriug the periods specified: 
-----------·------------- ""·l1sss.l1886.1 ,J!~~'U. 
Maximum number of days .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • . 275~ I 289 I 287~ I 50 
Minimum number of days....................................... 73;\ 97~ 16 45 
SEVENTEENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the seve•teenth division of the Patent O.Uice on the rnethods of business and wo1·k, 
as 1·equested by Senate Select Conunittee and called for by Departrnent circula1· of March 
13, ltl87. 
Statement showing the principal items of bu~iness transacted in the seventeenth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
The examination of and action upon application for letters patent for invcntious 
in the classes-11, book-binding; 9:~, paper manufactures; 101, pri .. ting; with the 
examination and custody of caveats relating to said claim. 
The clerical work of receiving and recording new cases, amending old cases, mak-
ing list of patents granted, recording old actions made, making and mailing copicH 
of all actions not issues, classification and custody of drawings, photolithographs, and 
pri nte!l ·specifications. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, tran-
sacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of 
at the dates specified below, in the seventeenth division of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior : 
= 
~ .s 
= '" .s = 
~ .s = ~ .s &;; c;S ~ .... c;S ~ .... c;S = .... c;S = .... 
~it ~! 
0 ~.,; ~.,; 0 ~..0 ~..o 0 
~ ~.,..: 0 b.QOO 
~~ ~00 ~.,; 15~ ~..0 .,..: ~00 ~.,..: .e:=: Character of business. ~ ..... <1)00 b.()OO ~~ <1)00 b.()OO <1)00 bf.OO ~~ ~00 ~ 1=100 -~ b.O ..,oo 1=100 ..,oo 1=100 p. ..... moo j:~OO ..,oo ~~-......... 0 .... ......... .... b.O 0 ..... ......... • ... b( O.-< . ........ .... b.O o.-< 
~ - 8.S ~ "" - <llj:! ~ ~ - ~= ~ "" . <lls:l ~ ~e = .... .. .... 0•.-< ...... = .... 
<I) <I) A <I) 
<I) a ~ ~-r-t A <ll ~-~ A ell ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
- ---- - ----- -----
Applications, new .......... 290 925 720 *495 *1, 045 1, 393 147 1,188 1,096 239 202 437 147 
Applications, old ........... 133 1, 728 1, 777 84 2, 618 2,529 173 2,523 2, 538 158 539 565 93 
Caveats ..................... ·--- 72 72 .... 75 75 .... 94 94 .... 14 14 .... 
Issues ...................... .......... ............. 421 ---- .. ......... 726 ---- ............ 613 ---· ............ 102 ----
*For several months work was extended many hours into the night. 
30. 
38.1 32.5 50.3 62.6 52 62.2 57 
63. 5 4.1.1 47. 3 ,7, 1 
62. 3 54. 4 • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • ·- • • . • • • • . . ••••• 
* Doring these months many hours beyond the regular office hours and at night were devoted to 
work. 
No statement is practicable as to the clerical part ofthe work of the division. 
't;he following statement shows t.he average number of employes in the seventeepth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo. 
liJ84* •••••••.•••.••••..••. 7 8 8 8 7.5 7.5 7. 6.5 6. 5 6.5 6.5 
1885t .•••••••••••••••..••. 7 8 7 8 8. 8. 7. 5 6. 7. 7. 8.5 
1888t .••.•.•••••••••••.... 9 10 10 10 10. 9. 8.5 9. 8. 9. 10. 
1887 (to. March l)t ....... 10 11 ........ . ...... .. ....... .. ..... ...... ...... ........ ...... .. ..... ······ 
• One a clerk. Most of the copying of letters was done in the copying division, until we had two 
Qlerb ln Ootober, 1885. 
tTwOoler~in October and November; three in December. 
tThree clerks. 
No record is kept or can be kept from which a s-tatement showing the maximum 
and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employ~ doing 
the most and the employ~ doing the least during the periods specified in this division 
of the office, Department of the Interior, can be drawn. The number of cases upon 
which au employ~ acts is no indication of the "amount of business transacted and 
dispo8ed of" -of the amount of work done in their examinati.on ,and consideration. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the period& 
specified by the employ~s in the seventeenth division of the Patent Office, Depart-






Number of number of number of Number 















For several months many extra honrs at night were devoted to work. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
},y the employ6 present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of da.ys devoted to business by the emplo.ve present for the least number of days 
in the seventeenth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 Character of business. (to Mar. 1). 
--
Maximum number of days .. 276 340 278 48 Examination of applications, &c. 
Minimum number of days .... 245 282 274 43 
EIGHTEENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the eighteenth division, United States Patent Office, on the rnethods of business 
and worlc, as requested by Senate Select Com.ntittee, and called for by Department circular 
of Mm·ch 23, 1l:l87. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the eighteenth division 
of the Patent Office for the years Hl84, 188:J, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------- 1--------------------------
1884 ...................... 303 281 304 376 380 377 325 232 282 309 297 275 
1885 ..................... . 382 550 497 480 422 422 449 310 333 344 349 262 
11186 ...................... 356 310 422 393 382 373 298 259 240 300 308 330 
1887 (t.o March 1) .... : . .. 309 335 .......... ............ ~ -.. -.. ............. ............ ........... . .......... ............ ........... ............ . 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named : 
Year. [Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------ ·- ----------------
1884...................... ...... ...... ...... . ..... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 5 
1885................ .. . .. . 5 5 6 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1886. ... .......... .. ...... 5 5 5 5 61 6 61 6 6 7 61 6 
1887 (to March 1) . . .. . .. . 6 6 ........................................................... . 
'l'he clel'ical force is not included in the first table of this sheet, but is included in 
the second. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each mouth 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
____ Y_ea_r_. ____ , __ J_a.n_._,_F_e_b_ . . ,_M_a_r.I.A.pr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. I Oct. I Nov. I Dec. 
1884................. ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 60 
1885...... ...... . ... . . .. . . !)8 74 124 140 148 188 143 116 134 85 86 90 
~~~;·(·t~ M~~h "i)::: ::::. 1~: 1g~ I·-~~~- . -~~~- .. ~~~- . -~~~- ... ~~·I· .. ~~- ·--~- ... ~~- ... ~~- .... ~~ 
MINIMUM. 
I 
~~~:::::::::: :::::::::::: ... 55· ... «.1. ··57· --·42·[·--43.1 ... 42· ···72· ... 57·1· --~r ·--42·1·--~9- ~~ 
1886...... ...... ......... . 32 371 33 32 261 3!l 35 30 2o 36 a3 47 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 42 46 ...... ------~------ ............ ·----·j·----- ·--·--j·-··-- ..... . 
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These figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the 
office for reconsideration, accompanied either by amendment, argument, correction, 
or r<~qnest for reconsideration. · 
Declarations of interferences. renewed cases, reissues, and a.ppeals are also included. 
The clerical force is not included in this sheet. 
The above figures are inadequate, and also misleading, as indicating the relative 
efficiency of employes, for the reason that the character of the work assigned to the 
examiners differs so materially in relation to the timo required for the treatment of 
each case, that the one whose record shows the smallest number of actions may be 
more industrious and efficient than the one who disposes of the largest number. Also, 
in the work of every division there is a great amount of miscellaneous work which 
cannot be credited by figures, which often devolves mostly on one of the assistant 
examiners, who necessarily has less time for the more regular work that can be cred-
ited in the daily report. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to busine.<>s by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. 
1884.----- .••••..••••..••...••.. ··- ...••••.•.•....•. 
1885 .•••••..•..• ·••·••·••· ••••.•.••..•••••..••.••••. 
1886 ......••••.•...•••••..•..••.••••.••..••..•..•••. 
1887 (to March 1) .•..•..••..••••••••.••••••.••...•. 
Average No. Hours Maximum Minimum 

















Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the eighteenth 
division of the Patent Office. 
Examination of applications for patents. 
Examination of caveats. 
Reconsideration of rejected applications, if amended or returned, and a patent 
demanded. 
Preparation of a statement in case the inventor appeals from the decision of the 
examiner to the examiners-in-chief or to the Commissioner in person. 
In case applications conflict, and claim the same subject-matter, the examiner in-
stitutes interference proceedings. 
Motions to dissolve an interference are heard by the primary examiner. 
The assistant examiners search for references and evidence as to patentability, and 
present the case to the principal exa.miner, with the evidence collected, and from the 
decision arrived at an action is made, and the inventor is informed by the Commis-
sioner. 
The lady clerk of the division enters each day in the register the applications received, 
after it is ascertained to which division they properly belong. She records all actions 
of theofficein the register (the of-fice action and the inventor's are recorded upon the 
back of the file); makes all proper amendments or changes in the case directed by the 
inventor; copies all office letters and prepares them for m::til; copies all statements, 
decisions, reports, &c.; stamps and properly numbers file and drawing and all 
papers, and records the patents oach week in the proper column in the register. She 
keeps account of all cases called up or sent out of the room, and receives and disposes 
of them on their return. She also makes up the daily, weekly, and monthly reports 
of time and work to the Commissioner. 
Statement of the eighteenth division of the Patent Office, showing the methods 
adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt 
of the matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and 
giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters, through the various divisions of the office and the various bureaus, and di vis-
ions of such bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, and by 
whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, 
until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper 
party. 
Applications for letters patent and caveats, as they are received each day from the 
application division, are inspected, to ascertain to which division they properly be-
long, and are then recorded in the register by the lady clerk, wh~ places the serial 
number and book number upon the drawing and papers. The case is then ready for 
examination; and is taken up in the order of its date of filing, and examined as to 
novelty, utility, clearness of description and illustration, formality of petition, oath, 
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signatures, &c., and the inventor or his attorney is informed of the office decision. 
The case, if rejected, then awaits the inventor's action. If allowed, for grant of 
patent, the case receives the signature of the examiner in charge, and is sent to the 
issue division, where it is prepared (on payment of the final fee) for the printer and 
photolithographer. 
When the inventor amends, or requests a reconsideration, the case is again taken 
up, the amendment or argument considered, and a decision rendered as before. 
In case the inventor appeals to the board of examiners-in-chief or to the Commis-
sioner, the examiner prepares a statement (in reply to the ''reasons of appeal") to ac-
company the case. 
When two or more pending cases, or pending case, with unexpired patents, have 
conflicting claims, the examiner forwards to the examiner of interferences notices of 
interference (together with the files and drawings) for all the parties; and if the issue 
has been well defined, and the notices are correct, the interference is declared p1·o 
forma by forwarding the notices to the several parties. After the decision of the 
examiner of interferences (upon evidence submitted, or upon the record) as to which 
party is the prior inventor, the cases are returned to the primary examiner, and fur-
ther action taken in accordance with such decision. 
Motions to dissolve an interference are heard and decided by the primary examiner. 
Applications for reissue of letters patent are considered by the primary examiner; 
and are also subject to appeal, interference, correction, or amendment. 
Cases renewed after forfeiture for non-payment of the final fee are entered and ex-
amined with the new cases. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at 
the dates specified below, in the eighteenth division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the lnte1·ior : 
= 1!. .s 
I ~ 1!. .s s:l 1!. .s g l!."d ~~.£ ~ ell d ..... ell d ..... ell d ..... .g~.,.: .::~ ~.,: rd.,; 0 ~ •c -ell) 0 1-:>..:; "dci 0 ;~ 't:SI=l~ )I.,_: b.() <X) "d<X) 1~ bC00 "d~ "dtO b.()OO "doo '"CleO ~b.() Ill~ Character of business. ~~ .~:, Q)<Xl Q.loo <1)00 Q.lell .... ~00 =00 a;<Xl .~~ I> .... <t>.;IJ ·5~~ ~-S'"Cl.,.: 
~<X) ......... -b.() o..-< . ........ Orl .... b.() o..-< . ........ ·~ ..... '"Cl - Cll~ ~ -g..-< Cll= ~ -g..-< Q,}~ ~ "d - -~~~; "d -~ ..... ~·~ g ..... ~·r-4 R,... c:;l~~ ~ ..... Cll A C) A Q) A Q) ~ .... Cll ~ ~ ~ ~ Il-l ~ ~ A ~ 
--- ----- ---- - ----- -
Examination of applica-
tions for patents •. __ •.. __ 216 3, 869 3, 741 344 4,464 4, 610 198 3, 929 3, 971 156 641 644 153 
These figures represent new applications for patents, caveats, cases returned to the 
office for reconsideration, accompanied either by amendment, argument, correction, or 
request for reconsideration. Declarations of interference, renewAd cases, reissues, 
and appeals are also included. 
NINETEENTH DIVISION. 
Report of the nineteenth division, United States Patent Office, on the rnethods of business and 
'work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Depa1·tment circular of 
March 13, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the nineteenth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
The business of this division consists solely in the examination of applications for 
patents. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the nineteenth 
division of the Patent Office, in the Department of the Interior, including one or 
more items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning 
with the receipt of the business matter in the division, and then showing in con-
secutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters 
through the division, and the employes through whose hands the same passes, and 
by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon bad and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the 
proper party. 
As in the other examining divisions the applications are each day duly entered in 
the register. They are then assigned to the assistant having immediate charge of the 
~lass or cla.sses of inventi<m to whic4 they belong, and by him examined when reached 
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in the order prescribed by the rules of practice. Every action by the office, and 
amendment by tho applicant is recorded, both on the file of the case and in 
ister, and when the case is passed to issue a similar reeord is made. After 
cases are beyond the jurisdiction of the examiner, and subMequent steps are 
under the direction and management of the issue and gazette division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business re(let1reo.~· 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and on.dii~P<Hieill : 
of at the dates specified below, in the nineteenth division of the Patent Office, 
partment of the Interior : 
Ji ~ 
.... lg I~ ·= ~ 
.... 
~ I ~ . ..: <I$ p 0 ~.,.; 0. ~ p 0 
'":>""' ~~ ""' 
~.,.; t-:>,o 'd,O cC t-:>~ 'd~ 
t;LOO 'd"<f' !:.1:~ ~~ ~~ bC~ ''g~ 'dOO ~~ l~ Character of business. .. 00 ~~ ..,oo a:>OO .., ...... ........ .~til gs-;;; ........ I> .... <TJ.-< ........... ..... bt 
~.:= ;g~ ;gr-i ..... tl) 0~ ;a,...r ·a;~ '1:l • Q.)~ 0) .. ........ <:.> • .-. ~.~ ~ .... Q•.-< ~-~ .. Q• ... 
a;) Q.) 
A Q.) 
Q.) ..... Q.) a;) A Q) Q.) 0.; ~ Q.; ~ ~ 0.; ~ Q.; p:; 
' ----- -- --- ----------
Applications for patents: I 
New·--·-·---------·---· 284 1,718. 1,469 533 1,503 1,699 337 1,695 
Amended. --·····------ 123 2,46412,512 75 3,539 3,554 60 3,320 
Caveats .•...•............... 0 107 107 0 103 103 o 88 
Applications sent to issuo .... -- T··- __ 77\.. 836 ..•..... --
1, 712 320 389 475 2M 
3, 279 101 517 553 65 
7~~ ---~ ···-~l---~~ ---~ 
The number of issues is includPd in the number of actions on applications. 
The transfer hence of the subclass "driers" on the l!)th of August, lt!84, aud tho 
subclass" lamps anll gas-fixtures" on the 21st of February, 1887, to divisions eight-
eon and fifteen, respectively, will account for the decrease in new applications subse-
quently received. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted and disposed of during the periods specified, by tho employes in the 
ninete~nth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each mouth. 
Character of business. 
.Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. i.Tlme.I.July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1-------- -- ---------------------
1884. 
Actions on new and old 
applications, including 
issues, anu on caveats ..... __ . 
1885. 
Actions on new and old 
applications, including 
issues, and on caveats.. 128 
1886. 
Actions on new and old 
applications, including 
issues, and on caveats .. 
1887. 
86 
Actions on new and old 
applications, including 
issues, and on caveats.. 75 
72 76 
96 83 105 101 103 94 i4 48 115 80 87 
90 80 73 84 1~1 95 86 55 64 84 61 
72 ···-·- -----. - -·--- ------ -·---- ·---- ••••••• ··-- -- -····· •••••• 
Prior to the issuance of order No. 200, dated November 29, 18;44, there was no re-
quirement for each division to keep a record of the wor1r performed by the examiners. 
Hence, no report can be given for said work prior to Nnvember, H:l84. 
The absence of examiners on leave will account, in a. great degree, for tbe wide 
variation in these averages. 
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Tbe following statement show8 the average number of employes in the uiuetceuth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods spcci-
fic<l : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo. 
---------1----------------·-----·-----
1884 .................•.... 5 5! 6 6 6 6i 6! 61 7 8! 9 8i 
1885 ..................... . .......... .. 8~ 8§ 7! 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1886 ....... . .... ..... . ........... 8-t\ 9 8i 8! 9# 8 9! lOA 11 11 11! 11~ 
1887 (to March 1) .............. . 12! nt ............ ------ ........... ............ .. ........... ............ . ............. ............. ............. . .......... 
This report is compiled from the names of examiners, clerks, and mesRengers which 
appear npon the time report, whether said employes were actually present or absent 
on leave. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of actions by 
examiners on applications (new and old) and on caveats by the employe doing the 
most and the employ6 <loing the least during the periods specified, in the nineteenth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. 
".~~t~~:l ~~g: I ~··~ I· ~···.J N::·J ~~ - ---1884 .••...........•...... . ·----· ------
1885 .......••..•..•••..... 218 167 206 122 225 
.. !~ 1--i~ v~:-1--~~~- .. !~~-~--~~~-1-·· ~~ 18R6 .... .. ........•.... . . . 185 193 207 139 190 1887 (toMar.1) ........... 166 113 ...... , ...... 
MINIMUM. 
~~~t::: :::::::::::::::::: ---9i. ·--12] ·--i4 -] ·--s2-'---si ·]···42.1 ... 46·1·-·a7·]·-·2o·]---49. ~g I ~~ 
1886 ..... . ·----··--·--···· 38 34 0 441 52 91 I 0 I 0 0 0 31 35 
1887 (to Mar. 1) . . . . . . . . . . . 54 30 j·.-- . -j--.--- . ---- ·j·---~ ·---- · ·- ·- -·j·- ·-- -j-- · · · · · ·-- · · · · · · · · 
It often happens that the principal examiner makes fewer actions than any of his 
assistants for a given month, but no account of the principal's actions is taken in mak-
ing up the minimum table, because most of his time and attention is occupied in other 
ways than in examining cases. 
Sickness and the short dur:ttion of time employes were assigned to this division 
determine the figures in the minimum tabulation. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied, by the employes in tho nineteenth diviaion of the Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior : 
Year. 
1884 .••..• ·························-·············· 
1885 .......•••...••............... ·····••••··••··· 
1886 . ... ·······-··············· ....... -··········· 




















The thtrd column shows the average number of tlays present of those employes 
whose names appear on the time report for the year in full. 
The average for 1886 is reduce<l by the illness of an examiner for four months. 
The time report fails to show the many hours of night work performed by the e:n-
J>loyea of this division, whicb cannot, therefore, be included ill this report. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the nineteenth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
perioils specified : 
1884. I 1885. 1886. l ~!~.(if. 
--------------1----l--
~~::::::::~ft:?:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::l 21~ 2~~ 27~ I 3~ 
Of the employes whose records show them to have been present during the least 
number of days, the first was not assigned till October 3; the second was assigned 
March 12, and transferred hence April :H following; the third was assigned July 23, 
and transferred henc~ on the 27 of the same month ; the fourth was assigned Febru-
ary 11, and transferred hence on the 14th of the same mouth. 
TWENTIETH DIVISION. 
Report of the twentieth division of the Patent Office, on the method11 of busines3 and work, 
as requested by the Senate Select Cornrnittee, and called for by Department circztlat· of 
March 23. 18d7. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the twentieth division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
The above figures in<licate totals of ol<l and new cases. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and dispose<l of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the twentieth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 




tions. _- - - - - . -- - - - . -- - - . 79 70~ 86: 69! 59b 65i 61! 66! 69! 811 65i 78! 
1885. 
Examination of applica-
tions ....... ------------ 96§ 55b 102 89i 68! 67a 73! 66f 65& 68 52i 61! 
1886. 
Examination of applica-
tions------------- ------ 69& 60f 85i 86t 80! 90~ 79! 82! 70! 78f 50! 65 
1887. 
Examination of applica-
tions. _____ .. _____ . ____ . 51} 55~ ......... ......... . ........ -···· - ........... .......... .......... ......... ........ .. ......... 
'l'he above jltatement includes examiners ouly, 
r 
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The comparatively small amount of work reported since November, 1886, i:s caused 
by the fact that since the above date t'vo assistants have beeu assigned to this divis-
ion, who are inexperiencetl in the work of examination. 
The following statement shows the average nnmber of employes iu the twentieth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods Hpecified: 
Year. .Jan. l!'eb.j Mar. Apr. May . .June . .July. A.ug. Sept. Oet. Nov. Dec. 
1884 .•••••.•••••.•........ 






6 6 6 5~ 6 5~ 5 6 5! 6! 6~ 
6 5~ 5 6 6 6~ {j~ 6! !i~ 5t 6 
1887 (to Mareh 1) .••..... ~ . -- ~- .... ~-+-. ~- -~·.- ~. T .. ~~- ... ~--·_,_·_·_· ~--..2.. _· -_-5.:....-~_c. c...----~~--.!...·_-----~. 
The above statement includes examiners, clerks, copyists, &c. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of examina-
tions of applications transacted ancl disposed of by the employe doing the most and 
the employe doing the least during the periods specified, in the twentieth division of 
the Patent Office, Department of the Interior : 
MAXIMUM . 
Year. .Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr . .May . .June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------·1------------------------
1885 ...•.•.••.••. ·······1 64 20 50 30 25 25 14 27 35 21 14 31 75 52 61 84 60 53 60 4!) 49 50 39 49 
139 81 111 114 85 78 74 76 84 71 53 80 
1886 .•••••...•••..•.... ·1 49 30 64 32 25 a1 31 19 33 22 15 23 58 67 70 82 74 62 69 70 53 69 58 50 
107 97 134 114 99 93 100 89 86 91 73 73 
1887 (to March 1) ..••. : . { 
18 47 .............. ........... . ............ ........... . ........... . ........ . .......... . .......... .......... ......... ... 
39 38 .......... ........... ......... ,. ........... - ............ .......... .. ............ .. ............... .............. .............. 
57 85 ............ ............... ........... ............ ............ . ........ . ........... .. ........... ·--·-- ............ 
-
MINIMUM. 
1885 .••••• ·••••· ....... ·1 30 9 15 23 32 26 16 16 23 26 6 10 35 so 26 47 11 29 28 32 34 30 40 23 
65 29 41 70 43 55 44 48 57 56 46 33 
1886 .•••••.••••........ ·1 14 14 10 19 17 27 20 18 21 20 22 23 29 19 3l 41 41 41 36 48 37 32 26 14 
43 33 41 60 58 68 56 66 58 52 48 37 
1887 (to March 1) .••..• -1 15 15 ........... ............ .......... ............. .. ........ ............ ............. ------ -----· . ............. 31 24 ............ ............ ............ ·----- ------ ............... ........... ........... ............ . .. ............ 
46 39 .......... ............. ............ .............. ........ . ........... .. ........ ------ ............ ........... 
No record of work kept for 1884. 
'l'he above statement includes examiners only. 
The first line of fignres opposite each year in the aboYe statement indicates new 
cases, the second line old cases, and the third linfl total cases. 
The following statement shows the average number of days aud the time nnd at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the twentieth division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the Interior : 
Year. 
1884 .•••••.••••••..•••....•••......••. ......•.••...••. 
1885 .•••••.•••••.••••••••••...••••.••••• ·•••••········ 
1886 .•••••••••••.••....•.......•.•...••.....•....••••• 

















hours em- Number 







The above statement includes examiners, clerks, copyists, &c. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to eDI.IDllna.•,· 
tions of applications by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also 
the minimum number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the lean 
number of days in the twentieth division of the Patent Office, Department of the In· 
terior, during the periods specified: · 
________________________ !·-!"~ l .. aa I~-\~ 
Maximnmnnmberofdays .••........................................ l 2751 *320 I *330 I 
Minimnm nn~ber of(lays •..... ...... ........... ..•... .......... .... t217 t234 271 
*Extra work on part of examiner. 
t This minimum number of days reported is by reason of the fact that. the examiner was absent from 
his desk on account of sickness. as per certificate of physician on file in this office. 
TWENTY -FIRST DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-first division United StateSJ Patent Office, on the rnetllods of business 
and work, as requested 'by Senate Select Cornntittee, and called for by Depm·tment lJircular 
ofllarclt23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at tho dates specified IJelow, in the division of textiles (No. 21,) in the United 
States Patent Office : 
;:l ~ .s ;:l ~ = l'i ~ l':l l'i .s. §'&3 ~~ CIS 1-:> ::l ..... CIS ::l ;.:: C!l ::l ;.:: C!l P.!;o '"C~ 0 !-:>.,.; '"Coo 0 1-:>,.; '"C<O 0 1-:>r:..: ...,co ::s; b(~ .-coo 
~;i '"g~ '"Ol!") '"C~ 
1='00 0 ...... 
Character ofbnsi- .::! ,pOO t:.~;CXl bl:oo ~g b/:)00 '"C ...... ~ .-c...; bl) • p. ...... .. ~ p. ...... <Poo .. ~ <l-.-i !=:~ <Pr-1 ~,.; ness. "'OO "'OO -~ b.t ........ '"C .... b.C o ..... ;.a .. ..... b£ o ...... ;a- ~~ ;o - p. ;a~ ·~.: ~~ ~,...;- <l) .. ~ = ...... <ll;:l g ~ ..... ~-S = ..... <Pc;s Q,) ~·~ as· .... == iS <l) Q,) iS <l) ~~ ~~ P-4 p:: P-4 p:: P-4 ~ P-4 ..... 0 A-+J 
-------- ---- - ---------- -
New cases ........ 254 647 427 <174 613 897 190 744 805 129 136 146 119 
Amended ......... 52 l, 214 1, 200 66 1,800 1, 832 34 2,304 2,248 90 277 227 140 
~E=l::::~::::::: ..... 31 31 ........ 30 30 . ...... 41 41 . ...... 4 4 . ..... 45 45 ...... 40 40 --- ·· 48 48 ....... 11 11 .. ... 
The following statement shows in uetail the business in the twenty-first division of 
the United States Patent Office for the years 1884, 1885, H:l86, and 1887, (to March 1.): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1------------------------.. 
1884 .•••••. --. ·--- -- ·----- .••• -· ......... --. -- .... -- ....... - ··---. --·-- .. ··- .. ·----· ·--- .. 24 
1686...... ...... ... ...... 49 38 92 119 92 !JS 75 34 50 58 47 39 1885--------------------·· 31l 29
1 
40 42l 42 45 50 I 31 28l 44 39 59 
1887 (to March 1)......... 40 24 ------1·----· ······ ······ ······ -----· ·---·- ······ ------ ······ 
The above is the average number of actions made by employes engaged in examin-
ing work. The work of the clerical force has been here ignored, owing to the iwpos-
sibility of properly averaging their work with that of the examining corps. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---1-------------- ------------
1884 .••..••.•••...•.•••••• -····· .................. ·-·-·· ...... --··-- ·----- ·----· ·----· •••••• 8 
1885 . - - .• -- - . - - .. - - - • --- -- 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 
1886.......... ......... 7 6 6 5 5 5 5 6 7 6 7 8 
1887 (to March 1) ......•.. , 9 9j·····-j-····-j-····· ······j·····-j-····-j-····· -----·j···--- ·---~- ' 
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Of tho number of employes for 1884, 1A85, and 1886, two were on clerical and other 
work; and of the number for 1887, six were on examining duty, and two on other 
work. 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
MINIMUM. 
1884 ............................ ···•·· .•.•........ ··•··· ...........•..•.••.....•...... ·••··· 15 
11!85...... ............. ... 25 9 26 21 11 14 13 9 8 7 29 14 
11!86... ....... ............ 17 3!l 87 81 54 71l 34 36 22 24 34 28 
1887 (to March 1) .. • .. • .. 22 18 ........................................................... . 
The above tables refer merely to actions made by persons employed in examiniug. 
No record of work performed by individuals was required to be kept by the office 
rules and orders prior to December, 1884. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of busines-;, also the number of 
days devoted to business by the employes present for the greatest number of da,ys 
and employe present for the least number of days during tho following years: 
Year. 
Average Hours 
number of daily. 
days. 
In person Maximum Minimum 
or by number of numi.Jer of 
proxy. days. days. 
1884 .................................................... . 
1885. ..•..••••• ...... .•.••. •......•...• ...... 273 ~ -~-~~r_s~-~~ ....... ;234· ....... ;27o' 
1886 ......................................... 2g4 7 .... do . . .. . t301 t266 
1887 (to Maroh 1) .. .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 43 7 .... do .. . .. t48 t36 
* Five persons continuously. 
tOnly 3 persons continuously in the division for either year. 
In the above table the 7 hours daily is merely the legal requirment. From one 
half to two hours daily have been given by each employe iu addition to the numbe1 
noted. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-firs. 
(textiles) division of the United States Patent Office. 
The work performed in this division consists chiefly of the examination of applica 
tiona for letters patent on inventions that pertain to any of the following classes: 
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TWENTY-SECOND DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-second division United States Patent Office, on the 1nethocl1J of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for b_11 Depal'tment circular 
of March 23, ltl87. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the twenty-second division 
ofthe office of patents, for the years 1884, 18t!5, 18d6, and ltl87 (to March 1): 
__ Y_ea_:r. --1!-J-an.IFob.IMM. Ap'·IMay.IJuuo. July.IAug.ISopt. ~~Nov. Doo. 
1884 ...................... 1414 4371398 5011489 446 410 4031505 4051348 444 
1885...................... 4591427 423 441 4561423 4491318 310 395 447 456 
1886 ...................... 513 468 431 448 417 423 469 476 384 432 467 474 
1887(toMarch1) ........ 479 384 --·--· ............ ------ ...... ------ .•.......... ------
The above table represents the number of actions upon applications for patents. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each mouth 
of the years named : 
188
<.. .... ~~~: ........ J~ I Fob: I M: Ap: I"•:· Jon: IJul:·l A~ I Sop: I Oo: I N•:· Doo.
8 
1885.--------·-----------·l 8 I 8l 8 7l 7 7l 7l 7l 7l 7l 8 8 1886---------------·------ 8 8 8 7 7 'j 7 7 7 8 8 8 
1887 (to March 1) . ••.. ••. 8 8 ...... ------ .... -- ......................................... . 
The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month 
of the years named: 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. AP'·[ May.IJuna July. Ang.l SopC OcC Nov. Dec. 
----
1885 .••....... - --·- ------- 102 110 132 _}::. p:: .[. _:~:. 124 1021 "' 111 98 102 1886 ...................... 112 106 105 114 .. ~~~- . -~~~·I--~~~- 110 123 1887 (to March 1) •••••••. 137 I 120 . ---- ·!······ 
MINIMUM. 
1885 .•. -- .. --. ------ .••• ··I 1886 ....................•. 
1887 (to March 1) ....... . 
681 82 
95 ~ 1 ...~-I···;! .I ... ~-I··· ~-1- --~-1 ... ~~-1--. ~~ 1- .. ~:.1 ... ::.1 .... ~ 
The report of work by individual examinerR was not recorded for the year 1884. 
The above tables represent the number of act.ions upon applications for patents made 
by the exammer performing the maximum and minimum amount of work. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business, also the num bcr of 
days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and 
employe present for the least number of days during the years named: 
Year. 
1884 ·····--·--···--·----------------· 
1885 ········----- ------·······-···--· 
1886 ·---·--·--------·------ ·----- .... 
1887 (to March 1) .•....•...........•. 





8 In person .. . 
8 .... do ...... . 
8 .... do ....•.. 
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Statement ~;howing the principal items of business transacted in the tvventy-sccond 
division of the Patent Office. 
(1) lnt>pection of caveats. 
(2) Inspection of applications when first filed with the examiner to determine if 
the same be properly assigned. 
(3) Examination of applications as to proper form anti as to state of the art. 
(4) Re-examination of applications when amended or corrected. 
(G) Answers to appeals to the board of examiners-in-chief or to the Commissioner 
of Patents. 
(6) Declaration of interference between pending cases or between pending cases 
and patents, &c. 
(7) Hearing motions to dissolve interferences and determining the question of dis-
solution. 
(8) Reports on extension of patents. 
( 9) Miscellaneous duties, such as reclassifica1 ion of applications, as to line of in-
vention, reports to the CommitSsioner in particular cases, service in special commit-
tees, &c. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the division of fire-arms, ordnance, marine pro-
pulsion, ship-building (division twenty-two), Patent Office: 
d .. .... d .:. .s ;:i .:. .s d .:. ..... ~ oj ¢ 0 oj p ..... c:j = .... = o,...: o(S rc~ r-cee ~ 00 '"='~ "Cici t-:.,c,; "t::::u-5 0 1-:><0 0 '":>,.; '0~ 00 ~,...: b£00 "Cioo bJ: '" "Cioo "CC,c,i bt§g "C!OO ]g ~1~ "CC00 "Ci .... Character of business. J:loo a.>oo a,>OO J:l~ a.>CXl <Doo o.,OO a.>oo alb£ tl.IJOO ~>--,...; "' .... ~,...; oooo J:l.-< ~>--,...; 1>- .... ~J:I .9~ ............ ..... tl.l) g,~ ;a - ...... ~~ c...., ;a - ..... tl.l) ~~ ;a -~-:! - Q)J:I Q)~ ~ ~-S ':;) ~r. P..''"' "Ci -J:l,...; ~·~ "'''"' J:l .... ~·~ >=! ..... J:l .... <:.>J:I 00~ J:l .... cD A cD A <11 2S cD a.>· .... A~ a.> P-1 1='1 P-1 1='1 P-1 1='1 P-1 1='1 P-1 
---- - ---- - ---- - -
Number of applications ......... 134 1, 848 5, 40·1 117 1, 666 5, 005 117 1, 902 5, 381 89 273 863 86 
N~i~::~-~~~t-i~~-~~!:~~~~~~~~~- .......... 5, 404 ... . ...... 5, 005 ........... 5, 381 1·--· .... 18631----
Statement of the twenty-second division of the Patent Office, showing the methods 
adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt 
of the matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and 
giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus aud divis-
ions of such Bureaus, aud employes through whose hands the same passes, and by 
whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by 
each until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the pro-
per party. 
When an application bas been filed in the application room, complete in all res-
pects, including petition, specification, oath, and drawings, and has been assigned 
to the primary examiner, his first duty is to inspect the same to determine if it has 
been properly assigned to his division, and, if not, to return the same to the applica-
tion room for further designation. If it bas been properly assigned, the file wrapper 
and drawing are stamped with t}le title of the sub-class to which the invention per-
tains, and the application is placed in a suitable receptacle, in the order of its serial 
number and date of filing. 
Each application is taken np for examination in its order of filing; the oath is in-
spected to determine if it complies with the requirements of law and the rules of the 
office; the description is carefully criticised to discover if it is in proper form, free from 
inaccuracies and unnecessary verbiage; and the claims are then examined as to form, 
and in view of the state of the art, as shown and described i:t;l native and foreign pat-
ents and in printed publications. 
The examination having been thorough in all particulars, applicant (or his attor-
ney, if he bas one) is advised of the result of snch examination-h.ll objections, formal 
or otherwise, being embodied in the first official letter. 
As often as the application is amended it is re-examined, and is either passed to 
issue-all requirements of the office having been complied with-or applicant is given 
the opportunity to appeal to the board of examiners-in-chief or to the Commissioner, 
as the circumstances may demand. 
On such appeal having been made in writing, the examiner is required to auswer 
the same, also in writing, upon the points of difference raised by the applicant. 
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When pending applications, the suujects-matter of which are decided to bo patent-
aule, are found to conflict with pcndi.ng applications, or with u11expired patents, the 
examiner declares a preliminary interference between the respective cases, and the 
whole subject is then referred to the examiner of interfereuces. 
It often happens that motions are made l>y the parties interested to dissolve such 
interferences on various grounds, and when this is the case all the papers are referred 
back to the primary examiner to hear the arguments of the applicants or their at-
torneys, and to determine the question of dissolution, and to report his decision in 
writing. Any appeal from such decision he is also required to answer in writing. 
These duties, and others, such as reports to the Commissioner in individual cases, 
hearing his assistant's cases, reports as to extensions of patents, applications for reis-
sues of patents, reclassification of inventions, service on special committees, &c., 
come within the province of the primary examiner, and for the faithful execution of 
which duties he is held responsilJle to the Commissioner. 
The above resume of the duties of an examiner's division is all that can be given 
in this report, an enumeration of the details of the various subjects requiring his at-
tention and action necessitating a more extended space than is here permitted. 
TWENTY·THIRD DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-thir·d exarnining division, United States Patent Office, on the methods 
of business and work, as requested by Senate Select Comrnittee and called jo·r by Depart-
ment circular of March 13, 1887. 
Stat<~ment showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-third 
examining division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior. 
(1) Examination of applications for patent in the following classes of invention: 
Acoustics ; drafting; educational appliances; horology; measuring instruments; 
optics. 
(2) Examination of applications for registration of trade-marks under tho act of 
March 3, 18f:31, and prints and labels under that of June 18, 1874. 
From the distinct character of these two branches of work, no just comparison 
can be made between them. In the appended reports, forms D, E, F, G, H, and I, 
separate schedules are therefore given. 'fhe personal time of the principal examiner 
is necesssarily given to both. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the twenty-third 
examining division of the United States Patent Office, in the Department ofthe 
Interior, including one or more items of the principal lJusiness matters transacted 
in said division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisiOns of said office, and the employtSs 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted 
upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally dis-
posed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
:Files for applications of all kinds are made up in the application division, and are 
not sent to the examiner until they appear to be in proper order. 
In division twenty-three, separate books are kept for applications for patent and for 
applications for registration of trade-marks and labels, under the acts of March, 1881, 
and June, 1874. These two branches of work are kept as separate as if they belonged 
to distinct divisions. 
Applications as received are recorded in the appropriate register, with full data: 
Name of applicant, his attorney, title of invention (or whatever may correspond 
thereto), date of filing, date of receipt in room, &c., and then, under direction of tho 
prineipal examiner, assigned to the assistants who are to examine them. The date 
offiliug determines the order in which they are to be t:tken up for examination, hut 
amended cases havo precedence. Allowance is indicated by the principal examiner's 
signature on the face of the file, and its transmittal to t,hA issue tlivision, when tho 
cxaminer'Rjurisdiction over it ceases. 
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Tho f.ollowing statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
tmnsacted, and disposed of dnring the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at t be dates specified below, in the twenty-third examining division of the United 
States Patent Office, Department of tbe Interior : 
r=i § .s r=i .:. .s r=i F. .s r=i .:. .s ~ = = p = <II 'd""' ""' <II 'd.o ""' <II 'd~ ""' = rc;. ""' ~r.: ~""' 0 ~t.ci 0 ~~ 0 ~r.: t- 0 Character of busi· b{~ rc;OO 'd""' !>Coo "g~ 'g~ I::JIJOO ~~ 'd.O I::JIJOO rc;OO .-ar.: I::JIJ:.O Q)oo Q)OO .e~_ ~~ Q)O() ~~ ~~ ~~ .s~ ness. !=~,...., 1>,...., r/)00 I>,.., moo -~ I::JIJ moo ;e...r ·-· I::JIJ 0..- -~ I::JIJ OM ;eM- o ..... ;c; .,.....- ..... bD OM 1irl ~.s .~ ~ ...... 8.S -~ CDj:~ p, Q)~ -~ 1=1 1=1 ~ ~·~ .~ ~ c ..... CD CD CD CD CD CD QJ 




2, 9041 258 patent .......... 99 13,063 3,521 3,593 186 3, 556 3, 518 234 223 
"New" and "old" cases are consolidated in this report. "New" being those 
which have never before received action; "old" those which afteroneor more actions 
are again called up by amendment, argument, or appeal. No account is taken of cases 
not awaiting office action. The numbers of these can only be ascertained by actual 
count at any date. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the twenty-third division of the United St.ates Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 




tions for patent ......•. 93 76 93 93 86 '137 81 72 94 76 87 75 
1885. 
Examination of appliea.-
tiona for patent ..•..••. 99 86 146 141 96 108 97 100 89 87 86 105 
1886. 
Examination of appliea-
tions for patent .•••.••. 90 102 129 112 69 94 105 76 125 108 92 89 
1887. 
Examination of appliea.-
tions for patent .•...••. 85 82 ............ ............ ............... ............. ............. ........ .............. ............. ............ . ..... 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the twenty-third 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
1884 ...................... 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2~ 2 3 2! 3 
1885 ...................... 3 3 
1 - ---~-
3 3 3 3 21 2! 3 3 3 
1R86 ...................... 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 4 
1887 (to M:arch 1) .....•.. 4 4 .......... ........ .. ........ ------ .......... .......... . .......... . .......... ---· .. 
Tho above figures indicate assistants on mechanical cases, and are approximu.te 
only. 
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The following statement shovvs the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most, and the employ6 doin~ 
the least durin~ the periods specified, in the twenty-third division of the United 
States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
MAXIMUM. 




ent .............. 1884 ...... ...... ...... ...... .. . . . . ...... ...... ..... . . .... . . ..... ...... 113 
Do ............ 1885 121 115 168 184 151 171 118 106 110 102 105 115 
Do............ 1886 108 110 151 147 76 127 153 101 I 99 140 108 128 
Do ............ *18871 114 102 ------~------ ...... ------~------~------~------ ................ .. 
Examining appli-
cations for pat-
ent .............. 1884 
Do ............ 1885 

























Do ............ *1887 
66 
63 
43 43 .......................................................... .. 
*To March 1. 
No permanent records kept prior to December, 1884, from which these data can be 
obtained. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the assistant examiners employed on applications for patent in the 
twenty-third division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
.Average 
Year. No. of 
Average No. of No. by No.ofdays hours em-employes. present. ployed proxy. 
daily. 
1884 ..................................................... . 3 289 7 0 
1885 ..................................................... . 3 284 7 0 
1886 .................................................... .. 3 286 7 0 
1887 (to March 1) ...................................... .. 4 50 7 0 
The above table is made up on a basis of :313 days in a year. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to examin-
ing applications for patents by the employe present for the greatest number of days, 
and also the minimum number of days devoted to business by the employe present 
for the least number of days in the twenty-third division of the United States Patent 











(to March 1). 
50 
50 
This report is based on an estimate of 313 working days in the year. It includes 
only the time of assistant examiners. The principal examiner, whose business it has 
been to supervise and direct the work ofall assistants, was present in H!d4, 301 days; 
in 1885, 306 days; in 1886, 311 iays; and up to the close of .February, 1887, GO days. 
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'Ibe following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the examining division (No. 23 j of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior : · 
I~. ~ .s ~~ ~ .s g 
{... = J· I . I = I~ ""' d . ""' d . ~ § ~. ;;:: = .-o~ 0 ro-n 0 1-:><0 'O<a 0 1-:>r:-: "'f,(; 0 • ~ 
tll.~ .-coo .-o· regs .-o~ .-o~ ~~ <l.l<i) tll.oo 1:£00 ~~ ~1~1 ~~ 1~ ~ Character of business. =~ <1.) .... <l.lOO :::100 -~~ d .... moo .e;bll moo ~,...; .... bl) o .... ;a~ o .... ........... o 00 ·- •.-4 b.D o,..... •0""1 Q)d A Q)d ~ i~: <l.ld A,... ro,...;l <l.l S A '0 Q .... 
~ 
§ Q• ... Q .... rtJ :::1 ~- rtJ d Q) Q) <1.) iS Q) •0""1 Q) Q;) •1'-4 Q,} P-t ~ P-t ~ P-t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P-t 
-------
Trade-mark and label ...... ·j 31 3,318 3, 322 2713, 410 3,432 5 I 3, 933! 3, 891 471 655 6571 45 
This report consolidates cases known in office language as new and old. No account 
is taken of cases legally pending but not awaiting office action. The number of 
these is always several thousand, but can only be determined by actual count. 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in the 
twenty-third division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior 
A. verage amount transacted each month. 
Character of buiiness. 
----------I--J-an_-1 Feb. Mar. Apr. ~ June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. •Dec. 
Examination of applica-
tions for registration of 
trade-marks and labels: 
1884 ................ .. 
1885 ................. . 
1886 ................. . 









221 305 344 
358 307 289 







203 253 365 266 231 
109 200 298 251 291 
303 265 213 293 271 
Only one person employed on this work. 
'fhe following statement shows the average number of employes in the twenty-
third division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
Year. 




••••••••••••••••••-•a -- ... --· ............... -..... -... 
to March 1). --· ..... 
Jan. Feb. Mar.I.A.p,. I May.IJ nne. I July . .A.ng.l Sept. I Oot. Nov. 
1 , 'I , 'I' , 'I' , , 1 l .. J .. Jj .. J .. Jj .. J .. J .. Jj.J .. J 1 1 





In the absence of this assistant, the principal examiner haB taken charge of the 
trade-mark desk. This was necessary to keep the work from accumulating, and 
accounts for the above report, which would otherwise appear to take no note of 
leaves of absence. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least, during the periods specified, in the twenty-third division of the United 
States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
MAXIMUM. 
Characterofbnsiness. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------- ------ --------- --- ------------------
Examination of applica-
tions for registration of 
trade-marks and labels: 
1884 ................. . 
1885 ................ .. 
1886 ................ .. 









30fi 344 282 
307 :l89 326 
363 317 34!) 
.......... .............. ............ 
2!)7 203 25:$ 365 266 231 
292 109 200 298 251 291 
298 303 265 213 293 271 
.. ............ ........... ............. .............. ............. .. .... -.... 
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The miuimnm amount of hm:iness transacted by this division is the same as the 
lll:tXillllllll, as only One person is employed on this work. 
'l'lle following statement shows the average nnmher of days and the time and 
attention devoted to the cousideration and transaction of hn~iness, during the periods 
specified, by the assistant examiner at the trade-mark ([esk in the twenty-third di-
vision of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Year. 
1884.. ·-·- ------- ·--·-- ----------- --·· •..•• - •• ----··· 
1885 .••••••••••• --------·-·--·-- ···--- · ···········-· 
1886 .•...•.••. ---·-··---·······-·--·····-------· .... 







Average Average No. 
No. of days of hours em-












The following statement shows the maximum numberofdays devoted to examining 
trade-mark and label applications by the employe present for the greatest number of 
days, and also the minimum number of days devoted to business by the employe 
present for the least number of days in the twenty-third division of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
--------------------------l''"'·l'sa'·l'saa i,,'fc \\~ 
M:aximumnumberofdays .........••.......•........•••.......••.......... l 2561 2751 232 25 
Minimum number of days.-----·......................................... . 256 275 232 25 
Only one person employed in this distinctive work. The principal examiner has 
been present for the same periods, respectively, 301, 30u, 311, and 50 days, constantly 
supervising the work, and in the absence of his assistant taking personal charge of 
the desk. 
TWENTY-FOURTH DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-fourth division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Cornmittee and called for by Department circu-
la?· of March 13, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-fourth 
division of the Patent Office. 
1. Examination of applicants for patent in the followjng classes of invention, to 
wit: 
Class 2.-Apparel. 
Class 29.-Crinoline and corsets. 
Class 112.-Sewing machines. 
Class 165.-Designs. 
Statement of the twenty-fourth division of the Patent Office, showing the methods 
adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the receipt 
of the matter by the Department or by any of the agents of the Department, and 
giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such business mat-
ters through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus and divis-
ions of such Bureaus, and the employes through whose bands the same passes, and 
by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof given to the proper 
party. 
On receipt of th!3 applications from the application division the examiner inspects 
the same, ascertaining by snch inspection if tlHl same fall properly within the 
elasHes over which he has jurisdiction. If he 1lnds any which do not fall within such 
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classes he returns such to the application divit;iou, wHh his rrasous. The otlwr appli-
cations are then entered by the examiner's clerk upon the proper register-a r<'gistcr 
being kept in division twenty-four for each class of invcutionmakingup the division. 
Upon this entry is noted the serial numbers of tbe respective applications, tbe 
name of tbe applicant, his attorney, the title of invention, its date of filing, its re-
ceipt in tbe division. The order of receipt by the office controls the date of its con-
sideration (rule 62.) Upon examination, wb1ch covers both tbe public field and that 
pending within the office, and proper restriction of the invention of the application 
being made to such state of tbe art, the examiner indicates allowance by affixing 
his signature upon tbe face of the file, whereupon the application is recorded upon 
tho register as "examined" and delivered to the issue division to be printed and de-
livered. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at tbe dates specified below, in the examining division No. 24 of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior : 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during tho penods t>peciiied, by the cmplo;ves in 
tho twenty-fourth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of tho In-
terior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. I Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1884. 
Examinations of a pplica-
tiona for patent ...••... 573 332 268 337 364 356 475 385 237 438 542 456 
1885. 
Examinations of applica-
tiona for patent ........ 510 504 515 638 559 581 478 381 378 410 357 417 
1886. 
Examinations ofapplica-
tiona for patent ........ 469 411 479 434 442 497 398 353 378 414 406 384 
1887. 
Examinations ofapplica-
tiona for patent ........ 600 527 ------ ............ ------ .......... ......... ......... ............ ........ ....... ......... 
'l'he word "average" is interpreted in the above statement as meaning "oxact," 
the examinations reported being inclusive of both " new" and " old" cases. 
The following statement shows tho avera~e number of employeR in tho twent.y-
fourth (livision of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified: 
------------------.---~---------.--~~--.----.----;---~--~-------- ,-
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Juno. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. 
--------------1---- -- --- -- - - ----------
1884.-- -· ···- -·- .......... 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 9 9 9 !) 
1885 ..... --.- --· ---- ...... 9 9 !) !) !) 9 9 9 9 9 9 
1886.--- . ........... ~ .. -... .. ..... 9 !) 9 9 !) 9 9 9 9 10 10 
1887 (to Mar!'11 l) ------- · 10 10 ............ -----· .. ........ . ............ .......... .. ......... . 
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The following statement shows the maximnm and minimum examinations of ap· 
plications for patents disposed of by the employe doing the most and the emplo.)e 
doing the least during the periods specified, in the twenty-fourth division of the 
United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. I Jan. I Feb. I Mar. I Apr M•Y· June.I.July. , Aug. Sept.J Oct. I Nov. I Dec. 
-~8-8_5 ___ -_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_-__ -_-__ -_-_ . 1 116 1~ -;-I-;;---;--~~~  -;I~ -;I-; 1886.. •• . • . •. . . . . •. • • . . • . . 129 73,110 100 84 1441124 65 82 11211061 112 ~887 (to March 1) . • • . . • . . 151 121 . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••.....•..•••••..•••.• 
MINIMUM. 
1885 .••..••. ··············! ~~-(t"c; M:~r"~h-i{ ~::::::: 271 51 281 ~~ 1-- -~~ 1- __ ll_f _ --~- i- --·~-1---~~-1- --~~-1- --~-1---~-1- .. !~-1---· ~~ 
A record of individual work done was not kept prior to the month of January, 1885. 
Since and including that month a count of cases disposed of by the individuals in the 
examining corps has been kept. Inasmuch, however, as the character of the cases dif-
fers in greater proportions than differences in the characteroftheindividuals doing the 
work, such record indicates simply the number of cases disposed of, irrespective of 
their character. The clerical employes of the division are without other record than 
their reputation for efficiency. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the twenty-fourth division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
Year. 
1884. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - •. ·-- ••••••••• --- ••• 
1885 ••••••. -·· ···- ••• --. ·- •••••••••••••• ·--· .•••••.••••• 
1886 .••••.. - •.•••••• - •.• - .••••• ·- .••••••• -· •.•••••. ··- •• 

















hours em- Number 






The above table is based upon the fact that in the year 1884 there were only 307 
working days, by reason of the fact that owing to the 52 Sundays, the 6 legal and 1 
special holiday of that year, thAre were 59 days on which no record of work done was 
kept. For the same reason in the year Hl85 there were only 301.:) working days, and 
in the year 1886 only 305 working 1lays, while np to March 1, l tl87, there wore 4t:l work-
ing days. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devote(l to business by the employ6 present for tho least number of days 
in tho twenty-fourth examining division o.f the United Sta.tes Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to Mar. 1). 
----------------------- 1---- - ------- ----
Maximum num her of days .•••.•.•...•......•................ 









'1'bc above table is based upon a list of those employ6s of the division only whose 
entire duties for the respective year were trausucted in the division, omitting all tho~:>e 
whoso services in the division comprised only a fntctiunal part of tho year. The 
actual working days of the re~pectivo years taken as a basis are those indicated iQ 
the remarks appended to table immediately preceding. 
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TWENTY-FIFTH DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-fifth division, United States Patent Office, on the 'methods of business 
and work, as requested by the Senate Select Cornrnittee, and called for by 1Je1Ja1·tmffl1t 
circular of Mm·ch 23, 18(;7. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and unuispose<l 
of at the dates specified below, in the division twenty-five in the Office of Commis-
sioner of Patents : 
~ .s d ~ .;l d ~ ~ d 
0 p.· ;..; 
~ 
...., . >:l&3 .... <IS .... o:s ::l ;;::: ~ p.t- .....00 c;l 
f-:1...; 't;l~ 0 f-:>.r;; 't;l.r) 0 f-:,<0 't;l<ci 0 f-:1,.: >:l~ 0 ...... ::::1,.: 
Character of busi- <;;;00 . '"g;i ~~ <;;;,,.; <;;; CO ]g <;;; ...... <;;;...; btCO <1)00 bt~ b[OO <1)00 ~£~ b(OO >'lao 1>- ..... 1>- ..... <1lao ~00 !-> ...... Q.) - ~~ l'l~ ness. ;a ...... _ mao -~~ a:ao . ......... 0~ 1>- .... ..... ~ 0,.-j <;;; - ..... ~ o ..... "CC - .... bO ;a - ·,-.4;.; oo:s ;g...; l'l ..... Q.)l':l p. l':l ..... ~-S p. l':l,.-j Q.)l':l ~ l':l ..... a:>o:s ~~ ~·.-4 Cl) Cl) a5•r-4 ~~ Q.) A Q.) A Q.) A Q.) ..... 0 Q.) il; p:; il; ~ il; p:; il; A+> il; 
-------------- - -----------· 
Whole number of 
applications pend-
ing not now ascer 
tainable, probably 
on hand, new ami 
• 
old ................ 1, 100 . . . • . . .. •••. 1, 100 ............ 1, 100 ............ 1, 120 .............. .. 
Wholenumberofac-
tions .......................... 2, 616 ............ 2, 908 ............ 2, 600 .. • .. • .. .. • • 367 .••. 
Number of appeals, 
about.............. ...... ...... 20 ......... .. 27 .......... .. 9 .................... .. 
Number of interfer-
ences.............. ...... ...... 21 ...... ...... 35 ...... ...... 31 .... .. .............. .. 
Number of applica-
tions .............. ...... 912 ...... ...... 826 ...... ...... 841 ...... ...... 240 
Number of caveats.. ...... 79 ...... ...... !:13 ...... ...... 84 ...... ...... 9 ........ .. 
Number of applica-
tions, new and old, 
disposed of (i. e., 
acted UJIOn, al-
lowed, or a ban-
doned),about...... ...... ...... 839 ...... ...... 950 ...... ...... 726 ...... ...... 95 .... 
The following statement shows in 1letail the number of actions on applications in 
the fourteenth examining divlsion of the office of the Commissioner of Patents for 
the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov.~~ 
1884 .................... { 40 40 58 52 62 75 57 50 68 67 78 84 203 203 234 229 248 250 178 161 214 201 235 252 
1885 .................... { 75 57 53 69 66 53 53 45 47 40 55 55 
302 230 269 275 266 267 266 22G 236 225 2~0 220 
1886 .................... { 39 43 39 
.. ~~~ .. ~~:.~.~~.~.~~. "I ., 27 35 39 239 216 !l34 :~~~~: ::~~~: 194 209 297 1887 (to March 1) ..•.•• { 46 26 232 157 
The firRt line of figures opposito each year in the above table indicates the averages 
of individuals, examiners, or assit>tants; the second line, tlle total!:!. 
'I'he following statement showH the :werage number of employes, including clerks, 
during each month of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. A.-..g. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1---1------ ------------------
1884 ...................... 7~ 7 6 6 6 5~ 5 5 5 5 5 5 
1885 ...................... 6 6 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 
1886 ......... . ............ 6 7 8 7~ 7 8 8 9 8 9 8 8 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 7 8 ............ .......... ........... .. ....... .......... .......... ............. .......... .......... 
No allowance made herein for leaves of absence1 which would be ;1.bout equal for 
SI-ll-thirty days each. 
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The following statement shows the amonnt of action:; on applications transacted 
and disposed of by the employe doing the mo!:lt a.uu the cmplo~· 6 doing the least dur-
ing each month of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May . .June . .July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1------- -----------------
1884 ..•.•..••............. 68 
1885 .••......•...•••...... 132 
1886.----- ..•... -----· ---· 101 
1887 (to March 1).. . . . . . . 71 
1884...................... 6 
1885 .•....... --- .... ·--- -- 34 
1886 ..•••. ·••••· ...•. . . .. 16 
1887 ...•.................. 17 
53 67 71 100 124 94 57 106 76 102 121 
130 140 157 UlO 125 106 77 97 148 125 103 
1
~~ · · ~~~-1- -~~·I·-~~~ - ·-~~~ -1--~:~ · · -- :~. --- ~~- · -- ~~- --· :~ · ---- :~ 
MINIMUM. 
31 29 14 24 4 31 1 23 121 231 30 20 
44 45 7 19 12 8 7 15 7 8 6 
i~ · · · ~~- ---~~- --- ~~- ·- · ~~- - ---~·I·-··~- · --~~- 1- -·- ~-1--- ~~- · -- -~~ 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business; also tho number of 
days devoted to business by the eruploy6 present for the greatest number of days and 
employe present fort!Je least number of days during the years named: 
Year. 
1884 .•...•..••••.••..• ·-·--· ·----·--················ 
1885 .....••••••••••.••..•......••••••.•••.•... ·-----
1886 .............•••.•.. ·--··----·····-············· 








Hours Maximum Minimum 
daily. No. of days. No. of days. 
---
7 280 226 
7 278 263 
7 278 264 
8 48 46 
In the ~11hove statement the second and third columns indicate the average between 
the days of the one most absent and tho one least absent. At least one hour per diem 
for one person should be added for extra work for the whole period. 
Statement of the twenty-fifth examining division of the Patent Office, showing the 
methods adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the 
receipt of the matter by the Department or hy any of the agents of the Department, 
and giving, in consecutive order, the various steps taken by each of such business 
matters, through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus and 
divisions of such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, a.nd 
by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by 
each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the 
proper party. 
(1) Fee and essential parts of complete application or caveat received by financial 
clerk and "applications" room. 
(2) Completed case sent forward to examiner, with date of completion marked on 
the face of the file. Case entered on examiner's record and placed on the docket for 
examination in the order to which its filing, date, orother circumstances entitl<:l it 
under the rules. 
(3) When reached case is carefully read by assistant; examined as to all matters of 
form; notes made of a~ defects and objections. The search is then made to ascertain 
whether the invention claimed is anticipated by earlier inventions of which the office 
possesses records or knowledge, and in what particulars it is so anticipated. Assist-
ant then submits the case to the examiner, and a letter is prepared embodying the 
results of the examination. 
( 4) The letter is copied, the copy mailed, the original retained in the file-record, the 
action recorded on the books, and the papers put away to await the response of the 
applicant to the letter. 
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(5) When applicant responds by amendment or letter the communication is incor-
porated with the record by the clerk, further considered by the assistant, taking 
precedence over new cases, a.nd (in cases of doubt or difficulty by the examiner) a sec-
ond letter prepared, or if all objections have been removed the case is prepare(l 
for allowance. If the objections are not removed the applicant, after one repetition 
of the examiner's action in matters of form, may petition the Commissioner to reverse 
the examiner's action; or, after two refusals on the same grounds to grant a patent, 
may appeal to the examiners-in-chiefto reverse the action of the primary examiner. 
(6) In case of either petition or appeal, the examiner prepares a statement in writ· 
ing of the grounds of his final action in the case. If his action is overruled or re 
versed, the case is proceeded with as if the objections overruled had not been urged 
If affirmed, the examiner enforces compliance with requirement~::~. 
(7) When all objections have been removed, in whatsoever way, the examiner 
causes the files to be searched to ascertain if any pending application or caveats con-
tlict with the case, and if so, notifies the caveator, or prepares letters notifying both 
applicants or their attorneys of the nature and extent of the interference, and sends 
the cases forward to the examiner of interferences, who ascertains if the issue has 
been clearly defined, and notes upon the letters the date before whicl1 the preliminary 
statements of both applicants must be filed. From t.his time, until the termination 
of the interference, the case is in the hands of the examiner of interferences or of his 
subordinates, except in case of suspension, motion to dissolve, or other special reason 
for which the cases are returned to the primary examiner for his determination of 
questions falling within his province. 
(8) Upon the allowance of an application, the case is prepared for issue, the allow-
ance recorded, and the papers sent forward to the issue division, by which the appli-
cant is informed of the allowance of his case and the date of allowance, and notified 
to pay the final fee within the following six months. If he does so within there-
quired time the specification is printed, the drawing reproduced by photolithography, 
the patent prepared and mailed to him, and the issuance thereof~ with a brief ex-
planation of the invention, announced in the Official Gazette of the date of issue 
of the patent. 
(9) If applicant fails to pay the fee within the six months and the patent is 
forfeited, under R. S., 4885, the papers are so marked, and returned to the examiner 
until such time as the application becomes abandoned by failure to furt.her prosecute 
(R. S., 4894), or is renewed under R. S., 4897. The files and drawings of all abandoned 
cases and expired caveats are in the care of the chief draughtsman. 
(10) The caveats upon reception in the examiner's room are examined to ascertain 
if the papers are in proper form, and an intelligible disclosure made of the invention, 
and referred to from time to time to _prevent the inadvertent issue of an interfering 
application subsequently filed. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-fifth ex-
amining division of the Patent Office. 
DUTIES 01!' EXAMINER. 
(1) Preliminary examination and distribution of cases and papers filed therein. 
(2) Hearing and deciding upon cases examined and reported for his action by as-
sistants. 
(3) Classifying patents and publications. 
( 4) Attending to oral arguments and interviews with applicants and attorneys con-
cerning cases pending before him. 
(5) Determining as to the fact of interference between conflicting applications; 
declaring such interferflnce; deciding motions to dissolve such interference. 
(6) Answering appeals. 
(7) Reviewing and signing cases prepared for allowance. 
(tl) Examining cases personally as time permits. 
(9) General supervision of the work of the division. 
DUTIES OF ASSISTANTS. 
(1) Examining cases as to form and noting all objections thereto. 
(2) Making searches iu the classified patents and other publications s.s to the 
novelty of the invention. 
(3) Preparing the letter or the materials therefor announcing the results of the ex-
amination. 
( 4) Reporting the same to the principal examiner. 
(G) In the case of the first assistant, performing the duties of the principal examiner 
during his absence. 
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DUTIES OF THl~ CLERK. 
(1) Recording applications and caveats received, and the actions made thereiu. 
\2) Copying and recording letters from the examiner to the a1Jplicant and. prepar-
ing them for the mail. 
(:3) Recording and entering amendments and letters from applicants. 
(4) Arranging and distributing files and drawings of applications; gettiup; them 
out when needed and restoring them; stamping :files and drawings; making lists of 
patents, &c. 
(6) Making out the daily, weekly, and monthly reports of the work performed and 
on hand, and of the attendance of the employes of the division. 
TWENTY-SIXTH DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-sixth" (electricity, B) division, United States Patent Office, on the rnethods 
of business and wm·k, as requested by Senate seleet Com·rnittee, and called for by Depart-
ment circular of Ma1·ch 1:3, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of bnsiness transacted in the twenty-sixth 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 





Medical and surgical. 
Special applications. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the twenty-sixth 
division of the Patent Office, in the Department of t.he Interior, including one or more 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing, in consecutive or-
der, the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through the 
appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through whose hands the 
same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly 
given to the proper party. , 
Applications as received from the application division are assigned by the princi-
pal examiner to the assistants, to whom they are delivered, after having been re-
corded in a register kept for that purpose; each assistant having charge of particu-
lar subclasses. 
Cases are taken up for examination in the order of their dates of filing, except un-
der the provisions of Rule 62. 
Examination is made by the assistants, who report to the principal examiner the na-
ture of the cases and the results of their searches before any action is made. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the twenty-sixth division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
bi; s . .... - r:l ~- ~- = ::s oco o.-i = ::1..-i 
1:1,.., or:-: 





b()C() bLOO bli.-i 
Character of business. =~ ~~ ~~ j:lOO -~~r:-: = ....... ;g~ • !::M ~~g 
·~ .... 
~$~ ;a~ 'd - ~ 00 ~~ l'l.-i oocc ~ ~..:::~ ~ ~ .... .-i ·~ .... ~~ P-4 p:j P-4 p:j ~ P-4 
------------------
Examination of applications for patent ..... 152 1,138 996 294 527 534 287 
The figures in the above table embody both "new" and "old" cases; "new" signi-
fying those cases which have never received action at hands of the examiner, and 
"olCl" being those w4ich have received such actipQ, 
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'l'he follo\1ing statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, trall3acted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the emplGyes in 
the twenty-sixth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 




for patent ............................................ ·•••••....... 57 38 38 43 
1887. 
Eu.mining applications 
for patent . . . • . . . . . . . . . 49 58 ·••·•· .......................................... ···••· .••••• 
The following ·statement shows the average number of employes in the twenty-
sixth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1·--1-------------------------
1886 .....•.... ··•·•· ...... .•.... . ..• .. ... . . . ..•••. . .•... .... .. .... .. 3. 6 4. 5 3. 9 4.1 4. f 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . . . 4. 7 '- 9 . • • • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • . . . .. . . • . . . • . • • . ••••• 
The above figures indicate principal and assistant examiners; no account of clerical 
work taken. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during the periods specified, in the twenty-sixth division of the Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
MAXIMUM. 
Cha.~t:~s~!busi- Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
------1---------------------------
Examination of ap-
plications f o r 
patents .. . . . . . . .. 1886 . • • . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . • . .. • • . . • • • .. . • • • • • 78 66 65 58 78 
Do ............ 1887 66 88 ...................•••.....••..•.....•••..........•......... 
~ 
MINIMUM. 
Examination o f 
applications for 
patents. 1886 
Do .........•.. 1887 
I I I 
.••••........•••••...•....••••.••••. ______ 11 I 22 24! 24! 18 
31 37 ........................................................... . 
Division XXVI (Electricity, B,) was formed by subdividing the original division 
of electricity (Division XVI) July 20, 18tl6. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the twenty-sixth division of the Patent Office, Depart-




Number n:!~~: number 
of em- of days of hours 
ploy6s. present.* e~lf/.ed 
------~--------------------- ------------------
1886 ................................................................... . 
1887 (to March 1) ...................................................... . 
*From August 1, 1886. 
The clerical force is not included in the above statement. 
4402 IN~-22 
5 
5 lOBi I 491 7 't 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to examina-,. 
tion of applications for patents by the employe present fl)r the greatest number of 
days, and also the minimum number of days by the employe present for the least num-
of days, in the twenty-sixth division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
No account of clerical work is taken in above estimate. 
TWENTY-SEVENTH DIVISION. 
1886 (from 1887 (to 
Aug. 1). March 1). 
119.51 98 58 42.5 
Report of the twenty-seventh division, Patent Office, on the methods of business and work, a 
requested by Senate Select Comntittee, and called for by Department circular of March 23, 
1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-seventh 
division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) The organization of the division from classes of inventions transferred from 
divisions 2, 8, 13, 15, and 24, which organization involved the preparation of complete 
records for the division, and the reception, verification, and arrangement of the ap-
plications received by transfer. 
(2) From August, 1884, to May, 1885, the classification, examination of, and action 
upon, all applications for letters patent for inventions, and all caveats for inventions 
in the classes of: 
(15) Brushing and scrubbing. 
( 43) :E'ishing and trapping. 
( 46) Games and toys. 
(51) Grinding and polishing. 
(68) Laundry. 
(141) Washing apparatus. 
From May 1, 1885, to March 1, 1887, the classification, examination of, and action 
upon, all applications for patents, and all caveats in each of the above-named classes, 
except fishing and trapping and games and toys. 
(3) The clerical work required in preparing the new records of the division, such 
as examiner's registers, the making of lists of the patents in the classes and subclasses 
constituting the division; obtaining, classifying, and arranging copies of the patents 
in such classes and subclasses; the r~ception, classification, aud entry of all applica-
tions and caveats received; the reception and entry of all amendmeuts in old ap-
plications; preparing and mailing copies of all official letters written in the divis-
ion; recording all actions made by the division; and preparing all required reports 
relative to the condition of the work in the division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, trans-
acted, and disposed of during the period, and on band, pending and undisposed of, at 
the dates specified below in the twenty-seventh division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior : 
~:.s ~~g § r::. .!3 .§.,; ..... 'dc.o., ~~~ "':l.,; 0 '1;1..-4 ..... ,....< '1::1~ 'd· 
Character of business. -~ bllgf~ 
bliOO ~10 ~~o j:lOO .~; liJ ..... liJOO 
~!~~ 
·~ ..... ooo 
~s=~ ~ '0 - ~j;l ~.-4 l=l..-4 




ew...... .......••..... 1, 000 218 782 1,273 *1, 761 
Old..................... 514 412 102 2,163 *2,126 
Caveats..................... 45 45 73 73 
Issues ....................••......... 100 663 
§ ~ ~ g 
"';) • '1::1,0 0 ~-
bll~ '1::1~ '1::1,0 bii§O 
l=l~ ~.-4 ~~ .!3~ ;g ... ls ~..-~ '1::1 -j:l..-4 
Q;) Q;) ·~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
-----
I I 294 906 I, 041 159 
139 ~ 9771', 080 36 .... , 46 46 ......... 
.••. .••••• 612 .......... 
~.s !.!3 ~ 
'1::1~ i't:J)l 
'1::1§0.-:.'1;10 
~W..-4[~-+-> ~,....... 0 aJ._.. 
·s bll~ ot-


















*Three hundred and ninety-six new applications and 16 amended applioatio na were tra.naferred to 
other divisions in the month of April, 1885. . 
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This diviijion was established by Order No. 157, dated August 11, 1884. Its organ-
ization commenced Au~ust 19, 18!:l4, on which date the first of the transferred classes 
of inventions constitutmg the dividon was received. 
The clerical work for 1884 consisted of preparing and mailing copies of 530 office 
letters, entering 1,045 new applications and caveats, entering 514 amendments received 
in old applications, recording 675 actions made. Alijo making lists of patents in the 
different classes and subclasses in the division, and obtaining, classifying, and ar-
ranging copies of patents in the different classes and subclasses for the records of the 
division. 
The clerical work for 1885 consisted of preparing and mailing copies of 2,812 office 
letters, entering 1,346 new applications and caveats, entering 2,163 amendments re-
ceived in old applications, recording 3,960 actions made. Also making lists of pat-
ents in the difi'erent classes and subclast:~eR in the division, and obtaining, classifying, 
and arranging copies of patents in the different classes and subclasses for Lhe records 
of the division. 
The clerical work for 1886 consisted of preparing and mailing copies of 2,509 office 
letters, entering 952 new applications and caveats, entering 1,977 amendments re-
ceived in old applications, recording 3,167 actions made. Also making lists of pali-
ents in the different classes and subclasses in the division, and obtaining, classifying, 
and arranging copies of patents in the different classes and subclasses for the records 
of the division. 
The clerical work for 1887 consisted of preparing and mailing copies of 477 office 
letters, entering 178 new applications and caveats, entering 472 amendments received 
in old applications, recording 569 actions made. Also making lists of patents in the 
different classes and subclasses in the division, and obtaining, classi(ving, and ar-
ranging copies of patents in the different classes and subclasses for the records of 
the division. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business performed, 
transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in the 
. twenty-seventh division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 




New·--··-----------· ....... ....... .......... ........ ........ . ....... ........ 5 a9 26 69 79 
Old·--·----·--·-----· 5 75 94 94 14, 
Caveats._---_---------- .. ........... .......... ........... . ...... ........ ........ ........ 12 4. 11 6 12 
Issues.------- .... ------- .......... .......... ....... .. ........ . .......... . .......... .......... 1 20 14 28 a7 
Clerical work. 
Office letters copied aud 
mailed .... -_ .. _._ .. .. -. . . . .. .. ~ ........... ........... ........... ........... .......... ............ 9 94 106 1a5 186 
New applications and ca-
veats entered .•.. __ ---. ........... ....... .. ........ . ...... .. ....... ............ .......... 5a7 128 14a 105 1a2 
Amendments entered in 
old applications .. -.- .• - ......... ........ . ........ ............ ......... .......... .............. 105 122 74 77 136 
Office actions recorded .. _ 22 118 1a1 169 2a5 
1885. 
Examination of applica.-
tions for patents: 
NeW---------·------· 9a 78 2a2 t577 90 109 78 202 126 a8 47 91 
Old-----·------------ 120 164 219 21a 155 107 180 290 262 186 94 1B6 
Caveats ........ --------- 12 18 11 7 4 a 4 6 5 2 1 
Issues .... -- •••• ---··---- 27 49 58 57 42 24 46 117 127 53 19 4f 
Clerical work. 
Office letters copied and 
mailed. __ . ___ .- .. -..... 186 19a a9a a21 20a 192 212 375 261 171 122 183 
New aJ?plications and 
caveats entered ..•••. __ 159 194 248 156 84 9a 74 a9 65 77 8a 74 
Amendments entered in 
old applications .•..• _._ 1a8 128 220 229 170 1a1 147 287 aa5 154 109 115 
Office actions recorded .. _ 225 260 462 797 249 219 262 492 a94 229 14a 228 
1886. 
Examination of applica-
tions for patents : 
New.·--------------- 121 120 90 164 89 60 74 54 23 a5 97 114 
Old .................. 182 188 218 126 167 161 140 24a 204 L44 155 152 
Caveats------------- .... 5 4 5 6 2 6 3 4 2 1 5 a 
Issues.-.- - - - - - . -- - -. - -.. 54 66 62 42 30 60 40 64 91 37 31 as 
*Division organized in August, 1884. 
t Of the cases acted on in April, 1885, a96 new and 16 old were transferred to other divisions. 
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Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Deo. 
----------1------------------------
Clerical work. 
Office letters copied and 
malled................. 249 242 246 248 226 161 174 233 la6 142 221 231 
New applications and 
caveats entered........ 77 90 106 87 77 94 79 64 71 56 78 73 
Amendments entered in 
old applications........ 160 104 240 172 177 196 118 178 147 124 12a 148 
Office actions recorded... a08 a12 a1a 296 258 227 217 ao1 229 180 257 269 
1887. 
Examination of applica-
tions for patents: 
New ............... .. 
Old ........... . .... .. 
Caveats ............... .. 
liJsues .................. . 
Clerical work. 
Office letters copied and 
mailed ................ . 
New applications and 












85 .......................................................... . 
old applications ....... . 
Amendments entered in I 





The following statement shows the number of employes in the twenty-seventh di-
vision of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------·--------------- ---------------
1884 (from August 19) .............................................. { ~ g ~ ~1 g 
1885 ...................... { ~ ~ ~ ~ gt ~ g ~ g gt ~ ~ 
1886.......... . .. .. .. .. . .. { g ~~ ~ ~~ gi ~ ~~ ~· ~ ~~ ~· ~· 
1887 (toMarchl) ......... { g I ~ 1:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
'i 
The division was organized in August, 1884. 
The number of employes given in the above table is the number actually employed 
during the periods specified. 
The figures in the upper line opposite each year indicate examiners; in the lower 
line, clerks. -
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of business 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the 
, least during the periods specified, in the twenty-seventh division of the Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior: _ 
MAXIMUM. 
Characterofbusi- Year. l Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. ,' June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nmr. Dec. 
ness. 1 -----,--------
Examining applica-
• tiona for patents . *1884 
Do .......... 1~85 
Do .......... 1886 
............................. .,...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... .. t95 
91 9a 1a1 156 67 I 60 85 211 157 11 s1 10 
91 97 121 79 112 92 7a 115 103 84 134 115 
Do .......... t1887 75 110 ................. , ............ _ ...... ••·•·· ...... .... : . ..... . 
MINIMUM. 
Examining applica-l 
tion~~~~~~~~~:~·~~~ · .. 2o· ... i3 ..... 5· .... 7· .... 4· .... 5· ... io· ... io· .... 3 ..... 3 ..... 5· t~~ 
Do .......... 1886 6 8 8 2 5 5 4 1a a 4 21 2 
Do . . . . . .. . . t1887 a 20 .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ........ .. 
*From August 19. tNo reports were required until he month of December, 1884. tTo March 1. 
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1 
The work of the clerical force iB not included in the above statement. 
The above statement shows the maximum and minimum number of actions made by 
the employe making the greatest and the one making the least number of actions in 
this division, but it is of no value as a statement showing the amount of work done by 
each, as the difference in the character of the applications examined correspondingly 
varies the amount of work required in making the examination. 
The following statement shows tlle average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the twenty-seventh division of the Patent Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
Number Average !;:{b'!e Number 
of number ofhours by Year. 
1 of days 1 d emp oy~s. present emp _oye proxy. 
· daily. 
----------·------'------- ----------------
1884 (from August 19) .•••.•••.•••••.•••••.•••..•...•••.••. { 
1885 ...... ·----- ·····----- ·----- ·----- ···-·· ··-------··----- { 
1886 .•. --· --- ·-- ·-- ---. --·.- -·. -- --· ---· -- ·--··-·- ·····-.- -· { 

































The figures in the upper line opposite each year in the above table indicate em-
ployes in the examining force ; those in the lower line employes on clerical work. 
The above statement is based upon the numbers of days on which the employes 
were actually on duty in this division. 
It does not include days on which the Department was closed by Executive order, 
leave~:~ of absence, absence on account of sickness, or time in which employes were on 
duty in other divisions. Nor isthe additional time outside ofregular office hours in-
cluded. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business · 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days and also the minimum 
number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of 
days in the twenty4 seventh division of the Patent-Office, Department of the Interior, 




Maximum number of days ..•••••..•.•.•••••....•••....••.••••• {I 1g~ 
Minimum number of days .••••..••..••..••••.•..•...•..•.••••• {I ~~ 
1a87 
1885. 1886. (to Mar. 1). 







The figures in the upper line op}Josite each year in the above table indicate exam-
ining applications for patents; those in the lower line clerical work. 
TWENTY-EIGHTH DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-eighth division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of busines8 
and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department circular 
of March 13, 18-,7. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-eighth 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
The examination of and action upon applications for letters patent for invention in 
the following classes: 
{34) Driers; 
(168) Farriery; 
(81) Metal-working tools; 




witl1 the examination and custody of caveats relating to said classes. 
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The clerical work of receiving and recording new cases; amending old cases; 
making lists of patents granted; recording all actions made ; making and mailing 
C'Jpies of all actions not issues; classification and custody of drawings, photolitho-
graphs and printed spcr,ifi.caticms. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed of, 
at the dates specified below in the twenty-eighth division of the United Statea_Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
~ "" .s fi "" 
. e g ~ .s g ~ . ~. I· = ""' = ""' ~ ""' ::I ... Q ~ :. ~(Jj :;ct Q ~lt'S -r;;.O Q ~ -r;;.Q 0 ~~ "C~ l::;t. Character of 'i<JJ 'O.r:i'~ "C~ -c.o b.()~ 'CCX) ~~ ~~ -r;;..: ~0~ ~i b.() ex) ~~ <D ... ~~ Q)Cil business. ~=- a:ICX) ~: .e:b.() ~~ .s~ -~~&3 .... b.() o ... o ... .... b.() OCX) ;a,_;- 0 ...... 00 ..... ~ <I)~ -~ 8.S ~ "';l • <I)~ ~ .... -~g.;::.§,..;-= <.) ..... = 02 = .... <.:>·~ = QQOO <I) <I) <I) <I) A <I) <I) A <I) <D ...... I ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ p., ~ A ~ 
--------------------------------
Applications: 
New ...... 333 3a8 147 524 1, 379 1, 757 146 1,389 1, 379 156 238 272 122 
Old ........ 92 37a 411 54 2, 940 2, 92ll 72 2, 312 2, 315 69 450 443 76 
Caveats ....... • ~ e ,. "' • 18 18 ........... 84 84 ............ 105 105 ......... 17 17 . ..... 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified by the employes in the 
twenty-eighth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of I 
__ b_n_s_in_e_s_s_. --I-Y_ea_r_. ·I-J_a_n_. I-F-eb_. _M_a_r_. _A_p_r_. _M_a_y_. J_u_n_e_. _J_ul_y_. _A_u_g_. _s_e_pt_. _o_c_t_. _N_o_v_. _D_e_c_. 
Examination of 
applications 
for patents ... . 
Do ......... . 
Do ......... . 
Do ......... . 
The division was not organized until September, 1884. 
The term employ~ being here and in the following tables understood to signify any 
person whoRe bnsinessis t]le examination of applications for patent, the numbers given 
indicate the average number of cases of every kind disposed of by each employe, but 
are no index of the amount of work done compared with other divisions or individu-
als, because of the different amount of work required in different cases. 
The following statement shows the average num'Ler of employes in the twenty-
eighth division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
Year. Jan., Feb. Mar. Apr. May.,Jnne. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. 
1 
Nov. Dec. 
~~rs:::::::::::::::::::::: ----,- .... ,. ----5· =~ ----5·1·--·5· ----5-=~:~~-~ 
1886 ............ ••o••• .... 6 6 6 6 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 
1887 (to March 1) . • • .. . .. 6 6 I 6 J· ..... , ...... , ...... , ...... 
1 
...... , ........... l ......... .. 
· The num'Lers in the above table refer to the number of employes engaged in exam-
ination of applications for patent. Since the organization of the division two clerks 
have been continuously employed. 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doil)g the least during 
the periods specified, in the twenty-eighth division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the Intel'ior. * 
No data are attainable from which a statement for this sheet could be drawn. 
Figures as to the number of cases acted upon would be worthless as an indication of 
the amount of work done, or for purposes of comparison, for the reason that different 
*If no account has been kept of the business performed and disposed of by each emplo.ve during 
said years or any part or parts thereof, the reason~ why such amount has not been kept will be stated-. 
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classes of cases are as a rule disposed of by different employes, and tllat cases in dif-
ferent classes vary very much in the amount of ti.mc and ability required for disposal 
of the same. If the number of cases disposed of is to be taken as an index of the work 
done, the chief of the division would in most cases be convicted of doing less work 
than any of his subordinates. It is impossible to form an accurate compa.rartive esti-
mate of the amount of work done by the employes of a given division, without per-
sonal acquaintance with the work of the division and the character of the force em-
plvyed. 
Tbe following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the twenty-eighth division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the J nterior: 
" 
Year. 
Number Average !::0~:: Number 
number 
of em- of days of hours by 
ploy~s. present. employM proxy. 
daily. 
---------------------1------------
1884 ....................................... -- ............... .. 
1885...... ... ... . ... . . -- ........................ ··---- ..... . 
1886 ............ ------ ...... ---- ............................ .. 

















The division was not organized till September, 1884. The office was closed in 1885, 
by official order, nine and a half days; in 1886, six and a half days; in 1887, one day. 
The data in this table are taken from the time reports of those only who were em-
ployed in the division throughout the year. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to examina-
tion ot applications for patents, &c., by the employe present for the greatest num-
ber of days, and also the minimum number of clays by the employe present for the 
least number of days in the twenty-eighth division of the United States Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
""· I 
Maximum number of days ............................ . 
Minimum number of days ............................ . 
Mch.l). 1885. 1--1-88_6_. _,_18_8_7_(-to-





The data in the table are taken from the time reports of those only who' were em-
ployed in the divi3ion throughout the year. 
TWENTY-NINTH DIVISION. 
Report of the twenty-ninth (wood-working) division, United States Patent Office, on the 
methods of busi11ess and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by 
Department ci1·cular of Ma1·ch 13, 1887. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the twenty-ninth division 
of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior; also -amount and 
character of business performed, transacted, and disposed of by employes during 
each month of the years named : 
Year. Jan. J Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July . .A ng. l Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
1886 ............................ 1------===== ~71 1---;;--;;- 285 ~ 
1~87 (to M..uch 1) ..... ... 423 325 
1 






-----l ..... ···--~ 
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The followin~ statement shows the number of employ~s (principal examiner and 
assistants) durmg each month of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1----------------------------
1886 ••••••.•••...••..•.•...•.•...•••...••••...•••. ·••••• ...••. ·•••·· 6 7 7 7 7 
1887 (to March1) ......... 
1 
9 I 8 ·····l·-··· -····· ·····-r····· ·····l··--- ····-- ·····l···-· 
This division was organized August 9, 1886. 
The following statement shows the amount of examinations of applications for pat-
ents transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during each month of the years named: 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jnne. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1--·1-- ----------------------
1886 .................................. ------ ------ ...... ...... ...... 95 133 111 85 tiT 
















1886 ...................... 1--··--l·--···1····--1··---·1·----·1·--···l···--·l 31 251 321 261 12 87(toMarch1)......... 1 3:il ........................................................... . 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and tranl.iaction of business, and also number of 
days devoted to business by the employe present for the gre::,~.test number of days 
and employe present for the least number of days during the years named: 
Year. 
Number of Average Hours In person Maximum Minimum 
employes ~fda~~~ daily. orbyproxy. nuda~~~ of nu!l:;:. of 
1884 .................................................... . 
1885.-- ..... -- ........... -- ..... -.................. -... -. ~ -~~-K~r_s_o_~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
1886........... ...... .............. 7 100.4 7 .... do..... 144 42 
1887 (to .March 1). . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . 8 48 7 .... do..... 48 40 
This division was organized August 9, 1886. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the twenty-ninth 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
Examinations of applications for patent in the following classes of invention: 
Carpentry. 
Coopering-. 





The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during- the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below m the twenty-ninth division of the United States 
Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
r:.;;;bil ..... ~ r:..s ~~ ~ .§oo~ 0 i:S~ 
'l;l~<llj 'l;l.o ~~ 'l:l,._. 'l:l""....:. ~ 'l:loo~ Character of business. ~ bG~ ~~ b£~ ~00~ ~!~ 0~ .s .... ·~';~ .a~ 
8~=~~....:. ~-::l 
'l;l ~ 0 oil rg...r = .... g.~~ .~.S>l ¢! ..... -~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
------------
Examination of applications for patent ..... 1, 744 1,478 266 627 757 136 
The "new" and "old" applications are included in the-above figures. 
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APPLICATION DIVISION. 
Report of the application division, C:nitecl States Patent Office, on the methods of b~tsiness 
and work, as reqnested by Senate Select Committee, and called jm· by Department circu-
lar of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received. 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the application division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
.s .... 
0 





Applications....................... 39,600 139, 600 41, 053 41, 053 41,331 141,331 7, 190 I 7, 190 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and diAposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the application division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Character of busi-
J ••· : Fob.\ Mar. 
I 
July. Aug.\ Sopt.l Oct. ness. Year. Apr. May. June. Nov. Dec. 
------
Applications ...... 1884 I " 4,192 4,104 4, 028 2,371 3,253 2,948 2,883 2,964 2,559 2,907 '· '"!'' '" Do ............ 1885 3,377 3,321 3, 901 3,761 3,584 3,511 3,296 3,060 3,186 3,352 3,170 3,531 Do ............ 1886 3,570 3,657 4,434 3,915 3,389 3,536 3,393 3, 072 3,035 3, 029 3,052 3,249 
Do ............ 1887 3, 483 3, 710 .......... ······ . ........ ...... ·····- ........... .......... ....... ......... . .......... 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the application 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Year. __ Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jnne. July.,..A ug., Sept.j Oct. I Nov. Dec. 
-18_84 _____ -_-__ -_-.. -.. ---.. -.. -.-" __"-_-.. 
1
--8- --8 --8 --8 --8 --8 --8 --8 --8~--8 ~--8 --8 
1885...................... 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 81 8 8 
1886...... .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
1_s_s_7_<t_o_M_ar_c_h_1_)_._· _ .. _. _ .. _.'--_s_,__s___,_._· _·_ ·_·_,· _ .. _._· _--...!._·_·_· ·-·-'-·\· ............ _ .......... ~ ~-~-J ......... .. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the tiruc and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods speci-
fied by the employes in the application division of the United State Patent Office, 
Department of the Interior: 
I I Average I Average 
Year. I No. of No. of days'No.ofbours 
employes. present 1 emp~oyed 
· daily. 
1884 ............ ·•••••••••·••••••· ................................ ! 8 










The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted. to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of da:ys devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the application division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior, during the periods specified: 
. i '~·/':"·! -·\~~:. \')~ 
Maxtmumnumberofdays ............................................. l' -85 I 2881 2921 ~8 
Minimum number of days .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. 274 125 58 45 
" 
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ASSIGNMENT AND COPYING DIVISION. 
Repm·t of the assignment and copying division, Patent Office, on the methods of business and 
'W01'k, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department ci1·cular of 
March 13, ltltl7. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the assignment, and 
copying division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
Numbering the letters received in this division and indexing them under the name 
of the writer in a book prepared for that purpose, so that ready reference can be had 
to any letter received. 
Entering in a book prepared for that purpose the name and address of the writer 
of each letter received, a brief statement of the contents of the letter, mentioning 
inclosures, if there be any; and if any money be marked on the letter as having been 
received by the office, the amount is placed in this book of ''letters received." 
After the work has been completed and the letter ready to be filed away, the actions 
made on the letter are entered in this book, thus making a brief record of the letters 
received and actions taken thereon . 
. Furnishing data upon each letter receivod, ordering copies for the guidance of the 
copyist, pricing the cost of work, such as copying, certifying, &c., writing and send-
ing ''cost circulars," giving cost for making copies and for "abstracts of title," 
charging the account (of person having a deposit in the office) with amount of fees 
for copies, &c., ordered, and ordering (indorsing the letter to that effect) the copies 
made or abstracts of title furnished, if the fees for the same have been paid. 
Estimating the number of words in any matter to be copied to ascertain the fees to 
be charged. 
Supervising the making of manuscript copies and the recording of deeds, giving 
out the work, charging copyists with the same, and crediting them with the amount 
of work accomplished upon completion. 
Copying from the files, records, and printed publications, in English and foreign 
languages, any matter that may be requested by attorneys and others. 
Comparing the copies made with the original, to correct any errors. 
Revising the compared copies to insure accuracy. 
Certifying to manuscript and printed copies of patents, files, records, and printed 
publications in the office. 
Mailing all copies and reviewing all letters ordering same, to ascertain whether the 
order has been properly filled, money paid, and surplus remitted. 
Examination of assignments and all instruments in writing received, to ascertain 
if they be correct for record j verification of each patent assigned, by name, invention, 
date, and number, with the official Gazette; and the preparation and assortment of as-
signments preparatory to being placed on the digest of recorded deed!:!. 
Sending circulars for the feel:! for recording deeds, and acknowledging receipt of 
deeds for record, stating therein the time when the deeds will be returned recorded. 
Entering the names of assignees on the file-wrappers of applications for patents, 
so that the patent, when granted, will issue to the assignee for his interest. 
Briefing deeds of assignment in the "digest of assignments," preparatory to mak-
. ing abstracts of title therefrom. 
Directing the briefing of assignments, and examining the briefs to insure their ac-
curacy. 
Preparing the deeds for record by attaching the certificate (stating the liber and 
page in which the deed is recorded) and placing the seal of the Patent Office thereon. 
Recording, in libers prepared for that purpose, the deeds that are sent to the office 
for record. 
Returning the assignments, after recording the same, to the persons forwarding 
them for record, the number of the liber and the page on which the deed is recorded 
having been first indorsed in the digest, as also the date of its return, name, and ad-
dress of person to whom the same is returned. 
Searching the digest of assignments, to ascertain if any deed be recorded against 
the title of any patent, or applicat-ion, so that an abstract of title can be made there-
from ; and estimating the fees required for copies of the same. 
Making abstracts of title from the digest, certifying to the same, and keeping a 
record of abstracts furnished, where, when, and to whom sent. 
Answering all correspondence in relation to the deeds o~ assignment forwarded to 
the office for record, and in relation to the copying of files, records, &c. 
Examining weekly list of patents, in connection with the digest of recorded deeds, 
so that the patents shall issue to the proper owners. 
Receiving and caring for the patented files, expired caveats, extension, and appeal 
files, and furnishing the same for inspection to examiners, attorneys, and others that 
may be entitled to see the same. 
Keeping daily, weekly, and monthly reports of the time and work of the employ~s 
of the division. 
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The following statement shows in detail the nethods of transacting business in the 
assignment and copying division of the Paten~ Office, in the Department of the In-
terior, including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in 
said division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the office, and 
then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal 
business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes 
through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, 
and the action thereon had and taken by each, until ~he same is finally disposed of aml 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
All mail addressed to the Commissioner of Patents is received in the room of the 
financial clerk, where it is opened and assorted, money that may be inclosed is taken 
out, and each amount plainly marked with blue pencil on a corner of the letter in-
closing the same. 
The mail is then forwarded to the mail room, where each letter is stamped with the 
date of its reception and given a number by which it may be identified, entered under 
the name of the writer, and charged to one of the divisions of the office. 
Letters requesting certified or manuscript copies of any file, record, or printed pub-
lication in this office, abstracts of title of a patent or application, or inclosing an 
assignment for record, are charged and forwarded to division D, the assignment and 
copying division. 
Upon arrival in this division, each letter is again stamped and given a new number, 
and thereafter it is known and designated by this "division number "-as "Letter 
No. 2625 D, '87." 
The letter is indexed under the name of the writer, so that ready reference may be 
had to all letteTs written by any person or firm, and also entered in a book entitled 
" Letters Received," giving name and address of person or firm forwarding the let-
ter, a brief statement as to the contents, mentioning any inclosures and the amount 
of money maTked thereon. 
They are then distributed-those requesting copies to the "data desk" and those 
inclosing assignments, &c., for record to another desk, to be prepared for recording. 
The clerk having in charge the letters requesting copies, after ascertaining what 
copy is dEsired, procures the original and has the number of words estimated, so as to 
determine the cost for making copy. 
When the amount of fees is ascertained an indorsement is made on the l<'tter or-
dering the copy to be made, if the money has been received by the office, or, if the per-
son ordering it has an account with the office, the amount is charged to that account, 
and the letter accompanying the original to be copied is taken to the clerk having 
charge of the copyists. 
Should there be no money forwarded to pay for the copies a "cost circular" is sent 
to the paJ:ties J:equesting same, stating tha(j the copies desired will be furnished upon 
the receipt of the fee, and the letter being indorsed ''Cost circular for $--,sent 
Mch. 1, '87" (for example), it is placed with the" incomplete letters," to await the 
return of the .circular. 
Upon its return, with the money marked thereon as having been received by the 
financial clerk, the original letter requesting the copy is taken from the file of incom-
pete letters, cross references by numbers are made 011 each of the letter!>, the copy iii 
ordered on the back of the returned circular, and both letters are forwarded to the 
clerk having the copyists in charge. 
This clerk enters in a register the number and date of the letter, the person's name 
requesting the .copy, the title of the matter to be copied, and the number of words 
contained in the same, and in the regular order of its receptwn the matter is given to 
the copyist to be ·copied, being charged to the copyist in this 1·egister. 
The copyist, having completed the work called for, refers tho same, with the origi-
nal, to the comparers, who compare the same, and if any errors appear in the copy 
they are corrected, and the initials of the com parers are affixed to the same, denoting 
that they have compared the work and found it correct. 
The copy is then revised to insure accuracy, returned to the clerk having the dis-
tribution of copies in charge, who checks the same off the register as having been 
completed, giving the date of completion, and crediting the copyist with the number 
of words written. 
The copy is then ready for mailing, if a certified copy is not desired. 
If a certified copy is requested, a certificate is made that the copy annexed is a true 
copy from the files, records, or printed publications in this office, of specification, or 
file and contents .of a patent or applbation, giving name, date, title of invention, &c. 
This certificate is signed by the Commissioner or Acting Commissioner, attached to 
the copy with eyelets, ribbons, &c., and the seal of the Patent Office is stamped on 
the certificate, and the certified copy is then ready to be mailed. 
After mailing the copy the letter is examined to ascertain if the order l1as been 
properly filled, and the proper amount paid or charged to account, and if there re-
mains any balance the same is remitted, and the letter is then cl.ICcked off in the book 
"Letters R~ceived," noting the actions taken thereon, thus hnving a brief history of 
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the order, and the letter is then put away in the files, in nume:ical order so that i1 
may be readily referred to if occasion req ttires. 
Letters req nesting abstracts of title of patents or applications are, after their entry 
in the inuex and "Letters Received," sent to the clerk who searches the records to 
ascertain if there be any deeds recorded under the particular patent or application 
mentioned in the letter, and a brief of the search is made upon the back of the letter 
showing the number of the pages in the digest where the abstracts of title of the pat-
ent or application may be found. 
The cost of the abstract is ascertained by the number of deeds found recorded, and 
a cost circular is sent to the party requesting abstract, stating that the same will be 
forwarded upon receipt of the legal fee. 
An indorsement of this action is made upon the letter, and it is placed among the 
"incomplete letters" to await further action on the part of the person desiring the 
abstract of title. 
When the "cost circular" is returned to this division, with the money marked on 
the same as having been received, the same action is taken in this matter as before 
explained in regard to orders for copies, the proper indorsements are made on the 
letters, and they are sent to the clerk who makes "abstracts of title."· 
A certified or uncertified transcript of the '' Digest of Assignments" relating to the 
particular patent or application requested is then made, and if a certified abstract is 
requested a certificate is made that the annexed is a true copy from the digest of this 
office of nll assignments, agreements, licenses, powers of attorney, and other instru-
ments of writing found of record up to and including date under or relating to let-
ters patent granted, or pending application, giving name, date, and number and title 
of invention of the patent or of the application. 
This certificate is signed by the Commissioner or Acting Commissioner ; all the 
papers are attached by eyelets, ribbons, &c., and the seal of the Patent Office is af-
fixed thereto. 
Tbe abstract is then ready for mailing, but before this is done a record is made of 
the "abstracts furnished" in a book of that title, stating to whom, where, and when 
each abstract has been sent and the number of the letter upon which the same was 
ordered, and then the letter is " checked off," and the same course of examination is 
pursued as with a letter ordering copies. 
A letter inclosing an instrument of writing to be recorded is entered as before ex-
plained, and the letter with the deed inclosed is taken by a clerk, who prepares the 
deed for record. 
The deed is stamped with the date of its reception, the initial letter of the in vent-
or's name is placed thereon; it is examined to ascertain if there be any informality 
therein, verified with the Official Gazette as to the name of the inventor, date, and 
number of the patent and title of the invention, for the purpose of digesting all in-
struments of writing under the name of the inventor. _ 
The letter is indorsed (for example), "Record ordered Mch. 1, '87. 1 deed. Cost 
$-. Paid," and the initial ],etter of the inventor's name is placed upon the letter 
for the purpose of ready reference to the same. 
If no money is received with the letter, or if the party requesting the record has 
not a standing account with the office, or if a sufficient amount has not beeu re-
ceived to pay the fee for recording, a circular is sent calling for the legal fee, and 
the letter with the deed inclosed is withheld from the record with "incomplete let-
ters," until the proper fee is received by the office. 
Upon the return of this circular with the fee for recording, the original letter in-
closing the deed is taken from the "incomplete letters," a.nd the deed is forwarded 
to record, as before stated. 
The deeds relating to pending applications are taken by a clerk, who indorses the 
aSBignee's name on the file-wrapper of the application to. which the deed refers for 
the proportion assigned, so as to denote to whom the patent shaH issue when granted. 
In order to do this the application has to be found by the nature of the invention 
recited in the deed in one of the twenty-mne examiner's rooms, or in any other part 
of the office where the ''file " may be. 
Upon finding the "file" it is carefully compared with the identification set forth 
in the deed, and if the deed and the application agree in this respect the assignee'a 
name is indorsed on the file-wrapper for the proportion of the interest assigned. 
The deed is marked "entered," and is then returned to the clerk who prepares it 
for the digest. 
The deeds are then ready for digesting in the ''Digest of Assignments." 
Clerks on this work make a brief of each deed, and enter the same in-this digest, 
indexed under the name of the inventor, giving the assignor's and the assignee':! 
name, date of the instrument, date of recording the same, the title of the invention, 
date and number of the patent or application, if the same be given, and if not, such 
other identification as may be furnished in the deed. 
'I'his entry and the deeds are then examined to insure their accuracy, and for· 
warded to the clerk having the copyists in charge, in order to have them recorded. 
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The deeds are then given out to the copyists to be recorded in books entitled 
.. , Transfers of Patents," each copyist being charged with the number of deeds re-
ceived by them
1 
and upon their return are credited with them, and the number of words 
baving been estimated, corresponding credit is given to the copyists for the same. 
The record and the deeds are then compared and revised, the same as before ex· 
plained relative to copies, and are then ready for return to the persons from whom 
they are received. 
A. certificate is attached to each deed, over tht" signature of the Commissioner, cer-
tifying that "the annexed deed .is recorded," and stating in what liber and page of 
same the record may be found. 
Before returning the deed an entry is made in the digest, opposite the brief of the 
deed, stating where the record of this deed may be found, when, and to what address 
the deed is returned. 
A. weekly list of patents about to be issued is furnished this division by the issue 
and Gazette division, giving the number of patent, name of the inventor, and title 
of invention, and the digest is examined to ascertain if any of these cases have been 
assigned, or if there be any errors in the indorsements of the assignees' names, and if 
.any corrections are to be made, the file is called from the issue division, and the 
correction made, so that the patent shall issue to the proper owner or owners. 
The patented files, dead or expired caveats, appeal and extension files, are sent to 
this division for filing and safe keeping, and the patented files are stored in boxes 
numerically, so that examiners, attorneys, and others desiring the same for inspec: 
tion can be readily furnished with the particular file requested. 
Should any irregularity occur in any deed, copy, or letter received, and correspond-
ence be required upon these subjects, this correspondence, as well as the general 
supervision of the entire work of the division, is done by the chief and assistant chief 
thereof. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
-of, at the dates specified below, in the assignment and copying division of the Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
= ,:. .E ~ ,:. .E .... ~ .g~ ..... ., ..... 0\l~ "':>· 0 "':>lt') 't:lod 0 ~ be! "'~ 1i biJ~ "'~ 1~ Character of business. ~ ..... =~ -~~ biJ'+-< .s~ ·s bl) 0.-4 ;g..; 0~ 1=10 -g..;- ~ ..... '"'<P ~-E P< ~-E "='al 
"' -~ "' 
Clo 
Pol p::l A Pol p::l A t:~ 
---- ------------------
Assignments for record . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 922 17, 538 19, 964 496 18, 341 17, 808 1, 029 
A~~~~~d~~~~~~~~-e-~~:-~-~~~~~~: ................... 9,065, 611..... .. 7, 741 064 
Manuscript copies recorded........ 455, 500 10, 650, 02910, 868, 729 237, 300 13, 100, 350 13, 046' 250 291, 400 
Letters received .............. ,.. ........ 25,905 25,905 ....... 26,604 26;604 ..... .. 
Letters written and mailed...... .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. 3, 716 .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 2, 962 ...... .. 
Circulars written and mailed....... .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 4, 193 . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . • • . 4, 801 ...... .. 
Abstracts furnished.................................. 1,421 ........ .......... 1,455 ...... .. 
8ertified copies furnished.......... ..... ... ...... .... 3, 853. ... . . ....... ... 4, 640 ....... . 
~E~Y~~tJiaii~~::: ~: ~:::: =:::: : ::::: =: :::::: :::: ~o. o6&Ji~ · : :: : :: : ::::: = ~ : =: 21, 3oiJ~L::::: =: 
Patent files, &c., received.......... 330, 584 24, 395 .. • . . .. .. • 354, 979 28, 033 . .. . .. ......... .. 
Files furnished for inspection ...... 
1 
• .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. 104, 285 .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. . 135, 945 ...... .. 
Character of business. 
-------------,--------------------------
Assignments for record . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 0291 18, 538 18, 700 867 3, 185 3, 424 628 
A~~~de~~~~~~~~~:~~-~~~~~~~: ................... 8, 639,091 .................. 1, 361, 500
1 
....... . 
Manuscript copies recorded........ 291, 400 12, 007, 360 11, 947, 360 351, 400 2, 548, 950 2, 404, 5501 495, 800 
Letters received . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . 26, 572 26, 572 . .. .. . . . 4, 689 4, 689
1 
........ 
Lettt-.r::~ written aml mailed......... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . . . 2, 276 . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . 451 ......•. 
Circulars written and mailed. ...... . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . 4, 225 . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 84J ...... .. 
Austracts furnished................ .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . 1, 419 .............. :.. . 298 ....... . 
Certified copies furnished.......... . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. 4, 098 . .. .. • .. . . .. .. . .. 764 ...... .. 
Remit letters written............... ...... .......... 1,194 ........ .......... 165 ....... . 
Patentheadscopied............ . ... ........ ......... 1,460 ........ ......... . 175 ....... . 
Words compared .................................... 21,343,001 .................. 3, 765,650 ....... . 
.Patent files, &o., received .......... 383,012 26,077 .......... 409,0891 3,468 ................. . 
Files furnished ff,r inspection.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154, 622 . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • 21, 975 .••••••• 
'Y• 
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The following statement shows the average number of words v-rritten, durmg ihe-
periods specified, by the employes in. the assignment and copying division of the 
Patent Office, Department of the Intenor: 
Year. .Jan. 
1884 .......... 62, 487 
-~-~~ I M~ t ~a~~ ! ~ ! ~~ i ~ ~ 
56, 504157, 711 55,994 169,2351
1
70, 352 25, 346 132, 171 1
1
37,011 39, 161 139,345 33,262 
34, 198 33, 543143,799147, 316 47, 877 38, 221 140, 567 45, 306 43, 847 47,739 41,003 
!~: ~~~ ~~: ~~: · ~~: :~~- ~~: ~~~ · ~~: ~~~ -~~~·-~~~ · ~~·- ~~~- r·-~~~ -~~~·-~~~ -~~~·-~~~ -~~~: :~~ 
1885 .•••••.••• 51, 236 
1886 .......... 52, 459 
1887 .......... 41, 917 
-------------------
The above averages have been computed on the work of thirty-seven employes 
only, employed in recording assignments and writing "manuscript copies," as no indi-
vidual record has been kept of the amount of work done by clerks upon current work. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes on the roll in the 
assignment and copying division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, dur-
ing the periods specified : 
Year. .Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. M•t=~ .July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec . ----- ------------
1884 ...................... ~ 74 73 74 75 76 79 97 98 96 !l3 93 
1885 ...................... 91 93 95 99 
·--~~- 1 ---~-
98 100 90 90 93 95 
1886 ...................... 96 90 88 83 
·- · ~~-1- •• ~~-1- -~~~- ~ ·-~~~· I ·-· ~~-1- -~~~-1887 (to March 1) ......... 101 99 .•...• 1 ...... 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in attendance in 
the assignment and copying division of the.Patent Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified : 
Year. \.ran. Feb. Mar. Apr., May., June., .July. Aug., Sept. Oct., Nov. Dec. 
1884 ...................... 63 67 64 64 ~I ~ ~ 64 M ~ @ 61 
1885 ...................... 71 74 74 71 74 53 68 59 56 62 72 62 
1886 ...................... 761 70 69 ---~~- ... :~·I·--:~· ·--~~·I:··:~· --· :~.J .. · :~. -- · ~~ · 72 1887 (to March 1) ........ 88 91 ...... 
The difference in the averages of the number in attendance as compared with the 
number on the roll1 is due to leaves of absence, sickness, and the detachment of clerks 
temporarily from tnis division to work elsewhere in the office. 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum daily average number 
of words written by copyists doing the most and the least, during the periods speci-
fied, in the assignment and copying division of the Patent Office, Department of the 
Interior: MAXIMUM. 
Year. J.ran. Feb., Mar. Apr. I May. .June.,.July. Aug. Sept. Oct. , Nov. Dec. 
--------
1884 .......... 4, 534 5, 018 4,430 5,419 3, 842 4,300 4, 034 4, ~72 4, 550 4, 230 4, 500 3, 567 
1885 .......... 5, 555 4, 509 4, 305 5, 077 4, 443 4, 741 4, 310 4, 616 5,174 5, 467 4, £l64 5, 500 
1886 .......... 4,175 3, 510 . ~·-~~:·I·~·-~~~. . ~·-:~:·I·~·-:~~- . ~·- ~~~ I·~· ~~~ . . ~·- ::~.,. ~·-~~~ . . ~·-~~~·I·.~·-~~~ 1887(toMar.1) 4, 643 4, 720 
MINIMUM. 
1884 .......... 1,149 861 1, 331 2,004 2, 050 2,172 400 1, 247 945 1, 041 6281 1,125 
1885 .......... 1, 050 463 830 1, 209 1,443 668 800 805 1, 366 800 
.. :~-IJ.~~ 1886 .......... 1, 782 1, 603 1, 000 1, 809 750 1,097 1, 245 315 600 1, 000 l887(toMar.l) 1, 000 1, 010 ~ -...... ··-·-·· ······- ·-····· ·--···· ......... 
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The minimum daily averages given above were made, in almost evuy case, by 
copyists who had only been in the division a few days, and were consequently inex-
perienced. 
Both averages have been made for thirty-seven employes only, as that is the aver-
age force employed for the time in making manuscript copies and in recording assign-
ments. 
The other employes of the division being engaged on current work, depending on 
the number of letters, deeds for record, &c., as may be received in each day's mail, 
the amount of work can only be shown in the aggregate, as shown in another part of 
the report. (See page 349). 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the assignment and copying division bf the Patent Offi.cet 
Department of the Interior: 
Year. 
188j ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••••••...•••. 
1885 -···························· ·••··••···•· 
1886 •.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..••.•••..••. 






f A. verage f N No. 0 No. of days hours em- o. by 




















The above averages are small on account of the number of days lost to this divis-
ion by persons who were assigned late in the month or transferred from the division 
during the month. 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the assignment and copying division of the Patent Office, IDepartment of the Inte-
rior, during the periods specified: 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 (to .M:ar.1). 
_________ __!,.. _________ ------------










Report of the attorneys' room, Patent Office, on the methodB of business and work, as requested 
by Senate Select Committee and called for by Depa1·tment circulm· of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the em!)loye present for the 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
I 
Year. Average Honrs Maximum Minimum No. of days. daily. No. of days. No. of days. 
1884 ..................................................... . 
1!!85 ..................................................... . 
1886 ..................................................... . 

















Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the at1;orneys' room. 
of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
Distributing orders for files and drawings in the different divisions. 
Collecting nles and drawings and bringing them to attorneys' room. 
Returning same to the divisions from whieh they were eollected. 
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Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the attorneys" 
room of the Patent Office in the Department of the Interior, including one or mora 
items of the principal business matters transacted in said division, beginning with 
the receipt of the business matter in the office, and then showing in consecutive 
order the various steps taken by each of such principal business matters through 
the appropriate divisions of said office~ and the employe~ through whose hands the 
same passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon 
had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof 
duly given to the proper party: 
The force of the attorneys' room comprises one clerk, who has general supervision 
a.nd charge, and two messengers. 
The business transacted by the employes in the attorneys' room consists in receiv-
ing the written orders of patent attorneys for files and drawings of applications for 
p~tents on fil~ in the Patent Office, transmitting them to the different divisions of 
the office, collecting ·the cases ordered, and bringing them to the attorneys' room, 
where they are distributed. 
After cases have been examined by attorneys they are returned to the divisions 
from which they were collected. 
The number of cases collected and returned will average two hundred daily. 
In addition to the above there are distributed to those ordering them about three 
• hundred copies, daily, of drawings of patented inventions, termed" references." 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the attorneJs' 
room of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Jiov. Dec. 
-------,,:-----1---1------------- ----·-- ----
1884.......... ............ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1885...................... 3 
~=·<·~-:H&r~h-i)::::::::j : 1 
3 3 3 3 3 a 3 3 3 3 8 
: I···· ~-1 ... -~ - · ---~- .... ~-1----~-1--·-~- ···· ~- · ··· ~- ···· ~-1····· ~ 
The character of business performed makes it unnecessary to furnish a statement 
showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during the periods 
specified, in the attorneys' room, of tbe Patent Office, Department of the Interior: 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the attorneys' room of the Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior : 
I 
No. of I Average AN~~~e 
Year. employ68 No. of days hours em· 
I 
· present. plo;yed 
,... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •I ml daily. 7 
1885 .............................................................. 1 31 2761 7 
1886................................................ .............. 3 289 7 
1887 (to :March 1) . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . • . • . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . a 42 7 
The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to bu~::~iness 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum 
number of davs devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of 
days in the attorneys' room of the the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during 
the periods specified : 
1884. 1885. I 1886. 1887 (to Mar.1). 
----------------------------------------------l----·--1----- -----------
Maximum number of d.ays ....................................... .. 
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CHIEF CLERK'S DIVISION. 
Report of the chief clerk's division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business 
and work, as 1·equested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Departntent ch·cular 
of March 2:~. 1887. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the chief clerk's division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
g ~ .s g ~ .s ~ .s 0 §'~ +> • ,gci ..... = .... = ..... At- ...,co ~-.tO 0 ~ad -old 0 -c:::.O 0 =~ o"'" 
bl:co 'dco 'aSci bl:oo 
'dco -old 1~ 'd.O -o"'" -o...r Character of business. .9~ .~~ .s~ .~~ ~~ Q)CO ~-;- ~~ <nCO .~ bC <X> CO 't.l - ~.s O"'" 't.l - ~.s O"'" O"'" ..... ~ ...... A ="'" ~ 8.S A Q),;s A)l .$ "' g;:a Q) Q) <I) <I) A <I) A ~.s P-1 ~ A P-1 ~ ~ p:: ----------------- -------
Daily excuse slips .••..••. .......... 6, 522 6, 522 . ......... 7, 594 7, 594 10,127 10,127 1,102 1,102 
Dail~ reports ................... 8, 582 8, 582 .......... 8,364 8, 364 8, 564 8, 564 1,440 1,440 
Wee lf, reports ................. 2, 392 2, 392 ........ 2, 392 2, 392 2,392 2, 392 368 368 
Month y reports ................ 356 356 ......... 356 356 356 356 64 64 
.Applications for leave ..•.••.... 1, 572 1,572 .......... 1, 573 1, 573 1, 782 1, 782 165 165 
Conpon books ............. 1,496 3, 213 3, 280 22:} 1,404 1,553 ............. .............. .. ........ ........... 
Coupon sheets ............ 
1 
702 64,500 59,813 5, 073 37,927 43,000 ............. ............ ......... . .......... 
Letters written ................. 8, 879 ........... .............. 8, 036 .. ............ 9, 337 ------ 1, 720 
The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of, during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the chief clerk's division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior: 
. A Yerage amount transacted during each month • 
Character of business. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June.
1 




Daily reports ............ 650 600 650 650 650 625 650 650 625 729 648 702 
Wee'kli, reports .......... 230 184 184 184 230 184 184 230 184 230 184 184 
Month y reports ......... 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 
Applications for leave ... 17 56 71 85 107 101 121 . 197 156 194 163 204 
Coupon books .........•. 296 355 306 353 293 235 238 257 216 273 187 271 
Coupon sheets ..••..•••.. 6, 221 6, 391 6, 774 6,535 4, 803 4, 129 ,4, 080 4, 580 4, 076 4, 900 3, 504 3,820 
Letters written ••.•••.... 708 706 750 711 656 559 1 781 785 828 &28 759 708 
1885. 
Dail~ reports .•••........ 682 594 648 728 700 '"I 728 700 728 756 672 700 Wee 11, reports .......... :!30 184 184 184 230 184 184 230 184 230 184 184 Month y reports ..••..••. 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 Applications for leave .••. 70 78 95 72 95 69 161 197 183 203 135 215 
Coupon books ............ 194 159 220 280 700 .......... ........... ........... .......... .. .......... ........... . ......... 
Coupon sheets ........... 5, 059 7,620 9, 619 19,760 43,000 
Letters written .•••..•••. 831 656 870 764 566 699 627 573 596 714 579 559 
1886. 
Daily reports ............ 700 664 756 7:l8 700 728 739 756 806 806 744 806 
Weekly repol'ts .•••••.••. 230 184 184 184 230 184 184 230 230 184 184 184 
Monthly reports ...•..••. 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 
Applications for leave .••. 74 93 103 96 94 104 160 227 197 202 184 284 
Letters written .••••...•. 669 693 744 773 759 761 782 878 798 884 795 801 
1887. 
Daily reports ............ 750 690 ........ ........... .......... ........... ........ --·-·· ......... ......... ........ ......... 
Weekll reports ..••...... 230 184 ........... ....... ......... ....... ----·- . ...... ........ ........ ........ ....... 
Month y reports ......... 32 32 ....... ........ ........ --···· ....... ........ . ....... ....... . ..... ....... 
Applications for leave .•• 82 83 ......... .......... ........ ........ ...... ........ . ....... .......... ...... ....... 
Letters written ......... 888 807 ......... ....... ...... ........ ........ ······ ....... . ..... ...... . ...... 
I 
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The following statement shows the average number of employes in the chief clerk's 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dee. __________ , __ ----------------------
1884 .....•.•.. ··----·····- 5 5 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 
1885 ...... ---------------- 5 6 5 5 6 5 5 4 5 5 6 6 
1886.-- ..... -- ............ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 
1887 (to March 1) ........... 7 7 ....... ....... ........ .. ....... ....... . ......... . ..... ......... ........... ... . . .. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at--
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified, by the employes in the chief clerk's division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
Year. 
1884 ........................................................ . 
1885 ...................................................... .. 
1886 ....................................................... . 
1887 (to March 1) ........................................ .. 
Avera.e;e 
No. of Average No. of No. by 



















The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 
in the chief clerk's division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior, during the periods specified: 
1887 
1884. 1885. 1886. (to Mar. 1). 
Maximum number of days............................................ :l90 230 298 




Report of the exarniners'-in-chief di'IJision, United States Patent Office, on the methods of 
business and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depa1·tment 
circular of March 23, ltl87. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on band, pending, and undis-
posed of, at the dates specified below, in the division of the examiners-in-chief, in 
the United States Patent Office, Int€1rior Department: 
Ex-parte cases .. • • .. . .. .. .. 22 443 440 25 
Interference cases . . . . . . . . . . 2 47 40 9 
References from the Com· 
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18tatement showing the principal items of business transacted by the examiners'-in-
chief division of the U. S. Patent Office. 
The accompanying statement, showing the amount and character of the business re-
ceived, transacted, disposed of, pending, &c., will suggest the principal items of busi-
ness transacted in this division: 
The three examiners-in-chief constittute a board of appeals, who sit together to 
"revise and determine upon the validity of the adverse decisions of examiners upon 
applications for patents, and for reissues of patents, and in interference cases, on the 
written petitions of the appellants," as per section 482, Revised Statutes. Their func-
tions are purely judicial, and cases coming to them are duly placed on a docket in the 
order of their reception by the board and are assigned for hearing and oral argument 
in the same order. 
It is the present practice of the board to assign from four to six ex-parte cases for 
hearing each day, except on such days as interference cases are heard, and on Satur-
days, which latter are reserved for clearing-up days. The interference cases now av-
erage about two per week, and only one is assigned for hearing on any one day. 
These cases often require the examination of a large mass of testimony, and necessa-
rily occupy much time both in argument and in decision. 
Frequently motions are made, argued, and determined, to postpone, or rehear, or 
dissolve interferences on grounds involving the merits of the cases, and many matters 
and ques:tions are now referred to the board by order of the Commissioner for exami-
nation and report upon intricate questions of practice, under the provisions of sec-
tion 482, Revised Statutes. 
The decisions of the board upon all matters thus brought before it and acted on are 
written out and signed by all the members thereof, or a majority concurring, and type-
written for the files, and also recorded in books provided for the purpose. 
The board has a head clerk, who attends to the reception and docketing of all cases 
as received, the preparing and sending out of all notices of hearings, postponements, 
decisions, and accounts on motions, and to the preparation of cases for hearing on the 
day of argument, and the collection of the patents, publications, authorities and mod-
~ls cited as references to be used during the argument; in short, all the general cur-
rent duties of a clerk in such position. 
One copying clerk (type-writer), and one manuscript copying and recording clerk are 
also employed, and one messenger, whose duties are such as pertain to those positions. 
No account from which a monthly average of work done, or a maximum and mini-
mum statement, as per schedule A, could be prepared has ever been kept, said work 
being currently performed under the immediate direction of the board in accordance 
with the exigencies of the work in band. The time report of the department shows 
the maximum and minimum attendance of the clerical force, an abstract from which 
is furnished herewith. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business, and also number of 
days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest number of days and 
employe present for the least number of days during the years named : 
Year. Average Hours In person or Maximum Minimum No. of days. daily. by proxy. No. of days. No. of days. 
1884. ........••...•.....• - -- . -••.•.••.... - - . 
1885- .•....•••••. ·-···· .......•••....•...•. 
1886- ........ -. ·•·••· •......••••..•••...••. 





7 In person •.. 
7 .•.•.. do .... . 
7 ·--···do . ... . 









The board bas been in session on all days when the office has been open for busi-
ness during the several years mentioned. No time report has been kept, except for 
the clerical force, from which the above maximum and minimum statement bas been 
::om piled. 
DRAFTSMAN'S DIVISION. 
Repo1·t of the draftBman'B diviBion, United StateB Patent Office, on the methodB of buBineBs 
and w'ork, aB requeBied by Senate Select Committee, and called fm· by Department c,ircular 
of Ma1·ch 23. 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the draftsman's di-
vision of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
MECHANICAL DRAFTING. 
1. Examination of drawings nf all applications for patents filed as to their con 
formity to office rules, accepting or rejecting them, and designating informalities. 
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2. Estimating cost of making drawings to complete applications and cost of trao 
ings. 
3. Making drawings and tracings. 
4. Retoucbing and correcting drawings for reproduction. 
DRAWINGS. 
1. Custody of original drawings of patents, reissues, designs, and trademarks, re-
jected, abandoned, and forfeited cases, and of applications passed for issue which are 
awaiting payment of final Government fees. 
2. Classification and distribution of drawings and reproductions. 
3. Selection of references cited by examiners in applications for patents. 
4. Selection of drawings for weekly issues of patents. 
5. R.ecord of classes of inventions by classes and subclasses. 
6. Examination of proof copies of photolithographs of drawings and the record 
thereof. 
7. Selection and arrangement of copies of patents by classes and subclasses of in-
ventions for bound volumes. 
8. Selection of printed copies of patents for fvreign countries in exchange for simi-
lar publications. 
LETTERS. 
Recording, indexing, and furnishing the data upon all letters pertaining to the di-
vision, including orders for copies of patents, drawings, and tracing; estimates of 
classes of inventions, subscription for copies of patents; dates and numbers of pat-
ents, names of inventors, dates of renewals and extensions; filing of reject.ed and 
abandoned cases; cost of copies, tracings, drawings, coupons, &c. 
PASTING AND FOLDING. 
1. Attaching copies of the drawings to specifications of current and back issues of 
patents, designs, trademarks, &c. 
2. Mounting and trimming drawings of foreign patents. 
3. Mounting photolithographs for office folios. 
4. Attaching claims to drawings and photolithographs. 
5. Repairing, mounting, and restoring drawings and bound volumes. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
The miscellaneous duties of the division cover a variety of work reqmrmg a 
thorough knowledge of nearly every branch of office and the cooperation thereof. 
These duties, though varied and important, cannot be classified under specific heads. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pendin~, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the draftsman's division of the Umted States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
~ .:. .!3 d .:. .!3 ~lt'S = .... cO = .... bl;~ ~. "'..,: 0 ~lt'S 'T;llt'S 0 
~i 'T;JOO 1i ~00 ~~ 1~ = .... Character of business. <Poo ~';. ~ .... ~: ~ .... • ... 0 ''"'bll o .... .... ~ o,... 'd<P = .... <P= .~ ~-!3 ~ s:la:l cP ~--- § ~ <P,Sl Pot ~ Pot ~ Pot<.:> 
------ - ------ -
Drawings, applications namined •......•••••.•.•..•. 39,669 39,669 41,053 41,053 
Orders received and drawings made ..•........••••.. 23 1, 049 987 62 1,172 1,112 60 
Drawings mailed .......... . ......................... 851 851 867 867 
Letters rer.eived, recorded, indexed, &c .............. .... 20,822 20,822 22,923 22,923 
Letters answered by circular and written ...•••....•. .... 5,645 5,645 6,229 6, 229 
Copies selected, mailed and delivered .••............. ·--· ......... 828,415 .. ..... ............ 1, 013,377 
39 Tracings, orders received and com~leted ••••••...... 18 695 648 18 882 843 
Sets reproductions received, bande , &c ............. .... 29,530 29,530 35,262 35,262 
Proofs examined, drawings classified ....... . .•....•. .... 28,530 28,530 34,691 34,691 
Sets specifications received, banded, &c ............. .... 37,338 37,338 38,240 38,240 
Sets copies ~sted and folded. . . .. ................. .... 19,469 19,469 36,315 36,315 
Claims attac ed to drawings and photographs ..•.... .... 45,471 45,471 5(, 706 54,706 
Drawings and volumes restored .... .•.......•...•... .... 626 626 337 337 
Foreign patents and photo~aphs mounted .......... .... 14,703 14,703 38,978 38,978 
File wrappers pasted and fo ded ......... ............. .... 45,745 45,745 44,410 44,410 
Drawings rejected and abandoned cases received .... .... 11,607 11,607 ...... 14,545 14,545 
Coupons received and recorded ...................... .... ,205, 770 205,770 239,1621 239,162 
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Character of business. 
----------------·1----------------
Drawings, a_Pplications examined.......... • • • • • • . • • . . . . . 41, 331 
Orders rece1ved and drawings made................. 60 1, 394 
Drawings mailed.................................... . ... 806 
Letters received, recorded, indexed, &o ••••••.••.•••..••. 23,803 
Letters answered b;y circular and written. •• •• • • • • • . • • • . 6, 882 
Copies selected, mruled and delivered ....••.••.. _ • • • . . ....•••... 
Tracings, orders received and completed . • • • • • . . . . • • 39 888 
Sets reproductions, received, bandedJ &o . • • . • • . • . • • • . . • . 33, 854 
Proofs examined, drawings classi:fiea .•.•••.••••••••. -... 33, 636 
Sets specifications, received, banded, &c .•.....••.•..... 24,066 
S11ts (•opies pasted and folded ..........•................. 34,092 
Claims attached to drawings and photographs .••....... 65,610 
Drawings and volumes restored..................... . . . . 1, 431 
File wrappers pasted and folded .......................•. 46,650 
Drawings, rEUected and abandoned cases received ..•.... 14, 162 
Coupons received and recorded .•...........•.•...•...... 244,865 






















































The following statement shows the average amount and character of business per-
formed, transacted, and disposed of during the periods specified, by the employes in 
the draftsman's division of the Uuited States Patent Office, Department of the Inte-
rior : 
Character of business, T F b M .A M I 
andyear. ..an. e.~~~ June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Drawings examined: 
1884 .••..•••....•... 






1886 . ....... -· .•.... 





1887 .•.... -········· 
Letters received: 
1884 .............. .. 
1885 ............... . 
1886 .............. .. 
1887 .............. .. 
Letters answered : 
1884 ............... . 
1885 .............. .. 
1886 ............... . 
1887 ............... . 
•Tracings made : 
1884 .............. .. 
1985 ............... . 
1886 ............... . 
1887 ............... . 
~~f:roductions receiv-
1884 ............... . 
1885 .............. .. 
1886 ............... . 
1887 ............... . 
Reprouuction, proofs 
examined: 
1884 .............. .. 
1885 ............... . 
1886 .............. .. 
1887 . .............. . 
Specitications receiv-
ed: 
1884 .............. .. 
1885 ............... . 
1886 ............... . 
1887 ••••.••••••••••• 
3, 724 3, 732 4, 192 4, 104 4, 028 2, 371 3, 253 2, 948 2, 883 2, 964 2,.559 2, 907 
3, 377 3, 321 3, 901 3, 761 3, 587 3, 511 3, 296 3, 060 3,186 8, 352 3, 170 3, !)31 
3, 570 3, 657 4, 434 3, 915 3, 389 3, 536 3, 393 3, 072 3, 035 3, 029 3, 052 3, 249 
3,483 3, 710 ............................................................. . 
93 96 99 131 127 21 94 61 67 !17 38 63 10(1 85 91 140 • 95 112 109 77 76 81 68 72 
82 104 136 162 108 118 143 77 96 92 89 88 
126 67 ....... ·----- ···--· .......... ......... ·--··· ........... .......... .. ......... . ........ 
79 70 77 115 100 87 77 51 50 66 28 51 
90 60 43 101 87 73 92 58 76 57 59 61 
64 72 72 83 67 73 92 42 64 60 55 62 
81 41 ....... .. --- .. ....... ............ .. ..... , ....... ......... .......... .. ....... . ....... 
2, 203 2,148 2,163 1,869 1, 816 1, 481 1, 513 1,620 1,467 1,529 1,341 1,672 
1, 848 1, 804 2,309 2, 046 1, 887 1, 911 1, 752 1, 791 1, 806 1, 990 1, 907 1,870 
2, 048 2, 023 2,400 1, 972 1,817 1, 904 2, 227 1, 803 ~:~1 ::~~· 1, 929 2, 040 2,122 2,160 ······· .......... ......... .......... 
489 534 555 505 516 364 578 573 456 559 458 450 
487 438 550 538 552 490 548 525 550 530 500 525 
555 584 578 597 561 574 500 540 525 600 592 576 
691 678 . ........ ........... .......... .. ..... . ........ ........... .......... ......... .......... ...... 
67 62 73 96 59 46 46 39 23 51 47 39 
74 70 59 74 74 61 47 64 72 89 86 75 
84 44 83 72 87 75 76 83 63 65 47 83 126 67 . ........ ......... ........... .......... ........ ............ .. ........ . ...... .......... .......... 
2, 822 2, 616 2, 984 3, 708 3, 531 3, 353 3, 122 2, 926 3, 536 3, 601 2, 613 3, 026 
1, 948 2, 388 2, 863 2, 973 3, 004 4, 196 2, 989 2, 794 3, 303 2, 839 2, 736 3, 329 
~: t~~ i: ~~~ .. ~·- ~~: . :: ~~~ . :: :~~ .. ~: ~~ . :·. ~~~ . ~: ~~ . :: ~~~ . ~: ~~0 . :·. ~:~ • :·. ~~~ 
2, 554 2, 390 2, 805 2, 974. 2, 207 2, 885 2, 396 2, 013 2, 850 ~. 066 1, 699 2, 291 
1, 909 2, 467 2, 849 2, 885 3, 014 3, 942 2, 499 2, 760 a, 306 2, 786 2, 680 3, 594 
2, 396 2, 743 3, 307 2, 851 2, 739 3, 031 2, 733 3, 470 2, 269 2, 487 3, 067 2, 543 
2, 180 2, 648 ............................................................. . 
2, 822 2, 616 2, 98413, 708 3, 531 3, 353 3, 122 2, 926 3, 536 3, 601 2, 613 3, 026 
2, 648 2, 692 3, 190 2, 138 2, 215 3, 970 3, 848 4, 049 5, 532 3, 473 1, 984 2, 501 
1, 855 1, 938 2, 391 2, 047 1, 954 2, 272 2, 029 2, 309 1, 677 1, 758 2, 056 1, 770 
1,585 1,848 ...................................... ! ............ 1 ........... . 
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Character of business . I I I I I ---,--and year. Jan. Feb. Mar. .Apr. May. June. July . .Aug. Sept.__::_~ Nov. Dec. 
I Copies pasted : 
1884 ............... . 
1885 .• • ............ .. 
1886- .. - • -.- ....... . 
2, 580 2, 287 2, 217 2, 87~ 2, 638 2, 461 2, 642 1, 993 2, 681 2, 129 2, 465 2, 498 
2, 903 2, 764 2, 216 2, 87 2, 638 4, 172 3, 426 2, 733 ll, 489 3, 027 2, 661 3, 458 
2, 459 2, 755 3, 538 2, 865 2, 933 3, 161 2, 578 3, 366 2, 403 2, 572 2, 954 2, 508 
1887 .............. .. 2, 243 2,689 ............................................................. . 
Claims attached: 
1884.... .... • • .. • • • . 5, 625 9, 267 6, 473 6, 170 5, 075 2, 101 2, 012 1, 439 2, 108 1, 621 1, b10 2, 070 
1885 ................ 1,9631,837 2,7712,7711,652 7,059 5,775 6,672 6,708 5,622 5,403 6,473 
Dra~~~; :~;~~~~;::: f: ~~~~ ~: ~~~-. ~·- ~~~~- ~·-~~~ 5, 459 6, ~1 4, 971 6, 329 4, 734 4, 899 . ~·-~:: 1 . :~ :~~ 1884 ................ 1,101 479 939 764 356 262 698 274 1, 417 2, 897 3, 512 2, 004 1885 ..... -.-........ 4, 306 2, 427 3, 878 764 335 2, 749 7, 315 3, 970 2, 119 2, 989 5, 008 3, 118 
~~~~:::::::::::::::: ~:~~~ ~:~~~~ .. ~:~~~ .:·.~~~ 2,789 4,316 3,153 3,338 3,400 2,881_~·-~~~ ~ -~~~~ 
Dra-wings and volumes 
restored: 
1884................ 56 101 89 61 109 63 55 6 51 21 12 2 
1885................ 45 41 5 5 0 60 25 2 14 75 20 45 
1886 ...... --- .. ---.. 72 0 61 278 668 82 124 57 29 0 0 60 
Fne1::~J?i>~~s- i;~8£~<i ~ · 31 44 -.... · -- ·- · ---- -- 1-- .... 
1884 .. -............. 4, 365 4, 800 4, 750 4, 425 4, 710 4, 825 5, 600 0 5, 170 4, 300 2, 8001 0 
1885................ 4, 100 3, ooo 4, 425 4, 425 4, 110 4, 200 3, 800 3, tool 3, 60o 3, 150 2, 750 3, 150 
}~~~:::::::::::::::: !:~~g 3,100 5,100 6,650 3,800 3,700 3,100 3,55013,600 3,500 2.850, 2,800 
~:~~1.~"?.~?:: 1,307 
3
·:: 822 1,348 536 703 1,2<a ::~; ··;:: 915 --~:1 ::::: 
1885 ....... - ........ 2, 775 1, 006 368 1, 569 1, 214 958 1, 217 1, 5211 916 917 909 1, 183 
i:~:::::::::::::::: ~:~g~ 1,~~~ ----~~~ 1,378 ---~~~ 1,568 2,089 ---~~~ ---~~~ 1,518 -~~~~~ ... :~~ 
Coupons received and 
recorded: 
1884 .•••.••• -- •••••. 19,45118,867 20,740 20, 56417, 800 14, 93816,60614, 299,14, 72917, 46612, 67217, 638 
1885 .••..• - •••.••••. 18, 87318, 234 21, 281 20, 917 19, 746 20, 467 18, 066 18, 830119, 694 20, 899 21, 121 21, 034 
1886 .••.. -·- ••..•... 21, 777 21, 502 24, 292 22, 120 20, 769 18, 73818, 712 16, 878,19, 174 18, 450 20, 107 22, 346 
1887- .. - -........... 23, ] 39 20, 426 .• ~... .. .. .. 
Copies selected : 
1884 ................ 75,530 74, 664 78,564 88,368 77, 146 70,243 68,583 59,266 65,206 60,063 45,743 65, 03;i 
1885 ..••...•... - .... 68, 554 75, 821 85, 253 97, 646 92, 900 100, 899 83, 439 75, 915 87, 542 79, 702 82, 259 83, 447 
1886.-- .. - ... - ...... 84, 181 87, 965114,898 92, 026 87, 104 93, 766 85, 908 82, 763 77, 769 76, 947 85, 829 98,651 
1887 ................ 76,370 78,769 ...... -I -......... +--- .. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in the draftsman's 
division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during .the 
periods specified : 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar . .Apr. May. June. July . .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------1---------------- ------ --- ---
1884 ...................... 81 82 80 80 83 85 82 90 87 96 92 92 
1885 .•••••.••••••.•••..••. 86 92 87 89 87 88 89 87 87 92 87 91 
1886 ...... ---- ............ 89 93 65 78 72 78 70 72 60 70 65 62 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 77 63 ......... .......... ......... ............ ·----· ............ .......... . ....... ........... .......... 
The following statement shows the maximum and minimum amount of busines; 
transacted and disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing 
the least during the periods specified in the draftsman's division of the United States 
Patent Office, Depa-rtment of the Interior: 
EMPLOY~ DOING THE MOST-MAXIMUM. 
I • Character Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. .Apr. May. June. July. .Aug . Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. of business. 
------------------------
Draftsman . 1884 $103 00 $!l9 00 $94 00 $108 00 $101 50 $103 00 $100 00 $110 75 $i02 00 $97 00 $99 00 $101 00 
Tracer._ ... 84 00 73 00 73 75 79 00 80 00 72 00 80 00 49 75 55 75 73 00 70 25 91 25 
Draftsman. 1885 99 50 96 00 107 50 104 00 93 00 108 50 105 00 97 50 111 00 92 00 96 00 105 00 
Tracer ..... 83 50 60 50 50 00 63 50 61 75 64 00 76 00 62 75 56 25 70 25 69 75 57 50 
Draftsman. 1886 
103 "I" 00 113 00 116 00 97 00 103 00 111 00 98 00 103 00 97 00 105 00 93 00 Tracer ...•. 73 00 56 25 66 00 71 75 65 50 62 25 69 00 -"-"!·" 75 60 25 58 25 72 25 Draftsman. 1887 * 104 00 93 00 Tracer ..••. 73 00 51 75 ......... · ··· ·-
f 
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EMPLOY~ DOING THE LEAST-MINIMUM. 
Character Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. I May. j June. July. Aug. 
1 
Supt. Ool I Nov. Dec. of business. 
----·-- --------
Draftsman. 1884 $57 75 $34 25 $54 50 $69 50 $60 50 $40 00 $56 00 $27 00 $28 50 $59 00 $37 00 $57 5o 
Tracer ..... 37 00 26 00 44 00 65 25 52 75 44 00 34 25 30 25 21 25 27 50 38 50 69 75 
Draftsman. 1885 54 50 45 50 52 00 66 00 63 00 50 25 58 00 45 00 48 00 38 :!5 53 00 48 00 
Tracer ..... 16 50 29 75 46 50 60 50 46 00 38 75 48 75 31 50 33 55 31 50 23 7fl 24 50 
Draftsman. 1886 62 00 60 00 51 00 63 00 72 00 57 00 60 00 74 00 25 00 76 50 62 ou 61 25 
Tracer ..... 56 50 47 50 25 25 40 00 43 25 40 75 18 50 37 73 22 25 24, 25 2::! 75 38 00 
Draftsman. 1887 * 80 00 76 75 ~ ......... ............ ........... ............. ........... ............ ------ .......... ....... . .......... 
Tracer ..... 43 00 35 75 ......... ......... ............ .......... ............ . ........... ........... ......... ........ ....... . .. 
"To March 1. 
Draftsmen and tracers are the only employes of this division who are engaged on 
specific duties which can be reported under this statement. 
In making the report on minimum amount of work done no allowance was made 
for time lost from any cause. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the draftsman's division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior : 
No. of Aver~eNo. Average No. No. by No. of Year. of ays of hours em- working employes. present. ployed daily. proxy. days. 
--------~--
1884 ·----------· ·---··----- ---------· 84 2651& 6~ None 306 
1885 ·----- --------------------------· 88 ,.,~~ I ·~ I 
None 302 
1886------- ····-· .. --·-·· ...... -·-·-- 731 
263'7"'\r 6. None 304 
1887 (to March 1,) ................... 70 431 6~ None 49 
The following statement showd the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days and also the minimum 
number of days devoted to busine5s by the employe present for the least numher of 
days in the draftsman's division of the United States Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior, during the periods specified: 




Maximumnumberofdays ........................................... 302 296 2961 49 
Minimum number of days........................................... 217i 142 182 36 
FINANCIAL CLERK. 
Report of the financial clerk, United States Patent Office, on the 'methods of business and 
1vork, as requested by Senate Select Oornrnittee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and uudiRposed of, at the dates 
specified below, in the division of financial clerk, in the office of the Commissioner of 
Patents: 





~g~~~a~~~~s.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] $970,175 00 15,831 30 
24,004 00 
11,845 50 
$1, 074, 090" 00 $1, 042, 090 00 $275, 970" 00 
73,416 85 71, 675 351 22,710 55 
24, 367 50 23, 256 30 6, 574 05 
13, 141 80 13, 926 75 7, 663 25 
3, 042 00 3, 603 00 756 00 
31 00 . -- .. -- ..... -- -- ...... ------
Reco:rding assignments ..................... . 
Subst..Tiption to Official Gazette ..... - ....... . 
Registration oflabels .......•.........••..... 
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T~e following statement shows the avera~e num her of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and trar.saction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the financial division of the Patent Office, Department 
of the Interior: 
Year. No.ofem-ploy6s. 
Average I Average No. 
No. of days of hours em-
present. ployed daily. 
------------------------------------------1---------l-------------------
1884 ----------------------·- ·-----------·----· ---------·-----· 
1885 .• . ----··---------··---·---·---··--·---··------·--·- ·-----













The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also the minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days 












INTERFERENCE RECORD BRANCH OF DIVISION A. 
Report of the inte1jerence record branch of division A, United States Patent Office, on the 
methods of business and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by 
Department ci1·cula1· of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement in detail of business in the interference record division of 
the United States Patent Office for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to March 1): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.\May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. I Doo. 
1884 .••.....•...•..•...... 301 340 384 
m t•oo 
435 395 353 397 501 415 406 
1885 .••••..... ··---· ·----- 587 510 568 
--~~~- --~;~-
640 606 640 613 639 .. ~!.\ ... !~~ 1886. - - . - - - - . - -- -- -- - -- - . - 552 543 614 687 598 576 639 679 1887 (to March 1) ....... . 928 1, 004 
A number of letters written. 
In view of the miscellaneous character of the work of this division it is impossible 
to give an estimate of the amount of work done by the whole division, or by any of 
the persons employed herein. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the years named: 
Year. Jan. Fob. I Mar. 
1884 ..•... ----···---····· · 6 :I : 1885 .••••. -----· ·----- ... . 5 1886 .••....... ·---···----- 5 ~ .... ?. 1887 (to March 1) ........ 7' 
I 
Apr. I May. June. 
6 I 6 6 
.... ;.j .. J 5 6 
July.\ Aug.\ Sept 
.. J.[ .. .J[ .. ..!. 
Oot I Nov. 





In consequence of the frequent changes in the personnel of the interference record 
division and the irregularity of the receipt of matters pertaining thereto, it is im-
possible 1;o keep a correct account of the business transacted and disposed of by the 
employe loing the most or the employe doing the least herein. 
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The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business durh 1g the years 
named; also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and the employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. 
I 
Average Hours / Maximum Minimum 




1884 ..................................................... . 
1885 ....................................... - .....•. -- ...• -
1886 ....................................... - ............. . 









Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the interference rec-
ord division of the United States Patent Office. 
Preparing cases by making up the files for the examiner of interferences, and keep-
ing a record of the same. 
The recording and briefing of all mail matter and acknowledging the receipt of the 
same in matters pertaining to interference cases. 
Keeping a complete record of the times of hearing fixed by the examiner of inter-
ferences, and of his decisions and the decisions of the primary examiners in interfer-
ence cases; also a record of all exhibits filed in the cases to which they refer, and 
the record and the custody of all cases finally disposed of by the examiner of inter-
ferences. 
Preparing and docketing all appeals to the Commissioner and sending out the no-
tices of hearing on the same. 
Recording all decisions of the Commissioner and sending the notices of the same. 
Keeping a record of all appeals to the examiners-in-chief and their actions thereon, 
together with the custody of all cases disposed of by that tribunal. 
Record of all cases submitted to the committee on division, and their actions 
thereon. 
Furnishing copies of all preliminary statements and decisions. 
Statement of the interference record division of the United States Patent Office 
showin~ the methods adopted in transacting the principal business matters, begin-
ning wit.h the receipt of the matter by the Department., or by any c f the agents of 
the Department, and, glving in consecutive order, the various steps taken by each 
of such business matters, through the various divisions of the office and the va-
rious Bureaus, and divisions of such Bureans and employes through whose hands 
the same passes and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action 
thereon had and taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice 
thereof duly given to the proper party. 
All mail matter pertaining to interference business received in interference record 
division is stamped with the elate of its reception, assorted, an<l properly indorsed, 
entered in the interference record and in the particular case to which tho same 
refers, and duly acknowledged to the attorneys of record for the parties in interest. 
All interferences declared by the primary examiner are properly prepared and 
entered of record in the order of their dates, having a jacket with names of the 
interfering parties and tlw subject-matter of the case indorsed thereon, after which 
they are entered of record llnd forwarded to the examiner of interf(JI"ences. 
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INTERFERENCE DIVISION. 
Report of the interference division, United States Patent Office, on the methods of business 
and tvork1 as requested by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Depa1·tment circular 
of March 23, 1&37. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the interference divjsion of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
~ I ~ . .s d ~ j:l ~ ~· I ~ d (.. .s ..... c:S :::: ;;:: ce d ..... ~-:. • "d OS 0 1-:>u:; "d.d 0 '-:.. "d~ 0 ~-:.· .-;:~,;:; 0 
t:~:OS "d oo 1<1l b[OO "d~ asg bl:~ "doo "d..; t- "dgs 1"0~ b(OO Character of business. .s~ -~~ . s~ <1lM l=l oo <1>,..... <1loo !=leo 
<1) ..... <1loo 
0~ -~~ 
moo ..... ,..., .!:;t:.e :g~ ........... .!:;bl: a~ -g....- 8.9 "d • o ..... -g....-~ = ...... p. -g....- 8.9 ~ <1)= ~ Q•.-< rn c;l•.-< <1l <1l A <1l ~ A q;> Q.) •1"""1 Q _!_I~ 0-j ~ il-l il-l ~ A il-l ------
1021 82 Cases for final decision .•.•...... 32 375 407 8 565 558 "I ,., ... 1, Cases for interlocutory action .... 17 2, 227 2, 236 0 2, 856 2, 856 0 3, 096 3, 082 21 4~~ ~ 5M Cases for declaration ............ 0 441 441 0 762 762 0 700 700 I) 
This latter report includes the number of cases received and disposed of up to March 
I, 18B7. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the interference division 
of the office of Commissioner of Patents, for the years H:l84, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to 
March 1): 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. AP'·I May. l;rnne. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. N ov. j Dec. 
---~------
237 2o5 I 235 1884 ..•...••.•..•. ·••···•· 319 356 310 301 I 344 269 134 290 252 
1885 . - - . - .. - - .. - - .. - ... - - . 301 237 277 374 372 366 405 395 366 404 231 1 337 
1886 ...•.•...... ····-·---- 3~9 342 383 363 351 372 416 337 343 388 385 353 
1887 (to March 1) ........ 379 31,i j· ····· j······j ···--·1···--· ...... ...... , ...... ...... , ...... ·-----
These figures indicate the number of cases acted up()n each month. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each mouth 
of the following years : 




3 1884 ..................... . 
1885 ...... ------ ....... --· 
1886 .................... .. 





3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 
~ ----~- ·---~- ----~- ·---~-1----~- ----~-\----~-1----~- \ -----~ 
The fo1lowing statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods spt>ci-
:fi.ed, by the employes in the interference division of the United States Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior : 
Average Average number of 
Year. Number of number of hours em-employes. days pres-
ent. ployed daily. 
1884 ............................................................. . 2 182 7 
1885 ............................................................. . a 209 7 
1886 ............................................ •••••• ···--··-·-·· 4 213 7 
\887 (to March 1) ................................................. . 6 '8 7 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest nnmber of days, and also the minimum 
number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of 
days, in the interference division of the United States Patent Office, Department of 
the Interior, during the periods specified: 
Maximum number of days .....................•...••..... 














No account has been kept of the business performed and dispo~:;ed of by each em-
ploye during the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 188i, or any part or parts thereof, and 
the reasons why such account has not been kept, are as follows: 
The duties of this division are almost exclusively judicial. The mere statement 
that an employe has disposed of so many cases in a given length of time conveys no 
idea as to the amount of labor he has put upon such cases, of the intelligence of the 
employe, or of the quality of the work he may have done. It would be within the 
power of the chief of the division to assign a certain class of cases to one assistant 
and another and different class to another assistant, and if the number of actions 
made were to be the measure of the value of the services of an employe, the one with 
the least capacity and industry in the division might thereby be credited with doing 
four or five times the labor of the most able, industrious, and efficient employe. The 
reading of one hundred pages of testimony is one thing, and the consideration of such 
testimony, and the weighing of the same as evidence, is entirely another thing. 
It would follow from the very nature of the case that the chief of the division would 
give to his ablest assistant those cases involving the most intricate questions both of 
law and ofevidence, and give those 1·eqniringtheleastcareand theleastjndgmentto 
the weakest man in his force, and especially those cases which are decided simply upon 
the record, and by default would go to the weakest member of his force, and such 
labor amounts to almost simply clerical work, and yet at the end of the month the 
weakest and most inefficient man would have the largest number of actions credited 
to his account. There is no way of measuring the value of the services of an employe 
of this division but by a scrutiny of his individual work on individual cases-quality 
and not quantity being the standard of measure-and therefore any attempt to make 
a record of the same would probably result in failure, and, therefore, such attempt 
has never been made. In fact it is possible in this division for an employe to dispose 
of twice the work that he {lan actually do and do well. In other words, it is within 
the very nature of the work possible for him to let supe,ficial examination and guess-
work take the place of careful consideration and laborious research, and such being 
the case, the quality of work done in the division must always depend upon careful 
selection of the proper men to conduct it, more than upon any rule or system that 
can be established. 
Interference proceedings are as a rule very expensive, frequently costing the liti-
gants in a single case thousands of dollars. The ablest patent attorneys in the country 
are often employed to conduct proceedings to this end and are presumably paid large 
fees for euch services. The direct result of this expenditure of time and money is a 
judgment of priority of invention m favor of one of the litigants, and upon which a 
patent issues to such successful party. Such being the case, it would seem that the 
time consumed by an employe in arriving at a conclusion is a matter of small conse-
quence, and that all that should be required of him in that particular is that he should 
give his time strictly to business; that beyond this the sole consideration should be 
quality of the work done by him; and as a not inconsiderable proportion of the decis-
ions of the division are reviewed by appellate tribunals, the affirmance or reversal of 
decisions in cases affords a very correct criterion by which the quality of the same 
may be judged. 
As to the labor of the clerical force a similar course of reasoning would apply in 
explanation of the failure to keep, and the impracticability of keeping, a strict record 
of daily wory. The clerical work consists of many and important details, in the dis-
position of which a~curacy is the essential requisite, and this, combined with a Vl"ill-
ingness and capability of being reasonably rapid, for n the trne test of merit. 
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Statement of the interference division of the United States Patent Office, showing the 
methods adopted in transacting the principal business matters, beginning with the 
receipt of the matter by the Department, or by any of the agents of the Depart-
ment, and giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such 
business matters through the various divisions of the office and the various Bureaus 
and divisions of such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same passes, 
and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action thereon had and 
taken by each, until the same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given 
to the proper party. 
The business of this division pertains to interference proceedings, an interference 
being defined to be as follows: ''An interference is a proceeding instituted for the 
purpose of determining the question of priority of invention between two or more 
parties claiming substantially the same patentable invention." 
It is the duty of the primary examiner to determine in the first instance whether 
or not an interference exists, and if he cleems one to exist letters are written to the 
parties informing them of such interference, and these letters, together with the files 
and drawings, are transmitted to the examiner of interferences. Upon receiptofthe 
same such letters are carefully examined by one of the clerks in the interference divis-
ion, and if the case is properly prepared a time is noted in such letters for the filing ot 
preliminary statements and the same are mailed to the parties. This action is known 
as the declaration of the interference by the examiner of interferences. If such inter-
ference is in any way improperly prepared it is returned to t.be primary examiner for 
correction. 
The preliminary statements referred to should set forth, the date of conception, dis-
closure to others, the making of a drawing and a model, reduction to practice, and 
extent of use. Such statements remain sealed until the limit of time given for tiling 
the same bas expired. Then such statements are opened, and if any information as to 
the steps above referred to is omitted from such statements, letters are written to the 
parties requiring the same to be supplied. If the junior party fail to file a statement 
within the time allowed, or if his alleged dates fail to overcon•e the dates of the senior 
party, judgment is rendered in favor of the senior party upon the record. If thc3 
senior party fail to file a statement he is restricted to his record date-the date of 
filing of his application-and is permitted to take rebutting testimony only · and in 
setting times for taking testimony such fact is indicated in the notices thereof. Each 
party to the interference is given a time within which to take his testimony-in-chief 
(unless the senior party be restricted as above), the junior party a time in rebuttal, 
and a day of hearing to be had before the examiner of interferences upon the evidence 
presented is also set. After such times have been set by the office the parties are at 
liberty to stipulate between themselves for such extensions as they may desire, and if 
such stipulations are properly signed they are approved by the examiner of interfer· 
ences, and letters are sent to the parties setting times in accordance with such stipu· 
lations. 
Ex pa1·te requests, stipulations, &c., are filed from time to time in interference 
cases-all of which are acted upon by the examiner of interferences, and letters writ-
ten by the clerk notifying the parties of the action taken. 
Motions are also presented, upon which elaborate arguments are frequently had, 
and the determination of which involves legal research and the expenditure of much 
time and labor. These cases are sometimes continued through a period of two years 
or more before ready for final decision, and hence involve much work. 
When the day of final hearing arrives, arguments based upon the evidence pre-
sented are made by counsel representing the interfering parties. Such arguments are 
sometimes of great length, extending through the entire day, and perhaps into the I 
next day; but these are exceptional. The ordinary argument covers a period of not 
more than half a day. Many cases are submitted upon the evidence without argu-
ment, or merely upon briefs filed by the parties or their counsel. After such argu-
ment has been bad, the case comes up in its turn for final decision. This involves 
the reading of the testimony-which in many cases is voluminous-much legal re-
search, and the expenditure of a large amount of time. There are some cases in 
which no testimony is taken by either party, and the resnlt is a decision upon the 
record in favor of the senior party. 
There are also ex pa1·te cases which involve the question of public use or sale of the 
invention more than two years prior to the filing of the application. These require 
much labor, and are conducted usually at great expense to the parties. Testimony is 
taken in these cases as in interference cases-sometimes at the expense of the office-
and a hearing is had before the examiner of interferences upon the testimony taken. 
In a majority of instances these cases involve public interest of considerable impor-
tance. 0 
There are many interferences which involve more than two parties-some contain-
ing as many as twelve; and, as can Le readily seen, these necessitate much work, and 
are the occasion of great contest. 
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It may perhaps be well to state that each pa1ty to an interference is notified of all 
actions taken, and this requires a great amount of clerical work. Records are kept 
of every action and every step taken from the time a case reaches this division until 
finally disposed of. 
Appeal lies from interlocutory matters to the Commissioner of Patents, and in the 
first instauce from :final decisions upon the merits to the board of examiners-in-chief. 
ISSUE .AND GAZETTE DIVISION. 
Ueport of the issue and Gazette division, United State/! Patent Office, on the rnethod1t vj 
business and 'WOrk, as requested by Senate Select Com1nittee, and called for by Department 
circular of March 23, 1887. 
rhe following statement shows in detail the business in the issue and Gazette 
division of the office of Commissioner of Patents, for the years 18E4, 18~5, 1886, and 
1887 (to March 1): 
... ~~~-- .. --I ::: I ;::: 
Mar. J Apr. May. I Jnno .. Jnly.l Ang . Sop~ I Oot. Nov. I Doe. 
I 
--------
1, 796 I 2, 338 ~·"I~ ... . .... 
1
,. 718 
1. "'I'· 537 '· ... 
1
,."' 885.---------- 1,453 1,453 ••• ,.
1 
•• 175 2,171 2, 654 2,142 1, 997 
~:_ ~~~ .. ~:_ ~~~ . ~:_ ~~~. -~:_ ~~ 886 .......... 1,740 1,740 881 (to y.,.1) 1, 590 11. 590 .:: ~:~. ~·- ~~5 . . ~·- ~~~- . :: ~:~- -~: ~~~ .. :·_ ~~~-
The above statement shows the number of patents and cert.ificates of registration 
of trade-marks and labels issued each month. This is the most important of the 
various kinds of work performed in the division. It is impossible to summarize all 
in a single tabulated statement. (See page- for further exhibit.) 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the folJowing years : 
_Y_e_ar. -I-Jan.l Feb.IMar.IAP'·IMay.IJune. July.IAug.l Sopt. ~~ Nov.l DO<. 
~~-~--~~:::::::~:::::::: 45 ~ 44 45 45 45 45 47 48 461 461 45 
l!f.·,~-M~Ohij :::::::: ~I ~ 1---~-1--~-1---~-1--·~~- . ll·l··-~·1···:~ __ !i 1--~- ..•• :i 
The work in this division is of so varied a character that, with the exceptiun of the 
proof-readers, of whom there are from six to eight, not more than two persons are en-
gaged in like duties. It is therefore manifest.ly impossible to rate their efficiency in 
the comparative form desired. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the 
greatest number of days and employe present for the least number of days during 
the following years: 
Year. 
1884 ------------------------- -·-- .. ------
1885 ------------------- .... -------- ------
1886 ------ --·---- ------ ---· --------------
1887 (to March 1)------ --·---···- --------
Average Hoursj In person or 
No. of days. daily. , by proxy. 
260 7 -~-s:~~~:~~:~ 266 7 
266 7 .... do ......... 
43 7 .... do--·------
Maximum I Minimum 
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St:.>,tement showing the principal items of business transacted in the issue and Ga-
zette division of tbe Patent Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) To receive from the examiners all case,, allowed by them, to carefully revise 
them in the matter of their preparation in form; the correctness of the interlinea-
tions and insertions of amendments; the completeness of the oaths, signatures, wit-
nesses, &c.; in a word, to see if they conform in all respects to the requirements of 
the statutes and rules of the office, and edit them for the printer; then issue the no-
tice of allowance provided by rule 159, prepare and file a duplicate thereof, and file 
the cases in pigeon holes under the proper alphabetical combinations, for convenient 
access. 
(2) Upon the receipt of the final Government fees to make a record thereof, find, 
and, after unmistakable identification of the case, apply the fee and mail a receipt 
therefor. 
(3) To enter upon the alphabetical register under the proper combination the name 
of the inventor, the names of all assignees, the title of the invention, the date the 
patent will bear, its number, the address to which it is to be sent, and date of mail-
ing. Tbe~;e entries include all patents issued and all trade-marks and labels regis-
tered. 
(4) To spread upon the record the complete grant of the patent in due form, with 
the names of all grantees, the interest of each and how acquired, the title of the in-
vention and the limitation of the term of the patent under section 4887, Revised 
Statutes, b:y reason of foreign paten~, if any, reciting each. 
(5) The preparation of a complete memorandum of a case, as soon as the final fee is 
paid, for the assignment division, to enable it to make a search of its records to deter-
mine who are to appear as grantees in the patent. 
(6) The cases, having been prepared for the printer, are forwarded to the Government 
Printing Office, and returned with proof:sheets of the .Rpecifications, with amend-
ments inserted attached, which are read with the original manuscript, and errors, in-
consistencies, and incompleteness in the text, particularly in the claims, brought to 
the notice of the examiner, and corrected and perfected for issuance to the patentee. 
(7) Letters patent, in each case, consisting of a fine manuscript copy of therE cord 
upon engraved blanks on bond paper, a printed copy of the specification, and a pho: 
tolithograph copy of the drawing, attached together and secured uy ribbon and the 
seal of the office, are prepared, presented to the Commissioner and Secretary of the 
Interior for signatures, and mailed to each patentee or his attorney. 
(8) The preparation and publication of the Official Gazette, weekly, which con-
sists of: 
(a) The preparation upon dummy cards, 19 by 11 inches, of each page of the Gazette 
from advance sheets of drawings and printed copies of the claims, prepared espec-
ially for this purpose, with headings and briefs. 
(b) The statistical and miscellaneous matter on the first two pages of each number 
and the decisions, for which in most instances syllabi have to be furni~:~hed. 
(c) The weekly indexes in two forms, patentees, and inventions, containing the 
names and title~, with the additional data of patent number and page references to 
both drawings and specifications in the Gazette and montbly volumes. These in-
dexes are successively arranged for the weekly Gazette, the monthly volumes issued 
under section 490, Revised Statutes, t be quarterly volumes of the Gazette, and, finally 
for the annual report of the Comm.ission~r of Patents, to be forwarded to ()ougres~ 
at the close of each calendar year, m whlCh latter form they make, when printed a 
volume of quarto size, brevier type, of over 600 pages. ' 
(9) The entry of all subscriptions and orders for the Official Gazette, and all desig-
nations by members of Congress of public libraries to be supplied with the Gazette 
under the act of May 18, 1872. with the attendant correspondence and the mailing of 
the Gazette weekly. 
(10) The registering, answering, and filing of all correspondence coming to this 
branch of the office, 
(11) All printing and binding for the Patent Office is ordered and directed through 
this division, and the work received and receipted for. 
t12) The following are the printed publications of the office prepared, edited and 
printed under the direction of this division: ' 
(a) The specifications of all patents as they are issued weekly, 7 by 11 inches 
double column, long primer type, of which 152 copies are printed. (Joint resolutio~ 
of January 11, 1871.) 
(b) Bound volumes of same, using the type already set for weekly issues, with titles 
and beadings reduced to width of a column; of these, 200 volumes are issued monthly 
with indexes. (Section 490 and 491, R. 8.) ' 
(c) The Official Gazette; pamphlet, in covers; about 130 pages, of which over 100 
are pho t(\lithograpbed, containing the claims and illustrations of the weekly issues of 
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patents, with indexes. Edition, 6,500, 500 of which are bound quarterly. (Act of 
May 18, 1872.) 
(d) Quarterly indexes to patentees and subject-matter of inventions, to accompany 
the quarterly volumes of the Gazette. Issued quarterly; edition, 6,500. 
(e) Annual indexes. Lists of inventors and inventions, alphabetically arranged, 
forming part of the Commissioner of Patent's report to Congress at the end of each 
calendar year, printed by order of Congress, of which the office orders, while in type, 
6,500 copies. 
(j) Commissioner's and Court Decisions. Published annually in octavo form, con-
taining all the decisions published in the Official Gazette during the year, with digest 
and indexes. Edition, 1,200 ; 300 bound full sheep, 900 in paper covers. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of tra.nsacting business in the issue and 
Gazette division of the United States Patent Office, in the Department of the In-
terior, including one or more items of the principal business matters transacted in 
said division, beginning with the receipt of the business matter in the said division 
office, and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of 
such principal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and 
the employes through whose hands the same J;asses, and by whom it is considered 
and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is 
finally disposed of, and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
History of a case from the time it receives fa-vorable adjudication at the hands of 
the examiner until t.he letters patent are issued and mailed to the patentee or hia at-
torney: 
All cases allowed i.n either of the twenty-nine examining divisions of the Patent 
Office are immediately delivered to the issue and gazette division, together with the 
drawings. 
They first pass into the hands of the revisers, who examine the papers to see if they 
are perfect in every respect in t.he matter of signature, witnesses, oath, &c.; that the 
amendments are aU present and properly entered, files duly signed, drawings perfect, 
&c. 
The files and drawings are then sent to the draftsman, who takes the drawing, re-
ceipting on the file therefor, and returns the files to the issue division, where they are 
delivered to the allowance desk. Notices of allowance are then prepared in duplicate, 
one of which is placed in the file, the other mailed to the ..applicant or his attorney, as 
required by section 4885, Revised Statutes. 
The files are then placed in pigeon holes arranged alphabetically, to await the pay-
ment of the final fee, $20. (This must be paid within six months from the date of the 
notice of allowance, else the case becomes forfeited, in which event the file is with-
drawn from the pigeon-hole, entered upon a "Record of Forfeited Cases" and returned 
to the examiner.) 
Upon the payment of a final fee, after the fee has been entered upon the Final Fee 
Register, the case is withdrawn from the pigeon-bole, the date of the receipt of the 
fee is entered upon the file, and the file passes to tLe clerk in charge of the annual 
Alphabetical Register of Patents, where it is entered under the proper combination, 
together with the title of the invention, the date the patent will bear, and the name 
of the attorney or person to whom it will be sent. Thence it passes to the clerk who 
makes up the Record of Patent Head~, .wh~ fi~ls out upon a l?repared forD!, c?vering 
one page of the R~cord, a patent, g1vmg 1t 1ts number, wh1ch number IS hkewise 
carried to the file, and by which number the file, drawings, and patent are thereafter 
known. 
This patent is prepared complete, with the exception of the signatures of the Secre-
tary of the Interior and Commissioner of Patents, which are added thereto after the 
patent is signed. 
This being done, the file is sent to the draftsman's division, that its drawing may 
be selected, numbered, and sent to the photolithographer. The file is then returned 
to the issue division, to be forwarded to the Government Printer. The Ules and 
drawings are sent out simultaneously, one to the Public Printer, the other to t·he photo-
lithographer. 
While the files are at the Printmg Office, a list of the cases is prepared and sent to 
the assignment division, that the record of assignments may he searched. To insure the 
issuance of the patent to the proper party, indexes are prepared from the record upon 
index cards, and a transcript of the record of the patent, known as the patent head, 
is finely engrossed upon parchment paper to be ready for the printed matter when it 
arrives. 
After the specifications have been put in type and proof-read at the Printing Office, 
the prcofs are returned to this office, with the files, for another (technical) proof-read-
ing, to insure an accurate printing of the specification and claims in the exact form 
and language in which the examiner intended to all_ow tho case, to receive aur cor-
! 
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rection in the names of the grantees, or any limitation in term, by reason of new in· 
formation with regard to foreign patents. 
The files are then retained here and the revised proof returned to the Printing 
Office, from which 150 copies of each specification, with its claims, are printed, one of 
which is upon bond paper, to form a part of the patent as issued. (Section 4884, R. S.) 
The claims are re-set in larger type (English), and copies thereof are furnished for 
the preparation of the dummy cards for the Official Gazette. 
Upon the delivery of the printed copies of the specifications, the bond copy, to-
gether with a copy of the drawing, which has meantime been photo-lithographed, 
and the patent head, spoken of above, are all attached together with ribbon and seal, 
presented to the Commissioner of Patents to he counte1 signed, to the Secretary of 
the Interior to be signed, and are then delivered to the attorney or the patentee. The 
record is now completed by entering the signatures of the Secretary and Commissioner 
therein from the patents. Many comparisons are made throughout the progress of 
the work on each patent to secure accuracy in every detail. Patents are signed and 
issued only on Tuesday of each week, and the Official Gazette, containing the illus-
trations, claims, and lists, issues simultaneously. The time allowed for the perform-
ance of all·this work in the preparation of the patent, from the time of the payment 
of the final fee to the delivery of the pateent is but seventeen days. (See Rule 213, 
Rules of Practice, U. S. Patent Office.) With an issue of over 400 patents weekly, 
the division has an average of over 1,000 patents in hand daily in various stages of 
preparation. 
After the issuance of the patents, the (now) patented files are turned over to the 
division h~ving charge of such files, and they are open to the inspection of the public. 
The following statement showe the amount and character of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending and undisposed 
of, at the dates specified below, in the issue and Gazette division of t.he United States 
Patent Office, Departmen~ of the Interior : 
i-. ..... !!. ..... I !!. ..... !!. ..... = 0 = 0 
I 
:= 0 = 0 
~<i -c<ll 
'd.Q o6 'd:O -ceO 
"0~ 
~&3 "d~ '1;100 oeOO 'd~ Character of business. ~00 ~~ .~'; 
~00 ~~ ~~ .~; ~ ..... <D ..... I 
gs~ 
''"'t:.li 0~ 0~ ·~ b{) ~-El ~-El P..~ ~~ ~ ... ~~ ~~ ~~ -~ Q• .... I Q.,.. ~-~ <D'"' Q) i5 Q) i5 i5 ~ A ~ ~ ~ 
------ --------------
I 
Cases revised .............. .. 26,071 26,071 30,717 30,717 27, O:i3 27,053 4,189 4,189 
Final fees applied and entered. : ::: 18,836 18,836 23, 733 
1 
23, 7a3 21, 740 21,740 3, 262 3, 262 
Patentees and assignees registered. 28,948 28,948 34, 673 34, 673 33,024 33,024 4,012 4, 012 
Trade-marks registered ............ l, 021 1, 021 1, 067 1, 067 1, 029 1, 029 169 169 
Labels registered .................. 513 513 391 391 378 378 59 59 
Patents recorded .............. 21,947 21,947 25,681 25,681 23,915 23,915 3,47B 3,473 
Certificates of registration recorded 1, 534 1, 534 1,458 1, 458 1, 407 1, 40i 226 226 
Ca~e~ certified to assignment di-
20,529 20,529 24,104 24, 104 22,392 22,392 3, 247 3, 247 VlSlOn ..................... 
Pages of proofread .......... :::::. 24,792 24,792 31,900 31, 000 30, 921 30,921 ···-··· .. ..... 
p~~~d~!::::~s ~~1i~b2is~~!~-~i~g 21,947 21,947 25,681 
"· 681 I"· 915 23,915 3,473 1 3, 473 Patents sealed, signed, and mailed. 20,413 20,413 24,233 24, 233 22, 508 22,508 3, 247 3, 247 
Number of Official Gazette isr,ued .. 331,500 331, 500 338, 000 338, 000 338, 000 338,000 26, 000 26,000 
Dummy cards for Official Gazette 
prepared ......................... 4, 574 4,574 5, 956 5, 9561 5, 662 5, 662 840 840 
Pages of decisions, &c., prepared .. 368 368 372 372 360 360 56 56 
Subscribers to Official Gazette sup-
-plied weekly .................. . *2,153 1 *2,153 "'2,173 *2, 17'6 *2, 264 *2, 264 *3, 825 *3, 825 
Miscellaneous orders for Official I 
Gazette an<1 other publications 
6, 211 I 6, 211 4, 824 I received and filled .. .•.......... 4, 824 4, 560 4, 569 784 784 
Public libraries supplied with Offi-
cial Gazette ..................... •a, 196
1
.,, '" *il, 238 *3, 238 *3, 318 *3, 318 *3, 223 *3, 223 
Number of Official Gazette mailed .. 276, 794 276, 794 276,514 276, 514 :283,815 283,815 41,467 41,467 
Index cards prepared .............. 57, 896 57, 896 69,326 69,326 66,448 66,448 8, il78 8, 378 
Volumes, specifications, and draw-
ings published ................... 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2, 400 2,400 400 400 
Requisitions for printin(! and bind-
ing made. . . . . . . . . . . ......... _ ... 504 504 580 582 437 437 68 68 
Letters received, exclusive of final 
fees .............................. 8,197 8,197 8, 219 8, 219 7, 923 7, 923 2,147 2,147 
Letters written, exclusive of cirou-
lars ... 1, 313 1, 313 1, 27911,279 1,194 1,194 132 132 Notices of ali~~-~~~~ -i~~~~d:::::::: 26,071 26,071 30,717 30,717 27,053 27,053 4,189 4,189 
Cases forfeited ..................... 2, 784 2, 784 3, 426 3, 426 3, 311 3, 311 541 541 
•Maximum. 
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The followmg statement shows the average amount ttUtl character of busiueiSt:; per-
formed, 1,ransttcted, and disposed of, during the period~:~ specifleu, by tho employes in 
tho issue and Gazette uivision of tho Uniteu State~:~ Patent Office, Department of the 
Interior: 
1884. 
Character of uutJinetJs. Jan .. l!'eu. Mar. Apr. May. :Juno. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
C_M_e_s_I--o-vi-.s-ed-. . -.-. -__ -_-_ -. _-_-_' l-2-,-1-75-l- 1-, -98-6 2, 504 2, 769 2, 3251 2, 554 2, 176 1, 873 2, 086 2, OOG 1, 623 1, 995 
Patentees and assignees 
rc~isterccl . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 783 2, 616 2, 475 3, 138 2, 254 2, 369 2, 696 2, 306 2, 029 2, 058 1, 912 2, 452 
]'inal fees applied and 
entered . .............. . 
Trademarks registere(l .. 1, 7~~ 1, 5~~ 1, 7~~ 1, ~~; 1, 8;~ 1, 5~g 1, ~~ 1, 5~~ 1, 3~~ 1, 4g! 1, ~~g 1, ~~~ 
Labels registered . .... . 77 78 73 93 21 26 35 21 20 20 23 27 
Certifim~tcs of registra-
tion reeorded . . . . . . . . . . 164 138 152 198 121 148 149 79 101 105 107 74 
Cases cortifiocl to assign-
ment d1vision ......... 1, 364 1, 800 1, 637 2,128 1, 588 1, 652 1, 880 1, 599 1, 808 1, 4~t 1, 246 1, 668 
Pages of proofread . . . . . 2, 274 2, 039 1, 984 2, 617 1, 920 2, 021 2, 33!l 1, 822 2, 292 1, 847 L, 551 2, 086 
Patent-lh:atls prepared, 
including trade-marks 
and ln.bels . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 541 1, 949 1, 796 2, 338 1, 676
1
1, 767 2, 009
1 
1, 721 1, 924 1, 537 1, 394 1, 827 
Patents sealed, signed, 
andmailed ............. 1,377 1,811 1,644 2,140 1,597 1,666 1,8881 1,616 1,817 1,463 1,246 1,678 
Official Gazettes issued .. 
1
3o, 000 24, 000 24, 000 30, OOO·I24, 000 24, ooo
1
32, 500 26, 000 32, 500 ~6, 000 26, 000 32, 500 
DurumycardsforOJficial I I 
Gazette prepared...... 404 360 354 492 364 372 424 332 432 342 304 394 
Pages of decisions, &c., 
prepared ............. . 
Subscribers to Official 
Gaze t t e s u p p li e d 
34 26 30 32 28 32 30 28 30 30 26 42 
weekly . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 655 1, 811 1, 944 2, 029 2, 100 2, 146 2, 022 2, 067 2, 097 2, 108 2, 141 2, 153 
Miscellaneous orders for 
Ofllcial Gazette an(l 
other public at ions 
filled.... . .......... . ... 831 538 674 503 531 431 499 441 365 563 3:l2 503 
Publicliurarie~:~ snpplieu 
with Official Gazette .- · 3, 092 3,152 3,183 3, 196 3,137 3, 1:!8 3, 079 a, 080 3, 077 3, 091 3, 087 3, 088 
Ofl:i.oial Gazettes mailed . . 24-,309 20, 254 21,009 26,522 21,395 21,443 2ii, 862 20,880 20, 19[) 21, 2l4 2l, 1~!i 26,582 
Index card::! prepared... 5, 566 5, 232 4, 950 6, 276 4, 508 4, 73815, 392
1
4, 61~ 4, 058 4, 11 G 3, 824 4, 904 
Volumes, specitications, 
and drawings publish-
ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 
Requisitions forprintin~ 
and bin1lm~ made ..... 
Letters rece1 ved, exclu-
43 35 47 30 36 26 88 37 41 43 44 34 
sive of final fees . . . . . . . 1, 652 858 724 681 618 567 673 441 494 476 399 614 
Letters written, exclusive 
of circulars 
Notices of allowances is-
sued ...........•....... 
Cases forfeited ..........• 
Patents, &c., recordetl. ... 
Cas6s revised ............ 
Patents and assignees 
refiistered ............. 
Fina fees applied and 
entered ...••• . ......... 
Trade-marks registered .. 
Labels registered . ....... 
l)ertificates of registra-
tion recorded .......... 
Cases certified to assign-
ment division ..••..... 
Pages of proof read . ..... 
Patent-heaus prepared, 
~~~f~~fs ~1~~(~~:~~~~~. 
Patents scaled, signed, 
and mailed ..•......•. 
Ofl:i.cial Gazettes issued .. 
Dummy cards for Official 
Gazette prepared .•..•. 
123 126 111 150 129 114 114 79 100 72 100 95 
2, 175 1, 986 2, 504 2, 769 2, 325 2, 554 2,176 1, 873 2, 086 2, 005 1, 623 1, 995 
235 247 196 2~4 220 189 162 206 257 276 321 251 
1, 5U 1, 949 1, 796 2, 338 1, 676 1, 767 2. 009 1, 7:ll 1, 924 1, 537 1, 394 1, 827 
1885. 
2, 460 2,172 2, 852 3, 449 3, 001 3, 040 2, 308: 2, 141,2, 514 2, 3721 2, 126 2, 280 
1, 959 2,485 2, 992 2, 933 2, 923 3, 578 2, 8881 2, 693 3, 344 2, 8581 2, 724 3, 286 
1, 651 1, 596 1,879 2, 310 2, 045 2, 084 2, 256 1, 821 2, 045 2, 226. 1, 858 1, 964 
48 91 89 128 78 100 77 84 76 109 87 100 
23 35 39 39 23 34 38 30 24 27 31 48 
171 126 128 167 101 134 115 114 100 136 118 148 
1, 375 1, 706 2, 080 1, 993 2,{).i8 2, 505 2, 015 1,872 2, 373 1, 967 1, 882 2, 258 
1, 749 2,155 2,658 2, 726 2, 701 3, 320 2, 711 2,484 3, 082 2, 628 2, 472 3, 214 
1, 553 1, 843 2, 219 2,175 2,171 2, 654 2,142 1, 997 2,480 2,110 2, 010 2, 417 
1, 382 1, 717 2, 091 2, 008 2, 070 2, 520 2, 02'l 1, 883 2, 380 1, 974 1, 892 2, 269 
26, 000 26, 000 32, 500 26, 000 26, 000 32,500 26, ooy6, oool32, 50o 26, 000126, 000 32, 500 
322 400 490, 494 496 610 594 466 564 478 472 578 
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Character of business. 
Pages of decisions, &c., 
prepared . . . . • •....... 
Subscribers to Official 
Gazette supplied 
·weekly .•••••..•...•••• 
:Miscellaneous orders for 
Official Gazette and 
other public a ti on s 
filleil .•••••.•••.•.....• 
Public libraries supplied 
with Official Gazette .. 
Official Gazettes mailed .. 
lnilex cards prepared . ... 
Volumes, specifications, 
a nil drawingR publishetl 
Requisitions f01·printing 
and binding q~ade ..... 
Letters rect~ived, exclu-
sive of final fees ..•••.• 
Letters written, exclusive 
of circulars .•••••.••..• 
Notices of allowance is-
sued ................... 
Cases J:orfeiteil ...•...•••. 
Patents, &c., recorded . .. 
c ases revised ..••.•.•.•. . 
Pat en tees and assignees 
registered .••..•....•.. 
inal fees applied and 
entered ................ 
rade-marks registered . . 






tion recorded .•.•.••••• 
Cases certified to assign-
p 
p 
ment division .......••• 
ages of proof read ..... 
atents-heails prepared, 
~~~l~~elfs ~r-~~~~~-~1~~~. 
p atents sealed signed, 
and maileil ............ 
Official Gazettes issued .. 
ummycards for Official 
Gazette fcrepared ...... 




Subscribers to Official 
Gazette supplied 
weekly ................ 
Miscellaneous orders for 
Official Gazette and 
other publications ft lied. 
Public libraries supplied 
with Ollicia.l Gazette .. 
Official Gazettes mailed .. 





Requisitions for printing 
and bindin~ made . ...•• 
Letters received, exclu-
sive of final fees ..••••. 
Letters written, exclu-
sive of circulars ....... 
Notices of allowance is-
sued ................... 
Cases forfeited ..••..•.•. 









































Feb., Mar. Apr. May. June. 
30 60 34 30 34 
1,843 1, 960 l, 955 2, 021 2, 080 
467 605 392 349 360 
3, 229 3, 238 3, 238 3, 230 3, 235 
20, 695 26, 595 21,164 21,353 26,935 
4, 970 5, 984 5, 866 5, 846 7,156 
200 200 200 200 200 
37 109 60 37 40 
764 764 673 563 513 
118 146 117 104 122 
2,172 2, 852 3,449 s, 001 3, 042 
230 203 187 208 251 
1,843 2, 219 2,175 2,171 2, 654 
1886. 
2,180 2,635 2, 618 2,095 2, 552 
2, 684 3, 313 2, 820 2, 716 3,451 
1, 717 2,018 2,032 1, 687 1, 865 
82 91 105 95 124 
30 37 31 36 37 
112 128 136 131 161 
1,840 2, 287 1, 907 1, 846 2, 083 
2,566 3, 094 2, 661 2, 525 2, 871 
1, 966 2,466 2,055 1, 989 2, 257 
1,854 2, 298 1, 919 1, 858 2, 096 
26,000 32,500 26,000 26,000 32,500 
462 556 476 470 526 
26 30 26 30 34 
1, 971 2,085 2,109 2,167 2,198 
427 484 493 585 379 
3, 309 3,818 3, 295 3, 288 3,264 
23,357 27,237 21,467 22,405 27,689 
5,368 6, 626 5,640 5, 432 6, 902 
200 200 200 200 200 
39 24 35 21 43 
679 668 668 501 534 
104 131 146 106 96 
2,180 2,635 2, 618 2, 095 2, 552 
295 305 280 236 249 
1, 966 2,466 2,055 1, 989 2,257 
July. Aug.,Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
24 26 30 24 24 32 
1,982 2, 039 2, 091 2, 098 2,154 2,173 
223 343 344 444 370 403 
3, 227 3, 212 3,206 3,198 3,197 3,183 
21, 059 21,347 26,829 21,638 21,774 27,183 
5, 776 5, 386 6, G88 5, 716 5,448 6, 572 
200 200 200 200 200 200 
40 40 47 49 3G 32 
677 538 509 551 423 648 
78 77 101 861 87 99 
2, 308 2,141 2, 514 2, 272 2,126 2, 280 
288 240 466 400 354 349 
2,142 1, 997 2,480 2,110 2, 010 2,417 
2,461 1, 964 2, 057 2, 021 2, 061 2,102 
2, 475 3,145 2, 297 2, 429 2, 867 2,451 
1, 945 1, 585 1, 934 1, 599 1, 668 1, 845 
. 67 107 62 67 69 92 
29 34 21 30 39 26 
96 141 83 97 108 118 
1, 707 2,153 1, 590 1, 677 1, 971 1, 671 
2, il76 2, 941 , 2, 148 2, 383 2, 734 2, 380 
1, 813 2, 303 1, 683 1, 779 2,090 1, 795 
1, 717 2,162 1,600 1. 682 1, S82 1, 677 
26,000 32,500 26,000 26, 000 32, !>00 26,000 
430 552 404 430 512 442 
28 36 28 26 36 34 
2,118 2,177 2,224 2, 205 2, 247 2,264 
-!15 226 408 297 226 244 
3, 257 3,156 3,148 3,132 3, 12i 3,122 
21,915 27,041 21,806 21,685 27, 076 21, 544 
4, 950 6,290 4, 994 4,858 5, 731 4, 902 
200 200 200 200 200 200 
65 25 28 43 53 30 
636 433 437 521 469 693 
92 111 64 77 67 75 
2,461 1, 964 2,057 2, 021 2, 061 2,102 
248 269 318 256 2491 307 
1, 813 2,303 1,683 1, 779 2, 0901 1, 795 
---------
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1887. 
c~::r:::::e:;~~~i~~~~--- :~:~5 :e:~.:~~-~ -~~~-- .:~~- ~~-~ -~~:~. ~~~~ -~~~~ -~~~- ~-~~-- -~-~·-
Patents and assignees 
registered . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 820 2, 192 . . • . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . • . . . • • • . . . •••••.••••••••••• 
Final fees applied and 
entered .............. . 
Trademarks registered .. 
Labels registered ....... . 
Certific~tes of registra-
tion recorded . . . . . • • • • • 101 
1, 671 1, 591 • -. . • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • - . • . . • • . • . . ...•• 
73 94 .••....•.••........••.•..••••. ···••• .••••.••••...•••...•.•.• 
28 31 ..•..........•..•...•.••.......••....••...•..••..•...••••••• 
125 ·•···· .•••...••••..•••.. ·••·•· ·•···· •.•....••••..••... ··•··• 
Cases certified to assign-
ment division.... . . . • . . 1, 489 1, 7 58 . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . •••....•.....•..•.•..•..••.•.•••.•..•..•• 
Pages of proof read ..••. 2,061 2,416 .••...•••.....•....••.••.•..••.••••.••.••.••....••.•..••.•• 
Patent-heads prepared, 
including trade-marks 
andlabels ............. 1,590 1,883 .............••....•••.••••••........•.•.....•.•.•••...•..•• 
Patents sealed, signed, 
and mailed .....•.•..... 1, 489 1, 758 ...................••.••.••....••....••.•••.•.•..••.••.••.•• 
Officials Gazettes issued. 2G,00026,000 .............••..•.••.••.••.••..•.•.•••.••.••..•.••.• : .••..• 
Dummy cards for Official 
Gazette prepared...... 394 
Pages of decisions, &c., 
prepared ..........•••.. 
Subscribers to Official 
Gazette supplied 
28 
452 ...••.•• -· ••.•••••••••••.••.•.•••.••••••••••••••.•••••.••.•• 
28 ....••.•..••.••.••.••.••.••••..••.••.••.••.••.•. •••••• •••••• 
weekly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 845 1, 980 . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . • . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • . . . . • • • . • . • • • • . . •.••• 
Miscellaneous orders for 
311 .••...••••••.••.....•.•...•..•.••....•......•....••.•......• 
Official Gazette and 
otherpublicationsfilled. 473 
Public Ubraries supplied 
witil Official Gazette.. . 3, 20G 3, 223 .••....••....••.••••••••...••..•.••..•• ~ ..••.•....••..••.•• 
Official Gazettes mailed .. 20,409 21,058 .••...•••....•..••.••.•..••.•..••....••....•..•..•••...•..•• 
Index cards prepared . . . 4, 410 3, 968 . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • •••...•••••.•••.•.•••••...•.• 
Volumes, specifications. 
:d~ -~~~~~~~ -~~~l~~~---1 200 
Requisitions for printing 
and binding made . . . . . 30 
Letters received, exclu-
sive of final fees....... 1, 581 
Letters written, exclusive 
of circulars ........... . 75 
N ot.ices of allowance is-
200 .•....•••••...•....••••..••••..•••...••....•••••••••.••••.•• 
38 ·•••·· .•••••.•••...•••...••••.•••••..••••..••••.••.••..••..• 
566 ...... ··••·· .............•...........••••...•.•..•..•. ··-··· 
57 ......•••••..•.•...••....•••...•••••.••.•• ·•••·· ·•••·• .••... 
sued .................. . 2, 205 1, 984 .•.....•.....•.....••....•••........ ······ .......••••...•..• 
Cases forfeited .......•.. 
Patents, &c., recorded ... 1, ~~~ 1, ~~,: ::::: ::~::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ~:: :::::: :::::: :::::: 
The following statement shows the average number of employes in tb~ issue and 
Gazette division of tho Patent Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods 
specified: 
1884 •••••• ~~~---······.JJ•: 
Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. .July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------------
45 44 45 45 45 45 47 48 46 46 45 
43 44 44 44 44 43 43 42 45 44 42 
43 43 44 43 43 43 46 47 46 46 46 
47 ·-·-·· ........... ------ -·---- .......... ......... ........ ........... ----·- ........... 
1885 ..••.. ··•······· ...... 1 43 
1886.......... ...... ...... 42 
1887 (to March 1) . . . . . . . . 48 
The work in this division is of so varied a character that, with the exception of the 
proof-readers, of whom there are from six to eight, not more than two persons are 
engaged in lik~ duties. It is therefore manifestly impossible to rate their efficiency 
in the comparative form desired. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the issue and Gazette division of the Patent Office, De-
partment of the Interior: 
Year. 
1884 .••••. ·••·•·····•····••··•···• .....•.•••.•.••..... 
1885 ...........• ·•••••·•••·· ........••.•...••..•...... 
1886 ........•...••••••...• ····•···•··· .••.......•.•••. 
1887 (to Maroh 1) •...•..•••.•.....••........•••...... 
.A. verage I .A. verage .A. v~rage 
No. of No. of days No. of hours No. by 
employes present emp~oyed proxy. 
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The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to husinesa 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days, and also tho minimum num-
ber of days devoted to business by the employe present for the least number of days, 
in the issue and Gazette division of the Patent Office, Department of the Interior, 
during the periods specified: ' 
1884. 1885. 1887 1886• (to Mar. 1). 
~r:~~~l ::::::~:: :f f:;:: ::::::::: :::~::::::: ::::::::::::: ~:::: 298 45 287 20 300 19 48 6 
MAIL ROOM DIVISION. 
Report of the 1nail 1·oon~ division, United States Patent Office, on the 1netlwds of business 
and tvork, «s requested by Sena.te Select Cormnittee, and called for by Depat·tntent circular 
of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the amount and character of business received, 
tran,sacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below, in the mail room division of the United States Patent 
Office, Department of the Interior: 
..;. .s .,; .s .0 .s .,: .s 
00 ""' 00 ""' 00 ""' ""' ~ 0 00 0 ~ 0 00 0 ,..; 'd.C 'd<ci ~ ~.r,; 'Q.,.: 
Character of business. bt Qlco biJ <l)C0 b(l Qlco bO 'l)OC' oooo oooo 0000 tllOO 





A ::1 Q ~ ~ ~ ~ 
---------------
Letters received ....... _. _ . _ .. _ .... 71,823 ~,14,004 74,004 74,854 74,854 14,209 14,209 
The following statement shows the average amount and clJaracter of business per-
formed, transacted, and disvoscd of during the periods specified by the employes in 
the mail room division of the United States Patent Office, Department of thb In-
terior: 
Average amount transacted during each month. 
Character of bu~i- Yea.r. - - -ness. I 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Juno. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
----------------------
Letters received ... 1884 8, 286 .6,462 7, 071 6,493 5, 999 5, 399 5,438 5,::156 5,327 5, 361 4, 674 5, 957 
Do .......... 1885 7,278 5, 996 7,199 6, 604 5, 738 6,193 5, 644 5, 877 5,607 6,130 5,629 6, 109 
Do .......... 1886 7, 35:) 6,1$42 6, 924 5,870 6, 098 5, 758 5, 796 5, 766 5,754 5,830 6,337 7, i 27 
Do .......... 1887 7, 558 6, 651 --- • -- -----·~------ ........................ ............. ............. ---- ..... ---- ...... I I I I 
The following statement shows the average number of omploy«Ss in the mail room 
division of the United States Patent Office, Dopartmont of the Interior, during the 
periods specified : 




_F_eb_. Mm. Ap,. May.jJuno. July.jAug. Sopt. 0.~ Nov.jn.o. 
1884 ..•.. ---.---.- .. ------ 55 55 55 55 55 55 
~ ~ ... ; ..... ~.j .. J ... ;.] .... ~ ..... ~.j .. J ·---~- .. J ..... ? 1885 .... __ --·--- _. _______ .
1 
1886 .... ----··.- .. -- ------
1887 (to March 1) •••.... 
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The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and at-
tention devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the periods 
specified by the employes in the mail room division of the United States Patent Of-
fice, Department of the Interior : 
Year. 
Average Average No~:~ra.fo~tra 
No. of em- No. of days employed 
ploylls. vrcsent. daily. 
1884 .•••.•.•.......•••...•..••.••. ·••••••·•···••·•·••••··••··••· 
1885 .••.........•••• ·······-········ ..•.••••••.•••••......•...•. 
1886. ································-···················· .•••.. 













The following statement shows the maximum number of days devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of <lays, and also the minimum num-
ber of flays <levot,ed to business by the employe present for the least. number of days, 
in the mail room division of the United States Patent Office, Department of the In-
terior, during the periods specitied. 
Mnximnm numher of flays .. ..........•.....•.•..•............. 












(to .Mar. 1). 
48 
41 
Repm·t of the model hall, Patent Office, on the methods of bztsincss and 1vorlc, as requested 
by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circulat· of Jtia1·ch 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows the average nhmber of employes during each month 
of the following years: 
__ Y_ear_. - IJan\Feb.\Mar.\Ap'·\M•y\Jnne. JWy.\Ang.\Sept.l~ Nov.~ 
~:::::::::::::::::::::::1· ~~}~I~~~:~ I~~ I~~ I ~~u I~~ ~~HI ~;u I ~~U I ~~~t ~~~" ~~~ 
1880 .••••..........•...••. 17U Hi'l83 15,'\- 15 14 13H 12{!1' 12 12 12 12 till 
1887 (to March 1) ·-····· 12 11i£ .•••...••••. ··-··· .....•.•••.•...•.. ·····- .•••••.••••••••••• 
A record of the amount of business transacted and disposed of by the employe doing 
the most, aud the employe doing the least, during each month of the years named, has 
not been required, and the character of the work in the model halls is tmch that an 
itemized record would not have expressed the real value of tho work performed by 
the individual. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during the years named, 
also the number of days devoted to business by the employe present for the greatest 
number of days and employe present for the least number of days: 
Year. Average No. IIonrs In person or Maximum Minimum ofdnys. daily. by proxy. No. of days. No. of days. 
]011'1'1 
1884 .•••••••••••••••.••.•............ 203~ 7 In person ... 287}:1 2581• 
1885 .•••••.•.••...••.••....••...•••.. 1871~ 7 In pet·son ... 285}f 256it 
1886 .••........•.•.... • ............... 170H 7 In person .. . 285U 2~ 18B7 (to March 1) .............• _ .•... 44ll!i 7 In person ... 48 
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Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the model room of 
the Patent Office. 
The chief of the model room has charge of three large halls, containing 154,000 
models of _patented invention~ and a large number of models of pending applications 
in the secret arcl.ives of the office. He also has charge of the records relating to the 
duplication of models, models returned to inventors in rejected and abandoned cases, 
models of rejected applications loaned to institutions of learning, and models which 
W(>.re rescued and repaired after the great fire of 1877. 
He is responsible for the safe-keeping, the classification, the exhibition, the repair, 
and for the correctness of all duplicates,of models certified to by the office; also for the 
proper aojustment of working models which have become inoperative from any cause. 
It is als\i a duty, which has required much time, to impart to examiners and their 
assistants, inventors, attorneys, and the public generally, who may be in search of 
particular devices, such information as will facilitate their search. 
It is a further duty t') instruct, t:mpervis~ and direct the model attendants and la-
borers in their respective work. 
The model attendants employed in the model halls are engaged in the following 
items of business: 1st. In opening model cases and showing modeld to whoever may 
be entitled to inspect them; for example, examiners in the office, inventors, attorneys, 
manufacturers, and such other persons as have a real interest in studying the state 
of the art in any given line. 
The entire attention of the attendants is required while so engaged, wheLher it be 
for a few minutes or for a whole day. Second, when not engaged, as above, they are 
occupied in cleaning the models and the inside of the model cases, putting new tags 
on the models, and revising and renewing the lists of models in any particular model 
case. 
Many removals of models from hall to hall, and from one part of a hall to another, 
arising from changes in the classification and from the repair and reconstruction of 
the halls, has involved a large ammmt of extra work during the past few years. 
The laborers, one male and two females, are engaged cleaning spittoons, sweep-
ing and scrubbing the floors, attending to the water-coolers, dusting stools, tables, 
cases, &c., cleaning the glass in the model cases and windows, of which there are 
about twenty-five thousand panes, and in keeping bright eight thousand nickel-
plated knobs and hinges. 
From the foregoing it will be observed that an itemized record of the transactions 
of each employe could hardly have been kept, and, if it had been done, it woul4l not 
necessarily be a measure of diligence. 
RECORD DIVISION. 
Reportvj the recm·d division, Patent Office, on the methods of business and ~vork, as requested 
by Senate Sel£ct Committee, and called for by Department circula1· of March 23, 1887. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the record room division 
of the office of Commissioner of Patents for the years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 (to 
March 1): 
""'·I AP'·I May.IJuno., July. I Aug. 
I 
Nov. Year_ Jan. Feb. Sept. Oct. Dec. 
----
1884·--------------·------ k5 *4 .• .,1 .• ..1 ., ., *5 *4 *4 *5 
1885. _____ ------·--- ·----· 4 4 
.... ~-J ... ~ ... J! .. J .... ! -···: 5 '4- *4 *5 1886. _____ ·--· ·--···-··--· *4 *4 5 4 5 4 1887 (to March 1) . _- .. --. 4 4 ..................... 
*Indices. 
Together with a general supervision of the books in the room. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 















1885._- - - .. - - .. --- - - . - - - - . 1 ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ l 
1~~~-(-t~:M:~rchi)::~~::~~: ~ ~ ----~- ·---~· ·---~· ·---~- ·---~- ----~- ____ :.
1
• ___ :_ ···-\·----~ 
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The following statement shows the amount of business transacted and disposed of 
by t,he employ~ doing the most and the employe doing the least during each month 
of the years named : 
MAXIMUM. 
Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------1------------------------
1884 ...................... 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 
1885 ...................... 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 
1886 ...................... 4 
I 
4 5 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 4 
1887 (to March 1) .......... . 4 4 ......... .......... .. ........ ......... .. ......... .. .......... .. .......... ............ .......... 
MINIMUM. 
1884 ..................... . 
1885 ..................... . 
5 
( 
41 4 5 4 4 5 4 51 4 4 5 
4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 5 
! 1----~- ·---~- ·---~- ·---~- ----~- ·---~- ----~-1----~- ----~- -----~ 
1886 ..................... . 
1887 (to Maroh 1) ....... . 
4 
4 
Engaged on indices and copying the same. 
From September, 1886, to November, 1886, charge of the books. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and the time and atten-
tion devoted to the consideration and transaction of business during tho following 
'years: 
Year. Avflrage Hours In person or No. of days. daily. by proxy. 
307 6~ 6 by proxy. 
302~ 6~ 30byproxy. 
1884 ............................................................... . 
1885 .............................. ··········-···-·········-··--····· 
299 6~ 151 by proxy. 
47 6~ In person. 
1886 .............................................................. . 
1887(toMarch1) ................................................. . 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the record room 
division of the United States Patent Office. 
Keeping an index of tho weekly issue, keeping an account of the books taken out 
and returned by the examining and other divisions of the office, all(l assisting attor-
neys and others who request it. 
Statement of the record room division of the United States Patent Office, showing 
the methods adopted in transactio~ the principal business matters, beginning with 
the receipt of the matter by the Departm.mt or by any of the agents of the Depart-
ment, and giving in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such 
business matters through the various divisions of the office and the various Bu-
reaus and divisions of such Bureaus, and employes through whose hands the same 
passes, and by whom it is considered and acted upon, and the action tbereon ba(l 
and taken by each until tho same is finally disposed of and notice thereof duly 
given to the proper party. 
Copying in a book, provided for the purpose, the names of the persons to whom 
patents were issued on each issue day. 
The following statement shows the amount and cbaracter of business received, 
transacted, and disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed 
of at the dates specified below,in the division of record room, in the office of Commis-
sioner of Patents: 
Issues during 1886 .. -.- .. -.- •. - . ---- .. ----- ... - ...•• -- .• -••. -.- •. --- ...... ---.. 53 
Issues disposed of in 1886 ....... -- .... - ... - - • - .... - -.. -... -... - - --. - . -- -- ... ___ . 53 
Indexing the issue, keeping an account of the books borrowed and returned by the 
different divisions, and rendering assistance to attorneys and others who request it. 
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SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY. 
Report of the scientific library division, United StaUs Patent Office, on the methods of 
business and work, as requested by Senate Select Committee and called for by Department 
circular of March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principle items of business tranilacted in the scientific library 
of the Patent Office. 
First: Purchase of books for use of library and for the several divisions of the · 
Patent Office. 
Second: Purchase by subscription of scientific periodicals and preparation of the 
last named for binding. 
Third : Translation of foreign languages for Patent Office and Bureaus of the Inte-
rior Department. 
Fourth : Indexing of foreign patents and important books of reference of a scien-
tific nature. 
Fifth: Alphabetizing of index cards for catalogue purposes. 
Sixth : Cataloguing of books purchased. 
Seventh: Examination of printed catalogues for the purchase of books. 
Eighth: Preparation of vouchers and keeping account of expenditures for library. 
Ninth : Attendance on all who make use of the library for its proper purposes, that 
is examiners and other employes of the Patent Office, as well as attorneys, applicants 
for patents, and all who consult the library in connection with patent business, persons 
engaged in scientific research, especially in connection with other Departments of the 
Government, ancllast, but not least, the general public in any research that brings 
them into the library. All classes named are on the increase. 
The following statement shows the average number of employes during each month 
of the following years: 
Year. .Tan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------·1------------------------
1884...................... 7 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 
1885.---.-----.-----. ----. 8 8 8 7 7 7 8 9 8 9 8 8 
1~ 1---~~-1- --~~- . -- ~~- . ---:- . -- ~~- . -. ~~-1--- ~~·I·.-~~ .... ~~-1---- ~~ 1886...... ................ 8 1887 (to March 1) .•...... 14 
The work performed in the scientific library of the Patent Office is of a peculiar 
and technical nature, as is demont~trated in Exhibit B. There is no accurato <lata 
to found the statement required upon. The force for the past eighteen months. or 
during the incumbency of the present librarian, has not been a permanent one, which, 
added to the nature of the business transacted, makes it impossible to render au ac-
curate statement. 
The following statement shows the average number of days and tho time a.JH1 at-
tention devoted to tho consideration and transaction of businesR during tho ~<>aas 
named, also the number of days devoted to business by the omploy6 present for the 
greatest numbl~r of days all(l employ6 present for the least munber of days : 
Year. 
1884 .....•.. -.- ---· --·- --·.- .. ------ ·----- .. -- .. --· 
1885 .••...• ·--------------···········--··· .•...••. 
1886 .. - .. ·-- .••.. --·------. --· .••. - --· .••••.....••. 
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THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 25, 1887. 
SIR: In further compliance with the request contained in yonr communication of 
the 18th March, ultimo, I have the honor to transmit herewith the report of the Di-
rector of the Geological Survey on the " methods of business and work" in the sev-
eral divisions of his office. 
Very l'espectfully, 
H. L. MULDROW, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, Acting Secreta1·y. 
Chairman Senate Select CorMnittee on the Executive Depa1·tments. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. C., August 2:~, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewiLh a statement of t.he organization, busi-
ness methods, and work of the United States Geological Snrvey, prepared in respouHe 
to your circular of March 2;~, lt::!tl7, transmitting communications from lion. I!'. M. 
Cockrell, chairman Senate Select Committee. 
It has been my aim to render the statement as thorough as l)Ossible, and I trust it 
may be found to meet all requirements. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obe<lient servant, 
J. W. POWELL, 
The honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. Director. 
Statement of the organization, business methods, and work of the United States 
Geological Survey, uy J. W. Powell, Director. 
CONTENTS. 
Introductory remarks. 
The general plan of the Survey. 
The scientific organization: 
The geographic division anu its work. 
Tho geologic divisions: 
General statement. 
Archean division. 








Lower Mississippi division. 
Potomac division. 
The accessory divisions : 
Tho <livh<ions of paleontology. 
Division of chemistry and physics. 
Division of petrography. 
Division of mining statistics. 
Division of forestry. 
Schedule of scientific organization. 
The business organization and methods: 
rhe fiscal S\'Stem: 
The principles controlling tho system. 
Tho appropriations. 
The method of allotment. 
Methods of making purchases. 
Tho vouchers. 
Transportation npon bondetl railroads. 
The disbursing otlicers and their specific 
duties. 
The custodial system: 
The principles of the system. 
Tho methods employed. 
Camp equipage and rations. 
The coHtodians of prope1·ty. 
The museum system : 
Tho production of museum property. 
The acquisition, CUi:!tody, and transfer nf 
collections. 
The illustration system: 
The uses of illustrations. 
The production, custotly, and disposition 
of illustrations. 
The reproduction of illustrations. 
The editorial system: 
The functions or the editorial division. 
The methods of work. 
The document system: 
The publications of the Survey. 
The principles recognized in the docu-
ment system. 
The custody of documents aml the mode 
of distribution. 
Summary. 
Tho library system : 
The general plan of tho library. 
'l'he accessions. · 
The circulation. 
Tho use of books from the Library of 
Congress. 
~~~~~1~~~f.hic work. 
The stationery system. 
The correspondence system. 
The general adminii:ltrativo system: 
The Survey regulations. 
Summary. 
The business transacted: 
Classification of operations. 
Tho work in scientific research. 
The work in applied science and research 
combined: 
The topographic work. 
The chemic work. 
The statistical work. 
'l'ho work in the business branch: 
'l'he division of disbursements and ao· 
counts. 
The division of library and documents. 
The division of illustrations. 
'l'he editorial anll miscellaneous uivision 
Tho work of the stationery clerk. 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS. 
Notice (face and reverse). 
Requisition for funds. 
Bond (face and reverse). 
Affidavit of surety. 
Order for purchase (with stub). 
Salary voucher (face and reverse). 
Pay-roll (face and reverse). 
Traveling expense voucher (face, blank leaf, and 
reverse). 
Letter of instructions; 
Journey order (with stub). 
Sub-voucher (face and reverse). 
Purchase voucher (face and reverse). 
Transportation request, coupon acknowledgment, 
certificate of Director, and stub. 
Transportation voucher (face and reverse). 
Request for bills of laQing. 
Shipping label (face and reverse). 
Notice of shipment-postal card (face and re-
verse). 
Receipt for shipment-po~tal card (face and re-
verae). 
Ledger, allotment book, voucher record, bonded 
railroacl accounts, record of transportation re-
quests, classification of expenditures. 
'Veekly report. 
Weekly abstract. 
Abstract of disbursements (face and reverse). 
Account-current. 
Quarterly abstraet. 
Letter transmitting check. 
Letter transmitting account. 
Salary receipt. 
Salary envelope. 
Invoice of property. 
Receipt for property. 
Property return. 
Property book. 
Record of property received. 
Record of property shipped. 
Notice of receipt of property. 
Receipt for field instruments. 
Report of inspecting officer (with reverse). 
Notice of auction sale (face and reverse). 
Affidavit ofloss of property. 
General monthly report. 
Rations account. 
Field labels. 
Requisition for photographs. 
Proof stamps. 
Editor's account with Public Printer. 
Notice to authors. 
Record of illustrations. 
P.nblications of the Survey. 
Record of documents. 




Document check list. 
Document charge cards. 
Requisition for documents. 
Letters of transmittal. 
Receipt for documents. 
Em·elope for receipt. 
Letter used in Smithsonian Exchange. 
Receipt used in Smithsonian Exchange. 
Weight book. 
Registration record. 
Request for free entry. 
Accessions catalogue. 
Bouklabel. 
Catalogue of periodicals. 
Directions for binding. 
Requisition for binding. 
Letter to Government binder. 
Letter to stationery clerk. 
Requisition for map-mounting. 
Map catalogue. 
Catalogue card. 
Library call card. 
Library account card. 
Request to Library of Congress. 
Notice to return books. 
Notice of return of books. 
Receipt for return of bqoks. 
General stationery requisition. 
Special stationery requisition. 
Earthquake record. 
Record of minerals, etc. 




Report of analysis. 
Book for computation of triangles. 
Book for computation of geodetic distances. 
Book for computation of latitudes, longitudes, a.nd 
azimuths. 
Book for computation of barometric altitudes. 
Book for computation of geodetic co-ordinates. 
Book for topol!'raphic records. 
Book of township plats, for topographic notes. 
Book for meteorological records. 
Book for transit records. 
Book of record of latitudes. 
Book for record of base measurements. 
Book for itinerary meteorological records. 
Stationery requisition. 
Letter index card. 
Book of letters received. 
Book of letters sent. 
Library correspondence card. 
Letters used in library correspondence. 
Request for monthly report. 
Request for excuse from duty. 
Request for leave of absence. 
Notice of granting leave of absence. 
Weekly time report. 
Report of absences. 
Monthly report of absentees. 
Record of employes. 
Requisition for photographic supplies. 
Requisition upon petrographic laboratory. 




THE ORGANIZATION, BUSINESS METHODS, AND WORK OF THE UNITBb 
STATES .GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 
The business methods and operations of the Geological Survey are determined 'bt 
ita scientific methods and operations, and cannot be intelligently set forth without 
somewhat extended statement of the organization of the Bureau. 
The Geological Survey was organized with Mr. Clarence Kin~ as Director in ~ 
1879. In March, 1881, Mr. King resigned and the present Duector was appoi~ 
From its first organization to the present time the Survey has steadily grown, as Con-
gress has enlarged its functions and incre..sed its appropriations. Doring this time 
the scientific organization has gradually developed, as has been set forth in the ofll-
oia1 reports published annually. 
The organization, objects, and methods of the geographic division were brie:ft.y d 
soribed in the fourth annual report of the Survey, and were set forth in greater detail 
in the sixth annual report. The organization, objects, and methods of the geolo.W.o 
division were also set forth in the sixth report, but in general terms only. In the 
seventh annual report certain methods of the geographic division were described, aJitl 
the organization of the geologic and accessory divisions was set forth at some lengttf 
Under an act of July 7, 11384, a joint commission was created to consider the org~ul· 
zation of certain scientifi.o bureaus of the Government, and in the volume ot tel 
mony published by that commission the business operations of the Geological 
are in part set forth; but this partial presentation was unsystematic, the faota record 
being elicited in irregular order by interrogatories arising in the course of a long fBi. 
vestigation. In the eighth annual report of the Geolo~ical Survey, just prepared~ 
the press, the general plan of -the Survey and the relatiOns between the scientifto •,!14 
business branches are set forth, and the business organization and methods are d&. 
soribed at some length. 
The present statemeut is based as far as practicable upon the oflloial reports of the 
onrvey and the volume of testimony above referred to. The account of the geneNI 
plan of the Survey is extracted from the report last mentioned. The description of 
the Mientifio or~anization is extracted from the sixth and seventh annual reports, 
and the descriptiOn of the business organization, which is based on the testimony 00:. 
fore the Congressional commission, is extracted from the la.st, but is supplemented 
by the addition of the blank forms used in the transaction of the business of the Sur-
vey, together with descriptions thereof; and the whole is arranged in logical ord.Qr, 
and so expanded and modified as to bring the entire statement up to date. 
THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE SURVEY. 
The function of the Geological Survey, as defined by its organic law, is "the geo-
logical survey and the classification of the public lands, and examination of tile 
geological structure, mineral resources, and products of the national dom,ain, and to 
continue the preparation of A geological ma.p of the United States ; " and this in-
volves original research in many distinct lines, all intimately related, and togetbel' 
covering a considerable field. For the prosecution of these researches in a systematio 
manner there have been organized in the Survey, as set forth in earlier reports, • 
number of scieniific divisions-a division of geography, several divisions of geolOgy 
and paleontology, a division of chemistry and physics, a division of forestry, a ar. 
vision of statistics, &c. · 
In this connect.ion certain characters of geologic surveys should be considerec'l. 
In ~e prosecution of a land-parceling slirvey, it is generally the case that the plan 
of the work is developed in all its details before the survey is initiated ; and the work 
is thus one of applied science, in which no original research is Teg_uired, and a fair de-
gree of training, intelligence, mechanical skill, and experience m the work snffioee 
for i\1! satisfaotory prosecution. In cadastral surveys, also the plan is generally com-
pleted before the work is begun, and the prosecution of the survey is therefore a 
work of applied science; but intelligence and judgment are frequently required in 
ita execution. 
The work of making a topographic survey is largely one of applied science aftet 
the plan is developed. Bot in the prosecution of a complete topographic survey of a 
state or country upon a large scale, a great variety of features must be recognized, 
and conventions suitable for representing them upon the plane snrfaoe of tlie map 
must be selected or invented; these conventions have to be modified with the looal 
variation in topographic configuration, amount of culture, &c., in di1ferent parts of 
the area; and It bas been fonll(l by exparience that artistic skill, ip.genuity, and cr~ 
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ative ability on the part of the topographic surveyor are essential to the best work. 
Thus an elaborate topogr<~.phic survey comes to involve not only such mechanical 
skill and experience as are required in the land-parceling survey, but also origi-
nality, intelligence, and judgment of a high order. 
Prom the nature of the work, a geologic survey of a State or country cannot be 
made in accordance with definite plans formulated in advance; for such a survey in-
volves the discrimin!'ttion and classification of widely diverse and sometimes obscure 
phenomena in accordance with principles which have to be developed as the work 
progresses. The work of a geologic survey therefore requires originality, intelligence, 
and jud~ment of the highest order, as well as special training and long experience. 
The geologist must be a student, and must keep himself familiar with the writings 
of other students in various languages; in order to do the best work he must be 
familiar with the progress of science in its various branches; and he must be particu-
larly well informed concerning the development of geologic science in all portions of 
the globe. He must also possess sufficient literary and artistic skill to intelligibly 
set forth the results of his investigations both verbally and graphically; and a large 
:gart of his work must be original and creative. 
In the Geological Survey it is recognized that· talents of a high order must be se-
cured to prosecute the surveys an(l researches which it is its function to perform, aud 
that every geologist must be an author, actual or prospective. 
This important difference between surveys involving only applied science and those 
involving original research cannot be too strongly emphasized: in the one case the 
process it~ one of application of known principles, and nothing is added to general 
human lmowledgeor to intellectual progress; while in the other case the process is one 
of the evolution of principles themselves, in which every cycle multiplies human 
knowledge. There is set before the surveyor by applied science a definite task, and a 
definite time is allo'Ned in which to accomplish it; all of the conditions and elements 
are known: tho factors and tho result arc alike susceptible of quantitative mca.sure-
ment ; and by the appointed time, if the estimate has been carefully made, the task 
is completed. The surveyor whose methods involve original research, on the other 
hand, sees l)ut dimly tho task laid before him ; the conditions and elements are un-
known; neither the factors nor the results may be quantitatively measured; and 
while the end of a specified period of work may bring tangible results-in the shape 
of final geologic coloring of a certain area upon the map, in the shape of the discovery 
and definition of important mineral deposits, or in the shape of new principles affect-
ing materially the industries related to his field of work,-it may bring nothing more 
than new problems which must be solved before the pmcticnl results of his labors 
can be attained. 
The scientific work of the Geological Survey is in part topographic and in part ge-
ologic. The topographic work, together with that performed in certain of the acces-
sory divisions of the Survey, is, at least in a measure, work of applied science, and 
thus capable of prosecution in accoruance with prearranged plans, but it is iu part 
original and creative; while the geologic work is ~lmost wholly original and creative, 
involving iu only a minor degree the application of known principles, and cannot 
therefore be definitely prearranged. The principal work of the Survey is geologic; 
its plans are modified from time to time with its progress and with the growth of ge-
ologic science; and there is concurrent modification of the work of the accessory eli-
visions. 
There is a third class of work performed in the Survey. In the various scientific di-
visions money is necessarily expended for salaries, traveling expenses, wages of tem-
porary assistants, field subsistence, and for other purposes; and it has been necessary 
to devise a comprehensive system of regulating and accounting for these expenditures, 
and to organize a clerical and accounting force for that purpose. Moreover, property 
is acquired by the Survey from time to time in the form of instruments, animals and 
vehicles, camp equipage, stationery, laboratory apparatus and materials, office eqmp-
ments, &c. This property is of exceedingly diverse character, is generally of only 
limited value in any particular locality, and is acquired anu held in all parts of the 
country; and it has been necessary to tlevise a comprehensive plan for regulating the 
custody and use of such property. Again, property required in the prosecution of the 
work of the Survey is produced in the form of maps, sketches, photographs, manu-
scripts, collection of minerals, fossils, &c.; an(l the custody, use, and disposition of 
such property also require regulation. Finally, the published maps and printed re-
port.s, &c., produced by t.he Survey constitute property, the disposition of which is 
regulated by law; and it has been necessary to provide for the distribution of this prop-
erty to the public in accordance with law, and to organize a force for that purpose. 
To meet these various requirements there has been developed within the Geolog-
ica.! Survey a, general plan for the conduct of its business affairs, comprehending (1) 
a fiscal system, (2) a custodial system, (3) a museum system, ( 4) an illustration sys-
tem, (5) au editorial system, (6) a document system, (7) a library system, (8) a station-
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ery ~y~t.em, and (9) a correspon<lenee ~yst.em hy which the auminil:ltration of the Sur-
vey is extended and supplemented. · • 
The organization in this branch of the Survey is necessarily less complete than tho 
differentiation of function. There is a definitely organized division of disbursements 
and accounts, but all business traiH;actcd in thil:l division is carried on uncler tho i mme-
diate anclconf:ltant supervision of the Director, and the division it,~ tbns n part of tho ex-
ecutive macbinory of the Survey; and moreover, there are several uit,~bursing agents 
not immediately connected with this division, most of whom are geologists or topog-
raphers. In the same division there is an officer who is the general custodian of the 
public property in the posse~sion of the Survey, and accounts for all such property 
not specifically charged to tho other custodians, most of whom are heads of scientific 
divisions and their assistants. There is a publication division, by which the distri-
bution of the publications of the Survey is effected, in which the custody of the li-
brary is vested, and by which that part of. the correspondence of the Survey relating 
to publications and to the purchase and exchange of books, maps, &c., is carried on. 
There is also a division of illustrations, which has charge of tho drawings, sketches, 
photographs, and photographic apparatus and materials, and by which the illustra-
tions (other than maps) required for tho publications ofthoSurvey are prepared; but 
the collection and elaboration of tho materials for maps, the preparation of this ma-
terial for the engraver, and the revision of map proofs, &c., are performed in the 
division of geography, in which the custody of map material is vestt!d. There is an 
editorial and miscellaneous division, in which the manuscripts designed for publica-
tion by the Survey are put in condition for the press, the proofs revised, &c.; and thE\ 
general correspondence of the office is in charge of this division. Property acquired 
and produceu by the Survey in the form of collections, minerals, fossils, &c., remains 
in the custody of the division by which the material is ac(]_uired or produceu until its 
investigation is completed, "\Yhen it is transferred to the National .Museum, generally 
through the petrographic division, the chemic division, or t,he paleontologic divis-
ions, the heads of which are honorary curators of tho .Museum. 
There is thus a combination of functions running through not only the non-scient,ific 
branch of the Survey but ext('nding also to tho scientific divisions; and in so far as 
is practicable without loss of efficiency on the part of the heads of tho different scien-
tific divisions, it is the policy of tbo Survey to charge them with the disbursement of 
funds in their divisions and wit,h the custody of tho property used, acquirt~d, and pro-
duced therein. This arrangement has been found expedient, partly because it is 
economic and partly because it tends to promote harmony and unity throughout the 
organization by keeping the different officers of the Survey familiar with the opera-
tions of divisions otberthan their own. 
Thus the operations of tho Geological Survey belong to three branches, in each of 
which the grade of work is distinct. The principal branch of work is original re-
search, or work of pure scionco, which cannot be antecedemly planned except in 
general terms, and in which the results are seldom susceptible of quantitative meas-
urement. There is a collateral branch of work-that involved in tho topographic 
survey-growing out of the want of maps of the country suitable for geologic pur-
poses, which is partly a work of applied science, but in which originality and crea-
tive ability are involved iu large measure. And there is a third branch of the work 
of the Survey, depending upon the others and modified by their requirements from 
time to time, comprehending its business operations, which occupies the same plane 
as that of commercial and financial institutions and administrative departments gen-
erally, in which the work may be autececleutly planned and systematically controlled 
at every stage, and in which the results are susceptible of quantitative measurement 
in commonly recognized units. 
THE SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION. 
THE GEOGRAPIDC DIVISION AND ITS WORK. 
At the time the Geological Survey was organized the field geologist found within his 
reach maps of very few portions of the country thltt he could utilize in delineating 
geologic phenomena; accordingly, as has been fully set forth in different reports, re-
course was had to existing statutory authority for the organization of a geographic 
division. The chief functions of this division are: First, the prosecution of a topo-
graphic survey of the entiro country; second, the preparation of topographic maps 
thereof, on such scales as are required for the accurate delineat,ion of geologic struct-
ure; and, third, geodetic co-ordination of tbo topographic surveys in such manner 
that when they are completed and the topographic maps are combined they wi11 con-
stitute an accurate geographic map of the entire country, showing, with a good de-
gree of exactness, its extent; its relations to contiguous countries; tho bountlarios of 
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states, counties, ·&c.; the positions on tho earth's surface of cities, towns, railwayH, 
highways, aml other public cultural features; the creeks, rivers, lakes, coast lines, 
and other hydrographic feat,nres; and the mountains, hills, valleys, cafions, plains, 
and other hypsographic features. 
In the establishment of the plan for tho topographic surveys and maps, the follow-
ing considerations have had chief control: 
(1) The area of the United States is very great, beinO" about three million square 
miles, exclusive of Alaska, and no nation has yet undertaken to execute a work of this 
character ove:r: a region of such magnitude. It has therefore been deemed of prime 
importance that the survey should be conducted with tho utmost regard to economy. 
(2) The present purpose for which t.he the map is coustructetl is the representation of 
the areal geology of the country, and the map should be constructou on such scales and 
should represent such topographic features as are of prime importance in geologic in-
vestigation; but while the immediate purpose of tho map must be thus considered, it 
should be remembered that it may be made usefnl for many other important purposes 
in showing the geographic distribution of phenomena. Once constructed and en-
graved, the plates may serve for new editions from time to time, to be used for a 
great variety of purposes: in the study of drainage systems; in the study of the regi-
men of rivers; in the study of the groat subject of irrigation; in the study of the 
distribution of forestA; in the study of the distribution of artesian waters; in the 
study of catchment areas for the supply of water to cities; in the stud,y of the drain-
age of swamps and overilowcd lands; in the study of soils and the classification of 
lands for agricultural purposes; and in the laying out of highways, railroads, and 
canals. The maps will also be of prime importance for sbrategic and administrative 
purposes in the event of war. The uses for topographic maps when once constructed 
are very many, but thet:e is no demand more exacting than that made by tho geolo-
gist, and if properly made to meet his wants they will subserve all the purposes of 
the civil engineer, tho agriculturist, the military engineer, and tho naturalist; and 
it is believed that a topographic survey has been inaugurated which will meet all 
practical wants. . 
(3) The experience of various geologic surveys prosecuted by the General Govern-
ment and by the several States has shown that a map on a scale of 1: 230000 or about 
four miles to the inch, is necessary for the intelLigent presentation of the principal 
facts of structural geology; that in all of those portions of the country where the 
structure is in any degree complex a smaller scale is inadequate; and that in many 
portions of the country where the structure is highly complex and the uses of the 
maps vary, larger scales are required. 
(4) The need for a topographic map is perennial, and the map once constructed 
should be enduring, that the expense of freqent resurveys may be avoided ; and this 
important condition has been carefully weighed. 
(5) The cost ofthe survey is paid from tho National Treasury: it is therefore made 
at the expense of the people of the United States, and should meet the wants of the 
greatest number of persons; and the map should be so simple that it can be used by 
all people of intelligence. 
The geographic basis of the map iRa trigonometric survey, by which datum points 
are established throughout the country-that is, base lines are measured and a trian-
gulation is extended therefrom. This trigonometric work is executed on a scale only 
sufficiently refined for map-making purposes and will not be directly useful for 
~eodetic purposes, i.e., in determining the figure of the earth. The hypsometric work 
IS based upon the railroad levels of the country. Throughout the greater part of the 
country there is a system of railroad lines, constituting a network. The levels or 
profiles of these roads have been established with reasonable accuracy, and as they 
cross one another at a multiplicity of points, a system of checks is afforded, so that 
the railroad surface of the country can be determined with all the accuracy necessary 
for the most refined and elaborate topographic maps. From such a hypsometric 
basis the reliefs for the whole country are dett>rmined, by running lines of levels, 
by trigonometric construction, and in mountainous regions by barometric observa-
tion. 
The primary triangulation having been made, the topography is executed by a va-
riety of methods, adapted to the peculiar conditions found in various portions of the 
country. To a large extent the plane table is used. In the hands of the topographers 
of the Geological Survey the plane table is not simply a portable drafting table for 
the field, but is practically an instrument of triangulation, and all minor positions of 
the details of topography are determined through its use by trigonometric construc-
tion. 
The plan for the map contemplates map sheets of three different s9ales, suited to 
the requirements of the various sections of tho country, namely, 1:62500, 1:125000, and 
1:2.1)0000. The first is approximately 1 mile to the inch, tho second 2 miles to the 
inch, and the third 4 miles to the inch. The considemtions governing the scale are, 
first, present or prospective density of settlement; second, economic importance; 
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tlird, complexity of geologic phenomena; fourth, degree of detail in topographic: 
features. 
The map is engraved in sheets, of which the unit is the square degree, i.e., one 
degree of latitude and one of longitude. On the 4-mi.le scale each square degree 
forms one sheet; on the ~-milo scale each square degree forms four sheets ; while on 
the 1-mile scale each square degree forms sixteen sheets. l!,our-mile sheets are desig-
nated by the numbers indicating the latitude and longitude of the southeast corner 
of the area represented. Thus '' 40-100" designates the sheet which covers the degree 
immediately north of latitude 40 and west of longitude 100. The ~-mile sheets are 
designated in the same way, with the addition of the further description "SE. t," 
"NK t,'' "SW. t,'' "NW. t,'' as the case may be. In like manner the 1-mile sheets 
are designated by the numbers representing the latitude and longitude of the degree, 
with the addition of the proper fractional designations, such as "SE. t of the SE. t," 
&c. 
Experience has shown that relief can best be expressed in contours with varying 
vertical intervals depending upon the character of the topographic relief; that in 
the more rugged mountain countries intervals of 200 feet will serve all necessary pur-
poses; but that the Intervals should grade down from 200 feet to 20 feet as the topo-
graphic features become more plain. Experience has also shown that it is not neces-
sary in general to run contours on the ground, but that skillful topographers can 
represent the vertical element of topography with sufficient accuracy for the purposes 
of a geologic map, on any scale selected for such a map, by constructing contours 
from salient and controlling points determined trigonometrically and barometrically 
at varying intervals depending upon the characteristic features of the landscape. 
Although the method of representing relief in contours or grade curves has long been 
in vogue in this and other countries, these conventions have usually been supple-
mented by hachures or brush shading whenever it became necessary to represent 
widely diverse types of topography on the same map. To a certain extent, therefore, 
the plan of representing the relief of all parts of the surface of a country upon a 
uniform series of maps by means of contours alone, was an innovation; and it is a 
source of gratification to find that this plan is eminently successful. The objec-
tions to the use of hachures and brush shading are manifold: they obscure the 
map and conceal the conventions employed for the representation of other con-
ditions and features of the surface; they easily degenerate into generalized conven-
tions for imperfectly ascertained facts of relief~ and thus fail to convey accurate in-
formation; they lead to the development of special artistic styles by the several 
draughtsmen employed upon the work, and thus do not have a uniform meaning from 
sheet to sheet; in districts of complex topography they are difficult of interpretation; 
and they represent .reliefs only in a qualitative manner. Another potent reason 
for the rejection of hachuring methods of representing topographical reliefs inheres 
in their exceBSive cost. The drawing and engraving of topography with hachures 
is many times more expensive than the drawing and engraving of the same in 
contours. In fact, hachure drawing and engraving almost equal in expense the 
field work by which the facts are collected. In the preparation of a map of a region 
so great as the United States-three million square miles in area, exclusive of Alaska-
questions of economy are of prime importance. The method of hachuring has gained, 
and yet maintains, a strong hold among geographers because of its artistic capabili-
ties; for by means of hachures alone, or in combination with either brush shading 
or contours, or both, it is possible to produce maps that have much artistic beauty 
and as forcibly express the artistic conceptions and individuality of their authors as 
do paintings and statuary. But therein lies the imperfection of the system; for in 
so far as the finished map expresses the individuality of the author, in just so far 
does it defeat the purpose for which it was designed, namely, the accurate representa-
tion of a portion of the earth's surface. 
The prosecution of the topogmphic survey, unlike the original research of the 
geologist, is to a large extent a work of applied science; and, after the adoption of 
suitable methods and standards, the surveys and the preparation of maps can be 
carried forward with few changes in organization save those demanded by changes 
in th~ field of operation. Experience has shown, however, that t.here is constant 
improvement in methods and elevation of standards. 
Anterior to the organization of this division of the Geological Survey, topographic 
science and topographic art had received high development through other organiza.-
tions in this country and in Europe; but to a large extent such work had been proMe-
cuted with the object of producing charts for military pnrposes on the one hand, or for 
fiscal purposes on the other; and thus the art had been directed to the product:ou of 
military maps and cadastral maps. During the last half century the science of geol-
ogy, because of its great industrial importance, has been greatly developed; and ali 
all the civilized nations of the 13arth have promoted and endowed geologic research, 
and as geologic maps are among the most important results arising t.herefrorn, the 
need for topographic maps as a IJasis for geologic maps has largely modified tho map-
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making system:,; of the world. Yet the earlier purposes for which they Wei e made 
largely prevailed, with the retmlt of titill producing maps chiefly valuable for military 
or cadastral uses. Now, such maps are on scales too largo for general indust.rial pur-
poses, and lllust. represent such a variety of facts as to make tllem exceedingly com-
plex; still further, tho multiplied <lata presented are to a large extent ephemeral, 
and the mallS which represent them must be frequently revised by resurvey, redraw-
ing andre-engraving. 
In developing the topographic work of t.he Geological Survey, especial attention 
has been given to the industrial purposes for which maps are made; for the best 
topographic map for geologic purposes is also the best for other scientific and indus-
trial purposes. 
If a good topographic ma.p of the country be constructed, having in view the rep-
resentation of three classes of facts: first, public cultural fea.tures; second, hydro-
graphic features; third, hypsographic features, such a map is a proper basis for a 
geologic map. It is also a proper basis for a.ll other maps designed for industrial 
purposes; and it is a proper basis for general military maps, and provides the funda-
mental data for cadastral maps. Such a map of the United States is now in process 
of construction. 
Having decided the scale and the class of facts to be represented upon the map, the 
survey in the field must be adjusted thereto for economic considerations; and this 
fact has been kept persistently in view in the organization of this branch of the serv-
ice. 
The cartographic conventions, i. e., the symbols to be used on the maps for the 
representation of the cultural, hydrographic, and hypsographic facts, have been re-
duced to the greatest possible simplicity, in order that tho maps may be easily umler-
stood and be of value to all classes of people. As the cost of the survey is borne by 
all the people of the United States, it was not deemed just that a map system should 
be adopted with a view to subserve the wants of trained engineers only. Still it is 
believed that while the system selecte<L is so simple as to be easily used by all, it yet 
represents, with precision an(l accuracy, all the topographic facts desired by the en-
gineer. 
'fhe maps already completed and engraved by the Survey include a gre~Lt variety 
of topographic types, but all of these have been reduced to the uniform standard of 
cartographic representation adopted at the commencement of the work. The expe-
rience gained in the prosecution of the surveys upou which these maps are based, and 
the preparation of the maps themselves, demonstrate that the method of representing 
relief by contours not only enables the topographer to express the condition of the 
earth's surface quantitatively, but that within certain definite limit'! it permits the 
expression of artistic conceptions, and hence the production of maps which are highly, 
but not obtrusively, artistic and at the same time strictly accurate. 
The sheets are engraved on copper, three plates being required for each. On one is 
engraved the hydrography; on the second, the hypsography, represented by contours 
or grade curves; and on the third, the projection lines, lettering, and public culture. 
Private culture is not represented on the map. 'fhe hydrography is printed in blue, 
the hypsography in brown, and the lettering and culture in black. 
The recognition and delineation of the features of the earth's surface by the topog-
raphers of the Survey has become a highly developed art, depending on experience 
and mechanical skill, the training and co-ordination of the eye and hand, and the 
development of artistic perception of the reliefs diversifying the land. 'fhe value of 
the reliefs aud the character of the topographic forms determined thereby vary from 
place to place, and the features of the surface are variously concealed by forests; and 
the methods of surveying in different localities are modified by the topography, the 
degree of concealment by forests, the facilities for travel and subsistence, and various 
other conditions. So the character of the special training of the topographer variefl. 
locally. Nevertheless, special work in any field is beneficial, and in a measure pre-
pares the surveyor to enter upon other fields of work intelligently and promptly; 
and accordingly the retention of skilled topographers is found to be highly advanta-
geous. Hence the changes in organization of this division of the Survey, required 
from time to time as the work is completed in certain areas and initiated in other 
areas, do not generally involve material changes in the personnel. 
Under the statutes relating to the Geological Survey there is no provision for the 
general publication of purely topographic maps. These maps can be published only 
as a basis for "geological and economic maps illustrating the resources and classifi-
cation of the lands," but a small edition is necessarily printed for the use of the em-
ploy6s and collaborators of the Survey in the prosecution of field work. 
The demand for topographic maps has grown to great proportions, and it may be 
found advisable to ask the authority of Congress for their general distribution. 
Although the topographers employed by the Survey aro necessarily competent 
dranghtsmen and usually construct their own maps, it has been found desirable, in 
order (1) to secure uniformity in style and character, anu (:J) to obviate the neceSBity 
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for employiug .the topographers in the office during montbR in which they might more 
profitably be employed in the finld, to organize a section of topogra.phic dra.wiug. In 
like manner the necessity for the adoption of uniform stmHlards for the astronomic 
aml geodetic work req n1red in the co-ordination of the topographic surveys has led to 
the organization of an astronomic and computing section. .l<'inally, it has beon found 
economic, both in time and money, to establish a section in which are made the repairs 
of the large number of instruments constantly required by the division. 
TilE GEOLOGIC DIVISIONS. 
General statement. 
In organizing the general geologic work it became necessary, first, to consider what 
had already been flone in various portions of the U uited States; and for this purpose 
\,he eompilai,ion of a general geologic map of the United States was begun, and was 
completed in time for pn blication in the fifth annual report. This map, which is colored 
by groups, re~resents the general knowledge of the geologic structure of the United 
States acquired antecedent to the organization of the Geological Survey. 
At this point it became necessary to consifler the best methods of apportioning the 
work; that is, the best methods of dividing the geologic work into parts to be assigned 
to the different corps of observers. A strictly geographic apportionment was not 
deemed wise, from the fact that an unscientific division of la.bor would result, and the 
same elassf's of problems would to a largo extent be relegated. to the several corps 
operating in the Held and in the laboratory. It was thought llest to divide the work, 
a::; fa.r as possi blo, by subject-matter rather than by territorial areas; yet to some ex-
tent the two methods of division coincide. 
It also became necessary at the outset of the geologic investigation to develop a 
system of taxonomy applicable to American rocks, aml a system of convtmtions 
whereby these rocks might be properly distinguished upon maps issued by the Sur-
vey, and 1noperly designated and defined in the accompanying letter-press. Bnt 
there are difficulties in the way of developing such systems of taxonomy and graphic 
conventions. In the first place, there bas grown up with geologic science a conven-
tional language involving a taxonomy and a method of graphic representation which 
is based on the phenomena of other countries, and which is accordingly, to some ex-
tent, inapplicable to American rocks; it is nevertheless desirable to adhere as closely 
as possible to this conventional language because of its wide adoption. In the sec-
ond place, it is manifest that a great portion of .the rockmasses to be classified and 
represented on the maps have not yet been discovered. It has accordingly been 
necessary to devote much labor and thought to the development of a cartographic 
system which shall meet the following among other conditions: (1) it must be suf-
ficiently definite to be readily intelligible to all users of the geologic maps published 
by the Survey, whether their interests lie in the scientific relations of the phenomena 
represented or in the economic resources of the areas mapped; (2) it must be suffi-
ciently elastic to yield to the requirements, not only of the tentative classification of 
the l'Ocks now in vogue, but of such final classification as may he evolved after the 
ext,ension of geologic operations over thew hole country; and (3) it must be sufficiently 
comprehensive to represent, without duplication of conventions aml symbols, all rock-
masses of the entire dominion of the United States which it may at any time become 
necessary to fliscriminate for scientific or economic reasons. 
Pending the completion of a cartographic system suitable for present and future 
needs, geologic investigation of course has continued ; and. indeed the results of such 
investigation, as develQped from time to time, have served an important purpose in 
determining the limitations and requirements of the cartographic system. Moreover, 
questions as to the taxonomic positions of the rockmasses discriminated in the field 
have arisen from time to time, and will continue to arise in the future. The carto-
graphic syst.em devised to meet the various considerations involved must, therefore, 
be 9-pplied from time to time, as research progresses; and the rockmasscs discrimi-
nated by each geologist in the field have to be correlated with those discriminated b,v 
every other geologist, and the entire sum of observations has to be combined. and 
built up into a single comprehensive and symmetric system. 'l'o this end exhaustive 
study of the current and antecedent literature of American geology and occasional 
field investigations in critical areas are required. 
The Geological Survey inherited much unfinished work of different surveys in the 
Western Territories previously prosecuted under the auspices of the Government. 
Since it seemed desirable to carry forward and complete these surveys as rapidly as 
possible, investigations were continued in the fields covered by them, and thus the 
early organization of the Survey was determined in part by a.ntecedcn t geologic work. 
At the same time, however, demands for local geologic and mineralogic investigations 
came from various portions of the country, including the older and long-settled States, 
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~ml a~:~ soon as the legality of such action was established the geologie operations of 
the Survey were extended into the older States, and a number of division~:~ were 
organized and intrusted with the investigations. 
1t should be explained that by its organic law the Geological Survey is inhibited, 
both implicitly and directly, from making a geologic survey upon a cadastral plan, 
i.e., from making investigations relating to the value of properties of individuals 
and private corporations. Accordingly, its work in economic geology is limited to the 
observation and mapping of the formations within whieh minerai resources lie; the 
general distribution and characteristics of coal bells, ore bodies, and other valuable 
mineral deposits; and the investigation of questions relating to the origin and tax-
onomic relations of the formations themselves and of their contained minerals. 
Within the above limitation it ha~ been found possible to make the scientific in-
vestigations of tho Survey of high economic value, (1) by extemling its operations into 
those portions of the different States in which the na.tnral resources have not yet been 
fully developed, and (2) by developing and a.pplyiug snch systems of classification of 
the formations as will at the same time enable and compel the geologist to discrimi-
nate in the :field and clearly distinguish on the maps of the Sur...-ey those rockmass<::s 
which are economically important. Both of these means of rendering the invesLi-
gations of the Survey of maximum value to the country have been adopte(l. More-
over, friendly relations exist between the United States Geological Survey and the 
geologic surveys prosecuted under the auspices of different SLate~:~ of the Union; a.mt 
in many cases partial co-operation with these States has been etl'ectell in such man nor 
that tho State geologists leave to the Federal Survey the investigation of such general 
scientific questions as involve operations beyond tho limits of their own States as well 
as within them and avail themselves of the results of this investigation, and in return 
permit the general Survey to utilize the results of their own more strictly economic 
studies. 
Many of the invest.igations umlertaken within the public domain are purely eco-
nomic in character, and all give promise of results of economic importance-either im-
mediately through the discovery and development of natural resources, or remotely 
through the additional knowledge gained from them as to the modes of origin aml 
laws of dh;tribution of ore deposits, the relations between geologic structure anu agri-
cultural capabilities, &c. 
To meet tho various requirements and conditions a number of geologic divisions 
have been organized. 
At·chean Division. 
The rocks of the earth are divisible into three great classes: (1) The crystalline 
or azoic masses (often denomina.tetl Archean) which form the b:Lse of the geologic 
column, all(l are destitute of fossils aml genera.lly without traces of organic life; (2) 
tho clastic or fragmentary strata, which constitute the greater part of the geologic 
column, and represent nearly the whole of that portion of the history of the eart,h 
with which geologists have become familiar, and which generally contain the remains 
of animal and vegetal organisms by which they may be classified; and (3) the volcanic 
rocks which have been erupted at various stages of the worM's history and are inter-
calated in various parts of the geologic uolumn. 
The great mineral wealth contained in the first of these systems of rocks renders 
their study one of the most important in the whole field of economic geology. More-
over, they represent one of the most interesting and at t.he same time obscure stages 
in the geologic development of the globe; but, by reason of their general conceal-
ment beneath newer rocks, as well as by reason of the absence of fossils and the 
dearth of ot,her criteria for their genetic aml chronologie classification, the relations 
of these rocks to one another, to the clastic and volcanic series, and to their contained 
minerals, are little understood. There are even grave doubts whether the best meth-
ods of investigating these rockmas,;es and the best criteria for their classificat.ion 
have yet been devt1loped. The Archean rocks, therefore, offer one of the most pront-
ising subjects for geologic study in this and other countries; and it was imperative, 
in view of both its scientific and its economic aspects, that such investigations should 
bo commenced in this field as will result not only in the discovery and classification 
of phenomena, but in the general advancement of our knowledge of the principles 
involved in this branch of geologic !!cicnce. 
The investigations in Archean geology of the eastern portion of the United States 
were intrusted to Prof. Raphael Pumpelly. 
Atlantic Coast Division. 
It is estimated that there are 100,000 square miles of coastal lands in this 
country which, subject to inundation by tidal and .llnviatilo waters, are valueless 
in their present condition. It would a]>pear, from the experience of other countries, 
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that hy the employment. of proper methods these lands might be reclai!:ncd and ren· 
dered among the most valuable of the agricultural lands of the United States. But 
the rdat i ' 'e altitude of land and sea is not constant : in some places the ocean is en-
croaching upon the lan.d, and elsewhere the land is emerging from beneath oceanic 
waters; and even whore the level of the coastal lands is stationary, the shores are 
undermined and eaten away by the waves, and thus the sea gains upon the land in 
another way. Now it would be unwise to inaugurate expensive systems of reclam-
ation of inundated lands without first ascertaining whether these lands are under-
going movement, and if so in what direction; and in order to guide engineering opera-
tions directed to such reclamation, a general investigation of the changes in level 
now in progress along the Atlantic coast has been undertaken. 
Connected with these questions of oscillation of the land and the formation of 
coastal marshes is that relating to the origin and dis1iribution of the bog ores, phos-
phatic beds, &c., now in process of formation in the marshes of the Atlantic coast, 
and, imbedded in the Cenozoic formations thereof, constituting one of the most impor-
tant mineral resources of the Atlantic States. 
These subjects of investigation and others of related character have been placed in 
the hands of Prof. N. S. Shaler. 
Appalachian Division. 
By reason of its vast extent, its symmetry of structure, and the economic import-
ance of the minerals contained in its rocks, the Appalachian mountain syRtem has 
long been regarded as one of the most promising fields for geologic study to be 
found in any country. The publication of an elaborate treatise growing out of 
the investigations prosecuted under State auspices in Pennsylvania by H. D. Rog-
ers, nearly thirty years ago, directed the attention of capitalists and scientific 
men to the portion of the field lying within that State, and the great dev-elopment of 
the mineral resourceR of the Keystone State in the various forms of anthracite and 
bituminous coal, iron, petroleum, and natural gas must be attributed in large part 
to the stimulus afforded by these early scientific researches and the extensive publi-
cation of the results thereof; for the nearly commensurate mineral resources of Vir-
ginia, which were also investigated under State auspices about the same time by 
the equally eminent W. B. Rogers, t,he final results of whose researches were unfor-
tunately never published, have remained to a great extent unknown. 
The surveys instituted by the Geological Survey in the Appalachian region traverse 
tho fields already occupied by the brothers Rogers and other geologists who have 
studied the region, and in addition to their purely economic results these surveys 
promise to throw much light on various obscure questions in geology: e. g., the origin 
of tho sediments of which a large portion of the rocks of the American continent are 
composed; the geographic configuration of the eastern portion of the American con-
tinent during different stages in its geologic development; the uistribution of faunas 
and their modification by local conditions, and hence their value as bases for geologic 
classification; the petrographic diversity of formations laid down within the same 
geographic province; the origin and mechanism of mountain making movements and 
of continental oscillations; the metamorphism and other alterations of rocks pro-
duced by various causes; the genesis of coal and other carbonaceous minerals, and 
many other questions equally important in philosophic geology. The economic re-
sults of these researches give equal promise. 
This division is in charge of Mr. G. K. Gilbert, who has a strong corps of assistants. 
Lake Superior Division. 
'fhe copper-bearing rocks of the Lake Superior region (known among geologists 
as the Keweenaw Series) have been investigated in some detail by the State surveys 
of Michigan and Wisconsin, aud tho northward continuation of the same rocks has 
been examined by tho officer~::~ of the Canadian survey. But so long as geologists con-
fined tlleir attention to this single formation as an isolated congeries of phenomena, 
tlley were unable to ascertain its genetic and structural relations to the other forma-
tious of tho country, and great confusion and uncertainty prevailed with respect to 
tho copper-bearing series of rocks up to a very recent date. 
When the operations of tho Geological Survey were extended into the older States, 
Prof. H. D. Irving was employed to investig~tto these and associated rocks, not only 
within the limited area in which alone copper mines have been opened, but also in 
adjacent parts of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, and, as his reports have 
tihown, his studies have already extended over a considerable area and have been pro-
ductive of valuable results. 
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Glacial Division. 
One of the ultimate purposes of the Geological Survey is the classification of 
the soils of the country with respect to their agricultural capabilities. As a • 
necessary preliminary thereto, extended investigations of the superficial deposits 
constituting the sul)soils have been undertaken; for the soil is simply derived from 
the subsoil through the action of the sun, rain, frost, the products of vegetal decay, 
and other agencies, and any classification of the soils involves the classification of 
the subsoils. Experience in the various lines of geologic research has shown that 
the geneti.c classification of geologic products, involving as it does a thorough knowl-
edge of the character thereof, is tho only satisfactory one. 
This work, which was commenced shortly after the inauguration of the Survey, was 
intrusted to Prof. 'I'. C. Chamberlin. Hitherto Professor Chamberlin has been com-
pelled by practical considerations to confine his invest.igations to the glacial drift 
and Hs immediate derivatives; and since the immediate object of his studies was 
ral.hor the discovery of the principles upon which soil classification may be based 
than the uevelopment of the classification itself, the results thus far attained have 
IJeen scientific rather than economic. 
Professor Chamberlin's work upon the glacial drift is the most comprehensive in-
vestigation ofthe class of phenomena involved ever undertaken in any country. It 
may now be regardeu as approaching completiou, and final reports upon difterent 
lines of the investigation will appear from time to time as the materials already col -
lected are digested and elaborated. 
Montana Division. 
The mountain systemR of the western part of the country are distinguished from 
those of the eastern portion by their greater irregularity anu asymmetry, by their 
more recent origin, ttnd in many other ways. Now, the structure of a mountain 
system is determined by its constituent rocks, and the first stflp in a comparative 
fltuuy of mountains is the determination of the age and structure of the rocks com-
posing each of the Aystems compared. At the same time, tho structure of the mount-
ain system varies in a certain definite way from that of contiguous plains: the for-
mations occupying vast areas in the plains are also represented in the mountains, 
where, by reason of their high inclination, they occupy small areas; the formations 
which in the plains are destitute of valuable minerals when traced into the mount-
ains sometimes become metalliferous, &c. Moreover, the grea.t vertical scale of 
rock exposure in mountains facilitates ~cologie investigation there; and so the suc-
cession of formations as developed in a single cafion of a mountain range frequently 
affords a key to the stratigraphy of a vast area of simple structure and plain topog-
raphy. 
With the foregoing considerations in view, investigations were umlertaken, shortly 
after the establishn1ent of the Geologic~tl Survey, in a specially interesting portion of 
the Rock)T Mountain region lying witnin Montana. The work was intrusted to Dr. P. 
V. Hayden ; but by reason of the il1-health and consequent resignation of this veteran 
geologist, it has recently been transferred to his former assistant, Dr. A. C. Peale. 
Yellowstone Park Division. 
Inquiries emanating from Congress and from different Departments of the Govern-
ment from time to time have demonstrated the desirability of ascertaining and 
making known to the public the character and attractions of this great National 
Park, in order that the purposes for which it was set aside may be fulfilled. Some-
thing is indPed known throughout the civilized world of it'3 superb scenic features, 
the wonderfnl geysers and the unique mineral deposits resulting therefrom, tho 
magniftecnt forests and the unique fauna of this national preserve; bpt it is im-
portant that exact lmowleclge concerning this reservation for the use of the public, 
set aside by a great 11at.ion, should uo clissemina.tecl among its people. Moreover, 
there are now in active operation wit.hiu tbe Nat.ional Park geologic agencies 
related in kind and degree to those which h:we been effective in tho deposition of 
various minerals during difl't>rent geologic periods. Nowhere else in the known world 
are thn operations of uature's laboratory more thoroughly revealed; :::mu observations 
upon certain geologic processes here promise to add much to existing knowledge of 
ore deposition and kindred subjects. 
This double object in thorongh1y investigating the National Park led to the estab-
lishment of a division for this purpose some years ago. The uivision was placed in 
charge of Mr. Arnold H:1.gne, and a portion of the results of his investigation have 
alrcacly appeared. in dill"ereu t publications of the Survey. 
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Colorado Division. 
One of the uncompleted investigations inherited by the Geological Survey was that 
of the extensive mining regions in Colorado, and work in that wide field has been 
continued ever since. 
Mr. S. F. Emmons is the geologist in charge of tho work of this division. The re-
gion covered by the investigation is of exceedingly complex structure, and a great 
variety of rock formations as well as mineral deposits exist. The formations repre-
sent all portions of the geologic column, from the crystalline rock masses of the Archean 
at the base, through tho extensive series of the Paleozoics and the enormously devel-
opod Mesozoics, to the vast series of lacustral deposits laid down in the Rocky Mount-
ain region during different epochs of the Cenozoic. Extensive fields and masses of 
ern pti ve rocks also occur, associated with the sedimentary and non-volcanic formations 
in various ways. Tile precious metals of the region are accumulated in and distributed 
through many different formations, while valuable beds of coal are found in both the 
Mesozoic and the Paleozoic strata. A thorough knowledge of the geologic structure 
of the entire region is accordingly essential to a satisfactory exposition of the mineral 
resources of the State. Moreover, hero, as in the Rocky Mountain region of Montana, 
there are represented different types of orographic structure, tho study of which is de-
manded on broad scientific grounds, and the stratigraphy displayed in the mountains 
affords a key to the structure of the great area of plain topography and rare rock-ex-
posure lying to the eastward. The investigations within the region have accordingly 
been made along different lines, but the various lines converge and the different objects 
of the investigation are attained from time to time. 
Calijomia Division. 
In 1883 Mr. G. F. Becker undertook the investigation of the quicksilver belt of 
Eastern California and Western Nevada. To a certain extent the field was a new 
one; for, although geologists had given some attention to quicksilver deposits in 
Spain and other countries, the mode of occurrence and the petrographic relations 
of the mineral in California are in part unique. The investigation therefore ex-
tended not only to the quicksilver and immediately associated rocks, but also to 
the various associated formations, and eventually included many questions relating 
to tho influence of pressure, temperature, &c., upon rock metamorphism and mineral 
deposition; and among the results of tho investigation must be numbered many 
i mporta.nt auditions to previous knowledge of the principles of dynamic geology. 
~llese investigations, too1 indicate very clearly tho intimate interrelations between 
geology and the sister sciences, and demonstrate the importance of that broad and 
comprehensive study which it has ever been tho aim of the Geological Survey to 
foster; for among the results of Mr. Becker's researches must be enumerated the 
discovery of new and important laws in both physics and chemistry. Tho general 
and purely scientific problems investigate<! have, however, been subordinated to the 
primary purpose of tho survey, i. e., the discovery and tho succinct exposition of tho 
modo of occurrence anJ. general distribution of the quicksilver deposi Ls of the Paci1ic 
slope. 
Mr. Becker's energies are now concentrated upon a new field, the California gold 
l>elt. Preliminary studies of this belt were made 8ome years ago by tho then existing 
State Geological Survey of California, but these studies were never completed; and 
it is believed that further investigation will not only throw much light upon prob-
lems involved in the exploitation of the region and the development of its resources, 
but that they will at t.he same time direct attention to portions of the area which 
may be prospected with hope of success, and prevent useless expenditure of time and 
money in hopeless prospecting in other portions. 
Volcanic Division. 
A single division of tho Survey has been established for tho purpose of investi-
gating one of the three great classes of rocks described in an earlier paragraph, the 
eruptives or volcanic rocks. It has been placed in charge of C. E. Dutton, captain 
of or<lnance, U.S. Army, who has been detailed to this office by the honorable the Sec-
retary of War under authority of a specific statute. 
Volcanic rocks occur in all of the Western Territories, and, in less volume, in most 
of tho olcler States. The lavas of which they are formed have been extravasated 
during various geologic periods; they have affected the different sedimentary forma-
tions with which they have been brought in contact in a grcat variety of ways; in 
certain portions of the country they are of. vast thickness and arenl extent ; some of 
the precious metals and gems occur within them ; they are important elements in the 
orographic structure of many mountain systems; the extravasation of their materials 
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is intitnately connected with orogenic movements, and th<'y arc consequently lnvolvPd 
in the taxonomy of mountains; and by their constitntion they a1roru some in;;ight 
into the condition of the interior of the earth. It is therefore import,ant upon man~r 
grounds, both scientific and economic, that researches upon this class of rock Hhonld 
be as thorough and l)rofound as the knowledge and capa})ilities of man will permit. 
The phenomena of volcanology and those of seismology are intimately related and 
it is a plausible hypothesis that these phenomena. are genetically connected. Accor<l-
ingly the investigations of earthquake phenomena, &c., undertaken by the Survey 
are carried on in this division. 
Lower Mississippi Division. 
One of the most recently established of the divisions of the Survey is that which 
has for its object the investigation of the iron oreR, the sulphur and salt deposits, and 
the various other mineral resources of the States of Mi.<lsissippi, Louisiana, and Texas. 
It is in charge of Mr. Lawrence C. Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson's efforts have been directed to the ascertainment of the geolog-ic rela-
tions of the various beds yielding valuable minerals and the detailed structure of the 
entire region ; for in a region of such simple general structure as that of the Gulf 
States it is possiMe to predicate the positions and depths beneath the surface of for-
mations containing mineral deposits with a good degree of accuracy, provided the 
relations between the mineral deposit and its country rock have been determined. 
Potomac Division. 
When the Geological Survey was organized very little was known of the geologic 
structure of the District of Columbia and contiguous portions of Maryland and Vir-
ginia; but as soon as possible after its organization geologic investigations wero nn-
clertaken within this region, as has been mentioned in different reports. The work is 
in charge of Mr. W J McGee. 
One of the lines of work pursued in this division relates to the green-saml deposits 
of Ea.Atern Maryland and Virginia, along the Potomac, Rappahannock, York, and 
.James Rivers, and Chesapeake Bay. Important deposits of this natural fertilizer 
have been found here and promise to eventually revolutionize agricultural methods 
in this region. 
THE ACCESSORY DIVISIONS. 
The Divisions of Paleontology. 
Ever since the birth of geologic science the importance of the fossils found in tbe 
rocks as a guide to geologic classification has been recognized; indeed, a large pro· 
portion of the questions which the geologist is called upon to answer cannot be an~ 
swered without their aid, aud paleontolo?y, therefore, is now, as it ever has been, 
an essential part of geologic science. But geology is differentiated into many <le-
partments, and its progress has been along many lines; a large fund of special 
knowledge is required of the student in each; and the literature in each has be-
come voluminous. Accordingly, it is no longer possible for the geologist, whose 
function it is to study the relations of the rocks themselves, to adequately inv('Hti-
gat.e the relations of the fossils contained in these rocks. Division of labor is re-
quired: the geologist investigates the rocks and ascertains their physical charac-
teristics and relations to contiguous rockmasscs; while the paleontologist, studying 
tlw fossils collected from the same rocks by the geologist, determines the relations 
of these rocks to rockmasses in all parts of the earth. To meet this imperative 
demand for paleontologic investigation a number of divisions have been crea1.c<l; 
and although paleontology is but a subordinate branch of geologic science, and the 
resnltH of paleontologic investigation are hence but means to an end, the pu})lica-
tious growing out of the work in these divisions are among the most va'uaMo contri-
lmtions to science already published or to be published in the near future by the 
Survey. 
One of the most important results of paleontologic research has \)een the develop-
ment of the fact that the different classes of organic remains yield diverse units of 
geologic time. Thns, plants are little susceptible to the climatic and geographic 
changes that have occurred from time to time in the geologic history of the earth ; 
modiJications in the vegetal organisms h&. -;e consequently proceeded slowly; and 
hence the plant remains fonnfl in the rocks by their changes record great periods of 
time. The lower and less differentiated animal fo:rms, the mollusca, ra.diata, &c., that 
inhabit the ocean, yield more freoly to conditions of environment, and are much less 
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~t:thln r h:tu t.he plants; they have accordingly undergone greater and more rapitlmodi-
ficatiou; and tho chronologie units marked by these modiiications arc shorter. Bnt 
the most sensitive geologic chronometer and that marking the l:lhortest time units is 
afi'orde(l b~ tllo vertebrata, and especially by the more highly developed lantl ani-
mals. Now in order to reduce the records of these di-fferent measures of geologic 
time and indices of taxonomic relations to a common stan<ktrd, thorough investiga-
tion of the three great classes of fossils is demanded. Moreover, it frequently hap-
pens that formations containing plant remains are destitute of both vertebrate an<l 
invertelJrate fossils; that beds yielding invertebrate fossils are without the remains 
of vertebrates or plants; and that great deposits characterized by vertebrate re-
mains are destitute of the slightest traces of other remains of life; and hence the 
determination of age aml taxonomic relation depoods now upon one, and again upon 
another, 'class of fossils. Thus different lines of paleontologic investigation have 
grown up in the Survey. 
Among the rockmasses of the Western Territories, important by reason of their 
vast area and their immense thickness, there are many that were deposited in ex-
tensive lakes during late :Mesozoic and Conozoic time. These lakes were fed hy 
great rivers; and within the sediment swept into these lakes there were preservt:d 
the bones of vertebrate animals that lived within the lacustral waters and upon the 
adjacent shores; and by means of comparative study of these bones the paleontolo-
gist is enabled to correlate the deposits latd down iu different portions of the same 
lacnstral area with each other and with the deposits of contemporaneous lakes, an<l 
at the same time to reproduce some of the most interesting scenes in the world's history. 
Prof. 0. C. Marsh has had charge of the investigation of these remains fur some years, 
and has already made several contributions to our knowledge of extinct animal 
forms, and brought to light data of importance in the development of geologic tax-
onomy. · · f 1 · 1 t' d 1 'f' · th 1 th' I f tl The orgamc remams use n Ill corre a mg an c ass1 ymg e ower Il'( o 1e 
fossilferons series of rocks are predominantly those of invertebrates, and accordingly 
this (Treat class of fossils has been diligently studied, both in their biotic rcla.tious and 
in their relation to the strata within which they occur. This investigation is il1 
charge of :Mr. C. D. Walcott, whose paleontologic laboratory is in the National :Mu-
seum. 
At its inception paleontology was little more than a set of empiric rules for the 
classification of formations by means of their contained fossils, viewed as accidental 
or petrorrraphic characters; but in the present stage of geologic science the value of 
paleontology to the stratigraphist, as well as to the student of historic geology, de-
pends largely on the power which it gives of restoring and mentally picturing the 
georrraphiq, topographic, climatic, and other conditions prevailing in the various 
part.., of the globe during each geologic epoch. Studied in this broad way, fossils 
servo not only as tlata for the empiric correlation of the strata, but they ena.ble tlte 
geolorrist properly to weigh and, in many cases, properly to interpret their own te,.;ti-
mony~ and th.ns mut~ally. adjus_t th.e different time units of the three .gr.cat cl~sse~ of 
organic remams. It IS w1th th1s v1ew of the purposes of paleontologiC mvest1gatwn 
that researches by Dr. C. A. White have been made on the invertebrate fossils of the 
MeHozoic system of rocks in the United States. 
Fringing the Atlantic au<l Gulf coasts of the United States there is a broad zono of 
fran·mental deposits, constituting the upper part of the fossiliferous column as repre-
sented in the American continent: the Cenozoic system of rocks. These deposits 
comprise a number of distinct formations representing different geologic periods. 
Within them are found the extensive greensand and phosphate deposits, which con-
stitute the most important source of natur.al fertilizers in this country and which are 
thus far only partially developed. In the same formations there occur vast accumu-
lations of iron ore, and some of tho formations contain deposits of sulphur, salt, a.ntl 
other valnable minerals. Geologic investigation has already commenced within the 
portion of this zone covered by the operations of the Mississippi division of geology; 
but His import.ant that before extended geologic investigations are carrietl into this 
fiel<l a general study of its representative fossils shall be made, in order to facilitate 
prompt aml trustworthy classification of the strata upon paleontologic gro11tuls. 
This general investigatiOn has been commenced by :Mr. W. H. Dall. 
Although plant impressions were among the first fossils to stimulate popular curi-
osity an<l attract scientific investigation, they were among the latest to acqnire im-
portance as criter1a for the classification of the rocks in which they occur. 'l'beir 
utility for such purposes is now generally recognized, and a division for their inves-
tigation has been established in the Geological Survey, and :Mr. Lester F. Ward, 
whose extensive collections and laboratory are in the National :Museum, iH in chargo 
of it. 
In this, as in the other lines of paleontologic investigations pursncd by the Snrvoy, 
the primary object of study is not alone empirically to classify fossiliferous formation~ 
by means of their contained fossils in accordance with existing knowledge, hut rather 
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to develop the fundamental principles involved in the relations of rocks and fossils, 
and this necessitates a knowledge of the organ isms fossilized., of the manner in which 
the fossils became imbedded, and of the various circumstances and conditions attending 
these processes. Thus the value of plants as indices of geologic vicissitud.cs must Ll'.\ 
ascertained before their reliauility as bases for a comprehensive geologic taxonomy 
can be determined. Accordingly, as sufficiently indicated by his reports, Professor 
Ward's studies have thus far been general anu philosophic, and his results are con-
tributions to the science of paleobotany rather than applications of t,he science to 
geologic technology. 
The investigations of the geologists of the last generation, during which there wa.s 
great activity in geologic work in the Eastern United States, have shown that there 
is an important hiatus in the geologic column as rC'presented in the Appalachian 
Mountains and along the Atlantic coast. This hiatus occurs about the place of the 
lower and middle portions of the Mesozoic system of rocks, and it is impossible to 
form definite conceptions as to the succession of events in the geologic development 
of the continent until this gap is filled. Fortunately some epochs of the periods gen-
erally unrepresented iu Eastern America are sometimes represented locally by strati-
graphically and geographically unimportant formations. One such formation is the 
Trias of Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, andportionsofVirginia; 
another is the probably distinct series of deposits of Southeastern Virginia, by some 
geologists regarded as the American equivalent of the Europea11 Rhretic; antl a third 
is the formation intercalated between the Piedmont crystallines and the known Cre-
taceous rocks of the .Atlant.ic slope, which probably belongs to a late Jurassic or 
early Cretaceous period unrepresented elsewhere in .America, to which the name 
''Potomac formation" has been applied. The last two formations are practically 
destitute of animal remains, but each yields abundant traces of a unique and lux-
uriant flora; and with the hope of completing the geologic history of the .American 
continent, the floras of these formations have been critically investigated in the 
division of paleobotany by Prof. William M. Fontaine. 
In accordance with the general theory held by the Survey, that collateral investi-
gations ought to be simultaneously carried forward along as many convergent lines 
as possible, a study of the fossil insects found in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks in 
different parts of the country has been instituted. Th'j investigation has been put in 
the hands of Mr. S. H. ScudderJ the eminent specialist to whom the world is indebted 
for an important share of existing knowledge Df the insect faunas of past ages. It is 
especially important that the study of fossil insects should be prosecuted in conn<>c-
tion with that of fossil plants; for, as shown by the most eminent biologists, the his-
tory of plant life has been intimately connected with that of insect life ; .many of the 
most important modifications in plants are directly attributable to the agency of in-
sects; and thus insects are as reliable indices of climatic and other conditions that 
h:1ve prevailed during the various geologic epochs u.s the plants themselves. More-
over, insects, like plants, tell of terrestrial conuitions, while ;1large share of the other 
fossil remains that have been subjected to examination tell only of the sea and of aque-
ous conditions; and it is as important to geologists, whatever b e the ultimate aim of 
their researches, to understand the various stages in tho development of the land as 
to interpret the history of the seas. 
Division of Chernistt·y and Physics. 
While the chemic work of t,he Survey is ever regarded as subordinate to geologic 
investigation and its character and specific objects are dAtermined from time to time 
by the needs of the geologists of the Survey, original investigation in different col-
lateral lines is encouraged, it is believed, with beneficial results. Thus interesting 
questions relating to the genesis of certain minerals and to the agency of certain 
waters in forming minerals have been investigated in this division of the Survey. 
Many of the researches carried on in this division have a direct practical bearing upon 
questions connected with the development of the mineral resources of the country . 
.A class of criteria for determining the relations of rocks is found in their chemic 
constitution. Most of the questions of geologic technology, or 1,he application of 
geologic science to the arts, involve a knowledge of the chemic constitut.ion of 
rocks; and in addition requests for the chemic QXamiuation of various rocks, min-
erals, ores, soils, waters, gases, and natural oils, required for the proper prosecution 
of important public works, reach the Survey from time to time. 'l'o meet these vari-
ous demands, a division of chemistry was early organized by the Survey, a~:~ specified 
in the annual reports. 
There is a physical laboratory connected with the chemic laboratory, in which are 
prosecuted researches relating to the effects of temperature, pressure, moisture &c., 
upon rocks, and the causal conditions of crystallization, segregation, ancl secondary 
alterations of various kinds, such as have during the gPologic ages resnlted in the 
format.ion of mineral veins, the metamorphism of rocks, &c. Hitherto the geologia 
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enga~ed in the discussion of problems, involving coefficients of friction, moduli of 
elastu.:ity, constants expressing the effects of pressure, temperature, &c., upon rocks, 
and o~her questions continually arising in dynamic geology, has generally been com-
pelled to confine himself to the use of constants determined in connection with the 
arts; but such constants are unsatisfactory, since they are applicable only to a much 
more limited range of conditions than those encountered by the dynamic geologist. 
Accordingly, an adequate discussion of such phenomena demands more accurate 
determination of constants applicable under a wide range of conditions, and this 
involves the improvement of methods of determination and the devising of special 
apparatus therefor. Those are the ends kept in view by Dr. C. Barns and his asso-
ciates, the physicists of tho division, and satisfactory progress has been made in 
their attainment. 
Division of Petrography. 
Another class of criteria valuable in ascertaining tho inter-relations of rockmasses 
and the presence therein of economically valuable minerals is found in their minute 
structure, discoverable only with the aid of the micro!!cope; and in this and other 
countries microscopic petrography has rapidly grown to be one of the most important 
and promising lines of geologic research, 
The microscopic examination of rocks, however, involves cuttmg, grinding, and 
mounting of slides by means of delicate and costly machinery, and in some cases the 
separation of the rock constituents by means of fluids of varying specific gravity. 
This work, as well as the examination of the material thus prepared, requires skill 
of a high order and the permanent employment of the specialists intrusted with the 
work. In pursuance of its general policy of utilizing the b.test discoveries in science 
and art whereby geologic investigation may be promoted, a petrographic laboratory 
has been organized in which all work of this character is done. 
Division of Mining Statistics. 
The principal function of the Geological Survey is the discovery of mineral re-
sources before unknown, and tho collection of facts of importance to the industries 
involved. In order t.hat this function may be properly performed it is necessary that 
attention shall -be given to the technology of mining anll th~tt information relating 
to the best methods of mining different ores under various conditions shall be dis-
seminated. Moreover, statistics of mining operations aml of mineral products are 
essential to a thorough comprehension of the great mineral r«'sources of the country, 
the mineral interests involved therein, and the industries that grow out of them. A 
division has been established for the perform3nce of this work. 
Division of Forestry. 
Some of the most important questions of the day, from both the scientific and 
economic standpoints, are those involved in the relations of the soils and vegeta-
tion of the earth to the rocks which they conceal and from which the one is derived 
and by which the other is supported. Moreover, the distribution of the forests of 
this country is one of great and ever increasing importance to its people. Now, in 
the prosecution of the topographic surveys there is incidentally collected a vast 
amount of information relating to the forests of the different States in the Union 
which can be rendered available at small expense; and, in obedience to the statute 
relating thereto, there bas been established a division of forestry, the functions of . 
which are the collection and diffusion of data relating to the forests of the country, 
their extent and value, their proximity to routes of transportation, and our national 
resources in timber, lumber, ornamental woods, fuel, tan bark, and the various other 
forest products. 
It is well known that the pineries of the Upper Mississippi and Great Lake regiom~, 
from which a large proportion of the lumber consumed in the country has been de-
rived during past decades, are rapidly disappearing, and that their complete exhaus-
tion is a question of only a few yearR. It is therefore important that the eyes of the 
lumber manufacturer and of the lumber consumer should be directed to other regions 
of supply. Among such are the wooded portions of the Appalachian Mountain sys-
tem, the Adirondack region in New York, and other considerable areas in the }<~astern 
United States which are naturally forested with woods available in the manufacture 
of various kinds of lumber, and w'ithin which the land is comparatively worthless for 
other purposes than timber growth. But the American people have now passed that 
_pioneer stage in t.he settlem6nt au(l utilization of the national domain in which man 
can avail himself ofthe fruits of the laml wit.hont thonght for the morrow. The 
time has come for considering questions of reproduction of ephemeral products and 
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of perpetuating the natural suplJlies thereof. Moreover, the interests growing out of 
tLe variouH products of the so1l are intimately but intrieat;oly eounected witll vari-
ous other interests. It is therefore import,ant not only to ascerta.iu autl classify the 
present forest resources of the country, hut also to determine (1) what portions of the 
country can be profitably reserved for arboriculture and (2) what kinds of trees are 
best adapted to each region. 
SCHEDULE OF SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION. 
Although the organization of an institution devoted to original researeh can uever 
be. considered final, the present differentiation oflabor in the Geological Survey may 
be regarded as definite and comparatively thorough. It is as follows: 
Geography. 
In charge. 
Division of Geography .. ____ .. ___ .. _ .• _ .....................•... Henry Gannet,t. 
Northeastern Section of Topography ........................ Marcus Baker. 
MaNsachnsetts Subsection of Topography. 
New Jersey Subsection of Topography----------·----· .... George H. Cook, 
· State geologist. 
Eastern Mary land Sn bsection of Topography ......•....... S. H. Bod1:ish. 
Appalachtan Snction of Topography .. -----·-----·------ .... Gilbert Thompson. 
CcnLral Section of Topography .. ___ •.....................••. Jno. H. Hensba\\'0. 
Western Section of Topography------ __ -----------·---- .... A. H. Thompson. 
Texas Subsection of Topography. 
New Mexico Subsection of Topography. 
Gol<i Belt Subsection of Topography. 
Cascade Subsection of Topography. 
Montana Subsection of Topography. 
Section of Topographic Drawing ....••.. -----·-----· ........ Harry King. 
Astronomic and Computing Section ......................... R. S. Woodward. 
Section of Instruments and Hepairs ....... ------ .... ____ .... Edward Kiibel. 
Geology. 
Division of Archean Geology ...... ·----- ........................ Raphael Pnmpelly• 
Atlantic Coast Division of Geology .............................. N. S. Shaler. 
Appalachian Division of Geology ...•••......... ___ ._ ............ G. K. Gilbert. 
Lake Snperior Division of Geology .............................. R.D. Irving. 
Division of Glacial Geology •....... -- ............. -- ...••..... T. C. Chamberlin. 
Montana Division of Geology ........ --· .................... __ .. A. C. Peale. 
Yellowstone Park Division of Geology ................ ----· .... Arnolu Hague. 
Colorado Division of Geology .........•........................ S. F. Emmons. 
California Division of Geology ....................... --- ........ G. F. Becker. 
Division of Volcanic Geology ...... ---- ......... --- ............. C. E. Dutton. 
Mississippi Division of Geology ....•.....•.........• --- .......... L. C. Johnson. 
Potomac Division of Geology ...•.. --- ...............••....•.... W J McGee. 
Paleontology. 
Division ofVertebrate Paleontology ....•....................... 0. C. Marsh. 
Paleozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology._._ .... __ ...... C. D. "'Walcott. 
Mesozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology ............. _ .... C. A. White. 
Cenozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology ...••............. W. H. Dall. 
Division of Paleobotany ...••. ----·----- ...... ____ .... ··---- .... L.F. Ward. 
Division of Fossil Insects ........... --- __ .................... __ .. S. II. Scudder. 
Miscellaneous. 
Division of Chemistry and Physics .... __ ....... __ ...... _ .....•.. F. W. Clarke. 
Division of Pet,rography. _. _ ...... __ ...... _ ....... _ ....••.......• T. S. Diller. 
Division of Mining Statistics and Technology ............. __ ._ ... D. T. Day. 
Division of Forestry ................ ---- ...... ---- .............. G. W. Shutt. 
Division of Illustrations------ .................................. W. H. Holmes. 
Division of Library and Documents __ ........................... C. C. Darwin. 
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THE BUSINESS ORGANIZATION .AND METHODS. 
As already shown, the business branch of tho Survey is over subordinate to the 
scicnti:fic branch, and depends upon this latter branch for its character; but the 
operation A of tho business branch are carried on in accordance with a comprehensive 
plan to tho development of which mnch thought has been given. The business or-
ganizrttion and methods will be described in detail; and for the sake of clearness its 
operations will be presented under the systems or departments to which they logi-
cally belong rather than under the administrative divisions in which, for economic 
reasons, they are carried on. 
TilE FISCAL SYSTEM. 
The principles cont1'olling the system. 
There arc fonr fundamental considerations involved in tho disbursement of the 
money appropriated for tho Geological Sutvey. They are as follows: 
(1) Every facility should be afforded to the scientific work of the Survey, as that 
ts tho purpose for which the money is appropriated; (2) there should be no unneces-
sary or extmvagant expenditure; (3) the public money should be protecte!l agninst 
depredation; and (4) every Government agent should be required to establish the iu-
tcgri ty of his transactions. 
It is evident that exclusive attention to the facilitation of the work might lead to 
extravagance, while a parsimonious policy might impede the work by depriving it of 
necessary facilities. Proper administration demands tho exercise of discriminating 
judgment in each individual case. 
Every restrictive regulation to prevent extravagance adds to the labor of those en-
gaged in research, adds to the amount of clerical work to be performed, and to some 
extent obstructs and delays the performance of scientific work. It is q11ite possible 
to RO complicate tho fiscal and custodial systems of a scientific bureau that its con-
duct shall consume a large part of its energy and correspondingly diminish its re-
sults. · 
It is moreover a familiar fact that regulations for the prevention of dishonest prac-
tices, while they are designed to conserve the means for the conduct of tho proper 
work of the Bureau, are in themselves a source of expense. Protection from depre-
dation costs money. 
The relation of the disbursing agent to the Government <.liifers in an important re-
spect from the relation between a, private business agent and his employer. In the 
btter case the employer is an individual htwing a personal interest in the lmsincss 
transactc<l and a personal ac!Juaintauco with his agents. In the former case the em-
ployer is impersonal and caunot directly supervise the transactious of the agent. 
The disbursing agent is therefore essentially a trustee, and the f1mds in his charge 
aro trust funds; so that it is not without reason tllat ho is required to submit to a 
system of restrictive regulations which in ordinary commercial hu>~inoss might be 
rcganled as onerous. Tho private employer assumes the integrity of hts agent until 
tho contrary is proved. The Government requires its agents to establish tlle integ-
rity of all their transactions. 
The Approp1·iations. 
The funds for carrying on the work of the United States Geological Survey are 
appropriated by Congress in three portions: the first in the legislative act for the 
payment of stated salaries of the individuals composing the permanent force of the 
Survey; the second in the sundry civil act for tho payment of stated Ralaries of the 
permanent scientific assistants; and the third also in the sundry civil act for the 
payment of the temporary employes in field and office, and for the .various other 
JJeccssary expenses of the Survey. The appropriations for the cunent year were, 
under tho legislative act, $35,540, and under the sundry civil act, $G7,700 for ~;cient,ilic 
asRistants, and $100,000 for other necessary expenses. 
The fnncls required in the transaction of the current business of the Survey are 
!lrn,wn fi:om tho 'freasnry on requisition of the Secretary of the Interior, and are 
placed to the credit of tho chief disbursing clerk or tho disbursing agents on the 
books of tho Treasury Department. 
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The requisition for funds is made upon notice froll! tho chief disbursing oflicer that 
certain funds are required. The notice and the requisition are made npon t.he accom-
panying forms: 
NOTICE. 
To the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey : 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTEltiOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAl, SURVEY, 
Washington, .Ap'l 30th, !SSG. 
SIR: I have the honor to ask your attention to tho following estimate of funds reonired by mo dnr· 
ing the second ouarter. 1886: · 
Amount required to pay liabilities incurred, and to be incurred, to end of the 
quarter ............................................................................ $13,370 00 
Deducting balance that will probably be on hand at commencement of the present 
quarter............................................................................ 9,370 00 
Amount required to be remitted ................................................ . 4, 000 00 
Please have this sum placed to my credit in tho following manner· 
$4,000.00 at the sub-treasury, San Francisco, Cal. 
Very respectfully, 
Approved: 
C. E. DuT'rON, 
Ohief of Volcanic Division of Geology. 
[Indorsement.] 
Appropriation for United States Geological Survey. 
Estimate of funds required by H. C. Rizer, disbursing agent, U.S. G. S. 
Time: Second quarter, 1S86. Amount, $4,000.00. 
REQUISITION. 
$5. 000.00.1 
H. C. RIZER, 
Disbursing .Agt., U.S. G S. 
[No. 445. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'I'TIE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Wa.~hington, July 30th, 1887. 
To the honorable the SECRETAltY OF THE INTERIOR: 
SIR: Please cause the sum of five 1housand dollars to he placed to the official credit of .John Doe, 
special disbursing agent, U. R. Geological S1trvoy, Iowa City. Iowa, to be held subject to the check 
of said .John Doe, with the U. S. asAistant trC'asurer, New York, N.Y., and for which he is to be 
char:.red and held accountable under his bond dated --. 1S8-, uu<lor the following beads of appro-
priation<;~: 
Appropriations, 1888. Dollars. Cents. 
U. S. Geological Survey.......................................... . .. . . • • . .. .. • . . . .. 5, 000 00 
Very respectfully, 
5, 000 00 
.J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
All the disbursing officers of the Survey are bonded. Thelbond of the chief disburs-
ing clerk is $40,000. The bonds of the disbursing agents, which vary with their lia-
bilities, are shown in a subseqneut table. The form of bond entered into by disburs-
ing officers, with the oath and certificate, is appended hereto: 
BOJ\'"D. 
Know all men by these presents: 
That we, .John Doe, of Washington, District of Columl>ia, as principal, and .James Smith and Rich-
ard White, of Washington, D. C., as sureties, are held ancl firmly bound unto the United States of 
.America in the full and just sum of ten thousand ($10,000) dollars, lawfnl money of the United States, 
to be pai<l to the United States; for which payment, woll and trnl.v to be made, we bind ourselves and 
each of us, and each of our heirs, executors, ancl administrators, jointly and Roverally, firmly by these 
presents. Signed with our bauds and sealed with our se:tls this first day of .January, in the >oar of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven. · • 
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Thu condition of the foregoin~ obligation i11 Ruch, that wlteroas the Secretary of tho In t.eri01· has ap· 
pomte<l the said J olm Doo to be special 1.Esbursing agent U.S. Geological Survey IJy commission dated 
January 1st, 18!i7, and has designated him as a. special disbun:1ing agent by letter tbted .ranuar·y 1st, 
l!i87, satd John Doe has acceptod11ahl appointment and designation; now, therefore, if the saitl John 
Doo, shall, at all times, during his holding and remaining in said office, •lar·ofully discharge tho duties 
th~·t·eof, aml faithfully tlislmrso all public moneys, a.nd honestly account, without fraud or deln.y, fot· 
tho samo aml for all lllll.Jlic f•wds and pl'oporty which shall or may come int.o his hamls, then the 
above ol.Jligation to bo void aml of no effect ; otherwise to roma.in in full force aud virtu(). 
JOliN DOK [HEAI •. l 
Sigm•d, scaled antl delivered in prosonco of-
\VJLJ.IAM BLACK, 
SAJIIU~:t. BHOWN, 
(A.s to oach and all of the signatures.) 
JAMES SMITFl. [bEAL. 
RICHARD WHITE. ISEAL. 
OATH. 
I, John Doe, of\Va.shingtnn, D. C., uo solemnly a.Uirm that! will support and defend the Com~titn· 
tion of tho Unito!l StatoR a~ainst all ouemies, fvreigu and dornostie ; that I will beat· true f.1ith aud 
allegiance to the samo; that I take thii:! obligation freely, without an.v mental reservation or purpose 
of eva.-;iou; aml tb.at I will well :.t.ll(l f<\ithfully disuhargo the duties of the ollice on which I am about 
to outer. t:;o help mo God. 
JOHN DOE. 
Sworn toa.utl subseribed bofore me this l~:~t day of January, A. D.1887. 
[SEAL.] FRANK GREEN, 
Notary Public. 
CERTIFICATE 01' UNITED STATES JUDGE OR ATTORNEY. 
I, George Brown, U.S. attorney for tho District of Columbia, do hereby certify that the persons who, 
as t~nroties, have ~:~ignod tho foregoing bond with John Doe as principal, are sufficient surotio8 for the 
penalty of 8aid bond. 
Washington, D. a., Jan'y Iat, 1887. 
[Indorsement.] 
GEORGE BROWN. 
DEI'ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
JanuaT'IJ 1st, 1887. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Secretary of the Interior for his approval. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
DEPARTMEN'l' OF 'l'HE INTEIUOR, 
Jan. 2nd, 1887. 
The within bond is hereby approved and retumod to the Director of tho Geological Survey, to be for· 
warded to the First Comptroller of tho Treasury. 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMRNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Respectfully fot·warded to tho First Comptroller of tho Treasury. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Jan'y 2nd, 1887. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
In accordance with tlepartruental law aud regulations there are two or more sure-
ties for ea0h bond, aud each signatnre ts attestell by two witnesses. The sureties are 
required to jn"!tify in twice tho amount of the bon<l by affidavit for each. The fol-
lowing is tho form of affidavit: 
AFFIDAVIT OF SURETY. 
Oity of lVa.shington, aotmty of Washington, D. a .. ss: 
I, Jame11 Smith, onn of tho sureties on theoffieia.l bond of ,John Doe as special disbursing agent, U.S. 
Gaol. Survey, do depose anll sa.v that I am worth in unincumbered property, not oxempt from oxecu· 
tion under the l!twR of tho District of Columbia, ten thousand (10,000) tlollars anti upward., after pay. 
ment of my just debts anclliabilitios, as fol~ows: 
Real estate valued at $10,000, an<l cons1stmg of honso and lot known as 1903 M st., N. J.V., in tho city 
of Washington, D. C. 
(Signature:) JAMES SMITH, 
(Post-office address:) 1903 M st., lVaahington. 
Sworn 1o and subscribed before me this first day of January,1887. 
(BEAL.] FRANK GREEN, 
NotaT1J Public. 
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The Method of Allottnent. 
As stated at length in preceding paragraphs, the Survey is organized into divisionb 
w hieh are sometimes further divided into sections and su bs~ctions ; and each division, 
section, or subsection is charged with certain work in a certain field. 
Before the close of each fiscal year the plan for the ensuing year is formulated by 
the Direntor, after conference with the heads of the various divisions and sections of 
the Survey, and a stated sum is allotted to the chief of each for use in carrying for-
ward the work of which lJO has charge during the fiscal year for which the appro-
priation was made. The chief of division or section thus assumes charge of a special 
subject of investigation, or a certain field of work; he is responsible to the Director, 
through the fiscal branch of the Survey, for confining the cost of the investigation to 
the sum allotted and for the propriety and economy of his expenditures. He is al"o 
responsible to the Director for the quality and quantity of the work performetl, and 
since all reports or maps made by him are published under his name, the incentive to 
do all that can be done with the money allotted is of the highest nature. In large 
measure he is an independont investigator engaged in his ideal work, in tho course 
of which he in part devises his own plans and develops his own pro hlems, executing 
his plans and solving his problems in his own way; but his work is under the gen-
eral supervision and control of the Director and his operations are limited by his al-
lotment and b,y the business regulations of the Survey. 
It is believed that this method of allotment in the scientific branch of the Survey is 
productive of gooa l'esults. The chiefs of the scientific divisions are scientific meu, 
selected for their emiuenc<:~ and ability and for their proficiency in the special lines of 
work to which they are assigned; and it is not only a reasonable presumption, !Jut it 
is found by experience to he true, that investigations are pursued as economically as 
possible in order that results of the greatest value may be secured by tho means pro-
vided. 
The plan for tho year's work thus developed within the Survey is submitted to the 
~ecretary of the Interior for examination and approval at the commencement of each 
iscal year. 
Methods of Making Pm·chases. 
'!'here are three methods of making purchases: (1) Many articles arc obtained 
1hrough the Interior Department under its standing contracts, and tho amount of 
1he cost of such articles is transferred fi·om the appropriatious of the Geological 
)urvey to the contingent fund of the Interior Department by certificate of 1he 
rreasurer; (2) articles are purchased from the lowest bidder under the competitive 
1ystem; (3) when it is inexpedient, by reason of great delay or the cost of transpor-
lation from the general office to the field, to obtain the articles by these methods, 
rrovision is made for purchasing articles in any part of the country at current re-
Jail rates under the authority of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, viz: "\Vhen 
Immediate delivery or performance is require<l by the public exigency, the articles 
1r service required may be procured by open purchase or contract at the place and in 
lho manner in which such articles are usually bought and sold or such service eugaged 
~otween individuals." In such case the following certificate is placed upon the 
roucher: 
"No advertisement. 
'' Pn hlic exigency required tho immediate deli very of the articles (or performance of 
lhe services.") 
Partly in order to facilitate the keeping of accounts, and partly in tho interests 
•f economy, purchases are made mostly in the city of Washington, and provision 
bas been made for keeping the records thereof in a simple and uniform manner; and 
the same methods are pursued with little modification when the }mrchases are made 
~lsewhere. 
Purchases are mado on requisition, generally by chiefs of divisions, countersigned 
~y the chief clerk, and sometimes formally authorized by the Director. Commonly 
~he order is made upon a blank, upon which tho article or property or<lered is clearly 
iescrihed. Herewith is a copy of the order: 
OlmER lfOU PUHCUASE. 
LBill to bo rendered with this order attached.] 
No. 391.0. 
u. s. GEOJ,OGICAL SURVI!~Y. 
July 31, 1887. 
Messrs. WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT : 
Please furnish tho following mticles, securely 
s~~~.ed: Marked, 1 Remington typo-writer and 
JAMES C. PILLING-, 
Chief Clerk. 
Charao to allotment of McGee. 
[Bill to be rendered with this order attached. 
No. 3950. 
U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SUIWEY, 
. July 31, 1887. 
Messrs. WYCKOFF, SEMIANS & BENEDICT: 
Please furni~>h tho following; articles, securely 
J)aekotl: Markeu, 1 Rominglon type-writer and 
dO!:!k. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Clerk. 
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This order is made out in duplicate; the original is transmitted to tho dealer and 
returned with the bill, and is finall.v filed with tho purchase voucher; while tho du-
plicate, upon which the allotment. deuited with the cost is specifie<l, is prel-!ervod uy 
the property clerk, whose special functions arc described in another paragntph. 
In cert;ain cases letters are substituted fortheonlers ma<le out upon printed forms; 
unt these are press~copied and the method of procedure remains the same-tho origi-
nal letter being returned with tho voucher, while tho press copy is preserved in a 
book kept for that purpose. 
The Vouchers. 
Three classes of vouchers are used, namely, salary vouchers, traveling-expense 
vouchers, and purchase vouchers. 
The employei:l of the Survey fall into three classes: tho first appointed uy the Sec-
retary of the Interior upon tho recommendation of the Director, as scientific special-
ists; the second appointed by tho Secretary of the Interior in accordance with the 
civil-service law; and tho third, comprising temporary field assistants, employed uy 
the day or month for special dnty, by the Director or ot.her officers of the Snrvey. 
Tho Halary of each employe is paid upon a voucher, which consists of a bill for the 
sen ice, a certificate that the service has been reu<lered, and a receipt for the amount 
specified; anfl before payment is made the account i:; certified by the chief of division 
or section and the receipt is signed uy the payee. 
The form of voucher, together with the indorsement entered upon its back by the 
disbursing officer by whom it i~:> paid, is appended hereto. 
APPROPRIATION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The United States to E. P. Huff, Washington, D. 0., Dr. 
(Give post-office address.) 
1887. I I July 1 to Aug. 31 For pay as draftsman from July 1st to .Aug. 31st, 1887, inclusive, two 
months, at $100 por month._-_-----.-----·-----·----··-----.----·.--. $200 00 
I certify that the above account is correct; that the services were rendered as herein stated, and 
were necessary for the work of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
W. J. MAGEE, 
Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey. 
Received at Washin~rton this 31st day of Aug., 1887, from J. D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, 
U.S. G. S., the sum of two hundred (200) dollars and --cents, in full payment of the abovo account, 
having sil!ned duplicate receipts therefor. 
(Sign hero:) 
[Indorsement.] 
Voucher No. 900, 1st quarter, 1887. 
Appropriation for United States GPological Survey. 
E. P. ITUFF, 
Washington, D. 0. 
Accounts of J.D. McChesney, chief disbursing agent, U.S. G. S. 
Pa~d to E. P. Huff for salary,' amount, $200.00. 
Patd by check No. 3001 for $200.00, dated Aug. 31st, 1887, on ass't tt·easurer, New York, N.Y. 
In certain cases pay-rolls are substituted for the separate vouchers simply for con-
venience; but the pay-roll, like the voucher, consists oi bill, certificate, and receipt, 
and is certified by the officer in charge. The forms of pay-roll and indorsement are 
appended. 
APPROPRIATION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
We, the subscribers, hereby acknowledge to have received of J.D. McChesney, chiet' disbursing 
clerk United States Geolog~al Survey, the sums herein specified opposite our respect.ive names, being 
in full for our services at washington, D. C., during the month of July, 1887, having signad duplicate 
receipts therefor. 
Rate of pay. 
No. Names. Occupation. Time Amount Signatures. Witnesses. employed. received. 
Annual. Monthly. • 
-----
1 C. E. Martin. Clerk ....... Perm·--·- $720 00 $60 60 $60 60 C. E. Martin. 
2 J. C. Goode .. .••. do--····- Temp ..... ............. 75 80 75 80 J.C.Goode .. 
I certify that the above pay-roll is correct as to names, amounts, and time of service rendered. 
J. W. POW.RLL, 
Director, U. S. G. S. 
Llndorsemeut.] 
Voueher No. 100, 1st qua1'1,('1', 1~87. 
Appt·opriaLion l'ot· Unitetl State~:~ Geological Survey. 
Account~:~ of J. D. McUhesnov. chief llisum:sing clerk, U. S. G. S. 
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Pay-roll. 
Amount, $135.60. Paid by the following checks: 
-
Number. Date. Amount. Depository. 
19,001 .Tuly 31 $135 60 U. S. assistant treasmer, New York, N.Y . 
As in other governmental organizations, the necessary traveling and living ex-
penses of employes engaged in the performance of field duty are paid upon pre-
sentation of suitable vouchers. In the Geological Survey the actual expenses only 
are paid; there are no allowances, no expenditures are commuted, and the liviug ex-
penses of employes at stations are at their own cost. 
The traveling-expense voucher in like manner consists of a bill, a certificate, and 
a receipt, which must be duly signed before the amount is paid, and each travel-
ing-expense voucher is, moreover, accompanied by an order authorizing the journey. 
Chiefs of divisions are, at the beginning of each fiscal year, authorized to under-
take and order such journeys as may be required in the prosecution of th«~ work 
under their charge, and such authority covers their journeys for the year. The origi-
nal order or a suitable extract from it accorupanios each voucher. Other officers and 
employes of the Survey make journey~ only nuder special orders, which are ap-
pended to the traveling-expense voucher, and each voncher is certified by tho officer 
ordering the journey. The regnlatiow~ of the Treasury Department also require 
that the correctness of the expense account coverecl by the voucher shall be cer-
tified under oath. In addition, every item of the traveling-expense voucher (ex-
~pt charges for transportation by rail, steamboat,, or stage at current rates, or 
single meals t<n 'route) must be attested by a subvoucher signed by the person to 
whom payment was made. 
The first page of the traveling-expense voucher bears an abstract of the account, 
the certificates of the omploy6 making and of tho officer authorizing the journey, the 
receipt, and the affidavit, while tho seeond and later pages are arranged for tho entry 
of items, and tho indorsement of the disbursing clerk by whom the account is paiU 
is eutcred upon the last page. 'l'ho forms for the different pages of those vouchers arc 
attached: 
[First page.] 
.A.PPROPRIA.TION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
THE UNITED S'l'A'l'.Es TO Eva An RICH, Dlt. 
(Gi\"o post-office address.) 
Date. Designation. Dollars. \ Cts. 
00 
1887. l<'or actual expenses. while traveling in the discharge of duty, nJl(ler orders 
Aug. 1-3 of .r. W. Powell, from Washington, D. C., to New York, N. Y., and t·e-
turn, as per itemized statement within ................................. . $10 
I certify that the above account is correct and just; that the detailed items char~red within are taken 
and verified from a memorandum k1·pt ll,V me; that the amounts charg>~d for subsistence were act-
ually paid, and were occasioned uy oflklal business or unavoidable delays, requiring ruy stay at hotels 
for t~e time specified; that I performed the ,iourney under the onler hereto annexed with all practica-
ble d1spatch, by the shortest usually traveled route, in the customary reasonable manner, and that I 
havo not been furnished with transportation, or money in lieu thereof, for any part of the journey 
herein chat·ged for. 
EDGAR RICH, 
A.ss't V. S. Geol. Survey 
Sworn and subscribed to before me at Washington, D. C., this third day of August, 1887. 
t .T. C. BLUEGAY, 
Notary Public. 
Receive1l at Washington, D. C., this thil'd day of August, 1887, from C. D. Davis, disbursin~ clerk, 
U. S. G. S., the sum of ten dollars and- cents; in full payment of the above account, having signed 
d.uplicate receipts therefor. 
EDGAR RICH, 
A.ss't U.S. Geol. Survey. 
I certify that the above account is conect and just, and is hereby approved. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Pirector. (!. S. G. S. 
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[Second page.] 
Itemized statement of actuaZ and necessary ezpe1!4es. 
Number 
Date. , of sub- Amounts. 
1887. 
Aug.1 Railway fare, Pennsylvania 
York, N.Y., and return. 
Railway, Washington, D. C., 
[Indorsement.] 
Voucher No. 93, first quarter, 1887. 
Appropriation for United States Geological Survey. 
Accounts of C. D. Davis, disbursing clerk, U.S. G. S. 
For traveling npenses. 
voucher. 
to New ............... $10 00 
Paid to Edgar Rich; amount, $10.00. 
Paid by check No.1001 for $10.00. Dated August 3rd, 1887, on U.S. Treasurer, Washington, D. C. 
A transcript of a letter authorizing a chief of division to undertake and order such 
journeys as may be required during a fiscal year (and at the same time advising him 
of the amount of his allotment and the assignment of assistants in his division, and 
conv~ying such instructions regarding his work as seem to be required) is appended: 
Mr. G. K. GILBERT, Geologist, U. S. G. S.: 
DEPART?tmNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., .A.ugust 6, 1886. 
Sm: For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, there has been allotted to the Appalachian Division 
of Geology under your charge the sum of $18,000, which amount shall cover all expenses of whatever 
nature connected with the work under your direction. 
In addition to such wages as may be paid to persons temporarily employed in your work from time 
to time, the following regular salaries will be charged to your allotment: 
Name. Office. Amount. 
~~l:t'.f:l:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~~~~~~~if.~~::::::::::: $4,000 1, 500 1,600 
1, 300 Safford,J.M ...................................................... do ...................... . 
;mt~1~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~e~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::: 900 2,000 2,400 
As geologist in charge of this division, you are hereby authorized to make such journeys as may be 
necessary for the prosecution of your official work, and you are also authorized to order your assist-
ants to make such journeys, expenses attending the same to be paid from your allotment. 
It is hoped that at the close of the coming field season there may remain unexpended from the above 
allotment an amount sufficient to place your party in the field early in the ensuing spring. 
I am, with respect, yours, &c., 
(Signed) · J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
The journey order to a subordinate officer or employe of the Survey is usually given 
in the form of a letter specifying the points from and to which the journey is to be 
made. Sometimes this letter contains specific directions as to the work to be accom-
plished, and is thus a" letter of instructions," an extract from which serves as the 
journey order. In simple cases the order is written upon a blank form provided for 
the purpose. Such blanks are numbered in regular series, and are bound in books 
with stubs, upon which memoranda of the orders are kept by chiefs of division issuing 
them. Samples of both of these forms are appended : 
Stnb to be retained. 
No. 501.] DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., July lst, 1887. 
Order to J. C. Ramer to proceed from Washington to Boston, Mass., given by A. H. Thompson, ge-
o~pher, U. S. G. S. 
Remarks.-Ifpractlcable, please accompany Mr. Martin Smithson. 
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No. 501.] 
Mr. J. c. RAMER, 
U. S. Geol. Survey : 
DEPART.IIIENT OF ·rHE L~TERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
WashingtOfl., D. 0., July 1st, 1887. 
You will proceed by the shortest practicable route from Washington, D. C., to Boston, Mass., on 
duty connected with this Survey, keeping a memorandum of your actual necessar.v expenses incurred 
on said journey, and attaching this order to your vouchers for said expenses, with hotel bills, in du· 
plicate, appended. 
.A.. H. THOMPSON, 
Geographer, U. S. G. S. 
The subvouchers used in connection with traveling-expense vouchers are soar-
ranged that they may be used in lieu of the vouchers proper. Accordingly, they con-
sist of bill, certificate, and receipt, together with form on the back for the indorse-
ment of the disbursing officer by whom they are paid. They may also be used as 
purchase vouchers. The forms are appended : 
APPROPRIATION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The UNITED STATES to E. P. DILLER, Dr. : 
(P. 0. address:) Harrisburg, Pa. 
For board and lod,ging, for Chas. Wells, Aug.lst to .A.ug.15th, 1887, fifteen days, at $2, $30.00. 
Received at Harrisburg, Pa., this 15th day of August, 1887, from Chas. Wells, disbursing agent, the 
sum of thirty dollars and 00 cents, in full payment of the above account, receipts having been signed 
in duplicate. 
(Sign here.) E. P. DILLER. 
I certU:v that the above account is correct; that the articles herein enumerated have been received 
or services per'formed; that they were necessary for. and have been or will; be applied to, the U.S. 
Geological Survey; and that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the prices were reasonable and 
just. 
(Sign in duplicate.) 
[On margin.] 
CHAS. WELLS, 
Ass't, U. S. G. S. 
I certify that the articles herein named will be accounted for on my returns for the -- quarter, 188-
-- Oustodian. 
[Indorsement.] 
Voucher No. a9, 1st quarter,188-. 
Appropriation for United States Geological Survey. 
Accounts of J.D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, U.S. G. S. 
Paid to E. P. Diller for board and lodging, amount, thirty dollars ($30). 
Paid by check No. 9003 for $30.00, dated Aug. 15th, 1887, on ass't treasurer, 'New York, N.Y. 
Each purchase voucher likewise consists of bill, certificate, and receipt. The bill 
and receipt are signed by the party from whom the purchase is made, and the certifi-
cate setting forth that the account is correct and just, that the purchase was neces-
sary, and ·that the articles have been received and applied to the use of the Survey, 
is signed by .the officer in charge. Each purchase voucher bears, in addition, the cer-
tificate of a duly authorized custodian that the property purchased has been trans-
ferred to his custody. The forms for the purchase voucher and for the :lisbnr.sing 
officer's indorsement upon its back are appended: 
APPROPRIATION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
The UNITED STATEs, to w. B. MosEs & SoN, Washington, D. 0., Dr. : 
(Give post-office address.) 
1887. 
July 12 To one office desk (walnut), 5x8, double •••••• .••••• .••••• •••••• .••••• ••••••••••.••. $60 00 
· Received at Washington, D. C., this 12th day of July, 1887, from J.D. McChesney, chief disbursing 
clerk, U.S. G. S., the sum of sixty dollars and·- cents, in full payment of ths above account, having 
signed duplicate receipts therefor. 
(Sign here.) W. B. MOSES & SON. 
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I certify that the above account is correct; that the articles herein en0:merated h!l've been received 
or services performed; that they were necessary for, and have been or w1ll be,. apphed ~o the 'Y"ork of 
the U.S. Geological Survey; and that, to the best of my knowledge and behef, the pnces pa.1d were 
rea~onable and just. 
[On margin.] 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director U. S. Geological Survey. 
I certify that the articles herein named will be accounted for on my returns for the 1st quarter, 1887. 
J. E. ALLEU, Ouatodian. 
rindorsement.] 
Voucher No. 36, 1st quarter, 188-. 
Appropriation for United States Geological Survey. 
Accounts of J. D. McChesn~:~y, chief disbursing clerk, U.S. G. S. 
Paid to W. B. Moses & Son, for office desk (one); amount, $60.00. 
Paid by check No. 3091, for $60.00, dated July 12th, 1887, on U. S. Treasurer, Washington, D. C. 
It will be observed that the purchase voucher bears a certificate from the custo-
dian of property (whose functions are set forth in another paragraph) who thereby 
assumes responsibility for the property purchased. 
Vouchers properly signed and certified are paid upon presentation to the disbursin~ 
officer for the division. They are then audited in the office of the chief disbursing 
clerk, and finally examined, approved, and certified by the director, after which they 
are transmitted through the Secretary of the Interior to the Treasury Department for 
final settlement. It is the plan of the the Director to have the accounts of the dis-
bursing officer substantially audited in his own office, where all the circumstances 
affecting their integrity and propriety are best known, and to have every expendi-
ture so fully explained on the voucher or accompanying papers that the accountmg 
officers of the Treasu"'ry may have all necessary pertinent facts submitted to them. 
Thus far in the history of the Surve.v every voucher which has been accepted by the 
chief disbursing clerk and approved by the Direetor has been found satisfactory to 
the Comptroller of the Treasury and has been allowed in full. 
All vouchers are made in duplicate. The original set is forwarded by the chief dis-
bursing officer through the Secretary of the Interior to the Auditor of the Treasury, 
and used in making settlements, and the duplicate set is retained by the officer mak-
ing the disbursement. 
It will be observed that the voucher system appears somewhat cumbrous, particu-
larly in the caE:.e of vouchers for traveling expenses; but the plan upon which they 
are framed is simple, and some detail is unavoidable in carrying out the principles 
(1) that the documentary authority and responsibility for every transaction shall 
coincide with the actual authority and responsibility, and (2) that every agent of the 
Government shall be required to establish the integrity of his transactions. 
Administrative authority is necessarily delegated to subordinates in many cases; 
but in such case it is not the method of the Survey to permit the documentary au-
thority to remain by conventional :fiction with the chief. Accordingly, no person is 
required to certify to the correctness of a voucher unless the expenditure was made 
under his immediate supervision, or he has every means of knowing the facts in regard 
to it. In the practice of the ·survey the chief of a division or -party authorizes a 
journey by a subordinate; the subordinate performs the journey, taking receipts from 
outside parties for all expenditures except those concerning which the superior officer 
is informed or may readily inform himself (regular fares and meal rates, &c.), thereby 
establishing the integrity of each transaction by collateral evidence; and being 
perfectly familiar with the circumstances of the entire journey~ he makes oath to the 
correctness of his account so far as the details of the voucher are concerned. The 
chief of division or party who authorizes the journey is then only required to satisfy 
himself and to certify that the routes of travel coincide with the instructions, that 
the time occupied was not excessive, that the rates charged are current, and in a 
~eneral way that the account is correct and just; but since he is responsible for the 
JOUrney, he is required to certify that it was necessary. The proper disbursing officer, 
after :finding that all regulations have been complied with, indorses and pays the 
account, thus assuming responsibility for its technical accuracy; and :finally the Di-
rector scrutinizes the voucher, and, if his judgment confirms that of the disbursing 
officer as to its accuracy and that of the chief of the division or party as to its 
necessity, certifies it, thus assuming general responsibility to the Federal Treasury for 
the entire transaction. But the actual responsibility at every stage is :fixed oy docu-
mentary evide!lce; th.e p~rector is protected. by the indorsements of the disbursing 
officer and chief of diVISion, one of whom 1s bonded and the other as effectively 
bound by hi.s scientific reputation and desire to accomplish maximum results with 
the money at his disposal, as already set forth; the disbursing officer is protected b;J 
the various persons whose signatures are affixed to the document; the chief of d1-
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vision is protected in turn by the certificate and oath of the subordinate; and the 
subordinate is protected by the parties with whom his business was transacted and 
whose signatures are affixed to the subvouchers. 
Transpm·tation upon Bonded Railroads. 
The special laws and departmental regulations relating to transportation of Gov· 
ernment agents and property over railroads which have received subsidies and land 
grants are complex, and are modified from time to time as the status of each subsidy 
or grant changes. Accordingly, provision has been made for securing transportation 
for members of the Survey force over "bonded" railroads by means of transportation 
requests issued by the Department of the Interior. These requests are accepted by 
railroad companies in lieu of cash, and are transmitted by railroad agents through the 
Secretary of the Interior to the chief disbursing clerk, by whom they are recorded and 
approved and finally transmitted to the Treasury Department for settlement. 
Moreover, it is sometimes desirable to reduce to a minimum the sums advanced by 
assistants for necessary traveling expenses, for which they may not be reimbursed 
for weeks or even months; and provision has accordingly been made for securing 
transportation upon similar requests directed to railroads that are not bonded. Such 
requests are transmitted through the Interior Department to the central office of the 
·Survey, where they are settled. 
Transportation requests are made upon forms signed in blank by the Secretary of 
the Interior and countersigned by the Director. They are numbered in a continuous 
series, and are charged against the officers to whom they are issued in a book kept 
for that purpose by the chief disbursing clerk. When such a request is used a cer-
tificate that transportation has been furnished upon it is filled out by the person re-
·ceiving the transportation, and at the same time a coupon certificate of like tenor is 
mailed to the Secretary of the Interior and finally transmitted to the central office of 
the Survey, where it is recorded and filed. In additwn the employe receiving trans-
portation on such requests is required to communicate the fact of such transportation 
.and the value thereof to the disbursing officer for the division by whom all such trans-
actions are reported in the account with the allotments for the division. 
A copy of the form for transportation request, together with the coupon acknowledg-
ment, the certificate of the Director upon the back, and the stub, which is perma-
nently preserved in the office of the chief disbursing clerk, are appended: 
No. 370.J 
Good for six months from date. 
Januar·y let, 1887. 
Not valid unle811 countersigned.] l Good only for ria: mQntlu from date. 
(Not transferable.) 
GOVERNMENT REQUEST FOR TRANSPORTATION. 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TB~ INTERIOR, 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan'y 1st, 1887. 
1 The Pennsylvani'lt Railroad Company will please transport James Black and-- other person, 
1 with-- pounds of extra baggage, from Washington, D. C., to Chicago, lll., en route from Wash. i 
! ington to San Francisco, for which said company will be reimbursed, in accordance with existing : 
I law, from the-- appropriation for U.S. Geological Survey, I 
I ----, ! 
I ~~: PennMylvania Railroad Com· 
1 
Countersigned. ' ! 
I --, I pany. Direcwr. : 
I : 
NoTE.-The officer countersigning will fill out complete; and the holder of the request, upon pre· : 
• 
. senting it for transportation, will date, fill out in full, aDll sign in ink the certificate below. ! 
In favor of James Black and ! , 
-- other person, with 
pounds extra baggage. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. l , '87. 
I certify, on honor, that tho Pennsylvania Railroad Company has furnished transportation for 
myself and-- other person, and-- pounds extra baggage, from Washington to Chicago, in com. 
pliance with the above request. 
From Washington to Chicago, i No. 370.] 
I 
Ill., en route from Washingt()n, D.j 
$13.00. 
JAMES BLACK, 
U.S. Geol. Survey. 
C., to San Francisco, Cal., under l 
authority from J. W. Powell, of 1 
date Jan. 1, '87. 
-- appropriation. 
• 
[On reverse side.] 
(This certificate will be signed by the officer countersigning the within request.) 
W A.SIIll(GTON, D. C., Jan. 1st, 1887. 
I certify that the transportation within requested is on account of a journey authorized by myself, 
under date of Jan'y 1st, 1887. 
----, 
Director. 
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, After transportation has been issued upon such a request the agent of the railroad 
company transmits his bill for the amount of the transportation, which is then trans-
ferred to a suitable form provided for the purpose and sent to the general office of 
the railroad company for signature, and upon its return the account is paid. The bill 
prepared for the signature of the duly authorized officer of the railroad company is 
thus a voucher fl)r transportation, and, like the ordinary traveling-expense voucher, 
it consists of a bill for the transportation, a receipt for the amount paid therefor, and 
a certificate that the account is correct and just and that the transportation was neces-
sary for the work of the Survey-the receipt being signed by the officers of the trans-
portation company, and the certificate by the officer of the Geological Survey author-
Izing the journey. A copy of the form used for this purpose is attached: 
APPROPRIATION FOR UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
PM United States to Pennsylvania R. R. Oo., Dr. 
For transportation, as follows : 
Date. No. of From- To- No. of Rate per Amount request. men. man. paid. 
---
1887. 
Washin~on, D. C ..••..... Jan.1 370 Chicago, Ill.---·---- .. ---. 1 $13 00 $13 00 ---
13 00 
Received at Washington, D. C., this 20th day of January, 18g.;., from Jno. D. McChesney, chief dis-
bursing clerk U.S. G. S., the sum of thirteen dollars and-- cents, in full payment of the above 
account, receipts having been signed in duplicate, and I certify that the rates charged in the above 
account were the current and lowest rates charged the public when the tickets were issued. 
(Sig;n here.) PENNSYLVANIA R. R. CO., 
Per J. C. BROWN, Treasurer. 
I certify that the above account is correct and just; that transportation was furnished as above 
stated, and that it was necessary for the work of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
J . W. POWELL, 
[Indorsement.] 
Voucher No. 39, 1st quarter, 1887. 
Appropriation for United States Geological Survey. 
Director U.S. Geological Survey. 
Accounts of Jno. D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk U. S. G. S. 
Paid to Pennsylvania R. R. Co., for transportation of assistants. 
Amount, $13.00; paid by check No. 331, for $13.00, dated Jan. 20th, 1887 on U.S. Treasurer, Wash-
ington, D. C. . 
Provision is also made for the transportation of property in accordance with the 
system established by the Quartermaster-General of the Army. When an officer of the 
Survey desires to transport bulky property he either turns it over to a quartermaster, 
after properly addressing the parcels, and requests him to forward it, or, if there is no 
quartermaster at the point of shipment, he writes to the one nearest that point, de-
scribing the shipment, and requesting duplicate bills of lading. On receipt of these 
the freight is shipped, and the bills of lading, after signature by the agent of the 
railroad, are returned to the quartermaster. 
The request for transportation of property addressed to the nearest quartermaster 
is made upon the accompanying form. The form of shipping label used by the Survey 
is also appended; on its reverse are printed directions for packing and shipping. 
At the time the property is shipped an announcement of the shipment is mailed 
upon a penalty card provided for the purpose, a copy of which is appended. A form 
printed upon a penalty card is also provided for announcing the receipt of the property 
transferred. It also is appended. 
REQUEST FOR BILLS OF LADING. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Fort Wingate, N. Mez., June 26, 1887. 
To th6 U. S. Quartermaster at Fort Wingate, N. Mez.: 
SIR: I have ready a shipment of public property belonging to the Uuited States Geological Survey, 
which I desire to forward from Wingate, N.Mex., to Washington, D. C., in accordance with the pro-
visions of General Orders No. 9, issued by the Adjutant-General, U. S. Army, February 7, 1880. It con-
sists of the following parcels: On~ box containing specimens of rocks, &c., and weighs, approximately, 
95 pounds. 
The parcels are marked as follows: Director U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. 
I have the honor to request that you send me duplicate \tills of lading therefor, freight to be collected 
from the U.S. Geological Survey through the Secretary of the Interior. The bills of lading will be re-
turned to you after signature. 
Very respectfully, 
.A.. H. THOMSON, 
Geographer U. S. G. S. 
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SHIPPING LABEL. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
TO THE DIRECTOR U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
No.30. 
Date ofletter or invoice, June 27,1887. 
Weight, 95 pounds. 
Rate per 100 lbs, 50 cents. 
Contents, specimens. 
Deliver to A. H. Thomson, 
Geol. Survey, 
Washingtou. 
Shipped from Wingate, N. M. 
By A. :fl. Thomson, in char~e of U.S. Geol. Survey Camp. 
[Reverse.] 
NOTE.-All boxes should be carefully packed, and tbe lids, when practicable, fastened with screws. 
All the packages shipped by each party should be numbered in consecutive order on the invoices, and 
special care slrould be taken to mark on each label, in proper :place, the date of invoice or letter of ad· 
vertisement and number of package. Shipments to be by fre1ght unless otherwise specially author· 
ized. (See chapter 3, page 3, of the Regulations.) Duplicate labels to appear on each box, one on the 
top, a second on side or end. 
Department of the Interior, 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
OFFICIAL BUSINESS. 
Penalty for private me, $300. 
:r.'OTICE OF SHIPMENT. 
[Address side of card.] 
To the DIRECTOR U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. a. 
[Reverse side of card.] 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
aanton, Ohio, June 27 1887. 
SIR: I have shipped one box, Nos.1 to-- inc., containing 1 barometer, No. 2701. 
[If specimens, collector's name and address.] 
Conveyance, Adams Express; charges,$--. 
Very re&pectfully, 
To the DIRECTOR. 
Department of the Interior, 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
OFFICIAL BUSINESS. 
Penalty for private me, $300. 
RECEIPT FOR SHIPMENT. 
[Address side of card.] 
C. M. BELL, 
C. M. BELL, 
ABB't, u.s. G. s. 
U. S. GEOL. SURVEY, 
[Reverse side of card. J 
aanton. Ohio. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. a., Jul'JI 3, 1887. 
SIR: I lt.ave received one box, Nos. 1 to -- inc., containing 1 barometer, No. 2701, 
[If specimens, collector's name and address.] 
from yourself at Canton, Ohio. 
Conveyance, A dams Express; charges,$-. 
Very respectfully, 
To the DIRECTOR. 
JAMES C. PILLING 
ahief ,/Jlerk, U. S. G. 8. 
The accounts of the transportation of property are transmitted by quartermasters 
to the War Department, and thence to the chief disbursing clerk of the Survey, by 
whom . they are approved and recorded and finally transmitted to the Treasury for 
settlement. 
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The Disbursing Officers and thei1· Specific Duties. 
The fiscal operations of the Survey are in charge of a chief disbursing clerk; but 
it has been found expedient to employ a number of disbursing agents to act under his 
general direction. There are at present twelve disbursing agents in the Survey; 
three of these are employed exclusively in the work pertaining to the fiscal branch of 
the Survey, three (in addition to the Director) are geologists, two are topographers, 
one is an assistant geologist, one is the chief clerk, and one is a geographer, who 
merely add the labor of disbursing to their other duties. 
'fhe chief disbursing clerk and each disbursing agent has an independent account 
with the Treasury; but all requisitions for funds, and all quarterly statements ac-
companied by vouchers, pass through the office of the chief disbursing clerk, and an 
account is kept with the annual appropriations and with each disbursing agent. 
The following books are used in keeping a record of the office transactions, and in-
dicate the character of the business in the office of the chief disbursing officer and the 
methods of recording it, viz: (1) A book of letters sent and received, comprising all 
correspondence relating to the fiscal operations of the Survey: (2) a ledger, in which 
are k.ept the accounts with the annual appropriations and with the disbursing agents; 
(3) a book of requisitions for advances of money from the Treasury; ( 4) an allot-
ment book, containing an account with each chief of division, in which he is debited 
with the amount allotted to him and credited with his expenditures; (5) a record of 
vouchers ·paid, into which are copied in detail all vouchers paid by the disbursing 
agents, and which acc<>{dingly contains a complete record of eaca fiscal transaction of 
the Survey; (6) a record of bonded railroad accounts, in which are kept the accounts 
rendered by railroads for transportation of persons and property in accordance with 
section 5260 of the Revised Statutes; (7) a record of transportation requests issued, 
in which are recorded the requisitions for transportation of property and persons 
traveling on public duty over bonded railroads iu accordance with the statute last 
mentioned; (8) a classification of expenditures, in which the various expenditures of 
"the Survey are arranged in schedules; (9) a balance book, in which are kept the 
quarterly accounts of disbursing officers of the Survey; and (10) a series of books of 
property received and shipped, containing a record of all collections, specimens, in-
struments, and other property received and transmitted. 
Sample leaves from the second, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth of these 
books are appended. The book of letters sent and received is described elsewhere; 
the book of requisitions consists of bound duplicates of a form already introduced; 
the balance book is kept in a part of the ledger reserved for the purpose ; and the 



















To amount of account rendered 
by Central Pacific R. R. Co. 
for transportation of freight 









$200 00 Aui)st, 1899 .................. 
John oe, S. P. D., Req. 542 .... "$3,"ooo·oo· 2, 000 00 
CR. 
.... . --· .... ..... ..... .... 
Total. 
.... $200 00 
~ ... 5, 000 00 
July 1. ...... Appropriations for fiscal year, 
acct. approved August 10, 
1898...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . $20, 000 00 $500, 000 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $520, 000 00 
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ALLOTMENT BOOK. 
.Allotment of S. W. section of topography, for fiscal year ending June 30, 1899, John Do~ 
in charge. 
DR. 
Date of allotment. Purposes for which made. 
1899. 
July 15 .•••••.•..••.•••••..••.••••••.••. Salaries and expenses ....•....•....•••....•.•.••.. 
John Doe, at $1,200 per annum .•••••..••••..•. 
W. Willson, at $600 per annum .•..••.•••••..•. 
J. Jackson, at $40 per month .......••.••.••.•• 
Henry Furguson, at $25 per month .•.•••.••••• 












Aug.l...... ..••... 45 John Doe ... Salary, July, '99 ....•.•...••...•. N. Nooton •. 
" 15 .••..••.......•..•.... John Doe ... Requisition No. 542 ..........•............••. 
$100 00 
5,000 00 
55 72 " 20.... .. •••••• 90 W. Willson Misc'l. field expenses........... N. Nooton •. 
VOUCHER RECORD. 
Record of vouchers paid from appropriation U. S. Geological Survey, fiscal year 188-, for 
the 4th quarter, 1889. 
[By whom paid, John Doe; and where, Denver, Col.] 
..... ~ Date Date O,..c::l From whom purchased or 
0~ of pur- of pay- Articles or services. Amount. Total. 
~~ chase. ment. 
rendered, and where. 
- ---
40 Oct. 10 Dec. 5 Jo hn Smith, Denver, Col.. Hay for Survey animals ; 100 
pounds hay at ~c. per pound. 
$0 50 $000 
BONDED RAILROAD ACCOUNT. 







July31 501 505 
C:a. 
Number 




Aug. 5 501 Richard Roe ................................ Chicago, Til ...•. Saint Paul, Minn. 
Date 
Number Number turned in at 
Cost when main office. 
canceled. 
Railroad. of fare. audited or set- -
tied. From- To- From- To-
----------
C. l{, and S. P ......................................... $10 00 
18&7. 
Aug.15 503 505 502 502 
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RECORD OF TRANSPORTATION RRQUXBTS. 
{Property.] 
Date Date Number of of Govern- of way-bill. way-bill From- To- Article. . mentorder. or order. 
1887. 1887. 
January10. JanuarylO. 45 Cheyenne, Wyo ... Council Blnffs,Ia. 5 boxes specimens. 
Miles. 
Weight. Rate. Amount. Amount. Amount Total. Remarks. aid. non-aid. 
Aid. Non· aid. 
700 $LOO $7.00 100 600 $1.00 $6.00 $7.00 /-ii~ D of A. 
I 
[Persons.] 
Date of No. of Issued by- Favor of- From- To- Amoun order. order. 
----
1886. 







1887. 1887. 1887. 
January 10 ...... Febrnary 1 •.••. AugustS . ...... rifr D. of A. 
CLASSIJI'ICATION OF BXPENDITURli:S. 
Cl-assification of expenditures made from appropriation for U. S. Geological Survey, fiscal 
year 188~'89. 
Number Schedule Schedule Schedule B.-Trav- C.-'IXans-By·whom.made. Account ourreDt. of A.-Serv- eling ex- fortlttion voucher. ices. penses. o property. 
John Doe, special disbursing Second quarter, 1899 ... '1--;;1 , ... I $10 00 agent. 
Each disbursin~ agent reports to the Director weekly his total d i sbursements1 the 
balt.uc~ of funds m his personal possession, and the balance in United States depos-
itories. These weekly statements are made upon forms of which a copy is appended. 
Each bears upon its back instructions for use, and a blank for suitable indorsement. 
WEEKLY REPORT. 
DEPARTMEI\"T OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Topeka, Kana., August 3,1887. 
Sm: I have the honor to report my balance of public funds on deposit and in hand at close of the 
week ending July 30, 1887, as follows : 
Balance as shown by report for week ending July 23, 1887 .••............... $4,000 00 
Received since last weekly report........................................... 00 
--- $4,000 00 
Expended during the week.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . • . 766 30 
~~~~:~~~~ -~~~ ~~?.~~~t-~~ -~- ~~~- ~~~~i~. ~: .r:~ ~-.:~~~8-~~:::::::::::::::::::: 766 gg 
Total amount for which I am accountable....................................... 3, 233 70 
which is accounted for as follows : 
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DEPOSITED WITH-




fu~h"e-.;k; -~;d;~its·~: :::::: ::~ :::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::: ~: :::: ~: =~~::::: :::::::::::::::: 
In personal possessioD, by authority from Treasury Department, A.pril4, 1885 ............ .. 
WITH OTHER P ARTms, YIZ: 
00 
L"( TRANSITU : 
From ..... ... ................. . ............................. . ............................... .. 0 00 
To .......................................................................................... . 
Total as above . .............. ........ ......... ...... ...... ...... ....... ... ...... .... •. 3, 233 70 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN DOE, 
Special Disbursing .Agent. 
To the DIRECTOR OF THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
The chief disbursing clerk prepares weekly an abstract of the returns of the va-
riOus disbursing agents, which also is submitted to the Director. The blank used for 
this purpose is attached: 
WEEKLY ABSTRACT. 
Alfred M. Rogers, dis-
bursing clerk. 





Treasurer of the United States, Washington, D.C ............................ $459 73 $499 10 
Assistant Treasurer United States, New York, N.Y .......................... 275 10 500 25 
,John H. Renshawe, 
disbursing agent. 





Assi.atant Treasurer of the United States, San Francisco, Cala ••••••••••••••• $1,349 81 tl, 575 85 
First National Bank, Denver, Col ............................................ 592 23 592 23 
, 
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The disbursing officers also render quarterly accounts to the Treasury, accompanied 
by the vouchers paid during the quarter, and by an abstract of the payments made 
on th~ vouchers. The forms used in preparing these accounts-current and the ab· 
straots of disbursements are appended: 
ACCOUNT-cUB .RENT. 
[Appropriation for United States Geological Snrvey.l 
~bstraot of disbursements made bll Jokn Doe, disb1a·sing agent, U. S. Geological Survey, 
during the thi1·d quarter of 1898. 
No. of 
voucher. To whom paid. For what paid. Amount. 
1 John Smith .•••••.•..••..•••••........ Salary for Jnly, 1898........... ......... $200 
2 WillJones ............................ Fieldex:pensesJnly,1898............... 299 
Total............................ ................ .•.•.. .•..•. ..•.••••••.••. 499 
QUARTERLY .ABSTRACT. 
[Appropriations for United States Geological Survey, fiscal year ending June 30, 1899.] 
DR. The United States in account current with John Doe, disbursing agent. CR. 
1898. 1898. 
Sept. 30 To amount expended during July 1 Due the United States as per 
the third quarter of 1898, as account-current rendert>d for 
t:~e~~h~~~~ -~~~ -~~~~~~~~~. the second quarter of 1898 .... ............ $499 Bh~:i~~~fv~~:;~t :&~. ~t Sept. 30 To balance due the United July 3 $500 
States carried to new ac- --
count .••.•....••.••••••.••••• 1 500 ---
500 
I certify tkat the foreaoing is a trne account of all money received by me from the appropriation for 
United States Geologica~ Survey, not heretofore accounted for, and that the disbursements have 1been 
faithfully matle. 
JOHN DOE, 
Disbursing Agent, U.S. Geological Survey. 
Dated at Washington, D. C., September 30, 1898. 
Communications to employes absent from the headquarters of disbursing officers, to 
whom funds are transmitted by mail, and to dealers or carriers who have submitted 
bills, are simple, and are made upon suitable forms, copies of which are attached: 
LETTER TRANSMITTING CHECK. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., July 10, 1887. 
E. M. WHITFIELD, 
U. S. Geological Survey, Flagataff, Ariz. : 
SIR: I transmit herewith my official check No. 90361, on the assistant treasurer at Saint Louis, Mo., 
l_)ll.yable to your order, for the sum of $100 in payment of your account for traveling expenses from 
Washington, D. C., to Fla~staff, Ariz. 
Please acknowledge rece1p&. 
Very resp11ctfUlly, 
(1 inclosure • .) 
E. M. WHITFIELD, 
LETTER TRANSMITTING ACCOUNT. 
C. D. DUNN, 
Di8burtring Agent, U. S. G. S. 
DEP ART.MENT OF THB lNTRRIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
WaBhington, D. 0., July 10, 1887. 
U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Ariz.: 
Sm: I herewith inclose an account in favor of yourself for traveling expenses, Washington, D. C., 
~Flagstaff, Ariz., amounting to$100. 
Please sign the receipts, a.nd return vouchers to this office fo-r settlement. 
Respectfully, 
JOHN D. McCHESNEY, 
Ohief Di8bun-ing Olerk, U.S. 6. 8. 
(2 inclosures.) 
I 
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.Although salaries are generally paid monthly, semi-monthly payments are some· 
times made; and in such cases receipts are taken for the semi-monthly payments. 
The following blank is used for the purpose : 
SEMI-MONTHLY SALARY RECEIPT. 
$50.00. DEPARTMRNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Jan. 15, 1887. 
Received from .Jno. D. McChesney, chief disbursing clerk, U.S. G. S., the sum of fl.ftyrmr dollal'S, 
on account of salary due me as stenographer from .January 1st, 1887, to .January 31st, 1887, at $1,200 
Pch:.~uN~. Cash. .JAMES BLACK. 
Salaries of employes in Washington are generally paid in cash-the exact amounts 
being counted out by two clerks and sealed in heavy manila paper envelopes bearing 
a statement of contents, made upon the accompanying form: 
SALARY ENVELOPE. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
$100 monthly salary. 
For month of .January, 1887. 
50 less semi-monthly. 
50 balance due. 
J.&Jms BLA.CJt. 
Payments on salary and other vouchers sent to headquarters of disbursing officers 
from distant points are usually made upon checks, which are transmitted by regis-
tered mail. 
The chief disbursing clerk of the Survey is Mr. John D. McChesney. He has an 
office in the building occupied by the Survey in Washington, and employR eight 
assistants. The disbursing agents, the amount of the bond of each, the divisions or 
sections for which they disburse, and their headquarters are indicated in the accom-
panying table. 
Special disbursing agents of the Survey. 
Name. Amount Position. Division or section. Headquarters. o.fbond. 
Powell .J. W ••••••••••••• $10,000 Director .•••.•.••.•. GeneraL ............ Washinr.on. 
Christie,P. H •••••••••••• 20,000 Topographer ..•••.• Appalachian sec- Notfl.xe • 
Davis,C.D .••••••••••••• Assistant geologist. 
tion of Topog. 
10,000 · .Avi>~-;;c'hi~~ · di=v:i~: · Massachusetts. Gilbert, G. K ............. 10,000 Geologist ........... Washington. 
1on of Geol. 
Hague, Arnold ........... 6,000 . ... do ............... Yellowstone Park Mammoth Hot 
division of Geol. Springs, W. T. 
Hawkins,R. R ........... 10,000 . ... do ............... California division San Francisco. 
of Geol. 
Karl, Anton ••.•••.••.•••• 5,000 Topographer ..••.•.. Northeastern sec- Washington. 
tion. 
Kerr, Mark B ............ 20,000 Disbursing agent ... Cascade section of Not :fixed. 
Pilling, .r. c .............. Chief clerk ......... 
Topog. 
10,000 Western section of Do 
Renshawe, .John H ....... Geographer ...•..... 
Topog. 
10,000 Central section of Do 
Rogers, Alfred M ........ Disbursing agent ... 
Topog. 
10,000 Rocky Mountain Denver. 
division of Geol. 
Taylor, A. O'D., jr ....... 12,000 l Special disbursing Division Archean Newport, R.I. 
agent. geology. 
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THE CUSTODIAL SYSTEM. 
The Principles of the System. 
The fundamental principl~~ out of which the custodial system of the Survey has 
grown are related to those uttderlying the fiscal system. They are as follows: (1) Ev-
ery means should be adopted to prevent extravagance and reckless use of the prop-
erty ofthe Survey; (2) every agent of the Survey should be required to account for 
all property in his custody; and (3) responsibility should not be merely documentary 
but actual. 
As already set forth, the chiefs of scientific divisions have every incentive to secure 
economic administration of the business affairs of their divisions; they are responsi-
ble for the property under their control; and their subordinates are responsible to 
them. But in order to definitely fix the responsibility for every article in the posses-
sion of the Survey, there is a class of agents, made up mainly of chiefs of divisions and 
their scientific assistants who are designated "custodians of property," who are 
charged with the custody of, and are held responsible for, all property owned by the 
Survey; and this class of agents is made so large that each individual may have per-
sonal knowledge of every article with which he is charged. In order to avoid dual 
responsibility on the part of the same individual in different roles, the two cl~ses of 
business officers-disbursing agents and custodians of property-are made up as far as 
practicable of different individuals. 
The Methods Employed . 
.t\ll property acquired by the Survey is placed in the hand of the custodians of 
property, who are held responsible therefor. The custodians incur responsibility 
through the certificates on the purchase vouchers, as already noted; and there is a 
system of records by which the responsibility is constantly fixed and by which ac-
counts relating to all property in the possession of the Survey are kept in convenient 
form. 
Property is classed as expandible and non-expandible. The first class comprises 
articles which are either consumed (e. g., food and forage), quickly worn out in serv-
ice (e. g., certain tools), or perishable (e. g., certain laboratory apparatus). The 
second class comprises articles which with ordinary care last for considerable periods. 
The two classes are treated alike in the records, save in their ultimate disposition. 
The various articles required in the prosecution of the work of the Survey have 
been classified under these two heads in the printed "Regulations" is•med in 1882. 
Among the schedules of authorized expenditures enumeratecl in this document, nine 
comprehend property required in the prosecution of the work of the Survey, viz: 
(1) "Field subsistence"; (2) "field supplies"; (3) "stationery and drawing ma-
terial," and ( 4) "office supplies and repairs," which are expandible ; and (5) "field 
material"; (6J "instruments," and (7) "office furniture," which are non-expandi-
ble; and (8) "laboratory material," and (9) "photographic material," which are in 
part expandible and in part non-expandible. 
Both classes of Survey property are sometimes transferred from district to district, 1 
and from one custodian to another. This is done by means of an invoice and receipt, 
in which the property is so described that every article may be readily identified. 
The invoice isfiled with the orders and purchase-vouchers bythecustodianinto whose 
hands it passes; the receipt is filed by the custudian who surrenders the property; 
and a record of the transaction js enteredi n the returns of each custodian. Copies 
of the invoice and receipt used for this purpose are appended: 
INVOICE OF PROPERTY. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Invoice of public propm·ty transferred by John Smith, custodian of the U. S. Geological 
Survey at Washington, D. 0., to Ge01·ge Black, custodian at San Francisco, Gal., on the 
29th day of June, 1887. 
Number. Quantity. Articles. 
I 
51 1 pr....... Saddle-bags. 
• • • • • • · · ~ 2 l. . . . . . . . . . Geological hamrr-er. 
I certify that I have this day transferred to George Black the above specified articles. 
JOHN S"MITH, 
Custodian, U. S. Geological Survey. 
(Sign in duplicate.) 
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RECEIPT FOR PROPERTY. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Received at Washington, D. C., this 29th day of June, 1887, from John Smith, cus· 
todian, the following-named articles : 
Number. Quantity. Articles . 
. . • .. . _. f 1 1 pr....... Saddle-bags. 
~ 2 11...... . . . . Geological hammer. 
(Sign in duplicate.) 
GEORGE BLACK, 
Ouatodian, U. S. Geological Survey. 
Each custodian of property mttkes a quarterly return of property, in which, as will 
appear from the accompanying blank, all articles in his custody are fmumerated and 
described, and full inform~tion is conveyed, both as to the condit\on of the property 




Quarterly return of United States Geological Survey property for the quarter ending 
June 30, 1886, rendered by John Smith. 
[To be made in duplicate.] 
[Second page.] 
Return of United States Geological Survey property 2nd quarter of 1886. 
~ e ~ ~ ~ 
List of articles. ~ ~ 5o .-c 
NOTE.-Aamany ~ ~ ~ ~ 
lines to be al- ::9 d ~ ~ ~=~ 
lowed for each ~ .:cl Po fi .S r.< 8 
article as will 0~ d ~ E ~ .S : give sufficient "" -
space in the ·;: "' "' ..o 
column of "Re· ~ § .~ .S 
marks." ,.113 ~ ~ ::0~ cp = Q) 
~ .0 ~ 8 
Schedttle D. ,-----
Meat, cured ....•. lbs. ...... 51 51 5l .... 
Meal, corn ....... lbs. 20 20 20 .... 
Sugar ............ lbs. ...... 60 60 60 ---· 
Tea .............. lbs. ...... 3 3 3 ~ .. -. 
Schedule E. 
.A:x. handles ...•.. No. ...... 4 4 4 ...... 
Nails ............ lbs. .... 10 10 10 .. -·· 
Schedule F. 
Axes ............ No. 6 .... 6 -··· 6 
Hammer, Geol ... Rr. 1 .. ... . 1 1 .. . 
Bags, saddle ..••. o. 1 ...... 1 1 ---· 
Remarks. 
NOTE.-ln this column will be stated, opposite the name 
of each article, whether what was" received during 
the quarter " was oy pur chase or otherwise, anu. 
whether paid for or not. Also, whether what was 
"disposed of" was expencled or transferred, or other-
wise disposed of. If expended, the object of expendi-
ture to be stated; if transferred, tho person to whom, 
and the authority; if disposed of otherwise than by ex-
penditure or transfer, the authority and manner to be 
stated. 
Purch. v. 159., expendtld in subsisting field party. 
Purch. v.l59., expended in subsisting field party. 
40 20 
Purch. v. 159, 203, expended in subsisting field party. 
Purch. v. 103, 115, 203, expended in subsisting field party. 
Purch. v. 14, expended in repairing axes. 
Purch. v. 16, expended in repairing field outfit. 
Invoiced to Geo. Black. 
Invoiced to Geo. Black. 
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The quarterly returns are compared and verified by the property clerk, who haa 
oversight of custodial matters, and the various returns are transferred to genera.l 
property book, which contains a record of all public property in possession o the Sur-
vey. A sample leaf from this book is inserted: 
PROPERTY BOOK. 
Consolidated return of public property of the United States Geological Survey, received, 
disposed of, and remaining on hand. 
I 
~ 
~ :;3 John Doe,-custodian. Richard Roe, custodian. 
i ~ g. rd ~<i> ~~ Q;..; '+-<a) l.::l,.c:f ~ ~ ~~~ or.: '+-<Q ~~ ~ ~ ~.s 0:;3 .~~~ =.s O,::l .... List of articles. I-< o-Qg. o-Q~ -+". <Q~ 0 0 o-Q--"' ~'i o-Qbll1Pio-Q~ "g"i 'i~ a)'d I-< ~ ~ =~ 'da) ~.£ 'd bll1P 'd~ a) a) .., ..... ~.;a 0+> ~·a~ §'g . ~: fi .~:S . Q;)l=l .... = .... ,Q .c .::l~~ --"'1=1 ~g ~-c ~ ~ 0 • s a s -~~~ ~~ p.~ ~ .::l ~ = ~e ~.s.s p.~~ .c "'!iO """0 = ~ ~ = p...,. ~-"'-+" oc ~'d a< 8~~ ~Q .~'d a< l=l~co z . A 0 E-1 0 ~ E-1 A o.-c~ - --------------------
1 Tables, drawing .•••••.••. 
1
No. ...... 5 1 6 ~ ....... 6 3 11 4 1 3 
There is an additional record of all property passing through the hands of the 
property clerk, kept in two books provided for that purpose. In the first there is en-
tered a record of all articles received, of the parties from whom received, of the car-
rier by whom they are delivered, &c. ; and in the second there is a like entry of all 
articles shipped by the property clerk, the consignees, the destination, the carriers 
or transportation line, &c. Sample leaves of these books are appended: 
RECORD OF PROPER'rY RECEIVED. 
Public property received at Washington, D. C., United States Geological SUh"Dey Office. 
No. Time re- By whom shipped. To whom shipped. How received-by what For whom. ceived. conveyance. 





Signature of person receiv-
ing the property. Remarks. 
1 1 barometer. 10pounds ..... 50c. h'd. J.E.Allen ................... Public property. 
RECORD OF PROPERTY SHIPPED. 
Public property shipped from Washington, D. C., United States Geological Survey Ojfic6 
No. Time eent. To whom sent, and where. How sent-by what con- For whom. (Consignee.) veyance. 
1 { 1887. John Stevenson, Flag·s~ Express; Wells, Fargo John Smith. Apr. 1 Ariz. &Co. 
Number Contents. Weight or Rates I Signature of carrier or I Remarks. packages. measurement. · agent. 
1 1 camp kit .... 100ponnds .••. 60o. h'd .1.-. C.J!eTham ................ 1 Pnbll• property, 
I 
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A still further record of property passing throu!?:h the general office is kept upon 
oeards which are used, first, for notifying addressees of the receipt and transmittal of 
goods by the property clerk, and, second, by the addressees for advising the property 
clerk as to the character of the goods. The forms of face and reverse of this card are 
/ appended. 
NOTICE OF RKCEIPT OF PROPERTY. 
l Face of card.] 
U. S. GEOL08ICAL SURVEY, 
Waahington, D. 0., May 10, 1887. 
Mr. E. P. HOFF, 
U. S. Geological Swrvey : 
SIR: I send you herewith one package addresaed to you. If public property, indicate on there-
verse side of this card. the shipper, whence shipped, and the contents. If private matter, remit by 
bearer 35 cents, the express or freight charges. 
By order of the Director: 
Respectfully, JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Olerk. 
[Reverse of card.] 
MAY 10, 1887. 
To the DIRECTOR, U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY: 
8IR: The packages received herewith are public property, were shipped by Jones & Co., from 
What Cheer, Iowa, and contain specimens of Carbonaceous shale for analysis. 
Respectfully, 
Charges inclosed, $ --. 
E. P. HOFF, 
Ohemist. 
When non-expandible property is transferred from a custodian to any employe of 
the Survey who is not a custodian, a receiJlt for it is taken, and the employe thereby 
becomes responsible to the custodian. Commonly the receipt used between custo-
dians is employed for this purpose ; but there is a special form of receipt provided 
for field idstruments, as follows: 
RECEIPT FOR FIELD INSTRUllENTS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Waahington, D. 0., January 1, 1887. 
Received of James A. Maher, custodian of field instruments, the following instruments: One ane-
l'oid barometer. 
EDGAR MARLEY, 
Topographer U. S. G. S. 
As property is consumed, worn out, lost, or otherwise rendered unserviceable, it 
becomes necessary to make record of the fact; and it is to facilitate this that the 
dassificat.ion of property has been devised. When expendible property has been con-
sumed or destroyed the custodian to whom it is charged is authorized to drop it from 
his record, either with the simple statement that it has been expended or, if the ex-
penditure is in any way unusual, with an explanation as to the manner in which it 
.has been expended. But when non-expendible is worn out or otherwise rendered 
unserviceable, the custodian reports the fact to the Directpr and requests to be re-
lieved of responsibility ; and the Director, after having satisfied himself of its pro-
priety, by personal inspection or by other means, grants the desired relief. Usually 
the property is inspected by a specially authorized officer of the Survey. The blank 
used for reporting the results of the inspection and for the certificates of the respon-
-sible officer is appended: 
REPORT OF INSPECTING OFFICER. 
Invento1·y of United States Geological Survey property, Colorado division, for whick S F. 
Emmons, custodian, United States Geological S~trvey, is 1·esponsible. Inspected by John 
Smith . 
.Articles Co~g~~on How long 
(in alphabetical order). received. in use. 
Present condition. Remarks and recom-mendations. 
Axes ................. New ..•••. 2 years •••. Worn out .............. To be dropped from reo 
turn as worthless. 
2 Dippers ....•............ do ...... 6months .. Broken, unserviceable. Do. 
3 Kitchen box ............. do .....• 2 years .•• . .... do.................. Do. 
[Certificate of officer respolWble for property.] 
I certify that the above inventory is correct. 
Station: Yreka, CDl. 
Date: October 3, 1885. 
[SiiDature:] 
4402 INT--27 
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[Certificate of inspecting officer.] 
I certify that I have carefully examined the articles mentioned in the foregoing inventory, and, find. 
ing their condition as stated, I recommend that they be disposed of as indicated. 
Location of property: Yreka, CoL 
Date: October 3, 1885. 




List of United States geological survey property for which S. F. Emmons, custodian, is responsible. 
Inspection report of John Smith, geologist, Yreka, Col., October 3, 1885. 
[2j 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., ----, 188-. 
The within articles will be disposed of as recommended. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
It sometimes happens that property (for example, animals and vehicles) becomes 
unsuitable for the purposes of the Survey, yet retains some value. If such property 
is in Washington it is turned over to the Interior Department to be sold, and the pro-
ceeds covered into the United States Treasury, when responsibility for it terminates; 
but if the property is iu the field, the custodian having c_harge of it reports its con-
dition to the Director, who, after sufficient inspection, authorizes him to sell it at 
public auction in accordance with statutory provision, after due notice, which is 
posted on the blank hereto appended: 
NOTICE OF AUCTION SALE. 
AUCTION SALE. 
GOVERNMENT SALE OF UNSERVICEABLE PROPERTY BE· 
LONGING TO THE U.-6. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
On Monday morning, July 11, 1887, commencing at 10 
o'clock, at Purcelville, Loudoun County, Virginia, will be 
sold the following property: 
One two-horse wagon. 
One set double harness. 
Six wall tents, 8 xlO. 
Terms: Cash in U.S. currency on day of sale, and all 
purchases to be removed immediately after the sale. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director U.S. Geological Survey. 
[On reverse.] 
INSTRUCTIONS TO SURVEY OFFICERS. 
Before property is offered for sale it must be regularly condemned as unserviceable, after proper in 
bpection, as provided by the Regulations of the Surve;y, on Form 9-047, and authority for the sale must 
be secured from the Djrector of the Survey. A detailed statement should be rendered of the articles 
sold and the price secured for each. 
The proceeds of sales of public property must be paid into the Treasury as miscellaneous receipts, 
without any abatement or reduction whatever. Sales should be made at auction by persons already 
in the employ of the Survey who may be competent to perform such service. The proceeds must be 
transmitted to the Director of the Geological Survey, who will place the same to thl# credit of the 
Trtjasnrer of the United States. 
It sometimes happens, too, that non-expendible property used in the field is lost or 
dt1stroyed through accident, and provision is made for relieving the custodian of re-
sponsibility in such cases; but it is required that affidavit be made as to the circum-
stances attending the loss or destruction of the property. The affidavit is made upon 
~he accompanying form: 
AFFIDAVIT OF LOSS OF PROPERTY. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
, Topeka, Kans., November 11, 1886. 
Petsonally appeared before me the undersigned, a notary public in and for the county of Shadwell, 
State of Kansas, George Hawkins, who deposes and says that on the 8th day of November, 1886, two 
(2) horses, the property of the U. S. Geological Survey, died under the following circumstances : 
They were attacked by a disease resembling glanders about Nov8mber 1; growing worse they be-
oa.me too weak to travel, and on the above date died as stated. 
I! ,, 
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And he further deposes and says that said death was not the result of carelessness, negligence, or 
disobedience of orders, and that no blame can 'be attached either to John Sample, who is res:ponsible 
for said property, or to any person in whose charge the above two horses were at the t1me said death 
oconrred. 
Sworn and subscribed to on this 11th day of November 1886. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand. 
[SEAL.] 
GEORGE HA. WKINS. 
DEAN MAXWELL, 
Notary PubZUI. 
When non-expendible property is disposed of by any of these methods an explana-
tory statement is entered in the record of the custodian and transmitted by him to 
the property clerk, when the custodian's responsibility ceases. 
In addition to the monthly reports of scientific progress, of disbursements, and of 
property, made in the manner already set forth, each :field party or division is re-
quired to submit a report of persons or articles employed and hired during each 
onth. Such reports are made out upon the form appended hereto. 
GENERAL MONTHLY REPORT. 
Report of persons and articles ernployed and hired at Denver, Colo .• , during the 'month 
of JuJy, 1887, by J. W. Powell, Di1·ector, U. S. Geological Survey. 
Services during the Rate of hire or com. 
month. pensation. Date of contract, .,..; 
Names of persons Designation agreement, or ¢l and '6 and art1cles. occupation. Day, ~ntryinto serv-= From- To- Days. Dolls. Cts. month, or 1ce. z annual. 
"' ------
1 John Jones ...... Clerk ....... July1 July 7 7 50 00 Month. July 1, 1887. 
2 Richard Roe ...... Teamster ... July1 July 31 31 25 00 Month. June1, 1887. 
3 Thomas Paine .... Hostler ..... July 1 Ju1y 31 31 20 00 Month. July 1, 1887. 
Amount 
of rent or Remarks showing how the persons were em- Time, and the a.monnt due 
I 
By Whom pamyoinntthhe ployed during the month. By whom the and reruaining unpaid. t owned. · buildings were occupied, and for what pur-
.:> pose. Discharges will be noted under this I---...---...----
S I --~- head, date, &c. I 
::: Dolls. Cts. From- To- Dolls. Cts. 
!:._1 ___ 1--
1 \............ 11 ---;- ~~king up property papers ................. ~ ---~---
2 ...... ...... 25 00 Drivin~ office team......................... June 1 July 3 50 00 
3 ............ 20 00 Attending to public animals .............. .. 
Amount of hire and rent during the month .................................................... .. 
Total amount due and remaining unpaid ....................................................... . 
I certify that the aMye is a true report of all persons and articles employed and hired by me during 
the month of July, 1ii87, and that the statements of amounts due and remaining unpaid are correct. 
W J McGEE, 
GeologiJJt, U. S. G. S. 
From the foregoing statement it will be seen that every article of whi<>h the acqui-
sition is shown by a purchase-voucher is entered upon the return of some cnstoruan, 
and the entry is perpetuated from quarter to quarter until the article is :finally dis-
posed of. Thus the records of the property clerk tally with the records of the dis-
bursing cle{k; every purchase is rep!'esented in the records of the latter by a purchase-
voucher; and every article purchased is represented in the records of some custodian 
of property whose signature appear~n the voucher, and of the property clerk, until 
some :final disposition has been made of it. It will be seen that the custodian incurs 
responsibility either through the certmcates upon purchase-vouchers or through his 
receipts for property transferred to him; and that he is relieved of responsibility (1) 
by invoice of property transferred to and receipted for by other custodians, (2) by 
expenditure, (3) by written authority of the Director in the case of property aban-
doned, ( 4) by condemnation and sale of property at auction, or (5) by affidavit to the 
accidental loss of property. Complete documentary evidence is thus preserved of 
the custody and disposition of every article purchased by the Survey. 
Camp Equipage and Rations. 
An important part of the work of the Survey is carried on in regions in which it is 
~ither inexpedient or impossible to :find Ruital)le lodgings and subsistence in hotels. 
\ 
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Accordingly, provision is made for the purchase and use of camp equipage and ra-
tiotls; but the regulations governing the purchase of such property differ in principle 
from those relating to the acquisition of property used for other purposes. There are 
valid reasons for the distinction. 
As already set forth, economy in the administration of the business affairs of the 
scientific divisions of the Survey is secured by the method of allotment, under which 
chiefs of divisions have the highest incentives to reduce expenses. Such officers are 
accordingly given large discretion in the purchase of the property required in their 
divisions. But camp life may be either economic or excessively extravagant. Long 
e>xperience il'l required to secure a frugal and successful management of a camp; and 
it cannot be assumed that the beads of all scientific parties and divisions have Dhd 
such experience. In otder, therefore, that the inexperienced may profit by the knowl-
edge of others, lists of articles and rations required in camp life have been prepared 
with great care, and, having been approved by the Secretary of the Interior, are 
promulgated for the guidance and use of camp parties. These lists comprise (1) a 
schedule of field supplies, including 46 articles; t2) a schedule of field material, 
including 35 articles; and (3) a ration list, including 29 articles. 
Thus the chiefs of divisions and parties living in camp are subjected to certain spe-
cial regulations relating to the acquisition of property required by their mode of life 
which do not apply under other circumstances; and by these regulations they are in 
a measure relieved of responsibility in making purchases, the Director assuming a 
limited responsibility in that the decision as to articles and amounts for the ration is 
made by him. But after such property is acquired, it is held and accounted for in 
.accordance "'"ith the general principles and regulations of the custodial system. 
Careful account of rations is kept by each chief of party subsisting in camp, and a 
monthly statement of rations is submitted. The following is the form of this state-
~ment: 
RATION ACCOUNT • 
. Statement of rations and parts of rations issued field party under charge of J. C. Russell 
during the month of June, 1887, employed in Alabama. 
NOTE.-Where rations are consumed in camp, the day oftbe month on which they are used should 
be checked thus: /,opposite the name of each number of the party. When subsistence was ob· 
tained outside, the number of the voucher or subvoucher should be entered in the appropriate blank 
I hereby certify that the above is a correct statement, and that all rations consumed4but of camp 
were actually necessary for the work of the U. S. Geologieal Survey. Camp disbanded---, 
188-. 
(Signed) J. C. RUSSELL, 
Assistant Geologist, in charge of party. 
The Custodians of Property. 
Except in the case of the property clerk, it bas not been found expedient to assign 
employes of the Survey to exclusive duty as custodians of property, and their duties 
as such are simply added to their duties as geologists, geographers, and topographer8. 
The property clerk, who has general charge of the property in the possession of 
the Survey, is Mr. J. E. Allen. His work is performed under the supervision of the 
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divisions and sections in which they are employed, a~d their headquarters are shown 
in the accompanying list : 
Custodians of prope1·ty. 
Name. I Position. I DivU.ion or oootion. I Headquart.;n. 
Bodfish, S. H ......... Topographer ...... Northeastern Sec. Topog ....... Not fixed. 
Christie, P. H ..•..... Topographer ...... Appalach. Sec. Topog .... ...... Washington. 
Gilbert, G. K ........ Geologist .••...••. Appalach. Division Geol ....... Washington. 
Hague, Armold ...•... Geologist ..•....•. Yellowstone P. Division Geol .• Mammoth H. Sp., Wyo. 
Hawkins, R. R ....... Geologist .•....••. California. Division Geol. ••..••. San Francisco, Cal. 
Irving, R. D . . . . . . . . . Geologist . . . . . . . . . Lake Superior Division Geol • • • Madison, Wis. 
Karl, Anton.......... Topographer . ..... New Eng. Sec. Topog . .. . . . . . • . Not fixed. 
Maher, J. A ......... Topographer ...••. Div. Geog. (general) .......••••• Washin~n. 
Peale, Dr. A.. C ....•.. Geologist ......... Montana Division Geol. ..••.... Bozeman, Mont. 
Renshawe, J. H ..•... Topographer ...... Central Sec. Topo~ ........••••• Not fixed. 
Rogers, A. M . • . . • • . Geologist . . . . .. . . . Rocky Mtn. Diviswn Geol...... Denver, Colo. 
Taylor, A. O'D., jr ... Geologist ......... Archean Division Geol ......... Newportl R.I. 
Thompson, A. H ..... 
1 
Geographer ....... Western Sec. Topog ............ Not fixeu. 
It should be noted that the prmciples set forth and the methods described in the 
preceding paragraphs are applied with little modification to the property of more 
special character acquired or produced by the Survey in the departments of docu-
ments, library, museum, illustrations, stationery, &c.; and the officers in charge of 
the divisions under which the work of these departments is pe1·formed are virtually 
custodians of the property used m their divisions. 
THE MUSEUM SYSTEM. 
The Production of Museum Property. 
Although the buildin~ up of a museum is not a function of the G?ological Survey, 
yet considerable collectiOns of rocks, minerals, ores, fossils, &c., are made for pur-
poses of necessary stutly in the prosecution of the work of the different divisions. Such 
materials are ultimately transferred to the United States National Museum, it being 
provided by law that all collections made for the Government of the United States, 
when no longer needed for investigations in progress, shall be deposited there. 
It should be observed that the collections made by institutions or individuals en-
gaged in investigating the natural resources of a country are of unequal value. There 
are certain collections, embracing rare and beautiful minerals, the ores of the precious 
metals, &c., which possess intrinsic value and are readily marketable; and there are 
certain other materials, embracing well-preserved fossils, typical rocks, ores, miner-
als, &c., for which there is a demand for educational and museum purposes. Of re-
cent years museums, both independent and connected with educational and scientific 
institutions, have greatly multiplied; there is a constant demand for museum ma-
terial; and a trade in such material has sprung up. Thus there is a class of mu-
seum material which has money value, and it is desirable that a definite system 
of preserving and accounting for such property shall be followed. But there is 
another class of material collected by the investigator, comprising rocks, soils, some 
ores and minerals, and common or ill-preserved fossils, which have no money value, 
would be worthless in a museum, and are useful only in elaborating the field-notes of 
the geologist or paleontologist. It would manifestly be unwise to preserve such ma-
terial in the National Museum, and it is accordingly destroyed. Since the collector 
is best able to judge of the value of his own collection, and will be very unlikely to 
underestimate it, provision is made for allowing each investigator to select from the 
material collected in the progress of his w4K'k that which shall be permanently pre-
aerved. 
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The Acquisition, Custody, and Transfer of Collection•. 
The employee of the Survey are provided with printed label blanks, which are filled 
out and attach ad to specimens as collected in the field, and a field number is given to 
each specimen upon the label and in the note-book of the collector. The labels used 
are appended: 
FIELD LABELS. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 







Remarks: Probably recent. 
Locality: Crater Lake, Oregon. 
l 









Page: 35, 36. 
I 
Field label. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Note book "B." J Date: January 1,1887. 
Page 30. I 
Locality: San Frsmcisco Mt., Grand Cafion.district, Arizona. 
Collector: E. M. Blank. 
Field labet 
U. S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY-APPALACHIAN DIVISION. 
No. 39. I Date: January 1, 1887. 
Locality: 3 miles southwest of Warrenton, Va. 
r-
Collector: J. B. WriJ:!;ht. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. DIVISION OF THE ROCKY .MOUNTAINS. 
State or Territory; Colorado. 
County: Lake. 
Town or district: Leadville. 
Mine: "Dirty Devil." 
Precise locality: 30 feet from pit of shaft " A." 
Local designation: Granite. 
Collented oy Emmons, 1887. 
Coil. No. 91. 
Determined by 
Meade. 
S. F. EMMONS, 
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FIELD LABELS-Continued. 
' U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
I 
Yellowstone·Park survey.• ARNOLD HAGUE, geologist in charge. 
Field No., 33. Date, October 10, 1887. 
Collected near Upper qeyser basin. 
N.B.,3 B. Page, 21-23. 
I Collected by Shuster. 
Sometimes specimens are collected by persons not connectecl with the Survey: and 
are transmitted either as gifts, or with requests for identification or for more ex-
tended information. When it is believed that the public interest will be subserved 
thereby, all such inquiries are answered as fully as seems to be desirable. If it is re-
quested, the specimens are returned; but if no such request is made, they are either 
destroyed or, if of sufficient value, labeled by the collaborator by whom they are ex-
amined, and thus become Survey property subject to the regulations controlling the 
collections made by its emplo~'es. 
The material collected by the specialists employed upon the Survey is of exceed-
ingly diverse value and character; the specific purposes for which it is employed are 
also diverse; and it is therefore inexpedient to prescribe regulations for the use and 
disposition of the material so long as it remains in the banes of the collector. Fre-
quently there is no record of the material produced by the collector, except in his own 
note books, listshand catalogues, and he is not charged with it upon any of the gen· 
eral records of t e Survey. If, however, the material in the possesssion of an em-
ploye has been acquired by gift through the Director, or has been transferred to him 
by another officer of the Survey for examination, a record of his acquisition of the 
property is contained in the correspondence files of the Survey, and he is held ac-
countable for it. Moreover, when the collections are shipped at the expense of the 
Government they become subjects of record, and their custodians are accountable 
for them in a general way. 
There are three ways in which collectors dispose of their acquisitions: F'irst, if the 
material is worthless except for immediate study, it is preserved as long as may be 
required for that purpose and is then destroyed. In this case there is no account of 
the production and disposition of the material except in the records of the collector, 
and in the transportation records if it has been shipped as public property. Second, 
if the material is of value for museum purposes, if it promises to be useful in subse-
quent researches, or if for any other reason it is deemed wise to preserve it in theN a-
tiona! Museum, it is transferred to that institution by one of the two methods described 
in a subsequent paragraph ; and there is a record of such transfer both in the Geologi-
cal Survey and in the National Museum. Third, if the maker of the collection is, for any 
reason, unable ro investigate the material in the desired manner, it is transferred, 
through the Director, to some specialist, generally within but sometimes without the 
Survey, for the requisite examination; and the material thus becomes a subject of gen-
eral record in the Survey. 
The person to whom material is transferred, either from collectors or from outside 
parties, disposes of it after investigation in one of these ways; but since there is a 
record of his custody of the material, greater caution is always exercised in disposing 
of it when so obtained than when it is obtained by collection. 
There are two modes of transferring material collected in the progress of the work 
~f the Survey to the National Museum: ( 1) Certain of the collaborators of the Survey 
are honorary curators of the National Museum, and have charge in the Museum of the 
classes of obje.ets which, as memb~rs of the Survey, they are engaged in investigat-
ing. When a collaborator has completed his investigation of a specimen or collec-
tion, and has prepared, identified, and suitably labeled it, he formally transfers it to 
the National Museum through the accessions .clerk of that institution, and receives 
from him a Museum number which is inscribed upon the label or labels. The material 
then becomes the property of the Museum, and is arranged upon the shelves, or in the 
drawers provided for the purpose. To facilitate snch transfer, some of these collab-
orators keep in their offices parts of the catalogue of the Museum, upon which there 
is a duplicate record of the transfer. The principal record of transfer is, however, 
that of the accessions clerk ofthe National Museum. (2) When a collaborator of the 
Survey who is not a curator of the National Museum desires to transfer specimens or 
collections to that institution, they are prepared, labeled, and packed, a suitable list 
.or catalogue is added, and the whole is transferred to the Museum by means of a for-
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mal letter addressed to the .. Director and by him referred to the officers of the Museum. 
Material so transferred is unpacked, entered into the Museum catalogue, numbered in 
the Museum series. and arranged for preservation or exhibition in the Museum in ac-
cordance with the plans of that institution ; and the principal record of the transfer, 
in which all such collections are credited to the Geological Survey, is kept by the 
accessions clerk of the Museum. 
The following officers of the Survey are honorary curators of the National Museum: 
Name. Function. 
I 
Division. Museum Department. 
- 1------1--
W. H. Dall ... Paleontologist. . . Cenozoic Division of Invertebrate 
C. D. Walcott .. Paleontologist .. 
C. A. White . . . Paleontologist .. 
L. F. Ward .... 1 Paleontologist .. 
F. W. Clarke .. Chemist ....... . 
Paleontology. 
Paleozoic Division of Invertebrate 
Paleontology. 
Meso-Cenozoic Division of Inverte-
brate Paleontology. 
Fossil Plants ...................... { 
Chemistry and Physics ............ . 
IX. Mollusks. 
XII. A. Invertebrates. 
XII. B. Invertebrate fossils. 
XIII. A. Fossil plants. 
XIII. B. Recent plants. 
XIV. Minerals. 
The work of the Survey is greatly facilitated by the co-operation existing between 
it and the National Museum. 
THE ILLUSTRATION SYSTEM. 
The Uses of lllust1·ations. 
With. the increase of human knowledge there bas been a constant growth of litera-
ture until its volume bas become enormous. 
There is a distinction· between what is known as pure 1iterature and the literature 
of science. P1.ue literature deals with certain human emotions, passions, and quali-
ties that are constant in character but not reducible to terms of exact knowledge. 
The subjects of pure literature may therefore be treated with limited antecedent 
knowledge on the part of the author as to the manner in which the same or related 
subjects are treated by other authors; little progress is made in either the matter or 
manner of literary work during any generation or century; and the classics of pure 
literature are often as old as the language, even as old as written history. But in 
scientific literature, which deals with subjects of exact knowledge, the writings of 
each period represent the existing sum of human knowledge concerning each of the 
subjects treated, and, combined, define the intellectual plane of the period, and form 
the basis for further progress. In science each investigator commences where his pre-
decessor left off, and the growth of scientific knowledge is thus a process of evolution 
commencing at fixed points, each determined by antecedent know ledge. So the classics 
in science are always modern, and the standard scientific treatises of past decades and 
generations have little more than historical value. 
The original investigator is therefore compelled to read a voluminous current liter-
ature in order to keep abreast of current scientific thought. Keeping pace with the 
literature of his subject is indeed one of the heaviest burdens of the scientific student. 
It is from this cause more than an:v other that the modern specialization of scientific 
work has become necessary. Moreover, the great cost of the publications which it is 
necessary for the investigator to consult, is an additional burden upon the scientific 
man and upon scientific institutions. Every device for diminishing the volume of 
scientific literature without reducing the sum of knowledge contained therein is 
therefore a boon to the student; and in the Geological Survey much thought has been 
given to plans for securing this end. " 
One of the most satisfactory methods for diminishing the volume of scientific trea-
tises on general or special subjects is that of substituting graphic representation for 
verbal statement. A map occupying a page not only represents information which 
it would require a score of pages of te;x:t to convey verbally, but conveys the infor-
mation in a more complete and intelligible form; and a landscape sketch, in which 
the elements of the landscape are of geologic significance, and which may be printed 
on a single page, may tell eloquently what could be told verbally only in an entire 
chapter. So there is great economy to the reader in the use of graphic illustrations 
wherever practicable; and within certain limits there is economy to the publisher in 
substituting graphic representation for verbal statement. 
The graphic representation of phenomena has another important advantage which 
is not often r~alized: in certain investigations involving study of the relations of' 
parts, graphic representation is ~ssential to the comprehension of relation. In re-
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gions of comple:x; geologic structure, for example, the student may be unable to per-
cieve the relations bE'tween different outcrops of similar deposits, and may be unable 
to determine whether all represent a single stratum of irregular form or a number of 
distinct strata, until the observations are projected upon paper in both horizontal 
and vertical planes. So the graphic method becomes an instrument of research as, 
well as a means of representing the results of research. 
The uses of photography have multiplied with the development of the art until 
they have become innumerable. Photography is employed in the Geological Survey 
in many ways. It is employed for the reproduction of landscapes for the use ofboth 
the geologist and the topographer, and of exposures of rocks for the geologist. The 
unique and instructive scenery of the mountains and plateaus of the West, the his-
toric hills and valleys of the Appalachian region, and the peculiar features of the 
Mississippi Valley plains, are all successfully reproduced by means of photography. 
'l:he complex and puzzling features of the glacial drift, and the structure of granites, 
limestones, ore-beds, &c., and the relations of the members in sections of displaced 
and convoluted beds in mountain regions, are all satisfactorily represented by th& 
same process. 
Photography is also used largely in the preparation of drawings of fossil plants, 
animals, &c., by a method which has been devised .within the Survey. The object is. 
photographed upon specially prepared paper; upon the photograph a drawing is made 
in indelible ink, by an artist who bas the object before him, in such a way as to rep-
resent the characteristics of the object in a more satisfactory manner than can be 
done by photography alone i and the photographic impression is then bleached out, 
leaving a drawing in ink which can be readily and cheaply reproduced. 
Photography is also largely used in the Survey for the reproduction of maps. Cer-
tain maps required for the use of the Survey are rare, and a single copy only is ob-
tainable. This is cheaply multiplied by photography. The scales of maps required 
for use in the field, or as copy for the lithographer in the preparation of illustrations 
for reports, are sometimes unsuitable; but by photography these maps are quickly 
feduced to the desired scale at small cost. The maps drawn in the geographic di-
vision, and certain other drawings prepared in the office of the Survey, are elaborate 
and finely executed, and their loss or injury would be serious; and such maps or draw-
ings are generally duplicated by photography. 
Classified by the general purposes for which they are ut')ed, the illustrations pro-
duced by the Survey belong to two categories. The first embraces illustrations 
needed in the prosecution of Survey work, e. g., field sketches and photographs used 
in the preparation of topographic maps or in the prosecution of geologic studies, 
bleachable photographs of fossils and crystals, photographs of maps tor working pur-
poses, &c. The second category includes illustrations to be engraved for reports on 
special subjects published by the Survey. Photographs and sketches are not pub-
lished independently, nor distributed as publications of the ~urvey; but in some cases 
such illustrations are exchanged with the correspondents of the Survey, just as min-
erals, fossils, &c., are sometimes exchanged, and provision is made for keeping a 
record of such exchanges under the document system. 
The Production, Custody, and Disposition of Illustrations. 
The illustrations produced by the Survey fall into five classes, viz: (1) maps, (2) 
.field sketches, (3) field photographR, ( 4) photographs made in the office from object 
collected in the field, &c., and (5) finished drawings. 
(1) The maps prepared by the Survey comprise atlas sheets, which have been de-
scribed in detail in the annual reports, and such special maps as are required from time 
to time for the illustrations of reports. The atlas sheets result from the operations. 
of the geographic division. In general, each topographer is charged with the survey 
of a stated area during each field season, and with the construction of a map cover-
ing that area during the succeeding office season. The topographers are thus their-
own draftsmen; but it is sometimes expedient to assist the topographer in this part 
of his work, and for this reason a section of draftiag has been established in the geo-
graphic division. In addition to such work as may be required upon the atlas sheets, 
the drafting of the !:!pecial maps required for the reports is performed in thi!i section. 
The manuscript atlas sheets are transmitted from the topographic div~sion through ' 
the Director to the Public Printer for engraving nuder contract; the proofs are re-
turned through the same channel, and are revised in the geographic division; and 
the proof-copies of the printed sheets required for the current use of the Survey are 
purchased and placed in charge of the division of geography. 
The assignment of a topographer for the survey of a gi von territory is a matter of. rec-
ord. By means of the custodial and stationery systems a~count is kept of all material 
that passes into his hands, and when the manuscript map, which represents the outcome-
of his work, is completed, his account may be balanced and the exact cost of the sur-
vey and drawing computed. Tho finished map is transferred to the chief geographer,. 
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and becomes a definite unit of property, of which strict account is kept at every 
stage, as drawings, proofs, and, .finally, printed maps and engraved plates. More· 
over, each map bears the name of the topographer who made the survey and executed 
<>r directed the drawing; and thus the responsibility for the work as well as the ma-
terial is definitely and permanently fixed. 
(2) Field sketches are made by the geologists and topographers of the Survey in 
the progress of their work. Like the collections, they fall into two classes, the first 
of which is only of temporary use, and the second of permanent use; and, as in the 
case of collections again, the disposition of field sketches is determined by their pro-
ducer. The field sketches of the topographers are used in the construction of the 
maps, but no further use is made of them and they do not become subjects of record 
except in the note books of the topographers. A large portion of the sketches made 
by the geologists in the .field are only of service in correlating observations and form-
ing conceptions concerning the relation of the rockmasses and other geologic phe-
nomena investigated, and no account is kept of such illustrations except in note 
books. But a portion of the sketches made by the geologists in the field, as well a'3 
most of the drawings made by him in the office, are useful in illustrating the report 
upon his work, and all such sketches are so elaborated as to serve as copy for t.he 
~ngraver or lithogra.pher, either by the geologist himself or by artist$ employed for 
that purpose in the illustrations division of the Survey. Such sketches become mat-
ters of re<:Jord when they are transferred to the illustrations division for reconstruc-
tion or to the editorial division for transmission to the Public Printer 'for reproduc-
tion. 
(3) Field photographs are generally taken either by the geologists or topographers 
themselves or by photographers in the regular employ of the Survey; but in certain 
special cases local photographers are employed in the field. Most of the geologic 
divisions of the Survey are provided with cameras, and most of the geologists have 
become skilled in their use and make their own negatives. This is advantageous 
when the field of work is remote and bot a limited number of negatives is required; 
but when the field is readily accessible and the number of negatives required is large, 
it is more economic to have the work done by skilled photographers employed reg-
ularly for the purpose. 
The photographs taken by the Survey become public property, and record is kept 
both of the negatives and of the prints made therefrom. When photographs are 
made by local photographers under special contracts, however, the negatives may or 
may not become the property of the Government, according to the terms of the con-
tract; but record is made of the prints as soon as they reach the illustrations or edi-
torial division. A large proportion of the photographs taken by geologists in the 
field and nearly all of ijhose taken by the topographers are only of temporary use, 
and after they have served their purpose the negatives are destroyed. A smaller 
proportion are of permanent value and are ultimately either worked up into finished 
.drawings or reproduced directly by wood engraving or otherwise for the illustration 
<>f reports, the negative being preserved as long as necessary. 
(4) The chief purposes of the photographs made in the office have already been in-
dicated. They are made upon requisition, countersigned by the chief clerk, or upon 
·specific authorization of the Director; and when delivered the receipt of the photo-
graphs is acknowledged upon the requisition blank by the person for whom they 
were made. A copy of this blank is attached: 
No.213.] 
J. K. HILLERS, Photographer: 
REQUISITION FOR PHOTOGRAPHS. 
DEPARTHBNT OF THB INTERIOR, 
UNITBD STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
January 1, 1887. 
Please furnish to this office for Mr. Sample 3 prints of negative No. 90 (1886) • 
.TAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohi,ef Oleri. 
Received .ran nary 4, 1887. 
.r. C. SAMPLE. 
There is thus a definite system of regulating and controlling this class of work in 
·the photographic laboratory. The negatives are preserved whenever necessary. 
(5) There is a small corps of artists employed in the preparation of finished draw-
·ings designed for the illustration of reports. These drawings represent landscapes, 
rock exposures, geologic sections, various kinds of diagrams, crystalline and other 
mineral forms, microscopic slides, fossil remains of animals and plants, &c. They are 
.constructed from field sketches and photographs, from data furnished by the authors 
<>f reports, or from the objects themselves. Their production is specifically authorized 
by the Director, either orally when they are prepared in advance of the completion 
-of the reports for publication, or through the editorial division when the reports 
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which they are designed to illustrate have been accepted for publication. A record 
of the :finished drawings produced is kept in the division of illustrations. 
The proofs of illustrations are revised, and the original drawings and duplicate 
proofs are preserved and recorded, in the illustrations division. 
The Reproduction of nlustrations. 
The most delicate and important duty connected with the preparation of finished 
drawings for the illustration of reports is the selection of methods of reproduction ; 
for while in certain cases the most advantageous method may be evident, there are 
cases in which different methods might be employed, and in which the question of 
cost becomes an important element in the selection. Certain general principles which 
have been set forth in previous publications govern the selection in some cases: e. g., 
lithography is never employed when it can be avoided, partly because lithographs are 
expensive both in reproduction and in printing and partly because it is not practica-
ble to preserve them and duplicate the illustrations in different arrangements when 
necessity arises; and wood engravings and modern photo-process engravings, 'Vhich 
a.re not open to these objections, are used as far as possible. But there are many cases 
in which lithography would produce the best results, wood engraving somewhat in-
ferior results, and photo-process engraving still less satisfactory results; and the 
question to be decided, therefore, involves the careful weighing of the antagonistic con-
siderations of excellence and cheapness. The question is further complicated by the 
manner in which the contracts for reproduction are ordinarily made-the contract 
for lithography commonly including printing, while those for wood-process engraving 
do not; and since it frequently happens that photographs or other subjects which 
might be reproduced direct on stone or wood must be redrawn in order that they may 
be reproduced by the photo-processes, the cost of drawing may have to be consid-
ered also. 
Every effort is made to reduce the cost of illustrations for reports of the Survey to 
as low a figure as is consistent with a high standard of excellence, and it is accord-
ingly necessary to exercise judgment as to the best methods of reproduction of 
illustrations in connection with nearly every publication issued by the Survey. It 
is believed that these efforts have been eminently successful, since the illustrations 
of the publications of the Geological Survey compare favorably with those of other 
scientific institutions, both domestic and foreign, while the cost of reproduction of 
such illustrations has been reduced fully 60 per cent. since the organization was 
established. 
The division of illustrations is in charge of Mr. W. H. Holmes, who employs anum-
ber of assistants upon finished drawings ~d the proof-reading of engravings; and 
the photographic laboratory belonging to the division is in charge of Mr. J. K. Hillers, 
who has four skilled assistants. This force does not include that employed in the 
section of topographic drawing in the division of geography. 
THE EDITORIAL SYSTEM. 
The .Functions of the Editorial Division. 
As provided in the organic law of the Survey its publications consist of four 
classes, namely: (1) Annual reports, (~)monographs, (3) bulletins, and (4) statistical 
:papers. These publications reach a considerable volume annually. During the fiscal 
year of 1886-'Si there were published two bound volumes in octavo, three in quarto, 
and thirteen unbound bulletins, aggregating 4,253 pages of text, illustrated by 350 
plates aud 327 figures. 
The labor involved in supervising so large an amount of publication, comprising the 
suitable preparation of manuscripts for the press and the careful and repeated proof-
reading demanded by the highly technic character of the work, has necessitated the 
development of an editorial system. 
The principal considerations borne in mind in the development of this system are 
the following: (1) Individuals engaged in researches involved in or collateral to the 
extension of the geologic survey of the United States over the national domain should 
have facilities for publication of the results of their work equal to those afforded by 
the publishing houses or scientific institutions of this and other countries; (2) no matter 
should be published unless it be of sufficient value to warrant publication and ex-
tended distribution; (3) the publications of the Survey should be prepared, printed, 
and bound on a uniform and consistent plan for each of the classes established by 
law; ( 4) corrections and alterationM should be made as far as practicable in the man-
uscnpt rather than in the proof, proof corrections being expensive; and (5) the 
an thor, who may be engn.ged in investigations or other important work of high grade, 
should be relieved as far as practicable of the details of book-making, part of which 
-can he satisfactorily p()rformed by others whose time is of less value. 
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Under the second head, it ma;r be remarked that it is to avoid the risk of burdening. 
the series of Survey pub1ications with trivial matter, statements or theories of doubt-
ful validity, and all writings whose value to the people of the country is not commen- . 
surate with the cost of publication, that the papers offered for publication by the 
Survey are so searchingly criticised by the Director and his collaborators in the man-
ner hereinafter set forth. Moreover, should it appear necessary at any time, matter 
offered to the Survey for publication, either by its own officers or by others, would be· 
submitted to competent authorities outside of the institution tor a statement as to its . 
scientific value and an opinion as to the desirability of publishing it. 
The consideration referred to under the fifth head involves one of the fundamental 
principles of the policy of the Survey, i.e.,· the division of labor in such manner that 
each employe shall be assigned to those duties only which he can most advantageously 
and economically perform. In a simple organization employing few individuals this . 
principle may be ignored without serious loss, but in a complex organization, per-
forming various functions and employing a large number of individuals, differentia-
tion of function is believed to be essential to the highest efficiency. 
So far as is practicable the advantages of literary criticism in advance of publica-
tion are secured by the authors of the reports issued from time to time by the institu-
tion. Moreover, by the employment of an editor, whose duty it is to assist the Director · 
in exercising a general supervision over the publications of the Survey the latter, 
is enabled to make his supervision much closer and less general in characteJ" than it 
"'ould otherwise be in view of the magnitude of the annual literary product. 
The Methods of Work • 
.Nearly all the reports published by tile Survey are prepared either by chiefs of di- . 
visions or by assistants workin.~r under their direction. A few reports prepared by 
geologists of the country not in the employ of the Survey are published; but these 
relate to subjects upon which the Survey is engaged or contain information of value · 
to the Survey which could not be so economically acquired in any other way. 
The reports prepared by chiefs of divisions are submitted to the Director for ap-· 
proval, and are generally discussed at length by the author and Director, and some- . 
t~imes by other officers of the Survey, before they are transferred to the editorial de- . 
partment. Reports prepared by assistants are examined by chiefs of divisions, and 
if approved by these officers are transmitted to the Director and discussed in the same · 
manner as the reports emanating from the chiefs themselves. · Reports prepared 
either by geologists not connected with the Survey or by assistants whose chiefs are 
not specialists in the subjects treated, are transmitted to the Director and generally 
submitted by him to some member or members of the Survey especially familiar with 
the subject reported on, and if the reports are approved by them they are suumitted 
to the Director anew with either oral or written recommendation for publication. 
After approval by the Director, all manuscripts prepared for publication are trans-
mitted to the editorial division with· instructions as to the class of publications in 
which they are to appear. 
One of the principal functions of the editor is to maintain uniformity in the differ-
ent classes of pUblications, and to make such arrangements of and additions to the · 
manuscript as may be required for that purpose. In tb.e interests of convenience on 
the part of readers, it is desirable that books shall be properly arranged under chap-
ters, sections, and lesser divisions, and that all divisions shall be imitably indicated by 
means of titles. It is desirable also that a list of the chapters, sections, or other di-
visions in each volume, so arranged as to give a logical view of the contents of the , 
treatise, shall be introduced in the work. Moreover, the value of books to most users . 
is greatly increased by the addition of an index. Accordingly complete lists of con-
tents and of illustrations and full indexes are appended to the publications of the , 
Survey. 
When a manuscript work reaches the editor, it is supplied with title-pages and with , 
lists of contents and illustrations, iftheseareneeded. The manuscript istheucri r ically 
read, clerical errors are corrected, obviously necessary transpositions and other purely 
literary corrections are made, quotations and bibliographic references are veritiPd 
and the latter are reduced to a uniform plan, and references to illustrations are made , 
or corrected. Where more important alterations appear to be required they are sng· 
gested to the author (and in some case!:> to the Director); and if the number of altera-
tions is large the manuscript is returned to the author for revision. In some cases 
this critical examination leads to the rejection of a paper. 
The manuscript is next "prepared" for the printer-the type, size, and :;tyle of" 
headings, &c., are indicated, and all necessary directions for printing are g·iven. 
Meantime the illustrations are transferred to the division of illustrations for erliting, 
for redrawing when required, and for such directions as to reproduction as may be 
deemed necessary. The manuscript and illustrations are then transmitted to the Pub-
lic Printer by the Director. 
Duplicate galley proofs are returned from the Government Printing Office to the · 
etlitor; one ~·et is first corrected by the manuscript and then submitted to a critical 
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reading similar to that given to the matter in manuscript, and the neceaaary correc-
tions and changes are made; and the other set is transmitted to t'be author for his 
revision, and finally his corrections are transferred to the galley in the hands of the 
-editor, which is then returned to the printing office. 
The page proof is in like manner conveyed to the editorial division and is there 
read and revised, and running titles and signature marks are added. In some cases 
the page proof is also sent to the author for revision. 
The ''second page revise," as it is technically called, is also returned to the editor. 
An index is then prepared, or, if one has been prepared by the author, it is revised 
and corrected. After the second page revise has received the final corrections (in 
some cases a third or fourth revise is found necessary) it is transmitted to the office 
·of the Public Printer as approved, and passes out of the custody of the editorial 
division. 
While in the office of the Survey the copy aud proofs are arranged in drawers for 
~onvenient reference, and a set of each proof, both galley and page, is permanently 
preserved by the editor. Each page or galley of the proof-sheets is sta1111ped in red 
i.nk on its receipt. Copies of the stamps are appended: 
PROOF STAMPS. 
First revise. 
Duplicate first revise. 
First page revise. 
Duplicate first page revise. 
Second page revise. 
Duplicate second page revise. 
Thrrd page revise. 
Final page revise. 
Sent to author. 
Author's marks transferred. 
Last corrections transferred. 
During the progress of a book through the press a record is kept of the transmission 
<>fall copy and proof to, and its receipt from, the Public Printer. Sample leaves of 
the book in which this record is kept are appended: 
EDITOR'S ACCOUNT WITH PUBLIC PRINTER. 
Bulletin 42.-Report of work done in the division of chemistry and physics mainly during 
the fiscal year 1885-'86, F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 
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Proofs and manuscript are sent to the authors when necessary either by mail or ex-
press; and the author is notified of their transmission by means of a penalty-card, a 
eopy of which is appended: 
NOTICE TO AUTHORS. 
SIR: I send you by mail to-day proof-sheets as follows: 
MS. pp. 1-100. 
1st R. pp. 17-32. 
Please return at your earliest conventence. 
I • 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U~TJTED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Washington, D. C., January 1, '1887. 
Gs.lleys 1 A-20 A. 
2d R. pp. 1-16. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
OhufOurk . . 
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One of the first processes in the preparation of a book for the press is the coustruc-
tion or verification of the list of illustrations. This list is preserved by the editor 
until the illustrations are finally prepared for reproduction and transmitted to the 
Public Printer. The illustrations themselves are, however, transferred to the chief of 
the division of illustrations for reconstruction or for directions as to reproduction; and 
the transfer is noted by means of checks upon the list of illustrations, as is also the 
return of the finished drawings. 
Before the illustrations are transmitted to the Public Printer they are recorded in 
a book kept for the purpose, by name, publication number, and an arbitrary office 
number, assi~ned simply for the convenience of the clerk who keeps the record; and 
the receipt of the proof from the engravers or lithographers, their retum, and their 
final approval, are also recorded in the same book. Sample leaves of this record are 
appended: 
RECORD OF ILLUSTRATIONS. 
Fourth annual report of the U.S. Geological Survey-1882-'83. 
I 
Date From whom of received. What received Title. Office No. Final No. Size. receipt. 
1883. 
July 7 Henry Gannett .. _ Drawing .••.. Map of U.S. show- 17,001 Pl. I IDoublepl'•. 
areas surveyed.-
7 Capt. C. E. Dutton. do ......... General map o f 2 II do 
Hawaiian .Arch-
I ipelago ......... I I 
.Action. 
Reproduction. Reproduced by-
Date. To whom sent. 
1883. 
Chromo-lithograph_----·-··---- .August 31 Public Printer. __ .. Julius Bien & Co. 
October 6 do ........... .. Photo-Engraving Co. Photo-engraving ..•... _. _. _ .. __ . 
First proof. Second proof. .Approved 
by .Remarks. 





1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 
{~33 151 
November 17 { !1.366 
171 
December 17December 17 w-w Subject to one cor-8!J 
ov. Dec. rect10n. 
1884. 
f'' 121 1884. 1884. *eb. February 13 February 13 
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The proofs of illustrations are revised by the chief of the illustrations division, and 
by authors in accordance with his instructions ; the proofs are stamped in the same 
manner as are the letter-press proof sheets; and the original drawings, together with 
duplicate proofs, are permanently preserved by the chief of the illustrations division. 
The editorial work of the Survey is in charge of Mr. Thomas Hampson, who has 
eight assistants; but the general correspondence of the office is also conducted in this 
division, and occupies most of the time of several of these assistants, and the work 
upon illustrations is performed in the illustrations division. 
THE DOCUMENT SYSTEM. 
Tlle Publications of the Survey. 
The annual reports of the Survey are issued in four editions. The first comprises 
the "usual number" of documents ordered by Congress, or 1,900 copies; the second 
is a special congresE~ional edition of :~,000 copies, of which 1,000 are for the use of 
the Senate, and 2,000 for the use of the House; the third is an edition of 750 copies 
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ordered by the Secretary ofthe Interior to accompany, and form volume 3 of, his an-
nual report; and the fourth is an edition of variable number published under a joint 
resolution of each Congress, of which a part is designed for the use of the Senate and 
House of Representatives, and a part for the use of the Geological Survey. Of the 
second and third annual reports ~,500 copies each, and of the fourth and fifth annual 
reports 5,000 copies each were printed for the use of the Survey, and of the sixth and 
seventh 5,000 copies each are authorized. 
The monographs, bulletins, and statistical papers are issued in two editions ; the 
first comprising the "usual number" of documents ordered by Congress, and the 
second the edition of ~,000 copies provided by statute for sale and exchange through 
the Geological Survey, in accordance with the provisions of the law regulating its 
publications. Only the latter edition passes into the custody of this institution. 
Small special editions of each of the reports on mineral resources, and of two bulle-
tins on subjects believed to be of wide interest, have also been printed for the use 
of the Survey by order of the Secretary of the Interior. 
The publications of the Survey are exhibited in the accompanying list: 
PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
ANNUAL REPORTS. 
I. First Annual Report to the Ron. Carl Schurz, by Clarence Kin~. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 1 map.-A. 
preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications. 
II. Report of the Director of the United States Geological Survey for 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 
1882. SO. lv, 588 pp. 61 pl., 1 map. 
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883. 
so. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps. 
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884. 
so. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps. 
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885. so. 
xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps. 
The Sixth and Seventh Annual Reports are in press. 
MONOGRAPHS. 
II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, capt. U. S. A 
1882. 40. xiv, 264 pp. 42pl., and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price$10.12. 
III. Geofogy of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 1882. 
4P. x"l{_, 422 pp. 7 pl., and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11. 
IV. Comstock Mming and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Price $1.50. 
V. Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 151. 29 
pl. Price $1.85 
VI. Contributions to the K.1owledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Wm. M. Fontaine. 
1883. 4o. xi, 144 pp. 5! 1. 54 pl. Price $1.05. 
VII. Silver-lead Deposits of Eureka, Nov., by Joseph S. Curtis. 1884. 4°. xili, 200 pp. 16 pl. 
Price $1.20 
VIII. Paleontology of the Eureka. District, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 241. 
24 pl. Price $1.10. 
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey, 
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. Price $1.15. 
·x. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinc·t Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh. 
1885. 4o. xviii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2.70. 
XI. Geological History of Lakl.' Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel 
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. Price $1.75. 
The following is in press, viz: 
XII. Geology and Mining Inrlustry of Leadville, with atlas, by S. F. Emmons. 1886. 4o. .xxix, 
770 pp. 45 pl., and atlas of 35 sheets folio. 
The following are in preparation, viz: ,.. 
-Gasteropodaof the New Jersey Cretaceous and Eocene Marls, by R. P. Whitfield. 
-Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague. 
-Lake Bonneville, by G. K. Gilbert. 
-Sauropoda, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh. 
-Stegosauria, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh. 
-Brontotheridre, by Prof. 0. C. Marsh. 
-Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 
-The Penokee-Gogebio Iron-Bearing Series of North Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving. 
-Youn~er Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William M. Fontaine. 
-Desonption of new Fossil Plants from the Dakota Group, by Leo Lesquereux. 
-Report on the Denver Coal Basin, by S. F. Emmons. 
-Report on Ten-Mile Mining District, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 
-Report on Silver Cliff Mining DisLrict, by S. F. Emmons. 
-Flora of the Dakota Group, by J. S. N"ewberry. 
BULLETINS. 
1 On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with a 
Geological Sketch of Buffalo Peaks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. so. 42 pp. 2 pl. Price 10 
cents. 
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2 Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coinage va.~ues of troy ounces of fine metal, &c. 
by Albert. Williams,jr. 1SS3. S0 • S pp. Price 5 cents. 
3. On the Fossil .Faunas of the Upper Devonian along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins 
County, New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by HenryS. Williams. 1S84. 8°. 36 pp. Price 
-5 cents. 
4. On Mesozoic FosRils. by Charle~ A. White. 1SS4. S0 • 86 rp. Price 5 cents. 
5. A Dictionary of Altitudes m the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 18S4. S0 • 325 pp. 
Price 20 cents. 
6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by .J. W. Spencer. 1S84. S0 • 43 pp. Price 5 cents. 
7. Mapoteca GE>ologica Americana. A catalogue of Geological Maps of America (North and South), 
1.752-18S1, b:v .Jules Marcou and John Delknap Marcou. 1884. 8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents. 
8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragmems in Certain Rook.s, by R. D. Irving and C. R. 
·van Rise. 1884. 8°. 56 pp. Price 10 cents. 
9. Report of work done in the \Vashington Laboratory during the fiscal year 1883-'84. F. W. Clarke, 
-chief chemist; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1S84. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents. 
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary studies, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 
so. 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents. 
11. On the Quaternary aut! Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin, with descriptions of new forms, by R. 
Ellsworth Call; introduced by- n. sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. 
18S4. so. 66 pD. 6 pl. Pl'ice 5 cents. 
12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 18S4. so. 
;34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents. 
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, by Henry Gannett. 
18S5. S0 • 135 pp. Price 10 cents. . 
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent 
Strouhal. 1885. so. 23S pp. Price 15 cents. 
15. On the MeRozoic and Cepozoic Paleontology of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. so. 33 pp. 
Price 5 cents. 
16. On the higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by .John M. Clarke. 1885. 8°. 
86 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents. 
17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, by .Arnold Hagao 
and .Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp Price 5 cents. 
18. On Marine Eocene. Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America, 
'by Charles A. White. 1885. so. 26 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents. 
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 18S5. so. 28 pp. Price 5 cents. 
20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hille· 
brand. 18S5. so. 114 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents. 
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price 
.5 cents. 
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. S0 • 25 pp. 5 pl. Price 
·5 cents. . 
. 23. Observations on the junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on Ke-
weenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pl. Price 
15 cents. 
24. List of Marine Mollusca, com11rising the Quaternary Fossil& and recent forms from .American 
•localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, includin~ the Bermudas, by William H. Dall. 18S5. 
so. 336 pp. Priee 25 cents. 
25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes. 
18S5. so .. 85 pp. Price 10 cents. 
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 18S5. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents. 
27. Report of wo!'k done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics mainly during the fiscal year 
1884-'S5. 1S86 8°. SO pp. Price 10 cents. 
2S. The Ga.bbros and Associatl:ld Hornblende Rocks occurring in the neighborhood of Baltimore, 
Md., by George H. Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents. 
29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American .Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886. 
so. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents. 
30. Second contribution to the studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Ch.trles D. 
Walcott. 1886. 8°. 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents. 
31. A systematic review of our present knowledge of Fossil Insects, inclndin~rMyriapods and Arach-
nids, by Samuel H. Scudder. 1886. 8° 128 pp. Price 15 cents. 
32. Mineral Springs of the United States, by Albert C. Peale. 1S86. 8°. 235 pp. Price 20 cents. 
33. Notes ou the Geology of Northern Cdifornia, by .Joseph S. Diller. 1886. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 
cents. 
34. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene 
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents. 
35. The Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. 80, 
62 pp. Price 10 cents. 
Numbers 1 to 6 of the Bulletins form Volume I; Numbers 7 to 14, Volume IT; Numbers 15 to 23, 
Volume III: and Numbers 24 to 30, Volume IV. Volume Vis not yet complete. 
The following are in press, v1z : 
36. The Subsidence of small particles of Insoluble Solid in Liquid, by Carl Barns. 
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 
38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, b:y .Joseph S. Diller. 
39. The Upper Beaehes and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 
In preparation : 
40. Ge11logic notes in Northern Washington Territory, by Bailey Willis. 
41. Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian-the Genoesee Section, by HenryS. Williams. 
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year 
1885-'86. F. W. Clark, chief chemist. 
43. On the Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by 
.Eugene A. Smith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 
44. Historic statement respecting Geoloo-ic Work in Texas, by R. T. Hill. 
45. The nature and origin of Deposits of' Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, Jr. 
46. Bibliography of North American Crustacea, by A. W. Vogdss. 
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STATISTICAL PAPERS. 
Mineral Resources of the United States [1882], by Albert Williams,jr. 1883. so. xvii, 813 pp. 
P Jice 50 cents. 
MineralRe:;ources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams,jr. 1885. so. xiv, 1016 
pp. Price 60 cents. 
In press: 
Mineral Resources of the United States for the Calendar Year 1885. 
In the accompanying tables the publications which have passed into the custody of 
the Survey are enumerated, and the size of edition, the cost per copy as determined 
by the Public Printer (except in the case of annual reports, the cost of which is esti-
mated), the aggregate number of volumes, and the total cost, are also exhibited. 
From these tables it will be seen that under the present directorship of the Survey 
there have been issued five annual reports, ten monographs, thirty-nine bulletins, 
and three volumes of mineral resources; in all, fifty-seven distinct publications, in 
editions ranging from 2,500 to 5,000. It will also be seen that the aggregate value of 
the property in the form of publications for which the Survey has incurred responsi-
bility during the last five years is no less than $159,390. 
Annual Reports U. S. Geological Survey. 
Name. 
Second .......................... . ................................... . 
Third ......•...•...•••.. ·•···•·••·•••·•••••··••·•••·····•············ 
Fourth .••.....••.•••••.••..•.•••......................•...•... . ...... 
Fifth .••.. · ........••. ·••·•··•••·• ......•••••...•.•.••..••.....•..••..• 
Sixth ..•...••••.•••••.•••••...•.......•.....•..•..••......•...•••.... 
Edition. Es~o~:,ted 






Total........................................................... 20, ooo ........... . 
Monographs of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
Name. 
(ill Tertiary History of the Grand Cafion District, by C. E. Dutton. 
(III) Geology of the Comstock Lode and Washoe District, by George 
F. Becker . ........... .. ... . ......... . ........................ . 
(IV) History of Comstock Lode, by Eliot Lord .......•••..........•• 
(V) Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving ....••• 
(VI) Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by W. M. Fontaine ......... . 
(VII) Silver-Lead Deposit of Eureka, Nev., by J. S. Curtis ......... . 
(Vill) Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. Walcott .. . 
(IX) Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and 
Greensand Marls of New Jersey, by Robert P. Whitfield ..•. 
(X) Dinocerata; a Monograph of an extinct order of Gigantic Mam-
mals, by Othniel Charles Marsh .................. . .......... . 
(XI) Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of 
Northwestern Nevada, by Israel Cook Russell ........••...•. 
Total. ................... -.• -- ••. -- · ... -- • · · ---- ·- • • ·- • .. • • · 
4402 INT-28 
j Edition. Price per copy. 
---
3,000 $10 12 
3,000 11 00 
3, 00() 1 50 
3,000 1 85 
3, 000 1 05 
3,000 1 20 
3,000 1 10 
3,000 1 15 
3, 000 2 70 


















i-, 500 00 
5, 550 00 
3,150 00 
3, 600 00 
3, 300 00 
3, 450 00 
8,130 00 
5, 250 00 ---
100,290 00 
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Bulletins of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
Edition Price per I Total 
· copy. cost. 
--------------------------------------------------------1---------------------
Name. 
(1) Hypersthen~·Andesite and Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, 
$0 10 by C. Whitman Cross ...•.. .. ...•...•••.... . ..................... 3,000 $300 00 
(2) Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, by A. Williams,Jr .......••... 3,000 05 150 00 
(3) Fossil Faunas of Upper Devonian, &c., by H. S. Wi iams ........ 3, 000 05 150 00 
(4) On Mesozoic Fossils, by Dr. C. A. White .......... . ..•....•....•.. 3, 000 05 150 00 
(5) Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States,-w. Henry Gannett . • . 3, 000 20 600 00 
(6) Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. . Spencer .......... 3, 000 05 150 00 
(7) Mapoteca Geolo~:.ca Americana, by Jules and J. B. Marcou ... .. .. 3,000 10 300 00 
(8) Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, 
by Irving & Van Rise .................•...... . _ .. ......••••...... 3, 000 10 300 00 
(9) Report of Laboratory Work, by Clarke & Chatard .... . .... _. _ .... . 3, 000 05 150 00 
(10) Cambrian Faunas ofNo.rth America, by C. D. Walcott ..•..•..•.. 3,000 05 150 00 
(11) Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin, by R. E. CalL 3, 000 05 150 00 
(12) Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahonian, by E. 
S. Dana ..•.••.....•....•...............•....... . ..... . .........•• 3, 000 05 150 00 
(13) B~i~~.d~~ili::r;hGa~~~\td. -~:~~~~ _ ~~-~ -~~ -~~~ _ ~~~~~~ _ ~~~ _ ~~~~~~ .J 3, 000 10 300 00 
(14) Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron Carburets, by 
Barns & Strouhal ................•••• . ..... . ..... . .......•. . ..... 3, 000 15 450 00 
(15) Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Dr. C. A. 
White .........•.........•.....•.••••.....••.........•............ 3, 000 05 150 00 
(16) Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by J. M. 
Clarke . ..•.......................•...... . ....................... . 3, 000 05 150 00 
(17) The Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of 
Washoe, by Hague & Iddings ............. . ..... ............ . . 3, 000 05 150 00 
(18) Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca, 
by C. A. White ...................•••........................... 3, 000 05 150 00 
(19) Notes on Stratigraphy of California, by G. F. Becker . ............ 3, 000 05 150 00 
(20) Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by 
Cross &Hillebrand .....• . ......................... . . . ..... . .. . .. 3, 000 ]0 300 00 
(21) J,ignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, Dakota, by Bailey Willis . 3, 000 05 ]50 00 
(22) New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Dr. C. A. White .. .. . 3, 000 05 150 00 
(:!3) Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Se-
ries, by Irving & Chamberlin ...... . ....•...•••...•••...... . ..... 3, 000 
151 
450 00 
(24) List of Marine Mollusca, by W. H. Dall ..•. . ........... . .......... 3, 000 25 750 00 
(25) The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the 
United States, by Phineas Barnes ...........•... . ............ _ ... 3, 000 10 300 00 
(26) Copper Smelting, by Henry Howe ...... . .........•............ . ... 3, 000 :..o 300 00 
(27) Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, 
mainly during the fiscal year 1884-'85 ..••.•.......•....••........ . :, 000 10 300 00 
(28) The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rock, occurring in the · 
nei~hborhood of Balt.imore, Md., by George H. Williams ........ 3, 000 10 300 00 
(29) On t e Fresh-water Invertebrates of theN orth American J nrassic, 
by Charles A. White ............................. . .•••.•......... 3, 000 05 150 00 
(30) Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of 
North America, by Charles D. Walcott ...... . .................. . 3, 000 25 750 00 
(31) A Svstematic Review of our Present Knowledge of .Fossil Insects, 
including Myriapods and Arachnids, by Samuel H. Scudder . ..... 3, 000 15 450 00 
(32) Mineral Sprin~s of the United States, by Albert C. Peale ......•.. 3, 000 20 600 00 
(33) Notes on the eology of Northern California, by JosephS. Diller. 3,000 05 150 00 
(34) On the Relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the 
succeeding Fresh-water Eocene and other Groups, by Charles 
A. White .......................... . ..... . ............ . ..••....•.• 3, 000 10 300 00 
(35) T~~:C~lts~:;o~~e~~~~~ -~~ ~~~- ~~~~- ~~~~~~~-t~: -~:'. ~-a·r~-~~~~s- ~~~. 3, 000 10 300 00 
(36) Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barns ...... 3,000 10 300 00 
(37) Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward .....•............ 3,000 25 750 00 
(38) Peridotite of Elliot County, Kentucky, by J osepn S. Diller . ....... 3, 000 05 150 00 
(39) The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by 
Warren Upham ......................•...•.................... ... . 3, 000 10 300 00 
Total...................................................... . ...... 117,000 .••..•.••. 11,400 00 
Statistical Papers. 
Name. Edition I Price per Total · copy. cost. 
·~------------~------------------·------------------- 1 ----------------------
First..................................................... . ............. 3,000 $0 50 $1,500 00 
Second................................................................. 3, 000 60 1, 800 00 
Third................................................................... 3, 000 · 40 1,200 00 
_ Total ..••••••.•..••••••••..••.•• :·········:·······-···············1---;,ooo ~ 4.5oooo 
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Special editions of Statistical Papers and Bulletins. 





Mineral Resources of the United States (1882), by Albert Williams,jr .. -- . 
Mineral Resources of the United States (1883 and 1884), by Albert Will-
M~~rs~ljR~~~~:;;c~~ -~f th~ --u~it"e"<i siai.;8 (i885); Di~~i~it- ~f" M:i~i~g Stati~: . 
tics and Technology .. ·---- ... -- ......... --.-- .... --- ........ -- .. -- .... --. 
Bulletin: A Dictionary of Altitudes in t.he United States, compiled by 
Henry Gannett ..... - ... - .. -•........• - .. -- .. - . . ... . .... - ... -- .... .. ..... . 






$0 50 $1,000 00 
60 1, 200 00 
4u 800 00 
20 100 00 
20 100 00 
-----------
Total. .................. -........... -...... - .......... - ...... -.-- .... . 
RECAPITULATION. 
Series. 
Annual Reports ............................................................. . 
Monographs ................................................................. . 
Bulletins . - ................................................................. .. 
~~~~f:!l~Ji~~~=~~-::::: ::::::: ::·.: :·. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total ................................................................. .. 
7, 000 . ...... 3, 200 00 
A~~£::e Aggregate 













By reason of the great responsibility thus incurred by the Geological Survey, it has 
been deemed necessary to develop a comprehensive yet simple method of regulating 
the custody of this property and of accounting for it in accordance with the princi-
ples of the custodial system already explained. 
The Principles Recognized in the Document System. 
Among the considerations upon which the document system has been founded are 
the following: (1) All matter published by the Survey shall be issued in sufficiently 
large editions to meet present requirements and to remain accessible to all important 
libraries and to students interested in the subjects treated for a considerable term of 
years; (2) the method of distribution shall be such as to insure the reception of the 
publications by public libraries, scientific and educational institutions, and individ-
uals engaged in special investigations of related subjects; and (3) the cost of pn bli-
cation shall be reduced to a minimum. 
(1) The question as to the size of the editions of Survey publications required to 
meet the wants of the people has been carefully considered by the framers of the 
law controlling their disposition; and the edition decided upon appears adequate to 
meet all demands, at least for the present. 
(2) It should be borne in mind that the best method of distributing the publica-
tions of the Government depends upon their character; for the method which is best 
for one class of publications may not be the best for another class. 
A large proportion of the publications of the Government are of general interest to 
the people, and it is desirable that they shall be widely and promptly distributed; 
and a method of distributing such publications gratuitously, through Congress 
and through certain Departments, has been adopted and has been found by 
experience to be at least measurably satisfactory. But with governmental endow-
ment of special research in different lines-in anthropology and ethnology, in 
geography and geology, in geodesy, in the condition and changos of the coast, in 
sanitation and public health, in the various branches of zoology, in fieh and fisheries, 
in agriculture, in chemistry, in entomology, in climate and weather pro~nostica.tion, 
in veternary science and the health of animals, in astronomy, &e.-there bas grown 
up a special class of publications which, while of great value aud, combined, of 
interest to all classes of people, are each of interest to only a limited number of 
the people of the country; and it has been found by- experience that the ordinar;J 
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regulations for the distribution of public documents are unsatisfact~ry for these 
special publications. In the first place, while the officers intrusted with the dis-
tribution of documents may be supplied with the addresses of the recipients of 
public documentst generally hroughout the country, and may be able to extend their 
lists by means of applications and recommendations, they have not the addresses of 
the special students of the country to whom the documents would be of the greatest 
value; and, accordingly, students frequentiy fail not only to receive, but even to learn 
of the existence of such documents. Again, excessive editions of special reports are 
sometimes published, and the surplus remaining in the document rooms of Congress 
and of the governmental Departments becomes a burden; and scandal has resulted 
from the means adopted for the relief of this burden, and unwarranted reflections 
have thereby been cast upon the special publications of the Government. On the 
other hand, the editions published have in some cases been too small, and therefore 
inadequate to supply the needs of the libraries, the scientific and educational insti-
tutions, and the students of the country; the documents have consequently come to 
command high prices in second hand book-stores; and an undue burden is thereby 
imposed upon the individuals and institutions to whom the publications are neces-
sary. So in various ways the general and gratuitous distribution of the special 
reports of the Government has been found by experience to be unsatisfactory. 
It should be borne in mind, too, that the special publications of any Government 
are of interest not only to the citizens of that Government, but also to those of other 
nations. Science is cosmopolitan; and in order that the best progress shall be made, 
and that each country shall enjoy the benefits resulting from scientific investigations 
in other countries, it is necessary that there shall be international circulation of docu-
ments in which the result of research are recorded. The publications of the leading 
scientific, literary, and educational institutions and individuals of Europe, Asia, and 
Australasia, whether issued under governmental auspices or not, are in the leading 
public libraries and in many of the private libraries of this country, and constant 
use is made of them by the agents of the Government employed in special investiga-
tions; international associations and congresses of astronomers, geographers, and 
geologists, and of members of medical and other professions have been organized dur-
ing recent years, :tnd much benefit bas resulted therefrom toAmerican participants; 
and it is eminently desirable, in the interest of international comity and harmony as 
well as of scientific progress, that the special publications of this country relating to 
subjects of common interest throughout the globe shall be properly distributed 
abroad. Much thought has consequently been devoted to the development of a sys-
tem of international exchanges which shall permit of the prompt distribution of the 
publications of the Survey among the leading foreign institutions of learning, and 
which shall secure from ~hese institutions such of their publications as are useful 
to the Geological Survey. 
The objections to the plan of general gratuitous distribution of documents embody-
ing the results of special researches appear to be wisely met in the law regulating 
the disposition of the publications of the Geological Survey by sale and exchange, 
aud the legislation upon this s11bject is therefore welcomed by the people of the coun-
try who are interested in the progress of research. 
(3) Economy in publication is secured in the Geological Survey (1) by reducing the 
cost of editorial work and printing to a minimum, (2) by substituting graphic illus-
trations for verbal statement whenever practicable, and (3) by diminishing the cost 
of illustrations as far as is consistent with excellence, as has been set forth in preced-
ing pages. 
The Custody of Documents and the Mode of Distribution. 
The custody of the documents distributed through the Survey is vested i:n the libra .. 
rian. They fall into three classes, in which responsibility is incurred differently, viz: 
First, the regular editions of the monographs, bulletins, and statistical papers pro-
vided for by law, and that part of the edition of the annual reports provided for in 
joint resolution which is specifically designed for the use of the Survey; second, cer-
tain small special editions of some of the publications of the Survey which are printed 
under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior for gratuitous distribution; and, 
third, the small number of photographs used for purposes of exchange. 
The first of these classes of documents is transferred to the office of the Survey 
from the Government Printing Office in lots, each accompanied by a receipt filled 
out with the llame of publication, the style of binding, and the number of volumes; 
and after verification of the entries, this receipt is signed by the librarian, and a 
record of the transaction is made in a book kept for the pmpose. Specimen entries 
in this book are appended: 
THE 
B&OOBD 01' DOCUJOlfl'L 
Monograph IX.- Whitfield. 
1886. 
lllay17 Received from PublicPrinter ......................................................... . 
17 ...... do ............................................................................... . 
17 ...... do .............................................................................. . 
18 ...... do ............. · .................................................................. . 
18 .•.... do ............................................................................... . 
18 ...•.. do ............................................................................... . 
19 ...... do ...... .. ....................................................................... . 
19 ...... do ............................................................................... . 
20 •••••• do ............................................................................... . 
20 ••.... do ............................................................................... . 
21 .•.... do .............................................................................. . 
21 .••••. do ............................................................................... . 














The publications of the second class are rece~v~d in a similar manner fro!ll tJ;te docu-
ment clerk of the Interior Department, and a similar record of the transactiOn IS made, 
the receipt for each lot being returned to the Interior Department. 
The photographs are printed in the_ laboratory of the Su;rvey upon requi~itio~ of 
the librarian, countersigned by the chief clerk, and are receipted for by tb.e librarian 
upon delivery. The following form is used : 
RBQUI8ITIOK BOB PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Ohaa. C. Darwin.] 
J. K. HILLBBS, Photographer: 
Please furnish this office with the following : 
Photographs. 
[lfo. a. 
DBP ABTKBlfT OJ' THB l5TBBIOB, 
UKITED STATES G&OLOGICAL 8UBVBY, 
Wtuhingt(m, D. 0., &p. t.t, 188'1. 
Transparencies. 
20x 24 ................... 8x 10 .................. SOx 34 .................. 11x 14 ............... . 
~'!'x20 ................... 5x8 ................... 20x24 .................. 8x10 ............... _ 
1f X 17................... 4 X 6 ................... ,17 X 20...... ... . .. . .. . . . 5 X 8 ....... ., ...... ••. 
11 x 14, 1 doz. panels..... U x 17 ................. . 
Received Sep. lOth, 1887. 
CHA8. c. DABWilf, 
Librarian. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
(Jh-.t OZ.i. 
Classified by the method of distribution, the documents are (1) those disposed of 
onlybysaleor exchange, including the monographs, bulletins, and statistical papers; 
(2) those disposed of either by regular exchange or gratuitious distribution, includ-
ing annual reports and the small special editions of statistical papers and bulletins 
alrea.df mentioned; and (3) those disposed of by special exchange or distribution 
including part of the annual reports, the special editions, and photographs, &c. ; and 
the methods of accounting for the three categories are different. 
1. A ledger account is opened with each of the first of these categories of documents, 
in which the librarian is charged with the various lots received from the Government 
Printer and credited with the ~les and exchanges as made. This ledger account thus 
shows the status of the edition of each document at any time. It is balanced qna,r. 
terly, and an account of the sales, with the receipts therefrom, is transmitted to the 
United States Treasury through the disbursing officer. A copy of the Trea.slll'er'& re-
oeipt for the moneys derived nom the sale of tlie publications, covered into the United 
States Treasury each quarter, is filled with the lt\dger account. A sample leaf of thfe 
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DOCUMENT LEDGER. 
Mineral resources, 1885. Price, 40 cents. 
~rought forward........................................................ 3, 000 131 
~;!-:.~~~~a!'d'~kp~~~Id.~~!; P~: :::::::::: ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
Jno • .A. McConnell & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa ............................................ .. 
fr~u~ ~~~~~e~.ts~~~~iifs~M:"c;::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
!.J:·::~~h,8~~r~~~~o~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 










Forward................................................................ 3,000 142 
The methods pursued in the making and recording of sales, and in the making and 
recording of exchanges, differ somewhat. When sales are made, the orders and remit-
tances are immediately entered in a day-book, of which a sample leaf is appended: 
DAY-BOOK. 
~an. 20 . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • . . • • . • . . .. . . .. . . 59 35 
J. N. Smith, Island City, Oreg., 2d M. R.......................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . ... . . 60 
E. M. Hale, Chicago, 32....... ... . . . . .. ...... . ... .. . ... . ..... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 20 
A. Perry, Pontiac, Mich., IX, X, XI, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35........................ 8 75 
J. W. Morgan, Carb. June., Mo., 5, 13...... ............................ ... ••• ............ ...... 30 
Chicago Copper Refining Co., 2, 7, 20, 26, 27, 2d M. R..................................... 1 05 
Jan. 22: 
H. W.Clarke, Syracuse, N. Y., 213 ...................................................... ...... 20 
F. A. Hill, Phila., 2d M. R . ... . . .. . .. . . ............. ...... .......... ...... ...... .... . ... ...... 60 
W. G. Brown, Lexington, Va., 2d M. R. .... .......... ...... ...... .................. ..... ...... 80 
W. R. Billings, Ottawa, 4, 11, 16, 18, 29, 30, 31. ... ...... ...... ...... ....... ... .... .. ..... ... .•.... 65 
M:.Corsman, Paris, France (forO.Myer), 24 .................................................. 25 
Jan. 24: 
M. F. Richardson, Lebanon, N.H., 22d M. R...... .... .. .. .. . • . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. 20 
C.J.K.Jones,Louisville, Ky., V, VI, 5,10,11,16........................................ 3 25 
A. W. Eckhardt, Cleveland, Oh., 1 and M. R .. .. .. . . • . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. ... • .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 60 
77 80 
When the document is transmitted, the account, with the full address of the pur-
chaser, is transferred to the ledger; and the entire correspondence, including the 
acknowledgment of receipt, is preserved. There is thus a triple record of the trans-
action, first in the day-book, second in the ledger, and third in the correspondence files. 
The method of accounting for exchanges is more elaborate, and the records are 
kept in a different manner. The system of exchange is based upon a list of scientific 
institutions and individuals, both foreign and domestic, which was carefully pre-
pared soon after the organization of the Survey, with the view of not only placing 
the publications of the Survey in the best hands, but also of securing in return the 
greatest possible amount of material required in the library. To insure accuracy and 
completeness, the list was subsequently revised by a commission of geologists appointed 
for the purpose; and it was finally referred to, and approved by, the Secretary of the 
Interior. The exchange list thus prepared is cautiously extended, as circumstances 
require, by the addition of addresses of new libraries and institutions issuing pub-
lications of value to the Survey, and of names of specialists who definitely express 
a desire to m:tke an exchange with the Survey and specify the material they propose 
to transmit; when, if the propoaal seems fair, the addition of the address is author-
ized. The addresses are revised and corrected from time to time. 
The exchange list is printed upon galley slips, which are perforated, in order that 
they may be easily divided into separate address labels, each of which bears a num-
ber used in keeping account of sendings and returns. The use of printed address 
slips instead of written addresses not only economizes time, but greatly reduces dan-
ger of error. One of these address 8lips is appended hereto: 
ADDRESS SLIP. 
1 
Ecole Sup~rienre des Sciences, 
Rue Rovigo, 104, 
2 a ..:\..lgiers, Algeria, Africa. 
(From the United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C., U.S. A.] 
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In addition to the ledger account with each publication, in which both sales and 
exchanges are entered, there is also assigned to each exchange publication a check 
list, in which are printed numbers corresponding to those borne upon the different slip& 
of the exchange list. 'rhe first Ul~e made of this check list is in controlling the trans-
mission of the documents and of the accompanying letters of advice. Checks indica~ 
ing transmission are first made upon the list by the proper authority; the list is next 
used as a guide in attaching the printed slips to the parcels in the shipping room; it 
is then used in filling out and mailing the accompanying letters; it is used once more 
in the verification of the work of addressing the parcels and preparing the letters when 
the matter is ready for transmission ; and it is finally used for recording, by means of 
suitable checks, the acknowledgments of receipt. The check list is thus a permanent 
record of (1) the transmission of the documents, and (2) of the reception thereof by 
the persons addressed. 
The check lists are printed and bound in pamphlet form. Part of a page is ap· 
pended, with the mode of record shown in the first column : 
DOCUMENT CHECK LIST. 
Check list of the sending of Fijtk Annual Report between March 19, 1886, and May 8, 1886. 
1 26 51 76 101 126 151 176 
91/ 27 52 77 102 127 152 177 
s.v 28 53 78 1o3 128 153 178 
4 29 54 79 104 129 154 179 
9 34 59 84 109 134 159 184 
199 
200 
941/ 49 74 99 124 149 
~v' 50 75 100 125 150 
174 
175 
The check-list is supplemented by a series of charge cards, which are used also 
in the transmission of the documents distributed gratuitously. These cards are 
arranged, first, in groups or fascicles, in which the cards are of different colors and 
each is assigned to a certain series of documents while the initial card bears an ad-
dress taken from the exchanO'e list together with its serial number; and the groups 
themselves are arranged alphabetically under the addresses. Each card is divided 
into a number of rectangles, and each rectangle has printed within it a number or 
abbreviation referring to one of the documents of the series represented by its color; 
and there is space in the rectangle for rec ording the transmission of the document 
and also-when the same cards are used in the transmission of gratuitous publications 
-(1) 1he request for the document, when Rnch is made ; (2) the mailing of the letter 
of advice; and (3) the acknowledgment of receipt. Samples of these cards are ap-
pended: 
DOCUMENT CHARGE CARDS. 
fColor of card, white.] 
For chm·ging Annual Reports and monographs. 
DOE, JOHN, Hewitl, Wood Oo., Wisconsin.. 





•••.••••. , 188 ••••.••.. , 188 ......... , 188 ..•..••. . , 188 ....... . . , 188 ......... , 188 
A. II ~ s 14 ~0 :: ..... ,lJ •••.•.••.• 188 ........ . , US8 .•••.•••. , 188 ..... .. ... , 188 ......... , 188 
A. III 3 9 13 ~1 
·~~---··· 188 •••..•••. , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 
A. IV 4 10 16 ~~ ~s 
••••••••. , 188 ••••••••• , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ..•••••.• , 188 
A. v . 3 11 1'1 ~3 ~9 
.•••.••.. , 188 .•••.••.. , 188 ••••••••. , 188 ......... , 188 '188 ...•••••. , 188 
A. VI 6 1!1 1S ~4 30 
, •••.••••. , 188 ••••.•••• , 188 ••••.•••. , 188 ••••.••.. , 188 ..... ,-!'-PI 188 ~·- ~--· ••.• 188 
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i 
[Color of cam, green.] 
For charging Bulletins. 
POE, RICHARD, Macon, Georgia. 
Bulletin 1 , 13 19 
......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 
~ s 14 ~0 
--.----- ., 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 .. -- . -- .. ' 188 
3 9 Ui 21 




......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 
li 11 l't ~:J 
......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 
6 1~ 1s ~4 
-- ....... , 188 .. -----· .• 188 ......... , 188 ......... , 188 




......... , 188 
~,. 





. -- .. -- .. ' 188 
30 
..•......• 188 
For chm·ging Mineral Resources. 
BLACK, JOHN, .Adams, Mass. 
, 13 
v.I 
......... , 188 
V.II 
. -- .. -- . -' 188 
V.III 
......... , 188 
V.IV 
......... , 188 
v.v 
......... , 188· 
V.VI 
......... , 188 
........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 
s 14 
.•••••..•. ,188 ..••.•..••. ,18 ........... ,18 ........... , 18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 
3 9 
.......... ,188 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 .......... . ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 
10 16 
.......... ,188 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... , 18 ........... ,18 .......... ,188 
11 1'1 
.......... ,188 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 .......... ,188 
6 lS 
.......... ,188 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 ........... ,18 .......... ,188 
[Color of card, chocolate.] 
For charging photographs. 
AMBERLY (JAMEs C.), 347 Ohestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Date. Photographs of- Size. No. 
1887. 
Jan. 27 Zuni Pueblos..................................................... 11 x 14 12 
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[Color of card, white.] 
For charging miscellaneous sendings. 
HARRIS, RoBERT, Pomfret, Windham Oo., Oonn. 
·1886. I 
Jaly 27 "History of Lake Bonneville" (Gilbert). 
The system of record thus triplicated is still further supplemented by the retention 
of the receipts signed by the correspondents, which are preserved, in the manner 
described under the correspondence system. 
There are accordingly four distinct records of the disposition of documents ex-
changed by the Survey : First in the ledger account with each document ; second, in 
the check list ; third, in tho charge cards ; and, fourth, in the receipts returned. 
These records are kept by different individuals, and check one another so completely 
that there is scarcely a possibility of error. 
(2) The method of accounting for the second category of publications, i.e., the reg-
ular exchanges which are not sold, including part of the annual reports and the small 
special editions already noticed, is identical with that followed in case of the first, 
except that ledger accounts are not kept with the editions. 
(3) The mode of accounting for the documents distributed gratuitouslyor by spec-
ial exchange is somewhat different. Instead of an exchange list there is a list of 
correspondents, which is not printed but kept in manuscript by means of the card 
system already described. A group of cards as large as may be required for each cor-
respondent who has ever received a document issued by the Survey is kept under his 
name; upon these cards there are indicated every request made for publications, the 
transmission of every document sent to his address, and every acknowledgment of 
receipt that he has made; and the groups of cards are arranged alphabetically, so that 
the account of every correspondent is readily accessible. 
The record of distribution of all three classes of documents described in the fore-
going paragraphs is supplemented by the correspondence record. 
Orders for the sale publications, requests for exchanges, and applications for the 
gratm to us publications of the Survey are usually made by letter; and in such cases the 
letter is preserved in the correspondence files of the library. There are certain cases, 
however, in which copies of publications issued for sale are needed in the prosecution 
of the work of the Survey, or are requirecl for the use of offic~rs of the Interior or 
other Departments. In these cases a special order for the document is made by the 
Director upon a form provided for that purpose, which is subsequently filed under an 
alphabetic arrangement in such manner that the documents disposed of in this way 
can be readily ascertained. A copy of the form is appended : 
REQUISITION FOR DOCUMENTS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. a., Aug. 20th, 1887 
Send to Emil Broadhead, Flatwater, Nevada, one copy 6th An. Rep. 
At whose request: J. W. Powell. 
Order given Aug. 17, '87, 
Parcel made ul?, Aug. 21, '87. 
Sent Aug. 21, 87. By whom sent: Wirt. 
When documents are prepared for sending a letter of transmittal is also prepared, 
and, with a blank receipt and an envelope for its return, is inclosed in a larger en-
velope and mailed to the address of the correspondent. Forms of the letters of 
transmittal, of the receipt, and of the return envelope are appended. 
E.B.TRUE, 
Gallatin, Milaouri : 
LETTERS OF TRANSMI'ITAL. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. a., Jan.lBt, 1887. 
SIR: I send you by mail to-day a copy of the Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Prof. R. D. 
Irving. 
Please fill out the inclosed receipt and return it to the Director of tbe U. S. Geological Survey, 
Washington, D. C. 
By order of tho Director. 
I am, respectfully, yours, 
JAMES C. PIT.LIN~ 
ahiq U&ft'i. 
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M.P. CRONIGER, 
Havre, France: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERiOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Jan. 18t, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to send to your address Copper· bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Prof. R. D. 
Irving. 
As this volume cannot be transmitted by mail, it is sent through the Smithsonian Institution's in· 
1iemational exchange. It may not reach you, therefore, for some time after the reception of this letter. 
Please. fill out the inclosed receipt and return it, post pai~, to the Director of the U. S. Geological 
Survey, Washington, D. C. 
By order of the Director. 
I am, respectfully, yours, 
RECRIPT FOR DOCUMENTS • 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
OhiefOlerk. 
. [A neglect to return this receipt carefully filled in below will be regarded as an indication that none 
of the future publications of the Survey are desired by you.] 
To the DIRECTOR U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0.: 
Date, --, 188 • 
SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt of one copy of the Copper·bea&g Rocks of Lake Superior, 
by Prof. R. D. Irving. 
Name,----. 
Permanent address, -- --. 
·City or town, --. 
country or State, --. 
ENVELOPE FOR RECEIPT. 
Return penalty envelope. 
To the DIRECTOR, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Official Business. 
Any person using this envelope to 
avoid the payment of postage on 
private matter of any kind 
will be subject to a fine of 
Three Hundred Dollars. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SUR\'BY1 
Waahington, D. 0. 
The letters of transmittal accompanying the gratuitous sendings and special ex:-
·c2anges are press-copied. The returns from all classes of sen dings are :filed in accord-
.ance with the correspondence system of the library. 
Additional records of the custody and transmission of documents are provided in 
·the registry system of the Post-Office Department and in the Smithsonian exchange 
·system. By the former all domestic, and by the latter all foreign, sendings are con-
veyed to their destination. The methods are as follows: 
Mter the documents are prepared :for transmission, but before they leave the cus-
ftody of the librarian, they are separated into "domestic " and "foreign" portions, 
the former of which are transmitted by registered mail, while the latter are conveyed 
through the foreign exchange of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Parcels of documents going abroad are transmitted in lots to the Secretary of the 
;Smithsonian Institution, and specific instructions forforwarding accompany each lot. 
A letter of advice is communicated at the same time to the Secretary, as well as the 
Teceipts prepared for his signature, which specify the number of parcels and the ad-
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LETI'ER USED IN SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTEKIOR, 
U:IIJ:TED STATES GEOI..OGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Jan. 1, 1887. 
To the SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION : 
SIB: I have the honor to send herewith, for transmission through the Smithsonian Internationa 
Exchange, one package for the address given below. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
E. M. YEASTMANN, 
Woolwich, England. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
RECEIPT USED IN SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGE. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, D. 0., --, 188-. 
'To the DmECTOR OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY: 
SIR: I have to acknowledge the recei"J?t of one package for transmission through the Smithsonian 
International Exchange to the address given below. 
Very respectfully, 
S. F. BAIRD, 
Secretary. 
E. M. YEABTMANN, 
Woolwich, England. 
The receipt is duly signed and returned by the Secretary of the Institution, and the 
receipts are :filed in chronologie order in the office of the Survey. In addition a sep-
arate account of all parcels transmitted through the Smithsonian exchange is kept 
in a book provided for that purpose called the "weight book," a sample entry in 
which is appended: 
WEIGHT BOOK. 
M.R.3. Zb. oz. 
13 08 
2 01 
R.Friedlander & Son, Berlin, Ger ............................................ . 
Kongl. Kommerce Kollegium, Stockholm, Swe .•••••..••.••..•..••.........•.. 
S. C. BROWN, JR. 
A special record book has been devised for use in the registrati.on of the domestic 
parcels by which much labor is saved both to the Survey and to the Post-Office De-
partment, and by which a complete record of the registration of each parcel is kept in 
~. uplicate, one copy being preserved in the office of the Survey, and the other in that 
of the registry clerk of the Washington post-office. A sample leaf of this record book 




Unit1d States Geological Survey.-Account of 1·egistered ntail. 
Name. 
Dates upo~e~~\~he:J>h~ckage was A~~~e!!'w~Eo-
Post-office. State.l------,----------1 the date 
stands in 
Min. Res., Min. Res., Min. Res., the column 
1882. 1883. 1885. below. 
-----·l--------------l----------l----l-------l--------1---------l---------
1155 Geol. survey, Ark.. Little Rock. Ark. Aug.10, '85 Jan. 26, '86 Feb. 26, '87 
1156 Eugene W. Hilgard. Berkeley ... Cal.. Aug.10, '85 Jan. 26. '86 Feb. 26, '87 
1157 Joseph LeConte ........ do ........ do .. A.ug.10, '85 Jan.2&, '86 Feb.26, '87 
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Summary. 
The docu.ment system thus described appears to be as simple as is practicable consis-· 
tent with the fundamental principles set forth in describing the custodial system ot 
the survey. It is believed to be so complete that error or peculation could be readily 
detected at any time after the documents leave the hands of the Public Printer and 
bef.:>re theyreach the hands of the domestic institution or individual for whom they 
are designed, or until they have passed into the custody of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, the foreign exchange system of which is so widely and so favorably known. The-
system is eminently satisfactory in all respects, save th~t some delay unavoidably 
occurs in the transmission of documents to foreign correspondents. Every effort has 
been made to reduce -the delay to a minimum, and it is believed that no further im-
provement in this dire:Jtion can be made without important changes in the laws 
relating to the foreign mail service. 
This branch of the Survey is in charge of Mr. C. C. Darwin, the librarian. 
THE LIBRARY SYSTEM. 
The General Plan of the Library. 
The establishment of a geologic library as one of the accessory divisions of the Sur-
vey has been fully described in the annual reports of the survey. 
As has been pointed out in these reports, it is essential that the geologic investi-
gator, if he desires to maintain a place in the foremost ranks of geology, shall keep 
himself constantly familiar with the current geologic literature of this and other 
countries; and since it is the policy of the Survey to employ the ablest geologists it 
is important that .the means of keeping well abreast of geologic science shall be af-
forded them. Accordingly provision has been made for securing the publications of 
foreign institutions of· learning and science and of scientific specialists ~s promptly 
as possible, both by exchange in the manner already set forth, and by purchase. No 
effort is made, however, to build up a general scientific library, but only to ma\e such 
a collection of scientific books, periodicals, pamphlets, and maps as relate specially 
to geology or will be of use in the prosecution of the work of the Survey; but certain 
scientific books and periodicals are of a general character, including contributions t<J'. 
to geology in connection with writings relating to other matters, and in order to se-
cure the geologic matter it is sometimes necessary to obtain publications devoted to 
general scientific subjects. Thus the library of the Survey is fairly supplied with 
current scientific literature in general, and is especially rich in current geologic 
literature. • 
The operations of the Geological Survey extend over the entire country; and in order 
to avoid duplication of labor it is necessary that geologists shall be familiar with the · 
work of other students in the regions upon which they are engaged. It is therefore im--
portant that the library of the Survey shall include all publications upon the geology, 
&c., of the country, whether reports of investigations undertaken by the Federal Gov-
ernment, reports of State surveys, or memoirs embodying results of the work of un-
official geologists. Great efforts have been made to render the Survey library as com-
plete as possible with respect to these domestic publications, and all the mot'e important-
are now on its shelves. 
The general principles of geologic science and of geologic technology are best set 
·forth in the standard treatises and manuals, of which some are classic and invaluable 
to the student, while many others are ofvalue, and all contain more or less information. 
of use to the investigator in special subjects. It is desirable that the geologist shall 
have ready access to these standard publications, by the use of which the value of his 
work is greatly increased; and provision has been made for obtaining such standarlli 
treatises on geology as have already been published, as well as those which appear from 
time to time. This class of publications forms a considerable part of the contents 
of the library. 
Although the most important publications in geology as in other sciences are made· 
either in the form of considerable volumes, or in that of articles in standard periodicals, 
many treatises of considerable importance are either privately printed or published in 
small editions, generally in pamphlet form; and in order that the library shall he com-
plete it is necessary that these scattered and ephemeral publications shall be collected 
and preserved. The library is rich in geologic literature of this character. 
There are in the library five principal classes of publications, including those just 
mentioned, viz: (1) official reports by the Federal Government and States, and ot.her 
publications relating to special localities, (2) standard geologic treatises, ( 3) scientitic 
periodicals, (4) fugitive pamphlets, etc., and (5)maps. Although the Survey has been 
in existence but seven years, the number of such documents already in the library is .. 
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targe, reaching 19,501 volumes, 26,100 pamphlets, and 8,000 maps; and a systematic ar-
rangement of the contents of the library is essential to its ntilit~·- It is important, too, 
that a systematic method of accounting for and regulating the custody of the property 
contained iu the library shall be followed, since its ton tents are oflarge money value. 
A comprehensive library system has accordingly been devised. It is founded upon 
the consi(lerations (1) that the contents of the library shall alwa~7s be readily acces-
sible to the collaborators and employes of the Survey, a,ud (~),that the custody of and 
responsibility for every book, pamphlet, and map shall be constantly fixed by docu-
mentary evidence. 
The .Accessions. 
The greater part of the accessions to the library come in the form of exchanges, 
either by mail or through the Smithsonian Institution, and others are obtamed by pur-
chase, sometimes in considerable lots, but generally by single volumes or small lots. 
Great care is required in making out lists for purchase to avoid duplication or pur-
chase of irrelevant matter on the one hand, or neglect of desirable publications on the 
other. All orders for the purchase of books are approved by the Director. 
Current accessions i11 small lots, coming by mail or otherwise, pass through the 
hands ofthe chief clerk. A record is kept of the larger lots, either in the account 
with the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, in case they come through the 
Smithsonian exchange, or by the property clerk if they are shipped direct. 
Foreign purchases of books for the library are exempt from dt.1.ty by statute; and 
when information has been received from a foreign dealer that a lot of books has 
been shipped upon a certain steamer, a letter is written to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior for communication to the Secretary of the Treasury, requesting that the col-
lector of customs at the proper port be instructed to admit the case fi:ee of duty. 
The letter is written upon the accompanying form: 
REQUEST FOR FREE ENTRY. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE IXTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., J11iM 1st, 1gg6. 
To the honorable the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
SIR: I h'\ve the honor to request that the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury be asked to in· 
struct the collector of customs at the port of New York to admit free of duty and charges one box 
consigned to John Doe, 714 Broadway, N.Y., marked J.D. 207, which has arrived at that port frool 
London, England, poc ~teamer Circassia.. The case ~ontains publications destined excluAively for the 
United States Geolog1cal Survey, and 1s to be delivered to John Doe, for J. ,V, Powell, Director 
at Washington, D. C. ' 
The articles named (publications) comprise the entire contents of the above case, and ''the price to 
be paid for the same does not include the duty payable on such articles" when imported by private 
parties. 
I am, sir, with respect, your obedient servant, 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
On receipt by the librarian, all documents are stamped with the name of tho insti-
tution and the year, and entered in the accessions catalogue of the library, which 
contains a short title of each book received, including its condition, binding, &c. A 
sample leaf of the accessions catalogue is appended: 
ACCESSIONS CATALOGUE. 
United States Geologica~ Survey-Accessions Catalogue of the Library. 
Date. Author. Title. Size. Place. 
lgg6. 
Jan. 9 Geikie, James...... The Great Ice Age ................• -.............. go London. 
Jan. 9 Daubree .•••••...... ~tudes synthetiques de geologie experimentale .... ·1 go I Paris. 
Date. Bind· in g. Source. 
Price. I 
1-----;------i Remarks. 




1874 Cloth. Purchased..................................... $3 50 ............ 1 
1879 t mor. Exchange, Bossange. ...... .......... .......... ...... ...... .... .•.... ...••. 1 
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In the case of bound volumes an accessions number is added to the stamp and en-
tered in the catalogue, and the accompanying label is affixed to the inside of the 
cover. 
BOOK LABEL. 
Pamphlets and maps do not have accessions numbers; and the serials receive ac-
cessions number only when bound. The serials are, however, entered upon their re-
ceipt in the periodicals catalogue, a sample leaf from which is appended. 
CATALOGUE OF PERIODICALS. 
United States Geological Sw·vey-Pedodicals Catalogue of the Library. 
Place. I 1886. I 1887. 
When books are received unbound, and when volumes of periodicals are com-
pleted, they are bound in the Government bindery, upon requisition of the Secretary 
of the Interior. 
The volumes are prepared for binding in the library and instructions for the· 
binder are indicated upon blank forms, a sample of which is appended: 
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When a number of volumes thus prepared have accumulated, the Secretary of the 
Interior is requested upon the accompanying form to make a requisition for binding 
them. 
No.109.] 
REQUISITION FOR BINDING. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., July 20, 1877. 
Sm: Please cause to be bound for this office the following-described books of which* -- I 
mclosed: 
No. of copies. 
6volumes. 
Title or description of work. 
(A separate requisition must be made for each item.) 
Geological Society, London. 
INSTRUCTIONf!. 
Lettering will be found on slips contained in each volume. 
Very respectfully, 
To the Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
J. W. POWELL, 
Directfilr. 
*Copy of work to be printed; specimen leaf of blank book to be made or list of books to 
be bound, as the case may be, must be sent WITH the requisition covering the work. 
Packages of material-envelopes papers, books, &c.-for the Public Printer should be 
marked to show the name of the Bureau and number ofthe requisition to which they pertain, 




REQillSITION FOR PRINTING OR BINDING. 
U. 8. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OFFICE . 
..................................................... , 188 .. 
Cost,$ ................ .. 
PUBLIC PRINTER'S ESTIMATE OF COST. 
(Dated) ....................................................... , 188 .. 
Com~osition .. . ................................... .. 
Puttmg plates to press .....• . ....•...•...•...•..... 
Presswork ......................................... . 
Folding ........................................... .. 
~~iii~::::::::::::::::::::::::~=::::::::::::::::::: 
Stereotyping ...................................... .. 
1-----1---
Total ....................................... .. 
:Received ........................................................ , 188 •• 
Returned ...................................................... , 188 .. 
The requisition for binding is sent from the stationery division of the Interior De-
partment to the Government bindery, and the 'librarian of the Surv(ly is advised of 
the requisition number; when the books are transmitted to the Government bindery 
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with the number of requisition marked upon each parcel. At the same time two 
letters of transmittal are prepared, one for the superintendent of the stationers di-
vision of the Department of the Interior, through whom the books are sent, and one 
for the superintendent of the bindery. These letters are prepared upon the appended 
forms, and, with the accompanying lists of volumes to be bound, are copied in a let-
ter-press book kept for that purpose: 
LETTER TO GOVERNMENT BINDER. 
D~PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., September 13, 1887. 
SIB: I send you through the chief of the stationery diyision of the Interior Department, twelve vol-
umes, as specified ill the accompanying list, which I should be pleased to have bound for the Geologi-
cal Survey on requisition 9031, Interior Department. 
By order of the Director. 
Yours, with respect, 
To .TAMES WHITE, 
Foreman Government Bindery. 
.TAMES C. PILLING...J.. 
Ohief vterk. 
LETTER TO STATIONERY CLERK. 
DEP ABTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., September 13,1887. 
SIB: I send you twelve volumes, as specified in the accompanying list, which I should be pleased to 
· bave bound for tbe Geological Survey on requisition 9031, Interior Department. 
By order of tbe Director. 
Yours, with respect, 
To L. Q. C. LAMAR, .JR., 
Ohief of the Stationery Di1;ision, Interior Department. 
.JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Olerk. 
On its return from the bindery each volume is checked off the press-copied list in 
which it is charged to the bindery, and is labeled and numbered, and if necessary, 
stamped, in the manner already indicated. 
Maps in single sheets generally require to be mounted on muslin. This is done in 
the geographic division upon requisition signed by the librarian and counter-signed 
by the chief clerk, and receipts are given by the librarian when the maps are re-
turned. A record of the work is thus kept by means of the requisitions themselves. 
The forms of face and reverse of the requisit.ion for map monnting are appended. 
REQUISITION FOR MAP MOUNTING. 
[Face of requisition.] 
No. 901.J 
HENRY GANNETT, Ohief Geographer: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATt;S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
October 10, 1887. 
Please furnish to this office for Mr. E . .T. Good, 1 Mt. Shasta sheet, mounted . 
Received Oct. 10th, 1887. 
lReverse ofrcqttisition.] 
' Mr. J. COLLINS: 
Please comply with the within request. 
Remarks: (Make special). 
Received Oct. 10, 1887. Completed Oct. 13, 1887. 
.JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohie.f Olerk. 




NoTE.-In the case of extended conpilations, details of draftsmen, &c., a. written applicatio» 1l-ould 
• be submitted, stating specifically the amount and character of the work rt-qnired. 
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A special index catalogue of the maps is then prepared, in which they are arranged 
geographically; and each is stamped with the number assigned to it under the geo-
graphic arrangement. A leaf of this index catalogue is appended : 
MAP CATALOGUE. 
Reymann's Special-karte. Berlin. 332 sheets . ..... ...•.. .. .....• .•.••• ...... ...... ...•.•. ... . . 1100 
Prnssia., Kon. Prt:nss. Generalstab. Atlas. 68 sheets........................................... 1101 
Hohenzollernsche Lande. Berlin, 1863. 9 sheets................................................ 1102 
Tri~onometrisehe punkte. K. Preuss. Bur. d. Landes triangulation. 32 sheets . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1103 
Dre1ecksnetz I and II ordnung d. Preuss. monarchie. 7 sheets.................................. 1104 
Schw.iedbaren eiscns in Preussen, 1880. Berlin, Naumann. 2 sheets .....• . .. .-.................. 1105 
Roheisens in Preussen, 1880. Berlin, Naumann. 2 sheets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1106 
Mineralische brennsto:ffe in Preussen, 1881. Berlin, Naumann. 2 sheets........................ 1107 
Stemko~lengebir~;es, &c., v. Halle. Be;rlin, 1870. Laspeyres. 3 sheets . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1108 
Schlesw1g-Holstem, Meyn., 1881. Ber·lm, L::mdesanstalt................................. . . . . . . . . 1109 
Geol Karte d. Insel Sylt., Meyn., 1876. Berlin.................................................. 1110 
The full title of each book, pamphlet, or map thus received and noted in the gen-
eral accessions catalogue, in the periodicals catalogue, or in the map catalogue is then 
transcribed upon a card, which gives in adtlition the price, accessions number ,and 






Text-book of geology. I By I .Archiba-ld Geikie, 11. d., f. r. s., I director-general of the geo-
logical survey of ~reat Britain and Ireland, / [etc., 4lines]. 1 With illustrations. 1 Sec-
ond edition, revised and enlarged. I London: Macmillan and co. I 1885 I so. xvi, 992 pp. 
incl. 1 pl. 1 tab.1 pl 
These cards constitute, when arranged alphabet-ically, a complete card catalogue of 
all documents which have passed into the custody of the library. 
Bound volumes are then assigned to cases and shelves, an orderly and system-
atic arrangement being adopted, in order that persons only moderately familiar with 
the library may easily find publications relating to any area or subject; the pam-
phlets are assigned to pamphlet cases, in which they are arranged alphabetically; and 
the maps are placed in cases constructed for the purpose, in which the arrangement 
is such that they are readily accessible. 
The accessions having thus become a part of the library, they are ready for circula-
ti-;,n. Every volume bears the Survey stamp, printed in indelible ink upon the title 
page, and upon a certain page of the text, and in addition bears the accessions number 
and the Survey label; every pamphlet bears the Survey stamp upon its title page and 
elsewhere within it; and every map bears the Survey stamp and its catalogue number. 
There is also a record of every document in the card catalogue, of all except period-
icals in the accessions catalogue, of the periodicals in the periodicals catalogue, of 
the maps in the map catalogue, and of most of the documents in the correspondence 
files of the library. 
The Circul.ation. 
The library is de8igned for the use of the various collaborators and employes of 
the Survey, and they are authorized to make requisition for any book, pamphlet, 
or map contained therein, except certain standard works of reference which are con-
stantly kept in the library. 
The circulation is effected by means of "call cards," which are at the same time 
requisitions and receipts for the book, pamphlet, or map desired. The card bears the 
name of the aut-hor or of t.he series to which the desired work belongs, the title of 
the work and its date, and the signature of the maker of the requisition, together 
with his address if not in Washington; and when the volume is issued, the accessions 
number is inscribed upon the card, together with remarks concerning its condition if 
necessary. These cards are kept alphabetically arranged, and afford a means of 
quickly ascertaining what volumes have been legitimately withdrawn from the 
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LffiRABY CALL CARD. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., January 14,1887. 
Received from the library of the U.S. Geological Survey the following work: 
Author. Title. Vols.j Date. 
G-eo-1-ogt_'_c_al_S_o_c_ie_t_y_o_f_Lo_n_d_o_n ____ .-.-.• -.-•• -.-.-•. -.-.-.I _P_roceed __ in-~-s-, -1-87-8-.-• -.-.• -.-. -•. -.-•• -.----.-. -.. -.-.. -.-l--1-~1878 
. [Name:) JOHN SMITH, . 
• IAddreas :J ----. 
Applicant will write one title only on this card. 
Librarian will return the card if the work is not sent, or when the work is returned. 
An account is kept also upon a card with the maker of each requisition in such 
manner that the documents in his possession, with their titles and accessions numbers 
and the dates of requisition, can be seen at a glance. This series of cards is also ar-
ranged alphabetically; and the accounts of the users of the contents of the library 
thus kept afford a check upon the other series. One of these cards is also appended: 
LIBRARY ACCOUNT CARD. 
SMITH (JOHN). 
-I 
I 6003 Geikie ......... 1-27-87 
14768 
Dana ........... 1-30-87 
17624 
LeConte ....... 1 2-13-871 
I 
WhAn documents are returned the call cards are either restored to their makers or 
destroyed, and the date of return is entered upon the account card. 
By means of this system account is kept of the custody of each document in the 
library, and in case of loss, destruction, or injury the responsibility therefor can be 
immediately fixed. 
The Use of Books from the Library of Congress. 
Although the Survey library is measurably complete in the technic literature which 
it seems desirable to keep, there are occasional demands for works not found wit.hin 
it which may be found in the Congressional Library; and through the courtesy of 
Hon. A. R. Spofford, the Librarian of Congress, arrangements have been made for 
drawing certain books from that library for the use of the collaborators of the Survey. 
Requests for such books are made out by persons desiring them, and are communi-
cated through the chief clerk. A blank form is provided for this purpose. Blank 
forms are also provided for notifying the users of books belonging to the Library of 
Congress that their return has been requested; for notifying the Librarian of Con-
gress that books have been returned; and for obtaining his formal receipt therefor. 
Copies of these blanks are appended: 
Hon. A. R. SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Oofl#f'eBB: 
REQUEST TO LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
"UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D.O., August 1, 1886. 
SIR: I would respectfully request the following named books for use in t.his office: 
Author. Title. Date. Vols. 
Dabney ...•.. Elements of Geolo,:tY...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . • .. 1863 
--------~---------------- ----------------~-~--
By order of the Director. 
Yours, respectfully, 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Ourk. 
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JOHN SMITH, 
Geologic,JZ Survey, Oity: 
NOTICB TO RETUBK BOOKS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTF.RIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Wcuhington, D. 0., June 1, 1887. 
SIB: The books mentioned below, belongini[ to the Library of Congress, have been asked for by that 
library. You will please return them at an early day. 
Author. Title. Date.! Vola. 
------------·1----------------------------------------------------------
Deming......... Glacial Epochs .•••••.•••••..•.•••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••..•••••••••. 1831 1 
I should be glad to return all not now in nee. 
Yours, with respect, 
Hon. A. R. SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Oongresa: 
NOTICE OJ' RBTURN OF BOOKS. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohie!Olnk. 
DBP ARTMBNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Waahington, D. 0., Aug'!Ut 10, 1887. 
SIR: I return by bearer, with many thanks for their use, the following-named books received from 
the Library of Uongress: 
Author. Title. Vols.l Received. 
Dabney...... . . . . Elements of Geology .•••••...•••••••••.••.......•••..••..••..••. 1 Aug. 1, 1887 
By order of the Director. 
Yours, respectfully, 
RECEIPT FOR RETURN OF BOOKS. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief OleTk. 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, 
Waahington, D. 0., AugtUt 10,1887. 
Received from the United States Geological Survey the books mE-ntioned below: 




Dabney . • • • • . . • • . Elements of Geology ..•••..•••••••••••••••••.••.•••..•.••••••••. 1 Aug. 1, 1887 
Bibliographic-work. 
A. R. SPOFFORD, 
Librarian of Oongrua. 
The employ~s of the Survey engaged in library work acquire a certain familiarity 
with the contents of the books, periodicals, and pamphlets which they are constantly 
handling, and are thus ~nabled to assist the investigator mq.terially in his study of 
the literature of the subject upon which he may be engaged. The knowledge thus 
acquired by the library force is utilized in another way. 
With the grQwth of scientific literature a need for bibliographias is developed. When 
properly constructed a bibliography is to the literature of any special subject what 
the index is to a single volume; and the preparation of such bibliographies as expe-
rience shows to be necessary adds greatly to the value of libraries. Now, the library 
of the Geological Survey affords unexampled facilities for the preparation of certain 
geologic bibliographies, the need for which has long been felt by American geologists. 
Two different bibliographies have accordingly been projected, and work upon them 
is systematically carried forward in the library. A large part of the work is done 
during the intervals of leisure occurring in routine work; but in order to keep the 
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subject well in band the bibliographic work is made the special duty of one of the 
library force. 
Personnel. 
The library is in charge of Mr. C. C. Darwin, who has at present eleven assistants; 
but the duties of the division include not only the library work proper and the bib-
liographic work just mentioned, but also the distribution of documents and all cor-
respondence pertaining to documents and library matters. 
THE STATIONERY SYST:EM. 
The stationery required for the use of the Survey in office and field is not purchased 
out of the annual appropriations, but is issued from the stationery division of the 
Interior Department upon requisitions of the Director. 
The following forms of requisitions are used : 
Reg'r. No. --.1 
GENERAL STATIONERY Rll:QUISITION. 
To t.he CHIEF CLERK, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR : 
[Abstract No.-·-. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOlt, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR, 
Washington, D. C., July 3, 1885. 
SIR: Please cause the articles of stationery, specified below, to be delivered for official use in this 
office. 
Number of 
item on Quantity. 
schedule. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
Articles. (Put but one item on a line.) Cost. 
3 lgross .... Rubberpen-holders .................................................. $4 QO 
(On the margin:) Please put the articles on the requisition in the order in which they appear on the 
schedule. 
Received the above Juiy 7, 1885. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
NoTE.-Please receipt and return this requisition to the ~tationery divi11ion immediately after the 
articles are delivered. 
SPECIAL STATIONERY REQUISITION. 
(Requisition for blanks and blank books.) 
DEP ARTIIIENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL Su:aVEY, 
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR, 
To the CHIEF CLERK, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: 
May 10, 1887. 
SIR: Please cause the office blanks, as specified below, and of which sampleR are inclosed herewith, 
to be delivered for official use in this office. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
Numberof I 
blanks on Quantity. . 
catalogue. 
Title of blank or blank book. (Put but one item on a liLe.) 
1-056 500 Weekly Reports. 
(On the margin:) Please put the blanks on the requisition in the o~der in which they appear in the 
catalogue. 
Received the above :May 15, 1887. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
NOTE.-Please receipt and return this requisition to the stationery an.t printing division immediately 
after the articles are delivered. 
J?Not more than one month's supply of blanks sh8uld be orderei at once. 
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The stationery thus drawn from the Interior Department includes not only the ar-
ticles and materials commonly included under that designation, but also (1) certain 
drawing instruments and materials, and (2) the various blanks used in the transaction 
of the business of the different divisions of the Survev. 
Drawing-instruments and materials not obtained b·y requisition upon the Int.erior 
Department are purchased out of the annual appropriations, and in the interest of 
economy such outside purchases are reduced to a minimum. But care is taken to 
avoid false economy in the purcha8e of instruments and materials and consequent 
crippling of work. Instruments are less expensive than time; and whenever it ap-
pears that the best interests of the public service will be subserved by tbe use of 
articles and materials not found in t~e lists of the Interior Department, these are 
purchased either from the lowest and bast bidder under the competitive system, or at 
current market rates, as may be found most expedient in special cases, in the manner 
already set forth. 
It is the policy to provide suitable printed forms and blanks for use in the transac-
tiOn of business with the view of not only reducing clerical labor to a minimum, but 
of also reducing to a minimun the danger of error in making the various records re-
quired in the business system herein described. A great variety of cards and other 
blanks for bibliographic purposes, catalogues, and various other needs are also pro-
vided under the stationery system. 
(1) There is a series of cards devised for keeping record of earthquake observations, 
as follows: 
EARTHQUAKE RECORD. 
Place of observation : Summerville, S. C. 
Date of observation : Sept. 10, 1886. 
Facts obtained from Clarence E. Harris. 
Shocks: 
Number, two. 
Time, 9.30 a. m. ; 9.48 a. m. 
Intensity, 3. 
Direction, NE. to S W. 
REMARKS: Very slight, accompanied bv peculiar rumbling sounds. 
(2) There are different forms for schedules used in collecting data for the reports 
upon mineral resources published by the Survey, which are appended. 
RECORD OF MINERAT.S, ETC. 
Schedule A.] [Page 300. 
STATE OR TERRITORY, MO"YTANA. 
Ores, minerals, and rnineral substances of' industrial importance, which are at present mined. 
[Reported by J. Middleton.l 
Mine<aloglcal...,e. 1---c_o_m_m_on_n_am_e_. __ , _______ R_e_m_a_rk_s_. ______ _ 
Agate ..................... , Agate ••••••.•••••••••.••. Found near Helena. 
_____ j_. __ --~.--__ 
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Sehedule B.] LPage 299. 
STATE OR TERRITORY, MONTANA. 
Ores, minerals, and mineral substances of industrial importance and known occurrence, but 
which are not at present mined. 
[Reported by J. Murphy, jr.) 
Mineralogical-name. Common.name. Remarks. 
Feldspar................... Feldspar .•••••.•••••.......••....••.•........•........................... 
Schedule C.] 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DIVISION OF MINING STATISTICS AND 
· TECHNOLOGY. 
List ofpersonB, jirrns, and corporations furnishing information for or in any way facilitat-
ing the preparation on the statistical report of the mineral industries of the United States. 
[Confidential.] 
Reported by Mr. C. E. Mango, in charge of office. Forwarded to central office Aug. 10, !886. 
Int~trite&io1u.-Agent will please send lil]t to David T. l)Qy, jr., on completion of work, retaining a 
eopy for t•eference. Arrange names according to the mineral products with which they are co.::.cerned, 
80 that the list may be convenientlY.' used in further wor.k. The number of copies of the report for 
--available for gratuitous distnbution not being known, the agent will please indicate the degree 
of indebtedness by writing in the fifth column the numbers 1, 2, or 3, thus grouping correspondence 
into three classes, of which those marked "1 " will take precedence over those marked "2," &c. 
Subject: (Min· Mine, works, or 
1o·l Name ofperson, Post-office address Their claim 
calitl'; &c.. about firm, or corpo· of person, firm, or for copies eral product, whic information ration!P-vingill- corporation ev- of the- Remarks. &c.) has been given. formation. ing informat on. report. 
Gold ••••••.••.. liar ley Mining Co •. C. M. Marley ..... , Helena, Mont .••.. . ............ ............ 
I I 
I 
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(3) There are labels for the record books of the geographic division; as follows: 
LABELS FOR RECORD BOOKS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Book No. 9003. Case B. 




J. M. YOTES, 
Topographer. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
GEOGRAPHIC RECORDS. 
Book No. 301. 
Character of record : Field notes. 
Division: Appalacbian division. 
Party: J. M. Yotes. 
Season of 
1886. 
J. M. YOTES, 
Topographer. 
( 4) There are forms for week1y reports of work by the topographers of the topo-
graphic division, represented by the following: 
Mr. GILBERT THOMPSON, 
Topographer: 
WEEKLY REPORT. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
DIVISION OF GEOGRAPHY, 
Warrenton, Va., October 3, 1884. 
SIR: Th'e following is a detailed report of work performed by myself, assisted by Mr. Richard Roe 
during the week ending October 3, 1884: 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. ]'ri. Sat. Total. 
------------------
Miles of roads or streams meandered ..••••. 10 9 10 8 0 10 47 
Number ofinstrumentalstations made ..... 2 0 1 0 0 1 4 
Number of instrumental stations platted . .. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Hours necessarily employed in going to and 
from work ............................... 4 1 3 5 0 a 16 
Area surveyed, in square milos .............................................. . 
Cost of subsistence while employed in field work ...... . .. . . .. .. • . .. • • • . .. • • .. • • • • • . • • • • .. • $ 
Cost of transportation while employed in field work ...................................... . 
----Total expense ...................................................................... . 
Elevations of stations have been determined and recordea as the work progressed. 
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(5) There is a form for the record of transit observations; as follows: 
TRANSIT RECORDS. 




Declination .•..••.••••.. . •....•......••. 
r~~~t.0E'.~~-~ ~:::::::::::: :::::: :::::: 
Level rev-ersed ......................... . 
0 0 0 
/ 
0 0 
h. m. '· h. m. 1. h. m. •· h. m. s. h. m. s. h. m. 1. 
Thread I .............................. . 
!!. ............................. . 
III ............................. . 
IV .•........••....•..•••••..•... 
v .............................. . 
VI ...•...........••.•...••••..•. 
VII ............................ . 
Mean .............................. . 
Correction for rate ..................... . 
Correction for inclination ...•..•••••..•. 
Correction for collimation .•••••.••..... 
Correction for azimuth ................. . 
Reduced transit .•.•••.•••••.•••.....••. 
Tabular A. R ................. ......... . 
Correc.tion of ehroriometer .•••••.••..... 









(6) There is the following form for the record of geodetic co-ordina.tes: 
Name: 
Location .•••••.... 
Latitude ......... . 
Method .....•..••. 








(7) There is a form for the record of analyses performed in the division of chemistry, 
and another form for the use in the pt'eparation of reports thereon. A copy of the 
latter is appended: 
REPORT OF ANALYSIS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DITISION OF CHEMISTRY. 
Report of analysis No. 3100, B. 
Material received from J" ohn Doe, geologist, United States Geological Survey. 
Greensand marl similar to that found in Maryland. 
Examined by Frank Smith a!ld reported August 13, 1887. 
F. W. CLARKE, 
Ohie! Ohemwt. 
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(8) There are various blanks prepared for the record of observations and measure-
ments made in the geographic division. Certain standard forms of note books are 
also used in the geologic divisions. Specimens of these various forms are appended: 
BOOK FOR COMPUTATION OF TRIANGLRS. 
t( 
~~ 







Names of Position. stations. 
Sought, 
Right, 
~ = ~45 




log.R.L .....•...... = 
a. c. log. sinS ....... = 
log. sin R .........•. = 
log.L. 8 ............. = 
log. R. L. + t _ 
a. c. log. sinS.'······-
log. sin L ........... = 
log.R. S .••........•. = 
Observed I CoiTOOtion Corrections 
angles. byL.S. arbitrary. 
0 I II II II 
I Spherical Spherical I Final ,Ian. angles. excess. ang ea. 
II II I , 
BOOK FOR COMPUTATION OF GEODETIC DISTANCES. 
Spherical angles. so. ~. Plane angles. Log. sines. 
_j_ __ 
Figure adjustu ent in Book , page • Computed by 
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BOOK FOR COHPUTATION OF LATITUDES, LONGITUDES, AND AZIMUTHS. 
Latitudes. 
Names of stations. I---------------- ----------------
L'=L-u" (1+~2 cos2 L) cos Z-i sin 1" sin2 Z um (1+£2 cos2 L) tan L. 
Latitude (L) ..•..... = 
=== 
log. K (yds.) ........ = 
1 -
log. N. sinl"········-
i sin 1" ---··· ....... = 
2 log. sin Z ..••... __ . -
lop;. u" .. ; ........... =--·-----I 2log. u" ...... __ . . . _. ::-: 
log. (1+~2 cos2 L) .•.. = 
log. COB Z ...•. ( )= 'iog:~~·r:·.::·.::·.::::; 
log. 1st term . - ...... = 
lstterm ..•.•.. ( )= 
2d do ....... . ( )= 
dL ...•.....•.. ( >= 
L ................... = 




Longit,ade M •.•• -•.•. = 
=====I 
Log. sin Z .••••. ( )= 
Log.u" .......•....•.. = 
--------1 
Log. COB L' ..•.. ( )= 
log. 2d term ..•...... = 
2d term ............. = 
L+L" .....•...•.... = 
L-1-L" -2----···········-
Azimuths. 
AzimuthZ .......... = 
1800+Z .•••........ = 
. L+L' Log. sm -
2
- ••••. = 
Log. (BM) •••••• ( )= 
) 
)= 
..•.••••••...••. ( )= 
(d ll) •••.••••.. ( 
K' ···················= 
log. B Z ........ ( )= 
BZ •••••••••••• ( )= 
180°+Z ••••.••.•..• . = 
--·----·1 
Azimuth z• ..••..••. = 
Remarks. 
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BOOK FOB COlKPUTATION OP BA.BOHBTBIC ALTITUDES. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Base barometer No.--, book No.-. 























Table I forb 
Table I for h' 
Difference 
Table llfor r-r' 
-------
Approx:.D. 
(A) DX (t x t'-64) 
9 )( 100 
Second afoprox. D 
Correction or Table IV 
Difference of altitude 
Alt. of reference station 
Alt. of station 
Mean altitude 
Remarks 










Spherical angle : 
Azimuth a': 
45 a+ISOo 
Azimuth (a) : 
L: 
4SL 
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BOOK FOR COMPUTATION 01' GEODETIC CO·ORDINATES. 
GEODETIC CO-ORDINATES. 
LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. 
Geo. Pos. No. 
~I 
Geo. Pos. No. 






'' sin2 a' 
log (ll) 
log. D 
" fi+II] 2 
log, (Ill) 
log. E 
'' K2 sin' a' 
" (I) 
log. (IV) 





Computation of azimuth : 
log. (V) 
" sin. (LtV) 













Computation of Azimuth a, in Book --, page--. Spherical 
angle and distance= K, in Book--, page, Trianangle No.-
--Station. Computed by----. 
I 
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Township --. ' 
Ran~e--. 
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BOOK J'OR METEOROLOGICAL RECORDS. 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
--- Division. barometer No. ---; Observer. 
Date. Cistern barome· Thermometers. Winds. Clouds. ter. 
Temp. ------ ---
~~ ~~ and inst. 
Barometer ..; <15 Remarks. 
reduced. .. <ll 
~ 
~~ error. ~ ~ 
<ll 
~· ... IJ:''"' E-l E-l ·o r>. cs ~e ~ ::i ~-
!:; ~ ofl oS "" 
<ll 
eil 0 




BOOK FOR TRANSIT RECORDS. 
BOOK FOR RECORD OF LATITUDES. 
Station, Record. 
Instrument, 





Z. T. latitudes. Date, 
Observer, 
Level. Time. Obs.No. Remarks. 
N. s. ... m . 8. 
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BOOK FOR RECORD OF BASE MEASUREMENTS. 
-
Temperature. Inclination. 
l'irue. Whole No. of bar. Correction. number. 
+ -
·---------
Ob•'d, I Moan. 
-----·--------------
• I I I .. _ -----
------------------------~-----------~-----~,-----------------
:HIIolancml. Correction for inclination. Remarks. 
BOOK FOR ITlliERARY METEOROLOGICAL RECORD. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
-- D1vio>ion. Party No. -
Date. Barometer. Thermometer. 
Loei\J.iiy. Remarks. 
Day. Hour. Upper vernier. Lower vernier. A.T. D.T. W.B. 
------ ------
I I I I I 
The variety of observations recorded by the geologist is so great that it is imprac-
ticable to arrange in advance for their record. In consequence, simple blank books 
are used for geologic purposes . 
.As shown by the list published by the Interior Department, two hundred and thirty-
nine blank forms are printed for the use of the Geological Survey. 
Extended use of blank forms is made in what may be designated the autographic 
card system of keeping recorcts. It has already been shown that the library circula-
tion is effected by means of " call eards '' made out and signed by persons desiring 
books. The same method is pursued in other departments. Requisitions for photo-
graphs, for map-mounting, for topographic instruments and supplies, &c., are made 
out upon blank forms printPd on card-board; receipt is acknowledged on the same 
card when delivery is made, and the cards themselves, when arranged alphabetically, 
afford a complete and convenient record of the transactions. The requisitions for 
stationery themselves are based upon the same principle. The following is the fom 
:>f requisition used under the stationery system: 
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STATIONERY REQUISITION. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE D<TERIOR, UNITED STATES QEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
Feb'y 13, 1887. 
To the CHIEF CLERK : 
Please issue to Mr. Gilbert the following articles of stationery for office use: 
2 packages envelopes. 
1 quire letter paper. 
1 box rubber bands-medium. 
al 
f;oo e 
G. K. GILBERT, S; 
Ohief of Division. ~ 
The methods employed in the stationery system are based upon that adopted for 
the Interior Department generally, and correspond in most respects with those pur-
!lued in the different Departments of the Government; but an important modification 
in method is made in one particular. 
It is an implied term in the contract under which agents of the Government are em-
ployed that while engaged in office work they shall be supplied with necessary station-
ery. Now, as fully set forth in preceding paragraphs, one of the fundamental princi-
ples in the policy of the Geological Survey is that in the custody of property of all kinds 
there shall not only be documentary responsibility, but the act,ual responsibility shall 
coincide therewith. This principle is applied in the stationery system. The requi-
sitions for stationery are made out in the name of the individual who requires the 
article or instruments; they are countersigned by the chief of party or division; 
they are then approved by the chief clerk; and these requisitions are filed alphabeti-
cally under the names of the persons to whom the property was issued. So there is 
a personal responsibility for every article issued from the stationery department, and 
that responsibility is not distributed over a division, a party, or even a single room. 
The chwf of division shares responsibility with the subordinate only in that he in-
dorses his request, and the chief clerk shares responsibility only in that he indorses 
the certificate of the superintending officer; but it is the individual who actually 
uses the property who is held responsible therefor upon the records of the institution. 
It is believed that this method of fixing responsibility tends decidedly to check ex-
travagance and waste. 
Stationery, like all other property nsed by the Survey, is classed as expendible and 
non-expendible, the former including paper, envelopes, pens, ink, pencils, and other 
articles rapidly destructible in use or quickly exhausted in ordinary operations, and 
the second including more durable articles, such as shears, ink-stands, rulers, &c. 
Departmental responsibility for the expendible stationery terminates and individual 
responsibility begins when the articles pass upon requisition from the custody of the 
stationery clerk into the hands of the maker of the requisition; and there is no fur-
ther record of the property. Non-expendible articles are, however, charged against 
the persons to whom they are issued on requisition in a book kept by the stationery 
clerk for that purpose; the condition of the account with the individual is examined 
from time to time; and new articles are not issued until it has been ascertained by 
the chief clerk that there is sufficient reason for dropping the old from the record. 
There is a stationery room in the office of the Survey, which is in charge of a sta-
tionery clerk, assisted by one or more messengers as may be required from time to 
ti.l'Hl. 
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THE CORRESPONDENCE SYSTEM. 
The correspondence of the office is carried on in three divisions, viz: in the mis-
cellaneous division, in the office of the chief disbursing clerk, and in the library. 
In the first two divisions the system is that adopted by the Interior Department ; but it 
bas been found economic of time and labor to modify this system by substituting a card 
index of letters received for the index entered in a book kept for the purpose. In the 
card index the letters are entered under the names of their authors upon cards of 
uniform size, which are then arranged alphabetically and chronologically in specially 
constructed cases. By means of the card index the arrangement of entries is alpha-
betic, not only under initial letters but throughout; and finding is thereby greatly 
facilitated. Again, the cards afford space for more extended briefs and memoranda 
than could be entered in a volume as commonly arranged. Moreover, the card index 
is capable of indefinite extension; and at the same time entries may be expunged or 
modified without defacement. It iij believed that by means of the substitu.tion of the 
card index for the volume index fifty per cent of the time occupied in consulting the 
correspondence files is saved. 
A sample index card is appended. 
LETTER INDEX CARD. 
Goodwin, C. J., Denver, Colo. 
901 l .States that borings will !!loon be commenced for artesian water. 
Remarks: 
Letters received are immediately briefed and entered in a book kept for the pur-
pose (a sample leaf of which is appended), which thus forms a chronologie record of 
the incoming correspondence. They are then filed or referred, as the case may be, 
and the index card is prepared ; and if the letter is referred, the brief and reference 
inscription are press-copied. Letters referred, or otherwise allowed to past> out of the 
division in which they belong, are charged in pencil on the index cards to the per-
son receiving them, and on their return tbi8 charge is expunged. 
At the end of the year the letters are removed from the temporary files in which 
current correspondence is kept, and are bound; and the card index is type-written 
and also bound. 
BOOK OF LErTBRS RECEfVBD. 
Date received Name and address Date and purport of letter. Reference or action. and file number. of writer. 
July 3 ....•..•.. White, James ..•. Bridge~ort, Conn., July 1, 1887. 
samp e roek for analysis.) 
(Sends Referred to Diller. 
Letters sent are commonly prepared by the Director of the Survey, or under his im-
mediate direction; but they are occasionally prepared by other officers of the Survey. 
All are suitably initialed, and, after examination by the chief clerk) are signed by 
that officer or by the Director, as the case may be. They are then press-copiPd ani! 
subsequently t.ranscribed in permanent ink in a book ofletters sent. A sample leaf 
of this book is appended: 
9371 
BOOK OF LETTERS SENT. 
Mr. LAWRENCE JOHNSON, 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Aug. 1, 1887. 
U. S. Geol. Survey, Tuscaloosa, Ala. : 
I send you herewith report of analysis made upon your request of July lOth. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
G. 0. 
The corresponde~e carried on in the library is of special character, relating ex-
clusively to documents and library matters; and in the interests of economy author-
ity bas been obtained from the Secretary of the Interior to so far modify the corre-
spondence system of the Department as to merge it into the document and library 
systems already described. 
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As each letter is received there is imprinted upon it a stamp bearing the date and 
spaces for recording the date of answer and the disposition made of the letter; 
and the name of the author IS clearly written at the head of the sheet. The letters 
thus stamped are treated as index-cards, and arranged in file cases provided for the 
purpose, from which they are removed at the end of the year for binding or preserva-
tion in portfolios. The letters sent are press-copied, and the substance of the letter 
is transcribed upon a card; and these cards are arranged alphabetically and chrono-
logically in cases provided for the purpose. A sample card is appended: 
LIBRARY CORRESPONDENCE CARD. 
Lawson, Hon. -!ohn A., United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
1885. I I 
June 9 •••• Inform you that a copy each of the Second and Thhd Annual Reports of the 1 
' Survey have been sent to ,V. W. Austin, Rockton, Ill ..............•........... ·I 38-285 
A large part of the correspondence of the library is of such character as to permit of 
the use of blank forms. A number of these, which are self-explanatory, are appended: 
LETTERS USED IN LIBRARY CORRESPONDENCE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOU, 
UN.ITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., June lOth, 1887. 
SIR: The work mentioned by you in your letter of June 6th is not published by the U. S. Geological 
Survey. Application for the same should be made to U.S. Department of Agriculture, division of 
ll:ntomology. 
By order of the Director: 
JAMES C. PILLlliG, 
Ohiej Olerk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., July 3rd, 1886. 
The work referred to in your letter of July 1st will be sent to you on receipt of $12.00. 
There are no copies for gratuitous distribution. 
By order of the Director: 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Oh·iej Olerk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Aug. 3, 1887. 
DEAR SIR: In answer to your application for "The Mineral Resources of the United States, "I beg 
to inform you that a copy will be sent to you on receipt of the price, fifty cents. 
By order of the Director: 
.Messrs. D. APPLETON & Co., 
Publishers, 
New York, Y. N. : 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohiej O~rk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL S'"RVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Ma'!J 10th, 1887 . 
GENTLEMEN: The U.S. Geological Survey has failed to receive the numbers of the serial published 
by you indicated on the adjoining leaf. 
If you will kindly forward the missing numbers, and thereby enable us to complete and bind the 
... olumes of which they form part, you will mucl oblige the Survey. 
By order of the Director: 
Yours, respectfully, 
JAM;ES C. PTLLING, 
Ohief Olerk. 
(On following sheet:] Vol. xu:i, No.3. Popu.lar Science Monthly. (Jul.) 
• 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Aug. lOth, 1887. 
SIR: Your letter of the 7th, requesting ----, is received, and has been forwarded to the Bon, 
the Secretary of the Interior, by whom said publicat. on is distributed. 
By order of the Director: 
Very respectfully, 
To C. M. BELLEW, 
Grasslands, Wyoming . 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., January 1,1886. 
SIR: Having found it necess.ary to revise the list of institutions and individuals to whom the publi· 
cations of this office have hitherto be('ln sent, I have the honor to request you to fill in the particulars 
required by the form attached hereto, and return it to me at your earliest convenience. 
The new list will be compiled from the replies received to this circular, and where no reply is re-
ceived it will be taken as an indication that none of the future publications of the Survey are 
wanted. 
I have the honor to be, 
Yours, with respect, 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director United States Geological Survey. 
[On following sheet.] 
To the DIRECTOR OF THE 
UNI'l'ED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Date:----. 




City or town: --
State or country: --
The above-namen institution or individual has forwarded to the United States Geological Survey 
from time to time as issued, the following, viz: ----
All official communications should be addressed to the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
To C. J. BLIDIE!i'BERG, 
PittBburg, Pa.: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Aug. 13th, 1887. 
Sui: In response to your letter of Aug. 3rd, asking that Fifth Annual Report U.S. G. S. be sent t~ 
your address, I regret to inform you that our supply of that work is entirely exhausted. 
By order of the Director: 
Yours, respectfully, 
To the REVIEWER: 
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
It is requested ae a special favor that a copy of the issue containing you notice of this book be 
mailed to the 
DIRECTOR, U. B. GEOLOGICAL SUR~Y, WASHINGTON, D. C. 
By nrder of the Director. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Clerk. 
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To E. M. BAILEY, 
London, Ontario, Canada : 
DEP ART?t!ENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL 8URVEY, 
Washington, Aug. 3, 1887. 
SIR: I take pleasure in sending y:m by mail one copy each of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th Annual Reports. 
Please fill out the inclosed recei:;>t and return it to the Director of the UniteJ. States Geological 
Survey, Washington, D. C. 
By order of the Director. 
Yours, respectfully, 
To J. B. RICH, 
New York, N. Y.: 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
DEP ARTHENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITRD STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, Aug. 31st, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge, for the library of the United States Geological Survey, tha 
receipt of pamphlet No. 3, Proceedings National Academy of Dental Science, August, 1886, to August' 
1887, and to thank you most cordially for the same. 
By order of the Director. 
I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 
Hon. A. r.. :MANGAULT, 
Davenport, Iowa: 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk. 
DEPARTHENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Wa.hington, D. a., Aug.l1t, 1887. 
SIB: The library of the United States Geological Survey is now established on a permanent basis; 
and it is the purpose to make it as nearly complete as possible, so as to meet the wants of the mem-
bers of the Survey and the working geologists of the country. 
Although it is the residuary legatee of the previous geological surveys, it has not profited much by 
their accumulations, and suffers from the opinion entertained in many quarters that back sets of peri-
odical publications are already on its shelves. -
At the present time it is especially desirable to secure complete sets of European serials relating to 
geology and cognate subjects, but many independently published monographs and other papers are 
also needed. 
The Survey has now commenced three series of publications, viz: reports, monographs, and bulle· 
tins. A list of those completed and of such as are in course of preparation will be found on the in· 
closed circular. 
By act of Congress, the monographs and bulletins can be procured only by exchange or purchase, 
and the reports also can be procured in the same manner. 
The Director of the Survey will be pleased to place any society, geological survey, or other institu· 
tion issuing works relatin~ to geology and kindred subjects, upon its yermanent list, to which all of its 
publications will be sent m return for the like favor from such soCiety, survey, or other institution. 
It is also deemed desirable to make exchanges with individuals. 
The Director will be pleased to be informed if the proposed exchange meets with your approval. 
I am, yours, with respect, 
E. P. HUFFY, 
San Francisco, aala. : 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. a., June 3rd, 1!!87. 
SIR: In response to 'our letter of June 1st, I beg to refer you to the inclosed circular regarding the 
monographs of this Survey. 
By order of the Director. 
Yours, respectfully, 
J. C. GOODE, 
Yreka, Cala.: 
JAMES C. PILLING. 
Chief Clerk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. C., Sep. 5th, 1887. 
SIR: In compliance with your request of the 30th nit., I send you by mail to-day 6th Annual Report 
U.S.G.S. 
Please till out the inclosed receiJ t and return it, post paid, to the Director of the U. S. Geological 
Survey, Washington, D. C. 
By arder of the Director. 
Yours, respeectfully, 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Chief Clerk 
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All official communications should be addressed to the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
To C. D. DAWES, 
Gaithersburg, Md. : 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOI.OGJCAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Oct. 17th, 1€87. 
I have the honor to inform you that it is now ~ree months since we sent to your address. as given 
above, a package containing publications of the United States Geological Survey, and that we hold no 
acknowledgment from you therefor. 
The statute under which these publications are issued will forbid any further sending until were-
ceive your receipt for bo)oks already sent, or your publications in exchange. 
We shall be grateful for a speedy reply, and for any suggestions you may make with regard to the 
address or mode of transmission. 
Yours, with respect, 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
Address all letters and parcels to the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D . 0., Jan'y 3rd, 1887. 
To C. C. WILSON, 
Hyattsville, England. 
I ' have the honor to inform you that it is now three months since we sent through the Smithsonian 
Institution to your address, as given above, one package containing publications of the United State,s 
Geological Survey, and that we hold no acknowledgment from you therefor. 
The statute under which these publications are issued will forbid any further sending until we re. 
ceive your receipt for books already sent, or your publications in exchange. 
We shalJ be grateful for a speedy reply, and for any suggestions you may make with regard to the 
a.ddress or the mode of transmission. · 
Yours, with respect, 
B. W. MILTON, 
Ohester, Pa. : 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Feb'y 4th, 1886. 
SIR: Your letter of the 1st inst., requesting a copy of Report of the Bureau of Education, is 
receiverl, and your address, together with a request that the work may be sent to you, has been 
forwarded to the honorable the Secretary of the Interior, by whom this publication is distributed. 
By order of the Director. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohiej Clerk 
THE GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM. 
The administrative authority vested in and the responsibility borne by the Director 
are either expressed or implied in the organic law of the Survey, or else clearly indi-
cated by the general laws, customs, and regulations relating to the a.dministrat.ive 
affairs of the Federal Government. 'l'he ma.nner in which the administrative function 
is exercised and in which responsibility is met has been sufficiently set forth in pre-
ceding paragraphs. 
The directions in which and the extent to which administrative authority is dele-
gated and responsibility transferred in the scientific and business branches of the 
Survey have been shown in detail in the description of the business systems of the 
Survey. As set forth therein, large authority is delegated in the scientific branch of 
the Survey; and. responsibility is secured through the method of allotments under 
which the officers in charge assume responsibility, not only to the Director but also to 
the scientific public, for the work performed in their divisions. In the non-scientific 
branches, on the other hand, authorty is not delegated except so far as is essential to 
the successful performance of the work of the Survey, and responsibility is secured 
through a system of regulations, by which disbursing officers are bonded, by which 
records and accounts are systematically kept, by which individual responsibility for 
all fiscal transactions is shown by documentary evidence, and by which the responsi-
bility for all property in the control of the Survey is similarly fixed. 
Certain important administrative duties grow out of these methods and regulations, 
foremost among which is that of securing the observation of the methods and regu-
lations adopted throughout the organization. Practical considerations have necessi-
tated the divhlion of this and related duties into (1) those which are necessarily per-
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forme1l by tile Director in person, and (2) those which, while performed under the 
immediate supervision of the Director, may yet be delegated to a trustworthy ~rfficer. 
(1) Excellence of scientific work is secured in the first place by publishing the re-
sults thereof under the names of the authors, who thereby assume responsibility not 
only to the Survey but to the scientific public for their work, and secondly, by care-
ful examination and discussion, and when necessary thorough revision, of there-
ports prepared for publication. The Director assumes a limited responsibility to the 
scientific world for the excellence of the work performed in the Survey-a responsi-
bility equaled in weight and in importance to the country only by hiR financial respon-
sibility, and it is therefore incumbent upon him to personally determine the quality 
of all material published by the Survey. This duty cannot be delersated except in a 
limited degree. 
In order that the adoption of bad or extravagant methods and unwise policies may 
be prevented, it is necessary that the Director shall be constantly informed of the 
progress of the work of the Survey in every part of the country. Accordingly, chiefs 
of divisions are required to submit detailed monthly reports of operations, with such 
statements of plans and purposes as may be required to indicate the character of 
prospective operations. For like reasons chiefs of divisions are required to present 
plans and e~timates for the ensuing year toward the end of each fiscal year, and use 
is made of these statements in preparing the general plan of operations for the Sur-
vey for each year. It is for the same reasons, tooi that the administrative reports of 
chiefs of divisions are prepared annually. By al of these means the Director i1:1 en-
abled to determine at any time the precise condition of the work in all parts of the 
country, to plan for extension or contraction in different areas, to modify methods, 
and to adjust means to ends in such manner as to produce the best results to the 
Survey and to the country at large. 
A circular letter relating to monthly reports of progress has been prepared. A 
copy is appended: 
:rtEQUEBT FOR MONTHLY REPORT. 
Official communications should be addressed to the Director of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
L. c. RAE, 
Meridian, Miss. : 
DEP ARTMEN'l· OF THE INTERIOR, 
U:SITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., March 1, 1887. 
SIR: Your attention is called to the following extract from the Regulations of the U. S. Geological 
Survey: 
"It. is important that the Director should be constantly informed of the progress of the Survey in 
all its departments in field and in office. For this purpose a monthly report is required from the chief 
of each eli vision and from the head of each independent party. The report should be made at the end 
of the month, and should clearly but briefly explain the operations of that month. 
"The chief of a division should require his assistants in charge of sub. parties to make their monthly 
reports J)"Omptly. that they may be mcorporated in the report of the division." 
In addition to this a monthly statement made to the Secretary of the Iv,terior by the Director is 
based upon these reports; therefore they should be forwarded promptly up(Yn the close of the month. 
Your report for February, 1887, has not been received. 
By order of the Director. 
Vety respectfully, 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohiej Olerk. 
In order that the general public may be kept advised of the general progress of the 
Survey, the Director digests and summarizes the monthly reports of chiefs of divis-
ions, and promptly submits the ~:~ummaries to the Secretary of the Interior for such 
use as he may see fit to make of them. Itisforthe same reason that an annual report of 
operations, including the administrative reports of the chiefs of divisions, is made to 
the Secretary of the Interior and by him submitted to Congress. 
The financial responsibility of the Director is large, and has not only led to the de-
velopment of the fiscal system of the Survey, but renders it necessary that he shall 
personally examine the records of all fiscal transaction~ and satisfy himself as to the 
necessity and integrity of each in the manner described in an earlier part of this re-
port. 
The library is an essential part of the machinery of the Survey, and upon its com-
pleteness the efficiency of the scientific work is in a measure dependent. It is <lesira-
ble, however, that the expenditure of funds for the purchase of books shall be re-
duced to a minimum; and it is therefore important that the system of exchauges be 
rendered as complete as possible. Accordingly, the Director gives personal a.ttention 
to all matters concerning the growt.h of the library,including orders for purchases and 
additions to the exchange list. 
The expense of illustrating and publishing the reports of the Snn-ey is large, and 
much thougut has been given to this subject with the object of rechcing both the 
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cost of illustrations and the cost of publication as far as is consistent with satis-
factory presentation of the results of the work. Plans for securing these ends have 
been developed, as already indicated; but special questions arise in connection with 
nearly every publication, and it is important that they shall be carefully considered . 
.All such questions are submitted by the chief of the illustrations division to the Di-
rector, who thus gives personal attention to all essential matters pertaining to illus-
trations i and all business with the Public Printer is transacted by him in person. 
One ot the results of the division of labor extending throughout the Survey is that 
collaborators frequently find it necessary to call upon other specialists for assistance 
in their investigations. For example, the geologist may need to have certain fossils 
identified, certain rocks, minerals, or soils analyzed, certain ores assayed, or certain 
rocks examined microscopically ; and sometimes the same geologist may at the same 
time require assietance from several divisions of the Survey, and might, if there were 
no restrictions, absorb the energies of a considerable portion of the Survey force, to 
the detriment of its general progress. It is necessary to prevent undue concentration, 
to properly distribute the energies of the Survey in the most desirable channels, and 
to keep the researches in different directions and the work of the different divisions 
as nearly in line as practicable. To secure this end it is provided that all requisi-
tions for the collaboration of specialists or for the assistance of other divisions shall 
be specifically authorized by the Director. 
Thus the Director supervises not only in general. but also in detail, all of the sci-
entific operations of the Survey and all of the results of such operations, and in ad-
dition all matters pertaining to the fiscal system of the Survey, to publication and il-
lustratjon, and to the conduct and growth of the library. 
(2) Onder the organization· of the Geological Survey, as affected by the provisions 
of sections 177-179, Revised Statutes, the chief clerk is the second administrative offi-
cer ofthe institution, and various administrative duties of somewhat less importance 
are delegated to that officer; but they are performed under the general direction and 
constant supervision of the Director. 
In the principal office of the Survey at Washington, there are employed in the 
work of the Survey from 70 persons in summer, to 225 persons in winter, in a building 
of 78 rooms on five floors; and it is necessary that the best systems of work shall be 
adopted, that the time of all employes shall be advantageously emEloyed, and that 
regulations concerning hours of labor, specific duties, &c., in accordance with gov-
ernmental usage, shall be made and enforced. .Attention to such matters is one of the 
functions of the chief clerk. 
The time records of the different divisions are supervised by the chief clerk. Re-
quests of employes to be excused from duty during office hours are acted upon by 
him; requisitions for leave of absence, which are made to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior, also pass through his hands, and the leave to which the applicant is entitled is 
decided by him; and the weekly tim~ reports, which are kept in tl-. e different office 
divisions, are submitted to him. There is a blank form used for requests for tempo-
rary absence from duty, a series of forms used in connection with leaves of ab~:~ence, 
and a form for the weekly time report, copies of which are appended. 
REQUEST FOR EXCUSE FROM DUTY. 
DEP ART.MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Sep. lOth, 1887. 
J M. Shuster desires to be extasoo from duty for three boars this day. 
Recommended: 
ARNOLD HAGUE, 
Ohuf of DivUiOft. 
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ItEQUEST FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE. 
LThe number of days to which an applicant i~ entitled must be certified to by the. proper officer or 
pPrson designated for that purpose.] • · 
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
THE SECRKTAUY 01'' THE INTERIOR: 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Wa1hington, June 1st, 1887. 
Sm: I have the honor to request, a leave of absence for the 
including the 6th day of .Tune, 1887. 
period of ten days, to date from aad 
I ha"e been absent since January 1st of this year, as follows: 
--days annual leave. 
--days sick leave (certificate of physician furnished) . 
-- days excused. 
--days without pay . 
(Sign full name. with Miss or Mrs., if a lady: ) 
(Grade and salary:) 
Entitled to 30 days. 
J. C. PILLING. 
[Indorsement.] 
R. M. OSBORNE, 
Olerk, $1.000. 
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
R. M. Osborne applies for leave of absence for ten days from .Tune 6th. 
Respectfully recommended: • 
Respectfully forwarded, approved for ten days. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
Leave for-- days granted,---, 188-, and Director so infonned 
NOTICE OF GRANTIXG OF LEAVE. 
June 1st, 1887. 
H. GARRETT, 
Geolo,qist. 
.T. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
DEPARTMENT 01'' THE INTERIOR, 
U . S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
OFFICE: OF DIRECTOR, 
Washington, June4th, 1887. 
Mr. R. M . OsBORNE, 
Geo'l Survey: 
The Secretary of the Interior has grante~ ~ou.leave of absence for ten days, beginning .Tune 6th, 
1887, and ending .Tune 15th, 1887, both days mclusn·e. 
On your return to duty please note below the day and hour you report at your desk, and return this 
notice to me. 
Respectfully, &c., 
.T. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
Returned to duty .Tune 15th, 1887, 9 a. m, 
(Sign:) R. M. OSBORNE. 
WE!i:KLY TIME REPORT. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OFFICE. 
Time 1·eport of editorial diiJision, for the week ending July 9, 1887. 
Remarks. N f l 
A ~o~ :dal y. ~u,:dlay. ll Wedl :sdl ay. ~h~:slday. l F:day. S~t:ro1ay 
ames o emp oyos. ~ ~ ...; 'd .2$ ...; ~ .2$ ...; ._,., _;: ..; I ._,., .2$ ...; 
1 
'd <P ...; 
Q;) "' I ~ C) ... ~ Q;) .... ;::: C) .... :::: Q;) .... ;:I 0 t: = 
I.e: Cl Q;) .~ c;S 0 I .f:: <"! I ~ ,.;:; al Q;) .~ al 0 .e: al 0 ~ S'iS i:: fr ill i:: f' E ~ fr 15 ~ fr $ 1 ~ ~ .2 
-------""-!·-~-~-~.~-=-- ~ ~~-=-~1_2_ 1 ~ ~~~~~ ~-~-1-----









9 4 .... iSi ck. 119 4 . . C~~:~~~e at. 
w. D . .Tones. .. .. !) 4 .. . 9 4 . .. 9 4 .... 9 4 .... 9 4 .. . 9 41 .. . 
A. M. Smith . . . . . . . 9 J 4 
1
. I 9 4 . . . 9 4 . . 9 4 I -. . 9 4 . . . . . 
1
. . 1 Excused. 
The above &tatemcnt is, in m.r opinion, correct. 
THOMAS HAMPSON, In charge. 
To the CHII!F CLERK Geolcgical St~rvey Office. 
[Indorsement .] 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OFFICE. 
riME REPORT OF THE EDITOHIAL DIVlSIOX. 
For week ending .Tv ly 9, 1887. 
THOMAS HAMPSON, In oharge. 
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There is also a form for recording absences of employes, anrl another form i~ used 
in preparing a mont,hly report of a.bsentees. Copies of these forms are appencletl: 
REPOBT OF ABSE:W'Etl 
J. Doe, ..1 J[Jitat, 188i 
Date. 
.. I Q 1><1 <t> +> ''""<t> ..... c, 
] ! ~ 11 ~ ~ I j ~ II j ~I Remarks. 
~ : C/3 1""'1 ~ o ~- I p:: 
-Au-gus-t ..-.... -.... - ... -.... -.•• -.... -.... -.
1-- :-3,-9 --~-~-0 ---;-,-,~----
MONTHLY REPORT OF ABSENTEES. 
[ ,..;I ~ g ~ I +> 
Nam08. Offioe. H ~ J 3 ~ iJ ~ ~ 




,--0 --0 ~ ----
M. J. Ellick ................... Temporary.............. 0 0 I 
N "mes. e-
1 ~ .d I ~ ~ ~ 1 $ ~ I "' "' c .- ,..; . . . c <t> JS a 8 ,..; Remarks. = 1-< 1-< ·;:::: ""' I <t> ""' bl) +> 0 <t> <t> = I .. ~ = c. "' .. ...... = c. +> ~ Q +> 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 z A ~ 
-c-. E-. G-oo_d_wm-.-.---.. ---.. -.-•. -.-.. -.-.. -.-.1 -3·1--o·l--o 1-o ~ -ll o o o -o- --o -o-~-;-~----
:M. J. _Ellick .................. --1 1 0 I 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 o o 4 
The personnel of the Survey is considerable, and the employes are widely diverse in 
grade, and come from aU portions of the country. It is desirable to hs,ve a personal 
record of each employe, and such record is kept under the supervision of the chief 
clerk, upon alpha.betically-arranged cards provided for the purpose, a sample of which 
is appended: 
RECORD OF EMPLOYES. 
Name: J. L. Lawdre. Position: copyist. 
Salary: per annum $600; per mo. -; per day $-. 
Whence appointed: Geor~ia. 
Original appointment by Sec'y Int., dated Ang. 1st, to take effect Aug. 1st. 
Present appointment by Sec'y Int., dated Aug. 1st, to take effect Aug. 1st. 
Oath dated Aug. 1st, 1887. 
Where born: Atlanta, Georgia. 
Legal residence: State, Georgia; Atlanta, town, 3rd dist. 
Assignment: 188 
Recommended by Ron. Wilkinson Wilkins and J. M. Bar, esq. 
Remarks: 
Large quantities of stationery and considerable office furniture, &c., are necessarily 
used in carrying on the work of the Survey. .As already stated, it is an implied term 
in the contract of an employe of the Government in Washington that he shall be sup-
plied with necessary furniture, stationery, &c.; but in order that waste may be pre-
vented it is necessary that requisitions for such property shall be carefully scrutinized 
by an administrative officer, and only indorsed after it has been found that the prop-
erty is actually required. It is accordingly provided that all requisitions for office 
furniture, stationery, drawing instruments and materials, laboratory apparatus and 
materials, &c., shall pass through the hands of the chief clerk, and shall receive his 
indorsement before being honored. · 
In addition to the instruments, &c., required for the use of the geographic division, 
a large amount of miscellaneous property is necessarily purchased for the U$e of the 
different geologic and topographic parties in different portions of the country. A por-
tion of this property can be most advantageously acquired in the field, but a consider-
able portion 0JJn be more economically purchased in Washington and shipped to the 
points at which the parties outfit; and there is an incidental advantage in making pur-
li 
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chases in Washington, in that the keeping of property records and accounts with allot-
ments is thereby facilitated. In the outfitting of each party, therefore, it is desirable 
to consider carefully the relative economy of purchase in the field, and of purchase in 
Washington, which involves the payment of costs of transportation. This difficult duty 
is delegated to the chief clerk, and all requisitions for miscellaneous property required 
in the outfitting of parties pass through his hands, and the best method of making 
purchases is decided by him. 
As already shown, large use is made of photographs, sketches, &c., both for work-
ing purposes and for purposes of illustration; and large number of maps are mounted, 
both for the use of the library, and for the use of geologists and topographers em-
ployed in the field. In these processes time and materials are consumed, and it is 
desirable that such consumption shall be reduced to a minimum by reducing the use 
of such photographs and maps as far as is consistent with the satisfactory execution 
of the work of the Survey. Accordingly, it is provided that such work shall be done 
on requisition, and these requisitions pass through the hands of the chief clerk who 
satisfies himself as to the necessity for the work before affixing his signature. 
Certain laboratory materials-e. g., the chemicals used in photographic work-are 
expensive when purchased in small quantities, and can be advantageously obtained 
only in large quantities. It is the policy to make careful estimates in advance of the 
quantity of snch materials required for periods of a month or more, and to purchase in 
quantity. To facilitate this, blanks have been prepared, upon which specific requisi-
tions for such materials are made. A copy of the blank is attached. 
REQUISITION FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. 
To the DIRECTOR U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE !xTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, August 1, 1887. 
SIR: I would respectfully request that there be furnished, for the use of the photographic labor&· 
tory, the following supplies: 
Quantity. 
...; II 
§ l . 
~ I Quantity. Articles. Articles. 
-----------------1-- --------------·----
............ Acid, acetic,No.8 ..... perlb . . ..... . 
glacial. ......... per lb . . ... .. 
Iron, citrate of, and 
nitric C. P ...... per lb ................... . 
ammonia .....•..... per oz. . . ....• 
Iron protosulph .....•. per lb ......•. 
sulph. and am-commer- 1 ........... . 
.. .. .. . .. .. . ciaL .. per gal.. ..... . 
............ muriatic . ....... perlb ...... .. 
............ oxalic ........ . . per lb . ..... . 
One pound. pyrogallic ..... per lb. . $3 00 
One pound., Glycerine ............. per oz.. 0 30 
(32 other articles are included in original table.l 
Very respectfully, 
Approved: 
,JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohi(f Olerk. 
monia .......... per oz. . .. .. .. 
Iodine, cryst, resub-
limed .............. per oz ...... .. 
Mercury, bi-chloride .per oz ....... . 
Paraffine .............. per lb ...... .. 
J. K. fiLLERS, 
Photographer. 
As already stated, requisitions for the collaboration of specialists in the scientific 
work of the Survey are considered by the Director in person; but requisitions for non-
scientific collaboration are generally considered by the chief clerk. Thus, requisitions 
for photographic work and map-mounting, requisitions for repairs of furniture by the 
carpenter employed in the Survey office, requisitions for repairs of instruments b:v 
the mechanician, and requisitions upon the petrographic laborator.v for the prepa-
ration of microscopic slides, &c., are acted upon by the chief clerk. The forms of 
requisition for the last two purposes are appended: 
No. 31.) 
REQUISITIO::-< UPO::-< PETROGRAPHIC LABORATORY. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Ul>"1Tlm STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
July 27,1887. 
J. S. DILLER, .Assistant Geologist in charge Petrographic Laboratory : 
Please furnish to this office for G. E. Mills sections of rock herewith. 
Received AugnRt 3, 1887. 
JA~IES C. PILLING, 
Ohiej Olerk. 
G. E. MILLS. 
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REQUISITIO::i" UPO~ MECHANICIAN. 
U. S. GEOLOGICAl SURVEY, 
DIVISION OF GEOGRAPHY, 
May 3, 1887. 
MECHANICIAN U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY: 
Please make repairs to instrument as follows: Repair upper vernier barometer, No. 9031. 
A. H. THOMPSON, 
OhW Geographer 
The correspondence of the Survey is large, and, as already set forth, is carried t..tl 
in three divisions; and it is consequently necessary that all correspondence shall be 
properly assigned. For this reason, all passes through the hands of the chief clerk, 
who has general oversight of the correspondence wherever carried on, and inspects 
all letters, &c., before they are submitted to the Director for sio-nature. 
In the exercise of his general oversight of the business affairs and personnel of 
the ~eneral office, the chief clerk becomes personally acquainted with all employes, 
and m his discretion issues passes for admission into the building after office hours, 
introductions to the librarians of other governmental Bureaus, &c. The forms used 
for these purposes are appended: 
PASS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., July 1, 1887. 
The doorkeeper will admit Mr. James Stevens after office hours, from date to September 30,1887. 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohief Olerk. 
INTRODUCTION. 
.Mr. Edward M. Mills is a clerk in this Bureau. 
To the LniRARIAN. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE L"TERIOR, 
Geological Survi'JI OQice, May 10, 1887 . 
JAMES C. PILLING, 
Ohiej Olerk. 
The same officer exercises supervision over the property returns and all other mat-
ters pertaining to the custodial system, and over the editorial, illustrations, document, 
and library systems, except as otherwise indicated ·above, and in general co-ordi-
nates and distributes the energies of the business branch of the Survey. 
The varied, as well as arduous and important duties attaching to the office of chief 
clerk are performed in an eminently satisfactory manner by Mr. James C. Pilling. 
THE SURVEY REGULATIONS. 
To facilitate the transaction of business by employes of the Survey, in accordance 
with the principles and methods set forth in the precedin~ paragraphs, the '' Regu-
lations" of the Survey were codified and printed, in 1882, m a bound volume of fifty-
two pages. This volume contains (1) the organic law of the Survey, with instruc-
tions relating to its provisions; (2) instructions relating to money and property, com-
prising schedules and authorized expenditures for services, trant;portation, field sub-
sistence and supplies, im;truments, laboratory an<l photographic material, stationery, 
drawing materi2.l, office furniture, &c., with various necessary instructions to dis-
bursing agents and custodians of property; (3) instructions rela~ing to bonded rail-
roads and the trans portion of both individuals and property ; ( 4) instructions relat-
ing to the collectionofspecimens, &c.; (5) instructions relating to publications; and 
(6) miscellaneous instructions. Whenever necessary, these instructions are illus-
trated and the methods are exemplified by the reproduction of the blank forms em-
ployed, properly :filled out. Copies of this volume are placed in th~ hands of chiefs 
of divisions and parties. 
SUMMARY. 
It will be seen from the preceding statement that three principal requirements are 
constantly recognized in the organization and policy of the Geological Survey. 
The first requirement is that the work of the Surveys hall be performed in the most 
efficient manner. It is Blmght to meet this requirement by securing the collaboration 
of the most eminent specialists in geology and cognate branches of science and the 
most thoroughly skilled topographers and assistants of various grades to be found 
within the country, by the application of the principle of the division of labor to the 
fullest possible extent, by reducing to a minimum the routine and administrative 
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work necessarily performed by the scientific collaborators, and by the adoption of a 
convenient library system. 
The senond requirement is that the results of the work of the Survey shall be ren-
dered accessible and valuable to the general public. This end is attained in part 
by intelligent legislation relating to publicatioil and the enactment by Congress of 
wise laws governing the disposition of the publications of the Survey; but in part it 
is sought to be attained by the exercise of care in the preparation and detailed revis-
ion of reports, by the extended use of graphic illustrations and such reduction of ex-
penses in the production of illustrations as to permit of their wide application, and by 
the adoption of a carefully devised document system. 
The third requirement is that the most rigid economy consistent with the primary 
functions of the Survey shall be exercised. It is believed that this requirement is 
fauly met by the custodial, fiscal, stationery, and related business systems, by the ap-
plication of new and economic method'3 in the illustration system! by the constant di-
vision of labor, by the method of allotments to responsible collaborators for stated 
purposes, and by the application in every division of the Survey of the principle~ (1) 
of fixing the responsibility by documentary evidence and (2) of rendering the docu-
mentary responsibility coincident with the a.ctual responsibility. 
For reasons already mentioned the personal organization of the branch of the Sur-
vey devoted to the transaction of business is less definite than the differentiation of 
function; different lines of the work are sometimes performed in the same eli vision, 
and lihe same class of work is sometimes divided between two or more divisions; and 
in so far as has been found to be expedient the business operations of the Survey are 
performed by the scientific collaborators. Moreover, certain divisions of the Survey, 
e. g., the library, are organized for the performance of duties which are semi-scientific 
in character, and these divisions accordingly may be referred whh almo_,t equal pro-
priety to the scientific or to the business branch of the organization. This explana-
tion is necessary to a complete understanding of the acompanying schedule showing 
the business organization of the Survey. 
Schedule of Business Organization. 
Chief clerk ...... -----·----···---·- ....•....•.. --·········· .••••. James C. Pilling. 
Divtsion of disbursements and accounts ...•.. -----·-----· ....•... J.D. McChesney. 
Custodian of property ...•.....•... --· ........................ J. E. Allen. 
Division of library and documents .•.••• -----· .................... C. C. Darwin. 
Division of illustrations .... -----· ................................ W. H. Holmes. 
Photographic laboratory ..................................... J. K. Hillers. 
Editorial and miscellaneous division .............................. Thom!tsHampson. 
Section of stationery ......................................... L. S. Meador. 
THE BUSINESS TRANSACTED. 
CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATIONS. 
As set forth in some detail in another part of this statement, there are three classes 
of operations carried on by the Geological Survey which are distinct in grade, dis-
tinct in principle, distinct in methods, and distinct in results. 
The first of these is the work of purely scientific research carried on in most of 
the geologic and paleontologic divisions, and carried on in a measure in the geo-
graphic, the chemic, and several other divisions. This work is original and creati 're, 
and requires ability and judgment of a high order; it is pursued con a·rnore; its 
methods cannot b~ antecedently planned except in the most general way, but must 
be developed as the researches progress; and its results are not susceptible of quanti-
tative measurement in commonly recognized units. 
There is another class of work involved in the financial and commercial operations 
growing out of the scientific operations of the Survey. This work stands upou the 
same footing as financial, commercial, and departmental operations generally; it 
affords more or less remunerative vocations to those engaged in it; it is antecedently 
planned in accordance with principles and methods that have been found hy long 
experience in various business pursuits to be satisfactory, and it is executed in ac-
cordance with these pre-arranged plans; and its results are susceptible of quan-
titative measurement in units commonly recognized by the business man. 
There is still another class ofwockperformedin the Survey, in tlte geographicdi visiou, 
in tl:e chemic division, and in some of the accessory divisions, which is intermerliate 
bet~ een the foregoing classes. It is in part work of appliecl science, but in :t measure 
requires original research ancl therefore creative ability and independent judgment; 
it is sometimes pursued because it affords agreeable and remunerativ-H voc:ttions, but 
it is pursued con amm·e by many because of the stimulus afforded in its pursuit by 
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discovery and conscious extension of the bounds of human knowledge; it may be ante-
cedently planned, but the plans and methods require more or less modification with 
increase of knowledge; and its results may be quantitatively measured, but in terms 
recognized only by specialists. 
The results of these three classes of operations must be presented independently and 
in different ways. 
It has been shown also that there is a combination of function running through the 
different scientific and business divisions of the Survey whereby certain business is 
transacted by the scientific employ6s, while those employ6s are relieved of certain 
other duties naturally connected with scientific work, and whereby business of similar 
character is sometimes shared by different divisions while the same division sometimes 
performs different classes of duties. The extent to which differentiation of labor 
can be advantageously carried in an organization depends upon its size as well as upon 
a variety of other conditions; and it has been the constant aim to so differentiate and 
combine functions in the Geological Survey as to secure the most economic and other-
wise advantageous administration. Accordingly it is impracticable to tabulate fully 
the different classes of operations performed in the Survey for any considerable period; 
for not only are the classes so diverse that the terms are necessarily different, but the 
greatest diversity of operations is sometimes found within a single division. For the 
same reason it is impossible to cla13sify the operations of the Survey by the divisions in 
which they are performed except in a somewhat arbitr~ry manner. 
The following statements of work performed in the accessory divisions and in the 
divisions organized for the transaction of business can therefore be regarded only as 
representative, and cannot be considered to include more than a fraction of the busi-
ness actually transacted in the institution. 
THE WORK IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. 
Ever since the Geological Survey was entrusted to the present Director, the fact has 
been recognized that scientific investigation can only be planned in a general way 
and cannot be quantitatively measured; it was for this reason that the policy was 
adopted of selecting eminent specialists in science who pursue investigation for 1ts 
own sake and for the sake of scientific reputation; it was for the same reason that 
the method of allotments (described in another part of this statement) was devised, 
under which specialists ar~ given the highest incentive to accomplish maximum re-
sults with a minimum expenditure; it is for the same reason that all publications 
made by the Survey are issued under the names of their authors, who thus assume re-
sponsibility before the scientific world for the excellence of their work and recei' e 
credit for that work in so far as it is creditable; and it is chiefly for the same 
reason that the monthly reports nf the chiefs of divisions are submitted to the Secre-
tary of the Interior for such use as he may see fit to make of them, and that the ad-
ministrative reports of the same officers are publishetl in full in the annual reports of 
the Survey. 
It is not easy to measure scientific work; its results cannot be tabulated or reduced 
to figures; quality is of far greater importance than quantity; but a means of justly 
estimating the amount and character of scientific results attained by the Survey is 
found in the monthly and annual reports of scientific operations. 
One of the summary reports of progress which are presented monthly to the Sec-
retary of the Interior, selected at random, is appended : 
MONTHLY REPORT. 
'rhe Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE L~TERIOR: 
· DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
Washington, D. 0., Aprilll, 1887. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit my report of the operations of the Geological Survey for the month 
of March, 1887: 
DIVISION OF GEOGRAPHY. 
With the slight exception referred to below no field work was undertaken_ by the Division of Geog. 
ra.phy, the entire force continuing, in the office, the reduction of the field data of last season. 
N()rtheastern section.-Topo~aphers Bodfish, Johnson, and Karl made satisfactory progress in the 
drawing of atlas sheets. Mr . .l'l atter and three assistants were engaged upon the Boston, Framingham, 
Lawrence, and Lowen sheets. Mt·. Natter has so much work in hand that an additional draftsman was 
assigned him by transfer from the Washington office. Messrs . .fennings and Pierce performed lOi days' 
field work. 
New Jersey sub·sectiun.-With the exception of Mr. Vermeule, the topo~rapher in charge, the mem-
bers of the party did no work for, n.nd received no salaries from, the Geologteal Survey. Mr. Vermeule 
was engaged mainly in closing up the platting of the last season's field-work and in superintending 
the topographic work in progress under the auspices of tho State survey preparatory to closing up the 
work r~maining to be done by that or1:1;anization in fulfillment of its agreement of 1884 with the U.S. 
Geological Survey with relation to joint work. 
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In strict of Oolumbia sub-section.-Mr. Howell made satisfactory progress upon the map of the District 
of Columbia. 
In the Appalachian section the work of contouring, plattin~ stations and meanders, the drawing of 
atlas sheets, &c., progressed steadily. It is not deemed necessary to give in detail the exact status at 
the close of the month of each individual branch of the work. 
Oentral section.-Topo,grapher Bald win finislled, with the exception of the lettering, the four sheets 
eomprising- the field-work of last; season, and is now engaged upon partial sheets. the field-work of 
whil'h was done mainly in 1885. .A.t the close of the month Mr. Pelers was contourin~ the last sheet 
of his area, and Mr. Perkins was engaged in redrawing the last of the twelve sheets representing the 
area Rm·veyeu by him in 1885. 
Western section.- With the exception of that of the Arizona sub-section the work of the entire section 
was practically completeu at the close of the month. The Arizona sheets were unuer way and one ot 
them was neal'ly finished. 
Ast1·onomic and computing section.-The computation of co-ordinates of points located on the crests 
of the Falls of Niagara in 1886 has been completed, anu also a set of tables made for facilitating the com• 
putation of subtenauean temperatures and temperature gr::tdients. The theory of the free cooling of 
a homogeneous sphere has been completed, and the formulas have been so arranged that the P.OSitions 
of the isogeotherms can be computed, according to the hypothesis, for any time and any initial cir-
cumf<tanceR. The theory of the conditional cooling of a sphere has been examined, with the view of 
rendering it useful for the purposes of the geologist in determining the distribution of subterranean 
temperatures. Investigations in the theory of elasticity have been continued for the purpose of soh·-
ing, if possible, various questions conceming elastic deformation of the earth's crust. A method of 
correcting computed latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths, for a change in the adopted spheroid, has 
been developed. The usual amount of information upon miscellaneous questions has been furnished 
to other divisions of the Survey. 
Draughting section.-The draughtsmen have been engaged upon the nine-sheet map, upon the com-
pilation of atlas sheets in the swamp region of Southeastern Virginia and Northeastern North Caro-
lina, and upon the preparation of illustrations. 
Sectior, ofinstrwnents.-The mechanician has been engaged in making repairs to field instruruents. 
DIVISIONS OF GEOLOGY, 
Prof. R. Pumpelly, of the division of Archean Geology, was engaged in working up the results of last 
season's field observations. He reports that the illness of Mr. Pierce, one of his assistants, intexfered 
with the progress of the work. 
Atlantic Coast Division.-Prof. N. S. Shaler, geologist in charge, states that he was engaged mainly 
in the preparation of his reports on the islands of Nantucket and Mount Desert, the former of which 
is practically completed and the latter well advanced; and that he also directed his assistants, 
Messrs. Cobb and Robertson, in their respective lines of work. Mr. Cobb's work was the preparation 
of sections from the boring ;:nade with the diamond drill in the Narragansett coal fields, to which 
reference was made in last month's report. These sections are now completed, and Professor Shaler 
says they represent about 3,000 feet bf thickness of strata, which ha-.e been delineated with great 
accuracy on a scale sufficiently larg:e to show every feature of the deposits. associated with Mr. 
Robertson, Professor Shaler was eag:aged in advancing two inquiries which had l01ag been on his 
mind. The first concerns the proportion of magnetic iron sand in the deposits of the glacial period, 
and the second the amount of common salt contained in various specimens ot' glacial clay which he has 
collected at different heights above the present sea level; the object of the latt.er inquiry being to 
ascertain whether, from the proportion of saline matter in our clays, it may not be possible to determine 
whether they were deposited in salt or in fresh water. Thus far the results of both lines of inquirv are 
highly encouraging. ' • 
A teml?orary assistant has been employed by Professor Shaler during the past two months :.n the 
preparatwn of a bibliography of the literature of coast-line problems and inundated lands. 
Appalachian Division.-Mr. G. K. Gilbert, geologist in char.~e, was occupied during the earl.v part 
of the month in studies, connected with the monograph of Lake Bonneville. On the 11th he started, 
in company with the Director, on a tour of inspection l'nd reconnaissance, which consumed the 
remainder of the month. Studies were made in surface geolo~y in Eastern Tennessee and in Florida, 
and the topographic maps in the former region were examineu and criticised. 
Mr. Russell continued the preparation of his report on the quatenary history of Mono valley; 
Mr. Willis was chiefly occupied in the projection of structural sections from his field-notes of last 
summer, and in the development of methods of projection for complicated structures; Mr. Geiger was 
likewise engaged in the projection of structural sections, and Mr. Darton steadily pursued his biblio-
graphic work. 
The operations of the Lake Superior Division, under Prof. R. D. Irving, were in all respects a continua-
tion of those reported for February. 
Prof. T. C. Chamberlin and assistants, of the Glacial Division, were engaged in office work in the 
elaboration of their several reports, the subjects of which have been stated in former re,Ports. 
Dr. A. 0. Peale, of the Montana Division, nearly concluded the collection of statistiCs of mineral 
waters for 1886. .A. great deal ofletter-writing is invoh·ed in this work. 
In the Yellowstone Park division, under Mr. arnold Hague, office work progressed steadily. The 
work of arranging the data obtainecl during the last field season is rapidly approaching completion. 
During the month Dr. F. a. Gooch, late a chemist in the Survey, forwarded to Washington a report 
of the results of a number of analyses of water from the Yellowstone Park. The report covers a series 
of analyses made by him nuder Mr. Hague's direction. It is quite lengthy, and the final computations 
and tabulations have occupied much of his time since taking the chair of chemistry at Yale. It em 
braces the complete analysis of 41 waters selected from the principal geyser basins, bot springs, &c., 
together with a great many data as to methods of separat.ion and dfltermination. Many of the meth-
ods are qnite new, and were devised by Dr. Gooch during the progress of the work. Besides the inter-
est taken by the public in the mineral composition of these important thermal waters, the new line of 
mvestigation called out by this work will be of the highest interest to science generally, as well as to 
chemistnT. 
A number of letters were received by Mr. Hague from people to whom was sent the new map of 
the Yellowstone Park, referred to in former rep01·ts-letters speaking in high terms of tl.e work, and 
expressing a desire to see it widely circulated for the benefit of tourists in the Park, 
In the Golomdo Division, Mr. S. F. Emmons was OC~'upilld in the preparation for the press of the 
manuscript for the report on the Ten Mile District. Mr. Eldridgll was engaged in making corrections 
of and additions to the topography of the Denver map, fx·om the data gathered during his recent field 
trip, preparatory to drawing the geologic outlines upon the same. 
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Mr. Cross busied himself with the preparation of llit~ chapters for the Denver and tho Silver Cliff 
reports, and at odd moments he examined some I'emarkable forms of cr,ystallized galena from lclaho. 
In the laboratory, Mr. Eakins made interesting tests of ores and country rocks from Butte, Mont., 
and some Tertiary coal in the nature of jet from the Den>er Basin. He also analyzed a remarkable 
series of minerals resulting from the action of eruptive masses on sedimentary beds through which 
they had passerl 
From the California Division, under Dr. G. F. Becker, the following report is made: Dr. Melville prose-
cuted to completion the study of the material collectecl by him at Sulphur Bank. He also identified a 
number of rocks from other sources, inCluding minerals associated with cinnabar. Mr. Turner de-
voted some days to office work, but was engaged for the greater part of the month in field observa-
tions. Mr. Lmdgren was occupieu in classifying and studying the rocks collected last summer, and 
in making observations regarding the association of other minerals with cinnabar. 
Capt. C. E. Dutton, of the Division of Volcq.nic Geology, reports steady progress in the collection of 
data bearing upon the Charleston earthquake, and in analyzing and preparing the same for final determi-
nation. -
In the petrographic laboratory Mr. J. S. Diller made an optical study, for the chief chemist, of a series 
of four micas and altered tourmalines; and be also deter·mined anum ber oflavas and other specimene 
received from various sources. 
The thin sections prepared under his direction for the various divisions of the Survey number 243. 
A number of others were partially completed, and 360 for the Cascade range collection were labeled. 
"lfississippi Divis·ion.-For the first two weeks of the month Mr. L. C. Johnson was engaged in ob· 
servationf! respecting the economic geolo:ry in Lauderdale and Clarke Counties. On the 14th he left 
under orders from this otlice for Grenada, Winston, and other counties in the north central part of the 
State, journeying via Corinth in order to examine some collections there, to arrange for future work in 
Alcorn County, and in order to confer with citizens of the section traversed wllo are a~;king attention 
to their respective localities. Work was continued in Grenada and neighboring counties as long as 
was deemed necessary. Industrially, he did not find the prospects as brilliant as the imaginations of 
the people had led them to sunpose, but the region was very interesting from a geologic standpoint. 
Iron ore (limonite) of fair quality ~xists in that part of the State convenient to the illinois Central 
Railroad. At the date of makin~ his report his time in Winston County had been too short to enable 
him to give definite results. Geologically it is known to be very interesting. 
DIVISIONS OF PALEONTOLOGY. 
Prof. 0. C. Marsh, in charge of the Divi1ion of Vertebrate Paleontology, reports that in the West ex-
tensive preparations were ma(le for collecting, and that by the 1st of April the parties were ready to 
take the field. In the office at New Haven good progress was made in the preparation of reports. An 
important investigation of American J urassw mammals was commenced, and an abstract of the result.s 
was expected to appE'ar in the American Journal of Science for April. 
In the Paleozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology, Mr. C. D. Walcott devoted much of his time 
to the study of the Taconic question in geology, and in order that early notice of the results obtained 
might be given to geologists interested in the subject, he prepared a paper on the" Taconic System of 
Emmons" for publication in the American Journal of Science. The main point in this paper will be 
more fully brought out in Mr. 'Valcott's paper on the geology of Washington County, New York, 
which is now well advanced. 
The prepantion of material for the study of the Upver Cambrian (Potsdam) faunas advanced 
steadily. 
In the Mesozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology, Dr. C. A. White was engaged in the prepara-
tion and study of fossils, the results to be embodied in a bulletin of the Survey. 
Cenozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology.-Late in March Dr. W. H. Dall, the chief of the divis· 
ion, returned from his trip of observatior.. to ij'lorida, referred to in previous reports. While in the 
field be visited a large number of points on the west coast of the State between Tampa and Charlotte 
Harbor, collecting the Tertiary fossils and determining the a~e of the strata. But the most interest . 
ing and successful part of his work was comprised in a vistt to the Pliocene deposits on the head-
waters of the Caloosahatchie River during which some dozen boxes of fossils and rocks were collected 
and a careful examination of the rocks completed. The collection includes nearly or quite double the 
number of specios previously known from the locality, including a number which are supposed to be 
new, and which are in a fine state of preservation. Since his return, the members of the division have 
been chiefly engaged in preparing these for study 
Prof. L. F. Ward, in charge of the Division of Paleobotany, announces that no material change oc-
curred in the work of the month from that reported for February. The proof-reading of Bulletin 37 
was continued throughout the month. Having collected the necessary data for the "Sketch of Paleo-
botany," menMoned in the last report, he began the writing of the paper, and made fair progress. 
Prof. W. M. Fontaine pursued to completion the preparation for the report on the Potomac :flora 
of the n~w material obtained last summer. He has also since been steadily engaged in putting the 
manuscript. into final shape for printing. -
Prof. S. H. Scudder, of the Division of Fossil Insects, completed his paper on the fossil butterflies of 
Florissant. He also studied for comparative purposes the Carabidoo and Coccinellidoo of the Tertitary 
beds of Oeningen, in Baden, and worked up the Florissant species of Coccinellidoo, and other Tertiary 
Clavicorn beetles of the United States. · 
DIVISION OF CHEmSTRY. 
In the Division of Chemistry and Physics Prof. F. W. Clarke was engaged in the continuation of his 
investigations of the mica groups, and in making a series of analyses for Dr. Peale of the Survey. 
Mr. Hiliebrand was at work upon the analytic separation of zirconium and titanium, and upon the 
examination of a series of rare copper minerals from Utah. Mr. Chatard reported several analyl'!es of 
salts, clays, &c., and continued his investigations of the brines of Owens and Mono Lakes. Mr. Whit-
field r~ports three analyses and general assays, including the rare borates, ludwigite and pandermite. 
Mr. Riggs finished a series of tourmaline analyses of great difficulty and importance. 
In the physical laboratory Drs. Barns and Hallock continued their respective investigations upon 
high temperatures and ro }k expansion. 
DIVISIO~ OF STATISTICS. 
Dr. T. D. Day, in charge of the Division of Mining Statistics, reports that the work of the division 
consisted in collect.ing and compiling data for "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886, '' and il\ 
furnishing technical information to correspondents. 
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PUBLICATIONS. 
The proofs received during the month consisted of 69 galleys and 317 pages of Bulletins 36, 37, 38, and 
\9; those returned, of 95 galleys and 138 pages of the same works. 
Eight sheets of the Topographic Atlas of the United States were approved and ordered printed. 
COLLECTIONS. 
There wero added during tho month to the Survey's collections in Washington 16 boxes of mineral 1 
md fossils. 
I am, with respect, your obedient servant, 
J. W. POWELL, 
Director. 
Each annual report of the Survey comprises two portions, viz: (1) the administra-
tive reports of the Director and the heads of divisions, and (2) the accompanying pa-
pers, which consist of treatises on special subjects investigated by collaborators of 
the Survey during the year covered by the report. The first part of each report is a 
simple statement of the scientific methods pursued and a condensed summary of the 
scientific results attained during the year. The second annual report contains 100 
octavo pages of such administrative matter, illustrated by 9 plates; the third annual 
report contains 60 pages of such matter, illustrated by 2 plates aud some figures; the 
fourth annual report contains 104 pages, illustrated by one plate and some figures; 
the fifth annual report contains 100 pages, illustrated by 2 folding maps; the sixth 
annual report contains 130 pages of administrative matter, illustrated by 10 plates, a 
part of which are folding maps; and the seventh and eighth annual reports, now in 
press, contain still larger amounts of matter descriptive of scientific methods and 
results. These various reports are condensed to the utmost; and to them the citizens 
of the country must be referred for information concerning the objects sought to be 
attained, the methods pursued, and the practical results reached uy the scientific 
branch of the Geological Survey. 
THE WORK IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND RESEARCH CO.M:BINED. 
The Topographic Work. 
As shown in the various reports of the Survey, and in preceding pages of this state-
ment, the topographic surveys are carried on iu accordance with definite plans, only 
so far modified from time to time as local conditions and requirements demand; uut, 
as has also been shown, these surveys involve the development of new methods, the 
adjustment of old methods to new conditions, the invention of labor-saving and money-
saving devices, the selection or invention of 11~w conventions for the graphic repre-
sentation of topographic forms, &c.; and it has invariably been found that the most 
satisfactory work for the geologist and for the general public alike is performed by 
the most thorough students and ihose who feel the greatest interest in their work. 
So the principle of employing specialists interested in their specialties, the method of 
allotment, and the policy of fixing individual responsibility and credit by publication 
of maps under the names of the ~urveyors, are all applied throughout the geographic 
division. 
The character of tl•e work of this division has been described elsewhere. The 
amount of work done in the form of areas surveyed, of maps drawn, and of maps en-
graved, is carefully tabulated in each annual report of the Survey. 
It is impracticable to set forth in detail the time actually spent in topographic 
work by any employ~ of the division of geography for any considerable period. At 
the commencement of the field season each topographer is assigned to a certain field 
in which h~ is expected to survey an area which can only be approximately estimated 
in ad vance, partly uecause the conditions a1fecting the rate of survey vary from place to 
place and cannot be determined for any area until it has been actually surveyed, 
and partly because his rate is affected by weather, in some portions of the country by 
the state of the atmosphere, &c. The surveyor has, however, the stimuli of interest in 
his work, of prospective credit for successful accomplishment, and of emulation; and 
his work is, moreover, inspected from time to time, in respect to both quality and 
quantity, by chiefs of divisions who not only have the same stimuli but are known 
for their auility, energy, and integrity. Thus the work performed by topographers in 
the field cannot well be measured by hours or days. Usually the day of labor is as 
long as that of the farmer, miner, or stockman of the same region, aud while fractions 
of days or even longer periods may be lost in consequence of bad weather, every effort 
is generally made to produce the best possible results during the field season. 
During the office season each topographer is required to reduce the observations'of 
the field season, and to map the area coyered by lis surveys. It is found in practice 
that the topographer bends every energy to the accomplishment of this task, partly 
with the object of reducing to a minimum the period of office work, which is always 
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less agreeable to active men than field work. The keeping of time reports of em-
ployes in the geographic diviswn has been tried, but has been found to be useless, if 
not injurious. _ 
The record of each topographer is found in the maps prepared by him and printed 
over his name; when this record is unsatisfactory he seeks another vocation ; the 
record is promptly published; and it is by such records alone that the work of the 
geographic division may be justly measured either as to quality or as to quantity. 
The Chemic Work. 
Two generally distinct classes of work are performed in the division of chemistry 
and physics: viz, (1) analytic work and assaying, and (2) original researches relatmg 
to the genesis and relations of minerals, ores, and rocks. The first of these classes 
represents work of applied science, and the second work of pure scienoe. The results 
of the first may be quantitatively measured, while the results of the second are not 
susceptible of statement in figures. 
The chiet' of the division of chemistry and physics submits monthly and annual 
reports, the latter of which are published; and within these reports the original 
researches are described. and the results thereof are summarized. 
The technic work and results are set forth in the accompanying statement pre-
pared in the division: 
Report of the chemic division, Geological SurvFy Office, on the methods of business and 
work, as 1·equestecl by Senate Select Committee, and called for by Department circular of 
March 23, 1887. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacterl in the chemic division 
of the Geological Sun·ey Office, Department of the Interior. 
(1) Analyses of rocks, minerals, ores, soils, w~ters, &c., colle0tcd by members of 
the Survey in the field. 
(2) Occasional analyses for other public Bureaus, as of inks for the Interior De- , 
partment; steel for the Ordnance Bureau, U.S. Army; building stones for the Supt3r-
vising Architect, Treasury Department, &c. 
(3) Identification of mineral species sent to the Survey for examination. 
(4) Investigation into problems in chemic and physical geology. At present re-
searches are in progress upon the utilization of the alkali brines and sediments of 
Utah, Nevada, and California; upon the composition and relations of certain families 
of minerals; upon the temperatures of fusion of rocks; the expansion by heat of 
rocks, and upon the improvement of analytical processes used in the laboratories. 
Statement showing in detail the methotls of transacting business in the chemic di-
vision of the Geological Survey Office, in the Department of the Interior, includinO' 
one or more items of the principal business matters transactetl in said division, be': 
ginning with the receipt of the business matter in the Survey Office, anu then show-
ing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each of such principal business 
matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and the employes through 
whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered and aeted upon, and 
the action thereon hatl and taken by each until the same is finally disposed of, ancl 
notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
A rock, mineral, or other subst.ance to be analyzed is received by tl1e Director and 
referred by him to the chief chemist. It is then entered up in an Accession Record 
by number and description. It is next placed in the hands of one of the chemic 
force, who makes the analysis and reports the result upon a regular blank form to the 
chief chemist. The latter copies the report into a laboratory record book and trans-
mits the original, with the accompanying papers, to the Director. 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand, pending, and undisposed of at the dates, 
specified below, in the chemic division of the Geological Survey Office, Depart-
ment of the Interior: 
The chemic laboratory was started in December, 1883. From December 1, 1883, 
to April1, 1887, 721 analyses have been finished and reported. About 70 are on hand 
unfinished. The work has its busy and its <lull seasons; for sometimes material comes 
in in large batches, and at other times in driblets. In the long run, say, year by year, 
the laboratory keeps up with the work, but cannot get much ahead of it at any time. 
Investigations other than routine analyses are carrw~ on as opportunity offers, but 
cannot be described in statistical form. 
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Statement showing the average number of employes in the chemic division of the 
G~ological Survey Office, Department of the Interior, during the periods specified. 
Calendar year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. 3ept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
---------------------
1884 ...................... 6 6 6 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 
1885 ...................... 9 9 10 10 
---~~-I---·~ -I----!.1- ---!.1.--·;·I··· ·;·I· .. ~;·1· ·--~~ 1886 ...................... 10 10 10 10 1887 (to March 1) ........ 9 9 
December, 1883, to .April, 1884, 2 chemists, 2 physicists, 2laborers. 
April, 1884, to September, 1884, 3 chemists, 2 physicists, 3 laborers. 
September, 1884, to March, 1885, 4 chemists, 2 physicists, 3 laborers. 
March, 1885, to June, 1885, 5 chemists, 2 physicists, 3laborers. 
June, 1885, to October, 1885, 5 chemists, 2 physicists, 3 laborers. 
October, 1885, to June, 1886, 6 chemists, 2 physicists, 2laborers. 
Since July 1, 1886, same as for period immediately preceding, less 1 chemist. 
Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transacted and 
disposed of by the employ6 doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified, in the chemic division of the Geological Survey Office, De-
partment of the Interior. 
In a chemic laboratory no such record can be kept. One analysis may be finished 
in a day, another may take a week, another three or four weeks. The question of 
steadiness and quality of work can be considered, but quantity cannot, for the 
different quantities are incommensurable. In scientific investigations, research work 
proper, this is even more emphatically true. We can judge of the results on their 
merits, but not on their bulk. 
Statement showing the average number of days and the time and attention devoted 
to the consideration and transaction of business during the periocls specified, by the 
employes in the chemic division of the Geological Survey Office, Departm~nt of 
the Interior. 
Hard to answer definitely. Some of the force have been in summer detailed for 
lon_ger or shorter periods to work in the field divisions. In only one case has any 
member of the force been absent for more than the 30days allowed bylaw, and then the 
absence was due to the death of the employe's father in Europe and a necessary voyage 
acros~; the Atlantic. Some members of the division have never taken a full allow-
ance of leave, and nearly all the scientific force (being personally interested in their 
work) are on duty on holidays, and, also, three days out of four, after regular hours. 
This extra time has never been required, and is purely voluntary. It counts for the 
personal scientific reputations of the workers, and it would not be noted here. 
The Statistical Work. 
The greater part of the work of the division of mining statistics and technology 
consists of the collection of statistics relaf.ing to mines and mining, and to the com-
pilation of tables representing the mineral products of the country; and this phase of 
the work of the division is set forth in the accompanying statement prepared by its 
chief. 
A part of the work of the division consists of investigations into the relations of 
rocks and minerals, with a view to ascertaining the prospective supply of coal, petro-
leum, rock-gas, and various ores, &c., and into other cognate subjects of immediate 
or remote practical moment. The results of these more special investigations are 
set forth in the volumes of statistical papers annually prepared in the division. 
Statement showing the principal items of business transacted in the mining statis, 
tics and technology division of the U. S. Geological Survey, Department of the 
Interior. 
The principal business of the division of mining statistics and technology consists 
in: 
· (A) Correspondence for collecting information concerning the development of new 
mineral localities, furnishing information to correspondents as to sources of minerals 
for which new uses have been found, and advising as to new uses to which minerals 
can be applied. 
(B) Supplying technic information concerning new methods of mining and manu· 
facturing. 
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(C) Collectin~ the statistics of production, consumption, value, &c., of the variuus 
mineral industnes. 
The information thus acquired is published in three forms: 
(1) As soon as the statistics for one important industry are complete for a calen-
dar year they are published in the form of a brief circular, which is distributed among 
those interested. 
(2) These reports in extended form, together with many others not separately pub-
lished, are arranged in the annual report called ''Mineral Resources of the United 
States." Collecting and editing this report is the most important business of this of-
fice in the amount of time required. It involves close watch upon a large amount of 
current literature on mines and mining, trade reports, and technological journals, 
a1d constant intercourse with the leading specialists on ores, metals, and all the use-
fal minerals. 
The system used in collecting the statistics is a :flexible one, varying according to 
the sources of information for the different substances and according to their inter-
est and importance. Several of the more important branches have been placed in 
charge of specialists under the supervision of this office. Such work as has already 
been done by bodies like the American Iron and S~eel Association, which collects 
the statistics of iron and steel, is, of course, not duplicated. Such means of informa-
tion are utilizetl in every case where reliable. The work thus done is made an ad-
junct to the regular office work, and its results are obtained at a small fraction of 
the cost which would be involved were independent investigation attempted. In 
addition to the experts in charge of special topics, the office employs regular corre-
spondents in the more remote portions of the country. For the Pacific coast division 
such correspondents report to an agent in San Francisco, and for the Rocky Mountain 
division to an agent in Denver. Besides the large correspondence of the lllain office, 
each of the outside assistants has his own list of correspondents, in the aggregate 
amounting to many thousand addresses. 
The reports of correspondents and agents, of State mining bureaus, and of industrial 
associations, are transmitted to the central office, and there systemiz.ed, condensed, 
edited, and published tbrough the Government Printing Office. Some of the volumes 
and the separate circular reports are distributed by this division; others by the docu-
ment division of the Survey. 
(3) Occasional bulletins are prepared, similar to the bulletins of the other divisions 
of the Survey. 
Statement showing in detail the methods of transacting business in the mining sta-
tistics and technology division of the United States Geological Office, in the Depart-
ment of the Interior, including one or more items of the principal business matters 
transacted in said division, beginning with the recei!Jt of the business matter in the 
Survey, and then showing in consecutive order the various steps taken by each r.f 
such principal business matters through the appropriate divisions of said office, and 
the employes through whose hands the same passes, and by whom it is considered 
and acted upon, and the action thereon had and taken by each, until the same is 
:finally disposed of and notice thereof duly given to the proper party. 
The only cases of office business which pass in routins through several hands are 
letters concerning statistics or economic geology referred to the division by the Di-
rector. These are then subjects of direct investigation by the chief of the division, or 
occasionally are referred to some specialist, who returns the letter with his report to 
this division. This is made the basis of the division's report, which is transmitted to 
the Director for his disposition. 
Statement showing the amount and character of business received, transacted, and 
disposed of during the period, and on hand pending and undisposed of at the dates 
specified below, in the mining statistics and technolpgy division of the Geological 
burvey, Department of the Interior. 
As indicated by the statement preceding this, it is impossible to express numeri-
cally the work done in any given period. There is no business left over from year to 
year. 
Statement showing the average number of employes in the mining statistics division 
of the United States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, during the pe-
riods specified. 
ca:endar year. Jan. F•b·l""'· Apr.IMay. J'"'"' July . .Aug. I S.pt. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
--------
1884 ....... ------ .......... 
~I ~ ~I :1 : ~I ~I : i 2 3 3 1885 .... ······ ..•...•.... 3 3 3 1886 .•...•.............•.• : ~ ~ ----~- ----~- 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 1887 (to March 1) .•....•. • ...... 4 .................. 
--
' 
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Statement showing the maximum and minimum amount of business transdocted and 
disposed of by the employe doing the most and the employe doing the least during 
the periods specified in the mining statistics division of the Geological Survey, 
Department of the Interior : 
No account has been kept of the work done by each employe. The duties of each 
were not separate, but constantly changed according to work in hand. 
Statement showing the average number of days and the time and attention devoted to 
the consideration and transaction of business during the periods specified by the 
employes in the mining statistics division of the Geological Survey office, Department 
of the Interior. 
Average Average 
II 
Cllolendar year. Number of number of number of Number Remarks. employ6s. days hours em· by proxy. 
present. ployeddaily. 
1884 .•••••.••.••••••.••. 2 294J ~ 0 Work by no means limited to 1885 .••..••..•••••.••.•• 3 284 0 office hours· much of it done 
1886 .•.....•••••.••.•••. 3 296f 6i 0 at night and on holidays, &c. 
1887 (to March 1) .••••• 5 48 61 0 
Statement showing the maximum number of days devoted to business by the employe 
present for the greatest number of days and also the minimum number of days de-
voted to business by the employe present for the least number of days in the mining 
statistics and technology division of the United States Geological Survey, Depart-
ment of the Interior, during the periods specified. 
1884. 1885. 1886. 1887 Character of business. (to March 1). 
--- -
Maximum number of days ....... 307 3011 305 48 Chief of division. 
Minimum number of days ....... 277 271 294 48 Stenographer. 
THE WORK IN THE BUSINESS BRANCH. 
The Division of Disbursements ana Accounts. 
The character of the business transacted in this division has been described in de-
tail in preceding pages. It should be observed that not only the fiscal business, but 
all business pertaining. to custodial matters, is carried on under this division; but by 
far the larger part of the custodial business is actually transacted in the scientific 
division of the Survey. 
From the preceding statement of the manner in which these two classes of business 
are conducted, it will be apparent that while the amount and character of business 
transacted in this divisionduring any period can be definitely stated, it is impossible to 
estimate accurately the time occupied in the transaction of the business, or to institute 
comparisons as to the efficiency of employes; for the major part of the work is performed 
by scientific employes, who merely add the labor of disbursing and caring for proyerty 
to their other duties, and much of it is done in the field under adverse circumstances. 
Accordingly the accompanying statement, prepared under the direction of the chief 
of the division, represents the amount and character of a certain class of business re-
ceived, transacted, and disposed of during the period specified~ but no attempt has 
been made to tabulate the number of individuals employed, the relative efficiency ofi 
individuals, or the aggregate time occupied in the transaction of the business. 
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The following statement shows in detail the fiscal business in the dislmrsemeuts and 
accounts division of the office of the United States Geological Survey for the fiscal 









and sent......... . . . . . 3, 399 .•••.• 5, 224 
Letters indexed ......... 3, 399 •••••• 5, 224 
8, 399 2, 216 6, 406 7, 212 1, 410 3, 462 2, 221 2, 65 
.••••. -----· 4,875 ·· - ··· .••... ····· - 3,691 
............ 4, 875 ............ 3, 691 
The Division of Library and DocumentB. 
The operations of this division of the Survey are described at length elsewhere 
The business transacted, the employes, &c., since January, 1884, are tabulated be-· 
low by the chief of that division. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the library and documents 
division of the office of the Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, for the 
calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, and 1887 : 







~ gs...; r1) [g "'~ 0 &g 0 0 Ot- 0 .,.; P.oo Po Po Po p.oo Po 
CQ <7JOO ;Sci moo ;8~ .~~ -~~ -~~ ;9&3 ......... . ......... 00 re~-< re~-< re~-< reoo "OI-l ..-1 =00 =00 §~ =CI') ....r re~ p..-t_ re~ = "'". re~ re~ = ...... ~~ '-:::J..-1 ~~ re ..... =.., ..-1 =.., "g';:; Character of business. p., ~I>. rep., ~I>. -a re~ =I>. rcbll =I>. re~ ~-a ~-a §:; '-::! ~,...:., ~~ 1-:> .25·c $·~ .s·~ ..,= ..... '-::!~ !>II .-c'"'=> re'"'=> 'dl-:> l§~ c:.lp = .... c:.>p = .... c:.lp =""' = .... = ~'d ~'-::! ~'d ;a ~0 ~0 o;:O "'"'d a o!O = .... ..c:l = .... ..c:l p'+-< ..c:l ..c:l = ~0 ~0 ~0 ~'E~ .., k ~ 1-1 .:: 1-1 = = ll4 E-1 0 H 0 H 0 H 0 
--------------------
Books and pamphlets received, reg· 
istered, catalogued, &c . . . ........ 0 7,148 0 8, 031 0 9, 664 0 1, 296 0 
Books prepared for binding .......... 0 1,136 0 3, 064 0 1, 891 0 100 0 
Books issued and returned . . . . . . . 0 1, 251 0 4, 754 0 10,028 0 973 0 
Books drawn from and returned to 
Lib. Cong...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - . , 0 670 0 1, 572 
Publications received from Public 
0 1, 566 0 236 0 
Printer ..•.•.•........... . ......... 0 31,411 0 68,564 0 36,155 0 5, 669 0 
Publicatiousdistributed,sold, andex-
changed .......... . ............ . ... 0 13, 105 0 24, 654 0 25,820 0 10,338 0 
Letters received and filed ........... 0 9,198 0 14,753 0 16,451 0 3, 829 0 
Letters sent and indexed ............ 0 7, 838 0 113, 597 0 11,141 0 3, 871 0 
The following statement shows th13 average number of employes in the library aud 
documents division of the office of the United States Geological Survey during the 
time specified : 
Months. 




December .......................................... . 
January ............................................ . 
February ....•.•.............................••..... 
March ............................................. . 

















employes employes A vomgo I A""'"' 
1884-'85. 1885-'86. 
I Avo'"g' employes 
1886-'87. 
--------
7 10 12 
8 9 13 
8 9 13 
9 9 13 
9 10 13 
9 10 13 
9 11 12 
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No intelligible record of the average amount and character of work performed 
either by individuals or by the entire force can be kept in a library. It is work of 
research rather than of marked result. The facts desired in one instance may be 
obtained in an hour, in another in a month only. The time of every clerk is employed 
in full, and it is only by frequent co-operation and continued mutual endeavor that 
the constant demands upon the force are met. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention de-
voted to the transaction of business by the employes of the library and documents 
division of the office of the United States Geological Survey, in person and by proxy, 
during the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business 
by the employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present 
the least n urn ber of days during said years. Department open from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m., 
with half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily . 
. 
~ 1;. 'i ri I;~ II "d "d ~ ~ '41 <P <P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 0 .... . s .s 'a ,CQJ 0'41 
~-
0 
s~ ~~ ~~ "d ~~ ~ s ~ .... s . 
Year11. ~~ ~l=i s~ a: 
<P 
l=l~ <P~ ~"a a> "a ;..0 ~ 
.... :;::; 
~~ (!)~ ~~ 0 "'~ ce8 Ao o"' 1-1 <P.., ~ "d <P be~ .... "d<l> 
1 
c;Seil -t;;t' I~~ "' "' til 3 fp~ 1=1 rn.C ~ ~ ~ 0 Cil 0 !1 0 (I) A A A E-l ~ P=l ~ .....::! ---------- ------
1884 ................................ 307 I, 743 I 0 1, 743 7 249 7 282 255 1885 ................................. SOli 2,610 o 
1 
•. 610 9 270 7 284! 273 
1886 ................................. 305 3,180 0 3,180 12 265 7 283 253i 
1887 (to March 1) .................... 48 511.21 0 511.2 12 42.6 7 4-8 41 
The DiviBion of IlluBtrationB. 
For present purposes the section of topographic drawing in the geographic division 
may be combined with this division; for the principles and methods of work in 
this section are essentially unlike those of the other sections of the geographic divis-
ion, and essentially similar to those of the division of illustrations. Thus combined, 
the division will comprise three departments, viz: The department of artistic drawing, 
the photographic department, and the department of map-drawing. 
The work of the first and third of these is of peculiar character, in that the items 
and units are so inconstant and the processes and methods so variable that it is im-
possible to tabulate the results of the work performed in such manner as to convey 
any definite idea of the work actually accomplished. The only common unit is the 
drawing; but the drawing may only represent a few minutes' work by a draftsman of 
moderate skill, or it may represent the results of the work of months by the most 
skillful draftsman obtainable; and a tabulation based upon such a unit would be 
meaningless. Each draftsman, indeed, keeps a record of the drawings which he pre-
pares during the year, but this record affords no means of reliably comparing the 
efficiency of individuals or of measuring the efficiency of the corps. Accordingly no 
attempt bas been made to tabulate the work performed in the former of these de-
partments, and the tabulation in the latter has little significance. 
It bas also been found impracticable to keep intelligible time records in these de-
partments, for the reason that the employes do not work continuously under the head 
of the division. The services of the draftsmen are placed at the disposal of the heads 
of different scientific divisions, sometimes for the preparation of finished drawings, and 
sometimes for the preparation of working diagrams and drawings, which are either 
used in the preparat.ion of illustrations for reports or destroyed after they have served 
an immediate purpose ; and the photographers' assistants are similarly transferred. 
Thus the force actually employed in this division is variable, ranging from four or 
live to fifteen or sixteen assistants. 
It is impossible to accurately determine the number of photographic negati-ves made 
in the Survey during any given period, for the reason that the greater part arA made 
by geologists and topographers in the progress of their work as already set forth, 
while some are made by outside photographers under special contract, anJ only a 
limited number of field negatives are made by the attaches of the photographic labora-
tory. Most of the negatives made in the Survey are, however, developed in the photo-
graphic laboratory, and the accompanying record of this work is measurably complete. 
The record of the photographic prints made for nse in the prosecution of the work of 
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the Survey and for the special exchanges described in another part of this st.atement 
is practically complete. 
With this explanation the accompanying statements, prepared in the three depart;. 
ments of the division of illustrations, may be readily understood. 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the illustrations divhion 
of the office of the U. S. Geological Survey for the calendar years 1884, 1885, 1886, 
and 1887: 
Character of business. 
Photo~raphic neg a-
tives and prints.... 8, 561 
"Maps, diagrams, &c .. 
The Editorial and Miscellaneous Division. 
The general character of the work performed in this division has already been de-
scribed in detail. The special character of the business received, transacted, and 
disposed of, the number of employes, &c., in the division since January 1, 1884, are 
set forth in the accompanying statement, prepared in the division: 
The following statement shows in detail the business in the editorial and miscel-
laneous division of the office of the Geological Survey for the calendar years 1884, 1885, 
1886, and 1887 : 
Character of business. 
-----------·--1------------------------
1. Letters and reports received 
and sent .................... . z. Manuscript reports for pub-
lication ..••••.....•..•••••... 
0 4, 912 4, 912 
1 16 13 
0 4, 004 4, 004 
20 17 
0 5, 229 5, 229 0 '1649 
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The following statement shows the aggregate amount and character of business 
performed, transacted, and disposed of in the editorial and miscellaneous division of 
the office of the Geological Survey, with average number of employes during the 
time specified : 
Months. 
1884. I 
r~----r .A.ggre· Aggre· Aggre-
~~ II ~~ gateem-gateem-gateem-
~ c:s ~ ~ ploy6s, ploy6s, ploy6a, 




ii~~~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~~== ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~: ~ ~~ ~~ ~~:: ~ ~ ~: ~:::::: 
November ................................................... . 
December .................................................... . 
,January .......................................... . ........... . 
February ........ . ......................... . ................ .. 
March ....................................................... . 
~~~~:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :· :::::: 
June ... . ..................................................... . 
•396 I 6 6 1 
~~~ :: I : ~ 5M 6 7 
4TI 6 7 
456 6 6 1 7 
:~~ : :6 1 ~ 
426 6 7 
~~ g :6 1 ~ 
451 6 7 
7 
7 
Total averages.................. .•• • • . . .• . . . ••• • • . . ••• . . 4, 912 ----n- 1--72-~-s4 --1-4 
• The 1lgnres in this column relate only to the character of business indicated in line 1 above, it not 
being possible to apportion that on line 2 into months. 
The nature of the work done in the editorial and miscellaneous division is such 
as obviously renders it impracticable to keep an account of the maximum and mini-
mum amounts performed by individual employes. 
The following statement shows the average number of days' time and attention 
devoted to the transaction of business by the employes of the editorial and miscel-
laneous division of the office of the Geological Survey, in person and by proxy, during 
the years named, with number of days during each year so devoted to business by the 
employe present for the greatest number of days and by the employe present the least 
number of days during said years. Department open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with 
half hour at noon for lunch. Time to be devoted to business, 6t hours daily. 
cb~ ~- 'd <Xl 
A§ .bj§ ~~ ~-1-<<11 ~"g 
<Xl s . Qlo< g~ Years. ~Q) .bj p.,t: § <Xlp. ~~ ceS.§' ~~ ;;..,~ '0~ 
A 
~-~ Eo; A A --- -----
1884 ................. . ...... ·••·•·•· ••••••••••• . 307 1, 776 . . . . . . 1, 776 
1885 .................. ········ ...... ··•···•••··· 
1886 .......................................... .. 
1887 (to March 1) •••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••.•. . 
301! 11, 6771 ...... 11, 677 
305 1, 974 . . . . . . 1, 974 






























, The number of employes of this division remains practically the same throughout 
any given year. Absences for as short a period as one day are taken into account in 
this statement. 
Occasional transfers of clerks to and from this division, sometimes temporarily and 
informally, so complicate the record of attendance as to make a calculation of the 
maximum and minimum number of days' work performed in any year extremely dif-
ficult, and perhaps not strictly trustworthy. 
The Work of the Stationery Clerk. 
The character of the work performed in this section of the Survev bas also been de-
scribed in detail on other pages. • 
The duties of the stationery clerk are limited to the issue of stationery, upon prop-
erly indorsed requisitions. The number of requisitions filled during each month from 
January, 1884, to February, 1887, inclusive, is represented in the accompanying table: 
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Requisitions filled. 
Months. 1 1884. 1 1885. 1886. 1887. 
------------------------1------------
January............................................................ 76 1 306 436 




~ale::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::.::::::::::::::::::::~:::::=~ ~~ I ~g~ ~~ 
July .............••.•........••••••.••.••••.••..................•.... 133 222 247 August . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 150 149 
~~¥~~~rb_e_~::::::: :~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: M~ ~~g ~~~ 
November........................................................... 190 245 377 
December................................. . .......................... 316 358 326 
346 
311 
Total.......................................................... 1,,66 1 2,969 """"'3,536 ~- 657 
Recapitulation. 
1884.-.-- ..•••... -•• -•.••..•...••. - ••.• -...•.•...•• --. . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 466 
1885 .••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••..••.•••.•••.. - •.••••••••••••. - •...•..••.•••••..•........ 2, 969 
1.1386 .......•••........ -. ----- .. --.-.- .. -- .. -- ... -.--- ..•••..... -........................... . . -.... 3, 536 
1887 ... - .......•..•.••••..••••...... - ...•••..•...•.•••.•. - .........•.. -........ - ......... - - . . . . . . . 657 
Total. . • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 628 
The work of the Department is performed by a stationery clerk, who is sometimes 




Legal organization, Presidential offices ..•••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Department officers and employes and miscellaneous officers ..••.....•...... 
Employes outside the Department, not appointed by the Secretary or Presi-
dent ..............••..............•.•...•.............•.....•••..•...... 
Recapitulation .............•.........•....•••..•..•••..............••..... 
Office of the S"cretary ........•••....•.....•.....•••...••..•••..........•.. 
Chief clerk ....................•..•.......•.....••..•.. ~ .........••... 
AppointnJent division ...••.........•••............•................... 
Lands and railroad division ........................................... . 
Boa_rcl of_ p_e~sion appeals .......••...•••..•••••...••...........•..•.••. 
Indian cl1 VISIOn ..............................•••..... ...•.•••......... 
Patents and miscellaneous division .........................•.......... 
Financial and disbursing division ..••..•..•.•.......................... 
Stationery and printing division .....................•...............•. 
Custodians' division ..............••................................... 
Document division ................•......•.......•.•.................. 
Census rli vision ...................................................... . 
Assistant Attorney-General's Office ............................•............ 
Bureau of Labor .......................••••................•.••........... 
Bureau of Education ..................•..................••............... 
Record division ...................................................... . 
Statistical division ......................••........•••..•.............. 
Library and museum division ..••...•...............................••. 
Alaska division ...................•......••....•...................... 
Art Education Report .........•••••......••................•.......... 
Comtuissionerof Railroads ..........•••..••••.....•....................... 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs .......•••..............••.............••••. 
Accounts eli vision .....................•.............••..••••.......... 
Exan1iner of accounts .................••••............................ 
Account current .................................•.................... 
Report of employes ................................................... . 
Vouchers and open market purchases ................................. . 
Purchases under contract ...............................••............ 
Traveling expenses, transportation vouchers .......................... . 
Receipt and annuity rolls, etc ........................................ . 
Property account, medical property returned .......................•. 
Agency employes, appointment of agents .............•.•.............. 
~?counts, _b~s~ness transacted, etc ...••.......•••. ~---·- ...•.......... 
1'1nance diviston ...............................••••................... 
Files and record division .................................... . ........ . 
Land and law division ................•..........•.................... 
Education division .................................................. . 
Licens~d traders ..................................................... . 
Bureau of Pensions ......................................•....•........... 
Chief clerk ...................................•••..................... 
1\Iail division ........................................................ . 
Record division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
~rmy and _N~~y survivors' division ...................•...•••.......... 
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Bureau of Pensions-Continued. 
Middle division...... . . • • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . 150-152 
Western division ...................................................... 1f>3-155 
Southern division ..................................................... 155-158 
Old war and navy division ............................................ 158-161 
Special examination division ......................................... ·161-163 
Medical division ...................................................... 164-167 
Boards of examining surgeons for pensions. . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Law division ......................................................... 168-175 
Board of review ....................................................... 175-178 
Boa.rrl ofre-review ......... ........................................... 178-1i::i0 
Certificate division ................................................... 180-183 
Agents' division ...................................................... 183-188 
Stationery and accounts division ..................................... 188-190 
Superintendent's division.. .. .. .. . . . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . . . . . • • • •. .. .. . . .. .. . 191 
General Land Office ...................................................... 191-~75 
Division A, chief clerk ................................................ 191-199 
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